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To Frederick Merk
Whose inspirational teaching and meticulous scholarship

perpetuate the traditions of Frederick Jackson Turner



Preface to the Third Edition

Since the publication of the second edition of Westward Exfatfsion .in

i960, the pace of scholarship in frontier history has, steadily accelerated.

New publishing houses primarily concerned with the West have, unfurled;

their banners
j
new journals of western history—such as The, American:

West and Arizona and the West—hzvQ entered
,
the arena to provide

authors with additional outlets for their scholarly productions.,The result-^

ing flood of books, articles, and essays has illuminated virfu^y .eyef^;-

phase of the history of the West. Some subjects have attracted partic^ar'

attention: the War of 18125 the West during the Civil War'efa5 . thead^

vance of the mining frontler5 the Indian wars of the Great Tlainsj the

nature of Populism. Although these topics have inspired a larger number;

of investigators than any others, rare is the phase of western history: -that,

has not challenged scholars to advance new interpretations or to probe

its secrets in greater depth. The search for.. truth- about the pioneering past

seems as iinportant in the urbanized,, industrialized America of, today as

t did in x8j93 when Frederick ';Jacksoh .Turher''fifst 'called’-attenti6h.;..t

:hei;significance„o£the frontier.','-
;
t ^

.Gne trend in kholarship; is particularly apparent, as it whs beginningto

36
.
seven years ago when the preface to the second edition of tliia bobk

yas prepared. No. longer do histbfians blindly; accept the frontier as sblelyi

responsible.for national deyelopmehtas they did in the 1916’s andTcjso’sj

indj'nd longer do they; reject , it as Completely, uninaportant a^

thfc :i 930’s
;
and'

,

,i949V Iristeadj ^scholars' in, many ,
; disciplines

; sl^’y ,;;a'

lahdable tendency, tb test aspectadf/the .hypothesis ' advanced by Turheh^^

Ws 1 893 iO^ayj- ratheythaiv;td;dbhdenm orTo rapplaM
t^'^-^::iS:?fg^py'i%;body'fpf;Seafchihg literature deaiin

(lypoth^Sji mosyof; it tending to 'SuppOfttheT^
ih.thV-fpfmy^^^^



Viii PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION .

To incorporate these newer viewpoints in this book, much of thd first

and last chapters has been substantially rewritten. In addition, sertiqns

throughout the volume have been recast to include the latest interpreta-

tions and the most recently discovered information on a variety of 'topics

ranging from the causes of the Pequot War of 1637 to the migration! bf ;

American farmers to Canada’s Prairie Provinces after the closing of the

frontier. The bibliography has also been completely revised to include!

all significant books and articles on the history of the frontier publisHed
.

between 1959 and 1966 and to indicate the contribution or point of view!

of those of particular importance. The result, it is hoped, will guide in-

terested readers into byways of history that are not only fascinating but

that shed light on what has been called the most American part of the

American past. / :

R. A. Bi
.

5

'

San Marino^ California



Birdfkce to the Second Edition

iii the eleven years that have elapsed since the publication of the first edi-

jXion esiivard Exfansiony interest in the history of the American fron-

tierihas steadily increased. Younger scholars especially have shown a ten-

•dency -fo test aspects of the frontier hypothesis, rather than to belabor the

^statcmeht: pY t^ by Frederick Jackson Turner in his 1893
'

essay. /Ecbhomists, sociologists, and other social scientists have also con-

. .cerned th'emselyes with the problem, and have added penetrating inrights

.fthatywiil ald .im its eventual solution. The resxilt has been a

.. flpbd of puU has hot only altered many of
,
the older concepts

cphcerhing ithe' influence- 0 expansion oh the American people, but has

added vsignificahtly- m and interpretative, knowledge of the

'i-hatwe;;pf
,

the westward;^m

. v.The phrpose. of edition is to incorporate and appraise the

: hewer yiewpbints pn the .frontier that, have been advanced in the past

'"'eleven years. T^^ sections of the book have been completely

fewritten/ahd many; others^ radically. The bibliography has

/alsO;beeh;rp'hhitten to include’ all, books and articles on the history of the

vWest jpublished since 1949 that seem to me It is hoped that

the assembling -o of bibliographical information will not, only

;
;pi-oye usefni reveal the areas tn which

^additiohalVreseafch- is;^ desirable;' Generations of study are necessary
;

ftefpre .anythm approacluhg a- history of ^westward expansion in the

>Unlted'Shrt(^-mn::be;WrittemX^;!v^'-/^ , :

:v’,vThe!pfepara’tioh.bf,,this he'w .ed^^ long-awaited opportiinity ,

pubhcly the^niany students of ,the, frontier who were kind enough
-’fb iCTitidze thb, first; editidri;' -To

^

-out
'

questionable

'.riatpments,' .or- errors .im-fatt^dri ihterpret^^

byen .suchva
,

gerierdu^ 'The iMacmillan Company would

:

irix -'



X PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

allow. I would, however, like to pay special tribute to Professor A. F.

Gamber of the Department of History and Government, John B. Stet-

son University, whose meticulous criticisms vastly improved the six re-

printings of the first edition as well as this revision.

Evanstofiy Illinois R. A. B.



Preface to the First EdiS^

Ehis book attempts to^follow .the pattern that Frcdcrick Tacksori Turheji

might have iised^ad he ever compressed his voluminous : researches on the I

Amctac^mirontier )vithin one volume, his tcaching Professor .
Tu trier

,

j

syesscHTh^geogrSphic coiitinuitf in the settlemen t process rather than the
.,

f

feliroimldgical ; he viewed American expansion as a series v.pf conqticsts in

which piivsiographic ^
jdiji^ogmph/ciprpvjace.^^ -

by westward-moving pioneers.
^
Each successive dongucsty he bel ieved,jjdi.f:.

:

fcrccy^romjfee ones prcccdihgr.as thej^njqUci,cnyironment of . the.new area^

placed itsjtam|>_upon..the conquerors.^ The differing ciyll.izatiQns rcfeU

feom-feis; interaction, of feen. aiid nature accounted jor ^tlfe
'

fecdibnaljlcon^^^

flicfejtbat plagucd dfe
.nation long . a^ter t}fe\frohder :^

Turner"saw, that these inipo.rtantfenfebvehies, which Afeid essential fe.. the'*!'

inter})retatipn of early ,Americah..rhistp^/:Couid ;beVu

emphasizing the efese cdn.hcctifevEetween:: the; feoheefs. and ;;the enwi-dh-

hient in which they: lived, /The; stagej'ih' his' eves;5va^s impo

Ih;:sfeking to use.thaVppintdf view iaPdhc- basis' fehdnfehtire; volume

,

Amcricah; expahsioh/.d havfebecn: bold enough- to Tdlidw',hot 'dn^^^

.^r,Turher’s:^^j^fqn^fejfejuch:8^^hc^

M?::wrltipgs. The
;
pfelinc: :uscd';. to

'
give rbfder -itb the;IfoiTbwihg

roughly that pr<feared;,by .Profefepr ; Turner; forTiis; coid-sbdfe; the histo

dfethb .fepntier
;fe^Harvard ^^t)hivefsitjh ;iSeyer^ - of ;Vhe^; chapters '.|p^^pw;^^

dpselj^tlfe; paraiia

fehcr worksiT-havcldwfeyer-’mpdified bbth-fee^coiirobfe'a^
Miom infelfejight of.--mdrc';refenfe;Stu3ics.;.AVlin^

»

'%»*« M t .a 1 1 4. • i ..J _ J'- _5 '-* 4 1 •'
r' . . I

.ekceppdn ?isblatcd,;.infearifesi :T havd. atm
' n ;Cimf Kr#c*tf^ nC

XI



Xii PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION ^
-

;
^

The task of preparing this volume was originaUy a joint- eriterprise iny.

;

which Professor James Blaine Hedges of Brown University :was; the lea-;
'

der. Unforeseen circumstances forced him to abandon his original plahVbf r/'

writing all the portions dealing with the trans-Mississippi West, and; he.

was able to prepare only chapters XXIV, XXV, and XXVII. In addition.;

he and his wife, Nina Hedges, have read and helpfully criticized the entire

manuscript.

I am especially indebted tO--thr£e.£xeatJteachorsjtv.ho made frontier his-

:

tory live for me and who inspired me to work in the .field. The late Fredr

ericTTPaHmil^oduced me to the subject while I was an undergradu-;
;

ate at the University of Wisconsin; Frederick ..Merk and Janies Blaine;
}

Hedges guided me as a graduate student at Harvard University. I have .a' ,

special obligation to Professor Merk of Harvard University, whose course ,
-

on the history of the westward movement I attended as a graduate

student. Professor Merk was a student and colleague of Professor Turner, '

;

and a coauthor with him of the revised Ust of References on the History :

of the West. His course has served me specifically with contributiohsyof

analysis and interpretation, and generally as a guide in the preparation of;. .;

many chapters in this volume. ^

I am grateful to numerous others whose unselfish cooperation.;, has:',

vastly improved my own efforts. A fellowship from the John Simon Gug- :;

genheim Memorial Foundation allowed the writing to be accomplished;
’

with a minimum of interruptions. A grant from the Committee on;-Re-:!
;

search of the Graduate School of Northwestern University: made the final -

preparation of the manuscript less arduous. Numerous friends have, also-:;

contributed generously of their time and wisdom by reading: portions; of ;

the manuscript. Dr. Fulmer Mood of the University of California, whose;; v

recent studies have done so much to illuminate Professof. Turner’s ideasy;

has read the first chapter as well as those dealing .with the seventeenth -

century. Professor Emeritus James Alton James of Northwestern, Urii-',
;

versity has kindly criticised the chapters dealing , with the Revdlutidnary y
period that he knows so well. My colleagues in the history department; at ;

Northwestern University, ProfessjjjtJ^hiEpJffi-HimvelL^

JRpckefdlei:,_-JaV^ have given me the benefit of their extensive knowiy;;

edge in the fields of "their special interest: Latin American history and ..the ,

history_ofjj3e_American^d^ To my wife, Mabel. CrottyyBUlingtdrij.v

I am' indebted not only for^elpful criticism but for .thari freedom ffom;:^^

responsibility, that ds essential to uninterrupted research. For the erfbfs y

that must inevitably creep into such a work I arn alone responsible; f'-
y^

Kvanstm-^ Illinois
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CHAPTER I

3?he Frontier Hypothesis

Suggek the terrn^[fi^ the average movie-addicted, pulp-devouring

jf&eric& of tbd^ and you will conjure up in his mind happy visions of

painted^Indiahs,' gaudil^^ hurdy-:gurdy girls, straight-shooting -coW:

hbys/a.nd- villainphs bad^ all besporting themselves beneath sun^bathed

:westefhrslcies.rThe;irontier was. truly, a land of romance, but it also helped

^hapejthe^^distihctive civilization' of' the United -Statesi America’s unique

characteristics sterhmed from no single source} the European heritage, the

Cpnfihuihgjimfiact,of ideas from abroad, the mingling of peoples, the spread

of, the indu^triar fevdluti^^ and the growth of class consciousness all con-

tributedt'Yst,^.^^^^^^ h^ore to,,"AmericMize”,the.,natip people

^ddhstltutions"thanj.the .repeated rebirth of,. civ;iiization,,along.;the, western

bBge;6f;eettlerrieht’'during the three centuries required to occupy the con-

tinent;;

yThjfw^ duringthe .1890’s •by-=Frederick'Jackson. .Turner,

ii/j'qbng.'histbiy^d^ at the University of Wisconsin. Trained in the

semiriatA^ he was taught thatjnstitu:

tiTOS'evblved frbm earlier “germ cells” .without reference to environmental

iactqrSjTurnebf^^ against a concept which was at variance with observ-

able^'phenomenai'ih :hiis;W Middle West. His historical declaration oT
“The Significance of'.the Frontier in American|

iffistbiyjl’rwhichj he read at the Chicago meeting of the American Historical

Assbciatioh.in .i heritage, he irisis^tedj accounted only for

the;:|itnilOTti«;/'betWeen European.iand /Ajnerican, society} to explain the

hlthertb^negled^ historians liiuSt- look ' to the distinctive en- -

wofimentpf theUhited States.'

characteristic of/that'-'entdtpnm Turner felt} was/

area
;
of /ftee ' lend/on

.

the ’v/estern edge of the advancing/
.settlenients;: Into, that/uhdccupied region poured-a stream of ..settlers/.frbm



2 WESTWARD EXPANSION ^

V
^

^

Europe or the East, attracted by the h(y3e_of economic„lpett^^^^

chance for a^dventure. They came as ’’easterners, bringing with; them the; ;

' complex politicd, economic, and social customs required in thd stratified; ;

;

societies they left behind. In their new homes on the “hither edge’^ of the,^,^^^-;:

’} wilderness these imported institutions were out of place; hence the ‘jeake

of custom” was broken as new customs better adapted to a primitive society

’ were'^subsdHted'. 'Hig5£, devefo]^^' pblitjcal forms gave way to; simplet^

associations of settlers or rudimentary representative bodies. .Specialized ^ }

trades were forgotten in a land where tasks could best be acconiplishedi^^

individuals or groups without a division of labor. Complex social activities
'

were abandoned in favor of simpler pastoral pursuits: husking bees, cabin y

raisings, log rollings, and play parties, ^^ultural-.^developments lagged as

emphasis shifted jtp_,the.,ptimal ^£ks ^f„ providing foqd^ clothing, and

shelter. In thought .and habijt,,men reverted toward a state pf na^re; they y , ;

altered tKeir ways of life, invented new means for using natural resources,’ ; ;;,;

or adapted older practices to the new environment.^Innovation, adaptetion},

; and invention—in. economics, social. Organization, .and,. governmehfewere::,;;

?

;

characteristics pf frontier, life. , .

As newcomers drifted into each pioneer settlement, increasing the :ratip

;

between man and nature, the social organization steadily climbed back ;;';

toward complexity. Governmental forms grew more rigid. Econoinic

spedalization set in as eastern capital was imported to begin foads,}mills,

and primitive industries. Social activities expanded and grew more complex; ;
}

Eventually, as man conquered the wilderness, a fully developed; sodety :}

evolved, complete with manufacturing establishments, accumulated capital,’

}

cities, co-operative institutions, mature governmental practices, and cultura;!;

outpourings. The resulting civilization, however, differed from that pf the
;

East, modified by the accident of separate evolution and by the. unique i; :

physical environment. As the matured area assimilated itself with they;;

region just to the east, the frontier passed on westward to' begin the. transt i^;

formation of a more advanced area.

This was the process |hat was repeated for three centuries as Amerldihs; :.

^
colonized the contInent(j The story,.of-westward, expansion was pne;pf the }

;

5

contlnuprfe rebirth of society,, a repeated /^ginning over'-again” In the

.

I

Wpst,^with, the.,Xesul^^ the same on ;every;,frontkr, although wth 'esseh^^^

\
d;ifferences,.due»to. time,; place, and the manner;pf;men; who

;;jmj.a.,This continuous throwing of men into contact with the simplicl^ pf

primitive society .left traditions, ' memories, .and characteristics
;

w^
sisted long after the: frontier passed. Those pioneer traits were strongest;^;;;

in the newer regions, but they greatly irifluenced the adjacent transitional

, Zone and to a lesser /degree the matured social order .still ;farther/east; The ,

’



THC frontier HYPOTHESIS 3

' inen and institutions. The unique

believed, could be ascribed to

"^lie cputihuOT adaptation of organs in response to changed

f area of free land,” he wrote, “its con-

fitinuous fecepphy:^^a of American settlement westward, ex-

KfSince^Turhet ' first :ady “frontier hypothesis,” scholars have

y^jectdi-his/ro examination. Their careful study modi-

;
l>^sic doctrine. Few would agree today that

Wiie. “area of free land” alone explains “American de-

wSoi)^ineritl’ynde6d;T^ himself was less guilty of such overstatement

;JtK&^9Wd:;of .bis
^
tbp;^rithusiastic disciples. The persistence of inherited

ft Europi^h traits; thk:c6ntiauo.usJm world conditions, and

(.the Influence ^of'^ were equally important forces in

;sfepmg .
the -nation’s ;di^^^^^ civilization. The continuous rebirth of so-

iqety!':ih;thd;y?ester endowed the American people a.nd their

AinsUtutitip with - cha:^^^^ shared by the rest of the world. /

Jl^lThe mpulcfing efe this unique environment can best be understood

;’hy"|^ict'uring;,the t^glo-American frontier as a migrating geographic area

Swhichi-moyed!: westward to Pacific over the course of three

;-centuriei;;Here outpr edge of advancing settlement, the meeting

:|idint/6Psayage^ ahd^'d^ civilization entered the

'/wildefhbssi,the;‘‘re^ conditions resulted from the applica-

'tidn ^fyU and' ideas to the transforniing influences of free

|]and.!l.iri;’this; geographic;sense, the frontier has been usually defined as

r anJifea. containing ^ h than two nor more than six inhabitants to the

:^|q^'re;;TOle. :C statisticians have adopted this definition in

;_-traang;.tbe the records of each population poll

;ance the first tabulation of i 790. Decade by. dec^^ they have drawn narrow

bands,across United States, each farthef^^west than the last,

:

^..yitgifi terfitory^

dpfinidqhh'althpugh satisfactory to statisticiansjlfails to reflect

;?heeyplutipnary process. The frontier can be pictured.

:..”^?^!™%il’iPS^bliy;dSawastwestwahd^p

;>pordphsfpf;'ffie;;cbn^^ peopled ;by a variety of individuals bent ph -

of unusually abundant natural

,

,^;;respurces.''As-'4he7Westward,;raoyeraerit.^gainedymomentumya 'nui^^

,'bach.playing a distinctiye role in the: advance; Pf

,

j;qy^|zati6n| ^thougfiiyarying with, time
;
and place,;each is Identifiable;; pii ;

.

;;.thb, .shccessixie irbntiefs Until the; cohduest ' d£: the continent was Cdmoieted. 1
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r/' /^Jormally the assault on nature was begun by the fur traders. These rest-

less nomads leTthe way westwai^ virtually from the time Europeans first

set foot on American soil. They blazed the trails across the Piedmont and

through the Appalachian Mountain barrier, pioneered on the “Dark and

Bloody Ground” of Kentucky, crossed the Mississippi far in advance of the

first farmers, traced the eastward-flowing streams to their sources in the ^

Rockies, scaled the Sierras, and descended the Pacific slope to mn their trap

lines through California’s interior valleys or along the beaver streams of the

far Northwest. Always far in advance of civilization, the fur traders crossed
’

^
the continent with ^uch speed that they made little permanent impression

"
I on the wilderness.j.tJsually they were psychological types who found forest

solitudes more acceptable than the company of their fellow men. So they

adapted themselves to the ways of the natives, borrowing their clothes,

their living habits, their forest lore, and often their wives. Yet traders

did much to prepare the way for later comer^^hey brQke..dQ3vn Indian

~sel£-suffidency, accustoming red men to the guns, knives, and firewater of

the white men’s higher civilization. Tfiey^weakened„thematlvesj3.yL.spi:ead-

ing disease and vices among them, or by providing some tribes with the

guns that led to the slaughter of their wilderness enemies, Tj^ explored

every nook and cranny of the West, seeking out passes through mountain

barriers, investigating river routes to the interior, and discovering favored

agricultural sites. Traders’ posts served as nucleuses for hamlets and

cities} traders’ “traces” were widened into roads over which came later

pioneers. Theirs was the_jole,oTadvcrti^g the West and introducing the

disintegrating forces of civilization into the primitive Indian society of

the forest. '

As ever-present on successive frontiers as the fur trappers were the cattle-

men. Early Boston had its “cattle frontier” in the Charles River Valley}

early Virginia boasted “cowpens” among the canebrakes andpeavine marshes

that fringed the farming regions a few miles from the coast. As farms ad-

vanced westward the cattlemen steadily retreated, into theriPiedmont and

Great Valley of the Appalachians, across the mountains to the rich valleys of

Ohio or the grass-blanketed prairie^ of Illinois, southward to the piney

woods, of Mississippi where, mounted on “low built, shaggy, but muscular

and hardy horses of that region, and armed with rawhide whips . . . and

sometimes with a catching rope or lasso . . . they scour the woods . . .

sometimes driving a herd of a thousand heads to die pen.” Catdemen led
;

farmers into the trans-Mississippi West, there to build their cattle kingdom

on the gargantuan grassland of the Great Plains before succumbing once

more to pressure from farmers, and retiring to the fenced pastures of today.

Like the fur traders, the cowmen contributed little to the conquest oj^the



^wlderh&ssj Winstead primitivism themselves before the

^g^eriOTce;pf'ha|^re^';:;^^ ..

-
trappers and herdsmen were joined

Thb miriihgjrc^^^ depended oh the exploitation of rare

p6cfets^of feineral less orderly fashion than that of the

traders of tattjerhein} at times it leaped far in advance of settlement, at others

it'laggediijehihd fvhile-p^^ discovered riches were developed. Yet

frontier advance. They were present

in'fpionial Virginia;and seeking deposits of “bog iron” in

tfe fbfest'bej^ohd the, settlements./During the early nineteenth century they

led the!way intb':wes^ where gold discoveries were

ires^on^ibie :fe;^ld}West” boom towns, grizzled prospectors, and a moral

leyf^I^considered/bye.asterners to be “deplorably bad,” At the same time the

,di^(:dyeiy :bfdead 'outcroppings in northwestern Illinois transformed the

ha^et bi.'Galehd Into the leading Gomorrah of the West as well as the

(territory’s rnost pOpul^ During the next generation the mining fron-

tier enghlfedtW^trans-Misslssippi country in the wake of exciting “strikes”

in;.Gahfpfniaj( and the northern Rockies. Many who

i'^'rtidpated.in these^v were from older mining areas; Georgia’s

.miHes;cohtributed; heavily to the Colorado gold fields, lead miners from

lilInqiSjWere.pfdmIh the San Francisco ’
49ers, and “yonder siders”

from Califorhia piOT in the Rocky Mountain country, ^he miner was

a distihcf , frontiertype, T to rush wherever opportunity beckoned. He,

like ffietradetsah was content with surface exploitation ; after

(skimminglbff the visi^^^^ he moved on, leaving the still rich land

to 'actual settlers
.

') v
.

' "
'

.

;;|They/werejthe,:pioneer-;far^ those who preceded them, the

farmers/mademp (compromise nature; their task was not to adapt.but

to cpnpuefl'itheyiM the forests or grasslands of the continent as ob-

^acles'tobb ^bdued;jmill^^ acres pf virgin timber were stripped away
byth'eir axes^^^^^^^^ of prairie sod were turned under by their

pIOwsiThey/hated Indians with a. fervor born of experience in savage nias-

men .with firewater or firearms, and

ohly to seethe natives exterminateci^^They professed, some of them,
'

to; prefer.TO the fellowship of other humans, but all

were.ainnous for join them, knowing that numbers meant;

an increa^ values; Although many pioneer, farmers were
:

/nwers ‘who 'Sh the frontier until they, becanie: shiftless (

i^^.'pse^yps, |h^ein objective (was to transform theWestern wilds Into replicas

:£t'^i^rp:cpmmuhities,-.^^^ no trace of the natural envirdnnientremaining.^

"'^4^ a;roniantic] if arduous, existence! They were first into each
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new area, alone or with a handful^ of kindred spirits. They made the first

rude clearings, built the first rough dwellings, laid out the first passable

trails through the underbrush or across the plains. Often they made no

attempt to buy land, simply squatting on the public domain. As year after

year of backbreaking labor passed, more and more land was cleared. In

time enough was under cultivation to support the pioneer and his family;

then still more timber was cut away to produce agricultural surpluses for

export. As this went on other frontiersmen moved in, roads reaching back

to the eastern settlements were improved, and open country began to vie

with forested regions for supremacy. When this occurred the pioneer farmer

was ofteAinfected with tl^jwanderlust. Sometimes he was driven onward

by dislike of civilizadon and j^ts ways, somedmes b^^ thejprospect of better

lands ahead, but,more qftoi by the hope of gain. His cleared fields mounted

steadily in value as population increased; if he was a squatter he could sell

his “improvements” at a profit; if he owned his farm be could dispose of

his excess holdings, then the farm itself, for a handsome sum, while he

moved on westward to begin the process anew. Many pioneer farmers

shifted their homes six times or more in their lifetimes.

When they sold it was usually to “equipped farmers.” These were men
of some capital who were drawn from adjacent farming regions, the East,

or Europe. They came intending to stay and develop their newly acquired

acres; hence they continued the clearing process with greater thoroughness,

grubbed out the stumps, built frame houses, fenced their lands, and im-

proved the roads. Each year, as the cleared areas increased, the amount of

exportable surplus mounted, and each year, in return, more wealth^flowed

into the community. As this mounted the prospering farmers were able to

pay for services they formerly performed for themselves. Their demands

not only led to a division of labor which marked the maturing of civilization,

but laid the basis for the towns and villages that climaxed the frontier process.

(For an urban frontier was as truly a part of the advancing settlemehts

as a ranching frontier. Towns sprang up as though by magic whenever op-

portunity or seeming opportunity beckoned, some founded by speculators

who hoped to turn a tidy profit by the sale of town lots, others by merchants

or grain millers seeking a favorable spot for their enterprises.* Usually a

strategically located site was chosen—at a crossroads, an advantageous spot

on a canal or railroad, at the head of navigation on a stream. To a casual

observer, these pioneer villages varied little from towns in the East, but

actually they differed in economic activity, institutions, and attitudes. Their

unique characteristics stemmed largely from the manner in which urban

pioneers made their living. Their task was threefold. Some gathered agri-

cultural surpluses from the neighborhood for processing and shipment;
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they erected sawmills to produce lumber, grist mills or distilleries to trans-

form bulky grain into exportable commodities, slaughter houses to prepare

hogs and cattle for market. Others served as importers to supply farmers

with the machinery, furniture, food, and luxuries that were no longer

produced on the farms. Still others catered to the newly awakened taste

for culture which developed in each area as wealth increased} they set up

schools for the neighborhood children, offered dancing instruction to the

elder daughters, legal service to those in need, and news of the world to

those who subscribed to their primitive newspapers. Processers, merchants,

and sellers of culture made up the bulk of the inhabitants in every frontier

town.

.'The attitudes of^urban pioneers differed from those of eastern city dwell-

eis as markedly as did their economic activities. Most were restless seekers

after wealth who, driven onward by failure at home or the hope of greater

profits in a new country, deliberately selected a promising frontier com-

munity as the site of their next experiment in fortune making. There they

built a miU, opened a general store, set up a portable printing press, or

hung out a shingle as lawyer or dancing teacher, confident that the town’s

rapid growth would bring them affluence and social prominence. When
they guessed right and the village did evolve into a city they usually stayed

on as prosperous businessmen or community leaders. When, more often,

the site proved ill advised, they moved on again to a stiU newer town.

Urban pioneers advanced westward just as did pioneer farmers} one might

live in Rochester, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and Milwaukee

before fortune nodded. Their mobility and restlessness distinguished them
from the more stable souls who filled the eastern cities.

Institutions also marked the frontier towns_as distinct from their counter-^

partniTfEenast. Most rooted their political systems in eighteenth-century

^iberdrirnywitlfeinphasis on legislative power, frequent public meetings for

charter changes, and provisions for constant civic improvement. Yearly
elections to the tovsm councils were the rule} in one an ordinance allowing

councilmen to hold office three years was defeated as “placing them beyond
the reach of public opinion for a time almost equal to an age in older com-
munities.” Yet, with typical frontier inconsistency, all regulated sendees
touching upon the public welfare with a stern hand. Ordinances in pioneer
towns provided for a strict control of markets, fuel distributers, and
food handlers, and for careful provisions respecting health and cleanliness.

The most striking characteristic of the frontier cities was the similarity of

^
their Institutions. Cleveland copied Its charter from Buffalo, Chicago from
Cleveland. Rractices found suitable to the western environment were
first tested, then generally applied along the advancing urban frontier.
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^ One would like to believe, with Frederick Jackson Turner, that the

West was subdued by a procession of frontier types^ each following .th.e.

f other in an orderly pattmi jb’fTdni^uesl.'XHfort^ men’s motives and

J
bdhavioral patterns were too complex to fit such a neat formula. Instead

i the frontier process can be roughly visualized in terms of two loosely

I
defined groups. One—made up of fur trappers, missionaries, herdsmen,

I

and others whose enterprise depended on preserving the wilderness—^was

5 interested in using nature. The other—comprised of farmers, speculators,

I
town-planters, merchants, millers, and a host more whose profits depended

on advancing civilization—was bent on subduing nature. Usually the Users

preceded the Subduers, but even this broad division broke down amidst

wilderness conditions. Sometimes town-planters led the way to monopolize

favored sites
j
at others miners advanced more rapidly than fur traders; at

still others farmers were in the van. Every frontier was__a_bee-hiyej)f

activity as the many specialties needed to plant civilization were applied

in every sort of sequence.
^ -

|Whatever the pattern—or lack of pattern—the movement went on at a

rate of advance that varied greatly with time and place. Three factors

contributedjto every man’s decision to move to the frontier: conditions at

home, the ease with which he could reach the West, and the attractiveness

of the region ahead.\If lands in the East were worn out by repeated culti-

vation, if overcrowding had reached the point where men were unable to

adapt themselves to the diminished area, if overcompetition lessened eco-

nomic opportunity, the dissatisfied were inclined to look to the frontier for

rehabilitation. “Our lands being thus worn out,” wrote a Connecticut

farmer in the eighteenth century, “I suppose to be one Reason why so many

are inclined to Remove to new Places that they may raise Wheat: As also

that they may have more Room, thinking that we live too thick.” Yet no

amount of dissatisfaction could set the westward-moving tide flowing unless

the road to the frontier was open. Whenever natural obstacles stood

in the way—^whether an Appalachian Mountain barrier, a phalanx of

hostile Indians, or an unfamiliar environment such as the Great Plains

—the frontier advance slowed or even halted momentarily. Then the

damned-up population increased to the point where the sheer force

of numbers pushed the barrier aside. Always progress was most rapid when

adequate transportation routes led westward; highways—whether forest

trails, roads, or railroads—^were the arteries that fed each new frontier.

Equally essential in accounting for the ebb and flow of the westward move-

ment was the desirability of the area just ahead. Whenever a particularly

attractive spot beckoned, the advance was rapid; the rush into the bluegrass

Country of Kentucky, the cotton lands of the Gulf Plains, and the fertile
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praises -just the Mississippi illustrated the effect of unusual soils

oh 'nii^ratibh. Economic opportunity, however, was not(^ the West’s only

lure. ;The 'Challenge of a new country, the call of the primitive, were im-

^brtarit psychological attractions to men “%vith the west in their eyes.” Many

aipibneer. left, the East in search of the adventure and romance that waited,

bh the hither edge of the wilderness,

K-Auf eighteenA traveler wrote in universal language when he

descril^d' the migrations from his native New England: “Those, who are

fir^Cihclined to emigrate, are usually such, as have met with difficulties at

hbme^irhese are commonly joined by persons, who, haying large families

aiiT small farms, are induced, for the sake of settling their children com-

fortabiy, to ,
seek for new and cheaper lands. To both are always added

the .discontented, the enterprising, the ambitious, and the covetous. . . ,

thefsj still
j
are allured by the prospect of gain, presented in every new

country: to the sagacious, from the purchase and sale of new lands: while

not it small number are influenced by the brilliant stories, which everywhere

are^tbld concerning most tracts during the early progress of their settle-

meiitl’’'.V; -

‘

5 -^ the West did ,not affect all easterners in the same3ay..,Ter-

liapS mahy' desired to take advantage of frontier 'bp'pbr'tuhitj',''But few 'were

ibleVto' .dp so; every individual’s migration depended on three ingredients:

[i'rpximity,- sklll in pioneering techniques, and capital; Certainly the history

of.Westward expansion demonstrated that proximity was of primary
,
im-

portance;' unless nature’s obstacles intervened each ney? region . was settled

frommeighboring areas rather than distant points. New Englanders peopled

westefnr-New York, their sons rnoved on to the Old Northwest, ..their

§yahdsoris to the, upper Mississippi Valley. This was a universal ftilej;,even

in>tije.:T,8yo’s when abolitionists and,southern fire-eaters urged partisans in

the slavety'pontr.ovei-sy to occupy disputed;Kansas, few responded; instead

tMtiterritp^-was settled by hard-headed realists from Missouri, Illinois,

Ihdian^' Kentucky, and Tennessee/ ;‘Th thirty States/out of thirty-four,”

wtpte the Superintendent of the:Gehsus;,in, 18,60, “it; will be .perceived that

tHe,-natiye ';eniigrants have chiefly preferred to iiocate in a State,immediately

^^nt to that of, their ;birthi:”w<;vWW'.
. i v / y.v-

.trainihg.f in; agricultural pursuits; closed; ,,the'

^tbhtier/tp leastern workingnieh;/instead .Afnenca was settled^by successive

vCarc^pf;fermers;who
, were^already^skilled jn . wrestingWdiving fronidhe

;

was a'highly technical

pfpfessipii;.
:
drohtienng ; required^ -even ’nipfe 7SpbcialiWd'

tCChmques.
. Cleafing the land, :,buildin'g^^

pro|lem';^'bf 7tlefensb; 7and-<plar^ngd^ Wrgih • "iwil /allJdbniantled
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experience few easterners could boast. During the colonial period, when

the distance between the East and West was small, numerous workers made

the transition to farming, not because the prospect pleased them, but because

industrial opportunities were so few that mechanics were forced to turn to

agriculturei After the industrial revolution of the early nineteenth century,

however, the frontier seldom served as a “safety valve” for working men,

although a few skilled workers from the East and a larger number from

Europe did succeed in making the change.

^fie-cost of-moving-to-the-'West was also a barrier that few easterners

could overcome. If a prospective pioneer wanted to begin life anew cheaply,

he must move to the extreme edge of the frontier, appropriate government

land, clear his own fields, and personally conquer the wilderness; this re-

quired technical knowledge acquired by generations of pioneering. When
such skills were lacking, his only choice was to settle in a community al-

ready undergoing development. This was expensive. In the middle-nine-

teenth century he would be forced to pay between $1.25 and $10 an acre

for land, $5 to $20 an acre to have it cleared, $112 for a split-rail fence,

from $100 to $375 for tools, $150 for draft animals, $50 for a log cabin,

$25 for transportation, and $icx) for food to support his family until his

own farm came into production. Few eighty-acre farms were established

that did not cost their owners at least $1,500—a sum far beyond the reach

of the average eastern working man whose wages seldom rose above $i

a day. Moreover when the pressure to escape to the frontier was greatest-

in periods of depression—laborers were particularly unable to make the

transition, for each panic was preceded by a boom period of high prices

which swept away their savings. Even those who sought to become inde-

pendent farmers by working first as hired hands in the West found the path

difficult; they learned the needed skills but found it impossible to save

the money to buy a farm from their wages of $150 a year and keep.

Little wonder that most new areas were occupied by trained farmers from

nearby regions who had either the frontier skills to begin life anew cheaply

or the capital necessary to put land into production. Yet the constant drain

of farm workers from eastern to western lands was not without its effect

on the East. Many who dri' ;ed westward might otherwise have gone into

the cities in quest of factory jobs. The frontier served as a “safety valve”

during the first half of the nineteenth century by draining off potential

laborers; in the post-Civil War years even that influence declined as the

gap between the pioneer zone and industrial areas widened. The trans-

Mississippi frontier recruited its settlers from adjacent agricultural regions

rather than from the industrialized East. Through the history of America’s

westward expansion the farmer, blessed with wealth, skills, and proximity,

was the averacre frontiersmen.
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he moved westward he found awaiting him in the American wilder-

variety of geographic conditions destined to exert a modifying in-

fluence on his w life and thought. For the North American continent

was hot un instead a series of differing physiographic provinces lay

b^fbre the migrating peoples, each with a distinct soil structure, topography,

hhd climate. In this checkerboard of xmique environments occurred an inter-

play of migrating stocks and geographic forces, to produce in each a dis-

tinctive type of economic enterprise best suited to the natural conditions

and imported habits of the settlers. In many ways these “sections” re-

sembled the countries of Europe; each had its own history of occupation

and development, and each was so conscious of its differences that it pos-

sessed a sense of distinction from other parts of the country. This stemmed

largely from the economic habits of the people; in one, staple agriculture

might: be best suited to natural conditions, in another diversified farming,

in another cattle raising, in another industry. As specialization developed,

each section demanded from the national government laws beneficial to its

own interests; hence the sectional concept implied a degree of rivalry com-

parable to the ill-feeling that has marked Europe’s national history.

: j,Thi,s^asjhe.^heritage of t frontier’s, advance. As the successive Wests

became ;Easts a mosaic of sections was left behind, each bent on shaping

liatibnal legislation to its own ends. At times sectional antagonism led .to

cwlh war; more often the federal government reconciled antagonisms .Byy
compromise or allowed the sections themselves to effect workable combi-

riations for legislative purposes. These conflicts were not solely responsible,

;

for the pattern of American history. Sectional lines were often blurrecl by
the influence of national parties, the growth of class divisions, the iritel-

lectual traits and ideals of the people, and the presence within each section

of sihaller regions differing from the majority point Of viewiX?ti^d,uhder- ;

standing of American ,deyelopmentrin- the,,eighteenth and nineteenth 'cen- ,

-

tunesris-possible- without-a .^proper- recognition of sectional ihfluences'.‘1;
:

‘t
'

'

The following pages tell the story of the successive occupation of
:

America’s physiographic provinces by advancing waves of frontiersmen.
.

Romantic characters took part: coori-skinned trappers and leatHerclad

'^puntain Men,” starry-eyed prospectors and
.
hard-riding cowboys, Md- V

^y^ahd yigilantesi But the true , hero of the tale was the h^d-wprl^g
FarmeryrhOj ax in hand, njarched ever westward until the boundaries of his i;

.touched the Pacific. The.history,o£.the American frontier isIndhpnly .'

conquest of a .continent and-- of > expanding -oppoHuruty Tor they;^

iowhtrbddert
3;;,h historyypf tfie .birth;of a nation,-endowed;with.-chari'; ;

whichipersisted; thrpughrits^ and. influenced itsipepple .

°5g.|herlthe West its,elf;^^^
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? The settlement; of ?the American contlheht -was the fet stage

• ; movement peoples that began in thp twelfth centuiy;when feudal

V •' ^be^h back ..the, barbanan jhordes^ that; -had :‘pr^sed in: from

^:F6r^h^ :ahd's to ,threaten :the Holy City of .Rdmd itse^

:;V ih . tiiis exp^sio .Was taken- by ;zealb\W; amsaders w^^^

-V’ A ', thirteenth centuries battered' back theVMpsleins,Wporirt^

v.,., ih.'a^Vaih^effort.td ' wrest Jerusalem’,^
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' ;;> .through iEurope’S: stagnant "economic system,; and'.Aeir-; tal^ .of/theWi^^^

of, ;the::Near 'East :cdnjured up .dremnsybf; splendors

^.1; peoples fhccustpmbd / to, /frugal feudabsm; ;yehetian;.trad

/ .on
:
thrir / heels /.fo .estabbsH -'’tradejfroutes :With-Cohstahtiriople -and'/Other /“

., /Eevantineicities Wh sent tmatcustbhied luxiWi^ L'eyant'flobdingV

U;/ pyerEurOpe : /spices to relieve nibnotphy nf cbafse
/
fobd, "nbtemuge to

/,

/-putte/inhle,’-, rich tapestries,- genas^/arid'pfeqpiW stbhesi’:/>:^‘

A > :5 ^^bnpmic/liie/stiraulated ;the/:/Hh^/:b^

A ’'r.-thatsuryWed the.h^ddleg^esto’re^

/ / ;
to <the/:sb&enth //behtmlesftheyyWagecli bitter ;:wari bn ./their-feuda

r / . '.bmld/bn/the niins ,of: thd

;,.yiPortugal^; Spainy;Fra.hce,'/England, /arid' th

y A,tbis.;^c6hquest/;Wae>aided:;byythe ;ri^^'mefchant':;ciassih

/A//:monar^;;n;the debt oftKe/mOhied ihterestsyRby^/effbrtS'.tb/^l^

' -;i*ts^'4eacIers:/^eW /exbdp,gbbds/;bf/:the//&yant/We^^ bfbbght/:!^/.'

: . / f^r^vah ;frbm.^istbntse^er'n;fandsA.'i'ray^^^

7th^ th^ rin'r^^e/V^^ibte^realmd, of
'
;0tH^ /<Eipahgp^-



l6 SECTION i: THE COLONIAL FROimER
^ ^ ^

(Japan) the cities had “walles of silver and bulwarkes or toWere of gold^

and were filled with palaces “entirely roofed with fine gold,” and with lakes

:

of pearls. “Whoever won-teth golde,” Europeans read, “diggeth; till He

hath found some quantitie.” Their own wealth was steadily driaining

ward to purchase the exotic goods that Europe now demanded, while the

end of crusading had stopped the flow of plundered Near Eastern gold into"

their coffers. What magnificent profits would be theirs if they could estafc

lish direct trade with the Orient!
:

This was the incentive that sent the nations of western Europe aiorig

the path to new frontiers. Portugal, a compact, well-governed little couhv

try, took the lead by sending her explorers southward during the iflfteehtli

century in search of a route around Africa. When Bartholomew;T)iaz

rounded the Cape of Good Hope in i486 the goal was in sight, and a

suddenly alarmed Europe awakened to the possibility that the Portuguese

might monopolize the rich Oriental trade. Spain was especially fearful, blit

Ferdinand and Isabella, the joint rulers, were busy driving Moorish in-

vaders back to Africa and could do nothing until the last eheniy Jistrphg-

hold at Granada fell in 1492. Six months later they sent a Genoese'nayi-

gator named Christopher Columbus on his memorable voyage across the

Atlantic, realizing, as did all intelligent people of the day, that the .world

was round and that ships could reach the East by sailing west. Seventy days

after his three tiny vessels left the Azores, Columbus made, hi^ landfall

in the West Indian islands. He found no crowded city of Quinsay, no rich

realms of Cipango or Cathay, no empire of the Grand Khan. But. he :re{

turned to Europe convinced that he had hit on some outlying portion of

Asia and that further exploration would reveal the febled riches of that

fabulous land. I:..

Within ten years after Columbus’ first voyage the Spanish ei^lorers

who followed in his wake showed that he had discovered not the Orient

but a great mid-Atlantic barrier between Europe and the Far JEast. ®
disappointment caused by this revelation was -only momentary 5

migH^

not this mysterious new world hold wealth to rival that of Asia;? Cdltirn^

bus had found a few gold trinkets airiong the natives on his fifst voyage,

and on his second in 1493 carried 1,500 colonists who; built the first p^

manent European settlement in; America on the island of H^
(Haiti) and turned at once to the search for the precious nietal. They

soon found that erislayed Indians could be forced to work ;the primitive

gold mines which existed on many of the islands. Here at last- w^^^

wealth Spain: sought} excitement swept the nation as eager colonists foughft

for the privilege of going to America. These acivehtmersywrote one chfOii-

icler of tlikt; day, ; ‘‘dreamed of nothirig;but goldj . .. i- itrw4's gold t^
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ttfere- :s5ught from the Indians, gold that

•\yasigiyen clinked in their letters to give them

stkhding at Court/and gbldthat the Court demanded and coveted.”

^IJhder, this;!:^ zeal for conversion ,
of a vast new

..heathendom, the- Hispaniola expanded' rapidly until by

iyj^jiwhen/Spain .made hen assault on the North American coast,

seventeen towhs '.^d and colonies were established on

Puerto :;feco, Jam^ Life in these villages followed a pattern

tiiaPwas to!^ lie: often duplicated as America’s mining frontier moved west-

ward across the'.continent. Lavish spending and utter profligacy were the

'fuie. ;0iflciy about in rich silks, brocades, and embroideries, lived

wiA Indikh mistresses, and gambled for preposterous stakes
5
they taught

their;^horses
:
to da^iice and curvet, and their principal sport was hunting

Indians ;with: h were given where gold dust was served

instead ;oLsalt and 'nausicians^^ imported “to make the people merry.’’

Only :lyn&^^^^ needed to transform these boisterous towns into the

typical .American minm^
-. / ^dr fk' few^^ provided Spain with sufficient

.Wealth,;:;but ;the m country’s insatiable appetite for gold and souls

soon/turned' attends the mainland. With this move there rose to

'pfohilnence a nesw; type of Spanish frontiersman, the conquistadors.^ These

hardy'adveriturers .were minor noblemen who, having lived by their swords

dunng 'the long M wars, were left at loose ends when peace settled

onjSpain in c. 1492. .
Their adventurous past made industry or commerce

seemi prosaic and their independent spirits rebelled against servile adher-

;ence to royal; a^^^^ Many drifted to Aiherica, lured, by the promise

:of/excitemeht and wealth. Cruel, devout, hard-fighting men, they blazed

:a trail pfy^ salvation westward as they planted the flag .of their

IpngLartd'the cro^ the face of the continent; Pity

and y;fea.r .were unknown to these robust swashbucklers who led Spain’s

;^sault;oh North Americaj they slew their, enemies as boldly as they faced .

death; thenisely^.

V

^

-Ponce de .Leon was the flrst . Unable to settle down to court ih-r,

the warn, hwturned to the New World,'gbing with^^-

.Pp^umbus oh his-sec^pbd ypyag^ Puetto /Rico by -the .

usual-process of -killing: or ehslaving .the natives.^^T^ he.: heard of

where" gold' .was plenti fill' a^

®Pp^ted.:waters; .t^^^ youth- to; all .w’hovdran^^^^

;Aymed with/ay^ to; disepyet; an^r people.ythis island'' 'Pohee,-de Leon ;/

in;Marchj;d5 t3dSi^ting:a:strip;df;Mst^
;^:nam^:;.PlpndajLe\ianded;';near^e'i^
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then journeyed around the peninsula as far as Pensacola’ Bay. Hostile

Indians thwarted him at every stop and he returned to the islands without

gold and without having drunk of the fabulous fountain. Two other

explorers took up the task of determining whether Florida was really the

magic isle of Bimini. In 1519 an expedition under Alonso Alvarez de

Pineda skirted the northern coast of the Gulf of Mexico, stopping to trade

with the natives, investigate bays, and take possession of the land. Alvarez

returned to Jamaica with lying tales of plentiful gold and giant natives,

but he did establish the fact that Florida was part of a larger mainland.

A year later a second party equipped by Lucas Vasquez de Ayllon added

proof by exploring the eastern shore as far north as Cape Fear, where

150 natives were captured and taken back to the West Indies as slaves.

Ponce de Leon was sufficiently alarmed by these encroachments on a

domain that he considered his own to obtain a new patent authorizing

him to settle “the Island of Bimini and the Island of Florida,” and in

1521 he landed two ship loads of men near Charlotte Bay. Again hostile

Indians drove off the colonists, wounding Ponce de Leon so severely that

he died a short time after returning to Cuba. Vasquez de Ayllon immedi-

ately set out for Spain to secure the patent vacated by Ponce^s death, taking

with him an Indian named Francisco Chicora who delighted Charles V and

his Spanish court with marvelous tales of his homeland. The people there,

he told his credulous listeners, were white with long tails which were “not

movable like those of quadrupeds, but formed one mass, as in the case

with fish and crocodiles, and was as hard as bone. When these men wanted

to sit down they had consequently to have a seat with an open bottom; and

if there were none, they had to dig a hole more than a cubit deep to hold

their tails and allow them to rest.” Gold and precious stones, of course,

abounded among these natives. The king was charmed by this gifted Bar

into granting Ayllon the charter needed to settle that fantastic country.

After preliminary explorations, Ayllon set out from Spain in 1526 with

six vessels and five hundred settlers. Failing to find the country described

by Chicora in the Cape Fear region, he moved his elaborate force south-

ward, to the banks of a river—probably the Pedee—where he built a few

flimsy huts that were glorified as the settlement of San Miguel de

Guadalupe. Cold, starvation, and disease took a frightful toll during the

winter of 1526-27, and in the spring the 150 survivors struggled back to

Hispaniola, leaving behind them the body of their leader who had fallen

prey to the wilderness he tried to conquer. Thus ended Spain’s first serious

effort to found a colony in what is now the eastern United States. Insuffi-

dent knowledge of irontier technique proved so disastrous that for

twenty years the Spaniards made no further attempt to settle that for-

bidding coast.
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The disappointed Spaniards did not stay long, for the Indians were anxidva

to be rid of the ravenous invaders and sent them on by telling them that-,

a town to the southward held the yellow metal they sought. Again, the ^

tiresome march was resumed, and again the hoped-for city proved to be v

a miserable Indian village. Thoroughly discouraged, the Spaniards pressed
'

on to the sea at Apalachee Bay. •

The hope of the 242 survivors was to reach Mexico. Five crude boatsf

were built of boards hacked out with swords and held together by nails;:

melted down from armor. In these overloaded craft they set out to swf

in September, 1528, sailing westward along the coast until they reached,

the mouth of the Mississippi where raging waters and strong windi'.

swamped three of the boats. The remaining two, with eighty survivors,::

kept on until they were wrecked on an island near Galveston Bay. Friendly,.

Indians, “howling like brutes over our misfortunes,” took the Spaniards

to their villages and tried to nurse them back to health, but by the spring

;

of 1529 only fifteen remained alive. Six years later this number had';

dwindled to two, one of whom was Alvar Nunez Cabeza de Vaca, who:;

had established a reputation as a healer and medicine man. Resolving at

last to escape, Nunez set out alone along the Texas coast, where he found

three other Spaniards held in slavery by the Indians. With them he startedi/

the overland journey to Mexico. In each village he used his healingiaftsV

with such success that marvelous cures followed his prayers and mystical

:

rites. As he progressed his fame spread
j

tribes welcomed him, showered

him with presents, and escorted him to the next Indian town after he had ;

cured their sick. His journey became a triumphant procession—four

;

tattered Spaniards marching at the head of as many as four thousand

painted natives—imtil he arrived in Mexico City in April, 1536. : .
, ,,

Cabeza de Vaca’s straightforward account of what he had seen should ;'

have ended Spanish interest In North America, for he had found no perma- ;;

nent cities, no gold or silver, and only poor savage Indians who lived on;

roots, spiders, and an occasional deer that was exhausted by an all-day chase,

Instead Spaniards preferred to listen to the fanciful imaginings of Indians ; ;;

who were always ready to conjure up tales that would please the white

men—of wealthy interior tribes and especially of “seven very large towns

which had streets of silver workers” and gold in plenty. Could these be

the cities of the seven bishops who, according to hoary Spanish legend, ;

had fled west in the eighth century to set up seven episcopates on fabu-;
;;

lously rich lands across the Atlantic? Even Cabeza de Vaca, succumbing

to popular pressure, decided to tell his countrymen what they wanted to; .; :

-
;
hear rather than the truth. When he visited Spain a year after his retiirnr, : ;

he found such eager listeners among the noblemen, that he .let his irnagi- ;;
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nation run wild and in great secrecy “gave them to understand that it was

the richest country in the world."

One man listened with particular interest. Hernando de Soto, a wealthy

noble with considerable colonial experience who had just secured Narvaez’s

grant to eastern North America, realized that Cabeza de Vaca’s ramblings

promised him not only great wealth but plentiful recruits for the expedition

he was or^nizing. All Spain caught the excitement} noblemen sold their

estates to buy places on de Soto’s ships or fought for the privilege of going,

and when he sailed in 1538 so great a company assembled on the docks

that many “who had sold their goods, remained behind for want of ship-

ping.” After wintering in Cuba, the elaborate force of six hundred soldiers,

great herds of horses and swine, packs of hounds, and mountains of equip-

ment, landed on the east shore of Tampa Bay in May, 1539. There began

four years of fruitless wandering over 350,000 square miles of wilderness,

guided only by Indians who discovered that they could best rid themselves

of the plundering Spaniards by telling them that the next village was richer

than their owm.

De Soto spent the first winter at Apalache, where he learned of a north-

ern province governed by a woman, “the town she lived in being of an

astonishing size, and many neighboring lords her tributaries, some of

whom gave her clothing, others gold in quantity.’’ They found this lady

on the Savannah River, but her “astonishing” village held only a few flimsy

huts, and her wealth consisted of a handful of spoiled fresh-water pearls.

The country about the upper Savannah proved so uninviting that the

Spaniards headed south again as far as Mavilla where a disastrous fire

destroyed even the meagre plunder they had gathered, then turned to

the northwest and spent the winter of 1540-41 near the Yazoo River.

With spring tliey wended their weary way onward until they came upon
the Mississippi a few miles south of present Memphis. De Soto was an-

noyed rather than pleased at his discovery, for the expedition had to pause

while barges were built before the men could cross. Again the northern

country proved unattractive, but the Indians told of large towns to the

south and the summer was spent searching the Ozark region for the fabled

seven cities. After wintering on the Arkansas River near its junction with
the Canadian, de Soto started his tattered followers back toward the Gulf
to renew their equipment. To his great disappointment the Arkansas River
led them again to the broad Mississippi rather than to the sea. There,
while his men were building boats and fighting off hostile natives, de Soto
“took to his pallet” and died.

The remnants of the expedition first tried to march west to Mexico,
but after a year of wandering turned back to the Mississippi, built seven
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boats, and floated down to the Gulf on the spring floods of 1543. Alter-

nately praying and rowing, they made their way along the coast until

September 10, 1543, when they turned into the Rio De Panuco. There

they learned that a Spanish town was only fifteen leagues away. “Many,

leaping on shore, kissed the groimdj” wrote their chronicler, “and all,

on bended knees, with hands raised above them, and their eyes to heaven,

remained untiring in giving thanks to God.” Of the six hundred men

who started with de Soto four years before, 31 1 survived the incredible

hardships with suflicient spirit to criticise the poverty of the Spanish town

where fate had cast them! Here was proof of the prowess of the co»-

quistadors,

De Soto’s disastrous failure, by ending hope of rich finds in the interior

of eastern North America, ushered in a phase of the Spanish conquest in

which colonization rather than exploitation became the ambition of the na-

tion’s rulers. This decision was forced upon them by the need of occupying

the Florida coast, a step deemed necessary to protect Spain’s thriving pos-

sessions in Central and South America. By this time Mexico City was the

principal city of New Spain, its treasure houses bulging with wealth from

native mines. This gold and silver was carried to Spain in great galleons

which sailed across the Gulf, through the Bahama Channel, and northward

along the coast of Florida before spreading their sails to the easterly blow-

ing Atlantic trade winds. If enemy vessels were allowed to lurk in the

many inlets along the Florida coast they could pounce on Spanish ship

ping almost at will. As France, England, and Holland, the other maritime

powers of the Atlantic seaboard, were casting covetous eyes at Spain’s New

World wealth, the Spanish authorities realized that they must act. Only

by winning over the coastal natives and making eastern Florida so thor-

oughly loyal that no enemy vessel dared touch there could they protect

their treasure route.

Philip II, ruler of Spain, planned two settlements, one at Santa Elena

and the other on the Gulf of Mexico. In June, IJ59, his expedition sailed,

with 1,500 colonists under the command of Don Tristan De Luna y Are-

llano. They landed at the port of Ichuse, on Pensacola Bay, where De Luna

ordered the first settlement built. The usual Indian gossip of plenti-

ful gold in the neighboring province of Coca upset these plans, when three

hundred badly needed soldiers were sent on a futile search that ended at

a miserable little village of thirty huts on the Coosa River. On their return

they found the colony torn by dissension, with its leaders bickering among

themselves and most of the settlers anxious to return home. News of this

sorry state of affairs finally reached Mexico. De Luna was sent packing,

and a new leader, Angel de Villafafie, took over the ill-fated expedition.
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drift to sea before he could attack. When an all-night pursuit of the fleeing

enemy proved fruitless he returned to Ft. Caroline, which was now well

guarded by three warships that had been lurking in the river. Menendez,

afraid to risk an open attack, retraced his steps to the St. Augustine where

his men began constructing the first enduring white settlement in what

was to become the United States. While this went on both commanders

decided to take the offensive, Ribaut by sea and Menendez by land. Fate

played against the Frenchmen. Violent storms scattered their fleet on its

way to St Augustine and left Ft Caroline’s 240 defenders at the mercy

of the Spaniards when they struck on September 30 after a quick overland

march. Within an hour 132 had been put to the sword, even the sick being

dragged from their beds and murdered. During the next weeks nearly 400

more Frenchmen who survived the wreck of their fleet, including Ribaut

himself, were slaughtered along the Florida coast. “I put Jean Ribaut and

all the rest of them to the knife,” Menendez wrote Philip, “judging it to

be necessary to the service of the Lord Our God, and of Your Majesty”

The founding of outposts to hold Florida against future intruders

proved more difficult. Menendez set out from St. Augustine in 1566 with

three ships and 1 50 men, going first to Santa Elena where, on the swampy

shores of Parris Island, the willing ship’s crew fell to building a fort or

presidio which they called San Felipe. After leaving no men to guard

that strategic spot he turned south to Cumberland Island where the

presidio of San Pedro was built and garrisoned by eighty soldiers. The spot

on the St. John’s where the French had reared Ft. Catherine was selected

for the final northern fort, wffiich was called San Mateo. South of St.

Augustine a presidio was located on the St. Lucie River and two more on

the west coast at Tampa and Charlotte bays. With the coast secure Menen-

dez turned to the more difficult task of fortifying the back country. Captain

Juan Pardo was sent west from Santa Elena with a small force, first to

the upper reaches of the Broad River where he built Ft. San Juan, then

on to the Indian villages of Chiaha and Cauchi near the headwaters of the

Chattahoochee River where small presidios were constructed. A handful

of men was left at each of these tiny outposts with instructions to convert

the natives to Christianity and search for the fabled mines supposedly in

that region.

From the first these frontier posts fared badly. Most of them were

located on swampy ground where mosquitoes made life intolerable, diseases

took a heavy toll, and the few farmers assigned to each presidio were

unable to raise sufficient grain for the garrisons. Hostile Indians and delays ,

in importing food from Spain increased the hazards of presidio life. Dis-

sension soon developed among the idle troops, who had little to do but
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complain, and Menendez spent his declining years in a losing struggle to

hold his feeble domain together. His death in 1573 was the signal for an

outbreak of Indian hostility that his nephew who succeeded him as governor

of Florida, Pedro Menendez de Marquez, was unable to check. The garri-

son at Tampa Bay was massacred, the post at Charlotte Bay was abandoned

in the face of hostile demonstrations, and lurking savages surrounded each

of the other presidios, ready to pounce on stragglers. This smouldering

enmity burst into open rebellion in 1576 when the starving soldiers at San

Felipe attempted to force corn from a neighboring tribe. Two thousand

war-crazed Indians swept down on the feeble outpost, forced the tiny

garrison to flee toward St. Augustine, and burned the fort. The interior

posts suffered a similar fate, and even the presidio of San Mateo was dis-

mantled under the pressure of native hostility.

Menendez de Marquez tried to salvage what he could from the wreck-

age of his defenses. A new fort of logs and oyster shells, surrounded by

sixty sturdy houses, was built at Santa Elena during the summer of i577j

but the task was hopeless. Even while he was at work on this outpost word

reached Menendez that Frenchmen had landed a few leagues to the north

where they were erecting a fort. He had too few men to drive out the

intruders, but the following spring he led the largest force he could

muster along the coast, capturing nearly a hundred French interlopers and

killing their leader, a piratical corsair named Nicolas Estrozi. This step

only made the situation worse, for the Caribbean swarmed with English

and French pirates and freebooters, many of whom now vowed to^avenge

their comrade’s death. For the next two years these adventuresome out-

casts kept the Florida coast in a constant state of turmoil, fomenting Indian

rebellions and raiding Spanish supply ships on their way to aid the harassed

garrisons. Not until the autumn of 1580, when additional troops arrived

from Spain, was Menendez able to punish the offending natives by a north-

ward march that ended for the time being the danger of a joint French-

Indian attack on St. Augustine.

This warfare along the borderlands showed that Spain’s frontier tech-

nique, which depended on native labor to exploit a region’s tangible wealth,

was entirely unadapted to eastern North America. In Central and South
America the labor of large numbers of relatively advanced and frequently
dodle Indians could be utilized for work in mines and fields, so that com-
paratively few Spaniards could control large areas. North of the Gulf of
Mexico, however, the country was poor, and the native population wild
and thinly scattered. The disastrous experiences of the two Menendez
demonstrated that these uncivilized red men could not be forced to work,
while the colonists, accustomed to living on the labor of submissive natives.
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were usually unwilling to perform the back-breaking tasks themselves. Nor

could the mother country send out enough white settlers to hold the north-

ern coast j
all but the most loyal Catholics were forbidden to emigrate and

most of these preferred the safety of their native land or the greater

opportunities elsewhere. V 3 ' 3 C ^ C?

Under these circumstances Spain was forced to devise a new frontier

technique suitable to the peculiar conditions of North America. Her answer

was the mission station. Earnest friars, clad in fibre sandals and sackcloth

gowns worn scant and thin, painfully learning the native tongues when they

found to their mild amazement that “the Indians did not understand

Latin,” succeeded where the armed might of Spain failed. They established

their tiny chapels in the forbidding wilderness, gathered about them groups
'

of Indians who were taught agriculture as well as Christianity, and gradu-

ally extended their influence through conversions until ail northern Florida

was pacified. Thus the holy fathers built up a loyal population, ready to

defend for crown and church a great domain that might otherwise have

fallen sooner into alien hands. 1 O'"}3
Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries visited North America with the early

explorers but not until 1593, when a band of twelve Franciscans under Fray

Juan de Silva reached Florida, did they play a major role in the Spanish

conquest. A number of mission provinces were established at once: Apalache

on the northern gulf coast, Timucua in the Florida peninsula, Guale in

present Georgia, Orista extending northward through modern South Caro-

lina, and Tama embracing the interior. The first arrivals were dispersed

over Guale, where the Indians were so hostile that the presidio garrisons

did not dare hunt or fish beyond the protection of their forts. Within

three years the whole region was at peace, 1,500 natives had been baptized,,

and others were flocking from the interior to seek religious instruction. The

friars used these willing neophytes to erect chapels at the principal Indian

villages along the coast: San Pedro on Cumberland Island, Santiago De

Ocone on Jekyi Island, Asao on St. Simon Island, Tolomato and Tupique

on the mainland. Garrisons were stiU maintained near these mission stations

at presidios on Amelia, Cumberland, Sapelo, and St. Catherine islands, but

the soldiers had little to do. By 1596 the whole northern frontier was

peaceful and loyal to Spain, and plans were being laid to extend the mis-

sionaries’ activities into Tama.
This tranquil progress v.^as rudely checked in 1597 by the Juanillo

Revolt. Trouble began when Juanillo, a warlike Guale brave who was

angered by the friars’ refusal to let him become chief of his tribe, gathered

other discontented spirits and murdered the missionary at Tolomato in

the midst of morning devotions. This act, he told neighboring tribesmen,
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would result in general punishment unless they drove the white men

jFrom the land. The simple savages were so much impressed by this warn-

ing that they slaughtered the Franciscan friars on St. Catherine, St, Simon,

and Jekyl islands in a series of sudden raids. Word of the revolt was

hurried to St. Augustine, but a relief expedition that marched from that

stronghold in October failed to capture more than a handful of the rebels,

although several Indian villages were burned and crops destroyed. The

mission station on Cumberland Island, which had survived one attack

with the aid of friendly natives, was judged unsafe and abandoned before
winter. In a iew months the savages destroyed the patient labor of years,

leaving the northern Florida frontier a wilderness, broken only by the
isolated presidio at Santa Elena.

Starvation which swept through the native ranks following a pxmitive
expedition in 1598 broke their rebellious spirit and by the spring of rdoo
humiliated chiefs were flocking to St. Augustine to ask forgiveness. The
task of restoring the missions Was begun in 1603 and went on rapidly;
within three years new stations were erected at San Juaft, Santa Maria,
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San Pedro Macoma, Talaxe, and Santa Catalina de Guale, all occupied by

newly arrived Franciscans who administered to a growing group of docile

Indians. This triumph was celebrated in i6o6 when the Bishop of Cuba,

with an elaborate retinue of civil and ecclesiastical followers, visited each

station in turn to baptize 2,453 natives in impressive ceremonies.

This episcopal visitation launched the Spanish missions on a period of

prosperity that lasted for half a century. During these years steady streams

of Franciscan friars reached St. Augustine and plunged into the wilderness

to found new stations on the fringe of advancing civilization. One group

turned to the north where they strung their missions along the sea islands

of Guale and Orista as far as San Felipe and Chatuache; another scattered

over the province of Timucua where eighteen stations stretching westward

from St. Augustine ministered to a loyal band of Christian Indians. Still

farther to the west the Franciscans in 1 633 began establishing their out-

posts in Apalache, clustering most of them about the principal station and

presidio at San Luis. By 1 650 these holy fathers, with a handful of soldiers

in a few strategically located forts, controlled almost 26,000 Indians.

The mission stations won southeastern North America for Spain. Zealous

friars, willing to live with their savage wards, follow them through the

forests in search of acorns during the starving times, and tremble before

their treachery in periodic revolts, secured the empire that the conquistadors

had failed to win. Their loyal native converts were ready to drive out any

intruders, be they hostile tribesmen from the north of heretic Europeans

from overseas. The Franciscans gave their church and king a monopoly

in the Florida country which latecomers would have to break.

While Spaniards struggled to win yellow gold and red souls in the

South, other Europeans were carving an empire from the northern lands

tributary to the St. Lawrence Fiver, lured by the less romantic flesh of

the cod and skin of the beaver. The Frenchmen who sought their share of

the New World’s wealth amidst the sparkling streams and deep forests of

this north country entered the race for America latej imtil 1529 when the

Peace of Cambrai ended a long period of war at home they had neither

time nor energy for overseas conquest. With peace their monarch, Francis

I, displayed an immediate interest, for he lived in extravagant splendor

and coveted “diamonts” and “golde ore” as did few other men. To find

them, and to seek the fabled Straits of Anian that would allow ships to

sail through the North American continent to the riches of the Orient,

he sent out Jacques Cartier in 1534 on the voyage that laid the basis of

France’s American empire.

Cartier, with two tiny vessels, touched first on Newfoundland, then

sailed north and through the Straits of Belle Isle into the Great Bay, as
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, ^9 \

He^ciifed^thefGiulf ' of : Sit^ which he explored thoroughly, ide/,

^hd^To^gbld oT precious stones, but the broad, river that entered- ipto

thb-Great"Bay ;migKt Pacific Ocean, and Iie returned a year later

:

to' Venture present site c)f Montreal. That winter of

iE535'jb;;hb *spent :6il the St Charles River, near present Quebec, among

Indians; so driehdly 7 that they bribed the Frenchmen not to! leave and even

4f«sed: as devils ‘%ith horns as long as one’s arm and their faces coloured

Black ais ,coa;Ph to overawe explorers into staying. Cartier returned to

France in the spring, still without gold or silver, but with tales of a fertile

rild dutiful country that deserved further exploitation,

i^ was at war again and not until 1541 could Cartier

start oh his third voyage. His backer now was Sieur de Roberval, a Norman

piightVand
:
freebooter, who had glimpsed a vision of empire and Wanted

th:p\an\ a tufctiy oi Viis cwu. Cattiut affiled fosS- av.d sBisd.^’re.d

near^present
;

Quebec
j

his patron followed a year later with three more

vessels laden, with colonists recruited from Paris slums and jails. In a

Newfoundland, harbor he met Cartier heading back for France, wild with

exciteriieht- ever a few barrels of iron pyrites-^mica and quartz that he had

mistakCn.ior gold. Roberval continued on, but one winter with his unruly

:ohvict crew was enough, and in 1543 he returned to France. This ended \

the;first;:llrChch attempt to found an outpost in the New World, for the

tnotherriCduhtry ;was^^ s by renewed religious dissension , hud

arilwar th^^ lost interest in a barren wilderness promising no

immechate';returns. s ; ; . . :

r/Fopltlie-heXt h:^f-ce^ France was too absorbed in her internal diffi-

:uitiCs to concern (herself with nebulous wealth beyond the seas. Yet during

his Interim herIriiaim to; n North America was firmly established,

idt hyi haughtywbblemen in tall ships, but by humble fishermen. The first :

jxplbreri to Cross the^ back tales of seas off Newfoundland;

‘full'pf fish, w^^ only taken by a net, but also with a basket,va

>t6rie:being;fastened to it in order to keep it in the water.” This was ;im-,

)pHaht- hews to(;C^^^ as word of these Newfoundland^

Sriiks .Jspread: through th of Bristol, Lisbon, Rpuen^ .St. Malo,y':

Dieppe, and bt^^ fishermen set out to /exploit these
!
fishing (

hounds. As.early; a^/ 152^ an explorer who put: into the harbor,of St: Johris- ;

:6und “eleven saihof Normans and pne Britaine and tWo (Portu^l Bariquesj
'

ind ^ ahshing.” Ffenchmeh Were especially active on the Banks, particur.
J

?riyhfter>ij39vwhert:the;dhco\^ the principle oLtacking reduced

heifiipe required ;by, the Arihntic. crossing from month

)he.hundred: fifty Were- busily: engaged in; the. trade, against

’^frpm^Ehglmch Hhlland^fSpain,;andvPortu^li; >
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An unrecorded event that took place somewhere, sometime, on the bleak

Newfoundland coast turned the attention of France from the sea to the

land. Each year the fishing fleets, after casting their nets at the Banks,

put in to the nearest harbor to split, salt, and dry the codfish before jour-

neying back across the Atlantic. The Indians who gathered to watch these

strange rites were fascinated by the knives of the Frenchmen, for their

own stone-age implements seemed crude by comparison. One of them,

watching with covetous eyes a gleaming knife of a fisherman as he split

open a fat cod, managed to signal that he would give anything he possessed

for that glittering blade. The sailor, noticing the fine cloak of beaver skins

worn by the savage, indicated that he was willing to trade. Thus was born

the fur trade on which the French occupation of North America rested.

At first the trade was haphazard, carried on by ships’ crews and captains

who stuffed their sea chests with knives, beads, metal mirrors, pots and

pans, and other items that the natives seemed to want. But by the 1580’s

French merchants who entered the field were sending their vessels farther

and farther up the St. Lawrence to intercept the interior furs on their way

down to the coast. Through the next two decades a number of small com-

panies plied the trade vigorously, making yearly trips to Tadoussac to

meet the Indians who slipped down the Saguenay River with canoes brim-

ful of shining peltry, then distributing the furs over Europe to be converted

into beaver hats for aristocratic gentlemen or luxurious coats for fashionable

ladies. As these activities increased and the value of the trade dawned on

merchants of other nations the French king, Henry of Navarre, decided

that rich Canada must be secured. France, although newly united after a

century of religious wars, was so poverty stricken that he was forced to

turn to his old military associates for financial aid, promising them a

monopoly of the fur trade if they would establish a colony in Canada.

Thus was brought together in 1603 the little group of adventurers who

founded French Canada; Sieur de Chastes, Sieur du Pontgrave, Sieur

de Monts, and Samuel de Champlain, with de Chastes as their leader and

patron.

The company’s first expedition linked the men who contributed most

to Canada’s early history, Champlain and Pontgrave. Pontgrave was the

sailor, making dangerous journeys across the North Atlantic as regularly

as clock work and minimizing by his skill the difficulties of navigation in

that primitive day. Thirty-six-year-old Champlain was the explorer, driven

always by a burning desire to see what lay beyond the next bend in the

stream or over the next hill. Colonization and the fur trade interested him

far less than the sight of a new mountain range or the discovery of a new

lake or river. His wanderings, as he sought to satisfy that insatiable curi-

osity, gave France an empire in the New World.
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Champlain began to pry into Canada’s secrets in 1603 when Pontgrave’s

ship carried him to Tadoussac. There he had his first chance to talk

with the Indians. He learned from them of a river and portage route

along the Saguenay-Mistassini traverse to a great body of salt water

lying to the north (Hudson Bay), of a passage through lakes and rivers

south of the Richelieu River “which lea^ down to the coast of Florida”

(Lake Champlain and the Hudson River), of a portage route to large

inland lakes (the Great Lakes) along the Ottawa River, across Lake
Nipissing, and down the French River. The St. Lawrence intrigued him
rnost, for the natives told him of Lake Superior and Lake Erie, and gave
him a sketchy picture of Lake Huron. Here, he thought, might be the
long-sought route to the Pacific. While Champlain was making these sur-
prisingly correct deductions on American geography, Pontgrave loaded
his ship with enough furs to show a handsome profit when they returned
to France in the autumn of 1603.

This tidy sum allowed the company, now enlarged and headed by de
Monts, who succeeded to the presidency on de Chastes’ death, to attempt
-ts first colony planting a year later. Two ships were sent out, one to trade
Jt Tadoussac, the other to found a settlement on the Bay of Fundy. De
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Monts, who accompanied the latter vessel, finally chose a site bn St. Grbix

Island where, in June, 1604, Frenchmen began building their first homes

in the New World. His selection was unfortunate} the tiny island offered

neither shelter from the cold winds of the North Atlantic nor '^me io

vary the monotonous diet of salt meat, and the little group under Chafe: t -

plain who wintered there suffered severely. In the spring of- 1605 "they

showed that they had learned their first lesson in frontier technique by

moving their colony to Port Royal, on the mainland of Nova Scotia, Where

they planted grain and erected a sturdy log fort containing comfortable /

living quarters, warehouses, magazines, and a forge, all surrounding a-

spacious central court. Here the colonists lived regally during the next" v;

winter. The fifteen officers, organized informally as “L’Ordre de Bbni; ;

Temps,” each day elected one of their members a Grand Master whose'

.

duty it was to provide the company with food obtained by hunting /or; :^

barter. Every dish was served with elaborate ceremony} the table frequently :,;C

groaned under the flesh of moose, caribou, deer, beaver, otter, hare, bear,

ducks, geese, sturgeon, and trout. These merry times, which contrasted ; ;

markedly with the suffering of the year before, attested to the ease with

which the French adapted themselves to a forest environment.

For three years the tiny settlement prospered, while Indian friendship:.'^

was won and Champlain spent happy days exploring the Acadian coast. Bin

while de Monts’ company triumphed over the wilderness, de Monts proved

less successful with the intrigue of the French court. Jealous merchants

finally persuaded the king to break the company’s monopoly in 1607, leav-

ing Champlain and his followers no choice but to return to France thatJail. .:i;

Neither he nor Pontgrave were willing to abandon their wilderness .life, -

however, and their arguments finally convinced de Monts that a permaherit

post on the St. Lawrence would allow the company to prosper even withbut
. ,

'

the advantages of a monopoly. By the summer of 1608 both were back:

in Canada, where Pontgrave fought off Basque intruders while Champlain ;

searched for a favorable site for their colony. He finally chose a sppt benea^th ;

"

a high promontory overlooking the St. Lawrence, and there in July, i bo8,

:

were, built the first crude huts of the town of Quebec. A year later de:^;:

Monts’ company failed, but this tiny outpost continued to cling to existence ^
^

amidst the Canadian wilderness.
. y V" ^ v

Champlain was its guiding spirit. Neglected by king and countryfeen and

igriored by the royal favorites who held the fur monopoly during the nefe
'

quarter-century, he citing tenaciously to his forest post, contented to fuie' f

over, his handful of turbulent followers, seek the friendship of the rieighborij.;'’

;
irig trifes, .and press the explorations that were his real love. Quebec ws;

,

; > ; a colorful place under his rble. Here each summer the trading ships from, .
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jFrariceVdrppped.^a^^^^ sent their men ashore to erect booths where

'thiy^touldxd^ bright colored cloths.

iridiSs gathereH^^^fr^ miles around, bearing the furs accumulated during

rich green forests of Quebec witnessed such

si||itsias these^theVpainm^^ decked in their barbaric finery, the

,Bretdndgbrgepus in.blUe and red and purple coats, the Basque and Norman

fehermen;rin th^ colorful garb, all shrieking in a medley of a dozen

,tpfigu^.'as)thpy haggled over the price of a shining beaver skin. Over these

\rild‘Sceh<K- pf^^ Champlain, ready always to settle disputes or soothe

le^ngsrindfled by too enthusia^ bartering, and far more at home among

.fehed men than his own countrymen,

li ^His principal tok was

m

maintain the Indian alliances which kept a

steady, itreani "of
.
peitr^^ flowing toward Quebec. This was difficult, for

when phe Frehch s^ Canada they became unwilling participants in

ah ancient--\^^^ War being fought for the control of the St. Lawrence

Valiejh Oh one side in this struggle were three tribes living north of the

WaterW^ay:; the Montagna^ who roamed the country about the headwaters

prihe Saguenay, the Algonquin of the Ottawa River Valley, and the Huron

whb dived; between fh Ottawa River and Lake Huron; on the other the

loose Jcopfederatiq Iroquois tribes whose long houses dotted the

re^bn^south pfvL^^ When Europeans first entered the valley

theHriumpha^ who controlled Lake Ontario and the upper St.

Lawrencp;ah. far.>as^Q were steadily extending their conquests east-

ward.- The:, took sides in this forest war when they

ppenedTrade with^.^.t^^^^ at the mouth of the Saguenay River.

Wthiri a dew^ and Huron were also making regular

tradihg::trips' to;^T^ over a difficult route that crossed the headwaters

of streams tributa^

y;^hi®^t^.*^c':Jgaye . the Montagnais-Algonquin-Huron confederation both

over the Iroquois, and a new incentive to press

thfcWarip^mst; Their objective now was to. drive

,their:riva|s;i^pm;^ Valley. This -would assure their con-

.Imycdj mondpbiyipve important consideration to

ppmitjyeCpepplPs;;^^^ utensils with such awe that they
sincerely belibyed.jthe^ of France made all the pots .and pans himself-^,

^.^mlyj.a mah;.capabie'. pf^^ to rule his people.. The
mPreover allow the Algonquin.and Huron;

.tp; reach.;Tadops^ or. St. Lawrence, routes, ratheri -

a Inspired by thesc .-jirpspectsV-

.thpanprtherh •-tribes Waged a'Titteriww
mtehse tKnf nporf.Ati. .

-j^diahs ;seen"^ 'Cartiertwere gbneVWhCn.a
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Champlain reached Canada, crushed between the two powerful foes. By

1608 they had driven their enemies south of the St. Lawrence and con-

trolled the prized valley.

The Iroquois menace still remained
j

warriors of that powerful con-

federation might push northward at any time, cut the trade routes between

the Huron or Algonquin country and Quebec, and stop the eastward flow

of furs. Champlain, who saw that this vital highway could be kept open

only by crippling the Iroquois, was so concerned that he consented to join

the northern Indians in their continuous warfare against the southern tribes,

particularly because he saw that these raiding parties offered an excellent

chance for exploration. His first journey was in 1609 when he and two

other Frenchmen joined a band of Algonquin in a march up the Richelieu

River, across Lake Champlain, and to the present site of Ticonderoga,

where a group of Iroquois, terrified by their first sight of guns, were de-

cisively defeated. In 1615 he set out again, this time to aid the Huron in

their perpetual war against the Onondaga, one of the Iroquois tribes. With

a few Norman musketeers he journeyed up the Ottawa River, across Lake

Nipissing, and to Georgian Bay, blazing a trail that was to be the principal

French route to the interior for many years. There he joined 2,000 Huron

in a march to Lake Ontario, which they crossed in canoes, to surprise an

enemy village near Lake Oneida. Champlain spent that winter of 1615-16

with his red-skinned allies on Georgian Bay, then returned to Quebec to

pass the remaining nineteen years of his life while younger men braved

the hardships of exploration.

This tiny outpost nestled against the banks of the St. Lawrence was

the one tangible monument to the men and treasure that France poured

into the New World. Far to the south the other minute settlement of St.

Augustine with its surrounding ring of presidios and mission stations stood

guard over a forest empire that bore but faint resemblance to the dream

worlds of the conquistadors. Between the two lay a great unoccupied wilder-

ness that seemingly contained none of the gold or ^rs so eagerly sought by

the Spaniards and French. Into this area came a little group of English

laborers and gentlemen, to begin that slow process of expansion which ended

only when France and Spain and the wilderness were pushed aside, and

the continent settled.



CHAPTER III

C^The Southern Frontier

1600-1700

• During: first ha^ of the sixteenth century—while Frenchmen and

, ^
Spaniards greedily stak their claims to the New World—England’s

•.
' Tudor mbharchs were too interested in separating their newly united realm

;
irbm^ intrigue and papal power to concern themselves with

^'jVicplpnies /bey0nd^l^ Bold navigators occasionally searched the icy

;

?;^waters about 1^^ Bay for the fabled Northwest Passage

. '^tpQ hardy fishermen regularly cast their nets off Newfoundland

rl ffpr'^e cod and^^;m if not religion, demanded in Eng-

; fdand^ . but to give Englishmen a thorough

^ coast. Not until the 1570’s were they

readyto make their first assault on that wilderness.

At;that time Queen Elizabeth, sensing that her nation was strong enough

to enter thd’ m^ colonial possessions, abruptly reversed her tradi-

;npnally ;frieridly policy toward Catholic Spain. Swashbuckling adventurers,

by Frahds Drake, sall^ out to plunder Spanish treasure ships or raid

South America. The success of these piratical

ventures conyihced Sir Walter Raleigh, a wealthy court favorite of great

mfluehcej that-^;^ to plant a colony in America; such an out-

fPPsb^hb saw^lwou^^ Spain’s expansion but would serve as

:f
.hase for fo possessions. With the queen’s tacit

consent, he-sent three e:^editionS' to R^ in 1 584, 1585, and

but the first two returned tb England and the last—the famous,“Lost

I^^^Py’^tfisappeared a relief, ship arrived. These futile, efforts

Spain.:as; much, as :the, plundering Sea, tiav/ks and .contributed 'to. the
outbreak

,of thp. Open In 1 5 8 8 .,
when the -mammoth
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Spanish Armada sailed north to suffer the defeat that established England

as mistress of the seas.

The English learned two valuable lessons from Raleigh’s disastrous

experiments. One was that the type of colony traditionally used by Euro-

peans—a trading post to collect goods already gathered by the native

population—was not suited to the North American wilderness. The country

was so poor and the Indians so primitive that colonies could prosper only

by producing tlieir own wealth. This would require the permanent estab-

lishment of settlers who could till the soil, set up a civil government, and

develop agricultural surpluses for shipment to the homeland. Raleigh’s

ill-fated efforts also taught England that the wealth of any one man, no

matter how great, was insufficient for colony planting} the resources of

many individuals must be combined to support an overseas plantation until

it attained self-sufficiency. This realization discouraged the efforts of the

old individualistic feudal class to tap tlie New World’s wealth, but the

rising merchant class was unwilling to forsake any field that promised

profits. Their solution was to apply joint stock company methods to colony

planting. These companies, which had been used since the sixteenth century

to finance trading ventures, were even better suited to establishing settle-

ments} depending as they did for support on many investors they could

collect the large sums needed to nurture a plantation to maturity.

These lessons could not be applied so long as the war with Spain gave

Elizabethan Sea Dogs the chance to chase enemy treasure ships, but the

peace arranged by James I shortly after he ascended the throne in 1603

closed this exciting source of profits and turned Englishmen to the more

prosaic task of founding settlements. The time seemed ripe for overseas

expansion. Times were bad in England, for the long war had closed old

continental trading routes and the enclosure of fields for sheep growing

had loosed “monstrous swarms of beggars” upon the countryside. Colonies,

the people were told by Richard Hakluyt and a host of other propagandists,

would restore prosperity by reviving commerce and draining away surplus

population. Moreover religious fervor was high after the wars with Catholic

Spain, and Englishmen were anxious to preach their version of the Gospel

to the heathen. These forces—economic, social, and spiritual—which were

to send men to new frontiers across the face of the American continent,

were all operating in the England of James I.

Two groups of merchants and governmental officials in London and

Plymouth responded first when, in 1605, they separately petitioned the

crown for the right to establish colonies. James I brought both together

as the Virginia Company. The Royal Charter of 1606 provided for a

central governing board, meeting in England and appointed by the king,
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which would supervise the nvo plantations planned. The London group

was authorized to plant its settlement between the 34th and 41st parallels,

the Plymouth group was given the region between the 45th and 38th

parallels, and the overlapping strip between 41° and 38° was opened

to both. Each group was empowered to “make habitation, plantation, and

to deduce a colony of sundry of our people into that part of America com-

monly called Virginia.” The colonists were guaranteed the “liberties,

franchises, and immunities” that they enjoyed as Englishmen, but they

were expected to work for the companies, which would give them their

support and a share of the profits. Each colony was to be governed by a

coundl of thirteen, appointed by the central board, and authorized to

name one of its members as president. Thus general administrative con-

trol was retained by the king but the actual business of settlement was left

to the companies.

The London group, which succeeded in planting the first permanent

English setdement in North America, was granted the physiographic region

. known as the Southern Tidewater. This low-lying area, laced by rivers

and cut by swampy Inlets, stretched along the coast from New Jersey to

Georgia and extended inland from 50 to 150 miles. The northern portion

was dotted with great bays and river estuaries that allowed the small ships

of that day to sail far inland
j
farther south lay the Cape Fear region with

’
its multitude of sea islands and its vast swamps where rice culture was to

center. The many rivers that twisted their slow way through this flat

countryside formed numerous peninsulas and promontories where the silt-

laden soil was ideal for agricvilture, even south of the Savannah River

where the streams ran almost level with the land and inundated great

areas during the spring floods. Near the western edge of this coastal plain

a fifty-mile belt of sandy soil covered by twisted pine forests ran across

the Carolinas and Georgia, serving as a barrier to the westward movement
of the agricultural frontier.

The soil of the Southern Tidewater was rich but thin, particularly on
the ridges between river valleys where erosion left only four or five Inches

of fertile land over a sterile subsoil. The river bottoms, where the land was
deep and enduring, were the prized farming areas. The heavy rainfall,

averaging between forty and seventy inches a year, and the warm climate

which assured a long growing season, made the Tidewater ideal for the

production of staple crops suited to semitropical conditions. Nor was the
task of clearing the land so difficult here as on later frontiers, for while the
coastal plain was covered with a dense growth of hardwoods, pine, palmet-
toes, and cypress, the underbrush which plagued most pioneers was lack-
ing. For this blessing the settlers could thank the Indians, who regularly
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burned over the region to drive game into traps. The forests were teeming

with wild life: deer, buffalo, bears, and other animals in profusion, turkeys

that weighed seventy pounds or more, and ducks so numerous that flocks

seven miles long shut out the sunlight as they passed overhead. Streams

swarmed with fish so large that ordinary nets would not hold them and so

plentiful that a horse could not wade across a river where they were

nmning. Sturgeon twelve feet long were killed with axes, and oysters

thirteen inches across were seen along the coast. Once the Englishmen

learned to use these resources they were assured a bountiful living.

Yet the first settlers starved to death amidst this plenty. They came in

the spring of 1607—three shiploads of laborers and gentlemen sent out by

the London Company to transfer England’s civilization to the New
World. The James River was selected for their settlement because its

broad estuary seemed to promise a giant river system that might lead to

the fabled Northwest Passage. After exploring the stream’s lower reaches

for about thii-ty miles the colonists came upon a peninsula two or three

miles long and a mile and a half wide, covered with marsh and woodland,

where the water was so deep that ships could be tied to trees on shore. Here,

on May 24, 1607, the 105 settlers began building the fort and clustered

houses which they called James Fort, and later Jamestown. This was cruelly

hard work for gentlemen who had hoped to stuff their pockets with the

gold that was scattered over America, but grim necessity drove them on.

As land was cleared for lumber they planted wheat, only to see it shoot

upward Into seven-foot stalks with no grain5 not until two years later did

they learn from the Indians that the excessive fertility of the soil must

be drained by several plantings of corn before wheat could be grown. This

disappointing crop, inadequate supplies from England, and the mosquitoes

and diseases natural in that swampy country'^ took a heavy toll that first

winter
j by spring only thirty-eight men remained alive.

The “Starving Time” had two beneficial results. It elevated to the prea-

dency of the local council a robust braggart named Captain John Smith

who stopped treasure hunting, forced all to work at useful tasks, and

secured enough grain from the Indians to support the feeble colony. And

it led the king to grant a new charter to the London Company in 1609

which substituted an autocratic governor for the bickering council, changed

the boundaries by granting the company a strip of land running two hun-

dred miles north and south of Point Comfort then “up into the land,

throughout from sea to sea, west and northwest,” and provided that the

governing council in England be elected by the stockholders rather than

appointed by the king.

The results of these changes began to show in 1611 when Sir Thomas
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tween the James and Appomattox rivers. By this time the Virginia settle-

ment was beginning to assume an aspect of permanence. The Englishmen

were becoming “seasoned”—which meant they had acquired an immunity

against American diseases and a rudimentary knowledge of frontier tech-

nique. Friendly Indians taught them how to plant corn, capture wild

turkeys, catch fish, and clothe themselves in the warm skins of animals;

from less hospitable natives they learned to venture into the forest only

in groups. These lessons were to be applied during the whole history of

American expansion.

Yet two things were needed before Virginia could prosper. One was

a staple crop which could be sold in England, the other a more satisfactory

land and labor system than that imposed by the London Company. The

first was provided in 1612 when one of the colonists, John Rolfe, began

experimenting with native tobacco. He soon produced a type that was

“strong, sweet and pleasant as any under the sun.” An acre of Virginia

bottom land would produce five hundred pounds of the weed, which sold

in England for five shillings a pound. Here was wealth undreamed of by

the peasants who had come to America. The second proved more difficult.

The company pictured the settlers as its servants, employed to labor on

company lands and deposit their produce in company storehouses, in return

for their keep and one share of stock which sold on the London market

for £12 los. In addition the governing council decided in 1612 to grant

each planter one hundred acres of land after seven years, with additional

grants if the first was used properly.

This system proved unworkable, largely because colonists refused to

labor for absentee English stockholders even when driven by such a

tyrannical governor as Dale. The only solution was a transition to private

ownership. Two methods were employed to introduce this important

reform. In 1616 Dale began granting one hundred acres to each settler

with the incentive of an additional hundred acres if the first was well culti-

vated, the company retaining several large reserves which it hoped to

develop with tenant farmers. By 1619 this transition was completed. The

second means used was inaugurated in 1617 when the company granted

large tracts of land, called “Hundreds” or “Particular Plantations,” to

groups willing to buy a sizeable block of stock in return for the privilege

of sending out their own settlers. The first, a grant of 80,000 acres to the

Society of Smith’s Hundred, was followed by forty-three others between

1617 and 1623, although only a few of these were actually settled. Eventu-

ally most of this land was assigned to private individuals.

Tobacco planting and private ownership brought Virginia its first real

prosperity. In vain did company and king rail against “this deceavable
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weeii^.Tobaa^ served neither for necessity nor for ornament to

?tliedife of man.” A man could earn £25 a year growing tobacco—five times

'asmtich-as he could with grain—and by 1619 even the company bowed to

!the::ineyitable,by sending out farmers to plant the “weed.” At the same

•fimeyito make the colony more attractive and lure other settlers, it granted

‘Virginia a legislative assembly to execute “those things as might best tend

tb^thpif good.” During the next three years the population increased from

six'hundred to more than 3,000, all eager seekers after good tobacco lands.

At jfirst the palisaded peninsulas held them in, but they soon burst these

bonHs .and spread along the lower James from Kecoughton to Henrico.

They felt secure against Indian attack even though far from the forts, for

Jehh' liolfe had married Pocahontas, daughter of the Indian chieftain

Powhatan, and the two races seemed destined to perpetual peace.

: ; vljulied by^ this false sense of security, the colonists were unprepared

when the death of Powhatan elevated a hostile chief named Opechan-

canpugh to the leadership of his tribe. Thoroughly alarmed by the rapid

e^ension of white settlements, he decided to make one great effort to drive

the iBtruders into the sea. The blow that fell on March 22, 1622, took

the';Eng;lishmen so completely by surprise that 357 were killed and every

isolated plantation destroyed over night. Those still alive scampered for

the ;safety of Henrico, Shirley Hundred, Jamestown, or Kecoughton,

fofmed<a:rmies, and marched against the foe. For. two years this warfare,

went vOfij. with regular fall marches into the tribal villages to destroy crops,

mtii -the. Indian power was broken. The two races lived in peace for the

n^t twenty, years.

(i^The Massacre of 1622 did much to destroy the waning prestige of the

Londpii" Company, already torn by factional disputes and engaged in a

bitterpontroversy with the king over customs duties on tobacco. James I

seized hhvthe opportunity to appoint an investigating commission which re-

pbrfedThat the company Was ready for receivership. When its officers re-

fused the offer of a new cliarter the king began legal.proceedings that only

endeddh: 1624 company, overthrown and Virginia a royal colony,

ite igOyerhor and council appointed by the crown rather than by the stock-

hbldefpi.jVGharles I, who nOw. ruled England, was an absolutist with .no

intendon; of ,re-establishing representative government . in :America, but in

,ffiis he'reciconedwit^ the;wishes of the. Virginians. Like hll EnglisHrnen
they^ treasured libertiesjMike all frontiersmen theyvbelieved that-ind'^

putsider.;uiiderstooci their peculiar probiems. Thus motiyathci by .tradtioh"

mdvhhyin^ent, they ^dem^ded ^authority fe discuss ;specific,',sui^etite;^^^^^

^^^.®^/T''^3d;,held regular • asseniblies that gradually-:

^ king,;busy :;TOth: his nffair^at^Oh^^
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finally accepted the authority of this House of Burgesses, thus giving

America the precedent on which its representative rule was to be based.

The new government was successful from the first. Its immediate task

was an efiicient defense system, for the Massacre of 1622 indicated that

continued friendly relations were impossible. “Either,” wrote a governor,

“we must cleere them or they us out oft the country.” Two methods were

devised: marches and palisades. The former were regular expeditions into

the Indian country, staged by militiamen whose heavy armor made them

walldng fortresses safe from the arrows of the enemy. They seldom caught

an Indian, but their systematic destruction of crops after the harvest season

drove the savages westward to safer regions. The use of a palisade was sug-

gested shortly after the massacre when the assembly proposed erecting a

six-mile-long wall, interspersed with blockhouses that could house garrisons,

between Martin’s Hundred and the York River. This, when completed in

1630, provided protection for 300,000 acres containing many of the settle-

ments. Yet even by this time the palisade had outgrown its usefulness

j

it could not shift with the advancing frontier and was soon left behind

by westward moving settlers. This was recognized when the legislature

in 1630 tried to form a living wall against attack by offering large land

grants to groups who would settle at dangerous spots. Although only

one adventurous band took advantage of this offer, precedent was provided

that was to be imitated often in the westward march of civilization. Thus

did Englishmen, confronted with problems rising from a totally new

environment, experiment until they found a solution.

The lessons learned by Virginia’s pioneers made the establishment of

the second Tidewater colony far easier. The region north of the Potomac

was granted in 1632 to George Calvert, Lord Baltimore, a prominent

English Catholic who wanted to found a New World haven for the per-

secuted members of his church. His first colonists reached Maryland in

February, 1634, and after selecting a site for their town of St Mary’s

on the St. George River, fell at once to building a fort, a storehouse, a

chapel, and substantial houses. The high, fertile spot, and the generous

price paid the Indians for the land, assured them freedom from the disease

and warfare that had harried the Virginians. From their neighbors they

learned to fell the timber, plant corn and tobacco, and live bountifully from

the wilderness. From them, too, they caught the frontier spirit of inde-

pendencej when Lord Baltimore tried to establish an archaic governmental

system which restricted the legislature to advisory*" functions they resisted

so lustily that within fifteen years the Maryland assembly virtually ruled

the colony.

For the next half-century the two tobacco colonies expanded rapidly.
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:^;^com^;pninsfila|during ptehed northward during the
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tHbW^msiinto thok Another group carved their homes
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nibhdiand Blackwatef rivers first,^^^^ the higher land between. The ex-

pahdihg tobacco frontier in Maryland also followed the waterways, moving

first around- Gh^apeake B ocean-going ships could come directly

to the plantations for the' heavy hogsheads of tobacco, then up the northern

bank ;.of ! the potomacr -^ Tidewater in both colonies was

cdinfortably ktried by-h^d-^^ farmers.

’ The were those that led to the peopling

pf /the entire A expelling forces which drove people

from their ;hbmes, ancliattxacting forces which lured them westward. Most

important w^'a reserve population. sufiicieritly dissatisfied with exist-

mg ppriditioris tb. bray^ the wilderness. The troubled England of the late

seventeenth ceriti^ fpr a tirne the autocratic rule of Charles

Tdfoveia str^m of Protestant d^sente^^ beyond the seas, then the period

of /Puritan .con 1649 and 1660 sent thousands of Anglican

yeoman r arid -Maryland. With the restoration of

Charles If iri 1660 it was Roundheads and Puritaris to flee

price mbref)^ Of th^ pf the tobacco coloniesi In

%uefica tfie^ri^^ to :the frontier by the agricultural

rilP^!l9fs
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-
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.

^Ililftmythe river bbttonis,;with;them silt' deposits,-were- settledfttirp^

ngyipneers fo the; thin surface soils -df -t^
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rapidly under intensive cultivation. In this hilly country, too, the primitive,

surface-scratching plows encouraged rapid erosion during the heavy summer

rains. Moreover the attempts of the colonial legislatures to prevent a glut-

ting of the market by limiting the number of plants that each farmer could

grow encouraged a rapid movement to virgin soils when the plants

would be large and the crop, sold by weight, proportionately more valuable.

Parliament also speeded the westward movement by the Navigation Act

of 1660 which forbad the direct export of tobacco to Europe, for this

discouraged the production of cheaper types that could be grown on poor

land. All of these factors accounted for the rapidity with which the soil’s

fertility was exhausted, driving frontiersmen steadily onward in their

search for wealth.

The evolution of a land system which allowed planters to secure their

farms cheaply and easily also contributed to the rapid westward movement

of the frontier. In neither Virginia nor Maryland could lands be purchased

during the seventeenth century, for the rulers believed that the colonies

would develop most rapidly if plots were given to individuals only in return

for meritorious service. Both, however, awarded a “headlight” of fift)'

acres to every person transporting a servant to America. As the demand for

land increased with the rising population, these headlights were converted

into convenient means for its sale. They were easily obtainable j
accom-

modating officials granted them so freely that two hundred acres passed

into private hands for each person crossing the Atlantic
j
the merchant

sending him, the ship captain carrying him, the planter purchasing his

services, and the servant himself all secured headrights at no expense. By

the last of the century even planters crossing the ocean for business pur-

poses, and the crews of ships engaged in colonial trade, regularly applied

for fifty acres each time they landed. When government clerks began

selling these warrants openly the authorities finally succumbed to popula**

pressure, and Maryland in 1683 and Virginia in 1705 legalized their sale.

After tliis they were peddled legally at the rate of five shillings for fifty

acres.

Some of the headrights issued to ships crews, servants, and travelers were

sold directly to farmers who used them to secure certificates from county

authorities entitling them to fifty acres of unoccupied land. More found

their way into the hands of speculators. Ship captains and contractors who

received large grants were always ready to sell their rights for a low cash

price, and even those granted sailors were secured by jobbers who herded

whole crews into 'the county offices, helped them to secure their headrights,

and then purchased all the warrants immediately. In this way absentee

owners engrossed much of the best land in advance of settlement, forang
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and red men was one cause of difficulty, they made separation a definite

policy. A treaty in 1646 forced the Indians in the James-York peninsula to

move into the country west of the Tidewater. Three years later Maryland

attempted to remove another source of irritation by forbidding settlers

to purchase land directly from the natives
j
Virginia imitated this excellent

example in 1658, and in 1662 went so far as to declare all such transactions

void. Maryland also in 1650 forbad Indians to enter certain settled areas

under any pretext. In 1653 a more significant step was taken when the

English began assigning some of the tribesmen to reservations, giving

each warrior fifty acres of land and the privilege of hunting over other

unoccupied territory. In groping after answers to an important frontier

problem, the colonists established practices that were to be employed

repeatedly in the next two centuries.

Yet separation might not keep peace, and even while working out this

policy the authorities turned their attention to other means of protection.

Palisades were unsatisfactory and marches more valuable in punishing

Indian attacks than defending the settlements. Hence Virginia in 1645 de-

cided to erect a chain of forts along the western edge of the Tidewater,

manned by small garrisons which could beat back minor attacks or warn

the colonists of threatening danger. Before these were built the legislature

in 1646 hit on the happier scheme of offering land bounties to prominent

citizens who would assume the burden of defense. Grants of 600-acre

plots were sufficient to secure four forts: Ft. Royal on the York, Ft. Charles

on the James, Ft. James on the high ridge overlooking the Chickahominy,

and Ft. Henry on the Appomatox, each defended by a small garrison and

governed by a frontier leader. As the threat of danger passed, most of

these fell into decay, but they were re-established at public expense in the

1670’s when a new Indian attack was rumored. By this time the more ex-

tended settlement required more forts, and the legislature in 1675 and

1676 provided for additional outposts on the Potomac, Rappahannock, and

Mattaponi rivers in the north, and at the headwaters of the Blackwater and

Nansemond rivers south of the James. Together they formed a ring of

fortifications about forty miles apart around the colony.

Forts were expensive to maintain and as the threat of danger again

passed the settlers cast about for other means of protection. In 1682 both

Virginia and Maryland began employing patrols of mounted border rangers

to ride constantly along the frontier, ready to fend off minor raids or give

warning of major attacks. Clad in buckskin, carrying guns and long knives,

mounted on spirited ponies, and steeped in the lore of the Indian and

forest, these rangers were true frontiersmen whose wilderness skill testified

to the amount learned by Englishmen since the first colonists starved to
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death amidst plenty at Jamestowni. Yet the border patrols were so costly

that Virginia cast about for a better system of defense. Her assemblymen

made a final attempt to solve the problem in 1701 when they agreed on

grants of from ten to thirty thousand acres to groups of frontiersmen who

would settle at exposed spots. The statute decreed tliat each settler must

be a “warlike Christian man between sixteen and sixty years of age perfect

of limb, able and fitt for service}” they were to erect a palisade to be used

in case of attack, and each was to be assigned a half-acre house lot and a

two-hundred-acre farm near the fort. The “warlike Christian men” desired

by the legislature never assembled—the Virginians were too individualistic

to be confined within a narrow fort—but the measure provided a precedent

for the Kentucky “Stations” of a later generation.

Dominating easterners always bothered frontiersmen as much as menac-

ing Indians. Virginians discovered this as early as the i6zO’s when they

demanded their own legislature to solve problems that a distant parliament

could not understand, but not until half a century later did a serious East-

West conflict develop within the colonics. The rapid advance of settlement

made this struggle inevitable, for by the 1670’s the westward movement

of the frontier had created a series of distinct zones, each representing a

transitional stage in the development of civilization, and each with peculiar

problems that demanded home treatment. The attempt of the more thickly

settled East, which controlled the colonial legislatures, to force its institu-

tions on the western zones, bred the first of a series of bitter conflicts that

marred the history of the American frontier.

The extreme w^estcrly areas of settlement were most affected by the

wilderness environment. Along the edge of the Tidewater and spilling

over into the hilly country beyond was the fur trading frontier. Here, in the

log forts erected at the falls of the rivers, lived leather-clad pioneers who
felt more at home leading their pack trains along silent forest trails than
in the cramped streets of Jamestown. Over them ruled a number of border
barons who owned the forts—Colonel William Byrd, Captain Abraham
Wood, Major LawTence Smith, Henry Fleete—busily engaged in harvest-
ing a fortune from their peltty^ traffic while they spied out the riches of
the western country. Also near the western edge of the Tidewater and
extending slightly beyond was the cattle frontier where cows and horses
roamed wild, watched over by nomadic herdsmen who built crude huts
near the peavine marshes where the animals grazed. Each fall tlie cattle-

men staged a roundup to single out beeves for market and burn their
identifying brands on the new-born calves. “They go in ganges,” a traveler
wrote, h . , which move (like unto the ancient patriarchs or the modern
Bodewins in Arabia) from forest to forest in a measure as the grass wears
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out or the planters approach them/’. Iii the

and fur traders there was little of the civUizatipn they liad

East of the cattle and trading: frontiers /was the /zone/:where

farmers were busily transforming the /wilderness into ferdJe tobacco

To this outpost came indentured servants who,hadlyorked put their
;to

servitude, new immigrants from England,
'

younger sons: pf. establis^^^

easterners, and planters from the East whose lands -/Were:

successive plantings of tobacco. Most were so poor that'; they ' could

pay the high prices demanded by specidators fpr gOpd larid he&:ciyiBM^^^^

tionj many were squatters. All were wiUing to pit their/strength .

"a^insb

nature in quest of the wealth that society denied them. /

The manner in which the pioneer farmers lived showed ,hpw/q

Englishmen learned the frontier technique. They usually moved^
in the autumn until they found a heavily timbered, spOt that pleased/tHenij

for large trees meant good soil. The first task was torgirdle the^^^to

cutting a notch around the trunk a few feet from .the grOund;. this allowed

sunlight to penetrate their skeleton-like dead branch^. Crude/aies and;

mattocks were then used to fell enough timber to build a ’house,-the -grwt

trees being trimmed on two sides and fitted togetlaer into solid /^aUs.A
heavy oak door facing a hand-dug well, windows with /sliding.-^

panels, holes bored at intervals to hold guns, and a plank roof completed

,

the crude home. Nails were used as sparingly as possible/for they/^^^^^

expensive} when a settler moved he frequently burned his hpuse/to rettieve

the precious metal. With a shelter erected the pioneer farmer, spent/th

winter cutting the giant trees and piling them f6r :burmng.\In

planted his first crop of corn ampng the standing , dead .dmbet ;
aiid'/b^^^^^

August the ripe ears were ready for clrying oh taJI /wpoddh frarncS./This

dried corn, with turnips and beets grown in/a .sniaU/ garden/and/^^^

from acorn-fattened hogs, assured his family a plentifiil diet of those foods

already becoming staple in the southern diet: hog ;and hominy, bacon

greens, corn bread, hoe cake, and corn/pone.

Sometimes during the
,
first year, always in tbe sdcohd^libe/b^^^^^

of the .cleared land was set aside, for tpbaccp/A shelteredj/sunny spot/near

the forest edge .W^ planted to seed in/Marchy twd mphtha^^

; - grant greOn- plants were .mbved- to: other- fields where tiie^./wetoh^
’ lariy until September W^ yellowing leavib vrafned; that Ha^^^

. /
/ was near./Theh/they;were cut>/,tied on strings:to,

. / bundles
'
which /cpuld.be, laid ti bOgsheads/fob shipment -fo

: / The/:hpgshead :or.:tWobf/t year paid for the gunpowder,

/'sugar/,tday/and/irpn/ impiement^:;^^

he raised his own food,
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built his own crude furniture arid piirhitive agricultiifaluniplements, and

dressed in clothes sewn by his wife from the skins of anirnals or frprn wool

produced in the neighborhood. He wanted little from society arid expected

to give little in return.
' '

East of the pioneer-farmer zone was the fully matured social order of

the seaboard. The planters who lived there dwelt on farms rib larger than

those of the frontiersmen, for the great plantations of the South did not

develop until the eighteenth century when slave labor was.introduced in

large quantities. Seventy-five per cent of the Maryland farms contained

less than 250 acres at the close of the century and in Virginia tlie proportion

of large estates was even smaller except on the Accomac peninsula where

some tendency toward combining holdings was noticeable. Despite this, the

eastern planter differed from the western farmer in his social attitudes,

largely because he was less self-sufficient. Tobacco was the region’s staple

crop-r-even food was imported from the up-river settlements:—and the

whole area was bound to England by close commercial ties. Looldng always

to the mother country, the average planter of tlie lower Tidewater.; con-,

sciously patterned his life on the model of the English aristocracy. He,

dressed in a peculiar assortment of homespun and imported fineries, lived

in a small frame dwelling with a chimney at either end which he' casually

referred to as the “Manor House” or the “Great House,” sat in the best >

pew of the parish church, sent his children to England ior a polite edtica-,.

tion, and considered himself on a higher social plane than the farmers: of

the back country. '

.
.

The development of these two antagonistic societies iri the upper arid

lower Tidewater predestined trouble. One was, aristocratic, conservative, and
bound by close cultural ties to England} the other democratic, liberal, and
dominated by free and easy frontier concepts. Both were bound together .

by artificial colonial boundary lines. Only, a specific grievance was rieeded :

to precipitate a serious conflict. '•
,

. ' '

•

, \

This was provided by the economic depression that plagued the tobacco

colonies during the 1670’s. Wars with Holland in 1664 and 1673 that dis-

rupted trade, bad Storms, a “Dreadful Hurry Cane,” and a glutting’ of the

world’s tobacco markets all contributed to a downward price spiral thaf gaye! .

every evidence of perniarience’.. Planters
'

pleaded in vain with thcTegi^la^

'

tures.to liriiit production by law} ;but 'rieither coloriy dared act. without the !.

- co-operation of the other and this was hot forthcoming. By the riiid-tfiyo^s.;;

tobacco went begglhg at a peririy'’^ while mobs roameddhe cduntty^^^^

Slide.viburhing crops ' in Vain ;attempt .tb -'force
- prices iip. •Conditions

;
y^cre

, ih the ..back-cpu^ where
: smalliiarmers^ lacked d re-

,
v^fYfifhht allowed'e'asterdpia^ Weather the worst years. ;Resentment
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in the debt-ridden interior was heightened by the political conserv^atism ol

the governors, Sir William Berkeley in Virginia and Charles Calvert in

Maryland. Berkeley especially forsook his earlier liberalism amidst the

reactionary atmosphere of the Restoration period and ruled with an iron

hand, refusing to allow the election of a new assembly to replace the docile

body chosen in 1661 and kept in office thereafter to do his whb He also

named his disciples to the upper house, or council, and controlled local

government by appointing justices of the peace who reflected little of the

popular viewpoint. Heavy poll taxes that fell equally on rich and poor

were levied by the justices in secret sessions, ‘by which the poor people not

knowing for what they paid their levy did allways admire how their taxes

could be so high.”

The spark that touched off this tinderbox was set in the Potomac Valley

frontier in July, 1675, when Indians killed the servant of a planter who

had refused to pay them for goods that he had purchased. Retaliation was

swift
5
a hastily formed army of backwoodsmen marched against the offend-

ing tribesmen but made the mistake of falling instead on the village of

friendly Susquehannock Indians which was ruthlessly destroyed. A few

weeks later another army of unauthorized militiamen added injury to in-

sult by putting to death five Susquehannock chiefs who had approached

to parley under a flag of truce. This was too much for even the friendly

Virginia Indians to accept. Although hopelessly outnumbered
—

^the nine-

teen tribes that lived peacefully on the borders of the colony could com-

mand no more than 725 bowmen between them—they fell on the outlying

plantations with such fury that thirty-six settlers were killed in Januar}',

1676. Governor Berkeley, although sternly disapproving the unauthorized

acts of the Virginians that had provoked the attacks, immediately called

a special meeting of the Assembly to adopt defensive measures. Money

was appropriated to build a ring of forts, to arm five hundred rangers w'ho

would ride between these bastions, and to restrict the fur trade to a few

trusted men who could be counted on not to supply the natives with arms

or ammunition.

"When this Assembly was prorogued in March, 1676, rebellion seemed

far away, for while backwoodsmen grumbled at the new taxes necessary

to support these defensive measures and complained that forts were less

effective than marches against the Indians, they seemed inclined to follow

a policy of watchful waiting. This atmosphere of uneasy calm "was shat-

tered by the ambitions of the well-to-do border barons whose wealth and

prestige allowed them to dominate frontier society. Their tools were the

pioneers who, driven from their homes by marauding tribesmen, gathered

in ever-increasing numbers at the Falls of the James to await the return
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ease, the economic blight that, beset the interior. .Qnly'^a.JhighiJ^ri^tiwas',

heededlfora, blood sacrifice ofarinocent victims.
;

\ One was soon provided by Colonel William. Byrd .and./other/ib^^

, barons who were itching to punish Governor Berkeley/ for pending

lucrative:, fur-trading operations. Seizing upon a young :Kot-head :recently

arrived, from England, Nathaniel Bacon, they persuaded hiih/to/journey

to.Jordan’s Point where the malcontents were gathered, bokter .their spirits

with liberal potions of rum, and lead them
,
against, the . nearest Indian”

villages.-News of this mutinous action brought Governor .Berkeley do ^)&e

scene with three hundred followers and a firm determination to .“caH M
Bacon to accompt,” but when, he arrived, that rebel had vanished into; jh^^

forest at the head of two hundred frontiersmen in search}pf,“a more a^eea-

ble'destiny than you are pleased to designe mee.” The goyernpr,’ realizing

for.the first time the depth of frontier discontent, promised amnes^ ,to aU

who had defied his orders and agreed to call a general; ele^pn. to, choose

a new assembly that would more accurately
.
reflect; .yfesterm:.,seritimeht.
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Bacon the authority that he sought. Armed with this ^ he departed for the

interior once more, bent on wiping out more friendly Indians.j ri^i

His army never reached the frontier, for Bacon heard,that:Berlccley was

raising troops of his own and hurriedly retraced his steps

fled to the safety of the Accomac Peninsula. After issuing a H3ri;lat^ori4'

of the People” commanding his enemies to surrender^as trritorsi^’t&

leader vanished into the Great Dragon swamp to kill Wifoy^harnfl^";^

red men. His absence allowed Berkeley to recapture Jamestown^
September, a maneuver that brought Bacon hurrying back to day siege,to-..v

the capital. When the government forces finally withdrew to the easterh-
-

shore once more, Jamestown was burned to the ground on September

In his hour of triumph. Bacon suddenly died of a “Bloody Fluxj” bririgin^ :

,

the rebellion to an abrupt end. Thirty-seven of his rebels paid, with their ,

j

lives for their part in the uprising. He had led no dernocratic revolution-^-

,

the “Bacon’s Laws” passed by the June Assembly were the wprk of others

—but he did t5'plfy the frontier belief that Indian lands should be taken

whatever the cost in human decency or national loyalty.

Maryland’s outburst was less violent than Virginia’s.' In Septernbrii
'.i

1676, a band of discontented backwoodsmen gathered at the -plantafion .bf :,:;^

Thomas Barbary on the Patuxent River to demand reform, but pppuiafv'

sympathy was lacking and the authorities easily captured and hanged, the[, :

leaders. Hatred of the colony’s aristocratic rulers continued- strong^ along ^

the frontier where several minor outbursts occurred duringthe early 1680’^ t;.v

This reached a climax in 1689 when the Maryland officials refused tb;sup-"; ;

port the Glorious Revolution or to recognize WiUiam III as their hew -)

monarch. “Two rank Baconists,” Josias Fendall and John. Cbode,‘;sei^d

the excuse to gather an army of frontiersmen, march ort St.; Mary’s,

seize control of the government. The popular assembly that They.

asked the king to abolish proprietary control by making, Maryland into a. ,; . ,

royal colony—a step taken in 1691. Frontier dissatisfaction, tenipprarily
'

cost the Calvert family a province. T
One unforeseen result of these frontier uprisings was a- steady exodusTf

dissatisfied backwoodsmen southward to bolster, a- new colony 'taking shafe

there. This was Carolina, stretching between Virginia’s southern boundary

and the 31st parallel, and granted ; by the crown, in 1663 ' to a' gfofip^p

eight commercially minded proprietors, all
,
of whorh Were :already engag^

;

in .flinging back 1lie borders of Britain’s, eitpanding
.
empire in other parts

; of the w'prid> By the ri 670’s;t^ centers of settlement were
.

deyelopin^^

One was nestled .in the forests and swanips about Alberharle Sound,where

Virginia had planted a band-df
.

pidneefs . in vi 653 ;tp guard :her southern

•
: , border. OthersjfHtered.in during' thernext jyearsy atriacted by the :prpsp^
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of living in an isolated region where they would be safe from tax collectors

or reforming ministers, until by 1677 some 2,500 people jived there. The

other center of population was established 'when the proprietors in 1670

sent colonists to lay out Charles Town on the Ashley River some twenty-

five miles from its mouth. This site proved so unsatisfactory that ten years

AAA Indran Tribes

t Spanish Mission Stations

» Forts

• English Settlements

XL. ••.Trade Routes

later the whole colony was moved to the junction of the Ashley and
Cooper rivers. There a stout palisade inclosed government buildings and’
thirty houses, surrounded by settlers’ fields.

The settlements about Charles Town grew slowly. Thirty years after
the colony was founded the frontier line was nowhere more than fifty or
seventy-five miles from the coast and extended from Port Royal to the
valley of the "Santee River. Two things prevented the rapid dispersal of
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population that had marked the westward advance in Virginia and Mary-

land. One was the failure of the colonists to find a suitable staplej tobacco

did poorly in this swampy country and England’s own crops were ill suited

to the semitropical climate. Not until the 1 690’s did Carolinians begin the

experiments with rice culture which bfought them fortunes in the next

century. The other was the need for defense. Southern Carolina was flung

into the very teeth of the Spaniards and their Indian allies} Charles Town
was only 250 miles from St. Augustine while to the north five hundred

miles of lonely forests and dreary swamps separated it from the James

River settlements. Almost at its doorstep were the outposts of the Florida

mission frontier, which had been driven back beyond the Savannah Fiver

by Indian attacks in 1661 but still stretched northward as far as St.

Catherine’s Island where the Franciscan station of Santa Catalina de Guale

and its protecting presidio guarded a band of loyal Indians. Normal agri-

cultural expansion was impossible where isolated settlements might fall

prey to marauding Indians or Spanish troops.

Instead the Carolinians turned to the fur trade in their search for wealth,

This promised them not only an export staple but a chance to build up

Indian alliances against the inevitable day of reckoning with Spain. The

situation was ideal for their purposes. In Guale, Apalache, and Timucua

lived some 26,000 natives whose loyalty to the Spanish mission fathers

could probably not be broken. Just north of this enemy country was a

borderland occupied by three small tribes only nominally under Spanish

influence: the Westos about Port Royal, the Savannahs along the middle

Savannah River, and the Kiowa in the country west of Charles Town,

Beyond these was a circling ring of powerful tribes over which the Spaniards

had no control: the Tuscarora whose hunting parties ranged between the

Roanoke and Cape Fear rivers, the Catawba along the upper waters of the

Wateree River, the Cherokee about the headwaters of the Savannah River,

and the Lower Creeks whose villages dotted the valley of the middle Chat-

tahoochee River. Across the mountains, but accessible by the ancient trails

that ran around the southern tip of the Appalachians, were three other

powerful tribes: the Upper Creeks, the Chickasaw, and the Choctaw. All

of these interior Indians were sc eager for the guns and knives and firewater

of the white man that the* right welcome English traders where they

had rebuffed Spanish friars.

The English saw their problem clearly. They must establish trade with

the Catawba, Cherokee, and Lower Creek tribes that had resisted Spain’s

pressure. To do this they must first, however, either exterminate the

Westos, Savannahs, and Kiowa, or win their friendship lest they menace

the trading routes to the interior. The latter course was preferable} these
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tribes as allies would form a buffer between Charles Town and the Guale

Indians. Fortunately the colony contained a man capable of cementing this

alliance: Dr. Thomas Woodward, an adventurer who had lived among

the coastal Indians for some years before Charles Town was founded and

was thoroughly familiar with their languages and customs. In 1674 he

visited the Westos villages on the lower Savannah and opened a trade

in “deare skins, furrs and younge Indian slaves” that thrived for the next

six years. This ended in 1680 when a dispute between the tribal leaders

and the Carolinians burst into open warfare. The Westos War that followed

wiped out the tribe, leaving the Savannahs as friends of the English and

protectors of their trade routes.

The Westos War convinced the Englishmen that they would never be

safe so long as Spaniards threatened their southern borderland. Hence,

with three hundred friendly tribesmen, the Carolina militia fell on the mis-

sion stations at Santa Catalina and San Buenaventura early in the i68o’s,

driving the friars to the protection of the presidio of Zapala on Sapelo

Island. Even this strong post was menaced by English raiding parties and

marauding pirates, until the Spanish in 1684 gs^ve up the struggle for Guale

and retreated to Amelia Island where the Santa Marla station became their

new northern outpost. Even more alarming to the Spaniards was the way

in which their Indian allies deserted to the side of the victorious English

rather than following the missions southward; the powerful Yamassee in

particular went so far as to move their villages to the lands formerly oc-

cupied by the Westos on the lower Savannah. An attempt to regain pres-

tige failed when an expedition sent to demolish Charles Town in 1686

was scattered by “a Hurricane wonderfully horrid and destructive,” after

wiping out a small settlement of Scotch covenanters at Stuart’s Town on
Port Royal.

The English traders, no longer fearing a flank attack from northern

Guale, immediately extended their operations toward the interior. This
was a move long dreaded by the Spaniards, for if the Carolinians won over
the Lower Creeks they would be within striking distance of the important
Apalache mission station and presidio of San Luis. Even while the war
in Guale was going on, oSidals of New Spain vainly sought permission to

found a mission in the Creek country, and when this was not forthcoming,
set up the station of Santa Cruz de Sabacola at the junction of the Flint
and Chattahoochee rivers In 1681 as a center for a few friendly Indians.
These preparations were not wasted. Four years later Dr. Woodward
with a handful of followers reached the Creek villages of Coweta and
Kashita with a small pack train of trading goods. The horrified commander
at San Luis marched north to drive him out, but Woodward only dlsap-
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peared into the wilderness while the Spanish were near and continued ,,

trading until the fall of 1685 when he left for Charles Town. fwith/ijo S

natives laden with furs. Other traders who followed on his heels;finally

forced Spanish officials to agree to a fort in the Creek country, .although the I

construction of this post—^in 1689—had hardly the effect intended. Instead

of welcoming the Spaniards the Indians were so angered by the attempt

;

to end their trade that a year later the entire tribe moved east to the valleys i

of the Oconee and Ocmulgee rivers where they could be nearer the English, i

From this time on the Carolina traders did a prosperous business. Every .;'

spring they gathered, three or four hundred strong, at Savannah Town, ;

a frontier village established on the Savannah River about 1690, where ^

each fitted out his twenty-horse pack train with blankets, ironware, guns,

knives, rum, and trinkets. Forming into caravans of a hundred horses or
;

^

more they set out along the well-marked trails into the Indian country,

.

Some followed the Savannah River to the Cherokee villages, then on to

the Catawba country where they usually met rivals from Virginia. Others ,

continued along the trail to the ford over the Ogeechee River where ffiey

divided to take either the Upper Path that led to the Lower Creek village

of Coweta or the Lower Path to Okmulgee. All during the fall and winter
.

they wandered from tribe to tribe carrying on their trade. If they wrip;.;

honest they drove as hard a bargain as they could
j

if they were .fin-:-

scrupulous, which was far more likely, they treated the savages to liberal , ,

portions of rum before beginning negotiations. In the spring they, tiirnedi

their pack horses, laden now with bundles of deer skins and peltries, back

to Charles Town for a few weeks of riotous living while they sold their ,,

catch and bought fresh goods. This tiny town was a colorful spot, during

their visits. Their, caravans clattered through its quiet streets, their
,

pic-;.,

turesque costumes lent variety to the dull garb of its citizens, and their

inordinate thirst cheered the heart of many a tavern keeper. “Those
;

;

sparkes,” wrote one observer, “make little of drinking 15 or 16 in orie : ,

Bout in Tqwne.” Most important of all, they brought prosperity to south-

ern; Carolina, for during the 1690’s Charles Town annually shipped some ;

54,000 deer skins to London markets; > .

^

By the end of the seventeenth century England’s hold' on the southern.
;

coast of North America .was secure. Sturdy yeoman farmers and .adyen-

;

turous Traders, building their empire on a firm foundation of tobacco arid

furs, were.joyously en^ged in the task of driving back. the Spanish, over-;;.

,

' Ipfcis .who .had rndiiopolized that region. The conquest of the .continent, by-
,

..y the English was well under way. k ...
;

' v ,



CHAPTER IV

The Northern Frontier

1600-1700

WHile rsome Englishmen moved slowly across the southern Tidewater

seelang fertile soil for their tobacco plants or friendly Indians along the

Spanish borderlands, others carved out a new frontier in the region that

be^me the northeastern United States. During the seventeenth century the

coastal lowlands and river bottoms of this domain were filled by home-

seelcers who transformed the wilderness into a new civilization vastly differ-

ent from that of the South. .
:

'
‘

'

.;;'The li)rst assault on this northern frontier ended disastrously when colo-

nists sent out by the Plymouth Company in May, iboyj returned to England

a year later after an “extreme unseasonable and frosty” winter on the Ken-

riebeCj'them called the Sagadahoc River. "With this half-hearted effort the

company; lapsed into inactivity thatonly ended in 1620 when its more am-

bitibus ; hiernbers effected a reorganization into the Council fpr New Eng-

land; AltHohgh blessed with a royal grant to all laiids between the 40th and

48th parailels the Gbuhcil failed to secure^hough financial support to plant

its own colony ahd contented itselfwith granting lands to small groups of

settlers.; These hardy piorieers founded the New England colonies.; ;

'

,;b:Tbh.first;grant w^^ band of religious dissenters called Separa: ';

tists;Whose dissadsfactibnwlth; the established Anglican, Ghuf^^^

first;;tb Holland; early;in th^^ America; Theit objective,,. :

.
Wi^eh ' they sailed oh the ilf^y^pw^Win 1626, -was a Particular PlanMibh ih; ;;

yhgib 5|;Which had tWen phrchased from the London:Company but,storms.;:

which /blew.ph^^ from their course. casb them oh the; Massachiisetts;coast.;
, ;

Reafizihg that;they We,^W,h®^9hdthe pale of the law and intruder bh .ia!nds

,

-to which .they ;had nh.titie^ a brief a^eement ibeforfe ;
'

a vavilhbody politick^’ to ehaCt la

w

4 f
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“unto which we promise all due submission and obedience.” The famous

Mayflower Compact, applying as it did the principles of church covenants to

this unique civil problem, was the first of a series of squatters’ agreements to

which pioneers resorted as a basis for temporary self-government whenever

their westward march carried them beyond the bounds of orderly society.

With their immediate governmental needs provided for, the toa colonists

landed, and in December, 1620, began building their homes at Plymouth.

The land system insisted upon by the London capitalists who financed the.

voyage—they were to labor for seven years on a company plantation-

worked so badly that in 1623 the division of lands among private owners

began. This proved successful
j
within ten years the colony was completely

self-sustaining, with its English backers paid in full and the people prosper-

ous. The Pilgrims’ ability to maintain themselves without aid from the

mother country impressed contemporaries far more than the religious ex-

periment they were conducting, and encouraged other groups to migrate to

.

the New World. While realizing this state of happy self-sufficiency the

Plymouth settlers constantly cast about for some exportable staple com-

parable to "Virginia’s tobacco. When experiment showed that the diversified

agriculture suitable to the climate and soil of Massachusetts could produce

no crop sufficiently prized in England to be profitable, they turned, like the

Carolinians, to the fur trade. Here they were more fortunate. The neigh-

boring Indians were skilled in producing wampum—^the native currency

made by stringing together tiny beads carved from the inner whorls of coast

shells and bored with a flint drill—which was highly valued by the more

primitive tribesmen of Maine. By 1628 the Pilgrims were buying up wam-

pum in Massachusetts, carrying it northward in their shallops, and bartering ,

there for beaver, marten, and otter skins. Within a year they were able to

erect a trading post, or “trucking house,” at Cushenoc on the Kennebec

River to serve as a center for their traffic, and until 1640 when the near-

extermination of the beaver ended trade, this was their principal source of

wealth.

' By that time the Plymouth colony was well established. New settlers

who arrived during the 1^20’s moved first north along the low-lying

coast to found Duxbury, Marshfield, and Scituate, then turned southward

to lay out Taunton and build their homes about Buzzard’s Bay and the

lower reaches of Cape Cod. There they discovered coastal marshes where

they could pasture their cattle and fertile fields to grow corn and other

foodstuffs. This expansion gradually transformed Plymouth into a prosper-

ous agricultural colony, with cattle raising as its principal industry. The

whole process was carried on without serious Indian opposition, for Chief

Massasoit of the Wampanoags, whose country the Pilgrims occupied, kept
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a pledge of peace made with the first settlers until his death in 1662.

While the Plymouth colony was taking root in Massachusetts soil other

English outposts were planted to the northward. Fishermen and traders

found that stern and rockbound coast such an attractive field for their

operations that by the end of the 1620’s their tiny settlements dotted the

New England shoreline from Casco Bay to Boston Harbor. The most im-

portant of these trading posts was one at Salem operated by a small English

corporation. The struggles of this company to maintain its precarious foot-

hold attracted the attention of a group of wealthy Puritan dergy and busi-

ness men who conceived the idea of taking over the colony as a joint

commercial and missionary enterprise. With this in mind they formed the

Massachusetts Bay Company and in 1628 secured a grant from the Council

for New England to a strip of territory lying between a point three miles

north of the Merrimac and another three miles south of the Charles,

extesv^ng from sea to sea. A. year later a royal charter coafirmed this allot-

ment and officially incorporated the company.

Among the stockholders of the Massachusetts Bay Company was a locally

influential Puritan, John Winthrop, who was interested in founding a New
World colony where members of his sect could follow the dictates of their

consciences on religious matters. Noticing that the charter, probably through

oversight, failed to state that meetings of the corporation must be held in

England, Winthrop conceived a bold plan. Why not transfer the entire

government to America, setting up there a Puritan commonwealth which

would be virtually self-governing within its corporate rights.? The rest

of the stockholders readily agreed to his proposal and in 1630 Winthrop,

newly elected governor, sailed away with a thousand colonists to plant

his wilderness Zion. Destitute Salem proved little to the Puritans’ liking so

they continued south until they found a magnificent harbor into which

jutted a broad peninsula. On this safe and healthy site they built the town
of Boston. Englishmen were now so skilled in frontier techniques—planting

corn, establishing friendly relations with the Indians, importing cattle to

graze on the marshes—that the colony was firmly established within two
years. By this time half a dozen small towns were clustered about the shores

of Boston Harbor: Roxbury, Dorchester, Watertown, Medford, and New-
town or Cambridge.

During the next decade the Massachusetts Bay Colony expanded rapidly.

Some 24,500 newcomers arrived at Boston during those ten years of the
“Great Migration,” driven overseas by bad conditions in the homeland.
Many came from southeastern England where a succession of poor har-
vests and a declining textile trade brought hard times. Others fled to the
colonies from the harsh absolutism of Charles I, who dissolved parliament
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in 1629 and entered upon a period of personal rule which only ended with

revolution. Puritans suffered greatly during his reign, for he was an un-

compromising believer in high-church Anglicanism and staunchly supported

the campaign begun in 1633 by William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury,

to stamp out England’s dissenters. Non-conformists’ services were broken

up, their churches dissolved, and their ministers deported. Thousands of

believers, convinced that salvation was impossible in an England unaccount-

ably delivered into the devil’s hands, departed for homes beyond the seas

between 1630 and 1640.

Few stayed in Boston where the system of government was nearly as

autocratic as that from which they fled. John Winthrop and the Puritan

clerics who guided his hand were no believers in democracy. They knew

that they, as divinely appointed interpreters of the Holy Writ, alone

understood God’s will} popular rule would defeat His whole purpose

in establishing this wilderness Zion. At first they tried to rule without the

General Court, or legislature, authorized by the charter, but popular re-

sentment forced them in 1634 to call an assembly made up of delegates

from the various towns. Before doing so they carefully protected them-

selves by' decreeing that only freemen could vote or hold office. As only

church members could become freemen, and only men approved by the

clergy become church members, the leaders were able to continue their

autoaatic rule behind this democratic facade, ruthlessly stamping out all

dissent against the established order. Their harsh rule bred a whole stream

of rebels, some famous but more unsung, W'ho went forth into the wilder-

ness to found villages where they could practice their own beliefs—and be

intolerant of others.

The dispersal of population went on so rapidly in New England that

the usual sequence of frontier ty'pes was less apparent than later when

fur trader, cattle raiser, pioneer farmer, and equipped farmer were more

or less distinguishable. All were present, but they succeeded each other so

rapidly that only the fur trader was distinguishable. He was in the van

as usual, spying out the best lands, reducing the self-sufficiency of the

Indians by giving them the tools and vices of the white man, and pawng

the way for later settlers.

Interest in an interior trading frontier was awakened in 1631 when the

chief sachem of the Mohegan Indians—^a Connecticut Valley tribe—visited

the settlements. He brought tales not only of plentiful fvtrs and natives

eager for trade, but of a hated rival already in the field. The Dutch, he

told the horrified Englishmen, had founded a settlement called New

Amsterdam on Manhattan Island, and W'ere sending their expeditions

northward along the coast to barter for peltries. The Plymouth authorities
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iXV'insloT^ and news that the Dutch
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sentSfaoih;- colonies ^ into in’ 1633. A Plymouth expedition under

Qptain William-^ valley first and;sailing, boldly past,

the Dut^y:!^^^ at the mouth of the Farnaington:River.

This Was followed a few months later by a smaU party froni: MassachiisetU

Ray led by John Oldham which investigated the Connecticut Valley during

theiautumh montJis. Oldham was back in the spring of, 1634 to build a

tradmg post at .the^^p^^ site of Wethersfield. A second Massachusetts

trader,' William Pynchon, explored the country in quest of a good spot

for, a,:tiaicking^ h^ during 1635. All of these men brought back en-

thudastic-accbunts of rich soil, level fields, and friendly Indians.

i.H;These reports fell on the ears of men willing to listen, for by 1635 the

phopleih the towns clustered about Boston felt the effects of overcrowdihg.

Many, finding the sandy soil of their new homes unsuitable to agriculture,

were.aiuqous to turn to cattle raising, but the limited lands of NewtOwn,

Dorchester, Poxbury, and Watertown gave them no room for pasturage.

Others -chafed under the autocratic rule of the Boston governors, especially,

as the cRrgymeh in each of these towns quarreled with the ruling hierarchy

and .uhfected. their congregations with dissatisfaction. Still others were ',

ihbved,' ^ they put it, by "a strong bent of their spirits for change,” as

they 'felt' -fhat restlessness which was becoming an American trait. They;

began 'drifting into the Connecticut Valley in small groups during the

surnmer of '1635 When the General Court, after vainly trying to; divert

migration: to the Merrimac River, finally authorized their departure. Crude

huts?;Were throwri up about the trucking houses at Windsor and Wethers-

field ;and a settlement was begun on the site of present Hartford before

an extreme.winter drove most of the pioneers back to the comparative com-.

fort 'qf Boston. Only one settlement survived: a small outpost called Say-

:

brook established during 1635 by a group of wealthy Puritans under the

l^derslup of John Winthrop, Jr. The relatively milder climate of the Long ;

fdand Sound spared !^ settlers the rigors of that cold winter.

;;: :Witk the, spring of 1636 the movement began again. In the lead wefe

fte inhabitants of Newtown who sold their homes to a newly arrived con- .

gfeg^tiqri .from England and, led by their minister, the Reverend Xhoifias V
Hooker, started westward along the old Bay Path, driving their :i60

before, thern. This first mass migration in the history of the American

;

^•iP,ntier: lasted two weeks;befp they began building their fibuses at Hart-.;,'

.^b5jd.;,Gt^er^ were also on the move. Froni Dorchester;went ".

back during; the 'winter, .'taking * their
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friends with them in another overland expedition to found Windsor. Most

of the Watertown citizens joined in chartering a ship to carry them to

Wethersfield where they gave that infant settlement its first permanent

character. Another band from Roxbury followed William Pynchon, whose

fur trading activities made him familiar with the entire valley, to Spring-

field where they signed a compact governing their civil and religious affairs

and laid out their town. Through the remainder of 1636 and the summer of

1637 newcomers continued to arrive, until the Boston authorities grew

alarmed lest their own population be seriously depleted. V '7 i ^

For a time these river towns were claimed by both Massachusetts and

the Saybrook colony until the settlers, distrustful as were all frontiersmen

of outside authority, took matters into their own hands. Inspired by a ser-

mon of Thomas Hooker’s which defended the right of people to name

their own rulers, they sent delegates to a Hartford convention in January,

1639, to draw up the famous Fundamental Orders of Connecticut. This

compact vested the principal power to rule in a legislature made up of four

delegates from each town; its members could call meetings or adjourn

when they chose and its laws were not subject to veto by the governor.

Although the provision that only religiously orthodox freemen could vote

for delegates to the General Court excluded some two-thirds of the people

from the franchise, the system was far more democratic than that of

Massachusetts Bay where an autocratic governor and a small oligarchy

of assistants and ministers reigned supreme. L-O I 0 7.3
While these Puritans carved their homes from the Connecticut wilder-

ness another group of rebels against Massachusetts authority founded the

first towns of Rhode Island. Roger Williams, a kindly humanitarian whose

belief in religious toleration and Indian rights made him unpopular in

both Salem and Boston, led the way when he was banished from the Bay

Colony in 1635. After spending the winter with Massasoit he moved south

with a few friends from Salem to found Providence. At his heels came

others who had. aroused the ire of Massachusetts’ authorities by listening

to the unorthodox teachings of Anne Hutchinson; they established Ports-

mouth in 1638. A year later this tiny settlement split in two, with one faction

under the eccentric Samuel Gorton breaking away to found Newport and

Warwick. Roger Williams erected such a liberal governmental structure

for the Narragansett Bay communities that they served during the next

years as a constant haven for discontented elements from Massachusetts.

Rebellion against harsh Bay Colony rule drove another stream of dissen-

ters north to lay out the first New Hampshire towns. First to arrive was the

Reverend John Wheelright, a victim of the Anne Hutchinson controversy,

who established Exeter in 1638. In the same year a group that had seceded
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The spark that ignited this tinderbox was the murder of a Boston trader

John Oldham, on Block Island during the summer of 1636. Massachusetts

authorities were in no mood to accept this insult
j
with their colony solidly

planted they seemed eager to test their strength. Too, the Pequots were

boasting that they could defeat any enemy by witchcraft, and this was a

challenge to the devout Puritans. Hence they sent ninety men under John

Endicott to demand the surrender of the murderers. When the Indians

delayed, fighting broke out and continued as the soldiers swept through

the country, destroying villages and crops. When the Pequots retaliated

by torturing and slaying every Englishman they could find, the General

Court declared war on May i, 1637.

The outcome was never in doubt, for the tribe had alienated all possible

allies. The river towns quickly won the Mohegans to their side, while the

Narragansetts pledged their allegiance to Roger Williams when he visited

their villages. Thus isolated, the Pequots were at the mercy of 180

colonials and Mohegans under Captain John Mason sent against them.

Instead of risking a frontal attack, Mason capitalized on the Narragansetts’

friendship by sailing out of the Connecticut River, past the Pequot villages,

and into Narragansett Bay. Landing there, the English marched overland

so swiftly that they completely surprised the Indian fort on the Mystic

River. Caught unawares, the Pequots offered such scant resistance that

nearly 500 men, women, and children were put to the sword. The survivors

fled westward, with Mason in pursuit, until all were slain or captured

in a swamp near present-day Southport. In one heartless campaign the

entire tribe was practically exterminated.

This decisive victory, which brought peace to the northern frontier for

forty years, opened a new period of expansion. At the close of the Pequot

War the settled areas extended in a straggling line down the Maine coast,

broadened to include the towns about Boston Harbor, hugged the coast

again at Plymouth, and then swept inland to encompass the settlements

along the Taunton River and about Narragansett Bay. West of the Con-

necticut River in the lands explored during the Pequot War lay another

region that was developing rapidly
j
New Haven was founded there by a

group of English Puritans in 1638 and Guilford, Branford, Milford, Fair-

field, Stamford, and Greenwich followed within five years. All of these

settlements bordered the coast
j

only the Connecticut Valley frontier—

which stretched northward to Springfield—penetrated the interior. The

task of the colonists in the forty years of peace between the Pequot War

and King Philip’s War was to fill the gaps between their coastal settlements

and begin the conquest of the upcountry. The speed with which this was ac-

complished showed how well Puritans had mastered frontiering techniques.
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As usual the fur traders were in the van. The trail to a new northern

frontier for Massachusetts was blazed by Simon Willard, who as early as

1635 established a post at Concord where he could intercept the furs com-

ing down the Merrimac and Concord rivers on their way to trucking houses

The New England Frontier in the Seventeenth Century

at Cambridge. His success not only inspired a rival outpost at Lancaster

on the Nashua River, but finally led Willard to move nearer the Merrimac
and found Chelmsford in 1655. There he did a profitable business for the

next twelve years, buying out the Lancaster post, exploring much of lower
New Hampshire, and amassing a fortune in the process. This same role

in the Connecticut Valley was played by William Tynchon and his son,

John, who dominated trade there after his father’s retirement in 1652.
Their agents established trucking houses at Northampton in 1654 and
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Hadley in 1665, as well as exploring the northern country where Deerfield

and Northfield were soon to be founded.

The rapid expansion of the fur trading frontier brought New England

traders into conflict with two other colonizing powers, Holland and

Sweden. The commercial war that followed was fought on two fronts—

the Hudson and Delaware river valleys—and ended only with the expul-

sion of those troublesome rivals from the American continent.

A three-cornered struggle for the Delaware Valley trade touched off the

rivalry. First in the field was the Dutch West India Company which in

1623 sent a small force from New Amsterdam to build Ft. Nassau at the

mouth of the river where furs from the interior could be intercepted. The

Dutch monopolized this rich area until 1638 when Sweden, tempted by

tales of the region’s wealth, chartered a trading organization known as the

South Company to build a palisaded post—Ft. Christina—on the lower

Delaware. For a time this settlement languished but in 1643 Johan Printz

became its governor and threw himself into his task with an energy which

belied his four hundred pounds. Farmers were brought out, the fort

strengthened, and a new post—Ft. Gothenburg—founded on the Delaware

just above Ft. Nassau to command the trade of the upper river. To make

matters even worse for the Dutch, the English chose this same time to

invade their country, A group of New Haven merchants, organized as the

Delaware Company and led by George Lamberton, sailed boldly into the

river and built their post at the site of Philadelphia, above those of both

rivals. This was too much, A hastily organized Dutch force swept down on

the English fort in 1643, trounced its defenders, and carried them in

triumph to New Amsterdam. Nor did a second New England attempt to

invade the region a year later succeed. When a ship financed by Boston

capitalists entered the river it was fired on from Ft. Christina and turned

back at Ft. Nassau—only escaping after agreeing to compensate the thrifty

Governor Printz for the cost of the shot.

The Swedes remained to be reckoned with. For a time the two nations

sparred by building new posts, each higher up the Delaware or Schuylkill

rivers than the last, but by 1651 the Dutch were ready to act. With a fleet

of eleven ships and an army of 120 men they appeared suddenly before Ft.

Christina to demand its surrender. Governor Printz grumblingly turned

over his command to the Dutch who insured their conquest by building

Ft. Casimir at the entrance to the Delaware. Three years later a Swedish

fleet that surprised Ft. Casimir when its defenders were inopportunely out

of powder recaptured the region, but the intruders were driven out by a

superior Dutch force in 1655 to end the days of New Sweden in Amenca,

On this Delaware River battleground Holland was completely victorious.
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their own fields, and turned as rapidly as possible to the production of

staples. In the Puritan colonies the people moved west in groups, judged

their land by its adjacence to settled areas rather than fertility, secured

their titles from the General Court without cost, subdued the forest by

co-operative effort, and devoted themselves to diversified agriculture. The

explanation for these radically different frontier techniques—developing

simultaneously among settlers with approximately the same English back-

ground—can be found in the New England land system. This, in turn,

was based on the section’s peculiar geographic features and the religious

concepts of the settlers.

To the Puritan fathers who shaped the method of land disposal, profite

were less important than the erection of a commonwealth peopled by men

of unquestioned faith who would rigorously obey God’s ordinances. This

belief led them to abandon the system of headrights and individual grants

authorized in the colonial charters and vest in the legislature of each colony

sole control over the “sitting down of men,” with the understanding that

the public domain be divided among the orthodox in any way that would

advance the true religion. This could best be done by gifts of plantations

or towm sites to believers. Hence the New England legislatures made two

types of grants; to individuals and to groups. The former were relatively

unimportant, although magistrates and governors who controlled land dis-

posal showed some tendency to allot themselves sizeable plots. Thus of

130,000 acres given Individuals by the Massachusetts General Court be-

tween 1630 and 1675 about half went to favored officials and the remainder

to ministers, military veterans, and schoolmasters. Far more important

were grants to groups of men willing to plant a new town on the frontier.

The procedure for allotting town sites was simple. Several families wish-

ing to move west would together petition the General Court for a ^TJanta-

tion Right” authorizing settlement. The legislature, after deciding that

the petitioners were of proper economic and religious orthodoxy, and that

the proposed site was fertile, easily defended, and sufficiently near other

habitations, named a committee to locate the town and extinguish the In-

dian title. Usually a plot about six miles square contiguous to other settle-

ments was chosen, but ail efforts to run boimdaries ^fin a comely form

through the hilly countryside failed, and the towns were often irregularry

shaped with ungranted lands lying between. This having been done, the

original petitioners became the proprietors of the new town with sole

authority to sell the land, give it away, or will it to their heirs. In return

they were expected to divide the plot, build roads and a church, locate a

minister, and bring in acceptable newcomers within a two or three year

period.
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The proprietors’ first step was to select a committee to lay out the town.

Near the center they set aside a plot for the village green, with a church,

parish house, and usually a school nearby. Often they offered other lots to

grist mill operators, blacksmiths, and even, in at least one case, a midwife

“to answer the town’s necessity, which at present is great.” About the green

they laid out house lots to be divided among the proprietors, varying in

size from half an acre to ten acres but always large enough for a home,

barns, a garden, and an orchard. These were assigned the settlers by lot,

which was believed a just way of determining “the judgement of God.” The

marshy lands along the river or sea were then apportioned in the same way

A Typical New England Town: Enfield,

Connecticut

for use as pasturage or as a source for hay. Finally a large upland field

of several hundred acres was divided into rectangular strips which were
again distributed among the proprietors according to the laws of chance,

although those drawing particularly undesirable plots could “pitch” their

land elsewhere. As soon as this field was cleared and under cultivation a
second was laid out and similarly apportioned. After several of these divi-

sions an inhabitant would own a number of strips scattered through the
town fields as well as a home and meadow lot. The “undivided land”
remaining belonged solely to the proprietors, who also controlled a “com-
mon field” that was usually used for pasture.

In all divisions of land the settlers were given not equal amounts but a
share proportionate to their wealth. Thus when a new field was divided,
a man worth £50 might be given one strip, another worth £100 two strips,
and a third worth £200 four strips, although most towns decreed that the
richest proprietor should own no more than from four to ten times as much
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as the poorest. This inequality was defended by the Puritans on two

grounds 5
the wealthy, they said, contributed more to the cost of planting

the town, and they had demonstrated their ability to use the land wisely

by the mere fact of becoming rich. Actually these excuses only rationalized

the aristocratic prejudices of the New England leaders who instinctively

distrusted the leveling effects of an equal land division. Some feared, too,

that liberal grants to the poor would lead, as John Winthrop put It, to

“the neglect of trades” as mechanics and workers were drawn west by the

magnet of free lands. Through the history of the frontier eastern em-

ployers opposed a liberal land policy on this ground.

The New England land system, through both its merits and defects,

led to a rapid dispersal of the population. Its advantages were obvious: it

induced a planned migration that spared the settlers most of the discom-

forts of pioneer life and assured them spiritual and economic securitj'.

Less apparent, but more important, were the system’s deficiencies, for these

sent a steady stream of disgruntled farmers westward.

Their dissatisfaction rested on the fact that a small group of proprietors

or their heirs in each town not only owned all the land but exercised sole

authority over its disposal until the last division was made. At first this

caused no difficulty} so long as settlers were few and lands plentiful the

proprietors lived up to their implied trust by granting lots freely to all

families of adequate means and orthodox beliefs. As newcomers increased,

however, three distinct classes developed in each town: the small group

of original proprietors who controlled all the undivided land, the later

arrivals, or “freemen,” who owned the fields that had been granted them

and enjoyed full political rights but had no voice in the disposal of the

lands not yet divided, and the laborers, or “cottagers,” who built their huts

on unwanted land “onely at the towne’s courtesie” and had no vote in the

town meeting. Trouble began as soon as the freemen and cottagers out-

numbered the proprietors and demanded a further division of the town’s

lands in which they would share.

The proprietors could meet these protests either by admitting the free:

men to their closed corporation or by dividing the land more equitably

among them. This they were reluctant to do, for as lands grew scarce in the

older towns they felt a normal desire to retain their excessive holdings

against the day when sale at high prices would be possible. This speculative

spirit existed only in embryo form in seventeenth-century New England,

but it was sufficiently strong to array the proprietors against the .freemen

as soon as the latter demanded a share of the undivided lands. Wherever

this occurred a bitter conflict developed. Sometimes this was settled by a

compromise that gave the freemen small concessions} sometimes by arbiters
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natural resources. As soon as the fields were laid out dach ;fai-irier;^iantea

his strips to the crops best suited to the soil—usually cOrn/ bkrley,

although wheat was widely grown in such favored areas as the Gbhnedicut

Valley. New Englanders soon found that much time was wasted in 'goirig

between their scattered plots and began to concentrate their holding
.by

exchanging lots, despite official warnings against this “buying andpurcH^ing

Home Lotts and laying them togetherj” by the end of the seventeenth

century most of them owned large fenced fields. They supplemehted their

income with cattle, which were as important as corn in the primitive life of

the section. In every town large herds of tough, big-boned beasts pasbired

on the undivided land or the common, each marked with a brand, that ;his

owner registered with the authorities. •

-

Few New England farmers grew wealthy, but they lived well.- Their

homes, clustered about the village green, were sturdy frame dwellingsj'

with outbuildings and barns attached to make chores easier duririg the long

winters. Each morning they left their houses to labor in their fieldsj using

crude wooden hoes and mattocks fashioned by their own hands, or a clumsy

plow pulled by four oxen. Each night they returned, to sit before the broad ^

stone fireplace on fall or winter evenings and build the many necesdtoivi”

that their slender resources did not allow them to buy frorh Ehgland^
:

Everything from plows to furniture was constructed at hoffieV a taskdhp.;^

which the wives joined with their spinning wheels, candle moulds, and;.

^

churns. Yet this marginal existence had its compensations. Near at hand ;,- ;.:

were neighbors for pleasant companionship, the church to assure salvatioiij ij;
-

and a school to dose the young with liberal potions of piety and knbwl^gb

;

Such conservative easterners as Cotton Mather might bemoan the tendency
"

of people to “Go Out from the Institutions of God, Swarming into.New

Settlements, where they and their Untaught Families are like to Perish jor

Lack of Vision” but the New England frontiersman enjoyed far niofe com-

fort than the isolated pioneer in the southern colonies.

The attractiveness of frontier life, the dispersing effects of the land

system, and the constant religious disputes natural among -a pious ,peciple,
:|,,

';::

sent the New Englanders pouring westward between 1640 and

Maine and New Hampshire settlements still clung to the coastal lo\yla'nds

where the many trading posts were converted into farming communities,

but -in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut the conquest of the,.
, ,

interior proceeded rapidly. From Boston and Plymouth settlers, pushed put-,
. >;

ward along the fiver bottoms to found Lancaster, Marlboro, Grafton, Men- c ;

don, and a host of other towns during the 1650’s, while another advancing

stfearii’from Rhode Island moved up the Blackstone Valley to Woqnspcket^ :^

and. Seekonk. .- West ^ this line the forest stretched unbroken—except for
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iihe^tin}'ioutpbst at/B six or seven adventurous famili^,:buik

fheir ^dmes in 1667^^^^ former Pequot couritry;about the ^Thames;

;

1646 by ;johri;v^inthrop,

imd as'>alceMer^^^^^ that scattered :seyefal.;towris along

the’;uppef;iTham^V--^^b^ of settlement extended jriorthwatd alongV
,

Sel'Gonnerticu^ ^ In ,tli6 lower reaches of that rich valley, pushing

j^^tralong dieCFarrnirigton K as fer as Simsbury,' and moving-steadily

ior^ 'tpipla^ Deerfield, Greenfield, and Ndrthfield; . In the
'

New-dlaveh tcpunt^^ not only laid out new coastal towns between,

auiifoiliinnd^fe but during the i66o’s advanced; up/ thei.river

ralleyiffo i&te^^ Kiliingwdrth, Wallingford, Waterbury, and. Wbodbury.

somd/jd,060 meni'women, and children lived in the settled regions guarded

)y.,this, northern in 1675, while other New Englanders had left

towns on the eastern tip ofLong Island and in ..

^etyd^rsey^^

/tll0rni|s !bff expansion were harvested between .1675 and; 1677 -.

vhen rKing.'Philip’s.war,, one of the most devastating conflicts, in .the .histpi^;

.ofdiie: frontier/ ravaged the New England back country. To the Indians/

;}ibstiiitie)''';app^r^^^^ only justified but necessary. Advancing ’ tiers.> of

towns-wefo their tribal lands, catching in a crushihg .yise the ,,'

;Wamp.ano.ags/^^^ .occupied the territory east of Narragansetti;Bayi';the.,'

mrfag|nsettb;^/and
.
N who were caught between the

,

coastal ' and-;

:yalley,;settlemen arid the Mohegans, Podunks, and River Tribes ;of ;the' ::

i^onriecfiCritvYalley. They must either fight to retain the large areas needed

'

:fpn;^eir;prM economy or become vassals of the white men.- The. fate i

6f/indians:Wh6/had already submitted to English rtde ftiade this choice:;

easy./Some/had./^^ pushed onto six Massachusetts reservations, whefe-

|fi?y;.were compe^^ to obey Puritan laws that forbad them to huntpri the /

.h^hhathjjde^nioddhem firearms and firewater, ended their accustonield; free- .

.

.dOiri,;.and;condemned them to servile dependency. Others, who livedvpear:/

thr settlemerit^^^^^^ abused. Thus one Connecticut ,law.;forcedPl

^nji'jh^nk^/Jridianto work six:,days -for the colony and sixTohrihenh/;::

fbfiuer./ ariyunscrupulous colonist could secure free labor by giving ahfave/:

'aT^:®iriks/^^ Still others who succumbed to the lUres/oEt^h:/

w^e gathered in villages of ‘Traying Indians^” The'p

;;these ; Christian warriOire did not ^ap^aP tp;;:ffee^Hyirig/;

CFflri.' tfeasured/ffi^ ancient- cuStOmSiaboVeMl;.;;

was preferable to such a/fate/,.'/;;// f

;

|/3^%ir/smouldefirig^discOriterit,W^^^ to open rebellion in i Syi when '

/

'llp.-^Englishattempted Mng-PhiHp/;the;s|chem

frib^/knowing'that-hiS/p&iple"w^ starve withouthhOir:; huhfirig/:
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guns, resisted strenuously, but the Plymouth and Boston authorities re

mained firm. A humiliating treaty which warned Philip that “if he went

on in his refractory way he must expect to smart for it,” left him so angry

that he spent the next three years trying to arrange alliances with the

Narragansetts and Nipmucks against the colonists. In this he failed, but the

young warriors of his tribe sensed their chief’s resentment and decided to

act. Raiding parties fell on the Plymouth frontier in the spring of 1675; by

July the whole back country was aflame. Five hundred soldiers from

Plymouth and Boston were hurriedly gathered, and after a march through

the Mount Hope country, they drove Philip and his followers into Pocassett

Swamp.

English strategy at this point was obvious. They should have penned in

the few rebellious Indians by surrounding the swamp, while agents con-

vinced the other New England tribes to remain neutral. These steps would

have nipped a minor insurrection in the bud. Instead the colonists com-

mitted two grievous errors. One was to leave the rear of the swamp un-

guarded
j the other was to send the entire Massachusetts army into tlie

Narragansett country to overawe that powerful tidbe. If the authorities had

consciously tried to prolong the war they could have taken no more effec-

tive steps than these, for Philip’s forces promptly swam the Taunton River

and slipped northward to join the Nipmucks, while the Narragansetts took

to the warpath to protest the invasion of their tribal lands.

The Massachusetts ofiicials responsible for this blunder probably wanted

to carry the war into the Narragansett country. Hatred of Rhode Island

and the ambitions of land speculators were responsible. Roger Williams’

colony had long been a sore spot in Puritan New England3 the freedom

of conscience allowed dissenters, the tolerance extended to rU creeds, and

the humanitarianism shown in dealings with the Indians constantly rankled

the stern Bostonians. They knew that war on the Narragansetts would hurt

the many Rhode Islanders who traded with that tribe. Extermination of the

Narragansetts would also benefit Massachusetts land speculators who found

Rhode Island a profitable field for exploitation. Their activities in the

Narragansett country had long annoyed colonial officials} now they seized

on the outbreak of warfare as a golden opportunity to settle their claims for

all time.

Massachusetts land jobbers began to operate in Rhode Island during

the late 1650’s when two groups of merchants organized as the Petti-

quamscutt Company and the Misquamicutt Company illegally purchased

blocks of land from the Indians, but not until 1659 when the Atherton

Company was formed did their speculations arouse Williams’ followers.

This corporation, which included in its ranks most of the leading capitalists
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the natives failed to meet the impossible payments within the required six

months, the Atherton Company laid claim to their hunting grounds and

prepared to battle the horrified Rhode Islanders for possession. This

conflict raged for the next fifteen years^ with the company directing most

of its efforts toward securing a new colonial boundary that would include

the disputed area in Connecticut, and was still going on when King Philip’s

War broke out. Its leaders, knowing that the lands could be opened ody

by exterminating the Narragansetts, probably had a hand in arranging

the Massachusetts expedition into the Indian territor}^ This was sufficient

motive to endanger the peace of the frontier and plunge New England

into its bloodiest war.

The invasion sent the tribes of ail New England on the warpath, for

the Narragansetts had no alternative but to defend their hunting grounds

and the Nipmucks and Valley Tribes only needed the incentive of Philip’s

arrival to take up the tomahawk. The first blow fell on isolated Brookfield

whose few families watched the destruction of their homes from a strong

garrison house, then scurried to the safety of fortified Hadley. There too

the Indians threatened until an English force from the valley towns fell on

them at Hopewell Swamp in August, 1675, administering a sound defeat

These early successes lulled the overconfident English into a sense of felse

security that was shattered only when another raiding party burned Deer-
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field and swept northward^^ stockaded outpost of North-

.

fieldt A^^^r^^^ drove off the savages, but the

Mas^chu^^^ tbe town was too dangerous to defend^

f sent sixty men, with wagbns in the crops froth all the northern

i&nhedicuti Valley. Oh their return they were ambushed a few miles south

‘ of IDeerfied while fording a small stream since known as Bloody Brook.

Only two white men escaped, and crops needed to feed the troops in the

lower, valley were destroyed. Flushed with success, the Inc^ans fell on

Northampton,- Hadley, Hatfield, and even Springfield so long as the fall

foliage clung to the trees to give them ambush.

With the coming of winter the center of fighting shifted to the Narra-

gansett country where that tribe, after a few forays against isolated settle-

ments, had retreated to several islands in the great coastal swampS. There

they were found by an army of a thousand men sent south from Massachu-

setts. .Marching over the frozen ground, the troops surprised the principal

'Indian village on December 19, 1675, slaughtering some three hundred
' womenvand children with merciless thoroughness. Most of the braves

• escaped but for the next month the English tramped through the tribe’s

:lands on a famous “hungry march,” burning towns, destroying crops, and

inputting captives to death w'ith such heartless cruelty that their purpose

.;seenied one of extermination. By the end of January most of the women,

.
.children, arid old men of the Narragansetts were killed while the warriors

.hVd;fied;n6rthw join the Nipmucks. Tlie Atherton Company lands

were-freed of Indians.

j. The marieuVcryhowever, created new difficulties on the northern frontier.

The^Nipitiucks’ slender food supplies were soon exhausted by the new
Yatrivalsjcforcing the Indians to plunder towns or face starvation. All

Mhter of 1675-76 these raids went on, as the savages fell upon

V^amster,-^ Groton, and Mcdfield in turn. Their victory at Lan-
;'rast^ they not only destroyed the town but captured

Q^f fhe '^rrisoned houses, killing the men and carrying the women into

'.paptlvity^-i^f^'^r',; ....A, -
. .

i:
’ spring Philip and his follow'ers continued to attack

.:;ffie.wstefn ^ hoping to lure troops from the upper Connecticut

' Y^ey.; so- that j^^ could grow, food there. Using Mt. Wachusetf
.
as

along the entire frontier with such devasr
.

•;:^|!|^Klb9^oUghne^ I that -the ..skies from Warwick to Groton were lighted
.

:

dwellings. Town , after town
.
was deserted before '

.

^®?^dyfonslaught^^^ the line of settlement was ;driyeri:bfok;,to:.'Su'dr' '

'^^yaMtfinfoamyand.j^^ Even the seaboard cities,trembled before :

rthe.savagcs as 'qtifons. for the safety' of the island dPfobpde:
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Island, and Cambridge and Boston hurriedly threw up fortifications against

the impending attack. For a time in that dread spring of 1676 victory

seemed within the grasp of the red men, but the turning point was near. In

April reluctant Massachusetts authorities fiinally consented to employ

“Praying Indians” as scouts to protect their troops from the ambushes that

had taken such a heavy toll in the past. For the first time the English

armies were able to win some engagements. The most important success

was enjoyed by a small force that marched north from Hadley in May,

1676, to take the Indian village of Peskeompskut by surprise, slaughter a

large number of men, women, and children, and destroy vast quantities of

crops.

Indian resistance suddenly collapsed after the Battle of Peskeompskut,

much to the surprise of the English who did not know that they had

accidentally hit on the one vulnerable spot in the red men’s armor when

they ravaged the grain fields of the upper valley. Realizing that starvation

almost certainly faced them In the coming winter, the savages abrupdy lost

heart. A combined force of Connecticut troops and friendly Mohegan In-

dians that swept northward in June found resistance at an end and drove

the weary enemy into the wilds of New Hampshire. Philip knew the day

of reckoning was at hand. With a few faithful followers he fled back to

his old hunting ground east of the Taunton River. There the English forces

began the task of “exterminating the rabid animals, which, by a most un-

accountable condition from heaven, had now neither strength or sense left

them to do anything for their own defense.” Philip managed to escape

into Assowomset Swamp, but one of his followers betrayed him to the

colonial troops, and on the night of August 12, 1676, he was captured and

shot. Neither a great fighter nor a particularly gifted leader, Philip had

little to do with the war to which he gave his name and his life. Y^et to the

thousands of New Englanders who had trembled before the tomahawk

he was a symbol of all the cruelty of Indian warfare; for the next quarter

century the sight of his mummied head perched on a pole in Plymouth

gave them cheerful assurance that savage resistance was crushed.

There was good reason for their relief. King Philip’s War was one of

the bloodiest in the history of the frontier. More than six hundred men—

one-sixth of the male population of New England—^were killed, £90,000

expended, and twenty-five towns destroyed. In Maine where fighting went

on imtil 1678, only six villages managed to withstand attaclc. Little wonder

that the colonial authorities treated the remaining Indians with a cold

brutality that belied their Christian principles. Those suspected of taking

part in the war were slaughtered or sold into slavery, while the remainder

were herded onto reservations or bound out to work for white men. In
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every colony their lands were awarded the soldiers as bounties. The Indian

power was broken, assuring the English peace until they pushed into new

frontiers.

For the remaining years of the seventeenth century the expansion of

New England went on without serious difficulty, until by 1700 the lowland

areas were filled. Fringing the settlements now to ward off savage blows

was a ring of frontier towns, protected by palisades or garrisoned houses,

each inhabited by thirty or forty families who were willing to risk their

lives for the generous land grants offered settlers at these outposts. Massa-

:husetts initiated this system in 1695 when the legislature designated

eleven towns—York, Wells, Kittery, Amesbury, Haverhill,. Dunstable,

Chelmsford, Groton, Lancaster, Marlboro, and Deerfield—as frontier

posts, and Connecticut completed the protective circle in 1704 when Syms-

bury, Waterbury, Danbury, Colchester, Windham, Mansfield, and Plain-

field were added. Behind this living screen the older settlements grew
rapidly. The New Englanders, like the Tidewater planters, were thor-

oughly adjusted to the strange environment of the New World and
ready to begin that march upward into the western hills that only ended
when they spread over the interior of the continent.



CHAPTER V

The Old West

1700-1763

By the closing years of the seventeenth century the cHoicek: lands of; &e

coastal plains and tidal valleys were cleared and pioneers were ready to

swarm over the physiographic province known as the Old West;

the New England highlands, the broad river bottoms of New York^^^a^^^^

Pennsylvania, and the rugged uplands of the southern Pietopritj-'thdji'

created during the first half of the eighteenth century a new society^
distinctive frontier institutions and social attitudes that retained fewTem*;

nants of the Old World heritage.

Peculiar geographic features gave the Old West a unity which :ba^

scended artificial colonial boiindary lines. In the south the prOwnce w^.

separated from the Tidewater by the “Fall Line,” where tumblihg catara^

two hundred feet high ended navigation on the coastal, rive;rSj and, south

of the Roanoke, by a thirty-mile strip of forbidclirig pine -barrens - that

towered six or seven hundred feet above the level countryside. yBeyond

these barriers the Piedmont sloped gradually upward tbw^d; the :ApK''

lachian Mountains. A land of rolling hilU and swift-flowing streams^ of

abundant rainfall and temp'erate climate, of ricdi,; red, residual soil?,

forest-covered slopes offered tempting farm sites fbr.ylarid-huri^;^

erriers. Along its western edge stretched the steep walls of the Blue ^dge

Mountains, cut at intervals by flaring water gaps where the^D^

SusqUehaima, Potomac,
, and James rivers tumbled down,ward toward the

;
sea. Pioneers passing through these enierged bn the Great

: Appalachians^ , a 'broad .floor dotted . with 'hills arid interlaced with level

..plains where"the liriiestbne soil was deep and good. Seyerity^fiye miles beyond

rose the jagged peaks of the Allegheny: Front! a juriibled mass of;
m^^^
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tains three or four thousand feet high where passes were few and crossing

difficult.

The Great Valley of the Appalachians linked the southern and northern

portions of the Old West, for it extended across Pennsylvania and New

York as far as Lake Champlain. The river bottoms of this region attracted

settlers early in the eighteenth century—

a

restless stream that filled the

valleys of the Delaware, Susquehanna, Hudson, Mohawk, and upper Con-

necticut and Merrimac before spilling over into the highlands and plateaus

on either side. Here, as in the South, their westward march was checked

by forbidding mountain ranges that stretched along the back country from
the White Mountains of New Hampshire to the point where the Appa-
lachian Ridges of Pennsylvania blended into the Allegheny Front. This
barrier, the unifying influence of the Great Valley, and the impossibility of
direct communication between the interior uplands and the seaboard bound
the pioneers who settled the Old West together, whether they built their

cabins along the sparkling Juniata or staked their “tomahawk claims” on the
upper reaches of the Yadkin.

The southern Piedmont was settled first. The exploration of this hilly
region was begun in mid-seventeenth century by the commanders of Vir-
ginia s Fall Line” forts who were naturally interested in the trading or
mineral wealth concealed in the unknown West. Captain Abraham Wood,
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who ruled over Ft. Henry at the falls of the Appomattox, led the way in

1650 when he and a companion, Edward Bland, made a five-day journey

to the forks of the Roanoke in search of choice spots for a land-jobbing

scheme they had in mind. They were highly pleased with the rolling'

countryside, but settlement was not ready to follow, and not until the late

i66o’s was exploration resumed by both Captain Wood and Governor

Berkeley. Passes through the Blue Ridge to allow trade with the western

Indians were now the objective. Berkeley sent out three expeditions under

a German physician, John Lederer, in 1669 and 1670, one across the

Rapidan River to the moimtains, another southward as far as the Indian

village of Saura on the Pedee River, and a third up the Rappahannock, but

each was blocked by the mountains and returned without success. Captain

Wood’s attempt the next year was crowned with better fortune
j
the little

band of pioneers under Thomas Batts and Robert Fallam that he sent west-

ward followed the Staunton River through the Blue Ridge to emerge on the

westerly flowing New River. They took possession of all the lands drained

by this stream for their sovereign, and after convincing themselves that

some slight movement of the water was caused by the ebb and flow of tide,

returned with news that they had found the route to the Pacific.

Wood’s explorers turned next to the southern Piedmont in an attempt

to tap the trade of the Carolina back country. James Needham and an

illiterate lad named Gabriel Arthur were sent out with eight Indian guides

in 1 673, and after traveling southwesterly for nine days, reached the Yad-

kin River which led them westward through a pass in the Carolina Blue

Ridge. Fifteen more days brought them to a village of the Tamahita

Indians on the French Broad River, where Needham turned back, leaving

Arthur to live with the savages and roam with their war parties from the

Ohio to the Floridas before returning safely to Ft. Henry in June, 1674.

Bacon’s Rebellion ended further ofiicial exploration, but by this time the

fur traders were ready to take over the task. From each of the Fall Line

forts their hundred-horse pack trains, with harness bells tinkling a merry

song, moved farther and farther into the wilderness. Some followed the

trail blazed by Batts and Fallam along the New and Kanawha rivers imtil

by the 1690’s they were trading on the banks of the Ohio. Others who

made the fort on the Rappahannock their headquarters crossed the Blue

Ridge in the i68o’s to drain peltry from tlie Shenandoah Valley. Still

others made their way along Needham’s route—known to woodsmen as

the Occaneechi Path—to the Carolina Piedmont or the interlacing waters

of the Savannah and Tennessee river systems where the Cherokee eagerly

awaited them. The more adventurous pressed even farther south to round

the tip of the mountain system and compete with the Carolina traders for
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the business of the Creek and Chickasaw Indians. Wherever they went

they spied out the choice lands and broke down the self-sufficiency of the

natives. The way was prepared for the first settlers.

The westward push of Virginia farmers began soon after Bacon’s Rebel-

lion and was in full swing by 1710. In the van as usual were the cattle

ranchers who grazed their herds on the open meadows and canebrakes or

built enclosed “cow-pens” surrounded by rude cabins and half-cleared fields

where they grew corn for themselves and their animals. Each of these

rude clearings became the nucleus for a small settlement as homeseekers

from the Tidewater moved west. Some of these newcomers came directly

from England, but more were from the East where large importations

of Negro slaves at the turn of the century stimulated the rapid develop-

ment of plantation agriculture. The expansion of these great estates crowded

out thousands of small farmers who turned west to begin life anew. This

whole process w'as stimulated between 1710 and 1722 by Governor Alex-

ander Spotswood, who herded the Piedmont Indians onto a reservation at

Christanna, founded a settlement of indentured German servants at Ger-

manna on the Rapidan to protect the northern frontier from attack, and in

1716 led an elaborate exploring party through the James River watergap

into the Shenandoah Valley where these Knights of the Golden Horse-

shoe, as they styled themselves, toasted each new discovery with the rum
and wines provided for the occasion.

Governor Spotswood’s solicitous interest in the West was not unselfish

for he, with other governmental officials and influential easterners, had

succumbed to the speculative fever which raged through the colonies dur-

ing the eighteenth century. This w'as a day of bold enterprise on both

sides of the Atlantic—of reckless commercial ventures, of sudden wealth, of

the fantastic South Sea Bubble—^w'^hen business leaders scrambled to pyra-

mid fortunes amidst the limitless possibilities of an expanding empire. In
America this spirit was expressed by a mad rush to engross the best lands

against the day when they could be resold to settlers at fabulous profits.

The speculator was suddenly catapulted into a position of importance; from
New England to the Carolinas his agents were at work, hunting out choice

spots, bribing legislatures and officials into favorable terms of sale, and re-

shaping the whole course of the westward movement by their shady
dealings.

Governor Spotswood could no more remain aloof than any other wealthy
man. He first tried to check speculative buying as his royal instructions

ordered, then gave up the,struggle and not only built up large estates for
himself and his Tidewater friends but shaped Virginia’s laws to in-

crease the value of his holdings. Typical of his efforts was an act of 1720
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which divided the Piedmont into the two counties of Brunswick and

Spotsylvania, bound the colony to care for all their religious and educa-

tional needs, and exempted landholders there from taxes or quitrents for

ten years. When the crown refused to approve this outrageous measure

until land grants in the new counties were limited to a thousand acres,

Spotswood and his fellow planters were not discouraged. They used dummy

grantees for a time, then the law was simply ignored by speculators who

secured grants of from ten to forty thousand acres from the governor by

the simple expedient of winning his friendship and promising future

payment.

In the Carolinas, where royal officials vainly tried to stop the assembly

from making large speculative grants to Tidewater planters, the situation

was even worse. The legislators were so determined to award themselves

and their friends western estates that they sliced away most of the gover-

nor’s salary to show their displeasure, then defied a royal agent who ap-

peared in 1739 with orders to limit the size of holdings. This official not

only recognized the force of public opinion by giving up the struggle, but

stayed on to build up grants of a million acres for himself.

By the middle of the eighteenth century the entire Virginia and Caro-

lina Piedmont was in private hands, and speculators were Beginning to

accumulate estates in the Great Valley. Most of the grants, which ranged

from ten to forty thousand acres, were held by Tidewater planters, but two

were awarded court favorites by the Restoration monarchs. One, controlled

by Lord Fairfax, comprised the whole “Northern Neck” of Virginia be-

tween the Rappahannock and Potomac rivers including much of the Shen-

andoah Valley
j
the other was owned by the Earl of Granville and covered

most of northern North Carolina. On both of these giant estates minor

agents assigned lands, collected rents, and engaged in fraudulent practices

that kept the tenant farmers in a turmoil of discontent.

The engrossment of western lands by speculators both encouraged and

discouraged the movement to the frontier. Some owners tried to lure

settlers to their holdings by making elementary improvements, bringing out

immigrants from Europe, maintaining agents in eastern ports to steer new

arrivals toward the Piedmont, and circulating promotional literature which

described the "West as “the best, richest, and most healthy part of our

Country.” More, however, simply held tiieir lands while they waited for

the price rise that would make them rich. Some refused to sell at all but

insisted on renting, others encouraged settlement and then demanded an

exorbitant fee for the improved land. Worst of all was the fact that hastily

drawn boundaries between the grants were usually so inaccurate that a

farmer who purchased from one speculator was often forced to repurchase
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at a higher price from another after ownership was finally settled. The

total effect of speculation was to hinder, rather than hurry, the westward

advance.

Yet settlements spread westward, moving up the river valleys of the

Virginia and North Carolina Piedmont, then out over the highlands to

form a compact agricultural frontier. In South Carolina, the advance was

less rapid, for Indian troubles, the forbidding barrier of pine barrens, and

tlie slow development of that colony combined to keep the frontier east of

the Piedmont until after 1730. Not until another column of pioneers moved

down the Great Valley from the Middle Colonies, pushed through the

mountain gaps, and overflowed the Carolina back country from the west

did the southern Piedmont receive its first sizable migration.

This stream of homeseekers was deflected southward from New York

and Pennsylvania by conditions within those colonies which discouraged

frontier settlements there. In New York the activities of fur traders and

land speculators were responsible. Powerful trading interests, centered at

Albany where they bartered with the Iroquois for peltry, blocked the only

path that settlers could follow toward the interior: up the Hudson between

the towering peaks of the Catskills and Berkshires and westward along

the level Mohawk Valley. This gateway the traders guarded jealously,

knowing that any advance of the farming frontier would drive away the

Indian middlemen who supplied them with furs. Schenectady was settled

in l66i with their reluctant permission only after the fourteen families

who founded that town agreed not to engage in trade. From that time on

they resisted every invasion of their domain.

The expanding population east of Albany which might have brushed the

traders aside failed to develop until late jn the eighteenth century because

of deficiencies in New York’s land system. The colony’s laws provided that

to obtain a grant a colonial favorite had only to obtain authorization from
the governor, purchase the plot he desired from the Indians, finance a

survey, and then secure the final patent from the governor and his council.

Every step in this process invited fraud. Influential colonists found that

they could trade their political support for vast estates, or that greedy
ofiicials were willing to make large grants in return for a share of the pro-

ceeds. Moreover the taxes and quitrents were low; the legislature hesitated

to relinquish its control over the purse strings by allowing royal gover-
nors to supplement their incomes by revenues from land, and ordinarily
demanded only a raccoon skin, a bushel of wheat, or a few shillings a year
from the largest holders.

The first large grant was made in 1684 and others followed rapidly, par-
ticailarly between 1 702 and 1 708 when an avaricious governor, Lord Corn-
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bury, rewarded his jfavorites with a free hand. By 1710, ,as a m
entire Hudson River Valley was in the hands of speculatoi^, yfhbs^^
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few families scattered over their thousands of acres, or that virgin fores!

blanketed nearly all of this fertile valley at a time when other coastal rivei

beds were under cultivation.

This state of affairs alarmed royal officials, and their concern started a

new immigrant stream toward the Old West—the Palatine Germans. These

sturdy aliens came from the Rhinish Palatinate, a fruitful area which was

laid bare by marching armies during the Thirty Years’ War, by plundering

petty princes who wrung from starving serfs the money needed to trans-

form their tiny courts into replicas of fashionable Versailles, and by French

invaders who swept over the countryside with the outbreak of the War of

the Spanish Succession in 1702. On the ears of suffering Palatines fell

tales of America’s riches
j
they read glowing letters sent by fortunate rela-

tives who had reached the land of promise, or listened eagerly to Neul'dn-

iers—vcitti hired by immigration and shipping companies to loaf about

villages in gaudy clothes boasting that their fortunes were made in the

colonies. The rumor spread, too, that England would transport all Protes

tants who reached her shores to America.

This agitation bore its first fruit in 1708 when a little group of Palatines

led by the Reverend Joshua Kocherthal loaded their scanty possessions on

boats and drifted down the Rhine to Holland, where English ships carried

them to London. That fall fifty-five of them were sent to New York

where land along the Hudson was given them to lay out the town of

Newburgh. News of their success drifted back to a Germany caught in a

new disaster, for the winter of 1708-9 was one of such unseasonable cold

that vines and fruit trees of countless peasants were killed. With spring

the mass migration began, gathering momentum steadily until June when
Palatines arrived in the Low Countries at the rate of a thousand a week.

British agents welcomed them there and sent all Protestants to England;
that nation was delighted to build up its colonies without depleting its home
population. By the fall of 1709, some 13,500 Germans overflowed Lon-
don, filling the taverns and public squares where the army erected tents to

house them. Their dispersal through the empire began in the spring; some
stayed in England, others were sent to Ireland or the Carolinas, but the

largest group of 3,000 was dispatched to New York.

Here, officials planned, they would earn their keep by producing naval
stores—tar, pitch, and tall masts—needed by the royal navy. Governor
Robert Hunter selected a site for the experiment near the estate of a great
landholder, Robert Livingston, who was authorized to feed the Germans at

government expense. There, in October, 1710, two villages of East Camp
and West Camp were laid out, the Palatines established, and the work of
producing naval stores begun. The project fared badly from the first,
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largely because the local farmer hired to supervise production knew noth-

ing about extracting pitch from virgin pine. After two years of blundering,

Parliament ended the whole disastrous enterprise in 1712, leaving the

Germans free to go where they wished.

Some scattered along the Hudson or over the neighboring colonies, but

the largest group turned toward the Schoharie River Valley where, rumor

had it. Governor Hunter had intended to plant them in the first place.

Sending a few deputies ahead to buy land from the Indians, the Palatines

wintered in Albany before pushing on to their new homes in the spring

of 1713? dragging their humble belongings on sleds through waist-deep

snow. Seven villages were laid out to hold the five hundred settlers who
reached there that year. Their poverty was appalling} they borrowed one

horse and one cow which were teamed to a crude plow, fashioned essential

farm tools from wood and stone, carried their grain on their backs to Albany

or Schenectady mills fifty miles away, and subsisted until the first harvest

on roots and berries. Yet perseverance triumphed, and by 1714 the litde

community was firmly established. Their difficulties were not over, how-

ever. For the next seven years they fought a losing battle with Albany

speculators who owned the land on which they had located} a struggle that

only ended in 1721 when the governor offered all Palatines who would

move free lands farther along the Mohawk. Some took advantage of this

opportunity to establish the towns of Palatine and Stone Arabia, others

went on to found Herkimer In 1723, while the remainder either moved to

the Tulpechoken district of Pennsylvania or came to terms with the specu-

lators.

The coming of the Germans signaled the end of the Albany traders’

monopoly over the Mohawk Valley and opened a new period of feverish

activity for land jobbers. Between 1713 and 1738 they scrambled for grants

there, then turned their attention to the unexploited country south of the

Mohawk. This region, cut off from the older New York settlements by

mountains, seemed uninviting so long as land was available along the Hud-

son, Mohawk, and Schoharie rivers, but in 1740 a pioneering Scotchman,

John Lindesay, laid out a village on Cherry Valley Creek and the rush

began. Not of settlers—Cherry Valley grew slowly and no other towns

were started for many years—but of speculators. Again they besieged the

governors} again great manors were erected in this remote wilderness, until

most of the best land was absorbed by individuals or small companies.

New York, as a result of this overabundance of speculative activity, pre-

sented a sorry picture in the 1750’s. Its prized river valleys and rolling

hills were blanketed with land patents, but of settlers there were few. A
scattering of tenant farmers on the great estates along the Hudson, a few
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pioneers grouped around Albany and Schenectady, a cluster of settlements

built around Ft. Hunter after that blockhouse was erected in 1712, the

isolated outposts at Cherry Valley, a row of tidy German towns along the

Schoharie and upper Mohawk—those were the only monuments to a

generation of frontier activity. Those and the land warrants locked in the

trunks of a legion of speculators.

Conditions in New York deflected the immigrant tide that flowed from

Europe during the eighteenth century southward to the beckoning harbors

of Pennsylvania. There the tolerant Quakers who had built their homes
in Philadelphia and along the banks of the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers

made them welcome, knowing that William Penn viewed his colony as a

sanctuary for Europe’s oppressed. News of this haven was carried to the

continent by Penn himself, who not only visited Germany to tell persecuted

minorities that land and understanding waited them in America, but used
printer’s ink liberally to make Pennsylvania the best known of all the

colonies. While this invitation was spread among European peoples, fur

traders spied out the interior lands where they were soon to settle. Their
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trading posts on Conestoga and Pequea creeks served as centers for the

exploration of the Susquehanna Valley from the 1690’s on, while their

tendency to move steadily westward (the post at Shamokin monopolized

trade after 1708) lured Indians away from the lower valley. That rich

region was ready to receive settlers by 1710.

The tide began to flow that year when some of the Palatines shipped

from London found their way to Pennsylvania. Their letters home encour-

aged others to follow. “The farmers or husbandmen live better than lords,”

they wrote. “If a workman will only work four or five days in a week, he

can live grandly. The farmers here pay no tithes or contributions.” Each

year more came, many paying their way by working as indentured servants,

or redemptioners. By 1717 a mass migration was under way. For the next

decades every ship that docked at Philadelphia left a cargo of poverty-

stricken peasants to work out their seven-year terms with the farmers who

financed their passage, then push into the interior after lands of their own.

Most of them could not afford the £10 a hundred acres charged by the

colony, let alone the exorbitant fees demanded by speculators who had

engrossed the best land, and simply squatted on a spot that pleased them.

In 1726 one hundred thousand of them lived on farms to which they had

no title} by mid-century the proprietors were forced to recognize the right

of squatters to pre-empt sites and pay for them later.

At first the Palatines swarmed up the Delaware and Schuylkill valleys

as far as Bethlehem and Tulpehocken Creek, or spread out around their

early settlement at German Valley in New Jersey, but the Susquehanna

Valley was the mecca that attracted most. Here, where the rolling coun-

tryside was reminiscent of their native Palatinate, the “Pennsylvania

Dutch” found the haven of their dreams. Gradually their homes advanced

northward until they reached the less fertile lands about the 'Juniata, then

the stream turned southward. This transition was natural. Before them lay

the broad floor of the Great Valley of the Appalachians, easily accessible

in eastern Pennsylvania through gaps in the low South Mountains, where

streams were plentiful and the limestone soil fertile. As they moved along

this natural highway they found that land prices steadily declined; Penn-

sylvania charged £15 for each hundred acres after 1738, Maryland only

£5, and Virginia speculators in the Shenandoah Valley even less. This was

the magnet that drew the Palatines steadily southward.

The movement began in 1726 when German families crossed the South

Mountains through Crampton’s Gap and followed Monocacy Creek into

the Potomac Valley where they built such towns as Monocacy and Freder-

ick. Others went on across the Potomac at Old Packhorse Ford to lay out

New Mecklenburg that same vear. The first Palatine to make his wav into
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the Great Valley of Virginia was Adam Muller who settled on Hawkswili

Creek in 17275 within three years he had the satisfaction of luring half a

dozen more German families to his clearing. More prominent was the town

of Winchester, laid out in 1731 by a band of eleven families under Justus

Hite, This became a center for the German migration that filled the Vir-

ginia back country during the next decade
5
by 1740 their settlements ex-

tended as far west as Patterson’s Creek and .south to the James River,

while an overflow was already spilling eastward through the mountain

The Settlement of Pennsylvania and the Great Valley

of Virginia >

gaps into the Piedmont. When a colony of German Moravians purchased

100,000 acres near the Yadkin River in 1751 the march southward began
once more, ending a decade later when the North Carolina Great Valley

and Piedmont were comfortably settled. A zone of German farmers fringed

the colonies from the Mohawk Valley to the Carolinas.

The Palatines did not have the West long to themselves. Close on their

heels came another European migratory stream, this one from northern
Ireland. The bulk of these Scotch-Irish were lowland Scots and English-
men who had been planted there early in the seventeenth century in a vain
British effort to tame and convert the wild Irish tribesmen, but they in-

cluded a liberal sprinkling of Scotch Highlanders and southern Irishmen.
Most liad learned the rudiments of frontier technique when they cleared
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their Ulster fields or battled the fierce Irish tribes
j
all hated England for

the harsh laws that drove them to the New World. Parliament passed a
series of these acts between 1665 and 1680 forbidding the importation

into England of Irish livestock, meat, and grain
5
then, when Ulsterites

built a new economic life based on wool growing, ended that in 1699 by
prohibiting the export of woolen goods. While they still staggered under
this blow a Penal Act of 1704 excluded Presbyterians from all civil and
military offices and forbad their ministers to perform the marriage serv-

ice. This was too much. When their leases fell due in 1717 and 1718

thousands took passage for America. From that date until the Revolution

the tide flowed steadily, increasing in depression years such as 1740 and

1741 when more than 12,000 crossed the Atlantic, until 300,000 lived in

the colonies.

Some went to New England, others to the Mohawk and Cherry Val-

ley frontiers, but most made Pennsylvania their New World mecca. Like

the Germans they were too poor to buy lands and sought isolated spots in

the interior where they squatted unmolested or defied the few rent col-

lectors who invaded their domains with the bold assertion that “it was

against the laws of God and nature, that so much land should be idle while

so many Christians wanted it to labor on to raise their bread.” By the

1730’s they were moving west in large numbers, following a trail that

paralleled the banks of Octorara Creek, then turned northward along

the Susquehanna and its tributaries. The best lands were occupied by Ger-

mans, forcing the Scotch-Irish into the hillier country beside the Juniata

River and west of the Cumberland Valley. This whole mountainous region

as far as the frontier post of Bedford was filled with these turbulent immi-

grants by mid-century, while others were only restrained from moving

on to the lands about the Forks of the Ohio by the Pennsylvania pro-

prietors.

As the lands of Interior Pennsylvania filled, the stream turned south-

ward, particularly after 1738 when Virginia and North Carolina promised

freedom of worship to Presbyterians. By this time the northern-sloping half

of the Great Valley of Virginia was occupied by Germans, forcing the

Scotch-Irish to push on southwest of the James River. North Carolina

doubled its population between 1732 and 1754, largely by their influx. Some

overflowed into the Carolina Piedmont, but most of the migrating families

sought homes in the linestone valleys that fringed the western edges of

the Appalachian Mountains. There they were led onward by the western-

flowing rivers of the upper Tennessee system, until their settlements dotted

the banks of the Greenbrier, the Holston, the "Watauga, and the Noli-

chucky. In these wilderness outposts the Scotch-Irish built their crude cabins,
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^ and their small crops of corn, and

iuccumbed mpiiSy to the^fo “The clothes of the people,”

visitor to one of their villages, “consist of deer skins, their food of

ilQ^cakes, deer A kind of white people are found here, who

. live like savages./Hundh^ their chief occupation.” Bold, devout, shrewd

;m6n, H^dng: Indians hnd-e^ with impartial vigor, and determined

“keep the Sabbath and everything else they could lay their hands on,”

ScotchTrishm in the westward march of civilization.

subdued the southern back country, other

/frontietsmenVadvanced into the upland plateaus and mountain valleys of

)I^ew Ehglknd. Th who made their homes in this rugged hill

cbwhy carne not from Germany or Ireland but from the coastal lowlands

wherePuntan fathers proved more productive than their shale-strewn fields,

rirhe lafgejarnilies which overcrowded the bottom lands, eager to be on the

moye^at the dose .of the seventeenth century, proved a greater temptation

<ibr speculaidye enterprise than officials and business men could resist. Money
;6verflowed fhe coin chests of eastern merchants, for fortunes were being

made in, CO crown restrictions on manufacturing closed that

foini .bf investment to their capital. If they could buy up land in anticipa-

tipn^of the Impending rush, the riches of Midas would be theirs! Under

this-pressurevthe.’New England land system was completely transformed

; as: legdatures, butcumbing to the speculative fever, made profits rather

/than the- prppagatidn of the Gospel their goal. This transition reshaped

'fhp'wKole course 'of settlement.

; , of speculation was first shown early in the eighteenth century

jb'KenPostdn arid Salem business men began buying plots from proprietors

tphnewvtpwns of from old towns where xmdivided fields were still avail-

vable.' Pof'a tiriie
;
the Massachusetts General Court resisted their demand

':and; .riiade;, grarits';^^^ had in the seventeenth century—to non-profit-

seeking groups of religiously orthodox individuals—but by 1727 the pres-

|ure was too strong, in that year nine new towns were laid out along the

; northern. border; to' s^^^ land bounties issued during King Philip’s War;
m the. next five years thirty-five more were created in Maine, Massachusetts,

Ham^^ all for the benefit of speculators. From this time on

- dl pretext b church-dominated towns was abandoned
-^.thc iegisla^^^^^ freely to any speculative group able to

^d’dng enpiigh pressure:. :T logical step, the sale of town sites by the
^colony, fplldwed'b^ and continued until 1762, when the last

:;^nining,larid in^Massachusetts was auctioned off.

;
.the followed a similar course. Connecticut

: % in 1715, and by 1720 was committed to
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this policy of land disposal. These sales reached their height in the late

1720’s when the vast area west of the Connecticut River was divided be-

tween the colony and the towns of Hartford and Windsor, carved into

towns, and disposed of at a series of spectacular sales that attracted specu-

lators from the entire seaboard. In Maine, which was an undisputed part

of Massachusetts after 1677, jobbers revived twenty-four “ancient

patents” issued by the Council for New England a century before, formed

themselves into such companies as the Masonian Proprietors, Lincolnshire

Company Proprietors, and Pemaquid Proprietors, and set out to lure Euro-

pean immigrants to their shado^vy domains. In their eagerness to sell they

not only built forts, saw-mills, and other necessities, but introduced into

America the device of free grants to enhance the value of sections retained.

Even Vermont, which was claimed by both New York and New Hamp-
shire, felt the impact of this speculative fever. Between 1749 and 17^4

Governor Benning Wentworth of New Hampshire granted 129 townsites

there to speculators, carefully reserving five hundred acres in each for him-

self. Most of the recipients of these infamous “New Hampshire Grants”

had no intention of settling in their towns; instead many owned shares in

several villages and one notorious speculator was a proprietor in at least

eighteen towns at the same time.

This burst of activity changed the whole course of New England’s west-

ward movement. No longer was each town controlled by .an interested

group of resident proprietors who cared for its needs and freely divided its

fields among acceptable newcomers. Now absentee proprietors, concerned

only with allotting the lands among themselves and selling their portions

profitably, governed each new settlement. Some made a conscious effort

to lure immigrants by sending agents through the colonies or to England

to sell lots, but far more were content to do nothing while waiting for

prices to rise. Pioneers accustomed to the benevolent paternalism of the

older system, which had provided them with mills, schools, churches, and

defense, were quick to object. They complained that the Boston capitalists

who owned the land not only did nothing to make pioneer life easier, but

charged exorbitant prices, withheld the best land from sale in anticipation

of price rises, and reaped an unearned profit without sharing the dangers

and poverty of the frontier. Worse still, settlers insisted, was the tendency

to create towns so rapidly under speculative pressure that settlers were not

available to fill them, leaving a weak frontier line at the mercy of attacking

Indians. Dissatisfaction bred of this eastern proprietary monopoly did much

to foster the spirit of radicalism which flourished in western New England

through the Revolutionary Era.

The rapid settlement of the back country in the face of these handicaps
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testified to the section's .expansive fibw^ All through .the early^elg^^

century ;advancing waves of settlers moved upy/ajrd ftorn ; the so^tal low-

land into the New .England hill . country, augmented ho\v^4 ;
thep^^^

tnckile of imnligrants
;

from Europe. One group, led ;by hand? ':.of Scotchr

Irish', .'began the assaxilt .on the hilly; plateau - of vcent^L:; Massachusetts

about 1718. Worcester, the principal town, became .the ceritef .for westward-

moving pioneers who founded villages as far west as Ware and A
many of them Scotch-Irish driyen from older settlernentsEy the hostUity

of Puritan clergy who feared the corrupting effect ,,of Efesbytenanism ,011

their charges. Other pioneers moved west from the Gonhecticut.;.Vadey

into the Berkshires, where, they met another streani adyancingrup : the

Housatonic River from Connecticut and joined with them, in fpunding a

string of picturesque hill towns between Sheffield and Williamstowiii .3y
mid-century the Berkshire, regions of both Massachusetts,, and’-,Connecticut

were filling so rapidly, that settlers spilled over into lands clainied by Ney^;

York. Their coming aroused such dissatisfaction among/the tenant farmers

on the manorial Hudson Valley estates—who hoped that
.
Massachusetts

would allow them to trade their serf-like status ,fof actual ownership.- of

their farms by annexing the area—-that they waged war.un their^.landlords

during,the 1750's. Only a crown decree fixing, the New.York-Massachusetts

boundary at a point twenty miles east of the Hudson:,ended^
•The establishnient of this boundary, turned, the westward-marching New,

Englanders northward toward Vermont,. New Hampshire,, and Maine'.

These border regions had grown slowly to that time,'^despite.a. flurry’f of

activity in New Hampshire when Londonderry, Concordy. Arhherstj ViAt-'

kinson,; Rochester, and a few other isolated ,towns were, planted by; Scotch-,

Irish and lowlanders in the .1720’s. Now.’the b6on}.;began;;Betwb^^^^^^

and=U;77d seventy-four new.tpwns" Were;settied 'in Vermont' .one hundred
in^New Hampshire and; ninetydour;:in;d^aine,;;;mahy'.pf;;them-;ipebpled

by restless migrants making their second of third mpye.-to

®y time of;the Revolution
: this great mofthern- cbUhtry, was.,being con-;

vertedinto. a peaceful farming'area. r.Ye't so 'strong was ^the-.eXpansiv^^ ^spirit,

that pyen; these, pfpyinces failedfdsati^the'New Enpinderd-Ih^^
dgrbhp,;of;;Connecti^t,S{^^at^i9r^^^

pahy,;purtMsed,from the-;iMi^^d|wdh\&dr^ yrkctrin thd beautifuh
Wypmi^ Ralley Rf R^hns^yanj^^dwit^ Sifenyv
(^y^dclaimed that region

. uhdenah^a^ charter) j:begdn; ^nding'.out ^

Respite. :;Indian'.:^

P^?s}dyepiaj;;thertawns;bf'Wlke|^frgand;P^
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less success but did plant a handful of pioneers along the upper Delaware
River in Pennsylvania.

The frontiersmen who hewed out their clearings beneath the long

shadows of Vermont’s Green Mountains or beside the rippling waters of

the Susquehanna typified the changes wrought on New England’s institu-

tions by contact with the American wilderness. No longer were the Puritan

fathers content to move slowly westward, taking their neighbors and

ministers with them, in an orderly march of contiguous settlements. In-

stead the speculative fever was on them; they were more interested in

saving dollars than souls, more concerned with good land than compact

villages, more excited about individual wealth than group welfare. They
still settled in communities, but good soil rather than adjacence to other

towns and churches dictated their choice of sites. Some, indeed, were ready

to leave the settled frontier far behind in their search for favored agricul-

tural regions. “The newcomers do not fix near their neighbors and go on

regularly,” complained one observer in Vermont, “but take spots that

please them best, though twenty or thirty miles beyond any others.”

Limitless opportunity, in the form of cheap land that could be farmed or

resold, was the catalyst reshaping New England’s social structure.

This transformation typified the changes taking place along the entire

back country. In the Old West a new society was born in the eighteenth

century, enriched by borrowings from European peoples and shaped by

the frontier environment. Each of the migratory groups that sought homes

there—the Yankees, Southerners, Scotch-Irish, Germans, Welshmen—con-

tributed something to the social order as they adapted themselves, for the

first time in the history of the frontier, to a life completely isolated from

European influences. From this blending emerged distinctive character-

istics that stamped these woodsmen as typical Americans: emphasis on the

practical, intense optimism, impatience with the slow workings of the law,

a compelling restlessness, love for oversimplification, mechanical ingenuity,

versatility, respect for the individual, tolerance of different religious ideas.

Neither the forest nor the European heritage alone shaped these points of

view; both contributed.

Every pioneer who moved to the Old West, carrying his ax and gun

and driving his livestock before him, felt the impact of the wilderness

environment. He knew that he would be able to till only a few acres of

land yet he always took out more than he needed, realizing that any

excess could be sold at a profit to later comers. With this purchased, or

acquired by the simpler expedient of squatting, he felled trees to build a

log cabin, notching the ends to fit snugly together, and leaving a hole in

the split-board roof to let some of the smoke out—a technique acquired
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from the Swedes who contributed this distinct architectural form to Ameri-

ca, Neighbors usually assisted in this task, for settlements were always

near enough together to encourage community co-operation. “They make

it a point of hospitality to aid the new farmer,” a traveler wrote, “A cask

of cider drank in common, and with gaiety, or a gallon of rum, are the

only recompense for these services.” Only the methodical Germans scorned

these methods. Their homes were built of square-hewn logs, with thatched

roofe and a center chimney to conserve fuel, dominated by a great barn

with stone basement, broad threshing floor, and ample lofts. The “Pala-

tine Barns” proved so useful that they were generally adopted through

the West.

With shelter assured, the frontiersman began clearing his land. If he

lived in New England or was a German he followed the “Yankee Method”

of cutting down the trees and calling in neighbors to roll the logs together

for burning; if he was southern or Scotch-Irish he girdled the trunks and

let them rot away. Four or five years of back-breaking labor was needed

to clear the ten or fifteen acres necessary to support a family. During this

period the pioneer lived on grain purchased from nearby farmers, but

two good crops would pay for the farm and all improvements. Corn was

the great staple of the Old West, although rye was often grown as a first

crop in northern New England, and wheat in the Mohawk and Shenandoah

valleys. The Germans especially found the latter profitable; they shunned

the usual exploitive methods of frontier agriculture, guarding their soil

so carefully that they made fourteen successive plantings before allowing

a field to renew its fertility by lying fallow. The grain was consumed at

home, sold to newcomers, or transported to the nearest markets either on
the backs of settlers or in the Conestoga wagons that the Palatine intro-

duced into Pennsylvania and the Great Valley. These sturdy vehicles,

painted blue and covered with tightly stretched cloth, were soon adoptecl

generally along the frontier and as “covered wagons” carried thousands
of migrating families westward.

Most of the frontiersmen, even in the primitive settlements that fringed
the western edge of civilization, lived well. Self-sufficiency was a necessity

here. Only two things the pioneer must have: his ax and his gun. The long
handled ax was a universal tool; with it the farmer built his cabin, cleared
his landj fashioned crude furniture and wooden dishes, hacked out his

cumbersome farm instruments, and even “edged her up a bit and shaved
with her on rare state occasions. Often his skilled hands fashioned a
spinning wheel and loom so that his overworked wife could make her own
poke bonnet, jacket, and linsey petticoat. His own clothes he patterned
after the Indians’: a fur cap, leggings of buckskin or elk hide, and a
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fringed hunting shirt that hung loose from the shoulders to the knees

and was drawn in at the waist by a broad belt. All these were made at

homej only iron, powder, and a few luxuries were imported.

The rifle was just as essential. On it the frontiersman depended for

game to feed his family, protection against outlaws, and defense against

Indians. Every male over twelve expected to share these burdensj those

who refused were “hated out” of the community. Because a straight-

shooting gun spelled food and security to the pioneer, his pointed criticism

of European weapons—directed at German gunsmiths in western towns—

brought important changes. These craftsmen gradually modified the cum-

bersome imported weapons to meet American conditions. They lengthened

the stubby barrels to some five feet for accurac)', reduced the bore to less

than half an inch to conserve hea\'y lead bullets, enlarged and strengthened

the trigger guards to withstand hard treatment, increased the size of the

sights for better aim amidst the forest gloom, and most important of all

adopted the “grease patch” which had been used only occasionally in

Europe. This was a small circle of tallow-soaked cloth that was placed

under the bullet for loading. Instead of driving the ball down the barrel

with an iron ram, as in older guns, the frontiersman could load quietly

and quickly with a light hickory ramrod. The result was the deadly “Ken-

tucky Rifle,” a weapon that had much to do with the speedy conquest of

the frontier. So accurately did they shoot that a skilled frontiersman could

snuff out a candle at fifty yards, slice off a turkey’s head at eighty yards, and

split a sapling at two hundred and fifty yards.

One of these rifles, a well-poised ax, possibly a horse or two—^these were

the only tools needed to start life anew in the wilderness. The men who

used them, justly proud of their skill, pitied greenhorn Easterners, all un-

aware that they themselves were scorned by coastal settlers for their crude

manners, lack of education, emotional reli^ons, and unorthodox legal de-

vices. Frontier arrogance bound the people of the Old West together, for

whether they lived amidst the Berkshires or in the Carolina Piedmont they

were proudly aware that they were Westerners, and hence superior to the

rest of mankind. They were united, too, by their tendency to look to

Pennsylvania for leadership. From this colony Lutheran and Moravian

ministers went forth to preach at the tiny log chapels built by the Palatines

or to plod along a thousand-mile circuit through the back country. Presby-

terian ministers who carried the word of God to Scotch-Irish settlements in

the Great Valley were trained there, many of them at the famed Log Cabin

College established in 1728 by the Reverend William Tennent or, after

his death in 1746, at Princeton. Pennsylvania also was the terminus of

most of the trade routes of the Old West, for farmers living in the
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;Grwt VaDey of ^ the Carolinas found that their best markets

flay^n^ impassable mountains but in Philadelphia or, after

Baltimore. Common ^ p common interests, and common

.'!;grievahces bound the people of the uplands together.

TO without its dangers. By mid-eighteenth century the

Old Wek, stood apart as a distinct section, differing in racial composition,

^ agricUkufal methods, and social attitudes from the Tidewater and coastal

J Ibwiands. Its democratic, poverty-stricken small farmers had little in com-

nibn with ;the aristocratic plantation owners or merchant capitalists of the

(seaboardj yet the two were bound together by artificial boundary lines

in ' each , of the colonies. Neither could understand the other. Westerners

looked on easterners as money-mad tyrants selfishly engaged in accumulat-

ing; fortunes or aping English society while others performed the arduous

;, taSk of
;
subduing the wilderness. Easterners looked on westerners as illiter-

ate^ ungodly savages who were poorly equipped by their oversimplified

life to handle complex problems of government. Unfortunately for the

. frontiersmen, the planters and merchants were in a position to carry" their

prejudices into practice. They dominated the colonial legislatures at the

beginning of the eighteenth century, and as the West was settled per-

:p(2tuated their control, either by erecting large western counties with the

saine number of representatives as the smaller eastern units, or by assign-

ing interior coxmties fewer delegates than those along the coast. This

'thoroughly enraged the westerners. Not only were they deprived of an
‘. equal

, voice in government, but their counties were so large that local

government broke down, inadequate defense was provided, and county

V courts were so distant that few could seek the protection of the law. Their

djscoriterit, and eastern misunderstanding, gave birth to the first sectional

;confiicts' in. the history of the frontier.

In lupst .of the northern colonies and Virginia frontier dissatisfaction

: was,,kept below the
,

surface until after the Revolution, although in New
Tork .tenant farmers rebelled against their landlords during the 1750’s

andiin New Jersey a proprietary attempt to eject squatters aroused rioters

who r^^ back country between 1745 and 1754. The out-

burst 'in Pennsylvania was more serious. There the westerners, already

: rankled, by,' the; fact that their five interior coimties were allowed only ten

representatiyes in the legislature to twenty-six from the three, eastern

i djstrictsj
. were i goaded to rebellion by Indian attacks between ,1754 and

For, nine years the savages ravaged the back couritry.while frbntiers- -

ntea; pleaded 'for aid from the Quaker assembly, only to be tuthed away
;wth; pacific piatitudes or.the galling .assurance- that their own quarrelsome
actions teused aU.th Rumors, natural in such, a tense atmosphere,:
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flew through the West: the easterners refused to fight because war would
interfere with their fur trade

j
a group of peaceful Moravian Indians in

Northampton County was harboring raiding parties
5
another village of

christianized Conestoga Indians in Lancaster County was supplying the

enemy with guns. The governor finally consented to move the Moravian

Indians to Philadelphia, but before he could protect the Conestoga village

the frontiersmen acted. A mob from Paxton and Donegal descended on

the harmless red men on December 13, 1763, killing six and wounding

several more, then attacked again on December 27 after the tribe had been

hurriedly removed to Lancaster by the government.

The horrified assembly immediately issued warrants for the arrest of

the ‘fPaxton Boys,” ordering them brought east to Philadelphia to stand

trial for the cold-blooded murder of friendly Indians. This was the signal

for a new outbreak. The frontiersmen, knowing they could never expect

justice from an eastern court, formed a ragged army which marched

toward Philadelphia. A government force was sent against them, but

fortunately the persuasive Benjamin Franklin, who met the rebels first

at Germantown, convinced them to substitute a moving “Declaration and

Remonstrance” for battle. This heart-rending protest won them only a

few minor concessions in the form of greater representation, and western

antagonism continued into the Revolutionary Era.

In North Carolina the sectional struggle took its most violent form.

Conditions in the back country were particularly badj Tidewater planters

not only controlled the legislature but dominated western local govern-

ment through the governor who appointed both the law-making justices

of county courts and the law-enforcing sheriffs. These ruling bodies levied

only poll taxes which fell equally on rich and poor. This was bad enough,

but corrupt tax collectors made life intolerable. Usually they called when

least expected, demanded payment in specie, and when this was not forth-

coming hurried off to sell the farm for tax arrears to one of their speculat-

ing friends. Sometimes the farmer was able to borrow money from neigh-

bors to beat the collector in a race to the county seat
5
more often he could

only recover his property in the law courts where fees from lawyers, clerks,

and judges left him penniless. Pioneers who lived on the Granville estates

in the northern half of the colony had, in addition to these grievances, to

pay high quitrents to the proprietor’s agents.

Resistance started there in 1759 when rioters who captured one of

Lord Granville’s collectors were jailed, then released by a mob that swept

through the West until subdued by hastily summoned sheriffs from the

East. Ten years of peace followed, but in 17,68 the frontiersmen began

forming an extralegal body which they called “The Regulation,” binding
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thembelyies by;yc6mpact : to"^p^^^ until they were satisfied that the

moneytwE^ d^ga^ At first the Re^lators asked only

;to meet wth prop^ to air their grievances} only when Governor

t^Williaip' Tiydri'^^^ them as insurrectionists and called out

cthe 'hiiiitia *^hey turn from protest to rebel-

lion^ Rioting; a Hillsboro grew increasingly violent until 1770 when

the gbvernbrdssUed( for the arrest of the Regulators and ordered

.
put trpbps tp

^ to seiwe these warrants in the spring of 1771 brought mat-

ters to}a idimak.T^^ at the head of one provincial army, marched into

Hillsboro}'^ but another body of troops under General

VHughdWaddell w^ back at Salisbury by a band of Regulators.

When T to join his confederate he was met by a tattered

^moh .of^^^^^ two thousand Regulators drawn up on the banks of the

. Aihmahce}Riy^er.^^^ that they could overawe the governor by this

shoiv of ;
force,V they were taken completely by surprise when the militia

;}fired on them. This Battle of the Alamance, fought on May 16, 1771, cost

each.ride nine men killed and a number wounded, and broke the strength

of the; Regulator movement, for the rioters were not rebels and dispersed

;:rapidly. before} show of force. By midsummer most of the leaders

whp.Aad :npt ; and executed had fled the colony} resistance

^%s -at amend;"}'};.' }
'"

.

'

:..,;i}S6utho'C^ a Regulator movement of its own with results

'ilrhbst ak.seridus. The grievances were the same—^high taxes, corrupt offi-

qals,\ uhdeffepfesehtatIon ,in the legislature, oversized counties—plus two

others:.}a .'complete lack of courts in the interior which necessitated a two-

Jhundred^mne; journey to Charleston for every legal action, and the as-

sembly's /refusal to brbct any new western counties until their inhabitants

;agfeed to support; the Anglican Church. Resistance first developed in 1767

settlers ;p upper Pedee and Congaree rivers organized groups of

nVi^l^te^ to defend their property and punish criminals, calling themselves

/Regulators. Their moti^^^ as thoroughly misunderstood as in North

^ 2S traitors, the militia was called out

}a^ipst.;;them,/'ahd
;
scattered fighting went on between the summer of

forces met in a pitched battle on the

only averted when the troops were withdrawn

}^l!^.,;^? J?^slature.'hastily summoned to. pass a circuit court bill which

.adequate, protection for. the interior. With this victpry the Regu-

although lack' of representation rankled, for}.many, years.:

:
-'^^.^'l’,?^^ bountiy. gained h a sectional, struggle which .only iritensi-;

f^tefn jfear of western .“radicalism,” but the results wefe far}reaching.}.
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So bitter was the hatred engendered that for many years the two sections

remained at swords points. This was shown during the Revolution when
internal antagonism led them to take opposite sides whatever their per-

sonal convictions^ thus in Pennsylvania the West supported independence

when the seaboard remained loyal to England while in the South the

back country became a center of loyalism because the Tidewater favored

the patriot cause. A more important immediate residt was to send a new

stream of population westward as disgruntled pioneers, their hopes for

reform dashed by eastern victories, turned to isolated lands beyond the

mountains w^here they could rule themselves as they pleased. Before they

could people the broad plains of the Ohio Valley, however, that region

must be won by England. There the French were firmly established; only

a series of imperial wars lasting over the course of a century expelled

the intruders and opened the heart of the continent to Anglo-American

frontiersmen.



CHAPTER VI

The French Barrier

1615-1763

WhHe English farmers toiled methodically over the rolling hills of the

bid 'West, the pioneers of New France swept their frontier westward

with bfKith'taking speed. For a century and a half their spectacular con-

quest bf the continent went on, until the whole interior, from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico, was in their hands. Before British frontiers-

•imeii' could crowd through the mountain gaps to overrun the Mississippi

yaliey .the French barrier must be pushed aside—by intrigue, Indian di-

plqm^, commercial conflicts, and four great wars.

;f?lFrance built her New World empire on the fur trade, and Samuel de

/Ghamplaiil was its architect. At Quebec, where he presided over a non-

descript crew of traders until his death in 1635^ Champlain laid down the

broad principles, on which French expansion rested: trade wnth the Huron
diidiaris

,
of the Georgian Bay region who could first serve as middlemen,

ithehvopen: the road to the tribes of the Great Lakes country. Too old to

do.'nipre, than .pL^ Champlain sent out a number of reckless youths

tQ{cemehtythe. forest alliances necessary: Etienne Brule who explored the

'nofthern^shore of Lake Huron and probably ventured into Lake Superior
j .

•^J^nNicoietwho followed the Ottawa River route to Georgian Bay, passed

thfough 'the. Straits ofi Mackinac ,to Lake
,
Michigan and Green Bay, and

: ascendeAThe; Fp^ River 'to a point; where- the. Mississippi was only three ':

iidayslfayel aWy*;^ There'he found;the. Winhebagp Indians so friendljr that,

M/w^c&ed^'with^ambitioh :tb;.eja:end‘ t^vtrade .of NeW; France fO;^the^

.'^yisebnrin;: epun try:;: yCha;mplaih’s;.Tpuhg^Men’l, were . aided; in
;
their ;ex*y.>

^!p}dratipns}hy J^it whd first reached;Quebec ih; i;^3;2,jT)urihg^; ;;

;the; next oiyears;-,hundred :: of: b'I|dc-fobed-Trw

Ti^aidsvtbhgu^,>;^t .ith^ri^miserabie Ippdiflive
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minister to their ungrateful souls, and frequently earn the highest tribute

that a savage could pay a foe: death by slow torture. By 1641 a dozen

devout Jesuit fathers were laboring in as many Huron villages, while two

were at Sault Ste. Marie where they said mass before a group of awe-

struck Algonquin, Gradually French influence was reaching out toward

the Great Lakes country.

Expansion was brought to a rude halt in the 1640’s by the sudden rise

to power of the Iroquois. Supplied with guns by Dutch traders and united

in a loose confederation, the five tribes that had earlier lived peacefully

between Lake Champlain and the eastern tip of Lake Erie—the Mohawk,
Oneida, Onondaga, Cayuga, and Seneca—overnight blossomed into one

of the continent’s most powerful Indian nations, ready to spread devasta-

tion among weaker neighbors who still depended on primitive bows and

arrows. Iroquois wrath would naturally have been directed against their

traditional enemies, the Algonquin-Huron group, but warfare was made

even more serious by the realization that this was no wilderness skirmish.

The Five Nations were middlemen for the Albany Dutch, the Hurons for

the Quebec French. Each wanted the trade of the Great Lakes Indians.

Only the extermination of the Hurons and their French backers would

open the continent to Iroquois traders.

The Iroquois Wars began in 1642 when raiding parties sliced northward

through the Huron lands to close the Ottawa River route to the interior.

This accomplished, the raiders turned with savage fury against their forest

enemies, slaughtering Hurons and Jesuit missionaries Indiscriminately, until

all the country east of Lake Huron was in their hands. News of their

victories spread panic among the Lakes Indians. Through Michigan and

the Ohio country small tribes folded their wigwams and retreated west-

ward, pursued by roving bands of Iroquois, who reached the shores of

Lake Michigan in 1652. “They came like foxes,” wrote a weary French

chronicler, “attacked like lions, and fled like birds.” Algonquin from

northern Michigan, Sauk from the Saginaw Valley, Potawatomi, Ottawa,

and Miami from southern Michigan and Ohio, all crowded into Wisconsin

on the heels of the Huron in a headlong flight that only ended when they

reached the upper Mississippi Valley lands of the powerful Sioux. Not

until 1653 Iroquois, worn by the long struggle and with communi-

cation lines stretched dangerously thin, consent to accept the overtures

of a French peace delegation and bring the war to a temporary close.

The end of hostilities did not solve the problems of the Quebec traders,

for their former customers were now dispersed far beyond the forbidding

waters of Lake Michigan. Fortunately the Indians were as anxious to

resume trade as the white men. In 1654 a party of Algonquin from Green
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Bay reached Three Rivers over the difficult St. Maurice River route with

a few furs and such an insatiable appetite for trading goods that an ad-

venturous voyageufj Medard Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers, was dis-

patched to accompany them on their return journey. His report, when he

reached Quebec again in 1656, was enthusiastic: Wisconsin teemed with

natives who were starved for French goods and rich in furs. During the

next few summers some thirty traders rushed west to tap this market,

either traveling by canoe over the Ottawa River route or portaging across

southern Michigan. Again New France prospered, and again expansion

into new trading areas began.

The leaders in this period of activity were Groseilliers and his brother-

in-law, Pierre Esprit Radisson. They made an ideal pair. Radisson was the

impetuous adventurer, Groseilliers the shrewd business manj both were

experienced Indian traders and both loved the lonely life of forest and
stream. “We weare Cesars,” wrote Radisson on one voyage, “being nobody
to contradict us.” They set out in August, 1659, with seven canoe loads

of friendly natives, slipping quietly away without the official observer ap-

pointed by the governor to accompany them. Quickly traversing the Ottawa
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River-Lake Nipissing route, they passed from Georgian Bay into Lake

Superior, skirted the southern shore of that great body of water, and on

the banks of Chequamegon Bay built a sturdy trading hut. A winter of

bartering for the thick northern furs of that cold country convinced them

they had found a solution to the trading problem of New France. Traders

could profit most, they saw, by avoiding sophisticated Huron or Ottawa

middlemen and dealing directly with the primitive interior tribesmen who
were so eager for European goods that they exchanged great piles of

peltry for an old knife or a battered sauce pan. Hence the St. Lawrence

was outmoded as a trading center, both because of its distance from the

(fispersed Indians, and because the Huron and Ottawa straddled the traders’

paths. Better to establish a new outpost on Hudson Bay, the great northern

outlet described by natives, in the very heart of the richest fur-bearing

country in North America.

Radisson and Groseilliers were filled with these dreams when they re-

turned to Quebec in the summer of 1660, leading a flotilla of sixty fur-

laden canoes. They were rudely awakened. The governor, instead of

welcoming them as heroes, penalized them for their unauthorized trip

by confiscating most of their peltry, leaving them so embittered against

France that they decided to lay their plan before English capitalists. When
they finally reached London in 1665 they found both Charles II and his

merchant supporters willing listeners. A vessel was sent out in 1668 with

Groseilliers aboard, the winter was spent trading in Hudson Bay, and in

1669 the expedition returned triumphantly with £r 9 ,
0CX) worth of furs

which had been obtained for £650 in goods. With success assured, the king

in 1670 signed a charter creating the Hudson’s Bay Company under the

patronage of Prince Rupert. From the visions of Radisson and Groseilliers

a new commercial rival had risen to plague the northern borders of New

France.

In the meantime the settlements along the St. Lawrence were being

strengthened. When Louis XIV assumed the reins of French government

in 1661 a new day dawned for French colonial possessions. Prodded by

his principal minister, Jean Baptiste Colbert, he decided in 1663 to convert

New France into a royal province, governed by a royally appointed council

of seven, a governor to carry out the counciPs orders, and an intendant

to enforce the royal will. The Intendant, as personal representative of the

king, was the most important of these officials. To this vital post Colbert

in 1665 named an experienced administrator, Jean Talon, the “Great

Intendant,” whose able rule elevated New France from a struggling out-

post to a thriving colony. The next ten years witnessed the most remark-

able expansion in the history of the New World,
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iJ whilnt^alon tqok:ttver His post he found trade disrupted by a renewal

/of rthe.vl’rdquois^^W 3Z)isdaining halfhearted measures^ he inarched an

;ariny. 6f ;a.thbu^^ of the Five' Nations, crushing

^resistance so thoroughly thk- the Indians sued for peace in 1666. With the

dttawa- River-Lake N route again open, a trader
j
Nicolas Perrot,

: wasV'hurned. westward to recement trading alliances j
through 1668 and

'

16(69, iPerrot traveled through the Wisconsin country making treaties with

ithe principal; tribes before returning to Quebec with nine hundred Indians

iandiso finahy furs that the bottom dropped out of the market. The dis-

;'pefsecl: tribes, he reported, were drifting back to their old homes—the

Hufoh, Algonquin, and Ottawa to the upper peninsula of Michigan where

' they hould. catch whitefish, the Sauk, Potawatomi, Fox, and Winnebago

i

abput-Green Bay where they could feast on wild rice, the Ouiatanon around

the ipwer tip of Lake Michigan. All were eager to trade.

;

’

Hefe^^ a golden opportunity to win the whole interior

'for ;his king. His first step was to send an expedition to take formal.posses-

;sioh,’: guided, by Nicolas Perrot and headed by a young nobleman newly

; arrived'' from France, Francois Daumont, Sieur de St. Lusson. Their

ekbofate following reached Sault Ste. Marie in June, 1671. Before chiefs

and delegates from fourteen tribes, St. Lusson broke off a piece of turf,

.(.raised it aloft,, and officially proclaimed his monarch the ruler of this vast

domain. The
.
elaborate pageantry, the booming muskets, the shouts of

“yiye'de' Rbi” echoing through the wilderness • silence, sent the natives

; back. fb.their villages deeply impressed with the power of this master who
proclaimed himself their ruler.

i V.'B.ut.Taloh knew that permanent conquest must rest on trade rather

than ceremony. Each year, he. decreed, tiventy-five licensed traders would

•make the journey westward to supply the Great Lakes Indians with needed

goods, jesuit'.misslonaries, too, wereurged tO: extend their operations into

•y/i^bnsin; :':between 1 670 and 1672 two stations Were bullt-^St. Francois

(Xayier-bn Green Bay and; St, jacqu(“s on the Fox River-^where ten earnest

friars dabo.red fo wifi; savage. souls;for their God and savage subjects for

Even '.theii Talon was not satisfied. Beyond the Wisconsir,
..fnbes, he ;kne\w”.'were- nther. fiatiyes-who might welcome.. French brandy

,

. trade - With.ithbm,',and. to explore a great interior

/riyeMhat. the .inilians described toJradefsy he sefi^^ an important explor-
ing expeditlofiyablycommanded,by two seasbned'wb

:St.>Ignace where Fat^er Mar-
misripfi^-^

(Bay/anAfhe.Tpx^ portagfid/tb ;the,' !\Wsconsin)River,-ari'd efitered the
;^'ssissippnmmJufie : .ri
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was disappointing, for when they reached the mouth of the Arkansas River
they learned that the Mississippi emptied into the Gulf of Mexico rather

than the Pacific Ocean, and turned back. Returning by the Illinois portage

to Lake Michigan, they reached Quebec early in 1674, excited by the pros-

pect of an all-water route between the Great Lakes and the Gulf of Mexico.

Two men listened to their tales with spedal interest. One was Louis

Count de Frontenac, who became governor of New France on Talon’s

recall in 1672. The other was Robert Cavelier, Sieur de La Salle, an

energetic visionary whose trading expeditions had carried him into the

Ohio Valley and given him a thorough knowledge of Indian ways. Why
not, they reasoned, establish a chain of posts across the Lake country and

down the Mississippi River, each controlled by a trader who would gather

furs from neighboring tribes, and visited yearly by large vessels that would

ply the Great Lakes and the interior river system. The furs, exported

through either Quebec or the town they hoped to establish at the mouth

of the Mississippi, would spell prosperity to New France, while the chain

of posts hemming in the English colonies would secure the heart of the

continent for their sovereign. Moreover they would reap fortunes for

themselves through the trading monopoly they hoped to obtain in return

for this service to the crown.

The scheme was launched auspiciously in 1675 when La Salle returned

from Paris with official blessings and a five year monopoly over the fur

trade. Four more years were needed for preparations, including the build-

ing of a stout stone fort, Ft. Frontenac, as a basis for operations on Lake

Ontario, but in August, 1679, La Salle started west in a large sailing

vessel, the Griffon, while his lieutenant, Henry de Tonti, pushed ahead

with a small party to collect furs. At Green Bay the Griffon turned back

with a full load of peltry while La Salle and fourteen men pressed on

by canoe along the shore of Lake Michigan. At the mouth of the St.

Joseph River, where they paused to build a palisaded post. Ft. Miami,

they were joined by Tonti and seventeen more voyageurs. The enlarged

party used the Kankakee portage to reach the Illinois River where a second

post, Ft. Crevecoeur, was constructed. There they separated. Tonti was

left in charge of the fort while a missionary member of the party. Father

Louis Hennepin, started north to explore the upper Mississippi and La

Salle returned to Ft. Frontenac. There disquieting news awaited him: the ^

Griffon had been lost with its cargo of furs, and the garrison at Ft. Creve-

coeur was in revolt against Tonti. Hurrying west once more, he found the,

whole country ravaged by a new Iroquois invasion which precluded further

activity that year.

Not until the autumn of 1681 was the frontier sufficiently peaceful to
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S])^Mthe/ta^ of; piMt^pl^tli^ aiie|^-:;Sterting fr Salle .

^ krul p^ty of/tv^^ followed
;
die ^ Kahkakke

:

,.)^y^) r;theri' descended stream:^d the Missis-:

:

r brought them to the Gulf of Mexico

: '^n4i)ril^% Ohi thb'^^ a new fortjvFf ;St. Louisj was

;i)wit'^bni kn ';eas^^^ fortress called Starved Rock which

dvefl6bked thc'^ this La Salle ^thered several

^ Apparently his dreani; of an

iiiteriot empire;was rie^^ he had won dver the Illinpis natives,

;"1)iulfa str6%- ppst aS'h and developed a year-around route for

' :tlic^ post at the mouth of the Mississippi was needed

:.yte crown ihis/enterprisCj but this proved La Salle’s undoing. Realizing that

jV:such:a;,fQd^^ be established from the mother country, he,returned

*:to:Fraiife, thdn set out Februaryj 1684. with four ships and four hundred

/men; :After ^
missed the mouth of the Mississippi,

? iandingtihft^^^^ Bay, where La Salle was murdered by his

'fkbeinpUS- fp many visionaries, La Salle failed because he

: wasy^ times, but he did not sacrifice his life and fortune in

/; roim New France a claim to the continent’s interior,

;; andhis drea^ a later generation of Frenchmen to build the chain

bf\settlemeri^^^^^ St. Lawrence-Great Lakes-Mississippi waterways

^;}th^he;iiad;planhed;‘'

^ /;;;La'Salie’s*i^ turned French interests from the Illinpis to

/dhe/L^e Supenbr CO Greysolon, Sieur Duluth, a

frenchman ^ had come to America to recuperate his

/'forti^e^dn;^ trading post, Ft. Tourette. His dreams of a profit-

//able :tode in; t^ northern country were soon dashed, however, for

/in .that^ a new Indian war, forced him to retire

/froiUythe/^Mh^^^^ War that began in 1684 was apr

;;/parehtiy/bnly . another conflicts that had occurred inter-

,;,,^iftbbd;S^:;siuce/:t^^^ it was far difiEerent

the Five Nations now were a group of

;;|n^ly;aw^nedyB unlike the Dutch merchants of old,,

y'^rp weU/awa between trade and empire. The fl^,

;;Wpuld;^ the paths blazed by. traders. The na;:,
’

; tptitrblled •;;&e commerce' of : the Mississippi Valley would ..even-

; ‘;tKe /po realization transformed the ;irb-:-

i;flH9bi?^2K;frbm;forest;s^^ century-long conflict^betweemEhg/;

Spain,: w.ith;Nb^^^ as thei prize- forthe 'victor/:

be^n..;in;Qr;684:;;^ an imperial-minded 'goyefhbF'bft:
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westward and northward against the French and their Indian allies. Once
more tribesmen in the Great Lakes country trembled before the wrath

of the dread raiders} once more voyageurs and missionaries fled eastward

for their lives. Within two years the West was deserted, while bands of

Iroquois carried the war to the gates of Montreal itself. An energetic

governor, the Marquis de Denonville, who assumed control of New France

in 1686, tried to rescue something from the debacle. Nicolas Perrot, the

skilled forest diplomat, was hurried to Wisconsin to supervise the building

of two forts—Ft. St. Antoine on Lake Pepin and Ft. St. Nicolas on the

Wisconsin’ River—to impress the Indians with French power} the Jesuits

were goaded into founding a new mission at St. Joseph} and Denonville

himself led eight hundred troops in a destructive march through the Iro-

quois country during 1687. He killed so few Indians, however, that the

infuriated warriors only struck back with new fury during the next two

years. Their raids reached a climax on a stormy night in August, 1689,

when 1,500 painted savages surprised the little village of La Chine, mas-

sacred two hundred of its settlers, and carried away ninety more as captives.

Before this assault even Ft. Frontenac was abandoned while Denonville

concentrated his defenses in the lower St. Lawrence Valley.

Yet worse was to come. In 1689 Louis XIV’s refusal to recognize the

ascension of William of Orange to the English throne plunged the two

nations into the first of four wars for control of North America; the War

of the Palatinate, or King William^s War as it was known in the colonies.

Fortunately for New France, royal officials recognized the gravity of the

situation and returned Frontenac as governor. That grizzled old warrior

threw himself into his task with an energy that belied his seventy years,

perfecting defenses, whipping an army into shape, rebuilding decayed

Indian alliances, and planning an invasion of the English colonies.

Throughout Quebec hope displaced despair as the “Iron Governor” won

over tribe after tribe in the Northwest} on one occasion Frontenac con-

vinced a visiting party of chiefs to cast their lot with New France by

interrupting a conference with a war whoop, seizing a tomahawk, and

leading the excited natives in a furious war dance. Here were allies to

carry the scalping knife against English settlements on the three fronts

where the war was fought: the New England-New York borderland, the

Great Lakes country, and about Hudson Bay.

The first blow fell on the New York frontier on the bitterly cold night

of February 9, 1690, when a force of two hundred French and Indians

surprised the outpost of Schenectady after its guards had retired to warm

beds, leaving two dummy snow men to watch the gates. Sixty were mas-

sacred and twenty-seven more carried into captivity on that raid. From
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that time on the attacks fell with devastating regularity along the whole

back country of New York and New England. Their savagery was shown

by an incident that occurred after an assault on Haverhill, Massachusetts.

One of the captives carried away was a housewife, Hannah Dustin, who

was captured by a band of two braves, three squaws, and seven Indian

children. During the march to Quebec she managed to escape. Instead

of slipping quietly away, she recalled the high bounty paid by Massa-

chusetts for native scalps and, seizing a tomahawk, killed ten of her sleep-

ing captors, sparing only a young child and a wounded squaw. Despite

such acts of brutality, the French held the upper hand in fighting on this

borderland.

They were equally successful in the Great Lakes country, where the

conflict was not of arms but of Indian alliances. Despite the tight cordon

thrown around the Northwest by Iroquois warriors, despite the invasion

of the Ohio Valley by English traders with low-priced trading goods,

Frontenac managed to hold that vital re^on’s loyalty. His most effective

agents were sent there when hostilities began: Nicolas Perrot to Wiscon-

sin, Henry de Tonti to Illinois, Pierre le Sueur to the Lake Superior coun-

try, the Sieur de Mantet to the St. Joseph region. By 1696 the earnest

pleas of these mighty ones for Indian support were bearing fruit, but in

that year Frontenac’s plans were rudely interrupted. An order from the

crown forced him to abandon all western posts and cancel all trading con-

tracts there! This stunning reversal of policy was prompted partly by

pressure from the Jesuits, who resented the corrupting influence of voy-

ageurs on their converts, and partly by a glutted fur market at home. By
1698 only missionaries roamed the vast forests where a generation of

Frenchmen had labored in vain.

On the third front, about the icy shores of Hudson Bay, French gains

were more enduring. There the Hudson’s Bay Company operated a num-
ber of posts commanding the interior rivers: York Factory on the Hayes
River, Albany on the AJbany River, Moose Factory on the Moose River,

and Rupert’s House on the Rupert River, all established during the 1670’s.

Skirmishing for these posts began even before war broke out in Europe,
for in 1686 a French commander, Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville, led a
hundred men overland from Quebec to capture Moose Factory, Rupert’s
house, and AJbany after a brisk fight. This started a seesaw battle which
lasted more than ten years, with forts changing hands almost yearly. The
climax came in 1697 when Iberville, in a single ship, routed four English
v^sels protecting York Factoiy, then captured the post. The war ended
with York Factory in French hands, but with England in control of the
three forts about James Bay.
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King William’s War came to a close in 1697 with neither side com-

pletely victorious. The indecisive results were reflected in the Treaty of

Ryswick which provided that each nation must return its conquests, with

the exception of York Factory which remained a French possession. Clearly

this was only a truce designed to give the warring factions a breathing

spell. Both nations, certain that war would soon be renewed, spent the next

five years jockeying for position in America’s interior. England’s moves were
made by traders and a few farseeing colonial governors; those of France

were part of a well-conceived scheme to secure control of the heart of the

continent. The effect of both was to shift the scene of conflict from the

Great Lakes to the lower Mississippi Valley.

Attention was focused on that region by the action of Charleston traders.

Those adventurous wanderers, extending their trails around the southern

Appalachians farther westward each year, reached the Mississippi as early

as 1698, to ply their trade with the Chickasaw and the smaller tribes about

the mouth of the Arkansas River. That was bad enough in the eyes of

New France, but even more alarming was the conduct of her own voya-

geurs. Many of these woodsmen, when deprived of a market for their

peltry at Quebec by the royal order of 1696, turned instead to the English

colonies. Here was a real danger! If those renegades, or coureurs de hois

as they were derisively labeled, should lead the English back through the

passes in the mountains, all the interior might fall into England’s hands.

The danger was brought home to New France when a coureur de bois^

Jean Couture, a deserter who had served with La Salle and Tonti, reached

the Carolinas after an eastward journey along the Tennessee River, then

returned at the head of a trading party which descended the Tennessee,

Ohio, and Mississippi rivers to the Arkansas River. Unless the French

acted quickly British traders would overrun the whole western countr)'!

Frantic pleas from Quebec officials finally bore fruit when Louis XIV, at

the close of the century, rescinded his order of 1 696 and threw the interior

open to French trade once more.

Voyageurs swarmed into the Great Lakes country during the summer

of 1700, but wise Quebec leaders realized that trade might not be enough

to hold the wavering Indians in the face of cheaper English manufactured

goods. Occupation was the only answer. That year a stout warehouse, with

a garrison attached, was built on strategic Mackinac Island; a year later

the important post of Detroit was constructed on the narrow waterway

connecting Lake Erie and Lake Huron. Friendly Indians were encouraged

to settle nearby, partly to satisfy traders, partly to strengthen the feeble

garrisons left in control. The occupation of the Illinois country was en-

trusted to missionaries. First to arrive were a band of priests from the
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of ' Foreign Missions j they reached the;'West- under Tonti’s

guidance' in 1699 and;selected a site for their chapel at the Indiah village

of Gahokia. The Jesuits, resenting this intrusion of a rival order, promptly

retaliated by founding' their own mission station among the Kaskaskia

Indiahs on the fertile bottom knds just south of the' Kaskaskia River,

Traders and farmers who drifted in during the next few years transformed

Kaskaskia and Cahokia into thriving wilderness towns.
,

^ The French founded outposts in the Northwest without opposition, but

when they tried to occupy the lower Mississippi Valley they became in-

voked in a three-cornered conflict with England and Spain.* Spain was

naturally interested, for she considered the northern shore of the Gulf of

Mexico her exclusive domain- England’s ambitions were centered in an

adventurer, Dr. Daniel Coxe, who had inherited an ancient royal patent

to. the province of Carolana which entitled him to all territory between the,

3rst and 36th parallels. His ambition was to found a colony at the mouth

of the Mississippi, peopled by French Huguenots driven from their home-

land by the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

'
; All three contestants moved into action in October, 1698, when a Span-

ish force sailed from Vera Cruz to secure both Pensacola Bay and the

Mississippi outlet. Dr. Coxe left England with two shiploads of colonists,

and Pierre Le Moyne d’Iberville set out from France in command- of

two hundred soldiers. The race was won by Iberville, who in March, 1699,,

built a small post on the lower Mississippi while the Spaniards were
.
still

at Pensacola Bay and Dr. Coxe’s party lingered at Charles Town. Quickly

he cemented his hold by building other posts: Ft. Maurepas at Biloxi Bay,

Ft. Mobile at the mouth of the Tombigbee River, and a small outpost at

the mouth of the Ohio River. His new colony of Louisiana fared badly

during the next few years, largely because selfish Montreal 'merchants

forced the crown to decree that all furs from the upper Mississippi VaUey
be exported through the St. Lawrence rather than down the river, but

Iberville’s new colony nevertheless strengthened New France. When the

next colonial war began a string of French outposts hemmed in the English
colonists. .

’
'

;
The War of die Spanish Succession, or Queen Anne’s War, broke Out -

J 7W when a vastly strengthened France challenged England’bmight 'by;'

denying Anne’s right- to the throne,. The American phascj which lasted.,'

u^ntilx7.i3, was fought oh two froiitsr.the borderland between the .^rplinaSj;;
Rlprida, ahd Louisiana,- and the; wilderness' frontier sepiaratihg NeW Ehg^>
land;from '.Canada.*.'; C'-'v'j'.-';;;'' 7
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only be opened by first defeating France’s Spanish allies along the Gulf

of Mexico, he sents his troops storming into Guale and Florida with such

success that by the end of 1702 all that land was at his mercy except for

a band of defenders besieged in the strong stone fortress outside the city

of St. Augustine. A year later English troops overran Apalache, destroying

the fort at Ayubale and thirteen mission stations, and assuring England’s

forces an unguarded path for the planned attack on Lomsiana. To prepare

for this decisive expedition, traders were sent westward between 1703 and

1707 with orders to win over the Indians by offering them fantastic bar-

gains. One by one the tribes succumbed: the Alabama in I703 )
Chicka-

saw in 1704, the Creeks in 1705, and the Tallapoosa and Yazoo in 1706,

until only the Choctaw remained loyal to France. Yet the English attack

never materialized} inefficiency and the constant threat of a naval attack

on Charles Town kept the Carolinians at home and deprived England
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of a golden opportunity to win the lower Mississippi borderland.

On the northern front fighting was confined to the New England border-

land when the IrocjuoiSj woth bitter memories of their sacrifices in King

William’s War, declared their neutrality. The conflict began in August,

1703, when a band of Frenchmen and Indians destroyed the town of

Wells, Maine, and grew in intensity during the next five years. By 1709

conditions along the frontier were so bad that the New Englanders decided

to take matters into their own hands. Forming an army of 1,400 men, they

sailed away for Port Royal, the powerful Acadian outpost of New France,

The French-English Theater of Conflict in the North, 1697-1713

whose three hundred defenders had no choice but surrender. This important

fort, which had long served as a nest for attacks on English shipping, passed

forever into the hands of Englisiimen, who renamed it Annapolis. A year

later a giant naval expedition against Quebec ended in failure when its

inefficient leader, insisting on using his own meagre skill as a navigator in

the treacherous Gulf of St. Lawrence, sacrified ten of his ships and nine
hundred of his men on the fog-hidden shoals of the lower bay.

This was the last expedition of the war, for preliminary peace terms were
accepted in 1 71 1 and the Treaty of Utrecht signed two years later. Both
France and Spain were made to pay heavily for the success enjoyed by
British arms throughout the world. Spain gave up Gibraltar} France sur-
rendered Newfoundland, Acadia, and all the territory draining into Hud-
son Bay, and recognized the British overlordship of the Iroquois. Yet the
Treaty of Utrecht, favorable as it was to the English cause, left many prob-
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lems unsettled. The ownership of the interior of the continent, the division

of the disputed territory about the Gulf of Mexico, and the exact limits

of Acadia, or Nova Scotia as it was now called, were still to be determined.

These differences made another war inevitable. That the two nations re-

mained at peace between 1713 and 1744 was due only to the cautious policy

of Sir Robert Walpole, Britain’s prime minister
j both used the period of

truce to strengthen their positions for the final struggle. On five frontiers—

the lower Mississippi Valley, the Hudson Bay region, about Lake Ontario,

in the Lake Champlain country, and on the borderland between Nova Scotia

and New England—this jockeying for position went on, with the English

gradually gaining strength.

In the southern debatable land, where Carolina trappers, Spanish mis-

sionaries, and French voyageurs battled for control of the interior valley

between 1713 and 1744, France gained the initial advantage. Between 1717

and 1731 Louisiana prospered, nurtured by the profits of John Law’s

fabulous Company of the Indies which was given royal permission to

develop the entire Mississippi Valley. New towns were founded—New
Orleans in 1718, Fort de Chartres in 1720, St. Philippe in 1726—settlers

were sent out by the thousands, and trade was fostered by building a new

post. Ft. Toulouse, on the Alabama River among the Creek Indians. Im-

pressed by this show of strength, the tribes of the southern debatable land

drifted rapidly into the French sphere of influence
5
the Lower Creeb

moved their villages from the Ocmulgee to the Chattahoochee River, the

Upper Creeks, Apalache, Alabama, and Choctaw closed their towns to

English traders, and the Yamassee showed their changing allegiance by

attacking the Carolina back country. The British, placed upon the defensive

by this sudden shift, were forced to protect themselves by throwing up a

ring of fortifications around their borders; Ft. King George on the Alta-

maha, Fts. Palachacola and Moore on the Savannah, and Ft. Congaree

on the Santee.

If English prestige was to be restored, however, something more was

needed. By the middle 1720’s the South Carolina officials were busily at

work among the wavering tribes, showering chiefs with presents, offering

trading goods at low prices, and promising generous rewards for support.

Their tactics succeeded. The Lower Creeks shifted allegiance first, fol-

lowed by the Upper Creeks and portions of the Chickasaw. Only the

Alabama, who lived under the shadow of Ft. Toulouse, and the Yamassee,

who still smarted under their defeat at the hands of the Carolinians n, few

years before, remained friendly to France, and the latter were virtually

exterminated in a new English-Yamassee "War that flamed in 1728. To

make matters even wotse for Louisiana, the Yazoo and Natchez Indians

\
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of the Mississippi Valley, jealous of the superior goods that British traders

offered eastern tribes, joined with the Chickasaw to fall suddenly on the

French settlements in 1729. This blow latinched the decade-long Natchez

War, with the Louisianians and their Choctaw allies ranged against the

rest of the lower Mississippi Valley natives. By the dosing yeap of the

1730’s the hard-pressed French were reduced to protecting their homes

within Louisiana, with all hope of dominating the surrounding areas

temporarily gone.

The Natchez War served as a protective screen behind which the English

could continue their expansion in the southern debatable land. In 1732
James Edward Oglethorpe, a wealthy humanitarian, secured royal permis-

sion to found the colony of Georgia. From the day that his fimt settlers,

recruited from the debtors’ prisons of the mother country, began building

their homes at Savannah, Oglethorpe devoted himself wholeheartedly
to the problem of defense, realizing that Spanish or French retaliation was
certain. He limited holdings to fifty acres to insure a compact village,

banned Negro slaves, built a ring of forts to keep off raiding parties—-Ft.
Argyle on the Ogeechee, Ft. St. Andrews on Jekyl Island, and Ft. William
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on Cumberland Island—encouraged bands of immigrants to settle at such

danger points as Darien and Fredrica, and regulated the Indian trade with

an iron hand lest cheated natives take to the war path. Even liquor was

outlawed in the colony rather than risk its falling into Indian hands,

despite the settlers’ complaint that they were ravaged with disease because

‘Water without any Qualification was the chief Drink.” By 1735 Eng-

land’s latest frontier outpost was firmly established, with its traders roam-

ing the forest as far west as the Chickasaw villages from two posts estab-

lished by the colony: Augusta on the middle Savannah River and Ft.

Okfuskee on the Tallapoosa River.

These preparations were not in vain. When the English government,

aroused by tales of Spanish cruelty to her merchant seamen, declared war

on Spain in October, 1739, only the Yamassee were ready to take up arms

against the Georgians} the Creeks, Cherokee, and Chickasaw were safely

in the British camp while the Choctaw were too busy defending Louisiana

to take any part. With peace assured in western Georgia, Oglethorpe was

free to march an army against Florida. One by one the towns of that

Spanish domain capitulated during the spring of 1740, until only the stout

fort at St. Augustine held out. A Spanish counterattack two years later

was beaten off when the English successfully defended themselves at the

gory Battle of Bloody Swamp on St. Simon Island. Georgia’s victories in

the War of Jenldns’ Ear, as this Anglo-Spanish struggle was called, typified

England’s new strength on the southern borderland. With a new colony

founded, Indian allegiance won, and Spanish rivals cowed, she was in a

far better position to challenge French might in the 1740’s than she had

been a generation earlier.

French prestige also declined in the Great Lakes country during those

years. The region was not officially in dispute—English traders were not

yet ready to invade that distant country—^but the ofiicials of New France

determined to use the period of peace after Queen Anne’s War to prepare

for the struggle that seemed inevitable. Between 1715 and 1718 half a

dozen new forts were scattered through the area on strategic waterways

and portages, ranging from Ft. Miami on the Maumee-Wabash portage

to Ft. Kaministiquia at the entrance to the Grand Portage into the Rainy

Lake country. These gains were offset when an attempt to force the Fox

Indians to settle near Detroit started the decade-long Fox War. Until 1730

rebellious tribesmen roamed the forests with bands of Frenchmen in

pursuit before the last was slaughtered. Even this did not bring peace, for

other tribes of the Northwest took to the warpath to avenge their extermi-

nated brethren. Never was French prestige in the Great Lakes country

lower than in the early 1740’s.
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On two other friction points, New France gained steadily at English

expense between 171 5 and 1740. One was in the vast wilderness south of

Hudson Bay where Quebec traders, led by the Sieur de la Verendrye, made

a valiant effort to divert the flow of peltry southward from the Hudson’s

Bay Company posts to the St. Lawrence Valley. By 1740 Verendrye’s

strategically located trading factories dotted the country between the Grand

Portage and the Assiniboine River, and the English company was express-

ing alarm at the diversion of peltry eastward. Even more concerned were
royal officials who saw in the T-shaped string of forts thrown across the

continent by France—from the St, Lawrence to the Rocky Mountains and
extending southward along the Mississippi—a device to cut Britain’s pos-

sessions in two. Even more serious, because nearer at hand, was French
activity in the Lake Ontario country. This began in 1720 when a voyageUTf
Louis Joncaire, secured Seneca consent for a post on the Niagara River.
The alarmed English officials, realizing that Iroquois furs—and al%iance
—might swing to the French, retaliated by beating down opposition from
the Albany traders and establishing Ft. Oswego on the Oswego Mver in

1725. From that time on agents from Ft. Niagara and Ft. Oswego roamed
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the Isoquois country, competing for peltry in every village. At this friction

point the two nations were in direct commercial conflict hy 1740.

Equally irritating to both was the contest for control of the Lake

Champlain waterway and the New England-Nova Scotia borderland. The
French, having learned the military value of Lake Champlain during the

first two colonial wars, attempted to secure control of the lake in 1731 by

building Ft. Crown Point at its lower end. Lethargic New York oflBcials

allowed this invasion of their territory to go on with only feeble protests,

but Massachusetts, with vivid memories of Queen Anne’s War fresh in

mind, showed more initiative in protecting the Connecticut Valley route

between the nations. Ft. Dummer and Ft. Number Four on the upper

Connecticut, and Ft. Massachusetts on the Housatonic, were built to guard

that approach from Canada. The struggle for domination of strategic spots

was just as bitter in the country north of New England. There, too, France

gained the initial advantage, building a powerful new fortress at Louis-

bourg on Cape Breton Island in the 1720’s, then sending priests into Nova

Scotia to urge the French farmers of that newly lost territory to rebel

against their English overlords, and missionaries among the border Indians

to win allies. This policy was particularly successful with the Abenaki tribe in

the wilderness east of the Kennebecj they welcomed the Quebec Jesuits,

fortified their villages to form a ring of palisaded posts around the Maine

settlements, and sent out raiding parties that carried torch and scalping

knife deep into Massachusetts. In vain did the English establish colony-

owned trucking houses that would win back the natives through cheap

goods j the Abenaki were too loyal to France to go near the trading posts.

New forts to guard the back country were built in the 1730’s, but the policy

of defense and subsidized trade satisfied no one. New England would know

no peace until the meddling Frenchmen were driven from the land.

On each of the French-English borderlands tension was high by I 744 j

in Georgia and Maine haphazard skirmishing had begun, in the regions

about Lake Superior and Lake Ontario the two nations were locked in a

bitter commercial war, and in the Lake Champlain coimtry both were

occupying military routes through which attacks must come. Yet friction

had not reached the point that either welcomed the war that broke out in

1744. IGng George’s War, or the War of the Austrian Succession as it was

called in Europe, began when Frederick II of Prussia upset the balance

of power by seizing Silesia, then found allies in France and Spain against

England and Austria. Fighting was largely confined to the European

theater
j only on the New England-Nova Scotia frontier was any major

engagement fought in America.

There the French struck first, sending an expedition to lay siege to
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Annapolis during the summer of 1744. Although the attack was beaten

ofE, the English realized that their Nova Scotian fortress would never be

safe as long as the enemy controlled near-by Louisbourg. This was the

objective of a force of 4,000 provindals who sailed from Massachusetts

on a fleet of merchant vessels in the spring of 1745 * Frenchmen watched

the approach of the expedition with incredulous amazementj what could

these untrained colonials hope to accomplish against a fort so impregnable

that it was referred to as the Gibraltar of America? They soon found that

Yankee ingenuity could offset a lack of military training. The Americans

landed under the stone walls of Louisbourg on April 30, 1745 ?
captured

a French batter}', and turned the defenders’ own guns against tliem with

such devastating effect that after forty-nine days the fortress surrendered.

The wartime years were also notable for a shift in Indian diplomacy

on the New York frontier. In the past England’s relations with the Iroquois

had been shaped by the Albany Commissioners, a small group of locally

elected magistrates who reflected the traders’ viewpoint in their concern

for profits rather than expansion. Their insistence on keeping the Five

Nations neutral at the start of King George’s War so irked imperial au-

thorities that their powers were stripped away and a single Indian commis-

sioner named to formulate the colony’s policy. William Johnson, who was

to dominate frontier diplomacy for the next generation, was ideally suited

for that post. As a trader on the New York borderland smce 1738 he had

won the respect of the Iroquois through his scrupulous honesty, lavish en-

tertainment at his Mohawk Valley home, Ft. Johnson, and his sympathetic

understanding of the native point of view. Under his prodding the tribe

took to the warpath during the last years of the war, although their raids

did little more than inspire retaliatory French attacks on Albany and
Schenectady, Johnson’s influence, however, insured Iroquois support in

future struggles.

The halfhearted efforts of both French and English in King George’s
War indicated that neither expected the results to be decisive. The Treaty
of Aix-la-Chapelle which ended the conflict in 1748 proved them right;

it provided simply that each nation must restore its conquests in Asia,

Europe, and America. Although New Englanders grumbled when bard-
won Louisbourg was returned to France, they consoled themselves with
the thought that peace was only temporary ancl an opportunity for revenge
near.

During the next sbt years both nations girded themselves for the last

of the eighteenth-century wars, fully aware that ownership of North
America and of imperial possessions scattered over half the globe would
be the prize of the victor. The French gained most during this breathing
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period, despite the neglect of the dissolute Louis XV who preferred to

lavish wealth on mistresses rather than colonies, and despite the indifference

of a succession of weak Quebec governors who showed more skill in

plundering the royal treasury than the lands of their enemies. Minor
officials—realizing as the English did not that any Indian tribe committing

itself to either antagonist expected to be protected from the other—used
the period of truce to construct a chain of forts that not only won New
France invaluable allies but seriously threatened England’s position in

America.

This building program went on at each of the jEriction points where

frontiers clashed. On the Lake Ontario borderland Ft. Toronto, at the

foot of the Toronto portage, and Ft. Presentation on the upper St. Law-

rence, served as headquarters for Joncaire and other French agents who
worked effectively among the Iroquois. They found the tribesmen, dis-

gusted by English inaction, ready to listen, especially after Johnson re-

signed his superintendency when the colony refused to reimburse him for

presents given the natives. On the New England-Nova Scotia frontier

England took the initiative by constructing a strong naval base at Halifax

in 1749, and a new outpost. Ft. Lawrence, on the south side of the MIs-

saguash River to guard the entrance to the peninsula. France responded

by throwing up a strong fort. Ft. Beausejour, on the opposite bank of that

stream, and by urging the Acadians to rise against the English. In the

southern debatable land English prestige also waned when the transfer

of Georgia from proprietary to royal control in 1752 so absorbed colonial

officials that they neglected their Indian allies. Alert Louisiana leaders

seized the opportunity to make peace with the Chickasaw and to send such

persuasive agents among the Cherokee and Creeks that by 1753 most

of the latter were won over and the Cherokee so tempted that South

Carolina built Ft. Prince George among them to prevent their defection.

Yet France, strong as it was on all these borderlands, would never have

risked the final conflict if war had not been necessary to keep Englishmen

from overrunning the Ohio Valley. Canadians first recognized the strategic

importance of that waterway in the 1720’s when the Fox Wars forced

them to shift their trade routes from the Wisconsin and Illinois portages

to the Maumee and Wabash rivers. The advantages of this path were

obvious} not only did it shorten the distance between Montreal and the

Illinois-Louisiana settlements, but won for France all territory west of

the Wabash. Hence three garrisoned posts were erected to guard the por-

tage route: Ft. Miami on the upper Maumee, and Fts. Ouiatanon and

Vincennes on the Wabash, all completed before 1731. Frenchmen con-

trolled the lower Ohio River Valley from that time on.
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In the meantime English traders began entering the upper Ohio Valley.

They came from Pennsylvania, lured west by migrating Shawnee and

Delaware Indians who in the late 1720’s were pushed from their Penn-

sylvania hunting lands to new homes at Kittanning and Logstown about

the Forks of the Ohio. Traditionally friendly to the English, these tribes

welcomed merchants from Lancaster who streamed westward over the

West Branch and Juniata rivers, their packs bulging with rum, guns, and

ironware. By the close of the 1730’s, Englishmen dominated the trade

The Ohio Country, 1730-1754

of the upper Ohio Valley, just as the French controlled the lower reaches

of that stream. Between the two was a wilderness occupied by tribes nomi-

nally friendly to France: the Wyandot, Miami, and Huron. Any expansion

of either trading frontier would mean a clash, particularly if the English

pushed far enough westward to threaten the Maumee-Wabash portage.

King George’s War gave them a chance to do so, for Britain’s mighty
navy so disrupted French trade that Canadian merchants were unable to

secure goods needed for the Ohio Valley tribes. Here was a golden oppor-
tunity for the Pennsylvania frontiersmen. That they rose to the occasion

was largely due to the skill of a robust Irish trader, George Croghan, who
owned a post on the Susquehanna frontier. By the close of 1744 he was
operating trading centers at Pine Creek, Logstown, and Beaver Creek on
the upper Ohioj from those bases trading expeditions were sent to the
Miami and Huron collages and even to the Illinois Indians of the Missis-
sippi Valley. Other traders who followed on the heels of this bold pioneer
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sent their pack trains along the Great Trml into the depths of"the Ohio
country, or threw up rough posts at Sandusky, on the MusKnjgum' Riy^r

'

and at the mouth of the Scioto. Croghan chmaxedvthis^^ m^ '

of the trading frontier in 1748 when he ordered the construction ; of la -

palisaded fort at the Miami village of Pickawillany' inlthe very heart b

French territory. By the close of King George’s War Penh^lvania traders
’

reigned supreme over the wilderness from the Alleghenies to the IWa^^^

River. \ & 1

.‘:

Croghan, whose vision was broad enough to see the connection; between

trade and empire, realized that the time was ripe to perpetuate the riew

wilderness alliance through formal treaties. With the able assistehcei of
.

,

Conrad Weiser, a soft-spoken Palatine Pietist well skilled in Indiab ways

and languages, Croghan finally persuaded Pennsylvania’s Quaker^assenibly

that this was necessary, then lured chiefs of the Miami tribe to Lancaster ,

'

where in 1748 they signed a formal treaty of frienclship. A; few months

later, in August, 1748, leaders of the Delaware, Shawnee, Iroquois, and'

Wyandot tribes gathered at Logstown, accepted gifts from Croghan ;^d

Weiser, and pledged perpetual allegiance to England in the! Treaty bf

Logstown. English trade and diplomacy had driven the Freiich from the

Ohio debatable land. .

With the close of King George’s War Canadian offidals swung intq^

action in an attempt to regain lost ground. During the summer 0^.1749; ,;^^.;^^^^^^^^

two hundred soldiers under Celeron de Blainville were sent thrbtigh',the X”;:;

Ohio country, but the inept commander did not dare attack Pickawill&y;
;

:

'

with his small force and retired in disgrace after burying a number of lead ;

plates proclaiming French ownership of the land. This initial Fulure:was ^
more than overcome two years later when the able Marquis Duquesne b ';

became governor of New France. By this time the Ohio Inchans; were gtqw-^,:^^;^^

ing restless under English nile, some aroused by the corimpt pracricdi;;^- ^
of . the Pennsylvania traders, others by the failure of the colony’s Quakeri ^
legislature to build a fort that would protect their villages froni F^

attacks. Sensing this dissatisfaction, Duquesne ordere(l a sudden attack briv V:
'

Pickawillany during the summer of 1752. The invadersT^-a bahdof F’^encii t
/

. } traders and Ottawa Indians under Charles le Langlade-—Strud: so suddehly^:;^

that Croghan’s post was taken by surprise, its defenders .lulled, and;£3,opq

in trading goods carried triumphantly to Detroit. Awed by this .shqW;of ,

;

iprce^ the ;Miami, Huron, and most of the Shawnee deseffeA tbe Ehg-li^^^^^^^^^

prestige was as low at .the end bf
, 1752 as it Mdibeen hi^^

: ;( . . Duquesne saw his,opportunity Secure the;Ohio cppntty£or all : >

tithe by building ,a chain of posts,from Lake Erie to ;the Forfe of the Qhip? ; :

;
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This'-w^ hated Pennsylvania traders, guard in-

''tei-ier h-ibekifroha, give France control of the short

: 'Prehch;,Creeic-Aileghe portage route between Montreal and the

^"MissIssIjipi-.Eiv^^^ acted before the snow melted in the spring

= of 11753 that set out from Ft. Niagara in April

stQpped'first at the Lake;^ entrance to the portage to throw up a strong

'^pst called ;Fti Presqu’Isle, .then moved inland to the head of navigation

;:brt'Ffehch Boeuf was built. Leaving three hundred

; men,’to;§afrisori those; posts, the party moved on to the junction of French

v-,Creek;and the^^ where Ft. Venango was begun. An early

;
winter :fofced the; Frenchmen to return to Niagara before constructing a

final fort at the Forks.of the Ohio.

;^'3Jarm:flared :through' the middle colonies. Particularly concerned was

Virgriia’sjvigdrous . Scotch governor, Robert Dinwiddie, who saw that the

;
Frenchmove not phly', his own trading and speculating activities,

but'promisedjto; deprive,,his colony of a vast territory claimed under its

l6b5;;,charter;; In;this emergen^ he shouldered the burdens of empire

by sending d 'smalLp twenty-one-year-old George Washington

fb;warn the Frenchmen A they were on Virginia soil. Washington reached

,Fh';Venarigd\late inv^ I753> and was well received by Joncaire.

;“The; Wine;- as.; they -dos themselves pretty plentifully with it, soon

;banished the Restraint^ but the English accomplished nothing, for the

French declared ^ w;as: their absolute Design to take Possession of.

;
the:,(7/«p, and by G^ do it.” After a similar reception at Ft.

.
Washingtph. Fetiirned home to report that force alone would

,drwe;out: the intruders;

January, 1754, he ordered a construction

;d;ew .w^tward^tp'^ the. French by building an English fort at the

men under Washington designated to

l.ort did not^^^ until April. At Wills Creek they met

disquieting news that a large enemy
.force.Was .;aifeady erecting, a

,

powerful fort, Ft. Duquesne, at the Forks.

Mp??^*PgtoB};with;more;c than good sense, decided to march against

=^^ ?^ch although,; hi.k army was outnumbered ten to one. At Great .

;Meadqws,
; a treeless .yaUey;where traders pastured, their pack animalsj hev

®*;F^h)pd .omR smaU- F^ spouting party which was decisively; defeated.;

act;placed ;Washin^on in difficulty, for if he advanced /or .re-

.

^ be surprised by an army from. Ft. Duquesne bent

:

/Spnc^ .to throw .up. earthworks, which.

^ecesmty, .to’ wait ’&e , attack : that ‘ was ^sute .to 'come. Thefe ,

;

foUrid/bv. a French force;' 6ri' Tulv/y/ idcL and after d^f^ndino -
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themselves valiantly in an all-day battle, accepted honorable terms of sur-

render. The English were driven from the Ohio country and the Seven

Years’ War had begun.

The next few years were dreary ones for England. General Edward
Braddock, who arrived to take command with two regiments of regulars

and a portfolio of very bad advice from the home government, devised a

plan of campaign that courted disaster. Instead of concentrating his inade-

quate force in a drive northward that would cut New France in two, he

split his meagre army into four parts, one to attack Ft. Duquesne, another

to march on Ft. Niagara, a third to move against Ft. Crown Point, and

the last to assault Ft. Beausejour. This inept strategy brought disaster to

three of the four expeditions.

He suffered the worst defeat himself. With three hundred axmen cutting

the way, Braddock started for Ft. Duquesne in early June, leading 1,400

redcoats, 450 Virginia militiamen under Washington, and 50 Indian scouts.

The large force moved slowly as streams were bridged and small hills

leveled for the supply wagons. Sixteen days later, when word reached the

English that French reinforcements were on the way, Braddock decided to

press on more rapidly with 1,200 men, leaving the artillery and supply

trains to advance more slowly. On July 8, 1755, this well-equipped army

with flags flying and bagpipes shrilling emerged on an open plain seven

miles from its objective. There 600 Frenchmen and 200 Indians, sent from

Ft. Duquesne to delay rather than defeat the English awaited them. The

two forces clashed at once, fighting in the open in the best European tradi-

tion of eighteenth-century warfare. With the first burst of fire Braddock’s

advance column fell back as it should, but the main body of troops failed

to halt and the two surged together in a scene of incredible confusion. The

French seized the chance to occupy a hill and ravine on either side of the

British, and from this natural cover poured a deadly fire into the struggling

mass of redcoats. The retreat finally ordered by the mortally wounded

Braddock turned into a routj of the 1,900 men who started west with

Braddock, only 500 returned unharmed to Ft. Cumberland.

The other English campaigns of 1755 were almost as disastrous. The

force sent against Ft. Niagara delayed so long that winter overtook the

army while it was still at Oswego, while delays were also responsible for

the failure of the attack on Ft. Crown Point, although the British did

succeed In protecting the entrance to Lake Champlain by building two

forts—Ft. Edward and Ft. William Henry—there. Only the third expedi-

tion enjoyed any success; Ft. Beausejour surrendered to 2,000 New Eng-

land militiamen in June. These inglorious defeats had their inevitable con-

sequences; all along the back country Indians, impressed by French power,
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flocked to the aid of New France. Their war parties, armed at Ft. Duquesne,

harried the frontiers of Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia during the

winter and spring of 1756, until heart-rending petitions and grisly relics

sent east by the suffering pioneers finally forced the legislatures of those

colonies into action. Maryland and Virginia built two hundred posts and
blockhouses to guard their western mountain passes during the next two
years; Pennsylvania followed the same policy after outraged public opinion
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forced the resignation of its padfistic Quaker assembly at the end of 1756.

When the building program was completed a line of forts stretched from

Fl Augusta on the northern Susquehanna to Ft. Mayo on the Carolina

frontier, with two—Fts. Bedford and Ligonier—guarding the route to the

Ohio. They brought peace to the back country, but their construction

signaled the end of British westward expansion. The British were content

to hold what they had rather than dream of conquering the interior.

Until 1756 both nations remained officially at peace, but in May of that

year a formal declaration of war brought all Europe into the struggle, with

Frederick the Great of Prussia on the side of England, and Russia, Austria,

and Poland aligned with France. France now must use most of her military

force to combat the efficient Prussian armies} England could entrust its

continental war to Frederick the Great while concentrating its own attack

on French colonial possessions. Most of these efforts were directed toward

North America, but with remarkably little success during the next two

years.

England’s tribulations during this trying time were caused partly by

colonial provincialism, partly by the refusal of the thirteen colonies to

forget their internal differences in the face of a common enemy, and'partly

by the complete inefficiency of the military leadership. For the latter the

commander in chief of the British forces, the Earl of Loudoun, was pri-

marily responsible. That pompous windbag did nothing for the next two

years save launch an expedition against Louisbourg that never got beyond

Halifax. The brilliant general who commanded Canada’s armies, the

Marquis de Montcalm, capitalized on this period of English lethargy as

fully as his feeble resources allowed. Ft. Oswego fell to one of his armies

in 1756} a year later he led a strong force southward along Lake Cham-

plain, captured an English army of 2,000 men sent to meet him, and over-

ran Ft. William Henry. Although Ft Edward withstood his assault,

French control of the lower Lake Champlain country opened the New

York settlements to Indian raids from Canada. These went on through

the winter of 1757-58, spreading such desolation along the Mohawk Valley

that settlers scurried to the safety of Albany or Schenectady. There, as in

the West, the victorious French and Indians pressed deep into the Ameri-

can colonies.

But the tide was about to turn. In the fall of 1757 a new ministr)^,

dominated by the forty-eight-year-old William Pitt, was called upon to

save the tottering empire. Pitt’s imaginative enthusiasm, his reckless

theatricalism, his bold energy, turned defeat into victory. Prussia, he saw,

could handle the war on the Continent} England must furnish money,

ships, and men to carry the attack against the enemy’s far-flung world

possessions. Parliament, catching his enthusiasm, voted unprecedented
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sums; “you would as soon hear ‘No’ from an old maid as from the House

of Commons,” wrote Walpole. Volunteers flocked to the colors, ships slid

from the ways, and ail England bustled with preparation, confident that

victor}' was near. Most important of all was Pitt’s selection of officers for

the new offensive. Brushing aside the antiquated relics elevated to impor-

tant positions in army and navy by age or social position, he raised brilliant

young unknowns from the ranks to positions of power. Two of these dash-

ing young commanders, Colonel Jeffrey Amherst and General James Wolfe,

won North America for England.

Yet the first campaign of the spring offensive in 1758 was a failure,

largely because its leader was General James Abercromby, an older general

who had supplanted Loudoun as American commander the preceding

autumn. Hoping to secure the water route that must some day be used

for the assault on French Canada, Abercromby headed northward from

Albany at the head of 15,000 troops, with a newly built French fort on

Lake Champlain, Ft. Ticonderoga, as his objective. There Montcalm, with

only 3,600 men prepared his defenses carefully. Electing to defend a low

ridge just outside the fort, he threw up zigzag breastworks of earth and

logs, reinforced with trees that had been felled to make their branches.

trimmed and sharpened, comparable to a modern barbed wire entangle-

ment. Instead of blasting this formidable barrier to pieces with his artillery,

Abercromby led his closely packed redcoats in a direct frontal attack that

began on the morning of July 8, 1758. Again and again brave troops hurled

themselves onto the jagged timber barricade, only to melt away before the

' deadly fire of concealed Frenchmen. When Abercromby finally ordered a

retreat he left 2,000 of England’s best fighting men dead on the battle-

field.

Montcalm’s brilliant victory was in vain, for while he held the middle

approach to Quebec the eastern and western gateways fell before the Eng-
lish assault. A formidable army of 12,000 men under Amherst and Wolfe
captured the stronghold at Louisbourg on July 26, 1758, after battering

breaches in its stout stone walls. At the same time another English force

under Colonel John Bradstreet swept westward across the Mohawk Valley,

built Ft. Stanwix to guard the Oneida Lake portage, and slipped northward
to surprise Ft. Frontenac When that outpost surrendered after a day’s

bombardment Cafiada was cut in two and the way opened for the conquest
of the interior. This began in the fall of 1758 when 6,000 men, led by Gen-
eral John Forbes, cut their way slowly across Pennsylvania on the road to

Pt. Duquesne. By the time they arrived the Indian allies of New France
had deserted and the handful of defenders, realizing the futility of re-

sistance, blew up their once proud stronghold on November 24. The fall of
Ft. Duquesne and its reconstruction as Ft. Pitt so influenced the interior
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Indians that they took over the task of driving the French from the Great ^

Lakes country. Through the winter of 1758-59 they carried the torch and-,

tomahawk against their former allies so effectively that within a year piily :

Ft. La Baye, Detroit, Mackinac, and the Illinois villages remained in the^

hands of New France.

Little wonder, with the West won and the approaches to New France
'

secure, that England heralded the dawn of 1759 with elation. This wa^. i

the year of the kill. Two expeditions were to close in on the St. Lawrence

Valley, one under Wolfe striking from the sea, the other under Amherst?

by land over the Lake Champlain portage
j
while a minor force subdued {

Ft. Niagara. These well-laid plans were carried out with only one hitch.;

Niagara fell to a British army on July 25, but Amherst, after captimng:

Fts. Grown Point and Ticonderoga, was unable to penetrate the French

defenses about Ft. Lamotte at the head of Lake Champlain. Winter found;

him occupied in rebuilding the former French outposts into strong British :

forts.

These successes were eclipsed by Wolfe’s brilliant campaign against

Quebec. The thirty-two-year-old . commander, with a giant fleet caning

T8,ooo;men, dropped anchor on Jxme 26, .1759, below the towering cliffs

that-guarded the formidable French fortress. Montcalm, who waited hiin;

with 1 5,600 ill-trained provincialsyspread his men between the Montmorency
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and St. Charles rivers, for he realized that the English could never scale

the three-hundred-foot rock walls that barred the northern approaches to

the city. These defenses were so well planned that Wolfe spent the entire

summer tr)dng in vain to reach his objective. By the end of August, with

winter at hand, he decided on a bold stratagem. On the night of Septem-

ber 12 he ordered his ships below the town to begin a heavy bombardment,

then, with thirty boat loads of picked troops, started quietly up the river.

Slipping past the sleepy French sentries, they landed at a small bay, Anse

au Foulon, two miles above Quebec, where a path led upward through a

rocky ravine. The twenty-four volunteers who ascended surprised the

sentries at the top into surrendering without a shot. Sunrise found 4,500

British redcoats drawn up on the Plains of Abraham. Montcalm, hastily

assembling his troops, marched out at 9:30 on that fateful morning of

September 13 to give battle. His brave gesture was futile. The Canadian

provindals were no match for the well-trained regulars; with the first

volley and bayonet charge they broke and ran. Both Wolfe and Montcalm

laid down their lives in that epic battle, but Wolfe’s sacrifice was not in

vain. Four days later the Union Jack floated over the supposedly im-

pregnable French citadel. A year later Montreal surrendered to three giant

armies that moved in from south, east, and west. The articles of capitulation

signed on September 8, 1760, gave England Canada and all its depend-

encies.

Although the Seven Years’ War was over in America, fighting continued

in the rest of the world, with British armies sweeping all before them.

Spain, in a futile effort to check the English juggernaut, entered the

struggle in 1761, but this only gave England more territory to conquer.

One by one the West Indian islands of that proud colonial power fell before

the triumphant victors, until finally Cuba passed from Spanish hands in

August, 1762. Two months later the Philippines surrendered, just as

England’s continental ally, Frederick the Great, trounced the last of his

foes in Europe.

The Treaty of Paris, signed in 1763, reflected these triumphs. France
ceded all territory east of the Mississippi excepting two tiny islands in the

St. Lawrence Bay and the city of New Orleans, which was retained when
gullible English ministers accepted a boundary drawn down the Iberville
River rather than the main channel of the Mississippi. Spain gave up the
londas in exchange for conquered Cuba and received from France, as an

ward for an immediate peace, the vast Louisiana Territory lying west of
t e Mississippi. The Seven Years’ War drove the French from North
luenca and opened the great valley of the Mississippi to eager Anglo-

American frontiersmen.



CHAPTER VII

British Western Policy

1763-1776

England’s triumphs in the Seven Years’ War brought that nation fecc;

to face with a problem of unprecedented difSculty. What should be done

with the western territories taken from France and Spain? Should they

be opened to settlers or held for traders? Should they be governed by the

crown or by the colonies? Should they be reserved for Indians or carved

into new provinces? The blundering attempts of successive British ministries;
•

to answer these questions kept the West in a turmoil between the Treaty of V

Paris and the outbreak of the American Revolution.

The occupation of the western country began four days after Mondeal,"

fell when Major Robert Rogers was dispatched with two hundred R6ya,l:

Rangers to force the interior French forts to surrender. As the English r

moved west along the shore of Lake Erie Indians hailed them as;sayidrs,<?

knowing that their coming foretold a day when trading goods would re-

plenish stores exhausted by seven years of war. Rogers wisely encouraged

this belief, promising that “all the Rivers would flow with Rum—that
;.

Presents from the Great King were to be unlimited—that all sorts of Goods

;

were to be in the Utmost Plenty and so cheap.” As overjoyed native;;

hastened to make peace with the advancing Englishmen, the French saw

:

that resistance was useless, for without tribal aid their cause was lost. Many
;

slipped down the Mississippi to New Orleans, leaving only a skeleton;

force to surrender Detroit to Rogers’ Rangers in November, 1760. During;^

the following summer the forts at Mackinac, St. Joseph, and La Bayc vp;ere:

occupied and rebuilt, the latter as Ft. Edward Augustus. By the erid :o,f;

1761 British arms w^ere planted through the West, except in the IJlihdis,

country which was not molested until after the Treaty of Paris. , >

Traders and landseekers followed close on the heels of the army; From ;

;

^

' 132
.

. "v
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'M6ntreal='artdv'4ib^^i^^ they came, their
.

pack trains and

{Shoes h^vily Jadin' w goods, to swarm over the Michigan and

i^isconsin icountiy during .the of 1760 and 1761. .Some of them

/repr^ehtediestabiishVd^^^^^^ cir. Montreal firms, but more were dis-

^solute;'^retch^}whp took- advantage of the ease with which licenses could

be obtaihed-^’ahyqne hould b^ome a trader by paying a small fee to a

tqlonial gpveihor-^tp{cheat and debauch the natives. “The most worthless

arid abandoned;^ Provinces,” they were called, “being pro-

ficiehts in;all."s6rts of .yice and debauchery.” They left in their wake a trail

pMhdiah.dissatisfart^^^ so intense by the fall of 1761 that Sir

iWilhanivJohhson -was hurried to Detroit to quiet thirteen northwestern

tnbes 'thteatemhg warfare Homeseekers caused just as much trouble as

they ‘ sirekmed; west along the road cut by Forbes’ army to the region

about-Ft. Path By Oc the neighboring tribes were so resentful

ofiiheirbhCroacHmbnt that the commander. Colonel Henry Bouquet, issued

a prodamatiOn forbidding all setdement west of the mountains. Yet this

was cleady a fempo^^ expedient. On the shoulders of the home govern-

ment Tell ;:the formidable task of developing a permanent policy for the

trans-Appalachian re^pns. ;,

V;’":.GIasKihg. interestsh in England and America, made this difficult. Minis-

ters, f.witlr no '^precedents; to upon, must devise a system that would

'sktisfjtjeal6,uS;prPvincials, greedy traders, land-hungry speculators, English

niercharitsyrabidimperialists, sentimental humanitarians, and individualistic

fronti^smbh'. They- had to weigh the claims of colonies whose boundaries

extended tpr-ffie; Mississippi against the crown’s own rights in the interior.

They had tpirecqhcU^ interests that believed the West should

bp^dnainistered.Trom England with equally outspoken provincials who
’^Hhted ;thelcpl(7niM.'’t^^^ the trans-Appalachian country. Most dis-

epuragih'g pf^allVwas^t^^ any western policy would certainly be

opposed bj^- one: or the other of the two most powerful pressure groups in

thcy.bighteehth:. c traders and land speculators—-for any
system -that ',iypuld{^ bound to arouse the ire of the other.

^;;T;hd;fr^def|^wanted.^^t^^^ become a permanent Indian reserva-

B^A‘{T^ey:were suppOT^ mercantile thinkers who insisted that colonies

materials they supplied the mother
’

the natives’, interests at heart. These
,

grpups| ^dparticularly.;the'traders, \yere in a position to bring strong pres- ..

’^A PA-^.?,."gdycrn^^ the woodsmen who roarhed the Amen-
frontier ffirmswhich,secured 'their-goods

^

^j'g®>^itohant{bpuses in Mpntoeaf or Philadelphia. These, .in;-; turn, pur-;

:

®|:|PP^A^'?F'^^%:bsh;hbmpariies-^Robeft^
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son and Rashleigh Company, Dyer, Allen and Company^wHithjWet^ ?;

influential in both Parflament and the Court. Moreover the lai-^e ;nunit«r

of Scotch traders who settled in Montreal immediately after ;the" Engh^
conquest enlisted the solid support of the Scottish parlianiehtafy ^elhgatioh

so completely that any ministry attacking trade risked its opposition.

Even more influential were the land speculators who demahcled that

the West should be opened to settlers. They argued that the principal value d

of colonies lay in their ability to consume manufactured goods produced;

by the mother country. Expansion would encourage this, both by buildingv

up a large interior population and by checking local manufactiuihg^
might develop if the Americans were confined to the seaboard provinces, i

These plausible rationalizations, however, concealed- the . speculator?’ reab;

ambition: to expand their own fortunes rather than the empire. They real-;

ized that westward expansion, checked for a decade by war, would be

resumed with peace
j
fabulous fortunes waited those fortunate enough;^

engross the interior lands before settlers reached there. These beliefs sent;

speculative fever surging to new heights between the Seven ;Years’;'War

and the Revolution. Land was the magic lodestone to wealth, the panacea.'

for all misfortune, the one word inevitably capitalized in all correspondence

of the day. In England and in America humble commoners, frrieteharit'

princes, and cabinet ministers scrambled to share the riches sure to be

the people of all the empire, wrote George Croghan after a visit to Lphdoh,- ;; :\;

were ^‘land crazy.”
’

Excitement was greatest in Pennsylvania and Virginia. In; the. former

;

colony speculation was encouraged by the capital surpluses' accUmTflating^.; ^

in the chests of thrifty Quaker and Jewish merchants and by the westward:-^^^^^;^^

flow of migrating Scotch-Irish and Germans
j
prospective land jobbers ^re-

ceived an exaggerated impression of the demand for interior lands. Ih the

latter, poverty rather than wealth was responsible. When war and declin-
,

.

ing tobacco prices fastened a prolonged depression pri the Tidewater during

the 1760’s, planters turned their eyes ’westward, hoping; to recuperate thei

dwindling fortunes by speculation. In both colonies speculators were en-

couraged by the colonial governnients
j

Virginia clairhed 'much of ;the

West under its 1609 charter, and Pennsylvania,' with ho such claims, vas

anxious to see the interior divided into new ;colbrties . by the bfown. Yet

jobbers realized that royal approval, as well as; provincial support,
:

wa^

needed for any extensive grant. This could be obtaihed pnly by direct pres-

sure on England’s governing oiEcials. For a dozen years speculators’ agents

swarmed over JLondon, writing pampihlets, buttonhblirig
;

:mih^ and

offering generous blocks of stdbk to governmental leaders in return for

support. Bold indeed was the minister.who dared defy theim,;^^^: '^
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no right to grant lands given the colony by the charter of 1609. Further
crown raids on this territory, colonial officials believed, could be forestalled

only if Virginia granted away its own lands. One man who felt this way
John Robinson, speaker of the House of Burgesses, gathered Colonel John
Lewis, Dr. Thomas Walker, and other influential citizens together as the

Loyal Land Company and obtained 800,000 acres of western territory

from Virginia in July, 1748. Walker was sent to locate the lands, but aJ-

though he discovered Cumberland Gap through the mountains he failed

to locate the fertile Kentucky bluegrass region, and the company decided

to lay out its grant in the Clinch and Holston valleys. By 1754 two hun-

dred families were settled there. Robinson also helped organize a second

Virginia concern, the Greenbrier Company, which obtained a tract along

the Greenbrier River from the colony in 1751.

Pennsylvania speculators were equally interested in the West during

the 1750’s. Benjamin Franklin was most activej in 1756 he petitioned the

crown to create two new colonies along the upper Ohio in an area claimed <

by ^flrginia. More visionary was the plan of a Philadelphia merchant,

Samuel Hazard, who sought permission to plant several thousand settlers

in a ^ant province lying north of the Tennessee River. Before the crown

could act on either of these requests the Seven Years’ War pushed all

plans to settle the West into the background.

With peace the speculative fever swept over America once more. Both

the Loyal Land Company and the Ohio Company petitioned for renewals

of their grants, the latter sending an agent to London to press its claims.

More important were the dozens of new companies that sprang up in

England and the colonies. Many were abortive enterprises without capital

or influence, but others enlisted the support of important financial and

political leaders. Among the visionary schemes were the plans of a group

of Scotch merchants to establish the colony of Charlotina west of the

Wabash River, the ambitions of New York speculators to plant the prov-

ince of New Wales on the lower Missisappi, and the efforts of a New

Jersey company to convert the lands about the Forks of the Ohio into the

colony of Pittsylvania. More practical was the effort of leading Virginians

to capitalize on the land bounties granted soldiers in that colony’s militia.

Forming themselves into the Mississippi Company, with George Washing-

ton as its principal promoter, they purchased most of these small grants

at a fraction of their value, then, in June, 1763, petitioned the crown for

enough land at the junction of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers to satisfy

the warrants. This company, in common with most of the others, kept an

agent in London after 1763 to urge favorable action on its request.

It was amidst this atmosphere of conflicting demands from speculators



arid t^a^ers- that "the B’ritish^^ turned to the task of formulating

a’^estern>poliq^^ burden fell on the shoulders of the Earl

hi'Egreinohti' Avh^ of State for the Southern Depart-

^'eh^:gaVe:-Him He searched during 1762 for a

/satisfactory ?sbiuti6n’ibut before he could act a ministerial shift removed

Arneficah' affairsifrom and vested them in the president

tofithe.Bbarcim The young man who held this post, the Earl of

I
Sfelbbrne,/although inexperienced, had enough common sense to follow

JtheVadvice -of his more learned colleagues. Using the detailed outline

fajfeady- prepared hy Egremont, and relying heavily on the help of Ameri-

tihi inkLohdqn
;

and sage advice from John Pownall, permanent secretary

bf’the Bpard of T^ Shelburne worked out a comprehensive plan which

he submitted to' tiie king on June 8, 1 763.
' /This

;
made to solve all American problems

j
such ticklish

que'^Hohs as. the; disposal of 10,000 troops then in the colonies, and the

.jnahagembnt,of Indian affairs, were left for later study. Instead it sought

iolprovide temporary protection for Indians by forbidding settlement west

of crest of the Appalachians—a line that veered

'lojKe' easbih -New York and Georgia where natives still lived and to the

v^est’ ih.Vifgihia to embrace white settlers there. Although the temporary

nature of/1^ stressed, Egremont and Shelburne realized

thatany restriction would be resented unless excess population was drained

^^'^^y.^tq j^cVhorth and south. This they hoped to accomplish by erecting

three newkoldhies: .Q East Florida, and West Florida. Each was to

Fe fuled by a;^^ appointed governor and council until the population

Jarge; enoughj/6r^ enough versed in English ways, to warrant a

Je^e^tatiye: legislature. .
, z /

'
.

> ' /'
^
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lands and told them of the thousands of white men who would soon cross

the mountains. Ivlatters were made far worse by the attitude of Lord
Jeffrey Amherst who, as commander of the militai^f establishment, con-

trolled Indiim affairs. He despised red men as he did the beasts of the

forest j “could it not be contrived,” he wrote to Bouquet, “to send the

Small Pox among those disatisfied tribes?” And Bouquet replied that he

would try to distribute germ-laden blankets among them, adding, ”as it is

a pit}’ to expose good men against them, I wish we could make use of the

Spanish method, to hunt them with English dogs . . , who would, I think,

€:ffectuail}f extirpate or remove that vermin.” Officials with these views

were hardly inclined to adopt the conciliator)- attitude necessary to quiet

native fe-ars. In lyde Amlierst suddenly reduced the appropriation for the

Indian department 40 per cent, at the s.ame time writing Sir William

Johnson: *‘Nor do I think it necessary to give them any presents by way

of for if they do not behave properly they are to be punished,”

The abrupt announcement that accustomed gifts would not be distributed

during the winter of 1762-63 seemed to s)-mbolize the fate awaiting Indians

in English hands.w
In this mood they listened eagerly to Frendi travelers who told diem

that their Great Father in France had been sleeping but now was ready

to help them drive the “red-coated dogs” into the sea, and to a religious

leader dubbed “The Prophef^ who assured tliem that they had only to

abandon the wa)'s of the white men to regain the strength that would

restore their lost hunting grounds. One who hejird these messages was an

Ottawa chief named Pontiac whose 'tillage lay onl)- a few miles from De-

troit. W^hipping his followers into a warlike mood, he led them in a sarage

attack on this stoutl)- palisaded fort on JMay 7, 1763. Its defenders beat

off the onslaught, but the Indians killed .a number of farmers living nearby

before settling doivn to a prolonged siege. News of the attack on Detroit

spread rapidly through the forests, inspiring a massive uprising as the

red men made a last desperate bid to regain their over-mountain lands.

Ft Pitt, assaulted by Shawnee and Delavmres late in May, managed to

resist, but other posts were less fortimate. Mackinac succumbed on June

2 when a band of Chippewa who were plajdng lacrosse beneath the walls

of the fort rushed into the enclosure after a ball, then turned suddenly on

the defending troops. One b)' one the other western forts foilow-ed, until

by the end of July only Detroit, Ft. Pitt, and Ft. Niagara still held out

against the triumphant savages. In two months England had lost all of

the hard-won West.

Amherst struck back promptly. On June t2, 1763, he ordered two ex-

peditions to the relief of besieged western posts. One, under CapUin James
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Dalyell, reached Detroit with goods which allowed the defenders to hold

their position
j
the other, led by Colonel Bouquet, defeated the Indians

at the bloody Battle of Bushy Run on August 5 to lift the siege of Ft. Pitt.

In October Pontiac, discouraged by these setbacks and heartbroken at the

failure of the French to come to his aid, arranged a truce which allowed

him to slip away to the Illinois country where he hoped to organize a new

offensive. By that time, however, most of his followers had deserted him.

Nearly all the western tribes accepted Sir William Johnson’s invitation to

a peace conference at Niagara in the early summer of 1764? and those that

did not—notably the Shawnee and Delaware—were crushed by two expedi-

tions that marched through the Ohio country in the next months, one under

Bouquet which shattered Delaware resistance along the Muskingum River,

the other under Colonel John Bradstreet that subdued the area below

Lake Erie. Mackinac was rebuilt in September, 1764, as a powerful fortress

on the south side of the straits, and the West was once more at peace.

Pontiac, however, still lurked in the Illinois country, and to General

Thomas Gage, who succeeded Amherst as military commander, the time

seemed ripe for an expedition to subdue that sullen chieftain and extend

English authority over the neglected French villages. This delicate task

was entrusted to the Pennsylvania trader, George Croghan, who started

from Ft. Pitt in May, 1765, with a few companions and two boatloads of

presents. Near the mouth of the Wabash the party was captured by

Kickapoo and Moscoutin Indians and carried to the vicinity of Ft, Ouia-

tanon, but soon released when protests from all the neighboring tribes con-

vinced the captors of their mistake, A short distance beyond they met

Pontiac, on his way to confer with Croghan
;
arm in arm the two returned

to the fort where they smoked the calumet in a grand council that arranged

the final peace. “Pontiac and I are on extreme good terms,” Croghan wrote,

“and I am mistaken if I don’t ruin his influence with his own people before

I part with him,” News of the treaty was hurried to Ft. Pitt, where a

hundred troops set out to join Croghan for the final march to the Illinois

villages. They reached Ft de Chartres on October 9, 17655 a day later

the commander raised the Union Jack over that venerable fortification and
set up a military government to control the colorful crew of habitants and
traders who lived in the wilderness outpost. Pontiac’s Rebellion was ended,
and the West secured for England once more.

The uprising, however, upset the plans of British ministers who were
struggling to develop a satisfactory western policy. News of the Indian
war reached them in August, 1763, just, as a ministerial crisis drove Shel-
burne from the presidency of the Board of Trade. On September 28 his
place was taken by the Earl of Hillsborough, a man of poor judgment and
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inadequate experience, who' was nevertheless: wise enough to-see

plan worked out by Egremoht and Shelburhe
: mush

essential detail. No careful demarcation line could be run im^ midst of5
an Indian rebellion

j
therefore he recpmmehded that the western

for white settlers follow the Appalachian highlands, .that

Florida, and West Florida be thrown open to/settlemeht at bhcey:^^^^

trade of the Indian reservation be opened to all who obtained licehs^^^^

from colonial governors or the military commander, arid that all.

land purchases from Indians be forbidden. In this form trie; pfoclairi^^^^

was issued by the king on October 7, 1763. . r- v
, ; vh

Ignorance and indifference, combined with grim neGessity, were;resperi^^^^^^

ble for several grievous errors in the Proclamation of 1763: ;Mosh-^lanrig'

was the poorly run boundary which left several hundred whites in^dridiari i

territory. Pious phrases ordering frontiersmen who had'“wiUfuUy:qr

advertently seated themselves” on these lands "forthwith to remove them-

selves from such settlements” could not ease the suffering, bf: those un-

fortunates. Almost as bad was the failure to provide any civil gbyerrimeht

for French settlers about Detroit and in the Illinois country; instead; they

were placed under military rule without access to courts or other bulwarks

against tyranny. Even more tragic, was the fate of the 80,009' riririabitants

of Quebec, where, the Proclamation decreed, the laws :of ,ErigMd were: :-

to be enforced. This thoughtless edict, which extended harsri riritipa

statutes to a Catholic province, deprived the people of neatly all .civil:and

political rights and left them at the mercy of unscrupulous Englishriien who

during the next decade systematically stripped them of their.
^
property.

,

At least three men in America saw another fundamental
,

defect in the

Proclamation of 1763. Sir William Johnson, his deputy George ;Grogrian,

and Colonel John Stuart who became Indian Superiritendent; for trie South-

ern Department in 1763, realized that trade with the natives must he care-

fully regulated to ward off another uprising. General .Gage wasiriipressed

' with ; their arguments, and during the winter of 1763-64.' they^Tl^riried

with him a workable method of control. They retained ' the;. rip^^^^

arid southern districts, with the bpimdary : lihe. at; thevQhio River:aridi a
^

. superintendent over each^ These
.

were to be . divided into - twb:; or

;.:,subdistricts under' deputy Superiritenderits, and':irit6 -4went^-six;;;Sr^^^^

areas each, embracing, one4ribe. A commissary^ interpreter, -and blacksrnith

were to be maintained at small posts'iri each tribal division. All trade was

.
to be 'Confined tb these posts,'where. the;cbmriiissar,y’ worild.set,prices, ;sup^^

vise bartering, and protectThb natives from.unscrupulous ;tfaders; Thi.s y^^.:.,.'.:

.
. :

. the plamthat Croghaii ckrriedjo Englandin Februaty,'

approval. For some tinie he cooled.his, heels' in statesmen’s bffices j
riNbthmg/^^^^^
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has been Don Respecting North America,” he wrote in March. “The people

hear Spend thire time in Nothing butt abuseing one Another and Striveing

who Shall be in power with a view to Serve themselves and Thire frends,

and Neglect the Publick.” Finally, on July 10, 1764, the Board of Trade

tentatively adopted his proposals.

The measure, which called for a tax on trading goods to support the

elaborate structure, required parliamentary approval, but the Board of

Trade was so confident of favorable action that it ordered the two super-

intendents to put the system in force at once. Stuart was anxious to act,

for his southern territory was so overrun with traders that competitive

bidding forced fur prices down to a point where profits could only be

made by cheating the Indians. This could be remedied, he knew, only by

limiting the number of merchants entering the Indian country. Hence when

he called natives and colonial officials together at a Pensacola conference to

explain the new ruling he not only suggested that commissaries regulate

trade in each village, but asked that governors grant licenses only to a

few selected traders. Although the Indians hailed the plan with rejoicing,

colonial authorities remained unmoved, knowing that traders’ bribes and

profits from license fees were two of their principal sources of income. The
governors of Georgia and South Carolina flatly refused to limit the number

of permits, while the governor of Virginia insisted that he had never heard

of the Proclamation of 1763! All closed their courts to Stuart when he

tried to punish offenders. With this the whole system broke down, leaving

southern trade as chaotic as before.

Conditions in the Northwest were no better. Sir William Johnson ruled

that all trade must be conducted at Detroit or Mackinac—Ft. Edward
Augustus was never rebuilt after Pontiac’s Rebellion—and forced all

traders to post bonds that would be forfeited if they operated elsewhere.

The results were disastrous. The Indians, long accustomed to regular visits

from French traders, refused to make the trek from Wisconsin or Ohio
to Detroit and Mackinac

j
honest traders who posted bonds and took out

licenses waited in vain for natives who never came. Instead trade passed

into the hands of two other groups: unlicensed traders from Montreal and
Albany who slipped quietly into the wilderness to barter with the Indians,

and illegal French voyageurs who swarmed over the northwest from the

Spanish posts of St. Genevieve and, after 1765, St. Louis. Both sent their

furs south to New Orleans and obtained trading goods from that port. By
the close of 1766 the commandants at Detroit and Mackinac were com-
plaining that the Plan of 1764 had diverted the trade of all the North-
west from England to Spain and demanding the right to send traders to

the Indians once more. This was done during 1767 by the Mackinac com-
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mander, who paid for his folly with a court martial, but Johnson was
finally convinced. That fall the region north of Lake Superior and the

Ottawa River was opened to all licensed merchants
j through the rest of

the Northwest illegal traders gradually usurped most of the peltry traffic.

Only in the Illinois country did the Plan of 1764 operate with any suc-

cess. The riches concealed in that neglected region were first realized by

George Croghan, who returned from his western journey in 1765 fully

convinced that a fortune waited the firm that secured the right to supply the

Illinois Indians, habitantSy and garrisons with supplies. With this in mind

he sought out friends in the prominent Philadelphia company of Baynton,

Wharton & Morgan, and, with a quarter of the profits as his own reward,

helped secure them a monopoly over the trade. Thus was launched the

“Grand Illinois Venture,” the most elaborate trading scheme in colonial

America’s history. All through the summer of 1766 pack trains plodded

between Philadelphia and the Ohio, fighting off hostile frontiersmen who

objected to the sale of guns and scalping knives to the Indians, while at

Ft. Pitt a crew of carpenters built boat after boat to carry goods westward.

In the autumn a fleet of sixty-five barges manned by 350 boatmen set out,

bound for stores that one of the partners, George Morgan, had built at

Vincennes, Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Ft. de Chartres. When the vessels

reached their destination without mishap the Illinois venture seemed

launched on the road to success.

Almost from the first, however, the scheme was destined to failure.

Its magnitude was a drawback
j
not even the wealthy firm of Baynton,

Wharton & Morgan could stand the financial drain necessary before such

a giant enterprise paid profits. To make matters worse, the expected trade

did not develop. A rival concern secured the contract to supply the garrison

when Morgan refused to match its bribe, the French habitants preferred

to buy from their own countrymen across the Mississippi, and hoped-for

orders from the Indian commissary failed to materialize when General

Gage in 1768 forbad further presents to the tribes. Most serious of all

was the failure of the fur trade to show any profit. This was due partly to

the extermination of fur-bearing animals in that hunted-over region, but

more to the natives’ refusal to come to Morgan’s stores when they were

offered equally good prices by French traders from St. Louis and St.

Genevieve. By the end of 1768 the Grand Illinois Venture was an admitted

failure, and the firm of Baynton, Wharton & Morgan trembled on the

verge of bankruptcy.

The collapse of this trading structure demonstrated the failure of the

Plan of 1764. The need of reform was brought home to the British gov-

ernment by cold figures: peltry exports declined from £28,067 in 1764
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to £18,923 in 1768. Officials at home and abroad conjured up schemes

to frustrate the French voyageurs who robbed England of her wealth:

to build forts at the mouth of the Ohio and Illinois rivers to turn back

their canoes and a canal along the Iberville River to give English trade^

a direct outlet to the Gulf. Johnson, on the other hand, insisted that his

plan could never be properly tested until new posts were established at La

Baye, Sault Ste. Marie, Sandusky, St. Joseph, Ouiatanon, and the Maumee

River. He was answered by government agents who held that the cost of

the system would then exceed its profits. These arguments gained strength

after February, 1767, when a 25 per cent reduction in the English land

tax made colonial economy imperative. Why, members of Parliament de-

manded, should they be taxed for the benefit of distant savages who paid

back kindnesses with tomahawk and scalping knife? A less expensive Indian

establishment was needed.

Dissatisfaction with the Plan of 1764 was only one factor underlying

the demand for a revision of England’s western policy. Even more insis-

tent on reform were the land speculators. These avaricious individuals were

not discouraged by the Proclamation of 1763. George Washington summed

up their views when he wrote: “I can never look upon that proclamation

in any other light . . . than as a temporary expedient to quiet the minds

of Indians. . . . Any person, therefore, who neglects the present oppor-

tunity of hunting out good lands, and in some measure marking and dis-

tinguishing them for his own (in order to keep others from settling them),

will never regain it.” In this mood, wealthy easterners listened eagerly to

traders and hunters who returned from the West with tales of fertile low-

lands in Kentucky and Ohio, of grassy plains in Illinois, of level timber

lands about the Great Lakes—all waiting the magic touch of man to be-

come prosperous farming communities. Fortune would surely smile on the

landowner who was there when the teeming coastal settlers burst through
the mountains! All along the seaboard influential colonists plotted means of

engrossing western lands: George Washington kept a regular agent in the

upper Ohio country staking out claims, George Croghan accumulated sev-

eral hundred thousand acres about Ft. Pitt, Richard Henderson of North
Carolina employed Daniel Boone to hunt out the choice Kentucky regions

on his hunting trips, and hundreds of others scrambled to absorb the best

regions before the Proclamation Line was moved west.

More important were the speculating companies that blossomed by
the score between 1763 and 1767. Most of them were too small to in-

fluence- the British government, but three made their weight felt. One was
formed by General Phineas Lyman of Connecticut who in 1766 gathered
some of the officers who had served together during the Seven Years’ War
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into an organization known as the Military Associates. They petitioned the

crown for a grant at the mouth of the Ohio. Another was originated by

George Croghan, who saw that losses suffered by traders at the outbreak

of Pontiac’s Rebellion might be put to profitable use. During 1764 and

1765 he brought these "Suffering Traders”—^who included the wealthy

Philadelphia firms of Baynton, Wharton & Morgan, and Simon, Trent,

Levy & Franks—together into a compact organization, secured the blessing

of Sir William Johnson and General Gage, and in March, 1766, launched

the Illinois Company with the avowed purpose of securing 1,200,000 acr«

of land along the Mississippi as compensation for their losses. Benjamin

Franklin was soon added to press its claims in England.

The third company formed between 1763 and 1767J Indiana Com-

pany, illustrated the careful planning of the speculators. Its members were

the same "Suffering Traders” who made up the Illinois Company. George

Croghan, Joseph Galloway of Pennsylvania, Governor William Franklin

of New Jersey, Benjamin Franklin, and the Philadelphia firms of Baynton,
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Wharton & Morgan, and Simon, Trent, Levy & Franks. Its objectives,

however, were different. Instead of seeking a grant in the distant Mississippi

Valley, the Indiana Company petitioned for a tract lying just west of the

Proclamation Line between the Monongahela, Little Kanawha, and Ohio

rivers. The astute jobbers who worked with Croghan were thus assured

lands whatever the government’s decision; if officials agreed to shift the

Proclamation Line westward the Indiana Company was on hand with its

claims, if interior colonies were deemed wiser the Illinois Company could

press for recognition. Both clamored constantly for a revision in western

policy that would open tlie trans-Appalachian covmtrjf to settlers.

Pressure from greedy speculators, dissatisfied traders, economy-minded

parliamentarians, and idealistic Indian agents was so great by 1767 that the

British government turned at last to revising is frontier policy. Once more

the task of formulating a satisfactory system fell to the Earl of Shelburne

who became Secretary of State for the Southern Department in a new

ministry formed by William Pitt in July, 1766. His solution, embodied in

a report that he laid before the cabinet on September ii, 1767? showed

how completely he had succumbed to the wiles of the land speculators. He
proposed to abolish the whole Indian department, return control over

trade to the colonies, withdraw all troops from the West except for small

garrisons at Niagara, Ft. Pitt, Ft. de Chartres, and Natchez, to build a new
post on the Iberville River, and throw the whole Mississippi Valley open

to settlement. Shelburne suggested three interior colonies: at Detroit,

in Illinois, and on the upper Ohio,—^two of them, strangely enough, on

lands claimed by the Illinois and Wabash companies! Fortunately this

scheme was never adopted, for it would have bred a new Indian war more
serious than Pontiac’s Rebellion. Before it could be acted upon a ministerial

shake-up deprived Shelburne of his control over American affairs. These
were centered in a new office, Secretary of State for the Colonies, w'hich

was assumed by Lord Hillsborough in January, 1768. Once more, as in

1763, policies developed by Shelburne were left to Hillsborough for ap-

plication.

The new minister immediately recognized the glaring weakness of the
proposals. His own recommendations, adopted by the cabinet in March,
1768, contained the first workable plan for the West yet devised. The
Indian superintendents were retained, but with powers restricted to im-
perial functions: land purchases from the Indians, readjustments of the
boundary line, and settling diplomatic questions. Local matters, such as the
fur trade, were left in the hands of the colonies. This made western posts
unnecpsary and all were ordered abandoned except those at Detroit,
Mackinac, and Niagara which were needed for protection or to offset French
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intrigue. Instead o£ setting up three western colonies, Hillsborough at-

tempted to satisfy expansionists by ordering the Proclamation Line shifted

westward. This pleased the fur traders, as well as assuring English mer-

chants the interior trade which might have flowed south to New Orleans.

General Gage accepted the new regulations without comment and imme-

diately began withdrawing the western garrisons
j

within a year only

Niagara, Deti'oit, Mackinac, Ft. Pitt, and Ft. de Chartres remained and

in 1771 the latter two were abolished. At the same time the Indian super-

intendents dismantled their elaborate structure of commissaries, blacksmiths,

and interpreters. The traders were delighted. Once more they swept into

the West to establish their posts through the northern country as far as

Lake Winnipeg and the Sioux lands beyond the Mississippi; in 1769

seventy-seven licenses were granted to small companies and the number

steadily increased during the next years. Peltry again moved toward

Montreal rather than New Orleans, but the change was not without its dis-

advantages, for Indians were soon grumbling their dissatisfaction at the

conduct of the unregulated traders.

In the meantime orders to shift the Proclamation Line westward reached

America. Both Stuart and Johnson welcomed the assignment. Stuart es-

pecially recognized the injustice of the older line; since 1765 he had sounded

out the Creeks, Cherokee, and Chickasaw on a more acceptable boundary.

By the close of 1767 he and the tribesmen agreed on a line running from

Tryon Mountain in northern South Carolina across Georgia and around the

coast of the Floridas to the Iberville River. The Creeks, who gained the

portion of Georgia between the Ogeechee River and the original Proclama-

tion Line, readily confirmed these earlies treaties at a conference in Pensa-

cola in November, 1768. Although Stuart was unable to negotiate with

the Choctaw and Chickasaw because of a Creek-Choctaw war then in prog-

ress, these tribes had agreed to a preliminary' treaty in 1765 and for

all practical purposes the boundary extended from North Carolina to the

western limits of English territory.

These arrangements were made without difficulty because speculators

had no interest in the Georgia and Carolina back country, but when Stuart

attempted to extend the line northward across Virginia his troubles began.

Dr. Thomas Walker and Colonel Andrew Lewis, who dominated the

Loyal Land Company and the Greenbrier Company, were the prindpal

architects of the colony’s obstructionist tactics, for they' knew that any

properly negotiated treaty' between Stuart and the Cherokee would place

their lands beyond the white settlements. Under their prodding Virginia

refused to recognize Stuart’s authority to negotiate until royal orders

arrived during the spring of 1768, then named Walker and Lewis to serve
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The Indian Demarcation Line

as the colony’s representatives at the conferences. The superintendent recog-

nized the folly of drawing up a treaty with these worthies present, espe-

cially as both openly declared their intention of pushing the demarcation

line westward to the Tennessee River. Hence instead of struggling with

two such uncompromising delegates he neglected Virginia entirely when

he assembled the Cherokee at the Indian village of Hard Labor on

October 14 to draft the Treaty of Hard Labor. This extended the boundary

northward from Tryon Mountain to Chisweli’s Mine, then straight to the

mouth of the Great Kanawha. Probably Stuart hoped that this line, which

gave Virginia more territory than one originally plotted along the Great
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Kanawha, would so please the colony’s officials that -Vliey^^would
his breach of diplomatic etiquette^ v • 'V;

•.

'

Sir William Johnson’s task was to fextend the boundary northwM frbhi'O

the mouth of the Great Kanawha River across Pehnsylyahia to the Ih^
village of Owege in southern .New York^ leaving ,fdbsul^qbenthegoba^r^
tions the troublesome question of demarcation in thedroquois-'cbbntryi^To 1?

arrange this, he called a conference of most of.the nbrthefAtfibes;aLRtf^

Stanwix in the autumn of 1768. This was the sighal for Spechlators^ affi

along the colonial front to spring into action. In Vir^nia their.

forced the appointment of Dr. Thomas Walker as; the" coibny’s’ bffiqal^^^^

delegate to the meeting
j
he set out for Ft. Stanwix jded^d' tb'^opeh as^

_
much of Kentucky as possible. In Pennsylvaiiia officials iihpfessed thek'cb^^^ :

missioners with the importance of securing the countrj^ betrveeii the

quehanna and West Branch rivers. In New York the Indiana ^prnp&y:^ef :n

to work with a will. Two of its most influential members, Satiiuel Wharton? i

and William Trent, spent the summer securing Johnson’s prbmisb to press;; :;

their company’s claims for the grant on the upper Ohibj then, .traveled:;

through the Iroquois country distributing gifts lavishly to win nativb’ good ?

will. The stage was set for a battle between rival speculating grbups,? with /i

Indians the innocent sufferers.

This began as soon as the 3,400 natives and the small /army ; of colohiab^^^^

agents and speculators assembled beneath the palisaded walls of Ft, Stanwix.:.’

The lines were clearly drawn. On one side were the Virginia interests/ who'

hoped to upset Stuart’s work and open the Kentucky country to settlement;;: ;

at the same time keeping any other company froni a share of their back

country. On the other were the members of the Indiaha Gqmpariy, eager;-^

to obtain their upper Ohio grant, and conscious that the terntpry; lay within .

Virginia’s boundaries. They held the upper hand frora the first, for Johnson
'

was apparently a secret member of their group. With his aid/ they per-

suaded the Iroquois to sell them their coveted 1,800,600 :acrb:trad

November 3, 1768, but Walker’s consent was stilL needeci. It w;as clear /

this Virginia delegate would hesitate to sign a treaty ceding away ^part pf^
his own colony. In this crisis the speculators probably?arrariged.;a:bafgain.:vv^

They seemingly suggested to Walker, that if he wbuld;accept the; Indiana ;:;:

Company grant, Johnson in turn would extend the new bounday^^ h^^

past the mouth of the Great .Kanawha to the Tennessee River. .This.wouW

either force Stuart to redraw the.sputhern demarcatibn line, iri such a way

that, lands of the Loyal and iGreenbrier companies Tyoidd, be openeT

settlers, or so confuse the^whple bouriclary systern that'ali Kentpcly^

be legitimate prey for, speculators^;::. - ;

:
These were the provisions embodied -in the treaty of Ft? Stanwix
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was signed on November J, 1768. The line began, not at Owege, but near

Ft. Stanwix—thus securing much of southwestern New York for the Eng-

lish—cut west across Pennsylvania to open the Susquehanna Forks region

to pioneers, and extended along the Allegheny and Ohio to the mouth of

the Tennessee. In return the Indians were given gifts worth £10,460.

Johnson explained the violation of his orders—which bound him to end the

line at the Great Kanawha—by saying that the Iroquois insisted on ceding

Kentucky to the English as proof of their ownership. There is no doubt

that they were willing to sell their shadowy claims as a gesture of good will,

but Johnson should certainly never have accepted. He was wise enough in

frontier ways to know that his action not only upset the whole demarca-

tion system, but angered the Cherokee, Shawnee, and Delaware tribes by

depriving them of hunting ground they rightly considered their own, and

left the whole West in a turmoil. Worst of all, his acceptance of the Ten-

nessee boundary showed that the line could be shifted west by any specu-

lators with enough influence over the superintendents.

The results of this ill-advised policy were foreordained. Dr. Walker re-

turned to Vir^nia so determined to force a new treaty from Stuart that his

pressure, combined with prodding from Colonel Lewis and colonial au-

thorities, was irresistible. The superintendent, after delaying as long as

possible, finally consented to extend the boundary west along the northern

border of Tennessee to a point near the Long Island of the Holston River,

then north to the mouth of the Great Kanawha. This Was done at the

Treaty of Lochaber, signed in October, 1770, with the Cherokee receiving

compensation in the form of £2,500 worth of gifts provided by Virginia.

Even now, with most of the lands claimed by the Loyal and Greenbrier

companies opened at last, the process of grabbing Indian territory did

not end. The party sent to survey the Lochaber treaty line in the spring

of 1771, instead of turning north from Long Island toward the mouth
of the Great Kanawha, started in a northwesterly direction—the fault

either of poor instruments or of pressure from speculators on its leader,

John Donelson. Reaching a river which they took to be the West Branch
of the Big Sandy, Donelson persuaded the Cherokee accompanying him
that it would be easier to run the line along the stream than directly through
the wilderness. They agreed, for an additional £400, but unfortunately
the river was the Kentucky rather than the Big Sandy, and their acceptance
opened another large territory to the whites. Stuart accepted the Donelson
line reluctantly, partly because the inaccurate maps of that day minimized
the error, and partly because he recognized the futility of opposing the
speculators.

The rapid westward shift of the boundary between 1768 and 1771
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plunged Englishmen and Americans into a new period of speculation—

with lands opened by the treaties of Hard Labor, Lochaber, and Ft
Stanwix as the prize. The older companies, many of them dormant for

several years, led the scramble; the Ohio Company sent petitions and
agents to London to urge a renewal of its grant, the Military Adventurers

zmhkiously requested the whole area between the Ohio and the Alleghenies

the Mississippi Company begged rights to the same vast region, and indi-

vidual operators such as George Washington started west to stake out lands

in the Great Kanawha country. More important were efforts of the Indiana

Company to secure royal confirmation for its grant, for they launched the

greatest speculative enterprise of America’s colonial period.

These started modestly enough in December, 1768, when Samuel Whar-
ton reached London with instructions to seek support from the Privy

Council, rather than Lord Hillsborough, the Colonial Secretary, who was

known to be unalterably opposed. Wharton saw at once that two steps were

necessary : the Indiana Company must absorb rivals whose claims interfered

with its own, and it must win enough political support by judicious stock

distributions to override Hillsborough in the ministry. If all these groups

were to be rewarded with land a larger territory was needed. Wharton

worked through the summer of 1769, button-holing politicians and bargain-

ing with agents of other companies, to shape a new organization that would

make this possible. The Ohio Company and George Washington were per-

suaded to join in return for promises of sizeable grants. Thomas Walpole,

a prominent banker and politician, was won over and helped to enlist a

roster of distinguished men—George Grenville, Lord Hertford, Lord

Camden, Thomas Pownall, and others from the Privy Council—all chosen

carefully to give the company representation in the various political factions

governing England. By December 1769, Wharton felt strong enough to

lay his proposition before Lord Hillsborough. The Indiana Company, he

announced, wished to buy the entire Ft. Stanwix cession, paying the crown

£10,460, the exact amount spent at the conference.

Wharton, who expected immediate disapproval from Hillsborough,

could scarcely contain his surprise when the Colonial Secretary not only

seemed friendly but even suggested that the company’s request was too

modest. Why not, he proposed, petition for a grant large enough to form

a new colony? The delighted speculators acted at once. On December 27,

1769, they met in London, drew up articles of agreement as the Grand

Ohio Company, and petitioned the crown for a tract extending from the

Forks of the Ohio south to the Greenbrier River and west to the mouth

of the Scioto—some 20,000,000 acres in all. They would, they agreed,

establish a proprietary colony known as Vandalia (in honor of the royal con-
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sort who was supposedly descended from the Vandals), bear all expenses

of colonization, and pay the king a quitrent after twenty years.

When Hillsborough suggested the larger grant he did so only because

he believed that the request would be too unreasonable to be considered

by the government. He foiled, however, to count on the enormous political

power of the company. The petition was approved by the Lords of the

Treasury in April, 1770, sent to the Privy Council in May, and referred

favorably to the Board of Trade. Hillsborough’s influence was strong

enough in that body to delay action until April, 1772, when the board

finally reported against the grant. This was the signal for the Colonial

Secretary’s political opponents, who were strongly represented in the com-

pany, to leap to the attack. They were so successful that Hillsborough was

forced to resign from the ministry on August i, 1772, The new Colonial

Secretary was the Earl of Dartmouth, an enthusiastic supporter of the

Vandalia claims, who ten days later issued a report endorsing the colony.

This was accepted by the King and Privy Council on August 14, 1772. All

seemed clear sailing for the jubilant Wharton who had apparently engi-

neered the greatest speculative couf of the eighteenth century.

Only one thing more was needed; a charter authorizing the proprietors

to set up a governmental system for Vandalia. This step, which seemed

a simple formality, actually proved a fatal stumbling block, largely be-

cause interest in the colony declined steadily after August, 1772. This was

partly due to the fact that many ministers who voted for the grant only to

embarrass Hillsborough were no longer interested, and partly to the

growing revolutionary agitation in America
j
the home government hesi-

tated to establish a new province until excitement died down. Wharton
stormed and pleaded in vain. Ministers turned a deaf ear to his entreaties

until the Revolutionary War ended all hope for Vandalia’s prompters.

The collapse of the Walpole Company, as it was known after its principal

patron, opened the way for several minor speculating schemes that flour-

ished briefly just before the colonies declared their independence. One was
hatched by General Phineas Lyman who obtained several thousand acres

of West Florida land in 1773 vainly petitioned the crown to recognize
his holdings as the colony of Georgiana. More important was a surge of
activity by small companies and individuals who began buying large tracts

directly from the Indians, Samuel Wharton engineered this enterprise
when on July 21, 1771, he sent sealed instructions to George Croghan to
begin major purchases west of the Forks of the Ohio. Croghan carried out
his instructions faithfully over the next five years, acquiring some 6,000,000
acres, many purchased with goods originally intended for the Vandalia
purchase.
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Others, in both England and America, caught the infection, William
Murray, a prominent speculator active in the Grand Ohio Company, re-

turned from London and in the spring of 1774 helped form the Illinois

Land Company and the Wabash Land Company, with Lord Dunmore
governor of Virginia, a member to assure that colony’s support. Four giant

tracts in the Illinois country and along the Wabash River were acquired

from the Indians during the next year. Croghan and William Trent at-

tempted to revive the Indiana Company, even to selling land at a Pitts-

burgh office opened in January, 1776.

This flurry of speculative activity was a product of the troubled times.

Sharp-witted speculators recognized that land purchases directly from the

Indians were illegal and would never be sustained by a British court
j
they

also saw, however, that relations between the colonies and mother country

were straining toward the breaking point. In the impending controversy,

the individual who had even the flimsiest title to western lands might make

good his claim. In the meantime they could pretend legality by hiding

behind the so-called Camden-Yorke decision. This was a valid legal opinion

issued in 1757 by the Earl of Camden, the Attorney General, and Charles

Yorke, the Solicitor General, concerning land ownership in India. “In re-

spect to such places, as have been or shall be acquired by treaty of grant

from the Grand Mogul or any of the Indian princes or governments,” it

read, “your Majesties’ letters patent are not necessary, the property of the

soil vesting in the grantees of the Indian-grants.” Somewhere, sometime,

in the early 1770’s a sharp-eyed speculator recognized the possibilities of

this decision. It was copied with the words “Grand Mogul” omitted to

make it appear to apply to America, and was passed from hand to hand

among the land-jobbers. Thus armed, they could pretend that they had a

legal right to purchase directly from Indians, even though every precedent

opposed such a practice.

If the Camden-Yorke decision gave speculators a pretended authority to

engross Ohio Valley lands, the Quebec Act of 1774 provided them with

an incentive to do so. This tolerant measure was intended to right the

wrongs inflicted on French-Canadians under the Proclamation of 1763"

It established civil governments for the inhabitants of Detroit, Mackinac,

and the Illinois villages} granted religious toleration to Quebec’s Catholics

and offered them a measure of self government as well as the benefits of

French civil laW} and extended the boundaries of the province of Quebec

west to the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. The Quebec Act stirred a storm

of protest} Virginia vehemently denied the crown’s right to award her

western territories to another colony} traders protested against a measure

that would subject them to closer regulation by Montreal officials} and
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CHAPTER VIII

Settlement Crosses the Mountains

1763-1776

The speculators who argued for a western policy that would foster colonies

in the Mississippi Valley realized that nothing could hold back the pioneers

who in 1763 were poised on the crest of the Appalachians, ready to move

into the interior of the continent. For a century and a half colonists had

been hemmed in by towering mountains, hostile Indians, and warlike

Frenchmen, while immigrants and natives vied for overcrowded coastal

lands. Now the barriers were down—the French subdued, the Indians

cowed, the mountains pierced by military roads—and even before the Seven

Years’ War ended pioneers cast covetous glances toward the rolling hill

countrj' that fringed the western edge of the Great Valley. During the

next dozen years frontiersmen assaulted that wilderness so successfully

that by the time of the Revolution their lonely cabins dotted the lowlands

about the Forks of the Ohio, the bluegrass region of Kentucky, and the

winding valleys of the upper Tennessee River.

That Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, and North Carolina con-

tributed most heavily to this migration was due partly to the pressure of

surplus population in these Middle Colonies, partly to the presence there

of routes to the interior. The Scotch-Irish and German immigrants who

made their homes in the western valleys of those provinces filled them to

the saturation point. Before the cramped pioneers lay tempting highways

westward. From Pennsylvania, Maryland, and Virginia they could follow

the crude traces—Braddock’s Road or Forbes’ Road—cut by Britain’s

armies to the Forks of the Ohio. From western Virginia and Maryland

they could make their way along the valleys of the Cheat or Youghiogheny

rivers to that same spot. Farther south lay one of nature’s grandest passage-

ways, Cumberland Gap, which offered easy passage from back-country

i<r4.
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Virginia and North Carolina into the hilly uplands of Kentucky. Other

travelers could follow the Watauga, Holston, and Clinch rivers into eastern

Tennessee. This combination of land-starved frontiersmen and easy trans-

portation routes explains why the Appalachian frontier bulged first in the

center.

The movement began long before the Seven Years’ War. Thomas

Cresap, a restless woodsman, spied out the country about the Forks of the

Ohio as early as 1750. Three years later Christopher Gist blazed a trail

from the Potomac River to Redstone Creek, a tributary of the Mononga-

hela, where he built a cabin and persuaded eleven other families to settle

near by. Not far away William Stewart founded a small settlement at

Stewart’s Crossing during the same year; others followed until by the end
of 1754 a sizable group peopled the middle Monongahela. The outbreak
of the Seven Years’ War drove them back, but Forbes’ successful expedi-

tion against Ft. Pitt in 1758 set the tide flowing again. They came by the
score now, some along Braddock’s Road and an extension built by Colonel
James Burd to Redstone Creek in 1759, others along the Ft. Pitt highway
cut through the wilderness by Forbes. By 1760 a dozen cabins clustered
about the mouth of Redstone Creek, while Ft. Pitt was surrounded by 146
hastily built houses.

This rush of settlers into a region guaranteed the Indians by treaty—the
Treaty of Easton (175 8 )-alarmed British officials who realized that tribes-
men would not sit idly by while pioneers turned hunting grounds into
corn fields. Colonel Henry Bouquet, the commandant at Ft. Pitt, sought
to check the movement in 1761 by forbidding all settlement west of the
mountains, but still they came, disguised now as hunters to escape ro\aJ
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wrath. In vain the indignant colonel storrned through the; countrys^^^^^^^

burning cabins and herding inhabitants eastward. The wilderness wW&i
large to patrol} craving for cheap lands was too strong tb' check.^The'
people, wrote one official at the time, “will remove as their, ayidity and:

restlessness incite them. They acquire no attachment to Place; butWahderi
ing about Seems engrafted in their Nature; and it is a weakness inddent

to it that they Should forever imagine the Lands further ofE, afe kill

better than those upon which they are already Settled.” The moyement

went on until 1763 when Ft. Pitt was surrounded by sev^eral .hunfe^^

houses and a thin band of settlements bordered the upper MbnohgaKela

River.

Chief Pontiac succeeded where Colonel Bouquet failed. His savagb DeW.,

ware and Shawnee warriors wiped out six hundred settlers and sent thb f«t

scurrying for the safety of Ft. Pitt, Ft. Ligonier, or Ft. Bedford. For two

years western Pennsylvania was deserted except for garrisons and trium-

phant Indians, until Colonel Bouquet’s 1764 Ohio expedition allowed a

new westward surge of the frontier. Then the Monongahela Valley filled

rapidly with persistent pioneers who recrossed the mountains to bury, their

dead and build new cabins on the blackened ashes of the old. By' 17^8

2,000 Americans lived along the Youghiogheny, Monongahela, Redstone,;

and Cheat valleys and this time they were there to stay. Not evem^the .

frantic efforts of General Gage and George Croghan, who issued repeated;

proclamations against encroachment on lands guaranteed Indians, could dis- .;'

lodge them; nor were they frightened when the Pennsylvania legislature;;

in 1768 decreed the death penalty for those who did not return to

white territory east of the Proclamation Line. A few timid souls, obeyed,,;

but more defied Pennsylvania and the Crown until the Treaty of Ft.;;;

Stanwix opened the whole region south and east of the Ohio River in 1768::

This treaty, which removed the last obstacle to expansion, sent a stream bf ;;-

settlers westward toward the Forks of the Ohio. Land was easily .
obtain- ;;

able; both Virginia and Pennsylvania claimed the region and sold territory:,

freely to homeseekers and small speculators. Most of the farmers boiight ,;

direcfly from a Pennsylvania land office established at Pittsburgh (as the
]

settlement at the Forks was now called) in April, 17695 on its first;.4ay,>

, of business, 2,790 purchasers stormed the office doors and within four v

months a million acres were sold. By this time nearly 5,000 farriiliesJiyed::

^ on the. Pennsylvania frontier. “All this spring and summer,’’ wrpte Gro-^;

ghan in 1770, “The roads have been lined with waggons moving to:the^

;
;

population reached 10,000 families; two years 1step a.;

' traveled the counti^ thicldy settled for 150 miles; southr'Of uie ;

the expahsibn that by 1774 General Ga^e
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warning pioneers not to cross the Ft. Stanwix boundary into the Indian

reservation.

While the Pennsylvania frontier was filling, other immigrants moved

down the Greenbrier and New rivers to the fertile valley of the Great

Kanawha. Lewisburg and Peterstown were laid out in 1769 and 1770 by

frontiersmen from Virginia, and three years later Thomas Bullitt, another

idventurer from the South Fork frontier, built his cabin on the Great

[Canawha. The few dozen families who followed him were joined by others

vho advanced along the south bank of the Ohio from Pittsburgh, until by

776 the whole triangle between that river, the Great Kanawha, and the

intains was being settled. As the newcomers were well in advance of

>inia’s surveyors, most of them simply blazed a few trees and con-

cted a cabin to establish a “tomahawk claim” to their lands. All were

oned frontiersmen, who, having learned the ways of the wilderness in

mountainous valleys they left behind, were equipped to live well in

• forest surroundings.

third trans-Appalachian area settled during those years was in eastern

lessee where the twisting tributaries of the Tennessee River promised

iseekers rich valley farms. The prospects of that region were made
n by a few pioneers who settled there before the Seven Years’ War—

a

r, Stephen Holston, built a cabin on the banks of the stream that bears

me as early as 1746 and a few others followed—^but Indian raids drove

back and not until 1768 did immigration set in. In the van was

im Bean, a trader and farmer from western Virginia, who selected

^atauga River Valley as a site for his cabin, hiding it well as protection

t Cherokee attacks. His tales of the fertile soil and natural beauty of

w home attracted others during 1769 and 1770; by the autumn of
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eastern Tennessee communities were beginning to pass.beyond tiie

stage.

Beyond them a new frontier took shape- in
. 1774. andT775;-^

pushed deep into the wilderness to plant England’s most ^ves^dy^iutjio^^

on the banks of the Kentucky River. -There, in, a land of iOrest-cladlhills-^:

and fertile lowlands where lush bluegrass grew tall,anclThickj th^^-re^ed-^

the “Kentucky Stations” that held back the Indian tide: during the ^

independence and helped win the continent’s interior for the ndribrir ^

American republic. ' '

The usual shock troops of civilization swept across the Kentucky county'/

for some years before white men made their first permanent assault on that
' ^

“Dark and Bloody Ground.” First came the explorers, led by Dr.,Thbrias i:

Walker, who started west in March, 1750, hunting a.site for the. 8op,66o

acres that Virginia had granted his Loyal Land Company. Leading his t'my, ^
:

party through the Blue Ridge, across the Holston Valley, and bverPoweU’s ri

Mountain, he emerged in April in Powell’s Valley, where the flaring port^s^;
;

of Cumberland Gap led to the interior lands he sought. Whether Walker

stumbled on this gateway or learned of its existence from Indians less J';

important than the fact that he had discovered the outlet which goyerhed '^

the course of western settlement until after the Revolution. Passing through S-

the gap, the explorers followed a well-worn Indian trail, the .Warrior

Path, northward, pausing only to build a cabin that • would bolstet theii;A;

claims to the region. The hilly country discouraged Walker before he found A;

the level fields along the Kentucky River, and he turned his foBowers :

eastward to explore the forks of the Big Sandy River. There too therpugh, 5

mountainous terrain was so uninviting that the disgusted woodsmen coti-

-

tinued east across the Cumberland Moxmtains to Staunton, Virginia., haying :;;

failed to find the garden spot which was to become.the mecca of- pioneers

;

a generation later: the bluegrass country, ri
^

To a Pennsylvania trader fell credit for first confirming; Indihh stories o|> .

the richness of that prized spot. John Finley, on his .way down the Ohio

with several canoes of trading goods, was captured by a party of Shawnee

near the Falls of the Ohio late in 1752 and carried, to the Iridians’ village

in the Kentuclcy lowlands. There he learned from visiting traders that

fertile country where he found himself was readily .accessible from; Cum-

berland Gap. Finley returned to Pennsylvania filled with the importance

of his, discovery, but before his news could do more than spreaci among his

frontier acquaintances, the Seven Years^ War endec! further explorari^^

Not until the war was won and Pontiac’s Rebellion crushed did .interest

in-Kentucky revive along the .back country. .ry;.

First to reawaken to the possibilities ,:of : that new ;jfrontier were hiuife ,
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their appetites whetted by traders’ tales of wild turkeys so thick they

broke branches from trees where they settled, deer that crowded unafraid

around salt licks, and buffalo so numerous that herds might trample an un-

wary wanderer to death. Small parties of riflemen invaded Kentucky dur-

ing the summer of 1766. Captain James Smith of Pennsylvania was

probably the first
5
with four companions he passed through Cumberland

Gap and hunted along the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers. Another

party of five hunters under Isaac Lindsey followed the same course but

continued down the Cumberland as far as Stone River where two other
woodsmen, James Harrod and Michael Stoner, who had made their way
along the Ohio and Cumberland rivere from Ft. Pitt, were encountered.
Even more spectacular were the exploits of another expedition led by
Benjamin Cutbird of North Carolina. Crossing the Appalachians by a little-

known Indian trail, Cutbird hunted across southern Kentucky and northern
Tennessee to the Mississippi, then descended that river to New Orleans
where he sold his furs.

The principal importance of this bold journey was to interest Daniel
Boone in Kentucky, for his brother-in-law, John Stewart, was a member
of Cutbird’s party. This remarkable woodsman, whose name is forever
associated with the early history of the Southwest, had been reared in the
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primitive Yadkin Valley settlements where he learned to farm and hunt

and to love the haunting solitude of the deep forest. He fought for a time

during the Seven Years’ War, serving as a wagoner in Braddock’s expedi-

tion where he met John Finley, then returned to his beloved Yadkin

Valley where he slipped back into the seminomadic life of the advanced

frontier. His was a pleasant existence for one who enjoyed silent wood-

lands more than his fellow men. Each spring Boone planted a crop on his

half-cleared fields
j each fall when the harvest was in he shouldered his

long rifle and stalked alone into the forest, leading a pack horse to carry

out the deer skins and beaver peltry he would capture during the winter.

In the spring he emerged to rejoin his family, sell his furs, and dream

through the summer of his next hunting trip. After 1764 he extended his

lone expeditions farther and farther afield under the prodding of a North

Carolina speculator, Judge Richard Henderson
j
Henderson provided the

hunting equipment, receiving in return information on choice interior

sites. The combination was ideal for both parties.

That was the situation in 1766 when Daniel Boone first heard hunters

tell of the fine lands they had found in Kentucky. Boone listened eagerly

to these tales, particularly to those of John Stewart who had been with

Cutbird’s party. The information, he realized, fitted well with things

learned from John Finley while on Braddock’s expedition. Hunters had

discovered Cumberland Gap
;
traders the bluegrass country. The explorer

who could piece those two bits of knowledge together and discover a

route from the southern back country to that paradise would reap a fortune

from speculators who would squander their resources for news of such a

find. This became Boone’s consuming ambition.

His first try, made during the winter of 1767-68, failed when Boone

crossed the Blue Ridge to emerge in the jagged hillcountry south of the

Big Sandy River. This was not the Kentucky of Finley’s descriptions, and

he returned in the spring of 1768 with a harvest of furs but with his ap-

petite for knowledge of the bluegrass region still unsatisfied. Before he

could set out on his wanderings again his plans were upset by the unexpected

arrival in the Yadkin Valley of John Finley, who had abandoned the

adventurous life of the fur trader for a less hazardous career as peddler of

pins, needles, linen, and other wares designed to catch the eye of frontier

housewives. Finley was easily persuaded co spend the winter as a guest in

the Boone cabinj all through the cold months the two men talked of

Kentucky, and planned an elaborate assault on its mysteries. Finley, who

was sure that he could find Cumberland Gap from descriptions given him

by traders, was to serve as guide. Boone and four backwoods companions

were to hunt, and Judge Henderson was to provide supplies. In May,
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parties. With this in mind he sent word along the back country for all

hunters interested in Kentucky to meet on the New River in June, 1769.

The several dozen who responded followed the well-marked trail through

Cumberland Gap, then separated to found camps at Price’s Meadow on

the Cumberland and Station Camp Creek. From these bases they roamed
the country, shooting and trapping. Game was plentiful and easily cap-

tured3 riflemen had only to wait along trails converging on the numerous

salt licks to slaughter deer and buffalo crowding down to lap the briny

fluid. They returned east in the fall with pack horses staggering beneath a

wealth of furs.

The success of that expedition encouraged another the next year, this time

under the leadership of James Knox and made up of forty hunters from

upcountry Virginia. From a base near Price’s Meadow they roamed over

most of western Kentucky, operating especially in the hitherto neglected

Green River Valley. There in the fall of 1770 they happened upon Daniel

Boone, lying on his back and singing so loudly for the sheer joy of his

wilderness life that they believed when they first heard him they had

discovered some strange new animal. Boone spent the winter of 1770-71

with them, then left for the East in the early spring while the Knox

party stayed on to hunt southward toward the Cumberland. When they

returned to the Green Valley in the fall they found that Indians had carried

away their carefully caclied furs. After carving a lusty protest on a tree

—

“2300 deerskins lost. Ruination, by God”—they set out for home, still

cirrying a comfortable catch to pay for their two years of wandering.

These “Long Hunters,” as they were dubbed because of their extended

journeys, were living examples of the Americans’ mastery of frontier tech-

niques. Half civilized and half savage, they were as much at home in the

towering Kentucky forests as in the cabins that dotted the agricultural

settlements. To them the woods held no mysteries
j
they could read the

message told by a broken twig or the cry of a distant animal as easily as

their red-skinned foes. They saw the wilderness not as a forbidding obstacle

but as a source of adventure and wealth. From it they took the necessities

of life; game and wild vegetables and salt for food, hides to fashion their

coonskin caps and leather hunting shirts and buckskin leggings, furs to

trade for the few things the wilderness did not provide: a hatchet and

hunting knife to thrust into their belt, a long rifle to carry in the crook

of their arm, “traps, a large supply of powder and lead, a small hand-

vice and bellows, files and screw-plates for fixing the guns if any of them

should get out of fix.” That was all, for so long as their long rifles could

shoot, the woods offered them safety and comfort. They loved their no-

madic life, and their tales of the level fields, gently flowing streams, and
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stealers,” the natives called them—to mark out choice sites, surveyors who
told of settlers soon to come. Little wonder that by 1771 the Shawnee were
seeking alliances with the Cherokee, Seneca, and other tribes to drive the

intruders from Kentucky. Only Sir William Johnson’s frantic efforts to

keep the Six Nations neutral delayed the war until 1774.

The conflict that broke out then—Lord Dunmore’s War—was a struggle

for land between two antagonistic civilizations. The Indians wanted Ken-

tucky for a hunting ground
j
the Americans wanted Kentucky for homes

and farms. There was no reconciling these views
j
war was inevitable.

Lawless frontiersmen who realized this began the conflict in 1773 with

isolated attacks on the natives: one trapper killed an Indian and a squaw

suspected of stealing his dog, another murdered a dozen friendly warriors

after plying them with liquor until they were helplessly drunk. Until the

spring of 1774 the Shawnee showed greater restraint than these outrages

warranted, hoping that the Pennsylvania Quakers who controlled the Forks

of the Ohio would find some peaceful solution. This last hope went glim-

mering early in 1774 when Virginia, which claimed all western Pennsyl-

vania under its 1609 charter, forcibly seized the disputed area. Governor

Dunmore’s appointment of a wild Irishman, Dr. John Connolly, as com-

mander at Pittsburgh was the last straw. Now the whole frontier was

dominated by land-hungry Virginians.

Dr. Coimolly, who claimed extensive tracts of Kentucky land himself,

evidently decided to hurry the coming of the inevitable conflict. In April,

1 774, he used a minor Shawnee attack on a surveying party as an excuse for

a fiery proclamation which urged the frontiersmen to defend themselves.

Such an order as this was as good as a declaration of war to Indian-hating

pioneers
j
all along the back country they waylaid Shawnee hunting parties

and raided native villages. Even this was not enough to goad the Indians

into war. Only when messengers sent to Pittsburgh to plead for peace were

first rebuffed, then attacked by Dr. Connolly’s troops did Shawnee patience

finally reach a breaking point. Then hot-headed young warriors fell on

several outlying settlements, killing thirteen men to avenge the thirteen

Indians who had died in the skirmishing. There was no turning back now 5

on June 10 Governor Dunmore sent word to the frontier settlements

that war had begun.

A thrill of alarm swept through the West, for with the Shawnee on the

warpath farmers and himters from the upper Holston to the Ohio faced

death. Dunmore’s first thought was for the surveyors scattered over Ken-

tucky. Daniel Boone and another woodsman, Michael Stoner, were hurried

west to warn them of their danger. Traveling through the pathless forests

on foot, those two skilled frontiersmen journeyed eight hundred miles in
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sixty days, stopping only at Harrodsburg where Boone’s land hunger so

overbalanced his caution that he paused to stake out a claim and build a

cabin before issuing his warning. The Watauga settlers, living beyond the

pale of civilization, could expect no such attention. Their only hope was to

keep the Cherokee neutral. James Robertson was called on to use his

considerable diplomatic skill in this emergency, and after a prolonged

conference his persuasive eloquence won the day. This not only saved the

Watauga settlements but cost the Shawnee their principal southern allies. At

the same time Sir William Johnson and George Croghan worked feverishly

to win the Iroquois and Delawares to the English side. In the end the

Shawnee were left with only the Ottawa and Mingo to aid them.

With the safety of isolated settlers secured and the diplomatic battle

won, Governor Dunmore turned to the conquest of his redskinned enemies.

On July 24, 1774, he dispatched four hundred men under Major Angus

McDonald to the newly built Ft. Fincastle with orders to march up the

Muskingum Valley and destroy any Indians they found, thus throwing a

screen between the Ohio tribes and the upper Ohio settlements. This done,

Dunmore planned two expeditions into the Shawnee country, one from

Pittsburgh, the other from upcountry Virginia, which would unite at the

mouth of the Great Kanawha to march northward. Dunmore, who com-

manded the Pittsburgh army, changed his plans as his i,ioo militiamen

drifted down the Ohio, and decided to strike directly at the Shawnee

villages by way of the Hocking River. Pausing only to build an outpost,

Tt, Gower, to guard his supply lines, he sent word to the thousand Vir-

ginians under Colonel Andrew Lewis who were moving down the Great

Kanawha to cross the Ohio and ascend the Scioto, then headed northward

,
into the wilderness.

The Shawnee commander, Chief Cornstalk, was overjoyed when scouts

told him of this change. The Virginians were divided; he could fall first

on one army and then the other! Gathering a thousand warriors, he slipped

quietly southward, crossed the Ohio in the very teeth of Colonel Andrew
Lewis’ advancing troops, and prepared to fall on the upcountry militiamen

who had descended the Great Kanawha to Point Pleasant, near the river’s

mouth. The attack came at daybreak on the morning of October 9, 1774.
What might have been a complete surprise was averted when hunters who
saw the Indians gave the alarm; the militiamen sprang to their guns and
deployed through the woods for a typical frontier battle. All day long the
fight raged, with neither side able to gain any advantage, until dusk when
Chief Cornstalk mistook a Virginia flank attack for the arrival of reinforce-

ments, Disheartened, he ordered a retreat. That night the Shawnee slipped
across the Ohio as quietly as they had come. Colonel Lewis, who had
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expected fighting to continue, thankfully gathered his battle-scarred forces

for the march northward along the Scioto War Trail to the Shawnee
villages.

News of the Battle of Point Pleasant reached Dunmore while he was

still moving slowly up the Hocking Valley. He was wise enough to realize

that a sudden attack on the Indians now, while they were cowed by defeat,

would probably end the war. Hence instead of waiting for Lewis he

marched boldly into the Shawnee country. The red men, fearful lest their

women and children suffer, sued for peace at once. Dunmore forced the

leading chieftains to sign the Treaty of Camp Charlotte
j
they would, they

agreed, consent to the occupation of Kentucky, cease hunting there, and

stop molesting boats plying the Ohio River. Lord Dunmore’s War was

over, the last obstacle to the settlement of Kentucky removed.

The one man who above all others realized the importance of the Shaw-

nee defeat was Judge Richard Henderson. That wealthy speculator, who

had dabbled in western lands for a decade as Daniel Boone’s employer,

had just retired from the North Carolina bench to concentrate on land

sales. He saw that two factors favored a bold bid for the interior. One was

the presence of a vast population poised to push across the mountains, in-

cluding many men who had learned something of Kentucky while serving

with Colonel Lewis’ army. The other was the undisputed ownership of

that region by the Cherokee, for the Iroquois gave up their claims at the

Treaty of Ft. Stanwix, and the Shawnee at the Treaty of Camp Charlotte.

Direct purchase was impossible, but an alert speculator might obtain a long-

term lease to Kentucky that would be just as profitable. Such a land jobber,

moreover, would probably be able to turn possession into ownership should

the Crown ever open the region to settlement.

With this in mind, Henderson called some of his well-to-do North

Carolina friends together in August, 1774, to form the Louisa Company.

They planned to lease a large tract south of the Ohio and west of the Great

Kanawha, together with a right-of-way through Cumberland Gap. Hen-

derson and one of his partners set out at once to open negotiations with

the Cherokee, who assured the speculators they were willing to negotiate

if a price could be agreed upon. So confident were the members of the

Louisa Company that Kentucky was theirs that in December, i774j

advertised for settlers in Virginia and North Carolina newspapers, offering

five hundred acre plots at a price of twenty shillings for each hundred

acres with an annual quitrent of two shillings.

During the next few weeks Henderson, suddenly changing his plans,

decided to buy rather than lease Kentucky from the Indians. This reversal

may have been due to word of the Camden-Yorke decision but was more
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probably a product of turbulent conditions in the colonies. The drift toward

rivolutioli during the winter of 1774.-75 undoubtedly convinced Henderson

that he could make good a purchase from the Indians in the troubled

timw ahead. Whatever the, reason, in January, 1775, he reorganized the

Louisa Company as the Transylvania Company and sent runners to sum-

mon: the Cherokee chiefs to a conference at Sycamore Shoals on the Wa-

tauga ^iver in March. Negotiations lasted from March 14 to March 17

when the Treaty of Sycamore Shoals was signed. In return for £10,000

wbrth of trading goods the Indians ceded all lands between the Kentucky

River and the highlands south of the Cumberland, together with a strip

between , the Holston and the Cumberland Mountains. In addition the

i^atauga settlers took advantage of the natives’ generous mood to turn

their lease into a purchase, and Jacob Brown bought two large tracts along

the Nolichucky River where his followers were established. Only when

the,.last transaction was completed did Henderson wheel out the casks

bf runa which launched a wilderness celebration wild even for those half-

javage peoples.

• The Treaty of Sycamore Shoals had no more validity than any other

purchase made under the Camden-Yorke decision. Every English precedent

i^ested; title to colonial lands in the Crown, not in the native population
j

[rid.iari treaties were only devices to remove troublesome Occupants from

lands -already owned by the king. Individuals who made such treaties

ictually. usurped territory which legally belonged to their sovereign. Hen-

lersoii. Tike most of the other speculators who used the Camden-Yorke

lecision,
,

probably realized this. His object was to obtain possession of

[Centucky, then hold the region during the confusion of the coming

•eyplution.

.

Geftainly he moved with unseemly rapidity to establish his company’s

:laim. On March lO, 1775, when negotiations were just getting under way,

ie sent Daniel Boone with thirty axmen to cut a road , to the Kentucky
jliver: where Henderson planned to plant his first settl’ement. That was'

iheorigin of the famous Wilderness Road, which began at the Long Island

if; the Holston, passed through Powell’s Valley and Cumberland Gap,;

tnd, emerged on the Kentucky River where Boone and his: followers built

heir cabins., Henderson set out over this trail oh;“March 20, with

•iflenien|- a. number of Negro slaves, and a train of wagons land ’pack;hbrs&
baded .with; provisions and ammunition. In Powell’S , Valley, lie foUrid^^^t^^^

jrst intruder on his domain,, a trader, Joseph Mafrin,, who:was operarihg.a^^

lewly built trading post. Hehdersbn, recognizing the; value, of
.

a’lstatibn at

;

PP'btj giadly:^gUarahteed;Martin -his'- i^djnT^
jiyeiy^ttlers bnitheir way w^si:.;jVhiie;stiilthere iie'w^^
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group of immigrants under Benjamin Logan who were bound for Kentucky,

and on April 8 the combined party started westward over the Wilderness

Road.

At Cumberland Gap they met forty pioneers fleeing toward the East

with tales of a new Indian uprising, but Henderson only sent a runner

The Settlement of Kentucky, 1775-1776

ahead to warn Boone to hold his ground and pressed on more rapidly than

before. A second setback occurred just beyond Rockcastle River when

Logan, who refused to recognize the Transylvania Company’s authority,

broke away from the main party and led his followers off toward Harrods-

burg to found their own settlement, St. Asaph’s Station. The remainder

pushed on to the Kentucky River where they were welcomed by a twenty-

five gun salute from Boone’s men. All were enchanted by the beauty and
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richness of the level country that lay before them. “Perhaps no Adventureor

Since the days of donquicksotte or before,” wrote one awe-struck pioneer,

“ever felt So Cheerful & Hated in prospect, every heart abounded with

Joy & excitement.” That sight of tossing white clover, level bluegrass, and

the gently flowing river was to cheer many a weary traveler at the end

of the Wilderness Road.

Boone’s axmen had thrown up a few cabins but no stockade, for the men

had suffered so severely from land fever that they had spent their time

staking out sites for themselves rather than preparing for Henderson’s

settlers. Nor could Henderson dissuade them from this exciting task. He
planned to erect a fort called Boonesborough on the model of Martin’s

Station, with a series of cabins connected by log stockades to house the

pioneers. Instead his settlers spent the first week marking out lots, survey-

ing fields, and prospecting for land despite all the pleas of their proprietor.

Even after the first excitement passed they showed so little inclination to

work that the fort was not completed until after the start of the Revolu-

tion. Only the friendliness of the natives saved Boonesborough from ex-

tinction during those months.

More annoying than this to Henderson was the steady intrusion of new-

comers who had no respect for his authority. Benjamin Logan’s followers

at St. Asaph’s Station had already defied him. James Harrod also returned

in May, 1775, to rebuild Harrodsburg, w'hile some of his fellow immi-

grants split away to found Boiling Springs Station in the Dick’s River

Valley. All of these men denied the Transylvania Company’s right to Ken-
tucky and stoutly maintained that Virginia was in control—largely because

that distant colony would not bother them. Henderson was wise enough to

see that he could establish his authority over these unruly settlers only by
giving them such an orderly government that they would be willing to

pay for their land in return. His opportunity came when thirty new ar-

rivals from North Carolina established themselves near Harrodsburg over
the protests of that town’s inhabitants. This, he insisted, showed the need
of some agency to settle disputes, and he invited the four stations to send
delegates to Boonesborough on May 23, r 775, to enact laws for the colony
of Transylvania.

On the appointed day eighteen frontiersmen selected by the towns met
under a great elm tree at Boonesborough and listened to a resounding
address in Henderson’s worst eighteenth-century style. “You are,” he told
those rough-hewn woodsmen, “fixing the palladium, or placing the first

corner-stone of an edifice, the height and magnificence of whose super-
strurture is now in the womb of futurity, and can only become great and
g orious in proportion to the excellence of its foundation.” Lulled by this
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oratory, the delegates passed laws setting up a court and militia system,

and providing for the punishment of criminals, the preservation of game,

and the proper breeding of horses. They also adopted something like a

constitution which was carefully drawn by Henderson to vest governmental

power in the Transylvania Company, despite a number of deft phrases

seemingly promising democracy. He was, he sincerely believed, erecting a

new proprietary colony in the heart of America, with himself at its head.

This constitution, and the land system that Henderson tried to introduce,

were both monuments to his dreamy Impracticability. Any sensible man
would have known that the freeborn woodsmen of Kentucky, steeped in

traditions of liberty and democracy, would never accept a proprietary gov-

ernment just as they were on the verge of rebelling against a distant king

who had denied them the right to rule themselves. Common sense should

also have told Henderson that his land system would never be accepted.

His price was low enough—twenty shillings for each one hundred acres—

but each purchaser was to pay an annual quitrent of two shillings for every

hundred acres he held. Although this archaic system had long since failed

in the East, Henderson had the audacity to believe that he could force

unruly, individualistic frontiersmen to promise him regular payments

through their lifetimes. He was completely out of touch with his times, a

renegade from an earlier century.

Henderson’s outmoded idealism doomed the Transylvania Company to

many dreary months of conflict. New settlers crowded onto its lands during

the summer of 1775, to fill the older towns and to lay out new stations;

Leestown, McClcllands’s Station, Hinkston’s Station, and Martin’s Sta-

tion. No one paid the slightest attention to the company} the immigrants

reasoned that it had obtained possession illegally and they would do the

same. The Transylvania proprietors were too busy to protest, for the Con-

tinental Congress was meeting and they were in the East vainly petitioning

for recognition as the fourteenth colony. Realizing that this would never

be forthcoming over the protests of Virginia and North Carolina, they

finally determined to snatch what profits they could. Land prices were

raised sharply on December i, 1775—from twenty shillings to two pounds

ten shillings a hundred acres. This unwise step only increased dissatisfac-

tion, nor did Indian raids during the winter strengthen the company’s

position. By the spring of 1776 discontent was boiling through Kentucky.

This came to a head in June, 1776, when a leader arrived to shape the

popular revolt. George Rogers Clark, a fiery twenty-four-year-old Vir-

ginian, well trained in wilderness ways, sensed the discontent of the people

at once and issued a call for a convention to meet at Harrodsburg on June

6, 1776. The assembled delegates from all stations divided their time be-
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tween denouncing the Transylvania Company and drawing up a petition to

Virginia asking that Kentucky be made a county o£ that colony. On ad-

journment they named a revolutionary Committee of Twenty-One to

govern the regjon until Virginia’s authority was extended over them. Hen-

derson hurried away to the colonial capital to protest this rebellion, but his

eiforts were in vain. Early in 1777 the House of Burgesses formally an-

nexed the Transylvania Company domain as Kentucky County. Henderson

was given 200,000 acres between the Ohio and Green rivers as compensation

for his efforts, and in 1783 North Carolina awarded him the same amount

in the Powell and Clinch river valleys. Thus ended the grandiose scheme

of one of America’s most visionary speculators.

But neither Henderson nor other pioneers who dreamed of trans-

Appalachian colonies labored in vain. They had built a new frontier—one

that stretched from the Monongahela Valley across western Virginia to

Kentucky and eastern Tennessee by 1776. There lived thousands of men
and women, all engaged in clearing away the age-old forests and planting

ciwlization in a conquered wilderness. These were the pioneers who bore

the full brunt of Indian raids during the Revolutionary War, and helped

win the West for the new nation born of that struggle.



CHAPTER IX

The West in the American
Revolution

1776-1783

The West played only a minor role in the epic events leading to the

American Revolution. The provincialism, democracy, the distrust of ex-

ternal interference underlying that rebellion against established authority

were all frontier characteristics, bred into the colonists by the New World
environment, but the isolated backwoodsmen showed little concern with

the issues that started Americans along the road to independence. Duties

on molasses and tea aroused little interest among frontiersmen who had

never seen those luxuries, nor could they grow wrathful about “taxation

without representation” when their own delegates were denied seats in

colonial legislatures. They resented bungling British attempts to limit their

expansion, but even on this sore point they knew better than easterners

that mythical boundary lines could be crossed at will. Yet the indifferent

westerners were destined to play a major role in the War for Independ-

ence. For seven years they trembled in their lonely cabins with fear of the

savage tomahawk and scalping knife heavy in their hearts or ventured

forth to hurl back fierce attacks by redcoated or redskinned warriors.

Thousands paid with their lives for the right to freedom and expansion.

From the beginning of the war it was clear that Indians would play a

leading role in the West, and both English and Americans set out to win

their support. The British enjoyed a marked advantage in this wilderness

contest. They could offer the natives proven friends in the Indian Super-

intendents—John Stuart in the South ahd Sir John Johnson, who ascended

to the northern superintendency on the death of his father in i774j

North—^protection at Detroit, Mackinac, Oswego, Niagara, and other

174
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English controlled posts, a well-established fur trade, and superior trading

goods. The Americans, on the other hand, having no manufactured goods

of their own, could give the Indians only high-flown speeches on liberty

which sounded ironical to red men who knew the land-hungry colonists

wanted their lands. Most natives believed they could win back their con-

quered hunting grounds only by casting their lot with England.

Hence British commanders had only to give the word to send most tribes

storming agrinst the settlements. They hesitated to do so for they shrank

from the barbarism of Indian war. Their problem was to solicit enough

native aid to protect their Interior posts, while restraining the red men

from shedding the blood of innocent victims. On the other hand the

Americans, who would have welcomed active aid against their enemy’s forts,

were wise enough to see that this was unobtainable. Instead the three In-

dian Commissioners appointed by the Continental Congress in July, i775 >

concentrated on keeping the tribes neutral. Conferences with the northern

Indians at Pittsburgh during the summers of 1775 and 1776 showed the

magnitude of their taskj only two, the Shawnee and Delawares, responded

favorably, and their action was due more to smarting memories of Lord

Dunmore’s War and fear of the fierce Virginia “Long-Knives” than to any

sympathy with the American cause. The southern commissioners enjoyed

even less success. Although tlie Creeks grudgingly agreed to refrain from

attacks for a time, the Cherokee broke up a conference at Ft. Charlotte

in April, 1776, by proclaiming their allegiance to George III. The colonists

began their Revolutionary War hemmed in by a ring of hostile tribesmen,

all poised to pounce on back-country settlements whenever British com-

manders gave the word.

This they were reluctant to do. Colonel John Stuart’s task was most
difficult, for the Cherokee, chafing under the presence of the Watauga and
Nolichucky settlers, demanded the right to attack immediately. Colonel
Stuart’s brother, Henry Stuart, was assigned the impossible task of restrain-

ing them. When a visit to the Cherokee villages in April, 1776, convinced
him there was no holding back the onslaught, he warned the Wataugans
they must either defend themselves or move to safer quarters. Hence the
Americans were ready when the blow fell, safe within two strong fortifica-

tions: Eaton’s Station at the Long Island of the Holston and Ft. Watauga
at Sycamore Shoals. There, on the morning of July 20, 1776, word reached
them that seven hundred Cherokee under Chief Dragging Canoe were
approaching. Instead of waiting, the 170 defenders of Eaton’s Station
sallied forth to meet the Indians, who were defeated after a fierce battle
beneath the walls of the fort. A similar attack on Ft. Watauga the next
day also failed, and the Cherokee retreated in disgrace to their villages.
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This raid lighted the torch of war along the southern frontier
j overnight

the inflamed Cherokee, Creeks, and Choctaw swept down on outlying

settlements.

The southern states struck back relentlessly in September and October

1776. Twenty-flve hundred regulars and militia from North Carolina iEeli

first on the Middle Cherokee towns, then joined with a smaller force from
South Carolina to lay waste the Lower Towns while a Virginia expedition

The Southern Frontier in the Revolution, 1776-1780

spread devastation among the Overhill tribe. By the end of October, when

the victorious southerners returned to their homes, Cherokee power was

broken, tribal villages smoking ruins, crops destroyed, and warriors scat-

tered. A few months later the remnants of the once-powerful tribe were

forced to sign two humiliating treaties: the Treaty of DeWitt’s Corner

(May 20, 1777) in which the Lower Cherokee surrendered their remain-

ing territory in South Carolina, and the Treaty of Long Island (Jnly 20,

1777) where the Overhill Cherokee gave up their lands east of the Blue
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Ridge together with the region occupied by the Watauga and Nolichucky

settlements. This decisive victory assured t%vo years of peace for the south-

ern frontier.

This Was fortunate, not only for the pioneers of the Carolina back

country, but for Kentuckians as well, as those harassed pioneers were left

free to repel Indian and British raiders from across the Ohio. To the In-

dians of that country—the Delawares, Shawnee, Ottawa, and Miami the

Revolution was a golden opportunity to drive American intruders from

their hunting ground, for on no other frontier were the British so willing

to aid the red men. Captain Henry Hamilton, lieutenant-governor of

England’s northwestern territories, had only 120 men to protect his own

post at Detroit and smaller garrisons at Mackinac, St, Joseph, Ouiatanon,

Vincennes, and Kaskaskia. This skeleton force must guard thousands of

miles of wilderness, a dozen Indian tribes, and a population of Frenchmen

whose sympathy lay more with the Americans than with George III.

Hamilton, who had no more liking for savage warfare than Colonel

Stuart, did his best to keep his red-skinned allies in check, but circumstances

compelled him to use them almost from the beginning of the war.

Raids began in the summer of 1776, when bands of Shawnee and Dela-

ware warriors slipped across the Ohio to lurk about the Kentucky stations.

As the attacks grew in intensity, station after station was abandoned, the

inhabitants either trudging back east or moving into one of the stronger

settlements, until by the beginning of 1777 the whole Kentucky population

was concentrated in the three largest posts: Boonesborough, Harrodsburg,

and St, Asaph’s. These were feverishly transformed into strong forts. Each

was a large rectangle—that at Boonesborough was 260 by 180 feet

—

formed by the backs of cabins and a ten-foot-high stockade of pointed oak

logs set upright. At each corner a block house with a projecting second

story allowed defenders to fire along the walls, while the stockades were

also equipped with loopholes. Even the roofs of the cabins sloped inward

so that protectors could extinguish flame arrows without showing themselves

to the enemy. Within these hollow squares a large population could live

safely, if not comfortably, through any siege that impatient Indians could

conduct. The Kentudcy Stations were to prove themselves. In the dark
days of the Revolution, the most eflicient means of defense devised on the

frontier.

Their completion in the spring of 1777 came none too soon, for that

“year of the three sevens” was long known as the “Bloody Year” In Ken-
tucky’s history. Raids began on March 7 when Chief Blackfish and three
hundred Shawnee warriors fell on Boonesborough. The inhabitants man-
aged to “fort up” safely, but throughout that summer Blackfish slipped
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from station to station, keeping all in -what amounted to a state of siege.

Outside aid was needed if Kentuckians were to be saved and crops planted.

A plea to Virginia finally bore fruit in August when Colonel John Bowman'
with a hundred troops reached Harrodsburg from the East, to be followed

in' September by fifty more from the Yadkin district. Chief Blackfish re-

treated across the Ohio rather than face this new army, leaving a badly

battered Kentucky behind him
5
no crops were planted, every larder was

empty
j

in all the land, one soldier complained, there was “no bread, no

The Northern Frontier in the Revolution, 1776-1780

salt, no vegetables, no fruit of any kind, no ardent spirits, nothing but meat.”

The Kentuckians could endure this meagre fare but complaints from

eastern soldiers were so insistent during the winter that in January, I77 ^>

Daniel Boone determined to silence them. With thirty men he set out for

a salt spring at Blue Licks on the Licking River, where the whole party

settled down to the tedious task of boiling down the briny water that gushed

from the ground. While the men were still there, Boone, on a lone hunt-

ing trip, was captured by a large Indian war party bound for Boones-

borough. Realizing that an attack on the unprepared settlement would

mean the massacre of women and children, he led the raiders to Blue Licks

where he persuaded the salt-makers to surrender, knowing that such a prize

would satisfy the warriors. They were carried triumphantly to the Indian
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village of Chillicothe where their bravery so impressed the red men that

sixteen were adopted into the Shawnee tribe, Boone becoming the foster-

son of Chief Blackfish. That winter and spring the Kentuckians lived with

the savages until early June when Boone learned that another attack on

Boonesborough was planned. He must, he knew, warn the Kentucldans.

Opportunity came while returning from a salt-boiling expedition j
he fell

behind his captors under pretext of adjusting his salt kettles, then dashed

into the wilderness. Four days later, on June 20, 177 ^; Boone reached

Boonesborough, having covered i6o miles of trackless forest.

His warning that four hundred raiders were on their way came none

too soon, for tlie station’s defenses had been allowed to rot away. The

sixty men in the fort worked so furiously tliat by September 7, 1778) when

Chief Blackfish and his party appeared, Boonesborough was again able to

resist. For a time the two forces parleyed, as Blackfish reprimanded Boone

for leaving the Shawnee and tried to persuade the settlers to surrender

peacefully, but after two days the attack began. The Indians followed their

usual tactics; they rushed the fort, were beaten back, noisily prepared to

depart, and filed away into the forest. When this traditional ruse failed

to deceive the Boonesborough woodsmen the Shawnee returned and settled

down to a siege. This lasted for nine days, imtil a heavy rain renewed the

fort’s water supply and caved in a tunnel the Indians were digging beneath

its walls. This time, when the attackers slipped away into the wilderness,

they were gone for good. The cheering settlers, warmed by the thought

they had withstood the longest siege in the history of Indian warfare, led

their half-starved cattle out to pasture once more. Yet bands of Indians

roamed Kentucky through the autumn of 1778, pouncing on unwary

wanderers, seizing livestock, and for the second year preventing the harvest-

h'lg of badly needed crops. The settler’s defensive policy was an obvious

failure.

.This lack of aggressive tactics' also spelled disaster on the rest of the

northern frontier between 1776 and 1778. Along the upper Ohio River

Virginia contented itself with throwing up four forts to guard its long
border: Ft. Kittanning, Ft, Pitt, Ft. Henry at the site of Wheeling, and
Ft. Randolph at the mouth of the Great Kanawha. These did little good;
Ft. Henry was raided twice by Delaware and Shawnee war parties during

1777 whole back coimtry between Pittsburgh and Kentucky ravaged
by such savage attacks that no crops were planted. The Continental Con-
gress made only one attempt to improve the situation. In February, 1778,
it ordered Brigadier General Edward Hand, who commanded the few
federal troops at Ft. Pitt, to invade the Indian country as far as Sandusky,
destroying villages and crops as he went. Heavy rains, poor leadership, and
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inadequate supplies doomed the - expedition from the; start, and: Hand

'

returned in disgrace after killing a few friendly Delawares/ On die Upper .

Ohio, as in Kentucky, the Americans were ha:rd
.

pressed by 1778.

The situation on the New York frontier was even worse duringVthe firsT

two years of the Revolution. There the British cOuld rely hot only on the .

powerful Iroquois under their able Mohawk chieftain, Joseph Brant, but oh;

a number of Loyalists whose bloody deeds made even their savage; alli^

shudder: Sir John Johnson and Guy Johnson, son and nephew,' of Sh
William Johnson, Colonel John Butler and his band of renegades who:

called themselves the Tory Rangers, and Colonel Guy Carletoh all w^ll

equipped and strategically based at Niagara or Oswego. They swung; into

action during the summer of 1777 when the English high command sent

General Barry St. Leger to Oswego with orders to march his arhiy of In-

dians and Tories east along the Mohawk to join General John Burgoyne-^

who was descending Lake Champlain from Canada—on the Hudson fover.

St. Leger, with 1,700 followers, met his first obkacle at Ft. Stahwix where

750 well-armed Americans awaited him. Confident that the rebels would ;
:

surrender, he began a siege that ended seventeen days later when the British ' :

gave up hope of routing the stubborn patriots and retreated to Oswego. Yet;
,

the American triumph was not complete j a relief expedition of reight-;.,'

hundred men and boys under General Nicholas Herkimerj bound for Ft;
,

Stanwix from the East, marched into an ambush only eight mil^ frorn'

the fort on August 5. The Battle of Oriskany, which cost two hundred lives,

was one of the most disastrous in the history of the frontier^.
; :

;

With the spring of 1778 the attacks began again. Joseph Br^t led the "

assault on May 30 when his three hundred Iroquois stormed the little
,

town of Cobleskill, then swept westward along the Mohawk, destroying as ^

they went. While this force ravaged outlying New York setderiients, ;;

another under Colonel John Butler moved quietly southward towaird the ;

Wyoming Valley of Pennsylvania. The 5,cco inhabitants of
;

tliat fertile

region, left virtually without protection by the e;xodus of men to; seh;e in ,•

Washington’s army, were crowded into tlie one defensible spot in the valley,
; .

a large palisade known as Forty Fort, when Butler’s thousand Indians and ,

Tories arrived on June 3. Instead of defending themselvds three hundred . ,

American men and boys foolishly s^ied out to meet the attackers. The ; /

result was the Wyoming Massacrej $60 were killed outright, and countless- ,

others who escaped into the forest died of exposure or starvation.

bloody work done, Butler rejoined Brant to raid: along the Mohayk and

Schoharie valleys. By the end of June, 1778, ho fronder settiemOnt w^
safe

j
even the people of Albany and Schehectady trembled lest they

the'savage wrath.

,
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;/^. Gl^'rly. the Hefensiye poJicy. followed in the West'ilad failed; aggre^

alone ^buld drive back tlVe;enemy Ji6rdes. 0nly-a';pracdcal;demohs'tratior.r:;

of the success .of ; offehsiye aetioii was : needed -td . convince Corigr^^^ ;

was provided, by George; Rogers Clarkj a fiery young ^KentucEhn,^^
^

suffering \vitl: his ,
fellow -frontiersmen in their wiidernesestationsj

decided
^

that, Indian attacks could best be ended by sd'ikihg against:the,:British;;posts

north of ,the Ohio. During the winter of 1.777-78 hepersuaded the yirgii^^^

authorities.to authorize an expedition against. the lilihbiS ydlages,- knowing

that the; French inhabitants would aid the invaders. Mbrebver the^tt^^

of that region would allow Americans to import supplies from Ne\yOrleans

over, the Mississippi route, as well as bolster Virginia’s'.claim to •thdNorth-^;^

west.. Clark was made a lieutenant colonel with authbri^ to;,raise a force ;

‘bf militiamen for his task.
;

''

He set out from Ft. Massac, ten miles below the Falls of the phiq^;dm ^

June 26,; 1778, with 175 well-trained Indian fighters^ : Gutting, acrpssv^^^^^^^

cbimtry rather than risk discovery along the river .TOUte; the* littler.army r

reached Kaskaskia on July 4, approaching so stealthily that' .the ^Ehglis^^^^^

commander did not know of their presence until the Aniericans pushed operi'.

the gates of the palisade. The British had no- choice but svurehder,::p.arr ;^

tlcularly when Clark won over the French inhabitants by,telling, them of ,the w
'

newly concluded alliance between the United States - and .Francb.'-Gahokia ’, ;;^^^

also capitulated without resistance^ a htde -.later Vincehnes ;surfendefed, to

a Kaskaskia
,

priest v/ho journeyed to that ;viUage; with,( hews of. :thel^^

tuckian’s arrival. By mid-August Clark controlled; the jUinois cpuhtiy. Hcy' ;

'

capitalized on his success by sumrhoning heighborihg.Indians to, a- ;cqnfer-
,

..',

ence at Cahokia, where his arrogant speeches, . blustering, mahher,,.jahd- (

judicious distribution of presents completely captivated the red;men; -Be-

,

fore, the session adjourned most .of^ the Wisconsin^ hnd Upper- ;Missisripp: \

tribes, ;as welf as a few from.,\Ohio,;swore adegiance to dievUnited Staitee.;^;'/^

...Glark’s convincing
,

proof that jah offense>was'', the,.bestr,defehse;fof^^^

Congress to- imitate; his .cocamjDle elsewhereUn' the'- ffonderr—with less satis-

factory results.; ;An: expedition -into the ;Ohip, Cbuhtry,.;witlii Detfoit .as :itS";-

:
finaf-nbjecti've,

;
Was : clearly - called fbr.^After; :the ;ii:>elawaf^l:had :been: -I;

cajoled .into permitting- ah'; .^my,: to - cross their,';tribal .iands,;;the- force : set: :;; f
out: from ;Ft. Pitt- ihy.October^a ; thousand: nyh; 'uhdef^Ueheralrliachlaa ri

Mciybsh;- .They/paused to Judd FridW^ lea^riCfeelAthey^
&y^;Americ^^:foothbHyh;;;the::.right';bank;:df;vdie;,6hiQ-^

;yespVard, : driving fleeing ;sU^age;s; t^foi€Pheng'Jhitii;cold.yehth(U^tufned^^
^hem ,bach; -The :'ekp(^itipa did/htdU|obdj,;:.^Tndkns-were' :kUled"ahdq
';^yeyyinagey:destrbyed,;^hiIbyg^sohyiettUt;:Ft;rM
iLaurens, a-mbre adyancediofitposton 1he;Tuscriravs^aS:^
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than overawed the red men. Nor did the aggressive program attempted in

western New York during the autumn of 1778 fare better. A small army
from the East which wiped out the two Indian villages of Unadilla and
Oghwaga so infuriated Joseph Brant that he turned his raiders against the

substantial town of Cherry Valley, one of the few remaining strongholds

south of the Mohawk. Striking suddenly on November ii, 1778, his well-

trained fighters cut down thirty of the defenders and wounded seventy-

one more before they withdraw.

These disastrous autumn campaigns in New York and Ohio did much
to offset the influence of Clark’s success

j tribes that manifested friendship

toward Americans during the summer swung abruptly back into the British

camp. To make matters worse, Captain Hamilton at Detroit threatened to

undo all Clark accomplished. As soon as Hamilton heard that the Illinois

villages were captured, he set out with an army of five hundred Indians

and British to retake them. Vincennes fell in December, when the French

garrison deserted, but constant rains forced Hamilton to stay there all winter.

Clark first heard this discouraging news from a trader who reached Kas-

kaskia on January 29, 1779. Realizing that his only hope was a surprise

attack, he set out for Vincennes, 180 miles away, on February 6, leading a

little force of 172 men. The journey was one of unprecedented difficulties.

Trails were ankle-deep in mud, game was scarce, and cold rain fell steadily.

For the last twenty miles the men waded through water, sometimes up to

their shoulders, breaking ice as they went. Yet on the afternoon of Feb-

ruary 23 they reached their goal. Captain Hamilton, not anticipating Clark’s

bold move, was caught napping when the Americans marched quietly into

Vincennes under cover of an early winter dusk. His supplies were woefully

low, while desertions and illness had cost him so many men that he had only

thirty-three soldiers capable of bearing arms. Although recognizing the

futility of pitting this tiny force against Clark’s 170 seasoned fighters,

Captain Hamilton ordered his men to defend the fort that stood in the

heart of the village. All that night the battle raged, as weary Americans

displayed their wilderness skills by picking off the English gunners through

the port holes of the fort. With the morning of February 24 Hamilton

realized that further resistance was suicidal and offered to surrender. He

and his fellow officers were packed triumphantly off to Virginia, and again

American prestige was high throughout the Northwest.

Clark, knowing that nothing impressed the Indians like success, laid

plans to march on Detroit at once. Fresh troops were needed to replace

the exhausted veterans of the Vincennes campaign. A hurried call to Vir-

ginia brought only 150 raw recruits rather than the five hundred requested,

while the expected contingent from Kentucky never arrived. Its commander.
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Colonel John Bowman, succumbing to the blandishments of his frontier

followers, turned aside to burn the Shawnee village of Chillicothe. By

that time the two-month enlistment term of his troops was up and they

returned home, leaving Bowman only thirty men when he finally reached

Vincennes. Clark did not dare proceed with that small force j
“Detroit lost

for want of a few men,” he ruefully wrote.

He could find consolation in the fact that his brilliant triumphs inspired

victories on other frontiers during 1779 when American military success

in the West reached its high-water mark. General Washington planned

two expeditions on the upper Ohio-New York borderland. One under

Colonel Daniel Brodhead marched from Pittsburgh into the Seneca coun-

try, leaving behind a trail of ruined villages and crops. The other, made up

of two strong armies under Generals James Clinton and John Sullivan,

moved west from Albany and north from Easton, Pennsylvania, to join

at Tioga Point. There the combined force, numbering 3,200 men, started

west along the Chemung River into the heart of the Indian country. British

and Indians, securely entrenched behind earthen embankments, awaited

them at the native village of Newtown. The Battle of Newtown (August

29, 1779) was disastrous for the British. Sullivan’s seasoned fighters bat-

tered down their defenses with cannon fire, then dashed upon the terrified

red men. Only thirty-three of the enemy were killed, but the rest fled in

disgrace with Sullivan at their heels, cutting a swath of destruction through

the Iroquois country. For a time at least the Six Nations were so cowed

that the New York frontier was safe from attack.

The Americans were just as successful in subduing a new flare-up in the

South during tlie summer of 1779. This centered in the Chidamauga
villages along the Tennessee River where a thousand disgruntled Cherokee
warriors had lived since they fled west in 1776. Aroused by American vic-

tories, they took to the warpath in the spring of 1779. A Virginia-North

Carolina expedition under Colonel Evan Shelby moved through the
Chickamauga country in April, destroying eleven villages and 20,000
bushels of grain. Again in the fall when the Indians showed war-like

tendencies a South Carolina force wiped out six more towns. This was
enough; for the rest of the war the southern Indians remained neutral.

There, as in New York and Ohio, the war seemed over by the autumn of

1779.

This was cheering news to harassed frontiersmen. Since the start of the
war they had fled eastward before threatened Indian attacks; now, even
though the frontiers were far from safe, population moved west once
more. Land in Tennessee and Kentucky was easily obtainable under liberal
laws enacted by North Carolina and Virginia; the North Carolina statute,
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passed in 1777, allowed purchasers as much as 640 acres at fifty shillings for

each hundred acres, while a Virginia law of October, 1779, set a price of

£40 for a hundred acre plot. Actually settlers paid far less than this, as

both states accepted payment in their own depreciated paper currency.

Pioneers bought Kentucky land for about ten shillings a hundred acres,

while those living in the West before 1778 were given four hundred acres

free of charge.

The settlers who took advantage of those bargains moved westward in

a steady stream all through the summer and fall of 1779. By the end of the

year their cabins dotted the Tennessee countryside along the Holston as

far south as the French Broad River. The migration to Kentucky did not

reach full tide until the spring of 1780. Then the Wilderness Road was

crowded with new arrivals, while so many came down the Ohio that by

mid-summer Louisville, founded at the Falls of that stream, boasted a

thriving population, rectangular streets, and even a city park. Before snow

fell Kentucky teemed with 20,000 inhabitants who filled the older stations,

spilled over into new towns, and turned the war-scarred wilderness into a

bustling frontier of civilization.

So strong was the expansive spirit that an entirely new settlement sprang

up during the winter of 1779-80. This outpost, at Nashville on the Cumber-

land River, originated in the speculative ambitions of Judge Richard Hen-

derson who turned his attention to the southern portions of his Cherokee

purchase after Virginia in 1777 decided against the Transylvania Com-

pany’s claim to Kentucky. As leader for his enterprise he selected James

Robertson, already trained in frontier life by his long career at Watauga.

Robertson started westward with a small advance party in February, 1779?

to lay out a town and plant corn against the coming winter. Henderson sent

the rest of his prospective settlers to Nashville in two parties, one overland

through Cumberland Gap during the cold winter of 1779-80, the other by

boat along the circuitous Tennessee-Cumberland River route. The latter

arrived in April, 1780, just as Henderson returned from a corn-buying

trip into Kentucky, and the work of planting the new settlement began.

Eight small stations, centered about Bluff Fort at French Lick, were

erected along the river bank to hold the three hundred inhabitants. Having

launched his enterprise successfully, Henderson headed east to protest m

vain while North Carolina followed Virginia’s example by holding his

claim invalid. Nashville, as a part of North Carolina, expanded slowly

under Robertson’s leadership during the next years.

The rapid advance of the frontier during 1779 and 1780 was based on

the belief that war in the West was over. Unfortunately this was not the

case^ for the successes of 1779 were more apparent than real. Clark’s vie-
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tones were based on audacity rather than military power, Bowman’s cam-

paign antagonized rather than crushed the Shawnee, and Sullivan’s devas-

tating march through New York left the British in control of Niagara and

Oswego. English goods still reached the Great Lakes Indians over Lake

Ontario and Lake Erie, and the poverty-stricken Continental Congress

could not afford the gifts needed to cement its newly won Indian alliances.

By the end of 1780 most of the interior tribes were back in England’s camp,

and for the next three years Americans fought a losing battle to retain

control of the West.

In New York the counterattack began in the early spring when a raiding

party from Oswego swooped down on the little town of German Flats.

Again in May Sir John Johnson led his savage charges in a sweep westward

along the Mohawk from Lake Champlain to the site of his father’s oldi

home, while Brant cut a swath of destruction between Ft. Stanwix and'

Canajoharie. In August the two armies, after joining at Unadilla, marched

eastward along the Charlotte River, laid waste the Schoharie Valley,

burned Middle Fort, and killed more than a hundred people. A hastily

summoned militia force from Albany chased the raiders to Stone Arabia,

where they were defeated, but when the cautious American commander

refused to pursue farther, the British returned to the attack. Even Albany

and Schenectady feared an Indian raid during the dismal fall of 1780.

The plight of settlers along the upper Ohio and in Kentucky was almost

as desperate, due largely to the failure of two American expeditions aimed

at Detroit. General Washington planned one of these, with Colonel Daniel

Brodhead of Ft. Pitt in charge, but the militia needed to guard the Ohio
River forts while regulars marched against the enemy refused to leave their

homes and the Continental Congress was unable to provide supplies. In-

stead of leading a triumphant army into Detroit, Brodhead spent the sum-
mer of 1780 fighting off Seneca raiding parties that operated as far south

as the Monongahela River. The second expedition was authorized by Vir-

ginia, which instructed George Rogers Clark to raise a thousand men and
subdue the enemy outpost. Clark began his enlistment campaign with high
hopes of success, but the Kentuckians simply refused to serve. They were
willing to fight the Shawnee whose troublesome raids began again in 1780,
but could see no reason to attack a distant enemy post. Clark railed and
ranted in vain, even closing the land office to turn the people from speaila-
tion to fighting. In the end he bowed to frontier provincialism, sullenly
retiring to build a new fort, Ft. Jefferson, near the mouth of the Ohio.
These failures vastly strengthened England’s'hand as vacillating Indians,

sensing the^ declining American power, hurriedly aligned themselves
with the British. Two English expeditions were planned to capitalize on
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The Frontier in the Revolution, 1780—1783

this shift in the wilderness balance of power. A major force under Emanuel

Hesse was to move south from Mackinac, overwhelm the Illinois villages,

descend the Mississippi River, and help recapture West Florida from its

.Spanish conquerors. At the same time a smaller army, led by Captain Henry

Bird, was to draw Clark’s troops east by harrying Kentucky, thus opening

the Mississippi to Hesse’s force.

Fortunately for the Americans, these well-laid plans went astray. Hesse

reached Cahokia in May, 1780, with a thousand British and Indian fol-

lowers, but Clark had anticipated his coming and was waiting in that garn-
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soned post. His mere presence was enough to overawe Hesse’s redskins who,

after a few halfhearted sallies, forced their commander to move on to St.

Louis. There too they were expected. Instead of surprising a handful of de-

moralized Spaniards, the English were met with cannon fire which sent them

scurrying to safety. The expedition retired to Mackinac in disgrace after

burning a few farmhouses. Hesse, fearful that Clark was at his heels, hastily

moved his fort to an island in the Straits of Mackinac. The American

commander, with too few troops to pursue the fleeing enemy, contented

himself with sending a small force under Colonel John Montgomery to

punish the Wisconsin Sauk for participating in the British raid.

Captain Bird enjoyed more success than Hesse. He left Detroit in April

with 150 whites and a thousand Indians, crossed the Ohio, and ascended

the Licking Valley which was dotted with small settlements. The pioneers

in the first of these, Riddle’s Station, prepared to resist, knowing that their

palisaded fort could withstand a long siege, but when Bird’s men produced

two cannon they saw their cause was lost. On June 20, for the first time in

history, a Kentucky Station surrendered. A week later Martin’s Station

fell before the battering of British artillery, and terror swept over the

coimtryside. Bird, it appeared, could sweep all before him. But by this time

the English commander, who deplored Indian warfare and feared his sav-

age followers would get out of hand, had enough. With a hundred prison-

ers he started for Detroit.

When news of the “Bird Raid” reached George Rogers Clark at Kas-

kaslda on June 5, 1780, he immediately started east, disguised as an Indian

to escape enemy raiders. This time recruits for the retaliatory expedition

which he organized at Harrodsburg were plentiful. With a thousand men,
Clark marched to Old Chillicothe, burned the tow’n, then moved on to the

Indian village of Piqua on the Big Miami River where several hundred
savages under a Tory, Simon Girty, awaited him. This time it was the

Americans’ turn to produce cannon and batter down the enemy defenses.

After several hours of fierce fighting the natives broke and fled. Again
Clark’s vigorous campaigning freed Kentucky from attack for the rest of

the year.

Despite this victory the American position in the Northwest was far

weaker at the close of 1780 than in 1779’ Most of the savage tribes were
still loyal to the British, for Bird was as successful as Clark, and England’s
trading goods far superior to those of the United States. More serious,

however, was the drift of French Illinoisans away from their American
alliance. By the autumn of 1780 they were on the point of revolt, angered
by the strict military rule imposed on them by Virginia, the lack of trad- .>

mg goods, the corrupt speculators who appropriated their lands, and' the ^
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flood of depredated Continental currency which disrupted their business.

Their discontent was fostered by a fiery French agitator. Colonel Mottin

de la Balme, who began plotting against Virginia soon after he reached

Kaskaskia in July, 1780. De la Balme was massacred that fall while leading

a French force against Detroit, but dissatisfaction remained. Apparently

the United States was on the verge of losing control of the whole region

that Clark had won.

Only in the South did Americans in 1780 retain prestige won the previous

year, and there the victories were gained at the expense of British regu-

lars rather than Indians. By that time the center of the eastern war was

in the southern states
j Charleston fell to England in May, 1780, and a

strong British army under Lord Cornwallis started north to crush the

rebellious colonists between that city and New York. Cornwallis, to guard
,

his left flank, dispatched a dashing young Scotch Highlander, Major

Patrick Ferguson, to enlist Tories in the Carolina back country, Ferguson’s

appeal was so great that he soon commanded a thousand Loyalists who

roamed the interior, destroying Whig property and lives. For a time a

group of mountain men under Colonel Charles McDowell and Isaac Shelby

offered some resistance, but when the American defeat at Camden in mid-

August 1780, left them at the mercy of the British they fled westward

with Ferguson’s horsemen in hot pursuit.

There they might have stayed had not the arrogant Tory commander

sent word that he planned to invade their hilly lair. Frontiersmen trained

in the Indian tradition of aggressive fighting had only one answer to such

a challenge
j
a call went through the back country for volunteers to assemble

at Sycamore Shoals on September 25, 1780. As the leather-clad woods-

men who responded moved east from their rendezvous they were joined

by others, until the force that crossed the Blue Ridge numbered I3500

trained forest fighters. Ferguson, rather than risk open combat, started

east from Gilbert Town to join Cornwallis’ main British force at Charlotte.

News of this move reached the Americans while they were camped at

Cowpens, feasting on cattle seized from a Tory owner. Nine hundred

horsemen set out in pursuit, and after an all-night ride through a steady

drizzle, caught their quarry at three o’clock in the afternoon of October

7, 1780. They found the British camped on a rocky spur that jutted from

King’s Mountain—a flat table of rock rising sixty feet above the level

countryside—a spot chosen by Ferguson because he believed frontiersmen

could not stand against bayonet charges. The Americans attacked at once,

creeping upward through the trees and debris in Indian fashion. The ad-

vantage was theirs from the outset. When Tory troops charged down one

side of the mountain, driving patriots before them, they exposed their
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backs to the withering fire of others. At last the Americans, reaching the

summit, closed in among the trees, dropping Ferguson’s men with their

deadly long rifles. When the valiant commander fell the British gave up;

S25 Boyaiists were killed, 163 wounded, and 715 taken prisoner in the

Battle of King’s Mountain, while the Americans lost only 28 killed and

62 wounded.

This famous engagement ended Tory raids on the back country and

allowed the over-mountain men to return home in peace. There, however,

disturbing news awaited them: the Cherokee had seized on their absence

to begin raiding again. They acted at once. A force was raised, commanded

by Colonel Arthur Campbell of Virginia and Colonel John Sevier who

became leader of the Watauga settlements on Robertson’s departure.

Through the autumn of 1780 they marched through the country of the

Overhill Cherokee, destroying crops and towns, and leaving the Indians

to face a winter of starvation. Again in the spring of 1780 Sevier took

to the warpatli, this time against the Middle Towns along the upper

French Broad, striking swiftly and cruelly. When he led his raiders back

to their Watauga homes the red men’s power was broken. Sevier forced

the subdued Cherokee chiefs to sign the second Treaty of Long Island

(July 26
} 1781) in which they surrendered another slice of territory to

the land-hungry Americans. For the next two years the southern back

country enjoyed a well-earned peace.

Vigorous action also ended the Revolution on the New York frontier

during 1781. This only came after British and Indian raiding parties had

reduced the Mohawk Valley to a virtual desert and carried their attacks

to the doors of Schenectady and Kingston; by midsummer only eight

hundred arms-bearing men remained in the whole valley and even they

dared not venture beyond the blockhouses that offered the sole means of

defense. The plight of these unfortunates finally forced New York to

act A strong army of seasoned soldiers, led by Colonel Marinus Willett,

marched west in August, driving the intruders before them. In October

the campaign reached its culmination when Willett caught the reti-eating

British as they forded West Canada Creek, fell upon them, and slaughtered

large numbers. Only a few isolated raids by Brant’s declining forces broke

the calm in western New York after that,

' In. the Northwest, on the other hand, Americans during 1781 and 178a
lost much they had won during the first years of tlie Revolution. Their
cause appeared bright enough in the spring of 1781, particularly after a

hand of Spaniards and Indians from St. Louis, led by Captain Eugene
Fouree, demonstrated British weakness by destroying the post at St.

Joseph. But from that time on the list of disasters mounted. Clark spent
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the summer urging Kentuclcians and Virginians to enlbt for the often-

olanned attack on Detroit, but frontier provinciaKsm, military jealousy,

and the poverty of Congress proved obstacles that even this forceful leader

could not overcome. By fall he had given up hope and fell to constructing

a new fort, Ft. Nelson, at Louisville, while Indian raiders stormed about

his ears. All through that dark winter attacks continued while Virginia,

its economy strained to the breaking point by a depreciating currency',

allowed the chain of forts along the Upper Ohio to moulder into decay.

Yet worse was to come. In the spring of 1782 three hundred hot-headed

Pennsylvanians, ousted from their homes by the settlement of the Virginla-

Pennsylvania boundary dispute, crossed the Ohio to seize lands. They

were entertained for three days at the Indian village of Gnadenhutten,

where ninety friendly Delawares lived under the guidance of Morawan

missionaries
j
on the fourth day the white men fell on their hymn-singing

hosts in the Moravian church, slaughtering all of them—men, women, and

children—“in a most cool and deliberate manner.” This wanton brutality

gave the Ohio Indians a new motive; the Delawares threw oft all pretext

of neutrality to join the Shawnee and Wyandot in a savage assault upon

the northwestern borderland. By May the raids were so intense that the

whole frontier was threatened. Again an expedition from Ft. Pitt marched

into the Ohio country, this one under Colonel William Crawford, with

the Sandusky villages as its objective. On the upper reaches of that river

the Americans met a band of Shawnee and Delawares, fought a bitter

one-day'- battle on Jime 4, and began a retreat that soon turned into a

panic-stricken rout. Fifty were killed and nine carried away to the Delaware

villages to be tortured to death. Crawford himself died by slow roasting—

the sign of supreme Indian contempt.

The British were quick to take advantage of the aggressive spirit in

their allies. During the summer of 1782 two expeditions left Detroit. One,

led by Joseph Brant, attacked Ft. Henry and carried faggot and tomahawk

as far as Hannastown, Pennsylvania. The other, imder Captain William

Caldwell and Alexander McKee, followed the usual path into Kentucky

where Bryant’s Station was stormed -unsuccessfully, then headed east with

a hastily formed army of Kentuckians at its heels. Canny old Daniel Boone

warned his comrades that something was wrong; there was so much Indian

“sign” left by the fleeing British that an ambush seemed likely. The reck-

less yoimg men refused to heed his sound ad-mce, even when Boone pointed

out a likely spot for a surprise attack in a ravine just across the Licking

River. Instead they rushed into the very trap the wise old frontiersman

feared; sixty Americans died in that Battle of Blue Licks, the British

escaping to Ohio, Not even a suaessful march against Chillicothe and
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Piqua in November, led by George Rogers Clark, wiped out the sting

of that defeat.
^

That was the last campaign of the Revolution^ when Clark returned

to the Ohio he learned that a preliminary peace treaty had been signed.

Not since 1779 had American fortunes in the West been at lower ebb.

Kentucky was still theirs, but the Indians were all in the enemy’s ranks,

Detroit and Mackinac were British-held, and even the Illinois ’ country

was lost when Virginia withdrew its troops from Kaskaskia in 1781. What

Clark had won in his brilliant campaigns was lost through vacillating

American policies, the poverty of Congress and Virginia, and the provin-

cialism of frontiersmen who would defend their homes but refused to

march against vital distant objectives. England had a far better claim to

the Northwest at v/ar’s end than in 1780, but what the Americans lost on

the battle field they gained at the peace table. The diplomats who met at

Paris in 1782 to write the treaty giving the United States independence

accomplished more for the West than all the bloody campaigns of the war.

Each negotiator had his own ambitions. Benjamin Franklin and John

Jay, who represented the United States, wanted England to recognize

their country’s independence as a preliminary to further negotiations, then

hoped to secure as favorable boundaries and concessions as possible. The

Earl of Shelburne, who became British prime minister in July, 178a,

and his agent, Richard Oswald, wished to separate the Americans from

their French and Spanish allies. The Comte de Vergennes, French foreign

minister, faced a more difficult problem. He had carried his country into

war in 1778 by signing a treaty which bound France to continue fighting

until American independence was won. He had lured Spain into the struggle

a year later by promising continuous war until Gibraltar was restored to

that nation. Now France was ready for peace, but the Mediterranean

fortress was still in English hands. Vergennes’ task was to secure inde-

pendence for the Americans, then end the war by satisfying Spain with

territorial concessions less difficult to obtain than Gibraltar. The fourth

nation, Spain, was dominated by an able and aggressive foreign minister,

the Count de Floridablanca. That hard-headed realist was determined to

secure Gibraltar and to transform the Gulf of Mexico into a Spanish lake

by acquiring the Floridas, exclusive navigation of the Mississippi River, and
possibly a strip of territory east of that stream.

Vergennes saw his problem clearly. He knew that both France and the
United States, although anxious for peace, were bound by treaty obliga-
tions to continue fighting until Spain was ready to lay down its arms-^
or until Gibraltar was restored. War might go on for years unless he
could bribe Floridablanca into accepting

..
peace. Why not, Vergennes
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reasoned, offer the Spaniards enough territory in the American West to

compensate them for their failure to recapture that rocky fort. This seemed

reasonable to the French foreign minister
j
he had made no boundary

commitments to the United States and could with a clear conscience look

on the trans-Appalachian country as conquered territory which could be

assigned to any one of the allies. Hence he asked his secretary, Gerard de

Rayneval, to work out a division of the West satisfactory to the Spanish

ambassador to Versailles, the Count of Aranda. After several conferences

Aranda agreed that the region north of the Ohio should be retained by

England, Kentucky and eastern Tennessee should go to the United States,
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:area south ;of the^ Giimberland and :>[vest : of a

;:"the. Gidf at rApd be assigned- :t6 ;S]5ain('^
^ -give' the, Spaniards controI;of both -banks of the Mississippi - south .of

: Ohio and bar Americans from .the river entirely. On ,
September A;,

:
1782,

r. Vergenhes' delivered, this proposal to the American cbrnmissipnersyas his

.

-“persondddeal,” keeping Spain’s part in ks formulatjori secret.;;,

V: Jphh j^ was acting alone due to Franklin’s .illriess, was horrified.

Vergehnes, it sPemed, was willing to carve up the neiwborn; Republic ,fb^

the benefit of greedy European neighbors even before dndependence was

won. Whde Jay still pondered this unpleasant fact he received two; other;

bits of information that apparently confirmed his worst fears. Qh Septehi-',

ber 10, 1782, Oswald handed him captured dispatches which .proved thel

Chevalier de La Luzerne, French minister to the United States, guilty-

of trying to influence Congress to accept an Appalachian boundary. On the

same, day he , learned that Rayneval had departed secretly for London

.

to confer with Shelburne. Jay leaped to the conclusion that he had
.

gone

to persuade England to accept the Appalachian boundary or even offer,

that nation a separate peace. In the face of this seeming betrayal by ;an. ally,

why should the United States adhere to its outworn pledge , of ' 1778?;

Better to protect the national interest by concluding an imrnediate treaty ;

with Britain. ; :K-l'

Jay acted at once. Oswald was told that the Anrericansr,were 'ready W
negotiate, even without preliniinary recognition of .their independence, -if ';

his commission was altered to authorize dealings with- agents ofthe Uriited^^

States—this being considered tacit recognition. At the; sanie time jayi sent;:

one of his own employees, Benjamin Vaughan, to assure Shelbiirne that-,

the United States .was ready to make ah immediate peace if
.
England .would

.

grant the Mississippi
, boundary, and pther -concessions.^ The canny ^irime^ -

minister saw at once that this Was a golden
,

opportunity to split the alliesV:

Oswald’s new; instructions were hurried to Paris by courier,; reaching there

°^ ??P,,^®.*P^?^ ^7i .U^^* f^'^Sdtiatiohs.be^n at once,, arid by. October ;5v Jay

;

and Oswald agreed on a preliminary treaty which included^the Missisrippi

;

,

line. ahd ;a prpvisioh .diat .both; ;natidns;share navigation: of that .riyer.- phis-
•draft, proyecl unacceptable tp England, for ,by the. time .it reached- Londph .;

;
pn October; 1 1 the goverihnent^kne\y:that a last allied assault Pri Gibraltar;:;

had; failed,; Hence - Shelburne^ on further.:- concessions frpih ' &ef
:.,
Hhithd States, .particularly eompensation; for -British . merchants: ;.With;.out-

in
.
Atnerica

;
:and Loyalists who had. 'abaridphed • prpperty;;

fpiiP^'J^y^s.flpsdership; ;To,^etherithey ;pefsuaded ,
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Franklin to proceed without consulting Vergennes. Negotiations went for-

ward rapidly until November 3, 1782, when preliminary articles were

signed. I'hese gave the British their choice of two northern boundaries.

Both began at the St. Croix River and followed the “highlands” between

the Atlantic and St. Lawrence to the Connecticut—a provision that led

to a prolonged controversy, as the location of both the St. Croix and the

“highlands” was disputed. One possible boundary ran due west from the

Connecticut along the 45th pai-aUel to the Mississippi} the other followed

that parallel to the St. Lawrence, then through the Great Lakes and across

the Grand Portage to the northwest corner of the Lake of the Woods.

From that point the line extended ‘^due west to the Mississippi”—another

source of dispute as that river terminated south of the Lake of the Woods-

down the Mississippi to the 31st parallel, east to the Chattahoochee, south

along that stream to its junction with the Flint, east once more to the St.

Mary’s, and down the center of that twisting river to the sea. Because the

fate of the Floridas was unknown at that time, a secret provision in the

preliminary treaty provided that should England secure those provinces

the southern boundary of the United States was to begin at the mouth of

the Yazoo River and run east to the Chattahoochee along the line of

32® 28' rather than along the 31st parallel. This too caused controversy,

as Spmn ultimately secured the Floridas and laid claim to the whole

“Yazoo Strip” that Jay and Adams were willing to grant their enemy but

not their ally.

These boundaries were as advantageous as could have been expected.

By deserting France and playing on England’s desire for an immediate

peace, the American commissioners gave their country a vast western

territory that might otherwise have gone to Spain. In its other provisions

the preliminary treaty was almost as favorable. The United States and

England shared the right to navigate the Mississippi, Americans were

granted fishing rights off Canada, and agreed to put no obstacles in^ the

way of merchants or Loyalists trying to recover their property. British

garrisons in the Northwest Posts that lay south of the border were to

evacuate them *‘with all convenient speed.” Shelburne accepted those provi-

sions at once, after choosing the Great Lakes boundary, and on November

30, 1782, the preliminary treaty was signed by both sets of commissioners.

Vergennes, who was shown a copy the next day, was probably secretly

pleased that the Americans had violated their pledge and made a separate

peace, for the desertion of an ally helped him persuade Spain to give up

the fight. Five days later the Spanish government agreed to accept the

Floridas and Minorca instead of Gibraltar. Anglo-French and Anglo-

Spanish treaties were concluded by January 20, 1783? automatically putting
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By September 3, lyS-?, both
^gland.and the.^Uni^ ratified

.and signed the final treaty
;v::, ;Am^icah; diploma^, w6n:a.^ for their fellow countrv-

at the risk of angering thX
,d^e^h;alhes^nd:savic^^ conquest faded.- Yet even their.r^dip^ pf the^ranco-American ^ would not have brought this:tnumph: butidr the generqsi^ d^ Shelburne. He, above al other|at^men, realized that was inevitable and that theAni^^^b: wqul^ peyef,be sad^^^^ i{ their westward path was

J^ter, ‘W a strong fcLdation
, aid |or eternal aipity between England and America.” The%ision of ane^my ^inmister and ^ of American negotiators to ^aS

t-s^ppahd.ian
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; CJH AFTER X

The Western Problem

1783-1790

The Treaty of 1783 brought the infant American government face to face*

with the same staggering problems that plagued England’s ministers after-

the Seven Years’ War: how could Indians be removed from the transr
.

Appalachian wilderness, lands disposed of, and settlers governed? Britain’s

best statesmen failed to find an answer; now an untried congress, torn by

dissension and weakened by sectional jealousies, must succeed op witness.

the coUapse of, the entire democratic experiment;'To ;make : matters even

vsforse, the solution was complicated by the presence of a welter of conflicting

'

interests involving land companies,_traders, foreign; iritirigue, and state,

claims. Little ,wonder that some observers who, fenaemberedi England’s

groping efforts viewed the task,as ihsurmpuntable. 'V. iy
|

Congress’ first step was to secure undispiited control of the West
j
for

at the start of . the Revolution the;/bvef-mOuntaih :regibh was clamed by

seyenvof the thirteen
,
states on .'the bisis .of the crown^ sea-to^sea

charters tb.which they owed their bri^rii Ma^a Conhecticutj North

Garbliiia, and . Georgia contendedythat their - original grants, which provided
,

each with a krip ..of ; coast and northernvand southern; boundarieSi running;

to the Pacific,i^ehded theirjtemtdries to.,^e .Mississip^ Garplina,
;;

:whose- se^p-sea;^arter was .disputed,by ,ckim to n.-fifty-rhile

??*^R'^^P''s.^?>;.thd;35th jparaUel'-arid.a,;lirie 'drawn; west fro

:fhe;;Tu^lop .arid Keowee^riVers^yh^nia insisfed that herY fiop/charter,

'^tcndingythe -Old' Domariiori’s;Pbundaries:.“up,rhtb the;

^rbiri; sea;.tp.;sea;.;west;and..;riprthwes^

ybyh 'Yrid.'.west 'bf t^

.thp-samy region,' riot: bri/the basis of:a;cdid^

laridsxpriqueredbjtthat tribe.i'Y
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From the beginning of the Revolution both national statesmen and

representatives of the six landless states urged the cession of the western

lands to the United States. The former argued that the trans-Appalachian

domains were common property because they were “wrested from the

common enemy by the blood and treasure of the thirteen states/’ that

a nationally owned West would serve as a bond of unity during trying

days when interstate rivalries threatened the Republic, that central control

would satisfy frontiersmen who clamored through the war for a better

form of government than individual states could provide, and that the

lands were needed both for revenue and for satisfying bounties promised

men who had enlisted in the Revolutionary armies. Spokesmen for the

six states which did not claim western territories not only echoed these

arguments but pointed out that cession was necessary to protect their own

commonwealths. States with territories in the West, they argued, could

care for most of their expenses by selling land. Those without would be

forced to resort to higher taxes, driving their inhabitants to the landed

states. The depopulation of stretches of the seaboard loomed as an un-

pleasant possibility.

Most of those who argued in this way were sincere, but the more vocifer-

ous were representatives of land companies who saw a chance to turn the

conflict to their own advantage. Firmly against cession in each common-

wealth were speculators who hoped to use their local influence to secure

state-granted lands in the West. Arguing for cession were two organiza-

tions that antedated the Revolution, the Indiana Company and the lUinois-

Wabash Land Company, both of which claimed lands in western Virginia

on the basis of purchases made under the Camden-Yorke decision. Their

leaders knew that Virginia would never recognize their claims, especially

after 1776 when the legislature specifically voided all titles acquired directly

from Indians. Congress, however, might be more lenient. With this in

mind both companies were reorganized soon after independence to include

leading politicians in the landless Middle States. These men, working to-

gether under the able leadership of Robert Morris of Pennsylvania, formed

a solid congressional bloc in favor of immediate cession. They were a

power to be reckoned with, for they could always count on the support of

Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware, and could usually

capture additional votes from Rhode Island and New Hampshire.

The Middle State speculators showed their hand first by attempting to

write a clause into an early draft of the Articles of Confederation authoriz-

ing Congress to define state boundaries and erect new western states, but

the seven land-owning states defeated that proposal, substituting in the final

draft a guarantee that “no state shall be deprived of territory for the
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benefit of the United States.” When the Articles were submitted to the

states for ratification, the speculators and nationalists had their revenge.

On December 15, 1778, Maryland announced it would never ratify until

the landed states surrendered their holdings to the central government.

This resolution was couched in patriotic language and stressed Congress’

need for territories to satisfy solders’ bonuses, but the influence of jobbers

became apparent two days later when Virginia offered to provide all lands

required for this purpose free of charge. Now the Maryland speculators

had no choice but to state their position openly. The formal declaration

of the state’s intentions, submitted to Congress on January 6
,

I779 >
stressed

only the common right of all the people to all parts of trans-Appalachia

not granted to individuals before the war. The issue, as Virginia saw it,

was clear: should she surrender her western lands to the Indiana and

Illinois-Wabash Land Companies, or keep them to be exploited by her^

own speculators?

Others, however, did not realize this, and Virginia’s position grew

steadily weaker during the next two years. Her attempt to expose the

companies by opening the West to settlement backfired when a congressional

committee, dominated by representatives of the landless states, adopted

a resolution in November, 1779, urging that no western territory be sold

until after the war. To make matters worse, New York ceded its shadowy

claims in February, 1780, setting a precedent dangerous to Virginia’s

interests. Many prominent men, even within the Old Dominion, were

won to cession by the military reverses of that year. Better to strengthen

the Americran cause by ceding the West and allowing the Articles of Con-

federation to go into effect, they argued, than risk defeat by England.

This mounting pressure was too much to resist, but Virginia was not ready

to surrender completely. In September, 1780, it agreed to turn over its

western lands only if Congress guaranteed that no private purchases previ-

ously made there would be recognized.

This unlooked-for development sent the speculators into action. Petitions

were signed, pamphlets circulated, and stock judiciously distributed among
doubting congressmen. These efforts bore fruit in October when Congress

accepted the Virginia cession only after striking out the [provision respect-

ing private purchases. Undaunted, the House of Burgesses on January 2,

1781, ceded the United States all lands north of the Ohio, but with restric-

tions on land companies intact. This maneuver placed the decision squarely
up to Maryland; refusal to ratify now would prove it was acting in the
interest of speculators rather with the nation’s welfare at heart. On Febru-
ary 2, 1781^ the state’s legislature formally accepted the new frame of
government.
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1 he land companies were still not ready to surrender. Virginia had ceded

but Congress might be persuaded not to accept the cession undl the q\1

noxious provision on private purchases was stricken out. For the next three

years they worked frantically, but to no avail. Twice speculator-dominated

committees insisted that the national government already owned the trans-

Appalachian country and could grant it without respect to Virginia’s wishes,

one maintaining that Congress inherited the West from England, the other

that the New York cession included all territory claimed by the Old

Dominion. Fortunately neither report was adopted, for sentiment was

swinging against the speculators as their role in the sordid controversy

became clear. A few greedy individuals, Americans saw, were denying

Congress a domain badly needed to ease the nation’s financial burdens and

satisfy bounty-holding Revolutionary heroes. The shift in popular opinion

was shown in June, 1783, when a new committee, made up largely of

representatives of landholding states, urged Congress to accept the Virginia

cession with all restrictions attached. This report was adopted in September,
'

and on March i, 1784, jubilant Virginia ofiicials, happy in their victory over

the speculators, transferred their state’s western holding to the United

States.

In her cession Virginia set a pattern that other states later followed. All

had issued land bounties to their Revolutionary militia and were now

faced with the necessity of retaining enough western territory to satisfy

those claims. Hence the Virginia assembly retmned a “military reserve”

between the Scioto and Little Miami rivers as well as a 150,000 acre plot

opposite Louisville which was awarded George Rogers Clark and his

men. Only the lands north of the Ohio River were included in the cession,

as most of Kentucky was already sold and that region was kept as a county

until ready for statehood.

The other northern states quickly followed the example of .New York

and Virginia. Massachusetts ceded all its lands west of New York in

November, 1784, reserving a claim to the western portion of that state.

Connecticut succumbed to popular pressure in May, 1786, when it sur-

rendered all its interior territory save a “Western Reserve” of nearly

4,000,000 acres in northeastern Ohio. By the end of 1786 the United

States controlled all of the Northwest, except the Virginia and Connecticut

reserves.

The states south of Virginia proved less responsive to public opinion,

for most of them had suffered heavily during the war and were anxious

to profit from their western lands. The eagerness of the legislatures of

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia to reap large returns from

their interior territories proved an irresistible lure to speculators and
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plunged those southern governments into a labyrinth of intrigue that

lasted for a quarter-century.

The situation was particularly bad in North Carolina. As soon as popular

interest in cession began to develop, the assembly, in 1783J hxurriedly threw

open the Tennessee country to settlers, setting aside only a military reserve

Western Land Cessions, 1780-1802

for bounty holders in the Cumberland Valley. The low price asked—about

$5 for one hundred acres—sent Carolina land jobbers upon a speculative

rampage
5 within seven months 4,000,000 acres were sold at Ae Hills-

boro ofEce. By that time sentiment for cession was developing rapidly,

fomented fay eastern planters who disliked paying taxes to protect distant

frontiersmen, and by western speculators who looked to the national gov-
ernment for improvements that would increase the value of their holdings.
Their influence resulted in an act in June, 1784? ceding the Tennessee
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country to the United States, and specrfically stating that ail previous grants

there must be respected. The measure was passed over the protests of

frontiersmen who hesitated to trade the assured protection of North

Carolina for the nebulous advantages of national control.

The westerners determined not to accept the decision without protest

When news of the cession reached their overhill homes a spontaneous cal]

went forth for a convention to meet at Jonesboro in August, 1784. The

rough woodsmen who assembled in that wilderness town dedded on their

future course at once: they would set up a government and enter the Union

as an independent state. This seemed legal and proper; Congress had just

resolved to admit new states into the Republic, and only separate existence

would assure protection for their homes and lives. Hence they drew up

a petition to Congress, laid out boundaries that included much of south-

western Virginia as well as eastern Tennessee in their new commonwealth,

and provided for a second convention to frame a constitution.

Before this convention met the situation had changed. In November,

1784, the North Carolina legislature, alarmed by the separate-statehood

movement and swayed by a humanitarian desire to deal more fairly with

the westerners, repealed the act of cession. At the same time it tried to

win back the revolting woodsmen by giving them their own court system

and an efficient militia force. The effect of this appeasement policy was

shown when tlie frontiersmen assembled in December to draw up a consti-

tution for their new state. Where the August meeting had been harmoni-

ous, the new gathering was divided into two groups. One, headed by John

Sevier of the Holston settlements who had been a leader of the statehood

movement from the first, insisted on separation despite North Carolina’s

action. The other, led by Colonel John Tipton, long a rival of Sevier,

favored immediate capitulation. The separate-state men were in a majority

and after riding roughshod over their opponents, agreed to create a new

state of Frankland—or Franklin as it was soon called. After the laws of

North Carolina were adopted as a temporary constitution, Sevier was

chosen governor by acclamation. Frontier pride and provincialism had

launched a wilderness experiment in self-government.

The State of Franklin fared badly from the first. Its survival depended

on congressional recognition, yet Congress not only refused to consider

admitting the new state but adopted a decidedly hostile attitude which

was shown especially in dealing with the Indians. The Franklinites, with

the usual frontier disregard for native rights, attempted to secure lands

for expansion by forcing a handful of minor Cherokee chiefs to sign the

so-called Treaty of Dumplin Creek in May, 1785. This illegal agreement,

which extended the whites’ territory as far as the watershed of the Little
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River, was protested so vigorously by the rest of the tribe that national

authorities felt called upon to intercede. The United States commissioners

sent to meet the Indians in November, I785> not only disavowed the Treaty

of Dumplin Creek but drew up their own Treaty of Hopewell in open

defiance of the Franklin government. The lines established by the Treaties

of DeWitt’s Corner and Long Island were recognized, a narrow strip in

North Carolina purchased from the Cherokee, and a boundary run west-

ward from Long Island through Cumberland Gap and along the Cumber-
land River to place the Nashville settlements in American territory. The
disgruntled frontiersmen were forced to watch their hoped-for lands

turned over to savages by a government whose support they had anticipated.

Neither congressional hostility nor internal dissension could discourage

the optimistic westerners^ instead they believed that the constant disputes

between Franklinites, anti-Franklinites, and government men would “be
found useful in forming the manners of the people} ... the next genera-
tion in Franklsjid will vie with Athens itself.” In this cheerful mood they
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met together in November, 1785, to draw up a constitution for

The document that emerged was surprisingly democratic; dt swept avvay^

nearly all property qualifications for office holding, introduced maiihobd '

suffrage, a popularly elected one-house legislature, the fegistratioii 'of

'

voters, election by ballot, and a crude form of refereindum.VrheseTlberal:'

features were little to the liking of Governor Sevier or his little i clique

"

of friends who had no more sympathy with true democracy than any othbr -

representatives of the upper crust of frontier society. Their influence was

'

sufficient to defeat the constitution and substitute a modified version of

the North Carolina frame of government.

More than this was needed to save Sevier’s tottering; government,;

During the summer of 1786 the North Carolina legislature, determined

to stamp out the rebellion, adopted a series of laws designed to bring the;

outlaws back into the fold—one forgave all taxes for any man accepting

'

the state’s authority—and named officials to take over “Franklin County.”:

These two steps swung most of the Franklinites into line, but Sevier with ;

a few friends doggedly maintained his right to the governorship. Conflicts

;

between the outlawed Franklinites and loyal North Carolinians
;

grew;

increasingly serious until they reached a climax in February, 1788; At that

time several state officers, led by John Tipton, seized some of Sevier’s

slaves for nonpayment of North Carolina taxes. The outraged gbveriibr,;

retaliated by storming the homes of his enemies. A pitched battle followed, ;

in which Sevier’s outnumbered party was soundly defeated, although the:

discredited leader escaped capture until October, 1788, when he yentur^

into the Nolichucky settlements. The state authorities were wise.enough to

pardon him rather than allow him to develop a martyr’s following, and

Sevier returned to his old position as a western leader. The State of Frank-

lin was dead for all time. V ^
With the West at peace. North Carolina again ceded its Tennesseb

lands. By that time so much of the region was sold that the actiof cession,

passed in December, 1789, and accepted by Congress two months latdr,

conveyed little more than jurisdiction. In the meantime South Carolina

turned over its narrow strip in August, 1787, leaving Georgia the Jast

state to surrender its western territories. There too the hope of finahcial

returns delayed the final surrender; the legislature, in 1789 and again m;,;

1795 sold the whole tract to speculating companies, then fescijided the,

sales. Not until 1802 was the last cession completed and the Uffit'ed

assured possession of the vast wilderness between the Appalaiffiians and^^
^

the Mississippi.
‘

Congress had begun to shape the United States’ western polic/,^ 1^^^^

before this, for when Wrginia ceded its holdings in 1784;^®



bound to foUoW. bunrig;th(2;nej^‘ few'years/and^^^^ progres-
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: sion that res^ted from, charice rather: than plan
j
the;three pios^

I'problems were solved.: how to sell the. public dohia;n^; h6iV:;to;'cl^ v

the Indian inhabitanbjv^d^^w :to the federal
;

tefritpn8si;,T^

monumental laws embodying these dedsions set a pattern that was fpllowe^
; y

through the history of the frontier in determining - relations between the -

'.goVemmient and the West.: t
'

: ;The nation’s first concern was a means of selling -the 'newly; acquired

lands, for rhoney was needed to reduce the Revolutionary, debt ,
and meet -

part obthe government’s expenses. The complexities of the prbbleiri ini-;

mediately became clear. Congress must choose between ‘two;:established;^

systems: the New England practice of surveying lands' before Settlemerit-

and selling them in orderly blocks, or the southern custorn of “indiscriniinaite

location and subsequent survey” which aUowed a settler ‘to;purchase;^

Warrant,; lay out his plot where he wished, and then have it surveyed. ;Both ;

methods had elements of strength and weakness. The northern J^stem -did:;-

away with conflicting titles and assured pioneers protection as they adyanced-;

westward in compact tiers, but discouraged immigration, by byeremphasizV^

ing the social group and by forcing the purchase of bhd; land along 'With^^^^

good. The southern system, although fevored by-frpntiersm'enj bred;a .

. welter of conflicting titles, for each homeseeker avoided popr soil by laying ..;

out irregularly shaped plots which could not be siirveyed accuratelyy^^
where between those two extrenies-—one sacrificing, settlement; for, drder^^;^^^

and the other impossible to adniinlster—Congress must ;fihd the:an;swenfo

its. problem.
.

; V'''"

Suggestions began -pOuring in as early''as i78i ;When ; a;:p,a^^^

Pelatiah Webster, urged, the goyerninent; to diyide the .'^est; ihto square

;

townships to be auctioned, off at a minimum price of a

next, three years the question
;

W^>.;debated/;occasion^

March, yi 78 j,' -when; 'a: committee- wjfe^ set - i^y to^reodn^ a 'definite":'

program,, did; Cpngress};ad.^The rep'ort:- prppbs^^ domain;

;

be diyided Into townships' seven .miles sq-uarej th'at-these^ers^^
' with ,a,minimuni ;price of ;$i ;ah acre, 'and:that;on .be ;<

"disposed of to.:tmited groups of frontiersmen^ This.pfppdsaiy^
the New. ;Engi&d System, arousedvspUthern- congr'essnieh

:;pointed..out. that indiyiduaiistic: pioheeip from: their, states .were unydliing;:

. to;band ,together
,for township; purch'asesj thus glying sociaUy^mindedinorth;!;.

i
P^iPhdfic sdyantege.' Th^e valid: criticisms led -ip a

,

general tmodifir;-;

rratiPn ,of;the;prpp^ in the month .pf'-debate that follo-wed.^^T result was :

:

.•^,|?f.,f^r^*P?PP^:°f^^;7 ?5j)pdppted':on'May;;2o:Pf.that;year—-one bf‘t^^

.important .le^slative m^utes-m Anienrah' history.
:.if

i:
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All government-owned lands, it stated, would be divided into townships

six miles square. These, in turn, would be subdivided into thirty-six num-

bered ‘^sections,” each containing one square mile or 640 acres. Alternate

townships would be sold as a whole and in sections, thus satisfying both

New Englanders who wanted large units and southerners who wished

smaller plots. The auction method was adopted, with regular sales in each

state, and a minimum price of $i an acre. Congress reserved four sections

in each township for subsequent disposal and set aside one—section sixteen

—to maintain schools. The Ordinance stated that the first “base line,”

The Ordinance of 1785

as the east-west sm-veys were called, should run due west from the point

where the Pennsylvania boundary crossed the Ohio River, and that north-

south “range lines” should extend southward from this to the Ohio. As

soon as the first “Seven Ranges” were surveyed the whole tract, in the

southeast corner of present Ohio, would be opened to settlers.

When Congress adopted the Ordinance of 1785 it traded the immediate

benefit of land sales for a well-ordered future. The measure did end the

confusion prevalent under the southern warrant system
5
now a prospective

settler purchased a definite, previously surveyed tract—section twenty m

township number three, for example—rather than title to a plot that he

could lay out himself. Yet months, or even years, would be needed to
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Complete the laborious surveys ;nec^^^ before sales;;cpuld ;
begin. More

,
years might be required: to convince independent frontiersipen to buy well-

niarked -
government tracts .rather than to select chpicb lands/that pleased

them.; The, warrant system not Only promised Cohgresk better financia.1

. returns, but was better suited to the needs of the frontier;;By limiting sales

to auctions, in eastern statesj barring purchases of less than 640 acres,, a

decreeing that, the minimum price for a plot should be $646,; the Ordinance

prevented pioneer farmers from buying government land, for.,rio ,frpntiers-

rhan* needed such a large tract nor could he afford to buy .on those terms.

Instead the door was opened to speculators who could, purchase sections
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or townships at eastern aucdons, then parcel them but to users in smaller
tracts and on credit. This probably, was in the minds of Congressmen, many
of whom were land jobbers themselves. ;

'

;;
While Suryeys; were get^ way, Congress turned to the second

step needed to open the Westtbemoyai of . theTndians. The, fiye commis- ,;

sioners already named to treat with
,
the northwestern tribes were instructed

^buntry, meet the'hatives, and establish a boundary exteiid-,-

.;;
ing the;area::open;to, settlement wesbto the; Fallsbb the .Ohio/Three bfT

-

once to .Rf. Staiiwix; where they badgered the Iroquois into

.

. ^^iblaims to;the ’N for a few paltry pr^ents.

: ^ ^b ^7 .pkippewa, .Ottawa, Delawarejbnd Wyandot
'f

' tp.;Ftv'
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their Ohio lands except a reservation between the Cuyahoga-Tuscarawas

portage and the Maumee River. Even this region was not completely

theirsj the United States retained several strategic spots on the Maumee,
Sandusky, and Great Miami rivers for trading posts.

The Treaties of Ft. Stanwix and Ft. McIntosh complicated, rather than

solved, the northwestern Indian problem. Neither satisfied the natives; the

Iroquois cession only angered Ohio tribesmen who claimed the Six Nations

had no right to cede their hunting grounds, and the Ft. McIntosh agree-

ment was useless because the Shawnee refused to sign. To make matters

worse they gave frontiersmen an excuse to swarm across the Ohio River

onto lands still claimed by the Indians. From Kentucky, Virginia, and

Pennsylvania these lawless adventurers came, to elbow into the peaceful

Illinois villages, crowd into Vincennes, and stake out their tomahawk

claims along the north bank of the Ohio from Pittsburgh to the Mus-

kingum. The commissioners, alarmed lest this invasion arouse native

resentment, instructed Colonel Josiah Harmar, who commanded the federal

troops on the northwest frontier, to drive them out by any means necessary.

This was done in the spring of 1785, but the commander of the force

brought back discouraging news. He found several thousand “banditti

whose actions are a disgrace to human nature” squatting on the federal

domain, well organized with their own elected governor, and firm in the

belief that every American had “an undoubted right to pass into every

vacant country, and there to form their constitution.” Strong measures

would be needed, he reported, to drive back those defiant wilderness spirits.

Harmar, realizing that merely policing the frontier would not suffice,

secured congressional consent for a new fort. Ft. Harmar, at the mouth

of the Muskingum, but even this failed to halt the oncoming tide during

the summer of 1785. Most embarrassed of all by the illegal migration

were the Indian commissioners who were laboring to secure Shawnee con-

sent for the northwestern land cessions. In an effort to placate their native

charges, they sent out runners summoning the Ohio tribes to a new con-

ference at the mouth of the Great Miami in October, 1785- After a month

of waiting a few Wyandot and Delaware chiefs straggled in, although the

Shawnee remained aloof until a threat of war brought 150 sullen warriors

to the meeting ground early in January, 1786. Three weeks of negotiations,

marked by threats from the officials and grudging concessions from the

Indians, were climaxed by the signing of the Treaty of Ft. Finney-

named after a blockhouse thrown up by the American troops while they

were waiting—on January 31, 1786. The Shawnee reluctantly agreed to

the Ft. McIntosh cession and to an extension of the boundary westward

along the White River to the mouth of the Wabash, but they repudiated
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the agi^ment'as sdonas they re^rhed to-the safety :6f then- yilMge^

! That tribe’s- defiance; of the United States brought Indian dissatw^^^

to" the - boiling
,

point " in the spring of 1786. Through . the ^Ghid ^ .

bands .of natives fell on traders and raided settlernents> while the Itoquois-,

renounced the Ft. Stanwii treatjr and threatened war if their lands .were

occupied. These attacks were climaxed on July 15 when fiVe hundred Miami

warriors surrounded Vincennes and demanded the right to' slaughter all.

Americans there. When their cold-blooded request was Tefhsed they re-

treated grumblingly, letting it be known they would soon’ return; If' the,

frontier was to be' saved from war something more was-.needed than the

feeble efforts of an impoverished Congress and the inadequate, prote^ph .

of the few soldiers at Ft. Harmar and Ft. Finney. As usual in such ;a

’

situation westerners took matters into their own hands.. Throughout Ken-

tucky the demand rose for George Rogers Clark, to Saye .the Northwest.

Clark, despite aclvancing years and a growing tendency ,toward alcoholic ;

overinduigence, rose to the emergency in his usual capable fashion. .Two

:

expeditions -were planned} one under Clark to march hofth from Ft.

Steuben, a new federal outpost across the river from Louisville, to destroy

the Miami villages on the upper Wabash and Miami, the other to .
advgnbe;,

along the.Great Miami River into the Shawnee country. 'The
:
latter,

by Colonel Benjamin Logan, destroyed ten towns,^d '15,000 •bushela^

corn, but Clark’s 1,200 militiamen mutinieci at,:the^nibuth. 6f ;W
Creek and; returned in disorder without sighting a’ single foe; The Indiah^f;

encouraged by this failure, held two conferences during the : winte

1786-87 to repudiate the treaties of Ft. %anwix. Ft. McIntOsh},and;F^^^

Finney and declare that “the line now cutting Pehhsylyahia . shall bohiid:

them On the sun-rising, and the Ohio shaU be the boundary .between theni

and the'Big- Einives.” A

Congress was helpless in face of this native demand for the whole Ohio
country. It attempted to better relations by/pasring the .OMinance of, 1786
which set up an Indian Department patterned after; the-,earlier-^hglish;:

model, with superintendents for the regions north arid . s oFthe -Ohib

;Riyer authorized to bar unlicensed traders and .guarantee the:fed meh:;fair

;

prices for furs. This halfhearted; palliative meant. .hothing^' asrthnU^
States' had : no mahufactiming; estabbshments :;to,Vproyide;'.tradirig.‘ goods/
.even . if ;;the day : for peaceful

,
hegotiarioh ' had: riot .passedl; :!Whe^?raids"

mounted in intensity during;the£priiig;of:i787"Cohgtri^S/rebbgma^^

:

sttengfheriecl,^ the'^iri^hs at^:R, . Pitt,- ;Fti' MclMpriiyR;-

‘ -
hlAtmar, Ft. Fiimey, Fti Steuben

j and Viricenhes; A war .warineeded before^

, .
the'.Nprthwest was;safe,dOr:'settlereri;.:I.’'''\-';^^^ vi'-S';;;. ".-'b

,

^he: governm^t’s; financial required; ah ;.imiriediate sale op
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western territory. Hence as soon as the treaties of Ft. Stanwiic and Ft.

McIntosh were signed, work began on the first base line, or “Geographer’s
Line” as it was called, of the “Seven Ranges.” The task proved formidable

—surveyors worked over rough, forested country under constant threat

of Indian attack—but the little band of men stuck doggedly to their task

between September 1785 and April 1787. By that time only four ranges

were laid out and Congress, impatient under its financial burdens, decided

to throw these open to settlement at once. The first sales, held at New York
in September and October, 1787, were disappointing; buyers were few,

bidding so listless that the price seldom rose above the minimum, purchases

small, and the total profit only $176,090 in depreciated currency. This was

not the fortune needed to retire the national debt. The land system must

be revised to bring in larger returns.

Congress was moved to make this change by pressure from one of the

most important land companies in history, the Ohio Company. This influ-

ential organization was the brain child of Brigadier General Rufus Putnam,

a Revolutionary veteran from New England. Putnam knew that Washing-

ton’s soldiers were mustered out with their pockets stuffed with “certificates

of indebtedness”—depreciated government securities issued in lieu of

back pay—which Congress would accept at par value in any land sales.

Why not form a company, sell stock to veterans in return for those worth-

less certificates, and purchase a large tract in the Ohio country? With this

in mind Putnam persuaded his close friend, Brigadier General Benjamin

Tupper, to join the party surveying the Seven Ranges with an eye to

spying out a suitable spot for a colony. Tupper’s few months in the West

had convinced him that the garden spot of the Ohio region was the Mus-

kingum Valley, a fertile area guarded by Ft. Harmar and adjacent to the

Seven Ranges.

His glowing report so fired Putnam’s enthusiasm that the two men lost

no time in inserting “A Piece called Information” -in the Massachusetts

papers, asking all former soldiers interested to meet at the Bunch of Grapes

Tavern in Boston on March i, 1786. The eleven delegates who gathered

that day were easily persuaded to endorse the scheme. Then and there

they formed the Ohio Company, pledged themselves to sell $ 1 ,
000,000

worth of stock for Continental certificates, and agreed to migrate to the

Ohio lands that would be purchased with this sum. When they met a^in

a year later only 250 thousand-dollar shares had been sold, but they decided

to buy as much as possible with the money on hand, hoping to expand their

holdings when their successful colony brought a rush of new subscribers.

The task of negotiating with Congress was entrusted to a shrewd Ipswich

clergyman, tlie Reverend Manasseh Cutler, who reached New York, where

the government was meeting, on July 5, 1787.
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the entire
;

principle of small

:sai^ the Ordinance of 1785 by selling his company a plot at

'

le^S th^n a depreciatecl dolk^ an acre—aroused so little congressional en-

thuriasm that by- July 20 Cutler was on the point of admitting defeat and

•returning to New England: At that point, he received a call from Colonel

William Duer, secretary of the Board of Treasury which handled all

land sales. A “number of the principal characters in the city,” his visitor

' eicplainedj were interested in the success of the Ohio Company sale, but only

if they puld share secretly in the proceeds. This was sufficient to interest

Cutler, who was enough of a Yankee to know an opportunity when he saw

, one, and the two men set out for Brooklyn where, over an excellent oyster

supper, they hatched one of the nation’s most important speculations.

duer’s scheme was as simple as it was dishonest. He represented a

number of congressmen, government leaders, and business men who were

anxious to buy Ohio land but could not because of their official positions.

They wished the Ohio Company to apply for 1,500,000 acres for itself,

to be paid for in two $500,000 installments, one when the sale was made

and the other on completion of the surveys. At the same time it was to

purchase an additional 5,000,000 acres for Colonel Ducr’s associates, who

Were to organize as the Scioto Company and pay for their tract in six

installments., In return for this service Colonel Duer agreed to loan the

Ohio, Company the money needed to complete its down payment and to

take Cutler and one of his associates, Winthrop Sargent, into the Scioto

Company. They would, Duer explained, be given thirteen shares between

them, Duer and Ins friends would keep thirteen more, and six would be

sold- in Europe. The profits from those six would allow the company to

meet the fetv payments necessary until its option was sold to some other

speculating concern at a handsome profit. All parties would benefit; the

Ohio Company would get r,ooo,ocx) acres of choice land for about eight

cents an acre,; Duer ajid his associates would have an option on 2,0cx),ooo

more; acres, and Cutler and Sargent would control an equal amount—all

for thp cost of one. oyster supper and. a loan of $200,000 in depreciated

: .currency. Little wonder that t^^ speculation promised to be one of the

;.:raost.profltable in history. •
,

, _
,

?
agreed to push the sale through Congress, lived up

^ an agreement on July 2i,

.
days la authorized Duer’s Board of Treasury to

' seil -large.bloc^^^^^ and on July 24 Cutler laid down his

'

with a, great'show of bluster that he would, leave the.

' ^ity:hnle^i;tHe}rwdre'accepted,^^A days-rto create an impfes-,-

;C49-h;.
9.^ :K°pcridelib^^^^^^ the sale. Two plots 'Were

- lay along the Ohio River between.
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the seventh and seventeenth range lines and extended inward far enough

to include 1,500,000 acres—although when the surveys were completed

the company actually received 1,781,760 acres. The second embraced

5,000,000 acres between the first tract and the Scioto River. Cutler received

only an option on those lands, requiring payment at the rate of 66^ cents

an acre in four semiannual installments beginning six months after the

external surveys were completed. This he turned over to the Scioto

Company.

Cutler was still not satisfied, even with a bargain that gave his company

1,500,000 acres at eight cents an acre and himself a sizeable interest m a

giant speculation. He pointed out to Congress that orderly government

for the Ohio country must be provided before the Ohio and Scioto com-

panies could hope for profitable sales. His prodding was responsible for

the Ordinance of 1787, a measure that ranked with the Ordinance of 1785

in shaping tlie future of the West.



^ 6on|^metiihadiIphg^wi^ngled over a; government^ ; system for the

^:;;^tern -terfitpnes ;beforerhe :eh^getic; Cutler whipped; tKem: into action.

^ mistakes

?;:^atliaH teen responsible^ knew,

^^^^'the^sanie thit'ifeced iPat^ia^ 1776, for the public domain

by the thirteen states. England’s

;;;;:eAi3ire^;edUapsedvljerause autonomy to the

/^^component p^sj - Ameri^n Revolutionists had insisted on a system of co-

:;v ordinal wWch would^haye ;piacecl colonies and mother country on an

.
eqvml footing, bo\^^^ the allegiance both paid the

V :klhgi When Parlianient faile^^ this and tried to rule the king’s

'

f -American subjects, war foiipwed. Hence Congressmen realized they must

escape a second revolution. The

.’.Union could -exist’ only s^ one of its parts was subservient to

any other,- ^
-J

^

r? ;
rebellibus attitude of westerners during and

just after; the Rev who lived beyond the mountains

; :
were; men dh “Western World” they called it—

their own destiny. What did self-satisfied

,
wstefneiHs' l^^ of the need for protection, easy ,

yrland; laWsf and -less sent over the mounteins

;Vtb .proti^t rhhh^^^ legislature were strangely reminiscent of

;
prntestk that;.cp|onists;:of^d generation showered on Parliament.

;
ignored, these colonists of the West

; - showed a d^gerPus^^^m take matters into their own hands. Separate

;
s^ and died in the West all through the

Reydl^u& was so plagued by demands of its pver-

: m6pntain;atit^^ in 1783 it threatened all agitators

- Carolina lost xontror of tits frontiersmen .

'

A’
time; w^ Own''state of Franklin; Ken-

separatist movement- for some years after 1780. -

.

j^orth o eviction by ;petitioning for adnussion

/. ^ new state; Even the handful of settlers 'on- Clark’s'grantopposite iiouis-

, f proclairned, the -right to rnake their; own laws in. the ;absence:f
’

Roystiimen^^^
,
thistiturbuierit ' ScenP,;; Congressmen v;'

; realized tihat the jyyestjwpuld .:be;,satisfied ;oniy; with ; the. same rights .and ;

?;;ptiylleges^uhder;^they:cehttargc^rnment;thatdhe:;:E^tie^

;
cPidd;. /granted,.only by. eferting. the:tmn's-Appaiachiah‘; 'te^

;'^t^;;tpvbe: admitted; into, -terms -‘Pf ..full equality with ;;the; .

;

'^";*^'Ptihtiple:was;cleai-lys^ted'm'CictQb^^^^^^
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persuade the landed states to cede their western holdings by promising that

all cessions would be “formed into separate republican states, which shall

become members of the federal union, and have the same rights and sover-

eignty, freedom and independence as the other states.” From that time

debate hinged only about the size and method of admission of new states.

Numerous plans were suggested. An “Army Plan” submitted by a group

of officers in 1783 proposed statehood for present Ohio as a means of

caring for soldiers’ land bounties
j
a “Financiers’ Plan” offered by several

business leaders two months later would have divided the West into

territories embracing two degrees of latitude and three of longitude which

would become states as soon as their population reached 20,000. More
important was a plan submitted to Congress in March, 1784, by one of its

own committees. Thomas Jefferson, who as chairman was largely re-

sponsible for the report, suggested that the Mississippi Valley be divided

into fourteen districts, each with an impressive classical name. The jSrst

settlers would set up a temporary government w'ith a legislature, elective

officials, and delegate to Congress, which would control the district until

its population reached 20,000 when it would be admitted “into the Congress

of the United States, on an equal footing with the said original states.”

Jefferson’s Ordinance of 1784 never went into effect, for Congress ruled

that it should operate only after all landed states ceded their western ter-

ritories and long before that time several of its features were attacked.

Westerners disliked its emphasis on rectangular state boundaries rather than

divisions provided by nature. Easterners had two more important com-

plaints. One was levelled against the large number of states planned for the

Mississippi Valley. These would, alarmed Congressmen pointed out, ex^en-

tually outnumber the older dominions, wrest control of the government

from the East, and rule the nation in the interests of frontier agriculture.

Fewer and larger western states would alone protect the seaboard’s econ-

omy. Equally alarming to conservative eastern representatives was the com-

plete democracy provided by Jefferson’s ordinance. They insisted that fron-

tiersmen were Incapable of ruling themselves and that external control, at

least in the early stages of each new territorial government, was needed to

assure an orderly administration.

Congress was still debating these controversial points in July, J 7S7j

when the Reverend Manasseh Cutler appeared with his petition. His prod-

ding forced the appointment of a new committee on July 9 5
two days later

its report, modified by many of Cutler’s own suggestions, was presented

and on July 13 the Ordinance of 1787 was adopted by the unanimous vote

of the eight states present. The first of its three sections erected the “Terri-

tory North West of the Ohio” into one temporary district with the provi-
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'Sion that :it- eventually- bfe carved less than three or more than five

;terntbries. -If Congress decided on three, one north-south bdundarj^ was to

: run through the mouth of. the .Great Miami River, the other through Vin-

’

'cOhnes to, the Wabash and down that stream to the Ohio. If fite territories

•Were agreed Upon an east-west line touching the southern tip ,
of Lake

Michigan was to be. added,

.The second section, of the Ordinance established three stages in the evo-

lutionary process by which each territory was to become a state. .
In the

first the people were to be controlled by a governor, secretary, and three

judges named by Congress, authorized to enforce laws and control the

militia.-When the adult male population reached 5,000 the territory would

enter the second stage, with an elected legislature to share its power with a

council of five selected by the governor and Congress, The assembly was

to name; a delegate to Congress who could speak but not vote. The final

stage would be attained when the territory’s inhabitants numbered 60,000.

It. then could frame a constitution and apply for admission into the Union

on. equal terms with the older states. The third section of the Ordinance

contained a noteworthy bill of rights which guaranteed the people of the

Northwest Territory freedom of worship, proportional representation, jury

trialj privileges of the common law, the writ of habeas corpus, and security

for private contracts. Slavery was prohibited and aristocratic inheritance

laws designed to perpetuate great estates were forbidden. ,
.

,

The Ordinance of 1787, a conservative document written by jealous

easterners Who wanted to guard their own political and economic suprem-

acy,; failed to satisfy the “West. Frontiersmen objected to the oversized

states, the complete lack of self-rule during the early^’territorial stage, and

the absolute, veto power of the governor during the second. They resented

property qualifications which required all voters to own fifty acres of land

andrali. legislators two hundred,- not because these restricteci the franchise,

but'because such checks were .out of keeping .with the democratic spirit of

the frontier. Despite these faults the Ordinance of, 1787 did more to per-

>petuate the Union ’ thaii; any document save the Constitution, Men could,
'

, nOwTeaye, the older states assureds they were not surrendering their po-

but had re-

rjhm^d pne^reat'obstacle to-the^westv^
;

;

/€ the immediate burst of activity in lands opened’by the

first. Its adyance parties, setting out

-^^'^?^^^^hri^&the.-Wihfer of ’1787-^^^^

dfieir boatS;Oh.jhe.-sloping' shores

: OhCe to bmMihgya-tpwn. th^^ whole prOcesS'tyas carer

..fii.yy vised iby- the eOmpahv •vriiicKvdoriated’dand- for tho-viliy <vi=>
‘
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for the first buildings, laid out lots and farms, awarded free “Donation
Lands” to “Warlike Christian Men” who would settle at dangerous spots

in the interior, offered waterpower sites to gristmill and sawmill operators

and divided the lands among the settlers: a town lot, an eight-acre field

near the village, and and acre pasture along the Ohio going to each. Here,
in other words, was a New England village transplanted bodily to the

Ohio wilderness, with a paternalistic colonizing company playing the same
valuable role that town proprietors played in seventeenth-century Massa-

chusetts. Their concern was the welfare of their people, not profits, and they

looked after their charges with solicitous attention, even planting shade

trees along the Marietta streets and issuing each settler half a pint of whiskey

to assure a proper celebration of the first Fourth of July spent in their new
homes. Seldom have a people migrated with less hardship than the New
Englanders who moved west with the Ohio Company.

This was in marked contrast to the suffering of immigrants lured to

Ohio by less scrupulous speculators between 1787 and 1789. First to arrive

were a group under John Cleves Symmes, a New Jersey politician who in

October, 1787, petitioned Congress for 1,000,000 acres of the rich, rolling

country between the Great Miami and Little Miami rivers. Without wait-

ing for final action on his request he started west in the spring of 1788 with

a few followers who purchased sites along the Ohio. Scarcely had Symmes

reached his projected colony when he learned that Congress had sold him

only a twenty-mile-wide strip on the east bank of the Great Miami rather

than the lands requested. Many of the plots already sold lay beyond his pur-

chase and Symmes, hoping to persuade the government to give him the tract

he first requested, continued to make grants in that region. One was to a

group of pioneers who laid out the town of Columbia a short distance be-

low the mouth of the Little Miami in November, 1788. More important

was the sale of a plot opposite the mouth of the Licking to a small com-

pany of Kentucky speculators. These frontiersmen—who demonstrated their

classical knowledge by naming their settlement Losantiville (L for Licking,

os for mouth, anti for opposite, ville for city)—^hit upon one of the garden

spots of the Ohio Valley. Their village was destined to expand into the

West’s principal metropolis under the slightly less burdensome name of

Cincinnati. Yet neither of these outposts prospered as did Marietta, for

Symmes contributed nothing but oppressive prices and conflicting titles

which discouraged settlement. He, like most speculators, hindered rather

than aided the frontier advance.

This was even more true of the Scioto Company, Colonel Duer and

his associates, all of whom were involved in a score of bold speculations, had

no intention of developing their 5,000,000 acres. Instead they hoped to sell
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six of the company’s thifty-two shares in Europe, use the returns from these

to make payments needed to keep their option, and finally unload the whole

tract on other speculators to parcel out among individuals. This scheme de-

pended on selling the six shares in Europe at a price high enough to meet at

least the first installment due the government. That task was intrusted,

strangely enough, to Joel Barlow, a dreamy young lawyer who was famed

for his authorship of a bombastic poem called The Vision of Columbus

rather than for his business acumen. His success in selling Ohio Company

shares endeared him to Cutler, however, and Colonel Duer reluctantly con-

sented to his appointment, perhaps thinking that a poet was well-suited to

sell lands that the company did not own.

Barlow never understood the scheme in which he was involved. Instead

of disposing of the option or shares in the Scioto Company he tramped the

streets of Paris for ten months trying unsuccessfully to peddle small tracts

of territory. At this point, in the summer of 1789, he had the bad fortune

to fall into the hands of a corrupt Englishman, William Playfair, who

made a most sensible suggestion. The French, he said, would never purchase

land from an unknown foreigner, but would buy anything from a seemingly

respectable company. Barlow was so impressed that he agreed to help form

a new corporation, the Compagnie de Scioto, and to sell it 3,000,000 acres

of Scioto land, to be paid for in regular installments as the territory w'as

sold. Playfair, as the concern’s agent, launched an intensive selling cam-

paign at once. Maps and pamphlets were strewn over Paris, showing the

Seven Ranges and Ohio Company tracts as settled, describing a gleaming

white city of GaUipolis (City of the French) at the mouth of the Great

Kanawha, hinting that the capital of the United States would soon be moved
there, and urging Frenchmen to seize the opportunity to live in comfort

supported by a bountiful nature. Hundreds rose to the bait; by the end of

1789 150,000 acres were “sold,” to innocent victims who never suspected

that the Compagnie de Sciotc owned no land and that the elaborate cer-

tificates they purchased conveyed no title whatsoever. Proudly Joel Barlow
gathered those unfortunates together, sending word to Duer in January,

1790, that he was sailing with six hundred immigrants who had been prom-
ised transportation and homes in GaUipolis.

Duer was thunderstruck. Settlers wodd mean expense—for the journey
to Ohio, homes, and surveys—but worse was the fact that the Scioto Com-
pany owned no land on which to plant them. The first payment to Congress
had not been made, and even the site of GaUipolis was shown by surveys to

be on the Ohio Company grant. Something must be done. Frantically Duer
arranged to purchase the tract opposite the Great Kanawha for his un-
wanted colonists, then send a crew of axmen west to build huts for the new-
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comers. In the meantime the six hundred Frenchmen arrived at Alexandria,

Virginia, where agents met them with the sad news that they had been

duped. Some drifted to New York or Philadelphia, others returned to

Paris, but most insisted on being moved to the promised lands. Finally, in

June, 1790, they were started west, and by mid-October all reached Galli-

polis. What disappointments waited the weary travelers! No gleaming

white city, no fertile countryside, no luxurious homes, no golden fields ripe

for the harvest—only an unbroken forest, a half-cleared village, a few rows

of ugly log cabins met their eyes. If they had only known they could have

found consolation in the fact that William Playfair vanished with all funds

collected by the Compagnie de Scioto, leaving Colonel Duer the unpleasant

task of meeting all their expenses himself. But even this cheering news

did not reach them as they settled down to the backbreaking task of clearing

a frontier and planting vineyards. Some eventually moved to a 24,000 acre

“French Grant” given them by a pitying Congress in 1795, but most stayed

at Gallipolis to live out their lives in squalor and poverty—a fitting monu-

ment to the Scioto Company’s unethical manipulations.

Yet darker years lay ahead for those suffering Frenchmen and for the

sturdy Kentuckians and New Englanders who were hewing out the first

clearings on the north bank of the Ohio. Congress had solved two western

problems; it had set up a land system and installed a form of government

which promised better times for the future. But all attempts to cope with

the third task—^removal of the Indians—failed. Once more, during the

1790’s, the frontier was destined to ring vdth the war whoops of savage

warriors and the agonized shrieks of their victims. Diplomatic skill and

military valor had to be called into play before the pioneers at Marietta and

Gallipolis and Losantiville could rest peacefully in their wilderness homes.



CHAPTER XI

The West in American Dij)lGma<iy:

1783-1803

Of the three western problems facing Congress during the Critical: Period—,

^erecting a satisfactory land system, devising a form of government, and

;pacifjahg.the Indians—the last proved hardest to solve. For the tribes.that

harassed the borderland were only pawns in the hands of intriguing Euro-

.peaii nations that hoped to fatten their empires at the expanse of the dis-

‘seiision'torn American Republic. Both its former alHes, France.and; SpainV

inti ''its erstwhile enemy, England, were only too glad to use thd-lopsely

Tyofded Treaty of 1783 as an excuse to devise plots that were, to' keep .the;

;W«t?in, a turmoil for twenty years and at times to threaten tHe nation’^

rexistence.',

.

iTThc conflict with England involved the string of Northwest Posts .th'a^^^

Controlled waterways along the Canadian-American border; ^Dutchman’s

Poiiit and Point-au-Fer on Lake Champlain, Oswegatchle and;OsWegp inear

;

thc .eastern tip of Lake Ontario, and Niagara, Detroit, and M.ackihac at the.i

.Great Lakes passageways. All v/ere south of the border and were, according

riq^the treaty of peace, to be “evacuated with all convenient .speed,’’ :but

Gahada’s: officials found at least two good reasons to retain them^hehrthe :

,wkr; was: Over. One was the desire to keep control of the .fur. trade In the^

GreatiLakes country, the other, the fear that removal; of;.British ifoops

.^qUldrihcite;,the Indians to rebellion, for the in.terior tribes 'were .alread^^^^^

; on; tlie verge of revolt against their new overlords. Ecdpornic-'gdbd sense-

andffiumanitarian idealism, both determined General Haldiffiandy^.the;

errtor:Geheral of Canada, to stand Arm. Having made tip his^rnind^^he thfe
tiffies; refused

, to surrender ' the posts to' congressi6halvemissaries,';frbm*:.'t^^^

Gnited. StatMj'at .the 'same time besieging his hprne gdvirnm&nvfqr^
.;-'.;22r
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This was not long in arriving. British ministers at London were just as

anxious to hold the Northwest Posts as Canada’s officialdom, partly be-

cause they, too, were subjected to pressure from fur traders, partly because

England’s control of the back country would be advantageous should the

quarreling American states give up their attempt to live peacefully together,

as appeared likely at the time. But some justification must be found to

occupy another nation’s territory! The ministers wrote their answer into

instructions sent to Haldimand on April 8, 1784. The United States, they

said, had failed to live up to the sections of the Treaty of 1783 which for-

bad the states to put obstacles in the way of merchants or Loyalists seeking

to recover lawful debts. Hence England would keep the Northwest Posts

^‘at least until” her traders could remove their goods. This stand placed

Congress in a hopeless situation. It had no power to coerce the states under

the Articles of Confederation, and although it urged them to open their

courts to British creditors, they turned a deaf ear.

With this official backing, Haldimand moved into action in the Ohio

country, for he realized that more than the Northwest Posts were at stake.

If he could unite the tribes there in a strong confederation, they could not

only keep out American settlers but perhaps bludgeon the United States

into relinquishing the whole region to the red men as a buffer state under

English protection. With this as their objective, Haldimand’s aides—Sir

John Johnson, Joseph Butler, and especially Joseph Brant—^worked stead-

ily among the tribes between 1785 and 1787, gradually shaping the needed

confederation. By the beginning of 1788 the Iroquois, Wyandot, Shawnee,

Delaware, Miami, Ottawa, Chippewa, and Potawatomi had joined} all had

pledged themselves to cede no more land to the United States without the

consent of the confederacy, to repudiate the treaties of Ft. Stanwix, Ft. Mc-

Intosh, and Ft. Finney, and to insist on the creation of an Indian buffer

state with its borders at the Ohio River. Yet Haldimand’s efforts were to no

avail, for two insurmountable obstacles precluded the peaceful establish-

ment of the red man’s nation that he invisaged.

One was the refusal of individualistic Indians to co-operate. This became

apparent in 1788 when some of the more aggressive chiefs, spurred on by

British agents, decided to press for a treaty with the United States recog-

nizing their right to the entire Ohio country. Preliminary conversations

showed the natives hopelessly divided} the Shawnee, IGckapoo, and Miami

insisted on the Ohio River boundary at all costs, the Wyandot, Delaware,

and Seneca refused to endorse a plan that would surely lead to war. In vain

did Joseph Brant suggest a compromise line giving Americans the region

east of the Muskingum. When the sought-for conference with agents of the

United States was finally held at Ft. Harmar in January,
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di^s were so torn by dissension that Arthur St. Clair, who represented the

United States as governor of the newly created Northwest Territory, was

able to dictate a treaty as obnoxious as the old. By the treaty of Ft. Har-

mar the red men accepted the lines drawn at Ft. McIntosh and Ft. Finney,

then drifted back into the wilderness, sick at heart that their tmion had

failed them. Equally destructive of any peaceful solution was the attitude

of the Kentucky frontiersmen. Fearful lest the proposed confederatioa en-

The Northwestern Indian Problem, 1789-1795

gender a new war, these bold spirits began sending small raiding parties

against the Indians as early as the summer of 1788. When the natives struck

back the United States found itself involved in a new Indian war by the
autumn of 1789.

The first two expeditions formed to crush the rebellious red men fared
badly. General Josiah Harmar, commander of the western army, led the
first northward from Ft. Washington in the autumn of 1790, but he moved
so slowly that the Indians were amply warned and disappeared into the
forest about the Maumee River. After searching vainly for the foe, Harmar
started south again in late October, Aen paused while a detachment of sev-
eral hundred militiamen slipped back toward the Maumee in the hone of
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surprising the returning Indians. Instead the tables were turned; the poorly
trained militia walked straight into an ambush that cost 183 lives. The
second expedition was made up of an elaborate force of 3,000 men under
Arthur St. Clair. That inept commander fussed the summer of 1791 away
at Ft. Washington, then led his men toward the Maumee country, pausing

to build three log forts—Ft. Hamilton, Ft. St. Clair, and Ft. Jefferson—on

the way. When the troops camped south of the Maumee on November
3,

St. Clair allowed them to pitch their tents in haphazard fashion and sleep

virtually without guards. All through the night Indians slipped past the

drowsing scouts until the camp was surrounded; at sunrise the yelling sav-

ages rushed upon the surprised Americans. Within a few moments the

whole force was huddled in the center of the camp while the red men raced

about, shooting at will. When St. Clair and a few others broke through the

encircling foes they left 630 dead and 283 wounded behind; those who

escaped were so anxious for safety that they reached Ft. Jefferson in twenty-

four hours—a distance that took ten days to cover on the outward march.

The effect of St. Clair’s defeat was great on both the Indians and their

British supporters. The red men, confident that nothing could stop them,

carried the war against every settlement north of the Ohio during the win-

ter of 1791-92, while frontiersmen abandoned their homes to huddle to-

gether at Marietta or Cincinnati. The English, in both Canada and the

mother country, reacted scarcely less violently. The time was ripe, they be-

lieved, to bring their plan for an Indian buffer state into the open; surely

the beaten United States could not refuse now! With this in view. Sir Guy

Carleton, Lord Dorchester, who governed Quebec, and Colonel John G.

Simcoe, who controlled Upper Canada, sent their agents to convince the

tribes to unite behind this demand. By the autumn of 1792 the Canadian

governors could call their wilderness charges into a conference at the Mau-

mee River rapids, assured that all were represented. There the Indians

agreed to demand the Ohio River boundary when they met with American

commissioners in a scheduled conference at Sandusky the next spring. If

the United States refused, they decided, the war would go on until tlie

Ohio country was won.

While Simcoe and Dorchester carried on their forest intrigue, British

statesmen worked steadily to secure the barrier state through diplomatic

channels. Negotiations began when the new American government under

President Washington, with power now to force the states to deal fairly

with British merchants and Loyalists, began hinting commercial retaliation

unless England consented to discuss the differences between the two nations.

The young minister named to carry on these conversations, George Ham-

mond, bore rigid instructions concerning the Northwest: he was to press for
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:• a-;heutral:state lx)uhHed.!b^;t^ ^r, if/that

;
lowing the - Guyaho^-Tuscaravv^ portage and: tfe' M

'.offering in return British rhediatiori'AvitH the Indians arid surrender offthe

; Northwest Posts,.These ’derhands’ made little ihipressibri on ;Th6ni!^)jeffer-^^^^^

5 Son,-'the American secretary of state. When conversations :.operied in 'March, ;

- 1792, Hammond’s earnest argunient for. reteritiori of the posts w^ speecffly

deinolished by the skillful American secretary,, his ' offer ,of mediatipn'jwas ,: ;;;

surnmarily dismissed on the ground that there was- no' call for extern^ ^

ference between a government and
.

its subjects, and his request for

boundary was answered by the indisputable phrases of tHe-^r^ty, off-t^

By December both he and his home government recognized thaffnegritia-
.

7;;

tions were futile; only further victories by their, Indian allies would ffofce; ^^

;the.United States to back down on a buffer state. ; •V
'

This realization focused the attention of both natioriffon fhb Ameficari^^^;'^

Indian conference scheduled to meet at Sandusky in' the spring;^

perhaps the natives could use the threat of renewed war to/secure the Settle-:
;

ment desired by England. The three commissioners nariied hy -Washirii^oriff

to. attend this meeting expected to make radical concessions, 'eVeri to

^

rendering all Ohio lands not actually occupied by the GWo Coriiipany!;and ,

"

Symmes Associates, but fortunately for them.,:the corifeferico.n

sembled. The American agents, learning on their way westfhat- the :indiarif ;.;;

would insist on the Ohio River boundary, retraced thbir,steps 't6 ;warri:Pr^^^^

dent Washington" that continued war was' irievitable; The Pfesideri'tj' haffing v^'

anticipated such a report, sent word at once to hisnew militaiyxbmrnarider .A

iri the West, General Anthony Wayne, tp bCgin the attack, .Wayrie, top ^

to risk a fall campaign, advanced instead to a: ppintj siX^nlil^
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against the Americans; war belts were hurried through the forest to summon
warriors, until by mid-June some 2,000 of them waited under the wails of

Ft. Miami, all confident of ultimate victory.

Meanwhile Wayne moved his army slowly northward, stopping at the

site of St. Clair’s defeat to build Ft. Recovery where, in late June he beat

off a sizable Indian attack. With the natives weakened by that defeat, he

pushed on along the Au Glaize River until the Maumee was reached on

August 8, 1794. From a rough fortification thrown up there by his seasoned

campaigners Wayne sent word through the forest that on August 17 he

would march against the position selected by the Indians for their defense

—

a spot near Ft. Miami where a tangle of fallen trees afforded excellent pro-

tection. This misinformation was broadcast intentionally, because the Ameri-

can commander knew the Indian habit of fasting before a battle. On the

appointed day he started forward, but instead of attacking, camped ten

miles away. For three days he stayed there, while his starving enemies

waited impatiently. Finally, on August 20, five hundred warriors wandered

away to gorge on food provided by the garrison at Ft. Miami. This was the

moment chosen for the American attack. The well-trained troops moved

forward in two columns, one for 2 frontal attack, the other to pour a

withering fire into the left flank of the eight hundred red men who

crouched' behind their jagged barrier. For a few minutes the Indians stood

their ground, then broke and fled. The Battle of Fallen Timbers, which

had required months of preparation, was over in less than two hours.

Wayne’s victory was decisive not because he crushed his enemies—only

fifty Indians were killed—but because their spirit was broken when the

British refused to aid them. For in the supreme test the commander at Ft.

Miami dared not risk war with a neutral nation by sending his men to fight

at Fallen Timbers. Disheartened by the realization that they must fight

alone, the natives crept back to their villages with word that they must

move west once more, to lands not wanted by the white men. Wayne took

advantage of their broken spirit. After destrojdng a few villages and build-

ing a new fort to guard his conquest—Ft. Wayne at the head of the Mau-

mee—he gathered the scattered chiefs together at Ft. Greenville early in

1795 to dictate the terms of the Treaty of Greenville. The Indians sur-

rendered all Ohio except a strip along Lake Erie, a triangle of land in

Indiana, and sixteen small spots for trading posts on strategic waterways.

Wayne had broken the power of the northwestern Indians, severed their

alliance W'ith the British, and cleared a new stretch of territory for Ameri-

can expansion.

There remained only the task of driving the English from the Nortli-

west Posts. Negotiations which settled that thorny issue began during the
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summer of 1794 when President Washington, in a last effort to dissolve the

difficulties between the two nations by any means short of war, sent John

Jay to London with full authority to make any concessions necessary. The

times were auspicious for such a move. Britain’s European position was

weakening rapidly
5
the First Coalition built up to fight the French Revolu-

tionists was crumbling as Spain talked of a separate peace and Prussia

showed a declining interest} the countries of northern Europe were uniting

in a League of Armed Neutrality to protest England’s high-handed inter-

ference with their shipping. Rumors were rife that the United States would

join the League, and this the British could not allow, depending as they did

on American trade to finance the war. Better to back down on the Northwest

Posts than lose everything, especially as those forts were no longer deemed

as important as in the past. Reports from Montreal showed the fur trade

south of the Great Lakes decfining. In this case, why waste the £5,000

needed to repair the posts and the 4,000 men necessary to garrison them?

Better to gjve them up in a munificent gesture that might keep the United

States out of the League of Armed Neutrality.

England’s decision to surrender the Northwest Posts was reflected in the

first conversations between Jay and Baron Grenville, Secretary of State for

Foreign Affairs, but in September, 1794, Grenville’s attitude suddenly stiff-

ened. Dispatches from George Hammond, liis minister to the United

States, were responsible. Alexander Hamilton, Hammond reported, had

asured him that the United States would not enter the League and that all

talk of war against England was mere bluff. Supported by this guarantee,

Grenville made no more concessions} from that time on he dictated terms

while Jay humbly acquiesced. Jay’s Treaty, signed on November 14, 1794,
was a monument to Hamilton’s colossal blunder. England agreed to sur-

render the Northwest Posts by June i, 1796, but in return the United States

guaranteed Canadian traders perpetual passage over portages along the

border, allowed them to operate south of the boundary, promised not to tax

the furs they carried back to Montreal, and agreed to levy the same tax on
their trading goods as on those of its own nationals. Yet Jay’s Treaty, and
the Treaty of Greenville that followed a few months later, freed one im-

portant borderland from intrigue and brought peace to the Northwest for a

generation.

On the southwestern frontier the post-Revolutionary diplomatic conflicts

were settled less easily. The antagonists there—Spain and the United States

--were both well equipped for the struggle. Spain’s North American colo-
nies were governed efficiently under the able Charles III (1759-88)} an
army officer in each town, directly responsible to the governor of Louisiana,

. rigidly controlled the 25,000 French, Spanish, British, and Greek inhabi-
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tants who occupied East Florida, West Florida, and Louisiana. In addition

Spain could count on the aid of some 14,000 warriors from the four prin-

cipal tribes of the southern borderland: the Creeks, Cherokee, Chickasaw,

and Choctaw. This was sure to be needed, for pressing upon the Spanish

lands were the 120,000 Americans whose homes fringed the southwestern

frontier in 1783—in Kentucky, the Nashville and Holston settlements, and

the Georgia back country. All were aggressive expansionists, eager to over-

run international boundaries in their search for wealth. Little wonder that

Spmn feared she had created a Frankenstein monster by helping them wm
independence, for now England’s restraining hand no longer checked their

westward march. Instead they were poised to sweep over the debatable land

between Louisiana and Georgia like the “Goths and Vandals, with the

Treaty of 1783 in one hand and a carbine in the other.” Spain’s principal

task was to hold back that surging horde.

Her most effective weapon was control of the mouth of the Mississippi-,

by closing the river to American trade she could strangle the West eco-

nomically, as settlers could market their bulky agricultural products only

by sending them to New Orleans on flatboats. Spain realized she must use

the weapon carefully, lest western dissatisfaction lead to retaliation in the

form of filibustering expeditions against Louisiana, yet even that danger

was not serious. The distance from Kentucky or Tennessee was too great for

a sustained attack unless the frontiersmen were aided by some strong naval

power. Through the whole controversy Spain’s principal fear was an Anglo-

American alliance which would give the westerners sea powerj whenever

such a union seemed possible she adopted a conciliatory attitude.

The immediate cause of conflict was the disputed Yazoo Strip. That

territory was granted the United States in the Anglo-American Treaty of

1783, which established the 31st parallel as the southern boundary of the

new Republic, but was also claimed by Spain on the basis of the Anglo-

Spanish Treaty provision that she “retain” West Florida. Her ministers

rightly argued that this meant control of the region north to the line of

32° 28', as that was the boundary of the province under English rule. Nei-

ther nation was anxious to take the first move toward settling the conflict.

Spain, in actual possession of the Yazoo Strip, saw no reason to upset the

status quo I the United States was content to wait until time worked in its

favor, knowing that its population was increasing while Louisiana’s re-

mained static. Yet each was ready to take advantage of any shift in the in-

ternational situation to press for a settlement.

Until the right moment arrived the struggle for the Southwest was car-

ried on by those perennial shock troops of empire—speculators and traders.

They clashed first when land jobbers, anxious to exploit Georgia’s western
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lands before the state ceded its holdings to the United States, persuaded

authorities to negotiate the Treaty of Augusta (November i, 1783), with

two weak Creek chiefs. The principal effect of this land-grabbing treaty,

which transferred a tract between the Oconee and Tugaloo rivers to the

state, was to elevate a young chief, Alexander McGillivray, to leadership of

the Creek tribe. That gifted half-breed inherited from his Scotch father a
frail body, a cowardly temperament, an undying hatred of Americans, and
an uncanny skill as a diplomat. Having fled westward to join his mother’s
people when his Loyalist father was driven from Georgia during the Revo*
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lution, he was one of several minor chiefs When the Treaty of Augusta gave ;

;

him a chance to show his ability. Quickly calling representatives of the.

thirty-four Creek towns together, he persuaded the;m to repudiate the cesi'

,

sion and agree to sell no more land without the entire tribe’s cohsentVProm .

'

that time the Creeks looked to McGillivray for leadership. :

The chief, realizing that his followers could resist Americans only if they.-

were backed by some European power and adequately suppilied with arms, :

on January i, 1784, addressed a letter to the New Orleans officials, suggest- f

ing a Creek-Spanish alliance against American aggression, ahd asking the

right to buy unrestrictedly from Panton, Leslie and Co., an . East Florida

y

Loyalist firm which could sell the Indians superior English guns. Governor
"

Esteban Miro of Louisiana, anxious to welconne any ally against the United

States, lost no time in arranging conferences with both McGillivray and.;'

representatives of the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes. All agreed to. keep

peace among themselves, exclude American traders, and accept .Spain’s pro- '?:

tection, in return for trading privileges with Panton, Leslie and Co.

These threatening gestures failed to still the speculative ardor; of the

southwestern frontiersmen. During 1784 one groupj led by a prominent?,?;

North Carolinian named William Blount, formed the Muscle Shoals Com-

;

pany to plant a colony at the Great Bend of the Tennessee River
j
another,

dominated by James Robertson of Nashville, projected ah outpo^ at Chick-

asaw Bluffs in the heart of the Chickasaw hunting grounds. Worst of an was^;,;
;

;

the step taken by the Georgia legislature in February, 1785, when, bowing:;
,?

to the demands of the few Americans in Natchez, it erected the western
? .

end of the Yazoo Strip into the County of Bourbon which was thrown open .

to settlers. This was too much for McGillivray and his confederates. By

midsummer the whole back country was aflame with a Creek-Georgia war.
?

Nor was the federal government able to end this conflict which threatened,

to involve the United States with Spain. A peace delegation sent south

the fall of 1785 returned in disgust when only eighty Indians appeareLat;, .

the treaty grounds. In the end this futile effort did more harm than good,
; ?

for a delegation of Georgians who had accompanied the i^erican ;
agents

y
.,

stayed on to negotiate the Treaty of Galphinton (November liy. 1785)5'.';

which ceded additional Creek lands south of the AJtamaha]Wyer.;This.w^^^

immediately repudiated by the rest of the Creeks, who now redoublediheif .

attacks. A.?’.?;'?

'

7 .- A;,?/:?

Nor did Congress fare any better in diplomatic negotiations going, on at .

the same time. These were Initiated by the Count ofFloridablaiica, Spain 7.

;

able foreign minister, who on June 26, 17845 closed the 'Mississippi River to

American navigation, then dispatched an agent to the United -?

hopes of capitalizing
,
oh western discontent by wringing a fevorabje treaty,
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from that dissension-torn nation. The dipJomat selected for this post, Don

Diego de Gardoqui, was ordered to press not only for the Yazoo Strip and

American recognition of Spain’s exclusive control of the Mississippi, but for

all the western country south of the Tennessee and west of the Hiwassee

and Flint rivers. This region, Floridablanca contended, was Spain’s by

right of conquest and occupation. In return Gardoqui was allowed to offer

the United States trading concessions and a defensive alliance containing

mutual territorial guarantees.

The first conversations between this shrewd bargainer and John Jay, sec-

retary of foreign affairs, showed that they stood so far apart on boundaries

that there could be no compromise
j
Gardoqui would offer nothing more

than a line along the 35th parallel and the Hiwassee-Flint rivers, while

Jay clung to the 31st parallel. On other questions the commercially minded

American diplomat adopted a more conciliatory tone, for he was dazzled

by the promise of Spanish trading privileges. By August, 1786, they had

reached a tentative agreement, which Jay laid before Congress. American

ships, the negotiators proposed, would be admitted to Spanish ports, each

nation would guarantee the other’s possessions against external attack, the

United States would give up the right to navigate the Mississippi for

twenty-five years, and the boundary dispute would be settled later. Was
Congress willing, Jay asked, to grant him the right to close the Mississippi

for that period? The seven northern states, tempted by the prospect of

trade, voted “Yes,” the five southern states “No,” while Delaware’s dele-

gates refused to commit themselves. This victory for the commercial ele-

ments meant nothing, as the votes of nine states were required to ratify a

treaty and the southern representatives announced they would never yield.

Jay and Gardoqui, realizing that further conversations were useless, aban-

doned their meetings.

But the harm was done. News of the vote, reaching the West in De-
cember, 1786, spread like wildfire among the frontiersmen. Seven states

were willing to inflict economic strangulation on the Mississippi Valley to

further their selfish commercial ambitions! Why remain loyal to such a

government—a government that gave them no right to rule themselves, no
protection from Indians, no cheap lands, no manufactured goods? Why not
set up a trans-Appalachian republic under Spanish protection? Spain might
be willing, in return, to open the Mississippi to their goods. All during the
summer of 1787 revolutionary documents were exchanged by committees
of correspondence in Nashville, Holston, Franklin, Kentucky, and even
western Pennsylvania. Never had separatist sentiment in the West been
higher.

James Wilkinson, a colorful scoundrel fast rising to an important position
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in Kentucky, sensed the possibilities of the situation. Why not turn the dis-

satisfaction bred of congressional neglect and the anger engendered by the

Jay-Gardoqui negotiations to his own benefit? If he could foment a revo-

lution with Spain’s aid a glittering future lay ahead: unrestricted trading

privileges and land grants, leadership in a Mississippi Valley republic, the

plaudits of a grateful people who would hail him as die Washington of the

West. With this mirage leading him on, Wilkinson during the summer of

1787 enlisted the support of other Kentuckians who were dissatisfied with

American rule: John Brown, Harry Innes, Benjamin Sebastian, and others.

As soon as these separatists began to stir up discontent, Wilkinson set out

for New Orleans, taking with him a fleet of flatboats laden with tobacco

and flour. There he was well received by Governor Miro, who listened gul-

libly to Wilkinson’s tales of a western republic and pressed the American

for advice on how to proceed. He was then told that the desired objective

could be secured if several prominent men in each settlement were allowed

to ship goods down the Mississippi
5
they in return would forestall any

attack on New Orleans and win converts for the proposed revolution. Wil-

kinson, of course, suggested himself as agent for Kentucky, and asked the

privilege of sending $60,000 worth of goods south yearly.

Governor Miro was delighted. He promised to lay Wilkinson’s plans be-

fore the king, authorized the Kentuddan to ship $30,000 worth of supplies

to New Orleans annually, and had him swear allegiance to Spain—a cere-

mony which meant nothing to that gifted fabricator who would swear to

anything If he could turn a dishonest dollar. Having completed arrange-

ments, Wilkinson departed for Kentucky where he arrived early in 1788.

His first opportunity to serve his Spanish masters came in July when a con-

vention of Kentuckians assembled to protest Virginia’s refusal to grant

them separate statehood. Wilkinson, Sebastian, Brown, Innes, and other

conspirators were much in evidence, but all their pleas for revolution fell

on deaf ears. Much as westerners hated Congress, they realized that they

lacked the wealth and numbers to erect an enduring new governmentj

many, too, shrank from aligning themselves with autocratic Spain, In the

end the convention, after defeating a proposal to draft a new constitution,

adjourned to wait the outcome of the constitutional convention then meet-

ing in the East, hoping the new Congress might give them statehood where

the old one failed.

This was a sad blow for Wilkinson, but more were to come. During the

autumn he learned that Spanish ofiicials had granted George Morgan, of

Indiana Company fame, the right to plant a colony on the west bank of the

Mississippi not far below its junction with the Ohio. If this plan were car

ried out, Wilkinson knew, Kentuckians would be able to sell their produce
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at the proposed settlement, New Madrid, rather than through his own

profitable monopoly in New Orleans. Hastening southward in the spring of

1789 to protest, he was met at New Orleans with still more disquieting

news. The king, Miro informed Wilkinson, had not only refused to enter

into any conspiracy with the Kentuckians, but had ordered a complete re-

versal of Spanish policy. From that time on all Americans willing to pay

a 15 per cent duty were to be allowed to ship their goods through New

Orleans. Those who wished to escape this fee were encouraged to move into

Louisiana; to stimulate migration frontiersmen were to be granted easy con-

ditions of entry, religious toleration, equal commercial privileges, free land,

and the right of selling tobacco at high prices to the king’s warehouses.

Spain, wisely placing no hope in conspiracy, had determined to strengthen

her feeble colonies by supplying them with the settlers needed to build

Up a strong population. Wilkinson’s intrigue was nipped in the bud, for the

time being at least. When he returned to Kentucky late in 1789 he found

his countrymen busily engaged in drawing up the constitution under which

the state entered the Union three years later.

In other parts of the West the Spanish Conspiracy never reached serious

proportions, largely because the conspirators were more concerned with win-

ning concessions for themselves than independence for their neighbors. The
plot in eastern Tennessee was originated by James White, a former congress-

man, and John Sevier, the discredited leader of the defunct State of Frank-

lin. Sensing frontier ^ssatisfaction with the Creek-Georgia War and the

failure of Congress to agree to separate statehood for the region, they drew

up several memorials to Gardoqui, promising to forge a western state under

Spanish protection in return for commercial concessions and the right to

plant a colony at Muscle Shoals—a speculation in which both men were in-

terested. When the Spaniard refused to grant them any financial aid and
suggested that they lay the subject of the Muscle Shoals settlement before

Governor Miro the conspirators lost interest. The intrigue in the Nashville

settlements was equally halfhearted. There James Robertson, anxious to

end the Creek attacks that cost his followers so heavily, suggested to Miro
that he might be willing to lead his people out of the United States and into

the Spanish empire if the Indians were restrained. In all probability he,

like Sevier, was simply pulling Spain by the nose; Robertson was willing

to talk disunion if his words paid dividends, but his loyalty was unques-
tioned. When the Spanish governor showed no interest, plotting came to
an end.

Although the collapse of the Spanish Conspiracy in 1789 temporarily
ended the threat of secession in the West, the new government under
George Washington which assumed office at the same time realized that the
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problem was not settled. The bitter dregs remained: disgruntled leaders,

dissatisfied frontiersmen, and above all the rankling causes of western dis-

content. Washington saw that the West could never know peace until the

former plotters were pacified and the conditions that bred rebellion re-

moved. The first task was easily accomplished, for most of the conspirators

had embarked on their intrigue with Miro not because they were disloyal

to the United States but because they thirsted for power or wealth. The

President, wisely reasoning that they could be won back by suitable rewards

from their own government, made William Blount governor of the South-

western Territory that was created in 1790, appointed John Sevier and

James Robertson brigadier-generals in the western army, and named James

Wilkinson a lieutenant-colonel in the federal forces. Washington was so

anxious to convince frontiersmen that his administration was friendly to
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spring of 1790. Together they journeyed northward in an elaborate proces-

sion-—a few favored chiefs on horseback at its head, twenty-six others in

three v/agons next, and the American agent bringing up the rear in a sulky.

At New York they were escorted to Federal Hall by the largest crowd

to assemble since the inauguration of Washington, led by the Sons of St.

Tammany in full regalia. McGillivray was too canny to be swept away bv

this display, and the Treaty of New York that was signed on August 7,

1790, was by no means a complete surrender. The Creeks ceded a large

strip between the Ogeechee and Oconee rivers, receiving in return a per-

petual guarantee to their remaining hunting grounds, inducing those

claimed by the Yazoo companies. At the same time McGillivray was made

a brigadier-general in the American army at a salary of $1,200 a year. These

satisfactory arrangements, and the acknowledged bribe to the chief, brought

peace to the southern frontier for the first time in a decade.

The Nootka Sound crisis also doomed the Yazoo companies. Dr. O’Fal-

lon first heard of the threatened war between Spain and England while he

was gathering colonists for the South Carolina Yazoo Company in Ken-

tucky. To him, and to thousands of other westerners, this seemed the long-

awaited chance to wrest New Orleans from the Spanish with England’s aid.

Hence in July, 1790, he addressed a bellicose letter to Governor Miro,

threatening to lead an army against Louisiana unless his company was

granted the right to plant .its settlers peacefully. At the same time he re-

cruited a warlike force, secured George Rogers Clark as its leader, and

made plans for a joint military-colonizing expedition against New Orleans.

Having displayed his hand, O’Fallon could not back down when the hope

of war went glimmering in the fall of 1790. By winter not only his gran-

diose plan, but the Yazoo companies as well, had collapsed. An interna-

tional crisis over which he had no control had helped Washington remove

a serious threat to the peace of the southwestern frontier.

More important than the effect of the Nootka Sound crisis on either the

Creeks or the Yazoo companies was its impact on Spain. That country’s

officials emerged from the controversy with the firm conviction that then

frontier policy was a failure. They had relied on three devices to defend

I^uisiana against the United States: Indian alh’ance, intri^e, and immi-

gration. The Treaty of New York indicated that Indian allies could not be

depended upon, intrigue was dead with the collapse of the Spanish Con-

spiracy, and every dispatch from Louisiana testified to the failure of the

immigration policy. American settlers simply were not responding to the

bait of free lands, religious liberty, and commercial privileges promisee

them. The reasons for their reluctance were not hard to find. New Spair

could not offer them the democratic institutions of their homeland, the
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promised religious freedom included only the right to practice Protestant-

ism in private, and the hoped-for relief from Indian attacks failed to ma-

terialize. More important was the discovery that Spanish law made land

grants nontransferable, thus removing the opportunity for speculation that

every frontiersman sought, and a royal order of December, r790>
drastically

reducing the price paid for tobacco at government warehouses, an act which

demonstrated the insecurity of property under an absolute monarchy. De-

terred by these handicaps, only a handful of Americans crossed the Missis-

sippi. Spain’s immigration system was an admitted failure by the close of

1791* >

This realization resulted in a complete revision of Spanish policy which

led first to a momentary flurry of expansion, then to a period of retreat as

American frontiersmen pressed in from east and north, and finally to the

diplomatic settlement that ended intrigue in the Southwest. The era of

expansion was inaugurated by the Louisiana governor who replaced the dis-

graced Miro late in 1791, Hector, Baron dc Carondelet, A man of poor

judgment and furious action who lacked knowledge to move wisely and

humility to accept the advice of others, Carondelet needed only three

months to perfect his plans. He would build up a giant Indian confedera-

tion, shower arms Upon the natives, and send them forth to drive Americans

back across the mountains! Anyone familiar with the frontier could have

told him that the Indians were so torn by dissension and such poor fighters

that the scheme was predestined to failure. But Carondelet refused to listen.

Instead he sent his emissaries through the forest during the summer of

1792, promising Creeks, Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, and Chickamauga

guns, ammunition, land guarantees, and unrestricted trading rights with

Panton, Leslie and Co, if they joined his confederation. The Indians were

ready to listen—McGillivray even accepted a pension $800 larger than that

being paid him by the United States—but when Carondelet tried to bring

them together in the spring of 1793 to establish the confederacy, he realized

the futility of his efforts. By that time the Creeks and Choctaw were eii-

gaged in a minor war, and the remainder w'anted only protection from the

Americans, not aggression. The discouraged governor agreed to build a new
,

post, Ft. Confederation, in the Choctaw country, then skulked away to New
Orleans, knowing his plan a failure.

The collapse of the Spanish offensive opened the way for new attacks on
Louisiana from both the north and the east. The attaclc from the north
materialized when the Kentuckians, wildly supporting the newly formed
revolutionary government in France, suddenly realized that the interna-
tiond situation played into their own hands. Spain and France were at war

j

Louisiana was filled with liberty-loving Frenchmen who sympathized with
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the revolutionists across the Atlantic. Surely an expedition against New
Orleans would succeed now. So reasoned excited frontiersmen as they

gathered to talk of these prospects during the summer of 1793, or formed

themselves into Democratic societies modeled on the Jacobin clubs of

France. Only a leader was needed to send the westerners storming against

the ramparts of Spain’s Mississippi Valley colony.

That individual reached America during the summer of 1793 in the per-

son of Citizen Edmond Genet, the fiery French minister to the United

States. Inspired by his faith in the revolutionary cause and backed by the

plentiful resources of his home government, Genet immediately laid plans

for a large expedition against Louisiana. George Rogers Clark, who volun-

'

teered his services, was made major general of the “Independent and Revo-

lutionary Legpon of the Mississippi,” agents with well-stuffed pockets were

sent west to enlist recruits, and the secret approval of Secretary of State

Jefferson was secured. During the summer and fall of 1793 Kentucky

hummed with activity as Democratic societies carried on a furious cor-

respondence, Clark supervised boat building, recruits drilled, and prominent

citizens such as Governor Isaac Shelby issued proclamations urging support

for the expedition. The doom of New Orleans seemed at hand. Yet the

harassed Carondelet, watching these preparations with foreboding, had little

to fear. When Genet’s flagrant violations of American neutrality led to his

recall in November, 1793, the whole movement collapsed.

Scarcely was that menace removed when another rose to plague New

Spain. This time the “Goths and Vandals” threatened from the east, where

Georgia speculators were again on the march. In January, 1795, the state

legislature, still hoping for some profit before ceding its western holdings,

sold most of Alabama and Mississippi to four large concerns: the Upper

Mississippi Company, the Tennessee Company, the Georgia Company, and

the Georgia Mississippi Company. The second Yazoo Sale was even more

fraudulent than the first
j
the speculators secured the vast region for aboul

one cent an acre, tax free until it was settled. Their dreams of vast profit

were short-lived, for when Georgians learned that every legislator but one

who voted for the grant was a member of the companies, an “Anti-Yazoc

Ticket” swept the next election, rescinded the sale, and publicly burned the

deeds by fire drawn from heaven—with the aid of a magnifying glass.

Yet the Yazoo sale, coming on the heels of the threatened attack by

Genet’s Legion of the Mississippi, convinced the terrified Carondelet that

Louisiana could be saved only by falling back on two oft-used devices: fort:

and intrigue. During the spring of 1795 he strengthened the posts at St.

Louis, Nogales, Natchez, and St. Stephens, improved newly built Ft. Con-

federation, and erected a new fort. Ft. San Fernando, at Chickasaw Bluffs.
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At the saihe time the intrigue that ^wais sugg^ted ;to

that irrepressible scoundrelj James 'Wilkinson. The fact, that; he how

an officer in the American: army did hot deter that polished jiah^
niying with foreign officials

j
in January, 1794>

he; wro^te GarOnddet a full

.

•aircoimt of the Genet expechtion, hinted that he; had tfeeh resp

;^ving Louisiana from attack^ and warned that Other assaults might come

unless Spain hired trusted agents to keep the frohtiersmehpeacefol and fo-

ment a separatist movement. WilkinsOn^ of course, suggestedhis willih^^^^

to
;
serve : and volunteered to find others. Carondelet, who khew little; of

Miro’s fruitless plotting, was delighted. He dispatched urgent letters th

Madrid asking for money and then, afraid aid might .cOrhe too la^
rhatters into his own hhids. Wilkinson was granted $i6,Cid6.in addition to

;

his $2,000 pension and told to enlist leaders for the cause; i

V .That /proved easy. The time was ripe for a western Upriring ‘a^inst

Washington’s government. In the five years the President had held .office

he had foiled to open the Mississippi Riverj refused to aid France’s struggle

for liberty, enacted a whiskeyiax that fell heavily on the frdhtier’s;priricipaJ

export crop, and generallyhad governed the 'nation ,to please ebifim^

nainded Federalists rather than interior Jeffersonians—especiallyvafter;I)e-’

cember, 1793, when Thomas Jefferson, their last friend in dhe- cabinet,

signed. .Yet most of the prominent Kentuckians who Joined with^
were probably loyal to the .United States

5
the threat' of

;
rebellipn; 'was^ ;in

'

their: eyesj only ardewce to fcircdmbrelequitable treatment from' their

government. This was shown when iCarphdelet /'sent
;
an : agent :New

Madrid in July,: 1795, to arrange the dehyery of twenty cannon arid :rp

rifles that Spain set aside for the conspirators’; usej^not, even W
dared meet him to.launch the tev^olutiOri; By the; end

reluctandy concfoded
;

that he was only sernng as a pawn’ for the Kentucfc--

ians, and,the.secqnd Spanish , Cbnspifocy came to an end.;/": •
,

/All jhe hvents that had ;keptvthe southwe^^

between : 1789 and 1 795-vplots and 'cdunterpipts^ indm
confecleratiOns, infamous :speculatlpns ;ahd/aiwrtive cmilitary, :expeditibns/:-;:

apparently were of little^rignificancejTbr the; reiariVe:,positions :ofi:the two
quarrelihg;;;ppwers; temaihed .unchanged oyer idibse. yearn. i Spalh; srill h^
ithe niouth.;'qf the Missisrippi, still .afoctedvdutiea frbih^Americart shippers,'

.the Yazoo, Strip, kill domiriated.niost lhdiari't^

,t'^^^iyrh?weyerpthe.b^kwobds;Cohflids formeci the backdrbp against%hich
:t??^'tjnited;Statey arid Spain'.eyentualiy':settled .their differences: over.: the

'

table. :Had Amerira corispired arid/fought arid

spepulated as they didj|.the. ttbatjrthapended .die, c

;debatable land/would nod'haye heeri/ep/favprable/to their /.riatibri./-, : I ,
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The chain of events leading to the diplonaatic/sietflehiehTh^gan

Spanish alarm over the Nootka Sound Crisis forted' that haughty m
to suggest it was willing to negotiate its Jdifferences :^ith^:the/Uhit|d Stat^f^

When this news reached the UnitedtSt^tes ih Decehiber
' a 791^ Secret^

of State Jefferson saw the occasion was not auspicious by this

Anglo-Spanish war threat had passed and Spain would Wveroba^^^^^

unless her position in Europe was so perilous; that shewas 'forced;.^ cbud;'^

American friendship by making unusual concessions. Hence Jnsteaciiof at? ;;

cepting the invitation, he ordered two minor employees.bf.the State

ment, William Short and William Carmichael—neither sufficieiitlyvinflSj?

ential to inspire Spain’s confidence—to proceed to Madrid as sibwljr'aipot^^V

sible. When they arrived in February, 1793, they realized .that; the

Spanish chief of state^ Manuel de Godoy—zn impetuous young mcoinpetent t

who had risen to power through the queen’s influence—wakhp more anxious^ ;

to reach a settlement than they. Half-hearted negotiations dragged bn unti] ':

the spring of 1794 with nothing accomplished. Both parties were waitihg a ^
more favorable European situation to press for a solution; ;

!

At that time the turn of fortune’s wheel favored the United-StafeS.n

Things were going badly for Spain in the European, war, her, treasury was i:

bankrupt, and her alliance with England crumbling. From Amefica?'^

came disquieting news: an army forming in Kentucky to attack Loviisiariaj|,

an envoy named John Jay on hisway to London to draft a treatyit^tmighp^^

ally England with the United States against Spain. Better to secure ArhefirJ

can friendship than risk an Anglo-American attack oh New Spain when con-;
;

ditions in Europe were so bad that colonies could not be defended: In Mayj

•

1794, Godoy told Short and Carmichael his nation might be -willing^
trade the Yazoo strip and navigation rights on the Mississippi ; for aVde-

fensive alliance if a properly authori^ed plenipotentiary cbuld;

Madrid. ^

Thomas Pinckney, American minister to Great Britairi, was selected for-

this important task. He had so little faith in bis imissibn that he dela^^

until June 29, 1795, before reaching Spain, thus losing a;cha:nce to capitalize:

on Spanish fear of an Anglo-American alliance:: By the; time hA^
Godoy had seen a copy of Jay’s Treaty and had assured Himself .that therc:-

was no danger of an accord which would send therriavies; of England;a^

the armies of the United States against Louisiana.; Yet conditions were; far .

more favorable than Pinckney knew. As early;as March, :i’795i' pod.by,;h^^^^

decided to withdraw. Spain
.
from; a .wan. that meant ;

only :mi^^ defeats,

popular, resentment 'at; hbriie,'.and court intrigue aimed at: his regifne. :This

meant withdrawal fforn the^alliance with England, and almost ce^^^

taliatlbn frbm that nation, probablydn the forrri of a naiyal attack on Spapish •



':;lcoloriie^mfthe G bf;Mexico^iSHouid that

::?fessbntidrt:o save:£o'uisiana; 3urrend in dispute was a
:

, - .'cheap price’to pay for .aid against the’Engiish dogs' of war.

Having; reached Shis tdecisionj -Godoy:^^

i SFrance through the’Trcaty of. ?y95)j

.
:cii of'State together; ito : dhdo'sb \his intentipri- of hacki^;ldown'''&

American demands. Retreatsw^ justified, he told the ministers,' hy;the f^ih V

.;ureJof :Spain.’s:froritier pph^.'dridiah alliances huilt up .hyi'Miro a^

delet: whre lus^ess,^ the immigration policy a failure^ arid; tKOv intrigue sbe-'^

tWeeri;the Louisiana, governor and Wilkinson futile. Spariish-resburce^ werh^^^^

top:depleted by .the European
,
war to defend New Spain agajnst ;a eombiria^

;

.

tiori of wrathfui-frbritiersmen and vengeful English meri,ohwar..Spairi;m^

.
surrender the 'Yazpo Strip, and navigation .of the Missis^ppi br dose'; alhi

. His; globiny .
advice carried the day j the Council of Stathi-voted^t^

. treaty that would cement ties of Spanish-Ameriidn frieridshijj-' \'S.'

' With' this decision made, negotiations between PinckneysaridVthe Spanish s

sppkesrneri .moved,rapidly forward until October 27, 1795, when thejTreaty..^

of/SaniLorerizo was sigried.; Spain- gave up the yazob Strip- rind agreed ;to

;

move all. garrisons from ' the' territory north" of the^j ist prirrillel withiri six\;

mionths. Americaris were granted the right to nayigatethe- f
Wrh ?

its source to its mouth
j
arid were extended the “privilege”^ Of. d.epbsit;rit;New ;;

Orleans for. three yerirsj- with"the understanding of.probabieferiewy s -This ^

was.- arivimpOrtarit' coricessibnyfor westerners ;could'larid,theiK;gbbds'.'ri^^^^^

designated.warehouses arid ' transship .them tO'rbceari'gbirig;;v:essels;:wi,t&

payingicustpm: drities. The; agreement also gave. United States cOmmer-'.;

cial privileges ;lri;Spain, butnot in theBpanish"cblcmies.;';v Vr;

w

; of San Upfenzb-—Or Pinckney’s Trerity--ended ,tb;e tr6ub^^^^^

sbirie ;;i:driflicts that : had kepLthe ; frontier : in aTurin Oil ;for^h/dozeri’;:^ears;

..CarOndeletj heartsick t^ he; WM. .riCth'e isutTerider, •uridertbbk-tO' cariy

'-®HipAiP ^rl'^W^b^fW^bvAnd.two m
.fortS; at ;-NafcheZj.'Nbgales^: Cpnfede'i^^^^^ arid’ StfStepheris

;

started';when jriew

,.7cau^dnn:;iriterrupti0rihIhese'OrdersJ',dated-Pctbber;^2^;L7^^

Pb^^’^b^ri'Spain and Engiarid, ;of the, necessity ofiVhtd^^
V. an ;Enghsh attach on Loriisiriria. from (^riadaj arid of(the dahger'ous.’niari

in
.
which jthe.^’Federrilist :Preslderits,; .Ge6jge'.W^^^^

::;,iySpp:°P9oV:^|i&7i,9S:th9msely;es with^
:;i-;del^ : execidhg 'the;tre^ uritif;the(sriuritiOrifchan^^

|;isi^ri;g^t^hurrie^Vwd^liri^Ilbweri,^tejlihg'^

^ ; L)rts>bhce;;'mOre.;yhe;'Ameriairi cOn^^iierJatfNatchez^T
;
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grini satisfaction as Spanish soldiers carried guns and supplies from that

fortification, was amazed on March 22 to see them suddenly retrace their

steps, remount their cannon, and prepare to defend their outpost once more.

The result of tliis shift in policy was nothing Godoy could foresee; his

hasty action set in motion a chain of events that led finally to Spain’s loss of

Louisiana. Had he been better versed in frontier affairs he would have

known that the settlers in the southern borderland would never accept re-

newed Spanish rule, for most of them were British Loyalists or Americans,

now united by the Anglo-Spanish war. They made their feelings known as

soon as they learned of Spain’s decision to retain the Yazoo Strip. In

Natchez mobs that raged through the town held the Spanish deputy gover-

nor a prisoner until he resigned. In the border towns of West Florida doz-

ens of conspirators—British, American, and Spanish—hatched revolutionary

plots to free the Floridas and Louisiana from Spanish rule. In the southern

United States William Blount, now senator from Tennessee but still an

enthusiastic plotter, planned four military expeditions to wrest away Spain’s

North American colonies. Faced by this solid phalanx of opposition, Godoy

was forced to reverse his policy once more and in March, 1798, directed

Carondelet to surrender the disputed territory. But the harm was done.

Having tasted action, the American frontiersmen were unwilling to accept a

peaceful settlement.

Their objective now was nothing less than ownership of both West

Florida and Louisiana. A successful attack on those Spanish colonies would

not only insure the West against any future closing of the Mississippi but

open new trading routes along the Alabama and Tombigbee rivers and

allow the filibusterers to grab off speculative land claims in the conquered

territor)^ The United States, drifting toward war with both France and

Spain during 1797 and 1798, would probably welcome such a blow.

Through those two years frontiersmen talked constantly of expeditions or

laid elaborate plans. Alexander Hamilton suggested one scheme—a march

to liberate not only Louisiana but Mexico and Latin America from Spanish

rule—but frontiersmen refused to follow this arch-Federalist who was more

interested in aiding England than helping them. More to their liking was

a filibustering expedition launched in 1799 by a Loyalist, William Augustus

Bowles. With three hundred Indians and renegade whites, that adventurer

captured the fort at St. Marks in May, 1 800, and seemed on the point of

overrunning the Floridas when a larger Spanish force dispersed his fol-

lowers and sent Bowles off to death in Spain.

These attacks were of more than local importance, for they strengthened

a belief growing in the minds of Spanish rulers since the Treaty of San

Lorenzo; Louisiana was an expensive luxury that must be sold before Eng-
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:

]and"pr:the:Un^d';States;tbbkfitby.forcc/Thero

; ;custom!s:; duties ne%'er^^ oPe-fifth the sui^s needed, for its

administration—^and ^ye the Spanish -little in retnrp, forvLouisiana pur-

.'\chased its industrial goodsirom' France and shipped its ^ricplt^re prbiduce

. -there in :paynienti;']iitde' ^o^ that Spain was willing to dispose of its

Americaniwhite elephant at almost any price after Pinckney’s Treaty re-

hnoyed -its^^^V^ as a bargaining instrument in dealings with the United

'.--States.'^'

i

\

\

".France was ahxi^^^ to buy, partly because its rulers envisaged future

profits from the growing sugar and cotton production in Louisiana, partly

because Napoleon-s victories reawakened dreams of a vast new empire.

Negotiations' between the two powers, carried on since ry95, reached a

climax in i Spp .when Napoleon’s European conquests gave France the. tetri-

tories /needed to bargain with the Spanish monarch, Charles IV., In the

,
TFfeafy ^df San Ildefonsoj^s on October i, 1800, Spain agreed, to

transfer X/)uisiana to France, in return for Napoleon’s promise to carve out

a -Tuscan kingdom for Charles’ indigent relatives of the House of Farnia,

The First Consul never lived up to his part of the agreement. Instead pi

continuing the continental war vmtil he secured the promised; Italian lands,

• he.abruptly brought his war with England to a close through the Treaty

of .Amiens (1801), then demanded that Spain turn oyer Louisiana at .bn.cis

without .compensation. The powerless Spaniards, unwilling to risk the’ en-

v.mity of both France and Englandj reluctantly complied. On Octbfe lii

1 802 j
orders reached New Orleans to surrender . the colony to its; new

masters.'.i/j^^iv'S ?'.
' ~

: • ;Neiys; of the cession sent a wave of :
terror;through the West; Spain could

be •bulh'ed.dnto keeping the lSlississippi^;d^^ powerful 'France would

be : impossible control.;/ As westerners discussed; theif; fatCj . an event

.occurred ;that seeihed, to confirm their. worst -fears. On .Octo^ l8, 1802,

. New/Ofleans^^^^^ quietly /posted a' pf^ ending;, the right of

deposit?A had nothing to' db 'W order, which was a

belated 'Spanish; a^^ .to stop-American abuses of -the . deposit priyiiege;

;Cbbttaband;tradei\eyasibn;qf duties,
5
an^^^^^^ ahdri.lver./But

^ffbpt!,crshieri^did not Iqiow these /Orcumstances. In their eyes this was^ari

example/qf A .treatment; they ; expect.from the ;ncw;niastefs’/of the
:- 16wef;Mississippi.;As?the}news';spread-.northward .'new

v'F’bbbshedp‘pebple:gathered;jm5;excite(i jkn.bts tb'^

:

v.^bg*®i®dn^;passed jfieqiyTescd^ drgihg- France' to ;rctra& ;did^e

PbPplb jbi.tthb’.W^
•./nierchants ‘ whb.'suppiied/thednteri'bf .with-'m

;;'?^^f®|'’:^°;i®'PPr^pd,gbpds;fb'r:theirontier,.^
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who shipped their produce across the mountains, all faced ruin if western

buying power declined. A united nation demanded that the government

meet this crisis, even if it were necessary to take New Orleans from Prance

by force.

President Thomas Jefferson, the anti-Federalist now controlling national

affairs, was particularly alarmed, not only because of his inherent sympathy

for the West, but because the growing anti-French sentiment would react

against his party in the elections of 1 804. As usual he hit upon the correct

strategy. The United States, he realized, must purchase New Orleans and

enough of West Florida to give it control of the mouth of the Mississippi.

This could be arranged only if a new Anglo-French war broke out, for

then France might be willing to cede rather than risk a British naval attack

on Louisiana. A waiting game was clearly called for, but in the meantime

Jefferson subjected France to a barrage of propaganda designed to show

that the United States was so hostile to the French and so friendly to the

English that an attack on New Orleans was imminent. Letters proclriming

America’s intention to ^'marry ourselves to the British fleet and nation”

were allowed to fall into the hands of the First Consul’s agents
5
hours were

spent convincing French and Spanish ministers that the whole nation wanted

war so ardently that only the President’s desire for peace prevented an

immediate invasion of Louisiana. Jefferson also persuaded Congress to

authorize an army of 80,000 troops and a navy of fifteen Mississippi gun-

boats. Then, amidst this carefully created hostile atmosphere, he sent James

Monroe to Paris to buy New Orleans.

The results of Jefferson’s blustering policy were gratifying. Spain backed

down first, hurrying word to New Orleans to reopen deposit at that port

before the frontiersmen could attack. At the same time Napoleon derided

that he would sell not only New Orleans but all Louisiana. The war with

England, he knew, would soon be resumed, and he could no more risk an

Anglo-American attack on his new colony than could Spain. Moreover the

failure of his best troops to subdue a slave insurrection in Santo Domingo

had lessened his enthusiasm for empire building. Having reached his de-

cision in March, 1803, Napoleon instructed Talleyrand, his foreign min-

ister, to broach the subject to the resident American minister, Robert Liv-

ingston. Talleyrand waited until April 1 1, then in the midst of an ordinary

conversation suddenly asked, ^What would you give for the whole of

Louisiana?” Livingston, who was slightly deaf, could scarcely beheve his

ears but he had the presence of mind to indicate that he was interested.

Negotiations went forward rapidly until April 30, 1803, when a treaty

was signed transferring Louisiana to the United States for 80,000,000

francs—about $15,000,000.
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;
j-' of taking over control o£ New Orleans

: kni its,far-flung hinterland; Spain was still in possession when news of the
'

pih-c^se reached the in August, 1803, but the French agent waiting

to take over. Louisiana insisted that he have the glory of surrendering the

' .territory to the United States, Hence on November 30, 1803, the colony

passed into French hands, just as James Wilkinson with 150 men set out

from newly bmlt Ft. Adams to receive jurisdiction. The second ceremony

w^.held in the public square of New Orleans on December 20. Beneath a

cl^r warm sun the French agent delivered the city’s keys to Wilkinson and

' William 'C, Claiborne, the second American commissioner. Claiborne then

. addressed the small crowd, assuring the people protection for their property

and religion, before the three-colored flag of France was hauled down and

;'the.,Stars and Stripes hoisted in its place. Wilkinson, who had carried out

:>the'transa'ctidh in an efficient manner, characteristically wrung $12,000 from
' .the retiiin^; Spanish governor for his “Reflections” on Spain’s policy—

a

Lodge-podge of outworn revelations and obvious advice—then used the

'sahie' information as the basis for a long report to President Jefferson. The
mah’s. duplicity was unequalled.

v' 'The' Louisiana Purchase fittingly climaxed the diplomacy of the Revolu-

• tionaiy period. Gone from the Mississippi Valley were foreign agents who
incited.Tndiahs;: to .attack American settlers, commercial restrictions.that

thrbttl^;:the-ecph6mic life bf the West, unpatriotic westerners willing to

..preach febellipn for a price. With the extension of American rule over the

jht^enpr. of cond^ settled upon the frontier. Once more the

'.westVafcl;hi^ch;Cpuid be resumed, as homeseekers pushed inland to exploit

thevdomLn^ and sweat of their nation’s statesmen and
'.soldifers;''‘£!p-'^'':V .



CHAPTER XII

Settling the Appalachian Plateau

1795-1812

For a generation before 1795 the westward march of the American people

was halted while independence was won, a workable government system

established, Indians subdued, and foreign intrigue swept from the border-

lands. Now frontiersmen were ready to move again, as Jay’s Treaty,

Wayne’s victory, the Treaty of Greenville, and Pinckney’s Treaty cleared

the way. From New England, the Middle States, and the South they came

—eager homeseekers with their families, young axmen hunting a homesite

for the expectant bride waiting patiently behind, starry-eyed speculators in

search of choice lands, shiftless ne’er-do-wells cast out by the older societies

of the East, zealous ministers in quest of souls, sharp-tongued young

lawyers seeking a more liberal atmosphere to nurture political ambitions,

journeymen printers carrying type for a frontier newspaper, merchants,

millers, blacksmiths, artisans, rogues, and saints—all rubbing elbows on

the trails that led to the mecca beyond the mountains. For seventeen years

the tide of population flowed west—the greatest movement of peoples’

America had known—until 1812 when a new war closed the gates of the

frontier once more.

Unusually choice lands were not the magnets which drew these pioneers

toward the frontier, for the best spots had already been appropriated by

the bolder spirits who had ventured across the Appalachians just after

the Revolution: the valleys of eastern Tennessee, the Nashville Basin, the

limestone areas of Kentucky, and the Ohio River lowlands. For the new-

comers there remained the hilly areas of the physiographic region known

as the Appalachian Plateau. There rolling foothills, sloping gradually

downward to merge with the level Lake Plains Province, and broad valleys

that marked the former course of glacial rivers, offered tempting prospects

2^6
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to farmers grown Weaiy of wresting a living from New England’s stub-

born soil or crowded from, their southern homes by advancing plantations.

The whole region, between New York and northern Alabarna, was inter-

laced with swift-flowing streams and covered with a heavy: growth of hard-

wood that testified to the soil’s fertility. Yet settlers who v/ent west dxiring

those years were less concerned with finding ideal conditions in their new

homes, than escaping bad conditions in the old. In each of the three sections

contributing to the migration—-New England, the Middle States, and the

South^—people were discontented and anxious to be on the move.

Overcrowding was the principal expelling force in New England. For

riiore than a century the Yanlcees had been held back, their path westward

icross New York State blocked by the powerful Iroquois Confederation.

A; few bold spirits made the lengthy trek to the Wyoming Valley or the

Ohio cbuntiy,’ a few others moved northward to hiiiy VtarntflA, Wc the

majority remained at home to compete for the few lands available. This

sent prices soaring, until by the 1790’s even rnoderately good farnis sold

for, from $14 to $50 an acre. Younger sons-^and they were plentiful in

prolific New England families—refused to pay such prices for rock-strewn

hillsides when they could buy fertile lands irt the West for $2 or $3 an

acre,'That price discrepancy underlay the migration, but other New Er^-

landers went west to escape the established Congregational church of Massa-

chusetts and Connecticut, or to seek a more liberal sodal order than that v

rock-ribbed Federalist stronghold. High taxes, normal in well-established

communities, drove others toward the frontier.
;

.

,
: . : ; ,

Those sarne conditions—Overcrowding, high;prices, exorbitant taxes/ and

conservatism—also existed in the Middle - States and
,

South, but other

factorsrin both: those'^ctions helped speed the exodus. Many:who left New
York and Pennsylvania were frontiersmen : who, living on the; western

fringe of ciyilizationi drifted naturaUy/with the moving ri In Virginia,

Maryland/and North Cafolirta soiTexhaiistionTofced thousands to abandon

their fefms/partjcularly in the hilly Piedmont region where heavy rains had

W^hed essential mihefals from cHtiyated s More were driven from ,

their; hom^ by t^ pfi piahtation agriculture into the Piednipnt

:

2nd Oreat;^ the pbst-Peyolutioha^ Some of thejdeifibr

cradc; ^mallTarmefr; bc&pyihg the Te^pri went west to escape contact ,mth
slaye^/ otherS disliked^tHeinewJci^ stratification’ which'.;pla^

^°V?r
:

;i^veT^2n' the .great pianters, w^
^ S^thirtebh :>

counties; inM ahd twen^;«ix in Vlrg^iiia-los^

was;the‘niigrationI;’;''v\',f^'''.vv:-;;^^^^^^^ C;'-’;-"

:;,:Impbrtant ps: thes^ were,<,theVmaK exodus of the pbsN;
;
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Revolutionary years owed its magnitude also to improved roads connecting

East and West. These had been built during an internal improvement
craze that swept over the new nation in the 1790’s. Most of the highways

scarcely deserved the namej they were made by chopping out underbrush

and small trees in a swath ten to thirty feet w'ide, cutting off the larger

timber eighteen inches from the ground, and leaving the largest trees

standing even in the middle of the thoroughfare. Small streams were

bridged with logs, but only ’’.rds or ferries on the main-traveled routes

allowed passage over rivers. i..lthough these roads were impassable quag-

mires in wet weather and unsatisfactory under the best conditions, they

were still better than the trails used in the past. In winter especially, when

deep-packed snow smoothed the rough surfaces, pioneers could quite

easily move household goods westward by sled. Most settlers migrated

just before the spring thaw for that reason.

The three road systems built westward from New England, the Middle
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States, and South had much to do with the course of the westward move-

ment, for all converged in the upper Ohio Valley. One led from Boston and

Hartford to the Hudson River where it connected with two highways across

New York State, the Mohawk Turnpike which was opened as far as Utica

by 1793, and the Catskill Turnpike, built between Catskill and Wattle’s

Ferry on the Susquehanna in 1792. The Middle States were connected

with the West during the 1780’s by two military highways constructed

during the Seven Years’ War, Forbes’ Road and Braddock’s Road, which

were improved by Pennsylvania and Maryland until they were passable for

wagons as far as Pittsburgh. Migrating Virginians could travel over those

Middle State routes, or follow the Great Valley Road or the Richmond

Road, both built before the Revolution, to Ft. Chissel. From that post a

single wagon road led to Cumberland Gap, two hundred miles away,

where it joined the Wilderness Road across Kentucky to Louisville and

Frankfort, That highway was opened to wagon traffic in 1795, while a

branch built a few years before allowed settlers to reach either Maysville

on the Ohio or Ft. Gillad on the Green River. Tennessee was equally

accessible over the Kuioxville Road, built between the Wilderness Road and

the mouth of the French Broad River between 1791 and 1795, the Nash-

ville Road constructed by North Carolina in 1788, and the Old Walton

Road that was opened in 1795 as an alternate route to the Cumberland

settlements. In addition to the wagon roads, several unimproved trails

were widely used, especially the twisting paths across western Virginia to

Parkersburg and the mouth of the Great Kanawha, and the trace that

used Saluda Gap, in the eastern mountain wall, to connect Georgia with

the Holston frontier. j

Over those roads went the pioneers. Between 1790, when the Southwest

Territory was erected with William Blount as governor, and 1795, the

migratory stream moved toward eastern Tennessee. The Holston settle-

ments could not hold the thousands who sought homes thercj instead the

frontier surged westward so rapidly that when Blount chose a central

site fot the territorial capital in 179^ fis otst the new town of Knox-
ville at the mouth of the French Broad. As soon as Pinckney’s Treaty ended
the threat of Indian attacks and Spanish intrigue the tide set in toward
Nashville. Immigrants were so thick on the Old Walton Road during
the summer of 1795 that they crowded each other from the highway;
26,000 crossed the Cumberland in two months. Through the cold winter
that followed the exodus continued—thousands of ragged men and women
tramping barefooted through the snow because “every body says it’s good
land. By 1796, when 77)000 people lived in Tennessee, the territory was
ready to enter the Union as a state. Others sought homes in Kentucky
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after Wayne’s victory ended fear of Indian raidsi filling thp! Blue-

country, pushing into the hills about the Big Sandy, and spreading

ward along the valley of the Green River. More than 220,000 p^
occupied Kentucky by 1 800. ^ - V t '

^

Both Tennessee and Kentucky filled so rapidly that .the transition from^^

frontier to civilized community was accomplished almost overnight. = Pio^
'

neers in each new settlement bore the typical backcoiiritry stamp| they

built crude log cabins, cleared thirty or forty acr^ from their larger spetu-

lative holdings, lived on corn meal, pork, and game, and
;
dressed ini the; V:

fringed hunting shirt, leggings, and moccasins that were standard garb in

the West. As their fields extended year after year their wealth steadily ;
increased, for the rich bottom lands produced from

,
sevOnty^five to ai

hundred bushels of corn an acre and the price was steady . at twentyrfivev

cents a bushel. Four years of such harvests allowed a farmer to braid; a;
’

frame house, buy a suit of clothes, subscribe to the weekly newspaper just ii:

started by a journeyman printer in tlie nearby town, send his children to the ;

classical academy opened there by an itinerant schoolmaster, and jpefhaps V
buy a carriage to carry his proud family to church on Sundays. iMost made^^

this transition} the misfits who could not moved farther west after. selling
-

their improvements to newer settlers.

Despite the rapid evolution, society remained predominately, rural; Lex-:' ;

ington, the largest dty in the West, had only 1,795 inhabitahts^m - i Sera,/.;'

while the population of Louisville, Frankfort, Nashville, .Knoxville, and ;;

the other towns was less than five hundred. Farming wak the prineipkl
f:

occupation, corn the leading crop. Transportation difiiculties discouraged thel.S

production of tobacco, cotton, and wheat except in the Cumberland and

bluegrass settlements where flatboats were used to carry those bulky goods',^^^^

to the New Orleans market. Corn, on the Other; hand, ;was ground; inta

meal for local consumption, concentrated into whiskey .for: export, or :.fedl,

to cattle and hogs who could carry themselves to market.- By i Sc^ whiskey^, ;

from the many small distilleries that dotted Kentucky and: Tehnbsee w^

displacing rum as America’s national drink, while large herds of .cattle
;
and

;

;

hogs, driven north along the Great Valley Road or south through:;Sal^^^

Gap, were bringing prosperity to the frontier. /Yet money rdniained sca^^^

for profits went to buy manufactured goods in Baltimore and ;PhiJadelpKia,^

;

or to pay; the $6 or $7 per hundred, pounds .demanded by ; 'wagoners,who
.

' carried freight between the seaboard"and tbe West, ;'Ph^^
' settleiments ’ and - the bluegrass .c6uhtryy'';;wherey;Cott6n. and;^-; tobacco, :Wefe^^

:
groy^n, rose above ;the primitiye:"econdin.y usual ;in;:frondef-;y^

;

;
: .
There, in;the'first years of the rilheteehth';Century, ;thrifty:fat^^

;
their . hoidings at ’;the' ^expense ' of less ' fortunate neighbors, UlabOra^^^
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houses testified to a new affluence, and young lawyers such as Andrew

Jackson dominated political affairs rather than the Indian fighters who had

captured the imagination of an earlier generation.

The transition from frontier to civilized community was particularly

rapid in Tennessee and Kentucky because land could be purchased cheaply

from either the states or the army of small speculators operating there. In

the northern portions of the Appalachian Plateau—New York, western

Pennsylvania, and the Northwest Territory—the course of settlement was

different, largely because neither the states concerned nor the national gov-

ernment had developed a satisfactory method of selling the public domain

to pioneer farmers. Failure to do so plunged the United States into a

period of speculative activity unrivaled in its history. Everywhere land

jobbing companies sprang up, financed by European or American capitalists

who saw in the combination of a westward-moving population, a stable new

government, and greedy states eager to sell their western holdings, a

formula almost certain to spell handsome returns. Land companies played

a larger role in the westward movement during those years than at any time

before or since.

Western New York felt their influence first. Settlers from the eastern

part of the state and New England drifted into that war-torn region after

1783, to lay out a few scattered towns along the upper Mohawk and

UnadiUa rivers, but no mass migration could begin until Indians were

removed and ownership of the area—which was claimed by both Massa-

chusetts and New York—finally established. The first proved easy, for

the ravages of the Revolution and an exodus to Canada left only about

6,000 of the once-proud tribesmen in the coveted territory. A commission

named by the state legislature set to work in the spring of 1785; by 1789
the Oneida, Tuscarora, and Cayuga tribes, had surrendered their former

hunting grounds in return for cash settlements, annuities, and small reserva-

tions. New York then possessed all lands west to Lake Seneca except those

north of the Mohawk River claimed by the departed Mohawk Indians,

and these were secured in 1797 for a payment of $1,600. Thus were the
mighty warriors who had field the English at bay for a century reduced
to a servile life on the scattered reservations allotted them.

While that was going on, the New York legislature opened negotiations

with Massachusetts to determine which state really owned the ceded lands,

for Massachusetts had spedfically retained its colonial claims to a strip

across New York when turning its western territory over to Congress.
Commissioners from the two states met at Hartford during the summer of
1786 and after the usual amount of wrangling settled the problem by
drawing a Pre-emption Line south from Sodus Bay to the Pennsylvania
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border. New York retained all territory east of the line, together with a
mile-wide strip along the Niagara River and sovereignty over the whole'

region on both sides of the boundary. Massachusetts was given the lands

west of the Pre-emption Line, and 230,400 acres on the Susquehanna

River.

Both states were ready to dispose of their holdings immediately
j more-

over their empty colfers suggested rapid sales in wholesale quantities

The New York-Pennsylvania Frontier, 1790-1812

rather than the slower process of parceling out the land to individual

farmers. Massachusetts, in 1787, sold its entire Susquehanna Tract, known

as the Boston Ten Towns, to a group of speculators for 12^4 cents an

acre. New York, which began selling its lands in 1789, auctioned off the

whole region between the Unadilia River and the Pre-emption Line during

the next few years. Nearly all went to speculators, some organized into

companies to purchase such large tracts as Chemung Township, the Watbns

and Flint Purchase, or the Chenango Triangle. Other areas, such as the

Chenango Twenty Townships, went to a number of small buyers. This was

also the fate of the Military Tract that New York set aside to satisfy

bounties issued Revolutionary soldiers. Distribution of those lands began

in 1791 and. as the military warrants were transferable, most were absorbed
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on making payments in a depreciated medium were faced with the dismal

prospect of cash prices, particularly after 1790 when Secretary of the

Treasury Alexander Hamilton carried his funding plan through Congress.

To make matters even worse an opposition party within the Massachusetts

legislature, led by the ever-popular Samuel Adams, threatened to revoke

the contract on the slightest excuse.

Phelps and Gorham managed to pay their first installment, but hopes

of meeting the next two were slim. Rather than risk losing all, they agreed

in March, 1790, to turn back the western two-thirds in return for full title

to the eastern third. The exploitation of even that smaller plot so strained

their resources that they leaped at the first opportunity to sell. On Novem-
ber 18, 1790, Robert Morris of New York bought the Phelps-Gorham

Purchase for £30,000—about eight cents an acre. A few months later Morris

purchased from Massachusetts the whole western portion of New York for

an additional £45,000. This wealthy speculator, whose two spectacular

bargains made him the largest landholder in America, was already well

known in the money markets of the United States and Europe. He was

wise enough to know that even his vast resources were insufficient to de-

velop the tract he had contracted to buy
5
instead he made the purchase to

test a shrewd theory of his own. The speculative spirit, he knew, was run-

ning high among European bankers who commanded far more capital than

any jobber in poverty-stricken America. He realized, too, that his

name \vas known and trusted abroad, for he had served successfully as

secretary of finance during the latter years of the Revolution. Therefore he

would market his New York lands in Amsterdam, London, and Paris,

hoping to find there the profitable resale that was every speculator’s dream.

For that purpose Morris divided his holdings into three tracts. The

middle section along the Genesee River was the best; this he kept himself.

The eastern portion, consisting of the Phelps-Gorham Purchase, he sold

for £75,000 early in 1791 to a syndicate of English capitalists headed by

Sir William Pulteney—a sum that gave him a tidy profit of £45,000. In

casting about for a purchaser for the western half of his property, Morris

hit on four prominent Amsterdam business concerns then speculating in

American securities. Their agent in the United States, Theophile Cazenove,

proved interested, partly because Hamilton’s funding program was re-

ducing profits from financial ventures, and partly because he had already

made two minor purchases from New York—one just east of the Military

Tract and the other north of the Mohawk—and was sufficiently inferted

with land fever to want more. Cazenove’s enthusiasm proved so contagious

that his Dutch backers decided to enter the speculative field on a wholesale

scale. They added two more banking houses to their number, organized
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themselves as the Holland Land Company^ and instructed Cazenove to

buy widely for them. By December, 1792, the ambitious agent completed

arrangements with Morris to take over 2,500,000 acres in western New

York, and in the next few months he secured another 1,500,000 acres in

Pennsylvania.

The series of purchases which delivered most of western New York

and Pennsylvania into the hands of European speculators greatly affected

the development of that region. The English and Dutch business men now

in control had capital to develop their holdings—^something completely

lacking among American jobbers who usually operated on a shoestring and

counted on a quick turnover for profits. This advantage was first realized

by Charles Williamson, the agent sent to the United States by the Pulteney

Estates. He reached western New York in the spring of 1792 filled with

ambitious plans
j
he would build roads, improve rivers, erect stores, taverns,

gristmills, and sawmills, provide centers for amusement, and turn his wil-

derness estate into the garden spot of the West. His backers, he knew, were

wealthy enough to afford the expense, and he reasoned that grateful Ameri-

cans would repay them by purchasing lands at unusually high prices. Thus

originated the “hothouse” method of developing the frontier.

A rapid survey of the Pulteney Estates convinced Williamson that ex-

port centers shotild be established on Lake Ontario, the Genesee River, the

Seneca River, and the Cohocton River. Hence he set crews to work on care-

fully planned cities controlling those routes. At Bath, at the head of naviga-

tion on the Cohocton, he built houses, farm buildings, a gristmill, two

sawmills, a tavern, a theater, and a race track. Williamsburg on the

Genesee and Lyons on the Seneca were also provided with homes, store-

houses, distilleries, and mills. Tiie Sodus development on Lake Ontario was
even more ambitious

5
in addition to constructing dwellings, stores, and

mills, Williamson improved the harbor and erected a large wharf. Settle-

ments already begun at Canandaigua and Geneva were similarly improved.
Over the whole area he scattered gristmills, distilleries, farmhouses, and
cleared fields to lure homeseekers. Equal care was spent on a road system
connecting the cities with rural regions. One long highway was built from
Williamsport, on the Susquehanna River in Pennsylvania, to Williams-
burg, another from Sodus to Geneva. At the same time Williamson' in

1794 persuaded New York to extend the Mohawk Turnpike through
Geneva and Canandaigua to the future site of Avon on the Genesee.
The Great Genesee Road, as it was called, gave the Pulteney Estates direct
access to Albany and New York markets, while the southern road to
Williamsport allowed shipments to Philadelphia and Baltimore.

In toe ten years that Williamson pushed this building program he
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spent $ijOOOjOOO and took in just $146,000 from land sales, although more
was due under the six-year credit system allowed. By that time his wealthy

supporters were so alarmed that he was displaced in 1801 by an agent who
emphasized returns rather than expenditures. Although the Pulteney in-

terests did Bttle more than break even on their investment, they took solace

in the fact that Williamson’s efforts hurried the advance of settlement.

By 1 800 population was well established over the whole region, with most

of the settlers scattered along the Great Genesee Road and about Bath.

The frontier was ready to pass beyond the Genesee River, where the lands

of the Morris Reserve were filling rapidly, into the domain of the Holland

Land Company.

During the 1790’s that wealthy European concern was experimenting

with the “hothouse” method of settlement on its two tracts in eastern New
York. Within five years $128,000 was squandered on the plot south of

Lake Oneida, much of it on the city of Cazenovia where a brewery, a

distillery, sawmills and gristmills, a potash works, two stores, and a tavern

were built. Even more was spent on the region north of the Mohawk
River, where a disastrous experiment in maple sugar production cost the

company $15,000 even before the usual developments began. These in-

cluded model farms, two well-equipped towns, and purchase of a tract along

the Mohawk for a new village, Utica, to provide a market and export

center. Between 1794 and 1798 $15,000 a year was poured into the small

area. By that time the directors of the Holland Land Company, disturbed

by the large expenditures, ordered an end to developments in both tracts.

Theophile Cazenove was replaced by a more conservative agent, and the

company prepared to reap some return on its investments.

Those expensive experiments convinced the thrifty Dutch bankers there

should be no “hastening of civilization” west of the Genesee. Settlers were

paying the high prices asked for improved lands, but just as many were

going to nearby regions on which the owners spent nothing. The American

frontiersman, they saw, did not want cleared fields and trim frame houses}

he was enough of a speculator to want cheap land that he could improve

with his own labor. The “hothouse” method transferred the profits gained

from the initial risk to the company. Nor were gristmills, sawmills, and

distilleries necessary} they sprang up in each frontier community as soon as

the demand was great enough. The company’s decision to leave all but

necessary improvements to private initiative was a wise one.

The first step in opening the Holland Land Company’s territory was

to extinguish Indian title. That was accomplished in the Big Tree Treaty,

signed by the Seneca on September 15, I 797j
after chiefs, interpreters, and

watching government officials were bribed into accepting terras distasteful to
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the majority of the tribe. With the way cleared for settlement, -Joseph

Ellicott, an experienced American woodsman who had no sympathy with

“hothouse” methods, was appointed agent. By the spring of i8oo the

region was divided into townships six miles square, while those marked

for immediate sale were subdivided into acre plots. Sales started in

1802, at a land office in the new town of Batavia. When the paucity of

purchasers convinced Ellicott that the $2.75 an acre asked by the company

was too high, he lowered the price to between $1.50 and $2, eliminated

down payments, and allowed ten years credit. Such a rush of customers

followed that he was obliged to open the whole Genesee country to settlers.

The price was gradually increased over the next years, until by 1811 the

average sum received for an acre was $2.30 and in 1817 $5 * Although

collections were slow and payment often in goods rather than cash the

Holland Land Company eventually retired from its venture with a

comfortable profit.

This was partly due to the manner in which the economy-minded Ellicott

confined himself to the most essential improvements. Some roads were

built to supplement the Great Genesee Road after the state extended that

highway to Buffalo between 1798 and 1803: one from Niagara through

Batavia to Geneseo where it connected with the transportation system of the

Pulteney Estates, another from Geneseo to Clean at the head of navigation

on the Allegheny River, and a third from Buffalo along the shore of Lake

Erie to Erie, with a branch running southeast to the Pennsylvania border.

Although these highw'ays were well built—underbrush and small trees were

cleared away in a forty-foot path and a sixteen foot swath level with the

ground cut down the middle—they cost little as Ellicott allowed farmers

to pay for land by road work. Those w'ere virtually the only improvements,

aside from two unsuccessful mills at Batavia and a grant of two hundred
acres in each township for schools and churches. Individual artisans soon

appeared to supply the sawmills, gristmills, and distilleries needed.

The Holland Land Company and other European speculative concerns

vastly stimulated the peopling of western New York. Their improvements,
whether confined to road building or on a needlessly grandiose scale,

made settlement easierj tlieir advertising in eastern states lured thousands
of homeseekers westward. Much of this was concentrated in New England,
where, speculators realized, the people were ready to move. As hard-work-
ing farmers in that section read gaudy circulars distributed by the com-
panies or listened to enthusiastic letters from the first arrivals in western
New York, their disskisfaction with their rock-strewn soil increased. Why
dedicate yourself to a lifetime of backbreaking toil when the western countr)'-

beckoned? As more and more reasoned In that way a “Genesee Fever”
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swept through the eastern states. Everywhere, from Massachusetts to New
Jersey, men sold their farms and began the long trek to the frontier.

All through the 1790’s the numbers moving west increased year by

year until by 1800 a mass exodus was under way. A traveler in 1797
counted five hundred wagons a day on the roads through Albany, and a

few years later the Catskill Road, now extended to Canandaigua, was just

as crowded. By 1 800 immigrants overran the Military Tract and Pulteney

Estates
5

five years later they were moving across the Genesee lands of

the Holland Company where Batavia, Buffalo, Stafford, and other towns

blossomed into tiny cities overnight. “The woods are full of new settlers,”

wrote an observer near Batavia in 1805. “Axes are resounding, and the

trees literally falling about us as we passed. In one instance we were

obliged to pass in a field through the smoke and flame of the trees which

had lately been feUed and were just fired.” In 1812 200,000 people lived

in western New York, 25,000 of them in the Holland Land Company

purchase, and the region was passing beyond the frontier stage.

More than two-thirds of the pioneers were New Englanders, most of

whom came from Massachusetts, Connecticut, or Rhode Island. The whole-

sale departure of these thousands spread alarm through the ranks of those

who stayed behind. Their own states, they noted, were lagging significandy

behind the rest of the nation in population increase, their best and youngest

citizens were moving away, and both land values and the social structure

were suffering. These good fathers could not know they were witnessing

the first stages of that century-long process known as the rural decay of

New England. Instead they sought vainly to offset the advertising of the

land companies by propaganda of their own. Newspapers in the early

1 8oo’s bristled with lurid descriptions of dangers of frontier life or with

such verses as:

Let the idle complain

And ramble in vain,

An Eden to find in the West,

They’re grossly deceiv’d.

Their hearts sorely griev’d,

They’ll sigh to return to the East.

Actual calculation has evinced,” wrote the Reverend Jedidiah Morse in

the 1796 edition of his famous Geografhyj “that any quantity of the best

mowing land in Connecticut produces about twice as much clear profit as

the same quantity of the best wheat land in the State of New York.” These

calamitous voices cried in a wilderness of indifference. More than words

were-needed to keep an American at home when good soil lay ahead.
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Or even, in that restless day, poor soil. For while the main stream of

westward-moving population inundated the Genesee country, two subsidiary

rivulets branched off to engulf the mountainous wastes of Pennsylvania and

northern New York. Pennsylvania threw open its last unsettled portions,

the northwestern region obtained from the Iroquois in the second Treaty of

Ft Stanwix, in 1792. The land law passed at the time was so loosely worded

that untold confusion had resulted j farms could be obtained for twenty

cents an acre either by squatting or buying a warrant, all plots were to be

settled within two years unless Indian disturbances intervened, and surveys

were to follow rather than precede purchase. Those vague phrases, inten-

tionally inserted by speculators, made Pennsylvania a happy hunting ground

for land jobbers. Within a few years the whole area was engrossed by their

agents, most of it by two large companies: the Holland Land Company,

and the Pennsylvania Population Company. Neither had any hope of

settling its domains within the prescribed two year period. When the state

finally tried to force them to do so in 1797 they began a long legal battle

that only ended in 1805 when the United States Supreme Court ruled that

the 1792 law was too poorly worded to be binding. This litigation dis-

couraged settlement, although a large number of squatters—some hired

by companies organized for the purpose—planted themselves on specu-

lators’ lands in hopes of securing title through possession. After 1805, with

ownerhip clear and a state road opened from Lock Haven to the border,

sales began at the Holland Land Company’s offices in Meadville and

Kittanning. By 1812 the region was sparsely settled with Erie and Mead-

ville its principal towns, but the mountainous terrain failed to attract a

large population. Certainly speculators discouraged rather than aided the

westward movement there.

They played a more valuable role in peopling the two habitable portions

of northern New York; the hill country between the Black River and
Lake Ontario, and the woodlands bordering the St. Lawrence River. A
commission created by the legislature began selling plots in the first area

during the late 1780’s} by 1795 nearly all was in the hands of small specu-

lators who spent the next years developing their tracts. The most ambitious

of those jobbers was a New York merchant, George Scriba, who secured
the region north of Lake Oneida, laid out two towns, built a connecting
road, and made the usual improvements designed to lure settlers. It was
in this territory, and just south of a grant made to Baron Steuben for his
part in the Revolution, that Cazenove bought the tract the Holland Land
Company placed on the market in 1794.

Speculation in the St. Lawrence country was on a more spectacular scale.
The first region to be surveyed, a fertile area known as the St. Lawrence
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Ten Towns, was auctioned off in 1787 to a syndicate of jobbers led by
Alexander Macomb, a bold plunger with large resources. Macomb’s appe-

tite for land was only whetted
5
he began negotiating at once to secure

the millions of acres surrounding his tract. Arrangements were completed

in 1791 when he bought all of the unpatented lands remaining in northern

New York—4,000,000 acres in all—for eight cents an acre, Macomb, who

Northern New York, 1790-1812

realized he could meet the first of five annual payments only by immediate

resale, divided his purchase into six tracts which were assigned to lesser

speculators for development and sale. Most prominent among these was

William Constable, who received Tracts Four, Five, and Six. Those were

disposed of during the next few years. Tract Four to a group of Belgium

capitalists organized as the Antwerp Company, part of Tract Five to a

group of refugees from Revolutionary France, and the remainder to

smaller American operators such as William Inman and John Brown, the

wealthy Providence merchant. The land Constable was unable to sell he

developed himself as Constable’s Five Towns. In this way most of the
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Black River region was parceled out between 1793 1812, but the dis-

tance from markets and the rough country kept the population small.

The northern portions of the Macomb purchase went through a similar

evolution, for these too were assigned to smaller speculators for improve-

ment and sale. One, Samuel Ogden, laid out the town of Ogdensburg in

1801, built the usual mills, and constructed a passable road to the Black

River where it connected with a highway just completed to Utica. Some

kttlers drifted in over this, but more came from Vermont, attracted by

Ogden’s advertising and the cheap lands of the wild St. Lawrence country.

Some were pioneers from southern New England who drifted on now with

the advancing frontierj others were established farmers weaned from

rugged Vermont by promises of “lands not lying edgewise.” The crude

“winter road” from Lake Champlain to the mouth of the St. Regis River

was crowded each year with hundreds of moving families, dragging their

household goods on sleds over the hard-packed snow. The region arotmd

Ogdensburg and the valley of the Oswegatchie River filled up first, but

three toll roads built by turnpike companies between 1810 and 1812

—

the St. Lawrence Turnpike between Carthage and Malone, and two high-

ways connecting Hopkinton with Lake Champlain—turned the tide of

settlement toward the interior. Although northern New York did not pass

beyond the primitive stage of frontier development before the War of 1 81 2,

great timber rafts drifting down the St. Lawrence to Montreal and barges

deep laden with flour and potash bound for that Canadian port testified

to an advancing civilization.

Northern New York and western Pennsylvania developed slowly be-

cause they were only eddies in the main frontier stream sweeping west-

ward from New England and the Middle States. Settlement was more
rapid at the terminus of that swift-flowing current in the Northwest Terri-

tory. The peopling of that region began in 1795 when Wayne’s Treaty of

Greenville removed Indians from much of the Ohio country. In the van
were the pioneers who had crowded together in the river towns during the

warsj all through the summer of 1795 they poured out of Marietta,

Massie’s Station, Columbia, Cincinnati, and North Bend on their way to

the back country. Before autumn set in they were joined by a horde of

land-seekers from Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Kentucky, who started west
as soon as news reached them that the frontier was safe. Some followed
the Wilderness Road to Maysvillej more reached Redstone or Pittsburgh
over Forbes’ or Braddock’s Roads, bought flatboats, and drifted down
the Ohio to a site that pleased them. For the next dozen years a regular
procession of those ungainly craft floated westward with a perspiring lands-
man at the sweeps, a horse and a few cows munching at the haystack in the
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prow, a handful of ragged children playing on the roofed portion of the

stern, and a busy housewife hanging out her washing or churning her butter

as she would on shore. Seldom had the frontier developed a more con-

venient form of transportation than flatboats. They cost only $30 or $40,

allowed normal life to continue during the journey, and were broken up

for lumber to build the settler’s home.

Some pioneers purchased land from the small speculators operating m
the Seven Ranges or about Steubenville. Others bought from the Ohio

Company in such quantities that the villages there—Marietta and newly

established Athens—began to lose their New England character. Still more

made their homes on the lands east of the Scioto which the government

took back from the defunct Scioto Company, or in the federal Military

Reserve that was laid out in 1796 to satisfy the bounties promised Revolu-

tionary veterans. There, as in the Virginia Military Reserve, nearly ah
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purchases were made through speculators, for the transferable warrants

issued soldiers usually found their way into their hands. Symmes Purchase

also filled rapidly during the late 1790’s. By the end of the century squatters

in the unsurveyed region west of the Great Miami River had extended the

frontier as far as the boundary established at Greenville only five years

before.

Speculators in the Ohio country not only provided pioneers with needed

credit but helped establish interior towns. Speculation in village sites, which

absorbed more and more of the energy of land jobbers, promised even

greater profits than farm lands. Most “paper towns” never passed beyond

the planning stage, but some expanded into Ohio’s leading cities. Hamilton

was founded by a prominent speculator, Israel Ludlow, in 17951

same year a syndicate that he headed laid out the streets of Dayton.

Nathaniel Massie played a similar role. The station he established on the

north bank of the Ohio in 1790 grew into the city of Manchester, and the

site he selected for another town, Chillicothe, proved so advantageous that

the village soon rivaled Cincinnati. Most of the other towns founded be-

tween 1796 and 1803—Portsmouth, Columbus, Williamsburg, Deerfield,

Caesarville, Xenia, and a dozen more—owed their existence to the 'rision

and luck of some land jobber. Pressure from speculators was also partially

responsible for the congressional grant that made possible the first road

across Ohio, Zane’s Trace, in 1796.

They were even more influential in peopling the Western Reserve, that

northeast corner of Ohio retained when Connecticut ceded its lands to

Congress. The first step toward disposing of the area was taken in 1792

when the legislature granted 500,000 acres on the western edge of the

Reserve to 1,870 inhabitants of coastal towns whose property was destroyed

by British raids during the Revolution. When it became clear that these

“Fire Lands” could never be disposed of until the region east of them was

thrown on the market, the whole tract was sold in 1795 to a group of

thirty-five speculators under Oliver Phelps, organized as the Connecticut

Land Company, for $1,200,000. Moses Cleaveland, an able young Yale

graduate who was named general agent, started west in the spring of 1796
with a party of surveyors and instructions to begin sales at once. Stopping
first at Buffalo, where he purchased the region east of the Cuyahoga from
Indians for £500, two beef cattle, and a hundred gallons of whiskey, Cleave-

land reached the mouth of Conneaut Creek on July 4, 1796, and there estab-

lished his headquarters. Surveys went on rapidly, a village bearing the
agent’s name—later shortened to Cleveland—was laid out at the mouth of
the Cuyahoga River, and settlers began flocking in. Nearly all came from
New England, over the Great Genesee Road and an extension built by the
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company from Erie to Cleveland, attracted by good land which sold for

only $i an acre with five years credit. By 1800, thirteen hundred people

lived in the Western Reserve, most of them clustered about villages that

sprang up in the Mahoning and Cuyahoga valleys or along the lake shore.

The influx of settlers, in the Western Reserve and the river bottoms

north of the Ohio, fostered a growing demand for a greater degree of self-

government. The frontiersmen were not only familiar with the provisions

of the Ordinance of 1787 but thoroughly dissatisfied with the administra-

tion of Governor Arthur St. Clair. That crotchety old ruler, who was dis-

liked for his military failures, his autocratic leanings, and his staunch

Federalism, was finally goaded into ordering a census in 1798, When this

showed that many more than the needed 5,000 adult males lived in the

territory he was forced to call a general election to select a legislature. The
twenty-two men named to that body in December, 1798, were not com-

pletely representative, for property qualifications kept many people from

voting, yet nearly all were anti-Federalists and a contest between them and

the governor was inevitable. The clash came over the election of a delegate

to represent the Northwest Territory in Congress. St. Clair and his small

following of aristocratic Federalists backed the governor’s son, Arthur St.

Clair, Jr., while the Republicans chose as their candidate a twenty-six-year-

old stripling already distinguished as a military leader in the Indian wars,

William Henry Harrison. After a spirited campaign the legislature selected

Harrison by a vote of eleven to ten. Despite all of St. Clair’s ranting that

able young Jeffersonian set out for the nation’s capital during the winter

of 1799-1800.

The Republican revolt against Federalist control of the frontier had two

important results: it forced Congress to recognize the growing influence

of the West in its legislative program, and led to a redivision of the North-

west Territory and to statehood for Ohio. Harrison was responsible for the

first. He reached Washington aflame with zeal for one great cause: he

would remake the land laws to allow direct individual purchases of small

plots on extended credit at offices conveniently located along the frontier.

Fortunately the time was ripe for such a change, for when Harrison laid

his proposals before Congress in February, 1800, the political revolution

that led to the overthrow of the Federalists a few months later was already

taking shape. Most congressmen were sympathetic, and some—notably those

from Kentucky, Tennessee, western Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the Caro-

llnas—were as enthusiastic as their frontier constituents. Harrison’s ready

tongue made him an admirable spokesman for this western pressure group.

The result was the first workable land law in American history.

The East did not bow completely before frontier demands when it ac-
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sponsored bill through a Federalist Congress. His strenuous efforts were
rewarded on May 7, 1800, when an act setting up two territories, separated

by a line running from the mouth of the Kentucky to Ft. Recovery and
then north to the Canadian boundary, finally passed. Harrison was re-

warded by the governorship of the new Indiana Territory created in the

West.

From that time on the movement for Ohio statehood was rapid, for

St. Clair’s obstructionist efforts made more enemies than friends. A relent-

less Republican campaign, inspired partly by a desire to oust the ill-

tempered governor, reached a climax on April 30, 1802, when Congress

passed an enabling act authorizing a convention to decide whether state-

hood was desirable. This met at ChiUicothe in November, and after listen-

ing to an anti-Republican tirade from St. Clair, the delegates voted with

only one dissenting voice for immediate admission into the Union. The

constitution as adopted reflected both the southern background of most

of the delegates and the liberal influence of the frontier. It was modeled

after Tennessee’s frame of government, but swept away all property quali-

fications for voting, vested more power in the legislature, and made the

governor a figurehead who could hold office only two years and had no

veto power. Even the state judges were to be elected by the legislature.

The convention also agreed the new state would not tax public lands until

five years after they were sold, if the United States in return would set

aside one section in each township to support schools and donate 3 pet cent

of all land sales for road building. Congress accepted both the constitution

and these provisions, and Ohio, the first state to be formed from the public

domain, entered the Union.

Both the governmental changes and the liberal Land Act of 1800 stimu-

lated the settlement of the Northwest. From New England, the Middle

States and the South the immigrants came in ever-increasing numbers:

southern Quakers fleeing before the advancing slave frontierj upcountry

farmers from the Virginia or Carolina Piedmont driven westward by worn-

out soils
j
pioneers from Kentucky and Pennsylvania drifting onward with

the advancing settlements} New Englanders who moved as individuals

or in whole villages, intact with pastors and school masters and deacons,

to found at Granville and Worthington and other Ohio towns exact replicas

of the quiet villages they left behind. Some bought from speculators who

offered land in the United States and Wrginia military reserves, or in the

Refugee Tract set aside by Congress for Canadians who aided the Ameri-

can Revolution. More patronized the government land offices} 3 }374jH3

acres were sold in the Northwest in the first eleven years after the passage

of the Act of 1800. Still others purchased from the Connecticut Land
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Company or from the Firek^^ Goinpariy which was fprmt^d by .thc share-

holders in the Fire Lands ,bf the Westerri Reserve. By 1812 more than

250,000 people lived in Ohio^ and the whb^fi re^on north 2nd west to the

Greenville Treaty line was beginning to resemble an eastern state with

passable roads, bustling cities, and a. spreading blanket of cultivated fields.

' So rapid was the influx into Ohio that some newcomers moved over

into Indiana Territory, which increased its population under Harrison’s

able leadership until a legislature could be called in 1805. At the same time

the northern portion was, set aside as Michigan Territory, although that

isolated region did not feel the impact of aOy considerable migration until

after the War of 1812. More new settlers sought homes in the country west

of the Wabash, where they clustered about the French villages of Kaskaskia

and Cahokia, laid out primitive new outposts at Ft. Massac and Shawnee-

town, or cleared the fertile lands of the American Bottom opposite St.

Louis. The difficulty of administering those distant settlements from the

Indiana territoriaT seat at Vincennes led Congress in 1809 to set up the

separate Territory of Illinois, governed by Ninian Edwards of Kentucky.

By 1812, when Illinois entered its second territorial stage with the election

of a legislature, 13,000. persons were scattered through the region, while

Indiana’s population was 25,000. Both were in a primitive frontier stage

when the outbreak of a hew wilderness waJt brought the westward move-
ment to a temporary closcv



CHAPTER XIII

The West in the War of 1812

1812-1815

The issues that plunged the United States into its second war with England

seemingly were of little interest to frontiersmen. Why should they grow

wrathful over a distant death struggle between Britain and the newly

risen colossus of the Continent, Napoleon? What matter to them that both

warring powers confiscated American cargoes or that England’s navy im-

pressed British deserters (and a few United States citizens) from Amer-

ican ships? As loyal Jeffersonians, westerners could be expected to applaud

their President’s efforts to keep peace and to support his application of

economic sanctions to both belligerents. As ardent nationalists they would

certainly boil with indignation at each new attack on their country’s ship-

ping or each added insult to its honor. But neither partisanship nor pa-

triotism seemed sufficient to send the West along the road to war.

Yet frontier demands, coupled with those of the South, forced the War

of 1812 on a reluctant East, frontier arms accounted for the few American

victories, and frontier ambitions dictated the peace. The answer to this

apparent paradox can be found in both the practical problems facing the

West in 1812 and the psychological attitudes persistent there. A serious

depression engulfed the back country, fur traders were engaged in a losing

battle with intruders, an Indian war ravaged outlying settlements, and a

younger generation of revolutionists bristled with each new sullying of the

national honor. The average westerner believed that England was respon-

sible for all his troubles, and that only a war with that power would allow

the conquest of Canada which was the sole means of their solution. Such a

conquest would automatically solve the fur-trading problem and end In-

dian attacks} then at war’s end the plundered colony could be offered to

England as the price for respecting America’s neutral shipping rights. With
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erners war speiled disaster, for they well knew that all their trade would

end at once. The pioneers of the Ohio Valley, however, had no such fears.

With their near-marginal economy, they were convinced that the export

of only five or ten per cent of their surpluses to starving Europe would

lift them from their depression and assure them perpetual prosperity.

Maritime rights and neutral trade were more important to them than to

New England’s merchants, despite their relatively small stake in European

commerce.

To western expansionists, then, the overrunning of Canada was not an

end—frontiersmen were aware that the nation’s supply of unoccupied

lands would suffice for generations to come—but a means through which

they would restore prosperity and avenge the sullied national honor. That

this was the case was amply demonstrated by the correlation between bel-

ligerency and inadequate trade outlets. The farmers of northern New York

and Vermont, long accustomed to exporting their grain and potash to

Montreal via the St. Lawrence River, not only opposed war but persisted

in their trade after the 1807 Embargo made such trade illegal. On the

other hand the planters of South Carolina and Georgia, where glutted

cotton markets sent prices tumbling, and the farmers of the Ohio Valley,

where a faulty marketing system doomed prosperity, were the most vio-

lent spokesmen for conflict.

Southerners had another reason for war, for a conflict with England and

that nation’s ally, Spain, would allow the conquest of Spanish Florida. This

would open new trade routes to the Gulf along the Alabama, Pearl, and

Apalachicola rivers and end chaotic conditions along the southern border-

land where renegades, runaway slaves, and lawless Indians took advantage

of Spain’s preoccupation at home to roam about unmolested. The Souths

appetite for this tempting prize had been whetted by a series of events that
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had taken place in the decade preceding i8ia. Chief among these were the

gradual infiltration of Americans into West Florida and growing official

interest in the region. Settlers, lured southward by Spain’s liberal land

policy, drifted into the region west of the Pearl River in such large num-

bers that by 1809 nine-tenths of the district’s inhabitants were loyal to the

United States. Their presence encouraged President James Madison to

make a bold bid for the whole region. Taking advantage of Spain’s ab-

sorption in the Napoleonic Wars, President Madison advanced the theory

that West Florida was part of the Louisiana Purchase. The Treaty of 1803,

he pointed out, gave the United States Louisiana “with the same extent

that it now has in the hands of Spain, and that it had when France pos-

sessed it.” Actually those two provisions were irreconcilable j
the eastern

boundary of Louisiana under Spain was the Iberville River, while under

France in 1763 the province extended on to the Perdido. Madison’s de-

termination to secure West Florida by claiming the latter boundary was an

invitation to Americans there to take matters into their own hands.

They acted in September, 1810, when a group of revolutionists formed

an army, seized the Spanish fort at Baton Rouge, and captured the gover

nor. Three days later a convention of insurrectionists formally requested

annexation by the United States. President Madison responded on October

27, 1810, when he issued a proclamation annexing the region between the

Iberville and Perdido rivers. This order was carried into West Florida by

Governor David Holmes of Mississippi Territory with a detachment of

regular troops
j
no resistance was encountered and on December lO the

American flag was raised over Baton Rouge. Mobile, however, remained

in Spanish hands, nor did the President dare use force to oust its strong

garrison so long as the United States remained at peace. The promise of

that rich prize, which controlled the trade of the Alabama Valley, helped to

create a western demand for war with Spain and her English ally.

The war spirit was fanned in the Southeast by demands for East Florida,

although there the situation was slightly different. The many Americans

living in that province were not only well satisfied with Spanish rule but

realized that annexation would stop the importation of slaves and end the

smuggling of foreign imports across St. Mary’s River—a trade that brought
prosperity to northern Florida after passage of the Embargo Act. North
of the border, however, desire for East Florida was strong, inspired partly

by land hunger, partly by a desire to end turbulent border conditions,

partly by the success of the West Florida revolution, and partly by the
enthusiasm of an ardent expansionist, George Mathews, a former governor
of Georgia who began building up a revolutionary party in the autumn of
1810. That winter Mathews laid his plans before President Madison with
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such success that when he returned to Georgia in the spring of 18 ii he car-

ried an official proclamation authorizing him to secure East Florida for the

United States either hy negotiation or, if any foreign power threatened to

take possession, by force. With him too, in all probability, went the Presi-

dent’s assurance of aid should Mathews succeed in stirring up a rebellion.

Certainly the troops and warships that Madison dispatched to the Georgia

border indicated a plan for armed intervention on the slightest excuse.

Mathews spent the rest of 1 8 1 1 building up a revolutionary party among
Americans in East Florida. By March, 1812, he was ready to act. With a

following of two hundred volunteers he fell first on the Spanish town of

Fernandina on Amelia Island, then started a march on St. Augustine, fol-

lowed closely by American troops who refused to take part in actual fight-

ing but occupied each conquered town. By mid-April the Florida capital

was under siege and Mathews was dispatching urgent messages to Madison

asking authority to use the regular army for its reduction. The President

dared not go that far in face of Spain’s vigorous protests and the criticism

from the antiwar faction in Washington. Instead he dismissed Mathews,

ordered the army back to the St. Mary’s River, and placed control of

border relations in the hands of the Georgia governor. News of this step

aroused resentment throughout the southern borderland from Savannah to

Nashville. Expansionists, with East Florida snatched from their grasp, be-

lieved war with England and Spain necessary before they could complete

a conquest they considered rightfully theirs.

In the Northwest expansionist sentiment was stimulated by a desire for

Canada. Neither land hunger nor hope for new trade routes was respon-

sible; plentiful lands still awaited the westward marching pioneers while

the St. Lawrence route to the sea, although closed to Americans, was too

roundabout to be coveted. Instead conquered Canada promised two im-

portant benefits: it would end an irritating dispute over the fur trade, and

check a serious Indian outbreak then well underway.

The trading dispute was more imagined than real. Since the drafting of

Jay’s Treaty Canadians roamed the country south of the border, operating

from posts at Green Bay, Prairie du Chien, and other strategic spots.

Zebulon M. Pike, an army officer sent to explore the Mississippi head-

waters in 1805, found them everywhere in the northern woods, entirely

unaware that they were on American soil. Their presence alarmed west-

erners who not only resented the drain of peltry northward, but believed

Canadian trappers armed and incited the Indians. Those fears were not

shared by the men most affected—^the American traders. United States

trade was dominated by John Jacob Astor’s American Fur Company which,

after a period of cutthroat competition with the Canadian North West
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Corripany, agreed in 181 r to, divide the trade of the^West ,:witk

The American Fur Company,, operating through a suWidiafy corporation;

known as the South West Company, was given exclusive trading rights
,

c^st

of the Fockies, while, the Canadian concern was awarded; theTar-western

area. Astor was well satisfied with that arrangement and shidd from a war

that would upset his carefully worked out plans. Frontiersmen, however,

knowing nothing of those international agreements, believed a conflict with,

England desirable if only to wipe out the clauses of
.
Jay’s Treaty ,tlia;t

allowed Canadian traders to operate south of the border.

Far more important in sending the West along the road to war was the

Indian unrest that boiled through the back country by 18 la. Responsible

for this were land-grabbing treaties, forced upon the natives by ayaridous

frontier officials. Thomas Jefferson, whose frontier background transcended

his well-known humanitarianism, was to blame for these. Under his admin-

istration Indian agents were instructed either to convert western,tribesmen

to agriculture or move them to unwanted lands beyond the Mississippi.

Those harsh orders invited trouble in both South and North. The prindpal

southern agent, a sincere friend of the red men named Benjamin HawkinSj

made an honest attempt to transform his charges into
,
farmers, but when

this failed he had no choice but to begin absorbing their lands. Between

1 802, when the Creeks ceded territories east of the Oconee and north of the

St. Mary’s rivers, and 1806, millions of acres in central ..Georgia, southern

Tennessee, and Mississippi Territory were taken from the Cherokee, Choc-

taw, and Chickasaw, leaving tlie Indians dissatisfied within their' restricted

hunting grounds. >

Conditions in the Northwest were even worse. Jefferson’s agent there

was Governor William Henry, Harrison of Indiana Territory' whose ava-

ridous desire for Indian lands was tempered by neither sympathy nor

humanitarianism. He showed his colors, first in 1862 when he called ;repre-

sentatives of the Kickapoo, Wea, and Delaware' tribes together at Vincennes

to adjust disputes growing out of the Greenville Treaty line surveys acroK
Indiana. To their amazement Harrison, not ionly proposed to define, that

boundary, -but demanded they cede the territory supposedly purchased
by the Wabash Land Company a quarter of a century before. When the
chiefs indignantly ; refused, the governor assured them the lands; already,

belonged to the United, States, and would be occupied by force Unl^s; they,

backed.down. This threat,- together with bribes and cajolery, pi’Oved effecV
tive,,dthoUgh the cession -wj^ .srrialler: than Harrison wished; ' ^ ,

'

;

^feTreaty. of ,Vincennes;'set;a:pattern that was duplicated,tinie;and tirhe;

h^.?t se'yen yeats? .Conferences were, called; almost '"y^^

sIstenc^ipLtfe'Tndian^ -illegal cessiohsycotherstly;
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Harrison to correct an alleged wrong done the red men. In each the result

was the same, for the natives were powerless before the governor’s bribes

and threats of force. In 1803 he persuaded the weakened Kaskaskla to sur-

render their flimsy title to the Illinois country by promising them aid in a

threatened war with the Potawatomi. A year later Ae Sauk and Poxes gave

up 15,000,000 acres south of the Wisconsin River in return for annuities

and the surrender of a tribesman accused of murdering a white man. When

native objections to these tactics reached Harrison’s ears he called a confer-

ence at Grouseland, his newly completed mansion at Vincennes, then pitted

the assembled tribes against each other to extract another 2,000,000 acres
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from them. Those treatieSj together with smaller cessions from' the-^P^^^

wares and Tiankashaw and a' giant grant arranged by Gove'rjoor Wilham :

Hull of Michigan territory, gave the United States; control of ;eas^

Michigan, southern Indiana, and most of Illinois by the dose of 1807. ; ^

Indian resentment at Harrison’s land-grabbing activities; would probably

have subsided eventually had not two unforeseen evenfs^altefed. the situa-

tion. One was the advance of the powerful upper-Mississippi tribes—-the

Sioux and Chippewa—into the Wisconsin country in search of peltry^ There

they formed an impenetrable barrierj Great Lakes Indians,,no longer able

to move westward to new hunting grounds, must fight to ,
maintain their

homes. The other was the rise of two leaders for the red meh: a S.hawnee

chieftain, Tecumseh, and his brother, The Prophet. Tecumseh saw that his ,

people suffered because small tribes bowed to Harrison’s pressure. -If all

natives were united in a confederation, with members pledged to make no

land cessions without the consent of all, they could resist American, de-

mands. That was the message Tecumseh began spreading through the

Northwest in 1805, aided by The Prophet, a one-eyed,' epileptic medicine;

man believed by the natives to possess supernatural powers. Together they

traveled among the tribes, preaching the need of unity and urging Indians

to give up the foibles and firewater of the white man that they might gain -

strength to win back their lands. \ \ r

Harrison first heard of their spreading influence in 1866, arid.: although .;

not greatly alarmed, decided to warn the natives against their newly risen ;;

prophet. “If he is really a prophet,” the governor wrote the Delawares,
’

“ask him to cause the sun to stand still, the moon to alter its course^ the

.

rivers to cease to flow.” Unfortunately word of this message reached The
Prophet, who had heard from the whites that a total eclipse of the sun. was
to take place on June 16, r8o6. By forecasting this, he realized, his.reputa-

tion would be forever made. From that time on the Word of both Tecumseh
and his brother was accepted as law by the Indians- had they not -accepted

Harrison’s challenge to blot out the sun? As tribe after tribe aligned itself
,

;

with their confederation, the two conspirators
.were encouraged, to take two, ;-

significant steps during i8o8.,Gne was to found the village of Prophets-
lown at the junction- of the Wabash -River and Tippecanoe. .Creek, where
'hey could extend their influence over. Illinois and Wiscohsirt. tribes. ,Th^

ather Was to visit the British post. Ft, Malden, established bn.fhe Cahadiah ?'

shore of the Detroit River after
.Jay^s-Treaty rhad* forced theie'vacUatioii of

Detroit.
.Tecumseh' .w;as warrnly. received .by, the skilled .'agent;: ih "charge, ' -

oaptaip -Mathew Elliot^ for tlte, English expected; war ,t6. fblioW 'the cbnr'

ho^sypver^mpress^iUa^Welconieddcharicehobuddah^
^ council Elliott -.urged the red meh tociinite .and > ekpfesse^^ ,coh- :-r
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cern over their loss of lands, but cautioned them not to strike the first blow

Tecumseh, however, was convinced that he could count on British aid.

In the meantime, Harrison, blissfully unaware of this forest intrigue

went ahead with plans for another land-grabbing treaty. The occasion was

the creation of Illinois Territory in 1809J many of the earlier cessions w^ere

in what was now Illinois and the inhabitants of Vincennes professed alarm

at a demarcation line only twenty miles from their doors. Runners 'spread

word of the conference so widely that 1,100 natives were assembled at Fort

Wayne when the governor lighted the council fire in September, 1809.

Again one tribe was played off against another, particularly after Harrison

found the Delawares and Potawatomi anxious to increase their annuities

by selling some of their territories} again bribes and presents were dangled

before wavering chiefs. In the end the Treaty of Fort Wayne transferred

3,000,000 acres of Indiana land to the United States, in return for $7,000

in cash and an annuity of $1,750.

That was the final blow. Since the turn of the century nearly 1 10,000,000

acres of choice hunting land had been wrung from the natives by bribery,

threats, and treaties with tribal fragments. Tecumseh, hurrying to Vm-

cemies with a small group of followers, recited his people’s grievances in

a great open-air council. The land, he told Harrison, was the common

property of ail the red men} no one tribe had a right to sell. Hence the

Treaty of Fort Wayne was invalid, and any attempt to occupy the territory

would be resisted, Harrison replied that the lands were acquired legally

and would be settled by force if need be. The issue was now clear and war

certain.

Attacks on outlying settlements began in the spring of 1810. By autumn,

when 6,000 Indians visited Ft. Malden to plead for arms, a border war

was in full swing. Major General Isaac Brock, governor general of Upper

Canada, was thoroughly alarmed by these developments, fearing England

would be blamed for inciting the natives, but his pleas for peace came too

late. Young warriors, their fear of the dreaded “Long Knives” forgotten, .

passed war belts through the forests during the winter of 1810-11 or

boasted about council fires that their new unity would drive the whites back

to the sea. Tecumseh, however, worked frantically to restrain his over eager

braves so long as Harrison made no attempt to occupy the Fort Wayne

Treaty lands. In July, 18 ii, he visited Vincennes with news that he was

on his way to enlist southern tribes in his confederacy, and to assure the

governor that war could still be avoided if the disputed territory were

left alone. When Harrison reiterated his determination to carry on sur-

veys, the two men parted in an atmosphere of mutual distrust.

Tecumseh, with twenty-four Shawnee followers, continued south to meet
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the Creeks, Cherokee, and Choctaw in a conference on the banks of the

Tallapoosa River, There, with his face painted the black war color, he

urged his 5,000 listeners to join in a to-the-death attack on their oppressors.

‘‘Burn their dwellings,” he shouted. “Destroy their stock. The red people

own the country. . . . War now. War forever. War upon the living. War

upon the deadj dig their very corpses from the graven our country must
give no rest to a white man’s bones.” His fiery plea won over the Creeks,
but the Choctaw and Cherokee preferred to wait the actual American in-

vasion of their lands before they risked annihilation.

In the meantime hostilities began in the North. When Tecumseh left
Vincennes on August 5, 1811, Harrison recognized a golden opportunity,
A march on Prophetstown would goad young warriors, freed from their
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chief’s restraining influence, into an attack that would allow him to ad-

minister a crushing defeat. With a thousand troops from Washington and

Kentucky he started northward along the Wabash on September 26, 1811.

Pausing on the way to erect two strong fortifications, Ft. Harrison at the

site of Terre Haute, and a log blockhouse at the mouth of the Vermillion

River, the army reached Prophetstown on November 6 and camped three-

quarters of a mile from the town, choosing a ten-acre triangle of level land

bounded by a thick marsh, a creek, and heavy woods. That night the men
slept on their arms, while in the neighboring village The Prophet per-

formed magic rites to render the enemy impotent and his own warriors in-

vincible.

Just before daylight on the morning of November 7 the Indians moved

forward through a cold, slow-falling rain to surround the sleeping Ameri-

cans. Before they attacked, however, one of Harrison’s guards detected a

movement in the bushes and fired. With this the red men rushed pell-mell

into the camp, sweeping past the outposts and into tents where soldiers were

still asleep. No surprise could overawe the seasoned fighters Harrison had

assembled. Within a few minutes they beat off the first attack, formed solid

lines, and began pouring a murderous fire into the savages. The Indians,

disheartened by resistance from soldiers supposedly made helpless by The

Prophet’s magic, first fell back, then broke completely when Harrison’s

cavalry charged upon them from two directions. The commander, unable

to believe victory was his, kept his men erecting breastworks until Novem-

ber 8 when scouts brought back word that Prophetstown was deserted. The

village was destroyed before the American army started back to Vincennes.

The Battle of Tippecanoe was no decisive victory. Harrison’s men, who

outnumbered the enemy by almost three hundred, held their ground, but

their losses were as large as those of the Indians, each side counting thirty-

eight killed and 150 wounded. Nor did the victory end the Indian menace

in the West. Instead Tecumseh, on his return, sent his followers storming

against American outposts with fire and tomahawk. Tippecanoe only scat-

tered Prophetstown fanatics along the frontier to launch the Northwest on

a serious Indian war. By the spring of 1812 settlers were fleeing from out-

lying cabins and fear was sweeping even the thickly settled regions of Ohio

and Kentucky.

Hostilities, every westerner believed, could be laid directly at England’s

door. British agents lured the savages to Ft. Malden, supplied them with

guns and ammunition, and drove them forth to murder American back-

woodsmen! Harrison reflected the popular view when he wrote; “The

whole of the Indians on this frontier have been completely armed and

equipped from the British King’s stores at Malden.” The solution seemed
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poorly guarded} both would surely fall to American arms before the year

was out.

Those dreams were rudely shattered. Within a few months after fighting

began even the cocksure Ohio frontiersmen found themselves on the de-

fensive rather than engaged in a spectacular conquest of Canada. The first

blow fell when one of their own outposts, Ft. Mackinac, was surprised by

a superior British force from nearby St. Joseph Island on July 17, 1812

and forced to surrender without a shot being fired. This disappointment was

forgotten amidst plans for an invasion of Canada which would not only

recapture Ft. Mackinac but reduce Ft. Malden as well. Westerners could

not know that their very enthusiasm for the war ruined their nation’s

chance for victory. Proper American strategy called for a drive against

Montreal through the Champlain Valley, cutting Canada in two, stopping

the flow of British supplies to western Indians, and forcing Upper Canada

to surrender. Such a campaign was impossible. Only the West would pro-

vide men and materials needed for a Canadian invasion, and the West

demanded the immediate capture of Ft. Malden. Hence American strate-

gists decided to direct their principal attack against that distant fortification.

General William Hull, the sixty-year-old governor of Michigan Terri-

tory named commander of the western army, realized the hopelessness of

his task. His force, he pointed out, must be supplied from Ohio. Food,

ammunition, and other essentials could be shipped to Detroit either across

Lake Erie or along the banks of the Detroit. River. Neither route could

be used} English gunboats controlling the lake menaced shore roads, while

land transportation was made additionally difficult by the Black Swamp,

a tangled morass along the Maumee River lying squarely across the

American path. Ft. Malden could never be taken, Hull insisted, until the

United States controlled Lake Erie, but like every good soldier he obeyed

his orders. Raising 2,000 men, he marched rapidly to Detroit which was

reached on July 7, 1812. After a brief pause, the army crossed the Detroit

River to Canadian soil where the overly cautious Hull hesitated before

launching his attack. General Isaac Brock,
,
British commander in Upper

Canada, seized on this opportunity. A small British force was dispatched

by water to capture the little village of Brownstown which lay squarely

athwart American supply lines on the lower Detroit River. Hull was ter-

rified. When an attempt to dislodge the Brownstown captors failed, he fell

back to Detroit, then, as his supplies dwindled, sent one-quarter of his men

southward to by-pass his troublesome enemies and reopen communication

lines.

That was the moment chosen by General Brock for his attack. On August

16 the entire English army crossed the Detroit River to storm the town’s
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defenses. Hull, his supplies dwindling and his force weakened, had no

choice but surrender. The first Canadian invasion resulted not only in

defeat but the loss of Detroit to the enemy! Nor did disasters end there,

for just as Hull surrendered, another western outpost, Ft. Dearborn, fell.

The garrison of that fort, marching to join the defenders of Detroit, was

ambushed by Indians amidst the sand dunes of lower Lake Michigan j

twenty-six men were killed outright and nine others tortured to death in

the “Dearborn Massacre.”

Even now the West was not discouraged. The energetic William Henry

Harrison, who succeeded Hull in command, had no difficulty raising troops

for a fall attack on Canada. Before the Americans could march, they found

themselves, to their surprise, on the defensive as British and Indian raid-

ing parties swept down from Detroit against the Ohio forts. Harrison was

forced to spend the summer beating off attacks on Ft. Wayne and Ft.

Harrison rather than leading a triumphant army northward. When he was

finally ready to march in October, 1812, the Black Swamp was impassable

and he set his men building military roads across its treacherous surface.

Thus ended the glorious dreams of the expansionists in that winter of

1812-13, with their army grubbing its way through the mud of an Ohio

swamp and both Canada and three of their own forts in British hands.

Nor did the 1812 campaigns on the New York frontier succeed any

better. Two invasions of Canada were planned for that autumn, one across

the Niagara River, the other along Lake Champlain. The former was

launched on October 18, 1812, when the commander of the state militia

at Ft. Niagara threw 6,000 men across the river to capture the heights sur-

sounding the strong British fort of Queenston. Reinforcements needed to

turn, this initial triumph into a victory never arrived, for Brigadier General

Alexander Smyth, commander of the regular army at Niagara, refused to

let his men cross the river, insisting that a militia action was no concern of

his. As more British troops were rushed into action the outnumbered
militiamen fell back slowly until they reached the rushing waters of the

Niagara where they surrendered. Petty jealousies and weak discipline cost

the United States an army. Equally disheartening was the American failure

at Lake Champlain, There General Henry Dearborn drilled 5,000 troops
until mid-November, then marched northward. At the Canadian boundary
the militia refused to go on, insisting they were to fight only in their own
state. Dearborn, who was old and weak, bowed to the mutineers and led
his men back to winter quarters at Plattsburg. He alone among the Ameri-
can commanders saved his army, but only by keeping it well away from the
enemy.

Events in the southern theater during the first year of war were slightly
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more favorable. When hostilities began only Mobile and Pensacola re-

mained in Spanish hands in West Florida, while in East Florida the

American army of occupation, commanded by Governor B. B. Mitchell

of Georgia, controlled the country west of the St. John’s River and held

St. Augustine in a state of siege. Every expansionist was certain that a

formal declaration of war would be followed by a rapid conquest of the

whole region by the regular army. Spain, however, refused to play into

their hands, for her officials, recognizing their country’s weakness, stead-

fastly refused to abandon their neutrality. President Madison, sorely dis-

appointed, was forced to leave the situation to Governor Mitchell and his

small army of “patriots.” Even they fared badly after St. Augustine offi-

cials encouraged the Florida Indians to take to the war path. So many

American soldiers scurried off to protect their homes that the remainder,

fearing an attack on their thin supply lines, gave up the siege of St. Au-

gustine and fell back to Georgia soil. In November, 1813, disappointed

expansionists in that state’s legislature grumblingly informed Congress

that unless troops were sent against East Florida they would take matters

into their own hands.

President Madison, certain that this show of feeling would persuade

Congress to authorize an attack on Spanish possessions, hurried word to

Andrew Jackson, commander of the Tennessee militia, to raise 1,500 men

for a march on Mobile, Pensacola, and St. Augustine as soon as congres-

sional approval was secured. With preparations made, the President in
^

January, 1813, asked Congress for authority to annex both Floridas,

charging that negotiations with Spain had broken down and that England

or France would occupy the strategic territories if the United States did

not. His proposal was decisively defeated on February 2, 1813, by a com-

bination of northern and Federalist votes, leaving Madison no choice but to

dismiss Jackson’s army. Southern expansionists were only partly placated

when Congress did authorize the occupation of Mobile and West Florida, a

move carried out by General James Wilkinson during the next months.

Disheartening as were these events, the Americans were destined to

still more trying days before they tasted the sweets of victory. The winter

of 1812-13 in the Northwest was spent preparing for a march across the

ice to Ft. Malden. That expedition was abandoned when a thousand of

Harrison’s men, disregarding his orders, struck out on their own to cap-

ture Frenchtown, a little settlement on the Raisin River. There they were

surprised by a war party of British and Indians on the morning of January

22, 1813. The River Raisin Massacre not only cost the Americans 250

dead and 500 prisoners, but ended all hope of a Canadian invasion. In-

stead Harrison devoted himself to strengthening Ohio’s defenses, know-
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ing the jubilant British could now count on aid from most of the western

Indians. Nor was he mistaken. While his men labored on the stout walls

and blockhouses of a well-located new fort, Ft. Meigs, skilled English

agents scoured the forests between Georgian Bay and the Mississippi for

native recruits. By spring a thousand warriors were camped about Ft.

Malden, waiting the signal to attack from Colonel Henry Proctor, who

succeeded to the western command when General Isaac Brock was killed

at the Battle of Queenston.

This came in mid-April, 1813, when Proctor led his thousand regulars

and an equal number of Indians southward to lay siege to Ft. Meigs.

From April 28 to May 7 British batteries hammered at the American

works, but Harrison’s defenses were so well planned that the cannon balls

buried themselves harmlessly in earthen barricades protecting the fort’s

wooden walls. When 350 frontiersmen braved enemy fire on May 6 to

spike the English guns, the attackers lost heartj the next day they silently

dismantled their cannon and vanished into the forest. Three months later

they were back again, this time with 1,400 Indians recently arrived from

the Wisconsin country. Harrison, sure that Ft. Meigs could care for itself,

left its defense to subordinates while he moved his main force to the

Sandusky River country. Two forts commanded that valley: Ft. Stephenson

on the lower river and Ft. Seneca several miles to the south. Deciding

the former was too weak to withstand a serious attack, Harrison concen-

trated his men at Ft. Seneca, leaving only 150 militia under a twenty-one-

year-old stripling, Major George Croghan, at Ft. Stephenson. The Ameri-

can commander diagnosed the situation correctly} on July 29, 1813, the

British abandoned their siege of Ft. Meigs to descend on the Sandusky

Valley, marching first against the poorly defended lower fort. Major
Croghan, instead of burning the palisade and retreating, decided to make
a stand. Loading his one cannon with grapeshot and arranging his hand-
ful of followers carefully about it, he waited until the enemy rushed
through a breach in the walls, then raked them with a deadly fire from
pointblank range. Those not killed broke for the woods where they en-

countered a strong force under Harrison that had started north at the
sound of gunfire. Within a few hours the thoroughly beaten attackers were
slinking back toward Ft. Malden, their spirits broken by two failures to

penetrate American defenses. .

The victor}' gave Harrison a chance to turn to a task more to his liking:
a new attack on Detroit and Ft. Malden. Preparations were already under
way. Washington officials, finally realizing that control of Lake Erie was
essential to a successful western campaign, had entrusted twenty-seven-year-
old Oliver Hazard Perry with the task of building a fleet strong enough
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to defeat the British 'gunboats. Perry’s .sturdy vessersi:'pamstakin^^

at Erie of materials transported . from 'the; East’^by ^gbn^
westward On August 12, i 8 i 3 ,:;in search of ;the’British'fpr6ej:;which1vvas'
anchored under the guns of Ft. Malden; .Not; daring to engage" ^
amidst the treacherous currents of the lower ;Detroit Riyery ^theA
waited at Put-in-Bay Harbor on South B^s Island, to

would have to attack or lose control of Lake Erie by .default, Oh ^Stptera- -

ber 10, 1813, the two fleets met in a furious three-hour engageme^hbthat':

ended in complete victory for the superior American ..force, "liamsoh”

heard the good news a day later when a smaU, boat foy^ed.^iurioh^

the Sandusky River bearing an ofiicer who delivered Perry’s famdiisime^^

sage scribbled on the back of an old envelope: ^‘We have niet the; eneiny^^^

and they are ours.”
'

‘

The imposing task of ferrying the whole United States army----recently;

augmented by the arrival of 3,500 Kentucky militia-^to the Oahafliari:

shore began at once, and on the afternoon of September 27 a! laridirigtv^'

made three miles below Ft. Malden. There word reached Harrisoh tbit

the British, acting on the sound assumption that it was better to Ids^

province than an army, had started east along the Thames Ryefr. TO
pursuit began at once, with 3,000 picked men leading the way and j’supj)^^

following on river boats—an advantage that allowed the; Americans,; to.

gain rapidly on the slow-moving enemy. On October 5, when only;a;few

miles separated the two armies. General Proctor decided to make a stand.

The battle ground selected was a level plain between the Thames Idvef

and a dense swamp. There Proctor posted his scanty force: ;fbur hundred;

regulars spread between the swamp and ri\^er in two thin Hriesy sk hto

Indians under Tecumseh scattered through the swamp; to pour Ere

the attackers. ' '

These elaborate preparations were in vain. At 2:30 on thiari.quiet; afteni

noon Harrison ordered a charge. His Kentucky; ;cavalrymen, .yelhhg^^^^^^

demons, swept through the flimsy British lines, slaughtering as they y?ehty

while the infantry plunged into the swamp after the outnurnbered lndi^

A few minutes of furious fighting and; all was over 5
;the; entire ; Ehgh^

force was either killed or captured,, Tfecumseh deadj:andvProcfor fleeing

toward the neighboring 'village ;of Moravian ITown. .^he -Battleyo^^^

Thames was one of the decisive victories of; tfle War of lEigy for ;it brpte

, Indian ;'power in .the Ohio arid Wabash, country^ scattered; .T^

;confedriratiGn,.and' con'vincedr'the redtoen they could rioTdeperid bn

.English; allies. To- make matters even' worse

:;view 'a, ''second: Afnerican; .
army,', made; up' ,.of;;!,

militia.:and .dpmriianded: by Benjamin.HowaM tbp
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spread a path of destruction through Illinois. By the winter of 1813 all

the Northwest was in American hands, with the exception of a few British-

held posts. ,

-

On other fronts the United States enjoyed less success during 1813.

Minor skirmishing along the New York frontier accomplished nothing. In

the Southwest a new British ally, the Creek tribe, took to the warpath

during the'spring, and by midsummer frontiersmen in the whole southern

borderland were scurrying into hastily built blockhouses for protection.

One rude fortification, built by Samuel Mims on the lower Alabama River,

^^Id 553 persons on August 30, 1813, when a horde of yelling savages

swarmed through the gates before the surprised defenders could protect

themselves. The Ft. Mims Massacre not only brought home the serious-

ness of the Creek War, but forced the southern states into action.

Although tlie two small armies that marched west from Georgia accom-
plished little, a third column from Tennessee was more successful. This
was commanded by Andrew Jackson and composed of 5,000 militiamen
who assembled at Fayetteville on October 4, 1813. Marching rapidly
south to save Huntsville from a rumored attack, the Tennesseans moved
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..George^ a Canadian, outpdst capture4 by a United States naval force early

in 1813,' was recaptured' by the English in December of that year. From

that time on they harried Americans constantly j
expeditions that crossed

on the Niagara River during the winter of 1813-14 destroyed. Ft. Niagara,

burned Buffalo, and ravaged the' countryside. Not until March, 1814, when

two able generals, George Izard and Jacob Brown, replaced inefficient

commanders did the. tide turn. After whipping an army into shape. Brown

led.his men across the river in July to best British defenders at the Battles

of Chippewa and Lundy’s Lane before returning to American soil. The

summer of skirmishing accomplished little but did prevent an invasion

of New York at that point.

Fighting on the Lake Champlain frontier was more serious, as that was

the route chosen by British authorities for the final attack on the United

States that would end the war. There they concentrated the seasoned

veterans,released for American service by Napoleon’s defeat
j
by September

r8,doo trained troops stood poised at the northern end of Lake Champlain,

waiting the signal to advance. Opposing them at Plattsburg were 3,300

American regulars and militiamen commanded by General George Izard.

In this apparently hopeless situation only one factor favored the United

States. The British must gain naval control of Lake Champlain before they

could attack, ' and a sufficient powerful American fleet might turn the

scales toward victory. AH that summer of 1814 skilled shipbuilders labored

at thd southern lake ports, while in the north English workers fashioned

vessels for their commanders. By September 3 the Canadian general. Sir

George Prevost, was ready. His fleet of sixteen vessels and his army,

reduced to 11,000 men when no more appeared necessary,, started south.

At Plattsburg fourteen American gunboats waited them. Their brilliant

young commander. Captain Thomas Macdonough, knowing he was but-

numbered, and must make every, shot' tell, prepared for the onslaught by
providing his anchored vessels with- devices'! that allowed them to swing
about" quickly: This proved thb deciding fa'ctod When the English fleet

sailed into- Plattsburg Harbor Macdonough’s gunboats were able to ex-

Change .Hrbadside for broadside,. th'en= as British fire weakened^ warp about
to bring.;^^^^ hours of this crippled the:

' strongestrenemy ^ships and forced the remainder to surrender. .The Battle

;

of the Befeat

' New York, and .'perhaps; the
^S 'saye^ strateg^A

-

' ;
K

'•

AA^^Y^'F^re ^ky^^ined ih' the%outhv^|t;
!

A
English,: iioping.

,tb 'rsecurA cdntrbL of
,
strategic^ p^
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sive in August, 1814, by landing at Pensacola as a prelude to attacking

Mobile. Andrew Jackson, whose triumph at Horse Shoe Bend had been

rewarded by a generalship in the regular army, managed to beat off the

assault on Mobile but the worst was yet to come. While those maneuvers

absorbed American attention a British expedition of fifty ships bearing

10,000 troops set out from Jamaica for New Orleans. News of this new

threat sent Jackson west at the head of 12,000 Tennessee volunteers. On

December i, 1814, he began preparing the city for attack, building forts

along the lower river and at the entrance to Lake Ponchartrain, throwing

up earthworks along the Chef Menteur “Road that offered the one land

approach, and clogging the bayous along Lake Borgne with fallen trees.

Unfortunately the English hit upon the one flaw in those defenses. On

December 22 a landing party found the Bayou Bienvenue was not yet

blocked} by noon of the next day several thousand redcoats were drawn

up below the city. Jackson, although caught napping, threw the enemy

into confusion by an immediate attack, then used the time gained to build

earthworks between the British and New Orleans. That delay cost the

English leader. Sir Edward Pakenham, the battle, for by the time he

turned to the assault the Americans were too well entrenched to be dis-

lodged. A frontal attack failed first, then a heavy bombardment that

scarcely marred Jackson’s stout defenses. Finally on January 7, 1815,

Pakenham adopted the one device that might have succeeded: he sent part

of his army across the Mississippi to turn captured American batteries

against Jackson’s earthworks while his own infantry stormed forward. A

sudden fall in the river that night delayed the troops assigned the task of

crossing the Mississippi} at the time agreed on for attack on the morning

of January 8 they were still far below the American batteries. Pakenham,

unaware of this, ordered his men to charge. Wave after wave swept for-

ward, to be met with the steady fire of the frontiersmen. By nightfall

Pakenham and 2,000 of his men lay dead on the battlefield, while Jackson

had lost only six men. A few days later the British force straggled back

to its ships. The War of 1812 was over, Jackson the new hero of the West.

The Battle of New Orleans did not affect the outcome, for two weeks

before Jackson’s victory the peace treaty had been signed. Negotiations

were begun at Ghent in August, 1814, just as American fortunes were at

their lowest ebb} Mackinac, Niagara, and eastern Maine were in British

hands, the capitol and White House recently burned, and two powerful

English armies preparing to invade the United States through Lake Cham-

plain and New Orleans. From this debacle of wrecked hopes the able

American commissioners—^John Quincy Adams, Albert Gallatin, Henry

Clay, James A. Bayard and Jonathan Russell—^must gain what concessions
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they could. Little wonder that few informed men on either side of the

Atlantic expected them to emerge with one, let alone both, of their avowed

objectives: a specific English agreement to respect American maritime rights

in the future, and the abrogation of the sections of Jay’s Treaty which

gave Canadian traders the right to operate south of the border, The victori-

ous British would scarcely back down on those two points.

Preliminary negotiations convinced the American agents they had no

hope of securing both their demands and that peace could only be secured

if they gave ground on one. This one, they saw, must concern neutral

rights, partly because the English would never compromise on that issue,

partly because frontiersmen would rebel against a treaty unfavorable

to their section. Hence they informed the British negotiators that the

United States would accept a treaty that did not mention neutral rights—

a

tacit admission that England’s stand was accepted—if the British would

agree to their contentions on the West. For a time negotiations hung in

the balance as commissioners deliberated this offer, but time was on the

side of the Americans. Word that Prevost’s Lake Champlain expedition

had failed helped convince the English
5

so did mounting pressure for

peace from taxpayers tired of twenty years of war, and the realization that

the United States could never be conquered until Lake Erie and Lake

Champlain were controlled. England did not dare begin that slow and

expensive task when her crumbling European alliances made a new con-

tinental war seem possible. Hence her agents agreed to back down in their

western demands for a barrier state, a renewal of Jay’s Treaty, and a

boundary revision giving Mackinac, Prairie du Chien, and the head of the

Mississippi River to Canada. With those mutual concessions, the Treaty

of Ghent was signed on December 24, 1814.

Its provisions were far from happy for the United States: a restoration

:)f all territorial conquests by both nations, and a tacit recognition, by
omission, that the United States accepted England’s provisions concerning

neutral rights, while Britain gave up all claims to trade south of the

Canadian border. Only one section referred to the Indians and this, al-

though promising them all rights enjoyed in 1811, was so vaguely worded
that it meant little. Technically the United States lost the war, as none of
the objectives for which it fought was attained. Actually the peace spelled
victory, particularly for the West. By signing a treaty of status quo ante
helium the British signified their intention of abandoning the Indians to
land-hungry frontiersmen. No longer could the red men count on aid
from Canadian trappers, or rally behind a prophet who promised them
English aid. The way was cleared for a new era of westward expansion
that would carry the frontier to the Mississippi.



CHAPTER XIV

Settling the Lake Plains

1815-1850

When the Treaty of Ghent rang down the curtain on the War, of :i 812

the settled portions of the United States coniprised a -giant triangle,

base the Atlantic seaboard and its apex the junction of the Ohio arid Missis-

sippi rivers. To the north and south lay two physiographic provinces, the

Lake Plains and Gulf Plains, whose towering forests and rolling pfaims

were unsullied by the cabin homes of pioneers. In the next quartericeril:!^

those two areas were inundated by a surging tide of westward-moyirig

frontiersmen who swept forward in the greatest population moyeriient the

nation had known. By 1850 the peopling of the eastern half of the cbritirierit

was completed.

Scarcely was the last shot fired when western pressure forced the federal

government to open the Lake Plains to pioneers. The first step,lwhs;tb

pacify the Indians who, sullen and restless after a war that costthem dearly,

seemed ready to take to the warpath at any moment* Three; peace:, corii-

missioners named by President Madison met 2,000 tribesmen at the little

village of Portage des Sioux in Julyj 1815. One by one die grievances pi

various tribes were settled until by September, when :
the last; warrior

departed satisfied, the frontier was technically at peace once more.;

the Treaties of Portage des Sioux did not completely .
end the threat

war, for delegates from the Fox and-Sauk tribes had stalked an^ily froni

the conference grounds after refusing the; terms offered =
thein,

;

arid^

;KickapOo and Winnebago were left discontented. Clearly something, more

than presents, promises, and honeyed words; were; needed to -protect:

-advancing settlements.^:;.;.,

This realizatibri led the national government: to; launch; ri:fort-bpildinf

program designed to throw a protecting ?screen ;between ,
Indian
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pioneers. Work went on rapidly through 1816 and 1817; older outposts

at Ft. Wayne and Ft. Harrison in Indiana were rebuilt, Ft. Shelby in

Detroit and Fts. Gratiot and Mackinac along the eastern edge of Michigan

were garrisoned, and Fts. Dearborn and Clark were re-established to pro-

tect the Illinois settlements. More important were new fortifications in

the Mississippi and Wisconsin country. Ft. Edward in western Illinois,

Ft. Armstrong on Rock Island, Ft. Crawford at Prairie du Chien, and

Ft. Howard near the mouth of the Fox River, all built in 1816, together

guarded a four-hundred-mile strip of back country between Lake Michigan

and the warlike northwestern tribes. Each fort consisted of a stoutly built

stone or timber palisade, with blockhouses at each corner and barracks

within to house a hundred or more troops. For the next years these out-

posts stood guard over the Indians, ready to quell rebellious warriors or

nip incipient uprisings in the bud. As their garrisons restored order to the

hinterland the federal government extended its control over more and

more tribes
j
Ft, Snelling on the upper Mississippi, Ft. Saginaw in Michi-

gan, and Ft. Brady at Sault Ste. Marie, all erected between 1819 and

1822, testified to the expanding sphere of American influence.

While establishing those garrisoned outposts, the United States sought

to break the traditional Britlsh-Indian alliance by expelling Canadian

traders from native villages. The need for action was demonstrated in

1817 when a military expedition under Major Stephen Long reported

the upper Mississippi coimtry swarming with Montreal voyageurs and the

tribes completely loyal to England. Authorities at Washington were wise

enough to see that the intruders could never be driven out, despite the

provisions of the Treaty of Ghent, and that their influence could best be

nullified by persuading the natives to trade with American agents. With
this in mind government trading factories, which offered goods at cost, were

established throughout the Northwest in the years after the war. They
proved effective, but the very success of the factories spelled their doom.
Frivate trading companies objected so strenuously to government com-
petition that Congress abandoned the system in 1822. By that time, how-
ever, British influence in the West was dead, and the natives at the mercy
of the American government.

The postwar Indian policy had only one objective: to bring tlie tribes

So completely under American control that they could be pushed from
their ancestral lands. This ambition was as old as English settlement in

the New World, but the methods were new. Instead of bribing a few
weak chiefs into signing a land-grabbing treaty, the commissioners named
to deal with the northwestern Indians acted with brutal directness. The
pattern was set in September, 1817, when representatives of the half-
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dozen tribes still owning lands in Ohio were called together, informed

they must cede their claims in return for annuities and presents, and

forced to sign a treaty of cession. For the next four years that ruthless

process went on, with tribe after tribe surrendering its territories and

agreeing to live within the confines of a reservation or move to the un-

wanted wilderness beyond the Mississippi. Powerless without the help

of their British allies, the natives had no choice but to give way. By

the end of 1821 nearly all of Indiana, Illinois, and Michigan were in

American hands, ready to receive westward-moving pioneers.

Nor were the settlers long in coming. Both the attractiveness of the Lake

Plains country and disturbed conditions in the East combined to drive the

frontier rapidly westward. Certainly the Northwest seemed an agricultural

haven to farmers from the hilly East. The whole region had at one neriod
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in geological history lain beneath the ocean, gradually lifting to form a

level lowland, comparable to the coastal plains of Virginia and the Caro-

iinas. Over this, in the later Pleistocene period, moved the great glaciers

that pushed slowly downward from the polar ice cap, grinding rocks into

fertile soil, leveling the land, and leaving rugged moraines to mark their

temporary or permanent stopping places. Two of those ice sheets played

a particularly prominent role in shaping the surface features of the Lake

Plains, One, the Illinoian Drift, covered the area north of the Ohio River

with a deep layer of rock waste and glacial debris. The other, the Wisconsin

Drift, moved southward over that barren mass at a later time, smoothing

off hills and laying down a deep layer of soil rich in the elements needed

for agriculture. This beneficial glacier did not cover the whole Northwest
j

its extreme southern advance was marked by the Shelbyville Moraine which

ran through central Illinois and across Indiana and Ohio. North of that

line the gently rolling countryside was rich and good, with loam soils

enriched by humus and lightened by sand; to the south jagged hills and

a stubborn clay soil discouraged farming. Early settlers were quick to

notice ^the difference; they referred to the rough southern country as

“Egypt” and to the bountiful northern lands as “God’s Coimtry,” where

the yield was a third more and the price of land almost twice as high as

in the south.

Important as were these soil differences in shaping the course of settle-

ment, the first pioneers were influenced even more by the region’s natural

vegetation. This, in their minds, divided the countryside into three areas

of varying desirability. One was the densely wooded section of southern

Illinois and Indiana where a thick forest of hardwoods covered the land.

Particularly prized were the silt-filled river bottoms, but even the hilly

portions were eagerly sought after, for the plentiful timber promised

profitable farming to westerners who judged the richness of land by the

density of its forests. The American Bottom, a seven-mile-wide plain stretch-

ing for forty miles along the Mississippi just north of the Kaskaskia River,

was an especially choice spot that early attracted settlers.

Beyond the wilderness area lay a broad belt in central Indiana, Illinois,

and southern Michigan where forests alternated with treeless prairies. In
Michigan the open stretches resembled islands in a timbered sea. Some,
known as Oak Openings, were sprinkled with tall oaks growing so far

apart that a wagon could drive between them and w'ere as free of under-
brush as an English park. Others, the Prairie Rondes, were tiny prairies

formed on beds of extinct glacial lakes where rich soil fostered such a
luxurious growth of grass that trees could not take root. In western
Indiana and central Illinois grasslands predominated, formed in some for-
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gotten day by Indians who destroyed the forest with underbrush
fires

designed to drive game to a central point. The rolling prairies stretched

for miles, broken only by occasional clumps of trees on some humid spot

or by sentinel-like rows of scrub growth along a meandering stream. Par-

ticularly impressive was the Grand Prairie of central Illinois. No traveler

failed to be impressed by the magnitude of that vast plain, stretching away

as far as eye could see, and covered with a six-foot growth of grass that

billowed gently in the wind or, in the spring, dazzled onlookers with its

color-splashed carpet of wildflowers. Yet the prairie country^ was shunned

by the first settlers, whose frontier technique was adjusted to a wooded

country. The grasslands were avoided until the pressure of increasing

population forced pioneers to adapt to this newer environment. Even less

hospitable was the third vegetation area of the Lake Plains, the belt of pine

forests and conifers that grew in the sandy soil of northern Michigan and

Wisconsin.

The wooded stretches of southern Indiana and Illinois, however, offered

both adequate soil and familiar vegetation, and it was toward that area

homeseekers turned just after the War of 1812. During this first period

of Lake Plains settlement, between 1815 and 1830, immigrants came

largely from the southern uplands. Disturbed social conditions there hurried

them westward. Many were seasoned pioneers from Kentucky and Tennes-

see who, having been held back by a generation of Indian warfare, now

resumed their advance. More were small farmers driven from their south-

ern homes by the rapid extension of the plantation system, which engulfed

the western Carolinas, Georgia, and eastern Tennessee during the postwar

years. Some from those regions sought homes in the Northwest because

their dislike of slavery made life amidst bonded labor unpleasant, others

because the aristocratic social distinctions inherent in the plantation system

were distasteful to their democratic instincts, and still more simply because

their lands were absorbed by richer plantation owners. All these forces,

operating in the fifteen years after the war, drove thousands of southerners

across the Ohio.

They came in swarms. Some, from the back country of Virginia and

Maryland, trekked westward along the National Road, a broad paved high-

way built across the mountains by the federal government. By 1818 this

important route was opened as far as Wheeling where water transportation

on the Ohio River was available} in 1833 its extension reached Columbus,

Ohio. Others crowded along the crude roads built by southern states: the

trail from Richmond to the Kanawha River, the pathways that utilize

Ward’s and Saluda gaps through the Blue Ridge to reach the w^estern

waterways, and especially the old Wilderness Road across Kentucky to
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Louisville, Cincinnati, and Maysville. From the embarkation points on the

Ohio—Louisville and- Shawneetown—they made their way northward

along a,network of territorial roads built between 1817 and 1822: to

Lafayette and Vincennes in Indiana, to the Mississippi towns of Kaskaskia,

Cahokia, St. Louis, and Alton, or to the farming lands bordering those

forest trails. The roads were only crudely cut slashes through dense wilder-

ness, dotted with stumps and interspersed with bottomless mudholes, but

they did guide immigrants to their chosen destinations while tavern keepers

along the way offered conveniences that helped speed the westward
advance.

Oyer those rough trails came the settlers, bringing their few household
belongings in Conestoga wagons or hand carts, and driving their hogs and
cattle before them. Year after year the migration went on. “Old America,
seems to be breaking up and moving westward,” wrote one traveler on the
National Road in 1817. “We are seldom out of sight, as we travel on this

grand track, towards the Ohio, of family groups before and behind us.”
,

Another, watching the steady procession of immigrant-laden flatboats down
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^

the Ohio, observed; “The numerous companies of immigi^nts^wl^^

to this country, might appear, to those who have not :mtnessed tHem/afeos^i^

incredible. But there is scarcely a day . . . but that there is a greaterob^ -

number of boats to be seen floating down its gentle current^ ;tq sbrrte'^I^'^^

of destination.”

The mecca of the first comers was the American Bottom and other river-

^

lowlands of Indiana and Illinois5 after i8i8 when these spots were'fillehb

settlement spilled over into the uplands lying between ;the';^

that time land sales, at Ymcennes and Brockville, which hadvhandled most'b

of the public domain sold in Indiana, were declining as business.shift^'to
'

the Crawfordsville office where interior lands were obtained; Tn llrmor;;

half a million acres yearly passed into private hands. Not until ;i83P (lid'

migration from the South diminish, and by that time the wooded: Hlib"

country of southern Indiana and Illinois was fiUed. Most newcomers foundV:

homes below a line—soon followed by the National Road—from Kcli-:;,

mond, Indiana, through Indianapolis and Vandalia to St. Louis, although

b

towns along the upper Wabash between Lafayette and Ft. Wayne testified;

to the attractiveness of the river lands. In Illinois the strip ofJowlMds

bordering the Mississippi to a point well beyond the lUinois Pdver was';

occupied, largely by veterans of the War of 1812 who were given' bounty,;,

lands there. Nearly all pioneers avoided the prairies, although a group of:J:

several hundred English immigrants under a wealthy forner,
;

Morris;

Birkbeck, who arrived in 1818 without the prejudices of forest-trained,;

American frontiersmen made their homes in the grasslands .about.Mbion

;

and Wanborough. r: '^7. ; 1;;;;

,

Most w'ho came before 1 830 purchased directly from government iMd;;

offices, for the credit system used until 1820 and the low price of .$1.45:

an acre charged after that time discouraged speculators. A few.compam^;

did deal in farm lands, particularly in the Military Tract of western Illinois

where 160-acre land warrants could be secured from the 1 8,000 veterans

of the War of 1812, but their holding seldom exceeded 10,000 acres. Two

of the most important, the American Land Company and the Boston .^d;

Indiana Land Company, owned at the height of their activity,

29,000 acres each. More speculative activity was concentrated on prospective,

town sites. Hundreds of favorable spots were snapped tip by individual,

jobbers or small companies, converted into “paper towns,”
.

arid sold -to

gullible easterners while the town itself was still an unbroken ,

wildernes^;

Although a few—such as Terre Haute in Indiana

—

attracted, setters and

paid Their prompters dividends, more ,
eventually were sold aq farins ^

:little mpre; than their purchase price. Despite these activities, ,s

played a less important role than on parHer frontier^

ors.



u - plains

' ^WHile:: far^ timbered lands of the southern
.
Lake

South moved northward- in’.search of a

/hw, source, of ,weaith. Their; goal was the Driftless Areayof horthwestefh

Illinois .and, southwestern Wisconsin, a region of rugged hills .and deeply

'eroded streams by-passed by the glaciers which smoothed the surrounding

'country. That rough area offered few agricultural possibilities, but lying

beneathvthin layers of eroded shale were outcroppings df rock containing

rich; veins -of lead and other minerals. Both Indians and Trench traders

haddapped this mineral wealth, but systematic exploitation did not begin

;uhtii 1 822;when a Kentucky promoter. Colonel James A. Johnson, arrived

;with 'supplies, miners, and 150 slaves. His success inspired a mining rush}

by 1830 10,000 frontiersmen had staked out claims, built the bustling town

of .
.Galena at the head of navigation of the Fever River, and Were shipping

i 5,bqdjpbp pounds of lead yearly to New Orleans. The lawlessness of the

FeVef ^l^ver district—the saloons, gambling halls, bowie-knife fights, and

.vigilance’ committees that made violent mayhem a daily occurrence—was

typical of all mining communities where the lure of sudden wealth drew,

frontiersmen, beyond the restraining forces of the law.

’ Thevapid peopling of the Driftless Area and the rush of settlers to the

southern Lake Plains country convinced the federal government that more

Indiah landsmust be opened to the swarming pioneers. From that belief

stemmed, ah -important change in Indian policy. In the immediate
'

past

American agents,persuaded tribes to trade their hunting grounds for reser-

vations; where natives could subsist by farming. Now the rush of population

indicated that ‘;even those tiny areas would soon be absorbed. The only

solutioilTy^ to- transfer the red men to unwanted lands beyond the Mis-

sissippi.;By 1 825 the federal government decided upon removal as a definite

poficy.--';;::-;;-y^.r.';:’: ^
'

;
;
The 'firs in August of that year when a thousand repre

sentatiyes'vOf.a^^ tribes gathered at Prairie du GhienTn
r^pohse .to.m from two agents of the War Department, Gov-
-nrnbrLewis, CasSiofM Territory and General William Clark. They
.had been jcalled; together, they were told, to agree on specific tribal bound-.

As ^ hteaes;of :m^^ peace} actfially the United States ;vrahted

'

.those' diylsipns
.
to^^^^ land cessions. Some inkling of this made the^

.^?4;iA,sn0ary,;but pfesents^ won most of them pyer'and'tHe;

ie du Chipn ;diyided- the Northwest among existing tribes,

accomplished, ‘agents .turned at once to ' wresting Ihnd 'from ;the

.batiy^riln .1826 the ;P an enornaous territory .’in

Fbde.mei'Miami .turned ;,qyer

;’mdy an anhuity^pf For The;
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making went grimly on, with tribes surrendering either their ancestral

lands or their newly acquired reservations in Ohio, Indiana, and lUinok

Should the process go on unchecked, chieftains saw, every red man in the

Northwest would be forced to move beyond the Mississippi.

That realization, and the rise to tribal power of younger warriors who

had forgotten the horrors of the War of 1812, was responsible for the last

two native uprisings in the history of the Old Northwest. The first began

in the spring of 1827 when the Winnebago chief. Red Bird, alarmed by

the treaty making and the steady encroachment of Fever River settlers

on his lands, led hij tribe against the farmers around Prairie du Chien. Red

Bird hoped his attack would lead to a general native uprising, but this

failed to develop, largely because more farseeing Indians realized the

hopelessness of resistance without British aid. The Winnebago, their hope

of allies gone, retreated eastward along the Wisconsin River, pursued by

a hastily gathered army of frontiersmen and regulars under General Henry

Atkinson. At the Fox-Wisconsin portage another force from Ft. Howard

awaited them. Caught between two armies. Red Bird surrendered at once.

The outbreak, although not serious, convinced the United States a new

fort was needed to guard the frontier. Ft. Winnebago, erected near the

spot where Red Bird gave himself up, played a prominent role in the sec-

ond Indian uprising.

This involved the Sauk and Fox tribes whose villages dotted the fertile

river bottom just below the junction of the Rock and Mississippi rivers.

The richness of those lands proved the Indians’ undoing, for lawless miners

from the Fever River District soon decided no red men should he allowed

to hold such a choice spot. Acting on that frontier-like premise, the settlers

formed a mob in the spring of 1829, descended on the principal Sauk town,

and drove the peaceful natives from their own corn fields. The principal

chieftain, a wise old leader named Keokuk, counseled his people to follow

him to the safety of lands across the Mississippi, but one minor chief

refused. Black Hawk, a haughty warrior of sixty summers whose hatred

of Americans transcended his good judgement, announced that he and his

followers would continue to occupy the lands of their fathers despite white

pressure. They did so until the spring of 1831, when Illinois authorities

finally convinced themselves that the presence of the peaceful natives

endangered the frontier. In June a force of 1,500 militia gathered, warned

Black Hawk to leave, and then marched against his villages. The Indians,

seeing that resistance would be suicidal, slipped across the Mississippi before

the army reached them.

Black Hawk and his followers spent a miserable winter, having reache

the Iowa country too late to plant corn or arrange shelter. As they shivere
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icy blasts and wasted away with starvation, a vision rose in their minds

—

dsion of the peace and plenty of their homeland. If they could only

urn they would know contentment again! By spring Black Hawk had

rted his course. He would lead his people back across the Mississippi,

ilain to Americans that they only wished to plant their crops, and settle

stly on the fields of their ancestors. Certainly white men would not

set if he moved openly and disavowed any waidike intentions. With that

iring prospect before him, he gathered nearly a thousand fellow tribes-

i and on April 6, 1832, returned to the Rock River Valley, crossing

Mississippi in full view of the garrison at Ft. Armstrong. His peaceful

oose was attested by the fact that six hundred of his party were women
children who would never accompany a war party,

lack Hawk’s return sent a wave of panic sweeping over the frontier.
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Rumors flew thick and fast; Ke 'had come haclc'at’jtiie;'^

savages, he had secured promises 'of. Help; from: other^tnbe^jhe?^^

on driving the whites from .the Illinois country^ A vcall,;tpro^^

brought 1,300 frontiersmen to Ft. Armstrong :Wthih:^:a:ideT^'^(^^(^c

May 10, 1832, the imposing, force ;with ! General ;:I^nry:AtKns^

head started up the Rock River, driVmg the bewildered ted

them. Four days later the advance unit of 340 horsenien .encourt

little party of forty Indians led by Black Hawk a .few hiiies^above©
Ferry. Black Hawk tried to surrender, but when His

, eniissanes ;\vefe:^

upon by the inexperienced militiamen, decided to sell his lifC/as

possible. In the brief skirmish that followed his tiny band

attackers. The saddened chief, knowing that war. was now ineyitable,' moved i

his headquarters to the swamps about Lake Koshkonong yi^Kere wdmeri;a^^

children could be hidden while warriors roamed the countryside. Between^

mid-May and the end of July the Indians killed two Hundred^
suffering equal losses themselves.

General Atkinson, in the meantime, was training new volimteers: at.Ft.;

Johnson, built for the purpose on the upper Illinois River. By^June^

1832, he was ready to take up the chase once morcj with ari arifiy of almbsh

4,500 men. His raw recruits moved so slowly through •tHeltangledvBogs;

that long before tliey reached Lake Koshkonorig' Black Hdvvlc was.,on
^

way west, bound for the safety of the Iowa shorei Discburaged,,Dy^

rough country, the white army paused to throw up new fortifications kb:

Ft. Atkinson, while a small party under General James Dv Henry.;and^

Major Henry Dodge pushed on to Ft.‘ Winnebago for supplies/^^^H^

Hawk might have escaped entirely had not this party hapipened.tdcross:

his trail on its return trip. Henry and Dodge, realizingvthat ihe
,

Indians

were near, decided to take up the pursuit, at the saine time lending,w
to Atkinson’s main force to join them.

:
^ HC' bv

Black Hawk’s doom was sealed. He managed to hold b& his pufsu^^^^^

at the Wisconsin River while the main Inclian party,; ctqsSeL t^^^^

but that was only a temporary reprieve. His warbiorg ,were; ko.w^^

with hunger that they dropped dead^along the way as .they.'stumblecl dp^^^

gedly westward. In that pitiful state they':were , set . upon :

army just as they reached the Mississippi. Black"Hawk saw .

the:.hqpeieSsness

of the situation. Behind him werewell-supplied Americans, ahead a gun

floated; on the . broad surface of the Mississippi, G
surrender but his,,flag of truce was answered.,by

;
a. burst of ,&e^

vessel. For. the next three hours, a merciless: slaughter vvent.bn^
;

,
.
were, driven; into the river,,,at bayonet ,:poInt, then shot as-they-js^iigg e ir

the thou^nd: Indm^^
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^ before remained .^ive and they were

praohe^^ Hawk himself. The Bad Axe Mpsacre, p it

railed, was one of the bloodiest tragedies in the sad history of American-

‘Vlndiam relations.

v

.

:;-;!^erican ruthlessness in the Black Hawk War had its desired effect oh

otlier tribes of the Northwest. Resistance, they saw, meant only extpmina-

'dohy^ better ;
to nibve^ w than be annihilated. Their cowed spirit

,
was

. recbghized by American agents, who went rapidly ahead with treaty inak-

ing^ Starting in 1832 when the Winnebago traded most of their Wisconsin

lands.jfor hunting grounds in the Far West, tribe after tribe succumbed

:tp; white, pressure until by 1837 nearly all the Northwest was held by the

;
United In those five years 190,879,937 acres were .secured at a

,cb4!i,pf $70,059,505 in gifts and annuities. Indians still remaining aft(^

1846 despite those cessions were “escorted” to their trans-Mississippi lands

by troops. By 1846 the last saddened tribe had departed for its unwanted

hew;home j the few scattered warriors remaining were too weak to-inter-

ferejwith the advancing frontier.

:
.
The peopling of northern Indiana, northern and central Illinois, and

:
,southern Michigan began while. Black Hawk’s war still raged on the west-

ern' borders of the Lake Plains. For twenty years—from 1830 to 1850—

population moved steadily into the region, until the whole Northwest . was

jfilled.; The .source of this migratory stream was New England and the

.Middle States. Thrifty Yankees, driven westward by unsettled economic

/.conditions at home and lured onward by. improved transportation routes,

to the. West, in those years filled the northern portion of the Lake Plains

, as. solidly as their southern compatriots had the bottom lands of the Ohio

/Valley.^. '.

. _ . .. r
: Better facilities for reaching the West shaped the. course of. the new
migration. Some pioneers from the Middle States continued.’ to use. the

^

old routes-^the
,
National Road, Forbes’. Road, or

:
the, Catskill Turnpike—

to reach, the Ohio, then made; their way down .the river and northward

,

to centr^ 'Indiana or Illinois,; More took advantage of a newly completed
alFwater, route .between East and.West, TheJErie .Canal, opened to traffic

in 1825 from ,thO,Hud.sbn River. tp.Lake Erie, offered the first really satis-,.

.
factbry/.meps of reachin^^ the. Lake-countryfrpmNetv .England; Tra’^eler?'.

.might, cprnplain of oyercfoiyded canal '.bpati', poor food, and swarffiiug

4;^°#%^j;/b'^L,tbey;:were^;n^eftbei travel cheapiyyfakeYh^r

f ' 09°ds .with yhem]
;
and ;.^be isure of reaching. their, destinatipn

//;b^mi^t.beca^The m9^;impor^b.rdute to -theWest, -pf:thatfb
>,‘bfhbmeseekersmade their/wav Wejstward'nii
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The prindpai effect of this waterway was to deflect the immigrant stream

from the Ohio Valley to the Great Lakes. Passengers from the East on

reaching Buffalo, sought passage on lake steamers, particularly after 183'^

when a packet line opened regular service between Buffalo and BetroiC

Deck passage cost only about $3, allowing a traveler to secure fairly com-

fortable transportation from Massachusetts to Michigan for less than $10,

Little wonder that few immigrants made the hazardous voyage down the

Ohio} instead they followed this all-water route to the country about Lake

Erie and Lake Michigan.

These new highways could not have played their role had not unsettled

conditions in New England turned thousands of easterners toward the

Northwest. An economic revolution was taking place there. Through the

first two centuries of its existence New England was a region of small farms

and self-sufficient agriculture, largely because the lack of markets discour-

aged the production of staples. By the 1 830’s, for the first time in the sec-

tion’s history, markets developed as non-food-producing communities sprang

up around the factories that America’s industrial revolution concentrated

there. Between 1810, when the factory system was introduced, and 1860

urban dwellers increased from 7 to 37 per cent of the population. This

potential market tempted farmers to abandon their old self-suffdent

economy and specialize in the crops for which their soil was best suited.

Some, in the Connecticut River Valley, turned to tobacco growing, others

to market gardening, and still more to the production of wool. This last

crop caused the trouble, as the demand for wool remained steady at spawning

textile mills and the breed of Saxony Merino sheep introduced into New

England in 1824 proved ideally adapted to local conditions. A “sheep

craze” swept over Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont betw^een 1825

and 1840 as farmer after farmer turned his cultivated fields into pasture

lands.

The effect was momentous. Sheep grazing required little manual labor

but much land. Hence farms increased rapidly in size as the fortunates who

switched to wool growing early bought out their neighbors. Dispossessed

farmers could move into the valley towns seeking jobs in mills, or go west

to the fertile Lake country. During the years of the “sheep craze” the rural

population of New England steadily declined as immigrants trekked west-

ward to begin life anew.

The end was not yet. After 1840 eastern agriculture staggered under

anew blow: ruinous competition wdth cheaply produced farm goods from the

West. Grain growers suffered first as Ohio Valley wheat and corn, move

eastward over the Erie Canal, invaded coastal markets. By i 845 >
when the

cost of shipping a bushel of wheat from Chicago to New York was 0 y
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twenty-five cents, nearly 1,500,000 bushels yearly passed through Bufelo,

in addition to 700,000 barrels of flour. The flood of cereals from virgin

western soils lowered prices so radically that thousands of New England

farmers gave up the struggle, most of them moving west themselves.

Others, who turned to wool growing, found their reprieve only temporary,

for during the 1 840’s a “sheep craze” swept across Ohio. Again the eastern

farmer was faced with importations of cheaply produced western goods,

and again had no choice but surrender, as sheep could be fed more eco-

nomically on the fertile fields of the Old Northwest than on the rock-

strewn New England pastures. Thousands admitted defeat and, having

no alternative now, turned their footsteps west, sometimes driving their

herds before them. Between 1840 and 1850 wool production in the North-
east declined 50 per centj abandoned farms dotted the countryside in mute
testimony to the rural decay of that once-prosperous section.

In the Middle States the same expelling forces were at work, although
in somewhat modified form. The worn-out soils of New York and Pennsyl-
vania proved incapable of competing with the virgin lands of the West
in cereal production, forcing farmer after' farmer into market gardening,
cattle raising, or the dairy industry. This agricultural upheaval released
thousands of men for the westward migration, just as had the “sheep
craze” in New England. From both sections a stream of excess workers
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made their way to the Lakes Plains, there to produce more and more
grain, ship greater quantities eastward, drive prices still lower, and en-

courage others to follow in their footsteps. So rapid was the influx that the

usual frontier lines were blurred5 settlers transformed Michigan, Indiana,

and Illinois from wilderness wastes to settled regions almost overnight.

Michigan, lying at the opposite end of Lake Erie from the terminus of

the Erie Canal, felt the impact first. In 1830, when the movement began,

the territory’s settlements were confined to a ring of towns circling De-

troit—Mt. Clemens, Pontiac, and Rochester in the Clinton River Valley,

Ann Arbor and Ypsilanti on the Huron River, and Monroe, Tecumseh,

and Adrian along the Raisin River—^all established by pioneers or specu-

lators between 1817 and 1826. Beyond stretched the unbroken forest, for

until the Erie Canal directed pioneers to the Lakes country, Michigan lay

far from immigrant routes. Moreover the territory was poorly advertised^

a hurried official survey made in 1815 branded Michigan as a ^‘poor, barren,

sandy land, on which scarcely any vegetation grows, except very small

scrubby oaks.” That false picture discouraged homeseekers until new ex-

plorations in the 1820’s proved the soil as rich and the forests as luxurious

as any in the Northwest. By the 1 830’s, when eastern papers and guide

books accepted this corrected account, the time was ripe for a rush of

settlers.

Detroit felt their impact in 1831, as lake steamers deposited the first

immigrants at its docks. “Almost every building that can be made to answer

for a shelter is occupied and filled,” the local newspaper reported that

summer. More were hastily thrown together, and the sleepy little frontier

village rapidly emerged as a new metropolis. By 1836 it boasted 10,000

inhabitants, a theater, a museum, a public garden, schools, churches, a

library, a lyceum, a historical society, a ladies’ seminary, a water and sewage

system, and street lights of such remarkable inefficiency that—if the city’s

newspaper can be believed—only a few more were needed to produce total

darkness.

Despite thsg’" i’T>T\?vTihgments most newcomers did not stay in Detroit}

instead to people southern Michigan. Many went west

along the ®^'^A!hen available: the Chicago Road which was com-

pleted in ^ 5^"the Territorial Road that was authorized by the ter-

ritorial legi'Srature in 1829 and opened to St, Joseph in 1834. Those high-

ways traversed a region of rolling hills, level plains, and fertile soils that

held infinite promise to land-hungry easterners. By 1837 25,0^0 people

lived along the Chicago Road and almost as many more in' the I^lamazoo

River Valley. The latter, a particularly prized spot, was dotted with Prakip

Rondes—some as large as eleven miles across—the deep black soil of whic
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was ready for the plow without the backbreaking task of clearing. These,

and the Oak Openings, were sought out first, then immigrants turned to

the conquest of surrounding forests and to the building of towns at favor-

able sites along roads and rivers.

Other settlers moved north from Detroit to the valley of the Saginaw

River where numerous Oak Openings offered tempting homesites. Al-

though the town of Saginaw was laid out in 1 832, mass migration did not

set in until three years later when a highway was completed to Detroit.

At the same time pioneers made their way to the forested lands along the

Grand River, traveling northward first along Indian trails that crossed the

Territorial Road, then following a highway opened between Marshall and

Ionia in 1836. After 1838 they utilized the Grand River Road from

Pontiac to Howell. By that time a sizeable town existed at Grand Rapids

where an eighteen-foot fall in the river provided abundant water power.

Another settlement was being nursed to maturity by speculators at Grand

Haven. Most of the pioneers in the Grand River Valley, as in the rest of

southern Michigan, were transplanted New Englanders who had come west-

ward with a song of hope upon their lips:

Come all ye Yankee farmers who wish to change your lot,

Who’ve spunk enough to travel beyond your native spot,

And leave behind the village where Ma and Pa do stay,

Come follow me and settle in Michigania,

—

Yea, Yea, Yea, in Michigania.

Another northwestern state, Indiana, fared less well during the 1830-50

migrations. While its northern counties were settled by the overflow from
the Chicago Road, its central portions were largely neglected until the

1850’s. Two false impressions were responsible for this lag: the belief held

by most immigrants that lands in the northeastern portion of the state

were too wet to be attractive, and the hope of a handful of speculators that

Indiana’s prairies were so superior they would command a fabulous price.

The former illusion was fostered by travelers who journeyed westward
through the tangled morass of the Black Swamp or picked their way among
sluggish streams north of the Wabash. Their exaggerated tales of a whole
countryside under water spread to editors of eastern newspapers and guide
books who customarily referred to the “swamps and bogs of Indiana,” while
failing to mention the equally swampy regions of Illinois. That tradition,

which persisted well into the 1830’s, discouraged some settlers, but a more
important deterrent was the engrossment of land by eastern speculators.
This began in 1832 when a Connecticut business man, Henry L. Ellsworth,
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visited Indiana as Indian commissioner. Struck by the b^uty of

country between the Wabash and Kankakee valleys, Ellsworth hdgan buy-

ing land there in 1835, moving west a year later to settle oh his 8,^! !^

acres. His large scale agricultural methods and speciaUy devised ihacKi^^^

proved so successful that he not. only made additional purchases^ but he- -

^

came a rabid advocate of prairie fanning. i ? : ^
Ellsworth’s enthusiasm was responsible for a specuktive boom in Indian^ h

land. His eastern friends began buying on his advice in 1836, but wholesale;

purchases did not begin until 1838 when he described the beautieh and bpv^^^)^

portunities of the countryside in a widely circulated book, F«/ky

Uffer Wabash, He would, Ellsworth stated in that pubHcationy gladly ,

purchase prairie lands for any investor, manage estates for absentee owners,^ ^

and guarantee a profit of 8 or 10 per cent, with anything above that figure

divided between owner and operator. That attractive offer, coming;^] ust’ ^
as the Panic of 1837 reduced investment opportunities in the East, led .toa^^v -r^

rush of speculative buying, with purchases ranging from a few hundred;.; h
to many thousand acres. Within a few years most of northwestern Indiana.

was held by absentee owners, whose glorified conception ofi the value of:

'

their holdings led them to set prices of $5 or $10 an acre. Few. buyers

were willing to pay that much when good lands eleswfiere y^ke;'9k3iri'^

able for $1.25 an acre. Northern Indiana remained largely witfipufisettlek^

until the 1850’s when popular pressure and mounting taxe^ forced specu-:.V;;^.;^

lators to unload at more reasonable prices. Most of the purchasers at that
;

time were from southern Indiana, a fact explaining the predominantly

southern character of that state’s population. -

Illinois, suffering no handicaps such as these, gained poptdadoh/rapidlyy^^:^^^^^^^^^

between 1830 and 1850. The rush to Chicago began in 1835, sending^

tiny town, laid out only two years earlier, into a transformation sirmlaf ;'^

to that which rocketed Detroit to a position of importance fomykts fiefpre/;;: ^^^^

“Almost all vessels from the lower lakes are full of passengerV^ohe ecfitor
"

wrote, “and our streets are thronged with wagons loaded trith; hduseh^: J^^^

furniture and the implements necessary to farnung. Foqfipassehgers, too,;^

with well-filled sacks on their shoiJders come inTafge riumbers;’^ A
later 450 vessels disgorged their human cargoes, whde; the air bafigw^hr

the sound of hammers:as carpenters worked feyerishly^fo keep

the growing demand for houses. For the next decade migration steadily-

mounted until observers wondered whether the whole EastrwouJd

left depopulated." '

^ Fkom Chicago settlers ;
fanned out; over fiprtherh .IlHnc^i

such;dioice spots as the Rdck and ,Illihois river valleysj theri^^^^^^^

forested uplands between^'^Whehithese w^
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brought face to face with an important problem. How could they make the

transition from accustomed timber lands to the prairies of Illinois where

cheap land alone remained? The task was formidable} to conquer the grass-

lands pioneers must discard their prejudices, shatter past traditions, and de-

velop an entirely new frontier technique. They had, for generations, judged

the richness of land by the density of its forest growth, used wood for

everything from homes to fences, and obtained fuel, game, and water from

the wilderness. Now they must settle on a barren waste apparently incapable

of supporting forests, unprotected from winter blasts or summer heat,

without logs for their cabins, rails for their fences, or fuel for their fires.

They must dig wells rather than depend on rippling forest streams, and

provide drainage to carry spring rains from level lands. Worst of all, they

must devise some means of breaking the tough prairie sod which shattered

the fragile wooden plows to which they were accustomed.

Little wonder that settlers hesitated at the edge of the prairies before

making the transition. Eventually, how'ever, as each grassland was sur-

rounded by homes, the conquest began. The shift was usually gradual} a

farmer living near a prairie broke a little of the sod, using the rest for

pasture. As others imitated his example a ring of fields spread around the

edge of the grassy plot. Later comers pushed beyond to make their homes

on the prairie itself, until eventually the whole area was under cultivation.

This process v/as repeated again and again in northern Illinois, until by

the end of the 1 840’s the entire state was settled. Only the central portions

of the Grand Prairie were avoided until the 1 850’s when railroads brought

them near enough to markets to make their cultivation profitable.

The development of new techniques made the conquest possible. Capital,

prairie pioneers soon learned, was necessary, so they customarily worked
for some other farmer for a year or so. Their carefully hoarded cash was

then used to purchase a farm and pay for the initial sod breaking. This was
done by a neighbor with the special equipment necessary: a gargantuan plow
built for the task and from three to six yokes of oxen. Two dollars an acre

was the usual price charged—-more than the cost of the land—but then the

principal expense was over. The first “sod crop” was planted by hacking

the upturned furrows with an ax and dropping in a few kernels of corn}

this usually produced about fifty bushels to the acre even without cultiva-

tion—enough to pay back part of the initial investment and finance more
sod breaking the next year. In the meantime lumber for a home was either

cut from a neighboring wood lot or hauled in, a well was dug, and fences

constructed. This last proved most difficult, as the split-rail fences that

were alone available cost from $150 to $300 for a forty-acre farm. The
heavy expenses, running as high as $1,000, did not alarm frontiersmen who
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;

knew, two or three good- crdps would pay off the entire investment. '
r:

So attractive were the prospects that by :
the , end of/the 1830^ enough

of northern Illinois was filled , to seind an overflow spilling intp-^isdohsih;^ ^

Some 30,000 pioneers lived in ' that pleasant land of ' rolling

srhall prairies in 1840, most of them in the farnfing commfihities aroi^d

the Fever River District or along the federal road opened in i837:feween .

Chicago and Ft. Howard. In the next decade popidatiori /inerted

305,000 as New Englanders flocked to the lake front counties or matched

northward along the Rock River Valley. There they met Other mi^ntsy'- ’

^
largely from the Middle States, advancing north and east along the Missid-^^ X
sippi and Wisconsin rivers. To that region, too came the van^ards of the X - X

European population streams that flooded the Old Northwest duririg-the X-i^ X
next decades. Some were Norwegians who built their Old World colonies X: /;/

about Lake Koshkonong, others were Irish laborers who turned to farniihg;:
‘ ’

after completing the roads on which they had labored, but ihost Were .X-

thrifty and hard-working Germans. Driven from their homes by 4 potato- X ,;?.

famine and the disrupting effects of the unsuccessful uprisings of -184% ;
; ,

these poverty-stricken refugees took passage on the cotton ships plying X: -'-

between European ports and New Orleans, then ascended the Missi^ippiX- X,

until they found cheap, slave-free lands. In 1 850 640,000 foreign born livedX,/:/
'-

in the Lake Plains area, forming about one-eighth of the population.

By that time the whole section was passing beyond the frontier stage

except in northern Michigan and Wisconsin where less hospitable soils and^-^^ 'X

dense pine forests discouraged settlement until the coming of the raikbads..; X
The 4,500,000 people whose homes dotted the Old Northwest in 1850 v

were drawn from a variety of older societies, as the following, table Ofr , -

y

.
origins shows: ‘

NEW MIDDLE SOUTH NORTHWEST NATIVE EUROPE

ENGLAND STATES : ' /
' X ^ ,;XX / ''X

"

66.000 300,000 150,000 -—^

'

1,284,000 200,000 v

11.000 76,000 ; 175,000 130^000 500,000 X
55)000: ;

37jOoo 112,006 138,000 110,000
: 344,oop-

31,000 ,150,000 X 4,000 18,000 , 146,600 ; v 55 >pbX^^^
^

,

4^

27/000 80,660 5,000 23,000 ; : .5^

; ^ X met.and rningled, blending the social iiriahner-,,^

;
;fX Xlsms andy e habits of their homelands to create>a;uniquo,-sbri^^^ .

cthose contributing to it and mpdifibd by the ipp^cf pf thp
.

X' X.Xffontief.Xln/phipX'^ichigan,

XxX/XiritbdyXthe^institutions of ytfeyNoitheasLheld swayX m;;fndm^

Ohio

Indiana

Illinois.

Michigan X

-Wisconsin
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order WM patterned on that of the Sciuth, while in Illinois the even balance:'

;

between northerners and southerners forced a compromise bfetwe:en; disaj^les

'of-the:tWO:^CtibnS.;;r'.- -.[:[ . . .
;•

;
These divisions became apparent when the people/;Of Ithe Lake Flaihs:^^^^^^

turned to erecting their governmental systems. Indiana in :i 816 and Illi-
:'

nois in. 1818 entered the Union with constitutions that reflected: both, the

preponderantly southern nature of their populations and. die hberalizing
,

influence of the. frontier} property qualifications for ^voting .were .swept

away, popularly elected legislatures were made supreme, and the franchise i

was awarded all adult males who had lived within the state for six months,.:

or, a
,

year—yet in both slavery was allowed to continue under-.the guise

:

of indentiu*ed servitude. Michigan’s frame of government was:equally

liberal when it applied for statehood in 1837, and Wisconsin’s outdid them:
;

all in guaranteeing unrestrained popular control; governor, legislators}.arid ,

even judges were elected for short terms, all native born males were ^yeri
•’

the right .to vote after one year’s residence and all foreign, born wheri.ai^ee-':

ing. to a simple oath of allegiance, small homesteads were exempted from

seizure for . debt, and married women were allowed to control their .own
'

property. Wisconsin became a state under this liberal document in .1848. ..

,
Those institutions were typical of the land that gavethem birth. TimothyV

Flint, an acute observer of the West, summed up. the section’s.;sbaril rtieta-'

niorphosis when he wrote; “The society thus newly orgariizecl arid "con-

stitrited} is-more liberal, enlarged, unprejudiced, and^^of coufsej more affecr .

tioriate and pleasant, than a society of people of «wy«;i?,birth and character,

who bring all their early prejudices, as a comnion stock, to be transmitted ,

as an..inheritance in perpetuity.”



CHAPTER XV

Settling the Gulf Plains

1815-1850

While Yankees, southerners, and Germans transformed the Northwest

into a land of fertile farms and bustling villages, another immigrant tor-

rent inundated the Gulf Plains of the Southwest. That bountiful country-

side of gentle hills and colorful red soils attracted, in the quarter-century

after the War of 1812, the hordes of small farmers, lordly plantation

owners, and docile slaves needed to erect a unique social order, built on

black labor and white cotton.

The Southwest was opened to settlement in 1798 when Mississippi Ter-

ritory was created, but only a handful of pioneers made their homes there

in the next dozen years. Cheap and readily available lands in Georgia and

Tennessee, Spanish control of the West Florida ports through which the

region’s produce must be exported, and the presence of the powerful Creek

and Cherokee tribes in western Georgia, all discouraged any mass movement

to the territory. Equally important was the lack of direct communication

with the settled areas of the Southeast. The two federally built roads

opened before 1812 from Nashville to Natchez and from the Ocmulgee

River to St. Stephens on the Tombigbee River were only crude trails utterly

impassable during much of the year. Those obstacles kept migration at a

minimum
5
in 1812 the white population of the territory consisted of 20,000

Spaniards, Loyalists, and Americans grouped about Natchez or spread

along the lower Tombigbee River.

The metamorphosis of this backward frontier region into a prosperous

land of farms and plantations can be explained in one word: cotton.

Southern interest in that important crop began to develop in the late eight-

eenth century when English inventors perfected the machinery needed

to produce cotton cloth mechanically. Those epoch-making machines—

James Hargreaves’ “spinning jenny,” Richard Arkwright’s automatic carder,

310
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Samuel Crompton’s “mule,” and Edmund Cartwright’s power loom-

launched England on its industrial revolution. Before the turn of the

century British mills produced cotton cloth more cheaply than the under-

paid workers of India who had long enjoyed a virtual monopoly in world

production. The market was limitless} the whole world waited to be re-

clothed in cheaper fabrics than the expensive woolens traditional to Europe

and America. Machines, workers, and power could be supplied in Britain}

only raw cotton was needed.

News of these developments caused a flurry of excitement along the

Atlantic seaboard during the 1790’s. Plantation owners, struggling to make

a profit by producing tobacco for an overcrowded world market, saw that

fortunes awaited those switching to the promising new crop. They knew

that two types of cotton could be grown in the South. One, Sea Island Cot-

ton, had long silken fibres that could easily be separated from the glosty

black seeds either by hand or by a simple machine known as a gin—two

closely placed rollers which drew the lint through while the seeds popped

out behind. Cultivation of this variety began in Georgia in 1786, but its

commercial importance was limited by the fact that it could be grown

only on the coastal islands and swampy lowlands between the St. John’s

and Santee rivers. The other. Upland Cotton, did not require the warm,

moist climate of the Sea Island type and could be grown over most of the

South. Its commercial production was impossible, however, because of the

difficulty of separating its short fibres from their fuzzy green seeds. They
clung so tenaciously that a slave could clean only a pound or two a day.

Large scale cultivation would only be practicable if some mechanical means

of cleaning Upland Cotton was devised.

There was much talk of such an invention among plantation owners dur-

ing the early 1790’s. Word of this fell on the ears of a young Yale graduate,

Eli Whitney, when he arrived at a plantation near Savannah in the fall of

1792 seeking a post as tutor. Whitney was interested enough to begin ex-

perimenting, and within a few weeks produced the first workable cotton

gin. His invention consisted of a wooden cylinder bristling with stiff

wires which revolved against the slatted sides of a box of cotton. The
wires tore away bits of fibre while the slats held back the seeds, then the

lint was brushed from the wire points by a second revolving cylinder set

with brushes. This simple device, when harnessed to water power, cleaned
a thousand pounds of Upland Cotton a day} when saw-toothed iron disks

were substituted for the wires the amount was doubled. Within a few years
gins, located everywhere in the seaboard South, were ginning cotton for
$1.50 a hundredweight.

Wherever soil and climate were suitable planters turned excitedly to the
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new crop. The price was high—forty cents a pound when production started

—and profits fantastic. The Tidewater, where the plantation system was

well established, made the transition first, but in 1800 the cotton plant

started its march westward over the Virginia and Carolina Piedmont. Dur-

ing the next decade the economy of that section w^as revolutionized} small

farms were engulfed by great estates, grains gave way before the new staple,

and democratic free labor was displaced by the expanding slave system.

Between 1800 and 181O the number of bonded servants in the lower Pied-

mont increased 70 per cent. By 1812, when war temporarily halted expan-

sion, the cotton frontier was ready to advance across the Gulf Plains.

The War of 1812 paved the way, both by opening trade routes between

the Southwest and the Gulf, and by preparing the Indians for removal.

The routes were opened when Mobile and other Spanish Gulf cities fell

to American forces during the fighting, thus assuring interior planters un-

molested river shipments directly to the sea. At the same time Andrew

Jackson’s victory over the Creeks at the Battle of Horse Shoe Bend taught

the United States that the southern tribes were so weak and torn by dis-

sension they would be unable to resist forceful removal. The time was ripe

to push them from their ancestral lands: the Creeks from the country be-

tween the Ocmulgee and Tombigbee rivers, the Cherokee from their

mountain homes in northern Georgia and eastern Tennessee, the Choctaw

from the wooded lands separating the Tombigbee and Natchez settlements,

and the Chickasaw from northern Mississippi and western Tennessee.

That realization, and pressure from cotton planters anxious to invade the

Gulf Plains, turned the government’s attention to land cessions as soon as

the war was over. A series of treaties forced on cowed tribes between 1816

and 1821 opened several tracts in central Georgia, western Alabama, and

western Tennessee, but the rapidity with which these were overrun con-

vinced the United States that something more was necessary. Nothing

would satisfy land-hungry cotton growlers but the removal of all Indians to

lands beyond the Mississippi. Andrew Jackson, acting as agent for the War

Department, first attempted that solution when he gathered a handful of

reluctant Cherokee together in July, 1817, and by threats and bribery

forced them to exchange their tribal lands for an equal number of acres

in the Far West. Every Cherokee had the choice, according to the treaty,

of settling down in the East on 640 acres of land, or of moving to the West}

those who chose the latter course were given free transportation, a gun, a

blanket, a kettle, and a year’s supplies. To Jackson’s disgust virtually the

entire tribe remained in the East, the natives settling down to a peaceful

agricultural existence. Nor did a similar treaty with the Choctaw arranged

by Jackson in October, 1820, convince that tribe to move beyond the Missis-
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' :

'(;xThis;l)^ah James, Monrpe^:Jp^licl^;:endors^
;

;

.rembvaj as:a meatts ,d£ prote,ctihg;red men from the eyils;pf white avU^

tipm .Althoug'h -Monroe di.dxnot^openly suggest-the use; of Jprtej.his pgehts

were.convihced he,would condone more vigorous methods fhan thopeaceful:

persuasion.'attenipted in the ;past. Their first victims were thoCireeks, whose,,

presence ,in western Georgia long rankled officials of .that frontier state!

The farseeing Greek chieftains, anticipating the American policy^ in 18225.'

decreed the . death- penalty for any chief selling or exchanging tribal lands.

Undeteffed by that threat, Monroe’s agents determined to ' follow the

usud practice of dealing with a bribed faction of the tribe, A mieeting with!

ajeW; greedy chiefs headed by Chief William McIntosh on .I^ebruary! i2y

1 825,!. resulted in the Treaty of Indian Springs, a scandalous docurtieht

ceding'all the Creek land and promising the tribe wordd leave fof the Far-,

Wesfby September i, 1826.

.. .
IThe;majority of the Creeks, whose leader was the able Chief Big .War- :

ribr, met in- council to decide on a policy suited to the emergency. Without

hesitationj, they pronounced the death penalty for the traitorous Chief’,.,

Ivlcln.'tbsh3 .a. few weeks later his house was surrounded and he and*two of

his followers shot down. At the same time the Greeks refused ,to recognize

the -Treaty of Indian Springs or admit that any of their ' lands were soldi

•THeif rbsistance bore some fruit. John Quincy Adams, who had replaced

Monroe, in the White House, was as sympathetic to the removal policy-as

hisipredecessor, but he was convinced that an injustice had been done and

ordered;a thorough investigation. When this not only disclosed the fraud

used^at Indian Springs but demonstrated that forty-nine out of .every .fifty

Creeks .opposed the treaty, President Adams did not hesitate. -Authorized
.

'

leaderSdf the tribe were requested to. send a truly representative delegation .

to ,Washington where, in January, 1826, the Indians signed a -new treaty

slightly;i’more to their liking. Unyielding government pressure forced

themiq- agfee fo removal, but they were given until January 1, 1827, to /

begihrtheir; migration, and the rewards for those agreeing to go Were sub-
'

st&tiallyincreased. ;•
' ;

itpeprgja’s -governor, a hotheaded backwoodsman named Gedrge,';M. '

;

Tfbupy lflew.Jnto a towering rage when he learned'of the Treaty ofrWash- .’,

ihgtqiii.Hisstate, he loudly proclaimed, refused to recognize the new agre.e-.;
•

menf andwonld begin occupying- the Creek lands ; on.- September 2, .1 S261:

2

Adams!was helpless before this determined resistahceff.eyen thd'-\

Jlffi.ted:Stales marshal resigned when ordered, to arfesfintmdefs'dhinLdia^^^

iahds; ;The President had nb,: choice -but .to
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first large party made its way down the Tennessee and Mississippi rivers,

then ascended the Arkansas River to the assigned territory. For the next

two years the movement went on, as natives were rudely uprooted by

Georgians who overran their villages or appropriated their fields. By the

end of 1 829 only a handful of Creeks remained in the state. The hurried

departures and the failure of the United States to provide promised sup-

plies, meant untold suffering for the mistreated tribesmen, many of whom
failed to survive the journey.

The removal of the Creeks left only the Cherokee in possession of

Georgia lands. The leaders of that powerful tribe, realizing their turn

must come soon, decided to use their advanced civilization as a cloak to

guard their ancestral territories. They were, they knew, well adjusted

to the white man’s way of lifej the 15,OCX) members of the tribe owned

22,OCX) cattle, 1,300 slaves, 2,ocx) spinning wheels, 700 looms, 31 gristmills,

10 saw mills, 8 cotton gins, and 18 schools. Their written language, in-

vented by Chief Sequoya, was employed in a newspaper. The Cherokee

Phoenix, Obviously they were no nomadic barbarians who could be easily

pushed aside. Why not convince the Georgians of their stability, and at

the same time solidify the tribe, by forming their own government? With

this in mind delegates gathered at New Echota, Georgia, on July 4, 1 827, to

draft a constitution for a Cherokee Republic. Within a month the frame

of government w'as ratified, Chief John Ross elected president, and a solid

front formed against white aggression.

Georgia’s reaction was one of mingled fury and delight. The anger was

aroused by the Cherokee’s determination to retain lands coveted by

frontiersmen} the delight by the realization that the Indians had taken

a step which would lead to the tribe’s undoing. The Constitution of the

United States forbad the erection of any new state within an existing state

without the latter’s consent. The New Echota constitution violated that

provision. Therefore, Georgians reasoned, the federal government must

punish the Cherokee by removing them from Georgia. This demand was

voiced by the state legislature in December, 1827, when resolutions were

adopted demanding national help in expelling the Indians. Congress re-

sponded by appropriating $50,000 for Cherokee removal. Armed with that

sum. War Deoartment agents attempted to persuade the Indians to move

peacefully, promising each lands in the "West, transportation, a blanket,

a rifle, a kettle, five pounds of tobacco, a years supplies, and $50 in cash.

During the summer of 1828 these inducements were dangled before the

natives by skillful diplomats, but to little avail. The Indians were deter-

mined to cling to their lands at all costs.

The election of Andrew Jackson in 1828 ended the brief period of peace-
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fuj persuasion. That outspoken frontiersman, whose lack of sympathy for

the Indians was well known, used his inaugural address to advocate their

removal as the only means of preserving the sovereignty of the state.

Georgia, sure now of presidential support and spurred on by the discovery

of gold in the Cherokee country, acted immediately. Resolutions hurried

through tlie legislature provided that after January i, 1830, all state laws

applied to Indians, who were also denied the right to be a witness or party

in a legal suit where a white man was involved. Those two brutal measures

not only broke down the tribal organization on which the red men de-

pended, but placed them at the mercy of unscrupulous whites who appro-

priated their lands without fear of legal redress. Little wonder that the

Cherokee appealed to Washington for the protection due them as wards of

the government. Their answer came in May, 1 830, when Congress passed

a Removal Bill authorizing the president to move any eastern tribe to trans-

Mississippi lands—by force if need be. In desperation they fell back upon

their last hopej the Supreme Court was asked to issue an injunction re-

straining Georgia from carrying out its cruel laws. That body, in the case

of The Cherokee 'Natton w. Georgia, reluctantly decided the Indians did

not constitute a foreign nation within the meaning of the Constitution and

therefore had no right to bring suit before the Court.

The helpless Indians were now at the mercy of an unsympathetic presi-

dent and ruthless state officers who vied with each other in making life

unpleasant for the red men. Payment of annuities was stopped, debts owed
them were declared cancelled, their lands were seized, and their home
appropriated. Agents were sent among them to pit clan against clan and

family against family in the hopes of breaking down tribal imity. When
heartsick Christian missionaries among them protested these criminal acts

they were sentenced to four years at hard labor as a reward for their pains.

The clcrg)'mcn’s appeal to the higher authority of the Supreme Court gave

the red men a brief flurrjf of hope, for Chief Justice John Marshall held

in the famous case of Worcester vs. Georgia that the Cherokee possessed the

status of a “domestic dependent nation” under the protection of the federal

government, and that Georgia had no right to molest them. This declaon

meant nothing, howesmr, when Jackson held Marshall’s opinion was too

preposterous to be enforced. The stage was set for the final act in the sordid

drama.

That was not long in coming. While the Cherokee appealed vainly for

aid, federal agents worked quietly among them in hope of finding a minor
faction which could he bribed into deeding over all the tribe’s lands. Such
an unscrupulous minority, led by Chief Major Ridge, was unearthed during
1834, and after two unsuccessful attempts, persuaded to sign the Treaty
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^
of New rEchota m December, 1835^ That irifamoiis lioaimdht ced^d^^'^

Cherokee lands to the^ United States in return for $5j6oo,ooOj guaranteed

the Indians reinibursenient for their -iniprovements, and promised ;them\ ?

free transportation to their new western homes. The raiajqrity feribunced^^^^

the agreement but realized it sealed their doom
j now the United States

could drive them from their homelands by force. For the next three yeafs^^^
':

little bands straggled across the Mississippi, although the- 1^^^

depart until December, 1838, when troops were used to .drive them west^ s

About a quarter of the Indians perished in the cruel winter migration. ^

^

Georgia’s ruthless example was imitated throughout the Southwest. Mis-

sissippi in 1830 and Alabama in 1832 extended their laws over alf Indians
^

within their borders, forbad meetings of tribes or councils, and tHreatened?;/

to punish chiefs who tried to carry out the functions of their offices.;The
:

red men, their tribal organization disrupted by these measures, fell e^y. :

prey to wily agents sent among them by President Jackson. Those experi-

enced land grabbers operated in the usual way: they sought out a few:seifish :';.

chiefs, bribed them into ceding all the tribe’s lands, then forced the majority
;

.

to accept and move beyond the Mississippi. The Choctaw- succumt^d in.;;

September, 1830, when a minority faction signed the Treaty of Dantihg
'

Rabbit Creek, giving up all eastern lands for a similar acreagedn the;West,^
;;

annuities, moving expenses
j
and supplies. The remnant of the Creek tribe.

-

remaining in eastern Alabama accepted a similar agreementin March, 1832^-^- ^

and the Chickasaw followed with the Treaty of Pontotoc Crebk in October ^

of that year.
'

During the next five years the members of the latter tribe drifted to; ‘

their new homes, but the Choctaw and Creeks made mote trouble. A.pro-;

vision in the Choctaw treaty allowing heads of families wishing to remain ; .?

in the East 640 acres each caused the difficulty with that tnbeV ;By 4834^:
:^^^

the 540 natives signifying their intention of staying held warrants entitling;

them to lands. Those “floating claims” attracted the attention of speculators, ;u

who descended upon the innocent red men, bribed them into;making ffilse ::;

claims for more territory, arid began a wholesale campaign designed tb >

defraud the Indians. Within a few months one company amassed i,286,OOT

acresj another land jobber secured 250 claims. A congresripnai commissiom,^^^

which uncovered the whole sordid story soon sent the- innocent Indian ;

victims of white greed scurrying westward with nothing to show; for ;their,^^^i^^

pains; but ari unpleasant experience. ‘

The, removal of the Creeks was even more disgraceful. ;Their tr^ty a,

allowed each head of family to retain a half section which could either y

sold or reserved for occupancy , should the Indian decide to remain in the •

East. Surveys completed in December, 1833, showed the hatiy^^
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to 2j000,000 acres} the remaining 5,000,000 acres formerly occupied by

the tribe were thrown open to sale. This was an opportunity no speculator

could resist—millions of acres of rich land in the hands of helpless red

men who could count on no protection from their wrecked tribal organiza-

tion or an unsympathetic government. They swarmed from all over the

South, those greedy land grabbers. The more honest cheated the natives

of their lands by paying them In worthless bank notes, whipping them until

they consented to sell, or buying when the red men were hopelessly drunk.

The less scrupulous hired gangs of Indians to swear they owned lands that

were not theirs, or set up stores selling only tobacco and whiskey where

Indian landowners were encouraged to spend freely, then turn over their

estates in payment. For months wholesale cheating went on Until by 1835

the pitiful survivors were reduced to raiding settlements for food. That

gave President Jackson his excusej troops drove the last Alabama Creeks

west at bayonet point.

Only one tri^ remained in the South: the Seminole of Florida. When'
the United States took over that Spanish territory in 1 821 the tribe accepted

a large reservation north of Lake Okeechobee, but that was soon coveted

by the whites. In 1833 a tribal fragment was persuaded to sign a treaty of

cession and removal. The Seminole, refusing to accept that fraudulent

agreement, found a leader in Chief Osceola and took to the warpath. The
Seminole War dragged on until 1842 when the last defeated band was

driven across the Mississippi, or into the inpenetrable depths of the Ever-

glades. All the East was open to settlement} all the natives were in the

distant lands of the Far West which were to be theirs “as long as trees grow
and the waters run.” ’

Long before the last embittered red man began his weary trek west-
" ward white settlers swarmed over the Southwest. The migration differed

markedly from that to the Northwest} Instead of being drawn from all

parts of the United States and much of Europe the pioneers came from only

one section: the seaboard states of the South Atlantic, That region sent its

excess inhabitants to the frontier in such large numbers between 1815 and
1850 that its own population remained almost stationary. By 1850 40 per

cent of all native-born South Carolinians then alive lived beyond the borders

of their home state, 30 per cent of the North Carolinians, and 25 per cent

of the Georgians. The remarkable exodus, which gave the Gulf Plains a

strangely homogeneous population for a frontier area, was caused partly

by unsatisfactory conditions in the Southeast, partly by the development of

easily fravded routes between the two sections, end partly by the attractive-

ness of the western country toward which the pioneers turned their foot-

steps.
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The principal expelling force was the wornout soil of the seaboard. Suc-

cessive plantings of tobacco for more than a century, primitive agricultural

methods, and the temptation normal in staple producing areas to ^‘butcher”

or ‘^ine” the soil, left a monument of exhausted fields, gullied hillsides,

and declining crops. Nor did the spread of cotton planting relieve the situa-

tion. While the older South momentarily benefited from a new plant that

consumed still-present minerals, the worn soils could not stand the abuse

of repeated croppings long. That was especially the case as the cotton

frontier spread over the hilly Piedmont, for high prices after the War of

1812 encouraged successive plantings, and the shallow humus soils were

quickly washed away by the heavy southern rains once they were loosened

by the plow. The whole country, one traveler complained, “is a scene of

desolation that baffles description . . . farm after farm . . . worn out, washed,

and gullied
j

so that scarcely an acre could be found in a place fit for

cultivation.” Another commented upon the “dreary and uncultivated wastes,

a barren and exhausted soil, half-clothed negroes, lean and hungry stock,

houses falling to decay, and fences wind shaken and dilapidated.”

For a time, during the 1820’s, southeastern planters tried to improve

their farms by adopting scientific methods} agricultural societies and farm

journals blossomed eveiywhere to tell farmers of improved plows, hori-

2ontaI furrowing, crop diversification, and fertilizers. The new hope was

short-lived, as most of the adidce was based on inadequate information and

failed to improve fields worn beyond repair. At the end of the 1 820’s, when

the failure of science became apparent, a wave of despair swept over the

Southeast. One farm journal poet complained:

No smiling pastures spread inviting here,

But dry hot fields on cv’ry side appear.

A sultry scene, a dismal waste, alas!
'

Where man’s great object is to kill the grass.

There was only one solution: trade the butchered lands of the East for the

virgin fields of the West. Thousands of farmers who reached that con-

clusion swelled the population of the Gulf Plains.

Migration was made easier by the network of highways built by the state

and national governments in the years after 1815. Three roads led to the

Gulf Plains from the older South. Two, the Fall Line Road and the Upper

Road, converged at Columbus on the Chattahoochee River to form the

Federal Road to St. Stephens, Mobile, and Natchez. The third ran along

the Great Valley of the Appalachians to Knoxville where it divided, one

branch leading to Nashville and eventually on to Memphis, the other
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northern Georgia and Alabama, then sweeping northward to include west-

ern Tennesse. Beyond that point cotton could not be profitably produced

except in unusually favorable years, although the lowlands of the Tennessee

River Valley were an exception. On the south the boundary of the cotton

belt was set by the autumn rainfall, for more than ten inches of precipitation

during the fall interfered with picking.

Within that broad area the relative richness of the soil determined which

lands should be absorbed by cotton-growing planters and which by corn-

growing farmers. Pioneers moved first over the Georgia and Alabama

Soil Areas of the Gulf Plains

Piedmont, a region of rolling hills and stiff red soils of average fertility,

where inadequate subterranean drainage and the hilly countryside fostered

rapid soil exhaustion. As gullied fields drove them on, frontiersmen found

even less hospitable lands ahead. In northwestern Georgia and northern

Alabama the Piedmont hills gave way to the rugged peaks of the Blue Ridge

Mountains, the level reaches of the Coosa River Valley, the ridges and

narrow valleys of the mountainous Cumberland Plateau, and the gravelly

wastes of the short-leaf pine belt. Only the Coosa Valley had the warm

climate and deep limestone soil suitable to cotton growing, and there

transportation difficulties stopped production. This upland region along the

northern fringe of the cotton belt became a land of small farms occupied

by yeoman farmers and poor whites who produced cereals for the larger

plantations.

On either side of this imattractive area lay rich regions where planta-

tions centered. One was the broad valley of the Tennessee River, a level

plain fifteen miles wide where the calcareous limestone soil was fertile and
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Along the western edge of the Gulf Plains were two other regions that

played an important role in the history of the Southwest. One was the

forty-mile strip of Bluff Hills that ran through central Mississippi, an area

So fertile that cotton planters sought land there despite the, rugged char-

acter of.the countryside. The other was the Mississippi .Flood Plain, which

stretched between the Gulf of Mexico and southern Missouri. That broad

valley, formed by successive deposits of silt as the river flooded and receded,

was among the richest areas in the United States. Although generally level

except for, the hills about Vicksburg and Natchez, the delta was avoided

by early settlers who feared floods. Not until the 1 840’s when levees made
life there reasonably safe Was the region transformed into one of the South’s

prize agricultural areas. There, in the Tennessee Valley, and in the Black

Belt the large plantation system .was most securely entrenched.

}:;'T^^ finding.such; lands as : these-was one of the strongest

fprces' dfivirig men west in the years -after 1815. In the vanguard, there

as .in the North, was the small farmer, driveri from his eastern home by soil

exharistion. After selling his worri fields to;a nearby planter .whose .large-

scalb methods allowed greater profits, be .loaded his family and belonging

two,, and^ driving.hiydivestodc befo^ him, began the trek.

'Yestward/ He timed ,hjs :i^rival fOr .the early spring so he could igirdle
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! Aad built ' two ..square log. cabins ten^f^t
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iiimj within three or four years dealings dotted the wilderness and cotton

exports were steadily increasing*

While the community was still in a primitive stage it w'as usually visited

by a wealthy eastern planter seeking a favorable spot for settlement. That

lofty individual probably owned a large plantation and many slaves in the

East but he had decided to move, either because he was alert to the first

signs of soil exhaustion in his old fields or because he recognized the chance

for greater profits on the West’s virgin land. His investment was too great,

however, to risk any haphazard step^ hence he was interested only in areas

where pioneer farmers were testing the earth’s fertility. When he found a

likely site he either bought out several small frontiersmen or purchased

adjacent land from the government, returned east to sell his old estate,

and started to his new home with the elaborate retinue needed to move an

entire plantation: several wagons filled with household goods, herds of

livestock, a band of slaves marching together, and the planter’s family in a

horse and buggy. Travelers along the Federal Road reported a constant

stream of those migrating parties, moving westward by day and camping

by the roadside at night.

On arriving at his newly purchased estate the planter directed his slaves

into the many tasks needed to lay out a plantation} some were set to build-

ing log cabins that would serve the owner’s family until a lordly frame

house was constructed, others to clearing land and planting the first crop of

cotton. As the remaining lands were cleared during the next few years the

planter’s profits steadily mounted, for his slave labor allowed him to extend

his cultivated areas more rapidly than the small farmers around him, and

his large-scale methods brought him a larger return on his investment.

Profits were used to absorb his smaller competitors, one after the other, and

to purchase slaves needed to operate their lands. Plantation expansion went

on constantly, but most rapidly in periods of great prosperity or acute de-

pression} in good times high cotton prices favored the planter who spedal-

ized in that crop, in bad small farmers were less able to survive than their

wealthier neighbors.

That process, repeated time and time again across the face of the Gulf

Plains, explained the rapid expansion of the frontier- The plantation was a

dynamic institution, constantly crowding out adjacent small farmers. As

pioneers were displaced they moved west again, only to have planters re-

appear, buy out their lands, and send them on to new frontiers. An Alabama

politician summed up the whole process when he complained: “Our small

planters, after taking the cream off their lands, unable to restore them by

rest, manures or otherwise, are going further west and south, in search of

other virgin lands, which they may and will despoil and impoverish in like
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towns along those streams cotton was floated to Mobile in flat-bottomed

barges or on primitive steamboats, to transform that sleepy Spanish port

into a thriving American metropolis of 3,000 souls. Central Alabama gained

less by the rush, partly because its water outlets were not satisfactory and

partly because pioneers avoided the prairie lands of the Black Belt. A
sprinkling of settlers who made their way west over the Great Valley ^

Road from the Virginia and Carolina back country were clustered about

Tuscaloosa. Northern Alabama, where tempting lands of the Tennessee

Valley beckoned settlers from Tennessee and Georgia, profited more. By
1820 most of the area’s cotton country was under cultivation and a bustling

commercial life developing at Tuscumbia and Decatur where cotton bales

were stored until they could be floated over the Muscle Shoals rapids in

periods of high water. In Mississippi the principal growth was about

Natchex and along the Nashviile-Natchex Road. Seventy-five thousand

people, of whom 32,000 were slaves, lived there in 1820.

The “Great Migration” into the Gulf Plains made statehood possible

for both Mississippi and Alabama. Mississippi acted first, for its concentrated

population was able to apply greater pressure, and in 1817 entered the

Union
j
Alabama followed two years later. Both adopted constitutions

reflecting the leveling influence of the frontier. Neither required property

for voting} both granted the franchise to all male whites residing there one

year. Each made the legislature supreme over the governor—whose veto

of any act could be overridden by a simple majority vote—and vested in

that elective body power to appoint most state officials including judges.

Representation in the assemblies was apportioned on the basis of free

white population, thus giving the planter no advantage over the small

farmer in government matters. The liberalism of the constitutions served

as an additional inducement to settlers.

The migratory stream continued to flow through the 1820’s, although

in diminished volume. The few Indian cessions during the decade meant

that most immigrants would direct their footsteps to the already settled

areas of northern and southern Alabama and southwestern Mississippi,

where population increased from 200,000 to 445,000. That many new-

comers were planters was indicated by the mounting number of slaves:

from 31 to 38 per cent of the Alabama population. Many small farmers

displaced by growing plantations sought homes in two new regions opened

during the 1820’s. Those moving to Florida when that area was secured

from Spain in 1821 were destined to disappointment} sandy soil and the

Seminole War soon dashed their hopes of bountiful crops of cotton, sugar,

coffee, oranges, almonds, olives, silk, and other semitropical products.

Those entering western Tennessee were more fortunate, for rich alluvial
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1850, a land of -democratic small- farmers
list -

'

of cereal :crops and : livestock.' The Gulf Plains was . a region, where rigi^y i

drawn class lines stratified- thp soda! order, where
,
concepts^^^’^

and equality were in bad repute, 'and where, a few
.
fortunate ind

controlled the best land, most of the slaves, and a dispropoftionate of

the wealth., '
.

"

At the top of the sodal pyramid were the few grekt^qilahter^ne^etlf

^

numbering more than 46,000—who owned one or more
"
plantations-

or more slaves, and collectively three-quarters of. the we^di;bf the'^^^^

Those “cotton snobs” lived pleasure-packed lives } - they wintd-ed^in^eat' ^

white-pillared houses at Montgomery or Mobile or Natchez, sunuherea atVy
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popular watering places, read the best English literapire or;;such?;pblitea

native journals as The Southern Literary Messenger

^
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society. The majority were content to manage their states -bf 'pursue^

pleasure with an avidity that suggested boredom.
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Black Belt or Flood Plains. These estates contained a. thousand a.tres and .t?-;:
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of large-scale production with the compactness heeded to keep

from wasting too much time going to and from the fields--and wefe'operry;-,
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reason he often divided them into gangs under minor overseers, with one

doing nothing but hoeing, another plowing, and the like. In that form the

plantation system was one of the most efficient devised in the histoiy of

agriculture. Yet it depended for its success on exploitive methods, as neither

the slaves nor o%'erseers were interested in preserving the soil’s fertility.

Large scale methods allowed plantation owners to buy out less fortunate

neighbors, but doomed them to hard times once the initial fertility of their

fields declined.

Influential as the great planters were, they were far outbalanced numeri-

cally by the social group next below them, the “one-horse” planters who

operated their own estates with the help of from one to twenty bonded

servants. About 2.0 per cent of the southern whites were in this class. Most of

them lived squalid lives on the less fruitful lands, either supervising their

own Negroes or working beside the slaves in the fields. Their homes were

log cabins or unkempt frame dwellings, their pleasures few, and their cul-

tural interests confined to the bombastic outpourings of local newspaper

editors whose concern was the moral and mental delinquency of rival pub-

lishers rather than conveying news. This miserable existence was forced

Upon the small planters by their all-consuming ambition: their one object

was to multiply acres and slaves until they crossed the gulf into the planter

class. A few saw their dream come true, but far more spent their lives in

the hopeless pursuit of aa unattainable ideal.

The middle-class group did much to popularize slavery among the non-

slave-ovvners who made up the bulk of the South’s population. Small

planters might spend their days in blue jeans and boots, sweating at the

plow beside their Negro servants while their homespun-garbed wives

tended to the dairying or labored over a spinning wheel, but on Sunday or

election day they were transformed into the envied upper class in each

southern town. Clad in the distinctive broadcloth coat and high hat of the

aristocrac}'-, they voiced their opinions with an assurance becoming their

exalted station. They naturally defended slavery, for only the perpetuation

of the institution would allow them to become great planters, and their

views helped win the masses of the people to support the system.

The small and large planters together, with their families, constituted

about 23 per cent of the southern white population. The remaining 77 per
cent were non-slave-holders. Most were hard-working yeomen farmers
whose liny holdings dotted poor-soil areas not suitable to plantation agri-

culture: the mountainous country, the pine barrens, and the northern and
southern fringes of the cotton belt. There they lived in ramshackle log
cabins, dressed in dejected woolen hats, tow shirts, and blue jean breeches
held up by a single “gaUus,” and spent their days in the backbreaking task
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of trying to scratch a living from a stubborn soil. Their appearance was

deceiving, for most were earnest, hard-working men. Pleasure and culture

were equally unknown in their squalid lives, but only because they chose

to work endlessly toward the day when they could buy a slave and begin

the slow climb upward toward a position in the great planter class. Al-

though they were the principal victims of the slave system, they were among
the institution’s most violent defenders, believing its perpetuation would

make their dreams of a planter’s life come true.

Far below the yeoman farmers in the South’s social scale were the poor

whites who, as “crackers,” “hillbillies,” or “sandhillers,” were scattered in

small communities through the poorest southern lands: the Georgia pine

barrens, the sandy-woods section of southern Mississippi, the piney forests

of Alabama, and the worn-out soils abandoned by cotton planters. Most of

them made a pretence of planting a crop but lethargy overcame them once

the seed was in the ground. They depended for food less on their weed-

choked fields than on omnipresent hogs who cared for themselves and on

game they brought down with their long rifles. Unkempt, illiterate, shift-

less, and lazy, these miserable by-products of the plantation system were

condemned to their squalid existence by more fortunate neighbors who

pushed them onto unproductive lands, then kept there by the ravages of

the parasitical hook worm which left them lethargic and listless. Yet they

too defended slavery, largely because they subconsciously realized that this

artificial barrier alone kept them from the very bottom of the social scale.

That place was reserved for the slaves, who in 1850 numbered 1,841,000

for the lower South as a whole, as compared to 2,137,000 whites. Most

were taken to the Gulf Plains by their masters, although a slave trade be-

tween the older seaboard states, where an excess supply existed, and the

newer states of the Southwest developed as early as the 1820’s. The major-

ity worked as field hands on cotton plantations where they were fairly well

treated, for owners soon found that workers declined in efficiency when dis-

contented. Yet this modicum of security hardly compensated for the low

living standard, lack of educational opportunity, and complete absence of

individual freedom that slavery forced upon them.

The southern social structure, built upon a mudsill of bonded labor,

was fully developed by 1850. Differing radically from that of the North-

west in basic crops, agricultural methods, form of labor, and social philoso-

phy, the unique society reared in the South helped create the sectional

conflicts which plagued the nation through the first half of the nineteenth

century and eventually foimd expression in civil war.



CH AP T ER X VI

The Economics of Sectiondism

1815-1837

The settlement of the trans-Appalachian frontier brought the United

States face to face with a terrifying problem: how could an industrialized

Northeast, a cotton-growing South, and a small-farming West live side by

side in peace? In each of these sections the people were wedded to a dis-

tinctive type of economic enterprise and demanded national legislation

beneficial to them, regardless of its effects on their countrymen. They soon

realized that no one section could triumph in a three-cornered battle for

federal favor
j
rather two must unite to bludgeon Congress into passing

favorable laws. That realization launched the nation upon a generation of

controversy as Northeast and South, recognizing the complete incompati-

bility of their own systems, struggled to win the support of the West. False

promises, legislative favors, emotionalism, vote-swapping—those were the

weapons employed by both sides in their frantic wooing of the West—^yet

fin^ victory was determined by forces over which neither antagonist had

any control. Roads and canals and railroads, built by humble men whose

concern.’ was profits father than political dominance, eventually settled the

battle of the sections by welding Northeast and West so firmly together

that no amount of legislative manipulation could separate them.

: The object of those builders, whether they lived in the Northeast or

the South, w^ to tap the surplus-producing areas developing in the tfans-

Appalachian country as the self-sufficient economy of the frontier gave way
tojcfbp. specialization during the , 1820’s. The cotton belt, stretching across

.the.sQulf; states , from Georgia to Eouisiana, was one potential exporting

;9Pvetously by eastern ’ commercial interests. North hf/thiSj

Tennessee, and.^southern . Ohio, Indiana, and;.Illinoisj lay S

.where : tobacco
;
and corn wied • for, supremacy. :;By. 1 84.0'. only !,Virginia

^'>''
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suq>assed Kentucky and Tennessee in tobacco production, while Tennessee
was also the leading corn-growing state of the Union with Kentucky close

behind. Together those two commonwealths were responsible for one-

quarter of the nation’s com, and enough more was grown in the valleys of

the Scioto, Miami, and Wabash rivers to bring the section’s production to

56 per cent of the national total.

Much of the crop was fed to livestock. Some went to the pigS that roamed
everywhere until, fattened by a winter’s feeding in a field of standing corn,

they were sold to wandering drovers for the trip to market. During the

1820’s herds of several thousand gmnting porkers were driven southward

through Saluda or Cumberland gaps to the cotton plantations, but the dif-

ficulty of driving unruly hogs such distances encouraged the development

of local slaughtering centers in the West. Cincinnati, favorably situated at

a spot where drovers’ trails and water transportation met, won acclaim

as the “Porkopolis of the West” by 1 840 when it boasted sixty-two slaughter-

ing houses. Cattle raisers were also attracted to the Ohio Valley by the

abundance of corn for fattening purposes. Herds of rang)' steers from the

prairies of Indiana and Illinois were driven eastward to the Scioto Valley,

gorged on unhusked ears of corn for a year and a half, then started on their

journey again in time to reach New York or Philadelphia between April 15

and August i. Travelers who complained of slow-moving herds that

blocked the Pennsylvania roads were justified
5
by 1825 15,000 cattle from

the Scioto country reached the East each year and the number continued

to increase until 1840,

North of the zone where corn and livestock ruled was the wheat belt,

stretching across northern Ohio and Indiana, southern Michigan, and the

Rock River country of Illinois to the limits of settlement in southeastern

Wisconsin. Everywhere within this domain, where winter frosts loosened

the soil and summer sun assured bountiful harvests, wheat was the staple

crop, but much of the production was centered in Ohio. By 1 840 that state,

with a yield of i7,ooo,(X)0 bushels, wrested from New York and Pennsyl-

vania the position as the nition’s leading wheat producer, while the remain-

ing states of the Northwest accounted for almost one-third of the national

supply. Most of the grain was ground into flour at local mills to escape

the heavy export costs.

The presence of the surpluses produced in the trans-Appalachian zones

presented a problem to the West and a challenge to the Northeast and

South. From the western point of view there were only two possible solu-

tions: the surpluses must be consumed at home or shipped to distant markete

in non-food-producing areas. For a time during the 1820’s, when agricu-

tural specialization was just beginning, westerners flirted with the possibility



‘ y 'v;-
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53i',

'

i bf/deyelopihg va -locaJ^outlet ;b^/iosbrihg;;indus^

? ideai'wfe attracpve} hdmeimdustrie's^^^

of western Mms but removethe double transport^

- men: paid when /tbby shipped!grain , east and manu^ured/gobc^ -lyest

ihducemehts';Offered;ihdusmalists to lurb them^ to the .G)hid!,yalley; bfbpght

few results. Whiles fiew ^ms engaged in processing agricmtufal gooc^ took ::

root at Pittsburgh, Cincirihati, and the Miami River Valley^ the bvilk of t^

industries attracted by.' the re^bn’s promoters soon languishldi Byithb mi^^

r 820’s evbn: the most optimistic westerner admitted that ;manufactiiring

could never keep pace with farming in a section where land rather than

jobs ,was.the principal.loadstone attracting immigrants. •
'

:
' V ,

Nor did the.secorid soiution to the West’s marketing problem^^evelpp;.

ing markets in other, parts of the nation—offer greater possibilities,; ^:

neither of the two outlets available in the 1820’s could be used profitably.;

Export southward on the Mississippi River highway Was unsatisfactory,

;

partly because of heavy losses inevitable on the slow-rnpving bargeS; uni-

versally used, and partly because low water during much df the year forced

the West to dump its accumulated surpluses on the NeW Orleans in^ket

during the spring and fall floods, with a depressing. effect on prices. Mofe-.:

over, grain spoiled rapidly in the humid heat of the lower {Mississippi: ;Nor ,

was the eastern outlet more satisfactory, for the towering peaks.of the

palachian. mountain barrier were crossed only, by' a few/foads^vwhefe,^^^^

freighters charged exorbitant rates. To send a- hundred; pounds pf goods

from Ohio to; Philadelphia cost $io and took a .rnonthy diarges .that;ex-v

eluded all produce- but whiskey,’ hemp, and a few .other expiensiye {items. •

Westerriers belieyed inadequate transportatioh hot only doomed their section

to continued poverty but threatened the.stnicture: of society, insuffirient mari .

kets, they insisted, bred indolence ‘and.lazihess by; stifling incentive tbpro-

duce:-.-:;.:

' The .West’spr^obleni spelled opppritimiiT .for sections;,No
seen;was heeded to convince; hortheastern

.o sputhern , cpmrhercial leaders

that-.a fprtuhe waited. the : lud^.; indiyiduals Who deyised sprhe,- Way of' tap-

pipg .:^e:;tradlng\ areas ..beyond; the ;.mpuntaihs. Nor/ .Was: a. political.; sage

required to demonstrate diat:more' than;ri(^es.w

sectionWinning the trade pf the WeSywould Wiri' that region’s allegiance

^olh
5^s:d^brtheast5ahd';.Sduth!sq^^ condicftHatdwduld:!

!,dd^jp.3^^d;:the natibh’s legislature,;bbth -dimly .real-

,

ij.od tbat d one establishihg ecbhdmk'peS'.with thfe’WesP^^^
triurhpfhaht.

'
'

V.. of l^fboologlcatadvance 'gaye-theSputh ah :ihitial advahtage

iT:fbd.sfruggIe:for{Wbstern;trade.;Tbe-;deyelbpmeht;df-,the.'Steambdatd^
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e^rly years ofThe , nineteendi centii^ concerted .the:M
giant artery binding the;ty^o secti6ris:tx%ether/^6(cpe(^hest 6fihe%^t^ifc
waterways, began in 1 8 1 1 when an

;
^ternVsyndicate daunfched ;if'^;7i 't^nS

^

steamship, the New Or/<?tf«j/at-Kttsburgh, then sent it bra.yely p tbKfwiv
Orleans with instructions to demonstrate its ability to stem the'swift curren^^

at each town. Four years later, when another vesself; the:
,shat-

tered the arguments of scoffers by ascending the riyeh: from ’New prlean^

to Louisville in twenty-five days, the rush to capitalize' bn;the new invenfioh l f

was on. By 1819, thirty-one boats plied the Mississippi and, Ohio watefway^^^^

by 1825 the number was 75 and by 1840 187. All were operatedhy individ-'^^^^^^^^^

ual owners or small syndicates. An attempt by an eastern Cpfpoiytioh to^-- :

monopolize western commerce collapsed before hostile -frontiefipfessurej :;

while combinations were so abhorred that the first ;;onerr-^the' Ohio a^^

Mississippi Mail Line to carry freight between Louisville arid New Ofleans'Tf:

—dissolved in 1833 after a year of combating freedom-loving westerri opin-'- r^"^

ion. The highly competitive system of individual ownership forcedfreight

rates down until the hundred pounds of produce that costV^y 'fori

New Orleans-Louisville trip in keelboat days was carried fbr
. $2 in; ! 820,

and for 25 cents in 1840.
'

The lowered rates were made possible by technical? contributions of

western engineers. Two problems
,
faced them when the? first curiibef^priieri^^^^^^

eastern boats invaded the Mississippi River system: they?must build.ridels ?

with enough power to stem swift-flowing currents, and with iight;ehough^^^:,?^^

draft to navigate the shallow streams of the West. The first 'was?solyed by

developing the high-pressure engine, which was fight yet so ippweffiil'thati?? ;''.;

its coughing exhaust could be heard for miles and its rhythrriic;strbkes:sCri;,‘>,^^^^

the whole ship trembling. The second was more difficidty'but :pyer the^^

course of years designers gradually lengthened their, vesselsj ^i^Weri^d^
draft, and added two or three upper decks to offset the .loss pi^ rafgds

below the waterline. The giant IVfississippi steamboats ,that?eyolyed by :i 840 ,^;:

:

were ridiculed by humorists as “engines on a raft with:;$,i?l,009\woVt^^^^^^^^

jig-saw' .work,” yet they were thorpughly .practicalriThree decks, high,; 250,

feet .long, with pilothouse perched fifty feet in the air anci the whplesuper^^^^

structure splenciid with .-rococo ornaments,'- they',carried two Toris of 'freight
^

for every ton of boat while drawing from two to four feet of ,watei-. Soirie^^,^. ^

. captains even boasted;their ships could navigate:on a heayy

, .;
. These improvements '.allowed steamboats , to h^cfend

?
their -dadmg.-p^^

^untii they conquered all but the shallowest of ;the Mississippi’s

.? Louisviile yielded its place as headof navigatidri?ori.the Ohip iri:i 82^ireF:,-?,^

:??Td vessel :idn;the rapids There anci?re^ed Pitdburghy^tf;yeared^

pfied the; upper reaches .pf ;diat :sdeapri"?%
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; I^yer; .Thelconqu^ftol

i^6t:;uhtil.’r^ ruHmng;.tK6se d

.arid:inaugurating; ser-yice dn
;
the>up

year; dieireaftyr'a^yentiiroUsiriVer /captiin? pushed;,

the shalipw^stream^ drained theiMississippryalleyyindianapplison:^

, White ^ h Lafayette on^the ^abasK in i 832, %.pth

d^hdjbiri the St^Jbseph in • 1 834 Peoiia'on the Illinois ihjr83C)^ 3
'i ’By bhat .tim^^^ on a creek large enough to wadb in drea^^^

pF;Sec6ming ayrlyer.port” and vied in offering lavish ;;;reiw^rds tp:^^^ first

stearnsHips beaching its wharves. Typical was Delphi^ .onib

Wabashj:which.finally persuaded the captain of a light-draftwessellb mak^^^

the atfernpt (during spring, high water in June/ 1834, Whenbfib^

agtound a few miles below the village the whole citizenry futhed/b^

drafted twenlty yoke of oxen into use, and literally dragged the tinyateam-

boat through mud to its destination.^ Even though the., bbab'sank ,pn ;its

feturnfrip, Delphi boasted froni then on of its direct waterybmmUnicatibri;

with; New Orleans. More practical men formed: interstate,;' a'ssbd^^^^

dredge out streams, remove snags, and construct canals around bpstacles.tb

navigation 5, the most successful was the Louisville and-

^

Company which. in .1825 completed locks around the Fallbbf ’the' O
'-Louisville,

These herculean efforts seemed worth While whbm dierrew^^

npmic independence for.the West. No longer would hard-earned dbllafs’ib^

dmined .eastward by exorbitant freight rates andhigh-priced :eakern.;gbods},

now the'Ohio yalley could- sell in the'South' and Import;needed -m

factured items froiti New Orleans; Yet by.the i83b’s the dreamspf.thatproS^^

perous millennium were fading as westerriers ;realized;.thebteamboat only

intensified theirdependence on the?East.:The more; the West sold, t^^^

the section- must buy £roih ;'beyond 'the ’Appalachians,^
;
gpods,

did not reach vthe Ofiib Valley by: steambb'at/' ak-the .ToUridabbu^

yia;:l^ew 'Orleans ‘proved too.expenkye.fbr-allbut.fhe b^^

^^^Vhued to doss the'.mountd.nbjheostly.' w^gbi^ traihs/;Eyeh!;'worse Wab
j-^/fP^.^^^tion thd i^b stearabbabdid notbplve, ail;the;bectibn’slmarketihg.:

Despite the> efforts 'pf^ihventbrsj -the bulk of nai'vi^tibni .on'

Vi^^l^^^ee-'W^s.;;Stili-;bonfined- tb^jthe ;high-water 'periods:

^Pi'PS ' fibpds,;'That -rneam

yiric^^;and-hM^spbilage;;fpiygram:ddbing;^

^ifg'^Pf^lwhehbhipph^^^s’^iek^yFhd

Mfu^y jbfdputHendd'bbydeyeibp; ihdustndd^stihedvthe;niwil^
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failure as a solution for the West’s.economic probleni; ^ '; v ix;

This was the East’s opportunity. If the mountain barrier bulibe piercd^^

western trade would swing to the Atlantic states, giyihg
.e^terners :cll^p

food and westerners inexpensive manufactured goods. Butfhow could the
'

Appalachians be crossed? Roads were not the answer^ the total traffic on
'

the Old National Road and the Pennsylvania turnpikb system In;

amounted to only 40,000 tons against i,500,ooo bushels bf wheat and! cd^^^

shipped southward that year. Some other transportation ;:systdift mUst he^
^

devised, and fortunate indeed would be the eastern city op state that

pened upon the solution. That was the incentive which plunged the seabohrd::
’

commercial cities—New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Gharles- !

ton, and Savannah—into a quarter-century of competition and e^qiefimen-

tation that ended with the mountains conquered and Northeast and West /

bound firmly together.

New York gained the first advantage. Stretching westward behind the

:

city was the broad Mohawk Valley, a natural pass through, the mountains 7

that rose no more than 578 feet above sea level. Why not. utilize that i

splendid highway for a canal tying Lake Erie and the Atlantic togetherr.^ ;/

New York flirted with the intriguing plan for a decade^, whfl

pressure mounted and petitions showered upon the legislature, beforeHhe .-:^^,/

decision was reached in April, 1817. The law passed then authorized the i

use of state funds for two canals, one from Lake Erie to the Hudson River,;'

the other from the Hudson to Lake Champlain. W^ork be^n at once and /

progressed rapidly, despite inexperienced engineers and- ^sickness! which

p

ravaged the workers as they dug their way through germ-infested sWamps.;? ; !

By 1823 the canal was completed from the Hudson to the Genesee HversG; ;;

The most difficult stretches lay aheadj a stone aqueduct eight hundred’ feet

long must be built across the Genesee River and five large; locks, constructed

at Lockport to surmount the steep Niagara escarpment. OneTy one the' :/

;

obstacles were overcome until, in October, 1825, the whole 363-hiile length , ,

of the canal was thrown open to traffic with elaborate eereniohies.'^^^V'^
The Erie Canal cost New York State $7,000,066 but

.

seldom. &
American commonwealth made a sounder investnient. ;

Within, nine yearsG
toll collections amounted to $8,500,000—enough to pay ; for all; cdns^c-^^^^^^,/

tion and interest charges—but more important 'was the ,
stimulus :giyenthn^y,

state’s economic development. By, lowering freight rates between Bii^ln/
.

^

and New York from ioo ..to 15 dollars, a ton^ and,;the time from

to ,, eight days, ' the Erie attracted- a volume of western: trade /'which

- vigorated commercial activity albng^ its entire length. Eanhs bprdering^^^

route, doubled and quadrupled : in value, underdeyeHped areas on .either /;/

side blossomed as feeder canals were! built -during 'the next yeiars/.and NeV/

;
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York City spurted into a period ot unparalleled growth that established

its supremacy over its traditional commercial competitors—Boston, Phila-

delphia, and Baltimore. Overnight the city was converted into the nation’s

leading metropolis as its less fortunate rivals watched with ill-concealed

envy.

Their jealousy played an important role in strengthening the commer-

rial ties between Northeast and West. No sooner was the Erie Canal com-

pleted than Boston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore began clamoring for

canals which would allow them to share the western trade. Boston acted

first in February, 1825, when pressure from its representatives forced the

Massachusetts legislature to order surveys of possible routes across the

state. When those were completed'a year later they discouraged all but
the most optimistic

5
four hundred locks were needed between Boston and

the Connecticut River, while the Berkshires could be crossed by either a
long tunnel through Hoosac Mountain or a devious route across Vermont
'where 220 locks were required within eighteen miles. Although an en-
thusiastic legislative committee estimated the system could be built for

$6,000,000 and urged immediate action, wiser counsel prevailed.

Boston’s merchants, although disappointed, were not ready to give up
hope of tapping western trade. Their pressure forced the Massachusetts
legislature to back an eqmlly impossible scheme: a railroad across the
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Berkshires to lALlbany...The for/tK&:;firstjp£ '^ei^
signed to span the state, the Boston and Worcester R
1 830 to Boston capitalists willing to risk' their fortunes bn wKatappei-e^^^^^^^

be a fentastic venture. All went.,well^ however, anci, five:years l^ter th6ifi^^^

steam cars entered Worcester. In, the meantinie ia 'secohd. cbmpktiy^^^^^^^

Western Railroad Corporation,.was formed in. 1833 tb; undertake the inore

difficult task of extending the line across the mbuntainsTb; Albany^

came in slowly—even the promoters believed no profits ,cbhldv^
made by such an expensive road and appealed fordunds oidy;bm^^

grounds—but in 1835 work began. Seven years lateh the road ;

pieted, bringing Boston into direct rail communication .with

River. Conditions were still not satisfactory, for changes of gauge feqmfed: '-

transshipments at West Stockbridge and Worcester, but Bostbn had its ton- :

nection with the West. .r. o; ;

Philadelphia’s task was somewhat easier. Preliminary surveys ihdicated^/

a canal might follow the Juniata River to its source, where, phly'h hd^

mountain ridge barred the way to the roaring .Conemaugh ;^yer which

emptied into the Allegheny. After debating whether to simmount
,the

rier by inclined planes or tunnel, the Pennsylvania legislature derided

the former and in February, 1826, authorized work to heginy Thie^;g^^^^

project, which took eight years to build, illustrated the Jeverish'desire of

eastern cities to tap the trade of the Ohio Valley.j seldom in'ithe^.orid’s ^

history had a more expensive and cumbersome transportation, sykeni beeh;;

built. Cargoes destined for the West over the completed net\york.left;PKlla^^

delphia on horse-drawn cars of the Philadelphia and Columbia^Raiirpad, pr^

by barge over the privately built Union Canal. Those fpllbwing the former.-

course were stopped two miles from the city to be pulled upfartrincK^

plane 2,805 feet long, then continued on by rail to the Su^uehann'a^
at Columbia where they were transshipped to canal ;hpats. : Follbwing:t^^^^

principal canal of the system through 108 locks- they .eventually
,

yeabh^

Hollidaysburg where the Allegheny Portage Railways be^n. .;ThPfe t|ie:.: ^
goods were loaded on cars and hauled ten miles up ;a^senes pf

planes by stationary engines placed at the top, then coasted
‘

town where canal boats waited them;, for the. last ; io4.-ihile ;S^^

journey into Pittsburgh, The unwieldy Pennsylvania Portage jandj^
System was 320 milesTorig and cost '$ io,o6q,060, ypt -hardly ;ayP^

vanian doubted theywsdom. -of investing so much if a sh^hnf .die^wester^^

. trade-was secured;;; .''-y / r..' -I

, Bhitimpre’s problem- was still more difficult,;^!

;
OhipT^ -must ;siirmPuht:' a nipunfairtpus^eleK^pnhf

: daunted by that formidable, obstacle, the city’s merchants held a series 0
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/^thiKiastic: in' 1827 organized a pm^te dompany, the,

; Chesapeake and 'Ohib Cah^ undertake the task with goverh-

meiit support;' Sb<^^ of the Potomac Valley for western

"^yefthat financing the project offered no problem; Baltimore pledged

:v$i;5bp,ooo, the city ofiWashington a similar amount, and Congress agreed

tbspurchase' $1,000,006 worth of the company’s stock. Yet frorri the first

thin^ went' badly. Lawsuits oyer the right of way plagued the company,

;cqhstruction in the narrow Potomac River gorge proved difficult, financial

support dwindled as backers failed to live up to their pledges. When the

Panic of 1837 halted work temporarily the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal

reached only a hundred miles westward, and although construction was

tarried oh halfheartedly until 1850 the waterway never passed beyond

Curtiberland at the base of the mountains. The ill-fated venture cost its

supporters $11,000,000 and was important only in showing the absurd

lengths to which eastern cities would go in their quest for the West’s trade.

{ Even more fantastic was a second project stemming from Baltimore’s

desire to tap the Ohio Valley markets. While plans for the canal were

stillrin the discussion stage rumors reached America of a newfangled Eng-

lish contraption called a locomotive which ran on rails at breathtaking

speeds of fifteen miles an hour. A few enterprising Baltimore business men
were interested enough to investigate, raise money, and petition the Mary-

l^d legislature for the right to build a railroad westward to the Ohio

country^ Their charterj granted on February 28, 1827, to the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad, launched the first successful American experiment with this

new means of locomotion. Work began on July 4, 1828, and though none

of the engineers had ever seen a railroad, let alOne built one, construction

proceeded rapidly. By 1831, when the tracks were at Frederick, profits

from local traffic were so great that three locomotives were purchased to

replace the horse-drawn cars used at first. Litigation with the canal com-

{pahy ahd^the effects of the Panic of 1837 slowed the line’s advance during

the me^Vy^^ reached in 1842. During the next

{decadd the Baltimore and Ohio crossed the Appalachians to become a major
r lirik in the, East-West trahsportadoh network.

ti, cities to reach the interior spurred the

action, although there the initial

pfijecdyes were 'so merchants of Richmond, Charles-;

Savannah had of tapping Mississippi Valley markets;

whM
,
jhey . fifsty turned ;tp^^ projects; they arnply

:
Vahtedytp

;
,.e^ to . offset the econOrriic; stagnation •:

J??diing\oyef-t^ the; center of cotton production moved westv;

railroads fa^er ydv{
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farther into the interior, as freighting bver highways was too ei^ensive a^
canals were ruled out by the steep Blue Bidge^ Their; ambition launch^ v

the South on its first railway-building projects and prepared thAway for

later intersectional lines. ^ \

Charleston, its commercial supremacy threatened by ste^mboatA whic]^

drained the trade of Its own hack country southward to Sayanhahj took

lead in promoting ra:ilroads.. In 1833 its merchants com!pleted the,Ch^y^^

ton and Hamburg Railroad to the central Savannah Valley wfiefAg^

Principal Southern Railroads in 1840 v
;

bound down the river could be diverted eastward. A yearlater they financed ;;

the Georgia Railroad, designed to build two lines wi^tward tbwardAthens^^

and Atlanta. The tracks of this road extended as far as Athens and Madison ^

before hard times halted construction in 1841. In the meantiine

ton’s activity stirred its commercial rivals into, action. :
I^chmondj whyh ,;

was already connerted with Lynchburg by canalj brpdght pressure on .the,^^^^

Virginia legislature in 1 83 1 to charter the Lynchburg and New River RaiV '

road in the vague hope of reaching the Ohio Valley. Sayatihah, alarmed by v

the threat of the .Charleston and Hamburg Railroad to its trade, in, 1833:^^^^

prodded Georgia’s.lawmakersjnto organizing the .Central ofGeorgia 1^1: ::

road to build across the state tovvard Macon. The city’s busine

backed the Monroe Railroad, formed at the same; dnie to .com



:'
'; ,With iAtJantav 'progressed sloMp during next years}; -

Lthp/^^tral pfj^brgia did: n^^^^ terniirms untii;^i 843 v<\;;;'

^

. .jlipserpads, fanhirig put intO'the iriterior.from.tbe seaboard} would Have

beeri pniy locally important- iiacl -they not attracted the atteritipn-,of business

.
leaders in two ambitious.:,,western cities—Cincinnati arid IViemphis. .Why

' not/. they reasqriedj build lines to meet the advancing .eastern railroads?

,

Such connections would give them.something always coveted by; the West:

a, choice of markets. If they established rail outlets through Charleston or

Savannah they could sell either there, at New Orleans, or in the E^t over

the, New York and Pennsylvania canals, wherever, the price was; highest.

No Ipriger would they be at the mercy of shrewd buyers at the mouth of

the Mississippi.-
. .; ;

•

‘

The first of these projects was touched off by a giant mass , meeting at

; Cincinnati during the summer of 1835. Bombastic resolutions ur^ng rail-

. road connections with Charleston .were passed and a committee,under Wil-

iiarii Henry Harrison named to secure the co-operation of states along the

way. That proved easy. South Carolina was already eager, eastern Tennes-

see favored railroads to end its economic isolation, and Kentucky succumbed

when the promoters promised a branch line to Loxiisville, One by one

their legislatures during the winter of 1 835-36 issued charters to the Imuis-

ville, Cindrinati and Charleston Railroad, until by spring the. or^hizers

could turn to. raising funds. That too was easy at; first}'; especially; id ,

A

South where the sectional implications of the project'were apparent. Robert

Y. Hayne, South Carolina’s brilliant statesman, sunimed up the Southern

case when he. told a meeting of Charleston business men' that, a railroad

connection with- the Northwest would not only open more -lands for cotton...

growing by guaranteeing a plentiful food .supply, but encourage westerners

to found textile iriills.' These, he said} would join the' two sections iri-per-

petual economic union, assuring the Continuance .'of slavery despite the

hostility of the Northeast. Both prosperity and sectional peaccj Hayrie. be-:

. lieyed, binged' on.the.road’s; success;:'^ v;;T? . vv ^

. ;
:-^tb6ugh the,South united on sUdi broad issues} the route of the prpposed ;

, railroad, .caused riiore ilifficulty. SouA . C^rbliria.’s;;represenm^^^ the

,;fodp^riy insisted the line; should run thf to Knoy^e^itlieri ':

;b^|j?p;^fidber,Iand Gap to eriteri Kentucky } .

Georgia’s -delegates were just !

?ktensipn: Qf their state’s railroad rietWork frbrii r

.'
;Wfien ..the: Toad’ri;^

.to: cbritinue, support} .w
, 4l®Srbptled;; memiCre ;

&bm\'eastern' Tenriessee; they'withclreW;

/c tbe Cqmpany; arid laid;plari'sjto"::!)^ along ..tbeir faydred;
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Railroad from KnoxviUe to the kate iirie^ arid the W
Railroad frorn Atlanta to the Terinrissee border. This schism^
astrous to both the- Georgia interests "and": the Tbmsyilkj j QricirinSi- ^d^^
Charleston Railroad, for the none too plerifaful ^rids: rai^dd 'by'p^

subscription and state aid were divided betweeri the riyal projects' JUht^^^^^

lines struggled along until 1839 when hard times and lari^ishir^irite^/^

stopped construction. Thus ended the South’s most ambitioris schbriiri^
itself to the West economically. >

: ; ; :-S

Nor did the plans of a second western dty; to connect with^t^^^^

eastern seaboard prove more fruitful. Memphis sharrid with?its

on the banks of the Mississippi a growing alarm as.New Oriearis- doubled:' j

its population decade after decade while they lagged fehihd.iA
to Charleston or Savannah would divert some river traffic eastward thfougK^^^

Memphis, as well as expand the back country tributary to that portl" In the^' i

Southeast Charleston was just as interested. Its merchants envisaged hand

some profits from handling the foodstuffs and cotton that wbuld flow cast- -

ward over such a line, while its politicians realized the sectional importance

of a direct connection with the West. John C. Calhduri: was particularly

concerned, partly because his rival in South Carolina pohticsj ;Robeit’^'W^^

Hayne, would enjoy a great advantage should the Ciricinriati-Charleri:on;;
J

road materialize, partly because he foresaw the day when slayery .w^

split the Union in twain. A railroad to Memphis woulci proriiote southern

nationalism by tying Southwest and Southeast together.- : ;!

Agitation for the line began in Memphis in 1833 When a iocal bu^^^

leader, Edmund Pendleton Gaines, stirred up sentinierit with;rria^ ,in|et^

ings, newspaper articles, and speeches. His efforts aroused suCh inter^t that^ ;^

within a year surveys were completed for three possible routes, terminating ^
in the East at Baltimore, Charleston, and Savannah. Gaines arid liis JsU^

porters agreed the Charleston terminus was best, partly because South
: y

Carolina promised greater financial support, partly because such Aroad c6uld
: g

Incorporate a small line around Muscle Shoals-—the Tuscumbia arid

tur Railroad. Practical as their plans seemed^ the pronipterri were doom

to failure. They first tried to form One coriipany to buffd alcirig the entire

route. When support was not forthcorriing they settleci On iseverm smaller

lines designed to connect key cities between Memphis arid Atlarita.^

failure of South Carolina, already deeply involved in Ahe Cincinriati vm^^^^^^

ture, to pay more lAan lip service to the cpnipanies, and economicT

^ following the Prinic of 1837, ended aU hope for succpS.;Wheri WOTk i^
. in T 839 -Only eight miles of track on; - one "Of tho- conriecdrig-^rc

riMeriiphismnd5EaGiringe.Railrpad/;Werelri-operationi;-^::.y:,':^

; IU :fated:;as dhe iyiernphiri projects Avere,,'theW
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Valley city to dreaming of eastern rail connections. Merchants of Vicks-

burg, anxious to extend their trading sphere and challenge the supremacy

of New Orleans, began in the mid-i 830’s planning a through road from

their city to IMacon where it would meet the advancing tracks of the Central

of Georgia Railroad. No great statesmen such as Hayne or Calhoun were

ready to back their scheme, nor did their ranks include a promoter of Ed

mund Pendleton Gaines’ stature. Hence no attempt was made to give unity

to the plan. Instead the few short lines—later welded into the road connect-

ing Vicksburg with Savannah—were projected by local groups who failed

to realize their sectional importance. One, the Vicksburg and Jackson Rail-

road, was completed across central Mississippi by 18405 another, the Mont-

gomerj' Railroad between Montgomery, Alabama, and West Point,

Georgia, succumbed to hard times in the late 1 830’s after only a few miles

of track were laid.

Ineffectual as were the efforts of river cities to secure eastern connections,

they alarmed business men of New Orleans and Mobile, who knew a rail-

road between the Mississippi and the seaboard would divert traffic east-

ward. Their solution was to augment their own river routes with railroads.

Mobile talked much of the lines it must build—to Jackson in Mississippi,

to the Tennessee Valley, to the new town of Chattanooga—but financial

support was lacking, and when hard times ended construction in 1840 only

two railroads were under construction, the Selma and Tennessee Railroad

and the Wetumpka and Coosa Railroad. New Orleans fared slightly better

in its plan for a railroad to Nashville as a bid for the trade of the Cumber-

land and Tennessee valleys. Mass meetings in both cities led to the charter-

ing of the New Orleans and Nashville Railroad early in 1 837 but before

construction more than began the Panic of 1837 ended financial support.

Twenty-three miles of rickety track in Louisiana were the sole monument
to the promoters’ dreams.

A decade of grandiose planning brought the South few tangible benefits.

Its hopes for a connection with the Ohio Valley vanished when local jeal-

ousies doomed the Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Railroad
5

its

dreams of uniting the Mississippi Valley with the seaboard were dissipated

by indifference, poverty, and regional conflicts. When hard times ended
railroad building the section was neither a compact economic unit nor united
commercially with the West. Yet the few roads completed served as a
framework for the southern rail system that emerged with the financial

recovery of the 1840’s and 1850’s.

. Like most southerners, westerners during the period of road and canal
building preceding the Panic of 1837 thought of internal improvements
in local rather than national terms. Canals, in their eyes, were needed to
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carry bulky crops to nearby river ports. Every list of commodity prices in

the local papers argued for waterways} corn which sold for 20 cents a

bushel in Indianapolis or Columbus brought 50 cents along the Ohio River.

The differential of 30 cents a bushel allowed farmers to compute astronom-

ical figures on the savings canals would effect} on every acre producing 60

bushels of corn canals would save the owner $18 yearly, on every 160 acre

farm the increased profit would be $2,840, on every township $408,960.

Lead-pencil engineers only needed enough ciphering paper to prove that

internal improvements would pay for themselves a thousand times over

simply by local savings. Moreover canals between the Great Lakes and the

Mississippi River system would give westerners a choice of markets, allow-

ing them to choose between eastern and southern buyers. Little wonder

that pressure for internal improvements, to be built at state expense, reached

a higher point in the West than in any other section.

Ohio, located near the terminus of the Erie Canal, caught the fever first.

Popular enthusiasm forced the legislature to order surveys of possible routes

in 1822, and when those proved favorable a monumental act passed in

February, 1825, committed the state to a giant building program. Two

canals were authorized} one, the Ohio Canal, would use the Scioto, Mus-

kingum, and Cuyahoga river valleys to cross the state from Portsmouth

to Cleveland, the other, the Miami and Erie Canal, would follow the

Miami River between Cincinnati and Toledo. Work was begun, with the

usual orations and ceremonies, on July 4 of that year. Despite labor scarci-

ties, the ravages of malaria, and periodic shortages of cash, 2,000 workers

dug away steadily during the next years, living in crude shantytowns and

braving long hours in unhealthy swamps for the magnificent pay of $15 ^

month. The Ohio Canal was opened in 1 833 }
a year later the last lock was

completed on the portion of the Miami and Erie Canal connecting Cincin-

nati with Dayton. The state’s reluctance to continue the Miarrti and Eric

northward into the thinly settled areas of northwestern Ohio vanished in

1828 when the federal government voted a sizeable land grant for the

purpose, although a boundary dispute with Michigan delayed completion of

the canal until 1 845. By that time small feeder canals connected much of

the back country with the two main waterways, while two privately built

waterways, the Pennsylvania and Ohio and the Sandy and Beaver, united

the Ohio Canal with the Pennsylvania internal improvement system.

Ohio’s canals gave farmers market outlets but the cost was heavy. The

sound financial system set up by the legislature authorized the commis-

sioners entrusted with building the canals to raise needed money by selling

state-backed stock certificates paying 6 per cent interest. A sinking fund

to retire the indebtedness by 1850 was also provided. Unfortunately the
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'$4j4l3ijoqb;raised)ir^ :$2pop;pob'

^

of federal land
:

grintS'firbVed insufficieh^ commissidneira, to •

/let the ;f)edple;kriowvHd:w'iespeb the canals were, lesbirted to ,
borrowing

ffoihl'&e sinking yf^^^ to pay, /building costs. The stete;:might ,.have

i^’Mtihercd
.
even that .threat ; to - its ecohoniy if popular enthusiasm for in-

ternal improvemeiits hM not;plagued the legislature into a :last disastrous'

step. '

" That was taken in 1 837* The possibility of railroads was dawning, on the

western horizon as work progressed on the first two privately built lines in

Ohio, the Mad River and Lake Erie Railroad from Sandusl^tto Spring-

.fieldyahd.the Little Miami Railroad from Springfield to Cindnnati.,Caught

up in enthuriasm. for this new means of transportation, Ohio in 1.837 offered

to buy one-third of any railroad company's stock as soon as the other twpy

thirds .was subscribed. The fraudulent possibility of the -Plhnder Law”

bccurred,,to a number, of unscrupulous promoters} they could forrnn com-

pany, sign .their names as .“subscribers” to two-thirds of the stock, and /

receive a handsome.gift from the.state! Railroad corporations mushroomed

in' the next ifew years} by 1840 when a sadder and wiser; legislature re-
,

pealed the ‘Tiunder Law” forty companies had absconded with $3^000,000

in state, funds. Ohio wakened from its internal improvement spree with ,a ,

debt' of $15,573,000, a depleted sinking fund}., and a /shaky; financiaii

structure.. //'';'//'/•;///;' y

, : Yet Ohio’s record was conservative when compared to the giddy, specu- ;

latiyc course followed by.the other northwestern states; Indiana’s record

.

w'as .typicali ' Its
,

program was . launched; in hbmparatively modest fashion

when-the, Jegiriaturcj .after listening .to.' the governor’s,- assurance that a

canal would “increase the value of the soil,,lead to. culture and refiriement,

induce .impiigration, broaden the horizon .of
.
the people, arid pfeyent feuds

and pofitical brawls,’’ in 826 passed a resolution urging the state’s con-

gressionalyrepresentatlyes to vsecureya federal land grant for a Waterway
between .the

.Wabash/and Maumeeniyefr,: This grant, ;of
.
alternate sectioris .

ten- sections, wide-edprig; the ;right/of;-yi^, ,wap;;forthcoming in 1827, ..but /

^°ristru^pn was ddayed .pritil/iSjz,.^^ funds and. a dispute ;Mth
Ohio pVeri. the

'

portion of .thejearis^ DifEeulties'.were

v^^XT^blyed.When Indiana ;'p^ its credit to Tepay. the'.construction; .;.

bbridp;;arid^hip;;ajgpeed ;;to;/huild ;t^ waterway .withiriifts ;

;

%Mcfrjri;frt^ forn;sh^c3|i^;federal land’grant; Work on tK
,.'^.-®.'^;^8^^1i.^^S^ri/rie^.'EtV:.;Wayne ';aridTrogresscd sibwiy . souths

^'T^L^irty/nulep'were'pperirid'.to

prpsperity/dpthefr 83o’P}-Coriihihe^
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Indiana into an internal improvement splurge rarely equalled in history,

Everywhere people clamored for canals or railroads between their com- >

munities and the main canal, everywhere mass meetings drafted petitions

to the legislature. When that body caught the fever in 1835 the only neces-

sity was a measure broad enough to benefit every hamlet in the state. Fora '

year lawmakers struggled with that problem, before emerging with a fan-

tastic solution. The Internal Improvement Act of 1836 authorked a anal

along the Whitewater River, another from Evansville to the Wabash and

Erie Canal, a third from Lafayette through Terre Haute to the Central

Canal. It provided for two railroads—from Madison to Lafayette and

from New Albany to Crawfordsville—and a host of highways, river-im-

provement schemes, and other catchalls dear to the hearts of politicians.

The improvements would cost $13,000,000—one-sixth of the total wealth

of the state—but no one doubted the wisdom of borrowing that huge sum

when tolls would pay off the whole debt in a few years.

The awakening was not long in coming. The commissioners in charge

of the program insisted on starting all their projects at once, with the re-

sult that neither workers nor money were sufficient to push any one rapidly.

A bad situation was made worse by their flagrant mismanagement of funds;

millions were squandered on worthless experiments, lost, or allowed to drift

into pockets of unscrupulous politicians. When a bewildered legislature

finally awakened to the situation in 1840 some $15,000,000 was spent, the

state’s finances in a chaotic condition, and the citizens burdened with a debt

that Avould take years to repay. In return Indiana had a few miles of badly

graded railroad bed, some half-completed highways, and less than two

hundred miles of canals. Little wonder that disgusted officials ordered all

work halted or leaped at the opportunity to sell the partially built rail-

roads and the Whitewater Canal to private companies. Only the Wabash

and Erie Canal remained in state hands; that was completed between

Toledo and Lafayette in 1 843, then gradually extended southward through

Terre Haute to Evansville which was reached in 1854. The 458-miie-long

waterway, which never paid for itself, was eventually abandoned.

Illinois’ disastrous attempt to create an internal improvement system

almost paralleled that of Indiana. The craze in that state began rnodestly

with plans for a canal between Lake Michigan and the Illinois River, ap-

parently a feasible undertaking as in high water boats passed between the

two without difficulty. A federal land grant launched the project in 1827,

but funds were not forthcoming until 1836 when the legislature authorized

the issue of bonds backed by the credit of the state. On July 4

work began. The start of the Illinois and Michigan Canal sent a wave 0

excitement through Illinois; overnight every backwoods settlement dis-
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covered that only a canal was needed to transform it into a thriving metrop-

olis, every speculator found that transportation would turn his paper city

into a densely populated community, every river town awakened to the

need of a railroad to extend its trading area. Throughout the state news-

papers bristled with arguments for railroads or waterways, while in the

capitol legislators fought for pet schemes that meant prosperity for their

constitutents and votes for themselves. Amidst that atmosphere the legisla-

ture turned to formulating a measure that would please the whole state.

The result was the fabulous Internal Improvement Act of January, 1837,

a law that dwarfed even the Indiana Bill in its utter impracticability.

The act called not only for completing the Michigan and Illinois Canal,

but for 1,300 miles of railroad crisscrossing the state in every direction: the

Central Railroad from Galena to Cairo, the Northern Cross Railroad from

Quincy to Danville, the Southern Cross Railroad from Alton to Mt.

Carmel, and a host of lesser lines to every obscure village. In addition the

measure provided for roads and river improvement, and divided $200,000

in cash among the few counties not benefiting from the building program.

In one stroke the legislature committed the 400,000 inhabitants of rural

Illinois to an expenditure of $10,250,000 in addition to the large sums

needed to complete the Illinois and Michigan Canal.

The result was inevitable. The commissioners named to supervise the

work were forced by local jealousies to start all projects at once, spreading

labor and money so thinly that little progress was made. For three years

they poured funds loaned by gullible English creditors into the program

or wasted them in foolish expenditures, while the people waited in vain

for promised railroads and canals. When the legislature belatedly investi-

gated in December, 1839, $15,000,000 was spent and only one railroad, the

Northern Cross, beyond the grading stage. The lawmakers lost no time in

halting work on the rest. Only the Northern Cross Railroad and the Illinois

and Michigan Canal held any promise of future returns. The former was
completed between Quincy and Springfield in 1842 while the canal, after

being taken over by the state’s creditors, was opened to traffic in 1848. The
additional funds they raised for the work proved a wise investment, for the

waterway enjoyed prosperity from the day it was opened and eventually

paid off its backers in full. Illinois, however, emerged from its internal

improvements spree with a debt of $15,000,000.

Even the new state of Michigan was swept along by the transportation

fever into an experiment in railroad building that burdened its taxpayers

with debts foi- the next forty years. This began during Michigan’s territorial

stage when charters were granted nineteen railroad corporations—one the
Erie and Kalamazoo Railroad which opened the first line in the West
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between Toledo and Adrian in 1836—-but not until 1837 when statehood

removed external restraints on the region’s finances was the program in-

flated dangerously. An act passed that year authorized a Board of Internal

Improvements to borrow $5,000,000 for three railroads—the Michigan

Southern from Monroe to New Buffalo, the Michigan Central from De-

troit to St. Joseph, and the Michigan Northern from Port Huron to Grand

Rapids—as well as canals between the Saginaw and Grand rivers and the

Detroit and Kalamazoo rivers. For a time work went onj by 1840 the three

railroads were surveyed and graded, track was laid as far as Hillsdale on

the Michigan Southern and to Ann Arbor on the Michigan Central, and a

canal was open between Mt. Clemens and Utica. Yet the end was already

in sight. The two eastern banks contracting to buy the state’s internal im-^

provement bonds collapsed in 1840 and 1841, leaving Michigan with a

network of half-finished projects and neither money nor credit to complete,

them. Sadly the legislature disposed of the canal, turned the roadbed of the

Michigan Northern Railroad into a highway, and carried on a halfhearted

effort to raise funds for a continuation of the two remaining railways.

The collapse of grandiose transportation “Systems” in Michigan, Illinois,

Indiana, and Ohio left the Northwest in a sorry state by 1840. Half-

finished public works, skyrocketing debts, mounting tax rates, declining

immigration, shattered hopes—those were the surface results of a specula-

tive splurge which should have brought prosperity and plenty in its wake.

Yet wise observers knew that the effects of the internal improvements

actually constructed could not be measured solely in terms of debts and

taxes. More significant was their impact on the economy of the regions

through which they passed. Wherever canals touched they raised the prices

of grain, boosted real estate values, lowered the cost of imports, and stimu-

lated settlement. Wheat that sold for %0 cents a bushel in central Ohio or

Indiana in 1823 brought 50 cents ten years later when canal transportation

was available, while in the same years the price of such imports as coffee,

salt, tea, and sugar was cut in half. Declining prices attracted immigrants}

the population of counties adjoining the Indiana canal system incre^ed

five-fold between 1835 and 1840, those along the Illinois and Michigan

Canal nearly forty-fold in the decade of the 1 830’s. That this was not due

entirely to the prosperity of the times was shown when regions bordering

the Wabash and Erie Canal gained at the rate of 400 per cent in the

decade after that waterway was opened, while the rest of the state showed

gains of less than 200 per cent. Westerners might grumble about debts and

taxes, but their internal improvements were far more valuable than they

imagined.

More important was the effect of the new transportation routes on na-

tional trade, although there results were less startling than the promoters
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hoped. Both Northeast and South planned to capture western commerce in

their nework of canals, railroads, and steamboats; the West in turn dreamed

of competitive prices drawing its produce to South or Northeast wherever

the highest returns waited. The improvements made this physically pos-

sible. By 1835 Ohio farmers had a choice of three markets: south by canal

and steamboat to New Orleans, east over the Pennsylvania system of canals

and portages, or northeast by lake steamer to Buffalo where produce fol-

lowed the Erie Canal to New York City or the Welland Canal—^built by

Canada in 1833 to by-pass Niagara Falls—to Montreal and Quebec. The

latter outlet was particularly important after 1831 when Canada opened her

ports to American wheat duty free, as flour ground in Quebec could enter

English markets still closed to the United States.

Actually, however, the wide range of markets for the West was more

apparent than real, as differences in shipping cost over various routes tended

to offset price differences paid at the terminal points. To carry a ton of goods

a mile by canal boat cost i cents exclusive of tolls, by r^lroad 2 cents,

by lake steamer from 2 to 4 cents, and by river steamer from to ij4
cents. That variation, which tended to turn bulkier western goods to the

southern outlet, was accentuated by higher handling costs on produce mov-
ing to the East or Northeast. The frequent transshipments between canal

barges and lake or river boats required on both these routes also raised costs.

The result was hardly that foreseen by westerners: a division of the West
into two trading areas, each shipping to the nearest markets. One lay in the

Ohio River Valley south of the Old National Road where corn and its by-

products were the principal staples; that region continued to send its market-

able produce southward by steamer to New Orleans. The other was the

portion of the Northwest draining into the Great Lakes; the prohibitive

cost of canal and river transportation to the South turned that area’s trade
to the Northeast, and to a lesser extent eastward over the Pennsylvania
system. The results were shown in the percentage of exports from the
West to the South, Northeast, and East:

1

Wheat
i

[1835

VOLUME
SHIPPED

150,000 bushels

PER-

CENTAGE

SOUTH

17

PER-

CENTAGE
NORTHEAST

83

PER-

CENTAGE

EAST

[1840 2,000,000 bushels 2 97 I
1

Flour <

1

>1835 400,000 barrels 70 20 5
I1840 800,000 barrels 53 40

t

" -
, 7

Corn
j

11835 1,000,000 bushels 98 2
'1840 1,000,000 bushels 98 2

Pork
|

11835 200,000 barrels too
1 ’ i

1840 300,000 barrels 60 , 12 '
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Internal improvements wroughtjno transfprmation in western trade routes'-

rather they fostered the rapid dcvclppmdiit bf; the northern \pbfti6X^

Northwest, allowed the Northeast to make a few inroads on'; th^^^^^^

formerly enjoyed by the South, arid accentuated the interdepends

all three sections.

Nor did the growth of interscctional trajispoitatioh 'feciliti^^clMge (lie ??

buying habits of westerners, who continued to buy froni

and South just as before. The table below shows the effect of .Ixade'^^^^^^

on imports into the West:

1835

1840

total volume
OF IMPORTS

150.000 tons

170.000 Ions

FROM THE
SOUTH

65.000 tons

60.000 tons

FROM
NORTHEAST':|'>;^Vi

50.000 tons '

60.000 tons v
; ,

,50,bod: temsf

The actual amount entering the Northwest from the South decreased drilyl

5,000 tons, but the relative amount declined from 44:to 36 per cerit.T^

West still divided its purchases among other sections as it did its' Sa^'but^

eastern merchants were gaining over southerners as their conhnunicatiqnsi;

improved. ,

’

-

The first phase of internafimprovement building,wrought ho reyqiutidh

in sectional relations. All three were still bound together;by sifehgth:emng
'

commercial ties, with neither the South nor the Northeast enjoyihg.any disf

tinct advantage in their efforts to capture the ti'ade of the West.' Yet^h

cernihg observer could recognize danger signals as canals ;:ahd railroads;-

encouraged each section to specialize more and mord. Southerners: turned;;

Increasingly to cotton growing as western food released ;',their ;landj^^^w^

erners concentrated on manufacturing for the same reason, wdsterherq on

the agriculture that would satisfy those customers..;As: spedalizatidn in-;.

creased each section demanded ;legislation -beneficial to its own-

,

economic enterprise. The basis was laid for a sectionai; conflict -destined to.

absorb national attention during; the trying years ahead.



CHAPTER XVII

The Emergence of a Sectiehaf

Pattern

1815-1837

ITe: sectional conflicts that racked the nation in the second quarter,. of the; ,

ninhieenth'/century were basically economicj Northeast, Southj and ,West,^^^^

with -Aelr. specialized economies, clashed as they sought to mould the 'ha^;,

liohal ;,wiU
: ^ own interest. Yet underlying their herculean struggles',;

w^;something deeper than mere hope of gain* Each, during: those years,
;

developed what amounted to a sectional consciousness. By the clpse of the '-

d^p’s,every one-horse planter in the cotton belt, every coonskin-clad farmer

-

along. theVwestern waters, every shopkeeper in the smoky mill towhs; of-

NeW'Ehgiandj was blindly loyal to the region where he lived. Thi^hplrih:

oTsection^ patriotism alone allowed Americans to place regional interehk;

ah^ethose:of the nation. ~

V

';;-The '^ first section to become aware of its unique porition.
;

The-^ljzation was born partly of the arrogant sense of superiorityTbhg

;

fesij m Frontier but more of the need for united action 'in?the

jgriin; years following the Panic of 1819. That catastrophe, which -pricked
;

the postwar ihflitionary bubble, brought incredible hardship tp; the;transf;

Appala^iih country. began when conservative eastern,bankers, alarmed

-

;^TMp:;'ipw?rd spiral of prices and credit, sought to check 'the trend

presenting large quantities of banknotes to the weak state banfe issuing,;

,^,!^?^j ;Vi<h the demand that theyhe repaid in specie. In the W.est especially .:

'iP?Py;flhe-ehartered jnstit^ were unable to comply, for- specuiatibh in.

frohder Hnds^ led them to issue paper money, widiput adequifer

!g9!^.,!'%d^PgTjHelpless. b this pre^ure, they called-dhj.theihdoarisi;

'^T9P^ed-.specie .paying else, failed, closed.hheir ’dbbrhiM

^34^
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chants, unable to meet their obligations, had no choice but bankruptcy. As

their purchases of farm produce declined prices fell rapidlyj cotton, which

sold at 32 cents a pound in 1818, touched 17 cents in 1820. With southern

planters unable to buy food the price of western grains tobogganed until

by 1821 corn at Cincinnati sold at 10 cents a bushel, wheat at 25 cents, and

whiskey at 15 cents a gallon. Throughout the West crops rotted m the field

trade stood still, and helpless farmers watched miserably as a numbing

paralysis settled upon the section.

That was bad enough, but worse was the fate waiting at least one-third

of the frontiersmen. They were buying land on credit, taking advantage

of the liberal Land Law of 1800 which allowed a small down payment

and spread the cost over the next years. Now, imable to pay, they faced

the terrifying possibility of losing their farms, their improvements, and

their homes; perhaps even a term in debtors’ prison. Their cries of anguish

forced Congress to revise the land laws. A system of cash purchases was

restored in 1820, despite western support for credit sales, but the legislators

bowed to frontier pressure by lowering the price from $2 to $1.25 an

acre and the minimum amount purchasable from 160 to 80 acres. A year

later the Relief Act of 1821 helped farmers still more by allowing pur

chasers unable to meet their payments three alternatives: they could

relinquish a portion of their lands and apply payments already made on

the remainder, continue their payments at the reduced rate of $1.25 an

acre, or spread installments still due over a long period. Frontiersmen

thankfully took advantage of the measure, but memories of the panic

years before the relief act was passed plagued them the rest of their lives.

The thoroughly shaken West that emerged from the depression was

convinced such a debacle must never happen again. Moreover, westerners

knew what caused their suffering and how to assure prosperity for the

future! The Panic of 1819, they believed, stemmed from the collapse

of European markets. Recent history seemingly indicated this; the frontier

prospered during the early Napoleonic wars, suffered hard times when

the Embargo shut off exports, and basked in luxury again when peace

allowed the hungry Continent to buy American foodstuffs. In i8i9> when

a fully recovered Europe was feeding itself, hard times returned. Such an

unstable market was untrustworthy, but worse was the realization that

western agricultural production was outstripping Europe’s consuming

power; flour exports in 1819 were about those of 1790 while the gram-

producing capacity of the United States increased sixfold in the period.

Moreover foreign markets were unsatisfactory because good prices tempted

Americans to spend money on imported luxuries, thus draining awa)

specie needed at home. The West would never know enduring prosperity,
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the people believed, until a means was found “to prevent our money travel-

ling over the mountains for English clothes.”

If the problem was clear, the solution was obvious. Henry Clay, brilliant

young representative from Kentucky, put the answer that was on every

westerner’s lips in classic form when he told Congress in 1824: “We must

speedily adopt a genuine American policy. Still cherishing the foreign

market, let us create a home market, to give further scope to the consump-

tion of the produce of American industry.” Here was the panacea that

would lift the West to eternal prosperity. Home markets for farm goods

must be created by fostering the industrial development of the Northeast.

From New England’s factories manufactured goods would pour over the

nation, ending the drain of specie abroad. To them would go the cotton

of the South to be transformed into textiles, the grains and livestock of the

frontier to feed workers clustered beneath their smoking chimneys. Indus-

trial establishments, westerners saw, could only be reared with federal

aid. Protective tariffs must be passed to shield them from foreign com-

petition, internal improvements built to facilitate the marketing of their

products, easy credit provided to finance their development. From that

day on those were the basic planks in the West’s legislative program,

almost as important in the eyes of frontiersmen as liberal land laws. This

platform imited the West and instilled into the people a sectional conscious-

ness that shaped their attitude toward public questions for a generation.

The years that brought unity to the West developed an even stronger

sense of regional nationalism in the southern states. The event that made

southerners aware of their unique position was the struggle over Missouri’s

admission to the Union. Debate on that issue, which began in routine

fashion when the usual Enabling Act was laid before Congress in Febru-

ary, 1819, was lifted from the ordinary when Representative James Tall-

madge of New York moved an amendment prohibiting the introduction

of slaves into the proposed stats and freeing aU slave children there when
they reached the age of twenty-five. The “Tallmadge Amendment” touched
off the first national debate over slavery

j
northerners rose to denounce

the South’s institution while southerners flocked to defend their labor

system. The controversy still raged when Congress adjourned in March,
but when members assembled again in December a solution was at hand.
Maine was also ready for statehood5 perhaps the two new states could be
liiiked together in some compromise measure. The successful formula was
devised by Senator Jesse D. Thomas of Illinois who on February 3, 1820,
proposed th^t Maine be admitted as a free state, Missouri as a slave state,

and the remainder of the Louisiana Purchase north of the line of 36° 30'
be free territory. Moderates on both sides of Mason and Dixon’s line
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rallied to the support of Thomas’ bill, which became a law on March 2,

1820.

The brief struggle culminating in the Missouri Compromise profoundly

affected southern thought. Few southerners were immediately concerned;

most owned no slaves and almost none of tliose who did contemplated

moving to Missouri. Nor were they alarmed lest the even balance between

slave and free states be upset in favor of the North; sectional views on

such public issues as the tariff and internal improvements were not suffi-

ciently crystallized to make the South fearful of northern domination

in Congress. Instead the southern defense was based on emotionalism. The
logic of those who championed the southland was crystal clear: slavery

was attacked, slavery was essential to their economy, therefore slavery must

be defended. From 1819 until the Civil War that was the South’s primary

concern. Protection of an unpopular labor system was the basis of southern

nationalism.

Those who mounted the rostrum to parry assaults on slavery from north

of the Mason and Dixon line soon fell to weighing all questions in terms

of their effect on the South’s labor system. Any successful attack on slavery,

they reasoned, must come from a strong central government; hence a

weak Congress and strong state governments were desirable. Protective

tariffs were frowned upon, partly because the use of implied powers neces-

sary for their passage strengthened congressional power, partly because

the South, as an exporting region, wished to trade its cotton for tax-free

English manufactured goods. Similarly federally supported internal im-

provements were resented both because they would strengthen the national

government and because they promised to drain so much money from the

treasury that Congress might seek additional revenue by raising tariffs.

Southerners also swung to a conservative position on the land question

in the years after 1 820, holding the public domain should be sold at high

prices to increase federal revenues and decrease the need for high customs

duties. On every important issue of the day the South, struggling to

defend an unpopular institution and an unsoimd economy, took an uncom-

promising stand.

The Northeast developed its sectional consciousness more slowly than

the South or the West, for conflicting economic interests made unity on

any legislative program impossible. The shipping and commercial classes,

strongly entrenched in New England, wanted low tariffs to stimulate

foreign trade. Hence they looked with disfavor on federal expenditures

for internal improvements just as did southerners. On the other hand

manufacturers, whose principal strength was in the Middle States, saw

protection as a panacea. Realizing that nationally built roads and canals
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-would qcpand thdr markets^and open; the way idr higheTcpstpms duties,:

:they t^orked constantly-for federalimprovement^ Those antagonistic points

of :view meant that/ndrtheastern .opinion was dividedan; thei early years

of , sectional conti-dversy; Time, however, favored the position of the indus-

trialists, for as. mills and factories multiplied in both the .Middle' States

.and New England their -political strength increase:d until, their views

becaime the views of the whole Northeast. From the beginning both comr

nierciai.and millowning classes opposed any liberalization of the land laws

which; would drain needed workers westward. -

.; By the middle 1820’s the people of each of the three sections were com^

naitted to legislative programs which, they believed, were essential to their

economic welbbeing. Their ambitions can be summarized in this way:
,

,

West: low-priced public lands, protective tariffs, federally biiilt internal
'

improvements.

South

V

low tariffs, no nationally supported internal improvements, high-

- priced public lands.
,

'

NijRtHEAST: high protective tariffs, high-priced public lands, federally built

'
'internal improvements.

.

An. .observer viewing that hodgepodge of conflicting desires could -draw

.several; conclusions. .One was the weak position of the South. ;:While West
and .Northeast agreed on tariff and internal improvements, - the skyd-;

holder’s -legislative platform had nothing in common with either., Equally

-apparent was the fact that no single section could hope: to carry oub-itk

program' Mthout aid from one of the others. That might be achieved, by
;happenstance

j
thus Northeast and West could,unite behind a protective

.tariff;bill beneficial to both. Or an alliance might be formed, if one section

consqously. tried to win the support of another
j

conceivably - the . South

might work for. cheaper lands in return for western help in securing a

:lpwer-..tariff. Those bargains would necessarily involve agreements on
rseephdary Issues, for no one of the three antagonists would back down on
its

.
majorr demands

5
the Northeast and South would never compromise

!On>thetkriff, nor the West on land policy. This was the basis for the degis-

.l^bat ;kept the nation in a turmoil for the next
,
jgeheration,

d:;T;he’.;Southy; still smar^^ Under northern abuse 'during the Missouri.

d^batpj;:first .;awak^^ tb the need of seeking a sectional ally in 18^4..

Eehihd its;decisibh layb growing spirit of southern nationalism/and

fatal. Two' '.occurfences that: year 'cq^

yiriced plantefs.tha^^ and West, if left t'odhemselWsfwbuld dri^^

One.was/the ,electibfv;th^

jEeeli^,- T}l^:ybnfest,'-waged'^amqh^divi^ j
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Republicans who sought James Monroe’s mantle, ended in the House
of Representatives after the electoral college vote failed to give one candi-

date a majority. The decision rested in the hands of Speaker Henry Clay,

a defeated aspirant himself, whose influence could award the prize to any

one of the three candidates remaining: John Quincy Adams of Massa-

chusetts, William H. Crawford of Georgia, or Andrew Jackson of Ten-

nessee. Sectional differences forced Clay to eliminate Crawford, whose

states’ rights views conflicted with Clay’s western belief in government

aid to business and transportation, while personal rivalry turned him

against Jackson. Adams seemed a logical choice} that granite-cold New
Englander was no outspoken champion of the “American System” but he

leaned toward high tariffs and federally built internal improvements.

Clay’s pressure placed Adams in the White House where the new presi-

dent reciprocated by making the westerner his secretary of state. Southern-

ers believed they saw a Northeast-West alliance forming that might be

translated into legislative action against their own section.

Just as alarming was the drift of those two regions into the same camp

on the all-important tariff question. Friends of protection were dissatisfied

with the Tariff of i8i6 then on the statute books, especially after the

Panic of 1819 when its mild 20 per cent duties seemed inadequate to guard

the iron and textile industries from foreign competition. Their first bid

for reform failed in 1820 when a slightly higher measure was defeated

by a single vote in the Senate, but in 1824 they were back again with new

hope for success. The bill introduced that year boosted textile duties to

a stiff 335^ per cent, raised the level substantially on iron, lead, and hemp,

and taxed raw wool 30 per cent in a bid for support from New England

sheep growers. The vote on that protective measure reflected the growing

sectionalism:

FOR against

New England 15 23

Middle States 57 9
South 6 70

West 29 0

107 102

The South and the vacillating commercial regions of New England stood

alone} Northeast and West were united. Southerners could never secure

low tariffs until that union was broken.

The South’s only hope was an alliance with the West, for the Northeast

was hopelessly wedded to protection and so firmly committed to an anti-
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'slaV;6^, %ah^ was unthinkable. Southern statesmen

TeaiizeiS &e^trhng; protective tariffs, biit knew frontiers-

men ’^wanted,cheap lands even If the South supported liberal land

daws^ perhaps the West would reverse its stand on the tariff. That

fsee^haed worth :,t^^ confused opinion on the question within

Adams’liadrninistratioh. The President’s eastern supporters, led by Daniel

Webrterdof Massa^ favored expensive lands to stop the drain

:bf; laborerslwestward, but feared returns from the public domain would

;givb :free • tmders, an argument for lowered duties. Their solution, placed

fefofe :Congress in 1824. and frequently thereafter, was to distribute pro-

ceeds; ;ftorn land sales among the states in proportion to population.

W^terhers within the administration, under the banner of Thomas Hart

Benton of Missouri, refused to follow a course which denied them cheaper

lands. Benton’s counter-scheme, presented to Congress in 1824, proposed

4' ig^aduated reduction in the price of lands remaining unsold at $1.25

M\atfe; after a set period they would be lowered to $i an acre, then to

;.7yv.centS' and finally to 5° cents, when if no takers appeared they would

be; given? away, to settlers. The division between Northeast and West

within the administration—-one wanting Distribution, the other Graduation

arid Ponatipn—-suggested that the South could use the land question to

breafe the Northeast-West alliance.

LThat was;t^^ of Andrew Jackson, still rankled by his defeat

;iriyi824j arid John C. Calhoun of South Carolina, his vice-presidential

. candidate^ Reprtsenting the South and West personally, they thought

driCeriris of an -alliance between their two sections,which would give them
;streri;^H to win the election of 1828. Conditions seemed favorable for

,'such/,a,.uriion, as both southerners and westerners disliked Adams
j

the

former ;;because he spent money lavishly on internal improvements and

supported ;pr6tectionj the latter because he advocated high-priced lands.

Ariiiridignrtion over these policies mounted,? the old Tennessee warrior’s

pfosp&t bfighfcried with each pasring niorith. His tide was runnirig so

rt^dfig when; the election year dawned that succe^ seemed certain on no
stronger platform than promises of democratic reforms^ ridicule of Adams’
aristocratic; leanirig^^^ denunciation of the “corrupt bargain” that made
Clay sec^^^^^ as. a “reward”'- for placing the President in the
White Hpuse.;^;.? '

.

'- .v'

•

Jacks%’s; mariagers,',.,h^ to trust fb fate.: They .

:kneW;,^e,ir;ca,rididat^^^^ ability to carry. .such: 'nortfe

;??rt?rri 'States i^ari ;Perinsylyariia;:whe^^ pfOtectlonist : seritirnCnt:way'Strong.

eribugh : td;:win ‘a-'fegibrrrwficre: ^

tariff rtaud 'W;^ imnieriseI^.:pqpuiarj
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be shown that Jackson also favored protection. How could that be done
without offending the South? The solution was as ingenious as it was
unethical. On January 31, 182,8, the Jackson-packed Committee on Manu-
factures of the House reported out an amazing new tariff. Duties on raw

materials—pig iron, bar iron, hemp, flax, raw wool, and molasses—^were

raised sky high, the tax on ordinary woolen cloth radically advanced, and

the tariff on other items left at the 1824 level or slightly increased. Jack-

son’s friends planned to push the measure to a final vote without amend-

ments, then defeat it by a combination of southern and New England

votes. They could then pose as friends of protection in the Middle States,

appeal to Pennsylvania iron manufacturers and western wool growers by

showing they tried to secure higher duties on those materials, discredit

Adams by pointing out that his own New England defeated the measui-e,

and pacify the South with the assertion that no higher tariff was passed.

The plans went through without a hitch until the last moment. Then,

when the final vote was taken in March, 1828, the bill passed Congress!

Jackson’s plotters failed to take into account growing sentiment for protec-

tion in New England
j
enough representatives from that region were

favorable to carry the day:

FOR against

New England 16 23

Middle States 57 II

West 29 I

South 3 59

105 94

Daniel Webster, who gave the principal speech against the Tariff of 1824,

spoke so feelingly for the Tariff of 1828 that the measure passed the

Senate, twenty-six to twenty-one.

The South was horrified. Southerners opposed the 1824 bill largely

on constitutional grounds
j
by admitting Congress’ right to levy protective

duties they strengthened the hand of a central government which might

someday interfere with slavery. Now their opposition was based on some-

thing stronger: the realization that protection and cotton growing were

economically incompatible. Two-thirds of the South’s crop was marketed

abroad, largely in England. Britain bought cotton only where it could pay

in manufactured goods. Tariffs, by preventing English produce from invad-

ing the United States, not only forced southerners to accept lower prices

for the materials they sold, but doomed them to pay higher prices for the

industrial products they purchased. Why, they asked themselves, should
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one section pay perpetual tribute to another? Why accept the “TarifiE of

Abominations” without protest?

South Carolina^ whose worn soils produced less bountiful crops than

virgin western lands, led the chorus of dissent that swelled from below

Mason and Dixon’s line. Yet even representatives of that suffering state

dared not go too far, lest they open tlie way for the re-election of Adams.

For a time they hesitated, then decided on a course that would lay the

basis for future action without upsetting the political applecart. John C.

Calhoun, their able leader, was commissioned to prepare a written protest

making the South’s position clear. His famous South Carolina Exposition

was a classic statement of the nullification doctrine. The federal govern-

ment, Calhoun asserted, was created by the states to care for their common

needs. They remained the final judges of all its actsj should Congress

deliberately exercise powers any one state decided were not delegated to

it, that state could annul the vmconstitutional law by refusing to obey.

Such an annulled law would then not be binding on any of the states. The

Tariff of 1828 was of that sort5 South Carolina granted Congress the

right to levy duties for revenue only, not for protection. Hence the state

could legally nullify the obnoxious bill. That was Calhoun’s answer to

northern protectionists, but his state hesitated to translate his theories into

practice. The South Carolina legislature refused to nullify the “Tariff of

Abominations” although it did print 5,000 copies of the Exposition.

The South failed to act in 1828 because its leaders believed Jackson’s

election would cement their alliance with the West on the land question,

giving them enough western votes to sweep away the protective system.

Hence southerners hailed Old Hickory’s victory with joy, watched hope-

fully as he set up his government, then waited patiently for a chance to

win western gratitude by supporting the section’s land policy. That was

not long in coming. In December, 1829, when one of Henry Clay’s Dis-

tribution bills reached a vote in the House, West and South united against

the measure5 the West fearing continued high land prices, the South dis-

liking a bill which bolstered the arguments of protectionists by draining

funds from the treasury.

More significant was the reaction of both sections to an ill-tempered

resolution introduced in December, 1829, by Senator Samuel A. Foote
of Connecticut. That spokesman for northeastern industrialists proposed
that the Senate Committee on Public Lands inquire into the expediency
of limiting land sales to those already on the market and ending for some
time further surveys. Senator Benton protested for the West; he branded
the measure a flagrant manufacturers’ attempt to force low wages on
workers which “taxes the South to injure the West to pauperize the poor
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of the North.” More significant was the attack launched by Senator Robert

Y. Hayne. That vigorous South Carolinian spoke not as a southerner but

as a champion of the Westj the Northeast, he maintained, sought to rob

frontier states of their manpower just as it robbed southern states of their

wealth through tariffs. Only by uniting against their common enemy could

they save themselves. Daniel Webster, who rose to the defense of his

section, was wise enough to divert attention from the main question by

turning from specific issues to the general nature of the Union, The magnifi-

cent Webster-Hayne debate that followed did not obscure the fact that

the South was bidding for western support against eastern industrialists.

Even more significant was the willingness of southern congressmen to

practice what they preached. When one of Benton’s perennial Graduation

and Donation bills reached a House vote in May, 1830, they lined up

with the West:

for AGAINST

Norttheast 14 59
South 37 15

West n 8

68 82

The sectional alliance was even more marked in the Senate, where all

but one western and two southern delegates w'ere in favor and all but

one northeastern senator opposed. The South was courting the West; would

the West respond by supporting the South’s low tariffs?

The answer to that question was not long in coming, for by 1832 the

tariff issue was again squarely before Congress. The enemies of protec-

tion were the aggressors now. They pointed out that national prosperity

and the high duties of the Tariff of 1828 brought so much money into

the treasury that the total United States debt would soon be paid off.

Why, they asked, should exorbitant taxation continue when money was

not needed? That telling argument sent protectionists into a flurry of

activity lest their system be swept away on the tide of public opinion;

better to back down slightly, they reasoned, than lose all. The tariff they

introduced in the spring of 1832 was designed to continue protection while

correcting some defects in the hated Tariff of 1828. Duties on woolen

textiles and iron, although still high, were lowered to the 1824 level, flax

was placed on the free list, the duty on hemp reduced one-third, and the

tax on raw wool left unchanged. The House vote was not strongly sectional

—New Englanders voted against the lowered duties on woolen goods and
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some southerners were so delighted to escape the burdens of the 1828

measure they reacted favorably—but the pattern was still clear:

FOR AGAINST

Northeast 69 35
South 45 30

West 18 0

132 65

The West, obviously, was so firmly committed to protection that no

amount of southern pleading could change its mind. A break in the sec-

tional alliance was at hand.

Events stemming from the passage of the Tariff of 1832 vastly widened

the gulf between West and South. Moderate as the measure was, it still

horrified southern extremists who hoped for free trade under President

Jackson. South Carolina, where the tradition of rebellion was strongest,

led the protest, A call went out at once for a popularly elected convention

to decide the state’s course. When that body met in November, 1832, it

unhesitatingly nullified the Tariffs of 1828 and 1832, outlawed appeals

to the Supreme Court in cases arising under the Nullification Ordinance,

and threatened secession if the United States tried to enforce the laws.

Jackson met the challenge to national authority with his usual vigor. On
December 10, 1832, he issued a Nullification Proclamation, denying the

legal validity of nullification and called on the state to obey the nation’s

laws, at the same time asking Congress for authority to use force against

the rebellious southerners. When this was granted after the South’s repre-

sentatives withdrew, the President talked boldly of leading an army into

South Carolina.

Jackson’s forceful action proved effective. When the other southern

states refused their support, the South Carolinians, rather than risk presi-

dential wrath alone, took no steps to nullify the tariff on February i, 1833,
as they threatened. The state’s hesitation gave compromisers a chance

to avoid a serious conflict; if Congress could agree on a lower tariff at once

bloodshed might be avoided. Even Henry Clay, staunch protectionist that

he was, saw this was necessary. Acting hurriedly, he framed a bill providing
for a gradual reduction of all customs duties to July i, 1842, when none
would remain over 20 per cent. The passage of the Compromise Tariff
of 1833 by thumping majorities ended the Nullification Controversy, for
South Carolina, recognizing a chance to save its face, hurriedly repealed its
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Nullification Ordinance. Yet the harm was done. The West, most national-

istic of all sections, was horrified by southern defiance of the Union. The
tariff controversy showed that South and West had neither a material nor

idealistic basis for union} the hoped-for alliance between the two was

forever severed.

Equally important was the impact of the violent sectional struggle on

the nation’s politics. The South Carolina controversy crystallized differences

between the two new political parties that dominated the national scene

until the Civil War. Since the collapse of the old Federalist Party the

United States had been governed by Jeffersonian Republicans whose prin-

ciples represented a strange blend of Jefferson’s democracy and Federalist

nationalism. The harmonious era of one-party rule was threatened during

the 1828 campaign, when mounting sectional and class antagonisms split

the Jeffersonian Republicans into two antagonistic camps. On one side

were the supporters of Jackson, made up of western small farmers led

by the candidate himself, eastern working men and liberals under the

leadership of Martin Van Buren of New York, and southerners who fol-

lowed John C. Calhoun. On the other were commercial and business leaders

of the West with Henry Clay as their leader, and manufacturers and con-

servatives of the Northeast under John Quincy Adams, Daniel Webster,

and other spokesmen for the industrialists. Two new parties were apparently

beginning their evolution.

The nullification controversy forced a reshuffling. John C. Calhoun,

one of Jackson’s staunchest supporters, was leader of the South Carolina

nullifiers, and his violent states’ rights views thoroughly shocked the

nationalistic President. Until that time Jackson planned on making Calhoun

his political heir} now he cast the southerner aside, selecting Van Buren

as his vice-presidential running mate for the election of 1832. Calhoun

led his followers into the fold of the rival faction, where he was heartily

welcomed despite any lack of unity between his states’ rights principles and

the American System of Clay and Adams. Strengthened by this addition,

the Adams-Clay-Calhoun faction, with nothing in common save hatred of

the President, prepared to challenge Jackson in the election of 1832. By

autumn of the campaign year they called themselves National Republicans

and were developing the cohesion necessary for a political party.

The issue that led to the final break between the parties was provided

by the effort of the Second Bank of the United States to secure recharter.

Since its founding in 1816 that venerable institution had steered the

nation’s finances along a middle path which aroused resentment from both

liberals and conservatives. The liberals—those who wanted greater infla-

tion of the currency—^were bankers, speculators, and business leaders ifl
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West and South whp-:'rebdled;agamst,the control:. bfrState^chaV^^^
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and face defeat at the polls, or accept the new charter. The plans went
through without a hitch. The recharter bill was Introduced in January and,

despite frantic efforts by Thomas Hart Benton and others among the

President’s supporters, passed Congress in July, 1832. Jackson, whose

principles always transcended political ambitions, did not hesitate
j he

returned the measure with a resounding veto message which branded

the national bank as a giant credit monopoly operated for the benefit of a

few eastern and foreign stockholdere. Should so much power be left in

the hands of a privileged few, he asked, “will there not be cause to tremble

for the purity of our elections in peace, and for the independence of our

country in war.?”

The issue was clear now, and the voters must decide. Both sides were

confident j
Biddle and the National Republicans were so scornful of the

half-truths and nationalistic bravado in the veto message that they printed

30,000 copies for circulation as campaign propaganda. Those aristocrats

knew little of the true temper of the American people. For every person

who agreed with them that the President’s economic arguments were

faulty, a dozen thought “Old Hickory” gave “The Monster” just what it

deserved. Jackson would probably have been re-elected despite the bank

controversy, but his impressive majorities certainly reflected popular support

for his program. That, at least, was his own interpretation. He emerged

from the election firmly convinced there must be “a complete divorce of

the government from all banks.” From that day the Bank of the United

States was doomed.

The charter, however, did not expire until 1836. Should the bank be

allowed to handle government money until that time, or should some new

method of caring for the nation’s finances be put into operation at once.'*

Nicholas Biddle unwittingly supplied the answer during the winter of

1832-33. By that time continued prosperity had piled up such a surplus

of government funds that Jackson saw the way clear to realizing one of

his great ambitions: retiring the last of the United States debt. Hence he

informed Biddle that on January 3, 1 833, money for this must be returned

to the treasury. Unfortunately for the Bank of the United States, the gov-

ernment deposits were on loan to investors
j

its harried officials were forced

to tell the President funds could not be provided Immediately. Jackson,

his favorite dream shattered, leaped to the conclusion the bank was no

longer a safe place for government money. In a towering rage he accepted

the advice of his attorney general, Roger B. Taney of Maryland, to

remove the government deposits at once, distributing them among a few

selected state banks where they would be secure. After long debate in the
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cabinet and the ousting of one secretary of the treasury unwilling to take

this step, removal began on October i, 1833.

Jackson was wise enough not to ruffle the nation’s financial structure by

suddenly withdrawing all funds from the Bank of the United States}

money already there was drained away slowly to meet current expenses.

All new revenue, however, was deposited in eighteen carefully selected

state banks which were required to ^ve adequate security, provide weekly

reports to the government, and stand ready to redeem the funds at any

moment. On the whole the system worked well and was popular with the

people. Only in Congress, where the National Republicans controlled the

Senate, were objections raised. There Clay and Biddle shaped a careful

campaign of debate, petition, and abuse that continued until the elections

of 1834 returned Jacksonians to control of both houses.

The Bank War, coming on the heels of the nullification controversy,

drove the final wedge between the two parties. By the sprmg of 1 834 the

President’s followers among eastern workingmen, western farmers, and

southern small planters called themselves Democrats, taking their name

from the happy phrase—Jacksonian Democracy—used to characterize their

idol’s administration. Personal loyalty to their leader and a common interest

in legislation beneficial to the nation’s masses bound the party together.

Their rivals were less well knit. The bankers, business men, and wealthier

farmers from Northeast and West, the planters and commercial leaders

of the South who deserted the Democrats during the nullification contro-

versy, and the southern smaE farmers under Calhoun’s leadership, had

little in common save their hatred of Jackson. On no other platform than

opposition to “executive usurpation” they began in 1 834 calling themselves

Whigs, a name symbolizing their rebellion against “King Andrew’s” iron

rule. Yet basically the two parties did differ} the Democrats were oppressed

common people, the Whigs conservative upper classes who saw in popular

rule a threat to their swollen property holdings. A class division was
developing to plague a nation already torn by economic sectionalism.

The results became apparent when a new sectional controversy developed

during Jackson’s second administration. The issues were different now,
the tariff question having been settled for a decade by the Compromise
Tariff of 1833. place rose an equally troublesome problem: what to

do with surplus government funds piling up in deposit banks, fey January,

1835, the public debt was extinguished and $9,000,000 rolling into the
treasury yearly above current expenses. Everyone recognized the evils of
a situation which removed cash from the channels of trade, but few sug-
gested a workable solution. No one dared tamper with the Tariff of 1833,
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the principal source of revenue. Spending the money was equally impossible,

since Jackson’s veto of the Maysville Turnpike Bill in 1830 placed his

administration on record against using public funds for internal improve-

ments. There remained only two possible solutions. The surplus could be

distributed among the states for canal building and education; that was

the Whigs’ answer, even though they recognized western and southern

opposition. Or unneeded funds could be reduced by slashing land prices;

that was the remedy proposed by Democrats despite the certainty of eastern

objections. The basis was laid for a new political and sectional conflict.

Actually the outcome was never in doubt, for despite personal loyalty

to Jackson, both the West and South viewed Distribution—^which now

meant distribution of all surplus funds rather than simply those derived

from land sales—with far less jaundiced eyes than in the past. Southerners

were formerly opposed because money drained from the treasury strength-

ened protectionists arguing for higher duties; now the tariff question was

settled until 1842. Westerners had feared a division of government sur-

pluses would serve as a bribe which would keep eastern states from lowering

land prices; now soaring prosperity made the $1.25 an acre charged for

public lands more acceptable. Most important of all in accounting for the

shift of opinion was the pressing need for funds to continue internal im-

provement programs. Southerners who dreamed of railroad lines between

the Atlantic and the Mississippi, or frontiersmen who talked of networks of

canals between their states and seaboard markets could hardly remain hostile

when a beneficent federal government asked them to accept millions of

dollars without obligation. As the craze for public works mounted, the

fear of Distribution melted away.

Mounting popular clamour swept even the staunchest Jacksonians into

the Distribution camp by the spring of 1836, when the treasury surplus

amounted to $36,000,000. Knowing some bill was certain to pass Congress,

they framed a measure designed to meet the President’s constitutional

objections. The Deposit Act provided that after January i, 1837, all

surplus funds in the treasury over $5,000,000 be parcelled out among the

states in four quarterly installments. Technically the money was only

“deposited with” the states, although everyone understood it would never

be recalled. “It is,” wrote Benton of the bill, “in name a deposit; in form

a loan; in essential design a distribution.” Yet Jackson dared not face

the popular wrath his veto would arouse, and on June 3, 1 836, affixed his

signature.

The promise of forthcoming federal funds was the final stimulus for a

giddy speculative spree that swept the nation during the next eighteen
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honestly believed this method would not only supply money needed for

construction but eventually pay for the improvements, as the bank stock

was expected to pay dividends of 8 to 10 per cent for all time. Those

returns, plus tolls from canals and roads, would eventually pay off the

entire investment and pro\dde so much income taxes could be abolished!

That was the talk, not of wild dreamers, but of sober business men. Little

wonder that thirty-two banks were chartered in Ohio during the decade,

fifty in Michigan, and smaller numbers in other western states.

The South succumbed to the mania as thoroughly as the West. Credit

was needed there not only for public works but for loans to planters anxious

to expand their land and labor supply in a day of high cotton prices. The
Land Banks foimded between Florida and Louisiana to meet the demand

were financed by state bonds sold in Europe; the money obtained was

loaned to planters in return for mortgages on their plantations, and the

mortgages were then used as security for bank notes. Between 1830 and

1837 the number of unsoimd institutions in the South increased from fifty-

one to eighty-two, financed by $50,000,000 borrowed from trusting English

investors on the security of state bonds. The long-term mortgage loans of

the southern banks left them unable to obtain specie needed for a sudden

run or prolonged depression.

The willingness of wildcat banks in both West and South to loan bank

notes on flimsy security not only encouraged the states to spend recklessly

but sent the whole nation into a speculative rampage. Everywhere men

borrowed money hand over fist to expand their businesses, buy land, or

embark on any speculation that offered Itself. Matters were made worse

by the government’s financial policy which, laudable as were the motives

behind it, still fostered the inflationary trend. The deposit system was

particularly vicious in that respect; by the end of 1836 $49,378,000 was

parcelled out among eighty-nine state banks. There was little truth in the

charges of Jackson’s enemies that the ‘‘Pet Banks” were selected for politi-

cal purposes—every effort was made to check their soundness regularly—

yet the federal funds in their vaults were more of a temptation than most

bankers could resist. Nearly all loaned government money recklessly, m-

creased their note issues beyond reason, and acted as though the vast sums

were their own. Millions of federal dollars were turned into over-swollen

trade channels; between 1830 and 1837 bank loans increased nearly five-

fold, from $137,000,000 to $525,000,000.

Speculation was spurred on by the increase in the money supply as state

banks poured their bank notes into the nation’s markets. Between 1 832 and

1836 the country’s circulating currency mounted from $59,000,000 to
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could use banknotes for four more months* Neither, this, nor an^^^^^

gesture could halt the speculative tide. The old general' stepped

from office that year, pleased that he had placed his. appointed heir,

Van Buren, in the presidency, but saddened by the spectacle of a people

gone mad. He knew good times could not continue in a nation

economy was expanding so rapidly that supplies of capital and labbr were;

both exhausted. That was shown by rising interest rates and mbuhtirigy/ages

as producers bid against each other for money and workers. Increased costf

reduced profits so radically that only a continued flow of capital from;

Europe kept the boom alive until 1837. The time was ripe for a pa;nic

that would shake the nation’s economy to its foundations and feyiye in-

a

new atmosphere the sectional problems of old. ;



CHAPTER XVIII

The Shifting Sectional Pattern

1837-1850

During the early stages of the sectional struggle both South and Northeast

failed to achieve their goal: an economic and political alliance with the

West. In the dozen years after 1837 the situation changed radically as

Northeast and West drifted together into a loose union that excluded the

South. The reshuffled sectional pattern was far from complete in 1850, yet

the basis was laid for the emergence of the two new sections—North and

South—^which made the Civil War possible. Underlying the change was a

growing sense of sectional consciousness stemming partly from the de-

pression which gripped the nation during the early 1840’s and partly from

mounting tension over the institution of slavery.

Few issues in American history have stirred emotional convictions as

deeply as the fate of slaves. The question was not new when it reached a

boiling point in the middle 1830’S} from the days of the Hcvolution en-

lightened humanitarians in botJi North and South freely confessed the

evils of a system which held human beings in bondage. The northern

states, swept along by the liberalism of the Declaration of Independence,

freed their slaves in the half century after independence, until by 1820

bonded servitude was abolished in both Northeast and Northwest. South-

erners, equally certain that slavery was wrong but hesitant to face the

social problems that would arise should millions of freed Negroes be re-

leased in their midst, resorted to “colonization.” The American Coloniza-

tion Society, formed in 1816 to send emancipated blacks to Africa as fast

as their masters were persuaded to grant them freedom, was a southern
institution. So were the other antislavery societies that blossomed before

18305 as late as 1827 106 of the 130 organizations working to free slaves
were below Mason and Dixon’s line.

369
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Emancipation could never become a :sectiohal issue so lorig/^ north^^^^^
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'
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J
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?
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,

The standard of abolitionism was raised by the zealous WUliam Llbj^d/:

Garrison when in January, 1831, he published the first isstie of

/or, an ill-natured Boston weekly demanding immediate emancipation -and :

full recognition of Negroes’ rights. Two years later a western leaderap ;-

peared in the person of James G. Birney, a wealthy. Kehtticidan',.w^^^

conviction that slavery was wrong had earlier found .expressipti in; thtii

colonization movement. With a handful- of followers,.he boldly prodainied

his faith in racial equality. Birney’s plan for freeing the slaves was;

practical than Garrison’s. Recognizing the imposdbility :6f

emancipation through congressional action, he urged a program of 'gradual :

emancipation which would win state after state to freedom. This:;Wbuld; be

accomplished, he planned, by an educational progranl;: bleripihg humahi:

tarianism with religious revivalism. Birney’s; ideas proved acceptable to the

delegates from Northeast and Northwest, who gathered; at;New York in,

December, 1833, to form an abolitionist society. The ^meripan Anti-SlaVe^:

Society, although enlisting the support of Garrison and; hip disciples, ;
w^

pledged to a program of gradual emancipation arid raaal equdity^ ^ v

There remained the stupendous task of winriirig;; oyer^^- t^
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the South
3
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. The “Lane Rebels” transferred in a body to a newly established Oberlin

College in northetn Ohio. From there they traveled over the state, con-

ducting protracted abolition meetings with the fervor of evangelists, undl

opposition broke down, and town after town was converted. By the end of

1835 Weld and his disdples extended their influence westward over Indiana

and Illinois, eastward across New York and Pennsylvania. Behind tliem

sprang up branches of the American Anti-Slavery Society} three hundred

were founded by 1835, five hundred by 1836? a thousand by 1837* rolling

tide of abolitionism was engulfing the northern states, conwncing hundreds

of thousands that slavery was a sin which must be abolished.

The South watched the spreading contagion with horror. Southerners

realized the issue was not simply one of preserving a labor supply which

was becoming increasingly valuable as cotton plantations spread westward,

but involved the far more touchy question of racial superiority. This was

something on which they would not compromise. Their irate legislatures

during 1836 passed resolutions threatening to boycott northern states that

did not suppress antislavery societies, their governors urged laws decreeing

the death penalty for abolitionists caught within their borders, and tlieir

postmasters openly burned abolih'on literatme which arrived in the mails.

Most outspoken of all were the South^s representatives in Congress. Goaded

beyond endurance by repeated denunciations of slavery from northern

spokesmen, they united with Democratic congressmen from the North in

May, 1836, to adopt a resolution laying all petitions concerning slavery on

the table without debate. The “Gag Rule” thoroughly aroused the North.

The issue was not slavery or freedom, but the sacred right of every

American to freedom of speech and the right of petition. ‘The contest,”

wrote. one abolitionist, “is becoming—^has become—one, not alone of free-

dom for the black, but of freedom for the 'vohhe. It has now become
absolutely necessary that slavery should cease in order that freedom may
be preserved in any portion of our land.” Thousands who hesitated to

affiliate with antislavery sodeties before now rushed to join.

By the close of 1837 northern attack and southern defense left nerves
taut and tempers raw on both sides of Mason and Dixon’s line. Not all

northerners were abolitionists} perhaps one in twenty supported the anti-

slavery societies while more resented the South’s interference with their civil

liberties. Yet every southerner was certain every northerner was a “black
abolitionist” bent on subjc<£ng the Southland to Negro rule} thousands of
northerners believed every southerner was a bestial slave beater who took
sadistic joy in breaking the laws of God and man. Amidst such an at-

mosphere of hate and distrust, the settlement of sectional conflicts became
increasingly difficult The slavery issue, which brought Northeast and
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West nearer together, created a fathomless gulf between the South and the

other two sections. The South through the 1 840’s still hoped its native sons

who had settled beyond the Ohio River would save the northwestern

states from abolitionists, but that was grasping at straws. The shifting

sectional pattern which eventually united the two northern sections was

already taking shape.

Just as important in increasing tension between the sections was the

depression gripping the nation between 1857 and 1842, for compromise on

economic legislation was impossible when laws might spell the difference

between starvation and survival. The crash that ended the prosperity of the

early 1830’s came with sickening suddenness In the spring of 1837. The

chain of events leading to the collapse began in England the preceding

fall when the Bank of England, alarmed by heavy American borromng

which reduced its spedc reserves from £11,000,000 in 1833 to £4,300,000

three years later, raised its interest rate from 4 to 5 per cent in August,

1836. A few months later New Orleans cotton brokers, who had counted

on British loans to finance their purchases from planters, began closing their

doors. Their collapse carried down the New York firms that handled their

cotton j ninety-eight business houses with liabilities of $60,000,000 went

into bankruptcy during April. Because all owed large sums to New York

banks, the rumor spread tliat those institutions were too hard hit to meet

their obligations. Overnight runs began, as worried investors rushed to

convert bank notes into specie. By early May, 1837, every bank along the

eastern seaboard faced a stream of depositors demanding repayment in gold

or silver.

This pressure came at an unfortunate time. The Specie Circular caused a

movement of bullion westward to finance land purchases, while specie re-

serves of eastern banks were depicted by the recent payment of $9,000,000

to the states as the second installment under the Distribution Act, With

most of the nation’s gold drained West, New York banks were unable to

stand the strain and on May ro, 1837, suspended specie payments. Others

caught the alarm
j
throughout the nation bank after bank closed its doors

during the next few days. When even the Bank of the United States,

operating under a Pennsylvania charter, refused to redeem its notes the

panic spread to business of all sorts. Factories stopped work, stores were

boarded up, commerce declined. By the end of 1837 half of the Northeasts

business concerns were closed, beggars roamed the streets of every city,

unemployed workers fought for meagre fare doled out by soup kitchens,

and Horace Greeley’s New York Tribune urged the poor to “Fly? scatter

through the country, go to the Great West, anj^thing leather than remain

here.” In the South conditions were just as bad, as tumbling cotton prices
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forced planters ^ slaves so rapidly the price of a

gp6d)fieid;hand .propped; to $200 within a few months. Only

foe : West survived of the panic. Agricultural prices fe-

• foairied fairly Kigfowhile a crop in 1837 postponed the full irhpact

ofothe:depression;;;:'-V': ;V

-

How could order be restored amidst financial diaos? That was the

problem feeing the special session of Congress called by President Van

Bureii'fbr September, 1837. The first debate showed the solution would

ndribe ca^, for the members were divided into three hostile camps, each

bent, oh following its own road to recovery. The Whigs, led by Henry

Clay, insisted
,
Jackson’s finandal policies underlay the panic, which would

only: end when the United States restored a national bank and an adequate

currency supply. A second group, made up of conservative Democratic

planters and Business men under William C- Rives of Virginia and Na-

ftharael jJ.Tallmad^ of New York, agreed that paper money issues should

go dnj but wanted the deposit system continued in twenty-five carefully

regulated state banks. Opposed to both were Van Buren’s regular Demo-

crats, strengthened nov/ by the return of Calhoun and his small-fermcr

disdpfe. of,, the South who seized on Jackson’s retirement to end their un-

comfortable, alliance with the Whigs. This faction reflected the advanced

ideas of theilfocofocos, a liberal group of New York working men who had

labored wifoin the party since 1835 in behalf of hard money and abolition

of-mbhoppli^; Holding the depression was caused by fluctuations of paper

cUrren^,*^:foey demanded tbe complete separation of government and

banking, Jfod theYeturn of gold or silver coins as the ordinar)' circulating

mediumis'l-''; - - v /-

,:ya.n.Bureh embodied the prindpai points of the Locofoco platform in

tlib; measure he laid before Congress in September, 1837, The United

.Sfoteji he said, fooulfo up an Independent Treasurj'- System, storing

. ifoiSpedelrt vaults of fo post offices, and customs houses throughout the

;fountry. ;Mbhey from tariffs land sales would be paid into tlie deposi-

.^tdries-fofgqld or diver ’coins
j
government expenses would be met by

P^^y out public money on a cash basis. That

insure, safety for the nation’s funds, and do away,

V|fo' 'foplnecessifo,:^ crefo't monopoly as a national bank. Con-

:^yr:fo?^)?^^sident 'msi set up the systerri at. once to, restore

.confiderifojn fod'gfo^ernm^^^ .
-

•'.Xbb 'fifot; revealed the rocky road ahead,. for;,;w'liiIc

agreed on no scheme ofo their own,

fomte' J'agaihsT 'fo Treasuryj Spdk&men.-lrpfo:
:bfoh ^fectipris; Charged .Van,' Burch’a plan would danecrduslv, increafo1 fop,
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national government’s power, reduce property values by two-thirds, depress

wages, and fasten a permanent depression on the country. Their arguments

failed to win the administration-dominated Senate but in the House they

carried the day. The President’s bill was tabled by a vote of 120 to 107

with 93 Whigs and 27 conservative Democrats in opposition. The most

significant feature of the vote was the 41 ballots cast against the Inde-

pendent Treasury by western Whigs and Democrats. Van Buren saw he

could never hope to triumph without more support from that section, and

was wise enough to know any appeal for the West’s votes must recognize

the region’s desire for cheap lands. His realization linked land policy and

public finance once morej for three years the struggle over those issues

absorbed the nation’s legislature.

The President made his bid for western support in a message to the

regular session of Congress which assembled on December 5, 1S37. Im-

mediately after recommending the Independent Treasury plan, he declared

his administration favored a land policy that would encourage the early

settlement of the West. This could be accomplished, he said, by lowering

the price of lands remaining unsold after a set period, turning over unsal-

able areas to the states for disposal, and allowing actual settlers on the

public domain to purchase lands they occupied at the minimum price. Van

Buren, in asking Congress to erect his program into law, pledged his sup-

port for three measures long coveted by the West: Graduation, Cession^ and

Pre-emption.

His inspiration was a happy one. Frontiersmen welcomed the prospect of

Graduation and Cession, but in their eyes Pre-emption was absolutely

necessary. Squatting on the public domain was not new—from one-half

to two-thirds of the settlers in any new region normally squatted on gov-

ernment land—but the problem of buying land when it was finally placed

on the auction block was growing more serious daily. Before the Panic the

money needed could be borrowed from local banks
j
now purchase must be

in gold or silver which was obtainable only from eastern “loan sharks.”

Those scoundrels were not content with the 10 or 12 per cent interest

allowed by law but made a practice of buying squatters’ improved farms

themselves, then reselling on credit at a price which gave them a 30 or 40

per cent return. Pre-emption would end that scandalous procedure, giving

frontiersmen a chance to buy at a reasonable price. Little wonder the newer

states of the West were solidly behind Van Buren’s proposal.

The Graduation and Pre-emption bills introduced into Congress on the

heels of the President’s message were soundly denounced by Whigs Clay

branded squatters as “lawless rabble” and warned the laws meant whole-

sale raids on government lands—^but administration machinery worked
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smoothly with solid western support. By June, 1838, a Pre-emption Bill

entitling any squatter then on the public domain to buy his farm at the

minimum price passed both houses and received the President’s signature.

The Graduation Bill enjoyed less success when House Whigs buried the

measure in committee, but that made little difference. Van Buren gave

the West an important concession j
would the West reciprocate by support-

ing his Independent Treasury Plan?

The answer was not forthcoming at once. Before the issue could be

' decided the administration’s plans were upset by the machinations of

Nicholas Biddle. That unreformed worthy was still striving to restore the

Bank of the United States and nationalize the monetary system on the

basis of paper currency. To do so, he realized, he must not only defeat

the Independent Treasury Bill, but demonstrate his own bank’s soundness,

even under a Pennsylvania charter. If he could, in addition, help end the

depression he would be in a position to dictate his own terms to the gov-

ernment. The canny financier spent many a day after the crash searching

for the right solution, but not until the winter of 1837-38 did he find the

answer. The giant speculation which he launched at that time blocked Van

Buren’s legislative program, lifted the nation from depression, and restored

world-wide prosperity, only to collapse a few months later in the worst

financial debacle yet known in the United States.

Biddle’s plan was as simple as it was daring. During the winter of 1837-

38 his Bank of the United States and two or three co-operating eastern

banks issued several million dollars worth of 6 per cent short term notes.

The reliability of the institutions was such that British firms eagerly pur-

chased -all placed in circulation for use instead of bullion in international

exchange. Money obtained in that way was used to buy cotton until Biddle

Controlled the" American supply. This he planned to hold until British

textile mills, starved for raw materials, bid the price upward until he
emerged with a profit. By the spring of 1838 the effect of the bold specula-

tion was felt throughout the United States. Cotton prices spurted upward,
business revived, closed banks reopened their doors or resumed specie pay-

ments, work was resumed on bogged-down internal improvements, land
sales increased, employment mounted, English investors, their fears for-

gotten, once more poured an invigorating stream of gold into the nation’s

channels of trade. Biddle had apparently lifted the country out of a de-

pression by his own efforts. ThroughouT'Congress probank sentiment was
so high the Independent Treasury Bill seemed doomed.

Administration forces, however, di(^ not have to wait long for revenge.
Biddle’s speculation depended on STTapid rise in cotton -prices that would
allow him to sell his cornered supply before the short-term notes fell due
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during the summer of 1839. Instead of rising, British prices slumped

sharply, due partly to a depression that closed textile mills in Belgium

Prussia, and Saxony with a corresponding decline in the demand for

English yarn, and partly to grain failures at home which forced large

expenditures of capital abroad for food rather than cotton. At the same

time the Bank of England, alarmed by the renewed flow of money abroad,

again raised its interest rate from 5 to 5^ per cent. Those two blows were '

more than Biddle and his fellow conspirators could stand. Unable either

to sell their hoarded cotton or borrow money to meet the interest due on

their notes, they had no choice but bankruptcy. The Bank of the United

States closed its doors in September, 1839, with $5,000,000 in unpaid

obligations. In the flurry of panic that followed hundreds of banks fol-

lowed its example or suspended specie payments. Business houses fol-

lowed, unemployment mounted, month by month conditions grew worse

until the late autumn of 1839 when the United States was in the grip

of a worse depression than two years before.

President Van Buren watched the collapse with mingled feelings. His

political good sense told him the renewed panic ruined his chances of re-

election in 1840, yet he could not help gloating over the discomfort of

his opponents. There was no question that his Independent Treasury plan

would be accepted now
5
the whole nation was convinced that public funds

would never be safe in private banks run by Biddle or his fellow manipula-

tors. The bill was laid before Congress in January, 1 840, adopted by the

Senate a week later, and passed the House of Representatives in June by a

vote of 124 to 107. Western ballots were responsible for the President’s

success. Instead of voting heavily against the measure, the section divided

its support evenly with thirty-two in favor and thirty-three opposed. When

Van Buren signed the bill on July 4, 1840, he ended for a time the struggle

between the government and the banks.

In the end, however, the administration lost more than it gained. The

collapse of Biddle’s speculation plunged the nation into a grueling de-

pression that lasted until 1 842. This time the eastern states escaped the

full effects of deflation while the burden of suffering was shifted to South

and West. Conditions there were appalling. Prices plummeted j
by 1841

cotton sold at 6 cents a pound, flour at $2.50 a barrel, wheat at 40 cents a

bushel, corn at 25 cents. Those ruinous prices, which scarcely paid for

production, left farmers and planters with no funds to meet their obliga-

tions. One after the other banks closed their doors until not one remained

open in the South or West. That was bad enough for business but worse for

states that purchased bank stock durif^tg the internal improvement boom of

the 1 830’s, Now the securities were worthless, except as dismal reminders
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of the debt burden fastened on the people by the collapsed banking struc-

ture. Alabama owed $10,000,000, Ohio and Illinois a like amount, Indiana

$12,000,000, Louisiana $23,000,000—and all were without a cent in their

treasuries. For the next generation the political thinking of southerners

and westerners was shaped by one great question: how could they lift the

burden of debt from their shoulders?

The immediate impulse in both sections was to lock the barn now the

horse was stolen. Banks and paper money caused hard times, therefore

banks and paper money must go! So reasoned the people as “No-Bank”

sentiment swept across the Mississippi Valley. “A bank of Earth is the

best bank,” one farmer declared, “and a plough share the best share.”

Illinois was without any banking facilities until 1851, Wisconsin until 1853.

Iowa and Wisconsin wrote into early drafts of their constitutions clauses

outlawing banks. Other western states, although unwilling to go that far,

passed laws limiting the note issues of institutions still in operation, provided

for their regular inspection, and made the directors liable for any losses

incurred by depositors or note holders. No section of the country was as

rigidly conservative as the West during the “Hungry ’Forties.”

The harassed debtor states still faced the problem of meeting their

staggering obligations. Taxes would never doj in Louisiana an annual levy

of $3 on every man, woman, and child would only meet interest charges.

Why burden Americans with such a load when the debts, due hated foreign-

ers or easterners, might be repudiated? Nine of the states showed the way

the wind blew when they refused to pay interest on their bonds during 1 841

and 1842, at the same time debating whether to pay at aU. In each case

the argument was bitter, but In the end Mississippi repudiated two bond

issues totalling $7,000,000 after a popular referendum, Florida cancelled

$4,000,000 in debts when a similar sampling of popular sentiment showed

overwhelming support, Arkansas and Michigan declined to pay a portion

of their obligations, and Indiana and Pennsylvania refused payment on

most of their internal improvement securities. In all English investors lost

$100,000,000 by the states’ unethical action.

Bad as the situation was for western debtors and British bondholders,

there were some who viewed the plight of the newer states with iU-concealed

delight. Whig politicians saw that opportunity knocked on their party’s

door. Of the states in the worst financial difficulty—Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Michigan, Arkansas, and Louisiana—all but Indiana were normally Demo-
cratic, If the Whigs could find a formula to ease their debt burdens, grateful

voters would support the party’s candidate in the election of 1840. The
obvious solution was national assumption of state debts, and during the
winter of 1839-40 most Whig papers blossomed with such proposals. One,
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the New York Coui^r and Enquirer^ put the matter in cdnaete

suggesting that a national bond issue of $3,000,000 be apportioned among
the states, then gradually retired with proceeds froni land sal^.

effectiveness of the appeal was unquestioned, despite Democratic coimiter- .

blasts charging the scheme was hatched by British bankers anxious; to :•

salvage something from worthless loans. : ; v :

;

Whig politicians were afraid to go as far as their newspapers ih favoring

assumption, but the reception accorded the Courier and Enquirer's proposti ;

convinced them the depression could be used politically. They made tiieir j

stand clear in January, 1 840, by introducing a new Distribution Bill into ;

the Senate. Although the measure was defeated by the Democratic majbritj'^ v

the nation now knew a Whig victory in 1840 would assure the distribution

of funds from land sales among the states. The Democrats, recognizing the:

:

effectiveness of their opponents’ plan, saw they could retain support in the

.

West only by advocating a program even more pleasing to frontiersmen,;
:

They turned again to liberal land laws. A Graduation Bill failed to pa^ the

House in early 1840, but another retrospective Pre-emption Act similrf-

to the law passed two years before was adopted in June with solid Demo-'

cratic support. The issue was now clear. If the voters wanted Distribution;'

they could elect a Whig president. If they favored Graduation and Pre->:

emption they could back the Democratic candidate.

Political juggling probably had little to do with the outcome of; the
,

election of 1840. In the popular mind the Democratic candidate, Martin

Van Buren, was so linked with the depression that any change was for the;

better. To make matters worse the Whig nominee, William Henry Harri-:

son, proved a surprisingly popular choice. The famed frontiersman wisely;

said little, but his managers staged an effective campaign. Taking, their;

cue from a rival editor’s ill-natured remark that Harrison would be happyr

for life if given a pension, a log cabin, and a barrel of hard dder, they -

painted their Indian fighter as a rough-and-ready man of the people, in;:

contrast with the snobbish Van Buren who scented his whiskers with cplogrie:

water, played billiards, and ate imported delicacies from gold plate.; Tpe

idea took hold at once
5
log cabins were dragged through the streets by;

singing mobs of coomskinned Whigs, or set up in village squares to dispense

free hard cider to thirsty voters. In vain the Democrats pointed out that

they were the party of the common people and the Whigs representative?

of the upper classes j amidst a campaign of emotion and umeasbn Harrison

was swept into office by an electoral vote of 234 to 60. ,
^

- Van Buren’s followers saw only one i-ay of light through the haze of

- gloom surroun^ng them when returns were, announced; The W^higs ,w^e

xhdt the friends of frontier they represented themselyds jtb he;
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could be demonstrated while Democrats still controlled Congress the West

would return to its political senses. Thomas Hart Benton sought to expose

Whig duplicity with the famous “Log Cabin Bill” which he introduced

in December, 1840. This provided for permanent Pre-emption} any adult

male could pre-empt a quarter section of the public domain by building a

cabin and making certain improvements, then buy the land at the minimum

price when it went on sale. Let the Whigs support a truly western measure,

Benton told his fellow senators, or admit they won frontier votes fraudu-

lently. The Democrat’s strategic move threw Clay and his followers, who

Were the last men in the world to want liberal land laws, into a turmoil.

Every effort was made to obscure the issue by amendments, but when

those were shouted down by the Democratic majority, the Whigs were

forced into the open. On February 2, 1841, the Log Cabin Bill passed the

Senate by a vote of thirty-one to nineteen, with seventeen Whigs and two

eastern Democrats in opposition. That the measure was adopted too late

to be considered by the House made no difference to the Democrats. “The

log cabin Federalists,” wrote one jubilant editor, “are now uncabined.”

Henry Clay, however, was far from discouraged, for he counted on his

legislative program to regain any prestige his party lost in the skirmish.

His prospects were encouraging} the Whigs controlled both houses of

Congress, the President was old and politically inept, and the depression-

burdened nation in a mood to welcome vigorous leadership. Clay would

provide this, sitting behind the throne while disciples pushed his legislative

panaceas through Congress. So eager was he that he persuaded Harrison

to call a special session for May 31, 1841, then set out to fill important

government posts with his own supporters. His well-laid plans were upset

when the aged President, plagued beyond endurance by office seekers, sud-

denly died only a month after the inauguration. Harrison’s death brought

to the presidency the vice-president, John Tyler of Virginia, a conservative

states’ right representative of the planter class who had been added to the

Whig ticket to win Democratic votes. Tyler’s inaugural address indicated

his willingness to support Distribution as a means of aiding debtor states,

but he was lukewarm toward a national bank and openly hostile to a higher

tariff. Clay, although disappointed, was not ready to give up hope} with

Congress behind him he might still force the President to accept his

program.

The platform he laid before Congress on June 7, 1841, contained most
of -the “fundamental” Whig measures: Distribution, repeal of the Inde-
pendent Treasury, a national bank, and customs duties high enough to yield

adequate revenues. Clay’s suggestion that fiscal issues be dealt with first was'

welcomed by the Whig majority as a means of 'sweeping awav the hated
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Independent Treasury system. This was accomplished by mid-August, but

substituting a national bank proved more difficult. Administration forces

sensitive to Tyler’s opposition, proposed a Fiscal Bank of the United

States, incorporated in the District of Columbia to avoid constitutional

objections, and with no power to establish branches in any state without

the state’s consent. Although Clay was far from satisfied with the half-

hearted measure, he threw his weight behind the act which passed in late

July. Ten days later the President plunged the Whigs into confusion by

returning the bill with his veto. When Democratic and administration votes

sustained Tyler, the Whig cause was lost. The party was split in two and

Clay’s program destined to failure.

That became clear when Congress turned to the next point in the plat-

form: a Distribution Bill. Even the effervescent Clay saw the measure haH

little chance j
southerners were solidly opposed to a treasury-droning'

scheme that would provide high-tariff advocates with ammunition, and>

westerners to anything interfering with Graduation and Pre-emption. The

South, he knew, could never be budged, but the West might support his

plan if he promised the section something in return. Hence, on June 24,

1841, Clay introduced a combined Distribution-Pre-emption Bill. One sec-

tion provided that proceeds from land sales be distributed among the states

in proportion to their population after 10 per cent was deducted for states

in which the lands layj the other gave every adult male the right to pre-

empt 160 acres of surveyed land by erecting a dwelling and making certain

improvements. The measure was an open bid for the western support

needed to pass any essential Whig bill.

Debate in the House was bitter, especially during a heated ten-hour

session when thunder and lightning provided a fitting background for the

sulphurous oratory, but Whig lines held and after more than a hundred

amendments offered by Democrats were shouted down, the measure was"

passed by a party vote of 116 to 108. For a time Clay’s forces antidpated

equal success in the Senate} then debate turned to the effect of Distribution

on the tariff which must be framed in 1842, and discipline collapsed.

Southern Whigs joined with Democrats to denounce the bill so vigorously

that some compromise was obviously necessary. The suggestion of a Georgia

senator, that Distribution not go into effect while duties were above 20

per cent, provided a solution} Clay resisted for a time then gave the

amendment his support. In this mangled form the measure received

President Tyler’s signature on,September 4, 1841.

Like most compromises, the Distribution-Pre-emption Law of 1841

pleased almost no one. The West was delighted with Pre-emption, but

frowned upon a Distribution measure which promised to influence the
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older ^tes; against aSmittiiig .new teriitories to shi^e'fbderdhfunds;'^^^

"^Northe^t heartily\dis,Hked;Pre^ was^far .frbrti-'sati^^

the Distidbdtion :BiU^ as the 20 per cent clause;was . attached

w:estern .:stat&: wouW tariffs rather .than :lpse;:fheifc

of goyefnrnent Only the South gained from,;the legislative ftodgeV

phdget Sdutherhers Were' iittle concerned with Pre-emption^ but were de-

lighted withthe clause of the Distribution Act which served aka pe^etual

bribe to keep tariffs below 20 per cent. Such were the necessities of political

Jhg^gling; that the least favored by Clay won the lion’s share, of

'dip'behefitSi;';:;:
''

1 Th^^^^ one step before the Whig platform was conipletedra hew

pfotectiye tariff , to replace the Compromise Tariff of i833 .due tpy^ire

:iriT842.^ Even the most ardent antiprotectionist admitted some- revision

:W^ iieedhd, for the 20 per cent level reached on July i would not provide

ehough reyenUe to relieve the government of the $i4jCX30,boo deficit faring

it; in T 842. Yet any change would be difficult now that the tariff , arid

;i)istributiori Were linked together. The Northeast wanted protection, the

.bankrupt
,

WesL D the South neither. Henry Clay, master'

strategist that he was, saw he could probably push a combined high tariff-

Distribution bill through Congress with northern and western votes;' The

'quesdpn. remained: would President Tyler accept a measure that .violated

ffie Pretemptipn-Distribution Act of 1841 by distributing funds while dutife

were over :26 per cent? There was only one way to find out. Clay’s fortes;

laUnched'a trial balloon in June, 1 842, by introducing a bill pPstponirig the

cut in; duties to 20 per cent from July i to August i, yet providing distribu-

tion begin at once. This was squeezed through both houses, but on June

36;it was vetoed by Tyler as repugnant to both the Compromise Tariff;of

;i833 andrthe Distribution-Pre-emption Bill of 1841. A day later:customs

duti^ dropped to 20 per cent amidst the outraged cries of.northern mariu-

:-faci:uiefs^K'..v'-;._:?-\’

i-
' Glay had his answ^^^^ Tyler would veto any bill combining Distfibutipri

;kigh dritiesV^ four possibilities, all unpleasant: a: low

tariff and DisffibUtlori which would displease the Northeastj a high tariff

trithout: pistribution that would anger the West, a high tariff arid I Dis-

tribudpn whk be vetoed by Tyler, or separate high , tariff.: and

Pl^biitiori biUsy^t^^ on the President’s shoulders the deiicate

task of; deriding which to accept. Of these alternatives Clay disrnissed the

twb. as polIticaUy The third was also distastefialj for if the

^higs i'^ye jthe,nation neither protection nor Distributlbri both Northeast

and W«t: would .be^ d the other hand, much could be saidffbr

Kpiffate bills. If the iPresidenf accepted both. Clay’s program - was :tfiuni-
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phantj if he vetoed either he offended one of the sections so seriously thaf

his wing Would be read from the party, leaving Clay in control.

Having decided, the antiadministration Whigs moved into action, ; A^

tariff bill rdsing duties to the 1832 levels, with special high rateion coarse ^

cotton cloth, iron, sugar, and salt, was railroaded through Congress over

southern opposition. A Distribution Act followed at once. On August ^0,

1842, Tyler signed the tariff measure which he felt necessary to bolster the

nation’s revenue, at the same time vetoing the Distribution Bill, That was -

the signal for open warfare among Whigs
j the President’s faction

,was

ousted from the party amidst a chorus of name calling that continued as

long as Tyler remained in the White House.

The full effect of the internal warfare was not realized imtil two yearsf

later when the Whigs entered the presidential contest so badly diwded

their defeat was certain. Clay, who captured the party’s nomination, staged

a dismally ineffective campaign, stressing domestic issues in a day when

the nation’s imagination was caught by the vision of expansion. His/

Democratic opponent, James K. Polk of Tennessee, judged the popular.^

temper betterj realizing the people were more concerned with the annexa-,

tion of Texas and the occupation of Oregon than with the moth-worn,

questions of tariff or public finance, he pledged himself to secure the trans-,

continental boundaries needed to make the United States a world power.

To make matters worse for the Whigs, abolitionists entered the election-

under the banner of the Liberty Party. Their candidate, James G/Bifney,

polled only 62,300 votes, but most of those would have been Whig' and

many were from crucial northern states. The result was far from decisivejj-

the combined Clay-Birney vote was greater than Polk’s—but the Democrats

triumphed-

The victors emerged from their four-year period of eclipse with high

hopes of solving the domestic problems that baffled the Whigs. Two objec-

tives were uppermost in the minds of Polk’s followers: to re-establish.the In-;

dependent Treasury and returnto the lower tariff levels desired by southern

farmers who wielded such influence within Democratic ranks. The first

proved easy. In August, 1 846, a bill setting up a treasury closely modeled

on Van Buren’s original plan was carried through Congress and signed by

the President. A tariff acceptable to the congressional majority was hUrder

to frame, yet Polk’s persistent efforts not only secured a satisfactory revenue

law but disclosed an important shift in the sectional alignment.
. ;

Both the President and his secretary of the treasury, Robert J.
^mker

of Mississippi, realized that no drastic reduction in duties wdiild: be posable

vsdthout votes from the West. Party loyalty would furnish some but not

enough
j
more must be obtained convincing the traditionally photectidn-
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that the home market would never absorb the agricultural surpluses of the

Mississippi Valley. Walker’s arguments helped convince westerners they

must cultivate markets abroad, but more effective was a practical demon-

stration still fresh in their minds. Between 1831 and 1842 they sold large

quantities of wheat and livestock to Canada, for England allowed flour

and meat from that dominion to enter the British West Indies duty free

and England itself at appreciably lower rates than goods from the United

States. In 1 842 and 1 843 the Canadian government laid heavy duties on

American grain in retaliation, westerners believed, against the high tariff'

of 1842. Their profitable trade could be restored only by convincing Eng-

land the United States would accept its manufactured goods. The West,

like the South, was becoming an exporting region and shaping its policies

accordingly.

Instead of drawing the two sections together, the shift in western opinion

drove them even farther apart. As both directed their trade abroad their

mutual interdependence lessened j they were bound increasingly to England

rather than to each other. The Tariff of 1846 ushered the nation into an era

of prosperity but it did not symbolize any new alliance between South and

West. Instead observers realized the Mississippi Valley was still an in-

dependent section, going its own way without regard to the wishes of the

other two.

The differences between South and West were deepened by a change in

the sectional attitude toward land policy during the late 1840’s. In the

past those two sections usually acted as one on this vital issue, partly be-

cause southerners welcomed a practical means of winning western support

for low tariffs. During the years between 1845 and 1850 the alliance' v/as

displaced by a new union between West and Northeast which further

emphasized the growing isolation of the South.

The cleavage was brought about by an abrupt reversal of both north-

eastern and southern opinion on the land question. Southerners, in those

trying days of conflict over slavery, took to judging all matters in relation

to their own peculiar institution. As they did so they realized a liberal land

policy did them harm. Low priced lands meant a rapid advance of the

northern frontier Into trans-Mississippi regions made free by the Missoun

Compromise. On the other hand the South, its westward path blocked by

the inhospitable wilds of the Ozark Plateau and the arici reaches of the

Indian country, gained no new slave lands by expansion. Southerners

realized that continued migration would carve the whole Far West into

free states, thus bolstering the North’s legislative strength. In desperation

the section swung to advocate Distribution and other devices designed to

keep land prices high—much to the disgust of the West.
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pictured free lands as a magnet drawing surplus laborers westward. More-

over abolitionists backed Homestead, realizing that any measure which

disposed of the public domain in small units would block the extension of

the plantation system.

When the Homestead issue first emerged into the limelight in the middle

1840’s the West was enthusiastic, the Northeast interested, and the South

divided in opinion, with the seaboard states opposed and the lower Missis-

sippi Valley in favor. The first Homestead Bill considered by Congress

was introduced by Felix Grundy McConnell of Alabama in January,

1846, while others that followed during the next years were sponsored

largely by Andrew Johnson of Tennessee. None of these early measures

attracted much attention in a legislature absorbed in debating the broader

issues of slavery. Not until 1 850 was the subject publicly discussed by Con-

gressmen and not until 1852 was one of Johnson’s bills brought to a vote.

This passed the House 107 to 56 with opposition centered in the South-

east, but was never considered by the Senate. The Homestead question,

although destined to bulk large during the next decade, even in 1850 pro-

vided the basis for a new sectional alignment on land, with Northeast and

West united against the South.

The dozen years following the Panic of 1837 wrought no revolution

in the relationship of the sections. The Northeast and the South in 1850

were openly antagonistic, just as they had been in 1837, with the West

hanging in the balance between them. Yet a careful observer could notice

certain significant trends threatening national harmony. One by one the

ties that bound South and West together were severing, as those two sections

developed antagonistic economic interests. Step by step the Northeast and

West were brought closer together as their views on public finance, slavery,

and land gradually merged. Civil war was still far away in 1850, but the

changing sectional patterns which produced the irrepressible conflict were

taking shape. Only the stimulus of new controversies—^already developing

beyond the Mississippi—was needed to translate sectional misimderstanding

into a national catastrophe.
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The withdrawal of states from railroad building allowed some sections

to forge ahead of others, as not all could produce sufficient capital to meet

construction costs. The South failed to do so, committed as it was to a

plantation economy which diverted all available funds into land and slaves-

hence that section lagged behind. Nor could tlie frontier West raise enough

money now that European credit was cut off. Only the Northeast contained

wealthy capitalists ready to invest the swollen fortimes cascading from

the counting rooms of their mills and factories in any enterprise which

promised profits. Railroads were a tempting baitj they had been nursed

through the experimental stage at state expense and were now ready to yield

up returns. Eastern investors who rose to this lure were interested both in

roads close to home and those that would stimulate the trade of their

factories. Those answering these qualifications were the lines between

Northeast and West, for each new connection with the Ohio Valley meant

not only cheaper food for eastern workers but expanded markets for eastern

manufacturers. This prospect attracted money into railroads that extended

the trading areas of the Northeast, as well as the main roads across the

mountains. The rapid development of transportation in those two sections

was due primarily to available capital.

Businessmen in eastern cities which emerged from the depression with

poor western connections awakened to the possibilities first. Merchants of

Baltimore, long covetous of the trade enjoyed by Philadelphia and New

York, began agitating in 1842 to continue the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad

beyond Cumberland where work ended with the panic. Six years were

needed to raise the necessary capital, but construction was resumed in 1848,

and by 1 853 the road was completed to Wheeling on the Ohio River. This

activity alarmed Philadelphia merchants who recognized the unsatisfactory

nature of the Pennsylvania Canal System. When in 1843 promoters in the

western part of the state chartered the Pittsburgh and Connellsville Rail-

road to connect Pittsburgh with the Baltimore and Ohio, Philadelphians

realized that they must keep pace with the times or lose the trade of their

own back country to Baltimore. Their answer was the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, formed in 1846 to build westward along the route of the canal. Al-

though the state protected Its own interests by forcing the new road to

pay the canal authorities three cents for each ton-mile of freight carried,

stock was quickly oversubscribed and work began in 1 847* Ry

September, 1850, the eastern division was completed to Hollidaysburg;

the conquest of the Alleghenies over the rugged Juniata-Conemaugh Pass,

proved more difficult, but the whole line between Philadelphia and Pitts-

burgh was opened in December, 1852.

New York’s western connections developed In a haphazard fashion, for
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meantime Rochester capitalists, interested in extending their trade west*

ward, bepn work on the Tonawanda Railroad which connected their city

with Attica in 1842. There it joined with the last link in the chain the

Attica and Buffalo Railroad. By 1842 an all-rail route stretched across New
York from Albany to Buffalo.

Transportation conditions were still far from satisfactory. All the roads

were forbidden by law to carry freight; not until 1848 was the restriction

removed and then only after the railroads agreed to pay the canal full

toll charges on all goods carried. The high rates required under these cir-

cumstances discouraged shippers; so did the failure of the eight end-to-end

lines to co-operate. Transshipment was necessary at several points, trains of

'

one road seldom made connection with those of another, travelers were

inconvenienced, and journeys slow and uncomfortable. These problems

could be solved only by consolidation. The first step was taken in 1843

when representatives of all the lines agreed to run through passenger trains

from Albany to Buffalo, but not until a decade later was unity achieved.

Then an exchange of stock among the Mohawk Valley roads created the

New York Central Railroad as a single line across the state. At the same

time the New York Central was brought into contact with New YorkCip

by the completion of two roads along the Hudson River valley. One, the

Hudson River Railroad, reached Albany late in 1851, the other, the New

York and Harlem R.ailroad, completed its tracks to the same point early

in 1852. An all-rail route connected the West with New York.

The process of forging links between Northeast and West was not ended.

Farmers of southern New York State, resenting the transportation im-

provements in the Mohawk Valley, had long demanded trade routes of

their own. Promoters willing to capitalize on their jealousy organized the

New York and Erie Railroad in 1832, undeterred by the prospect of build-

ing across several hundred miles of hilly country without a single city of

more than 3,000 inhabitants. Money was raised, but construction came to

a halt when the Erie went into bankruptcy during the depression. Not

until 1 847 was the company reorganized; this time building forged ahead

imtil the 460 miles of track between Piermont on the Hudson and Dunkirk

on Lake Erie were opened in 1851. During the next few years better

terminal points were secured at both ends of the line; on the east an ex-

tension to Jersey City opened the New York market to the Erie, and on

the west two locally-built roads—^the Buffalo and Cochecton Railroad and

the Attica and Hornellsville Railroad—brought it in touch with Buffalo.

As the through rail routes between the seaboard and the interior water-

ways neared completion, eastern capitalists turned their attention to the

western states. They realized they could never capture the West’s trade
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stopped eight years before, and by 1848 completed the road between

Springfield and Sandusky. At the same time another North-South line

the Mansfield and Sandusky Railroad, began laying the tracks which by

1848 reached Newark on the Ohio Canal. This construction, which

threatened to make Sandusky the state’s most important Lake Erie port

stirred Cleveland businessmen into action. Their ambition was an ali-rril

route to Cincinnati which would attract the produce of central Ohio north-

ward. One link, the Little Miami Railroad, was already building northward

toward Xenia and Springfield, a point reached in 1 848. Why not extend

the line on through Columbus to Cleveland? In 1847 they formed two

companies—the Columbus and Xenia Railroad and the Cleveland, Colum-

bus and Cincinnati Railroad—raised money, and started work. The first

was completed in 1850, the next a year later, making possible through, travel

from Cincinnati to either Sandusky or Cleveland.

More important than the Ohio River-Lake Erie coimections were the

railroads planned to extend the main East-West lines across the srate. Few

were completed by 1 850, for the influx of eastern capital that made them

possible did not begin until 1847, but the plans of their promoters testified

to the revolution in western trade bound to occur v/hen they were finished.

One group of roads, designed to lengthen the New York Central and Erie

systems, skirted the shore of Lake Erie. Three companies undertook the

task, the Erie and Northeast Railroad built west of Buffalo, the Cleveland

and Erie Railroad connected those two cities, and the Cleveland, Norwalk

and Toledo Railroad started construction toward Toledo. All were opened

to traffic in 1853. Two other lines undertook to extend the Pennsylvania

Railroad by building westward from Pittsburgh: the Cleveland and Pitts-

burgh Railroad, built between 1849 Pittsburgh, Ft.

Wayne and Chicago Railroad which started bravely across Ohio toward

Chicago. The latter reached Crestline, on the Cleveland, Columbus and

Cincinnati Railroad, in 1853 to complete the first rail route between Cin-

cinnati and Pittsburgh. A year later Indianapolis was added to the E^s

trading sphere when the Bellefontaine and Indiana Railroad reached

Crestline.

Indiana’s railroad network was still in the planning stage in 1850, but

enough was accomplished to show the developing East-West routes that

were soon to break the trading alliance between the South and the Ohio

Valley. One minor road, the Madison and Indianapolis Railroad, ch^tered

in 1843 to take over the right of way of a line projected before the pamc,

was completed seven years later. By that time eastern money was entering

the state and promoters joyfully laying out a network of lines radiating out

of Indianapolis toward Cincinnati, Jeffersonville, Peru, and Lafayette.
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lines were welded to the East-West lines in the early 1850’s when the

Michigan Central Railroad arranged to use the Galena and Chicago Union
Railroad in reaching the Mississippi and the Michigan Southern Railroad

reached a similar understanding with the Rock Island Railroad.

More ambitious than the cross-state lines was a project to connect Chi-

cago with Mobile, Alabama. The promoters were less conscious of the sec-

tional importance of their road than of the local benefits to be derived from

trading along the Mississippi Valley. The plan for a railroad along the

length of Illinois was hatched in the little village of Cairo. Businessmen

there saw that a direct line northward to Galena would divert the traffic

of that prosperous mining center from the Mississippi to their own portals.

Their first efforts came to naught when a central railroad attempted in the

Internal Improvement Scheme of 1837 collapsed with the panic, but by the

middle 1840’s Cairo promoters were pressing both the state and Congress

for aid. Their insistence attracted the attention of Stephen A. Douglas,

representative and senator from Illinois, who saw the road would harm

his native Chicago by diverting the trade of northern Illinois southward. To
defeat the efforts of the Cairo group Douglas drew up an ambitious plan

for a central railroad with two branches, one to Galena and the other to

Chicago. Because such a line required federal aid, he proposed seeking a

land grant similar to those awarded the western states for canal building.

Knowing the impossibility of winning congressional support without south-

ern backing, Douglas linked the Illinois road with another line already

started from Mobile to Cairo and suggested that both be given lands.

The result was the monumental land grant bill which passed Congress

in May, 1850. Under Its terms the federal government granted the states

of Illinois, Mississippi, and Alabama the right-of-way for a railroad from

Chicago and Galena to Mobile, together with alternate sections on either

side to a distance of six miles. Thus was established the important prlndple

of railroad land grants which cost the public domain 132,000,000 acres of

land in the next twenty years. There remained the task of chartering a com-

pany to build the Illinois section of the road. The Cairo group expected

to secure the privilege, but when they appeared before the state legislature

in 1851 they found themselves opposed by a rival concern backed by New

York and Boston capitalists and headed by such influential railroad builders

as John Murray Forbes. For a time the two rivals battled, using bribery

and public opinion as their principal weapons, although the outcome was

never in doubt. On February 10, 1851, the eastern syndicate secured the

right to build the Illinois Central Railroad from Cairo to Galena and Chi-

cago. Construction went on rapidly until the main line to Galena was com-

pleted in 1855 and the branch to Chicago a year later.
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•; .:'V^esterh RaUroadj: forined in the ppstdrepressioii.'.years ,.to ,conhect.!AtIaiita

;
,-with; :Macon'i',Tr^^ both; reached, the terminus only, a mphth^ apart ;iri

.

.1,8.45; '^bpirvcbmpleti stimulated the.- state., of Georgia to!resiuhe: work

!: ! PP. 4^6; stagriaht Western, arid Atlantic Railroad; which iinaliy. eiitefed Chat-

•'tanooga;;in; 1849. Now; ari-westerii, Georgia '..anriv eastern iTermessee.;;

:!!riibbtary:.tp the;twp!^eacoast citie^ y!

,!'!
;,'^;The.. bhUding; of the; Gep.rgi'a .;roads..revived : the nncierit southern

.
.vf; ^fs.riWest Rries between-^^^^^^ Valley, anri^seacbast:.- The :tifne

:.;';®.?PPlpri:ripe y.rismg', cotton ;'pfie&‘ piromlsed- to pijpyide the wealth :,hecessary.

: ;;::,4!,yhp\Sputh!.bu^eri wife- .the.^exciring possibilit^^

:

;,A,P.^,;RPfiricai;'lea4efs,. .;$'ehsihg;'’pPpularj;lnteresri r-issued

f^bimefcial :cpnvehtiQn :at ]^emphis,''ph]-|uiy ^

y 'miitpa.dsythat .woujd;'bind:;the'.; secrion^^
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against the hated Northeast. Some, with deeper insight, thought the con-

vention might even forge commercial ties with the West. “Now is the

time,” wrote one South Carolina delegate, “to meet our Western friends

at Memphis—to set the ball in motion that must bring the Valley to the

South.” That was the hope of the five himdred enthusiastic representatives

of southern and western states who gathered in the Tennessee town on the

nation’s birthday. They chose John C. Calhoun their presiding officer,

listened to innumerable optimistic speeches, passed grandiose resolutions

urging railroads, factories, and public improvements in both West and

South, and then adjourned to wait developments.

These were not long in coming, for the Memphis Convention set four

giant railroad schemes in motion. None, significantly enough, was designed

to lure western trade southward} all were East-West lines that would link

the principal cities of the seaboard and interior: Nashville and Charleston,

Memphis and Charleston, Memphis and Richmond, and Vicksburg and

Savannah. Southerners were no longer as interested in winning allies against

the Northeast as in solidifying their own economic strength. For the next

decade their energies were absorbed in translating the dream of four

southern trunk lines into reality.

The first project, a railroad between Nashville and Chattanooga vffiere

rail connections with Charleston or Savannah waited, was latmched by 0



freshly retur the Memphis Convention. Cailihg a conventiph

of-^eivpwa at Nashville in Noventber, 1845^ they adopted resolutions urg*.

png the legisl^^^ to authorize immediate construcdpn, That .body

ipphded in;eady Decerhber with a charter for the Nashville and Ghat-

tehoo^ Rdilrpadi surveys were begvin the following May> and in the

spring .of ,1848 construction started. Work went on slowly for six years

before'the road was completed. In the meantime a northern extension was

under&kendn 1850 when Kentucky chartered the Louisville and Nashville

I^ilroad between the Ohio and Cumberland rivers. That support came

largely frbrn Louisville rather than its commercial rival, Cincinnati, illus-

trated) the change in sectional opinion during the past decade. The Ohio

nietrbpolis, which had been so eager for a Charleston connection a few

years before, was now so absorbed in establishing contacts with the Pennsyl-

vania 'and; Bdtimore and Ohio Railroads that it paid little atterition to de-,

velbpments in Kentucky or Tennessee.

V;iThe two proposed roads between Memphis and the seaboard fared less

wbhl'Belegates who formulated their plans during the 1845 Meniphis

conyention secured a charter for the Memphis and Charleston Railroad in

February, .1846, but money was so scarce in the western country that con

structlpn.did not begin until 1850. In the same year work started on three

eha-fp^end railroads to bridge the gap between Chattanooga and Richmond,

thus ; bringingdhe Virginia city into rail communication with Memphis.

Thbse'lines-~the East Tennessee and Georgia Railroad, the East Tennessee

and Virgmia ' Railroad, and the Virginia and East Tennessee Railroad

—

V^hcofnpleted during the 1850’s.

i^. -lThe-j l^t, southern trunk line—between Vicksburg and Macon-r—began

tal^g shape m‘ 1845 when the Central of Georgia Railroad set up a sub-

sidrafy- cphcefn, the Southwestern Railroad Company, to build westward

toward Columbus, Georgia. This inspired the Alabama promoters of the

defiuichMohtgomer^ and West Point Railroad to reorganize their com-

ply,-, raise -'Capital," and lay track between Montgomery and West Point

bh.;.&e;Chattaho6chee River., Two smaller companies—the Atlanta and

ilaGrange Railroad;and the Columbia and Opelika Railroad—were formed;,

sooh aftefy^ftd'tb JiRlhe- gaps between Columb Atlanta, and the Mont:

.

gonie^; line^ Ihj the rrieantime work on the western portions of the road

;^afl:ed;,’ ’Rails'rlaid b panic already spanned the distance be- ,,

Mississippi
j

there remained the task, df ^

tapyectingjJackson widi; M AJabama. The Southern Railroad .

:.^4p^y#fprmed;7fpr’:^^t^^ in 1846, raised only enough .
capital-

;

-tdhui|d--ayfe’y;'^ during the decade. The Vicksburg^;

;^?y^%4h}line3^ likedts,' competitors building east- from’ Memphis’ and Nasfe'd
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pille, illustrated the South’s growing emphasis on economic nationalism.

The section was withdrawing into its own shell to escape the storms of

controversy raging along Mason and Dixon’s line.

That southerners did not entirely forget their dream of rail connecting

with the West was due less to farseeing statesmen than to greedjr Mobile

and New Orleans merchants. Alarmed by the prospect of East-West rml-

roads robbing them of their river trade, they sought to neutralize compe-

tition by sponsoring their own North-South lines. Mobile’s businessmen

moved first. Committees were formed, surveys made, mass meetings held,

and in 1847 the Mobile and Ohio Railroad was chartered to build from

the Gulf of Mexico to St. Louis. No sooner was construction begun in

1 849, however, than word from Washington forced them to change their

plans. Stephen A. Douglas, they learned, while casting about for a southern

road to link with his proposed Illinois Central, had selected their line. The
prospect of a bountiful land grant convinced the Mobile interests to make

Cairo rather than St. Louis the northern terminus for the Mobile and

Ohio. During the next decade construction went steadily ahead but the

road was not completed until just before the Civil War. New Orleans’s

bid for the trade of the Mississippi Valley was not made until 1852 when

the New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern Railroad was chartered.

The local profit seekers who planned the southern railroad network did

their section immeasurable harm. Totally unconcerned with the broader

implications of the communication system, they laid out East-West roads

which promised to be profitable but failed to weld the South to either of

the other sections. That was suicidal. The slave states could hold their own

in the sectional struggle only by winning the support of the West. Nature

laid the basis for a commercial union by placing a formidable mountain

barrier between Northeast and West while connecting South and West

with a natural river highway. Southerners had only to prevent any inter-

ference with natural trade routes to perpetuate their alliance with the Ohio

Valley. This they failed to do. While easterners built railroads and canals

across the Appalachians, southerners blindly committed themselves to a

program which only increased their section’s isolation. One editor with

more vision than his fellows, surveying this scene at the end of the 1840’s,

wrote: “Trade has been diverted from its natural channel. The East by

internal improvements has overcome the natural advantages of the South.

The pessimist who voiced those sentiments spoke wisely but too soon.

Changing transportation routes wrought no revolution in western trade by

i8jo. Goods still followed the Mississippi, where 740 luxurious river

queens plied between South and West. Flatboats were also used increas-

ingly in the down-river trade; nearly 3,000 of tliose cumbersome craft
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reached New Orleans in 1847, all brimful of grain, pork, and whiskey from

Ohio Valley ports. Yet each year the portion of the West’s exports moving

southward declined as shippers realized that eastern railroads offered safer

and more dependable transportation. Steamboats might be cheaper, but

they followed roundabout routes which were closed in winter or during

low water, and they were always in danger of knocking their bottoms out

on a snag or sending their cargoes sky-high If a boiler blew up. Insurance

underwriters, impressed with the fact that the average life of a Mississippi

steamboat was only nine years, soon learned to charge higher rates on goods

entrusted to the unreliable craft than to railroads. Those charges, which

absorbed most of the money saved on shipping costs, shifted more and

more traffic to the railroads yearly, until by 1850 most passengers and

light produce moved by rail, leaving river boats only heavy freight. Each

western shipper who turned from water to rail transportation strengthened

the commercial bonds between Northeast and West.

Just as important in explaining the transition was the realization that

the Northeast offered a better market for the West’s produce than the

South. The relative ability of the two sections to consume the grain and

meat exports of the Ohio Valley determined which would provide a better

outlet. The situation was graphically illustrated by the per capita produc-

tion of wheat, corn, and a combination of the most important six cereals

in the various sections in 1850:

New England
Middle States

South

West

wheat

0.4 bushels

5.75 bushels

2.47 bushels

7.52 bushels

CORN

3.70 bushels

9.1 1 bushels

30.83 bushels

44.14 bushels

SIX CEREALS

7.99 bushels

26.15 bushels

37.92 bushels

59.62 bushels

Most of the grain was consumed at homej the average American used four

bushels of wheat and twenty-five bushels of corn yearly. Hence New Eng-
land had to import 3.6 bushels of wheat and 21.30 bushels of corn per
capita, the Middle States had a surplus of 1.75 bushels of wheat but had
to bring in 14.89 bushels of corn, and the South needed only 1,53 bushels
of wheat and had an excess of 5.83 bushels of corn. The West, on the other
hand, must sell 3.25 bushels of wheat and 19.14 bushels of corn for each
of its inhabitants. Obviously Its best market was not in the South, where
yeoman farmers produced most needed food, but in the Northeast where
the demand far exceeded the supply.

’ Nor did domestic consumption tell the whole story. During those years
the center of the nation’s agricultural export trade gradually shifted from
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Gulf ports to cities of the North Atlantic seaboard. The transition occurred

during the 1 840’s
j
at the beginning of the decade New Orleans was the

nation’s leading exporting center with shipments valued at $50,000,000^

at the end it was surpassed by New York, Philadelphia, and other ports in

the Northeast. No single factor wrought the change, although the rise of

eastern ports could not occur until transportation costs between Northeast

and West were lowered by competing canal and railroad lines. Once those

were built, westerners learned, their grain reached foreign markets through

New York more cheaply than through New Orleans. The first shipments

eastward demonstrated the superiority of the Atlantic outlet. Wheat that

spoiled in the humid warmth of the lower Mississippi kept perfectly in the

East’s temperate climate. Money to finance the export trade was also avail-

able in the Northeast5 New York wholesalers could advance cash that

allowed western commission merchants to hold grain purchased during the

winter until canals opened in the spring, thus doing away with the neces-

sity of shipping southward immediately. Most important of all was the de-

velopment of new markets for American cereals in regions best reached

through New York rather than New Orleans.

Until the early 1 840’s most of the coimtry’s farm surplus was sold in

the West Indies or South America where corn meal and wheat flour were

in great demand. So long as trade routes ran in that direction New Orleans,

lying squarely across the shortest path to the markets, enjoyed an advantage

over other ports. That situation, so advantageous to the South-West alliance,

was upset in 1 846 when England repealed the Corn Laws that had closed

Britain to American grain since 1815. By doing so that heavily indus-

trialized nation announced its willingness to be fed by the rest of the world

—news of particular Importance to farmers of the West. The new market

promised greater profits than Brazil or Cuba} overnight the center of the

export trade shifted to the Atlantic ports closest to Britain’s consumers.

High prices which followed crop failures in England and Europe during

1846 and 1847 offered an additional incentive. In the decade after the ,

repeal of the Corn Laws exports of grain from the United States increased

170 per cent, nearly all due to the demand from England. As cereals, flour,

and meat moved eastward toward the new market, the commercial ties

between Northeast and West were steadily tightened while those between

West and South suffered in proportion.

The effect of the fortmtous combination of drcumstances—^improved

East-West transportation facilities, adequate credit, and expanding domestic

and foreign markets—meant that more of the West’s trade would move

toward the Northeast with each passing year. The result is illustrated m

the following table which shows the percentage of western exports reach-

ing the other sections in typical years;
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traditional pattern were laecoraing apparent. Much of the pork export H
through Cleveland came from south of Columbus over the Cleveland
Columbus and Cincinnati Railroad. Other produce formerly moving south
ward was drained to the East by the opening of the Pennsylvania

Rail
road and the Baltimore and Ohioj the marked decline in flour and porlj

receipts at New Orleans by 1853 was due primarily to that shift.

Not only did the South lose favor as a market for western produce dur-

ing the 1 840’s
j its shipments to the Ohio Valley also declined in relative

importance:

TONS OF GOODS IMPORTED FROM:

NORTHEAST EAST SOUTH

1839 60,000 50,000 60,000

1844 77,000 52,000 86,000

1849 170,000 65,000 125,000

1853 470,000 90,000 225,000

Westerners, who at the beginning of the decade bought 35 per cent of

their imports from the lower Mississippi Valley, at its close purchased

only 28 per cent there. More and more they were dependent on the North-

east for merchandise, salt, railroad iron, furniture, and hardware. Improved

East-West transportation routes not only allowed eastern merchants to

offset any advantages the South gained from improvements in steamboat

navigation but to advance steadily at the expense of that section.

The statistics for both the export and import trade of the West showed

that railroads and canals had effected no revolution in internal trade by

1 that a significant new pattern was taking shape. New transporta-

tion rout^^ij^ere weaning westerners from their traditional southern cus

tomers and ^ commercial alliance between West and Northeast.

That was of advantage to farmers of the Ohio Valley who could

choose between Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and New

Orleans to sell
highest and buy where the cost was

iowest. Ourinp- th
decade they found that continued improvements

East-West
trans

made the Atlantic seaboard constantly more

attractive both a^a^^rk*^*''’
source of manufactured goods, until eventu-

the two sections
economic ties that they

^^^ged into one section,
e North. The new alignment, which arraye

giant sections agai^^^ o' her, made civil war inevitable; only the

emotional excitement bred or ^s, adv'-jj^ efforts of each to control new frontier.'

beyond the Mississippi ^°/'ed to touch off the irrepressible conflict.

oassin|
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The Trans-Mississippi Frontier



CHAPTER XX

The Natural Setting

During the first half of the nineteenth century, while ax-s\wnging pio-

neers stripped away the virgin forests of the Lake Plains and transformed

piny woodlands along the Gulf into fields of snowy cotton, more adventur-

ous Americans pressed beyond the Mississippi to begin the conquest of a new

frontier. There, in a gargantuan land of rolling prairies, grass-blanketed

’plains, towering mountains, and parched deserts, they found what they

sought: fertile farming country, lush green pastures, glittering pockets of

precious metals, and a king’s fortune in shining beaver peltry. News of this

wealth set other frontiersmen marching westward in an ever-growing migra-

tion that continued until the director of the census could announce, in 1890,

that the unbroken frontier line was a thing of the past.

The rapid conquest of an area greater than that peopled during the two

preceding centuries was evidence enough of the remarkable expansive

power of Americans, but even more amazing was the fact that the advance

into the Far West required a continuous adaptation to new and strange

environments. No longer could the pioneer employ techniques learned by

generations of his forebears. He knew how to subdue the wilderness—by
girdling trees, planting his crop of corn, building his cabin, clearing the

land year by year—but in most of the trans-Mississippi West forests were

absent. He knew how to conquer the prairie—by breaking the sod, planting

an “ax-crop” of corn, and hauling in lumber needed for his home—but in

the interminable plains the lessons of the past no longer applied. He knew
how to manage a small farm, but beyond the Father of Waters he dis-

covered that subhumid climates required extensive rather than intensive

agriculture. Those obstacles, placed in the path of westward-marching pio-

neers by nature, must be surmounted before the continent was settled.

Frontiersmen did not come face-to-face with those barriers until they
passed beyond the first tier of states bordering the Mississippi. Southerners

405
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advancing into Louisiana or moving northward into Arkansas and Missouri

found a familiar environment waiting them, where the verdant forests

good soils, and abundant rainfall of the Southern Lowlands encouraged the

production of cotton or other semitropical crops. Only in northwestern

Arkansas and southern Missouri did they encounter the first obstacle; the

Ozark Plateau. That rugged upland of eroded hills and pine-covered

highlands, guarded on the north by the dome-shaped St. Francis Mountains

and on the south by the steep ridges of the Ouachita range, served as an

effective barrier to frontier advance, for its rough topography and sterile

soils discouraged settlement until better lands were exhausted. No such

obstacle faced northern pioneers as they moved into the trans-Mississippi

portions of the Central Lowlands. Instead they found a gently rolling

prairie, covered with a luxurious growth of tall grass which stretched un-

broken to the horizon except where belts of trees marked some river bed.

To frontiersmen skilled in prairie farming the tall grass country of Iowa,

northern Missouri, southern Minnesota, and eastern Kansas and Nebraska

offered no difficulties. There, as in the southern Mississippi Valley, good

soil and adequate rainfall promised profits to farmers.

Once frontiersmen passed beyond the western border of Missouri they

entered the first of the unfamiliar regions which made pioneering in the

trans-Mississippi Wek difficult. Stretching away before them was the giant

physiographic province known as the Great Plains. That tilted plateau

was formed over the course of centuries by streams flowing eastward from

the Rocky Mountains into the Mississippi River. As rivers rushed down

steep mountain slopes they picked up dirt and debris which was gradually

deposited until a platform higher than the surrounding countryside was

formed. Then the stream swung to right or left, seeking lower ground,

which was in turn slowly elevated by continuous silt deposits. As this went

on through geological age after geological age a great upland gradually

took shape, sloping gently downward from its elevation of 5,000 feet at

the foot of the Rockies to a point three or four hundred miles away where

a sharp eastward-facing escarpment marked the junction of the Great

Plains and the Central Lowlands.

Within the province the continued operation of natural forces created

several regions which affected the course of American settlement. North

of the Platte River the many streams which formed the Missouri River

system cut deeply into the gravelly soil, leaving a maze of eroded river

beds and extensive badlands which made travel difficult and farming or

grazing impossible. Dotting the Missouri Plateau were several groups of

domed mountains such as the Black Hills of South Dakota, survivors of

the erosive process that cut down the rest of the countryside to a lower level.
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Although Mineral weak buried beneath the forest-dad hills; soon attracted
,

lettlefsy
;
'most 'pibrieers shunned the ' inhospitable region. “The country

vrbte pile iearly trayelerj “is here spread into wide and level plains, sweU-

ng'lihb. the ocean,- in which the view is uninterrupted by a .single tree or

hnib, -and is diversified only by the moving herds of buffalo. . The soil con-'

ists of a light-colored earth, intermixed with a large proportion of coarse

;ravel without sand, and is by no means as fertile as the plains . . . lower

Ibwn tiie Missouri.”

. South of the. Platte River the erosive action of wind and water shaped

he Great Plains into three distinguishable regions. Along the eastern edge

^n
.
eastern Nebraska, central Kansas, and much of central Texas—was

he'Lbw Plains country, where rainfall wore away the light soils to leave

low-lying grassland, similar in some respects to the Central Lowlands,

ust to . the west, and separated from the Low Plains by a steep scarp

nown ab the Break of the Plains, were the High Plains of western Kansas

fid the Texan Panhandle. Protected by a heavy grass matting from wind

rpsiori; and. watered so infrequently that little soil washed away, the High

Plains looked down upon the lower areas to either side. Beyond them,

estling. beneath . the foothills of the Rockies, a long Upland Trough

tretdbied,.from New Mexico to Wyoming. There the scanty vegetation

ras insufficient to protect the light soil from blustery winds which carried

way enough.of the surface over the centuries to leave a chain of connected

alleys^the Pecos Valley, the Colorado Piedmont, and Goshen Hole-^

ffilch together separated the High Plains from the Rocky Mountains,

iiach Teglori presented frontiersmen with a different environmental prob-

lem which must be solved before settlement could go on.

Pespite local variations the Great Plains province was distinguished

y certain natural characteristics: a level or rolling surface, a complete lack

£ forest growth^ and in most areas a subhumid climate. Of these the lack

f .adequate rainfall was most important. The phenomenon was explained

y the mountain ranges lying to the westj easterly blowing winds frpm the

*acific were, drained of moisture as they crossed the California ranges,

icked up so'fne .water from the parched country between the coastal mouh-
^ins and ;the Rockies, and were wrung dry bgain as they passed over that

igh- range.. Hence they blew, hot and dry, across the Great plains, soak-, .

IsW. lile-giyibg moisture a^ they passed, until they, reached centralKansas.

.
where they deposited their , burden ;in the form of .rainfdl.

,

Last,,qf. this i“Line; of Semiaridity”, annual precipitation, was normally the ,

•

wenty -inches, OT more heeded fpr.ordinary farrhingj'to the west less. than
lat amount fell; eacffi

,

year. For Great Plains, as- a .whole the average wa?
‘

'

,

'nly, fifte^en iricHesrr-not ehou^^ to support agriculture- To > make maftersi

^
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forther south on the plains of Texas, where predpitation was too scant to

support a solid earth covering, the short grass gave way to desert grass or

mesquite, growing in clumps, with bare patches of sun-baked soil between.

The Great Plains supported a wide variety of animal life which early

lured trappers and hunters to the Far West. Beavers were plentiful in the

many streams that coursed through the Missouri Plateau. Throughout the

Plains lived other species whose remarkable speed enabled them to thrive

in an open country where safety depended on ability to detect and escape

enemies: keen-sighted and swift-legged antelope, donkey-eared jack rabbits

whose powerfully developed hind legs could put an amazing distance be-

tween them and hunters in a short space of time, slinking wolf-like coyotes

with an ability to scatter miles behind them that always amazed travelers.

Those miserable, carrion-snatching creatures were everywhere present,

ready to steal anything living or dead which could possibly be eaten. “The

coyote,” wrote Mark Twain after a trip across the Plains, “is a living,

breathing allegory of want. He is always hungry. He is always poor, out of

luck, and friendless. The meanest creatures despise him, and even the fleas

would desert him for a velocipede.” More abundant than the coyotes were

the buffaloes, who reproduced so rapidly amidst the favorable environ-

ment that millions existed, wandering in great herds covering as much as

fifty square miles of prairie. The shaggy beasts were poorly equipped to

. defend themselves, for their poor eyesight, clumsy gait, and awkward move-

ments made them easy prey for Indians or hunters. From them the nomads

—red or white—who roamed the Plains secured all of the necessities of life:

fresh, or “Jerked” (dried) meat, clothing, bedding, tents, skin boats, and

even fuel in the form of dried dung or “chips.”

.
The presence of buffalo accounted for the character of the Indian civiliza-

tions frontiersmen encountered when they entered the Great Plains. With
plentiful food assured them, the grassland tribes lived nomadic lives rather

than following the sedentary agricultural pursuits of natives east of the

Mississippi Their natural roving tendency was accentuated during the seven-

teenth century when Spanish traders supplied them with horses. By 1800
the' animals were in genera] use among Plains Indians, who developed,

a

remarkable skin on horseback which encouraged them to roam widely? in

>
pursuit of game or on warlike expeditions against enemy tribes. The natives’ •

: absolute dependence vn the buffalo for food, shelter, and clothing, and I r
'

^h^ir .use of
.
horses, not only marked them as a distinctive culture grdup

.

formidable foes. No longer could white mpn strike: at red '-i

.vmeh: by? destroying; their crops; ^.low the tribes must be fought on equally v
'

pterms,..with the; Indians,equipped. to do battle or run away
.as circumstances ’

:
.

;
dKtat?d.,.:,The .long period; o century warfare before the last r.

'

:
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tribesmen accepted defeat attested to their remarkable ability as warriors.

Within the Great Plains the many tribes developed differences in living

habits that reflected the varying environments. The warlike red men who
occupied the High Plains were completely nomadic, with no permanent

villages or gardens to bind them to any one locality, and with a culture de-

pendent on the horse and bufialo. Of these the Blackfeet, Crows, Gros-

ventres, and Teton-Dakota were most important on the northern High

Plains, while to the south the Arapaho,. Cheyenne, Comanche, and Kiowa

were dominant. To the east and west of the central group of tribes were

others whose living habits showed characteristics of both a plains and forest-

land culture. Occupying the Low Plains east of the Line of Semiaridity

were a number of “prairie Indians”—the Mandan, Iowa, Kansa, Missouri,

Omaha, Osage, Pawnee, Eastern Dakota, and Wichita—^who planted maize

and erected permanent villages of earth or bark lodges to which they re-

turned each fail after summer excursions in pursuit of buffalo. West of the

High Plains, in the foothills and valleys of the Rockies, lived the Bannock,

Nez Perce, Ute, and Shoshoni Indians who also hunted the buffalo during

the summer, then returned to semipermanent winter camps. Unlike the

eastern village groups they seldom grew corn, relying instead on wild roots

and berries to supplement their diet of bison meat.

Despite differences in living habits, the material culture of the Plains

Indians was much the same. All used stone knives, scrapers, and bone awls,

all depended upon the bow and arrow in hunting and warfare, and all

warriors carried into battle a long buffalo lance tipped with stone. Their

remarkable skill with those weapons, particularly their short bows of wood

or sinew-backed strips of mountain sheep horn, made them dangerous

enemies. Until the introduction of the Colt revolver and repeating rifle,

Plains Indians enjoyed a marked advantage over white menj a mounted

warrior could send half a dozen arrows against his opponent while a

frontiersman was cramming one bullet into his muzzle-loading gun. Their

mobility also gave them strength in warfare. Their villages consisted of

buffalo-hide tepees which could be folded quickly when an enemy ap-

proached, loaded on an A-shaped travois or carrying frame made from the

tepee poles, and spirited away behind fast ponies before an attack was pos-

sible.

The Plains Indians were especially dangerous because physically they

were among the finest types in all America. Their skin was a reddish

chocolate, their hair black and straight, their eyes brown. Those who lived

in the north were above average in height, with many six-footers among

them, while the southern tribesmen were slightly smaller. The men dressed

in a breechcloth, usually supplemented with long leggings which extended
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from hips to ankles, a buffalo robe thrown around the shoulders in winter,

and among the northern Indians a “scalp shirt” of leather when on the

war path. Women wore sleeveless dresses of deer or elk skin, and both

sexes used moccasins with a double rawhide sole for protection against

hard ground.

The social organization of the Plains Indians was based on “bands” of

three to five hundred people, under a “chief,” who was usually the most

influential and respected warrior of the group. Each was governed by a

council of elder men meeting with the chief to decide all questions. Their

decisions were enforced by small societies of warriors known as “soldie.

bands” which not only kept order, settled disputes, and punished offenders,

but regulated hunts and ceremonies during peacetime and guarded against

surprise attack when on the warpath. All plains tribes had several “soldier

societies,” and a young brave normally advanced from one to another as

his age and deeds justified promotion in the hierarchy they represented.

Usually the societies had such names as Foxes, Crows, Bulls, or Dogs,

which were adopted by the warriors as part of their names
j
the “Dog

Soldiers,” thus, might include braves called Crazy Dog, Mad Dog, Foolish

Dog, Young Dog, and Big Dog. Despite division into these “soldier so-

deties,” the bands maintained a high degree of autonomy and acted as

individual units in both war and peace.

The only restriction upon the independence of the bands were loose tribal

organizations which united various groups of Plains Indians on the basis

of similarity of language or customs, or through the happenstance of geo-

graphical distribution. Thus the Dakota Indians, the great Siouan-speaking

group of the northeastern Plains, were divided into seven tribes, each con-

taining several bands. Ordinarily the bands making up a tribe had little

to do with each other, since the tribal unit was too large to obtain sufiident

subsistence when himting together, and the quest for food, as usual among
primitive peoples, was all-important. Occasionally, however, bands mak-
ing up a tribe assembled for ceremonies or to agree upon some action. Thus
the four bands of the Cheyenne tribe—the Aorta Band, the Hairy Band,

the Scabby Band, and the Dogmen band—met regularly at an appointed

spot, camping about a central tepee where chiefs and elders of each band
conferred. More often tribal unions failed to function} frequently several

bands within a tribe were on the war path while others remained at peace.

This haphazard type of confederation complicated relations between the

Indians and the United States government when the frontier advanced into

the Plains region.

Less important to the Great Plains Indians than tribal organizations

—

but nevertheless essential to understanding their civilization—were the
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linguistic groups into which they were divided. Seven languages were

spoken: Siouan by the Crows, Dakota, Iowa, Kansa, Mandan, Missouri

Omaha, Osage, and Oto; Algonkian by the Arapaho, Blackfeet, Cheyenne

and Grosventrej Caddoan by the Pawnee and Wichitaj Kiowan by the

Kiowa
5
Shoshonean by the Bannock, Comanche, and Shoshoni, and Atho^

fascan and Shahaftian by smaller tribal units. Local dialects varied, but

most tribes within a group were able to make themselves understood. In

addition the Plains Indians developed a universal sign language which

allowed natives of diiferent stocks to communicate with each other, often at

a distance.

Despite the complex hierarchy of tribes and linguistic stocks, the band

was the all-important social and economic unit among Plains Indians. With-

in those tight-knit groups each warrior strove to gain social prominence and

superiority over his fellow braves. That could be done by two means. He
could secure a large number of horses which were the universal measure

of wealth} stealing horses from other tribes or from whites was a practice

which touched off many localized Plains wars. Or he could demonstrate his

bravery in battle, for war deeds carried great weight in determining social

rank. “Counting coup”—touching an enemy or capturing his weapons—

was considered the greatest form of bravery and was far more widely prac-

ticed than killing and scalping. Those distinctions were widely sought not

only to gain recognition but also because only the bravest and wealthiest

warriors were allowed to enter into polygamous marriages. Numerous

wives were an economic asset since the job of preparing hides or making

clothes and tepees was a tedious one.

The principal economic function of the band was to engage in buffalo

hunts. This important task required the co-operation of everyone. The

usual method was the “surround,” in which the herd was nearly encircled

by warriors, then allowed to run while mounted men cut down the animals

on flank and rear with bow and lance. Women, children, and older men

followed to skin the slain beasts and cut up the meat. Unlike later white

hunters, the Indians used nearly every part of the buffalo. The hide, after

being fleshed and scraped, was treated with mixtures of fat and brains until

cured and ready to use in clothing. The fresh meat was eaten raw, roasted,

or boiled in a rawhide-lined earthen pit by dropping heated stones into the

water. That not consumed on the spot was preserved} some by drying or

“jerking^’ in the arid Plains air} some by cooking, shredding, and mixing

with wild berries and fat to be stored in the rawhide bags as “pemmican,”

a lightweight emergency food highly prized by hunters for its nutritive

value.

The religious ceremonies of the Great Plains Indians also focused on
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the band. Like most natives of North America, the western tribesmen be-

lieved in no single God but in a series of controlling powers which shaped

the events of the universe. Of those the sun was paramount, but the earth,

sky, moon, rocks, wind, and water were also felt to exert a continuous in-

fluence upon man and nature. Indians with special concessions from those

powers were called “medicine men’’ or shamans, and were consulted in

time of sickness, stress, or when members of the band were about to enx-

bark on the warpath. Hence the shamans were powerful men in each band,

often able to decide between war and peace. They were not alone in possess-

ing occult powers; the Plains Indians believed every young warrior, by

fasting, prayer, and self-torture, could insure for himself a portion of divine

wisdom. The lonely “vision quests” of youthful braves usually ended in

" semidelirious^dreams which, when interpreted by the shaman, guided each

man through his lifetime. Moreover every Indian constantly carried a

“medicine bundle”—made by the shaman from bits of hair, stones, and

animal teeth—supposed to give great power. The bundles were jealously

guarded, for if one were lost doom inevitably followed.

The most important religious ceremony of the Plains natives was the

Sun Dance, an eight-day-long ceremony held by united tribal bands dur-

ing the summer months. Gathering around a central tree or “sunpole,” the

warriors of an entire tribe danced, sang, and performed ceremonial rites,

gazing steadily at the sun as they moved through traditional patterns. The
messiah enthusiasm induced by these rituals often inspired self-torture

among the dancers, who dragged buffalo skulls attached to their flesh with

leather thongs, ran skewers or ropes through the fleshy portions of their

breasts or backs, and even sliced layers from their arms, Indians under

the influence of religious excitement were particularly warlike, nor was

the problem of handling them made easier by the fact that Sun Dance

rituals allowed bands to unite for tribal action against their enemies.

Wandering bands of warlike red men, drifting herds of bellowing buf-

falos, a seldom-veiled sun beating down upon parched earth from blue

skies, endless vistas of grey-green grasslands stretching unbroken to the

horizon—those were the impressions of the Great Plains carried away by

Anglo-American frontiersmen who ventured upon their broad surface. On
the whole, pioneers found little there to their Hiring. The cloudless heavens, *

the baked soil, the absence of timber, all created an impression of a desert

unsuited for human habitation. Tales of a Great Aunerican Desert brought

'

back by trappers and explorers were readily accepted by geographers. Across
their maps they lettered in those discouraging words; until after the Civil

War the impression persisted that the farming frontier could never invade
that inhospitable region. For a generation the Great Plains were looked
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upon as a barrier standing between the Mississippi Valley and the fertile

areas beyond, to be passed over as quickly as possible.

Nor did the next physiographic province to the westward prove more

attractive. Along the rim of the Plains rose the towering peaks and rugged

rock masses of the Rocky Mountains. That giant mountain chain, which

stretched along the backbone of the continent from Alaska to central New ^

Mexico, was divided into two distinguishable systems. In Idaho, western

Montana, and northern Wyoming was a sprawling, ill-defined mare

of north-south ranges and valleys which together comprised the Northern

Rocky Mountain Province. The eastern edge of the mass was formed

by the Lewis Range, the steep, glacier-cut walls of which marked the con-

tinental divide, and by the Big Horn Mountains which thrust an arm

eastward into the Great Plains to enclose the fertile basin of the Big Horn

River. Beyond those two ranges lay a valley, the Rocky Mountain Trench,

where the level surface and forest-covered soil attracted farmers drifting

westward to raise food for prospectors and miners. West of this lowland

the Bitterroot Mountains rose precipitously. Although steep and high, the

range was easy to cross along the many streams that drained westward

into the Columbia River. Of these the Snake River was most important.

Its level plain, extending eastward around the southern spur of the Bitter-

roots, served as a highway for Oregon pioneers making their way toward

the Pacific. Just south of the Snake River plain lay the Wasatch Moun-

tains on the eastern border of the Great Salt Lake. The mineral wealth

hidden in the Northern Rockies made the region an early center in the

advance of the mining frontier.

Below the Northern Rocky Mountain Province, in western Wyoming,

was a broad plateau known as the Wyoming Basin. More truly a west-

ward extension of the Great Plains than a part of the Rockies, that 250-

mile-wide upland played a leading role in the American conquest of the

Far West. Its level floor provided the single uninterrupted route through

the mountains from the Plains to' the intermontane lowlands beyond.

Dotted with hills and covered with a sagebrush growth that offered no

handicaps to travelers, the highway was discovered early in the nineteenth

century by fur traders who gave it the name of South Pass. Through it

passed the overland trails leading to the Pacific coast, and through it m

a later day were laid the tracks of the nation’s first transcontinental rail-

road, the Union Pacific.

South of the Wyoming Basin were the Southern Rockies, a wild and

rugged mass of snow-clad peaks and high grassy valleys or “parks.” Two

ranges fringed the eastern border of the system, the Colorado Front Range

which rose 6,000 feet above the Plains and was crowned by towering
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Pike^s%eak,'ari4 the^:S Christo Range which extended from the

Arkansas River mtp central New- Mexico. West of these' interlacing systems

jnd . separatei-^frbm, them by a series of intermontane parks, were the

Sawatch Range of Western Colorado and the San Juan Range of Colorado

indiriprthern New Mexico. The Southern Rocky Mountain system was

important in frontier history largely as a barrier to expansion, as its maze

majestic mountains and rock-strewn valleys contained few passes such

IS thd^' penetrating the Northern Rockies, In one section—^the region

ibput Pike’s Peak-gold discoveries attracted miners at an early date.

•The.,vegetation and wild life of the Rocky Mountain Province was as

nUch a, product of the unique environment as that of the Great Plains.

Predpitatipn-was abundant, wrung from passing winds by the high peaks,

^pst: fell "during, the late winter and early spring months in the form of

inbw .which accumulated to a depth of twenty-five feet or more. The life-

jiving- moisture encouraged a heavy growth of pine, fir, and spruce trees

yhiich grew sp thickly that passage through them was difficult. Wild life

ibounded^arhidst those favorable conditions. Beaver were plentiful along

he. lower courses of the snow-streams, while bear were abundant in the

ligher, altitudes, and mountain goats inhabited the rocky crags beyond

he timberline. Although savage grizzlies and bloodthirsty mountain lions

nade life hazardous in the Rockies, trappers and traders were early lured

here by the .hope of obtaining beaver peltry and black bear skins. Indians

lisp" ventured -into the forested valleys in search of game, but no tribe

nade itkpefmanent home there.

, Unattractive as the Rockies were, they were no more inhospitable than

he-physiographic region lying to their west, the Intermontane Province,

rhat'-^anb area, which comprised the whole country between the Rocky

vlpuntains hnd the Pacific Ranges, was made up of three sections. To the

iortii;,:lay the Columbia Plateau, a high-lying upland of lava soil laid

iown in .feifly recent geological times by the eruption of now extinct

’ol^noes. The weathering of the hardened mass left the country level

'where rivers, cutting down through soft lava, gouged out deep
i;orgesj .:the Snake River ran through a canyon 4,000 feet deep. Even
hose., offered few obstacles to travelers, as routes followed by pioneers

an.ea?t aiid west along the stream’s banks, making crossing unnecessary.

did, the vegetation that covered the Columbia Plateau hinder migra-

*o%westwafd} most of the semiarid region was carpeted with sparse forest

growth or with the plant indigenous to the northern deserts, the sagebrush.

.

That;dwarfed, drab-green shrub, which ranged in height from a few inches

h ; offered poor fodder, for horses, but its
-
gnarled ' branches

.

Shted many a cheery campfire for wear}' overland travelers. Only a; lack ^
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of precipitation kept other types of vegetation from flourishing. Settlers

found the rich lava soil produced abundantly on the few spots where rain-

fall was suflicient.

South of the Columbia Plateau was a depression known as the Great

Basin, where scattered ranges of low-lying mountains were interlaced with,

level, desert-like valleys and plains. The distinguishing feature of the

Great Basin Province was its lack of rainfall} over it swept westerly winds

wrung so dry by the lofty Sierra Nevada Mountains they actually picked

up moisture from the already parched earth. The lack of rainfall and the

high mountains which rimmed the region made it a basin in fact as in

name} streams originating along its edges lost themselves in the sandy

soil without ever reaching the sea. Of those the most important were the

Humboldt, a river that meandered across northern Utah before disappear-

ing in a swampy lake bed known as Humboldt Sink, and the Carson,

which flowed eastward from the Sierras to vanish in the great depression

of Carson Sink. Along those two waterways marched the California pioneers

on their way west. Sagebrush covered the northern half of the Great Basin-,

in the south where rainfall averaged only two inches a year arid deserts

predominated: Death Valley and the Mojave Desert of California, the

Gila Desert of Arizona. Even the hardy sagebrush could not survive there}

the only vegetation was cacti and ugly creosote bushes, their dark leaves

covered with an oily substance as protection against the beating rays of the

sun.

In that harsh environment the life of the widely scattered Indian tribes—

the Bannock, Shoshoni, Ute, Paiute, Gosiute, and Snake—was dominated

by the food quest. A few, located on the richer Columbia Plateau or on

the eastern fringes of the Great Basin, lived above the subsistence level on

fish, bear, elk, and jack rabbits, but in the semi-desert country of Nevada

where game was scarce and vegetation scanty the miserable savages were

reduced to eating anything that could run, crawl, wriggle, or squirm—

“anything,” as Mark Twain remarked, “they can bite.” Grasshoppers,

snakes, reptiles, vermin, rodents, and such small game as they could cap-

ture formed a regular part of their meagre diet, usually supplemented

with roots and tubers painfully dug from the dry ground, grass seed, and

berries} their constant digging after food won them the contemptuous

name of “Digger Indians” from the whites.

Occupied fully in getting a living, their culture was simple in structure

and content. Their homes were brush huts, lean-tos, or holes scooped in

the earth} their clothing either a breechcloth or nothing at all} their imple-

ments such primitive devices as digging sticks and coiled baskets} their

weapons the bow, club, and wooden lance. The basic social unit was the
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immediate family, for no larger group could be supported} only in rare

periods of plenty did they gather in bands under the leadership of a chief.

Ceremonies and religious activities were few in a land where food was

insufficient to support extensive gatherings, nor could the “Diggers” take

time from their perpetual food quest to war on each other or on the whites.

An early explorer left a vivid picture of their barren lives:

In the Great Basin, where nearly naked he traveled on foot and lived

in the sagebrush, I found him in the most elementary form
;
the men

living alone, the women living alone, but all after food. Sometimes

one man cooked by his home, his bows and arrows and bunch of

squirrels by his side; sometimes on the shore of a lake or river where

food was more abundant a little band of men might be found occupied

in fishing; miles away a few women would be met gathering seeds

and insects, or huddled up in a shelter of sagebrush to keep off snow.

Little wonder that Mark Twain called the “Goshoots” the “wretchedest

type of mankind I have ever seen.”

Between the Great Basin and the Southern Rockies was the broad

plateau of the Colorado River, an extensive upland where the elevation

ranged between 5,000 and 11,000 feet. Much of the province was so arid

that only sagebrush existed on the gravelly soil, although greater rainfall

at higher levels supported yellow pine, pinon, cedar, and juniper. Explorers

who" crossed the desolate highland were more impressed, however, with

the hundreds of river gorges—such as the Grand Canyon of the Colorado

-“Which cut the rough surface into an impassable maze. Most ranged from

500 to 5,000 feet deep and were impossible to cross; even today the

Colorado Plateau is by-passed by all but two railroads which skirt its

northern and southern edges. This unattractive region was avoided by ail

early pioneers except trappers who sought beaver along its streams, and

miners who prospected for gold amidst its rocky hills.

Uninviting as the Colorado Plateau and southern Great Basin Provinces

were, they supported a numerous Indian population when the invasion

by American frontiersmen began. Three types of native societies flourished

in the southwestern culture area, each fully adjusted to local variations

in environment. The central portion—western New Mexico and eastern

Arizona—was the home of the Pueblo dwellers, a highly civilized group
of tribes of which the Hopi, Zuni, and Rio Grande Pueblos were most
important. Living on a subdesert plateau which was bitterly cold in winter,

^d harassed constantly by powerful Ute Indians from the north and war-
like Comanche from the east, these sedentary natives survived by building
communal houses of adobe brick or dressed stone on inaccessible mesas
or cavelike cracks in cliffs. Their elaborate dwellings could be entered
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only by ladders which reached a terraced second floor; access to the

solidly walled first floor was gained by descending through holes left in

the wooden ceiling. Within these fortiike homes the Pueblo lived their

quiet lives, each family having two rooms for sleeping, eating, and grinding

grain. Although they occasionally hunted antelope and deer with bows or

throwing sticks, their principal food came from their own corn fields

which, in that arid country, were sometimes as much as twenty miles from

their homes. Their constant struggle to stave off starvation made the

Pueblo a highly cultured people, well versed in weaving cotton or yucca

fibres into cloth and fashioning baskets or pottery. They were also a peace-

ful people, content to leave their neighbors alone so long as they were not

molested. Seldom did the Pueblo take to the war path against the whites,

and then only to protect their homes.

Equally sedentary were the second group of Indians in the Southwest,

the Village Dwellers who occupied the Gila and lower Colorado River

valleys. Differing from the Pueblo in their dwellings—circular thatched

huts covered with mud or straw—and emphasis on family living rather

than communal groups, they nevertheless resembled their neighbors in

their dependence on agriculture and in their remarkably developed civiliza-

tion. The Village Dwellers were sufficiently advanced to combat the arid

climate by flood plain farming and by irrigation, while their woven baskets

and mats were as skillfully made as those of any tribe in North America.

They were, like the Pueblo, a friendly people who did not interfere with

the advance of the Spanish or American frontiers, although among them-

selves they practiced a highly institutionalized warfare in which losses

were slight. A few cracked skulls and bruises settled the most serious

encounters to the satisfaction of all concerned, while no war was too serious

to prevent frequent truces for meals or festivals. Most prominent among

the several tribes making up the Village Dwellers were the Pima and

Papago, and Mojave.

The third group of Indians in the Southwest were the Camp Dwellers,

composed largely of Navaho and Apache who during the thirteenth or

fourteenth century migrated from the Great Plains to homes in eastern

New Mexico and western Texas. Their culture blended institutions adapted

to both the Plains and Plateau environments; they lived in tepees, mud

huts, or brush shelters, engaged in agriculture to supplement their princi-

pal food supply of game and wild berries or fruits, dressed in either the

buckskin of the grasslands or the colorful two-piece cotton suits of the

Navaho, and spent most of their lives in nomadic wanderings, although

maintaining fields and storing food whenever possible. The Navaho espe-

cdally- showed tendencies to adopt the sedentary existence of the Pueblo;



they herdeH sheepj: produced.,intricate silver ornaments, woye' bolpr-spl^hed

;

l^avaho blankets!and turned put beautifully designed baskets!,:;; -V;'-.
•

' ::

Apache,: pn die other hand, were aniohg. the most warlike of ^ ;

trib^. Excellent horsemen, skilled plains travelers, adept in thp .pse of die .

short bow and lance, they raided whites and fellow. IndiansAhke .^Hen- :

ever possible.Xike the red men of the Plains their basic orgahi^tion cen;^

;

tered about the band, although constant losses through: fighting prevented ;

the;groups from developing any stabilityj instead bands jpined.or broke,

apart according to the needs of the time. In the main, however,,there were

six;tribal diAsidns—Jicarilla Apache, Mescalero Apache, Mimbrehds, Ghiri!>
,

cahiia, San Carlos, and Coydtero—each subdivided into bands. Spcial or^mj-'
;

:

iatioh : reflected their seminomadic lifej the highly developed controls
'

usual among: sedentary peoples were not needed. Tribal And band aflEah^ ;

were regulated by a chief, often elected by the elders for life. Separate .

chiefs Wereusually chosen for warfare and several bands sometime joined:,

under one leader when on the warpath. The warlike Apache;made life in
;

•the: Southwest even more unattractive to frontiersmen than the obstacle

strew*^:.by Nature across that wasteland.

.
More, to the liking of pioneers than the Intermontane Province, were, -

-

the’majestic peaks and fertile valleys of the Pacific Coast Province., Domi-,;.
.

hafing that area was a formidable mountain range which' stretched' like'

!

a^ant.letter H across the western border of the continent. To.thd nbrtK!’

,

east were the Cascades, a .chain . of noble mountains' axty to eighty .ihiles ;.

wide,. Along their edges . steep-walled valleys 3,000: feet deep: provided,

well-watered farming land, while abundant passes allowed early:travelers .
A

to .' reack the coastal lands beyond. In northern California, the :|Cascades ;,'

merged into the Sierra Nevadas, a towering mountainous walk frbm'i2,bp0r . .

to r4,ppC) feet high. They were difficult,to cross, as their eastern slopeWas ,,

steep and their western cut by glacial gorges. The few passes Were -found • !

only on the flanks of.mountains 5,000 to 9,000 feet
, above sea. level.;; Both

theiCascades and Sierra Nevadas. were heavily.forested and.'deluged by; ,.,

-

heai^ rAnfall ,averaging more than , seventy inches yearly, in contraA; tp A
the.five or ten inches. falling on the Great Basin a few miles east.,,

, The :^am of northern California, a rugged - mass .'pf
, .

:

wooded hills, joined ;the two: interior' chains with the coastal ranges which .

'

sketched northward, and ;southward along the. banks,; of' the Pacific.vThesA:.:

interlacing, parallei ridges,. broken, by river gorges. and plehtlfuUy.Watered V-
with -ocean

, rains, . encased a. number of small, valleys where; good soil' and , ,

'

^^.®flbft^:precipit,atIon, o.ffered, excellent farming opportumties^.The Coastal!-:

Mountains descended.;pre,cipitously; to the very edgeof the, Pacificj forming
a wad; of 'forbidding,cliffs’brqken:by:.pidy.a'few.Aopd harborsW
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DiegOj a shallow inlet; at Monterey. magtiificehtyandlQtfi

San Francisco, and a well^irotected harbor at^Puget;Soima^'Ti^:pauci^t
of good ports concentrated commercial activity along the Paafic coast
a few favored spots.

Embraced within the mountain ranges were fourO's^ley^ d^tiiied'^
play a prominent role in the history of the frontier. North of the Gblui^;

!

River, and nestled between the Cascades and the northern coastal rang^ 5
'

was the 350-mile-long Puget Sound Trough----level, fertUe,- and;,&^
watered, with the nearby harbor at Puget Sound providing: a convemeni i
outlet. Even more tempting was the Willamette V^ey south of the lowr^
Columbia River. That broad alluvial plain, drained by ?the Willamettii;

River and plentifully moistened by rain-bearing winds from the Padfiji

proved extremely attractive to American pioneers^ most of the immigfanh-;;

who trekked westward along the Oregon Trail in the 1840’s and 18jp’s- ;:

sought farms on its fertile surface. The remaining two vaUeys. were mv;

California—the Sacramento Valley to the north, the San Joaquin:Yalley5
to the south—both taking their names from rivers emptying: inth Saa;

Francisco Bay. Inadequate rainfall, evidenced in the sagebrush and burich ?

grass dotting their level floors, handicapped normal agriculture, although;’'

the lower Sacramento Valley could be farmed profitably. That regiph^;'

where good soil and grasslands already shorn of trees made: pibne€:ring f

easy, was the mecca of the frontiersmen whose covered wagons' cut- th^p

deep ruts of the California Trail during the 1840’s. . V
When white men entered the Pacific Coast Province they found perhaps ;;

150,000 Indians in possession, a prodigious number for a California that:-

was not the land of milk and honey modern imagination and irrigatipn have;

.

made it. The natives were notable for their linguistic and tribah diversify}

;

they were broken into countless sniall bands or tribes that not pnlyPlIyed
p

in semi-isolation but spoke their own local dialects of the linguistic stocks,,

represented there: Athapascan, Shoshonean, and Yuman. Divisibh v/^:

made necessary by the environment, for along the coast, as in' thp Grati

Basin, the paucity of natural foods forced Indians into small bahds in their,

perpetual quest for subsistence. Their material culture was correspondingly

;

lowj they lived in brush shelters or lean-tos, wore only breechcioths, used

simple weapons, and either dug roots from the ground or. ate anythihg,;

living or dead, they could lay their hands on; Only in basketjry did they

show any degree of advancing civilization} their coiled and.. twined baskets;

were as skillfully constructed as those of any other North American Indians.-:.

In common with all nomadic peoples who roamed constantly in search.-,o

food, the social organization developed ..by the -‘Diggers’’ ofr Gahforn^

at a low level. Controls were based largely , oh the
.

fanuly} .on



'h^re;ocrasipns;’Wh'en^tlley.j'u^^^^^ leaders I'werevlittiey^

-,than;:“t^king cfiiefs”iv?ith;,n the group i, Unlike

Tindians,’ the California -;naHves?w^ short,- stout, and; dafk^^ skinned,:,with:;

;:pfpininent'Mongoloid;f^tures. ^ ,/ '

Vr.yanants'df^thikcu^ in northern, California, ’Oregon^ auclvV;.

Washington, wKere. more abun^ food supplies in the.; form bf.. forest

' animals'and salmon allowed the tribes to develop a richer life. Plank houses,*;

'

i
canoesy

,
and extensive wood working, as well as a highly Structured;;social , y

‘ ^id ppliticar organization, evidenced a degree of civilization sharbd.to sbme.

.'.extent; by;-the northern California Karok, Yurok, Shastay and Hupa tribes^

More,warlike than the pitiful natives of the lower Pacific coast, who;were ;

Jwtually 'exterminated by the feilure of Spain’s mission system /and cruel

treatment; at the hands of gold-rushing ’49ers, the northern Indians, gave

.up^their lands to the whites only after a bitter struggle. > -
, / 'y"

/ly.Jhis: was ;,the panorama which lay before American frontiersmen as ,theyf;

.

.crowed, the Mississippi to begin the conquest of the Far West. A.lahd- pf
.;

magnificent .-vistas, grass-tufted plains, soaring mountain peaks, parched'

deserts,, subhumid climate, and savage Indian bands awaited the pioheersiV .

But; in; that;. in buried mineral wealth, richeslh beaver ,

peltry.waitingln every stream, green grasslands that offered ideal pasturage/.v/-

ahd fertHe; valleys where good soil needed only the magic .touchCpf, man':;,;

to yield updts rich bounty. Those garden spots lured adventurer^ westward,;';

d.vring theT^ksteenth century until the conquest" of • the continent was ; V,

rpnipletedi.; /y.;-



CHAPTER XXI

The Spanish Barrier

1540-1776

The westward advance of the Anglo-American frontier was accomplished -

only by absorbing or pushing aside prior occupants of the continent. Some

were natives
j
they were driven slowly backward, then crowded into reserva-

tions. Others were fellow Europeans. During the seventeenth century the

Dutch of New York and the Spaniards of the Carolinas were thrust aside.

In the eighteenth century the eastern Mississippi Valley was wrested from

its French overlords. Now, in the nineteenth century, the same fate waited

the Spanish-Americans whose ranches, mission stations, pueblos, and pre-

sidios dotted the trans-Mississippi West from Texas to California. Before

American frontiersmen could reach the shores of the Pacific the Spanish

barrier must be overrun.

Spain’s advance toward the Southwest began in 1519 when Hernan

Cortes led a band of stout-hearted followers into the heart of Mexico,

convinced some of the Indians that he had come to deliver them from

oppressive rulers, and with their help marched into lake-encircled Tenochtit-

lan, capital of the Aztec “empire.” There Cortes found the wealth long^

sought by conquistadors

i

and there the delighted Spaniards established

headquarters for their New World domains. From this Mexican city con-

querors went forth to subdue neighboring provinces and press natives into

service as laborers on ranch and in mine, or to fan out over the neighbor-

ing countryside in quest of new sources of wealth. By 1522 these adven-

turers were at Zacatula, on the Pacific, where a shipyard was built, vessels

constructed, and the task of exploring the northern coast begun. Eleven

years later a skilled navigator, Fortun Jimenez, discovered what he took

to be a beautiful island far to the westward} California, he called it, after

422
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a mythical land which story tellers placed “at the right hand of the Indies

very close to the Terrestrial Paradise.” Not until 1539 did another

follower of Cortes, Francisco de Ulloa, demonstrate that this landfall was

a peninsula rather than an island. Sailing northward along the Lower

California coast, he reached the head of the Gulf of California, ascended

the Colorado River for a short distance, and returned after taking possession

in the name of his ruler.

The barren wastes and arid deserts which greeted explorers should have

convinced them that the northern country concealed no fortunes in precious

metals, but more was needed to quench the ambitions of Cortes’ rival and

successor, Antonio de Mendoza, who arrived as first viceroy of New Spain

in 1535. The coast might be inhospitable, but from the interior exciting

tales poured into Mexico City. Am Indian slave told of journeying forty

days northward, where he saw “seven very large towns which had streets

of silver workers.” A Franciscan friar. Fray Marcos de Niza, confirmed

those tales when he returned from a solitary expedition to that unknown

landj he had seen one of the villages from across a valley and swore it

was larger and richer than Mexico City. Surely, Mendoza reasoned, these

must be the fabled Seven Cities of Cibola, founded, according to hoary

Spanish legend, by seven bishops who fled westward in the eighth century

to a fabulously rich land beyond the Atlantic. Perhaps wealth would be

found there to rival that of Mexico or Peru! Little wonder the viceroy

burned with ambition to conquer the Seven Cities, or that conquistadors

vied for the privilege of leading the expedition against them.

Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, a loyal follower of Mendoza, won the

coveted post. He fitted out an elaborate retinue—225 mounted cavaliers,

62 foot soldiers, 800 Indians, i,000 Negro and native slaves, herds of

horses, oxen, cows, sheep, and swine, droves of laden mules—sent three

supply ships up the coast with more equipment, enlisted Fray Marcos as

his guide, and on February 23, 1540, set out from the Spanish town of

Compostela into the unknown northland. From the first bad luck dogged
his footsteps. The supply ships entered the Colorado River safely but

foiled to locate the main party, which was struggling northward across

the dry plateaus of northern Mexico amidst curses voiced by blue-blooded

cavaliers as they painfully learned the difiiculties of packing a mule or

Wringing subsistence from poverty-stricken Indians. In July the Spaniards

reached their objective, the first of the Seven Cities, but they found no
streets of silversmiths, no olive-skinned countrymen, no civilized domain.

Instead a mud-walled pueblo of the Zuni Indians, perched on the high
plateau between the Little Colorado and Rio Grande rivers in New Mexico,
awaited them. “Such were the ctirses that some hurled at Friar Marcos,’^
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wrote the awed chronicler^ “that I pray God may protect him from them.”

The heartbroken Coronado moved on to the banks of the Rio Grande to

establish a winter camp. Small expeditions that roamed between the Grand

Canyon of the Colorado and the southern Rockies brought back enough

plundered food to keep the men alive, but of gold and silver they found

none in all that plateau country. Nor did Coronado care. During the

winter he stumbled upon a plains Indian, held as a Pueblo slave, who

told marvelous lies of a city of Quivira, far to the north and east, where

a noble lord “took his afternoon nap under a great tree on which were hung

a great number of little gold bells, which put him to sleep as they swung

in the air. . , . Everyone had their ordinary dishes made of wrought

plate, and the jugs and bowls were of gold.” With the first hint of spring



:he excke^ Spaniards'were off qnceinpre, taking with them the slave, whom

hey; c^ed;ThelTurk}‘^^ like one.” The .vast expanse of

:he
roving herds of buffalo amazed them j

. ‘khe

:ounti^ is hice a’bowh .sb t a man sits down, the horizon surrounds

lini 'alf around at !the: d^^^ musket shot,” wrote one, and another

:hmpIambdVth3tffor;rnany ; leag “they had seen nothing but cows and

:he sky.’^!Acfoss, to; the:Pecos and the Brazos rivers they went, then north-

ward for fforty-twp; days until they reached Quivira—a collection of grass

luts. of the/WiAita^^ on the Kansas River, where the chief wore a

:opper, plate;ab6ut his neck but there was no gold. Thoroughly discouraged,

Soronadb turned back to Mexico City which was reached early in 154a.

/Mendoza was still, not convinced that all the northland was barren. In

jihje,,4542) ihe ordered t^ tiny ships and a nondescript crew under Juan

Rodrlquei'Cabrillo to sail northward along the unexplored west coast of

Lpwef California., Stopping frequently to take possession of the soil “in

:h6 name, of :His Majesty and of the most illustrious Sehor Don Antonio

lyiendoza^” Cabrillo pressed on until January, 1543, when an infected leg

dused:his, death.-His lieutenant, Bartolome Ferrelo, continued until storms -

ne^Vtiie'-i^and- parallel turned him back. He sailed too far from land to

discbyty.the-harbprs atCan Francisco and Monterey, but Cabrlllo had Iot .

datedthe Bay at San Diego, later to become an important Spanish stronghold

oh the Gohfprnia CO explorations of Ferrelo, Cabrillo, Coronado,'

^d;UlIoa,'vastly enlarged man’s geographical knowledge and gave Spam.

:ar3s a.;&m'.claim to ,the Southwest. -

'

\Ayheh^^M^^ viceregal office in 1550 exploration beyond.the

lortherrii fringes of ! was temporarily halted. His successors,
'

eal.izihg! that,noxgreat wealth lay hidden in the heart of the continent^.

.

urried.fo; developing resources nearer at hand. During the next half-century
.

,

he, Mexican frontier,,moved slowly northward, with miners, ranchers, and, .!'

nissibh'^thers.as:its trail-blazers. The advance began when discoveries of '

iilyef at ^catecas in ,1546 precipitated such a mining rush that the region .

tbrtli''of,,'Me}pcp .Gtyj.the province of Nueva Galicia, was rapidly popu-/;',

ated af5er;,‘i548^DW next decade a number of mining, sites
,
still y

artherrhorth were settled by adventuresome Spaniards and fHeir. Indian^!:

lUieSj Whp encountered in subduing the nomadip, natives

Pydi'^^iv.thsmytP the mines. Bloody wars handicappedlthe ,,

ixtendphofthe. new,mining frontier
j
most labor was provided,by sedentary

were brought northward. By the early ly.Hp.’s .the.counr -

;T^yoHd ,Nuevd,Gaiicia was organized as the province of.Nueva Vizcaya,.
'

‘>v, *-!’,Aybergptic explorer and town-builder, Francisco de Ibarra,,as goy- i

:

grew rapidly there, while. Ibarra himself
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led or inspired exploring expeditions which searched for new mining sites

in such distant regions as the Sonora River Valley. His untiring efforts

extended Mexico’s northern frontier as far as southern Chihuahua before

1590.

If left to themselves, New Spain’s miners and ranchers would have

continued the slow movement northward until they engulfed all Mexico
and the southwestern United States. Instead the threat of foreign intruders

sent the frontiers forward in a series of spectacular thrusts which planted

Spaniards in the American Southwest while great portions of northern

Mexico remained unsettled. In Spanish eyes, rapid advance was necessary.

By 1580 precious metals from Zacatecas, Nueva Vizcaya, Peru, and the

mines of South America poured eastward through Panama or Mexico

City to Spanish-bound ships waiting in the Caribbean. Through the same

channel flowed wealth from the recently conquered Philippines, brought

to Mexico in Manila galleons which regularly plied the Pacific with cargoes

of spices, silk, chinaware, and gold. Officials realized the zone between

Mexico City and southern Panama was a vulnerable spot in the empire’s

trade routes} should any foreign intruder reach that highway the wealth of

New Spain would be his for the taking.

The first such intruder was Francis Drake, a bold son of England’s

Devonshire, who had learned to hate the Spaniards while an Elizabethan

Sea Hawk and an audacious raider along the Spanish Main, During the

gloomy September of 1578 Drake’s stout ship, the Golden Hind^ beat its

way through the Straits of Magellan "with its hell darke nights and the

mercyles fury of tempestuous storms,” to emerge on the broad Pacific

where Spaniards gathered their treasure without thought of danger. From

port to port he sailed, loading his vessel with gold, silver, and “goodly great

emeralds” as long as one’s finger. Off the coast of Peru he fell upon a

treasure galleon, subdued its amazed crew (who no more expected to see

an Englishman in the Pacific than in Heaven), and transferred to his own

ship “great riches, as jewels and precious stones, thirteen chests full of

reals of plate, fourscore pound weight of gold, and six and twenty tons

of silver.” The Golden Hind was loaded to the gunwales noW} hence

Drake sailed northward as far as the California bay bearing his name,

nailed to “a faire great post” a brass plate proclaiming England’s owner-

ship of “New Albion,” and on July 23, 1 579, turned his vessel’s prow west-

ward to complete the circumnavigation of the globe.

He left a horrified New Spain behind him. If one Englishman could

invade the Pacific, others might follow; the New World’s wealth would

never be safe until the approaches to Mexico were guarded. Colonies must

be planted throughout the northern hinterland; the expense would be
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. insignificant compared to the losses of another Drake’s raid. Moreover

still-hidden mines might be found there, or Indian workers to replace the

worn-out natives of Mexico, or native souls for conversion. Those were

the, prospects that set Spain’s officials to colony planning even before the

' Golden Hind reached England. For a time they could only plan-while

the w;ar with England that resulted in defeat for the, Spanish Armada

,
(,1588) absorbed Spanish wealth and energy—but by 159? they were ready

to launch their projects.

One was the occupation of the California coast, both to guard the north-

ern,"approach to Mexico and provide a haven for Manila galleons on their

way back from the Philippines. The first necessity was a favorable harbor.

A search for a site undertaken by the captain of a treasure ship in 1595

ended disastrously when the vessel was wrecked in Drake’s Bay, but a

second expedition in 1602 enjoyed more success. This was led by Sebastian

Vizcaino, a navigator of considerable experience but little skill, who com-

manded three ships^ and two hundred men. Sailing northward from

Mexico around the stormy tip of Lower California, he reached a good

harbor previously noted by explorers, giving it the name of “the glorious

San Diego.” The Santa Catalina Islands were discovered as he continued

bn, to Monterey Bay, which Vizcaino believed was the harbor sought by

Spain. He. carried on his search, however, as far as Drake’s Bay,misting

San; Francisco Harbor once more.. His enthvisiastic reports convinced

Spanish officials Monterey Bay was an ideal site for a colony, but before

the settlement materialized the end of the English war made an outpost

seem unnecessary.:' - .
.

,

•

,
,

,
,

,
.The second colony planned to frustrate English intrusions in the Pacific

'.fared better^This was in the interior, for Drake’s raid convinced Spaniards

that the 'Elizabethan seaman'had discovered the. fabled Northwest Passage.

The. fate; of'New Spain depended on forestalling England’s occupation of

that waterway!' Selected to
,
lay out the settlement was Juan de Qhate,'

a

rich mine
.!owner of . Zacatecas, in whoW veins

.
flowed the blood of the

ro«y/«r^d^brd.;By:.offering generous land bounties, he recruited a little
,

force ;bf 130 soldier-settlers5;:Avith;:,the'rhl;:ah equal number of slaves^ and,

eight'Firan'ciscan missiohariesj. he', set outVfor .flis ;unpromisirig domain .in -

.'February,:. 1.59 8,; driving 7,oob},cattle;;;',ahd|'eighty-three loaded ;wagoris.,’

, M'arehing riorthwa,rd:frOm ;Santa 'Barbar^^ the
.

party;crossed the Rio .Grande ;

'|!9,i?w.i;P^b®bht-day!Ei.i'Pas6,,. then.;!^^^^^ northward ;t6 the:,

.'mbu.ntajn-rimrned
:;y

alley, There •:Onate\calledj. on;:

'!‘%iendlyyindians • to.' h^'p.' huild; hiy .tpwny.iW^^

to.cbntifuct wdamyan irri^tioh'ditch,' and;a'church!;For a.t

,.N4|Xh!^Batejwanted;:tb!,search>Tor;gpld.;miriey,rwhile;his rn’en'.pr^ •
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ranching or farming, but other settlers drifted in to lay out new towns

such as Santa Fe (c. 1609). ^7 1^30 the province of New Mexico was

firmly established, with a population of 250 Spanish pioneers and 500

loyal Indians,

The burst of expansion that pushed New Spain’s frontier northward

into New Mexico ended in 1605 with the close of the Anglo-Spanish war.

With England no longer feared, expenditures on profitless outposts did

not seem justified. Neither were private adventurers attracted to a region

whose meagre resources and wild Indians promised neither wealth nor an

adequate labor supply. Spain’s frontier advance might have halted in

southern Nueva Vizcaya had not one type of pioneer been undeterred

by unhospitable conditions. That was the missionary. For the next seventy-

five years Dominican, Franciscan, and Jesuit priests moved steadily north-

ward, until all northern Mexico was occupied and settlement ready to push

on into Texas, Arizona, and California.

The mission as a frontier Institution was not newj on every Spanish

borderland cross and sword moved forward together. In the past, however,

missionaries aided conquistadors and settlers by pacifying previously con-

quered natives. Now the role was reversed. Friars, advancing into the

wilderness In their endless quest for souls, were followed by soldiers or

ranchers who came to guard the mission stations or capitalize on wealth

uncovered by mission fathers. The pattern became standardized. A lone

friar with a few friendly natives set out from the mission frontier to seek

a location for a new station. He chose an Indian village in some fertile

valley, returned to his own mission, and led back a party of three to ten

missionaries, as many families of Christianized Indians, and a handful

of soldiers. Once on the chosen spot they urged tribesmen to help build

crude habitations, then began the task of religious instruction. Within a

year or two the faithful were set to work on a permanent church, often

an elaborate structure of plastered adobe, richly ornamented to please the

primitive natives. Nearby were scattered a home for the missionaries, a

blacksmith shop, flour mill, weaving rooms, carpentry shops, and the homes

of Indians who had been persuaded to abandon their nomadic lives for

Christianity and the ways of the white man.

There the friars labored mightily. Their task was not only to win souls,

but to teach the agriculture and industries which would convert Indians

Into useful citizens. Hence each missionary was not only a religious instruc-

tor but a manager of a co-operative farm, a skilled rancher, and an expert

teacher of carpentry, weaving, and countless other trades. The skill with

which they executed these tasks attested to their considerable executive

talents, just as the ease with which they pacified the most rebellious re
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men demonstrated their kindly personalities and diplomacy. Only rarely

was the calm of a mission station marred by a native uprising; most Indians

found the security of life in a station, the salvation promised them, and

the religious pageantry ample compensation for the restrictions imposed

on their freedom. Usually ten or more years were required to win over a

tribe; then the station was converted into a parish church, the neophytes

released from discipline and given a share of the mission property, and the

friars moved on to begin the process anew. The mission station was a

dynamic institution, forever intruding into new wildernesses, and leaving

behind a civilized region.

When the mission frontier began its northern march at the opening of

the seventeenth century the isolated New Mexican colony was separated

from the Nueva Vizcaya settlements by six hundred miles of arid wastes

and rugged mountains. The physiographic features of northern Mexico

determined the nature of the mission station advance by dividing the region

into three areas. Along the west coast ran a coastal lowland separated from

the rest of Mexico by the lofty Sierra Madre Mountains, a formidable

barrier of towering peaks and deeply etched canyons almost impossible

to cross. The advanced coastal tribes and primitive Indians who occupied

the mountain valleys were selected by the Jesuits for salvation. East of

the Sierra Madres was the central plateau of Mexico, rising 7,000 feet

above the coastal plain and sloping gradually downward to join the table-

lands of Arizona and New Mexico. That was the domain marked out

for the Franciscan conquest. The Dominican stronghold lay along the east

coast where mountain ranges not only cut tliem off from their fellow

religionists but barred their path northward. They played little part in

the settlement of the American Southwest.

The Jesuits were the first to begin the advance. Their pioneer on the

northern frontier, Fray Gonzalo de Tapia, established the station of

San Felipe on the Sinaloa River in 1591, and within a year reaped a harvest

of 2,000 native souls. Success encouraged Fray Gonzalo to move on to

the Fuerte River, where an Indian uprising not only won him the crown

of martyrdom but led New Spain’s officials to send a detachment of troops

to protect the missionaries. For the next three decades the hard-bitten,

bandy-legged commander of these soldiers. Captain Diego Martinez de
Hurdaide, worked hand in hand with Jesuits to push the frontier north-

u-ard. One by one the tribes of the Sinaloa frontier were subdued and
Christianized. The Fuerte Valley was entered and the station of Ahome
founded, then the Mayo River Valley where the Tesin mission was estab-

lished and the Yaqui Valley where in 1617 the Jesuits built an imposing
church at Torin. Ahead lay the peaceful tribes of the upper Yaqui River;
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in 1620 the fathers founded the station of Batuco for their benefit. Ahead
too, lay the friendly Indians of the Sonora Valley who encouraged the
Black Robes to found a group of stations about Pitic between 1638 and
1 646. By that time the Jesuits maintained thirty-five missions along the
coast, each caring for from one to four Indian towns. Although the advance
slowed down as they entered the fringes of the hostile Apache country.

The Northern Mexican Frontier in the Seventeenth Century

they established the station of Cucurpe in the upper San Miguel VaUey

in 1687.

In the meantime other Jesuits moved northward along the eastern flank

of the Sierra Madre Mountains. Saving the primitive tribes of that rugged

upland proved difficult, for they were a wild, fleet-footed people, who did

not take kindly to restraint. Obstacles only stirred the missionaries to greater

efforts. Using the town of Parral as their headquarters, they extended their

influence as far northward as the Tutuaca station by 1650. An Indian revolt
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that year wiped out these gains and discouraged Jesuit efforts for two

decades, but in 1673 the northward march was resumed. Within five years

stations at Tutuaca and Yepomera were established where eight Jesuits

guarded the souls of Indians in thirty-two pueblos. By that time the Black

Robes reigned over all the coastal plain and Sierra Madre country from

central Mexico to a point near the present United States border.

While the Jesuits moved northward on lowlands and mountains, the

Franciscans made spectacular gains on the central plateau. By 1645 their

mission frontier reached the upper Conchos River and began to advance

down that stream toward the Rio Grande. The most important gain was

made in 1659 when a leading Franciscan, Fray Garcia de San Francisco,

led two companions overland to the Rio Grande ford near present-day El

Paso to establish the station of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe. The site

proved so advantageous that within three years permanent buildings were

completed, formers drifted in, and the El Paso district assumed aspects

of permanence. Its growth was hurried in 1680 when a revolt of the

Pueblo Indians of New Mexico drove hundreds of settlers southward to

the comparative safety of El Paso. The influx led Spanish officials to estab-

lish a presidio there in 16835 same time a mission was founded where

the Conchos joined the Rio Grande.

A third arm of the Mexican mission frontier reached out toward the

Northeast. Its center was the province of Nuevo Le6n, established in the

late sixteenth century with its capital at Monterrey, and its pioneers Fran-

ciscan fathers seeking a harvest of souls in the country below the Rio

Grande. Best known was Fray Larios, an earnest friar, who in the years

just after 1670 founded the station of Monclova as a center for a group

of four missions along the Salado River Valley in the region later erected

into the province of Coahuila. The fruits of these efforts were apparent by

1680. At that time the mission frontier stretched from Monterrey to the

Conchos River, swept northward to include the numerous Franciscan sta-

tions in New Mexico, and reached the Pacific at the Sonora River. Behind
lay a land of civilized and Christianized natives, ahead a land of unsaved
souls that soon lured missionaries into the present United States. To the

northeast the road was blocked by hostile Apache, but to the north and
northwest lay an unexplored domain known to the Spaniards as Pimeria
Alta. There the missionaries first entered the American Southwest.

In the van was an Italian-born priest who almost single handed won a

new domain for Spain. Fray Eusebio Francisco Kino, a man “merciful to

others but cruel to himself,” reached the Sonora borderland in 1687, built

the mission station of Dolores high on the San Miguel River, and threw
himself into the task of winning heathen souls. For a time he was busy
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founding a chain of missions along the Altar and Magdalena riven, but
Fray Eusebio was never content as long as unsaved humans or unexplored
lands lay ahead. In 1691 his religious wanderlust carried him into Arizona
where, along the Santa Cruz and San Pedro valleys, he found natives

eager for word of the Gospel. Nothing would do but to build a station

among themj after cattle ranches were established to assure a food supply

Father Kino in 1700 led a party northward to lay out the mission of San
Xavier del Sac. The venture thrived from the first. Other stations were

established in the vicinity
j

cattle ranches and farms followed as settlers

moved in. Over them all the padre ruled with benevolent skill, although

his real interest was that of the explorer. In all he made fourteen journeys

of from several hundred to a thousand miles each, either alone or with

a few companions, and on his death in 1711 left a series of excellent maps

which added immeasurably to Spain’s knowledge of the northern frontier.

If left to themselves the Franciscans would have occupied Texas just

as Kano and his Jesuit companions settled Arizona. By the middle seven-

teenth century their stations were advancing steadily in that direction, some

northward in the Nuevo Leon province, others eastward to the El Paso

district or from New Mexico. By that time, too, Franciscan explorers

searching for unsaved souls were investigating the possibilities of Texas.

One group from New Mexico reached the upper waters of the Colorado

River as early as 1632, another visited the Tejas Indians of the Trinity

River Valley in 1650, and a third from the mission station of Monclova

baptized a number of Texan natives in 1675. Activities reached a near

climax in 1683 when a delegation of Jumano Indians visited the El Paso

district to ask the friars for spiritual guidance and the dvil authorities for

troops to protect them from threatening Apaches. The invitation sent the

tiny Spanish outpost into a bustle of activity. Troops were raised, a delega-

tion of missionaries selected, and a party formed to march northward as

far as the junction of the Concho and Colorado rivers where a temporary

altar was erected. The crop of souls and buffalo hides during a six weeks

stay proved so satisfactory that both church and civil authorities determined

to seek permission for a permanent station in Texas. Before they could do

so alarming news shocked the northern frontier. A new invader threatened

that poorly guarded borderland.

France was the villain now, and its agent was Robert Cavelier, Sleur de

La Salle. That visionary empire builder, hoping to connect the St. Lawrence

and Mississippi river systems with a chain of trading posts, set sail from

France in 1684, bound for the mouth of the Mississippi where he planned

to build a stronghold. Missing the mouth of the river, he landed at Mata-

gorda Bay on the Texas coast in January, 1685. After throwing up a rough
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fort, Ft. St. Louis, La Salle spent the next two years searching for the

elusive Mississippi. On the last expedition, early in 1687, his overwrought

followers rebelled, murdered their leader, and set out on foot for the

French settlements in distant Canada. The few who remained at Ft. St.

Louis W'ere either slaughtered or enslaved by Texas Indians.

Word of these events, reaching New Spain in the form of exaggerated

tales from the red men, sent Spanish ofiBcialdom into a panic, for their

fevered imaginations translated La Salle’s venture into a threat against

Mexico itself. Nine expeditions were hurriedly sent out to repel the

invaders; one under Governor Alonso de Leon of Coahuila finally located

the ruins of Ft. St. Louis and the charred bones of its murdered defenders

in the spring of 1689. The welcome news of La SaUe’s failure, heard from

the lips of two of his enslaved companions, did not quiet Spanish fears.

The dread Frenchmen might try again; Mexico would never be safe until

Texas was guarded. That warning, stated in emphatic language by de Leon,

was echoed by the Franciscan missionary who accompanied him. Fray

Damian Massanet. The Indians of Texas, the good friar reported to

Mexico City, were ripe for conversion. Little wonder that the viceroy

promptly consented to occupy Texas.

The expedition that set out from Monclova in the spring of 1690 under

the joint command of de Leon and Father Massanet consisted of iio

soldiers and four Franciscan missionaries. They moved eastward to the

headquarters of the Tejas tribe in the fertile Neches River Valley where

they labored the summer through building the station of San Francisco

de los Tejas. That fall three missionaries and as many soldiers were left

to guard the tiny outpost. A year later the garrison was increased to nine,

for by that time the Indians were so warlike that even the stout-hearted

Massanet admitted the need of a presidio to guard the missionaries. Before

one could be built a native uprising in the autumn of 1693 forced the

fi-iars to retreat sadly to the Rio Grande, For the next two decades Texas
remained unoccupied. During those years the Mexican frontier advanced

to its southern edge when in 1699 presidio of San Juan Bautista and
three Franciscan missions were established at Eagle Pass on the west bank
of the Rio Grande.

While New Spain slept. New France acted. La Salle’s dreams came true

in 1699 when the French built their colony of Louisiana at the mouth of
the Mississippi. In vain Mexico’s officials protested to Madrid; Spain’s

throne was occupied by Philip V, grandson of Louis XIV, who stood
docilely by while his grandfather’s legions overran a land that might have
been his. One among the patriots of New Spain refused to be discouraged
by official indifference. Fray Francisco Hidalgo, who served for a time
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among the Tejas Indians, was so anxious to return to his former charges

that he conceived a bold plan to stir his superiors into action. Early in

1713 he penned a veiled letter to the governor of Louisiana, hinting that

French traders would be kindly received south of the Rio Grande. The

delighted governor responded as Ehdalgo hoped5 an experienced trader,

Louis de St. Denis, was dispatched westward with a supply of trading goods.

Proceeding at a leisurely pace, St. Denis paused to found a post at the

Indian village of Natchitoches on the Red River, then journeyed across

Texas to emerge at the presidio of San Juan Bautista in July, 1714*

The effect on Mexican officials was that foreseen by Hidalgo. St. Denis

and his followers were clapped into jail. While they languished there
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plans, were formulated to. forestall similar invasions. The reoccupation of

Texb was the only answer. An expedidon set out in June, 1716, with a

soldier, Captain Domingo Ramon, in command, twenty-five soldiers, nine

missionaries, and St. Denis as guide, for that glib-tongued Frenchman not

only talked himself out of jail but into marriage with the presidio com-

mandant’s granddaughter. Reaching the Neches River in July, 1716, they

fell to building the mission station of Nuestro Padre San Francisco de los

Tejas and three minor stations, all east of the river. The presence of French

trading goods among the Tejas Indians warned Captain Ramon that this

outpost could be protected only by planting additional missions across the

path used by natives in reaching St. Denis’ post at Nachitoches. Before the

year was out he built the Mission San Miguel only fifteen miles from the

Red River, and the Mission Ais between the Neches and Sabine rivers.

Six stations, all well equipped and guarded by a small presidio, then

challenged French intruders. Two years later the villa of San Antomo was

established in western Texas to guard the route between the frontier

outposts and Mexico.

Spain established its northern frontier none too soon, for enemies began

pressing upon its weakly guarded bulwarks even before the last outpost

was completed. They , came as French traders, moving out of Louisiana

in quest of furs, hides, and gold. Their highways were the rivers that

fringed Texas and New Mexico—the Red, Canadian, and Arkansas
j
their

,
objective was the trade of the Plains tribes. For half a century they pressed

upon New Spain’s northern hinterland while Spaniards fought back with

gun and Gospel to retain control of territories, painfully won.

Skirmishing began in 1719 when three French expeditions used the out-

break of a European war between France and Spain as an excuse to test the

Texas defenses. The first, a tiny force of seven soldiers from Natchitoches,

captured the unguarded San Miguel
,
mission in June, 1719, so alarming

.
the friars, at- the Neches missions that all fied toward San Antonio. The
second, a band of traders commanded by the bold Clause Du Tisne,

advanced overland from the Missouri River to the Jumano Indian villages

on the, Arkansas River where they audaciously plied their trade on New
Spain’s; doorstep, The .third struck even nearer. A trading party led by,

,
.Bernard .d^ la Harpe explored the, niiddle; Red River, crossed to the

s Arlphsas: and Canadian yaUeys, and- attempted to open trade with the

nomads of.that, opeii country.,;^either Du Tisne nor dela Harpe* won. oyer

the Indians;they encpuhteredj bu threat to Texas was nonetheless real,

,.Cleari^,.;the ;fqrtifica!tions-.;must: be.^s borderland might-

:
Jail; to-thelFrench;;and.their -native allies. . ,

.
. V. .

-*

to", two: seasoned'; frontiersiiien, ;THe w^tKy
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soldier-governor of Coahuila, the Marquis of Aguayo, raised five hundred
mounted troops and in November, 1720, led them out of Monclova along
the road to San Antonio. One by one the forsaken missions of eastern

Texas were restored, then strengthened by the addition of a well-garrisoned

presidio at Mission San Miguel. When Aguayo returned home during the

winter of 1721-22 he paused to build a station and fort at Matagorda Bay.

Although Texas was well guarded, the frontier would never be safe so

long as Indians to the northward were open to French meddling
j
they

must be won to Spain’s side by a show of force. That was the objective

of the forty-five soldiers and sixty friendly natives under Pedro de Villasur

who set out from Santa Fe during the summer of 1720. They moved
northward beneath the shadows of the Rockies without sighting a single

Indian until they reached the Pawnee country near the junction of the

North and South Platte rivers where they camped on August 12, 1720. All

that night hostile Pawnee crept toward them under the protection of the

tall grass, and at daybreak rushed pell-mell into the camp. The surprised

Spaniards were unable to defend themselves against the sudden assault;

Villasur was killed and only thirteen soldiers managed to escape. Seldom

had a defeat cost so dearly. Spain’s prestige was so low that every Plains

tribe deserted to the French or sent its war parties to molest the enfeebled

Spanish defenders.

The French were quick to take advantage of this golden opportunity.

A skilled frontiersman, Fltienne Veniard de Bourgmond, whose Indian

wife and long career as a Missouri trader equipped him for the delicate

task of tribal diplomacy, was hurried westward from Kaskaskla in the fall

of 1723 with forty traders and a large store of trading goods. Moving

swiftly up the Missouri, Bourgmond built a fortification. Ft. Orleans, in

western Missouri, then pressed on along the Kansas River to the Padouca

village on the upper reaches of that stream. There the skilled pioneer

spread bale after bale of presents before the eager-eyed natives; all those

and more, he said, would be theirs if they promised to trade only with

Frenchmen. The Padouca chief readily agreed, assuring Bourgmond that

although the Spaniards “bring us horses and bring us a few knives and a

few awls and a few axes . . . they are not like you, who give us great

quantities of merchandise, such as we have never seen before.” Bourgmond s

success seriously threatened New Spain’s defenses; apparently the French

were destined to make alliance after alliance until their native allies domi-

nated the debatable land north of Texas. Yet the threat failed to develop

when the outbreak of the Natchez, and Fox wars east of the Mississippi

during the 1720’s forced New France to abandon its plans for a trading

empire on the Plains country.
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native tribes because their frontier institutions were little to the liking of

the red men. They offered the Indians salvation and civilization
5 the

French promised brandy, guns, and knives. The Spanish urged natives to

abandon nomadic ways for sedentary lives in mission villages
j
the French-

men followed the wandering Plains tribes across the vastness of the west-

ern prairies. Spaniards tried to recast natives in a Spanish mold and failedj

Frenchmen learned to live as the natives did and succeeded. Only the

French government’s failure to exploit its advantage saved Spain’s northern

provinces during those years. But for royal indifference and the outbreak

of King George’s War, which cast the two nations as allies, both Texas and

New Mexico would probably have fallen into the hands of French pioneers

and their Indian allies.

By contrast, the efforts of Spaniards to defend their threatened domain

were often inefficient and ineffective. On only one Texan frontier did they

strengthen their position between 1740 and 1763 when the French made

their spectacular gains. The southeastern coast of Texas, a neglected wilder-

ness cut off from the rest of Mexico by the steep Sierra Gorda Mountains,

was occupied by fragments of Indian tribes, renegades both white and red,

and the outcasts found in any region beyond the law’s pale. In 1746 that

coastal lowland—between the Panuco and San Antonio rivers—was set

aside as the province of Nuevo Santander under the governorship of an

experienced Indian fighter, Jose de Escandon. After several exploring trips

into his domain, Escandon set out in December, 1748, from the neighbor-

ing state of Queretaro, leading five hundred colony planters secured by

generous cash subsidies and promises of tax-free lands. At each favorable

site he left a small garrison, missionaries, and a handful of farmers or

ranchers until twenty settlements were scattered over the province. Most

were south of the Rio Grande but two, Laredo and Dolores, were in Texas.

An attempt to found a colony at the mouth of the Nueces failed when war-

like Indians attacked Escandon’s party, but during the next years settlers

from lower Nuevo Santander drifted there, attracted by the ranching

possibilities in that land of thick prairie grass, sparkling streams, and rolling

countryside. By 1750 6,000 ranchers and miners in Nuevo Santander held

southeastern Texas firmly for New Spain.

Less successful were Spanish efforts to expand the Texan frontier north-

ward by winning over French-dominated tribes along the upper reaches of

the Brazos and Colorado rivers. In 174^ several mission stations v/ere

established on the San Gabriel River, a tributary of the Brazos, at the

request of minor tribes. Disease and raids by the fearsome Apache Indians

forced the abandonment of the outposts nine years later. More enduring

was the San Agustm mission, planted at the mouth of the Trinity in 1756
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to hold back threatening French intruders. A final attempt to win the

northern country was made that year when a delegation of Apache Indians

visited Texas to ask for religious instruction and a presidio. The amazed

Spaniards, who had battled those warlike tribesmen for a generation, seized

the opportunity to found a mission on the San Saba River a year later. Only

after the station was established did die friars learn the reason for the

Apache about-face
5
they wanted the Spanish to protect them from the dread

Comanche. By 1758 bands of Comanche warriors were molesting the mis-

sionaries who sent out a call for aid. A pimitive expedition of three hundred

soldiers under Captain Parilla failed to ease the situation when it was

decisively defeated by a Comanche war party on the Red River. Before

the year was out the stations were withdrawn to the upper Nueces River

and northern Texas abandoned to the savages.

That was the last attempt to push the Texan frontier northward, as

the transfer of Louisiana to Spain in 1763 removed the French menace.

For the next generation Texas remained a neglected province, peopled by

2,000 Spaniard and a handful of Christianized Indians. Over it swept the

Plains nomads on their buffalo hunts, scarcely aware of the scattered mis-

sions, presidios, and villages which symbolized Spain’s half-hearted efforts

to hold that isolated frontier.

In the meantime the attention of New Spain was directed to the Pacific

coast where a new foreign menace threatened the borderlands of Mexico.

Russia was the villain. After 1741, when a Danish navigator, Titus Bering,

sailing in the service of the czars, discovered Alaska and the Aleutian

Islands, Cossack traders pushed steadily southward along the North

American coast in search of seal and sea otter peltry. By 1763 their vessels

were cruising as far south as the Oregon country
j
near enough to threaten

the California gateway to Mexico. So thought Jose de Galvez, visitor-

general of New Spain, a zealous administrator whose determination to

revive the glories of New Spain amounted almost to fanaticism. Why not,

he reasoned, forestall the Russians by seizing California at once? From
the time that thought entered his mind he pursued the plan with remark-

able singleness of purpose} every letter to the court of Charles III was

filled with pleas for permission to extend Spain’s empire northward. Such

enthusiasm was infectious, and in 1767 consent came from across the sea.

Galvez, thoroughly delighted, hurried to Lower California to organize the

colonizing party which would translate his dream into reality.

The time was ripe for such an enterprise. The Jesuits, who raissionized

Lower California, had recently been replaced by fourteen brown-robed

Franciscans under Fray Junipero Serra, all inflamed with religious zeal

and
,
anxious to aid any enterprise promising a crop of souls. Their help
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allowed Galvez to form two colonizing parties with unusual dispatch. One,
composed of settlers under the skilled frontiersman Don Caspar de Por-

tola and missionaries led by Father Serra, he planned to send overland.

The other, made up of three vessels carrying additional colonists and
supplies, would sail northward. They would meet at San Diego Bay, move
on to Monterey Harbor, and there plant the flag and cross of Spain in the

California wilderness.

By the early spring of 1769 all was ready. The ships set sail first and

although one was lost at sea the other two reached San Diego Bay after

a storm-plagued voyage which left the crews so weakened by scurvy they

could scarcely launch the landing boats. The overland party fared better,

despite the formidable task of crossing four hundred miles of unexplored

desert with laden pack animals and several hundred head of cattle. ^An

advanced group of twenty-five frontier-seasoned soldiers moved aheaa to

break trail} behind them came the rest of the immigrants with Portola

and Serra in command. At times water was scarce, at others the road lay

deep in sand or twisted across mountmn heights, but more often the path
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lay “level, straight and happy’^ through flower-decked meadows where

“willows, tule and a glad sky” greeted the travelers. Six weeks of journey-

ing brought the 126 survivors to San Diego on July i, 1769. After Father

Serra sang the Te Deum, they watched Portola take formal possession of

Spain’s newest outpost in the name of his king.

Two weeks of rest was all Portola allowed his tired followers and those

were devoted to building the mission station of San Diego Alcala for Father

Serra. On July 14 the hardy commander set out again, with twenty-seven

soldiers, bound for Monterey. Their path lay through fertile valleys “so

green that it seemed to us it had been planted” and over low-lying coastal

mountains where curious Indians, “as naked as Adam in paradise before

he sinned,” offered them tributes of friendship. For a time the formidable

Santa Lucia Mountains held them back, but on October i, lybpj the party

stood on the shores of Monterey Bay. The sight that met their eyes was

disheartening. Instead of the broad, land-locked harbor described by early

explorers, they saw a shallow, shelterless bay. The disappointed Portola,

convinced Monterey must lie somewhere ahead, led his men on for another

month before they reached Drake’s Bay, the landmarks of which they

recognized. They started back, but their greatest discovery lay just ahead.

On November i a scouting party stumbled upon a harbor so large that

“not only all the navy of our most Catholic Majesty but those of all

Europe could take shelter.” San Francisco Bay, after eluding Spain’s

navigators for a century, yielded up its secret to an overland party! Por-

tola’s men were too exhausted to take advantage of their find} instead

they headed back to San Diego where they arrived on January 24, 1770,

“smelling frightfully of mules.”

No relief awaited them there. Fifty of the little band left behind with

Father Serra were dead of scurvy, the rest sick, and supplies exhausted.

For a time despair reigned, even in Portola’s stout heart, but the timely

arrival of a supply ship from Mexico, just at the end of a nine-day vigil

of prayer, rekindled hope. After waiting a short time for weakened bodies

and crushed spirits to be restored, the courageous leader started northward
again, reaching Monterey Bay in March, 1770. There he set his men to

building the presidio of Monterey and the mission of San Carlos. During
the next two years three more outposts were established: San Antonio
mission at the southern tip of the Santa Lucia moimtains, San Gabriel
mission north of San Diego, and San Luis Obispo mission on the central

coast of California. By 1773 California was guarded by five stations and
two presidios, manned by a pitifully small force of sixty-one soldiers and
eleven friars.

The feeble settlements could be strengthened in only one way: an over-
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>' Byl.the dose 'of the i-y.yb’s New Spain’s frontier stretched across the back

country frprh extern Texas to. the . shores of San . Francisco Bay j a vast

/ bulwark -against intruders who. threatened rich Mexico.' Yet more than a

.v.
,Aih line of. presidios and, mission stations was needed to repulse the enemies

‘
.
who sooh:hammered at. the gates of Spain’s fortress. Even as Anza’s weary

colonists fashioned the log walls of their tiny fort, a new and more aggres-

sive .nation was born in the East. The Philadelphia bells which'proclaimed

'..the -independence of the United States in 1776 toiled the death knell of
' Spain’s North American empire. Over the next decades the lusty yoiing

.nation sent, a stream of pioneers westward, to wrest away the lands won
by two centuries of Spanish toil, until the boundaries of the infant Republic

• reached the Pacific. -



CHAPTER XX 11

The Traders’ Frontier

1776-1840

For half a century after New Spain flung its protective wall across; the

northern approaches to Mexico, the feeble barrier underwent a constant

assault. Pressing from the northwest were Cossack fur hunters from Russia’s

Siberia, New England ship captains seeking native trade, and wilderness-

wise agents of England’s powerful Hudson’s Bay Company. From the

northeast came Canadian traders and their Indian allies, bent on winning

the allegiance and trade of the Plains tribes. Advancing from the east were

arrogant American frontiersmen—explorers, trappers, pioneer farmers,

ranchers, and missionaries—all determined to exploit the wealth, of Spain’s

forbidden empire. Before those invincible forces the Spanish first fell back,

then surrendered chunk after chunk of hard-won territory until all the

Southwest was in alien hands. Of the aggressors the most dangerous were

Anglo-American frontiersmen, and their shock troops were the fur- traders.

The attack began in the 1780’s when agents of England’s great trading

companies—the Hudson’s Bay Company and the North. West Company-^

swarmed out of Mackinac and Prairie du Chien to barter with tribesmen as

far west as the Mandan Villages of the central Missouri, River. 'In 1791

the seriousness of Britain’s threat was demonstrated when Spanish traders

along the Missouri were forcibly turned back by Indians, who insisted Aat

Englishmen supplied all the goods they needed
j
in the same year dtizeps

of isolated Ste. Genevieve demanded protection from, British-armed Osage

tribesmen. Spain was in danger of losing all .northern Louisiana;uni^, it

actedl Nor coulci mission statipns tame the primitive natives of, the nprthisrr

Plaink country. In that emergency Spanish officials at.New Orleans, .turning

iristihetiyely to methods used effectively in rhp French, frontier advance

4^
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determined to use the fur trade to guard their hinterland. They would,

they decided, win over the tribes along the Missouri with trading goods,

establishing that river as the northern border of their domain.

The agents selected for the task were experienced French woodsmen

acquired by Spain with Louisiana. Auguste Chouteau, a seasoned frontiers-

man who as a lad of fourteen helped found St. Louis, was dispatched in

1794 to build Ft. Carondelet among the Osage villages, partly to hold

those hostile red men in check, partly to win their allegiance by supplying

them with goods. At the same time French traders at St. Louis were

authorized to form a trading company. The Commercial Company for

the Discovery of the Nations of the Upper Missouri, to win the friendship

of tribes along the Big Muddy. As an additional incentive officials offered

$3,000 to the first Spanish subject following the Missouri to the Pacific.

Three expeditions sent out by the Commercial Company during 1794 and

1795 failed to accomplish much; one was led by a schoolmaster who proved

a better teacher than explorer, another was turned back by unfriendly

natives, and the third never went beyond the Mandan villages. The leader

of the last, a Spanish subject named James Mackay, found the Dakota

country teeming with British traders who were summarily ordered to leave

the ‘‘Catholic Majesty’s Dominions,” but more than bluster was needed.

For the next years the trading frontiers of the two nations clashed in the

Plains country, with the British making steady gains. By 1802 they

dominated the region as far south as the Omaha villages and west to the

^Yellowstone and Big Horn rivers.

That was bad enough in Spanish eyes, but worse was the assault on their

eastern borderland which began in 1803 when the United States acquired

Louisiana. For the first time the two countries destined to battle for the

trans-Mississippi West stood face to face. One was old, decadent, and

weakened by European wars. The other was young, self-confident, and

arrogantly determined to expand. Both sought to control as much of the

Southwest as possible; a decision fostered by the Louisiana Treaty which

gave the United States title to “the colony or province of Louisiana, with

the same extent that it now has in the hands of Spain and that it had when
France possessed it.” With no boundaries established, rambunctious Amerri

can frontiersmen felt free to enter any part of the West. For half a century

they battered against Spain’s outposts before they overran the defenses to

sweep triumphantly to the Pacific.

Thomas Jefferson, president when Louisiana was purchased, mapped the

strategy that opened the attack. For some time he had been interested in

the unknown lands beyond the Mississippi. As a loyal patriot he felt the

United States must locate unrevealed riches before any European power
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was tempted to settle uncomfortably close to the American borders. As a

scientist he wanted to know what plants and animals abounded in the un-

explored West, whether the fur trade could be developed there, and how
the Missouri River might be used as a route across the continent. He had

made a number of attempts to answer those questions before Louisiana was

acquired. In 1786 he encouraged a colorful Connecticut wanderer, John

Ledyard, to imdertake a romantic foot journey that carried him ahnost

across Siberia before Cossack police ended his hopes of crossing Bering

Straits and exploring the North American interior. Again in 179a Jeffer-

son prodded the American Philosophical Society mto financing the journey

of a French scientist, Ajndre Michaux, who planned to “ascend the Missouri

River, cross the Stony Mountains, and descend down the nearest river to

the Padfic.” That venture collapsed when the leader became involved with

Citizen Genet in revolutionary intrigue. Jefferson’s curiosity was still un-

sated when he became President in 1801.

Two years later, and before Napoleon even offered Louisiana to the

United States, Jefferson tried again. This time he secured a secret appropria-

tion from Congress for an exploring expedition westward “even to the

Western Ocean, having conferences with the natives on the subject of com-

mercial intercourse.” His object was different now, for his program of push-

ing eastern Indians into small reservations necessitated the discovery of new

trading areas for American trappers. That was the primary purpose in the

President’s mind when he selected as leaders for the expedition thirty-

two-year-old Meriwether Lewis, whose skill in wilderness ways dated from

a boyhood spent beneath the shadows of the Blue Ridge, and WiUiam

Clark—^younger brother of George Rogers Clark—a twenty-eight-year-old

frontiersman and Indian fighter. Before they set out news of the Louisiana

Purchase reached America. Exploration of the newly acquired domain was

then an additional objective
j
the leaders were told to follow the Missouri

River to its source, seek a water route to the Pacific, and make careful

records of the soils, animal and vegetable life, minerals, and geography

of the region which they traversed.

They set out from the East on July 5 > 1803, gathered a crew of forty-

eight strapping young frontiersmen along the way, and in late fall estab-

lished winter quarters near St. Louis. Lewis and Clark spent the cold

months drilling their men in frontier techniques. With the spring of 1 804

the expedition started up the Missouri, traveling in an iron-reinforced keel-

boat and two pirogues. All summer they worried their way up the Big

Muddy, stopping frequently to talk with Indians or make scientific obser-

vations, until the blasts of autumn found them at the Mandan villages. A

‘ blockhouse—Ft. Mandan—was builtj there the explorers labored through
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The Explorers’ Frontier, 1776-1820

the cold Dakota winter on six dugouts to replace the cumbersome keelboat

they had used.' By April, 1805, they were ready to start once more. The
keelboat with a crew of sbcteen men was sent back to St. Louis

j
the rest

of the party turned their faces westward, guided by a talented Shoshoni
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Indian woman, Sacajawea, who had been a captive of the Dakota tribes

and promised to lead the explorers across the Rockies in return for her

freedom. Her uncanny knowledge of the country, the entertainment pro-

vided by the two-months-old papoose who made the journey strapped to

her back, and the ease with which the light canoes slipped through the

swift waters made the journey more pleasant that summer.

On they went, through country never seen by white men, where plentiful

game kept the larder always full. Then up into the foothills of the Rockies

they journeyed, in narrow canyons where the current raced swiftly, over

rock-strewn portages, on through roaring rapids with the men “up to their

armpits in the cold water.” On June 13, 1805, they reached the Great

Falls of the Missouri where the river tumbled downward eighty feet, but

the tired explorers were less awed by the magnificence of the spectacle than

with the back-breaking task of portaging their goods around the obstacle. A
month was needed before they could be on their way again, through wild

mountain country, to Three Forks, where three small streams, which they

named the Jefferson, Madison, and Gallatin, joined to form the Missouri.

Lewis and Clark were anxious to find the Shoshoni Indians to replace sup-

plies running dangerously low and secure horses for the journey across the

Rockies. Hence they chose the northernmost of the streams, the Jefferson,

which Sacajawea told them led toward her country. Day after day the

party toiled wearisomely onward without sighting a single native. Finally

Lewis, fearful that the Indians were frightened into hiding by the size of

his following, decided to go on ahead with only a small group. The little

party passed Shoshoni Cove, crossed the continental divide at Lemhi Pass,

and at last captured two terrified Shoshoni squaws who consented to lead

them to the tribal camp near the headwaters of the Salmon River.

The worst was over. For a time the Indians were hostile but when a band

of braves who went back to meet the main party returned with Sacajawea

all fears were set at rest
5
she rushed forward “to dance and show every

mark of extravagant joy . . . suckling her fingers to indicate that they were

of her native tribe.” A great council was held, the peace pipe passed about,

and the Indians promised to provide Lewis and Clark with horses and

guides to cross the mountains. Investigation showed the Salmon River was

not the best route westward, for it tumbled through steep canyons where

boats would surely be wrecked. Instead the travelers turned northward

for a five day march into the Bitterroot Valley, then west again for ten

days of weary plodding through snow flurries and drenching rain. On

September 20, 1 805, they finally emerged from the treacherous Lolo Pass

into the open valley of the Clearwater River, where friendly Flathead In-

dians gave them food and shelter. A week of rest and the tired travelers
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were on their way once naore, using canoes obtained from the natives to

run the rapids of the Clearwater and Columbia, until finally in mid-

November they stood on the banks of ‘^that ocean, the object of all our

labours, the reward of all our anxieties.”

Winter camp was estabished on the banks of the Columbia a short distance

from the sea. There the explorers camped for four months of drizzle, rain,

and fog which left bodies weak and nerves frayed. The return trip was

begun in late March, 1 806. Although forced to wait several weeks for the

snows to melt from Lolo Pass, they were safely in the Bitterroot Valley by

the end of June. There the expedition split in two. One party, led by Clark,

retraced the outward trail to Three Forks where, under Sacajawea’s guid-

ance, it passed through mountainous Bozeman Pass to the upper Yellow-

stone River. On July 24, i8o6, the group started downstream, taking care-

ful note of the country traversed. In the meantime Lewis with nine fol-

lowers crossed the continental divide through Lewis and Clark Pass, reached

the Great ’Fails of the Missouri^ then turned northward to explore the

valley of the Marias River. That was dangerous country, roamed by hostile

Blackfoot and Grosventre Indians, but all went well until July 27 when
Lewis’ men clashed with eight Blackfoot warriors, killing two of them.
Realizing that the enraged tribe would be out in force for revenge, the
explorers immediately started east, galloping their horses at full speed for
more than a hundred miles before they dared rest. They reached the
Missouri safely, rejoining Clark’s group a short distance below the mouth
of the Yellowstone. On September 23, 1806, the Lewis and Clark expedi-
tion emerged at St. Louis to end one of the epic journeys in the history of
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exploration. They investigated thousands of miles of unknown country,

found several usable passes through the Rockies, made important scientific

discoveries, and established friendly relations with half a dozen Indian

tribes.

Thomas Jefferson saw to it, however, that they did not monopolize the

plaudits of the grateful nation. Even as they battled their way across the

continent other explorers were on their way westward to unlock other

secrets of the Louisiana Territory. The President began planning expeditions

as soon as America secured the trans-Mississippi Westj one would ascend

the Red River to its source and investigate the headwaters of the Arkansas,

another would explore the Platte and Kansas rivers, a third the Des Moines,

and a fourth the upper Mississippi and Minnesota rivers. Congress, lacking

Jefferson’s scientific and practical interest in Louisiana, granted him $3,000

rather than the $12,000 requested, but that was enough to equip one small

party. William Dunbar, a noted scientist familiar with the Mississippi

Valley, and John Hunter, a Philadelphia chemist, were placed in command

of a seventeen-man force with orders to explore the Red River to its source.

Soon after they set out from Natchez in October, 1 804, they learned the

Spaniards would resent their invasion of a borderland so near Texas, and

rather than risk trouble, turned northward along the Ouachita River. Their

thorough exploration of that stream was of scientific interest only, as they

did not pass beyond present-day Louisiana.

Jefferson, instead of giving up hope, wrung another $5,000 from Con-

gress for a second Red River expedition, this one commanded by Thomas

Freeman, surveyor and astronomer. Starting from Ft. Adams in mid-

April, 1806, the party of thirty-seven men made its way slowly up the

log-choked stream in two flat-bottomed barges, stopping occasionally to
-

hold councils with Indians along the way. The arduous labors came to

naught
j
after six hundred miles of effort they encountered a Spanish army

from Texas whose commander ordered them to turn back. Freeman con-

sidered resistance for a time, but when common sense triumphed reluctantly

retraced his steps. His expedition was hardly a success, as he traversed no

ground not already explored by Spanish and French traders and brought

back no word of the Red River’s source.

With two failures in the South, Jefferson turned his attention to the less

hazardous task of discovering the source of the Mississippi. His decision

brought into prominence the explorer whose name has been forever

associated with the conquest of the Far West, Lieutenant Zebulon

Montgomery Pike. The twenty-six-year-old stripling began his discoveries

in the fall of 1805 when he started northward from St. Louis with a well-

stocked keelboat and twenty men. Stopping at the Falls of St. Anthony to
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purchase/iand for7a goyerhm post
;
and- build a, light^ bargey the party-

moved pn^toXitde Falls stockade was constructed: for. winter

quarters; While most,of the.men settled down in cozy comfort,; Pike and

twelve companions pressed forward, on sledges through the snow-blanketed

Minnesota counbyside. ;'H,ere; and there they found- posts of the
.

North

West Gpmpany proudly flaunting the Union Jack, all occupied by cheerful

^nadian traders who entertained the Americans royally and swore sol-

emnly .to display the Stars and Stripes in the future, knowing full well no

one could punish them if they did not. At Leech Lake, which Pike falsely

took to, be the source of the Mississippi, the explorers started
,

southward,

reachiiig Little Falls on March 5. By the end of April, 1806, they were

back in St. Louis.

7^: the nation and Jefferson agreed with Pike’s far-from-modest

estimate of his accomplishments was shown when he was immediately sent

out -agaih- ;,this time on the more difficult task of exploring the country

between: the Arkansas and Red rivers, winning the friendship of Indians

there, and driving out unlicensed traders. By July, 1806, he was ready,

to take to the trail, leading twenty-three men up the Missouri and Osage

riye;rS ;to the Osage villages, then across country to the Pawnee villages on

the, Republican River. He found the Indians ready to resist, having, been

recently .visited, by. a Spanish army sent out to intercept the Americans, but

Pike angrily: told theni the "warriors of his Great American Father were

nbt .:w,omen to be turned back by words,” and pressed pn.. His trail led

south ,nowy.to the Great Bend of the Arkansas River, then along that stream

to the Rockiw where a stout , fortification was built on the site of today’s

Pueblo. For the next two months Pike explored the Colorado country, unsuc-

cessfully tried to climb the peak bearing his name, and hunted in vain for

the head-waters of'the Red IWyer; ..

Before snow left the mountain passes in the spring of 180.7 he was on his

way againi, through: the'Royal Gorge of the Arkansas.River, over the Saiigre

de : Cristo '‘Mountains,; and across .the San^Luis
;
VaUey, to emerge on the.

uppeF; Rip Grande where he ordered his'men tp throw up a stockade. Pike'
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For a decade after the return of Pike’s expedition, interest in western

exploration waned as the United States fought the War of 1812 or grappled

with the problems of reconstruction. When government attention was

turned to the West once more in 1815 its objectives were different} parties

went into the western country to found military posts that would hold the

Indians in check, open the way for fur traders, and restrain British intruders.

John C. Calhoun, the secretary of war, estimated that three forts on

strategic waterways were needed first. Two, Ft. Smith on the Arkansas

River, and Ft. Snelling at the Junction of the Mississippi and Minnesota

rivers, were begun between 1817 and 1819 by expeditions under Major

Stephen H. Long—^both strong blockhouses destined to play a prominent

role in the advance of the frontier. Establishing the third proved more dif-

ficult. An elaborate expedition under Major Long and Colonel Henry At-

kinson set out from St. Louis on July 4, 1819, bound for the Mandan vil-

lages, but the newfangled steamboats used broke down so regularly the party

got no farther than Council Bluffs that year. There they built a log fort, Ft.

Atkinson. Reports of mismanagement which reached the East during the

winter so annoyed Congress that plans for an outpost at Mandan were

abandoned.

Instead army officials decided on a last effort to seek the source of the

Red River. Major Long, who was placed in charge of the nineteen soldiers

assembled for the purpose, led the party out of Ft. Atkinson on June 6,

1820. Up the Platte and the South Platte they went, southward beneath the

shadows of the Rockies where one of the men succeeded in climbing Pike’s

Peak, southward still to the Arkansas where the impressive Royal Gorge

was re-explored. There they divided, one group to descend the Arkansas,

the other under Major Long to press on in search of the Red River. The

latter crossed the Purgatory and Cimarron rivers, then emerged on a large

river which the leader took to be the Red. Thankfully he turned his men

eastward along its banks, only to find he had hit upon the Canadian River

which, to his great disgust, took him back to the Arkansas again. By mid-

September, 1820, both branches of the expedition were safe at Ft. Smith,

having accomplished almost nothing. The harmful effects of Long’s fiasco

were multiplied by the widely circulated report of his travels. “In regard

to this extensive section of country between the Missouri River and the

Rocky Mountains,” he wrote, “we do not hesitate in giving the opinion

that it is almost wholly unfit for cultivation, and of course uninhabitable

by a people depending upon agriculture for their subsistence.” The official

map of his expedition labeled the whole Plains region as the “Great Ameri-

can Desert,” a false designation destined to be copied by map makers for

half a century. Major Long not only failed to unlock the secrets of the
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Far Westj he set up a psychological barrier that kept others from dis-

proving his falsehoods.

Two decades of official exploration accomplished little. The fringes of

the Louisiana Purchase were explored, a few important rivers—the Mis-

souri, Arkansas, and Canadian—traced to their sources, and a minute portion

of the vast territory investigated. But the routes of such important streams

as the Red, Platte, Osage, Republican, and Kansas rivers were still un-

known, no usable pass through the Rockies was discovered, and the central

portion of the Great Plains between the Missouri and Arkansas rivers still

waited investigation. Jefferson’s dream of a series of thorough explorations

revealing every secret of the Louisiana country failed to materialize.

Fur traders succeeded where official explorers failed. Unsung and un-

leralded, too busy—or too uneducated—to seek fame by recording their

vanderings, driven onward by the quest for prosaic profits rather than

cientific curiosity, adventurous frontiersmen penetrated into every nook

nd corner of the Far West between 1807 1840. Spurring them on was

he realization that peltry was cheapest among unsophisticated Indians

/ho would barter bales of furs for a handful of trinkets. That common-

;nse point of view gave the trading frontier its remarkable mobility} the

instant object of every trapper was to break through the fringe of so-

histicated tribes to the richer regions beyond. Those unofficial explorers

)ied out the secrets of all the West, plotted the course of its rivers, dis-

ivered the passes through its mountains, and prepared the way for settlers

r breaking down Indian self-sufficiency. No single group contributed more

the conquest of the trans-Mississippi region than those little-known

venturers.

Their interest in the western country was aroused by the exciting news

ought back by Lewis and Clark: tales of mountains teeming with beaver,

friendly Indians, and an all-water route along the Missouri River to the

h hunting ground. Through the winter of 1806-07 traders flocked into

Louis, ready to start west as soon ap ice broke in the Big Muddy, in <4

icession of barges, pirogues, and canoe?, laden with knives, guns, whiskey,

1 knicknacks. The most Important party was headed by a Spanish trader,

inuel Lisa, and made up of forty-two unruly trappers. They worked

ir heavy keelboat up the Missouri and Yellowstone rivers to the mouth
the Big Horn where Lisa set the men to building a timbered blockhouse

ich, with typical frontier modesty, he named Ft, Manuel. There they

nt the winter of 1 807-08, trapping, hunting, trading, and roaming widely

)ng tribes of the Northern Rockies. The most ambitious trip was made
John Colter who, with only a gun and a thirty-pound pack, tramped
)ugh the Yellowstone country, reached the Green River, and explored
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the valley of the Big Horn—five hundred miles of lonely mountain travel

amidst icy winter blasts.

Lisa’s party returned to St. Louis in the summer of 1808 with a wealth

in furs and a store of sound advice. This boiled down to one salient fact-

only large companies could trade successfully in the Northern Rockies

partly because hostile Indians along the Missouri would turn back small

parties, partly because the time consumed reaching the heart of the fur

country required more capital than individual traders commanded. That

message, preached throughout St. Louis by Lisa, led to the formation of

The Northern Traders’ Frontier

the Missouri Fur Company. Organized in February, 1809, ^0

resources of most of the city’s leading traders, the company included in its

ranks Manuel Lisa, William Clark, Auguste and Pierre Chouteau, Major

Andrew Henry and a host of others equally well known. For the next

half-dozen years it dominated trade in the Northern Rockies.

The company’s first expedition, which set out in the spring of r809,

included all the partners, 172 men, a score of Indians to be returned to

the Mandan villages at government request, nine large barges, and enough

trading goods to stock five or six posts. The traders stopped at the mouth

of the Knife River to build a stockade. Ft. Mandan, where some men were

left to obtain beaver from the Plains Indians, then moved on to Ft. M^uel

where a brisk"d-ade with the Crow Indians was plied through the winter

of 1809-10. Although profits were good, some of the partners believed
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better furs could be obtained from the less sophisticated Blackfeet, whose

villages lay just to the west. That would be dangerous—the tribe hated

all whites since two warriors had been killed by Meriwether Lewis on

his return journey—but a large enough expedition could probably care for

itself. That reasoning led one of the partners, Major Andrew Henry, to

start for Three Forks in the spring of i8io with a sizable following. A
log post was built first, then the traders moved cautiously into the forest in

search of beaver peltry. The expected Blackfoot attack came on April 12

when a powerful war party swept down on the company fort, killed five

men, and destroyed a large store of goods. Other raids cost three more

lives before the traders rebelled and in July, 1810, returned to Ft. Manuel.

Major Henry was unwilling to give up. With a party of volunteers he

started south along the Madison River, crossed the continental divide, and

on the upper Snake River built a few log cabins to serve as a trading post.

The cold winter of 18ion brought few rewards; game was so scarce they

returned to St. Louis in the spring of 1811 with only forty packs of beaver.

That costly enterprise proved the undoing of the company; resources were

so depleted Ft. Manuel was abandoned in 1813 and Ft. Mandan a year

later. The Missouri Fur Company continued to operate on the lower Mis-

souri but made no further effort to penetrate the Northern Rockies. Poor

management and undercapitalization ended the first attempt to exploit the

West’s wealth.

Interest in the region did not die. As one company passed from the scene,

another rose to take its place: the American Fur Company, organized in

1808 by the German-born financial genius, John Jacob Astor, whose

grandiose schemes were breath-taking. He would, he planned, plant a

chain of posts across the Far West from the Great Lakes to the Pacific.

His headquarters would be at the mouth of the Columbia where furs from

all the Rocky Mountain country could be shipped to the Orient. The trade

promised not only fantastic profits (as New England ship captains already

plying the China sea lanes demonstrated daily), but would strike a fatal

blow at his hated Canadian rivals, the Hudson’s Bay Company and the

North West Company. Neither could send furs to the Far East, an area

monopolized by the East India Company; hence his greater returns would
eventually allow Astor to drive both into bankruptcy. So Astor hoped as

he set about translating his dream into reality.

He first created a subsidiary company, the Pacific Fur Company, to take
charge of the Columbia River post. That done, two expeditions set out
for the Pacific. One group of thirty-three traders left New York by sailing

vessel in September, 1810, and after an uneventful voyage entered the
Columbia River in March, i8ii, where work was begun on. a blockhouse,
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named Astoria. The second party,
,
known as/ tHe

, Overlandi Astpriaris^

started from St. Louis in March, 1811, with ah inexperienced^
Jerseyan, Wilson Price Hunt, in charge. News of the Blackfoot iattadc oa>

the Missouri Fur Company post at Three Forks convinced Hunt the ro>ite

blazed by Lewis and Clark was unsafe, hence he struck out. across :^e'

plains with his party of sixty-three men. Weeks of /plodding' <acrc)ss'

the interminable grassland followed, then the struggle ! upward into
-tfei

Rockies, the discovery of a route across the 'continent4 divide'; alon^^^

the Wind River, and the pleasure of emerging on the headwatefsVof.the

westward-flowing Snake River. Traveling was no easier; along, the rocky-

banks of that canyoned stream, but the travelers struggled, on until ithey
;

burst upon half-completed Astoria early in 1812. .

;
c-y. V^

All was well in the post, for the loss of one supply ship to hostile nativri

was forgotten when a second landed in May, deeply laden with rfood and

trading goods. By June stacks of shining pelts were accumul^ing iriihe

warehouses and barter was both brisk and profitable. That was,the weiconle

news carried east by a party of “Returning Astorians” who set out on Jiine

29, 1812, crossed the Rockies through South Pass, and followed the Platte'

River toward St. Louis—approximating the route later made fanious.as'the;

Oregon Trail, and discovering the most important pass through the riloun-

tains. The promising start was deceptive. In January, 1813, n(?ws, of,the;

War of 1812 reached Astoria, together with the unpleasant iiiform^rih:

that a British warship was already on its way to capture the postV AstoPs,

partners, knowing they could offer no resistance, sold the whole enterprise

to the North West Company for the trifling sum of $58,000. The ;iiri

fortunate accident of war ended American activity in the Nor^West for a

generation.
y

The withdrawal of the American Fur Company deft ..the Pacific.coastri

the hands of England’s North West Company. For a time; this firm,.

w

too engrossed in a bitter trade war with the Hudson’s Bay 'Gorppany.^^to

develop the region, but in 1821 the crown forced the twb. rivals jo^m^^

into one company—the Hudson’s Bay Company—^which was given ^twefity-

one year monopoly in the Oregon country. The task qf wringing a profit

from the Columbia Department was entrusted to
,
an able .adipibistr^or,

George Simpson, who was given cqntrol in 1822 and four yeark latey mady

Governor-In-Chief of the company’s American, domain:: ,
No,: .better Jhan

could have been found; Simpson combined .within his qwri. smaU:,per?pa

boundless energy, rare diplomatic skill, lirnitless/ yirion,. admihistf^^^^

efiiciency, and a love: of empire,which elevated hina to.a position of.

eminence in the fur trade.

^

.

Ml those qualities were heeded. The; Columbia Dbpart^snt .iya^
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;
profitable the Hudsoh^s. Bay Company was on the verge of abandoning

the region when Simpson reached there in 1824 after a grueling trip

across the continerit. Realizing a strong base was needed .first vof all, he set

, . his men to building a large stockade, enclosing hundreds of yards, in which

; were, clustered cabins, storehouses, and offices. About Ft. Vancouver he laid

: out ‘ fields where traders, idle during the summer, planted grain and pota-

toes,' ;or pastured herds of sheep and hogs imported from California. Most

important of all was the selection of a superintendent. Simpson’s fortunate

•. choice was Dr. John McLoughlin, a great hulk of a man who had learned

the fur trade in eastern Canada. “He was,” wrote Governor Simpson, ^‘^such

a figure as I should not like to meet in a dark Night in one of the bye lanes

in the neighbourhood of London, dressed in Clothes that had once been

fashionable, but now covered with a thousand patches of different Colors,

.
his beard would do honor to the chin of a Grizzly Bear, his face and hands

evidently Shewing that he had not lost much time at his Toilette, loaded

with arms and his own herculean dimensions forming a tout ensemble that

would convey a good idea of the high way men of former days.” That was

: the man whose abilities won the fond title of “White Eagle” from the

Indians ’. and the respectable salute of “King of the Oregon” from his

comrades. .

. Dr. McLoughlin’s chief concern was new trading areas. In quick, suc-

, cession abandoned forts were rebuilt at Walla Walla and Okanagan, and

a new post opened at Ft. Colville to command the commerce of the Co-

lumbia River. More important was the extension of the Hudson’s Bay

Cpmpany, into the Snake River country, for there Dr. McLoughlin acted

with imperialistic wisdom. The Oregon country, he knew, was in dispute

between England and the United States. Ultimate ovvnership would go to

the most securely entrenched nation
j
hence his duty was to keep Americans

out. That coidd be done by stripping a zone east and south of the Columbia

bare of all furs, creating a desert barrier to turn back traders from beyond
the Rockies. Ruthless trapping there would not only help win Oregon but

bolster.the company’s profits. .
,

Exploitation of the Snake River country,was entrusted to thirty-year-pld

Peter Skene Ogden. Gathering seventy-five trappers and fourRundred
.
pack anima.ls, the . skilled trader set out in December, 1824, pushing his

. w:ay through the snow-choked passes to emerge, at the Three Forks of the

The enmity pf the Blackfeet turned him west along the Jefferson

'TTbrj oyer the continentah divide to the Salmon, and southward to the
Snake,:the rnen trapping gnd trading^ they .went. Exploration of the upper

:

§h^^^.^hd its, tributaries jed'them .along; the Bear River to the point where.
.
..itv“disch^rged. into a large-L of .lodHiles in;lengtK.”:Thus did Ogden
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record the discovery of Great Salt Lake. The ej^editiori,
;retracing

to Three Forks, followed the Missouri alniost. to- the Marias Riyerfbefo^^^^^

fear of the Blackfeet turned Ogden back to ^Ft. Vancouver'

^

reached after a year of wandering. The Snake Couritry Expedition^ opened -

a trading empire that was exploited by band after band 'pFHudson’s

Company adventurers during the next: dozen years. The Ganadiaiis- -6rm^^^^^

entrenched, were truly lords of the Northwest. V; .
•

.
^

Between the domain of the Pacific Northwest monopolized by; the Hud-

son’s Bay Company and the Mississippi Valley lay the richest prize of alii

;

the beaver streams of the Northern and Central . Rocky. Mountains/^
pioneers in the conquest of this last best West were Major Andrew Henry

who had tasted the thrill of mountain life with the Missouri:Fur Company,

and William Henry Ashley, a Missourian whose ventures - into - business

and politics had already won and lost him sizeable fortunes. Advertising

in the spring of iSzz for one hundred “enterprising, young , meii,’- they,

formed a trading party that set out by keelboat for the upper Missouri^

to build their headquarters post at the mouth of the Yellowstone River::

Things went badly from the first. Hostile Arikara Indians in; the JDakqta;

country molested their boats as they passed, and in the mountains :evea

more bloodthirsty Blackfeet pounced on stragglers and even engaged sizeable,

hunting parties in mortal combat. The losses incurred in .1823 when Ashley’s,

principal expedition was attacked by the Arikara near the the Mand^-

villages of Dakota finally convinced Ashley , that trade in the -
Northern;

Rockies was impossible.
:

;

Instead he would shift his operations to the Central Rockies, where'M

Arikara lurked along the trade routes and no savage B.lackfoet; waited to-

.

scalp his trappers. From Indians he had heard of a stream j’lst beyond, the -:

mountains that was teeming with beaver. To test this rumor he sent a siuall

party westward from Ft. Kiowa in the autumn of i823Lwdh. tap remark-,

;

able Jedediah Strong Smith at its head. This skilled plainsnTi an, who;

destined to- become America’s greatest explorer, leci hls\party; addss the.
,

blistering plains toward the Black Hills of the Dakotasj then; aroiuid the

Big Horns into the Wind River valley .where they spent the winter

village of friendly Crow Indians. Jed Smith was so anxious to test^
tales of a pass through the moimtains .

that loorned ahead, that he^ started -^

his followers on a^in amidst the deep
;
snows of February.y4^yf3.y^^

often half-starved;, but never faltering, the' pioneers ,
made their .wa^^^

- the .Sweetwater, until they, found theniselves in South Ppss, theabroad
,

, . through the Rockies that led them straight to the Greenreiver, whip^^

Teached in.March,^ ;,! were ,so plentiM; that, by
.
June One .of thd
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trappers, Thomas Fitzpatrick, could start back to St. Louis with every

packhorse loaded with pelts.

News of these events so excited Ashley that he started west in November,

1824, despite the warnings of friendly Pawnee who told him that winter

mountain travel was suicidal. Their prophecies were almost fulfilled} Ashley

and his twenty-five followers chose to follow the South Fork of the Platte

River into the Rockies rather than the North Fork route used by Smith and

only reached the Green in April after terrifying months of frostbite and

near-starvation. There he must decide how best to exploit the rich resources

of this favored land. Should he set his men to building trading posts similar

to those he and his predecessors had used in the Northern Rockies? Forts,

he knew, aroused Indian ire by symbolizing the white occupation of their

lands} moreover the Rocky Mountain natives were but poor trappers, pre-

ferring to hunt buffalo rather than search for beaver “in the bowels of the

earth, to satisfy the avarice of the Whites.” Swayed by these arguments,

Ashley decided on a new method: one that revolutionized the fur trade for

a generation to come. That spring he sent his trappers to roam far and

wide, then meet at a rendezvous on Henry’s Fork of the Green River to

exchange their furs for the trading goods that Ashley had imported from St.

Louis.

Thus was born the “rendezvous system” which from that day was a

regular feature of the trade. Trappers settled permanently in the moun-

tains, to spend their days in an endless search for untrapped beaver streams.

Each year at the end of the “spring hunt” they turned their steps toward

the agreed-upon spot where they would meet a caravan from St, Louis

loaded with luxuries and the few necessities that the forests could not

provide: traps, guns, ammunition, knives, tobacco, and alcohol. Ashley sent

out the 1826 caravan, earning such profits that he was able to retire a rich

man at the end of the year. Three former associates under Jed Smith who
bought out his interests earned comparable fortunes before 1830, when
they sold out to Thomas Fitzpatrick, James Bridger, and Milton Sublette,

organized as the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, This concern over the

next years dominated the most colorful era in America’s fur-trading history.

During that time some six hundred trappers lived continuously in the

mountains, all of them near-savages more at home amidst the silent forests

or in Indian villages than in the haunts of their fellow men. Each year
these “Mountain Men” emerged from their winter camps as soon as the
spring sun thawed the beaver streams, trapped until July, then made their

way to the rendezvous for their yearly contact with civilization. There an
awesome sight awaited them: hundreds of bearded trappers in their fringed
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jackets and buckskin leggings, dozens of deserters from the Hudson’s Bay
Company, dark-skinned Mexicans from Taos and Santa Fe, and as many
as a thousand Indians who had gathered to watch the fun. Business came
first as soon as the caravan from St. Louis arrived5 trappers exchanged

their “hairy bank notes,” the beaver pelts, for the necessities of life and

fineries for their squaws, then the flat casks of alcohol were opened and tin

cups of the lethal fluid were passed about, turning the rendezvous into a

scene of roaring debauchery. During the next few days the Mountain Men
drank and gambled away their year’s earnings before the caravan started

eastward again, its owners richer by profits that sometimes reached 2,000

per cent, and the trappers stumbled away into the forest to rest a few

weeks before the “fall hunt” began.

The carefree days of the Mountain Men were numbered, for the profits

of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company soon brought competitors into the

field. Some were agents of small companies
j
present at the 1832 rendezvous

were Nathaniel J. Wyeth who had come from New England with twenty-

seven followers. Captain Benjamin L. E. Bonneville with New York capital

and no trappers at his beck and call, traders of the newly formed St.

Louis firm of Gantt and Blackwell, a brigade of Arkansans under Alexander

Sinclair, and a party of eighty Mountain Men from Taos with “Old Bill”

Williams in nominal control. This competition the well-heeled Rocky

Mountain Fur Company could meet, but another rival at the 1832 ren-

dezvous represented real danger. This was the venerable American Fur

Company.

The American Fur Company entered the Rocky Mountain trade by the

route that Ashley had followed a half-dozen years before. Slowly creeping

westward after the collapse of its ill-fated Astoria venture, Astor’s giant

concern first ventured into the Upper Missouri Valley in 1827 when it

bought out the small but ably manned Columbia Fur Company. Ft.

Union, built a year later at the mouth of the Yellowstone, lay on the

threshold of the forbidden Blackfoot country, the last virgin domain wait-

ing exploitation by the trappers. If the American Fur Company could

violate that red man’s sanctuary, its fortune would be made. The chance

came in 1830 when it employed a Hudson’s Bay Company deserter who

had lived among these savage tribesmen and won their friendship. He

reluctantly agreed to enter the Blackfoot domain with a small band of

adventurers who expected each step to be their last; instead the Indians

recognized him as a friend and agreed to a trading contract. Ft. McKenzie -

was built on the Marias River in 1831 as a center for the new trade; that

summer, too, a small steamboat reached Ft. Union. The natives were so
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impressed with the “Fire Boat that Walked on the Waters” that they

shifted allegiance to the American Fur Company in droves.

These steps not only solidly planted the concern in the Northern Rockies

but prepared it to invade the domain of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company.

Ft. Cass was built at the mouth of the Big Horn in 1831 as the first step

in this direction; from this outpost brigades of trappers were sent south-

ward to seek out the Rocky Mountain Fur Company expeditions and

follow them to good beaver country. Worse still was the decision to send

two caravans of trading goods, one from Ft. Union and one from the East,

to the 183a rendezvous. Word of this threat reached the Rocky Mountain

Fur Company leaders in time to allow them to win the race to the ren-

dezvous and purchase most of the furs brought there, but they could take

little solace in their victory. This contest between the two great rivals

symbolized the dawn of an era where bitter competition was to mark the

history of the fur trade, with its inevitable result overtrapping and the

extermination of the beaver.

This went on rapidly during the remaining years of the decade. Bands

of hunters from the two principal contenders and their smaller rivals

roamed the whole West, trapping streams that had been nearly exhausted,

and searching everywhere in a vain quest for unexploited areas. To make

matters worse, the Indians grew steadily more hostile in the face of this

mass invasion of their hunting grounds. The Battle of Pierre’s Hole, fought

just after the 1832 rendezvous, cost the lives of five trappers, and was only

a portent of more losses in the future. By 1 834 the two companies were

so discouraged by dwindling profits and the slaughter of their men that

they attempted to come to terms. These negotiations could have only one

outcome, for the American Fur Company could never surrender lest it

lose prestige that would hamper its far-flung operations elsewhere. Before

the year was out the Rocky Mountain Fur Company had sold out, assets,

partners, and employees, to its rival. For a few more years of relative peace

and declining returns the American Fur Company hung on, until a new and
more dangerous rival entered the field.

This was the Hudson’s Bay Company, which began sending its brigades
farther and farther eastward from the Columbia River valley as the beaver
supply of the Pacific Northwest disappeared. In 1837 it purchased Ft. Hall
on the Snake River as a base for its new ventures; over the next two years
Its trapping brigades roamed the mountains freely, underbidding American
traders for furs, and winning respect from the Indians by its just methods.
As this giant firm monopolized the trade, the number of American Moun-
tain Men steadily dwindled, until less than 120 attended the 1840 ren-
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dezvous. That was the end
j
the American’ Fur Company announced; th^

it would no longer send a caravan into the mountains. The rendezvous
;

period was overj after 1840 American trade: was confined to. Ft;-- Laramie
and a few other posts that fringed the eastern edge of the .Rocidesi :

While trappers explored the northern and central RpcHes, another

group of adventurers invaded the forbidden Spanish domain of the South-

west to snatch wealth from under the noses of its jealous defenders. Some.'

who braved Spanish wrath sought furs from the tribesmen of thd,southern

:

The Southern Traders’ Frontier

Plains and Rockies. They began moving out along .the .'Arkan^as'.andf^

Canadian rivers just before the War of 1812^ with Manuel, Lisa andvAu- .,

guste Chouteau in the van, but not untiL the postwar -yearn did trade ,assume

sizable proportions. Its principal organizer was, Jules de. Mun, a St. Louis - ^

merchant, who led parties of trappers:into the upper Rio Grande Valley of .v.

New Mexico in 1816 and ,1817, before Spain’s, aroused officials ralliedl; :

to protect their borderland. De Mun paid $30,000 in confiscated furs Jto

learn that Spaniards did not .welcome, traders from their; northern neighbor.-;

More irifluential, were .the Santa. Fe traders.. Santa .Fe;;in fhe. openings

,

years of the nineteenth-. century', was a -sleepy little: towif^whose .
2,oob...im;

habitants produced quantities, of . silver, fu:re, diid mides.; Its^^ ffom..:

Mexico—a tortuous mountain ; trail , .1,500. miles long led to.. Mexico :Gity

—hampered the disposal, of surpluses 'and dodihed, the Ne Mexicans to.
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a perpetual shortage of manufactured goods. Direct trade between the

Mississippi Valley and Santa Fe would benefit all concerned j
Americans

wanted furs and silver, Spaniards needed textiles, cutlery, and utensils.

Why not use the short route between St. Louis and New Mexico to satisfy

both? That was the ambition of the first bold traders who ventured into

Santa Fe, all unmindful of the fact that Spain’s laws rigidly excluded

foreign merchants. They were sternly reminded of their oversight
j
party

after party between 1804 and 1812 was hurried off to Chihuahua jails

where the members were given ample time to lament their errors. Not until

the Mexican Revolution of 1820 cast off the shackles of Spanish mercantil-

ism was the Santa Fe trade opened to frontiersmen from the United States.

First to profit from this happy turn of events was William Becknell, a

Missouri Indian trader whose good fortune won him the title of “Father

of the Santa Fe Trade.” The autumn of i8ai found him following the

Arkansas River westward with some twenty plainsmen and a pack train

of horses loaded with goods that he intended to barter for furs in the

Southern Rockies. While working their way upward through the tortuous

Raton Pass they stumbled upon an encampment of Mexican soldiers who

told Becknell that Mexico was independent and would welcome American

goods. The party started for Santa Fe at once, there to turn their mer-

chandise into great bags of silver dollars with which Becknell returned

to his home town of Franklin, Missouri, late in January, 1822. Two other

traders were close on his heels. Thomas James, a St. Louis merchant seek-

ing to unload a storeful of goods left on his hands after the Panic of

1819, reached Santa Fe on December i, 1821, only two weeks after

Becknell, and remained until June, vainly trying to dispose of his somber

fabrics to the color-loving Mexicans. The third party, led by Jacob Fowler
and Hugh Glenn, had also been bound for the mountams to trade with

the Indians when it was visited by Mexican troops with news (as Fowler
put it in his free-and-easy spelling) “that the mackeson province Had de
Glared Independence of the mother Cuntry and is desirous of a traid With
the people of the united States.” Hurrying southward, they plied a brisk

commerce until June, 1822, when they started homeward, well satisfied

with their profits. William Becknell launched a second expedition from
Franklin in June, 1822, with three heavily loaded wagons and twenty-
one men. Knowing the difficulty of traversing the steep Raton Pass with
his vehicles, he pioneered a shorter route across the dangerous Cimarron
Desert. Thus was the Santa Fe Trail marked out by its innovator.
The first successful expeditions encouraged so many Imitators that by

1824 the Santa Fe trade was well established. Eighty men, with 25 wagons,
150 pack horses, and $30,000 worth of goods, made the journey that year,
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returning safely with silver and furs worth $190,000. Such profits en-

couraged imitation; each year thereafter the number of traders and the

volume of trade rose steadily. At the same time a demand for government
protection resulted in a commission to mark out the trail and arrange

treaties with the Osage and Kansa Indians guaranteeing caravans immunity

from attack. When the Comanche and Kiowa, who refused to sign, raided

a trading party in 1828, troops were sent to accompany the caravans across

the plains. Until 1830, when congressional economy ended military escorts,

the road to Santa Fe was comparatively safe. After that the traders were

forced to protect themselves.

Turning to the task with typical frontier ingenuity, they soon developed

the methods which elevated the Santa Fe trade into a thriving business.

Each spring traders gathered at Independence, Missouri, a town founded

in 1827 after Franklin was washed away by a shift in the Missouri’s chan-

nel. For a month all was bustle in the tiny community—steamboats unload-

ing, wagons rumbling through the dirt streets, traders haggling with local

merchants over the price of goods. As soon as the grass turned green heavy

Conestoga wagons began pulling out of Independence, each carrying some

two tons of merchandise and pulled by five or six span of oxen under a

colorful crew of mule skinners and bullwhackers clad in the leather jackets,

flannel shirts, and blue jeans affected by plainsmen. The 150 mile journey

to the Neosho River was made haphazardly. Beneath the towering hickory

trees of Council Grove they prepared for the dangerous Indian country

ahead. One seasoned trader was chosen captain by popular vote. He divided

the wagons into four groups, each under a lieutenant familiar with the

procedure the caravan must follow. All traders were sworn to obey the

elected leaders unquestioningly.

The organization completed, the expedition set out about May i in a mile-

long column that wound slowly south and west toward the Big Bend of

the Arkansas. Ahead rode scouts, ready to signal the captain at the first

hint of Indian “sign.” If this indicated marauding bands were near, the

leader ordered the wagons into four parallel columns, with lieutenants

in charge of each. Then they were safe from any attack; if raiders ap-

proached the vehicles quickly formed a hollow square that no Indian war

party could penetrate. Thus they marched at the rate of fifteen miles a day;

across the Arkansas, over the desolate sixty-mile stretch of Cimarron Desert

where Comanche and Kiowa lurked, through northern New Mexico, until

the adobe houses of Santa Fe were sighted. Immediately all order was

forgotten as each wagoner whipped up his mules for a mad race to the

town’s gates. Within the New Mexican capital there was equal excitement,

for the coming of los Americanos was the one event that broke the slum-



: Bering Jrilla'gi^’s' p.lacid;‘^'n^^^^ rushed ' to.'prepiare. Beyrng^s- ^ :.;

feparched wkgqh^^^ arrayed themselves in’attractiye.garmentsi ..

kndXeyeiy'^ crlwl crowded into;' the crooked •

streets; td wycbmerthe a^^ All was bedlam during the A.ekt' .few days,

^•!dress
;

goods, shawls,' cuder^^ guns, pans, beaver skins, .mulesk. Spanish,,

dpliarsj'.arid .siiyer .b.idlion changed hands. Then the traders started ..back

along, the ;'riine,-huhdred-m to Independence -and peace descended -

phce/rndre/r'Each year, until 1844 when Mexico closed Santa

.Fe;tb Americans, thbse scenes were repeated. i .. ;

. ; ,
Thb-Santa Fe trade was never particularly important to'..the- AraLerican

economy
5
the value of merchandize carried to New Mexico rarely exceeded-

I'i.36,000 and the number of persons involved was seldom more than, eighty.

Nevertheless: the trade played a vital role in the advance of the; frontier.
,

The. traders taught, immigrants a safe and practical means of crowing .the;.,

plains in wagon trains, provided the Mississippi Valley with needed speciej ; ,

.

and brought , back word of Mexico’s feeble hold on her northern provinces.

.

The pioneers.;w^ into Texas, New Mexico, and California risked -

conflict witK because they were convinced little ‘‘ effort-was'

heeded to: add the Southwest to the United States. Moreover .the. Santa :Fe ,'

traders: c^ed': attention to the possibility of trade with- Indians whose.-,

villages bordereci’Nevy Mexico. As early as 1-828 three.frontiersmen—Ceran
.

St.j Yrain,; .Ghw^ and Williarn Bent-^built an adobe fortress,'. -

equipped :,with-homes, .warehouses,-and an icehouse, on the, upper. Arkansas.

V

Yiveri For the jnext fifteen years Bent’s Fort dominated, the .trade'iofvthe

Gblbradp;.cbuhf^:A.,- ' - -,

• ; Ih:.the;i84b’s,;when Santa Fe was, closed to Americans and ,beaver -climin-
. .

ishing in ^eventraTand northern. Rockies, the day of the. trader drew to a.

clqsei-By that.time^MountainMen and sun-darkened plainsnien had, played

their, role, 'The^ the red men of self-sufficiency by' accustoming,

them; tb .white men’s goods. They found South Pass, and discovered suchvi-

^.fFPprtant; highways, as the Snake- River route to Oregon^ the- Humboldt
Yjyhr .trail; toi G^ifornia and the Gila River road tb the ..Southwest. rThey' ;!

^’’Pi^ght .back; word:;of -fertile, valleys hidden, -beyond. .'the;mbto
distantgrassland where cattle could be fattened, of teniptingiiahds. weakly;;:;

field-
by inefficient neighbors,-, The:.traders;,ppehed the- gates-of-thd West -t^^

^etders.'wh'brisqqn-'fqllbwed their- trails coritinent.



CHAPTER XXIII

The Mississippi Valley Frontier

1803-1840

The pioneer farmers who followed the traders into the Far West came
largely from the Mississippi Valley frontier. There, in the tier of states bor-

dering the Father of Waters, lived a hardier crew of frontiersmen than

could be found elsewhere in the United States. Rich in experience but poor

in cash, toughened by a rough-and-tumble environment where each man’s

revolver or bowie knife made the law, indoctrinated with a restlessness in-

herited from generations of pioneering forefathers, they made ideal

colonizers. Between 1825 and 1845 they elbowed their way into Texas,

peopled the lush valleys of Oregon, settled the forbidding wastes of the

Great Basin, and muscled into Spanish California in such numbers the

Mexican War only climaxed an annexation movement well under way.

Their life in the Mississippi Valley endowed them with the bumptious

arrogance, the perpetual wanderlust, the awe-inspiring strength which

allowed them to play a leading role in the history of American expansion.

Adventurous pioneers drifted into the area just west of the Father of

Waters as soon as the Louisiana Purchase opened the way. The southern

portion, set aside as the Territory of Orleans in 1804, filled first, for there

the nucleus of French settlement about New Orleans promised attractive

economic opportunities. Ten thousand immigrants arrived during the next

two years, 4,000 more between 1807 and 1809, many of them French refu-

gees from the war-torn West Indies. When the census of 1810 showed

that the population justified statehood. Congress gave its blessing over

New England’s protests and in April, 1812, Louisiana entered the Union.

The 75,000 planters and merchants whose homes dotted the new com-

monwealth lived lives unlike those of other frontiersmen. Louisiana’s so-
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cial traditions were deeply rooted in the region’s French and Spanish

heritage. New Orleans, growing rapidly as trade down the Mississippi

increased, set the pattern for all the state. There devout Catholics paid

homage in imposing cathedrals which towered above iron-balconied homes,

clumsy two-wheeled carts rumbled through dusty streets, hucksters shouted

their wares from the public square in a medley of tongues, merchants in

Parisian styles rubbed elbows with leather-clad traders, and riotous festivals

enlivened existence in a way unknown to inhibited Americans. Beyond New
Orleans were the plantations where slave laborers produced cotton, sugar,

and other semitropical produce. By i8ia cleared fields extended along the

Mississippi to the northern boundary, up the Red River as far as Natchi-

toches, and northward on either side of the Ouachita River. Eight years

later 153,000 people lived in the state, which was thoroughly settled

except for a few northern and western areas.

Outside of Louisiana progress was slower. The region was set aside in

1812 as the Territory of Missouri, but aside from the cluster of French

towns about St. Louis and St. Genevieve few settlers lived there. The

lag was partly due to the isolation of Missouri
5
the agricultural frontier

-

was so far east of the Mississippi that only the boldest pioneers would

hurdle a pathless wilderness to seek such distant lands. Partly responsible

also was the ownership of Arkansas and Missouri by Indians until just be-

fore the War of 1812. Their removal proved easy, as most natives had

followed the buffalo herds westward to the Great Plains. The Osage

surrendered their claims to Missouri and the northern half of Arkansas in

1808, while in 1817 the Quapaw Indians ceded the remainder of Arkansas

together with a strip between the Arkansas and Red rivers in Oklahoma.

All of Arkansas and Missouri were open to settlement.

Missouri felt the impact of immigration first in the period of prosperity

following the War of 1812. By that time the eastern agriculture frontier

touched the Mississippi in Kentucky and Illinois, the Indians were cowed

into submission, and tales of rich Missouri Valley lands were reaching the

older settlements. Farmers came with a rush Isetween 1815 and 1819;

every day from thirty to fifty wagons loaded with homeseekers waited to

cross the Mississippi at St. Louis. Most sought farms along the Missouri

River where Boonville and Franklin were laid out in 1817? e^ch wi^

nearly a thousand settlers. Others ascended the tributaries of the Big

Muddy—the Gasconade and Osage rivers—to stake claims on the lower

reaches of those streams. By 1 820 an eighty-mile-wide strip along the Missis-

sippi was settled and an arm of advancing population followed the Missouri

half way across the territory.

The influx aroused the usual demands for statehood. Congress respon e
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; as'soon as. the census of 1820. showed sufficient population and the Missouri

V, Cdmproniise ;
settled the trouhlespme. slavery issue. Missouri entered the .

;^Union in August, ,1821,. with its golden era just ahead. Each year, the

;
tide , of immigration grew larger, attracted by the rising prosperity of the

:
frontier, state. ,The trade of all the Far West centered in Missouri 5

there

. ica'ravans of. covered wagons or, river barges were formed to make their.

... way to. Three Forks, South Pass, and Santa Fe. Merchants were needed

1 to supplj^ traders with merchandise, farmers to feed both merchants and

. traders. The expanding market for agricultural produce attracted settlers

whose westward advance along the Missouri Valley was marked by the

founding' of new towns: Lexington and Liberty in 1822, Independence

i i .in 1827. .By 1830 all eastern Missouri was filled and settlements reached

,
.along the Big Muddy to the border.

;; . The second state carved from the territory, Arkansas, grew more slowly,

.. Until the War of i8ia only 1,500 people lived in the region, most of them

around the ancient French town of Arkansas Post on the lower Arkansas

the next decade population increased steadily, as pioneers
'

.. laid ‘but farms on the rich silt beds bordering the Mississippi, or pushed

: up. the White. River as far as Batesville, the Ouachita to Blakeytown, and , .

-v the Arkansas to Little Rock. The frontiersmen’s insistence on self-rule'

' led .Congress to set Arkansas aside as a separate territory in 1819 when

popuiation numbered almost 14,000, an increase of r,200 per cent in the

..'decade’i New settlers continued to trickle in. By the middle 1830’s a thin

.' line.'of farms extended westward as far as Ft, Smith on the territory’s border

.' and, the. people were thinking seriously of statehood. When an optimistic

; .
estimate in 1835 placed the population at 70,000, the territorial legislature

.

. called: a Constitutional convention to meet at Little Rock the following

January, The resulting document fortunately reached 'Washington just as

Michigan applied for admission, allowing Congress to dodge the slavery

.

issue.'by admitting one free and one slave state. 'Under those terms-Arkansas
• entered the Union in 1836. . ...

-While; Missouri and Arkansas were filling with land-hungry easterners,

-- otherVruigrants frorn across the Mississippi moved into thb. area just west
‘

;. .,9^ states. The newcomers were driven to the frontier not. by .the ,

;/.li9P9 .bf'^onpmic gain but by the bayonets of federal troops. They, were;

T^®^^^stern.;Indians who, uprooted from their tribal lands,weruforced to,

.;;
,s2t^e;on unwanted reservations far from the haunts of white men! .Between !

; 1.825 ^nd- 1 840 they were driven westward by the national gqvernrnent, .to V
...estabHsh.a. 9^ frontier beyond the:95th meridian. There;

; the: displaced, tribesmen played a-prominent part in the subsequent history. -

-v9f.JheTrahs-Mississippi. frontier,
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.’The concept of a ‘Termanent Indian Frontier,” where red men wpuli

be forever removed from the path of the advancing setdements, dawned
on government officials soon after the United States acquired Louisianaj-

and gained popularity after the War of 1812. By this time geographic

knowledge was sufficient to allow careful planning. Just east of the Rocky
Mountains, men of that, day knew, lay a desolate region unfit for human
habitation. Zebulon M. Pike, returning from his 1806 exploration, painted

an unforgettable picture of its barrenness
j “I saw in my route in various

plaices,” he reported, “tracts of many leagues where the wind had thrown

up the sand in all the fanciful forms of the ocean’s rolling waves and on

which not a speck of vegetable matter existed.” A later explorer, Stephen

H. Long, fastened on the region the name that persisted for a generation:

“The Great American Desert.” This, officials agreed, was unfit as a foster

home for transplanted eastern tribes, but should be reserved for the

nomadic Indians already there. East of the desert, however, and stretching,

from the 95th to the lOist meridian, was a fertile land capable of supporting

an Indian culture based on farming and the hunt, yet far enough from the

settlements to be unwanted by frontiersmen for generations. If all Indians

from east of the Mississippi could be removed there, valuable lands would

be opened to pioneers, friction between the two races removed, and the

natives protected from the sins and diseases of the white men.

The removal plan was formvilated by John C. Calhoun, Monroe’s Secre-

tary of War, in 1825. He proposed that the Indians of the Old Northwest,

who supposedly numbered about 14,000, be shifted to either the head-

waters of the Mississippi or the plains region west of the Missouri River.

The southern tribes, estimated by Calhoun to include 79,000 natives, he

suggested moving to the area south of the Missouri River lying between

the 95th meridian and the “Great American Desert.” Gifts and annuities

totaling no more than $30,000, he thought, would induce the red men to

migrate. President Monroe laid his report before Congress on January 24,

1825J five weeks later it received legislative blessing.

The first step toward opening the reservations was to clear the Plains

Indians from west of the 95th meridian. This was begun in June, 1825,

when the Osage and Kansa tribes surrendered all of Kansas and northern

Oklahoma save for two reservations: one for the Kansa along the Kansas

River, one for the Osage on the northern boundary of Oklahoma. At the

same time negotiations were opened with Choctaw and Cherokee who had

been moved into Arkansas Territory between 1817 and 1820. That forested

region was now considered too valuable for Indians
j

public opinion de-

manded that they exchange their reserves for others farther west. The

Choctaw were the first to . succumb.j
in 1825 they signed a treaty,
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surrendering their Arkansas territories for a larger tract between the Cana-

dian and Red rivers just beyond the 95th meridian. Three years later the

Cherokee accepted a 7,000,000 acre reservation north of that assigned

the Choctaw, together with a fifty-eight-mile-wide “Outlet” to the looth

meridian through which they could reach the buffalo country.

For the next fifteen years the work of “persuading” eastern tribes to

accept homes along the Indian frontier went grimly on. Usually agents

bribed some corrupt chief into signing a removal treaty, then forced the

entire clan to move west. The Shawnee of Ohio came first, to a twenty-
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five-mile-wide strip south of the Kansas River, where they were joined

in 1829 by their old neighbors, the Delawares, who accepted a reservation

on the north bank of the stream together with an outlet to the buffalo

country. In quick succession other tribes of the Old Northwest—the Kick-

apoo, Sauk, Fox, Chippewa, Iowa, Potawatomi, Ottawa, Peoria, and Miami
—were crowded into small reserves just west of the 95th meridian or, in a

few instances, onto lands in western Iowa. The Five Civilized tribes of

the South proved harder to uproot. The Choctaw came first in 1830 to

lands just west of Arkansas
j two years later the Chickasaw left Mississippi

for a reservation adjoining that of the Choctaw, Both shared a Leased

District through which they could reach the buffalo plains. The Cherokee

followed in 1834 to occupy the territory north of the Canadian River

already granted the tribe, while their neighbors, the Creeks, were assigned

a large area still farther westward. They were compelled to share their

holdings with the Seminole when those Florida Indians were finally driven

to a strip of territory adjoining the Canadian River.

By 1840 the Permanent Indian Frontier was planted along the 95th

meridian from the Red River to the Great Bend of the Missouri. In their

reservations and on the Great Plains just beyond the red men were, in

theory, to spend the rest of time, free from molestation by whites. Basic

to the removal policy was the belief that the natives would obtain food

and clothing from buffalo hunts or farming without aid from the govern-

ment. Congress sought to secure them economic isolation by two laws}

one in 1834 created the Bureau of Indian Affairs entrusted with the task

of establishing schools and superintendencies where the red men could

learn farming, the other—the Indian Intercourse Act of 1834—forbad

all white men except properly licensed traders to enter the reservations.

Those measures signified official determination to let the Indians shift for

themselves.

Two things doomed the policy to failure from the outset. One was the

inability of eastern natives to adapt to the strange environment of the

Plains. Accustomed as they were to a sedentary agricultural existence in

the humid East, they were unable to learn the horsemanship, nomadic

practices, and hunting skills essential in the arid grassland. Just as fatal was

the failure of the two groups of red men living in the West—the intruded

Indians and the Plains Indians—to live together peacefully. Easterners

scorned their wandering brethren of the prairies as primitive barbarians}

westerners looked upon the newcomers as interlopers on lands rightfully

theirs. Feeling was particularly strong in the Southwest, where the Osage

blamed the intruders for the unpopular treaty that cost them their hunting

grounds, and the Comanche, Kiowa, and Wichita tribes insisted that fully
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half the territory granted the Five Civilized Tribes was still their own.

The United States, instead of being freed from Indian affairs, was not only

forced to continue aiding the red men but was called upon to settle a

series of near-wars which threatened to spread to the frontier settlements.

Conflicts began in 1823 when skirmishing between the Osage and the

newly arrived Choctaw, Creek, and Shawnee tribes showed the stern hand

of the Great White Father was needed to keep peace in the West. New

forts, located strategically in the midst of the warring factions, seemed

the answer. Two were established the next year—Ft. Towson on the Red

River and Ft. Gibson on the Arkansas—^and in 1827 a third, Ft. Leaven-

worth, was built on the Missouri River to control the intruded northern

tribes. For the next half-dozen years those log and mud outposts stood

guard over a thousand miles of Indian country, where constant efforts were

needed to keep jealous tribesmen from flying at each others’ scalp locks.

Fear of federal troops rather than acceptance of the situation kept the hostile

forces apart for a time.

In 1 834 war began again, with Comanche and Kiowa as aggressors and

,
traders and eastern Indians the victims. The secretary of war resorted first

to diplomacy} commissioners were hurried west, presents gathered, and

eight companies of dragoons marched out of Ft. Gibson to invite the hostile

^chiefs to^a conference. The officer commanding the force, Colonel Henry

Dodge, found the main Kiowa camp near the Washita Mountains in west-

ern Oklahoma'. Skillful talk and good will engendered by the return of a

Kiowa warrior who had been enslaved by the Osage convinced a delegation

of fifteen chiefs to accompany him eastward. The Comanche, fearful of

being left to fight alone, hurriedly delegated eight leaders to join the party.

All went well until they reached the Cross Timbers, a thirty-miie-wide belt

of hardwoods running across the Plains between the Arkansas and Colo-

rado rivers. The Comanche, whose grassland habits made them wary of

all forested regions, refused to go any farther. Colonel Dodge was wise

enough to accept their ultimatum. The party established a headquarters,

Camp Holmes, on the Arkansas River while runners were dispatched to

summon the federal commissioners and agents of the Creek, Cherokee,

Choctaw, and Osage tribes.

Unfortunately the American negotiators took so long reaching the treaty

grounds that the Comanche scattered for their usual spring buffalo hunt
before they arrived. The early summer of 1835 was spent cutting a wagon
road to Ft. Gibson so that supplies could be hauled in

5
then the delegates

settled down to await the Indians who straggled into camp during July.
In all, some 7,000 natives gathered, representing the Plains Indians of the
Southwest, the Osage, and the Five Civilized tribes. Negotiations duplicated
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those in Qozens of similar meetings between the two races. In return for

‘^a considerable supply of old flour and pork which,” as one of the commis-

sioners frankly stated, “if not consumed in this way, will be nearly a total

loss,” and an assortment of ornaments, knives, and gaudy gimcracks, the

Comanche and Wichita accepted the eastern tribes as friends and allowed

them to hunt the Plains east of Cross Timbers. Scanty as were the presents

awarded the Indians, they were sufiiciently alluring to bring the Kiowa,

whose representatives failed to attend the conference, into line. A delegation

from the tribe visited Ft. Gibson to ask similar treatment, which was

accorded them in a separate agreement in May, 1837. If signed cove-

nants meant anything, the southwestern frontier could expect a period of

peace.

Yet the ink was scarcely dry on the four pages of marks made by chiefs

on the Treaty of Camp Holmes before the Plains Indians grumbled they

had not understood its meaning, that the presents given them were inferior,

and that their hunting grounds must remain their own. Renewed skirmish-

ing between eastern and western tribes followed, despite reminders from

federal agents that the treaty was being violated
j
reprimands were shrugged

away with the excuse that some other tribe was responsible or that younger

warriors could not be restrained. Only the good sense of the intruded

eastern Indians kept a major war from developing. A few battles with the

brutal Comanche and Kiowa convinced the easterners that safety depended

on staying east of the Cross Timbers where Plains Indians dared not in-

trude. The peace that reigned in the Southwest for the next dozen years

was due to that practical realization rather than the success of the United

States.

Despite the failure of the American government to satisfy either the

intruded or Plains Indians, the creation of the Permanent Indian Frontier

greatly affected the course of white settlement. All unwittingly, the govern-

ment had thrown a barrier across the path of advancing southern pioneers.

As Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri filled, the adventurers who con-

tinually sought homes on the fringes of civilization found they could no

longer drift ahead to adjacent lands as their fathers and forefathers had

done. Instead they must either hurdle the Indians reservation and the

Great American Desert to seek farms in the fertile valleys of the Pacific

coast, or. forsake their native land for the alien soil of Texas. That the

pioneers who invaded Oregon, California, and Texas were predominantly

from the lower Mississippi Valley was due largely to this situation.
'

That was the case especially as no similar land shortage developed in

the upper half of the valley. The American invasion of Iowa’s lush prairies

and Minnesota’s deep forests began so late there was no overcrowding there
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whites able, to win permission from; the Indians, cpulid enter. :Mbs^^
nent among the few who did was an ingratiating Frenchman^ Julian Dh-
buque, who for twenty-two years' before. his: death indSio commanded a

colony of farmers and lead miners at the site of the Iowa city bearing his

name. During the next twenty years only a handful of squatters iminaged

to slip into the forbidden territory. Any mass invasion: was. impossible-^

miners who tried to exploit Dubuque’s old lead mines in 1830 were.rudely

driven out by federal troops.
'

By that time the half-million people living in the adjacent states of

Illinois, Missouri, and Indiana were demanding that the United States

open Iowa to settlement. That their pleas did not fall, on deaf ears..was

demonstrated in 1832 when the defeat of Chief Black Hawk and his. Sauk

followers gave the federal government a chance to, act. Representatives of

the beaten Sauk and Fox tribes were assembled at Ft. Crawford in August

to learn the price they must pay for Black Hawk’s audacity.*. The United

States took a strip of Iowa land running along the west bank of the Missis-

sippi from Missouri’s northern boundary to the vicinity of Prairie du Chien.

In return the Indians were granted a $20,000 annuity., for. thirty .-yearsi

$40,000 more in the form of debt settlements, forty kegs of tobaccp, and

forty barrels of salt. On June i, 1833, the “Black Hawk Purchase’’ was

thrown open to settlement. .

The rush began at oncej all that summer land-hungry; pioneers from

Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky jammed the trails or. waited days

to cross the Mississippi on hand-rowed ferries. “The roads were literally;

lined with the long blue waggons of the emigrants wending their.:way

over the broad prairies,” wrote one who was moving west himself. Those,

arriving first staked out farms in the river bottoms where trees offered fuek

shelter, and a familiar environment} those coming later spilledibut u^on,

the rolling prairies where green grass grew shoulden high. Others ' male

their homes in towns that sprang up at the terminal.points of the Mississippi

ferries: Dubuque, Davenport, Burlington, and Kepkuk.
.
Ho, prie

,

worried

that the migration began too late for extensive* planting that sumnter j, ^

little starvation was worth enduring for such good land. There was suffer.r

ing in Iowa during the winter of 1833—34 when heavy snpws, drove, away

game counted on for food, but .with the spring of 4 83-!^' hard tinieswere fpn

gotten as cheerful pioneers broke the sod, planted their.cprn, and joinecl

in the “play parties” that signaled the raising pf each new^ cabin. V/

For the next.few years the.migration went on,.drawn.from an, ever, widen-

ing area , as news ofTowPs, good’ land spreacl. e^istward into New England

and,New york.’.pne typical estimate of the frontier’s possibilides ^.ppeared

.
ili a' BuffHomewspaper: ; ;

• ' •

'
'

-

'

; ^ ' ;

"
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: rv;:Taking. into xpnsMeratiorivAe.-soil,; the timber, ' the :waters and ..the,
>'

A- i • :Vliraate,' loWit teriitpiy
!
may he; considered the best part,' of

.
the. ^Mi^is- , ;

'

;
,

r^- W/,sippi The;I,hdiahs so. considered it, as appears ;from.; the, name',.

,

.lAAl.W^vhich they gave it. For it is said that the Sioux (Sac) and Fpx Indians, > . .

W ,W. oh~bei^o^^,’"Po the exceeding beauties of this region, held up their hands,. - ...
,'

AH-AWidWxdaimed in an ecstasy^p delight and amazement,

A .which. mWAhiFoW language means, “this is the land.”, '
. ,

- A; ... ,
, , . ,

/

liitde wonder,! when such;paeans of praise attracted immigrantsj that popja-

latipn was estimated at 10,000, in 1836, that a new strip of territory, had ,

;
to ibWpurchased, from the Indians in 1837, or that by 1840 ’43,000 people;;

.-lived in I6wa..By that time the southern half of the Black Hawk-Purchase,

.was idled and the frontier advancing northward daily.
.

/''

The. growth ,was especially remarkable in a region with' neither a, land’;

sydem nor R. government. The lack of the former did .not embarrass, the,

pipneefsj they were too accustomed to the dilatory habits of Washington’s

officialdom tO' be, surprised when no land office was established in Iowa,

iuiitil.’iSiSiTnstead of bewailing the neglect, they fell back on the standard;

frontier piuctice' of;marking out the farms that they wanted, plus a sizeable;

;additional, plot. for speculative sale to later comers, then squatting; oh them.;

until- the government was ready to sell. To protect themselves' from.specula-;'

tors:who-might outbid them at government auctions, and to guard their awii ;

excessive-holdings against newcomers until the price was high enough 'to.;

justify salej';.the squatters formed “Claim Associations” in Iowa ’'as. they,

had east 'bf; the M By 1840 more than one hundred of .these

extrdegal;;organizations existed in the territory, their numbers sworn

to. eject
,
outside speculators and to protect the speculative activities - in.

which .they; ;themselves were engaged. Any jobber who bid above’' the

iffimmum .price at land sales, or any newcomer who tried to squat on; the;

=exte;qu'afi:efrse'ction that an association member had illegally usurped- for

resalej was risking! a sound threshing, and sometimes his life. - :.,!!’,

i

. ;

;
!!' The' problem local government was. less easily solved! .

!Mod;,settl.efS’ were^^ farmers, but the rough elements .attracted,

.ffi the.p.ubuquedead mining district and the “coarse and ferdcious water-A

;men”;,congregated.'about Keokuk made sorhe law-enforcement machinery,

necessarjf! - At; firri. farmers took , matters into their own .hands .an 'typical
;

frontier. fashidnj -forming vigilance committees, setting.; up. pecjple’s-.cburts'j;'

:^ci:!adriuhistering harsh but, ;e0ectiye punishment to- criminals. AThe. fude

;

.system^was-pfoperly looked upon as a temporary expedient to be. supplahted:;

;.wbebeyer.Congress proyided;a legal machinery., For, aT,ime cpngress!meh:re:-;

ilutod
,to; meet ,-!theAresponribility,!;largely because, southerners' hesitated , to

stepRleading to! the. admisrion; of another free! state.: In' 1 8.34;the- area
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was attached to the territory of Michigan, then in 1836 added to Wis-

consin Territory. Not until 1838 did local protests rise to such heights that

the territory of Iowa was formed.

The first legislature, meeting in the fall of 1838, reflected the southern

bias of its members by passing laws excluding Negroes and mulattoes from

the territory, but more time was devoted to a furious debate over a site

for the territorial capital. When legislators finally realized the intense

local jealousies among existing villages would allow no compromise, they

hit upon the device of a completely new town, which they called Iowa City.

A commission selected the site in the spring of 1839, hired a farmer to

plow a straight furrow a hundred miles across the prairies to the Mississippi

as a guide to immigrants, and in August marketed the first lots. When the

cornerstone of the capital building was laid a year later Iowa City boasted

a population of twenty families.

Iowa was even more attractive with its self-governing legislature and

territorial courts. So the rush went on. Little towns along the Mississippi

blossomed overnight into proud cities, each boasting (in the words of a

Burlington editor) of being “the largest, wealthiest, most business-doing

and most fashionable dty on, or in the neighborhood of the Upper Mis-

sissippi. ... We have three or four churches, a theater, and a dancing school

in full blast.” Urban prosperity reflected the rapid settlement of the in-

terior. By 1 842 lands already obtained from the Indians were so well filled

the government’s treaty-maldng agencies were called into action once more,

to wrest central and southern Iowa from the Sauk and Fox tribes. When

the new purchase was officially opened at midnight of April 30, 1843, sev-

eral thousand excited homeseekers were gathered for the first of the West’s

many rushes. At the deadline troops stationed along the border fired their

guns into the air and the pioneers dashed pellmell forward to choice spots

selected during earlier explorations. By daybreak of May i more than

a thousand farms were staked out and half a dozen towns established

along the Des Moines River. So rapidly did the new area fill that four

years later the rest of western Iowa was secured from the Potawatomi to

make room for advancing frontiersmen.

The migration gave weight to a growing demand for statehood. When

a referendum during the spring of 1844 showed a majority in favor, a

constitution was drawn up for submission to Congress. Opposition there

was strong, partly from Whigs who rebelled against its democratic pro-

visions, partly from western congressmen who insisted Iowa’s boundaries

were too extensive. Continued admission of giant states, they pointed out,

would diminish the political Influence of the West at a time when that

nationalistic region was needed to hold the warring North and South to-
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gether. THV.rp^ Congrbsst insisted on.cpn-

tr^cdhg: Iowa’s size, the;frontiersmen stubbornly refused.. In, the, end

a ' cornpfdihise .w new constitutional convention in 1846

';^j4ftedVa dbcurnent: which: rhade' slight concessions
j
.Cdhgre^ reduced, the

^boundaries slighdy to the^^ form and in December,' 1846, wel-

comed Iowa into, the .Union. As a state its rapid growth continued Until by

;

18^0 its inhabitants^^^^ 192,212 and its corn production touched

8,6bbpoo bushels. was becoming famous '.as “the land

;:wheieihe;taU corn '

.

'

.

.1 ' While Iowa,filled frontier moved northward into the iwilderness of

dWinnesota’s lakes and forests. The first pioneers in that clear-aired .ndrth-

'

' I^d were traders whose cabins were built beneath the walls of Ft..;Snelling

. after that outpost was;established in 1819. Gradually others drifted into the;

primUiy® bf Mendota: agents of the American Fur Company, sev-

; eral dozen Swiss inimigrants from the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Red

River 'colony of Pembina, a few retired soldiers and trappers. Growth, was

..necessarily slowj’ for all settlers were Ulegal squatters on . either' Indian'

;; lands or ^e.federal military reservation about the fort. A new Indian ces-

,"Sibn;Was-needed -before the Minnesota country was ready to Welcome, a

r'.sizable: migration; ,That came in 1837 when treaties with -the Sioux, and;'

r .Chippewa gaive the- United States the triangle between the Mississippi .and

.' SU.Crdix rivers as weB as a chunk of northern Wisconsin. The rush to-ithe

^.neW'^ftphtief
:
could: begin. :

v ; ,The;'firsC arrivals lumbermen, attracted by the towering stands .of'

.
virgii pine.and hardwood that covered all the wild country west of/E'ake

.;Superi6r;xWithin sawmills operated at favored
,
waterpower

. sites; along; the. St.U River—Point Douglas, Stillwater,
.
Osceokj and

.;,St,;Groix:FalisHWhile gangs of Irish woodsmen cut away 'the' forests. ;An-

’

other, arm. of; the lumbering frontier advanced along the upper, Mi^issippi;;

.liiy^r.The prize spot t^^ the beautiful Falls of St, Anthony! was approi-v,

Ipmted-by^ja,fortunate specif in 18375 within a year his rnill was .in

;operation.,.;,Qthers ;established lumbering toWns higher up the: riyef : ;at

Mdnticello! St.:,didud,.and Little Falls, or in the Rum River Valley: Where

;

: 5^' . was.;the leading' community. Many were temporary settlements',

representirig,;a;,brief ha place.'.in- the northern advance of- the 'timber;

Trohtieri.;' S'?

rappers' of an/earllef day,’lumbermen lookedWith;horror on farm-'

;

who appro lands' better used for logging, or,

;-^°Sg^d';stfeams:.'with; bargesdhat; hindered- timber.’ rafts’;:bearing:lurnber to ,

;,mar|tet3'in :the tteeless-prairies'bf. Ilhnois:or;Iowa. Yet.the logging;;camps;

'.^hemsHye^.lWed pibneer- farmers into'^Mihnesota .by creating' a demand for;:
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foodstuffs. At first supplies were brought in by keelboat, until news of high

prices reached the ears of small farmers in Wisconsin, Illinois, and Iowa.

They drifted in then, to till the acres cleared by foresters and sell their

grain or pork to hungry loggers. Each lumbering town became the nucleus

for a small agricultural settlement, with St. Anthony, St. Paul, and Still-

water soon outstripping the others in size.

As growth went on, year after year, the thoughts of pioneers turned to

self-government. They had reason to complain
j
for a time their isolated

triangle of settlements was a neglected part of Wisconsin Territory, then,

after 1848 when Wisconsin became a state, was without any government

whatsoever. A memorial praying for territorial status was prepared by a

convention assembled at Stillwater in August, 1848, carried to Washington

by an eloquent spokesman, and pushed through Congress in the spring of

1849. The new territory, although comprising all of Minnesota and most

of the Dakotas, contained only 4,000 inhabitants, nor could more be ex-

pected so long as settlement was confined to the narrow area between the

Mississippi and St. Croix rivers. The territorial government’s first act was

to press upon Congress the need for additional lands.

The response was gratifying. In 1851 the leading Sioux chieftains were

brought together by the Indian Department, lavished with presents, and

persuaded to sign away their claims to most of western Minnesota. News

of the treaty, spreading like wildfire along the frontier, attracted setders

from the whole north country to the new mecca. In vain federal troops at

Ft. Snelling tried to hold them back until Congress ratified the agreementj

as well try to stop an irresistible force as an American frontiersman when

good lands lay ahead. They surged across the Mississippi, cut roads through

the forest, staked out farms, and formed Claims Clubs for protection until

government surveyors caught up with their fast-moving frontier. By the

end of 1852, twenty thousand pioneers lived in the new cession, and the

air rang with the sound of axes or the crash of falling trees as loggers cut

off the virgin timber and farmers grubbed out their clearings.

Expansion continued at an ever-increasing pace during the next few

years. Some newcomers strengthened the existing settlements along the

St. Croix or pushed the frontier along the upper Mississippi Valley as far

as Crow Wing. Others congregated in the cities taking shape on the site

of a few well-situated lumber camps
j

St. Paul’s population skyrocketed

from a few hundred to 8,000 in five years while a nearby rival, Minne-

apolis, laid out in 1852 on lands of the Ft. Snelling military reservation,

gained even more rapidly. The mecca attracting most immigrants was the

Minnesota River Valley—in the words of one pioneer “the prettiest country

lying wild that the world can boast of, got up with greatest care and effort
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y old Dame Nature ten thousand years or more ago, and which she has

een improving ever since.” The fertile lands bordering the stream were

ipidly engulfed by farms or towns—Shakopee, Leseur, Mankato—all

ttie hamlets with a few log cabins and “enough imaginary public buildings,

[uares and streets for a moderately sized empire.” In 1858 Minnesota

;came a state with a population that, according to the census of 18do,

tailed 173,023,

Long before the last Mississippi Valley commonwealth joined its sister

ites in tiie Union, a new frontier was forming far to the westward. Its

)necrs were the small farmers of Missouri, Kentucky, Mississippi, Arkan-

,
and Louisiana, with a sprinkling from the upper river country. Many

tiess drifters were ready to seek new homes by the dose of the 1830’s,

lepression was upon them: the grim panic which paralyzed business and

Iculture in the West from 1837 until the middle 1840’s. In the South-

t especially the economic picture was dark. Most of the states there,

1 typical frontier optimism, had backed wildcat banks or plunged reck-

ly into internal improvement schemes. With the collapse of 1837 they

B left with staggering debts and half-finished railroads which might

years to complete. As Mississippi Valley farmers surveyed the debacle,

asked themselves why they should linger amidst such desolation.

i debts meant years of burdensome taxes. The unfinished transporta-

facilities doomed them to another decade of low produce prices. Why
scape to better lands?

ir^pioneers of the upper Mississippi Valley this meant only a shift

e virgin soil of Iowa or Minnesota, but southerners faced a more diffi-

woblem. The good lands of the lower valley were already absorbed
j

the hilly Ozark Plateau and a few isolated poor-soil regions remained

tied. Ahead lay the Permanent Indian Frontier, beyond that the

American Desert. Their only solution was to reach the far-western

y described to them by traders and explorers. Discontent, overcrowd-

home, and lack of opportunity for contiguous settlements accounted

e fact that most of the immigrants who peopled Texas, Oregon, and
rnia were from the lower Mississippi Valley frontier,

y were ideal colonizers, those bold frontiersmen who blustered their

ito the lands of Spain and England during the 1830’s and i84Q’s.

ong the Father of Waters attracted a higher percentage of arrogant,

•dy, cocksure, lionhearted, muscle-proud, bragging egotists than

le found on any other frontier. The work they did—manning keel-

^igging lead from the Fever River mines, clearing away forests,

‘he heavy soil—was a sort that placed a premium on brawn rather

ain. The one boast of westerners was that they daily performed
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tasks which would have broken lesser men. So they developed a boastful

pride in their strength. Throughout the Mississippi Valley every man was

as good as the next and considered himself a whole lot better.

When such arrogance was injected into an already turbulent frontier

society where law enforcement agencies were few the result was turmoil. AH
went about heavily armed, the lower classes with bowie knives or revolvers

tucked in their boot tops, the upper with more dignified instruments for

mayhem such as dirks and sword canes. The fights occurring daily in every

community were rough and tumble affairs where the sole object was to in-

capacitate the opponent and no holds were barred. “When two men quar-

rel,” wrote one shocked traveler, “they never have an idea of striking, but

immediately seize upon each other, and fall and twist each other’s thumbs or

fingers into the eye and push it from the socket until it falls on the cheeks,

as one of those men experienced today, and was obliged to acknowledge

himself beat, although he was on top of the other—but he, in his turn had

bit his adversary most abominably.” Those who survived such eye-gouging,

nose-chewing, ear-clawing battles had reason to feel proud of themselves.

They did. They were insufferable braggarts, the Mississippi Valley

frontiersmen. Their talk was of their skill with the rifle, their prowess in

battle, their feats of inhuman strength. “I’m the darling branch of old

Kentuck that can eat a painter, hold a buffalo out to drink and put a rifle-

ball through the moon,” one would shout, and another would reply: “I can

wade the brown Mississippi, jump the Ohio, step across the Nolachucky,

ride a streak of lightning, slip without a scratch down a honey locust tree,

whip my weight in wildcats, and strike a blow like a falling tree.” Those

were the “ring-tailed roarers, half-horse and half alligator,” who boasted

they lived on “churnbrain whiskey and bear’s meat salted in a hailstorm,

peppered with buckshot, and broiled in a flash of forked lightning.” They

could outshoot, outride, outdrink, and outfight any man in all creation, and

they could bluster their way into any man’s nation with such bumptious

assurance that no one dared stop them.

They made excellent colonizers, those ripsnorting, star-spangled frontiers-

men from the Mississippi Valley. Respecting neither God nor man, proud

of their country and disdainful of all other nations, as strong as the whiskey

they drank and as brave as they pretended to be, they feared neither the

redskinned “varmints” nor the white-skinned Europeans who blocked

their path westward. Brushing aside obstacles as casu^ly as they gouged

out eyes or bit off ears, they carried the frontier westward in a series of

dramatic moves that added Texas, Oregon, the Great Basin, and California ,

to the United States.



; CHAPTER XXIV

The Annexation of Texas

1820-1845

The quarter-century following 1825 witnessed the most remarkable burst

..of expansion in the history of the United States. At the beginning of the

period, the ,nation’s boundaries were apparently firmly established. The
; southwestern border, agreed upon in the Adams-Onis Treaty with Spain

m„ l8i9, began at the Sabine River, crossed to the Red River, zigzagged

w^tw^d along the Red and the Arkansas, followed the crest of the Rockies

to the 42ri^
.

parallel, then turned west to the Pacific. Ownership of the

f-Oregoh Country was in dispute between England and the United States,

bpt the Hudson’s Bay Company’s firm hold there indicated the final settle-

.rnent would be in Britain’s favor. For all practical purposes, the Rocky

lylouritains in 1825 marked the extreme western limit of American influ-

ence.. Yet twenty-five years later not only Texas and Oregon but the vast

.^territory between the mountains and Pacific was occupied by Americans.

The : ania.zihg advance was accomplished by a series of thrusts westward

from the Missisippi.Valley frontier. The first was into Texas.

No; asjieet of the American settlement of the Trans-Mississippi country

;:has been more persistently misunderstood and misrepresented than the

'f!'^sh pioneers into that Mexican province. In the middle and later nine-

teenth .ceptufy men, writing under the spell of the slavery controversy,

iyete wont' tQ - view the penetration of Americans into Texas as part of a

mphstrqus conspiracy, on the part of the slave power to strengthen its hold

,

•upon government of the United States by extending the area dedicated,

lp;davery;;Yet the; extendi cotton culture into Texas was as haturai a

.

.process asthe cr.eation of a wheat-growing empire in Minnesota and. Dakota;
The same, inner, urge;w drove Missourians to Oregon in, the 1840’S:.

483
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impelled them to migrate to Texas in the 1820’s. In short, Texas lay

athwart the westward path from Tennessee as did Iowa and Nebrasla

from Ohio. The American colonization of Texas was a normal and natural

feature of the age-old American tradition of pushing on toward the Padfic.

That the heat engendered by the slavery issue was not necessary to attract

American attention to Texas was shown by activities there long before the

question of slavery became acute. By 1803 Americans were settled on the

Ayish Bayou west of the Sabine
j
probably a few lived there long before

that date. Traders and filibusters were also interested. Philip Nolan, the

well-known friend and associate of General James Wilkinson, apparently

traded with San Antonio as early as 1785. He was certainly engaged there

prior to i797 j
when Wilkinson forwarded to Jefferson “specimens” dis-

covered by Nolan during his travels in Texas. In 1800 he led a party of

adventurers as far west as the Brazos where he rounded up three hundred

wild horses. On the return trip Nolan lost his life in an attack by a Spanish

force.

During the next decade ill-feeling between Americans and Spaniards

along the border grew apace. Adventurers of all sorts were eager to partici-

pate in forays into Spanish territory. In 1812 Bernardo Guttierez, a Mexi-

can refugee, and Augustus Magee, a onetime officer in the army of the

United States, inspired by an abortive Mexican revolution to believe

Texas might welcome freedom, led a force of several hundred men deep

into the province. Possessing all the characteristics of a filibustering expedi-

tion to free Texas from the Spanish yoke, the invading force attracted to it

many disaffected Spanish residents and won some fleeting successes before

suffering almost complete butchery at the hands of vengeful loyalists. Only

a handful of the Americans returned to tell the story.

Dissatisfaction on the lower Mississippi with the Adams-Onis Treaty of

1819, relinquishing Texas to Spain, was the signal for the last filibustering

venture across the Sabine. At a public meeting held at Natchez that year a

force was formed for an invasion, and James Long was placed in command.

Forming a provisional government at Nacogdoches, the invaders proclaimed

the independent Republic of Texas, prepared to use the land to attract im-

migrants, and unsuccessfully sought the support of Jean Lafitte, the pirate

chieftain of the Gulf coast. Upon the outbreak of the Mexican revolution

in 1821, Long, in alliance with liberal leaders of Mexico, marched far

into Texas, where he captured the town of Goliad. His success was of brief

duration. He was soon killed and Long’s Republic of Texas vanished.

Frontier disappointment at the surrender of Texas in 1819 was shared

by men in high places. Senator Thomas Hart Benton, who strongly opposed

the treaty giving away the region west of the Sabine, “wished to get it



uc uojic wim peace and honor.” Could he have fore-

seen coming events, his disappointment would have been tempered with

the knowledge that even then a force was in motion which was speedily

to make amends for the failure of American diplomacy. The fate of Texas,

as of the entire Far West, was decided not by government ofEcials in Wash-

ington, but by the expansive forces of the American frontier which were

soon to bring the vanguard of American settlement into the northernmost

province of Mexico.

The systematic colonization of Texas by Americans was first conceived

by Moses Austin, whose career epitomized much of the westward movement

in national life. Born in Durham, Connecticut, in 1761, Austin engaged in

mercantile business, first in Philadelphia, then in Richmond, Hearing

fiivorable reports of the lead mines of southeastern Missouri he set out in

1796 for the Spanish province, where he at first prospered in the manu-

facture of shot and sheet lead, only to suffer financial disaster within a few

years. As early as 1813 Austin entertained a vague idea of trading with

Texas, a prospect which grew more pleasing as his business reverses became

more acute. In 1820 he visited the province to investigate possibilities.

Upon arrival at Bexar he announced that he desired to settle on Spanish soil,

that he spoke for three hundred families who wished to do likewise, that

he was a Catholic and a one-time subject to the Spanish monarch. His peti-

tion for a grant of land on which to locate his proposed colony was granted

largely because of his proof of earlier Spanish citizenship in Louisiana.

Overcome by exposure and exhaustion on the return trip from Texas,

Moses Austin died in June, 1 821, his last request being that his son, Stephen

Fuller Austin, should complete his unfinished task. The son, to a much
greater degree than the father, possessed the qualities necessary to carry

the plan to a successful conclusion. The requisite traits, says Stephen Austin’s

biographer, were “deliberateness, patience, tact, ability to make allowances,

diplomacy of a high order,” if the settlement was to be piloted “through

the labyrinth of Mexican suspicion and jealousy.” A native of Virginia,

Stephen Austin had been a member of the territorial legislature of Missouri

and a circuit judge in Arkansas Territory. Then twenty-seven years of age,

he was “well-educated for his dayj experienced in public service and in busi-

ness
j patient} methodical} energetic} and fair-spoken} and acquainted from

childhood with the characteristic social types that mingled on the south-

western border.”

Taking with him from New Orleans “eight or ten” men, he set out for

Texas on a tour of inspection with a view to selecting a location for the

contemplated colony. He was well received by the governor at San Antonio,
who recognized him as heir and successor to his father’s plan of colonization.
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In the course of his reconnaissance he covered the area now included in

twenty-three Texas counties. Although he planned to locate his settlement

in the Colorado and Brazos valleys, he requested the reservation of a sub-

stantially larger area. Returning to New Orleans, Austin bought a small

ship, the Lively

j

which he fitted out with a party of settlers who were to

sound the coast, land at the mouth of the Colorado, build a fort, and plant

a crop of corn. Austin himself was to lead a party overland to the colony.

Mistaking the mouth of the Brazos for the Colorado, the Lively failed

to keep the rendezvous. There was, therefore, no crop awaiting the over-

land party on its arrival in December, 1821, with the resulting hunger

and hardship which usually attended first settlements on all frontiers. De-

spite the difficulties, the little band that accompanied Austin to the banks of

the Brazos established the first organized Anglo-American settlement in

Texas.

Thus far a letter from the Texan governor was the only authorization

for Austin’s plan of colonization, and he apparently assumed that no fur-

ther confirmation was necessary. Great was his surprise, therefore, when he

learned in March, 1822, that approval by the Congress of Mexico was neces-

sary. Although he could ill afford the trip financially, and feared for the

embarrassment which his settlers would suffer through delay, there was

nothing for Austin to do but to proceed at once to Mexico City to seek

official approval.

However hopeful he may have been of prompt action, the political

situation in Mexico, as well as customary Mexican procrastination, doomed

him to disappointment. To his further surprise, instead of dealing with his

request on an individual basis, the government lumped it with schemes of

other American promoters then in Mexico seeking grants, and withheld

action pending consideration of a proposed general colonization law for

Texas and California. Displaying the inexhaustible fund of patience neces-

sary in such a situation, Austin waited for nine months, when the coloniza-

tion law was finally proclaimed in January, 1823. Thinking his mission

completed, he was preparing to return to Texas when another overturn

in the government occasioned further delay. In April, 1823, one year after

Austin’s arrival at the capital city, the general colonization law was sus-

pended and Austin’s petition was taken up for individual disposition. Soon

thereafter confirmation was finally given.

Each of the three hundred families Austin planned to settle was entitled

to one labor (177 acres) for farming, with an additional seventy-four labors

for stock-raising, the whole constituting a sitio or square league. The pro-

visions were sufficiently flexible to meet the needs of men with very large

families and of others who merited special consideration. Austin was to
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found a town conveniently located with respect to the settlements. All

settlers must be of the Roman Catholic faith and of good character.

During the absence of Austin in Mexico, immigrants arrived steadily

in the colony, coming in response to the announcement of his plan which

was published widely in the press of western and southwestern states and

territories. By September, 1824, land titles had been issued to 27a men,

some of whose families had not yet arrived. A census of the colony taken

in 1825 showed 4 total of x,8oo persons, 443 of whom were slaves. Mean-

while, Austin applied for a new contract authori2ing him to settle an addi-

tional three hundred families. “The conquest of the wilderness was well

begun; the Indians were becoming respectful; food crops were abundant;

comfortable cabins were building.”

Upon Austin devolved the duty of dispensing justice and maintaining

order, a task which, in view of the loose definition of his powers, occasioned

considerable difficulty. Especially annoying was the problem of distributing

land, which affected every family in the colony. Some settlers were dis-

gruntled when they found they were denied the particular location they

desired, suspecting that Austin was holding it for himself or a friend. Others

objected to what seemed excessive grants to certain individuals, forgetting

the special equipment of men with numerous slaves or the compensations

earned by building gins, sawmills, and gristmills. There was especial dis-

satisfaction with Austin’s charge of 12^ cents per acre, a purely nominal

sum designed to cover the expense which the administration and settlement

of the land entailed. Realizing he could not please all, Austin pleased him-

self by administering justice impartially.

The drafting of a state constitution for the province of Texas-Coahuila
in 1827 allowed Austin to divest himself of his political powers and re-

lieved him of the painful duty of governing his band of “North American
frontier republicans.” In the autumn of that year an election was authorized

:or an ayuntamientOy whose jurisdiction was to extend from the Lavaca
:o the watershed east of the Trinity, and from the Gulf to the San Antonio
oad. On February 3rd and 4th, 1828, the first legally ordained balloting

n Anglo-American Texas took place, an event of little novelty to Austin’s

olonists with their background of political experience in the United States.

The jurisdiction of the ayuntamiento covered a wide range of subjects,

ncluding most of the functions of a modern city commission and some of
hose belonging to the county commissioners.” The institution of the new
juvernment merely made Austin less responsible rather than less influential
a the affairs of the colony. There was the “closest harmony and co-operation
'etween Austin and the ayuntamiento, which always consulted him on
natters of state or federal relations.”
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Meanwhile colonies and plans for colonies in Texa.s were Bein^, launched^

under other auspices. The colonization law nf Mexico, an essentiaf prelirhi-

nary to any comprehensive scheme for settlement, was finally.promulgated in
-’

August, 1824. It authorized the individual states,, subjert to certain stipula- -

tions, to dispose of the public lands within their .confines arid to supendse

Immigration thereto. The state laws must not, except with federal cpnserit,-

allow the settlement of foreigners within ten leagues.of the coast or.tWenty, <

leagues of the international boundary. Not more than eleven square leagues

could be held by any one person, nor were nonresidents, ofi the Republic

to hold land. I'

In accordance with the provisions of the federal act, the law of Texas-

Coahuila was enacted, in March, 1825.. It invited to the estate imriiigfant.s.

who met the requirements of the federal law arid proyidecl for ,
the needs'

of individual families and for colonies to be brought in .by j

An emfresario must agree to establish one hundred families ,
on the land,, s

receiving in return a borius of five leagues of grazing land arid :five;^pr^;:'

of farming land. Coritracts with emfresarios '^tve. to .run for six years and.

were void, without: claim to .compensati6n^.'if the required; .orie. hundred

families were not settled, within
.

that period.' -Families brought in jjy;,
the.

;

emfresario were to receive one -
, of farming .'land and ,

twerity-fop^

labors, of grazing larid,. a total of - a league, . or 4p28:,a^^^^ A

,

nominal payment of $3,0 a league was required in three; installments..::
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Business with mtfresarhs prospered from the first. Within six weeks

after the enactment of tlie colonization iaw, four contracts were signed for

the settlement of 2,400 families in Texas. A total of fifteen contracts were

entered into by 1829, calling for the settlement of 5,450 families. In-

cluded in those was one with David G. Burnet, for 300 families, two with

Joseph Vehlein, a German living in Mexico City, for 400 families, and

one with Lorenzo de Zavala for the settlement of 5OO families east of

Nacogdoches. Those four contracts covered a compact area which seemed to

offer au exceptional opportunity for large-scale settlement activities. In

1830 those empresarm pooled their resources with those of a group of

New York and Boston capitalists under the name of the Galveston Bay and

Texas Land Company. The organization planned to colonize its lands with

Swiss and German settlers but its principal achievement ’.vas the introduc-

tion of several hundred American families into the area.

Of the fifteen contracts signed, not one was carried out to the letter.

Under some not a single family was brought into Texas. Probably most

envprssarks entered into their agreements in good faith, with every inten-

tion of complying with tiie terms, but some were mere speculators seeking

some means of turning the coutraa to financial profit svithout undue exer-

tion. At,le.ist one of the contracts proved not only to be entirely speculative

in character, but became the basis of a venture so fraudulent in character as

to add materially to Mexican distrust of American intentions with respect

to Te.’Cis,

Meanwhile Austin, whose original grant came directly from the national

government rather than from the state, expanded the scope of his coloniz-

ing aedviti^ through additional contracts with Texas-Co.ahuila. Foreseeing

tljc growth of an important cotton trade from Texas, he asked in Februarj^

1825, for penuission to settle another tliree hundred families. In support

of his request he pointed out that numerous families of good character

lived in the eastern part of Texas, where tliere was no local government
- and where they were unable to secure either title to the land or security

against evil characters who preyed upon them. He pi oposed to settle those

people o.n the Colorado and Brazos, above hi.s original colony, where they

would contribute their labor to the development of the country and serve

as a buffer against Indian attacks. He also asked for a port on Galveston
Bay, vvhich he deemed essential to the successful development of cotton

culture in the country. His request to settle three hundred families was
granted, a figure shortly increased to five liundred. That was the first of
Austin^s three contracts with the state. One In 1 827 called for one hundred
families^ another in 1828 authorized him to bring in thtee hundred more,
a total of nine hundred families for the three contiMcts, Then, in 1 83 1 he
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and his secretary contracted to introduce eight hundred Mexican and Euro-

pean families.

Strong as was the tide of American settlement moving into Texas in

1825, it would have been even stronger but for the uncertainty of prospec-

tive immigrants regarding Mexico’s attitude toward slavery and religious

toleration. Despite Mexican opposition to slavery, Austin obtained a Texas-

Coahuila law in 1828 recognizing labor contracts in which the immigrant,

after liberating his slaves, promptly made them indentured servants for

life. The question of toleration was one which Austin dared not take up in

any formal way with Mexican officials. Nevertheless, a satisfactory arrange-

ment was worked out. While Protestants were denied the privilege of

worshipping in their own churches, they were not required to attend the

Catholic church. Hence the problem of religion bulked larger in the mind

of the would-be than the actual settler.

It was not surprising that pioneers going to Texas should turn to Austin’s

colony rather than those promoted by other emfresarios. His settlement

was well established. He had demonstrated his ability to get along with

Mexican officialdom. His settlers had received title to the land and were

conquering the wilderness. They had solved the problem of maintaining

security from Indian attack, and advanced beyond the primitive stage of

pioneering to that where at least a rude comfort was to be had. Contro-

versies with other em-presmos over contracts merely stressed to potential

emigrants the comparative tranquility prevailing in Austin’s zone of settle-

ment. Furthermore “Austin’s boundaries included the fairest part of the

Province then known—^land of exhaustless fertility, abundantly watered

and accessible to the sea, timber and prairie interspersed in convenient

proportions, and a well-nigh perfect climate for eight months of the year,

with the unpleasant heat of the remaining four tempered by the steady

breeze from the Gulf. All who visited Texas and returned to the United

States advertised its superior natural advantages, and men who had them-

selves no intentions of emigrating wrote Austin for reliable information

which they might detail to others.”

The steady growth of Austin’s colonies was indicated by the increase

in population from 2,021 in March, 1828, to 4,248 In June, 1831, and to

5,660 in June of the following year. By the close of 1833 he had issued

land titles to 1,065 families, including 755 in grants from the state and

310 in his original grant from the national government. The majority of

Austin’s settlers came to Texas from the region west of the Alleghenies

and south of the Ohio, with a large number from Missouri, whose con-

tribution to his original colony was proportionately greater than to the

later ones. It was the nonslaveholder or small slaveholder from the south-
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.WKt That colbhiz^. Texas during-the hirst decade. There, were perhaps a

• thousand slaves; in Texas. ihVi830.'out. of a total population of possibly

, -20,00p^Wh^ hold a hundred slaves, a very large part

of the .^erican families owned no slaves at that dm .

'
. -While; immig^ Texas under the auspices of etn-presariosj

others arrived, bn their own initiative and expense. This was particularly

,l tihe,of ,'the Nacogdoches area in the eastern part of the province. Many,

law-abi^ng, pioneers,, originally destined for Austin’s colony, had settled in

'

;^ raised crops without acquiring title to the

lahd. Along with, peaceful and respectable folk of this sort were “criminals

; of.lthe bid Neutral .Ground, Spanish and French creoles, rough Americasi

. fmhtiersmen—and fragments of a dozen Indian tribes in varying degree'^

ofcivilization.” “Such a motley mixture of races, social classes and srood

iand bad characters has never since jostled elbows on the stage of Arnerican

history except'in the mining camps of California and Arizona.” It was in

/’thaCarea and among those people that was heard the early rumbling of

trouble,...which gave Mexican authorities their first feeling of concern for
'

•thbfutiireof'Texas.
,

•

-
.

.Among;the <g»ipr^wior active in Texas in the 1820’s was one Haden

.
Edwards, -who in .1825 was authorized to settle 8po families in the area;

,

^ arouh(i'Nacbgdo^es. His grant touched Austin’s colony on the west at the;

;S^.'J|cihtb, arid extended eastward to the “twilight zone” where .lived:

, squatter's;who; acknowledged no superior authority. His contract required

.

^4^t lie protect the prior rights of earlier settlers against claims of his own
;
Cpirimstsj. that he organize and command a militia to maintain orderj and
th^t;after. he introduced one hundred families into his colony he must.apply

.for .the; appointment of a commissioner to grant titles and lay out .towns.

;

;
pdwiir^ prpceeded in a- peremptory manner with respect to the claims of:-

•

.
.earlier ;sett|ers,' placing them on the defensive by calling upon them to'show

:
. evidence': of

.
title tb^ t^^^ land. The old inhabitants, replied by a petition

\.'to, the legislature asking that they be secured in their titles to the coast and
:• border reservatiorisj.arid to. an; additional twenty-five-leagues around Nacog-
•: doche^. The .uproar, caused by the various indiscretions on, the part of, Ed-.

.

; Wardsv.forced; the ^^'M^ to annul his contract, and' order, him;'

•y. .c^elled from,the;bouritry.;The. formal charges brought against hirin,.were
“falsely ;styling .;hirpseif miUtary,.commanderi’’ compell^^ settlers to.; show;:

W^cr perialty oFhaving;it-“soldTo the highest bidHer,”
..qepriyirig. certain;.meri^ lands .forj-the benefit of othefs,-,arid..pocketing.;

.

W?5^^ds from land.,saies;,in:theVmanrier of. an “absolute ibord-arid-,

,:;Masmr;bf'thpselands.’’;'- -.s

.
intercession mf .Austiridn auieffort tb; secure;.ari.' inquiry. iritb;
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Che merits of the controversy, the affair quickly got out of hand. Smarting

under what he believed to be the unfair treatment accorded his brother,

Benjamin Edwards on December i6, 1826, with less than a score of men,

rode into Nacogdoches, unfurled a red and white banner inscribed with

the words “Independence, Liberty and Justice,” seized the old stone fort,

and proclaimed the Republic of Fredonia. Although the border settlers

were unsympathetic, exaggerated reports concerning the rebels’ strength

filled them with alarm. Believing they were forced to choose between strict

neutrality and flight, many fled across the Sabine into American territory.

Edwards’ one hope of success lay in the possibility of assistance from

Austin’s colony and the United States. Austin strove earnestly to persuade

the rebels to ask for leniency at the hands of the government, to restrain

men in his own colony from any radical move, and to induce officials to

show moderation in dealing with the insurgents. The reply of the Edwards

brothers was that they w'ould accept nothing except complete “independence

from the Sabine to the Rio Grande.” Austin, however, not only succeeded

in preventing his own men from casting their lot with the Fredonians but

raised troops who marched with the Mexican forces against the insurrec-

tionists. The rebellion collapsed with scarcely the firing of a shot, although

Edwards made further unsuccessful attempts to enlist the support of

American frontiersmen east of the Sabine.

This abortive Fredonian Uprising of 1826 should have been reassuring to

the authorities in Mexico. It showed beyond possibility of doubt that the

great mass of Anglo-American settlers in Texas, whether within or without

Austin’s colony, were loyal to the government and sincere in their resolve

to be law-abiding Mexican subjects. Even the turbulent elements in the

“twilight zone” along the eastern frontier had frowned upon the rebels.

But the real significance of the affair was lost to Mexican officialdom. In-

stead of taking heart and regarding the experiment in American coloniza-

tion of Texas as a success, they interpreted the Insignificant incident as an

indication of the aggressive designs of many Americans, in and out of

Texas, upon the integrity of the Mexican Republic. The affair, affording

additional proof that all-too-many Americans knew “no law but the sword,”

was one of numerous incidents which by 1830 convinced authorities in

Mexico City of tlie need for a more cautious policy with respect to Ameri-

can settlement in Texas.

Among other factors arousing Mexican fears with respect to the security

of Texas was the long-standing dissatisfaction in the United States with

the boundary settlement of 1819, Not only had Thomas Hart Benton

and other prominent individuals expressed disapproval of American re-

linquishment of claims to Texas, but the Adams administration, while ad-
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nitting the legality of the Red River-Sabine boundary, in 1825 and again

n 1827 sought to obtain modifications which would be to America’s

idvantage. Because of the Mexican desire to push the frontier farther to

Jie east, the efforts were unavailing. In 1828, in order to facilitate negotia’

3on of a commercial treaty with Mexico, Joel Poinsett, American representa-

;ive in Mexico, signed a new agreement confirming the boundary of 1819.

rhat was approved by the Mexican Congress and the United States Senate,

jut because of Mexican tardiness in exchanging ratifications, was not put

n force. Meanwhile, Mexican representatives in Washington, exaggerating

he popular interest in Texas, reported alleged American plots for the

icquisition of the province and stressed an imaginary connection between

American settlements and Adams’ efforts to rectify the boundary.

Typical of the reports reaching Mexico from Washington was a sugges-

lon supposedly made by Jackson in 1824 that the United States should

jccupy Texas and then negotiate. Regardless of the truth of the report,

Mexican fears were soon confirmed when the Tennessean became President

n 1829. He promptly sent Colonel Anthony Butler to Mexico with in-

tructions authorizing Poinsett to offer $5,000,000 for a boundary west of

he Nuecesj when justly outraged Mexicans asked for Poinsett’s recall,

fackson named Butler American minister. Butler thereupon began six years

)f devious and questionable intrigue which convinced the Mexican gov-

irnraent of Jackson’s determination to acquire Texas,

Contemporaneously with Butler’s departure for Mexico, there began in

he administration press of the United States a campaign for the annexation

)f Texas. Equally alarming were advertisements of a fraudulent land com-

jany which used the columns of the National Intelligencer to offer for

lale 48,000,000 acres of land in Texas-Coahuila, Making use of an envpre-

ario contract authorizing the settlement of only two hundred families,

he company’s advertising campaign gave the impression it could convey

itle to all Texas to American investors. Although such activities increased

\merican interest in Texas and augmented the tide of immigration, they

lelped convince Mexico its northern provinces were unsafe.

By 1 830 alarmed government officials had decided to canvass the whole
question of the continued colonization of Texas. The immediate occasion

or the formulation of a new policy was the report which General Teran
nade to his government, Teran, in charge of a Mexican scientific coramis-

!ion, had spent considerable time in Nacogdoches in 1828, where his ob-

nervations of the “mixture of strange and incoherent parts” which made up
:he population of the area filled him with concern. In 1 829 he was appointed

;ommandant-general of the Eastern Interior Provinces of Mexico, a posi-

ion which carried with it responsibility for the defense of Texas. He sub-
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mitted to his government a plan for the preservation of Texas, together

with a penetrating analysis of the American method of absorbing the ter-

ritory of neighboring countries.

Teran’s plan for saving Texas from the Americans called for the occupa-

tion of the province by Mexican troops, the settlement of Mexicans and

Europeans as a counterweight to Americans already there, and the strength-

ening of economic ties between Texas and Mexico through the promotion

of the coasting trade. On February 8, 1 830, the Mexican Minister of Rela-

tions submitted to the Mexican Congress his suggestions for a law embody-

ing Teran’s proposals. He denounced the continued introduction of slaves

into Texas in contravention of the federal law of 1824, and the systematic

disregard of the requirement that settlers embrace the Catholic faith. He
recommended that Congress deprive the state of Texas-Coahuila of all

authority over colonization, that existing contracts be suspended, and that the

federal government assume complete control of all further settlement in
,

Texas. The great objective, he asserted, should be to offset the dominance of

the American element through colonies of Europeans whose language, re-

ligion, and traditions would form a barrier to their co-operation with the

restless Yankees. The result was the enactment of the famous Colonization

Law of April 6, 1830.

The measure was designed to prevent further colonization from the

United States. “Citizens of foreign countries lying adjacent to the Mexican

territory” were forbidden to settle in Texas. The further introduction of

slaves was prohibited and all foreigners crossing the frontier must be pro-

vided with passports issued by Mexican officials. The precise degree of

hardship which the law would inflict upon American settlers and em-

fresarios already in Texas depended upon the interpretation to be given

to Articles X and XL Article X provided that “no change shall be made

with respect to the colonies already established,” while Article XI said

that “those contracts of colonization, the terms of which are opposed to the

present article, and which are not yet complied with, shall consequently be

suspended.” Which of the American colonies in Texas were “established”

and in which cases were the terms of the contract “not yet complied with”

and, therefore, subject to suspension? Under a literal interpretation all con-

tracts, including Austin^s, could be regarded as incomplete and liable to

suspension. Fortunately, a rule of reason was applied under which the word

“established” was construed to mean a colony in which settlement was “well

advanced..” In practice, the introduction of one hundred families validated

an emfresario^s contract and entitled it to the protection of Article X. That

interpretation saved the contracts of Austin and also that of one Green De

Witt, who had already settled some 150 families. In those colonies the
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settlement of Americans could continue until the stipulated number of

jfamilies was introduced.

Of the four major objectives embodied in the law of 1830 only one

vas realized; the military occupation of Texas, The plan to foster the coast-

vise trade with Mexico was largely unsuccessful, while the scheme for the

olonization of Mexicans and Europeans never materialized. The idea of

lamming up the tide of American immigration worked out in a manner

lot contemplated by Teran. Aside from the limited movement of respect-

,ble people who moved to Austin^s and De Witt’s colonies after 1 830, the

asv merely served to exclude “substantial immigrants who could not afford

0 violate the law, while irresponsible and undesirable squatters drifted in

t will.” Among those who came uninvited was one Sam Houston, who

Irst appeared on the imsettled frontier of east Texas in 1 832.

Meanwhile Teran’s military policy was giving rise to popular disaffection

1 east Texas. Even with the most tactful commanders the appearance of

;arrisons at various points was likely to occasion difficulty. When author-

les appointed a hopelessly incompetent autocrat to the command of the

;arrison at the head of Galveston Bay, at the gateway to the unauthorized

ettlements in the “twilight zone,” they were imconsciously inviting

rouble. This was an American, Colonel John Bradburn, who, in spite of

ound advice by Teran, soon antagonized many of the settlers. He em-

loyed the colonists’ slaves without compensation in building fortifications,

icited Negroes to rebellion, and arrested for military trial several of the

imericans. The latter action prompted a small force from Brazoria to

larch against Bradburn’s garrison in June, 1832, Despite the commander’s

esignation under pressure and the release of the arrested settlers, a

drmish ensued between insurgents and troops, in which the latter were

efeated.

The uprising was directed against Bradburn personally and was in no
mse a repudiation of Mexican authority. Nor were the great majority of

anerican settlers involved
j
instead they desired to prevent the spread of

le disturbance to other parts of Texas. Yet the handful of insurgents

ffio participated in the revolt must rationalize their conduct. This they did

y espousing the cause of Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna, a rebellious

Mexican leader then championing the constitution and laws of Mexico
gainst the autocratic regime in control of the nation. In the famous Turtle
iayou resolutions they pledged their lives and fortunes in support of this

distinguished leader” who was “so gallantly fighting in defense of civil

berty.”

Once the civil war engineered by Santa Anna reached Texas, it became
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necessary for the American element to take sides. The decision, pf the-cohi'

servative group would obviously be influenced by Austin’s course^, -He
entertained a favorable opinion of the ‘Sincerity and patriotism of the-

Liberal party” in Mexico and he declared that “the happiness and.peaceof

the nation demanded adherence to the plan of Santa Anna.” He emphasized-

that there was “no secession sentiment in Texas, no disloyalty, no hostihty”

to Mexico’s officers except Bradburnj but there was a strong desire, for

separation from Coahuila.
.

'^
Having identified themselves with the successful revolutionary, cause

of Santa Anna, the Texans were in a strategic position to state their griev-

ances and ask for a redress of the abuses which occasioned the. recent

difficulty. On August 22, 1832, therefore, they issued a call requesting each

of the settlements to send five delegates to a convention at San Felipe on

October i, 1832. Although Austin doubted the wisdom of the convention^

the wording of the invitation was no doubt his, and it was designed to. give

Mexican authorities a favorable view of the movement. It observed,that

with the spread of the civil war to Texas, the sporadic resistance Iri the

province had been misinterpreted. Hence the convention was necessaiy.To

enable the Texans to affirm their support of the liberal movement: led by

Santa Anna.
, ,

:

The convention petitioned for a reform of the tariff which would allow

the free importation of farm machinery, furniture, and clothing for. another

three years. The request for the repeal of the law excluding Americans

from further settlement in Texas tactfully pointed out that it merely, kept

out law-abiding people, without restricting the more aggressive and turbii-

lent elements. The convention asked for a more adequate Indian policy

and for the appointment of a commissioner to adjust the land claims pf

the settlers in east Texas. Although Austin’s proposal for a naemoriaL against

abuses in local government received scant consideration, approval was, given

to a petition requesting separation from Coahuila. It stressed the.inequality

of representation as well as the dissimilar soil, climate, and production in

the two areas. William H. Wharton, leader of the more aggressive faction

in Texas, was chosen to present the various petitions and memorials of the

convention to the federal and. state governments.

Because of continued civil strife in Mexico the demands of fhe; conven-

tion of 1832 were never.laid before the government. A second convention

assembled, therefore,: on April i, 1833. Among the new men , in .attendance

wa!s. Sa;m" Houston, representing. Nacogdoches where he had' arrived the

previous, year. The; assembly drew up a provisional
.

constitijtiqn. yhich)

curiously
,
enough, was patterned after the Massachiisetts Constitution; of
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over the states. The initial step in that (Erection was the appointment of a

military commandant for Texas, followed in January, 1835 by the dispatch

of soldiers and a collector to reopen the custom house at Anahuac. The
presence of troops led to an altercation in which Andrew Briscoe, a promi-

nent merchant of Anahuac, was arrested. News of this arrived at San Felipe

just as word reached there that Santa Anna had suspended all dvil govern-

ment in Texas-Coahuila. Moreover the Mexican leader was marching an

army northward, crushing rebellious states on the way, and would soon

reach Texas! Hurriedly assembling, the Texans adopted resolutions favor-

ing the expulsion of Mexican troops from Anahuac. On June 29, W. B.

Travis, with twenty-five men and a cannon, appeared before Anahuac to

demand the surrender of the garrison. The following day the commander

promised to lead his troops from Texas.

Upon his return to San Felipe, Travis found strong disapproval of his

actions. A meeting at Columbia condemned his course and affirmed the

loyalty of the people to Mexico. Other communities emulated the example

of Columbia and declared their desire for peace. But again Mexican offidals

played into the hands of the radical group. The military commandant

ordered the arrest of Travis and others, making it clear at the same time

that, with heavy reinforcements, he planned to take charge in person at

San Antonio. That, the extremists averred, could mean only one thing—

military rule in Texas.

A meeting at Columbia on August 15, 1835, issued a call for a consulta-

tion to meet on October 15. Meanwhile revolution began. A Mexican

colonel’s demand for the surrender of a cannon held by Texans at Gonzales

was followed by a skirmish on October 2, 1835, which marked the begin-

ning of hostilities. The following day a decree issued in Mexico City de-

stroyed federalism in the nation, root and branch, thereby confirming

Austin’s charge of Mexican intentions. State legislatures were abolished

and all state officers became responsible to the central government.

When the consultation called for October 15 convened at San Felipe,

adjournment until November i was quickly decided upon. Austin was

absent with the army when the body finally settled down to work on

November 3, but, fearing the group might go “too fast and too far” he for-

warded a statement of what he thought they should attempt. Thanks to

a sensible presiding officer, this plan became the agenda of the meeting.

Austin’s first suggestion was that the consultation should issue a formal

declaration of the reasons which impelled the Texans to take up arms.

This, of course, raised the basic question whether they were seeHng inde-

pendence or merely the preservation of the federal system. Following

several days of debate, it was voted, thirty-four to fourteen, to form a pro-
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general soon repudiated the pledge to grant Texan independence That he

made to win his release, Mexico was never again able to impose its authority

on the new-born Republic. ’

^

Notwithstanding his undoubted interest in .Texas and his, earlier- effbi^ >

to acquire it by purchase, President Jackson adopted R scrupulously proper ;

attitude once there were forebodings of trouble in the, province. As early;

as March, 1833, his secretary of state, Edward Livingston, wrote Jhi,

American agent in Mexico, who was trying to purchase Texas, that the •

critical situation of ajffairs there made “it important that, . . . negotiation
;

on that subject should be brought to a speedy conclusion.” In ; short, a

revolt in Texas was the last thing Jackson desired, since it would interfere;

with his plans for peaceful acquisition. Once the revolution broke; out the

administration pursued a policy of strict neutrality, which, of course, was

at variance with the sympathies of a large segment of the Arnerican publie

:

That the neutrality laws were violated, and that extensive aid in, American;

men and materials was supplied to Texas was in spite of, rather than beX

cause of, the federal government’s course. On such a far-flung frontier;

nothing less than a substantial army could have enforced,; the neutrality I

laws. '

V

After the defeat and capture of Santa Anna, Jackson’s, course was oiie of

“watchful waiting” to see whether the Texans could maintain theininde:^

pendence and establish a stable government. The President’s bfiicial conduct

was the more notable because it was not in harmony with his privme views.;

As an individual he favored recognition and probably desired ,annexation;

He believed, however, that Congress should first express a view, favorable

to recognition and he desired to save his successor, Martin ya,n Burehy the

inconvenience which might follow should the executive arm of the goyern-

ment be pledged to a course disapproved by the legislature. Jackson also

privately pointed out to Texan officials that opposition of the commercial;

interests of the East to annexation might be allayed by Texan acquisition;

of California with its fine harbor of San Francisco Bay;'On Pecember 21,,

1836, exactly eight months after San Jacinto, Jackson advised. Congress

that recognition at that time “could scRrely be regarded, ns consistent

with that prudent reserve with which we have heretofore held ouiselv^

bound to treat all similar questions.”
;

- X :

By March 3, 1837, Jackson had changed his mind. Several events occa-

sioned his reversal. Both houses of Congress,. in response to a wide-sp^^

;
popular desire, had voted funds for a (fiplomatic representative in ,‘;Te

whenever the executive deemed it expedient to name, one. The .Americaq

; minister to Mexico had arrived in Washington bringing,word that another

: invasion of Tex^ was impossible. .
Santa ,^na himself, had confessed ,

his
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country's inability to hold the rebellious province. Finally, if Texans were

coldly disregarded by the United States, they might, by commercial con-

cessions injurious to American business, purchase the assistance of England,

which was much interested in the young republic. In view of those circum-

stances, Jackson, on the last day of his term, appointed a charge d’affaires

to the Republic of Texas. American recognition of Texas, coming more than

ten months after San Jacinto, was considerably less precipitate than recog-

nition of Mexico’s independence from Spain.

Even before recognition was disposed of, the question of annexation

arose. In November, 1836, following a Texan vote in favor of accession

to the United States, the Texan representative in Washington was instructed

to raise the issue. On August 4, 1837, the Texan minister submitted to the

secretary of state a formal proposal for annexation of his country. Although

employing both cogent argument and the threat that rejection of the prop-

osition might impel Texas to throw herself into the arms of Britain and

make commercial concessions injurious to American trade, the offer was

politely but firmly rejected. The reasons, the minister explained to his

government, were “party trammels,” treaty obligations with Mexico,

opposition of the free states, fear of involvement in a war which would

be unpopular at home, and the danger of disruption of the union resulting

from the raising of such an explosive issue. In the face of the avalanche

of petitions against Texas which poured in from northern and eastern states,

the Van Buren administration dared not waver from its earlier decision, with

the result that in October, 1838, the Texan offer was withdrawn.

For the next three or four years the question of annexation was in abey-

ance, both in Texas and the United States. During that time the views

of the administration in Washington gradually changed. John Tyler had

scarcely succeeded to the presidency when his close political friend, Henry
A. Wise of Virginia, suggested that he acquire Texas at the earliest possible

moment. The idea was favorably received
5 Tyler reasoned that annexation

would bring fame to him and advantage to the United States. However,
because of his fear of hostility in the Senate and preoccupation with the

Webster-Ashburton negotiations, he withheld public announcement of his

interest, giving rise to the impression beyond the Sabine that the American
attitude toward Texas was what Sam Houston described as one of “habitual

apathy.”

Houston, the president of the Texan republic, countered by adopting a
policy of studied indifference to annexation, ordering his representative in

Washington to give the impression to American officials of a growing
friendship between his country and England. In view of the fact that

American expansion was always considerably motivated by suspicion of
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English designs, Houston was playing a clever game. Nor did he need

to exaggerate the extent of British interest. Britain in the early 1840’s was
desirous of maintaining an independent Texas as a potential market for

British goods, free from the annoying restrictions of the American protec-

tive tariff. She also wished, if possible, to see Texas develop as a cotton-

producing rival of the southern states of the United States. But obviously

Texas could compete with the South in cotton production only with the

aid of slave labor, to which England was strongly opposed. Britain had

withheld recognition of Texan independence until 1840 in the hope that

Texas would abolish slavery as the price of recognition. She still hoped

to bring about emancipation and would use a free Texas as a base to under-

mine slavery in the United States.

In March, 1843, England’s design to injure American slavery by free-

ing the Texan slaves became known to Tyler. This intelligence produced

such a reaction in Washington that the Texan minister thought if the gov-

ernment were aroused only a little more against the British it would move

toward annexation. American opinion was further alarmed when in May
the New York Journal of Commerce reported the existence in Texas of

an abolition movement, believed to be backed and financed by England.

In June at a World’s Anti-Slavery Convention in London further talk

of a free Texas as “an asylum for runaways and a perpetual incitement to

murder, insurrection and outrage by the slaves of the Southern States”

was not without its effect on the administration.

The impression of British designs on Texas was strengthened by a ruse

of Houston, in which he made it appear that the truce between his country

and Mexico had been entirely due to the good offices of England. Both

official and unofficial circles, convinced of the seriousness of British purpose,

reacted as the wily Texan president planned. On September 12, 1843,

Andrew Jackson, living in retirementW still the most influential Demo-

crat in the country, put aside his earlier caution to come out squarely for

annexation. Now that the independence of Texas had been recognized

by England and France, he said, the United States could negotiate with

her as an independent nation. He declared the nation must acquire Texas,

“peaceably if we can, forcibly if we must,” as a means of checkmating

English plans for an offensive and defensive treaty with that country.

The administration’s reaction was made known to Texas on October

16, 1843, when Abel Upshur, Tyler’s secretary of state, advised Isaac

Van Zandt, the Texan representative in Washington, that recent develop-

ments in Europe had presented the question of annexation in “new and

important aspects,” and that he was prepared to make a proposition when-

ever he was assured Van Zandt had authorization to receive it. On the
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same day Van Zandt wrote the Texan secretary of state. He enclosed

Upshur’s note and expressed the belief that remarks of English officials

had aroused the southern states, while fear that Britain might monopolize

the carrying trade of Texas “seems to have touched the secret springs of

interest” among manufacturers of the North. He believed that Texas

and Oregon could be combined in a way to command widespread support

in the United States, and added his opinion that if this opportunity were

rejected by Texas she was not likely to have another so good.

After three months of waiting Van Zandt received a reply, dated De-

cember 13, 1843, which indicated that Houston was still playing the

European powers against the United States. Texas, he stated, could not

afford to compromise her good relations with Britain and France by staking

all on an annexation proposal which Congress might reject. If, however.

Congress would adopt a resolution authorizing the President to offer an-

nexation, the proposition would receive the immediate consideration of the

Texan government. In short, Houston would accept statehood in the

Union but he could not afford to gamble. He must have assurance in

advance.

In January, 1844, one of Tyler’s aides asked Jackson to use his well-

known influence with Houston to overcome the latter’s opposition to

annexation. This Jackson promptly did and his letters, combined with the

undoubted eagerness in both Texas and Washington for incorporation,

did much to overcome whatever opposition Houston still entertained.

Nevertheless, Houston continued to be cautious and, before committing

himself, submitted the proposition to the Texan Congress for consideration.

His message to that body contained no specific recommendation. Although

admitting that union was desirable, he stressed the threat of an unsuccess-

ful effort to the good relations of his country with England and France.

, In any event, he thought, the attitude of the United States should be

known in advance and Texas should avoid any appearance of eagerness.

In February, 1 844, Upshur sent the Texas government a communication

which forced Houston to take a more positive attitude. He argued at length

the advantages to Texas of joining the United States and the disadvantages

of continued independence, Texas might enjoy an alliance with Great
Britain but, Upshur added, “the lamb can make no contract with the wolf,

which wiU protect him from being devoured.” How much better for

Texas to join a rapidly growing nation such as the United States. Such
an opportunity Texas now had, for, Upshur stated, “there is not in my
opinion, the slightest doubt of the ratification of the treaty of annexation,
should Texas agree to make one,” In the Senate “a clear constitutional

majority of tw'o-thirds are in favor of the measure.” Houston, convinced
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by this straightforv/ard statement, appointed a special representative to

aid Van Zandt at Washington in negotiating a treaty. In March, 1844, be.

cause of unsatisfactory relations with Mexico and the resulting fear of

invasion, the Texan representatives were given even greater discretion

in their negotiations
j
they were directed to conclude a treaty at once and

on the best terms obtainable. As Upshur died before the conclusion of the

treaty, the negotiations were continued by his successor, John C. Calhoun.

Tyler had consistently justified annexation on grounds of broad national

interest, as a measure designed to benefit all sections of the country, and

a move to aid the commercial interests of the North. But Calhoun, by

injecting the slavery issue squarely into the discussion, made the question

a bitterly sectional one. When he became secretary of state, he found on

his desk a dispatch setting forth British policy with respect to Texas. In

the communication was a frank statement of the already well-known fact

that England was “constantly exerting herself to procure the general

abolition of slavery throughout the world.” Calhoun immediately seized

upon that section. In a wholly disingenuous manner he sought to make

it appear that for the first time the United States had learned of England’s

interest in universal emancipation, and that annexation was necessary for

the protection of slavery in the United States against British designs.

Calhoun’s ill-mannered remarks guaranteed defeat for the treaty by

confirming northern suspicion that the movement for the acquisition of

Texas was a slaveholders’ “conspiracy.” In his message transmitting the

treaty to the Senate, Tyler tried hard to smoothe the troubled waters. He

emphasized the benefits annexation would confer on American settlers

already in Texas, on the commercial interests of North and East, on the

western states by creating a market for their products, and on the South

by giving it security and protection. His efforts were in vain. Added to

the opposition of the antislavery elements was that of Henry Clay and

Martin Van Buren, the expected nominees of their parties for the presi-

dency. Clay’s famous “Raleigh letter,” appearing in the National Intelli-

gencer on April 27th, opposed annexation because it would lead to war

with Mexico, was not desired by public opinion, involved danger to the

Union, and was not even in the interest of the South, since much of Tex^

was not suited to slavery. Van Buren’s letter, published the same day m

the Washington Globe, minimized the foreign danger in Texas and

declared annexation was likely to involve the United States in war with

Mexico. On June 8th the treaty came to a vote in the Senate. Its supporters

could muster but sixteen votes as compared with thirty-five against. Seven

Democratic Senators voted against it, while only one Whig was In favor.

Meanwhile the question of annexation invaded the campaign of 1844-
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Whea'yan;-Buren’s^ette^^ opposing the treaty appealed, Jackson, notwith- *

‘stapdin^^iiis;fne.n^^ New Yorker, suggested that Ja,mes K. Polk

phTennesseei;see!c'the Democratic nomination as a compromise candidate.

Others .:
within the, party, h the same idea and Polk was nominated on

a iplatform. ’callihg .for “re-annexation of Texas at the earliest practicable

.peribdd^'^" united Democratic party was assured when Tyler, who had

/beenVnbminated by a convention of his supporters, withdrew following the

.'dbclafatioh, for -annexation. Although Clay was defeated because his con-

.flicting statements oh Texas proved unsatisfactory to a small antislavery

iniihoritydh. the. North, Polk’s victory was not due to support of the slave

interest, but ;tb the rampant expansionist sentiment in the West; Except for

'.Ohio, .he; carried every state beyond the Appalachians.

> Tyier.w'as so determined to receive credit for acquiring Texas that, even

before .ihe’:defeat of the treaty, he decided his objective could be achieved

by ;an.adidf Congress, which required merely a majority vote of the two

Houses. Hence he promised the Texan negotiators that, should the treaty

faiK of. 'ratification, he would recommend admission of Texas as a state.

>Naturallyj ,Tyler interpreted the outcome of the election as a mandate , to

proceed ' with'; his plan. In his annual message to Congress in December,

18445; he^recornmended ^kat the terms of annexation contained in the

defeated treaty be incorporated in a joint resolution to be “binding on the

'two countrieiwhen adopted, in like manner, by the government of Texas.”

.wrln/piarsuance of this recommendation a joint resolution was introduced

in’thdHotise of Representatives. Although it was evident that a majority

;favored ,annexation, there was such difference of opinion over details as

.toi'threated^ this difficulty and the strong opposition . of

;antislavery;leaders, the resolution was adopted by the House on January

255. 1845, byCw^^^ of 120 to 98. On February 27 the Senate accepted it

in',slightlyvarnended form, 27 to 25. On the following day the House
concurred in; the. Senate amendments by a vote of 132 to 76. The resolution

sighed by Tyler on March I. ,.

j;.;.The:m;easure 'p for the admission of Texas on condition that, a

pppularly.adopted state constitution be transmitted to the President of the,

JJ%ed ; States ^ i, 1846. Texas was to retain title to the,Jands

withimherTordefs' but was to assume, responsibility for the payment, of ,;;

.her debts! ;,^ith ' her. cons^ more than four additional states:;mighf

hef^^^ed;fto.ni;her tem^ Missouri. Compromise, line was^apjplied! .

tp4he;;new;state,;'--T^'J,\;''; ' ... /-v

5|,^t^bgh; unable;;tp; re-establish .authority,- in Texasj, Mejdcb; had^'^nwef
recogruzed'the,proyirice’s'independence.'Too .late .lio.w the ;M.exickn!gbyerh-, ;;

made ri.r^l^bve designed ;;;tq terminate the i long-handing. ;difficulties’’
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with the rebellious Texans. Through the good offices of the British and
French governments Mexico agreed in May, 1845, to recognize their inde-

pendence, provided they would not annex themselves to another country

Thus Texas was free to choose between incorporation in the American

Union and recognition by Mexico in a form which would preclude admis-

sion to the United States. Texas had no difficulty in deciding in favor of

annexation. When Congress convened in December, 1845, President Polk

reported the province had accepted the conditions of annexation and sub-

mitted her state constitution. On December lOth a joint resolution was

reported, declaring Texas a state, on a plane of equality with other states.

The resolution passed the House by a vote of 141 to 56. The Senate ac-

cepted it 31 to 14. When the President signed the resolution on December

29, 1845, Texas became a state.

One of the interesting questions relating to the independence and annexa-

tion of Texas is the degree of influence exerted by holders of Texas scrip

and bonds in overcoming northern opposition to the acquisition of more

slave territory. During the colonization period various speculative land

campanies, with dubious Mexican titles to land in Texas, sold their stock

to an eager investing public. From the beginning it was extremely doubtful

that the Mexican government would ever confirm these claims. As the

years passed realization dawned that only through the creation of an inde-

pendent Texas could the titles be validated and the stock rendered valuable.

Here was one source of the widespread popular support which the Texan

War for Independence received in the United States.

The independent republic of Texas was conceived in debt and nourished

on depreciated paper, issuing bonds and then more bonds to sustain the

original ones in their sagging state. By 1 845, when the debt was estimated

to be from $7,000,000 to $12,000,000, bonds bearing 8 per cent interest

sold for three cents on the dollar. This depreciated paper was widely dis-

seminated in the United States, and its holders realized it would never

appreciate in value until the Republic’s finances were stabilized by annexa-

tion. This was an influence toward union the precise significance of which

cannot be determined. Jay Cooke, the later financier of the Civil War, was

during the Texas difficulties associated with a Philadelphia banking house

which was heavily involved. His biographer states that “Mr. Cooke always

believed that the northern opposition in Congress to the addition of this

large slave territory to the national domain was overcome through the

selfish exertions in their own interest of the holders of the Texas debt cer-

tificates, many of whom were influential northern men.” Observers such

as the New York correspondent of the London Times expressed astonish-



^of-texas, •.;>: -'/:V:;!‘.'
'; :;:^f>7,^.'

‘ rnent that holders
p£^ "accepted the provision;, ofthe resblutipri

of'arinexatioh?requiriiig Texas c to, assume 'the burden oh her debt;: Although;

;

; :th^ state 'retaihe^ public' lands, it was believed; by .“intellig^t,;

^weHdnforined pepple” that not for fifty years would-theT.roceeds qhiand

“‘sales’mbre 'than 'pay'i'nterest on the indebtedness. .
'

j

The holders of Texas, bonds had their day in court when the Gompromise'

.:of 1,850 ',WM ,before. C This measure provided for the payment of

,
$io]ochd,6o6^; Texas in consideration of her relinquishment of territory ,

; ih dispute: with New Mexico. Since the indemnity could be applied by

;; T^ of her debt, the mere introduction .of , the bill

.

’" produced a, strong- upsurge in Texas bonds. During the debate lobbyists,

.fairly swarnied about the floor. Joshua R. Giddings, who possessed the’ stern

;i .New rEhS^^hd ‘lonscience of the Connecticut Western Reserve, asserted .

that ihdiyidual'.members were offered $50,000 for their votes. The specula-

'TiveTactbr,. doubtless played an important part in the fortunes of Texas

Trom,;i836.fp:i850, ^

•C v'Dunhg .the period of her independence Texas grew steadily in popula-

Adohl. despite ah uncertain future and the constant threat of further ,diffi-

-'Vculties: w Immigration from the United States continued - to

iricre^e,Tpf .bad times, in, the Mississippi Valley following, the Panic of^

iT.83,:).Vah of free land promised every newly arrived

family'by 'the/T^ Republic proved an irresistible combination of forces.

:;WHy stay athbme when a farm could be had for the asking, in a land where .

.'.the airw^ morning zephyr,” the growing season so favor-.

- ;able that} two or three crops could be harvested yearly, and the climate so

; ;;salubrious^'^-& to die had to go elsewhere? No less

than, 6,000; persons jamm road from,Louisiana to Nacogdoches dur-

..iing.; the: summer, of.; r seven years later '5,000 ’ passed through the

frontier fown ,
pf. Van Buren, Arkansas, on; their .way to the promised land.

;;'Aiten-i84i}^^w^ revived the, emfresmo system to .supple- -.

a sizeable migration, from abroad, swelled theV
'

; nipyirig't^ carhe .from Germany, ..attracted by the advertising ."of

!,

‘ of'.’lGerrhah. Immigrants which /setfied: .;

-'yillages of ' New " Braunfels and Frederi.cksbufg% .i

;

.PtherKwefei ffomyHpiland - or -from France,- where the wealthy. Henrf ,;v

;CakrP. squa,rid#ed; a' fortune .in' trans^^ 2',i34 -persons to, 'his.IhdianT ,-

•:ihfeste'd^hpffjflr/p gmn.t between.the;Nueces.an^ nvcrs) f.

,a':-,This ..influxes the.'population .’figvUres, skyrocketing,,' ’tpT.^ijpOO..^ ’

;

:

,T^4®Th9?.^9d^d,Unioni to',‘2^ nipst -.were '’from." Mis-'-;;

:;^9Ki^;i^%tucky,.and,Tehh^l^^^^^ the:£act=‘that;58,6,qo .slaves'/^
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lived there in the latter yearj actually the, proportion ;of slave to'

population was greater in Texas than in Kentuc^ or Tennessee:

than 8,000 persons owned slaves, and of these more than, half pos^^^

fewer than five bonded servants. Texas was stiU , in its,' ;srnaU-farm^^

frontier stage, but was rapidly donning the garments of civilizatibh;- ; , ; ^



CHAPTER XXV

" Thfe of Oregori

1825-1846

\yhile, orie group of IVIississippi Valley pioneers advanced into the South-

west,to wrest T^ frorn its Mexican owners, another moved toward th^;,,

Northwest to battle, England’s- fur traders for possession; of. the Oregph.t;

coiihtryl That domain of snow-capped mountains, deserts,! and, forested
'

valleys, had long .been an. object of contention among: the colonizing powers ;

of .'dietOld arid New Worlds. Four nations—Spain, .Russia,’ Eriglandy^arid ..

the^Uriited- States—-claimed ownership at the dawn: of the nineteenth ceh-;'.

tu^. IJufing.the, next years the field was, narrowed to. twb. Spiiri .withdrew;:

ina8i9' when the, Adams-Onis Treaty established the:42nd parallel as,the,
'

;riprthefri? founda;^ .of :California. Russia followed in' 1824, and ,
1 825: .when' •

English^pr^ure,:.forced the Gzar. to .sign V^aties '.with ; Britain krid!^

United States ceding all claims ,
south o£latitude

; 5k.°; 40 - .;^ow the., i^

arid cbritestarits •-were clearly defined
j
English and American' pioneers, must ;

.

decide which nation should win. the, region between, the, 42,nd, parallel d
the.!hne;iOf'.54

°
4d>.

..lAchally:; area was never: in dispute. The United States, was;:

always ready; to accept ah extension. of'Ae 49th parallel;,.C,anadian:;boiindary '.r'

to the. Pacific, and on;several bccasions-offered to sedle pri .thpse terrris.-Nof .v

did: :Englarid aspire to^'^ region- as far sbuth as:,the,,42nd :p9falIeK

Its ambition! ,was> to
.
P^akd.'.the . G^ River;..d>e southern - border -pf^

.nOrdiwesterrii' Canada,! for.;.- owners.hip'"of the: fiver - was .
believed , essentiai;

fo cohtfor.;of;the ;,ihteri6.r^ f^^ the region actually ih.dispute! was'

;

,|V?^M^!Ntweeri :-the :;49th, parallel,; arid ; .Gplunibia,'^veri T
the, “core” of . the Qfegoh;boundary :con(foversy,.; Neitherrriation -was

.

ready
,

to
:

pr^S; fofAsettlement '.when(the. .dispute, first afose.; If^tead;they -signed '

•;
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a treaty of joint occupation in i8i8. The agreement, which was to continue

for ten years, was renewed in 1827 with the understanding that 'either

country might withdraw upon one year’s notice. Each was content'tb let the

future decide Oregon’s fate.

Both England and the United States rested their claims to owiiership
'

on discovery and occupation. Britain justly said her explorers were.fir^;

upon the scene. As early as 1778 Captain James Cook, a famous navigator,

explored the North American coast between the 44th parallel and northern

Alaska, seeking the fabled Northwest Passage. Captain Cook failed w
find the legendary strait, but his men made another discovery equally

important: sea otter furs secured from primitive Oregon natives for a few

pence sold readily in China for $100 each. That exciting news sent a swarm:

of British merchants into the Pacific during the next two decades, some of

them independent traders, others agents of King George’s Company which

was formed in 1785 to exploit Oregon’s wealth. The traders aroused such,

interest in the region that England sent another official expedition there

in 1792. Captain George Vancouver, its commander, mapped the' coast

from San Diego to Alaska and was the first to circumnavigate the island

bearing his name. Each expedition, whether seeking trade or sdentific

knowledge, bolstered England’s claim to Oregon.

Other explorers carried Britain’s flag into the Northwest by arduous over:

land journeys. Foremost among them was a daring agent of the North

West Company, Alexander Mackenzie, whose perpetual search for. new

trading areas brought him to the shores of the Pacific long before Tews

and Clark crossed the continent. His first effort ended in failure \yhen

the river he followed west from Great Slave Lake veered northward to

the Arctic Ocean. “River Disappointment” he christened the' strearh, ia

name changed by others with less painful memories to Mackenzie: River.

Three years later Mackenzie was back again, this time to ascend the Pea,ce

River, winter in the Canadian Rockies, and emerge in the spring, of -1793

on the upper reaches of a river which he took to be the Columbia. Not unti]

1807 did a later explorer of the North West Company, Simon Fraser,

prove that Mackenzie had discovered the Fraser River rather than the

Columbia. This did not detract from his glory
j
he and his fellow adveh

turers who came by sea firmly established England’s title to the Nbrthwst

The American claims were scarcely less impressive. The glory of plant

ing the infant nation’s flag on the Oregon coast belonged to, two, shij

captainsj Robert Gray and Benjamin Kendrick, sent out by a group pi

: iBostoh,merchants ;who learned of the possibilities of the China trade, frqiT

, the published journal of Captain Cook’s voyage. They sailed, from Bpstpi

. 'in; 1 7.87, spent the-winter of 1 788-89 loading.with sea otter skins, jburneyec

'on to Canton, and finally completed the voyage around the world .vyith <
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5.cargq .6£.;6riental luxuries which rewarded their backers handsomely. News

o£ ahy new trade was important to seafaring New Englanders whose com-

merce 'had -suffered -greatly as a result of independence. A number of

.^editions were inimecHately planned, the most important a second voyage

,
uhdertakfen by Captain Gray. By the spring of 1791 he was off the Oregon

coast, once more, searching as usual for unsophisticated Indians willing to

barter.i bales of peltry for handfuls of gimcracks. One spot investigated

“appeared to .be a harbor guarded by a long sand bar over which breakers

vfoiled .
cpntinuoiKly. For eleven days Captain Gray sought a pass through

this barrier; when he finally succeeded he found himself not in a bay but

on'the bosom of a broad river to which he gave the name of his ship, the

^oUmUa^..
'

;
efforts brought an influx of American traders to

. Of^on. Profits were high in the China trade; one shipowner bought 560

sea otter pelts worth $20,000 for $2 worth of trinkets, another traded a

fusty, chiselior furs valued at $8,000. Rewards such as those brought a

. stream of Yankee ships to the Pacific during the 1790’s, just as England’s

..merchants were forced to give up trade when their nation became involved

.
in; the Napoleonic wars. By 1800 New Englanders controlled the Oregon

, cdast sb completely that all white men were called “Bostons” by the natives.

V/^erlcan. success on the sea was more than matched, by British victories

ih the pfeliniinary contest to occupy the interior. The vanguard was com-

posed of-. fur traders. The initial advantage gained by the United States

when -John Jacob Astor’s Pacific Fur Company founded Astoria was short-

;
'lived;^after 1813 the forced sale of the post to the North West Company
allowed Canadian trappers to roam freely over the whole Northwest, and

.from that- time.oh Biritain dominated the interior just as thoroughly as the

Uiiited ;States controlled the coast. The advantage was increased in 1825

-'when; the , Hudson’s Bay Company, strengthened by its merger with the

>N6rth ,Wc^t- ,Gomp^^ four years before, established Ft. Vancouver on the

..north bank of; die Columbia with Ur. John McLoughlin in charge. The
so firmly planted in Oregon that the task of dislodging them

seemed, hopeless.' ,

wofse from the point of view of American hopes, were the agricul-

tural
i es.tabiishmehts reared by Ur. McLoughlin about his wilderness

-.outpost. Necessity dictated his efforts, for the cost of transporting food to

so great could never show a profit until made
-self-suppodihg,; Ur, McLoughlin imported herds

.ffpm.'G Hawaii, and sheep from Canada; built

and a gristmill; and'seht idle trappers out each summer.to dear

;

Lelm for wh^t, com, .dnts.;So successful were his, efforts that byt 828
.fiudsqn’s.’Bay .Gq'mpanyTtaders not.only fed.therriselyes but produced a,:
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surplus which was exported to Alaska and California by a subsidiary coV -

poration, the Puget Sound Agricultural Gornpa:ny/ Those actiyitiK not;

only helped the British maintain their strong
,
position

,
but directly influC'

enced the controversy over the region. By the time Americans ‘arrived a

thousand Englishmen were firmly entrenched on farms dotting the :PugAv

Sound Valley—the only area actually in dispute. If possession was nine
'

points of the law, England’s position was secure and the Ambficaii caus6

hopeless. . - i

The United States was first made aware of the imminent loss of Oregon

by the valiant efforts of a few visionary expansionists who deliberately set

out to warn their countrymen. The first of these was Dr. John; Floyd,'

a

Virginia congressman. Through his friendship with William. Clark,- tile'

explorer, through his cousin, Charles Floyd, a member of the,Lewis and;

Clark expedition, and through his acquaintance with several prominent

'

Astorians, Dr. Floyd developed an enthusiasm for Oregon which made’

him “The Father of the Oregon Country.” On December 19, 1820, Dhi

Floyd moved in Congress the appointment of a select committee to “inquire;

into the situation of the settlements upon the Pacific Ocean, and the ex-

pediency of occupying the Columbia River.” With the adoption,: of the

motion, Floyd was made chairman of the committee, whose reporPhas.

been compared, in Oregon annals, with Plakluyt’s Discourse, on Western,

Planting in the colonization of the New World. In the words of Thomas

Hart Benton, with this report “the first blow was struckj public attention;

was awakened, and the geographical, historical and statistical , facts, [con^,

cerning Oregon] set forth in the report, made a lodgment iii the, public

mind which promised eventual favorable consideration.”

The committee’s bill urging annexation received scant consideration,

despite a speech by Floyd stressing the importance of the for. trade.ind

venturing the opinion that Americans could establish lines of .comipunia-

tion between the Columbia and the Mississippi more, easily than the .British

across Canada. Undismayed, Floyd in 1822 introduced a. substitute rpeas-

ure notable partly because it provided that w;hen the settlement on .the

shores of the Pacific had a population of 2,000 it should become a, territory

of the United States,
:

partly because the liame of the ' territory w'as to. be

“Origon,” marking the first American application of the' name to .thal

region.^
'

.’ william Cyllen Bryant had applied the Robert Rogers. .
As. early; as':. 1765

: name, to the Columbia,Riyer in' the first edi-. used the spellings “Ouragon” and “Ourigbn!.

tion' of “Thanatopsisi” .He doubtless, ac- in petitibns asking authorization of.-die Bnt-

quired the term in the writings of Jonathan _ ish government for explorations wert of- the

•= Carver who in turn borrowed it from Major. .Mississippi.
.
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In debate upon bis bill, Floyd reviewed the persistent westward push

of population from colonial days by way of refuting the charge that it was

fantastic to suppose the tide would continue to the western ocean. Even

at the moment wagon trains were crossing the desert plains in the newly

opened trade with Santa Fe, foreshadowing a new chapter in the epic of

American expansion. To those who asserted that distance and the mountain

barrier made certain a separate republic on the Pacific slope, Floyd replied

that in 1775 Kentucky was considered “too far away even to be a part of

the Union.” But, if separation must prevail, it was far better that the settlers

in the rival republic should be American emigrants, speaking the language

and cherishing the ideals of liberty and democracy. Floyd found capable

supporters from Maryland and Massachusetts, who observed that Russian

activity in the Pacific afforded convincing evidence of the valuable trade

af the region. They not only stressed the importance of New England

whaling in the North Pacific but showed an appreciation of Oregon’s

forest resources, then quite unusual. On the basis of intelligence received

from a New England ship captain, they predicted Oregon would supply

South America with lumber.

Viewed in retrospect the arguments of the bill’s opponents are of greater

interest than those of its champions. Floyd’s fellow Virginian, George

Tucker, agreed that the westward-flowing tide of population could not

be stemmed. Within less than half a century “Christian churches and

temples of justice” would rear themselves in the wilderness along the

Columbia. But, he contended, the people on the east and west side of the

Rocky Mountains would have “a permanent separation of interests.” East

of the continental divide the country was held together by “the strongest

and most indissoluble ties.” It was “Atlantic country,” and its commerce
must forever remain tributary to that ocean. Not so with the population

which would occupy the Pacific slope, whose trade w'^ould be drawn within

the orbit of Japan, China, and the Philippines. Tucker therefore opposed

governmental encouragement to a settlement which must inevitably be lost

to the nation. Equally discouraging were New York congressmen who
painted a dark picture of the obstades to navigation at the mouth of the

Columbia, and of the “bleak and inhospitable” climate which precluded
the successful cultivation of cereal crops. The “impenetrable forests of

hemlock, spruce and white cedar, of prodigious size” offered a ftnther

discouragement to the settler. Passage of the bill, they said, would result

m the creation either of a colony or an independent state, neither of which
would benefit the United States. Colonies were valuable only to manu-
facturing nations

j moreover the possession of colonies was abhorrent to

“the principles of our political institutions.”
"
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In January, 1823, the prolonged debate on Floyd’s bill came to an end
in the House and a vote was taken. The proposal was lost by a vote of

100 to 61. The idea of an American commonwealth on the Pacific was still

too visionary for the average member of Congress to grasp. But Floyd’s

failure to achieve his immediate objective should not obscure his significant

role in relation to the Oregon country. It was he who first stressed the

possibilities of the region from the point of view of the immigrant. And
it was the pioneer farmer, drawn to the attractive Willamette Valley,

who ultimately made good the American claim to the far Northwest,

If American interest and activity in Oregon were to be kept alive, it

must be through the exertions of private citizens actuated by any one of

several different motives. Through accounts of ofiEcial explorers and

joiu-nals of fur traders there was available a substantial body of information

regarding the region and its resources. All that was needed was a prophet,

a champion of Oregon, endowed with sufficient imagination to extract from

those works pertinent facts to arrest the attention of the people.

Such a promoter arose in the person of Hall Jackson Kelley, a Charles-

town, Massachusetts, teacher, who soon usurped the place of John Floyd

as the nation’s leading Oregon enthusiast. Kelley became interested in the

Northwest as early as 1818, and probably began advocating its settlement

in 1824. By 1826 he was actively urging migration through correspondence

with members of Congress. In February, 1828, John Floyd presented to

Congress a “Memorial of Citizens of the United States,” asking for govern-

ment support in establishing a settlement in the country. The memorial

,

was from the pen of Kelley. Assuming, as did most men of the time, the

legal rights of the United States to the region, Kelley evolved a plan of

colonization the success of which, he thought, was assured by the varied

products of Oregon’s soil and waters. Hampered by no great regard for

accuracy of statement, he worked assiduously through speeches, broadsides,

pamphlets, circulars, and letters in Boston newspapers to make Oregon

known to the people of New England.

In 1828 Kelley organized an emigration society which by 1831 enjoyed

a large enough membership to be incorporated. Its purpose was to transplant

to Oregon a New England town, which he hoped would become the

nucleus of a new state. He would “repeat with appropriate variations the

history of the Puritan Colony of Massachusetts Bay.” That KeUey could

easily communicate his enthusiasm and idealism to others was shown by the

rapid growth of his Colonization Society. But the successful execution of

the plan called for organizing ability and practical skill, which he com-

pletely lacked. His significance in the history of Oregon lies in his influence

upon others less visionary than himself.
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Among those influenced by Kelley’s propaganda was Nathaniel J.

Wyeth, a successful Cambridge business man, who saw in Oregon one of

the few remaining opportunities to bring a portion of the wilderness under

control, a task for which he believed himself qualified. Wyeth originally

planned to unite a company of his own followers with Kelley’s society,

believing the greater strength secured would be aa added guarantee of

success. When it became evident that Kelley’s group would not get beyond

the discussion stage, he abandoned the idea of co-operation. To use Wyeth’s

own words, his plan called for the “formation of a Joint Stock Trading

Company of about 50 men to proceed to the Country, without positively

settling the particular business in which they will engage but to be dictated

by circumstances when there (probably the fur business will be selected).”

The contract binding the company together was to endure for five years.

Each member was required to furnish his own equipment and pay his own

passage to Franklin, Missouri. He desired “especially coopers, blacksmiths,

founders, and ingenious persons of any trade” and would have “nothing

to do with any persons who are not industrious and temperate men, and

of good constitutions and peacible [sic} dispositions.”

By December, 1831, thirty-one men had enlisted under Wyeth’s banner.

For weeks members of the company met at Wyeth’s house on Saturday

nights, to perfect plans and become acquainted. On March i, 1832, the

group assembled on an Island in Boston harbor where they spent ten days

inuring themselves to frontier hardships and displaying their “showy and

attractive uniform suits, a feature of which was a broad belt from which

dangled bayonet, knife and ax.” Rounding out their equipment was an

“amphibious machine” which was alternately a wagon and a boat, depending

upon the side which happened to be up at the moment. This was the butt

of many jokes by the students of Harvard College, who christened it a

“Nat-Wyethium.”

Meanwhile, Wyeth had dispatched a vessel from Boston around the

Horn to the mouth of the Columbia, where his overland party expected

to meet the ship. He and his followers departed from Boston, in March,

1832, travelling by ship to Baltimore, whence they proceeded by way of

Pittsburgh, and Cincinnati to St. Louis, where the boat-wagon was aban-

doned. At Independence, Missouri, Wyeth was glad to attach his party

to the yearly caravan of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, under the
experienced leadership of William L. Sublette.

Wyeth’s Journal of the expedition across the continent constitutes one
of the genuinely significant documents in the history of the Far West,
recording as it does the experiences of the first Americans to make their
way to the west coast by the historic route later christened the Oregon
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Trail. When the group arrived at Pierre’s Hole, the rendezvous of the fur

company, disaffection broke out among Wyeth’s men, largely because they

learned that Sublette would be unable to accompany them farther. Calling

a meeting, at which he forbad discussion, Wyeth put the question of

going on. Nine men voted to retyrn, reducing the already depleted party

to eleven. Milton G. Sublette, a mountain man, piloted them through the

Blackfoot country, where Wyeth engaged in trapping with considerable

success. After receiving kind treatment at Ft. Walla Walla, the Hudson’s

Bay Company post, he pushed on to Ft. Vancouver, where he arrived

in October, only to learn that his ship and cargo had been lost. Unable to

pursue his trading plans because of the misadventure of the ship, Wyeth
began his return in February, 1833.

Upon reaching Boston, Wyeth organized the Columbia River Fishing

and Trading Company, with a view to exploiting the salmon fisheries of

the northwest coast. After persuading his Boston backers to fit out another

ship, the May Dacre, he set out in 1834 on his second overland trip to

Oregon, accompanied by Jason and Daniel Lee, leaders of the first mis-

sionary band to the Columbia River country. As the Rocky Mountain Fur

Company refused to purchase the goods he had brought, he was forced to

build Ft. Hall, at the confluence of the Pontneuf and Snake rivers, to store

his merchandise. He reached Ft. Vancouver a day in advance of his ship.

As the latter was to have arrived early to take advantage of the fishing

season, Wyeth postponed salmon packing for the year. Instead he built

Ft. William at the mouth of the Willamette, in the very shadow of the

Hudson’s Bay Company headquarters. Although Wyeth possessed un-

doubted business capacity, his plan was doomed to failure. The Great

Company treated him kindly but checkmated his every move. As a con-

temporary remarked: “They preceded him, followed him, surrounded him

everywhere and cut the throat of his prosperity with such kindness and

politeness that Wyeth was induced to sell his whole interest, existent and

prospective, in Oregon, to his generous, but too indefatigable, skillful and

powerful antagonist.” The company also purchased Ft. Hall, which long

remained a landmark on the Oregon Trail. The activities of Kelley and

Wyeth made the Columbia country comparatively well known to a sub-

stantial number of Americans, yet no permanent results of a tangible

nature flowed directly from their efforts.

Far more important were the efforts of pious men interested in saving

souls in Oregon. The attention of missionaries was first directed to the

region early in the century. In 1821 the Hawaiian station of the American

Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions had considered Oregon as

a possible missionary field. Again in 1829 an agent of the American Boar
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visited Oregon, by way of Hawaii, and recommended the founding of

missions there. Because of the distance, expense, and preoccupation else-

where the Board failed to act upon the suggestion. The actual beginnings

of missionary activity in the Oregon country resulted from a chance journey

made by some Northwest Indians out of sheer curiosity. In October, 1831,

four red men from the Oregon country—three Nez Perces and one Flat-

head—accompanied a group of traders on their return trip from the Rocky

Mountains to St. Louis to satisfy their curiosity concerning the white man’s

way of life. There they were entertained at the home of General William

Clark, Superintendent of Indian Affairs. While they were thus engaged,

St. Louis was visited by William Walker, an educated Wyandot Indian

from the East, who had arrived to arrange the migration of his people

to a reservation nearby. Walker heard of the presence of the Oregon In-

dians in the city, but never met or saw them.

Fourteen months later, in January, 1833, Walker wrote a highly im-

aginative account of their visit to a friend, G. P. Disosway, agent among the

Wyandot in Ohio, telling him that the Indians had made their wearisome

trek to ask that the white man’s “Book of Heaven” be sent to them and

that ministers visit their tribes to show them the path to Heaven. This

was pure fabrication
j
the Nez Perces and Flatheads had doubtless heard

of Christianity from Iroquois visitors to their villages or from Spokane

Indians who were being inducted into its mysteries by a converted fellow-

tribesman, Spokane Garry, but their interest in the subject was completely

casual. This made no difference to Disosway, who sent Walker’s letter to

the Methodist Christian Advocate and Journal, where it was published on

March, i, 1833. Illustrating the letter was an imaginative drawing by

Walker showing the manner in which the Flatheads deformed the shape

of their children’s heads in infancy.

Seldom has a letter so pricked the public conscience. Overnight the plea

of the benighted heathen who had journeyed some two thousand lonesome

miles to seek the word of God became the concern of the nation’s religious

community. Everywhere their plea for the “book containing directions how
to conduct themselves in order to enjoy His favor and hold converse with

Him” was hearkened toj everywhere congregations tearfully pledged that

the Flatheads would have the divine guide they had requested, and with
which “no one need go astray.” Who could resist such an appeal from the
^W/ise Men of the West?” A letter from an imaginative Indian had
done more to stir interest in the Oregon country than all the efforts of
Wyeth and Kelley, and all the decade of pleading by agents of the Amer-
ican Board.

Contributions ranging from $10 to $2,000 began pouring into the
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Christian Advocate. The influential Wilbur Fisk, president of Wesleyan
University, sprang to action and called for two men with the spirit of

martyrs. The Reverend Jason Lee, a Canadian-born stripling of promise
earlier befriended by President Fisk, was dearly indicated as the leader

of the mission. In November, 1833, Jason Lee, with his nephew Daniel

Lee and Cyrus Shepard, was about to leave New York for St. Louis when
he heard that Nathaniel Wyeth had just returned to Cambridge from his

first expedition. He thereupon changed his plans and proceeded to Cam-

bridge with a view to obtaining all possible information regarding the

Northwest. He not only arranged with Wyech for the shipment of mission

goods on the latter’s ship, the May Dacre, but agreed to cross the moun-

tains with Wyeth and his company. Writing from the Missouri frontier

on April 29, 1834, Lee announced that his party had been increased to

five through the employment of P. L. Edwards and Courtney M. Walker,

the latter not ^^a professor of religion,” but a valuable addition because of

his knowledge of Indian life.

After a not-too-difficult journey, in which they enjoyed the unrailmg

kindness and assistance of Wyeth’s traders, they arrived at Ft. Vancouver,

on September 1 5, where the usual hearty welcome was extended them by

Dr. McLoughlin of the Hudson’s Bay Company. On the i8th Jason and

Daniel Lee, accompanied by men furnished by McLoughlin, departed on a

tour of exploration of the Willamette Valley. They returned on the 27th,
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Having been fifty miles, up the river.. Two days later they, decided it was

too . late in the season to ^cehd .the Columbia, and on the following day

departed for: a point about sixty nailes up the Willamette Valley. Thus

; with comparatively little mental anguish was the choice made between

the: Flathead -country, and the Willamette. There wa,s no further talk,

of a “Flathead. Mission.”
.

^ "

With the a:id of Dr. McLoughlin, who lent them horses, . oxen, cows,

aiid calves, they built a log house near a settlement of some twenty families

on the Willamette, the majority of them French Canadians with Indian

;
wives, and most of them onetime servants of the Hudson’s Bay Company

who had established themselves as farmers on the fertile and attractive

v^ley lands. The Indians in the vicinity were so decimated by fever and

ague, so sickly and degraded, as to offer no very attractive opportunity for

missionary effort. The mission, therefore, was dedicated primarily to the

improvement of social conditions within the agricultural settlement on' the

banks of the river. The missionaries maintained a school, conducted religious

services only imperfectly understood by the French, and formed a tenx-

perance society with which many of the men, through McLoughlin’s'

encouragement, eventually affiliated.

This first agricultural community in the Oregon country was destined.,

to provide the nucleus for further American settlement in the iregiop. Al-

though Jason Lee established a branch mission at The Dalles which' became

a religious station of Importance, he was largely concerned with ehcduragr

ing American migration to the Willamette Valley. His request for addi-

tional helpers was granted when In 1837 the
,
Methodist Bpard of Mis-

sions sent out two parties with a total of twenty persons. Including Dr.,

Elijah White, who was to become a- conspicuous
,
champion of American

migration to the northwest coast. The following year Lee crossed the

Rockies to the States. Accompanied by three, half-breed children, and two

Indians, he lectured in the towns through' which he passed. Although his;

primary purpose was to obtain funds to further, his work, he succeeded in

arousing a lively interest m. Oregon on, the part of potential emigrants..

Lee also carried with him a petitipn, bearing the signatures of missionaries

and settlers, asking Congress for legislation securing title to the lands they

.
occupied, and for the extension of the laws of the United States, over the:.

;
region. The signers .strOngly asserted • their' . belief' that Oregori was- ;to

:

become a, state.of .the'Uniori..: . ' f ’

Lee’s. tbur;of the East resulted, in' the appointment of itwehty-pne.hddK

'
persons; to the staff of the.'niission,.6f whom, only fiyewere. ministers.,

:

‘The- others induded; raephani^j, farmers;;, teachers, ah. dccbuhtahtjVand' a;

: pliysicmn.; Supplemented by .theirdamilies,^ the:party .numbered hboht'.^fty:'
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persons and became known as “the great ,re-enforcerhent.’? jEndp.wed- witH-

a grant of $42,000 for the purchase of machinery. -and, equipment^

arrived in 1840. With a well-rounded arid trained personnel,- and with so

much to be done by way of improving the economic life.ofThe cpmriiunity,^

the religious activity of the mission was pushed into the background
. This

gave rise to complaints which led to the replacement of
. Lee by .George

Gary in 1844, a move which was well advised. The comrnunity .'was. suffi-^

cieritly well-established to warrant the mission in .concentrating upon .feliT

gious work. -

Meanwhile, the American Board^s interest in Oregon revived.,: When. in'

April, 1833, the Reverend Samuel Parker, a resident of Ithaca, New York,

offered himself to the Board for service among the Flatheads
,
or other

Indians, an old question was merely presented in new form. Parker’s offer

met with a polite refusal, ostensibly because the Board’s settled^ policy was

to avoid a field occupied by another organization. It seems probable, how-

ever, that this was an excuse rather than a reason, for the Board recogniz^

that Oregon contained many fields. Parker’s age and lack: of experieiice

were more important reasons. Moreover the Board was :plarinlhg the.

gradual extension of its activities, first to the Indians between the Mississippi

and the Rockies, later to the Pacific slope. Finally there was the ever-present

problem of finance. ^
But Parker was not to be discouraged. In January, , 1834, he riot; only,

renewed his offer, but interested the people of Ithaca in- financing ..his

proposed trip across the mountains. This time the Board accepted, and

agreed to appropriate money to maintain his family during, his absence.

Parker then enlisted Samuel Allis, a minister, and John Dunbar, a
,
divinity

student, as associates. Due to faulty planning, his party arrived on the

Missouri too late to accompany the fur traders on their annual, tripi Allis

and Dunbar occupied themselves with missionary work amoi?g the Iridiaris

of the Council Bluffs area, while Parker, in the face of
;
the: disapproval of

his associates, returned to Ithaca, where the Board authorized.: him do

spend the winter arousing missionary sentiment.among . the pepple ofiNew

York State. In the course of his winter’s effort, Parker discpyered. the^inan

who was to become the most noted of all Oregon missionaries,. Df. Marcus

Whitman, of Wheeler,.New York, On December 2, 1834, Whi.tmari;,wrqte

the American Board offering himself as a compariion; to -Pafker. .
The^

thirty-two years old, he had practiced medicine in. Canada,.:,but .
at, the

moment of his- enlistment :was associated, with' his brother in ,
operating a

sawmill at -Rushville, ;New York. : V: -d-,

Whitman and Parker arrived at St, Louis ,early: in April,- 1835. Eroteed^^^

ine up the- Missouri River with the: American Fur, Gpmpariy party ,tp,a



^olnt; near, ,t}ie ^present Ornate,; an;; pyerlarid:.cara,v'anfwas ;formed;;a^^^

trading 'rtecHjof. lipae'n Fdntenel^. OnJunn 22nd' the treic began.

^

Fpntenelle'and.,the>twp!^ there were some fifty: other- irien,; six

wagdnsi;tHree/ybke of oxen,' and' a large number of horsey]and .mu|i^ They
arriyed;,at;Ft.j:Taramie on July, 26th,' crossed South Pass ph Au^pstfiotfi;

md.reapteTthe 'rehdtevbus on Green River on the i2thi'Tfiere';Whitman

shpwed his' tnedical' skill by. extracting an arrowpoint frbm the, bacfcbf' Jirn

Bridgen: 'Th^ assembled groups of Snake,vFlathead, Nez
Percej^ahd .Ote Indians, who indicated their readiness to. cpk)perate. with'

a rni^ipn,settlement in their country.

. it' was decided that Whitman should return.'.pverland.itp

New YbrkTor additional helpers, while Parker went on to thb^West with,

the.; Indians,, gained their confidence, and spied out suitable, locations :for

mission set^emeiits. Although the latter mado contacts at Ft. .WallalWaila

which ensurecf'a {rkndly reception for the:-Whitman
party:when it-came out the following year, he failed to return.tpfthe, rem:^

dezvbus with
, the Information, instead, he sailed for the States,; by -way:

aTHbholulUy,. •_

'

WpoF'j his native state, Whitman acquired- a '.wifbtend'

obtained authorization from the American Board to retufh to Oregon; bin;

— th® Flathead Iridians. The Whitmans werd authprizeci- to-

with them;,another married couple and t\vo- single- .m.enii'W.hk^

|P-[pft.i9h..9TliiS' associates was not an altogether happy one; "The; Revefendi

Spalding was not well balanced mentaUy .'ahd; Was . unabie;:^^

ivb;rlc.eWsdy .With other people. In addition, he; had been.a 'schpolmaf& arid'

Whitman's ffi/A To make matters 'wohe^Mc^^^Spald^

ng.WWi'an 'invalid, although strong of apifit. The.fiafmer-mechaiiic fif the.

Wfty:wab,i^;-H.'Gray.
'

'-W--'

WTteA^hitman-Spalding party stafted :;from; Sti:; Louis .-
bn's^

1 8 accompanied as far as the Green- River reficiezVbus.TW the A
ic^ravan. From this point Wkey; enjoyed-' the; prbtbctiQW,"bf

:

9^^phg;BaWCompany. traders: Their^wagpmWastetepas.farTbFW-BpjsW’

tb travel west of Ft.;ijall.:THe.;exj>editioh cia.ime.d tKe'addeci'
hstinctmn of being, the first- in.which. Worpen crowed -the cbntinentki ;di-vid^

-

'i^^s .'shbwn jfien)' •;Twn,-^;55ic>fi' statippf. were- chbsehj

countryv^phe W^. at.-Walilatpu', about twenty:;

‘W .Ft. WblteW^-Ba, Jhe -pthe.fi.a^

^fpri^r,^the
.Spaldings ahTpIj;^ tp?ftmpbtterv BA^McLoughliiv
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Colville for grain and flour for two years, and permitted Mrs. Whitman
to live as a guest at Ft. Walla Walla while her husband was preparing

the mission building.

In the spring of 1837 Gray returned to the East for reinforcements,

against the will of his associates. Despite misrepresentation and question-

able practices on his part, of which Whitman advised the Board, the

authorities in Boston decided to send additional helpers. Gray married while

in the East and in 1838 returned to Oregon with his bride, three ministers

and their wives, and a teacher. Of the three ministers—Cushing Eells,

Elkanah Walker and A. B. Smith—the first two became important figures

in the annals of early Oregon. Smith was sent to a post on the Clearwater,

where he failed, while Eells and Walker established a mission among the

Spokane, near Ft. Colville.

While the Methodist Church and the American Board were inaugurating

the missionary movement in Oregon, the Catholics were not idle. Insofar

as the Indians visiting St. Louis in 1831 were inspired by a desire for the

Gospel rather than mere curiosity, it was “black robes” and not Methodist

parsons they were looking for, since they had gained some knowledge of

the Catholic faith from fur traders, explorers, and Iroquois Indians who

intermarried with the Flatheads. The first Catholic missionaries to the

northwest coast, however, came by way of British North America and in

response to an appeal from French Canadian settlers in the Willamette

Valley. The Bishop of Quebec appointed the Abbe Francois Norbet Blan-

chet as Vicar General in Oregon and the Abbe Modeste Demers as his

assistant.

Arriving at Ft. Vancouver in November, 1838, they received the usual

assistance from Dr. McLoughlin, who himself became a Catholic a few

years later. A mission was established at Cowlitz, while services were held

from time to time in the Willamette Valley in a church built by the French

settlers. Their work among the Indians was successful from the first, thanks

largely to the “Catholic ladder” devised by Father Blanchet. This was a

graphic presentation of world and Christian history, capable of being read-

ily grasped by the primitive mind of the Indian. Its use explains the

marked success of Catholics, in contrast to their Protestant contemporaries,

among the red men of the Northwest.

In 1 840 Jesuits entered the Oregon missionary field when Father Pierre

De Smet was sent in response to an appeal of the Flatheads to the Jesuit

novitiate at St. Louis. De Smet founded the pioneer Jesuit Mission of

St. Mary^s in the Bitterroot Valley in 1841. Within a short time his mis-

sions had increased to six and largely covered the interior portions of the

Oregon country.
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ever, the missionaries, almost single-handed, kept alive a degree ojf Ameri-
can interest in the region. The first American settlement in the region,

Jason Lee’s station in the Willamette Valley, demonstrated the agricul-

tural potentialities of the area and turned the tide of emigration in that

direction. And the propaganda of the missionaries, carried on through

various channels, helped swell the tide.

Not until 1836, when the American establishment in Oregon consisted

of two areas of missionary activity and a handful of settlers in the Willam-

ette Valley, did the government take its first official cognizance of the

country since the renewal of the treaty with Great Britain in 1827. In

that year President Jackson sent W. A. Slacum to the Pacific coast to gather

information about the area. Slacum made a careful survey of the region,

mapped it, located Indian villages, studied the fur trade, visited Jason

Lee’s mission, and called upon most of the settlers in the Willamette

Valley. His impressions were entirely favorable, while his enthusiasm for

the country’s grazing possibilities was especially pronounced. The settlers,

however, were but meagerly provided with cattle, since the Hudson’s Bay

Company, although generous in lending oxen for work purposes, could not

afford to deplete its own herds by selling breeding stock to the pioneers.

With Slacum’s encouragement, the pioneers organized the Willamette

Cattle Company to import cattle from California, where Spanish breeds

were plentiful. The Hudson’s Bay Company, the Methodist Mission, indi-

vidual settlers, and Slacum himself subscribed to the stock of the company.

A delegation of settlers, headed by Ewing Young, who was thoroughly

familiar with California, took passage on Slacum’s ship in 1837, and

brought back some six hundred head of stock. Not only did this move give

impetus to stock raising, for which the valley was especially suited, but the

news of it, carried eastward, helped plant the Oregon fever in the blood of

many Mississippi Valley farmers.

In December, 1837, Slacum’s report, the first detailed account of the"

Willamette Valley settlement, was laid before Congress, where it attracted

much attention. Slacum strongly urged that the United States should insist

upon the 49th parallel as the northern boundary, which would insure pos-

session of Puget Sound. Thus the Oregon question was once more before

Congress where it remained a subject of discussion until the ultimate settle-

ment of the controversy.

Among those greatly interested in Slacum’s report was Senator Lewis F.

Linn of Missouri, who in 1838 introduced a bill providing for the military

occupation of the Columbia and the creation of a territorial government for

Oregon. Accompanying the bill was a report reviewing the history of

American claims to the region and including interesting data, such as the
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crossing of the mountains by the two women of the Whitman-Spalding

party. Scattered broadcast over the country at government expense, the

report did much to spread knowledge of the northwest coast.

Equally effective was the petition of Willamette Valley settlers brought

east by Jason Lee in 1838, which Linn laid before the Senate a year later.

On the same tour Lee spoke at Peoria, Illinois, where he fired Thomas

J. Farnham with the resolve to raise the American fiag in Oregon. Al-

though Farnham’s westward journey accomplished little, he brought back

a memorial signed by seventy settlers, praying for government protection.

He also published his Travels which were widely read and did much to

increase popular interest in the Oregon country.

Further publicity was given Oregon through the report of Lieutenant

Charles Wilkes. Wilkes had been sent as commander of the government’s

Pacific exploring expedition in 1838. In 1841 he visited the northwest

coast. One of the land parties sent out by him crossed the Cascades to Ft.

Colville, Spokane Falls, and Coeur d’Alene Lake, while Wilkes himself

examined the Willamette Valley and the Methodist Mission. The latter,

he was convinced, was much more interested in developing and settling the

country than in saving the souls of Indians.

Although proponents of Oregon were deeply disappointed at the failure

of the Webster-Ashburton Treaty of 1842 to secure a settlement of the

boundary question, that year witnessed an occurrence of great significance

in relation to American occupation of the area. Among the helpers sent to

Jason Lee in 1837 was the Reverend Elijah White, who, because of a

disagreement, returned east in 1840. Shortly thereafter the government

decided to send an Indian agent to Oregon, a post for which White, with

three years of experience in the field, was well qualified. He received the

appointment and was instructed to take with him the largest possible party

of emigrants. Through an enthusiastic speaking tour, through interviews

with prospective emigrants, and in other ways, White assembled a group

of 120 men whom he led successfully across the mountains in 1842. That
was the first large party of emigrants to follow the overland route to

Oregon.

With the benefit of hindsight it is clear that the failure of the Webster-

Ashbiurton Treaty to solve the boundary problem offered no occasion for

concern to earnest advocates of American claims in the region. For there

was preparing at the close of that year an American migration to Oregon
which would clinch American claims. Better, therefore, to let sleeping dogs
lie than- press for a settlement at that time. The correct American policy

Was to do nothing or, as Calhoun put it, a “policy of wise and masterly

inactivity,” President Tyler also foresaw that “a few years would see an
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American settlement on the Columbia sufficiently strong to defend itself

and to protect the rights” of the United States in the territory.

A combination of factors conspired to bring about the great migration.

A favorable report sent back by Elijah White from the mountains while

en route in 1842, a prolonged period of hard times in the Mississippi

Valley following the Panic of 1837, inadequate transportation facilities

in many parts of the Middle West, and depressed prices for farm products

all tended to drive farmers from the interior valley. The undoubted attrac-

tions of the Willamette Valley, made more alluring by the vivid imagina-

tions of Oregon champions, transportation facilities afforded by the river

itself, favorable markets for Oregon products in the Orient and the Pacific,

and high prices in Oregon, all tended to draw men in that direction.

Another factor was the pioneer instinct, the “strong bent” of men’s spirits,

the desire to blaze trails, to accept a difficult challenge, the thrill of opening

a new country, as the long hunters had done in the Kentucky wilderness.

And, finally, the Oregon fever was spread by a flood of propaganda litera-

ture: journals of traders and trappers, accounts of missionaries, descriptions

of travelers, reports printed and circulated at government expense, and

letters of earlier emigrants to friends back home describing their satisfac-

tion with their new situation.

As a result there converged at Independence, Missouri, in the spring

of 1 843, a concourse of people who united for the overland trek. The leader

of the party was Peter H. Burnett, who, in the autumn of the previous year

had settled in Platte County, Missouri. He spent the fall and winter

lecturing in neighboring counties of western Missouri, where hundreds of

persons responded to his call. Small bands assembled also from Ohio,

Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Altogether the party consisted

of about 1,000 men, women, and children, of all ages, and more than 5,000

oxen and cattle.

The march began on May 22nd. A military organization was adopted,

with Burnett as captain and J. W. Nesmith as orderly sergeant. The expedi-

tion was divided into two columns, each consisting of sixty wagons. The

first, or “light column,” consisted of those who had few or no loose cattle
j

the second, or “cow column,” comprised those with herds who must proceed

at a more leisurely pace. Captain of the “cow column” was Jesse Applegate,

one of the finest of the Oregon pioneers, who years later penned the classic

account of this overland migration under the title “A Day with the Cow-

Column.”

For a two days’ journey from Independence the Oregon and Santa Fe

trails were one. Forty miles out a signboard pointed the way to the “Road

to Oregon.” At Ft. Laramie, where the trail left the plains for the moun-
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carded because too burdensome. They discovered that wagons must be

rugged and durable, and that oxen were preferable to horses as draft ani-

mals and less attractive to the Indians. Cattle from Illinois and Missouri

were best because accustomed to feeding upon prairie grass. Too few tools,

and the wrong type of clothes embarrassed many, especially the women.
The result was bare and bruised feet, and fine fabrics ruined by the dust

and alkali of the desert. The older women adapted themselves to the re-

quirements of the trek more readily than the younger ones, shortening

their skirts to the danger point, while young ladies clung to eastern fash-

ions. At the Snake River much of the finery went to the Indians in exchange

for salmon, and the red men in their new raiment, “worn without regard

to age or sex, were a costume picture only a trifle more fantastic than the

emigrants themselves.”

The great migration of 1843 proved a turning point in the history of

Oregon. Skeptics had openly scoffed before the departure^ no less a person

than Horace Greeley thought “this migration of more than a thousand

persons in one body to Oregon wears an aspect of insanity.” Their doubts

were dispelled by the news that even loaded wagons had successfully

traversed the entire route. Enthusiastic letters from emigrants to the folks

back home, printed in local papers, and widely copied by the city press,

soon made Oregon a household word and helped swell the tide. The sub-

stantial emigration of 1844, delayed by an unduly wet season, arrived at

the Willamette very late, with provisions depleted and spirits dampened

by the onset of the rainy season. Their gloom, however, was easily removed

in the spring by “the kindling rays of a bright Oregon Sun.” In 1845 a

migration of some 3,000 almost doubled the population of the country.

This time there were not one, but many caravans, comprising a dozen to

twenty wagons, the better to preserve scarce fodder for the teams. The

journey was comparatively uneventful, except for one party that started

with 145 wagons and broke into a number of small units after quarrels

disrupted its harmony. Abandoning the main trail beyond Ft. Boise for a

cutoff that an old trapper assured them would save valuable time, they

struggled through some of Oregon’s most forbidding mountains and nar-

rowly escaped complete extermination before finally reaching the Willam-

ette Valley after great suffering and the loss of forty days. With the ac-

cession of 1 845, the population of Oregon was increased to 6,000. The vast

majority of the pioneers were located in the Willamette Valley, not only

because of its natural attractions but also because Dr. McLoughlin, believ-

ing that Great Britain would ultimately acquire the region north of the

Columbia, had been at pains to direct the Americans south of the river. In

this effort he was not entirely successful, for a few of the immigrants, not to
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be discouraged, settled near the later Olympia in the Puget Sound country.

Once more American pioneers on a far distant frontier found themselves

in a wilderness beyond the pale of law and organized society. In view of

their remoteness from the States it was unlikely they would calmly await

the extension of American sovereignty over them. In such a situation fron-

tiersmen always showed themselves capable of dealing with the situation in

their own way, and the Oregon settlers were to be no exception.

Under the provisions of the joint occupation agreement, neither country

could legally extend its jurisdiction over the Oregon settlers prior to a solu-

tion of the boundary difficulty. Great Britain authorized the Hudson’s Bay

Company to deal with minor infractions, but more serious cases were trans-

ferred to Canada for trial. American settlers were left to their own devices

by the United States. Notwithstanding the uniform kindness and assistance

which the American pioneers, whether missionaries or laymen, received at

the hands of the Hudson’s Bay Company, their feelings toward the Great

Company were not sympathetic. The earliest American settlers were con-

stantly aware of the company’s hold, not only upon its retired employees

settling in the country, but upon the Indians through its well-organized

system of trade. This would give the company an advantage in the event of

a clash between nationals of the two countries. It was only natural, there-

fore, that Americans should seek some counterweight to Hudson’s Bay

influence. This explains the memorial of Methodist missionaries to Con-

gress in 1838, seeking recognition of land titles and the extension of Amer-

ican jurisdiction over Oregon. The next year proponents of the American

viewpoint numbered seventy, a figure which was doubled by 1840 when a

stronger petition warned against the Hudson’s Bay Company. But still

Congress remained indifferent.

In 1841 occurred an event which occasioned the first governmental ac-

tion. Ewing Young, probably the most affluent of the pioneers, died intes-

tate, leaving an estate which included some six hundred head of cattle. The
disposition of his estate was a matter of concern to his neighbors, who met
at the Methodist Mission on the day following his funeral. An ad hoc

probate court was created with a judge authorized to administer the estate

according to the laws of the state of New York. As no copy of the statutes

of the Empire State existed in the settlement, the judge had to recreate the

laws from his imagination. At the same time a committee was appointed to

frame a constitution and code of law. With a view to gaining the support of

French Canadian settlers. Father Blanchet was made chairman. The Father
being unsympathetic and Dr. McLoughlin openly opposed to the idea,

nothing was done.

The drive toward the creation of a frame of government was strength-
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ened by the arrival of Elijah White’s party of 120 immigrants in 1842.

Further incentive resulted from the necessity of dealing with the menace
of wild animals to the livestock of the settlers. This led to the so-called

“Wolf Meetings,” the first of which assembled in February, 1843, when
a committee was appointed to consider the problem. At a second meeting

on March 4, the committee’s recommendation of a fund for bounties on

the dead animals were approved, whereupon, W. H. Gray, one-time associate

of Whitman but now residing in the valley, moved the appointment of a

new committee to consider “the propriety of taking steps for the civil and

military protection of the colony.” The motion was carried, the committee

appointed, and another meeting called for May 2 at Champoeg.

Pending this gathering a lively discussion revealed that not even all

Americans were in agreement. Jason Lee, having petitioned for the exten-

sion of governmental authority over the settlement, approved action by

the settlers themselves, but Elijah White counseled delay because he

seemed to think he, as Indian agent, was authorized to govern the com-

munity. Americans generally, regardless of shades of opinion, sought to

unite all nationalities against the Hudson’s Bay Company. In this they

were unsuccessful. When the meeting convened on May 2nd there was a

full attendance of Canadians, who almost defeated a motion to organize a

provisional government for Oregon. At that point most of the British

faction withdrew. A legislative committee was allowed sixty days to frame

a constitution and legal code, which were presented to the general meeting

on July 5, 1843. On that day the assemblage adopted the “First Organic

Lavr,” based on the scanty legal lore to be found within the frontier com-

munity. The preamble, in the name of the people of “Oregon Territory,”

declared the laws were adopted “until such time as the United States of

America extend their jurisdiction over us.” Significant provisions were a

plural executive, a legislative committee, voluntary subscription in lieu of

taxation, and .a prohibition upon slavery. Aversion to taxation seems to

have been shared by the Oregon pioneers, in common with residents on

other frontiers. Thus was a time-honored practice of the American frontier

revived} another “compact” entered into by individualistic pioneers in a

new homeland. The Oregon settlers were reacting to their wilderness set-

ting as had the Watauga, the Transylvania, the Cumberland, and other

frontier communities of an earlier day.

The great migration of 1843 was both an advantage and a disadvantage

to the provisional government. It brought such able men as Burnett, Ap-

plegate, and Nesmith, whose talents were sorely needed by the new body

politic. It also, by sheer weight of numbers, removed all doubt as to
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American preponderance in Oregon. On the other hand, many of the new-

comers were rough frontiersmen, with no religious leaning or preference,

who resented the evident resolve of the Methodist mission crowd to retain

control. Orderly Americans came to favor reconciliation with their British

neighbors, and a government satisfactory to all concerned. The Canadians,

on their part, now felt the need for protection against the turbulent and

unruly elements among the new American immigrants.

In 1844 the more responsible leaders among the newcomers took matters

into their own hands. They reformed the land laws, provided for a gover-

nor in lieu of the executive committee, and created a unicameral legislature

to replace the legislative committee. Voluntary contributions for raising

revenue gave way to optional taxation} if one refused to pay his taxes he

had no vote and no recourse to the law for any purpose. He thus became

an outcast. In July, 1845, the amended laws were accepted by the elec-

torate.

The extent to which the interests of British and American elements in

the population were reconciled was indicated by the election of a high offi

ciai of the Hudson’s Bay Company as treasurer of the territory, and by an

oath of office which merely required that the individual support the pro-

visional government only so far as its laws were consistent with his ^‘duties

as a citizen of the United States or a subject of Great Britain.” In August,

1845, McLoughlin, in behalf of the company, recognized the provisional

government. He wrote; “we decided upon joining the association both for

the security of the Company’s property and the protection of its rights.”

While the Oregon pioneers temporarily solved their governmental prob-

lems, England and the United States wrangled over the boundary question.

On three different occasions the United States had offered to accept the

49th parallel as the demarcation line and as often Great Britain had coun-

tered with the proposal that the Columbia should delimit the spheres of

the two countries. From this position neither party had retreated a single

step between 1824 and 1842. The area really in dispute, therefore, was that

between the Columbia and the 49th parallel.

In 1843 there was considerable stiffening of the popular attitude in the

United States with respect to Oregon. Disappointment at the failure of

Linn’s second Oregon bill in the Senate, and the belief that the United
States had been ready to cede the area north of the Columbia in return

for British aid in securing northern California, aroused indignation in

various parts of the Mississippi Valley. Local meetings were followed by
an Oregon Convention at Cincinnati in July, 1 843, attended by about one
hundred delegates. The extreme American claim to the entire region be-
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tween the 42nd parallel and 54°4o' advanced there became, under western

influence, the Democratic rallying cry in the campaign of 1844. President

Polk apparently adopted the frontier viewpoint when, in his inaucmral

address, he declared American title to ‘^the whole of Oregon is clear and
unquestionable,”

Actually, however, the supreme object of the United States was stiU the

49th parallel boundary. The heavy migrations seemed to bring the goal

nearer. Calhoun, secretary of state in 1844, told the British minister that

1,000 Americans had located in Oregon in 1843, estimated that the migra-

tion of 1844 would add another 1,500 to the American colony, and added

that the forces which had driven the tide of population across the Alle-

ghenies to the Mississippi would drive it on with increasing power across

the Rockies to the banks of the Columbia, which were “destined to be

peopled by us.” The English government was sufficiently alarmed to send

two military ofiGcers westward to inquire into the requirements for British

defense of the country. In the same year the frigate America visited Puget

Sound under command of Sir John Gordon, brother of Lord Aberdeen,

who sent an officer to Ft. Vancouver, seeking full information from Dr.

McLoughlin regarding the relative strength of the American and British

elements.

Yet, the American settlements were confined almost entirely to the

Willamette Valley, south of the Columbia. Only a handful of settlers from

the States were located north of the river. The American argument of

actual occupation, therefore, had validity only for the area which Britain

was always prepared to concede—the area south of the Columbia. Why,

then, did Britain accept the 49th parallel as the boundary, thereby relin-

quishing the region north of the Columbia, which its own nationals held

securely? The answer is that the Hudson’s Bay Company, alarmed at the

aggressive and turbulent character of many American settlers in the Wil-

lamette Valley, feared for the safety of stores and other property at Ft,

Vancouver, on the north bank of the Columbia. So real was the danger that

Governor Simpson in 1 845 directed that the headquarters of the company

be moved to Ft. Victoria, on Vancouver’s Island. Furthermore, the fur

trade was declining along the Columbia, causing the company to prize the

region less highly than of yore. These facts were well known to the British

government. They meant that since the Hudson’s Bay Company was

evacuating the area actually in dispute, British diplomacy could now yield

gracefully and without the sacrifice of any important economic interest.

Lord Aberdeen, the foreign secretary, therefore, in the spring of 1846

offered the 49th parallel to the channel separating the continent from

Vancouver’s Island, leaving the island in British possession. The Senate of
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CHAPTER XXVI

The Great Basin Frontier

1830-1846

For two centuries the frontier advance followed a well-defined pattern:

whenever conditions at home were bad enough and regions ahead sufficiently

attractive a rapid westward movement took place. The migrations into

Texas and Oregon ran true to that form. In each case overcrowding or de-

pression in the Mississippi Valley uprooted pioneers
j

in each case they

risked the uncertainties of wilderness travel to settle on rich lands which

promised them the prosperity they had failed to find in the East. No such

desires motivated the third company of immigrants who moved toward the

Far West during those years. Their mecca was no black-soiled prairie or

well-watered valley, but the arid desert of the Great Basin where sun-

baked alkaline soils discouraged settlement by less hardy souls. Those

newest pioneers were members of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day

Saints, and they sought the most isolated, inhospitable spot on all the

continent where they could worship God as they chose. They found their

haven beneath the shadows of Utah’s Wasatch Mountains.

The wanderings that brought the Mormons to this desert Zion began

many years before they made their last trek across the Plains. Persecution

drove them onward, a persecution directed against their prophet, Joseph

Smith. Smith was the child of Vermont parents who drifted westward until

settling near the frontier village of Palmyra in upstate New York. There

they were surrounded by other New Englanders, many of them steeped

in the mystical, soul-searching traditions of predestinarlan Calvinism, and

all susceptible to the highly charged atmosphere which prevailed in that

day of religious controversy. In sparsely settled New York the social re-

straints that had inhibited their emotionalism in New England were lack-

534
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ing. This was the spiritual climate that nurtured young Joseph Smith’s

concern with the hereafter, and gave birth to Mormonism.

His first interest in religion was shown in 1820 when his parents were

weighing the merits of the Methodist, Baptist, and Presbyterian revivalists

then exhorting a local camp meeting. Joseph, who was fourteen years old,

sought the answer in prayer, going alone into the forest to ask divine

guidance. As he prayed, a dazzling light revealed God and the Savior

standing before him. He should, they told him, concern himself with none

of the existing churches
j

all had strayed from the true faith revealed to

ma n when Christ was on earth. Joseph’s mother, a mystical woman who

was subject to visions, believed her son’s story without question. From that

day the family forsook other sects to await tlie revelation of a religion

pleasing to the Almighty.

This came over the next years. In 1823 the Angel Moroni appeared

before Joseph Smith to tell him that near Palmyra was buried a stone

casket containing metal plates on which the story of the true belief was

inscribed. Under Moroni’s direction, Joseph unearthed the plates on Sep-

tember 22, 1823, but was not allowed to take them from their hiding place.

In 1827, according to his own account, he was permitted to remove the

plates and begin the task of translating the hieroglyphics in which God’s

revelation was written. For the next two years this task went on, with

Smith sitting in a curtained alcove in a neighbor’s farmhouse, reading

aloud to a series of assistants who wrote as he dictated. In 1830 the tran-

^ scription was completed and the Book of Mormon published. In the same

year the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints was organized with

its first six members.

This remarkable document, which was destined to be accepted as the

Gospel by thousands of the faithful, told the story of Lehi who about

6cX) B.C. was warned by the Lord to leave Jerusalem before the city’s

destruction. Lehi’s party, related the Book of Mormon, journeyed along

the Red Sea and eastward across Arabia to the ocean where they built

a ship and sailed for the “promised land” in America. Arriving safely,

Lehi died, after which his good sons—“Nephites”—separated themselves

northward from the bad sons—^“Lamanites”—^who were later cursed with

dark skins by the Lord and survived as ancestors of the American Indians.

For a thousand years the Nephites and Lamanites fought, save for a period

of peace from 34 a.p. to about 200 a.d. when Christ appeared among them
to preach His sermons and organize His church. Although superior strat-

egy and divine guidance allowed the Nephites to triumph in these wars,

they finally sank into such wickedness that they lost God’s grace, and were
'severely defeated at a great battle at “Cumorah” in the year 400 a.o. All
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were killed save Moroni, son of Mormon, who spent the remainder of his

days inscribing the story of his people on metal plates to await the coming

of a prophet worthy of revealing their truths to mankind. These were the

plates found by Joseph near Palmyra.

Despite the appeal of the Book of Mormon to emotion-starved frontiers-

men, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints grew but slowly, and

was subjected to constant persecution. Taking to heart the adage that a

prophet is forever without honor in his own country. Smith decided to

lead his followers to a more congenial clime. The hamlet of IGrtland, in

northeastern Ohio, was chosen as the new Zion on the advice of two Camp-

bellite converts familiar with the region, and there Joseph and his fol-

lowers moved in 1 83 1 . The Mormons enjoyed their first success in Kirtlandj

converts multiplied, fields were cleared, homes built, and an imposing

temple begun. The prophet blossomed with this success, experiencing a

series of revelations from which a body of church dogma emerged, one

feature of which was a communal organization for the Mormon com-

munity. This economic system proved so efficient that the Saints prospered

mightily and seemed destined to a tranquil future.

The Panic of 1837 punctured their dreams. The Mormons had been

tempted by the speculative fever of the 1830’s to launch a banking enter-

prise which collapsed with most of the other banks of the nation, leaving

them heavily in debt and threatened by angry creditors. Many of the

Saints turned against their prophet. He responded by reading them

out of the church in language as inflammatory as their own, then fled west-

ward with his remaining followers to join a small Mormon community

recently established in the towns of Far West and DeWitt on the north-

western Missouri frontier. These experiences, which would have humbled a

less-confident man, only embittered Joseph Smith. He arrived in Missouri

convinced that Gentile persecution was the cause of all his troubles, and

that peace could be won only by meeting force with force. “Our rights,”

one of his disciples told the people of Far West at a Fourth of July cele-

bration in 1838, “shall no more be trampled with impunity. The man, or

set of men, who attempt it, does it at the expense of their lives. And that

mob which comes on to us to disturb us, it shall be between us and them

a war of extermination, for we will follow them till the last drop of their

blood is spilled, or else they will have to exterminate us.”

Fighting words such as these only inflamed the Missouri frontiersmen.

They already disliked the Mormons—^as New Englanders, as suspected

abolitionists, as prosperous landholders, as unorthodox believers. They

suspected that Joseph Smith’s prophecies of the day when his people

would inherit the earth cloaked a Mormon plot to take over the community
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Mormons must be treated as enemies,” the governor of Missouri an-

nounced, “and must be exterminated or driven from the state, if necessary,

for the public peace.” Through the winter gangs of inflamed Missourians

struck again and again at the harassed Mormons o£ Far West, driving

them from their homes into fields and forests where suffering was in-

tense.

They could no longer stay in Missouri, Smith saw, nor could they move

farther west where the Permanent Indian Frontier blocked their path.

Hence he turned his steps eastward, followed by faithful Saints whose

loyalty mounted with each setback. The site selected by the Prophet for

their new homes was a swampy lowland near Quincy, Illinois, which had

been avoided by earlier settlers. Reaching this unpromising spot in the

spring of 1839, Smith sized up the situation shrewdly. Illinois, he saw,

was ready to welcome newcomers who would help share the debt burden

inherited from the state’s collapsed internal improvement program. More-

over the two political parties, Whigs and. Democrats, were so evenly

matched that either would make concessions in return for a block of votes.

This was a chance to secure everything the Mormons needed. Seizing on

the opportunity, Smith drew up a charter for a proposed city of Nauvoo
^

which gave almost unlimited power to the local ofiicials} they could pass

any laws not repugnant to the national constitution, decide cases arising

under the statutes in their own courts, and set up their own militia. The
unorthodox document was then dangled before both parties, with promise

of support in the election of 1 840 for the one pushing it through the state

legislature. The Whigs rose to the bait, thus giving Joseph Smith the

thing he wanted: a private commonwealth within the borders of Illinois

where he could rule as he pleased.

Prosperity smiled on the Saints now. Ardent missionaries roamed the

United States and Europe, winning converts who flocked to Nauvoo in

>uch numbers that the city’s population skyrocketed to 15,000 in 1844
vhen it dwarfed in size all other Illinois cities. By that time two thousand
idy homes bordered its spacious streets, “almost all of them brick, built in

he New England style, neat as well as substantial, surrounded by garden
»lats, . . . and without any of that unfinished temporary makeshift ap-

earance that characterises the new settlements of the West.” Over all

jwered the Mbrmon temple, a sturdy structure of stone and gilt. Farms
ere laid out nearby, small industries started, a quarry and brickyard
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opened, a sawmill set up in distant Wisconsin to provide lumber for homes
and factories. Everyone was bustling, everyone happy. Each day religious

pageants, athletic events, dances, song fests, or parades of the local milida

company, the Nauvoo Legion, were staged to entertain the inhabitants,

“I do not believe,” one traveler wrote, “that there is another people in exist-

ence who could have made such improvements in the same length of time

under the same circumstances.”

Joseph Smith was in his glory. His word was law in the Holy City,

where he was mayor, commander of the Legion, and president of the

chiu-ch. Unfortunately the overdose of power was more than the Prophet

could stand
j as his strength increased his native shrewdness declined. For-

getting that anti-Mormon feeling persisted about Nauvoo, he went dog-

gedly about the task of protecting his people. He issued an ordinance

providing for the punishment of anyone using language disrespectful of

the church, insisted that no Illinois law became valid in Nauvoo until it bore

his signature, bargained overzealously with both parties before each election,

and asked Congress to erect his city into a federal territory free of state

control. Gentile grumbling that followed each dictatorial step rose to a

crescendo when Smith axmoimced himself a candidate for the presidency

of the United States in 1 844, on a platform that called for the freeing of

all slaves and prisoners, a reduction in the number of congressmen, and the

annexation of Mexico and Canada. The Whigs, who had supported the

Mormons before, turned violently on Smith’s followers, leaving them

surrounded by a solid ring of enemies.

A united Nauvoo might still have held back the onslaught, but Smith’s

last revelation in July, 1 843, sanctioning polygamy for a few church leaders,

ended all hope.’- Many Mormons, refusing to accept the pronouncement,

banded together against the Prophet. The newspaper founded to popularize

their views, the Nauvoo Expositor, in its first issue of June 7, 1844, casti-

gated Smith’s views on both polygamy and economics, and demanded “the

unconditional repeal of the city charter—to correct the abuses of the unit

power.”

Smith acted at once against the dissenters. A hurriedly called meetmg of

the city council declared the newspaper a nuisance which should be de-

stroyed, an order carried out three days later when the marshal broke into

the Exfositor^s printing plant, smashed the press, and disposed of all avail-

able copies of the first issue. The editors fled to nearby Carthage, scattering

^ One branch of the Mormon Church, the ence, Missouri, denies that Joseph Smith ex-

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter perienced this revelation or that he either

Pay Saints, -with headquarters at Independ- practiced or sanctioned polygamy.
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flames of discontent along the way. There they swore out a warrant for

Smith’s arrest, listing the grievances which were rapidly arousing the coun-

tryside; suppression of the press, polygamy, and political dictatorship. As

news of the dissension spread, mass meetings met to call for a “war of

extermination” on the Mormons, mobs formed, feelings ran high. The

state governor hurried from Springfield, but when he found the militia

as rabidly anti-Mormon as the people he realized peace could be preserved

in only one way. Joseph Smith and his brother were persuaded to surrender,

then lodged for their own protection in the Carthage jail. Even that proved

futile. On June 27, 1844, ^ stormed into Carthage, battered its way

into the prison, and brutally slaughtered the two Mormon leaders.

The handwriting on the wall was clear to the Saints now: they would

never be safe within the United States. Despairingly, they prepared to

begin their wanderings once more. Their first need was a modern Moses to

lead them to a promised land. The choice was a happy one. Brigham

Young, an early convert and head of the Council of Twelve Apostles, was

a hardheaded realist whose organizational talents equipped him for the

difficult tasks ahead. Those were many. All about Nauvoo angry Gentiles

threatened mob action unless the Mormons left Illinois at once. Young

managed to keep the peace for a year, but during the winter of 1 845-46 he

held the enemies in check only by promising that his people would be on

their way “as soon as the grass grew and the water ran.” Within the city

broken-hearted Saints prepared to move, selling their property at ruinous

prices to buy wagons, supplies, and live stock. In February, 1846, 1,600

Mormons crossed the frozen Mississippi to the little hamlet of Sugar

Grove, Iowa, where temporary headquarters were established. During the

next few months the rest of the Nauvoo population followed.

When the exodus began, Brigham Young planned to lead his people to

some isolated spot beyond the Rocky Mountains, although his geographic

knowledge was so hazy he had no exact location in mind. Hence he deter-

mined to make the journey in stages, sounding out each step in advance.

The first stopping place selected was on the west bank of the Missouri

opposite Council Bluffs. While the Saints waited at Sugar Grove, an ad-

vance party rode ahead to mark the trail, build bridges, lay out roads,

establish permanent camp sites, erect cabins, and plant crops that the im-

migrants could harvest. By the time the vanguard reached Council Bluffs

in June, 1846, the main party was ready to start. Young planned so effi-

ciently that the migration was accomplished easily. All summer bands of

Mormons trekked westward, stopping to eat bountifully of crops planted for
them and sleep comfortably in well-equipped cabins. “We are happy and
contented,” one Saint wrote, ‘^and the songs of Zion resounded from wagon
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to wagon, reverberating through the woods, while the echo was returned

from the distant hills.” By fall 12,000 were camped on the banks of the

Missouri at a spot called Winter Quarters.

The winter was one of suffering and hard work. Disease and icy blasts

from the Plains took a toll of six hundred lives, but the survivors spent no

time mourning their dead. Brigham Young was teaching them the secrets of

Plains travel. He divided them into parties of a hundred with a captain

over each, taught them how to drive their wagons in four parallel columns

when danger threatened, showed them how to form their wagons into a

solid corral at night, warned them never to forget their daily prayers, and

cautioned them to obey orders blindly lest they fall prey to Indians. By

spring the Mormons were as thoroughly disciplined as an army and as well

versed in Plains lore as any one could be who had not actually traveled in

the West.

The first party set out in mid-April, 1847—^ well-organized Pioneer

Band led by Brigham Young and made up of 146 young men and women
riding in 73 wagons and driving a large herd of live stock. Instead of

following the Oregon Trail along the south bank of the Platte, Young

blazed a new route just north of the stream, partly because the higher

ground there was better suited to wagon travel, more because he wished

to avoid rowdy Missourians who frequented the regular trail. From the

first he enforced rigid discipline—prayers at five each morning, on the road

two hours later, a twenty mile march, a halt to form the nightly wagon

corral with livestock within and sleeping tents without, evening prayers, bed

at nine o’clock—that was the schedule followed day after day as the Pio-

neer Band plodded westward. Ft. Laramie was reached in early June. There

the party halted to dry meat, fatten horses, and build ferry boats which

were turned over to eight men left behind to carry later immigrants across

the North Platte.

Then the difficult journey up into the mountains and through South

Pass began. At Ft. Bridger, the trading post maintained by Jim Bridger,

they heard discouraging advice. That seasoned old pioneer warned them <

only barren deserts lay ahead, so dry that neither animal nor vegetable

life could possibly exist. He urged the Mormons to turn to the Willamette,

Bear, or Cache valleys where white men and Indians produced crops as

good as any grown in Kentucky. As for the Great Basin wasteland he

offered Brigham Young $1,000 for the first ear of corn raised there. The

Mormons, seeking isolation as well as prosperity, refused to listen. They

pressed on, over the rugged Uinta Range, across a sun-dried desert, into

the eastern spurs of the Wasatch Mountains. There Brigham Young,

struck down with mountain fever, took to a pallet in one of the wagons
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as they wended their way through steep passes where the men worked

feverishly with picks and shovels to clear a path for the wagon until they

crossed the summit to emerge in the narrow defile known as Emigration

Canyon. As this broadened they had their first view of the mountain-

fringed valley of the Great Salt Lake that was to be their future home."

\yith joy in their hearts, the Mormons hurried on to their promised land,

arriving on July 24, 1847, a day since celebrated as “Pioneer Day.” The

prospect would have brought despair to men of lesser faith. Above them

towered the snow-capped peaks of the Wasatch Range, to the north and

west was the glimmering surface of Great Salt Lake, but at their feet was

a barren plain, cracked by the searing sun, dotted with a few straggling

sagebrush plants, and inhabited by no living thing save a multitude of black

crickets, iixards, and rattlesnakes. Members of the Pioneer Band, after

shattering their plows in the dry soil, successfully dammed one of the two

streams that gushed from the mountains, flooded a few acres until the

ground was softened, then planted their first crops. Having supervised this

experiment in irrigation and sent a party into California to buy cattle,

Brigham Young started east with a few followers to organize the 1848

migration. Not far from Great Salt Lake his heart was gladdened by the

sight of a great. Mormon company plodding westward: 1,553 people, 2,313

cattle, 887 cows, 358 sheep, 124 horses, 35 hogs, 716 chickens. All went

smoothly for this mammoth partyj by the time they joined the “Pioneer

Band” a few weeks later no fewer than r,8oo Saints were established

about the southern tip of the Great Salt Lake.

There was suffering that first winter among the iU-fed, ill-clad, ill-housed

Mormons. Food was so scarce they were reduced to meagre flour rations

and to grubbing out the roots of the sego lily. Lumber—which had to be

hauled in from distant forest slopes—was so hard to obtain many braved

winter’s blasts in covered wagons. Yet there was no despair among the

shivering, hungry Saints
5 they knew Brigham Young would lead them to

prosperity as surely as he had guided them to their Zion. Fortunately their

childish faith was justified. Young worked frantically in the East that

winter, gathering immigrants for the spring migration. “Come immediately

and prepare to go West,” he urged his people, “bringing with you all kinds

of choice seeds, grains, vegetables, fruits, shrubbery, trees, and vines

—

anything that will please the eye, gladden the heart or cheer the soul of

man.” Eighteen hundred settlers responded during the summer of 1848

but their coming did not ease suffering, for the 5,000 acres cultivated that

^According to Mormon legend, Young attributed to him by Wilford Woodruff in

rose from his sick bed at the sight to say: iSSoj there is no contemporary evidence

1 “This is the place.” This reimjrk was first that it was ever made.
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year were insufficient to provide all with food. Even the meagre harvest

was threatened when myraids of black crickets descended on the growing

grain
j only a visitation by sea gulls who gobbled up the offenders saved

the food supply. The pious Saints, unaware that gulls flew in each year

to feast on the crickets, laid their salvation to divine intervention; to this

day a statue of a sea gull in Salt Lake City testifies to their gratitude.

Despite this aid the extremely cold winter of 1848-49 was the Mormon
starving time.

Amidst those hardships the work of rearing a permanent settlement went

forward. In carrying out this task the Mormon church first exerted its

great power to create a social order unique in the annals of the nineteenth-

century frontier. Brigham Young prophesied the nature of society when he

welcomed the pioneers of the 1848 migration to Great Salt Lake:

No man can ever buy land here, for no one has any land to sell.

But every man shall have his land measured out to him, which he

must cultivate in order to keep it.

Besides, there shall be no private ownership of the streams that come

out of the canyons, nor the timber that grows on the hills.

These belong to the people : all the people.

In those words Young laid down the principles that governed the planting

of settlements, the development of irrigation, and the expansion of the

Great Basin frontier.

The disciples’ first need was a city to harbor immigrants soon to come.

A site was chosen southeast of Great Salt Lake yet near enough mountain

streams for Irrigation. Church committees under Young’s direction divided

the area into square ten-acre plots separated by streets 130 feet wide. Each

block was subdivided Into eight lots of 11^4 acres which were assigned

families, with the understanding that houses be built twenty feet from the

front line and the intervening space planted to trees and shrubs. Irrigation

ditches along each side of the streets provided water for vegetable gardens

and fruit trees. In the center of the spacious city a large square was re-

served for public buildings and a temple. On the outskirts the land was

divided into five-acre plots for the use of artisans or other townsmen who

wished to supplement their larders by raising small quantities of produce.

Beyond were larger lots, ranging up to forty acres, assigned to farmers.

All plots were granted free of charge, with the understanding that they

might be sold or exchanged, but with all speculation forbidden.

The theory underlying the land system—that the welfare of the social

group transcended the welfare of the individual—^was equally well ex-

pressed in the agricultural methods devised by the Mormons. Holding to
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joint effort cannot be overemphasized. Unity was needed especially for suc-

cessful irrigation, and on that subject the Saints were completely without

experience. Until they arrived at Great Salt Lake extensive irrigation was

unknown anywhere in the Anglo-Saxon world. Yet within a brief period

they not only devised a workable means of allotting water but developed a

completely new legal concept to govern their enterprise. Rejecting the older

common law system of “riparian rights” which forced every property

owner who used water from a stream for power to return the same amount

before the river reached his neighbor’s lands, the Mormons adopted the

Spanish “Doctrine of Appropriation.” Brigham Young enunciated the revo-

lutionary concept when he first reached Great Salt Lake, but not until

1852 was it given classic form by the territorial legislature: “The county

court shall have control of all timber, water privileges, or any water course

or creek, to grant mill sites, and exercise such powers as in their judgment

shall best preserve the timber and subserve the interest of the settlement

in the distribution of water for irrigation or other purposes.” Young laid

the basis for all subsequent irrigation law by evolving a doctrine which

placed the good of the community above the interests of the individual.

The remarkable achievements in land distribution and desert agriculture

assured permanence for the Mormon settlements, but their first prosperity

was due to a happy accident. The California Gold Rush of 1849 sent a

stream of miners pouring through Salt Lake City on their way west. Many

inexperienced gold seekers who overloaded their wagons with clothes, tools,

and machinery were anxious to sell before crossing the sandy deserts of

the Great Basin and the precipitous trails of the Sierra Nevadas. They also

needed fresh food and draft animals. The Saints found themselves in the

fortunate position of being able to buy precious manufactured goods at

prices lower than those of the New York wholesale houses, while selling

mules at $200 apiece and flour at $25 a hundred pounds. Those not

equipped to take advantage of this legalized robbery repaired broken

wagons in return for unheard-of wages of $3 a day. Money, usually hard

to get on the frontier, circulated freely in Salt Lake City by the close of

1849.

Continued prosperity was assured by a steady influx of new settlers over

the next years. The Mormons were a zealous people^ their missionaries

roamed widely over the East, England, and the Baltic countries, preaching

a message of hope to oppressed lower classes in industrial centers. Con-

version, they promised, meant not only salvation but a chance to begin life

anew in the church’s desert utopia. Converts were won by the thousands,

all of whom were urged to make their way to the Great Sait Lake. Those
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unable to pay their own expenses were aided by a Perpetual Emigrating

Fund established in 18495 money obtained from the faithful was loaned

to immigrants with the understanding that it be returned as soon as they

were financially secure. A program of public works was set up in Salt Lake

City to help others earn enough to defray travel costs.

Still more were helped by a system which Brigham Young devised in

1856 to cut down the expenses of wagon travel across the plains. Immi-

grants arriving at Iowa City, the jumping-olf place for the Mormon Trail,

were met by a crew of carpenters sent by the church to build two-wheeled

hand carts large enough to carry a settler’s belongings. The first “Hand

Cart Brigade”—five hundred men, women, and children—arrived in Salt

Lake City during the summer of 1856, after pushing a hundred carts across

the r,200 miles of trail in about the same time taken by prairie schooners.

Two other parties reached Utah safely, but two others comprising a thou-

sand persons started so late that they were caught by early snows in Wyom-
ing. Two hundred and twenty-five perished before a relief expedition

rescued the remainder.

Despite that setback settlers continued to stream toward the Mormon
Zion, many using hand carts until the method was abandoned in 1861. The
steady influx brought the church leaders face-to-face with three major

problems. How could they provide homes for the incoming thousands in

that desert region? How could they continue their complete isolation from

the Gentile world? How could they govern themselves? The skill shown

by Brigham Young and his fellow churchmen in answering those perplex-

ing questions not only testified to their ability but assured the Mormons
a prosperous future.

The problem of providing newcomers with farms allowed the Mormons
to demonstrate the remarkable efficiency of their co-operative social order.

From the first they realized that colony planting in the Great Basin would
differ from settlement in the humid Eastj each townsite must be selected

with an eye to irrigation possibilities and the limited water supplies must

be controlled in the interest of community welfare. Hence every step was
carefully planned. A committee was sent out first to select a likely spot

where a stream gushed from the Wasatch Mountains. Then the pioneers

were selected—a bishop or elder as leader, a few experienced farmers and

herdsmen, a blacksmith, a carpenter, a flour miller, a schoolmaster, a re-

ligious teacher, a number of inexperienced immigrants who could learn

from the seasoned planters. The “Call” to join a colonizing expedition was
looked upon as an honored opportunity to “build the Kingdom of God on
earth,” and never refused. All selected sold their goods, secured the im-
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plements and tools needed, and set out for their new homes. The combina-

tion of skilled leadership and selected personnel allowed the Mormons to

plant new towns with none of the suffering usual on the frontier.

Equally important in explaining the rapid expansion of the Great Basin

The Great Basin Frontier, 1846-1857

frontier was the unquenchable ambition of Brigham Young. He looked

upon new settlements as one important means of achieving isolation for the

desert nation that was his dream. Such a state could survive only with an

outlet to the seaj hence he planned a string of towns across Utah, Nevada,

and southern California to the Pacific. These would be connected with
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roads over which immigrants and supplies, brought in by ship, could reach

Salt J ,rikp- City, In that way a strong, independent Mormon country would

be built up, cut off from the United States by the Great American Desert.

The “Mormon Corridor” from Great Salt Lake to San Diego was one of

Young’s great ambitions.

The Mormons directed most of their colonizing energies to the region

south of Salt Lake City although three northern towns—Bountiful, Center-

ville, and Ogden—^were planted between 1847 and 1 850 on streams flowing

into Great Salt Lake. Expansion southward along the “Mormon Cor-

ridor” began in 1849 when thirty families reached the shores of Utah Lake

to lay out the town of Ft. Utah. Provo and Lehi were established on the

edges of that large body of fresh water during the next year. Meanwhile

other exploring parties, ranging farther afield, discovered the plentiful

mountain streams that lost themselves in the arid San Pete Valley
j there

the villages of Nephi and Manti were settled in 1850. Still farther south

in the valley of the Sevier River Fillmore was founded in 1851, while in

southern Utah Parowan and Cedar City were colonized during the next few

years. Both were established with an eye to industrial developments, for

they were located near beds of iron and coal. At Cedar City mines were

opened, a wood-burning smelter capable of producing a ton of metal a day

set up, and five hundred acres irrigated to provide food for workers. Still

not content, Brigham Young in 1852 sent a company of colonizers into

southern California with instructions to found a settlement near Cajon

Pass where they could “cultivate the olive, grape, sugar-cane, and cotton,

gather round them the saints, and select locations on the line of the pro-

posed mail route,” The three hundred Mormons entrusted with the task

-of founding this key town on the “Mormon Corridor” reached Cajon

f Pass in the spring of 1 852, chose a favorable site, purchased land, and laid

out a dty called San Bernardino. Two years later other small outposts were

established along the corridor in the Nevada country. Into all moved new
settlers as they came from the East or Europe} by 1856, 22,000 Saints

5 lived about Great Salt Lake or in towns along the “Mormon Corridor.”

Their neat villages, well-irrigated fields, and prosperous industries were

fitting tribute to Brigham Young’s skill as a colonizer.

Closely allied with the program of expansion was the Mormons’ attempt

to achieve independence by diversifying their economy. Brigham Young
believed this essential to the self-governing nation he hoped to create}

'
“seek diligently,” he told his missionaries in Europe, “in every branch for

^
Wise, skillful and ingenious mechanics, manufacturers, potters, etc.” When
craftsmen arrived they were set to work at their trades. A sawmill and
gristmill were erected at once, a salt works opened on the shores of Great
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Salt Lake, and a soda springinearby- turned tp the use of the

the ; next;"half-dozen :years ; small: factories
' were constructed,; lisuily^^

cliurch funds,-, to produce
.
pottery,: :l?ather goods, textiles,‘bnails^rcutle^^^^^

wopdenybowls, soap, paper, guns,- and glass:;' Typical.- was, ene enterpn^^^

devoted to finding a substituteJor sugar, which could hdt be grown in the'

arid climate. Some of the disciples* knew from' Old World experience that

beets and corn produced a saccharine product. They directed the cohstfuc-,

tion of a small beet-crushing plant in 1855, fashioning therniachinery 'from:

old wagon hubs, rims, and scrap iron. Those expedient together ywkh

goods brought by immigrants along the California Trail,V-aUovired.'t^^^^

Mornions to approach that economic isolation which seemed nece^h^

political independence.

• Effective as were the Mormon colonizing and economic, activitiesj:their

dream of a free desert nation was doomed from the outset. No expanse of

Great American Desert could protect them from the wrath ofitheir fellow-

Americansj that they were left to their own devices for a few years;was due;

only to American preoccupation with the- Mexican War. When fighting,

ended in 1848 the alarming news reached Salt Lake City that the Mexican

lands on which they lived were part of the United States. Brigham Young

,

saw his Saints could be protected in only one way: immediate stetehobT

alone would allow them to govern themselves, continue their religio^;

practices unmolested, and guard thdr unpopular doctrine of
;

polyg;amy;:

Hurrying into action, he Issued a call for a convention which met at Salt.;

Lake City In March, 1849, and adopted a typical frontier constitution,;

modeled after the frames of government in eastern states; but v^tihg comrr

plete power in popularly elected officials. Fear of outside aggression iwasi

reflected in a clause forcing all men between eighteen and forty-five, to serve;'

in the militia. The convention proposed the new state be called Deseret

(a term taken from the Book of Mormon and meaning Honey Bee), and';

that it include all of present-day Utah, all of Arizona, most of Nevada, .part;,

of southern California, and portions of Idaho, Wyoming, yand Coloradp,:

\vlth an outlet to the sea at San Diego.;' '
'

While messengers carried the docuinent east, the Mormipns ,turned;,to:;

creating a governrnent which could function until statehood was granted:;

The election held .that.sprlng disclosed the close connection between chutdi;-

andrstatej Brigham-Ybung was chosen governor, the lieutenant governor'.,

and secretary, were his; close associates, and: the; justices of the.peace.w
all Mormon bishops: The St^^ of Deseret was: still :a theocracy, although)

garbed ih the regalia of
;
civil gbyernment. The : result ) was an extremely

,

efficient; rule .which operated : equitably for
.

’Mormohs ::and)Gentiles; alike.,;;

Laws passed; by
;
the. legislatufe-' which c,onvened)in;;Julyi ,1 849,;:proyided.:

for. a system pf courts , and , law .
ehfprcernent .;officIals ;that; made ;Deseret -a



havensfor overland seeking justice
j nori-Mbrmons stopping

tO:Sniqdth'6yer differences or settle disputes universally praised, the justices

for their “fairpess. and impartiality.” One grateful traveler wote: “Ap-

peals for protection from, oppression, by those passing through, their midst,

were not. made' in vaihy and I know of at least one instance in which the

marshal.^of 'the/State was dispatched, with an adequate force, nearly two

hundred^miles into the western desert in pursuit of some miscreants who

had .stolen off with nearly the whole outfit of a party of emigrants. He
pursueci :and

.

brought them back to the city, and the plundered, property

\yas;restdred to its rightful owners.”

- v^he efficiency of the courts failed to influence congressmen called upon

tdVcreate the State of Deseret. Even Mormon leaders saw the cause was

hopeless as soon as Congress began debating their petition in the spring of

1859} from every corner came a chorus of attack and vituperation; popula-

tion insufficient to warrant statehood, territorial claims were over-

ambitious, the Mormon church was anti-Christian, the practice of polygamy

ihust be forbidden. Amidst clamor from the opposition the Mormon com-

mittee; digged its request to one for territorial organization. Congress

responded on September 9, 1850, when the Territory of Utah was estab-

lished, with a name, derived from the Ute Indians, and boundaries that im

'duded air.Utah, most of Nevada, the western third of Colorado, and part

of.Wyoming. ...

.

..•’ .Morradh ieafs of unsympathetic federal control were set at rest when

President ; Millard Fillmore named Brigham Young governor and ap-

point^ .four. Saints and four Gentiles to the other administrative posts.

.Thisaiip\yed the hierarchy to rule virtually unmolested
j
as the four non-

Mormo.hs- copied their heels with nothing to do, the theocracy continued

to, function' smoothly with property disputes settled by church courts,

justice-administered through ecclesiastical law, and affairs of state con-

ducted \yith predous little attention to the statutes of the distant United

Statesy.So long as Gentile officials were content to collect their pay without

workings all, went well, but in 1855 three bitterly anti-Mormon judges

were appointed to the territory, two of them apostates from the church,

an.d.-the-thifd a sworn enemy of the Saints. For a time they endured the

.sight of their; empty courts with slowly rising tempers, then in the spring

!°M^W f?tumcd'W Washington shouting for revenge at every step. Utah
l!f'?fcitpry,- they charged, was ruled by ,a' ruthless dictator, Brigham Young,
who,;used- a band of

.

“destroying angels” to stamp out all opposition and

federal authority with every act. Lawful officials there, they, said,

;.were t^6nstantly, insulted, harasse and annoyed”; some had been killed

and-all':goyernment Records destroyed.
. ,

charges touched off a storm of urotest asainst the Saints. Overland ..
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immigrants involved in the inevitable disputes over lost property or strayed

cattle besieged Congress with complaints. The surveyor general of the

United States charged that Mormons refused to let him operate in their

territory. Indian agents claimed that ‘^rude and lawless” young men from

Utah were settling on Indian lands. Freighters and expressmen reported

that “indiscriminate bloodshed” in the region about Great Salt Lake inter-

fered with their business. No one in Washington bothered to determine that

those reports were grossly exaggerated, for underlying the growing wave

of antipathy for the Mormons was national contempt for polygamy. By

the middle 1850’s a score of books were in circulation branding plural

marriage as lewd and immoral, newspapers filled their columns with

vituperation, and ministers thundered from pulpits that the sinful practice

must be stamped out. Amidst such an atmosphere every minor charge

against the Mormons was magnified into a major error
j
justice and prin-

ciples of religious freedom were forgotten.

The Mormons, In turn, were in no mood to accept this criticism, for

they were in the midst of a religious revival known as “The Reformation.”

Their zeal foreordained trouble when President James Buchanan in May,

1857, ordered 2,500 troops under Colonel Albert Sidney Johnston to

Utah with instructions to enforce federal authority over the Saints, Word

of their approach sent the Mormons into a panic. Knowing nothing of the

army’s purpose, and convinced that enemies in Washington were deter-

mined to kill their leaders and stamp out their faith, they rallied behind

Brigham Young when he Issued a call for volunteers to repel the invaders.

As colonists from San Bernardino and other outposts abandoned their

villages to rush to the defense of Zion, and as guerrilla bands hurried east-

ward to meet and delay the approaching soldiers, good Mormons every-

where prepared to burn their houses and retreat southward, to Mexico if

necessary, for the privilege of worshiping as they chose. Fired by this zeal,

the guerrilla bands performed their duty with savage efficiency} draft ani-

mals in Johnston’s army were stampeded, two wagon trains of supplies

burned to ashes, and the grass fired for miles around until no fodder re-

mained for the horses. First delayed and then halted by these tactics the

troops finally gave up hope of reaching Utah that year and went into

winter camp near Ft. Bridger.

The harm was done, however, for the threat of invasion had raised tem-

pers so high among the Mormons that some irresponsible act was inevitable.

This took the form of the Mountain Meadows Massacre of September,

1857. Its victims were 140 immigrants passing through southern Utah on

their way to California. Most were respectable farmers, but some were

“Missouri Wild Cats” who created constant trouble by insulting the Mor-
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mons they met, killing chickens with their bull whips, and harming crops.

Feelings were high when, on September 7, the party was attacked by

Indians near Cedar Cityj seven men were killed and the rest placed under

siege. Serious trouble might still have been avoided had not one of the

Missourians who slipped out to summon aid been murdered by a fanatical

Mormon. His neighbors, smarting under the insults they had received from

the party and fearful lest the whole community be punished for the

murder, decided to kill every emigrant in the train. Word was sent to

the doomed camp that the Indians had been pacified and that they could

leave safely
j
as they marched out they were ruthlessly shot down. Within

moments 120 persons lay dead, while the lives of only seventeen children

were spared. Although the crime was inexcusable, the tensions on both

sides made the massacre understandable.

Events such as the Mountain Meadows Massacre, forecasting bloodshed

should Mormon legions and federal armies ever clash, convinced federal

officials that they must seek a peaceful settlement of the Mormon War.

The mediator selected for the delicate task was Colonel T. L. Kane, an old

friend of the Saints, who was rushed overland to Salt Lake City during

the winter of 1857-58. Only a few conversations with Brigham Young were

needed for Kane to convince the harassed Disciples that the United States

intended no interference with their religion and that they should admit the

federal troops. Having paved the way, Kane crossed the Wasatch Moun-
tains to the headquarters of the besieging army, where he persuaded the

newly appointed territorial governor to accompany him into Utah without

military protection. The peaceful gesture so allayed Mormon fears that

they consented to accept American officials without further resistance. From
that time a non-Mormon sat in the governor’s edifice at Salt Lake City,

but for all practical purposes Brigham Young continued to rule the terri-

tory. Gentile governors soon discovered that they were, in the pained

phrase of one of them, “sent out to do nothing”
j
Utah remained a Mormon

territory during its frontier period, founded, governed, and developed by
Saints.

The peopling of the Great Basin was well under way by the close of the

1850’s. Laboring side by side in unique co-operative ventures, spurred on
by bishops who praised industrious husbandmen from their pulpits or

publicly blacklisted shirkers, skillfully guided by able leaders along a path

toward economic and political independence, the Mormons succeeded where
others might well have failed. Their indomitable energy and all-prevailing

faith brought a desert Zion into bloom.



CHAPTER XXVII

The Conquest of California

1830-1846

From the founding of the mission and the presidio at San Frandsco in

1776 to the end of Spanish dominion in 1822 events in California were rela-

tively unspectacular. In the Spanish American Wars of Independence which

raged for a dozen years after 1 808, the province played largely the part of

an interested spectator. When word came of the success of the Mexican

revolutionists under Iturblde the Californians readily acquiesced in the new

order. In September, 1822, the Spanish flag was lowered at Monterey and

the imperial banner of Mexico unfurled. The final break with the old

regime came in 1825 when the Mexican Constitution of 1824, providing

for a federated republic, was proclaimed and ratified in California.

Politically, the Mexican period of California’s history was characterized

by unrest and a growing conviction on the part of the people that they

should enjoy a greater measure of autonomy and self government. In social

and economic affairs Mexican policy was confined chiefly to the seculariza-

tion of the missions and the parceling out of the land in large tracts.

Secularization had been long considered. The process was actually begun

in 1 834 when ten missions were transferred to temporal use. Six additional

missions were accorded similar treatment in 1835, while in the following

year the remaining five were secularized. Contemporaneously with the

crumbling of the missions there occurred the carving of large ranchos from

the countryside. Although a few large grants had been made prior to

Mexican independence, a great majority of the “Spanish grants” date from

the Mexican era. Some twenty odd were made in the twenties^ between

1830 and 1846 more than eight million acres passed into the hands of

552
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eight hundred persons. In this way was laid the basis for the most character-

istic feature of life in California during the Mexican period.

Meanwhile the remarkable burst of expansion that carried American

pioneers into Texas, Oregon, and the Great Basin during the 1830’s and

1840’s, led also to the peopling of Mexican California. There, as elsewhere

in the Far West, the trader and settler were several jumps ahead of the

government and its diplomacy. For more than half a century before the

fortunes of war brought that Mexican province under the jurisdiction of

the United States, there had developed a Yankee interest and influence

in California which, soon or late, must have made it American territory.

The first American contact with California came through the sea otter

traders, who had originally sought their peltry along the northwest coast.

Soon the trade ceased to be restricted to the Northwest, as fur-bearing

animals were hunted from South America to Alaska, but especially in Cali-

fornia where they were particularly plentiful. New England ships of ICX)

to 250 tons usually consumed from two to three years on a voyage, during

which one or two trips were made from the coast to China before returning

to the home port. The number of skins taken to China was staggering. One

of the New England traders believed 18,000 were carried in the year 1801

alone.

By 1820 the day of the sea otter trade was at an end. It had brought

wealth to New England merchants and what was more important, allowed

Americans to obtain their first glimpse of the wealth of natural resources

which was California. Furthermore, the trade was responsible for the

first known American account of the area. In 1808 there appeared in the

American Register Robert Shaler’s Journal of a voyage from China to the

northwestern coast of America made in 1804, the California portions of

which contain an enthusiastic description of the fine harbors and other

attractive features of the province.

While California remained under Spanish authority foreign ships were

theoretically excluded from its trade. But, as in other Spanish possessions,

the law was honored more in the breach than in observance. Wholesale eva-

sion resulted partly from the cleverness of Yankee ship captains, partly

from the ^situation in which Californians found themselves. Remoteness
from Spanish olEcials in Mexico made enforcement of the ban upon foreign-

ers impossible, while the need for manufactured goods, which could come
only from without, placed a premium upon law breaking. Moreover the
most respectable elements in the population prized the foreign wares most
highly. A multitude of products from China, Europe, and New England
came to them in ships of fur traders, for which they bartered supplies of
various sorts, especially grains and meat products. California fresh vegeta-
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bles were also welcomed on ship board as insurance against scurvy.,: pew- :
'

were the instances in which Spanish officials seriously attempted to interfere - ;

with the mutually advantageous trade.

initial American acquaintance with California gained by seaVpttef-

and China traders was strengthened through the appearance of anotKer v,

group of enterprising New England mariners. After independence whaleri

from Nantucket and New Bedford resumed activity which the Revolution /

interrupted, rounded Cape Horn, and pushed their search into the NortK !

Pacific. Operating at such a distance from New England shores, a satis-

factory voyage consumed three or four years, during which supplies: must /

be acquired, rest for the crews obtained, and repairs made. For; those, pur-.
’

poses the harbors of Hawaii and California were ideally suited. A whaling ;

ship normally carried a small supply of manufactured goods to exchange

for necessary produce. Monterey and San Francisco were favorite ports;of

the whalers
j
as many as thirty ships frequently lay at anchor in the latter,

v

at one time. Their presence on California shores enlarged American ac-/

quaintance with the province’s potentialities and whetted Yankees’ appetkes

for the fine harbors there. .

New England traders engaged in yet a third form of maritime activity
'

in California—the hide and tallow trade. The beginnings of the cattle

'

industry in California go back to the eighteenth century Spanish expeditions

from Mexico to the province. All brought cattle, some of which survived:

:

and laid the foundations of subsequent great herds. Aided by a salubrious;

climate, abundant forage, and the natural aptitude of the Californians, for:

pastoral farming, cattle raising became the predominant form of econornic

activity in the province and its principal source of wealth, while the vaquero'

and the annual roundup provided a picturesque and romantic touch to

California life. Although steak from the lean, long-horned Spanish cattle

was almost as well known for its flavor as for its toughness, the Californians,
'

lacking a market for beef, utilized chiefly the hides and tallow. Onlyja;:

small amount of those sufficed for the needs of the local market j
the, bah;

ance awaited an outlet. Although there was some traffic in hide and tallow •

with Mexican and South American ports, the trade remained of slight

importance while restrictive Spanish commercial regulations continued in,

effect. Not imtil 1822 when Mexico won its independence did foreigners

enter the trade, and the hide and tallow era in California history begin. ,;

,
In one respect these traders had a significance not possessed by either sea

otter traders or whalers. Their business required dealings in the mtenor;

with mission authorities and ranchers. They, therefore, either established a

Trident agent in California or sent with their ship a supercargo who

traveled about on a horse, purchasing hides from missions and ranches. In
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this \yay the. tradeirs, acquired a tetter knowledge of California and its people

thanitheir commercial predecessors.

-

,c

:

'

-W the: achievement of Mexican independence, Bryant and Sturgis,

an importaiit Bokoh mercantile house, appointed W. H. Gale, a one-time

sea bitter trader-, as their resident agent and began gathering hides for the

market back: home’ . In the same year the Brothertons, a Liverpool and

Edinburgh.firm, joined with John Begg and Company of Lirna to establish

Wiliiam Hartnell and Hugh McCulloch as their agents. Within a year

nine ships ffbm various nations were competing with those pioneering firms,

while the trade was developing the characteristics to be followed for the

next;quarter<entury,

; So.farg^ did New England vessels predominate among American craft

participating thait all bottoms from the States were referred to as “Boston

;ships.^’; Prior.' to the secularization of the missions in 1834 the hides were

bbtained largely from that source. Subsequently the ranches, of which there

were, ninety-two in 1842, were the principal source. The first port of call

for. a hide arid tallow trader was Monterey, location of the one custom

house iri the province and its civil, military, and social capital as well. Every

ship,received a trading license and paid a duty on its cargo ranging as high

as ^25,000. Payment entitled the ship to distribute its cargo along the entire

California coast, :a process which consumed from one to three years. The

effects of the heavy duty were somewhat alleviated by taking on additional

goods froni. urillcensed traders lurking along the shore. That practice, com-

bined with bribery of customs officials and actual smuggling, rendered the

duty less:prierous. Even if duties were paid in full the trader shifted much

of: the,- burden to the California consumer, who obtained the goods at a

profit of 300^ to.the ship owner. Payment was either in silver or in hides,

better;known as .“California bank-notes,” at an average of $1.50 to ^2.00

apiece; Such returns: attracted more and. more traders until on at least two

occasipns/mbre. than fifty ships were in California harbors at one time, the

thajority
, flying the American, flag. Under such conditions two or three

years ,were„,riecessary to secure a cargo of 20,000 to 40,000 hides,
' -The hide ;arid tallow buriness was mutually advantageous to Californiims

and
.
tp ; thc; traders. To the former it afforded virtually the one vvay of

obtaining, foreign goods, while customs duties defrayed the cost of: the.;

gbvprpmental;^ establishment in California. To the New Englander, ib

.brought- pecuriiary rewards, an abundant supply of leather ; for- the: .bpot ,-:

and, shoe, industry, at home, and a market for countless articles bf New
?PEJ^.fid.:maririfacture, But the trade had a larger and more, lasting impof-

;?.’i.^'®-Trprii.it New Ehglandem leam of California’s resources and became. ,

nitefesfed,, in the: province’s destffi V . .

;
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While New England ship captains established commercial contacts in

California^ American fur traders blazed the overland trails to the Pacific

which the emigrant would some day follow. The pioneers in that bold en-

terprise were members of the Rocky Mountain Fur Company, and their

agent was Jedediah Strong Smith—the ‘OCnight of the Buckskin” his com-

panions called him—whose discoveries rivaled those of Lewis and Clark.

With his Bible and rifle as constant companions (and he never allowed his

belief in one to interfere with the use of the other) he traversed thousands

of miles of mountains and deserts, opened countless trails, and marked the

path across the Great Basin to the interior valleys of California: the

Sacramento and the San Joaquin. The quest for new beaver country drove

him on, but his discoveries far transcended commercial importance.

H;s first journey began in 1826 when he reached the company rendez-

vous at Great Salt Lake with a supply of trading goods from the East,

Leaving Salt Lake on August 22, Smith and his party travelled southwest

to Utah Lake, then by the Sevier River, across a mountain range to the

Virgin River. Following that stream they came to the Colorado, which

they descended for four days until they came to a valley occupied by Mohave

Indians. After resting and obtaining food, fresh horses, and two Indian

guides, the explorers proceeded on their way, probably by much the same

route as that of the Santa Fe Railroad of today. By November 27 they

were in camp a short distance from the San Gabriel Mission. Thus they

completed the overland journey to California, the first Americans to ac-

complish the feat.

Despite Mexican law, which forbad their presence in California, Smith

and his men were hospitably received by the padres, fed and clothed, and

allowed to rest. While his party remained at the mission. Smith visited

San Diego to secure the governor’s permission to journey through the

province, a concession arranged by the gift of some fine beaver skins and

the good ofiices of a hide and tallow trader. To Smith’s disappointment,

however, the most the governor would grant was the right to leave Cali- ^

fornia over the route by which he had entered. Disregarding instructions, he

led his men north into the San Joaquin Valley, down the valley to the

Stanislaus or the Merced River, where he left all but two of his men, and

up the middle fork of the Stanislaus to the crest of the Sierras. Once on

the eastern slope of the latter Smith probably travelled along Walker

River to Walker Lake. Then, following a northeasterly course, he arrived

at the Great Salt Lake in June, 1827, after days of almost indescribable

suffering and hardship.

On July 13, 1827, Smith set out again with nineteen men to join the

hunters left in California. Travelling by the route of the previous year he
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drived at theMoiWe Indian settlem^^ where ten o£ his party.were killed,

by. nativ^/ With, cpnsidera^^^ Smith and the remainder arrived

kt Minion San :Gabrieij; ,
whence he proceeded to the San: Joaquin ,where

hh found the hunters left the previous spring. On this visit Smith was,.less

hqspitabiy:Veceiyed'.th'an the year, before. At the Mission of, San Jose he was

arrestedjVthrdwn.in j
and for weeks, denied the opportunity of seeing

the .goyerhor.. When he did, only the intervention of several American

ship capteins, who, chanced to be in port, prevented Smith from being' sent

to-Mexi,cb‘as a prisoner. Instead, he was forced to post a $30,000 bond as

. T Occupation of California

a guhr^htee; of .kis departure from California within two months. Travelling

^rid his men failed to find, a feasible pass

'the '.Sierra. They then crossed the Coast Range Mountains and

Jollpwed. the' coast to. the Umpqua River in Oregon, from which they

.k?Ppd: tb: fihd the' W.dl^ which would lead them to the Columbia,

awhile...encamped, on the .Umpqua the party was surprised by previously

friendly;.ilnd,ans- who killed all except Smith and two of his men.- Thev
three.; qiryivofs ^^ arriyed at the Hudson^s Bay post, Ft; Van-.

cduyer;jAvhere'Dr..;McLoughHn gave them his customary friendly, greeting,;

^^e;fiirther; sept, a, party to rescue the furs Smith had left 0 n.the Umpqua!,, f

.
which he dg^^ for $20,000. The latter action was the ..more

!

.nptabie,since.odhtwise.the furs would have been a total Ipss. to Smith .•^yhb.,

pdffi them to. Salt Lake. In the spring bf 1828

'

•'^
5k:.Plpde.!his ,

way. bp^ Hole. He had discovered two/.ovefland ^

, rputtt b,etween..Galifbrm Great Salt Lake, revealed 'the rnatchless.'
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fertility of the inland valleys of California, traveled from the Mojave
Desert to the Columbia, and made known to Hudson’s Bay Company
traders the route to the treasures of northern California. He, rather than

Fremont, was the original California “Pathfinder.”

If it was Jedediah S. Smith, the Puritan from New England, who first

discovered an overland route to California, the southern uplander was not

far behind. Among the Kentuckians who participated in the winning of the

Far West, none was more genuinely a son of the frontier than Sylvester

Pattie, who, finding life in his native state too tranquil, had sought ad-

venture on the Missouri frontier as early as 1812. After a ten years’ resi-

dence there he found the congestion so great he was again seized with an

irresistible impulse to move on. In June, 1824, Sylvester Pattie, his twenty-

year-old son James Ohio, and three other men set out on a trapping expedi-

tion to the Rocky Mountains. Foiled at Council Bluffs in their original

plan to trade on the upper Missouri, they turned toward the Southwest,

where they fell in with a party of Santa Fe traders on their way to New
Mexico. Of the combined party of more than a hundred men Sylvester

Pattie became the leader. Although they arrived at Santa Fe in November,

1824, without incidents unusual to the Santa Fe trade, this was but the

beginning of the Patties’ career in the Southwest. That their adventures over

the next years were more romantic, their escapes more miraculous, and their

suffering more awesome than those of any other trader in the region was

due to the fact that James Ohio Pattie’s Personal Narrative remains the

principal source for knowledge of the southwestern trade. If Pattie ascribed

to himself the adventures and discoveries of a dozen other men, as he

certainly did, this does not detract from the charm of a book that is today

as readable as on the day it was published.

During 1825 and 1826 the Patties, according to James Ohio’s account,

trapped on the Gila and operated copper mines at Santa Rita. The younger

Pattie discovered a route from New Mexico to the eastern boundary of

California, explored much of the Colorado River (Including the Grand

Canyon) traversed the central Rocky Mountain region as far north as

the Yellowstone and the Platte, and followed the Arkansas to the south,

whence he crossed to the Rio Grande which brought him back to Santa Fe.

Then, obtaining permission to trap in Chihuahua and Sonora, the Patties

left Santa Fe on September 23, 1827, for the Gila, which they followed to

the Colorado. They trapped along the lower stretches of the river until

deterred by the strong tide. Turning upstream they found the swift cur-

rent an equally great obstacle. Unable to proceed in either direction, they

cached their furs and started across the Lower California desert for the
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and southwest through the Mohave villages and Cajon Pass to Los Angej^^^^

The Young-Wolfskill party blazed the “Old Spanish Trail” which becaini

the regular caravan route for the Missouri-Santa Fe-Los Angeles trade; ; ! !

The following year Young entered into another partnership under, the

r

name of Jackson, Waldo, and Young. The two companies sent by: the

^

new firm to California opened another route for the Los Angeles-SantaTe

trade. The first was designed to buy mules. Traveling by PattieV trail

through Albuquerque, Santa Rita, and the Gila to the Colorado, the party

crossed the Imperial Valley and continued to San Diego and ultiinately to i

San Francisco. The second, led by Young, trapped along the Gila; and

Colorado, before journeying on to Los Angeles where they met the .first

.

party in the spring of 1832. The two commanders merged their groups

for the return to the Colorado. There they separated, one party continuing;

on with the seven hundred horses and mules acquired, while Young re-';;

turned to California to trap. Young trapped in the San Joaquin and Sacra:!

;

mento valleys during the next two years, drove horses to Oregon in 1834/:

settled there, and became a regular dealer in mules between the Columbia,’

and California. 4;

Still another route to California opened in the 1830’s was to becpmeJ

especially important in connection with later overland migrations., Joseph

Reddeford Walker, a Tennessee native, after frontier experience as sherifi*

of a Missouri county, became a Santa Fe trader. When Captain Bonneville'

planned his expedition, made memorable by the pen of Washington Irving,;'

he chose Walker as one of his assistants. On July 24, 1833, Walker and his

.

party departed from the Grand River to explore the vast desert area west,

of the Great Salt Lake. Finding the headwaters of the Humboldt River,

;

they followed it “until they ascertained that it lost itself in a great swampy

.

lake,” then crossed the Sierras by either Truckee Pass or the Walker.River

Valley. Walker’s party was the first to cross the Sierras from east to west.:

Going up the San Joaquin Valley, they found Walker’s Pass, thrpugh

which they journeyed on their return to Bonneville on the Bear River in;

Utah.
‘

Those were but a few of the many fur traders who found their way to

California. One of the principal results of the expeditions was the inaugura*.

tion of regular commercial intercourse between the western • States and;

California—the well-known St. Louis-Saiita Fe-California trade. W«t-

bound, this traffic, which followed the “Old Spanish Trail” west of Santa,

Fe, carried American goods from St. Louis: blankets, woolen goods,. and

silver. In return, there came silks from China—brought to the coast by

trading ships-^and horses and mules for the markets of western arid.sduth:

ern states.
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Strongly impressed by what they saw in California, some of the fur

traders decided to become permanent residents. With those who had come

by sea, they made a substantial American element in the population of the

province. As they controlled in large measure the commerce and industry

of the region, they exercised aa influence out of all proportion to their

tvvmW. Eventually the presence of the Araerkans in the territory made

Mexican officials uneasy. All sorts of rumors floated about as to the designs

of the new arrivals, among them that of a plan to seize San Francisco. The

fears of Mexican authorities were increased by the growing restlessness of

the Californians themselves, who desired a larger measure of autonomy and

the appointment of native sons to office. Certain American adventurers, for

selfish reasons, fanned the flames of native discontent and certain ambitious

Californians, for equally selfish reasons, were willing to make use of the

service of these foreigners.

Out of this situation there developed the revolution of 1836 which ele-

vated Juan Bautista Alvarado, a native son, to the governorship. An im-

portant figure in the uprising, and a tower of strength to Alvarado, was

Isaac Graham, a native of Tennessee, who arrived in California in 1833

by way of Santa Fe. One of the more turbulent frontiersmen, he had estab-

lished a still near San Juan which became headquarters for the foreign ele-

ment of the community. Graham promised aid to Alvarado and recruited

a force, composed partly of sailors of different nationalities and partly of

American hunters, which was largely responsible for the success of the

revolution. Alvarado admitted as much when he promised an appropriate

reward in land to Graham and his associates.

Perhaps mindful of what Americans had done in Texas, Alvarado, once

in power, lost much of his enthusiasm for his American accomplices. Crimi-

nation and recrimination resulted, in which Graham asserted that Alvarado

owed his elevation to the governorship to him. In such an atmosphere

Alvarado was particularly sensitive to reports that Americans were plotting

a revolution. When rumors continued, in April, 1840, about a hundred

British and American residents who lacked passports were arrested on the

charge of participating in a plot to overthrow the government. Graham
was alleged to be the leader. After rough treatment and a hurried trial

at Santa Barbara, he and fifty conspirators were sent to Mexico, where the

intercession of British officials secured pardon or acquittal for them. The
so-called Graham affair of 1840 was symptomatic of trouble to come.

One other foreigner who arrived in the 1830’s was cast for a prominent

role. John August Sutter was a native of Baden who had sojourned, in

Switzerland. Arriving at Monterey in July, 1839, well armed with letters

of recommendation and possessed of a winning personality, he had no diffi-
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culty winning the confidence of Alvarado who not only invited him to

become a Mexican citizen but offered him attractive grants of land. Spurn-

ing various locations suggested, ostensibly because he wanted to settle on a

navigable river but really because he desired to be a safe distance from

California officials, he chose a site on the south bank of the American River

near the Sacramento. He christened the spot New Helvetia, built a fort

established a ranch, and in 1840 became a Mexican citizen. Gradually

Sutter’s activities expanded as he indulged in trading and trapping, built

an irrigation system, a distillery, a mill and a tannery, and engaged in weav-

ing blankets. He was authorized to dispense justice in his district in the

course of which he maintained harmonious relations with Indians and fur

traders alike. His hospitality and kindness to wayfarers was reminiscent of

that of Dr. McLaughlin at Ft. Vancouver. Sutter was for years a veritable

frontier feudal baron in the Sacramento Valley.

The decade of the 1840’s marked the opening of a new era in the his-

tory of American influence in California. This period was characterized by

a migration to the province, the significance of which has been obscured

by two more spectacular events—the Mexican War and the gold rush.

Actually the settlers who moved to California during those years would

have eventually added the province to the United States without war or

the discovery of gold, just as a similar migration won Oregon and Texas.

The same expansive forces which drove the pioneer across the Alleghenies

or on to the Mississippi were pushing him to the shores of the Pacific} it

mattered not to him that Oregon was in dispute between the United States

and Great Britain or that Texas and California belonged to Mexico.

The pioneers’ attention was directed toward California by the efforts of

numerous ‘boosters”—disinterested and unselfish men who were so thrilled

by what they saw there that they were seized with an irresistible urge to

describe it. Those early California propagandists stressed the climate and

potential agricultural wealth, the varied resources, and the abundance

of game. By coupling with their glowing accounts of nature’s lavish gifts

a description of the province’s defenseless state and the slothfulness of its

population, they extended to the American settler an invitation to come

and take possession.

The earliest American publicity material was written by Captain William

Shaler, a sea otter trader, in 1 808. Shaler wrote that "the climate of Cali-

fornia generally is dry and temperate, and remarkably healthy. . • . Most

of the animals of Europe have been naturalized in California, where they

have increased to a great degree j it is said that more than 80,000 cattle

run wild in the mountains in the south part of the peninsula. This climaw

seems to be particularly favorable to horses and mules, as they retain
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their strength and vigor till past thirty years. . . . Most of the fruits and

vegetables of Europe have been naturalized in California, where they come

to great perfection.” He added that “at great expense and considerable

industry the Spaniards have removed every obstacle out of the way of an

invading enemy. . . . The conquest of this country would be absolutely

nothingj it would fall without an efEort to the most inconsiderable force.”

James Ohio Pattie, whose Personal Narrative appeared in 1831, wrote that

California “is no less remarkable for uniting the advantages of healthful-

ness, a good soil, temperate climate and yet one of exceeding mildness, a

happy mixture of levd and elevated ground and vicinity to the sea.”

Hall Jackson Kelley of Oregon fame was also an enthusiastic advocate

of American settlement in California. Much of his report on Oregon, pre-

sented to Congress in 1839, was devoted to California and expressed the

belief that “at no very distant day a swarming multitude of human beings

will again people the solitude, and that monuments of civilization will

throng along those streams whose waters now murmur to the desert.”

Thomas Jefferson Farnham, another Oregon booster, was a California

visitor whose Life and Adventures in California outdid all competitors

m its fulsome praise of the province. After asserting that “no country in

the world possesses so fine a climate coupled with so productive a soil” he

referred contemptuously to the “miserable people who sleep, and smoke

and hum some tune of Castilian laziness, while surrounding nature is thus

inviting them to the noblest and richest rewards of honorable toil.”

Probably the most influential single bit of California propaganda was

Richard H. Dana’s Two Years before the Mast, first published in 1840.

Dana, a Harvard student, came to California in January, 1835, on board

the Pilgrim, a hide and tallow trader, and remained until May, 1836. He
repeatedly visited every California port and spent four months at the hide-

houses of San Diego. Of Dana’s work a critic has said: “Notwithstanding

its truth, Dana’s narrative had all the fascination of Cooper’s and Marryat’s

sea-stories, and it was doubtless this charm mainly that caused its immense
popularity.” After describing in lyrical vein the remarkable attractions of

the land, Dana remarked: “In the hands of an enterprising people, what
a country this might be!” Then added, “Yet how long would a people re-

main so in such a country.? If the ‘California fever,’ laziness, spares the
first generation, it is likely to attack the second.”

These early California popularizers were merely visitors to the province.
But permanent residents also aided materially in advertising the territory.

Prominent among them was Alfred Robinson, whose Life in California
was published in 1 846. Robinson had been for many years the representa-
tive of Bryant and Sturgis in California, and while his work was first pub-
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lished anonymously, it was obidbusly written by oj^ethorpugh^^c^

with the situation in California. Other Americans desirous of

tide of westward migration in their direction wrote . no books : aboutrth^^^^

adopted land, but corresponded regularly with friends in the East, writing ;

in a manner to ensure publication of theirdetters in local papers. At

one wrote directly for newspaper publication. Thomas O., LardnVhad^

rived in California in 1832, built up a successful mercantile ' business,d?

Monterey, and in 1843 became the United States consul, dp .weU te^

was he that when interest in California began to evince itself in the States,:;

prominent newspapers made him their correspondent, amon^ them thp^

Smj Herald^ and Journal of Commerce in New York, and thed^wrtiier

in Boston. So eminently practical were Larkin’s letters that’they cphstitutedv

a sort of settlers’ guide, with advice on the equipment req^uired by the

prospective emigrant, descriptions of California crops, and counsel :^as td

the procedure ‘‘on arriving on the banks of the Sacramento.;^’. .

'

American settlors attracted to California by “boosters” and pfopagandife;

after 1841 differed markedly from those who arrived earlier. While;

majority coming before 1840 had arrived by sea,: those in the; 1840^

followed the overland route. They came chiefly from the Mississippi Yalleyj;

were ateatted to the. Intetior valkya ratbet thaw the coastal areas,n{e!:e Wr

terested in agriculture rather than commerce, and avoided the natiye Grii-/

fornians. Few married native women, so they constituted a; group, apait'

They were less welcome than their predecessors, since' their; agdchiturai,

economy competed with that of the natives instead of supplementing; it

as did the services of foreign merchants.
; ,

The point of origin of the first organized overland migration tb ;Ca^'

fornia was Platte County, on the extreme western frpntiep of; Misspari.

Enthusiasm had developed there largely because, of repdrts/of aTeturne^

California trapper, Antoine Robidoux, “a calm, considerate lupn” .whose

“stories had all appearance of truth.” Robidoiix’s ydescriptipp of ;
Gaik

fornia as “a perfect paradise, a perpetual spring” pronapted people of Platte

County to form the Western Emigration Society,; which sponsored a- meet;

ing of interested settlers addressed; by, the trapper. When a skepfical sbiil

asked about the chills and fever, Robidoux replied that; ‘^there rieyer.W

but one man in California who had the chills. He was frprn

carried the disease, in: his system. It was such curiosity ;to see;a map

with the chills that the people of Monterey went eighteen miles;intpdb^^

country to see hiidd’ Rbbidoxix’s efforts' were reinforced by

John Marsh, of MtvDiablo, a onetime resident ;of we;stern Missouri,

appeared in mahyof. the;loc^ nev/spapers of the state.;.The-Cd^

’ was: further ^ssemihated;by the Western Emigration Society which spre^
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propaganda throughout the Mississippi -Vailey. As a result'merribers of the,

societj^' signed a',piedge late;ia;i840,,binding themselves.'tarni^et at Sapling

. Grove’ in eastern Kansas m May, 1 84.1, prepared for the, great, trek. .Five

' hundred signatures were;obtained within one naonth. ..
, _ ,

. , v

>, Alarmed by. the prospective removal of so many people, merchants and

landed, proprietors of Platte County launched a campaign of: slander upon

California designed to discourage the migration. This was so, effective that

when .the appointed day came in May, 1841, only sixty-nine, persons, ap-

peared at;Sapling Grove, and of those only one had signed the pledge the

previous fall. This was John Bidwell, whose sterling qualities, manifest

then and later, earned for him the title of ^‘Prince of California Pioneers.”

;;-Nq;Mountain Men or experienced western travelers were present to serve

as .an' antidote to the geographical ignorance of the group. Nor was the

prospect of a successful journey increased by the choice, for reasons of

expediency, of John Bartleson of Jackson County, Missouri, rather than

Bidwell, as commander of the company. A further complication resulted

from.the. presence of a number of women and children. Fortunately, for the

earHer, stages of the trip, they fell in with two very helpful men, Thomas .

Fitzpatrickj 4he well-known trapper, and Father De Smet, who was en

route . tO; the. Flathead Indians. From the great bend of the Missouri , the

.
party’ followed the route of the Oregon migrations to the Platte, Ft.

.

Laramie, .Independence Rock, and the Sweetwater to the Rockies, through

South; Pass, and the Green River Valley to Soda Springs, near the .present

Pocatello, Idaho. There Fitzpatrick and De Smet took the trail toward

Oregon with thirty-two emigrants, who preferred the known route tp;the

Columbia, to the virtually unknown trail to California.. The’..remainder,

including one . woman and her young daughter,' continued into the desert

whichJedediahSmithandWalkerhadcrossecI.-
;

. .. V^ith nothing to guide, them save the. admonition to, bear due. west from
• Salt Lake they, plunged into the unknown, abandoning their wagons iii favor

.'of pack animals to. gain time. On September zj.dh.ey came, to..the Humboldt:
which , they foUovyed to the^Sink. Bearing southwest, they probably passed

Htimboldt and
. Carson lakes and ; came, to thd Walker

,
.River where tHey.

varrived ,on; October id. .When a short- reconnaissance. ,reyealed?that;.“the
' mountains

; W?re, barely pass.aHle”, some, members advised ..a return;, to
,. Fri; •

before .winter’s : snow set in,, but
,
wHen -the question w^- put, to.'a ypte ;',

the majority ifavpred .cPntinuing;
.

With'' their supply • of ,beefyxM
surrounded, by J,‘naked,^mountains whose .summits' still retained, tHe ,snows ..

;
of

:

pefhaps ,a thou^nd.-years’^Jhey: struggled iuntil. October.; 20, ..whiin-they ..
-

';r^;®spaired of .reaching .(^liforhia.' But' the; following ;day;they' discbyereE ai--

,. westwardrflbwihg; river,.th'e, Stanislaus,' which tbey followed,' to'.the;^
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Sonora. So esdiausted >yer&they wheri they arrived in die Sad JiSaqumJYaH

that they could not believe they were in the; premised land
, itself

fornia, some thought, must be, five hundred miles, away. ,Spomthey foun^

antelope in abundance, along with; “ripe and luscious wiid grapes.’’;^^^

assistance of ah Indian guide they arrived at the ranch ;df;;Dr. John ?

near Mt. Diablo, on November 4, 1841, Thus ended the first overknd r

migration to California after a journey of six months.
,

V I

Other parties followed. Within a few weeks the Workman-Rowlarid-

Company of twenty-five Americans and New, Mexicans krriyed from. Sari

Fe. In 1843 Lansford W. Hastings brought a group of forty^piorieere by ?

way of Oregon, The same year Joseph B. Chiles, -one' bf ; the: Bidwelh"

Bartleson party of 1841, led a large company from Missouri, /Dividing'kt?

Ft. Hall, one group, proceeding by way of Oregon, arrived in the; Sacra-'

mento Valley in November
j the other, following the trail blazedhy Joseph

Walker a decade before, entered the San Joaquin Valley by way,of Walker

'

Pass. In 1844 Andrew Kelsey led thirty-six immigrants to California, whik;;

in the same year the larger Stevens-Murphy party earned the distinctioapF.

being the first group to bring wagons over the entire route from M
to California. Rumor had it that the immigrants of 1845 would be nurnV'.

bered in the thousands, but actually the total for the year wasi about 2io,';

a large part of whom were included in the Grigsby-Ide party^ who follow.ed,;;

the Humboldt-Truckee route. '

^

The outbreak of the war with Mexico in April, 1846, reduced, but failed

to stop, the immigrant tide to California. That year, was notable in, th&hk

tory of the overland migrations for the tragic fate which befell the Donner

party. Organized largely in Illinois by George, and Jacob Dpniikjribis’

group left Independence in the spring of 1846 almost one hundred strong.;

As other parties joined them along the way, their number was Jnereased

to two hundred. All went well as far as Ft. Bridger. There they

the larger group following the usual route by Ft./Hallj the;k^^kwg

eighty-seven taking the little-known , Hastings’ Cutoff oh;.the .south ;side.

of Salt Lake. The larger company, arrived in California without,;: undue

suffering. The smaller was not so fortunate. They, reached the south side,

of Salt Lake at the cost of a , month’s time and .much of the strength
,

of

men and animals. Autumn was already upbn.them when they starte4:a^h^;

the desert. Late in the fall they arrived at, the foot of
,
the Sierra-Neva^a

Mountains in a completely disorgmiized conditibn/Tofn bk.facdonal dis-

cord, they began climbing upward, only . to have; an abnormally early,winter

, break upon
;
them.

;
Snpwbbund near the; shores of Pbiiher Lake, thby syf-

. . fered acutely
.
from cold a.nd famine. Qf the eighty-nine, persons who started

frbni Ft. .Bridgerj' only fprty-five.sufY.ived, and. they only
;by resorting to
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cannibalism. Along with the sordidness, inefficiency, and jealousy which

brought tragedy to the party, there was bravery and heroism of a high

order, without which the disaster would have been even more appalling.

While settlers were finding their way to California, officials in Washing-

ton were not indifferent to the fate of the province. Official interest dated

from the time Andrew Jackson was made aware of the region’s wealth by

Anthony Butler, the American representative in Mexico City. In the course

of his devious intrigues, Butler submitted a plan to acquire California,

along with Texas and New Mexico, by placing $500,000 at the disposal of

a Mexican priest, who would purchase Santa Anna’s consent to the cession.

Although Jackson rejected Butler’s scheme of briber)', his desire to obtain

California was strengthened by the glowing account of the country which

he received from William A. Siacum, a purser in the United States navy.

He accordingly instructed Butler to negotiate with Mexico for the cession

of California north of the 37th parallel. As this area was north of the Mis-

souri Compromise line, Jackson’s objective was the acquisition of San

Francisco Bay rather than the extension of slave territory. Nothing came

of the plan} and Jackson, now convinced of Butler’s dubious character, re-

placed him with another man.

When, after the battle of San Jacinto, Santa Anna sought American

mediation between Mexico and Texas, Jackson formulated a plan to offer

Mexico $3,500,000 for that part of California north of the 38th parallel.

At the same time he suggested to W. H. Wharton, the Texan minister at

Washington, that Texas should include California within its boundaries. By
acquiring the great harbor of San Francisco Bay, Jackson thought the infant

Republic would disarm the hostility of northern commercial interests to

annexation.

After the failure of Jackson’s various plans. Van Buren found himself

too engrossed with financial problems to direct his attention to California.

The Tyler administration, however, was quick to reaffirm American interest

in the region. With Waddy Thompson, minister to Mexico, the acquisition

of California amounted to an obsession. Profoundly impressed by the

climatic, commercial, forest, and agricultural resources of the province, he
hoped North and South would join hands to gain possession before France
or England stepped in. Tyler, as well as Daniel Webster, the secretary

of state, shared Thompson’s views and authorized him to negotiate for the
purchase of San Francisco and adjacent areas. It was hoped that Mexico
might be induced to cede the region on condition of American assumption
of claims against the country which the Mexican government was unable
to satisfy.

Meanwhile Webster and Tyler formulated a more elaborate plan, the
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Tripartite Agreement, .to which. Great Britain,*;M and th^vldnlted

States were to be parties/ Mexico was. to cede Upper^
United States for a sum not. precisely stipulated/ A portion of ,thb^^
would be used to satisfy American claimants againstvMexicojtwhile M *

balance would liquidate claims of British creditors/. The Oregon bdunda^P

was to be at the Columbia River. Webster and^Tyler' believed.'the- acquish.

tion of California would disarm northern hostility .to the annexation of

Texas, while the line of the Columbia would mollify nidre rabid ..westefnl

expansionists. For a time the Tyler administration pursued: the /plan with
,'

vigor. But with Webster’s resignation as secretary of state, and the growing

:

realization that no Mexican administration would- dare sell California^ lest

it be immediately overturned, the plan lapsed. . f •//; ./i A-

The situation within California greatly effected .the - next /stage , in/^
negotiations. The passing years demonstrated repeatedly that;the,/autHor-'

ities in Mexico City lacked both the military and naval power necessary to.

defend the province. Communication between the colony and the/ mqthhb

country, whether by land or by sea, was far from satisfactory./ Goyernirienf

was almost nonexistent. The administration of justice Fad* broken down,

finances were In a chaotic state, life and property /were utterly inshcw

As this anarchical state of affairs became progressively/ worse in/the/ early

1840’s California residents, . whether native or fpreighj realized'/thatia;

change was necessary. Some natives favored annexation to
'
the/ .

States
5
some a protectorate under Britain or France

5
some independente.

Of the foreigners, the majority wished to join the United Static;.a minority

favored independence, and English residents desired BridsH .control//

Such was the situation when James K. Polk entered ,fhe/;Wh^
in 1845. Polk was an ardent expansionist. Manifest Destiny “was as. deep?

rooted in his convictions as the rigid Calvinistic th,eology /to which Fa; sub-

scribed.” As to the imminent separation of California'' from' /hdexico. Folk

had no doubt. Nor was he any less: certain, as to its "ultirhate fate/ It/ inust

be annexed to the United States.

Among the considerations influencing.Polk in his resolvejto acquire; Calr

fornia was the -fear of British, designs. 'That the government an 'Tqudcn

was never sufficiently interested in,California to support any. df the scheipc^

for annexation in no way diminished the Influence,/ such, reports; exercised

upon officials in Washington. Most: of them had. sufficient, fou/ndation^^^^^

truth to warrant acceptance by the: govefnrhent and./ public ; in this.;cQuntry.

One. of the first manifestations of = British .^interest
,
in ./Califdrnia/.waa

/ the

publication in 1839 of AJexander Forbes’

Forbes, a British/cdhsixl in Mexico, had, never, set food on'/.California

he'/obvlqusly had'reliable' sources hf -information: regarding ..conditioris^
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the province. As he freely admitted, the purpose of his book was to foster

British settlement in California. He suggested cession to liquidate the debt

of $50,000,000 held by British bondholders in Mexico, and proposed that

the creditors, organized as a company, play the role in California of a

second East India Company. Forbes’ words were interpreted by the Balti-

more American as indicating a British plot to acquire California as a base

for commerce with China and the East Indies. In the early 1840’s news-

papers in all sections of the country voiced similar opinions with respect to

British designs. Britain’s plans were believed by the press to be so inimical

to the United States as to call for frustration at any cost.

Public concern over British schemes In California were shared by Ameri-

can officials. Waddy Thompson, the American minister in Mexico, con-

stantly stressed the British menace in 1842 and 1843. Duff Green, whom
Calhoun sent to Mexico as his confidential agent, wrote in similar fashion

in 1844. Wilson Shannon, Thompson’s successor in Mexico, reported nego-

tiations for the sale of California to Britain. Reports from California were

no more reassuring than those from Mexico. The Hudson’s Bay Company

was Invading the province. Its trappers were active in the region, it had

established a regular trading post at San Francisco, and it was asking for

substantial grants of land from Mexican officials. In numerous ways the

employees of the company showed a disposition to settle permanently

there. The friendly attitude of some native leaders toward the company

did not serve to quiet American fears.

The fund of information respecting British plans and activities in Cali-

fornia available to Polk when he took office was soon amplified. In May,

1845, the President’s agent in Mexico, William S. Parrott, reported the

strengthening of British naval forces in the Pacific, with a view of taking

over California in the event of war between the United States and Mexico.

A short time later Parrott advised Polk of the plan of a youthful Irish

priest, Eugene McNamara, to colonize California with settlers from his

own country. McNamara, Polk was told, had received a grant of 3,000
leagues for this purpose, which constituted “a new feature in English policy

and a new method of obtaining California.” Polk’s most pointed warning
came from Thomas O. Larkin, the American consul in Monterey. On July
10, 1845, Larkin called the State Department’s attention to the activities

of the Hudson’s Bay Company in California, the financial assistance of two
British firms in Mexico to a plan for suppressing any revolution Americans
might instigate in the province, and the appointment of a British agent, in

the guise of a consul, to work secretly against American plans in California.

The degree to which Polk’s moves to acquire California were influenced
by his concern over British designs there cannot, of course, be precisely
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determined. A judicious scholm, however, has e^ressed the matured judg-

'

ment that “nearly every movement Polk made, with-re^rd to: California

was, in some measure, b^ed upon the English situation.’-

, Polk’s plan for the peaceful acquisition of California was a.dual one. Oh

-

the one hand, he would offer to purchase it outright from JJdejdco. Late ;

in the autumn of 1845, he selected John Slidell of New Orleans: toicbnducl:

this important negotiation. Slidell’s acquaintance with
; Mexican '.cdndp^^^^

and his knowledge of the Spanish language seemed to quali^ihimior the

mission. Polk instructed him to purchase both New Mexico and

fornia. He supposed the two provinces might be had for: $15,000,006 or

$20,000,000 but. was prepared to pay $40,000,000 if necessary.v

Confronted with this offer, the Mexican government was torn :befo;eeh
''

two emotions. The chronic need for money, the precarious nature of Mex-::

lean control in California, and a desire to appease the government. In Wash- ;

ington made it favorably disposed toward the sale; National pride, the

;

opposition of Britain, traditional hostility to the United States-Varid. the

'

knowledge that any territorial cession would be the signal for a revolutiori-l

ary overturn In Mexico made compliance hazardous. When' .Slidell emr^^

barked upon his errand, a revolution had only recently occurred in Mexico,

;

in which General Jose, Maria Herrera was elevated to; the
.
presidency: as-:,

successor to the deposed Santa Anna. Herrera in turn was being carefoUy;

watched by aspirants to his high office. In this situation- Slidell’s mlsslb^

was kept secret, as a means of protecting the Herrera regime. Nev:s: 6f his-
'

coming, however, preceded Slidell to Mexico, together Mth the;ugly ru*/
;

mor that he carried a handsome bribe for President Herrera. Herrera had

two alternatives. He could receive Slidell, at the almost certain cost of a

revolution,* or he could refuse him, at great ffiiancial loss arid at therisk of ,

-

offending the United States. .

'

;;;

^

^

Faced with this difficult decisionj Herrera declined to; foceive.SMell) :

assigning technical reasons for his action. Actually ;his refusal was .dictated:.;

by fear of being overthrown. Before SlideUidepartoii foom .Meiqto C^^

howeverj a bloodless revolution removed Herrera .from office; When his

efforts to open negotiations with ;the; new: regime were curtly rebuffed, he ;

asked for his passport and r turned to Washington, conyiriced.bf the utter;

futility of attempring to deal with a couritry whose gpverrimerit;was;so;lack-.

ing in stability. Thus :ended Polk’s plari for the purchase of CaHfornia.^v^^

Meanwhile the. President placed another scheme: in opergtiou.Tn .O^

ber, ,1845, James Buchanan, secretary ‘of state, : appointed.iPhoiria^

Larkin, since 1843 United States consul in ^llforniaythe'cq^denti^^

of the. state department, Larkin was: to inform; himself ori;fo^

California, to .“exertthe greatest, vigilance”: to; prevent a;European coiint^-

;
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from obtaining control of it, and to encourage Californians to turn to the

United States for aid and counsel. While the United States would not

incite the Californians to rebel, Larkin might let them understand his coun-

try would play the part of protector if they should seek separation from

Mexico. To promote the plans of the administration, to gain the good will

of Californians, and to foil the designs of European powers, Larkin was to

rely largely upon his own discretion.

As Larkin interpreted his instructions, he was to pave the way for the

peaceful acquisition of California. With characteristic energy and thorough-

ness, he addressed himself to the task assigned him. To prominent Ameri-

cans in the province, who had married California women and accepted

Mexican citizenship, he wrote soliciting aid in winning the support of na-

tive Californians. Included in this number was Abel Stearns, whom he

made his assistant in the Los Angeles area. Among Californians he found

little love for Mexico, but some were predisposed to depend upon Britain

for aid. Those known to be sympathetic to the American program he en-

couraged to affiliate with various juntos, which carried on active propaganda

in support of his cause.

Larkin’s campaign showed distinct indications of success. Some of the

leading Californians rallied to his support, including General Jose Castro,

who drew up a plan for “declaring California independent in 1847 or 48

as soon as a sufficient number of foreigners should arrive.” No less hopeful

were reports from the Los Angeles region. In the spring of 1846 it ap-

peared to be but a short time before California would go the way of Texas

—declare her independence and join the United States. Two events, how-

ever, intervened to spoil Larkin’s plan of peaceful acquisition. One was the

Bear Flag Revoltj the other the outbreak of war with Mexico.

The genesis of the Bear Flag Revolt is to be found in the restlessness

of a handful of American landowners, traders, and trappers in the Sacra-

mento VaUey. Associated with them in some way not altogether clear was
the enigmatic John C. Fremont. In the spring of 1845 Fremont, an official

explorer for the United States, left St. Louis with a picked group which
included some of the most notable of the Mountain Men, among them
Kit Carson and Joseph Walker. They ascended the Arkansas River, pene-

trated the Colorado Rockies, crossed the Nevada desert to the Humboldt
River, and explored the region between the river and Walker Lake. Then
the party divided. Fremont, with fifteen men, advanced by the Truckee
River to the summit of the Sierra Nevada Range, then descended the
American River into the Sacramento Valley. Walker, with the remainder
of the party, followed his old trail into the San Joaquin Valley. Failing
to meet the Walker group at the appointed rendezvous, Fremont visite4
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Thomas. O. Larkin at Monterey, .where; he me^ General Jpse C^tro,- t^

in command o£ the post. Although suspidbus of the entrance of Fr6monft
armed band into the province without perniissioh, Gastfp’s: fears were, some-

what allayed by Fremonds assurance that his interest in-^Galifornia.̂ was
entirely of a scientific nature. It was agreed , the .Americans might'^.

in California on condition they keep away: from the cba^st settlementsC.,. :';

In February, 1846, Fremont was joined' by the Wdker party and\V7em

into winter quarters near San Jose. Shortly, .however, he moved across the

Santa Cruz Mountains into the Salinas Valley, in' viPlation ;of his pledge

to keep away from the coast. "When General Castro ordered him to leave

the province, he denounced the order as a breach of faith and an insult to

himself and his country. He thereupon moved his quarters to Hawk’s
Peak, an eminence overlooking the surrounding plain, whPre: he- defied

Castro. For three days the forces of Castro and Fremont faced each other

without shedding blood. Fremont then quietly abandoned his camp arid

advanced slowly up the Sacramento Valley to Oregon.' The iricident .at

Hawk’s Peak doomed Larkin’s plan for peaceful acquisition of California.:

It outraged the Californians and encouraged the restless immigrants in; the.

Valley in their contempt for provincial authorities. '

?

Within a few weeks Lieutenant Archibald Gillespie of the . United Stites:

Marine Corps arrived at Monterey, as an agent of the gbyernrnent 'ih

Washington. He was the bearer of various papers, including ' a qiacket bf

letters to Fremont from Senator Thomas H. Benton; Gillespie overtook,

Fremont near Ellamath Lake, handed him the Benton letters, 'and informed

him of the nature of Larkin’s appointment and the'objectives 'pf Polk with

respect to California. To this day, the exact contents of the c'pinmunicatipas

are not known. In the words of a competent authority, however, “it is: clear

either that Fremont considered himself bound, explicitly or by implication,

to return to California and take such part in forthcoming, eventls as:

cumstances required, or else he saw in the situation an opportunity, to.make

John Charles Fremont the Sam Houston of. California.”

,

Fremont made his way south to the Sacramentp where the wildest rp-

mors were rife as to the cruel fate American settlers were about to. suffer pt

the hands of the California authorities. The settlers naturally turned to -

Fremont and his Mountain Men for protection. Regardless of whether

Fremont instigated the revolt which followed, as Larkin and bther^ a^*,!

leged, his presence gave the insurgents the fortitude necessaryTorr^ction.;

On June 10, 1846, a group of settlers led by Ezekiel Merntt,;Ope 6j^

more reckless frontiersmen in the valley, seized^ some horses intended .bf

use by General Castro. A few days later a larger band, invaded the vill^e

of - Sonoma and carried' Mariano .G. Vallejo, ; California’s ;

Weal.tAie^^^ PP

.
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most conspicuous citizen, a prisoner to Sutter’s Fort, despite his well-known

'support of. Larkin’s plan of; peaceful acquisition.

: During the next few days the revolt in the Sacramento Valley became

general. Disturbing news fanned the flames: General Castro was marching

north from San Francisco, to retake Sonoma and punish the rebels. The

moment of fin^ .decision had come. Meeting together in the Sonoma plaza

on June ,15, the rebels listened to a fiery proclamation from the pen of one

of their leaders, raised an unbleached cotton flag bearing the crude likeness

of a grizzly bear, and. declared independence for the Republic of California.

All of this was more than Fremont could resist. Ten days later he marched

into Sonoma, shouldered himself into command of the army, and at the

head of 134 Mountain Men and Bear Flaggers started southward to en-

gage General Castro’s defenders. Pausing only to kill three Mexicans to

avenge the deaths of two Americans who had lost their lives (these were

the sole casualties of the Bear Flag Revolt), Fremont reached Monterey

on July 19, 1846, to learn that the Mexicans were fleeing southward

toward the border. '

More'iniportant news also awaited him there. In the harbor lay the seven

vessels of the American Pacific fleet, while the Stars and Stripes floated over

the plaza and in the streets all was talk of the war between Mexico and the

United States that had begun three months earlier. The glory of winning

California was to fall upon the unnamed soldiers who a year later battered

their way into Mexico City and dictated a peace adding all the Southwest

to, the United States.



CHAPTER XXVIII

The War with Mexico

1846-1 850

That the frontier surge which carried American pioneers across Texas and

into the valleys of California could go on without protest was unthinkable.

Those were Mexican territories. Won by the blood and sweat of early con-

querors, they had been viewed for generations as essential barriers against

aggressive frontiersmen from the United States. Public opinion in Mexico

solidly insisted the northern provinces never be surrendered; public opinion

north of the border was almost as united in support of annexing California.

This was the basis for the conflict which began in 1846 and ended only

when a triumphant United States wrested from its beaten opponent not only

California but the whole region north of the Gila and Rio Grande rivers.

The causes which impelled both nations to welcome the Mexican War

were far from simple. Historians a generation ago who maintained the

United States was goaded into an imperialistic war by greedy slaveholders

seeking more territory for their peculiar institution ignored both the

psychology of the American people and the attitude of their government.

Every patriot who clamored for Mexico’s provinces would have indignandy

denied any desire to exploit a neighbor’s territory. The righteous but ill-

informed people of that day sincerely believed their democradc institutions

were of such magnificent perfection that no boundaries could contain them.

Surely a benevolent Creator did not intend such blessings for the few;

expansion was a divinely ordered means of extending enlightenment to

despot-ridden masses in nearby countries! This was not imperialism, but

enforced salvation. So the average American reasoned in the 1840’s when

the spirit of manifest destiny was in the air.

The impact of those intellectual currents on the American government

574
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was demonstrated, repeatedlyjiri,the ’attitude of presidents from Jackson, to^,

Polk. All wanted the northern Mexican pro’idncesy and least,was:,

determined to secure them, but ,ho looked upon war as a, last resort. He

and his predecessors tried bribery/purch^e, and intrigue before reluctantly

deciding the stubborn Mexicans could.be convinced only; by,fprcei.:No ond;

could condone the greedy determination to appropriate a neighbor’d tetri-:

tory, yet Polk’s most hostile critics were forced, to .concede that he tried \

every peaceful method before taking up arms, and that his tenons for
:

coveting California were more humanitarian than mercenaiyi . . ^

Nor could anyone deny that the United States had grievances a^inst

Mexico which in the eyes of both American and European statesmen :fiilly
'

justified war. Those grew out of Mexico’s turbulent governmental system.

Its people, newly emerged from centuries of despotic rule, were ill-prepared

;

to shoulder the burdens of democracyj its elected leaders, inexperienced in

the republican tradition, were ill-equipped to guide a nation along the path' ,

to security and order. The inevitable result was a post-revolutiohary era,

of periodic uprisings, chronic bankruptcy, property destructiohj and utter:

failure to meet either national or international obligations. ' Neither, thp:

United States nor the European powers could see that :the .confusion \vas :

the product of immaturity rather than design. They viewed the frequentV

Mexican revolutions as signs of anarchy rather than as necessary steps in-
.f

the evolution of a workable government, the failure of Mexico to pay its:;

debts as an indication of fraud rather than a norriial breakdown of the;

credit structure, the destruction of foreign life and property as a sign of-

:

international lawnessness rather than an example of chaos usual in periods'

of change. The Mexicans ’were guilty .'of being poor neighborsj ' the Anleri-;

cans were equally at fault for failing to. excuse the sins of Itheir inexperienced;

friends below the border.

Differences between the twopowers began to develop as sboii as Mexico’s ;

independence 'was won. The.United States faced the problem, of : Mexican;

inefficiency first when it asked the new nation to reaffirm the Spanish Tr^ty ;

of 1819 establishing western boundhri^ for; the Louisiana- Purchase; For ^

seven years American ministers battled official indifference before an agree-

ment was reached, and four more years were needed before that was ratified:

by the Mexi(^ legislature in' 1832. The treaty provided; for a
,
joint cdm-',

misaon to survey, the* Hnejj-but despite Americah pieaffing, ‘Mexico failed,

to name its representatives, until the understanding- lapsed: ahd. had. to:,be:

renegotiated. -Not until; pressure 'w^ brought pn the' Mexican
^

president i

did. the la^ard' nation finely co-op^te. Equally annoymg-was :Mea^^
fiiiluire to ag;ree on

;
a treaty .of corarnerce and amityj :Two treaties draWh :

up during the 1820’s were rejectedfry.the;Me^cm,; Congress, an^^^
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ment; reached imtil/ iSsiV'F^r . that- whdlfe ;dme:M^
clamored in vain ,for the; ri^ht to

;
txade ;in; their neighbor^

. Stilh worse, im American/eyes ;Mfexico’s? failure to :;pr9tbct -life; ^nd
property- during the frequent revolutions Which racked the infant republic.

One shocking example occurred in' 1835 when t\venty-two ArriWi^atfdtlWns

accused of plotting with a revolutionary were-executed without' properWu^^^^^
More lost property during the periodic Uprisings,: ani’thWritomiW^^
efforts to recover created one of the most troublebmei differences between?

the two nations. Their claims, as was usual in such circumstance^: were
directed first against Mexican officials who gave them ho sWisfactioh,,^^^^^^^^

the American government was called upon for aidi President Jackson re^

sponded to the creditors’ pressure in 1829 when he asked the-United Stat^'

minister m Mexico City to intercede in their behalf. For; the?next seven

years every request for payment was met with “cold neglect,’t 'undU^^^^^

fiery Jackson was convinced that Mexico’s attitude “would justify im^

eyes of all nations immediate war.?’ He might, he wrathfully told'CongresW

make the next demand for settlement from the deck of a warshipi

Jackson retired from office before making good hisVthr^t, tut

cessors were just as aroused by continued Mexican delays. Not^^:u^^

did they goad that nation into accepting- a mixed 'arbitradon commissibh

with power to determine the justice of all claims and the amount' due eWh
creditor. That body, made up of two representatives .ffom each country

an impartial commissioner named by the King of PruWIa^'mefJn-Aug^
i 840> and after several months of deliberation awarded Ajuencah.daimants:

$2,026,000 to be paid in five yearly inijtallmehts. Three ^paymente^w^^^^

made before Mexico announced her inability to contihue. titde wonder that

both disappointed creditors and government agents operating in -their bW
half became convinced Mexico was an irresponsible menWe in: the? congress^

of nations. That their sentiment was; shared elsewhere, wasishpwmbydhe

attitude of England and France, 'whose nationals also lost heavily
; dWihg

the Mexican outbreaks. Both adopited' a mdre belligererit tone
;
than the

United States, France going so far in 1838 as toAght\thUso<aUe4 ^P^try'

War?’ to collect defaulted debts. President PolkWs not alone in believing

Mexico’s behayior left no room for peacefUlsettlement.

The
.

grievances, however, , were, not -.all ; on one .side.; yiewed^^

Mexican eyes, the, relations between the two powers during the twenty- ypars

before . 1 845 constituted, one continuous aggressibn,on the p^t ;bf
.
the pmrert-

ful northerh . neighbor,-, directed toward (iismembering M and aimex-.

ing, its -northerU; provinces.: The; history
.of-^Texas- seemingly:'provided ^

feet pfoof.yFirst the United States had ,disclosed its, intentions by.trying tp

+rnnr\c •arf'rp. sent to wrest
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the -
province away/ by: force ji- Everyone',reniembered t|ie wd giyed, Texan:c

revolutionists by Aniericans/who..cr6ssed the border to fight at 5ad jaahto^^^^

the half-hearted gestures, of/federal troops to stop thosd illegal/excursions, ::

and the joking manner dn which newspapers'.condbh^d. the mvasiori .of /

neighboring power. The.United States, all Mexico.beiievedj stpbped.to such','

unneutral conduct only because it engineered the revolution which, made .

:

Texas free.

Additional proof was apparently provided by the “Gaines Affair?’ which

,

occurred while Texan independence was being won. Major-General Ed-

mund P. Gaines was.sent to the Louisiana-Texas border in 1836 to protect

American settlements from marauding Indians. Although ordered to main-,

:

tain strict neutrality, he violated his instructions when a' band; of fleeing.

raiders took refuge in Texas, pursuing them across the international

boundary as far as Nacogdoches. There he stayed through the summer

j

while irate Mexican ofilcials bombarded Washington with complaints ;that f

he was aiding the revolutionists and must be withdrawn. For. a time .wax /

threatened before Gaines returned to his own soil in the autumn. and. the’’'

differences were patched up. From that time on every Mexican was sure ;

that an official American military expedition openly aided the Texan rebels,

America’s imagined role in Texas was bad enough, but. even worse from-;,

the Mexican standpoint was its identical activity in, California;,'To their;

horror they saw the whole process repeated there: the early efforts to pur-

chase the region, the infiltration of armed frontiersmen, growing; differ-

ences between the invaders and the .Mexican officials, the'first clashesj.and

-

finally open rebellion and the proclamation of independence.The
,
parallels

between the Texan and Californian revolutions ' were too- clear to. -be
,

ignored} this was design rather than coincidence! Piece.by piece .iMexictf

was being dismembered. Better to resist than .wait until the whole nation •

was gobbled up by the colossus of the north. There was no basis for aiarni, -

of course, but every Mexican believed unquestioriingly the lesson learned ;

from the sequence of events.

An-episode in 1 842 capped the climax. In; the fall of that year, an Amen-,
can naval commander, Commodore Thomas Ap Catesby Jones, heard while

;

cruising off the Peru coast that a Mexican wair had begun and, that Cali-:
;

fornia was, to be surrendered to England to keep it from hisQtvn nation.y/

Without pausing to test .the truth. of the rumor, Jones sailed northwardv.tq' .'

;

Monterey.'which he' reached ‘on October 18, ,1842. Although the- port was;;

• 'f^yi^^ P^^teful, and nornially . dilapidated,” he sent a landing partyhshore,'
. / .seized; the surprised Mexican defenders,- ran up the Stars- and Stripes, .hhclt;.

>;.proclainied 'CaHfprnia.;annexed.4offhe;ljffiited States:: Nbt:uidil;tvi%-

.

1 tyake .the enibafrassing discovery he had. raptured.a city; beloiig- -
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ing to a friendly power, Commodore Jonqs made the best of a bad $ituadon

by withdrawing after elaborate apologies. The Mexican governor, liot to ^

be outdone in courtesy, tendered the Americans a "weU and brUliantly at-

;

tended” ball before they sailed away. Those pleasantries could nbt hide the

'

fact that the United States expected war and had instructed its officers ’in ;

the strategy to follow when hostilities began. Tension waf higV^om that;:

time on.

The brealdng point came when Texas entered the Union. No^^
could the role of the United States in the Texas Revolution be ignored

j

Mexicans were convinced the whole revolutionary process was aimed toward

annexation. On March 6
, 1845, only a few days after Congress yoteci to

welcome the new state, the Mexican mmister asked for his passport, leaying

.

the two nations with no means of diplomatic communication.:That was pa^
;

ticularly unfortunate as the Texan Republic bequeathed the United States

a series of ancient disputes which must be settled. Most dangerous was a

controversy over the southern boundary. As a republic Texas insisted .its

southern border extended to the Rio Grande, a claim Mexico justly, refuted

by proving the old province of Texas-Coahuila never extended;south of;the

Nueces and that the region between the two rivers was part of the neighbor^

ing state of Tamaulipas. Although Texans could support
.

their right to the

Rio Grande boundary only by such questionable evidence as ah agreerrieht

wrung from General Santa Anna under duress, President .Polk felt obliged :

to back their claim. His noisy insistence that the Nueces-Rio Grande; strip/

belonged to the United States widened the breachbetween the two countries.;

Polk was still unwilling to abandon hope for a peaceful settlement., "When;

inquiries convinced him that Mexico would receive a commissioner, author-

ized to “settle the present dispute in a peaceful, reasonable and honorable-

manner” he sent John Slidell packing off to Mexico City,
,
with -authority

-

not only to purchase California but to end the troublesprrie Texan boundary -

problem by assuming ail claims against Mexico in return.for the.Riq Grande

line. When the Mexican officids refused to .
receive him, blidell;

Polk: “Be assured that nothing is to be done with these pepple until they

shall have been chastised,” . ..
,

When that message reached the President on January 12^ 1846, be

that war was certain. There remained only the task of.maneuvering:MexicP

into striking the first blow. With that in mind Polk, ,on January 13, 1846,

ordered a detachment of troops under Generd Zachary Taylor into:

disputed area between the Nueces and the Rip, Grande. Forthe next three

months they waited there, hoping to goaci,^ the Mexicans into ,an atffick,

while tension niourited steadily. Polk succurribed tp the pre^ure first.W
Slidell reached: Washington bn May. 8, 184.6, with tales of his inhospitable
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iS-fetrnent/at the hands of the of war fever aihong the populace,

and of the jgoverhmeht’^ to fight, the President decided the

time fpr'action h^ he called his cabinet together and

. announced^: his decision to recommend war to Congressy basing the demand

bn'.MexicoVrefusai tO:mee^^ obligations, receive Slidell, or

: settle disputes by peaceful.means. All agreed the step justified. save George

yi Ban^bft, secretary of the navy, who advised delay until the Mexicans

y cdnirnitted'an act of aggression. When this suggestion was overruled, Polk

lefethe meeting to begin work on a war message.

. I 'The/message was never written, for electrifying news reached the capital

\thab very night (May 9, 1846). A Mexican force under General Mariano

Arista had crossed the Rio Grande from Matamoros on April 25, ambushed

- an American patrol, and killed or wounded sixteen men. This was the

excuse Polk was waiting for. Hurriedly he drafted a new message which

was. read to Congress on May ii. The long-standing grievances between

the:two powers were scarcely mentioned in that amazing document. “Now,

A after reiterated' menaces,” Polk told Congress, “Mexico has passed the

boundary, of the United States, has invaded our territory and shed Ameri-

. mn blood, upon the American soil. She has proclaimed that hostilities have

: commenced,, and that the two nations are now at war. As war exists, and,

.. hotMthstanding all our, efforts to avoid it, exists by the act of Mexico

herself, we are. called upon by every consideration of duty and patriotism to

• .vindicate .with dedsion the honor, the rights, and the interests of our coun-

tiy.” Two days later Congress declared that “by the Act of the Republic

:-p Mexico.a,stat^^ of.war exists,” authorized the President to raise an army
. of 50,000 nien, and appropriated $10,000,000 for military purposes.

;
: yTaise. as, was P^ situation, there was no doubt that

vMexicoi welcomed the outbreak: of hostilities more enthusiastically than the

United States. The .majority of, literate Mexicans recognized that their

bn. p4phr, at, least,..,was. fiyeA as. the American force,

knew their
.
people, were,- eager id; ayenge past wrongs and confident of

,
.
yictpryj .onp;:;^ his';ca.yalry, equipped, only with lassos,

• couI(i:beat' the Am^ easily': They believed that Indians and
slay^Avould.rise to; join. them, as .th^ey. marched triumphahtly northward.

those h^dy dfearns,- Mexicans refused to .listen to English

: latent power of , the Uniteci' States.
,'

they-asked, why, had it failed to-:take- Canada in-''

>
18 ^ . Why.:had'.,'P^ ,,buy . California jrather than

Afnericahs,;;.they.;agfeed, were so

:

;
that ApArti.ted re^^ ,w^- 'ppssibie., Mexico did'not needv to. divide ^d;',

;
.--cohquer.;:' the,enemy.was so divided phly^conquest'was riecessary^i^^^^
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The American people, on the other hand, were of two minds on the

desirability of war. A majority in the northeastern states were opposed

some because they looked upon the struggle as a southern aggression to

win more “slave pens,” others because they feared the creation of agri-

cultural states from conquered Mexican lands when their own interests

were increasingly industrial. The Massachusetts legislature reflected the

section’s attitude when it branded the war as “hateful in its objects , , .

wanton, unjust and unconstitutional.” Those sentiments were also expressed

in the South and West, although there opposition came principally from

Whig politicians anxious to smear the Democratic Polk. One told Congress

the Mexicans should greet American troops with “bloody hands,” and

welcome them to “hospitable graves,” while Abraham Lincoln gained

momentary fame through his “Spot Resolutions” asking Polk to show the

spot where American blood was spilled on “American soil.” Wealthy

southern planters were also inclined to distrust a war which might predpi-

tate a controversy over slavery. For the most part, however, those two

sections were the principal supporters of the United States’ cause. The

extent of sectional feeling was illustrated by the fact that the densely

populated Northeast furnished only 7,930 volunteers, the expansionist

West almost 40,000 and the South 21,000. The Northeast, the nation’s

richest region, also refused to aid the war financially.

Whether the American people liked it or not, they were at war. The

first blow was struck by the Mexican commander. General Mariano Arista,

who on May 8, 1846—five days before war was ofiicially declared—threw

his army across the Rio Grande in the hope of opening the road to

Louisiana by defeating Taylor. The American commander, too canny to

be caught napping, met the invaders in two desperately fought battles at

Palo Alto and Resaca de la Palma, defeating them in both and driving

them back across the river. What Polk chose to define as American soil was

freed of the enemy. The President could turn to a long-range plan for the

defeat of Mexico.

Two objectives underlay the strategy mapped by Polk and his military

advisers. One was to win the northern Mexican provinces. On the day

war was declared he told his cabinet: “In making peace with our adversary,

we shall acquire California, New Mexico, and other further territory, as

an indemnity for this war, if we can.” He planned to secure the territories

by a joint operation; an army—large enough to conquer but small enough

not to alarm the conquered—would march westward through Santa e

into southern California where it would join a second sea-borne force in

the conquest of that province. The second objective was to end the stiugg e

quickly. For this another army would move south against Mexico ity
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where, Polk hoped, the terms of surrender would be dictated. He believed

the joint campaign would bring the war to a speedy close, an object greatly

desired partly because a lengthy contest would prey on his conscience and

lessen his popularity, partly because any prolonged war would play into

the hands of the Whigs. Both ranking generals—General Zachary Taylor

and General Winfield Scott—were members of that party, and Polk was

determined to keep either from entering the White House as a military

hero. “A peace,” said his secretary of war, “must be conquered in the short-

est space possible.”

The “Army of the West,” which was assigned the task of winning New
Mexico and southern California, was placed in the capable hands of Colonel

Stephen W. Kearny who assembled his force at Ft. Leavenworth on the

Missouri River in the spring of 1846. His was a strange assortment of

soldiers: three hundred regular dragoons, a thousand Missouri frontiers-

men, five hundred Mormon youths recruited from the camp at Council

Bluffs where Brigham Young was preparing to lead his people westward,

enough miscellaneous recruits to bring the total to 2,700 men. They set

out from Ft. Leavenworth on June 30, 1846, across the eight hundred miles

of plains and deserts that led to Santa Fe. For days they were without

adequate water or food, but the hardened plainsmen were so accustomed

to hardships they frequently outdistanced the cavalry. By August 13, when

almost within sight of Santa Fe disquieting news reached Kearny: 3,000

Mexicans lay in wait along the rim of a narrow canyon through which

they must pass.

Rather than risk a frontal attack, Kearny resorted to diplomacy. James

Magoffin, a wealthy Santa Fe trader taken along for just such an emer-

gency, was sent ahead to plead with his good friends, the New Mexican

officials, not to risk disaster by opposing the Americans. The governor of

New Mexico, Manuel Armijo, a mountain of a man whose tastes ran to

food and commerce rather than fighting, had no stomach for his task at

best3 when Magoffin appeared he was easily persuaded to flee southward
with the bulk of his defenders. Five days later Kearny’s army marched
unmolested into Santa Fe. There he issued a proclamation which openly
avowed the American intention to annex New Mexico, promised the citi-

zens a democratic form of government as a prelude to territorial organiza-

tion, and named a governor to administer the province. The liberal pro-

nouncements won over most New Mexicans so completely that a detach-
ment of troops which marched through southern New Mexico found the
people generally loyal to the United States.

Kearny could turn to the next step in his program. He divided his army
into three parts. One was left to administer New Mexico. That task
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proved difficult when a rebellion broke out in January, 1847, under the

leadership of a disgruntled Mexican official who had failed to receive the

extensive estates promised him for helping surrender the province. Not
until scaling ladders were used to drive the rebels out of the adobe church

at Taos was the uprising put down. A second small army of three hundred
Missouri volunteers under Colonel A. W. Doniphan started south to take

the Mexican city of Chihuahua. The undisciplined, tumultuous, profane

crew of frontiersmen stormed into El Paso after defeating a Mexican force

four times its size, crossed the deserts of northern Mexico, overwhelmed

the 4,000 defenders of Chihuahua, and on March 2, 1847, took formal

possession of that city of 14,000 inhabitants. Doniphan then turned his

column of self-styled “ring-tailed roarers” eastward to Parras where they

waited the army moving against Mexico City.

In the meantime the third segment of the force that took New Mexico,

three hundred dragoons under Kearny, left Santa Fe on September 25,

1 846, for California. Moving swiftly down the Rio Grande and westward

toward the Gila River, they soon met a small party of scouts led by the

famous Mountain Man, Kit Carson, bearing the welcome news that Cali-

fornia was already won. Kearny, delighted at the prospect of a peaceful

journey, sent most of his men back to Santa Fe and, pressing Kit Carson

into service as a guide, started west with only a hundred companions.

California had fallen before the assault of the United States navy and

the Bear Flaggers. The Pacific squadron which helped win victory was

cruising off the coast of Mexico when word arrived on June 7, 1846, of

the declaration of war. Its commander. Commodore John D. Sloat, acting

under instructions dated a year earlier, sailed at once to Monterey which

was occupied without much resistance on July 7. A few days later San

Francisco was taken and California formally annexed to the United States.

Word was hurried north to the Bear Flaggers who were only too glad

to join in the conquest. Captain Fremont, with 150 mounted men, started

south at once to join Commodore Robert F. Stockton, who had replaced

the less-aggressive Commodore Sloat, at San Francisco. During the next

few weeks the two officers commanded the bloodless occupation of northern

California, while the Mexican General Jose Castro, knowing his cause was

lost, fled southward.

The conquest of southern California proved almost as easy. Fremont

and his “California company of mounted riflemen” were sent to San Diego

by sea to cut off the retreating remnants of the Mexican army while

Stockton followed more slowly along the coast. General Castro, caught

between the two forces, elected to fight just south of Los Angeles. There

he met a “gallant sailor army” which was landed by Commodore Stockton
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at San Pedro and marched overland to the enemy’s position. Before the

Americans reached the battle ground the ill-trained Mexicans broke ranks

to retreat pellmell toward the border. On August 13, 1846, Fremont and

Stockton entered Los Angeles where, four days later, the commodore

formally annexed California to the United States with Fremont as its

military governor.

The province proved easier to take than to hold. No sooner had the two

commanders started north than Californians at Los Angeles rose in rebel-

lion against the harsh military rule of subordinates left to control the dty.

By September, 1846, all southern California was in the hands of the rebels

who could field an army of two hundred ill-equipped troops. Once more

Stockton and Fremont hurried south, with Stockton going first and Fre-

mont following more slowly by land. The naval force which landed at

San Diego found itself so outclassed by the insurgents that only the timely

arrival of Colonel Kearny from New Mexico saved the day. After fighting

his way into San Diego by defeating the revolutionists at nearby San

Pasqual, Kearny joined Stockton in a successful attack on Los Angeles

where they waited the coming of Fremont. The rebels were waiting too, but

with less heart, for their ammunition was nearly exhausted and their anti-

quated firearms beyond repair. When the blustering army officer appeared

with an unruly following of four hundred Bear Flaggers, Mountain Men,

and Indians they decided surrender was safer than battle. By mid-January,

1847, the counter-rebellion was over. A month later orders from Washing-

ton installed Kearny as governor of the new territory.

The conquest of California and New Mexico gave the United States

Mexico’s northern provinces only six months after war was declared. There

remained the task of “conquering the peace” by inflicting such a decisive

defeat that possession could be permanent. The task fell to General

Zachary Taylor, whose army was poised on the banks of the Rio Grande
ready to begin the decisive march on Mexico City. After spending several

months whipping his raw recruits into shape, Taylor launched the invasion

on August 19, 1846, with the city of Monterrey as his first objective. The
town of Matamoros, just south of the river, fell without serious resistance,

and Monterrey followed after three days of desperate fighting (Septem-

ber 21-23, 1846). There the Americans paused for eight weeks before ad-

vancing to Buena Vista where they were joined by a smaller force of Texas
volunteers under General John E. Wool who had captured Mondova
and Parras as they marched south. The combined armies settled down to

wait the arrival of the 15,000 Mexicans General Santa Anna was leading
northward. The expected attack came on February 22, 1847, when the
Mexican force was hurled against the strong American position. For two
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abusive messages the President was finally forced- to.: intei'c^^^

letter from Trist which was “arrogant, impudent, arid^ery ihsuiting to the
government, and even personaUy offensive,’^Polk; on .October 6,: 184^
ordered the recall of his representative.

By the time news of the dismissaf reached Mexico- the situation

changed. Trist and Scott, having patched up their differences, were brisom’

companions. Moreover Mexico City was in Airiericari, hands
j General

Santa Anna had abdicated as president, and all was in confurioni Scott ih.

particular feared that unless peace were concluded at oncei Mexico ;wbuld

be plunged into such anarchy that more fighting would be Required.: Hi^;

arguments caused Trist to violate instructions and proceed with the peace

treaty. Meeting with representatives of a provisional government
,at the

nearby city of Guadalupe Hidalgo, the American riegotiator laid down his

terms as an ultimatum: the United States wanted the Rib Graiide bouri^ry

for Texas, and all New Mexico and California} in return it would pay

Mexico $15,000,000 and assume claims against the government amounting

to $3,250,000. Those were the provisions embodied in the Treaty of

Guadalupe Hidalgo which was signed bn February 2, 1848.
. V

:

'

Mexico’s one stroke of good fortune during the whble e3q)loitiye..war

was Tfist’s refusal to resign. The terms he dictated were, those acceptable

to the United States at the beginning of the contest} in the year and a half

that followed opinion in the United States changed radically. The,'

e

with which Ameiican armies won victories apparently demonstrated some-

thing long suspected: the Mexicans were a misgoverned, nusdirected people

entirely unfit to develop the rich country where theydived. Hence the

manifest destiny of, the United States was clearly to anhexaill Mexico,’ that

its downtrodden peons might have the advantage of democracy ;'arid

enlightened rule! The demand gained weight with each passing month of:

the war. The New York Evening Post spoke for multitudes’ svhen it in-,

sisted Polk should never ^‘resign this beautiful country to the;c^

of the ignorant cowards and profligate ruffians who have ruled it for the

last twenty-five years.” So did the Washiri^pn ;C/«/o« when it .suddenly

discovered Mexico was “a paradise blessed wi^ eyery; variety: of cliriiat^^

every capacity of soil, and almost every ,species ,bf fruit and' flpweyon the

face of the earthv”
‘

As popular sentiment for the acquisition of all Mexicci garnet stfen^h,

politicians leaped upon thie b^d wagon. One New ?York senator toasted

an American Union “embracing the whole of the,;Noith; Ariiericah con-

tinent,” and at least two of Polk’s .cabinet members---^Rbi^ri, Jr,

Mississippi and James Buchanan of P,ennsylyania-~-ppehly |^'’bred. te

all Mexico. Their influence on, ,the President wras: such ;l|iat h^
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drawn gracefully the new commissioner would probably have insisted on

complete annexation. Once the treaty was drafted, however, Polk did not

dare repudiate his agent. Reluctantly, he submitted the document to the

Senate for ratification, despite the "exceptional conduct of Mr, Trist.”

After a few minor amendments the peace party carried the day over the

total-annexationists; on March 10, 1848, the treaty was accepted by a vote

of thirty-eight to fourteen. Thus was the peace confirmed which had been

“negotiated by an unauthorized agent, with an unacknowledged govern-

ment, submitted by an accidental President to a dissatisfied Senate.”

The expansionists who professed disappointment at the failure to take

all Mexico could take solace as they surveyed the history of the years be-

tween 1 845 and 1 848. The territorial gains of that brief period were enough

to satisfy all but the most rabid advocates of manifest destiny. The United

States, by acquiring Texas, Oregon, the Southwest, and California, added

1,200,000 square miles to its domains, virtually doubled its territory, and

extended its boundaries to the Pacific. Only one more step was needed to

complete the nation’s expansion. The southern border established by the

Mexican Treaty—along the Gila and Colorado rivers—was found unsatis-

factory when transcontinental railroad routes were surveyed during the

r 850’s. To provide a right-of-way south of the Gila, the United States

minister at Mexico City, James Gadsden, in December, 1853, arranged to

buy an additional triangle of land for $i0,000,000. The Gadsden Purchase

gave the nation the continental boundaries of today.

The expansionist spree was not to pass without a sobering aftermath.

For two decades before the Mexican War the spectre of sectional conflict

increasingly haunted the United States as North and South drifted apart

over the slavery issue; now the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo brought the

American people face to face with the whole terrifying question. What
should happen to the lands acquired from Mexico? Should they be thrown

open to slavery, or should Congress ban the southern institution there?

Should they be divided into slave states to bolster the waning political

strength of the South, or made into free states to increase the North’s

congressional supremacy? Four years of bitter debate, four years of frayed
nerves and flaring tempers that brought the nation close to war, were
needed before those pressing queries were temporarily answered.
The controversy was touched off by David Wilmot, a Pennsylvania

Democrat who sat in the House of Representatives. Casting about for
some means to re^in local popularity lost by supporting his party’s low
tariff measures, Wilmot decided an appeal to his constituents’ antislavery
sentiments would be most effective. An appropriation bill before the House
soon after war began gave him his opportunity. Rising to the occasion in
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August, 1846, -he moyed a proviso that skyery be- forever birred

lands obtained froin Mexico. The Wilrnot.Troyisq ended one; era in

history of the United States. Gone was the day when cautious politicians

could keep the slavery issue below the surface in their anxiety to preset
the- Union and national parties. Southern Whigs and Democrats/combihed
to denounce the Proviso as a gross invasion of sacred rights, while'nbfffi^

erners of both parties united in its praise. Froni . Congress, the '

^giiment

spread to the state legislatures, to street corners where angry men shotted

insults or exchanged blows, to country stores where , cracker-b^fel an-

tagonists pleaded for their sections, to farm gatherings, and to the'teemih^

streets of cities. Everywhere men argued the merits of slavery withk
conviction that boded ill for continued national harmony. .

From the welter of words emerged a half-doxen solutions, to the, problem

propounded by WilmoPs proviso. Extreme northerners, insisted Congress

could and should bar slavery from the western territories. They maintamed.

the legislatirre’s constitutional power was adequate, for the
,

Constitution

authorized it to “make all needful rules and regulations respecting; the

territory or other property belonging to the United States.” Moreover,

they said, Congress was prohibited from placing more Negroes; in bondage

—and this would be the result of opening more land to slayery-^by' the

Fifth Amendment forbidding the United States to depriye any person; of

his liberty without due process of law. Southern fire-eaters, on the .bdief

hand, held the government had no power to ban slavery in the.We^t.The

territories, they insisted, belonged not to the United States but to the states

united} Congress simply administered each territory for its real dwnersr-::;

the states—as an attorney might administer property for a glP^P.

ners. Hence the final decision on the use of any territory resteci yith the;

states. If Mississippi decided its citizens could take their slave,property,

into New Mexico, Congress had no legal right to interfere. Those. Were,

the extreme parties in the sectional debate, one demanding congressional

action, the other insisting the legislature,had no right tp art. • ^
Moderates on both sides of Mason and Dixon’s .fine, seekirig a. solutiob

that would avoid the dangerous constitutional issue, eyolyeid qther ,
an^yqrs.

Southerners of this ilk favored extending the Missouri-iComprpinise fi^^

of 36°30' to the Pacific, realizing
.
this would give thern most jol ihe

plundered
,

Mexican lands for. slavery. Northerners countered by indsfing:

international law settle .the issue
.}„
under accepted doctrine the, region, s^curcd^

from; Mexico, haying been, free under. its.’ former owner, yould remain free.

• until Congress acted specifically, to alloW;,slavefy . there,.,- Gtfier.sincere com-

promisers} North and; South,, proposed throwing, tfie w^^

f the'rkp. iof the Suprehie, Court- with -t nation nledeed. to accept any, qeci-
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or . favored /^squatter sovereignty” to decide .whetHen sIayes},could

-
,

- .!,takeri'ihto New Mexico and^ Gaiifprriia. Proponents ;.of the'latter;.:yiew/came7

' ' vlargeiy-frpm the- western border states, for that naethodr-^^ldwing: setters'
;,f:

. ./inve'ach territpry to decide whether they wanted slavery or -freedpm-rrap-
;

'

pealed to the democratic instincts of the frontier. ,

'

fThe - sharp" division of opinion fed the flames of cqntfoyersy..but,-pfe-v .'

'

,"cludei any settlement before the election of 1848 offered ah ^bpportunffy

,

to ;test popular opinion. As usual in such a period of crisis,
,

hovvever,.,the

-

people-, were not giyen a chance to express themselvesj leaders, of both..

" parties: were so anxious to keep northern and southern wings .pnited .they:- -

i;; 'declined to meet the issue squarely. The Whigs, whose principal ;.strength ,

i'; - .was in the North, nominated General Zachary Taylor, a Louisiana slave-
.

holder, and went before the country without a platform. The. Dempcraits,

;; ;
.vyho looked to the South for support, chose a colorless northerner; from:; ,

i''; .Michigan, Lewis Cass, and in their platform avoided all mention of the;,

i.-t'ipnh:problem absorbing national attention. Only a minor party, the. Free-,; ;

'\;.> ,S6il Party, took a definite stand in the election. Its members—abolitionistsj;

'

.iiprthern Whigs, and Barnburning Democrats (so-called by enemies who
,

accused thena. of being as anxious for reform as the Dutch farmer who -

'.;y .butned:down his barn to rid it of rats)—nominated Martin Van Buren and.,'-:

went ,-before, the nation with a platform pledge of “Free soil, free speech,

free labor and free men” designed to appeal especially to the homestead-

joying, ..slayery-hating West. Van Buren failed to win any electoral votes,
. ,

but jiis. Democratic followers in New York supported him so enthusiastically /

\:'.
. the state'-.went Whig, and with it the nation. The result W'as no mandate on

.

•.•r . slayeryj/^ss. carried eight free and seven slave states, Taylor seven free

states;'and eight slave.

yy. ;Zachaiy;:Taylor entered the White House in the spring of 1849 with.,

,y;-'.few;. commitments and fewer ideas. He was a simple soldier, distrustful

y.; Yf p.blitidans -and, inclined to view the slavery controversy as a teapot.;

. iy.tempest: that, could b be quieted by compromise. If Congress had beeii V

yu ablyto;pass;;ahy rniddle-of-the-road measure he would gladly haye affixed.

his' signature, but Congress wrangled instead, and while the argument went'

.

y ,

Atby situadpn changed abruptly. Overnight the question of slavery- in they
:;.y-- SQUth^.est ’W^difted from the- realm of the academic to the point where';';..;

.Vas':imperative.
'*

-r

Jy: ;yWY°^?tmen w^ flakes of dull yellow metal in a mill 'race they ' -y

'( vy Ybfdconstructing oh, the lands ' of John A. Sutter were responsible.. By
.
mid- . . .;;

•yryM^tch ;bf -: 1 848" the 'exciting news was out, despite Sutter’s efforts- to. Mepy.- ,

^Vyj.^®.4hd;a:secret,-and-by nii deserted as the hatidn’Sy ;:

i rush Began. .The -East learned, of the .discovery in -.Septembefy .'y
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1848, when alarmed reports arrived from Thomas O. Larkin, the consul

at Monterey, accompanied by a little box of dust and nuggets from the

territorial governor. The dispatches told an exciting story—of neglected

shops and abandoned farms throughout California, of shiftless loafers

washing out $50 worth of gold a day with nothing but a shovel and dishpan,

of fabulous strike following fabulous strike, of the fortunes awaiting all

who cared to pan the American River or the other streams that flowed

westward from the Sierra Nevadas into the Sacramento Valley. When
President Polk incorporated the reports in his December, 1848, message

to Congress the whole country—the whole world—went mad. The rush

to California was on.

Within a month sixty-one crowded ships were on their way around South

America, many of them leaky tubs rescued from well-earned retirement

to exact the scandalous fees fortune seekers willingly paid for passage to

the “diggings.” Those who could not afford the outrageous rates spent the

winter gathering equipment for the overland journey. By the middle of

May, 1849, 5,000 wagons were plodding westward along the California

Trail} two weeks later an observer reported that 12,000 wagons had crossed

the Missouri River and that 40,000 men were bound for the distant El

Dorado. Others made their way to Santa Fe, using the old trail or follow-

ing the Arkansas River west from Ft. Smith, then struck out along Colonel

Kearny’s Gila River route or the Old Spanish Trail to the coast. Over

those tortuous paths gold hunters poured by the tens of thousand that

summer, as all America chanted:

Oh Susanna, don’t you cry for me,

I’m off to California with my washbowl on my knee.

Suffering was intense among the ill-trained emigrants who knew nothing

of plains travel save the little they learned from equally ignorant guide-

book writers or newspaper editors. On the heavily traveled trails across the

Plains the cholera that lurked in every muddy waterhole took a toll of

5,000 lives} those who wandered from the popular paths frequently suc-

cumbed to starvation or Indian attack. In the Rocky Mountains more fell

prey to dysentery or mountain fever as they struggled upward over steep

trails with worn draft animals and overloaded wagons. Beyond South Pass

lay the dust and heat of alkali deserts, where the infrequent water holes

were often poisonous and the rare clumps of pasturage usually exhausted

within a few weeks. By the autumn of 1849 skeletons of dead horses and

cattle lined the side of the road for hundreds of miles, while unmarke

graves of humans were appallingly numerous. Yet the worst trials lay ahea
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where the steep, barren slopes of the Sierra Nevadas reared skyward across

the path of the Forty-Niners. Weary immigrants often abandoned their

wagons or ate their starving pack animals, as they sought strength to sur-

mount the barrier. Others died like flies in snow-choked passes or, if they

sought a route around the southern tip of the mountains, wandered into

the dread Death Valley—a region of “dreadful sands and shadows . . . salt

columns, bitter lakes, and wild, dready, sunken desolation.” These who

survived to reach the gold fields were indeed well tested.

They needed their stamina in the roaring frontier communities that

sprang up around the “diggings.” In those ramshackle mining camps

—

appropriately labeled Poker Flat, Hangtown, Whiskey Bar, Placerville,

Hell’s Delight, Git-up-and-git, Skunk Gulch, Dry Diggings, Red Dog,

Grub Gulch, and the like—where rooms rented for $i,000 a month and

eggs cost $10 a dozen, were assembled the most colorful desperadoes ever

gathered in one spot. Mingling together were Missouri farmers, Yankee

sailors, Georgia crackers, English shopkeepers, French peasants, Australian

sheepherders, Mexican peons, “heathen Chinee,” and a liberal sprinkling of

“assassins manufactured in Hell,” all drawn to California by the magnet of

gold. There fortunes were made in a day of grubbing and lost in a night

of faro or red dogj there outlaws and women of easy virtue rubbed shoul-

ders with ministers and sober farmers. A hundred thousand people lived in

California by the end of 1849, "^ost of them respectable souls who wanted

a better means of keeping order than the vigilance committees they set up

themselves.

That was the situation which forced Congress to end its academic debate

over slavery and come to grips with the problem. Some government must

be provided before complete chaos reigned in California. President Zachary

Taylor, gruff old militarist that he was, saw this and decided to act. His

solution was to urge Californians to draw up a constitution and apply for

admission as a state directly, thus dodging the question of congressional

power over territories. A hint was all they needed
j
on August i, 1849, a

popular election named members of a constitutional convention which met
in a Monterey schoolhouse in September, worked for six weeks, and
emerged with an acceptable frame of government. A controversial clause

barring slavery from the state was accepted unanimously and without de-

bate. The document was overwhelmingly ratified by the people in mid-

November, a governor and legislature chosen, and California was a state in

everything but name. Congress must decide whether to accept the new
commonwealth or face the wrath of Californians.

The question was placed squarely before the session which assembled
in December, 1849, when a blunt message from President Taylor recom-
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mended, that the new state be admitted'and thatiNew Mexico and UtiK be-

organized as territories without reference to slavery. .Congressional

were too frayed by years of argument to accept the pfbppsais' docilel^^^^^^

Southerners, horrified at the prospect of a free ..Ca,lifornia ^upsetting%e
Senate balance between slave and free states, rose as a man t.to dehoi^^

Taylor’s solution. John C. Cdhoun, the grand old, statesmah of .the section,

led the attack
j ‘‘I trust,” he told his colleagues,, “we shall ipersist in; oiir

resistance until the restoration of all our rights, or d:isunion,’,ohe-;or the

other, is the consequence. We have borne the wrongs and insults^ of the;

North long enough,” As northern extremists, answered .in equally : fiery

words, disunion seemed near. Never had the nation faced such- grave, peril;

Fortunately there were those in Congress who placed national interest

above section passion. They knew the heated debate was useless 5. C^iforhia

was already free and no amount of argument could make the high plateaus

or sandy deserts of New Mexico and Utah suitable to slavery. Surely there;

must be some basis for compromise among the many- problems, fevolving

around slavery then plaguing the nation. That, was the hope of two men

in particular, Henry Clay of Kentucky and Stephen A. Douglas of .lUihois^

both senators from border states that would sufferrgreariy. in/firiyrivii

conflict. Together the strangely assorted, pair-r-one a venerable :Whig,, the-

other a young Democrat—pieced together, a legislative.,program designed

to preserve the Union they both loved. California, they proposed, should

be admitted as a free state. The remaining Mexican lands wbuici:be d-iyided.

into the territories of New Mexico and Utah withoutmention of. slavery,

but with the understanding that the Supreme Court ;settle. any disputes

over the question during the territorial period and that the: settlefsThem-

selves decide whether they should, become slave or free states. The. sfave

trade, they suggested, should be abolished in the District of Columbia but

slavery be continued there. The Fugitiye Slave Act.should be strengthened

Texas must surrender its claim to a western bouiidary at the Rio ‘.Grande

in favor of New Mexico, but in return the United States would assume the

$10,000,000 debt acquired during the period pf;;TexaAihdepen^ence,,,;;^^^,^^^^*

The introduction of those propcisals-by. Clay and Douglas lamiched ,thp

most superb debate in the Sehate?s history'. Clay
,
opened ,the contest

;

on

February 5, 1850, with a brilliant ^.two-day, speech/ that re^Ued;.“Y^^^^

Harry of the West” to his enthralled; list.ehers;: From the North he asked

acceptance of the substance of the'Wilmot Proviso witho.ut cieiumd^ the

principle
j
“You have got what :1s worth, more: than ;,a thousand,

Provisos,” he . told, his northerh:.cplleagues. “Ypu have, nature on youp si e

-^facts upon your ; side--and this truth, staring, you :i.n .jhe face that thot^.

no -slavery -in .those territories.’Tl^i'om ,the . South he .
sought .a promise p
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peace, reminding southerners of the benefits derived from the Union and

> warning them peaceful secession was impossible. His stirring woi’ds were

echoed by Douglas and other moderates who saw compromise as the only

means of avoiding a costly war.

The extremists refused to listen. John C. Calhoun, so old and weak his

speeck was read for him, warned that the South would accept nothing less

than all the Mexican territories and a constitutional amendment protecting

its institutions from the aggressions of the majority North. William H.

Seward and Salmon P. Chase, speaking for extreme northerners, denounced

Clay’s program in equally harsh terms as “radically wrong and essentially

vidous.” Congress, Seward said, might be willing to open the territories

to slavery, “but there is a higher Jaw than the Constitution,” the law of

God, which was broken by “all measures which fortify slavery or extend

it.” To those men, as to Calhoun, there could be no compromise.

Theirs was not the final word. This was spoken by a moderate northerner,

Daniel Webster of Massachusetts, whose magnificent “Seventh of March”

speech did much to shape congressional sentiment. “I speak to-day for the

preservation of the Union,” were his impressive opening words. “Hear

me for my cause.” They listened spellbound, the hundreds who crowded

the benches and galleries of the Senate chamber, as his tired voice gained

the strength of conviction. Northerners, he pleaded, should not attempt “to

reaffirm an ordinance of nature, nor to reenact the will of God” by forbid-

ding slaves in a region where none could exist5 southerners should give

up the dream of peaceful secession and escape from the “caverns of dark-

ness” into the “fresh air of liberty and union.” His stirring words, resound-

ing throughout the nation, stirred up a ground swell of sentiment for com-

promise. “Union Meetings” were held in northern city after northern city,

while in the South a convention that assembled at Nashville to talk seces-

sion adjourned after passing a few harmless resolutions. Clearly the ma-

jority preferred Clay’s compromise to civil war.

This sentiment gained a champion in the White House when the death

of President Taylor on July 9, 1850, elevated Millard Fillmore to the

presidency. Taylor was a blunt old soldier whose bull-headed opposition

to Clay’s measures reflected the attitude of Seward whom he followed}

Fillmore was a weak-kneed second-rater to whom compromise was second

nature. His pressure upon congressmen, coinciding with growing popular
support, convinced Clay and Douglas the time was ripe for a vote. One by
one the bills were taken up and passed during the early weeks of Sep-

tember, to form the Compromise of 1850. California entered the Union as

a free state, Utah and New Mexico were organized as territories with the
understanding they become states with or without slavery as their constitu-
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tions dictated, the Texan boundary was placed at the 103rd meridian and

the; state’s debt assumed by, the United States, slavery was continued in the

District of Columbia but the slave trade was abolished therej and a more
,

stringent fugitive slave law was placed on the statute books. : :

.When Millard Fillmore fixed his signature to the Comproinise of 1850

he rolled back the clouds of war. Frantic efforts by Union-loving statesmen

such as Clay and Webster temporarily dissolved the crisis created by mani-

fest destiny. But the day of compromise was drawing to a close as an older;

generation passed from the scene and younger fire-eaters, bred in an atmos-

phere of conflict, assumed control of Congress. Those wefe the men who

must meet the new crises created by the advancing frontier, and their failure

led the nation straight along the road to civil conflict.



CHAPTER XXIX

The West and Slavery

1850-1860

the decade of the 1850’s brought the slavery controversy to the bloody

climax of civil war. Every step taken during that fateful ten-year period

—

every political contest, every election, every congressional debate, every

economic gain—carried the nation closer to the irrepressible conflict. For

no compromise, such as the crazy-quilt fabric pieced together by Clay and

Douglas in 1850, could do more than delay the separation of North and

South. The economic and emotional gulf between the sections was so great

. that every minor irritant was magnified into a major difference by inflaxned

partisans, on both sides of Mason and Dixon’s line. So long as disputes arose

the sections could know no peace, and so long as the frontier moved west-

ward disputes must arise. Each advance of settlement reopened the sore

' question, of slavery’s status in, the territories, until the nation’s nerves were

,
so frayed that war seemed a necessary balm.

A casual observer during the years just after the Compromise of 1850

was adopted would have noticed few surface indications of the widening

sectional breach. Some southerners grumbled over the loss of California

.to free staters,, some. northerners, harangued against the inhumanity of the

fugitive slave, act, but the majori^ accepted the compromise as a heaven-
- ' sent ..Messing which would settle, die slavery issue, for all time. National

. : .
satisfaction was strengthened • by the industrial boom launched by Cali-

."; .-fornia’s'gqldy the. prosperous people wanted nothing to interfere with the

money-making, In most southern Sections held, during

^iumphed decisively .over secession-minded radicals,

' r.although iri South Carolina; and Mississippi the contest-: was close. In ,the

"^’orth^ tpov abolitionists lost popularity.Thrpughput the country a grateful.

‘>
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people, worn by four years of controversy, returned thankfully to normal

pursuits.

Beneath the surface calm, however, were indications of the brewing

storm- The presidential election of 1852 provided the first warnings for

those wise enough to see. Apparently both major parties followed their

usual practices
j
the Democrats nominated a mediocre northerner, Franklin

Pierce of New Hampshire, whose principal political virtues were a hand-

some face, a winning smile, and a well-publicized letter unequivocally en-

dorsing the Compromise of 18505 the Whigs selected another military

hero. General Winfield Scott of Mexican War fame, whose views of public

issues were as obscure as his mental processes. The uninspired candidates

devoted a spiritless campaign to praising the Compromise and swearing

undying enmity to sectional discord. Only the Free-Soilers recognized that

the slavery issue was dormant rather than dead, but their demands for

congressional exclusion of bonded labor from the territories aroused little

interest among a people who believed the western problem solved for ail

time.

To those who viewed the lackadaisical campaign as a sign of harmony the

results came as a shock. The Democrats won a sweeping victory for their

latest nonentity, losing only Massachusetts, Vermont, Kentucky, and Ten-

nessee. The impressive triumph was made possible by two significant shifts

within the ranks of the opposing parties. One was such a wholesale exodus

of Barnburning Democrats from the Free-Soilers that the party’s popular

vote fell off by half as compared to 1 848—an encouraging sign to those

seeking sectional peace. The other and more important development was a

movement of southern planters out of the Whig and into the Democratic

Party. Wealthy cotton kings took that step partly because they could not

reconcile their states’ rights views with General Scott’s military nationalism,
^

partly because the growing conservatism of the Democrats appealed to them

as men of property. The deflection of its whole southern wing seriously

weakened the Whig Party at a time when national organizations were

needed to bind the country together.

Before the year was out the Whigs suffered another telling blow in the

deaths of Henry Clay and Daniel Webster. Those two grand old statesmen

had held the party together through their personal influence} now younger

leaders whose traditions were sectional rather than national assumed con-

trol. The result was complete disintegration. Some northern Whigs who

had long seethed against a political alliance with slaveholders, began call-

ing themselves “Conscience Whigs” and talking much as the Free-Soilers

talked in 1848. Their leaders were men of the stamp of Charles Sumner

of Massachusetts, William H. Seward of New York, and Abraham Lincoln
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of Illinois. Others in the North, organized as “Cotton Whigs,” tried to

carry on the tradition of compromise laid down by Clay and Webster.’The

remnants of the party in the South, the “Southern Whigs,” had nothing

to do with either faction. One political link was irreparably broken.

Although the shifting political allegiances apparently benefited the

Democrats, the party was actually left weaker in everything but numerical

strength. Its members had for some time been divided into northern and

southern wings which were so evenly balanced that neither could dominate

the other. With the migration of great planters into Democratic ranks, the

southern faction gained enough strength to dictate the party’s national

strategy in the interests of the South. This was dangerous. For a time

southerners might register some gains, but if they pressed their cause too

vigorously northern Democrats would surely reach a point of rebellion.

Then the last political bond uniting the sections would be severed. The

history of the next half-dozen years amply demonstrated the reality of the

peril, for the continued demands of southern Democrats finally led the

nation into war.

The one thing the South wanted above all else was more land for slavery..

Some they hoped to obtain beyond the borders of the United States
j
their

attempts to secure Cuba, Nicaragua, and other bordering territories black

ened the pages of American diplomacy during the periods of Democratic

control in the 1850’s. More would have to be secured within the country,

and the Democrats’ drive to obtain this touched off the sectional conflict.

Northerners believed the status of slavery in the West settled for all time.

The Missouri Compromise decreed that all lands east of the Rockies and

north of the line of 36°3o' should become free territories, all south of the

line slave. The Compromise of 1850 cared for the matter in the domains

taken from Mexico. That division, which satisfied all but the most extreme

northerners, was far from acceptable to the South. Slavery was a dynamic

institution which must expand to endure. This realization kept southern

Democrats constantly alert for a chance to open more territory to their

peculiar institution. Their opportunity came in January, 1854, when the

Kansas-Nebraska Bill was laid before Congress.

The act’s sponsor was the idol of the northern Democrats, Senator

Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois, whose faithful followers fondly dubbed him
the “Little Giant” or the “Steam Engine in Britches.” He proposed that

the unorganized area of the Great Plains be divided into the two terri-

tories of Kansas and Nebraska, the boundaries of Kansas to be those of

today extended to the Rockies, those of Nebraska to include all the region
north to the 49th parallel. Both would be opened to slavery during the
early territorial stages, but eventually the people of each would decide by
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popular vote whether they wanted the institution—a device Douglas called

“Popular Sovereignty.” He recognized that slavery could not legally exist

in the area north of 36° 30' so long as the Missouri Compromise remained

on the statute books
j
hence the Kansas-Nebraska Act formally repealed

the venerable ordinance, declaring instead that the true intent of Congress

V'lS “not to legislate slavery into any Territory or State, nor to exclude it

tiierefrom, but to leave the people thereof perfectly free to . . . regulate

their domestic institutions in their own way.” That was the measure pushed

through Congress on May 25, 1854, by a smoothly functioning Democratic

machine.

Why did Douglas, a northerner, sponsor such a harmony-shattering bill?

The answer can be found both in his own idealism and in the more sordid

world of practical business and politics. Living as he did in a new land, the

Illinois senator was a fervent believer in the frontier democracy that was

entrenched there. Genuinely convinced that people should solve their own

problems on the local level, he viewed popular sovereignty as a natural

means of settling the slavery controversy according to the dictates of the

majorities most concerned. In this his fellow-westerners agreed with himj

from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific coast the Kansas Nebraska Act

was hailed not as a disruptive measure or a triumph for the slave interests,

but as an equitable means of allowing the territories to care for their own

affairs. Douglas, and all the West, viewed his bill simply as a device to

allow the self-rule that was the God-given right of all pioneers.

The more sordid world of practical politics also suggested the idea to

him. Its medium was Douglas’ good friend and fellow-Democrat, Senator

David R. Atchison of Missouri. Atchison faced a bitter fight with his most

formidable opponent, former Senator Thomas Hart Benton, to retain his
^

seat in the 1854 election. The latter, casting about for some campaign issue

particularly appealing to Missouri Democrats, had hit upon the idea of

promising to open all lands lying to the west of the state to settlers. Atchi-

son realized that this appeal would be effective unless he devised an even

more attractive program. By the autumn of 1853 answer: he

would, he told his constituents, not only press for the organization of the

western territories but insist that they be opened to slavery on the basis of

popular sovereignty. In November, 1853, he persuaded Douglas to intro-

duce such a bill in his capacity as chairman of the Senate Committee on

Territories.

Douglas was delighted to do so, for the organization of the region

fitted in well with his own ambitions. Both as a politician and an owner

of extensive Illinois real estate holdings, he was interested in the route of

dhie transcontinental railroad then under discussion. Army surveys in 1853
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•h^findicated that, two routes, were espedaily feasible, one .through South

JRassi to connect San Francisco with either ^t. Louis or Chicago,, the other

.

uniting New, .drl^ns ,and Lbs. Angeles. Southerners were determined . on

the latter route and could rationalize their prejudices witii sound reasons;

they argued that a southern road would rvm through organized territory,

.that .loc^ traffic from settled areas along t-he way would , reduce through

transportation costs, and that easy contours would facilitate construction.

Douglas, together with other northerners, was equally set on a railroad

with an eastern terminus at Chicago. If ho could persuade Congress to

select the central route he would win the eternal gratitude of northerners

and his own Illinois constituents, as well a? improving himself , financially

Ly advancing the price of his extensive Chicago real estate holdings; The

line could never be built, however, so long as the Louisiana Purchase was

Tohorganized. Senator Attinson’s proposed Wyor/d ^

iowa‘ would answer the principal southern argument against the central

route.;

. ; As Douglas.mulled over the suggestion, however, he realized a bill to

erect one territory there would never do. The first pioneers into the region

would come from Missouri and Arkansas jrather than thinly settled Iowa

or distant Illinois, and would locate the territorial capital in the- southern

portion. A Pacific railroad through that city would emerge at St. Louis

rather than Chicago, doing nothing for Pouglas’ political ambitions or

financial hopes. The only answer was two territories rather than one, allow-

ing the road to pass through the capital of the northern territory directly

west ,of Chicago. That was in Douglas’ mind when he recommended the

organization of both Kansas and Nebraska on the basis of popular

.sovereignty.-;

' No sooner was the bill framed than the Illinois senator realized he had

arranged a masterful political cou'p. Kansas, he saw, would doubtless be

won for slavery by immigrants from adjacent Missouri, while Nebraska,

lying west; of Iowa, would, become a free territory. Thus both North and

South would, gain. The South would; secure a new slave state and repeal

of the Missouri Compromise. In return the section would give up hopes of

a: .southern railroad, awarding the North that coveted concession together

with, an, additional free state, . Douglas believed a grateful people would

hail Him as the. Hero who solved -the problem of sectionalism, save.d the

IJnion, and provided an orderly, means of settling the slavery controversy

for ail time to come. The presidency, surely, would be the
.
only fitting

'rewairi fop such -a. service.

.

, ,

.

r His; errorr-rnatural^ practicaLpolitidan—was the failure to. under-

standthe, deep emotional conyictioh.motivating,both sections; To a major-
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ity of Americans the real issue was not a Pacific railroad or a territory of

Kansas, but “Southern Rights” versus “Northern Freedom.” That alone

accounted for the national reaction when news of the Kansas-Nebraska

Act was flashed through the land. The South was overjoyed
5 Democratic

politicians had won the thing southerners most wanted: more land for

slavery. But the southern joy was more than matched by northern anger.

The Missouri Compromise—a measure as inviolate as the Constitution-

had been repealed by the hated slaveholders! “A violation of a sacred

pledge,” “a criminal betrayal of precious rights,” “an enormous crime”

—

those were the epithets hurled by outraged northerners. Douglas, who had

expected the worshipful thanks of his countrymen, found himself so un-

popular in the North that he could, as he expressed it, travel from Boston

to Chicago by the light of his burning effigies. Once more emotionalism

ruled the United States, and this time there was no Henry Clay to lead

the nation back to sanity.

The first result was a new shifting of party lines. The Democrats suf-

fered least, despite the loss of some northerners who angrily withdrew

from the party to take the name of Anti-Nebraska Democrats. The ma-

jority, however, even in the North, clung to the hope the Kansas-Nebraska

Act would, as Douglas prophesied, reduce slavery from a national issue to

a local problem. So long as they could follow Douglas and convince them-

selves they were pursuing a compromising course they were willing to stay

in the party. The Whigs, who had been vainly trying to patch up their

differences since 1852, were less fortunate. Southern Whigs, convinced the

Democrats truly represented southern interests, abandoned their dying

organization in droves, while Northern Whigs, left without a party, drifted

into one or the other of the two new parties the Kansas-Nebraska Act

helped create.

One, the American Party, had been gaining strength for some years be-

fore Douglas’ measure brought an unexpected influx of members. Its

objectives—to drive Papists and foreigners from the land—were no more

truly American than the elaborate secret ritual which pledged its adherents

to vote only for native-born Protestants. Yet the Know-Nothings (so

named because they parried all queries about their order by saying “I know

nothing about it”) increased in power rapidly after 1850 when the Com-

promise, by apparently settling the slavery issue, allowed bigots to turn

their invective against Popery and the foreign-born. The parade into the

party’s ranks assumed mass proportions after passage of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act, for the order’s stress on unity and nationalism indicated that

it would rise above any sectional strife. The American Party carried six

States in 1854 and 1 855, and almost captured seven more, largely in New
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England and the bprder states.. Fortunately its menibers split oveTslayeiy:
'

before the election of 1856, or. the United States ;
might haye ,

enthroned:

intolerance in the .White House. • y'r'' .-r
^

/The second party to emerge from, the political chaos created, by
,

the

Kansas-Nebraska Act originated in the Middle West where indignation ,was .

.

particularly high. At a dozen places in the upper MississippiWaller grum-

bling farmers met simultaneously to talk of the need for a new antisUveryr,

party that could combat the latest aggression of the slavocracy. Ohe of the

gatherings, held at Jackson, Michigan, on July 6, 1854?
l^lf upon the ;

liappy device of reviving the name of Jefferson’s old party and suggested /

they call themselves Republicans. The idea took hold at oncej in, com-
;

muriity after community former Free-Soilers, Anti-Nebraska Democrats,

and Conscience Whigs flocked together to form local units of the Re-

publican Party, all of them pledged to prevent the extension of slavery into
'

the territories. By the fall of 1854 the lusty new organization, was firmly ;

planted in the Old Northwest, although its strength elsewhere remained

slight. Some emotional stimulus was needed before the young party could
'

win northeastern conservatives. •

,

:

This was provided by the disgraceful events taking place in Kansas.

,

The Kansas-Nebraska Act brought no more peace to that unfortunate ter-

ritory than to the nation. Perhaps popular sovereignty would have operated
.

/.

well applied to a well-setded region, but when inflicted on a newly, opened /

territory it invited trouble. Northern abolitionists, angry at what seemed /

a; deliberate southern attempt to rob them of Kansas, struck the first blow.,

Why not, they argued, frustrate the evil design by sending enough free-

;

spilers into the territory to outvote the slaveholders who moved there? As
'

the possibility dawned on abolitionists they hurriedly forined societies to :

collect funds, equip immigrants, and send them wholesale.into the, disputed :

region. Most prominent was the New England Einigraht Aid Society, charT /

tered in April, 1854, by Eli Thayer, a. Massachusetts free-soiler. By mid-

summer Thayer, enriched by contributions from a host of New England-
financiers, could boast that his s6aety v?buld have a thousand settlers ixi

’-

Kansas by the end of A.ugust and 20,000 by. the first of the year.: / ;v -t

Those extravagant claims had, no basis in fact.. During, the criticai years /

when: the fate of Kansas hung in the. balance only, 4,208 pioneers moved/

;

there from New England, the center of abolitionism, and of. those'/ohly//:

1,240 .were aided by. the Emigrant .Aid Society./ New Englanderk/^ere;,/'
migrating, duiing the 1850’s, but to regions, where life and property .were: •

secure} .90,000 settled in, the free states of. the Old hlortbwest and 5,799^^^^

mslave .Mi^uri. Tins ,T?as^also,^true 'of/th^other noriheakernistht^
York contributed 6,33 l ; settlers /to

, doubtful /l^nsas. while sencling, 220,000^^ ;

:
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to the upper Mississippi Valley. Nor did southerners show any greater in-

clination to move there. The southeastern states sent only a handful of

frontiersmen to Kansas, despite the efforts of one Jefferson Buford, a rabid

proslavery man, who led one band of ruffians westward to offset the work
of the Emigrant Aid Societies. Instead Kansas was peopled by pioneers

from adjacent states. Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois sent 30,929 northern im-

migrants, while the southwestern states of Missouri, Kentucky, and Ten-

nessee contributed 20,481. Obviously the forces which had led to the

peopling of every frontier—proximity, overcrowding at home, the hope

of gain—were responsible for the peopling of Kapsas rather than any

idealistic hope of saving the world. In all probability the threat of trouble

over slavery kept settlers out rather than luring them in, particularly

slaveholders who dared not risk their heavy property investment.

Despite the failure of the Emigrant Aid Societies, several thousan

farmers lived in Kansas by the spring of 1855 when the territorial gover-

nor, Andrew H. Reeder, a proslavery Pennsylvania Democrat, set the ate
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; for.^ election' Southerners, who had drijFted across

ifom'/MissburV to settle along- the Missouri. Valley, were
.
in a majority at

• die unvyilling to leave anything to, chance. On

L^ the cky oE the eiecti^ 5,000 “Border RufEans,” all armed to the teeth,

-

' sw^med into Kansas, tpoltxontrol of the voting booths, and c^t four times

.iV‘ as mfo as..there were, registered voters in the territory. Governor

ir ;.:Reeder, southern symp.athfoer though, he was, protested in vain. Democratic

: ^officials m^W deaf ear as the solidly proslave legislature

:7 rhet at the town of Shawnee Mission to pass laws which limited office

vholdihg to believers in slavery, provided for the imprisonment of anyone

^.•7 institution did not legally exist in the territory, and inflicted

7 .puriishnient bn all speaking or writing against sJavehoIding. When Gover-

; v; ,nor Reeder objected again he was dismissed from office.

.

’

7^^ harsh measures would send half, their mem-

^,.7: hers fo. jffilj; countered ,
by holciing an election of their own, this time to

: choose members of a constitutional convention which could seek admission

,
7.for Kansas as a.free state. Delegates selected in the one-sided contest met

7,,7at-Tbp^^^^^^^ r 855 ,
clra.fted a frame of government forbidding

7 .':,skvery,'hnd: authorized, the election of state officials. Two. months later

tlv'foe constitution' was overwhelmingly ratified (as southerners abstained

: from ..voting) , and a
,
northern goyernment set up. Kansas now had two

V separafofommuh.ities, each with its own legislature, governor, and delegate

, i Cbhgrek.'-The .pfoslave men were grouped around
,
Leavenworth

,

and

Atchison in the Missouri .Valley, the free staters,about Topeka and Law-

,7;, rence. onr.the Kansas River. Both contained an, unhealthy sprinkling of

.
77 cutthroats 7attracfod by the promise of trouble, while , southerners could

: count pmsupport from Missouri “Border Ruffians” who, were always spoil-

;7';7ing t0'“(4ean ,put .the abolition crowd.” Civil conflict was inevitable;

.7-, :7,;R:beg^;in the of . 1856 when a proslave. sheriff
,
visiting Lawrence

,.
7. was -shot in:the back, by an uiiknown,ass.assih. ,Although the cowardly act

;'.,W3S;disav6wed.by free:Soilers, .a.sputhern grand jury handed, down indict-,

' ments.for trea.spn:agalhst,half the.-leadingcitizens of Lawrence. The federal

;
.marshal,appointed ,to deliver Xhp'Avarrants, correctly anticipating resistance,

,-7 /led- eight hundred heavily Urmed ,bushwhackers .and Border Ruffians into

the free-state: towh, k. May,: 1856, Whifo: nortlierners stpod angrily aside

';,VAb gang pf ruffiai^ of the local;:paper,,,tore

X>';;,dbwn'a hptelj bfij'fi^d:the
7
hpme of several;.susp,ectecl;.abolitipnists,,and ram .

:

7-'-;sackedithe:tpwri77;:77:'.:;.,v-;
'7^

'

'‘V-;. 7

’

4; wantph:,act both .ffehJfod^SputhrM
7 ,7;flbn yamshedf ^ oyerhigfo.'became.a:testing ground .ifof the ,:forces pf

;

:siayery, and .freeclpm,,. §buthern; edifors..pictweA ,the “Border Ruiffians” as'
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proud knights battling for. a holy cause and demanded legislative app^ropri^^^^^

tions to send armed bands into Kansas; northerners glorified ;the‘ free-state;

bushwhackers as crusaders for freedom and requested renewed support for

the Emigrant Aid Societies. The tense state of the nation’s nerves was inHi-.

cated by a meeting af a New Haven church to raise money for. seventy^

Kansas-bound immigrants. The Reverend Henry Ward Beecher, in addr&-

.

ing the gathering, urged the settlers to go armed and boldly proclaimed

that the dread Sharpe’s rifle was a greater moral force for Kansas , thah the

Bible. From that time on easterners entering the disputed territory carried

“Beecher’s Bibles,” as the rifles were dubbed, and went prepared to; figlit"

for their rights. Open civil war was near.

Fighting began not long after the Lawrence raid. Old :John Brown,^ a;

half-crazed religious fanatic whose Old Testament God^^ demanded the

spilling of blood for blood, touched off the conflict. Brooding bver; the' sack;

of Lawrence, he convinced himself that he was divinely appointed to right ;

.

the wrongs done by southerners. With his four sons and a few other dd ;

luded free-staters, John Brown slipped out of the frontier town of Osawa-;.

tomie on the night of May 24, 1856, stole quietly upon the neighboringv

southern hamlet of Pottawatomie Creek, and hacked five southerners fo;

dejtth in cold blood. The “Pottawatomie Massacfe” precipitated war, jn;.:

Kansas. For three months crops were neglected as bands' of; “Border, Rufo;

fians” or northern bushwhackers roamed the territory,' burning, piflaging;,:;

and murdering, until the sky over the war-torn region was alight from ,,

flaming dwellings. Some $2,000,000 worth of property and two ,hundred;..:

lives were sacrificed as “Bleeding Kansas” earned its nanie.'

Just how much of the bloodshed was due to conflicts .over; slavery andV

how much to the turbulence normal in a frontier community can never"

be known. In all probability disputed land titles cost as many lives as; the:-

slave issue. Those stemmed from the negligence of government surveyors j,;?;

not until the summer of 1856 were enough lands plotted to allo.v/ the first

public sales. In the meantime thousands of pioneers squatted oh: farms^
formed claims clubs to protect their holdings. Doubtless rnarly.of, the bafoe^;

;

were fought between squatters and later-comers who had purchased pre-;

viously occupied land; that was indicated by the fact the .conflict reached a
.

crisis in every region where surveys were just conipleted. . Other minor ,

wars were probably engineered by rival speculators in townsites, Lor over-.

,

lapping grants to those prized spots were often; made. Each clash
;

was. ,

magnified by the nation’s press into a struggle between, the forcespf slavery ,

: and fteedbnri. The rampaging frontier was rhade
,

to. appear as p testing ;

;ground;for a, sectional conflict. V". '

Lp:',"

: Thf effect was startling. “Bleeding Kansas’’ divided the nation ak ho

.



SLAVERY-'' •,'
'

'•

otHeh issud:vdxjririg tfe crudal Southerners, reading ' distorted ac-

counts: of outrages; coin their fellow couhtfymen, came tO ;be-

lieVe;;ali;.fr^e-staters;^^ ruffians who would be' satisfied -by

'hothihg.I^S;than the:'annihilation of every slaveholder. Nbrtherners,.learn-

ihg.^frpna J'their 'papers of 'ffiar-room rowdies . . .
parading the country

chopping ;!,single :persons ... to pieces, and frightening women and- chil-

dren,’^ accepted: rough-necked “Border Ruffians” as typical of all southern-

ers. :T6;.ni,en -who believed in that way the day of compromise was past.

The:Nofth,:whk^ had docilely accepted southern presidents, 'laws, and

economic control for a generation, saw that the time had come to draw the

lipe.\ From now on, grim free-staters told themselves, they would force

their will ion the minority South. A section which condoned the sack of

Lawrence and the rape of Kansas deserved no compassion.

:;;<vThefs‘pread,of that sentiment among northerners proved a godsend to.

.theiRepublican Party. Its principles were those gaining credence
j
the ma-

.jofity l^orth, Republicans believed, should control the nation in its own

.interestiwithout paying heed to the minority South. In the past sober men
had.,refused to support an organization which proposed to substitute force

for:-compromise, knowing the dangerous doctrine would breed disunion.

.Now- caution was forgotten with each dispatch from “Bleeding Kansas”}

through : I Sfy and 1856 thousands*upon thousands of northerners flocked

into' Republican ranks. By the fall of 1856 the party could enter the presi-

dendal ‘lists, 'with John C. Fremont as its candidate and the demand for

free,territories as its platform. Although the Democrats triumphed with

their 'proslayery Pennsylvanian, James Buchanan, Fremont came closer

,
to ;Umtihg:North and West against the South than had any previous presi-

'denUal .aspirant.. He carried every state north of Mason, and Dixon’s line

saye;.rnd,iaha,,:IUinois, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and California, to win

.114'olectbral- w Sectional lines were drawing tighter and the end of

the\ljni9n,.was .:ln sight, for if ever the Republican principle of majority

ruie^w^'-*accepted by the nation the South would certainly secede.

’f-,The:eY?l>t swung northern opinion to that point occurred only

.two. days -after
.

James Buchanan entered the White House: the Supreme
Court’s decision in the case oi Dred Scott vs. Sanford. The years of litiga-

tionJhat culminated. the momentous opinion began when Dred Scott, a

-

Negro slave, owned; by an army surgeon named Dr. John Emerson, was

.takeh from his 'Missom home for brief residences. at Ft. Armstrong in Illi--

Jiois and,Ft.;Sn,eBjng,in .the unorganized territory later to beconie rMinne-

sota. In: returned to Missouri where, eight:- years

•later,. Dr. ’Em leaving Dfed Scott to his widow.‘ Anxious- to- he:

|id;:of; th.e,:Shiftiess- Scott: but -'unab^ free' him' under. state'Jawi'il^rs.v;
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Emerson arranged for him to sue for his freedom in the Missouri courts

knowing that they had repeatedly held that residence in a free state or

territory automatically freed a slave. To her disgust, the state supreme

court reversed past precedents, largely because its pro-Atchison members
were anxious to embarrass Thomas Hart Benton, and ruled that Scott’s

status must be determined by Missouri law since he voluntarily returned

there.

Mrs. Emerson, whose natural desire to free her troublesome servant had

been bolstered by remarriage to a Massachusetts abolitionist, Dr. C, C,

Chaffee, was imwilling to accept defeat. If, however, she appealed to the

federal courts the problem of jurisdiction intervened, for their authority

did not extend to suits arising between citizens of one state. That obstade

was overcome by the fictitious sale of Dred Scott to Mrs. Emerson’s brother,

J. F. A. Sanford of New York, and the case reopened in the United States

Circuit Court of Missouri which held as had the state court. Appeal was

then carried to the Supreme Court, where the suit was argued in February,

1856, and again in January, 1857. After listening to counsels’ pleas the

judges, in their mid-February conference, decided to brush aside the ques-

tion of jurisdiction and decide the case against Scott on the grounds that

the state supreme court’s interpretation of Missouri law kept him in slavery.

At that point two northern members* of the bench let it be known they

intended to write dissenting opinions upholding the constitutionality of

the Missouri Compromise—the statute under which Minnesota was free-

using as an excuse Scott’s brief residence there. Their motives were hardly

laudable
j

Justice Benjamin R. Curtis of Massachusetts wished to popu-

larize himself in Boston before retiring from the Court to resume private

practice, and Justice John McLean of Ohio hoped to attract such favorable

attention from Republicans that he could win the party’s presidential

nomination in i860. Their selfish ambitions did the justices little good and

the nation great harm, for the remaining judges—seven of whom were

Democrats and five from the South—^were unwilling to allow them to de-

fend congressional exclusion of slavery from the territories without re-

buttal. Abandoning their intention to dismiss the Dred Scott case on local

grounds, the majority instructed the chief justice, Roger B. Taney of Mary-

land, to write an opinion denying Congress the power to ban slavery from

federal territories.

The Ingenious argument penned by Taney ran something like this: The

Supreme Court, he wrote, could accept jurisdiction only in disputes arising

between citizens of different states. Dred Scott was not entitled to become

a litigant because he was not a citizen. He was not a citizen because he was

a Negro, and at that point Judge Taney examined post-RevoluUonary state



vlaws^tb show. that^^ GohstitutioA did riot consider colored per- <

ysons. capabie pf dtizenshipV^Moreover; the' chief Justice -we^^^

%not, a dtizerii betiuse he rfe had not been' made iree' by^^

this'V^iderici in lilinmsf Missouri the laws of any- state inj

which he; yisited did: not. affect: his status. Nor ,was' he‘ made, free by, his

]years,in'.Minnes6ta;Terfitoryi;for was not legally free. Slayesy.;

Tariey held/ were; speci^^ protected: fro.ui federal interference by the

Fi& Ahiendm Constitution .whi^'h prohibited Congress from

:<depriving, ahy.. person of his: property without due process of law. ;To' re-

• strict the rise ;of\a^^ property was to deprive that man of propertyi

.

Therefore.Congress could, not legally bar slavery from the territories, and

the Missp^^ was unconstitutional. Taney concluded the na-

tionallegislature’s only power over slavery “was the power coupled with

the.duty of; guarding and protecting the owuer in his rights.”

|hTh^ I^^4-Scott;case was the most serious blow yet dealt to the ambitions

of the:North and the Republic^^ Party. It was denounced in vitriolic lan-

byetywhefe-—“a^wicked and false judgment,” “willful perversion,”

“a:hew and atrocious doctrine,” “the deadliest blow which has been aimed

.at the hbefties of America since the days of Benedict Arnold,” “entitled

'

yto just'as mric^^ would be the judgment of a majority of-

,;thpse' congregated ip: ariy Washington bar-room”—those were some of the

.'niilder phrase by indignant editors. Yet no amoxmt of name-calling

f’couJdJdis^K^^^^^^ the judgment stood, and that : a Democratic

,

pr^ident to enforce it. The sole Republican hope was to win .

;
cpntrb| h^ pack the Supreme Court,- and secure

ihrever^:; Un^^ done the party was doomed, for it could no

-Iphgef promise ;thbari:slayery' from the territ^^^ Supreme Court

: ruled; Cpri|ressTacked power. Disgruntled Republicans found solace only

inthe butraged etate of northern opinion. Even moderates believed them-

;s(dves':yicdms; bf;n^ to open territory after territory to,

siiyefy^ 'until ::bpn^^^ the nation. Fear for their own se-'

•

::curityiepupled-w^ for the slave^> drove them into Republican.

through. 1857 arid 1858 showed the.

' p^y’s glpwmg stxen^^ ..

: :/®e DeirK)icrat^:;bn4he other ^^h -wer^ grievously weakened by; the;:

Dr^Scotf^^^ So’dong as the party advocated popular soyereignty

:

;;fecoidd:frtMn{n;natiohal:Vo^ attracting to its:fold; southerriera;

®^riirb’:ICririsas^^ westerners won over- by : the.^ cioctrine^,:
‘

; demoaadb;' features, and /east^^^ to embrace any compronuse.

:4^owing;^em to bbnririue business' relation the SouthV NoW'sbuthern:

. ;%mbers :rehbmiced popuiay ^ of the pred Scott jdqc-/
;
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trine which promised all the West to slaveholders. Northern Democrats

unwilling to go that far, still hesitated to desert their party, knowing they

must align themselves with the violently pronorthern Republicans. For a

time they waited, still hoping for some middle-of-the-road solution which

would save their southern trade and their beloved nation. In this crisis

they turned naturally to their leader, Stephen A. Douglas. Could he find

some way out of the dilemma? Upon the broad shoulders of the Little

Giant rested the fate of the Demo.cratic Party and the Union.

Douglas, realizing the importance of his decision, hesitated as long as

possible before taking a stand, but was finally forced to declare himself

when his Republican opponent in the Illinois senatorial election of 1858,

Abraham Lincoln, pinned him down with a direct question: “Can the peo-

ple of a United States territory in any lawful way exclude slavery from its

limits prior to the formation of a State Constitution?” The Democratic

leader had to decide between two unpleasant possibilities} if he answered

“yes” he would please northern members of his party but offend the South,

if he answered “no” he would satisfy southerners but lose his northern fol>

lowing. Douglas did not go back on his principles. His answer was known

from the town in which it was delivered as the Freeport Doctrine. If the

people of any territory wanted slavery, he said, they could choose a legisla-

ture pledged to enact laws necessary to protect the institution} if they were

opposed they could elect free-state delegates who could by “unfriendly

legislation” exclude it entirely. Popular sovereignty still existed, despite the

Dred Scott decision!

The Freeport Doctrine re-elected Douglas to the Senate but split

the Democratic Party in two. Southerners were horrified. Their former

champion had threatened slavery by advising territorial legislatures not to

enact “black codes”} he had defied the law of the land by urging citizens

to violate the clear injunction of the Supreme Court. Every Democrat

south of Mason and Dixon’s line turned as a man from this Judas, leaving,

Douglas with only his northern supporters. The last political link binding

the nation was severed.

Nor did events during the next two years strengthen Douglas’ position

in his own section. That rested on the success of popular sovereignty and

every post from Kansas demonstrated the continued failure of the doctrine

as a means of settling the slavery question. The aggressors in the troubled

tez'ritory now were proslavery men who saw that drastic action was needed

before continued migration from the more populous free states robbed

them of their last chance to make Kansas slave. Taking advantage of the

fact that a sympathetic Democratic government sat in Washington, they

called a constitutional convention together at Lecompton in the fall of



;^;^YvTHE-wEs^ . ’";"-:';>:';;^i' s;
^og .;

:i 8s7,
dral,te4r,a’'^ frame of government,'!arranged- W >

’ratificatioa election which gave the people no chance to express thbmsefyes
, ,

•(they could only vote, for the constitution, with or without a provision to’-

;

admit more slaves)
j
and in;, the spring of 1858 asked that Kansas .tie ad- ,,

mitted’ as a state.
,

President Buchanan blindly submitted the Lecompt'on
’

Constitution! to Congress with the recommendation that it be accepted ,“to
;

restore peace and quiet to the whole country.” .

were solidly opposed^ so was Douglas who coura-

geously denounced the measure as not representative of majority will .in

Kansas,; even though his words cost him the last hope of southern,support.

Deraocratic leaders, realizing the Lecompton Constitution was doomed 'to. ,

?defeat,.made a last desperate effort. Once more the people of the territory’

were asked to vote on the measure, this time with the promise of a sizeable

land grant (of the sort usually given new states) if the constitution was

;accepted. .When they marched to the polls in August, 1858, they-ovef-

.wheimingly' rejected the tempting offer rather than accept slavery. Kansas

had ’to, wait until 1861 for statehood, but its struggle for admission had

hopelessly divided the Democrats. -

.;:The depth of the gulf was shown when party delegates met at Charleston,

to.narhei.the Democratic candidate for the election of i860. The platform

comnaittee submitted two planks, one calling upon the federal government

to. protect slavery in the territories, the other upholding the right of. the

people to decide on their own institutions, subject to the decisioris of the

Supreme; Court. When the latter was adopted by northern representatives

the'' southern delegates stalked from the convention haU in operi rebeUioh. .

'Adjourning to Baltimore, they named John C. Breckinridge of .Kentucky

ak their'standard bearer. In the meantime the northern Democrats selected

; Stepheh;A;.Douglas as their candidate. The Democratic split was a reality.

;i;'This was a golden opportunity for the Republicans who met in a specially

ibuilt;.'- wigwam” in Chicago amidst an atmosphere of wild excitement.
.
Yet. .

^the, prospect: of victory over a divided opposition did not stampede party

'leaders into -any foolish moves. They realized northern moderates rnust be ."

,woh:- dyer, to, insure a triumph, and that this could only be. accomjplished

,

by, nominating,' a middle-of-the-roader for the presidency and.by drafting; ;

,a'piatfo'rm with, a wide popular appeal. Hence they passed over William: H. ^

..Seward, whose , outspoken references to a “higher law” and an “irrepres- .,

;dble conflict’^ made- him inacceptable to all but radical free-staters,:in faydr;;V

jof-Abr^amiincoln of Illinois, who was known as a sincere lovep.dhuhioh. k- :

platform:,was Uquaily appealing3 in place of the ,simple’ pledge.;,tQ .ex-,,

j.clude slavery, from, the territories used, in 1856, the .docunaent. of:.i86o"

promised homestead legislation to please the westerners, prptectlye .tariffs;to , ;

-
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win over eastern manufacturers, and an extensive program of government,

supported internal improvements and railroads to attract business interests

in both sections.

There remained in the United States a group of men satisfied with '

neither the Douglas Democrats, the Breckinridge Democrats, nor the Lin-

coln Republicans. Most were elderly individuals, bred in a tradition of

union and compromise, who deplored without thoroughly understanding

the sectional strife over slavery
j
others were former Rnow-Nothings who

placed nationalism above all else. Their representatives met at Baltimore

during the summer of i860, organized themselves into a Constitutional

Union Party, and selected a dull old antiquarian, John Bell of Tennessee,

as their presidential candidate. The platform ignored slavery and urged

the people to uphold the Constitution, the laws of the nation, and the

Union.

The campaign between the four parties was one of the bitterest in the

country’s history, but the outcome was predestined. The South divided its

vote between Breckinridge and Bell, the latter receiving his principal sup-

port in the rich-soil regions where wealthy planters shied from a sectional

candidate who threatened secession. The border states cast their ballots for

Bell and Douglas, for there too compromise seemed more expedient than

civil war. The Northeast voted almost solidly for Lincoln, with a sprin-

kling of Douglas supporters among business men whose trade connections

lay south of Mason and Dixon’s line. If the final decision had rested among

those three sections no one candidate could have secured a majority
j
the

election would have been thrown into the House of Representatives where

Democratic strength would probably have placed Breckinridge in the presi-

dency. The outcome of the crucial contest hung on the vote of the North-

west.

A decade earlier that section would have voted for compromise, hanging

as it did in the balance between North and South. Its strong union senti-

ment in 1850 had stemmed partly from a population drawn equally from

southern and northeastern states, partly from a traditional le^slative alli-

ance with the agricultural cotton belt, and partly from trade connections

maintained with both the other sections. So long as the upper Mississippi

Valley divided its allegiance and commerce there could be no dedsion on

the slavery question, for neither of the two major antagonists dared act

while the imstable section balanced between them. As late as 1856 the

Democratic Party registered thumping victories there
j

if those had been

repeated in i860 Lincoln would have been defeated and the Civil War

postponed. Yet Lincoln carried the Northwest. The swing of that section

from the Democratic to the Republican column—from divided allegiance



^tb: an{open}^iar^^witii}: the^ the irrepressible eonflict^ih-.

eyitableVThe. shiftily h between 1850 and i860 was"

; jiide' to ah ii^ux:,of; ffeedbm-ipvirig; settlers, to growing realization that the

secti6h?s legslative, needs cpuld be^ be secured by co-operating with the

:.;Noitheasti' and to a

v t^ revise northwestern sentiment came partly

-froih. the N^ strong antisiavery concepts. More

Ithan-iScpjOob pm England and New York reached the up-

{{ser Mlbissippi{,yaUey during the 1850’s. The South contributed few new-

'comerSj foyfeeling over slavery was then so strong southerners hesitated

^ to -migrate tp freb.^s^ important than internal migration in ex-

/ plaifiihg growing Republican strength in the Northwest was immigration

• fTpm’ abroad. -Durmg the decade, over 1,000,000 Germans had landed on

;'Amerian shor^, three-quarte of whom settled in the upper Mississippi

^ Vhlley. They .brought with them a hatred of slavery and a love of freedom

jdlispired by -the ill-fa liberaTrevolutions of 1848 in Germany. At first

ttheyrijpihed the;^ Party, whose name and traditions seemed to

'{prbmlse.die demoa-a sought, but in i860 they realized their error

'fahd deserted wholesale into Republican ranks. Germans in the seven north-

I'wesfam states c^t 283,748 ballots for Lincoln, a figure gaining significance

, fapm.,the,fa ihajbrity over Douglas there was only 149,807.

vWifaput;- the:. votes; of northeasterhers and immigrants, the Northwest

Vwpuld;haye been in the Democratic column when results were tabulated.

,-;^. -;EqualIy. important explaining the section’s swing was the growth of

; a,NprthfastrN6rthwest legislative alliance on ail important national issues.

.;Thcit tfaditipri^l a public question—the tariff—was em-

.phaSzedla^nrin -i^^^ a new Democratic-sponsored bUl lowered

I'd^toras dutipsdyeri beyohd^^ point, reached.in the Walker Tariff of 1 846.

•:TKe...cr.y;:ofa^^^ and eastern newspapers indicated their

;;>^0h?fa9a,hbtred;:bLa south which was attempting to strangle their

|;X(:opofay fof; its^pwh ,ends^ united, too, in denouncing the southern

;^l’3,‘^'^ fed?f£dly' s improvements. Under the Demo-

.
.^^b^.fefsidents whorControR^ 1852, appropriations for'

J;

^d harbpr billa^ tlie vanishing point, to the disgust

:
.of, :both Western fam for their goods and eastern manu-
Tad.urers.loolcing: for/hario ’

;

;g and Northwest the best'

;:’5b^ll,^A^P..tbali2e,their common: interests was Homestead. In the past they

;i
,4^.^g^ded. bn the westerners favoring liberal laws,

iv^A::5^faf4cfa; dis.tri^'tfo^^ which would drain laborers' from

'diyisiofa as -ail classes in both sections'tiiiited
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tiehind^.a measure to give settlers; 160 acr^ of the public domain

support was consistent witH its, -past,, policy,; ; but
.

pastern; ebthusi^m repr^i

'

sented a.break with precedent. This:was due/to the flood!6iE;Irish i^

tmn that swept : over the Northeast after 1 8:45,; creating .an: inexhaustible

=

labor pool which convinced industrialists; no, amount of 'free land could

deplete their supply of workers.,. No: longer plagued, by . this f^rj they

looked upon Homestead as a device ;to build, ;western;ma:rkets.:fo

manufactured goods. The. South, on the other ihand^ .was, unalterably, op?

posed, partly because land . would be given in, sinall unita

slavery, partly because a free public,domain would attract freedom-lqyirii

immigrants to the frontier. The clear sectional aiignrnent on; the issue wai

demonstrated in 1852, 1858, and 1859 when Homibtead bills passed

northern-dominated House, of Representatives, only to meet defeat in the

Senate where the South^s strength was greater. A measure, squeezed-

through both houses in i860 was vetoed by a Democratie president.- pii

that issue, as on all others, North and West stood as one against a com-

mon enemy.

Even more important in explaining the swing, of the Northwest -were

the section’s shifting trade routes. Before, 1850 its agricultural Surpluses

were exported southward along the Mississippi artery and to the East oypr

the New York or Pennsylvania canal systems, with the bulk of . the Heavy

goods reaching markets via New Orleans. The commercial, alliance between

South and West was broken during the 1850’s by the raikbad. ,Fpr the

first time the Appalachian Mountain barrier was bridged. ‘and; the rich

markets of the Atlantic seaboard opened to westerners. The steel, network

binding the North together in i8bo symbolized the,section’s.hew;unity and

provided an economic basis for the sectional realignment .which found; ex-

pression in war.
' ' ?y';'

The race of eastern railroad promoters to tap. markets in the::;Northwest

began during the 1840’s when roads were, started westward
,
froni" New

York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. Baltimore’s; venture, the Baltimore arid

Ohio. Railroad, bogged down under financial-.difficultiesi in .1842. bpt

revived six years later and ln.,1853 emerged; at .Wheeling .pn, 'the; Ohio

River. Philadelphia’s western connection, the Pennsylvania Railroad,- -was

opened as far as Pittsburgh, a year later, when/.the last,-difficult strip p.f

mountain terrain w’as, surniounted. From New, York two lilies werc; cqni^

pleted to Lake Erie, during: the decade. 6ne;.was.the-result;.;of a stpek; ex-

change among the numerous end-to-end roads which .crpssed ,tne, .state froni

. Albany to Buffaloj in . 1.853 they were, brought, together; as the.New
Central,Railroad, withicorinections at-Mbany to New York .City .anA

• Ahe other, was the- New York, and Erie;..Railr6ad, which ,was. opened
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The railroads would have had little e£Fect on western trade had not

their construction been paralleled by a burst of road building in the upper

Mississippi Valley states. During the decade nearly 10,000 miles of track

were laid in that section. Many of the new lines were of only local impor-

tance, but more were built with an eye to extending eastern trunk lines

and played an important role in developing trade with the seaboard. That

was especially the case after 1857 when a depression forced many small

roads into such financial difficulties that they were absorbed by the main

east-west lines. By i860 the New York Central Railroad and the Erie Rail-

road were connected with the Mississippi River by such lines as the Great

Western Railroad, the Michigan Central Railroad, the Michigan Southern

Railroad, and the roads skirting the southern shore of Lake Erie. The*

Pennsylvania Railroad was joined to Chicago by its subsidiary, the Pitts-

burgh, Ft. Wayne and Chicago Railroad, and to the central sections of the

Northwest by the Toledo, Wabash and Western Railroad. Direct ship-

ments between St. Louis and the Wheeling terminus of the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad were possible over the Marietta and Cincinnati Railroad, the

Ohio and Mississippi Railroad, and the Terre Haute and Alton Railroad.

Competition between those lines was so intense, particularly after the Panic

of 1857, freight rates were often lower than by steamboat.

The result was a shift in western trade from the South to the Northeast.

The extent of the revolution was revealed by commercial statistics showing

the direction taken by the exports of the Northwest:

Corn

Pork

Whiskey

Wheat

Flour

1850

TO THE EAST

3,600,000 bushels

i860 19,200,000 bushels

1850 300,000 barrels

i860 930,000 barrels

1850 66,000 barrels

i860 310,000 barrels

1850 5,000,000 bushels

i860 28,420,000 bushels

1850 2,070,000 barrels

i860 4,345,000 barrels

TO THE SOUTH

2.400.000 bushels

4.800.000 bushels

1.200.000 barrels

570.000 barrels

134.000 barrels

190.000 barrels

500.000 bushels

580.000 bushels

930.000 barrels

1.155.000 barrels

The swing of the Northwest into the northern camp, brought about by,

the growth of a freedom-loving population, a fight for a common legislative

program, and the cementing of commercial ties, proved decisive in the elec-

tion of i860. Had the section voted as it had a decade before Lincoln would

have been defeated, for his margin of victory was small. His 190 electoral
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votes gave him a majority in the electoral college, yet his popular vote

was only 40 per cent of the total cast and 1,000,000 less than that of his

combined opponents. Lincoln owed his triumph to his impressive following

in the Northeast and to a narrow victory over Douglas in each of the north-

western states. Shifting opinion in that crucial section placed a Republican

in the White House.

The secession of the southern states was inevitable. South Carolina, where

the tradition of rebellion was strong, led the way as soon as the election

results were known. A Charleston convention in December, i8do, unani-

mously declared “the xmion now subsisting between South Carolina and

the other states” forever at an end. One by one the other slave states of

the lower South followed South Carolina into their newly formed Con-

federate States of America. Only Lincoln’s decision not to let the “erring

^ sisters depart in peace” was needed to touch off the Civil War.

That titanic four-year struggle touched the remote Far West only

lightly. The states there cast their lot with one side or the other
j
Louisiana,

Arkansas, and Texas with the Confederacy, Missouri and Iowa with the

.federal government. Most territories found the decision equally easyj

Kansas and Nebraska were so strongly pro-Union they were rewarded with

statehood during or just after the war, and although Utah had little liking

for the United States, it too remained loyal. Only in New Mexico was there

any question.

That thinly settied region was peopled by proslavery southerners who
would doubtless have joined the Confederacy at once except for the garrison

of 1,200 federal troops standing guard over them when war broke out.

Their bias was expressed In March, 1861, when frontiersmen in the western

portions of the territory met at Mesilla and after repudiating the govern-

ment of both New Mexico and the United States, declared “the people of

Arizona” a part of the Confederate States of America. Their action sug-

gested a bold scheme to Confederate leaders. Why not send an army into

the Southwest? The loyal southerners there would rise as a man to support

such an e}fpedition, making possible the conquest of the area between Texas
and southern California. This would give the South an outlet in the Pacific,

room for slavery expansion, and power needed for a place in the congress

of nations.^The Confederate attempt to carry out that plan accounted for

the only military activity in the Far West.
The southerners dispatched a flying squad of mounted riflemen to the

Arizona country before federal troops could put down the rebellion there.

Those frontiersmen, after a dash across the Plains from Texas, reached
Mesilla in late July, 1861, and quickly overwhelmed the few Union
troops stationed there. In the meantime a larger Confederate force, led by
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Brigadier-General George H. Sibley and made up of uii75Q me^ stilted'

west to drive; federal forces from the forts guarding eastern; New Mexico^-

They reached Ft. Craig, the principal Union stronghold, in February,,1862,'’

only to find the thousand soldiers there so strongly fortified that a! long

siege would be required. Rather than risk prolonged operations in an. arid .

region where supplies were difficult to obtain. General Sibley , by-passed,

Ft. Craig, moving on to Albuquerque and Santa Fe which were occupied

without resistance. Starting northward toward Ft. Union where rkrge
.

quantities of goods were stored, he met his first serious opposition~a. ragged;

army of grizzled Mountain Men and prospectors who had. hurried; south :

on their own initiative upon learning of the Confederate advance. The, two,;-

forces met in a pitched fight near Santa Fe. Although the southerners won;

the battle they lost so many supplies that General Sibley dared not risk

another attack. He retreated to Texas, losing about half his men, to desert;

heat and Union guerrilla bands on the way. At the same time a federal'

force, from California freed Arizona of its Confederate invadersi. Those

skirmishes ended fighting in the Far West, which remained securriy in

Union hands until northern victory ended the four-year-long conflict.;



CHAPTER XXX

The Miners’ Frontier

1858-1875

During the three decades following the Civil War wave after wave of

pioneers swept over the trans-Mississippi West—minersj expressmenj In-

dian fighters, cowmen, pioneer farmers, and equipped farmers-r^all bent

ori stripping away wealth hidden in mountain canyons or spread temptingly

in the form of lush green pasture lands and fertile prairies. The miners

were first on the scene. Between 1858 and 1875 they carried; their rough

brand of civilization into the mountainous regions of Colorado andL.Neyada,

across the deserts of Arizona, over the inland empire of Oregonj Welling-

ton and Idaho, and through the wilds of Montana to the domed Black

'Hills of South Dakota. They found a fortune in gold and silver, and left

behind a partly settled country. V' '
.

.

"
.

To the westerner there was nothing remarkable in the. fact that the min-

ing frontier advanced rapidly while -the; United States was fighting a war

for existence. That he should travel east to lend his .weight to Union or

Confederacy never entered his head or, if itdidi was dismissed as a. fantastic,

notion. He was, like all frontiersmen, concerned not with distant events,

but with affairs transpiring xmder., his nose. His provincialism <r.ested;'paf-.

tially on the isolation of- pioneer settlements, but was due primarily to the.'

limitless ecohonaic opportunities, qffefed,:by :.the ; frontier
j
why

,

bother; .widi '

the outside world, when a-fortune lay. on. your'own' - doorstep?,;Whehever

chances for ' economic betterment :were. ‘ greatest^';' predceupatiog wi.th:- local.;

affairs mounted. That 'certainly .was die .case- during the "Civil;^ar.;W
niattered- that- extern streamk ramred' with •_ biodd;wKem westetn,;streams;',

; r ‘concealed pockets o.f- yeUow ,gdld.^j;'WeVternefs; suffered ndrpangs/.oficdh^^^^

sdehce as/th'ey:ighbred;the;War}fagng-beydnd;the;Mississippi.to sehrch;|p|^^^
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Although this attitude was typical, the miners differed from usual

American frontiersmen. They occupied not fertile valleys or rich farm lands

but the most unattractive portions of the Far West—steep mountain sides

where roaring creeks covered deposits of predous metal, parched deserts

where shifting sands hid beds of ore, arid highlands where jagged rock

outcroppings shielded mineral-bearing lodes. The miners peopled thousands

of square miles of mountain and desert that would have been avoided had

farmers been the only pioneers. They were unusual, moreover, in that they

moved not from east to west in the usual frontier pattern, but from west

to east. For prospectors in most gold fields came from California rather

than the settled areas of the Mississippi Valley. t

Conditions within the far western state drove them out. They had

gone there in the gold rush of 1 849, at a time when gold nuggets or “dust”

were relatively easy to obtain. Small quantities of the metal were present

in rivers flowing westward into the Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys

from the Sierra Nevadas, resting in pockets at the bottom of the streams.

The particles were obtainable by a simple process called placer mining. A
prospector needed only to throw a few shovelfuls of dirt into a ‘Vashing

pan,” twirl them about with water to wash gravel and stone away, and

scrape away the grains of heavy gold left at the bottom. Where “pay dirt”

was found in sufficient quantity to be “worked,” one of two other devices

was used. One was a “cradle,” a crude contraption which the miner rocked

with one hand while dipping in gravel and water with the other; the sand

was washed away to leave particles of gold trapped against wooden cleats.

Another was the “sluice box” or “long tom,” a long wooden box fitted with

cleats at its lower end, into which a stream was diverted while miners

shoveled in pay dirt. The rushing water carried away the dirt, while the

cleats captured the dust and nuggets. All those methods could be used by

individuals or small groups, for diey required neither capital nor experience.

They were employed by the ^49ers in the first exploitation of California’s

wealth.

By the middle 1 850’s, however, the day of the individual prospector was

drawing to an end. Most rich “diggings” were already appropriated, and

the region had been so thoroughly prospected there was no chance of find-

ing more. Gold remained, but it was locked in lodes of quartz or buried

deep beneath debris laid down by the passing centuries. To extract the

precious metal crushing mills must be built, the stubborn quartz crumble

to the point where the gold could be dissolved in mercury, and the quick-

silver evaporated in large retorts. Or shafts must be sunk to reach beds

of ore fifty or one hundred feet below the surface. Both mills and

were beyond the financial means of the average miner. Gold continued to
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mined In ;CalifOTma^Ibu^;eastern capitalist's^provided Ac'f^

chin^ ' did- . tKc'; work., THbusafids ,
Upon' thpusah^.; o£ prospectors .were: left

withput-any: iiope! ' pf maidng the- "strike’-^ thatmeantprpspe^

• ...Any- other.: mithinkable to mostiof:^em..:;They

bcyJated with -the, feverish restlessness peculiar to. the::niirierj !in: their eyes

every :,rock. outcroppingt every cascading stream, ’ might, tonceal.; a pocket

p£- dull' yellow metal 'worth a. king’s ransom. Nothing .would- satisfy them

but. a continuous quest, for illusive fortune. Their needs;were.* simple:, a

grub stake, a washing pan,, a pack mule, endless hope. Theiw hunting

gf.pund was alL the- West, from the Pacific to the .Rockies arid 'from - the

raountairis of British Colurnbia to the sun-dried valley of the Qila ;Rivef

,

Throughout- the late r 850’s and i Brio’s they tramped over that domain,

panning each likely stream and scanning each vein of rock for the telltale

glint of yellow metal. Most failed to find enough gold to pay for ..their

grub' stakes, but a fortunate: few stumbled upon rich pockets. Whenever

such; a strike was made a rush followed, with “yonder-siders” from.Calh

fprniayj“greenhbfris” from the East, and grizzled prospectors from' all thp

Westi 'fadng' pellmell to the spot. Those not drawn away by later, rushes

stayed ;to build the .first permanent settlements „in the' Rocky Mburitain

cburitry arid much.of the Great Basin. '

^
’ h'-’.-

The process began in 1858. ,with discoveries in Colorado, Nevada,.„and

British. Golumbia. The Colorado strike was most exciting. Rumors
,
of gold

in the mountainous, country-below,South Pass had persisted for yearsri-kept

alive by t^es of trappers who emerged with handfuls of nuggetsj'Or'Incilaiis

who. shot bullets' of: yellow metal-:—before a party of California-bourid;’49ers

firstHnyestigated; the.. regibri.-.The slight signs .'of “color- ’' in their dVashing

pans' 'were not enough to detain,them long, but when, they^returndd to the

East; without ‘any of Caiifdrnia’s.-riches, they fell to thinking of Cblbra'do^s

possibilities.' Two bf the group, .Captain John Beck of the Oklahoma.coun-

try arid-iW.Cjreeri.Russell of Georgia,.’decided to return, readily persuadiiig

about a hundred Indians and'ffbntiersmen to accompany therri. They started

west along ' the ;
Arkansas;Rivenm .'the , spring < of •;1858, descended ,;Cherf

y

Creek :to ..the -headwaters. bf 'the'-Sputhi-Platte, .A there:: be^ri,; panning
streams. ;Teh' daysT later they-;were- joineci ;by a party of prospectors; from
eastefiV-Kansaa who directed

;
their, search' to' the region

.
about. .Pike’s Peak;

.were so few;mariy drifted,back E^ before -late; Jiily when-'a mam-
Aruck. “pay dirt’’ '.near present-da^^

Both ,;-gfpups-; theri-': c'pricentrated;'oh^that proyeri. region,f'm^

ofsmairstrikes 'during,,the' summeiA'i^^V: f'-fi'r ' AA-’’

;discpyenes',;‘carried;;to; th^^ .MististippiWaliey.-.byvtrayelers^'

.iMj^spufi 'newspapers,ah .;exaggefated-fo^
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Statement was never a weakness of frontier editors. Moreover the Panic of

1857 was depressing business, and a gold rush would restore prosperity

to pioneer towns where miners bought supplies. So writers filled their,

The Miners’ Frontier, 1858-1875

columns with feverish stories of prospectors whose daily take with a shovel

and washing pan was $20, of an overland immigrant who used a hatchet

and frying pan to wash three ounces of dust from Cherry Creek in an hour,

of riches dwarfing those of California in the new El Dorado. Those tall
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tales were eagerly accepted by poverty-ridden frontiersmen} a youth seen

collecting empty meal sacks at Council Bluffs only reflected the atmosphere

of the day when he told questioners that he was going to stuff them with

gold at Pike’s Peak if he had to stay until fall to do it. That these signs

presaged a major mining rush for the spring of 1859 was clear to the two

parties of miners already in the Rocky Mountain country. Both they and

the thousand other get-rich-quick enthusiasts who hurried to the spot that

fail made no further pretence of mining, but spent the autumn and winter

laying out the twin towns of Auraria and Denver City on either side of

Cherry Creek. By the time that spring arrived they had thousands of

lots surveyed in anticipation of a boom that seemed sure to come.

These preparations showed a sound knowledge of frontier psychology,

for by the spring of 1859 conditions were ripe for one of the wildest and

least rational rushes in the nation’s history. All that winter western

Missouri towns bustled with activity as storekeepers crammed shelves with

sides of bacon, sacks of flour, cases of canned beans, and bundles of the

shovels and pans needed by gold seekers. Horses and oxen were in such

demand that prices soared. Wagonmakers labored long hours on every

type of vehicle from roomy covered wagons to flimsy handcarts that could

be pushed across the Plains. And there was scarcely a Mississippi Valley

barroom from Iowa to Arkansas not jammed with knots of men eagerly

poring over the Pike’s Peak Guide which an enterprising printer had

hurried from the presses. Those who krvew the signs agreed all was in

readiness for a rush rivaling that of 1849.

The first breath of spring started the hordes westward. Steamboats

crowded to the rails poured throngs of immigrants ashore at every Mis-

souri River town. “The streets,” wrote one resident, “are full of people

buying flour, bacon, and groceries, with wagons and outfits, and all around

the town are little camps preparing to go west.” All through April, May,
and June they left the jumping-off places in a regular parade of Conestoga

wagons, hand carts, men on horseback, men on foot—each with “Pike’s Peak

or Bust” crudely printed on their packs or wagon canvas. Most used the

well-marked trail along the Platte and South Platte, others followed the

Arkansas, or Kansas, or Smoky Hill rivers. By the end of June more than

100,000 “fifty-niners” were in the Pike’s Peak country.

Their reception was disheartening. They spread out over the eastern

Rockies, laying out mining camps as they went—Pueblo, Canon City,

Boulder, and a host of others. They panned every stream, chipped every

promising rock outcropping, and found nothing. This was not what the

guide books led them to expect} the land was supposed to be yellow with

gold. Disappointment spread among them. They had, in the phrase of the
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day, been “humbugged ” In disgust they started east again, the hopeful
slogan of “Pike’s Peak or Bust” scratched from their wagons and the

truthful “Busted, by God,” scrawled in its place. By midsummer half of

the 50,000 miners who actually reached Colorado were back in their eastern

homes. The Pike’s Peak gold rush of 1859 was one of the greatest fiascos in

the history of the frontier.

Perseverance rewarded the several thousand miners who stayed on at

Denver. In May, 1859, a wandering prospector, John H. Gregory, “struck

it rich” on the north fork of Clear Creek. News of pay dirt yielding $2 a

pan, proclaimed to the world by a frenzied extra of the newly started Rocky

Mountain News^ brought the usual rush of gold seekers from the whole

Pike’s Peak region converging on Gregory Gulch to stake out claims. By the

middle of June 5,000 people lived there, most of them in a mining camp

called Central City, and twenty sluice boxes were in operation. Disappoint-

ment soon replaced hope for the majority as the good claims were snapped

up by the fortunate few, leaving the luckless many to wander on in their

weary search. Their redoubled efforts, now they knew Colorado contained

gold, led to a number of smaller strikes along the eastern front of the

mountains. At each a mining camp sprang up, complete with an assortment

of shacks made from flour sacks or old shirts, a dance hall, gambling dens,

bawdy houses, and enough saloons to satisfy the insatiable thirst of hard-

working miners.

Life in the mining camps—whether in California, the Pike’s Peak coun-

try, or later communities—followed a unique pattern. Within their strag-

gling borders the distinctive features of frontier existence were present in

exaggerated form. On all frontiers men outnumbered women j
in raining

camps respectable ladies were so rare that men often gathered to gape ad-

miringly at a woman’s dress hung on a line. All western communities were

cosmopolitan} at the diggings college graduates rubbed elbows with illiter-

ates, ministers and rogues worked side by side over sluice boxes, southern

planters swung their picks beside Yankee abolitionists, drunken jailbirds

mingled with pious deacons. Every frontier attracted lawless outcasts} In

the gold fields the promise of easy money lured an unusually large number

of desperadoes, gamblers, and harpies to prey on the physical or moral

weakness of prospectors. Many frontiersmen squatted on government land}

at the mines all were illegal trespassers on territory belonging to Indian

tribes and the United States. Through the history of American expansion

westerners had attempted to solve problems stemming from their unique

environment by developing democratic institutions, casting off eastern con-

trol, and administering their own peculiar brand of justice. In the mining

camps, frontier democracy, provincialism, and rough-and-ready legal prac-
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tices were developed to the. xinusual degree required by unusual conditions.

The first miners in each new gold field were usually orderly men who

were content to prospect without any social organization. With the initial

strike and the rush of newcomers, some government was needed to pro-

tect the claims of those already there and provide for an equitable division

of the remaining lands. As soon as the need became apparent a few leading

miners Issued a call for a mass meeting. This assembled in the camp’s main

street, a chairman was elected by voice vote, and laws were passed—regu-

lating the size of the claim each prospector could stake out, outlining the

procedure necessary to hold a claim, prescribing means for settling disputes

and punishing crimes. Usually a committee of three or four “judges” to

enforce the rough codes was named, but ultimate responsibility for their

execution remained in the mass meeting, which might be summoned when-

ever an emergency arose. The simple democracy of the mining camps was

typical of the frontier j from the days of the Mayflower Compact and the

Watauga Association westerners had set up their own governments when-

ever they found themselves beyond the pale of the law.

The mass meeting, effective as it was in dealing with most problems

rising In mining camps, failed to provide a satisfactory law-enforcement

machinery. The miners were partly responsible, for they were hardened

indivlduah'sts who paid little attention to community affairs unless their own

interests were threatened. Even more to blame were the roaring reprobates

attracted to the diggings by the promise of easy money. They came by the

score—shifty-eyed saloon keepers from the dives of New York, smooth-

tongued gamblers from the East, painted harlots from the streets of Paris,

Mexican outlaws from Sonora, “Sydney coves” from the penal colonies of

Australia, gunmen and desperadoes from the wide-open towns of the Mis-

sissippi Valley—all lured by the prospect of helping themselves to dust and

nuggets grubbed out by the miners. They flocked into each new mining

camp in such numbers they eventually “took over” the town; then began a

period of debauchery, murder, and claim jumping that the peace officers

appointed by the mass meeting were powerless to stop.

Whenever that occurred the law-abiding majority moved into action. A
few citizens led the way; meeting secretly they organized a vigilance com-
mittee, complete with a written constitution pledging members to co-operate

until order was restored. Others were quietly added untd the committee

was large enough to challenge the outlaws, then a few ringleaders among
the desperadoes were selected for punishment, hunted down by the vigi-

lantes, and after a brief trial, sentenced to “stretch hemp.” Executions were
carried out on the spot, usually.^ from a limb of the nearest tree. Only a
few hangings ,were needed to send the camp’s rogues scurrying to safety,
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nor were they likely to return, for once a vigilance committee established its

authority a simple warning was enough to drive out the most hardened
criminal. Organizations of that sort were formed in all the Colorado camps,

as they had been in every gold field since 1851 when the first was set up
at San Francisco.

Both vigilantes and mass meeting were looked upon as temporary stop-

gaps, to be disbanded as soon as governmental machinery was provided

by the United States. Two things were necessary; laws regulating the use

of the public domain by miners, and a stable government. The first could be

provided only by Congress, which proved distressingly lax in dealing with

the problem. As early as December, 1 848, when the first reports of gold

discoveries in California reached the East, President Polk recommended a

law governing the disposal of gold-bearing lands which would “bring a

large return of money to the treasury and at the same time . . . lead to the

development of their wealth by individual proprietors and purchasers.”

His sensible proposal was completely ignored} not until 1853 was any meas-

ure passed and that only excluded mineral lands from pre-emption. Be-

latedly, in 1866, Congress ruled that mining territory was open to all

citizens, “subject to such regulations as may be prescribed by law, and sub-

ject also to local customs or rules of miners in the several mining districts.”

This unusual measure, which simply recognized the right of miners to

make their own laws, was one of the few congressional statutes in the history

of the frontier that did not try to inflict eastern Institutions on the West.

The orderly government desired by miners was easier to obtain, for their

pressure could prod indifferent Washington ofiicials into action. The de-

mand was usually voiced by the first prospectors on each new mining fron-

tier; in the Pike’s Peak country the few hardy souls who spent the winter

of 1858-59 in Denver initiated the movement. Their thoughts turned to

politics when an early snow in November, 1858, stopped all prospecting.

An election late that month named delegates to visit Washington with a

demand for organization as the Territory of Jefferson, a step which aroused

a foreign traveler who happened to be present to write: “Making govern-

ments and building towns are the natural employments of the migratory

Yankee. He takes to them as instinctively as a young duck to water. Congre-

gate a hundred Americans anywhere beyond the settlements and they im-

mediately lay out a city, frame a state constitution and apply for admission

into the Union, while twenty-five of them became candidates for the United

States Senate.”
^ .

When Congress refused their request the miners took matters into their

own hands. A meeting of delegates from six camps, held at Denver on

April 15, 1859, put the issue squarely before the people: “Shall it be a
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Ctainsy arid the' fer the Arkansas and Plattes, a ripw arid iride-

; ,perideftt state?” Tkeir answer was a call for a convention' to draft a constitu-

the state of Jefferson. By the time this assembled in June, 18^9, the

i: iri:ish:o£^59efs was 6y the prospects of maintaining a pefmanerit popp-

datibn so uncertain that the delegates agreed to postpone action until autumn.

/ ;\Tliey ri^ agairi in October, after a popular referendum showed a majority

favors statehood, this time to draw up a frame of governnient

[dpf the proposed state. When this was ratified two weeks later a governor

:

“ arid.degislature were chosen to govern the territory until Congress acted.

'

;;That the iriterim government lacked any legal basis for existence did not

.

pother the frontiersmen. “We claim,” wrote the editor of the Rocky Moun-

iain l^ews, ‘^that any body, or community of American citizens, which from

ariyrcruise or any circumstance is cut off from, or from isolation is situated

as riot to be under, any active and protecting branch of the central goverri-

: /merit, 'have a fight, if on American soil, to frame a government, and enact

/ such laws and regulations as may be necessary for their own safety, protec-

tiomand happiriess.”

/ Desph^ bold words the temporary government did not work satis-

factorilyj its decrees were ignored by miners whose governmental needs

wefe/satisfied. by local mass meetings and its officials soon tired of serving

' withdut-pay. Only congressional action would save the situation,; but Cori-

. gfe^ w'as in no mood to act. Each petition from the Territory of Jefferson

• was: either brushed aside or hopelessly entangled in the raging slavery con-

frpversyji not:until the southern states left the Union did Colorado achieve

tefritdrial br^riization with boundaries those of today. From that tinie on

the region developed steadily. During the early i86o’s shafts were sunk

to the rich/mother lodes near Boulder and Denver, machinery hauled in,

late and; capital imported front the Dast, and precious metal extracted in

fabulous quandties; Farjriers drifted 'in, lured by high prices, attractive

markets, and/fertile mountain valleys. New mines were opened as' prospec-

tors'uricpteed beds' of silver or Leadville'in the 1870’s and deposits

;pf -gold fori Dfipple C^ a few years later. Colorado entered the Union
/ as a statein if Svb'irilfeady well beyond the frontier stage.

/ WhUe.the Pike’^ Peak country,was ixridergoirig this transformation, other

;'./ffiiriers found fame.arid/fortune in the Mountains surroundirig the Carson

r .^iy^^ V^iey of. Nevada; turned their attention to that re^on
. /

dufirig the.middle.:i85p’s, a^hg under l^be sensible belief that if gold was
fbund te^^ of "thd Sierra Neyadas it’ might also exist in

/ the eastern fbodiills. MuchUctlvitv- ivas 'centered in two promising cariybhs
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that ran down the side of Davidson Mountain in the eastern Sierras: Gold
Canyon and Six Mile Canyon. Gold had been found in these gulches as

early as 1849, but results were so disappointing that most miners drifted

away, leaving only a handful of ne’er-do-wells who hated to leave a coun-

try where they could work only three months a year. Only a happy accident

transformed this decaying community into the West’s wildest mining camp.

In the spring of 1859 prospectors, Peter O’Riley and Patrick Mc-
Laughlin, decided to test some likely looking dirt they had noticed near

“Old Man Caldwell’s” spring high up Six Mile Canyon. As they dug away

under the June sun they uncovered a heavy, dark soil that proved to be

rich in flake gold. Giddy with excitement, they spent the day feverishly

digging and washing out the precious metal in a hastily devised cradle.

While thus engaged they were visited by a drifter named Henry T, P.

Comstock who was reputed to be the laziest man in the diggings. Seeing

the $300 in gold that the partners had already washed out, the glib-tongued

Comstock talked himself into a share of the claim, then talked so in-

cessantly of “his” discovery and “his” claim that others began referring

to the find as the “Comstock Lode.” For the black dirt discovered by

O’Riley and McLaughlin was actually the decomposed quartz of the Ophir

vein of that richest of all mines.

The world knew nothing of this find until June ii, when the fortunate

partners sent samples of a heavy bluish quartz that they unearthed m
their digging across the mountains to Nevada City, California, to be as-

sayed. The report was unbelievable: the “blue stuff” was almost pure

silver and gold, and was worth $3,876 a ton. Overnight the nation learned

of the fabulous riches of the Washoe District—so named for the Indians

who lived there—and the rush was on. The first comers were well-to-do

speculators from Nevada City who quietly staked out claims along the

entire Comstock Lode where it outcropped between Gold Canyon -and

Six Mile Canyon, but the fact that the one proven mine was completely

appropriated did not dampen the enthusiasm of the thousands of would-be

miners who clogged the trails from California that summer. They blanketed

the district with their claims and camps, although most stayed close to

Davidson Mountain. There they concentrated in Virginia City, a night-

mare assortment of smoky caves, leaky tents, and ramshackle saloons,

where men paid a dollar a night for sleeping space on dirt floors wrapped

in blankets rented from a shrewd trader for an additional dollar fee.

They lived in a fantastic world, the prospectors who reached Nevada

during 1859 i860. Few of them could mine, for the gold w^ locked

in quartz veins that could only be crushed with expensive machinery. So

they spent their days staking out claims, their nights peddling shares in
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imaginary mines. Everyone was feverishly happy in that land of penniless

millionaires. No one had enough money to pay his grocery bill, but every-

one owned 30,000 or 40,000 “feet” in a dozen claims—the “Branch Mint,”

the “Root-Hog-or-Die,” the “Let-Her-Rip,” the “Treasure Trove,” the

“Grand Mogul”—that would soon be worth fortunes. <

Gradually order replaced chaos as capital flowed in. Quartz mills were

built at Gold Hill and Virginia City, lumber hauled in for homes, roads

laid out across the mountains to California, express companies formed to

carry out gold and bring in supplies needed by 15,000 people. The improve-

ments helped translate the wild dreams of the miners into equally wild

artuality. Fortune nodded to only a few—^less than a dozen of the 3,000

mines staked out ever proved profitable—but their profits were unbelievable

as each lode was followed deep into the earth. More than $15,000,000

worth of precious metal was taken from Davidson Mountain in the next

four years
5
wealth that transformed Virginia City into a metropolis com-

plete with five newspapers and a stock exchange 5 wealth that allowed rough

miners who had lived on bacon and beans for years to revel in a diet of

oysters, strawberries, squab, and champagne.

Prospectors who failed to strike it rich in the Washoe District sought

a new Comstock Lode in other mountainous areas of western Nevada. By
the end of i860 news of strike after strike was sending Virginia City’s

miners off in a series of rushes that often emptied the city. One group of

mines was opened in the Esmeralda Mountains southwest of Walker Lake,

another in the Humboldt Mountains northeast of Washoe. Although

neither proved as rich as the Davidson Mountain country every new dis-

covery launched a period of wild trading in “feet” similar to that in

Virginia City.

Expansion strengthened a demand for territorial organization which

forced Congress to set aside western Utah as Nevada Territory in 1861.

Governor James W, Nye, a New York politician, unwittingly brought him-

self undying fame by selecting as his secretary a young Missourian, Orin

Clemens, who took west with him his younger brother, Samuel. Mark
Twain’s experiences in the mines of Washoe, Humboldt, and Esmeralda
gave him material for Roughing Itj a classic description of life in the Far
West. Even that notable contribution failed to satisfy the Nevadians, who
soon clamored for statehood. Under ordinary circumstances Congress
would have brushed aside a request from a territory whose population of

20,000 was far below the standard, but in 1863 Republican leaders were
willing to welcome any region which would assuruAbraham Lincoln more
electoral votes in 1864 and help ratify the Thirteenth Amendment. Al-
though Democrats protested vehemently, Lincoln’s support and the argu-
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ment that any state' with mines producing: $24^60,066 -yearly would^spon^

attract a larger number of people, carried the day.?
^ October 31^^48(54^

Nevada became a state
5
eight days later its .voters rewarded 'Rep^

by returning a thumping majority for the President’s' re-blecdph.

The new state’s palmiest days .lay just, ahead.: During the next ;derade:

mine after mine was opened, as the Comstock Lode or similar iyeins w^^^^

tapped at different subterranean spots by small compahies. The: greatest

discovery came in 1873 when four miners, organized as the Consolidated

Virginia, decided to test the theory that the Comstock grew , wider: deep

within the bowels of the earth. Scraping together needed cash arid equip-

ment, they began the back-breaking task of boring through the flinty rock

of Davidson Mountain. At 1,167 they struck the BigiBpnanzaj the lode

at that point was fifty-four feet wide and filled,with gold and- silver. This

richest find in the history of mining not only brought the prpsp.ectprs h

fortune of $200,000,000 but sent other miners to tunneling in the hope of

striking similar hidden wealth. For the next years the air about Virginia

City rang with the clank of metal drills and the boom pf blasting powder

as new mines were opened. Most proved fruitless, but a few elevated their

owners from paupers to millionaire ‘ffGngs , of the Comstock’’ ..with ;Ugly

mansions on Virginia City’s twisted streets or San Francisco’s? Nob;H^
For another ten years boring went on, .until deepening .shafts raised costs

beyond the point where profits could be made. By 1890 the boona' was oyer;.

Nevada sank into sleepy lethargy until its people, discovered that gpld was

as plentiful in the pockets of tourists and divorce-seekers .as arivthe; pockets

of streams or lodes.

While rich Washoe went through its evolution, prospectors carried th

mining frontier into the Southwest. The first rush occurred in 1858.when

dust was discovered along the lower Gila River. The fine! proyed disappoiritT

ingj but a new strike on the Colorado in 1862 led to a stampede iftPl^ Calir

fornia, this time with permanent results. Tucson, thepleading town,; de-

veloped overnight into the “Sodom and Gomorrah’’ of |he West, with suph

a colorful collection of cutthroats that sober citizeris beiieyed the; influk-due

more to the San Francisco vigilance committee than tp tfie attraptiyepess of

the mines. Their demand for an orderly goyernment forced ?Cprigress:tp

create the Territory of Arizona in, February, 1863;;A ypar later the;^fi^^^

crushing mills began the .district’s transformation into, a sfaplp naining

region.

More important than the expansion pf . the miners^:.;frontier iritio; the

South was its paraUel: moyement - northward: into. Washingt^^

Idaho, and Montana. The first striked were made in; the/“inlarid .Enipire,

of the Cplumbia^Pla^au^wherethe Shake and Columbia rivers tw
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; ;; \V^y ,to the '^.through deep7.1aV< beds. Gold ' was -discovered; in • 1 851 ne>r

; Etl GolvUlej a former Coinpany pdst.bh' the upper Columbia,

:

'/M(d :ai^ proved disappointing, prospectors were encouraged

.,:'td:wander Over thdregion in the hopes of richer deposits.' Som,e, pushing

.criorthwafddhto the wUds of British Columbia with their washing pansi

found -colodMn the'Fraser River during the fall of 1857. By the follow-

; ihg-spring all the West knew a new El Dorado waited exploitation,- where

.' indians were friendly and miners could pan out from $10 to $50 worth of

.dust daily;- 'The rush from California that followed dwarfed 'even the

7 stampede;to Washoe, going on at the same timej roads to Stockton and

Sacramento.were jammed with prospectors making their way to the coast

5 where they fought to board steamboats for the journey north. Thirty-five

thousand people left the state for the Fraser River in 1858, most of them

: soon to return with the disappointing news that the gold-bearing sand bars

of -the - river rwere so flooded mining was impossible.
:

‘

,
.Those who stayed fanned out in two directions in their continuous hunt

, ;
for,the illusive yellow metal. Some prospected northward along the Fraser

;; to:Cariboo Lake where they found enough gold to attract 1,500 miners

- during: 1 860 and 1861. More drifted southward into the Snake River Valley

7; where -their spectacular strikes during the next four years lured the first

per,maneht, settlers to Idaho. The first was made by a party of a dozen

: .ininere under Captain E. D. Pierce who in August, i860, found pockets of

gold; about twenty-five miles from the mouth of the Clearwater River. Ex-

aggerated stories of their success inspired such a stampede during the spring

:
‘of: 1,861. that several thousand miners occupied the district by the end Of

.June,.living In such camps as Orofino and Pierce City, and supplied from
."' the'nearby city of Lewiston which was founded by opportunistic merchants

as ;aii;,outfittlhg point. Although the Clearwater mines sent out. $100,000

..worth -of dust monthly, most newcomers failed to find good sites not al-

.
ready.pre-enipted. After satisfying themselves the unworked streams nearby

'(contained rio.hidden wealth they struck out southward once more, some to

'the.Sputh Fprkof the'Clearwater-where the camp of Elk City was laid out,

:,pthers;to,::the( Salmon River;Valley ..where the town of Florence was estab-

; lishe^^f.The ' pockets' there was fabulously rich; one miner panned out

. $6,000'worth of. dpst. in one day while another found shining scales worth

; .$500 in the bottom' of one. p^^^ . ..."
.

brought a 'rush of population to the upper Snake.

.

.Valley^during ;i86a;;.ail through the spring,every steamer dumped
.hqrdes 'pf: -yonderrsiders’^:;^ on the Portland: docks, every

broughtthrongs of ‘^greenhorns^’^ from the Mis;'

l^yyi.yalleyyyseasc^ed prospecmfs from.:the.Pike’s;Peak;country. T^
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thousand miners were at work in the Clearwater and Salmon Hiver aoH
fields by the close of the year. Some who failed to find likely spots moved
south, panning the tributaries of the Snake as they went. One found,pay
dirt on the Boise River during the autumn

j
during 1863 the stampede to

that region scattered mines and camps—^Placerville, Centerville and Idaho

City—along the valley. Another struck it rich on the Owyhee Riverj 2,500

miners followed him there to set up placers and sluice boxes around their

camp at Silver City. The rushes to a region still held by Indians forced

the government to build Ft. Boise as protection from the justly outraged

red men.

On the heels of the prospectors, there as everywhere on the mining

frontier, came permanent settlers. Mining camps attracted not only faro

dealers, bawdy house operators, and dance hall girls, but merchants,

lawyers, and editors willing to endure slovenly life for the high prices their

services could command. Settling first in the remote diggings, they gradu-

ally drifted to stategically located spots which became the commercial

centers of every region. In the Inland Empire, Walla Walla rapidly de-

veloped pre-eminence, serving as an emporium for the Snake River mines

and the gold fields opened along the Kootenay River of Canada in 1864.

Lewiston, at the junction of the Snake and Clearwater rivers, was a lesser

center, while in the southern Snake Valley, Idaho City forged ahead of

competitors. In 1863 it boasted a population of 6,000 people, “elegant

dance halls,” roaring saloons, thriving faro parlors, a hospital, a theater,

churches, a fire department, and three newspapers. The high prices asked

in mining towns lured farmers to the neighboring countryside, for there

were few places in the United States where flour sold for $28 a hundred,

corn meal at $19, chickens at $5 apiece, butter at $1.20 a pound, and potatoes

at twenty cents a pound. Gradually the region about Walla Walla filled up

with industrious husbandmen.

Farmers, merchants, and miners united in demanding an orderly gov-

ernment, pointing out that the Idaho country could never be satisfactorily

governed so long as it remained a part of Washington Territory. Petitions

for separate organization were circulated in the mining camps as early as

i860, but Congress paid no heed until 1863 when the growing agricultural

population and the introduction of mining machinery indicated the setde-

ments were permanent. The Territory of Idaho, established in March of

that year, included all of Montana and most of Wyoming.

Even as Congress acted, miners were stampeding into the eastern sections

of the new territory. The pioneers on that frontier were two brothers,

James and Granville Stuart, who in 1862 began prospecting the wild coim-

try near the headwaters of the Missouri River. On Gold Creek, a mountain
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ous fork of the Clark’s Fork River, they found enough pay dirt to justify

building sluice boxes. News of their moderate success fell on the ears of a

party of disappointed ’59ers from Pike’s Peak making their way overland

to the Salmon River gold fields. Abruptly changing their plans, they

started north from the Oregon Trail, panning streams as they went in true

prospector style. On Beaverhead River, a tributary of the Jefferson River,

they found a large pocket of gold. Others followed them in, tmtil by the

autumn of 1862 four hundred miners were in the district, all building

sluice boxes or throwing up the crude shacks of their camp, Bannack City.

Those pioneering achievements paved the way for the great Montana

gold rush of 1863. The time was ripe for a new stampede. Favorable spots

along the Snake River were already appropriated, releasing hundreds of

prospectors who were ready to race to any new field. They could reach the

Montana mines easily over a military highway, the Mviilan Road, which

was opened in early 1863 between Walla Walla and Ft. Benton, at the

head of steamboat navigation on the Missouri. The combination of avail-

able population and easy transportation started the tide rolling as soon as

snow melted that spring. Hundreds swarmed in to stake claims about Ban-

nack Cityj others struck out over the neighboring mountain country in

pursuit of wealth. The most fortunate stumbled upon gold in Alder Gulch,

a tributary of the Gallatin River. Their attempt to keep the find a secret

failed when one miner from the Gulch visited Bannack for supplies j he

was followed back by two hundred prospectors and the rush began, Virginia

City, the camp established by the newcomers, within a year boasted a popu-

lation of 4,000 men who amused themselves in eight bUliard halls, five

gambling establishments, three hurdy-gurdies, several bawdy houses, in-

numerable saloons, and two churches. Thirty million dollars worth of dust

and nuggets were taken out of Alder Gulch during the next three years.

Even those riches were rivaled by those of the last great strike in the

upper Missouri country. The fortunate miner responsible was a venerable

Georgian, John Cowan, who worked his way down the Missouri during

the spring of 1864 without detecting a trace of pay dirt. With supplies ex-

hausted and on the point of turning back, he decided to test one last spot,

which he called Last Chance Gulch, The pans of yellow nuggets that he
found there attracted a rush of miners

5
Helena was laid out as a mining

camp, sluice boxes built, new mines opened in a dozen gulches nearby, and

,

the process begun of extracting the $16,000,000 worth of gold concealed

in the region. Helena, conveniently situated on the trade route between Ft.

Benton and Bannack and Virginia Cities, rapidly developed into one of the
leading commercial emporiums of the mountain country.

,The influx of merchants and farmers into fertile mountain ^valleys near-
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by, together with the discovery of mineral-bearing lodes which promised

rich yields when quartz-crushing machinery could be brought in, testified

to the permanence of the fields and accentuated the demand for a stable

government. Petitions circulated among the mining camps were sympa-

thetically received by Congress, which in. May, 1864, created Montana

Territory, The legislature, meeting in Bannack City in December, chose

Virginia City as the territorial capital and adopted a seal depicting a miner’s

pick and shovel and a farmer’s plow against a mountain background.

Despite those symbols of permanence, new gold rushes continued to

thrill the prospectors of Idaho and Montana. One occurred in 1866 when

pay dirt was found on the upper Salmon River
j 5,000 miners stampeded

to the spot during the summer, to lay out such camps as Salmon City and

Bonanza, One famous spot there, the Charles Dickens Mine, yielded $1,000

a day in dust until the surface wealth was skimmed off. Another exciting

strike was made a year later along the Sweetwater River of the Wyoming

country
j
South Pass City and Atlantic City sprang up to hold the hordes

who raced to the newest El Dorado. The pockets proved shallow, however,

and by 1870 the Sweetwater boom was over, leaving behind no residue of

farmers and merchants as a permanent population. The next rush was to

the Coeur d’Alene Mountains of northern Idaho where pockets of gold

were found in 1883. Those also proved so disappointing that by rSSd.the

prospectors were drifting away, leaving scarred hiUs, slashed gullies, and

deserted ghost towns behind them.

The subsequent development of the northern Rocky Mountain mining

country paralleled that of Nevada or Colorado. There as elsewhere early

miners only captured a small portion of the surface wealth in their placers^

the real riches lay far below the surface, encased in veins of quartz.' During

the 1870’s and i88o’s eastern capital moved into Idaho to extract the hid-

den fortunes} shafts were sunk, crushing mills built, and mine after mine

opened. The most famous was the Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mine, dis-

covered in 1885 by a wandering prospector who, pausing to rest on a pile

of rock while chasing a runaway mule, found the stones streaked with

lead and silver. Investigation disclosed his impromptu resting place

to be part of a great dike of precious metals which eventually yielded

$250,000,000 worth of silver and lead. Workers brought in to extract such

wealth provided Montana and Idaho with permanent populations.

One region remained to be exploited by the drifting prospectors who

were always on the fringes of the mining frontier—the Black Hills o

Dakota. Rumors that those domed mountains cradled pockets of go

persisted among the mining camps. For years the West heard stones 0

Indians who appeared at Ft. Laramie with bags full of nuggets, of mi 1
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taiy commanders who found such wealth they kept their discoveries secret

lest their men desert, of occasional prospectors who found pay dirt rivaling

that about Sutter’s Fort. The tales were not tested so long as gold fields

farther west remained to be exploited, for the Black Hills country was

occupied by warlike Sioux Indians and guarded by federal troops pledged

to keep out all intruders. By 1874, however, the western mines were passing

into the hands of eastern capitalists. Thousands of prospectors turned to-

ward the Black Hills, certain that the forest-clad slopes concealed the riches

fickle fate had denied them elsewhere. From Massachusetts to California

expeditions were formed that spring to force their way past the soldiers

ringing the promised land. Observers agreed that if they succeeded the

stampede would dwarf the rush to Pike’s Peak or the Washoe District.

The military authorities, aware the best way to stop the invasion was to

disprove the rumors of Black Hills gold, decided upon official investiga-

tion. The expedition fitted out for the purpose—1,200 soldiers and sci-

entists under General George A. Custer—returned in August with up-

setting newsj gold was present in payable quantities all through the dis-

trict! The fat was in the fire. A proclamation from abashed army officials

barring settlers from the territory did no good; from the entire west miners

gathered, ready to defy the troops who barred their path. They concentrated

especially at Sioux City, Iowa, where the editor of the Sioux City Times

turned his paper into a screaming advertisement for the Black Hills’ gold

fields. Through the winter of 1874—75 they jammed the town’s hotels and

filled two large tents erected in the main street, ready to leave whenever

the soldiers relaxed their vigilance. One party of twenty-eight frontiersmen

broke through the cordon in December, made their way to the mines

through the Dakota badlands, and pitched camp on French Creek where
they panned gold until troops ejected them.

Their tales of Dakota wealth, magnified by every teller, ruined the gov-

ernment’s last chance to hold the Black Hills for the Indians. Throughout
the summer bands of miners filtered through the ring of guardians to pan
gold furiously for a time before being driven out. In August, 1875, six

hundred miners were ousted, only to return again. As the game of hide-

and-seek went on, militaiy leaders realized no amount of force could hold
back the miners indefinitely; the only solution was to extinguish the Indian

title. When a nine-day conference with the Sioux in September failed to

wring any concessions from the red men, disgusted federal agents decided

to let the miners take their own chances. In October the Black Hills were
thrown open to all comers who dared risk attack.

The rush began at once. From Iowa and the gold fields of the West
prospectors came in droves, to swarm over the region with wash pans in
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hand, ready to set up placers at the first hint of yellow metal. Most of the

15,000 who entered that fall concentrated on the French Creek region

where a town named Custer City was built, a mining district laid out, and

laws governing the location of claims adopted. During the winter new dis-

coveries in Deadwood Gulch sent a rush to that northerly valley. In April,

1876, Deadwood was founded, a ramshackle town of one saloon-filled street

that twisted through the gulch, catering to the wide-open tastes of 7,000

miners “who had no Puritan prejudices to overcome.” Custer City and

Deadwood remained the leading cities during the mushroom stages of the

rush, although camps were established at Lead City and Spearfish during

1876.

The Wild West made its last glorious stand in the Black Hills mining

camps. Deadwood was the rip-roaring center of frontier lawlessness. There

the faro games were wilder, the hurdy-gurdy dance halls noisier, the street

brawls more common, than in any other western town. There congregated

road agents, gunmen, murderers, bawds, and gamblers driven from more

orderly communities by vigilantes—^Wild Bill Hickok, California Jack,

Bed Rock Tom, Poker Alice, Calamity Jane. There stagecoaches were

robbed with such monotonous regularity the local paper dismissed one such

incident with: “We have again to repeat the hackneyed phrase, %e stage

has been robbed!’ ” There desperadoes from the hills regularly roared in

to “take over the town,” while storekeepers boarded up their doors, shut

out their lights, and unashamedly hid until danger was past. There the

vigilance committee “stretched hemp” over the necks of more unregenerate

cutthroats than in all the gold fields from Pike’s Peak to Sutter’s Fort.

Deadwood’s place in the criminal sun was brief, but during those hectic

years no other spot in the nation could boast such unrestrained lawlessness

as that famous mining camp.

The eastward advance of the mining frontier ended with the Black Hills

rush. Much gold and silver remained locked in the hills of the Far West

after 1875, waiting to be extracted by trained engineers or unromantic

wage earners. The day of prospector and placer miner was at an end, but

they left in their wake a springing of busy towns and prosperous farming

communities over half the trans-Mississippi country.



CHAPTER XXXI

The Transportation Frontier

1858-1884

The 'rapidlty of the mining frontier’s advance greatly alarmed both East

:and West. In the past, easterners knew, pioneer communities were so near

settled regions their economic and spiritual needs could be supplied by' the

plde'e society. Now miners lived in isolated islands of settlement, scattered.

,f^ and,,,wide over the mountainous West, where they were distant from

the.dviH?atioh of the East. If left to themselves they might drift into lawr

Iws or pagan practices detrimental- to the nation. Their salvation and the

cburitiy’s fate depended on the rapid development of transportationdines

.widi ’the States. Frontiersmen of the Far West were equally, indstent-on*

better communications, knowing thati roads would smean lower commodity

prices'formining, camps and more frequent news of happenings in the East.

Both easterners and .westerners; agreed the - improvements would require

government- support. Their pressure on Washington forced Congress to

grant a series of subsidies between, the middle iSfo’s and 1871 to express

compmles, stagecoach lines,- telegraph corporations, and railroads, Federal;

aid not only gave the-West needed economic outlets but opened vast por-,

tiohspf thecontinent to settlement;, '

-The government’s first attempts to pr.bvide comimunication facilities for-:

westerners were hardly successful. In 1848 contracts were awarded for, semi-

monthly; mail service;between^New;York ahd San Francisco by sea j under

the arrangement letters were c^ie'd.tb Panama.by;the United States.Steara-

f

ship Companyjicerted.across: the isthm^ and sent northward pn.ye^els of ;

; the 'Pacific ^Mad ;Steamship-^ The .high costs (twelve to eighty

> cents/an olince); and:dip thirty' dayW*required for the .foundabput journey

i
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satisfy the miners but a direct route across the continent, with frequent

way stations where horses could be changed often enough to assure the

constant movement of the mails. Through the early 1850’$ western pres-

sure on the government mounted, reaching a climax in 1856 when a giant

petition, signed by 75,000 Californians, was laid before Congress. Daily

mails over a road through South Pass, the signers agreed, were needed to

quench the westerners’ thirst for news.

No sooner was debate on the request begun than the sectional issue in-

truded. Southerners denounced the South Pass route, knowing that its

eastern tern^inus at St. Louis or Chicago would not only benefit the North

economically but presage a transcontinental railroad along the path pio-

neered by stagecoaches. This the South was bound to resist, so effectually

that a congressional decision on the issue was impossible. Instead the legis-

lators in 1857 dodged the sectional question by appropriating money to

survey and improve two roads, one from Ft. Kearney through South Pass

to California, the other from El Paso to Ft. Yuma on the southern border of

the state. Although unable to follow the same expedient in granting sub-

sidies, congressmen hit upon an equally compromising device. The Post

Office Appropriation Act of 1857 authorized the postmaster general to call

for bids on a semi-weekly or weekly mail service from “such point on the

Mississippi River as the contractors may select, to San Francisco.” The

company chosen must, according to the bill, guarantee delivery within

twenty-five days in return for an annual subsidy of $600,000.

Southern congressmen supported the measure, which seemingly favored

the short South Pass route over the longer roads across the Southwest, only

because they knew their interests would be protected by the postmaster gen-

eral, Aaron V. Brown of Tennessee. They were not disappointed. Brown,

an ardent southerner, after throwing out all bids from northern com-

panies, selected the offer of a firm headed by two seasoned expressmen,

John Butterfield and William G. Fargo of New York, largely because they

proposed to use a road from St. Louis or Memphis through Ft. Smith, El

Paso, and Ft. Yuma to San Francisco. Objections to the roundabout “ox-

bow” route, as northerners derisively labeled it, were brushed aside with the

assertion that the plentiful grasslands and healthy climate of the Southwest

justified the greater distance!

A year of preparation was needed before the Butterfield Overland Mail

started its first stagecoaches across the continent. First a “road” was marked

out over the 2,812 miles between Tipton, Missouri, the western terminus of

the railroad, and San Francisco. Along this “stations’ of wood or adobe

were scattered at intervals, where horses and mules could be sheltered,

and food provided for passengers with stomachs strong enough to face
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•;. the rPIaihs bacori, 'beans,.,br^d, and .what-paisei .in 't;He:'.Westc£or

0 'cpffe^j' Each: of the -lonely^ placed under .an-;-.fagenf^rwho;;^^^

V^'^ukllyia/prpfane^cutthro by half a dozen; ’vigilancp;cdmmittees,";

, x^nd; every :two;;hundred miles, of road was entrusted to av “district pgent”.

V. who; differed^ froni , his unruly subordinates only in; being .quicker, .ort .the^^^^

.£draw/;Driye them swaggering bullies, were hired to jhahdle. the;;

X;’ thousand mules and five hundred horses purchased by the pompany.',^,;:

^ by the Butterfield Overland /Muilyrevplu-;,'

v.'tioiiized .western travel. Known as Concord Coaches for their.. manufacturer?

? :i_.the Abfe Company of Concord, New Hampshire^they were,

? fe, better., suited to journeys across plains and deserts thin any. earlier

;V.? vehicie. Th^ were heavy, with broad iron, tires that wpuld nbt;.s5nkv

V ,!n;soft;sand, and were set wide apart to keep the stage from tipping;;^7he

'

iron-reinfom wooden body was swung on leather thoroughbraces. which:

ab^brbbd. sorc^^ worst shocks, and was provided with, leather curtains

J';
R^^t^ct'the nine passengers from rain or cold. The.driver and conductor, .

, j;
.

^^. sbmbtimes^ a or two, rode high up on the. boxlike structure,

a triangular “boot” which held mail .sacks :•and;

;
red or green vehicles were pulied\by,f6ur?

K §^U°p,ihg;hprses or half a dozen scampering mules,
. . , . ; .>, :

^h
by on a large scale on September, 15, 185,8^', when?

;
P^^P^t^.dpns for overland service were completed. That.morning twpppadies' ;

A^fStartedPn; their -lonely one from the railroad .terininuaatjTiptoni ;'

,.i;Mi^q^ij the; other |rom, San Francisco. For three, weeks:, they.;careened;

racing east and the other .westp as road-building-.
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crews stopped to cheer and frontiersmen gathered from miles around to

gape at the latest evidence of civilization. Hardships were many on the

first run, but on the morning of October 10 one dust-stained coach swept

into San Francisco, twenty-four days out of Missouri. “Had I not just come

out over the route,” wrote a tired correspondent who made the journey, “I

would be perfectly willing to go back by it.” In the meantime the east-

bound coadh reached St. Louis in a little less than twenty-one days. “I con-

gratulate you on the result,” President Buchanan wired Butterfield. “It is

a glorious triumph for civilization and the Union.”

For the next three years Butterfield Overland Mail coaches raced

over the trails blazed by those pioneers, two each week In each direction,

through rain and snow and desert heat, with scarcely a break in the service.

Sometimes stations were raided by bands of Apache or Comanche who had

not learned that the condemned army bacon provided by the company was

not worth stealing. Sometimes coaches were attacked by marauding savages
j

•

one overland driver complained to Mark Twain that he left the southern

route because “he came as near as anything to starving to death in the midst

of abundance, because they kept him so leaky with bullet holes that ‘he

couldn’t hold his vittels’.” Usually passengers were fewj the fare of $200

and the prospect of sitting for twenty-two days in a jolting coach did not

attract pleasure seekers. But way traffic, generous government subsidies, and

a steady increase in the amount of mail carried assured success for the ven-

ture. The company’s prosperity encouraged the postmaster general to sub-

sidize two alternate routes in the late 1850’s, the Kansas and Stockton Ex-

press between Kansas City and Stockton, California, and the San Antonio

Express connecting Texas with San Diego.

The support given southwestern routes by the Democratic officials who

dominated national affairs imder President Buchanan meant the early de-

velopment of the central road across the continent would be left to private

Initiative. Interest in the possibility mounted during the middle 1850’s as

individual freighters, realizing that profits could be obtained by supplying

Mormons and California miners with eastern goods, began plying the Platte

River route with small wagon trains. Scarcely had trade begun when one

freighter, an experienced Missourian named Alexander Majors, decided to

monopolize the business. In 1855 he formed a partnership with two other

plainsmen, William H. Russell and W. B. Waddell. The firm of Russell,

Majors and Waddell, starting operations with three hundred wagons, grew

so rapidly that by 1858 it operated 3,500 covered vehicles, employed 4,000

men, and owned 40,000 draft oxen. For the next few years it dominated

freighting on the central Plains, carrying food and industrial produce to

army camps or mining fields, and bringing out hides and precious metals.



;>'. Russel], M^^ and Waddell prospered because they .deyised efficient-,

methods for overland travel. Every wagon train 'they; sent out; from

Missouri contained, twenty-five covered wagons, each carrying three, tons

of goods and pulled by. twelve oxen. A “bullwhackeH’ walked beside^^ch

wagbn, controlling the animals with a twelve-foot bullyrhip which cracked

like ai rifle when, flicked against the oxen. Most drivers were rough-and-

tumble desperadoes whose sulphurous profanity and fondness for.drunken

brawling made them known and feared along the whole frontier, although

Alexander. Majors, a pious man, tried to attract more orderly employees

by prorriising each a Bible and hymn book. Probably those inducements did

less to keep bullwhackers in check than the wagonmaster who accompanied

wch train on its lonely march across the prairies. Those officials and their

men, plodding along at the rate of fifteen miles each day, sleeping under

the stars at night, supplied the isolated settlements of the Far West with

necessities for almost a decade.

; Profits from freighting encouraged the exuberant William H. Russell,

the, irrepressible plunger of the combination, to involve his partners in

two fantastic ventures that vastly benefited the West but led inevitably

to the company’s downfall. One was a stagecoach line over the Central

Route; which, he hoped, would profit so enormously from the Pike’s Peak

gold-rush that it would need no government subsidy. Majors and Waddell

labbred'in vain to convince Russell that no line could succeed without

federal aid; when they refused to back him he found a less conservative

p^tner, 'John S. Jones, and formed the Leavenworth and Pike’s Peak

Express Company. Using vast sums of borrowed capital, the new concern

laid but a;rbute between Leavenworth and Denver that was ready, for

daily service by April i8, 1859. Despite the ten-day schedules and singu-

larly; efiicient service, the project was doomed from the beginning,:partly

because : the cbllapse of the Pike’s Peak boom shrank anticipated revenue,

partly.because- the expenses of $1,000 a day could only be borne with a

government, subsidy. Russell’s answer was to extend operations to Salt

Lake City where the California Stage Company provided connections with

San Francisco. This, was accomplished in July, 1859, by paying an:; ex-

cessive! sum for the franchise of a small company already operating in-

frequently, over the route,

. Profits remained nonexistent, however, and Russell’s partners were
foally forced to come to his aid or risk the downfall of their;owh .firm;

through his banlg-uptcy. In the autumn of 1859 they agreed: ta take oyer
,

the stagecoaching venture and nurture it with funds from ;their. freighting ,

business undl it could secure a lucrative mail contract. Reorganized ks: the ^

t^ntral Pyefland,
:
California, and Pike’s! Peak Express, the: new; company •
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operated triweekly coaches between Leavenworth and Placeiwille, but lost

money so fast that its well-known initials were soon transformed to read

“Clean Out of Cash and Poor Pay.”

There was only one hope—a government subsidy—and only one slim

chance of obtaining one. If the partners could convincingly demonstrate

the superiority of the Central Route over the roundabout Butterfield route

they might win the coveted mail contract. Only this faint hope induced

Majors and Waddell to back Russell in another of his fantastic schemes:

a Pony Express of relays of horsemen that would carry mails between

Missouri and California in ten days. Surely, they reasoned, nothing would

advertise the advantages of their stage service more dramatically than

such breath-taking speed. So 190 way stations were built at ten-mile

intervals between St. Joseph, Missouri, and San Francisco, five hundred

horses were selected for speed and stamina, and riders hired with courage

and endurance needed for long hours in the saddle. The special equip-

ment that was purchased caught the nation’s imagination: close-fitting

clothes for the riders, light racing saddles, mail pouches that could be

tossed from horse to horse in a twinkling. By April 3, i860, all was in

readiness for the country’s most spectacular experiment in lightning trans-

portation.

Crowds cheered away the two riders who left St. Joseph and San

Francisco that day. Each drove his horse at full gallop for ten miles, then

came crashing into a station where another mount was held, saddled and

ready to be away. In a flash the mochila holding the mail was flung across

the new saddle, the rider leaped on it, and was off. Each rider rode

seventy miles at this break-neck pace, then turned his pouches over to

another and rested for the return trip. A few hours over ten days were

required to cross the continent, ten days less than the fastest stagecoach.

Here was something for the United States to celebrate. Eighty riders

constantly in the saddle, day and night, forty of them flying east, forty

of them west, over rolling prairies and tortuous mountain trails, with never

a halt for snow or sleet or even Indian attack. Little wonder that one

youngster who gained his first fame as a Pony Express rider, “Buffalo

Bill” Cody, came to typify the wild-western frontier to generations of later

Americans.

The Pony Express was richer in romance than in profits. Rates were high

enough—$4 to $10 an ounce—-and the number of letters carried increased

from 49 on the first trip to 350 a year later, but each cost $38 to deliver

and this was more of a drain than even the vast resources of RusseU, Majors

and Waddell could long endure. To make matters worse, a competitor

was soon in the field. The electric telegraph was still in its infancy when

the federal government endowed two companies, the Pacific Telegrap
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Company and the Overland Telegraph Company, to bridge the continent

by wire. The first pole was set in July, 1861
5
from that date crews raced

across the mountains and plains from west and east in a contest to enter

Salt Lake City first and secure"the business of that metropolis for their

respective concerns. When the wires were joined on October 24, i86i, the

time between the coasts was reduced from days to a fraction of a second and

the Pony Express was doomed.

,
Its collapse also spelled doom for the harried partners. They had not

only poured $500,000 into that hapless venture but had lost money

steadily on their stagecoach line, for business failed to improve despite

all the advertising received by the Central Route. Driven to desperation,

Russell stooped to appropriating government securities with the co-operation

of a good-hearted clerk in the Interior Department who was not above

embezzlement to help a friend. This venture into low finance soon came

to light) Russell vanished into a federal lockup and the firm of Russell,

Majors and Waddell slid into bankruptcy. By a cruel irony of fate, this

occurred just as its one chance occurred to secure a mail contract. With

the outbreak of the Civil War, Congress was forced to shift the over-

land mail service northward, but it could scarcely award the contract

to such a thoroughly discredited concern. Instead the Butterfield Overland

Mail was shifted to the Central Route in March, 1861. Over the next

few years this established company operated daily coaches between St.

Joseph, Missouri, and Placerville, California, aided by the $1,000,000

annual subsidy that Russell, Majors and Waddell had ruined themselves

to secure. On March 2i, 1862, the few remaining assets of the Central

Overland, California, and Pike’s Peak Express were purchased at public

auction by the man who dominated western transportation for the next

five years: Ben Holladay.

Holladay was a coarse frontiersman, endowed by nature with shrewd cun-

ning and an imcanny executive skill. Within a few months his smooth-

running coaches were operating on schedule, attracting more passengers,

and paying handsome dividends. Some of the revenue was used to buy

improved Concord coaches, hire better drivers, and erect handsome sta-

tions where travelers could expect something better than the mouldy bread

and spoiled pork inflicted on them in the past. More money went into lines

to mining camps in Idaho, Montana, and Colorado, until Holladay con-

trolled 5,000 miles of stage routes and was truly the “Napoleon of the

Plains.” Over this empire he ruled with an iron hand, riding constantly

over his lines, goading his men on, and overawing the cutthroats who
manned his stations, until he became a legendary figure in the West. Mark
Twain caught the spirit of that frontier adulation in Roughing It when he^

recorded a conversation between an elderly pilgrim to the Holy Land and
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an impetuous young man who had .once, traveled in one of

coaches:-'" V''
* ' " .•

“Jack, do you see that range of mountains oyer yonder thatVbounds^^ '^^

the Jordan Valley? The mountains of Moab, Jack! Think of it,

boy—the actual mountains of Moab—-renowned
,
in Scripture' history I

We are actually standing face to face with those illustnous «
peaks—and for all we know (dropping his voice impressively)/ onr'',^ ;?

eye may be resting at this very moment tifon the. sfot tits-

^

THE MYSTERIOUS GRAVE OF MOSES I THINK OF IT, JACk!”' , :

“Moses tu/;o?” (falling inflection). -
'

^

“Moses who! Jack, you ought to be ashamed of yourself—you ought : ('

i

to be ashamed of such criminal ignorance,
; Why, Moses, : the great

-j

guide, soldier, poet, lawgiver of ancient Israeli Jack, from this? spot

^

where we stand, to Egypt, stretches a fearful desert three Hundred: ^
miles in extent—and across that desert that wonderful man brought „

the children of Israeli—guiding them with unfaihAg sagacity fpr^V..-;-^

forty years over the sandy desolation and among the obsti-uctingTocks
;

and hills, and landed them at last, safe and sound, within sight of this.' •

very spot: and where we now stand they entered the Promised. Land’ ^

with anthems of rejoicing! It was a wonderful, wonderful thingvto

do, Jack! Think of itP*
[

'

‘

.-''-y.

“Forty years? Only three hundred miles? Humph! Beh HbUaday •

would have fetched them through in thirty-six. hours.”^,
'

More than Holladay’s' genius was needed to keep western coaling a

alive, for by the middle of the i86o’s the inevitability of progreW; placed,,;

the stamp of doom on his giant enterprises. He was wise enough, to see the" 3

handwriting on the wall and sell out in 1866 to WeBs Fargo and Com-
'

i

pany, a New York concern which had previously purchased; Butterfield’s;

interests west of the Rockies. Holladay acted none too soon. Within three;;

years overland staging was relegated to a secondary place in frontier life

;

by the coming of the railroad. -3
3 -; 3; ; 3

During the decade when stage coaching .was3at its heyday in the; Far

West, railways advanced slowly into the transTMissIssippi country. ;Gonf;;

struction was centered first in the humid regions adjacent to the Father of ;3

Waters, where thickening settlement and hea^ agricidturai yields prom-

ised adequate way traffic. During the iSjo’s the object of most proinoters;;

was to reach the'Missouri River. First to be chartered .were two Mi^ouri;

roads, the Missouri Pacific Railroad .which connected St. Louis and Kaln^^

City (i85i-i865)/:and the Hannibal and St. Joe;Railroad between Han-

^Samuel L: Roughing' It (New' permission of the. publishers/'^ arid

York, 1871), I, 58. Reprinted by special ; Brothers. ^

3
'
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rnibal and, StJJoseph; (;i 8 the dose of the- decade activity

shifted to Iowa continuations dr railroads, from Chicago.; The pioiieenrig ^.^^

“ line in that state was ; the Chicago and Northwestern;; Railroad
j

in . 1 855

;

its tracks^ reached tJie Mi^issippi opposite Clintqnj Iowa, and during the

next decade it pushed construction on to Council Bluffs on the Missouri. 'V

Close behind ,was the Rock Island Railroad which npt pidy :
reached the

;
Mississippi in 1 854. but a year later opened the first bridge across the rivet, :; :

'ta the delight of awe-struck westerners. Its tracks entered ;Cpuhcir Bluf&

in 1869. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad, building ,w^tward .

. from Burlington through the Civil War decade, reached Cdunal, Bluffs :

;
ih -i869;ahd Ft. Kearney, Nebraska, by 1873 when a depression stopped \

work. Northern Iowa was crossed by the Illinois Central Railroad,; which..

,

completed its line from Dubuque to Sioux City in 1870. ,

.
.Other railroad magnates turned their attention to the Minnespta cpuntry.

A leading role there was played by the Chicago, Milwaukee and
,
St,; Paul;

VRailrpad, which by 1873 not only connected Chicago with Minneapolis and .

St. Paul, but operated a branch line half way across northern lowa.’EquaUy
;

active was;; Chicago and Northwestern Railroad .which entered the >.

teffitory In:i867 with the purchase of a defunct road that had atteiiipted to v

' build.wes^ard from Winona. When the Panic of 1873 ended .construction, •

. track e^dended across Minnesota and a short distance into Dakota; Territory; .

''Smaller lines,
,
in the meanwhile, built northward .from the; Twig.Cid^

hne, the Lake Superior and Mississippi Railroad, entered Duluth before

;
;i873. ;By. that time the northern tier of Mississippi stateiwere crisscrossed -

,,

•Hby a nvufi east-west roads providing adequate transportation^;" J ; .

;

Le^ importarit in the. development of the trans-Mististippi trahspbrtatipri ,

;

network:were, the north-south lines begun just after the; Civil,War to cpn- ; :

:

nect .jjoind,; in. Missouri or Kansas with ..the Gplf of , Mexico. , .Qh^^^

;MissQviri,Kansas and Texas Railroad, building south from; Topeka, reached vj

; the Kansas border.in .1870 after a race.with a rival;concern that was/pushihg. ,'
i

;,its tracks pu^ City. Its .reward .was a generous land, grant and V'.

a^righfofi way across. the.Indian Territpryy an inducemehtrWkich.speeded ,

:; cbn§tructipn, until.the. “ crpssej the Red River ih:,! 872,^ 'tp
,

;

,

j.pih ;With those of the Houston, and' Texas Central Railroad.; Itslonly riyal ;.

.

- jh th.e,Gijf tra^ the St. Louis, Iron Mountain and. Southern RaUroad.' •

:
i^hst iine reached.Texarkaria'in 1873 .

where, it met the already, completed . v^

;
Ihton^tibnaI and Great Northern Railroad; ;

•; J,-

;’; .;;:Jhb imposing railwaymetwprk laid down rh
;

the tier of -.states bbrd^^

: .the ;Mis;^issippi ..was made possible
'
.byRnancial

,
aid from . :hamkts . through

' ,the .foadsVpassedj.the.state.irf which the federial

: ernrnent. The l^t sburce.was .mbsfbquntifui;, £rpm:i8^
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granted the public domain freely to western states wife

they pass the awards oh to railroads in the form of land bounties;' Eye;^
trans-Mississippi state but Texas (which controlled itS; own domain) shared

-

in tliis largess, and each in turn doled out millions of feres in ^

sections which were sold by roads to meet construction costs, WHfeprqhiot-

ers turned to railroad building in the Plains region wefe of tfefersttW pf^^

trans-Mississippi states,, they faced a different situation; Tfet giant feassland
'-

supported ho settlers to provide roads with way traffic, rib towfe to offer aid-^

no states to pledge credit, no pioneers to purchase knd grfetsi Building-

there was a task to try the skill of America’s engineers and finahcife.-
'

r

That a transcontinental railroad must be built was acknowiedged by all/

after the middle 1850’s. The nation first began to visuahze a Padfe rfed-ife

January, 1845, when a New York business man and China trader, AsaJWbit--"

ney, proposed to Congress that the government grant a sixtyfeile strip;i)e-;'

tween Lake Superior and the Oregon country to any company willing to' risk

;

construction. After this visionary plan was pigeonholed, Whitney. launched;:

a propaganda campaign to convince both congressmen and people the project /

Was feasible} for the next decade he spoke and wrote constantly, in .behalf of'-,

a Pacific railroad, showering Congress with petitions as he did-so. Grfeually.

public opinion was won to his side, partly by his arguments, but more by ’ffie..;.

realization that heavily populated California could be kept; sfelsfied pnly;.;

with better transportation. By 1853 the most hardheaded realists afeeedia';

transcontinental road was necessary and the most rugged indiyidualife'/ad; :-

mitted government aid must be forthcoming for the feojkct^

Unfortunately the conversion of public opinion coincided with, the rise .of

sectional antagonism} by the time Congress admitted a railroad^shpuldlDfe

built no one could agree upon the route. Feeling was especially bitter be-

cause all believed one road to the Pacific would suffice fpreyef, giving the

;

section securing its eastern terminus a perpetual economic; adyahtagq. South-;'

erners insisted the government support a line along, the Buttefeeld;Oyep;;

land Mail route or one following the Canadian or- Red; riyerky.iibr^^^^^

ers demanded a railway through South Pass. As Congress .debated^ through;:;;

the early years of the pre-Civil War decade, one group;bf realists, concluded;;;

the problem might be settled by nature} perhaps one .route; was: "suffidfefe.

superior to be used regardless of sectional' feeling, .-To; test that theory, (kh-./

gress, in the spring of 1853,, authorized the arniy. to .fefee^y all/feafefe^^^

routes between the Mississippi Valley, and the Pacific;.' V;

The findings, presented in ..ten bulky .yblunies ,ih; ;i:85y,

sectional clamor,, for the surveys showed thatTpfe routes.wore pmct^^^^^^^

one between Lake Superior ;and Portlarid,: another 'thrpugfedpbfe/P^?? ^®-

San Francisco, :a third alpng:the Red .River- to Southern .Caliform

fourth across ;s.outhern Texas arid fee Gila Vailey. Two ,
northern
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southern possibilities did little to make a decision easier, but the great com-

promiser, Stephen A. Douglas, tried to find a solution. After preparing the

way for his favored South Pass route by organizing the western territories in

the Kansas-Nebraska Act, he proposed that Congress aid three railroads: a

Northern Pacific Railroad from Wisconsin to Puget Sound, a Central

Pacific Railroad from Missouri or Iowa to San Francisco, and a Southern

Pacific Railroad from Texas to southern California. His catchall proposal

might have satisfied the warring sections, but the expenses involved were

too staggering to be considered. So long as sectionalism plagued the nation,

ao road could be built. The long debate, however, taught Congress that

land grants and direct loans would be needed before private capitalists

could be persuaded to imdertake the project.

The opportunity to apply those lessons came with the secession of the Con-

federate states. Congress, controlled after 1861 by northerners who agreed

on the central route, only needed prodding to act. That came from California

in the person of Theodore D. Judah. Judah was a gifted engineer, chock-

full of vision and energy, who had joined with four other promoters from

his home state—^Leland Stanford, Collis P. Huntington, Mark Hopkins and

Charles Crocker—to charter the Central Pacific Railroad of California. They

proposed building eastward from San Francisco to the state border, and

wanted both federal support and the promise of a line to connect their road

with the Mississippi Valley. That was what Judah was after when he de-

scended on Washington late in 1861, his valise jammed with plans and his

head with grandiose schemes. His persistent lobbying was rewarded on July

1, 1862, when Congress passed a law launching the first Pacific railroad.

Two companies, the measure decreed, would build the road. The Central

Pacific Railroad was assigned the difficult task of bridging the Sierra

Nevadas in California. The other, incorporated by Congress as the Union

Pacific Railroad, was authorized to build westward from the lOOth

meridian, climb the Rockies near South Pass, and meet the Central Pacific at

the California-Nevada line. East of the lOOth meridian five branches were

to radiate out to Kansas City, Leavenworth, St. Joseph, Sioux City, and

Omaha—-a device used to forestall local jealousies. Each road was granted

a four-hundred-foot right-of-way, together with ten alternate sections of

land for each mile of track laid. In addition the government agreed to loan

the companies on a first mortgage basis $16,000 for each mile built in level

country, $32,000 a mile in the foothills, and $48,000 in the mountains.

Generous as the terms were—one critic complained that “while fighting to

retain eleven refractory states the nation permits itself to be cozened out
of territory sufficient to form twelve new republics”—they failed to attract

private capital needed by the Union Pacific. After two years of stalemate

Congress cgme to the company’s aid in July, 1864, by doubling the land
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grant, reducing the government loan to the status of a second mortgage,

and increasing the number of $100 shares it was authorized to sell from

100,000 to 1,000,000. Money poured in then, and construction began.

The Central Pacific was off first in the race across the continent, spurred

on by a loan of $1,659,000 from California, and President Lincoln’s geo-

graphical legerdemain in shifting the Sierra Nevadas westward into the

Sacramento Valley to allow the company to borrow $48,000 a mile when
building across level country. The first track was laid in 1863 and inched

forward slowly during the next years—twenty miles in 1864, twenty more

in 1865, thirty in 1866, forty-six in 1867. The construction gangs were in

the mountains then, battering their way over steep grades and around

precipices of living rock, but the promoters had solved their worst problem

—^how to obtain labor in a frontier community—^by importing gangs of

Chinese coolies. Seven thousand pig-tailed workers hacked out the right-of-

way, their broad straw hats and flapping trousers forming a picturesque

sight as they trundled wheelbarrows of dirt or scampered away from

charges of blasting powder. In the summer of 1867 the crest of the Sierras

was crossed and only easier downgrades lay ahead. Anticipating that happy

moment, the Central Pacific in 1866 wrung from Congress the right to lav

its tracks on across the Nevada deserts “until they shall meet and connect

with the Union Pacific Railroad.”

By that time work on the Union Pacific was well under way. Construction

was slow at first, as the company struggled to obtain workers and material

from a war-burdened nation
5
only forty miles of track stretched west from

Omaha at the close of 1865. During the next two years conditions improved

rapidly. Gangs of Irish laborers drifted westward with the close of the war,

seeking jobs on the construction crews. In 1867 the Chicago and North-

western Railroad reached Council Bluffs, ending expensive steamboat trans-

portation of rails and materials. Yet plentiful labor, adequate supplies, and

an easy roadbed across the Plains did not solve the Union Pacific’s con-

struction problems. Everything needed had to be brought into that barren

country} ties from the forests of Minnesota, stone from the quarries of

"Wisconsin, rails from the steel mills of Pennsylvania. Moreover the Indians

were on the warpath, necessitating frequent halts while workers snatched

rifles from “track trains” to beat off attacks.

Still the work went on. A hundred mile stretch would be surveyed,

graded, bridges built. Then came the track layers. “A light car, drawn by

a single horse, gallops up to the front with its load of rails. Two men seize

the end of a rail and start forward, the rest of the gang taking hold by

twos until it is clear of the car. They come forward at a run. At the word

of command, the rail is dropped in its place, right side up, with care, while

the same process goes on on the other side of the car. Less than thirty sec-
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jiids. b.a rail for each; ^rigj^'aridso four ra go.down to, the miiiute; ,

rhbmbmeiit itlie car is ernpty. it is tipped over on the side' of tlie tra^^

[et thbbexfloaded’br-pass it^ ahd then it is tipped hack,agaih}\ it is'a sight

ip'seb it go' flying back for another load, propelled by a:ho'rb:at

ittKe end- of'flo'or 8o feet of rope, ridden by a young Jehu, who drives

hirio^ly.lGlbVe behind, the first gang come the gaugers
j
spikbrs anii.bpltersj

ind a lively -time t of it. It is a grand Anvil Chorus that these

jtbrdy sledges are playing across the plains.” So they swept across the -cbn-

liiient in 'a mighty symphony of motion. Two hundred arid sixty-six .miles

d£ track .went down in 1866, 240 in 1867. November of that, yeai; the

glearriirig rails reached Cheyenne and started their climb upward toward the

paU.that would span the Ro^ .
.

r '

. . ; ;

. BebindtHem they left a chain of ramshackle towns, sixty or seyenty;mile^

iparb,that :marked the temporary halting places of constractibh; crews,

lulesburgi; .Gheyenne, Laramie City—^those are today the ghosts pf^ that

triigrating “Hell on Wheels” which followed the Union Pacific across the

fbritinerit . For a few months, or perhaps a whole winter, thh garigs ol

workers would live in one of the outposts, going out to work each day;.on

be' ^‘track. trains.” Then, w:hen the track had. nosed out far' ahead^ Jhe

signal .to.' mpye was given. All fell to work} in a few hours, the ,tPwn was

di.srnaritied,
;

piled aboard flatcars, and on its way west,..with Jnhabitibfc

riding atop; their dismantled homes. Sixty miles up the road .they 'h^ted.

Willing hands raised the “Big Tent,” a floored canvas structure a hundred

feet long arid fprty wide, which held a sumptuous bar,. a dance floor}; and

elaborate'^rabling paraphernalia. Around it they threw hp the ramsha^e

shackepr tents which held twenty-two more saloons, five dance', halls,diving

quarters for, the workers, and homes for the “girls’Vwhp were always.ready

tp‘ take away any portion of the workers’ wages left by -the. farp'dealers,

Sbme».3,op,p, people drifted westward, with that peripatetic .Gomorrah^
wrbrkers} bartenders, prostitutes, gamblers, speculatprs, butlaws, ' renegadeSj

rpad agerits^-outcasts. “Hell,” one journalist observed,l“would appear; tb

h^,been raked. to furnish .them.”
^

.

'..iNightlydi^ipation did not. slow down the workers whoj,by; the;sp^^

1868} resized they were not mere labprers on a raUroad but participaritkin

the greatest racein history. The Central Pacific w^ wingingacross the level

deserts pf Neya.da. The Union Pacific was battling'through South-Pass.ABe-

t^eehthem lay,the plains of Utah, which an amiriblbgoyernment defined as

mountain; country, .entitling buildersTo loans of $48,000 a riiile as :weB^^

lucratiyeland;gran,ts.:Each coriipany spurred itkmen relendesdylnt.hppe of

grabbing,off a major,'share pf that prize; Five, miles,iseyeh miles, .finally ten

bile§.;bf4rack; a.day .weredaid: by -hustjingkrews^

y'.orked feverishly tp-add gpverrimeritdarid arid dollars tb thei
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.treasuries. The Central Pacific:buU^ iriiles o£ road in the^
Pacific 425. For a time, so great was, the competition, theji: seemed destined

never to meetj Congress had set no junction point and when tfie grading

crews ,met they passed each other, kying out parallel roads a short distance

apart; The farce only , endedwhen Washington officials ruled the two- roads

must join at Promontory, Utah, a short distance from Ogden, Utah; a

There, in mid-May, 1869, a little knot of workers and officials watched

the placing of the last silver-bound laurel tie, the fixing of the l^t steel

rail, the presentation of the golden spike which would bind the two - rrads

together. “Hats off!” signaled a telegraph operator to all the listening

nation. “Prayer is being offered.” Thirteen minutes later, and with a sense,

of relief at getting down to business at last: “We have got done praying.

The spike is about to be presented.” A few well-aimed blows (after Leland

Stanford missed with the first swing of his sledge), the tracks were^’binedj

and two locomotives steamed forward until their pilots touchecl—,.; I;

“Facing on a single track,

Half a world behind each back.”

The United States celebrated that night} “Chicago made a procession seVen

miles long} New York hung out bunting, fired a hundred guns, and held;

thanksgiving services in Trinity} Philadelphia rang the old Liberty ?eil},

Buffalo sang the ‘Star-Spangled Banner.’ ” Well might a war-torh people

cheer the forging of a new bond of union. •
.

- '
^

Nor did they have long to wait before celebrating again. Long before the

last golden spike sank into the laurel tie at Promontory Point the natiohj

realizing one transcontinental railroad would never suffice, gave its blessing

to half a dozen other projects designed to connect the two oceans; First to,

start westward was the Kansas Pacific Railroad, which was originally char- ;

tered to connect the Union Pacific with Kansas City. Its plans were changedi

in 1 866 when financial difficulties beset the road
}
a revised charter authorized

,

a direct line between Kansas City and Denver, with a branch extending on to.

the Union Pacific at Cheyenne. The prospect of securing both a generous lapd

grant and the trade of the Cploradomines brought such a flood of support

from investors that the Kansas Pacific was operating by the fall .of ;i876.
;

More iihportant was the first of the southern lines, the Atchison,; Topeka,

and Santa Fe Railroad. When the roadwas chartered in 1859 hs presiden^j :

:Cyrus K. Holliday,hoped only to connect Atchison with the.Kansaspapital

at Topeka/ but a bountii^r federal land grant iii 1863 encouraged hina^tO;

extend track bn to-Santa Fe. Five years were needed to find. a constructjon-

.company willing, to undertake the task/ then building; prbgr^F^

;
until 1 873 when th^^^ Lajunta,. Colorado. From that ppiri^
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Holliday decided to extend -his! line ' in two directions, ;dhe: west ' throtigh4

.

Pueblo .ahd thd Royal Arkansas River dp 5
the mining region ';

about Leadviile, the other south through Raton Passrto Sahte^Fe: Before

d

‘either could, be built he found he must, displace a formidable rival, r; 4 -'4
;

y :fr,he SaW^ conipetitor was the Denver and Rio Gi'ande .Railrpa^^^^^

; whichihadbeen incorporated in 1870 by Denver business men.,-Their motives;:

'

were;understandable. The Kansas Pacific Railroad, they belie,yed/ would:

;

;dra,in the; trade of the entire Rocky Mountain country eastward through:’'

.them city. The coming of the Santa Fe threatened to upset their; plans,; ford

Principal Pacific Railroads in 1883,
' d . r'; 4

southern Colorado would prefer to ship goods out' Jjy rail; difedly,,rat^^^^

thari'yia Denver, Their answer was to challenge the interloper; by building;

the;Denver and Rio Grande which would not only tap the trade of southern;,

'

Colorado but compete for New Mexico’s, commeirce,
.Track;, was laid .from d'

Denver to Pueblo when the Panic of /1873 stopped construction for; threed

i'^rs.’That delay was fortunate fpr.the Santa Fe.
.
3peed"was vital ;iri;reach-id

ingbpth Leadville,and New Meidcp, fpr both could be entered only thrOugh

;

liarrow' passes holding only one line of track. \Vhiie,wprk on the DenyOr and. ;

Wp Qrande was at a standstill,, the bettef-firianced.;ehsterh,:road h^urped 6
3f;|he;toutes, the Raton Pass into Santa;Te,;hy;ph^ihgdts;tmctsou

b^the^New Mexican,ckym .18 79;,: Its defeated, rml^ after ^;sOh
imts;md nearTattles .hetweenbphstructipn; crews,'; captured
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Other
i
its right-of-way through the Royal Gorge of the Arkansas River pre-

vented the Santa Fe from extending westward beyond Pueblo.

The end of the “Rio Grande War” left the Santa Fe’s managers free to

concentrate on newly aroused transcontinental ambitions. That was in their

minds when, in 1880, they bought control nf a defunct line, the Atlantic

and Pacific Railroad, which had progressed no farther than the town of

"Vlnita, Indian Territory, in its efforts to connect St. Louis with southern

California. The purchase gave the Santa Fe a chance to enter St, Louis

directly as well as the earlier line’s federal land grant of twenty sections

for each mile of track across New Mexico and Arizona. During the next

three years work progressed rapidly at both ends of the expanded road. A
branch from Wichita to Pierce City provided the St. Louis connection

desired by the managers, while construction crews in the west reached

Needles on the Arizona-California border, in 1883. There the Santa Fe

joined another newly built road, the Southern Pacific Railroad, which was

operated by the same group of financiers who controlled the Central Pacific.

Extending from San Francisco to Needles and Yuma, the two points where

the Colorado River could be crossed, the Southern Pacific dominated the

commerce of southern California. By granting the Santa Fe trackage rights

into San Francisco and Los Angeles, the Southern Pacific allowed the

forging of a second transcontinental link.

The third road completed was a rival of the Santa Fe for the trade

of the- Southwest. The Texas and Pacific Railroad was chartered in 1871

to build westward along the 32nd parallel to Yuma where it would meet

the tracks of the Southern Pacific Railroad. Times were inauspicious for

such a program} by 1877 the Texas Pacific was bankrupt after building

no farther westward than Ft. Worth, Texas. The alarmed managers of

the Southern Pacific realized that their expensive line, which was com-

pleted to Yuma that year, would pay no dividends without an eastern

connection. After vainly pleading with Congress for the right to take over

the land grant of the Texas and Pacific Railroad they decided to go ahead

without congressional aid. Charters obtained from the Arizona and New

Mexico territorial governments allowed construction to proceed rapidly

eastward. In i88j the directors of the Texas and Pacific, realizing they

had lost the chance to build beyond Texas, transferred their western land

grants to the Southern Pacific in return for an agreement that the two

lines should meet in El Paso. Although Congress refused to sanction the

transfer, the roads did join in 1882, completing another route across the

continent. A year later the Southern Pacific secured its own line acroj

Texas by purchasing the Galveston, Harrisburg and San Antonio Railroad.

While southern and central railroads were forging bonds between

California and the Mississippi Valley, a fourth transcontinental line was
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pushing slowly across the northern plains and mountains. The Northern

Pacific Railroad was chartered by the United States in 1864 to build from

Lake Superior to Portland, Oregon. Although a generous land grant was

provided—twenty sections to the mile in the states and forty in the terri-

tories—the feilure of Congress to authorize mileage loans plimged the

road into financial difiiculties from the beginning. In 1869, with not a mile

of track laid, the directors turned from the experienced railroaders who

had managed the enterprise to seek the support of the nation’s leading

finandal house, Jay Cooke and Company. After a thorough investigation

Cooke, who was personally interested through his heavy investments in

Minnesota land, agreed to act as the company’s financial agent.

Money flowed in then. Construction began in 1 870 and proceeded rapidly

across Minnesota and Dakota to the Missouri River where the town of

Bismarck was laid outj at the same time lines to Minneapolis and Duluth

were added to the Northern Pacific’s growing empire. Progress was short-

lived, however, for the financial structure reared by Cooke was unsound.

The heavy bonuses paid his banking house by the railroad, the large per-

centage exacted for selling bonds, and the generous blocks of stock dis-

tributed among influential politicians, left so little actual cash that con-

struction could continue only as long as investors continued to buy stock.

When rumors of mismanagement, extravagance, and corruption slowed

down sales in the spring of 1 873 Jay Cooke realized the cause was hope-

less. On September 18, 1873, his banking house closed its doors, plunging

the nation into a prolonged panic. For two years more the Northern

Pacific struggled along, vainly seeking funds in a depression-ridden land,

but in 1875 it too passed into bankruptcy.

Meanwhile, in Oregon developments were taking place which were

to have a profound influence on the future of the Northern Pacific. One
of the early railroads there was the Oregon and California, projected from

Portland to the California boundary. Its bonds had been bought extensively

by German investors. When the road became involved in financial diffi-

culties in the 1870’s, the German bondholders sent an agent to Oregon to

investigate and report to them. This agent was Henry Villard, an immi-

grant from Germany who had made a reputation as a newspaper correspond-

ent in his adopted country. Impressed by what he saw on his initial visit

to Oregon in behalf of the bondholders, Villard decided to identify himself

with transportation developments in the Pacific Northwest, In 1879 he
acquired control of the Oregon Steam Navigation Company, a Portland
enterprise which had dominated traflic on the Columbia between that city

and the Inland Empire. He thereupon organized a new corporation, the
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company, for the purpose of building
a rail line along the water-level route on the south bank of the Columbia.
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This road would not only control rail traffic along the Columbia, but it

would also serve as the outlet to tidewater for any transcontinental railway

which might be built from the East to the Northwest Coast. In this way
he would make Portland the commercial center of the Pacific Northwest

Just as Villard was getting his plans under way the Northern Padfic

was undergoing a financial renaissance after its bankruptcy of the middle

seventies. In 1879 it began to push its rails west from Bismarck in Dakota

Territory. Its objective was Tacoma, a terminal city which it planned to

build on Puget Sound. Villard, as well as Portland interests generally, was

well aware that Portland was handicapped by the obstructions to the

navigation of the lower Columbia River. He knew it would be difficult

for her to hold her own commercially with a rail terminus on Puget Sound,

with its fine harbor facilities. Fearing the completion of the Northern

Pacific to Tacoma would ruin his own interests centered at Portland, Villard

sought to dissuade the Northern Pacific from building along the north bank

of the Columbia, or directly across the Cascade Mountains to Tacoma. He
offered that company the use of his Oregon Railway and Navigation tracks

leading along the south bank of the Columbia to Portland. When this offer

was spurned by the Northern Pacific, Villard, to protect his Portland

interests, resolved to obtain financial control of the Northern Pacific. This

he achieved through his famous “Blind Pool” in the spring of 1881.

He then assumed the presidency of the Northern Pacific, organized the

Oregon and Transcontinental Company to unify his various interests,

and completed the Northern Pacific in the autumn of 1883. Its western

terminus was Portland. When financial reverses forced his resignation

early in the next year, however, control of the Northern Pacific reverted

to the group whose objective it had been to build to Puget Sound. Th«e

men soon revived their original plan. By 1887 they had built a line from

the point of confluence of the Snake and Columbia rivers through the

Yakima country, across the Cascade Range to Tacoma. The Northern Pacific

had finally been completed from Lake Superior to Puget Sound.

The period of competitive railroad building which ended in 1883 with

the completion of the Northern Pacific and the Santa Fe left the United

States spanned by four transcontinental roads, rather than the one en-

visaged by Asa Whitney and his fellow-dreamers of the pre-Civil War

years. East and West were united, firmly bound by economic' ties. But

more important was the effect of the roads on the country they crossed

in their long journey between the Mississippi and the Pacific. That v^t

domain—the Great Plains—was for the first time accessible to settlers, its

isolation a thing of the past. The way was open for the migration of cattle-

men and farmers into America’s last unsettled frontier.



CHAPTER XXXn

The Indian Barrier

1860-1887

The advance of the mining frontier and spread of a transportation network

across the Great Plains brought the United States face to face with the

recurrent Indian problem once more. What should be done with the red

men who roamed prairies and himted m mountain valleys coveted by

whites? The blundering attempts of heartless federal officials to answer

that question plunged the West into a period of warfare which only ended

when the beaten natives, their power and spirit broken, were crowded onto

reservations where they no longer blocked the westward march of settlers.

The Indian barrier was shattered In the post-Civil War years, but only at

a cost of blood, wealth, and human decency which will forever stain the

annals of the American frontier.

Geographical conditions divided the problem into two parts. The first

—

how to subdue red men occupying the mountainous lands invaded by

miners—proved easy to solve. The pattern followed everywhere on the

, raining frontier was established by the ’49ers. The 150,000 “Digger”

Indians who occupied California were a peaceful, pastoral people, sub-

sisting upon grubs and roots, and living In small units which failed to

give them the strength of numbers. The miners fell upon them with

savage fury, driving them from their homes, murdering their warriors,

and using every feeble attempt at retaliation as an excuse to exterminate

whole tribes. When the federal government belatedly intervened, only
a handful of ^‘Diggers” remained to be herded into reservations. A similar

fate awaited the Snake and Bannock of the Oregon country and southern
Idaho, and the Ute who occupied much of Utah and Nevada; all primitive

tribesmen with neither inclination nor strength to resist the miners’ assault

653
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on their homelands. Internaittent warfare, between them and the. w
went on between 1850 and 1855 when bribes ^d, repeated; defeats''^

them to throw themselves on the mercy of the Americans; Six later

the Ute ceded most of their Utah lands to the United Stat^.^t rehirn

for a small reservation northeast of Great Salt Lake. ^

The natives of the southwestern mountain country proved more trouble-

some, for that was the land of the savage Apache ahd JNaWhp/tri^s,

Their warlike reputation was sufficiently awe-inspiring to keep -prospectors

away imtil the 1850’s when a number of federal forts, garrisoned by 1^500

troops, were scattered through the region. Military inyasioii only inspired

attack5 haphazard fighting that began in 1851 reached a climax in-Vi 86b

when serious warfare broke out. For the next four years bands, of Ap^he

and Navaho, mounted on swift ponies and thoroughly at home in that wild

country of canyons and deserts, fought so savagely that victory seemd

near, but in the end government strength triumphed. DuringIhe campaigfe

of 1863-64, 664 Indians were killed and 8,793 captured—-most' of them

by Colonel Kit Carson who pinned 7,000 in a canyon at one timeyrin a

series of 143 battles which sapped native strength to the breaking pomt.

By 1865 they were ready to submit to the fate awaiting them: crowding

upon small reservations. The Navaho went first, to a reserye surrounding

Ft. Sumner on the Pecos River j the Apache followed between.- 1871 and

1873 when they were assigned a; number of small areas in New ,JViescq

and Arizona. Many warriors, refusing to give up their, h6madic','3ivays,

broke away to raid travelers and settlers for another .decade.
: i ,

Troublesome as were the mountain Indians, they were easier to Handle,

than the second group challenging American authority during, ffiose years:

the tribesmen of the Great Plains. All—from the Sioux and Grows: in,thq

north to the Kiowa and Comanche of the Southwest--^were ;
skilled horse;:

men, able to sweep swiftly across the Plains, fall suddenly on.; their prey,

and disappear with the speed of the wind. Ail,fought with yncanhy ability,

dropping their bodies behind their galloping ponies, then rising/uneit'

pectedly to launch their weapons. All were equipped with; stout ash to

three feet or less long, so effective that a y/arrior could drivb cieadly,b^t‘b^4

arrows clear through a buffalo while racing along, at ;.tpp.speed. For Plain^

warfare their weapons were more effecdvd than, the; muzzlcdoadihg di^^^

issued to federal troops
j
a Comanche; could send twenty arfows a|t, a |c«

during the .
minute required td reload one of the cumbersdme giind^Eye^^^

he introduction of faihed Co.lt ‘‘six-shooters’^.durihg-bhpiip^

mtirely offset the - natives’ advantage. The Inffians of . the
;

Great,

svefe dangerous 'antagonists, in any war.
,

v

• A conflict seerned ;femote;, when the .invasion, of.;t|e/We^b
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began. Everyone knew the central gra^land was a Great American Desert,

usable only by the primitive red men—both native and intruded eastern

Indians—who lived there. So long as the United States held to the concept

of “One Big Reservation” the two races could live in peace, but any attempt

to oust the tribesmen from their hunting grounds was sure to mean trouble.

The advance of the mining and transportation frontiers launched the con-

flict. The mass migrations across the Plains, the development of freighting

and express lines, the plans for transcontinental railroads, all demonstrated

during the early 1850’s that the policy of “One Big Reservation” was

destined to speedy extinction. Gradually the demand grew for opening

the central portion of the Indian country—the lands of Kansas and Nebraska

where most transportation routes were concentrated—by pushing natives

northward to unwanted lands beyond Nebraska, or south of the Kansas

border. Frontier pressure for that highway forced the United States to

abandon its policy of “One Big Reservation” for a system of “Concentra-

tion” which led directly to war.

The first step in applying the new policy was taken in 1851 when chiefs

of the principal Plains tribes were assembled at Ft. Laramie by Thomas

Fitzpatrick, the agent controlling that Platte River outpost. In return for

gifts, annuities, and bounties, the Indians agreed to accept definite tribal

Hmitations. These were carefully marked out for the visiting warriors.

The Sioux were assured the Dakota country north of the Platte River, the

Mandan and Grosventres a triangle just east of the Yellowstone, the As-

siniboin the region west of that stream, the Crows a large area west of the

Powder River, the Blackfeet the mountainous country about the headwaters

of the Missouri, the Cheyenne and Arapaho the foothills of Colorado

between the North Platte and Arkansas rivers. There, they were told,

they could live unmolested for all time, each tribe secure in the knowledge

its lands were clearly defined. Little did the innocent chiefs realize they

were victims of a device often xised by the United States. Once their tribal

territories were marked out, any one group could be forced to cede its

holdings to the United States without arousing the others.

Only the Indians’ failure to see the handwriting on the wall kept the

frontier at peace for another decade. During those years the attention of

the Indian Office was focused on intruded eastern tribes whose reservations

bordered the western boundaries of Iowa and Missouri. With the organiza-

tion of Kansas and Nebraska territories in 1854 their removal became
necessary. Between 1854 and 1859 they were forced to give up their

reserves in return for smaller reservations or the doubtful privilege of

moring west to mingle with the Plains Indians. By i860 most of Kansas
and Nebraska and a corner of the Dakota country were freed of their
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native occupants. “By alternate persuasion and force,” wrote a heart-skk

agent, “some of these tribes have been removed, step by step, from moua-
tain to valley, and from river to plain, until they have been pushed half-

way across the continent. They can go no further; on the ground they now
Bccupy the crisis must be met, and their future determined.”

The crisis was not long in coming. The discovery of gold in the Pike’s

Indian Land Cessions, 1850-1865

Peak country touched off the inevitable conflict. A hundred thousand

miners crossed the Plains in 1859, elbowed their way Into Cheyenne and

Arapaho lands, and drove the Indians from their homes. Resentment bred

of those outrages was infectious. The northern tribes were already restless,"

surveyors were among them with tales of iron horses soon to bring thou-

sands of settlers into the Westj prospectors were searching for precious

metals in the beaver streams of the Rockies. Moreover a few farseeing

chiefs realized they were caught in a vise between the mining frontier,

advancing steadily from the west, and the agricultural frontier, pressing



relentlessly .firont the east. They must resist or be'^terinihated.;:War; ^

'was common among the Plains Indians,by i860.
^

>;
.

;S' ft; ft

ft Fighting began in the; Colorado country. There federal/ agents, sensing {;.

trouble in the growing suUeniiess of the Cheyenne and .Arapah6j, dedded./
;^

tb forestall an attack by rerrioving the natives from contact with the whites.

Galling the chiefs of the two tribes into conference at Ft. Lyon bn Febrt^ry,
;

18,: 1861, government officials forced them to abandon all claims to the /

area guaranteed them at Ft. Laramie in return for a small reservation
;

between the Arkansas River and Sand Creek in eastern Colorado..That w
going too for. Many warriors, refusing to abandon their norn^ic/ ways,

- j

renounced the chiefs responsible for the treaty and took to:.the war path.; -

For three years they raided mining camps and mail coaches while Cblqradp’s

territorial governor pleaded in vain for federal protection.--When none: . .

was forthcoming from the war-rent East he took matters into his own

hands. On June 24, 1864, ail warring bands were ordered to proceed at' ;

once to Ft. Lyonj those refusing to obey were threatened with extermina- ':

tion. The harsh ruling only goaded the Indians into fiercer, fesistance./^^^
'ft

During the next few months they spread a path of desolation from theft

North Platte to the Arkansas, murdering settlers, burning homes,; destroy- ; . )

ing overland mail stations, and pillaging travelers. By the autumn of 1,864 .

all the Colorado countryside was in ruins and Denver isolated. / .
•

-

Fall, however, turned the Indians’ thoughts toward peace,. for tribal

tradition : dictated that fighting cease during cold winter mpnthsi. Chief
‘ ft ;

Black Ketde, their leader, had that in mind when, he sought but the federal ft;

commander at Ft. Lyon in late August, 1864, only to be told the official '

.ft;
-

possessed no authority to end the war. The- Colorado governor. Black ft’.

Kettle was informed, must accept their surrender, A conferenceftvyith.that
'

belligerent leader proved equally fruitless. After listening to the chieftain’s:
ft

’

plea for peace, Governor John Evans gruffly .told, him the war would go. .

on; -the white men, he said, were about to stop:%hting among-themselves

“and the Great Father will not know-what, to do with his soldiers, excejpt ;

,

to send thena after the Indians oii the plains.” His dire.warning.was echoed
by the commander, of the, Colorado; rniiitia,ftColonel J. M.ftGhivmgtbhi^^';{'

who glumly watched the Indians during the meeting. “My rule for fighting - ft ,

ftwhite men or Indians,” he told; ,BlackftKettle bluntly, .‘‘is .to.fighftthenift'ft;

until they'lay.down. their arms and submitftft '

^ ft,ft

‘

-ft ftft ft
ft :ftftftftft ft-

:

,
. Those threatening words should have convinced the chiefs that only more ft ft;

,

wafftwould satisfyftthe Americans’ :iustftfor; reyehge;- yet- the 'yearningftfof.ft: .ft"

,
jpp^Sb.iWas. ,

stopng and they, turned,
.
again • to Ft; Lyon, hoping, a .hew ' cpmft; ft

-

'^i^^.U'-^st;appointed there would accept jtheir surrender.; Tfiatftine^^erift -'^b

•encedleaderftwasftunce’rtam ofhis authority; at first.'hebrornised^heH
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protection, then reversed himself and ordered them to leave the fort. Black

Kettle, believing the war was over, led his seven hundred followers to a

camp on Sand Creek, confident that federal troops would protect them from

the Colorado militia. Scarcely had they departed when a regiment of a

thousand territorial volunteers under Colonel Chivington entered Ft. Lyon,

hot on the trail of the retreating tribe. The vacillating commander assured

the militiamen he had not guaranteed the Indians protection and encour-

aged them to attack at once. The stage was set for one of the bloodiest

events in the annals of Indian warfare.

Colonel Chivington and his men left Ft. Lyon after sundown

night of November 28, 1864. By daybreak of the next day they surrouwe

the camp where five hundred unsuspecting natives slept peacefully, wi
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the first streak of light across the Plains the militia charged, rushing pell-

mell upon the conned red men, firing and tomahawking as they went.

In vain did Black Kettle raise first an American flag, then a white flag.

The disordered natives v/ere driven across the camp, down into the dry

bed of Sand Creek, back against the high banks on the other side. Even

women and children who sought refuge in caves were dragged out to be

shot or knifed. “They were scalped,” a watching trader later testified, “their

brains knocked out 5 the men used their knives, ripped open women, clubbed

little children, knocked them in the head with their guns, beat their brains

out, mutilated their bodies in every sense of the word.” Within a few hours

the battered corpses of 4.50 Indians covered the battleground, although

Black Kettle and a few younger warriors managed to escape.

The Chivington Massacre accomplished little. Word of the American

brutality, carried across the Plains by survivors, inspired the remaining

Cheyenne and Arapaho to greater savagery. Through the winter of 1864-65

raiding parties ranged the Platte Valley, sacking ranches, ripping down

telegraph wires, raiding overland mail stations at Julesburg and other

spots, and fighting pitched battles with troops sent against them. Yet the

threat of another massacre could not be forgotten, and when peace commis-

sioners arrived in October, 1865, the Indians were ready to lay down their

arms. In conferences that followed the Cheyenne and Arapaho agreed to

surrender unconditionally and to give up their Sand Creek reservation

in return for lands to be assigned them elsewhere. At the same time repre-

sentatives of the Kiowa and Comanche tribes were forced to abandon aU

claims to central Texas, western Kansas, and eastern New Mexico, accept-

ing instead a restricted hunting ground in the Panhandle country. With

the end of Cheyenne-Arapaho War peace descended on the Southwest.

Scarcely was the ink upon the treaty dry, however, before a new conflict

broke out in the North—the Sioux War of 1 865-67. The forces compelling

the 16,000 tribesmen of the powerful confederation to take up the scalping

knife were many. Some young braves were inflamed by tales of Indian

gallantry carried northward from the scene of the Cheyenne-Arapaho War,
or were angered by the Chivington Massacre. Others were aroused by news
from the Eastj the Minnesota Sioux had gone on the warpath in 1862-63

and after their defeat had scattered among the Plains Indians urging

revenge. Still more were alarmed by the American advance into Montana
'Territory} by 1865 Virginia City, Bozeman, and Helena were thriving

mining communities. The final straw was a federal effort to connect Mon-
tana with the East by road. The inaccessibility of the region had long
annoyed miners} their supplies had to be carted in by a roundabout trail

through South Pass to Ft. Hall and Wrginia City, or brought to Ft. Benton
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by steamboat for transportation overland along the Mullan Road. Neither

route was satisfactory, for steamboats could reach Ft. Benton only during

the few months when water was high on the Missouri, and the Ft. Hall

road was circuitous and expensive. Their demand for a better oudet forced

the United States to survey a new road during the summer of 1865, one

that branched northward from Ft. Laramie, crossed the Powder Fiver

skirted the foothills of the Big Horn Mountains, and emerged at Bozeman

Montana.

News that the United States planned to build the “Powder River Road”

or “Bozeman Trail” goaded the Sioux into action. The proposed highway

would ruin one of their favorite hunting grounds: the rolling foothills of
’

the Big Horns, where every slope was ‘^covered with a fine growth of grass,

and in every valley there is either a rushing stream or some quiet babbling

brook of pure, clear snow-water filled with trout, the banks lined with trees >

—^wild cherry, quaking asp, some birch, willow, and cottonwood.” The

Sioux loved to pitch their tepees beneath the sheltering mountains in that

idyllic spot while replenishing their larders from nature’s abundance; bear,

deer, buffalo, elk, antelope, rabbits, and sage hens were so plentiful hunting

was easy. They would never stand aside while white men usurped their

treasured Utopia.

Their chief. Red Cloud, first protested, then warned that any attempt

to build the Powder River Road would be resisted. His threat was met

during the summer of 1865 when a column of troops marched through

the Big Horn country, accomplishing little, but letting the Sioux know war

was under way. A year later soldiers were again in the disputed region,

with orders to secure the proposed road by building forts along the route.

Three outposts were started—Ft. Reno on the Powder River, Ft. Philip

Kearny somewhat northward, and Ft. C. F. Smith at the junction of the

Big Horn and the Powder River Road. Through the summer of 1S66

troops working on the fortifications were under almost constant attack;

every straggler was cut down, every wagon train bringing in supplies

raided, every wood-cutting party attacked. Skirmishing reached a climax m

December when a wood train near Ft. Philip Kearny was assaulted. The

relief party under Captain W. J. Fetterman foolishly pursued the Indians

deep into the wilderness, was ambushed, and all eighty-two of its members

slaughtered.

The Fetterman Massacre greatly affected both antagonists. The Sio^

were overjoyed; the warriors carried on the attack so furiously that *• ®

spring of 1867 the soldiers along the Powder River Road were virtu y

besieged in their forts. The Americans, on the other hand, were plunge

into a period of gloomy soul-searching. Such slaughter, critics pointed out,
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called for a thorough 'investigation of the entire Indian administration.

“Our whole Indian policy,” prodaimed the Nation, “is a system of mis-

management, and in many parts one of gigantic abuse.” Humanitarians

agreed the causes were twofold. Partially to blame was the division of

authority between the Department of the Interior and the War Depart-

ment. The former, through its Indian office, attempted to placate the tribes

with gifts, reservations, and annuities
j
the latter punished the red men

savagely for every infraction of rules. Equally responsible for the diffi-

culties, eastern critics insisted, was the constant encroachment of whites

on lands guaranteed natives, often with federal protection. They main-

tained war would cease only when the tribes were treated with justice and

the “fire and sword” policy of the military brought to an end. Both

criticisms pointed to one solution; let peace advocates settle the Indian

problem in their own way without any War Department meddling.

That viewpoint was brought home to Congress in March, 1867, by the

report of a committee which used the Chivington Massacre as the basis

for an attack on the army’s role in the West. A bill “for establishing peace

with certain Indian tribes now at war with the United States,” was promptly

introduced and as promptly passed. A Peace Commission of four civilians

and three generals, the measure provided, should first bring the Sioux

War to a close, then assure peace between the races by removing the causes

for Indian wars. That could be done. Congress felt, by persuading the red

men to abandon their nomadic ways for protected lives on out-of-the-way

reservations. Armed with those instructions, commissioners set out for the

West in August, 1867,

Their coming heralded a new day in the dreary history of federal Indian

policy. In past years the system of “One Big Reservation” had given way
to “Concentration”; now “Concentration” was doomed to succumb to the

device of “Small Reservations.” That, members of the Peace Commission

agreed, was the only workable solution to the West’s racial problem. Red
men must be segregated at isolated points where, as wards of the govern-

ment, they could be taught to live in fixed homes, till the soil, and begin

a transition to civilized ways which would culminate when they could be

assimilated as ordinary citizens. Both expansionist westerners and humani-
tarian easterners would certainly approve. Frontiersmen would be satisfied

because sedentary tribesmen required less space than hunters, releasing

thousands of acres for settlement. Friends of the Indians would be pleased

because isolation would separate Indians from sinful white men, protect

their territory from avaricious land grabbers, and assure them a chance
to develop into assimilable citizens.

The Peace Commissioners in a preliminary conference at St. Louis agreed
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that two reservations would hold all the Plains Indians. One would be

in the Black Hills country of Dakota Territory
j there they planned to

concentrate the 54,000 tribesmen who roamed the northern grasslands. The

86,000 southern Indians they hoped to crowd into present-day Oklahoma.

Each tribe, they decided, would be assigned definite lands where the

natives could be supervised and instructed by agents of the Indian Office.

Both districts would be provided with territorial governors “of unques-

tioned integrity and purity of character” who would plan a broad program

of progressive civilization for their charges.

The sites selected for the reservations seemed ideal to the commissioners.

The Black Hills country was far from the transcontinental transportation

routes, and so hilly it would attract no settlers. The Oklahoma country

was even better. The region had, in the 1830’s, been divided among the

Five Civilized tribes of the Southeast. The natural sympathy of the south-

ern Indians for the Confederate cause during the Civil War allowed the

United States to trump up false charges of treason as an excuse to strip

away some of their lands. Federal agents, meeting with the chiefs in the

spring of 1866, forced them to surrender most of western Oklahoma; the

Creeks sold half their lands for thirty cents an acre, the Seminole turned,

their property in at fifteen cents an acre and were required to buy a smaller

reservation at fifty cents an acre, the Chickasaw and Choctaw gave up their

claims to a “leased district” west of their reserves, and the Cherokee aban-

doned rights to the “Cherokee Outlet” beyond the 96th meridian. With

the five tribes crowded into the eastern half of the district, the western was

freed to receive the southern Plains Indians the Peace Commissioners hoped

to place there. In both North and South the way was cleared for the

inauguration of the “Small Reservation” system.

The commissioners met representatives of the southwestern tribes first

at a great council on Medicine Lodge Creek. The Kiowa and Comanche

were dealt with on October 21, 1867; after feasting, threats, and bribery

they consented to accept a 3,000,000 acre reservation between the Red and

Washita rivers in western Indian Territory where they would be fed

and clothed until they learned how “to walk on the white man’s road.” A

week later the Cheyenne and Arapaho succumbed to similar lures and

accepted a barren reserve fringed by the Cimarron and Arkansas rivers.

Even that sandy waste, where streams ran dry in summer and icy blaste

whistled in winter, seemed a welcome haven to tribesmen who had drifte

without homes since the Sand Creek Reservation had been taken from them

in 1865. At the same time other federal agents were busy with the peace u

tribes of the eastern Plains country, assigning lands taken from the Five

Civilized tribes to the Osage, Pawnee, Oto, and Kansa tribes, and to eastern

Indians ousted from Kansas_or Nebraska.
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Their principal task in the South accomplished, the Peace Commissioners

turned to ending the Sioux Wari They were wise enough to see the In(^ans

would never cease fighting so long as the government insisted on the Pow-

tier River Roadj by the time they reached the Ft. Laranue conference

ground in the spring of 1868 they had decided to surrender on that point.

Chief Red Cloud and his fellow warriors were so pleased that negotiations

moved smoothly. In a treaty signed on April 29, 1868, the Sioux agreed

to cease fighting and accept a permanent reservation in Dakota Territory

west of the Missouri River. They were allowed to use their old hunting

grounds until the lands were wanted by the United States, while the coimtry

just east of the Big Horns was recognized as unceded Indian territory. The

government, in turn, stopped work on the Powder River Road and aban-

doned the three forts guarding the highway.

The Ft. Laramie and Medicine Lodge treaties cleared the central Plains

of red men but the Rocky Mountain country was still in Indian hands.

Federal agents turned to the task of extending the “Small Reservation”

policy there during the summer and fall of 1868. The Colorado Ute bowed

before their demands first, accepting a large reserve in the western quarter

of the territory. A few weeks later the Shoshoni and Bannock tribes ceded

their lands in Wyoming and Idaho in return for annuities and two small

reservations, one on the Wind River and the other near Ft. Hall. The

Navaho and Apache of Arizona and New Mexico also agreed to settle

down on small reservations scattered through those territories. ‘We have

now selected and provided reservations for all, off the great road,” wrote

the western military commander in September, r868, “All who cling to

their old hunting-grounds are hostile and will remain so till killed off.”

That estimate of the situation, grim as it was, was overoptimistic. Assign-

ing Indians to reservations was one thing, but forcing them to live within

narrow limits was qvute another. A few old chiefs who were dulled by

feasting and corrupted by bribes into signing away millions of acres of tribal

lands could not force 100,000 red men to change their whole way of life.

Rather than trooping dodlely to their new homes, most younger warriors

and many minor chiefs refused to abide by the treaties, denounced the

leaders who signed them, and prepared to fight before surrendering their

nomadic habits. By the fall of 1868 warfare along the borderland was in

full swing, and this time a full decade of terrorism was required. before

the last beaten brave sullenly accepted the manner of living decreed by his

white masters.

The struggle began in August, 1868, when bands of Cheyenne, Arapaho'
Kiowa, and Comanche wrung an issue of new guns from a soft-hearted

‘

federal agent. Well armed, and led by ChiefBlack Kettle who still smarted
under his defeat at the Chivington Massacre, they started north at once,
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to murder and pillage along the Smoky Hill and Saline valleys of Kansas

Black Kettle’s raid inspired a general uprising in the Southwest] by early

fall the countryside from Kansas to Texas was filled with 2,000 roving

Cheyenne, Arapaho, Comanche, Kiowa, and Apache warriors.

General Philip H. Sheridan, who commanded the American army in the

West, realized his 2,600 troops could never track down the'widely roaming

raiders and spent the next few months training his men for a winter cam-

paign. He planned three expeditions. Two would move eastward from Ft.

Lyon, Colorado, and Ft. Bascom, New Mexico, driving the Indians into

the Washita River Valley where they would be crushed by the main army

from Ft. Hays, Kansas. By mid-November all was in readiness. The two

columns from the western forts set out at that time, while the principal

force, commanded by Colonel George A. Custer, drove southward to Camp
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boldly visited the fort to collect his annuities. He was arrested, and with

two confederates sent to neighboring Jacksboro to stand trial for murder

before a Texas civil court. One Indian was shot while trying to escape

but the other two were sentenced to be hanged after a dramatic trial which

aroused national interest. General Sherman was greatly pleased} he believed

he had discovered a more effective means of dealing with frontier maraud-

ers than turning them over to soft-hearted agents for a meaningless repri-

mand. His self-congratulations came too soon, for the clamor of eastern

humanitarians forced the Texas governor to commute the sentences of the

two chiefs to life imprisonment and finally to pardon them altogether.

Sherman was outraged. “I believe Satanta and Big Tree will have their

revenge,” he wrote the governor, . . and if they are to have scalps, that

yours is the first that should be taken.”

Satanta and Big Tree did have their revenge. Their return to freedom

encouraged Indian attacks that cost sixty Texans their lives in 1874 and

plunged the Southwest into its last major conflict—the Red River War.

This time the federal officials decided the natives must be so thoroughly

crushed they would never again risk the wrath of their overlords. Three

thousand troops were distributed among the forts surrounding the upper

Red River Valley—Ft. Union, Camp Supply, Ft. Sill, Ft. Griffin, and Ft.

Concho. At an appointed time five formidable columns advanced upon the

Indian stronghold. The natives struck back—fourteen pitched battles were

fought—but by mid-November, 1874, the Americans were so successful

General Sherman cautioned his men to “ease down on the parties hostile

at present.” All winter the Red River War went on, until June when

resistance ended. Discouraged and worn, the half-starved red men straggled

back to their reservations, convinced at last they must accept the fate meted

out by white masters.

One more war was needed to teach the northern plainsmen that lesson.

The Sioux were the aggressors, although Americans really goaded them

into war. Some natives were aroused by corruption in the Interior Depart-

ment} they complained that supplies promised the Black Hills reservation

were too few and consisted of mouldy flour, spoiled beef, and moth-eaten

blankets. Others were alarmed by the steady advance of the Northern

Pacific Railroad toward their territory. More were driven to rebellion by

the Black Hills gold rush. By the summer of 1875 a thousand prospectors

were tramping over their reservation while Indian Office officials sought in

vain to buy the Sioux lands. When negotiations broke down in the autumn

the United States washed its hands of the matter, opening the Indian lands

to any miners who dared risk native wrath. They poured in by the tens

of thousands that winter, all intent on staking claims without reference to
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subordinates, Colonel George A. Custer of southern :Plains; fameV.i^^^^

south along the Rosebud to; track the Indians to. their camp site,Then^
his command around them so they could not retreat into the Big,

Mountains. General Terry led the . main army across .coiihtry to the Bi

Horn River, planning to ascend that stream to the red men’s camp.^H

strategy would have succeeded but for one unpredictable factor:. the red

lessness of Colonel Custer. -

'

That dashing young officer was a vain and foolhardy leader. ^‘Glad i
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;
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.
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-
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his entire army lay dead on the battlefield. A similar fate for yhexplunin^^^

on the left bank of the stream was averted by the tirnely arriva,! of General

Terry with the main army. The Battle, of the Little !Big.Horn--r“Guste^^^^^^

Last Stand” in the phrase of the day—-was one of the most decisiye.defeats.

in the history of Indian warfare. . : ; Vv;
'
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during the summer, into the Tongue Riven.^VaUey, where they made:th^^^^^

mistake of disclosing their .position by a.ttacking a wagon , train bound fc

General Terry’s forces. The troops closed in at once, catchingBjOQO ^^^y^*:

iii a trap. On October 31, 1876, the Indians s'urteridered., Scattoreu^.Bay ^

still roamed the.hillsj but the decisive American victory and:the a^

of winter took the heart out of their, attacks. Graduallyithey

tp;the reservation, prepared to. accept; their fate: Only, Chief .Sitting B..,:
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and a few die-hards refiised to give upj they fled to Canada where they

remained until 1881 when starvation forced them to plead for peace.

Although the Sioux War ended major Indian fighting in the West,

sporadic outbreaks occurred for some years as fragments of tribes broke

from their reservations for brief raids before being run down by troops. In

1877 the Nez Perce tribe of the Grand Ronde country of Oregon, led by

Chief Joseph, carried on a running fight for four months before admitting de-

feat. Instead of being sent back to their old reserves, they were assigned bar-

ren lands in the Indian Territory where they rapidly succumbed to malaria

and.other diseases. The Apache of New Mexico also caused intermittent

trouble between 1871 and 1882 when the last defeated warrior was chased

upon a reservation. .

A final incident took place in 1890 when the Teton Sioux of South

Dakota, poorly fed by an economy-minded Congress, facing the results of a

serious drought, and with their reservations cut in half by a new treaty,

became restless. While in this dissatisfied state, news reached them of a

Paiute messiah, Wovoka, who promised all Indians that the performance

of certain dances and rites would lead to the return of their lands and

the disappearance of the whites. A large number of the despairing Sioux

forsook all else to practice the “Ghost Dances,” as the Americans disparag-

ingly labeled the Wovoka ceremonies. This unusual activity alarmed whites

into calling for troops, whose arrival only accentuated native fear of aggres-

sion. When military leaders tried to stop the dancing “craze,” Indian

resistance led to the death of a number of warriors including Sitting Bull,

while a bungling army attempt to disarm another band of Sioux resulted

in the massacre of two hundred Dakota warriors, women, and children at

the “Battle” of Wounded Knee. This ended the uprising, for the Indians

realized they were helpless before the rapid-fire Hotchkiss guns of the

soldiers.

In the long run the collapse of native resistance was due neither to Im-

proved armament nor superior strategy, but to a factor over which neither

antagonist had any control: the extermination of the buffalo. Those shaggy

beasts were food and shelter for Plains Indians} so long as giant herds

roamed the West the red man could continue his nomadic ways, drifting

across the grasslands in their wake. Once the buffalo vanished the Indian’s

livelihood was gone and he had no choice but to accept federal bounty.

The slaughter of the two giant herds that grazed the plains—one north
and the other south of the central overland route—began when the Union
Pacific was built in 1867 and lasted until 1883 when the bison were virtu-

ally exterminated.

Probably 13,000,000 buffalo lived in the West when the first hunters
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arrived: with their powerful, Idng-raiige rifles; They, fell merdle^ly ujion:;

the stupid beasts, shooting them frorn train, windows, pursuing them on
'

^

horseback, and butchermg them as they forded stfeanis, Thousdias of

“sportsmen” took advantage of the opportunity to kill indiscriminately be-

tween 1867 and 1872, with no other reward than the sight of dyin^ ahimali.';

The herds
,
might have survived that onslaught, but their fate: was sealed

when a Pennsylvania tannery discovered in 1871 that, buffalo.-hides/could^^^^^^

be used for commercial leather. With every bison worth from ^iHo $3,,

^

professional hunters swarmed over the Plains to exploit the /ney^ source"

of wealth. Between 1872 and 1874 3,000,000 beasts were killed yearly-^':

after that the rate of slaughter increased as companies sent bands of Hired .

hunters into the field. Groups of eight or nine plainsmen, arrned with long-

range rifles and accompanied by wagons to carry out the hides, coulci kill:'

and skin fifty or more bison daily. By 1878 the southern herd ;was ex-

'

terminated
j

in 1883 the buffalo vanished froin the northern Pkins. A. i

museum expedition seeking specimens that year found less thaii two hun-

dred in all the West, while by 1903 the number had dwindled to.thirtyv^

four. Little wonder that the Indians, their staff of life gone, were, forced;

to accept a servile fate as wards of the government. '

But the problem of dealing with the redskinried Americans, pras , not’-

settled when they abandoned their nomacfic ways. .A ' policy that would

allow the two races to live together was needed. The old system, failed,' all ^

agreed, because it emphasized tribal units
j
since :the beginning of settlement

tribes had been treated as sovereign nations capable of enforcing’ treaty^,

obligations, when actually they were dependent social groups without na*:

tional rights. Treaties between Indians and the United States bound pnly,

the red men, yet whenever the federal government broke a coyenant: war

resulted. The solution, reformers conceded, was to treat natives as indi->

viduals while training them to assume the responsibilities of :dtizenship/

Congress inaugurated the new policy in 1871 when it. decreed that no

Indian tribe “shall be acknowledged or recognized ^ nn indepehcient na-,

tion, tribe or power, with ,whom the United States may; cphtractfiy treaty.
,

This encouraged the Indian Ofiice to weaken tribal pr^nizatippdy brok-

ing down the power of chiefs; Agents were told to help their wards

lish councils to usurp governmental powers formerly exercised by leacjew}

such tmits were formed among the Apache in the early i .8 8o’s. and :copied

elsewhere. An Indian Office .order of 1883 went a, step farther- by setti

up court systems to .reBeve chiefs of judicial functions. .Two years later a

congressional decree extended the juriscBction of federal courts oyer Indians,

on reserves; .Step by step the tribal organization disintegrated until de rpd

men; were.treated'as individuals.,'; yy.
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; C;At^^(the,,^rae time native were; ^ined to assume new- rwponsibilitiw.

,:!lffigher education; began in 1879 when the Carlisle Indian School of

iCaflisle} Pennsylvania, threw open its doors to fifty Pawnee, Kiowa^ and

^heywme brought east for the experiment. Their success convinced Con-

.^ess'ithe red- inen were capable of improvement and encouraged the first

sizable appropriations for Indian schools during the early i88o’s. From

,j^at time on .sums annually set aside for the purpose increased, some for

: eastern boarding-schools such as Carlisle, but more for day schools on the

western reservations. Emphasis was placed on mechanical and agricultural

Objects which would fit red men for the white men’s way of life, as well

?^dn courses designed, to train Indians for citizenship.

The final step in formulating the new policy was to carry the prindple of

-individualism into land ownership by giving each native a farm. Agitation

for division of tribal lands developed rapidly during the r88o’s, with sup-

port
,
from two strangely divergent groups. One was made np of land-

hungry frontiersmen who recognized that any splitting of the reservations

would release thousands of acres for white settlers. The other was com-

posed of eastern humanitarians—the “Lo! the Poor Indian” reformers as

westerners dubbed them—^who sincerely believed assimilation the only

a^wer to the West’s radal problem and sought to hasten the mingling by

turning natives from the chase to agriculture. Organized in such sodeties

as
:
the Indian Rights Association, and aided by such publications as the

magazine Council Fire (1878), they were in a position to propagandize

both the government and the people. Their campaign was effective} thou-

sands of Americans were won to the cause of reform by Helen Hunt Jack-

son’s 0/ DwAo«or (1881) and other sentimental distortions

sponsored by humanitarians. By the,middle i88o’s reforming pressure on

Congress was' top strong to resist.

; Within , that body the Indians were championed by Henry L. Dawes,

Senator from Massachusetts and chairman of the Senate Indian Committee.

Long a friend of the red men, and convinced by 1885 that severalty wovdd
solve,the racial problem,,he threw himself into the contest with the vigor

of a reformer. IFs reward came on February 8, 1887, when he watched

President Grover Cleveland sign, the Dawes Severalty Act. That important

-measure ;authprized the President to divide the lands of any tribe, giving

.

each head of a femily 160 acres,; withJesser amounts to bachelors, wornen,

;
ahd .children. The plots, rather than; going directly to the Indians, were

; tpl^ held in trusthy the government for, twenlyrfive years, a device deemed;
:neceS^^; to

.
prevent unt^ froni disposing of their holding

immediately, those \ receiving grants w^ citizens of the

after the divisipn.jwere ;tp be.;^^^^
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sold by the governinerity.with
,

profits deposited^.in ^ a trust

'don^-' purposes;.-, i 'v 'vr'-it,.;.'

>

The_ Dawes Act w;as not , the:, panacea envisaged ’^ its -backer^j'--^

congresses altered its provisions and in the twentieth ceriti^^'o^

its basic premise by returning to a pohcy which respected, Indianslc^tURi;

traditions rather than attempting: to. recast them;-in the :whitejmen’s:.rnbjd^^

But frontiersmen and humanitarians of the post-GiyU. War erdy^ c^

their solution was final, were satisfied. .The last page, was writ&
saga of western warfare j the two races would five forever: in peacd;At last'

the restless pioneer could advance unmolested across the Glreat Pkins.wfitfe

shaggy buffalo and tawny red men had long held; sway. 7
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The intruders from the United States were farmers rather;tW ranch^

but they contributed to the growth of the infant Texan, cattle ihduktrt

nevertheless. Their easternmilch cows, breeding vnth the Mexican herds

produced a variety of strains more suitable to the American marketthwth^
original Moorish type. One clearly distinguished breed '^as. the ‘Tijxa^:

Mexican,” tall and gaunt, splashed with patches of white
j and, with ;enor-'

mous horns twisting back toward the body. Another was the “Spanish,”

which resembled the crossbreed but was somewhat smaller, with .shorter

horns and gentler spirit. A third, the '^Long-haired Texans,” were round,

well-formed beasts with long legs, heavy body, medium horns, and a heayy,

coat of brownish color. The “Wild Cattle” of western Texas were tlunj

blue-horned, mealy-nosed, and brown in color. All were tough and

able to care for themselves on parched summer prairies or during wintd

blizzards.

The Americans who controlled Texas after its independence paid litde

attention to the increasing herds, largely because no market for'Beef

near enough to make sales profitable. A few were driven to Austin or Gaiyes*

ton, a few more to New Orleans, some even to the Ohio Valley where an

adventurous herdsman sold a thousand head in 1846. Others were markded

in the gold fields of Colorado, Arizona, and California during thV;lde

1850’s, but in each case the expenses of the drive and the difficuldd pf

overland herding discouraged any large-scale attempts. For the most part

the cattle were allowed to roam wild over the lush grasslands, drifting

northward in search of new feeding groimds as they increased in numbeis

until they blanketed western Texas between the Rio Grande and the upper

Panhandle. They multiplied especially during the Civil War years when

drives to market were stopped by Union control of the Mississippi, until

by the close of the war some 5,000,000 longhorns roamed Texas. Mod

were “mavericks” that could be claimed by anyone bothering to afc* S

brand, although a few were held on ranches in the belt of open coun^

east of the Cross Timbers. .

.

"
; (

By 1865 a few astute Texans recognized that the millions of catHe mi^ht

be turned into tidy profits. They Imew good steers could be had for the

asking in their own state, or could be purchased for $3 or $4 a h^d tom

ranchers. They learned that the upper Mississippi Valley, its livestock sup-

plies depleted by war, was willing to pay up to $40 a head for marketaljle

beasts. Only a little arithmetic was required to demonstrate the fortunw tp

be made from that price differential. If a cattleman could get a herd 9

3,CX)0 longhorns to
,

the northern markets his profits woidd amount to

$ioo,cxx)j if all SjQQopoo Texas cattle could be driven north the 9tate

woiild be enriched to the extent of $i8p,ooo,ooo! Nor was this simply^
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fantastic dream. Texans were aware that the hardy animals could be driven

overland without difficulty so long as the journey lay through open prairie.

They knew, too, that railroads were jutting westward into the northern

Plains
j
the Missouri Pacific Railroad reached Sedalia, Missouri, in 1865

and could be used as a shipping point to eastern markets. Why not capitalize

upon the happy combination of circumstances to amass King Midas’ own

wealth for themselves?

The “Long Drive” was the result. During the winter of 1865-66 a num-

ber of Texans and a few business men from Iowa and Kansas quietly

rounded up herds, laid in camp equipment, and hired cowboys. In late

March, when the grass on the northern Plains began to green, they started.

Each band of a thousand or more cattle was driven by half a dozen cow-

boys, all adept in the use of the lasso and six-shooter, and paid $25 to $40

a month. A chuck wagon carrying food and equipment, with the cook at the

reins, broke trail, followed by the horse wrangler and his horses
5
then came

the longhorns, strung out over a mile of prairie. At the “point” or head of

the column two riders kept the cattle on their course, others guarded the

flank, and two more rode at “drag” in the rear to spur on halting beasts.

The whole “outfit” was commanded by a trail boss who received a salary

of $125 a month.

Experience soon taught the bosses to drive the cattle slowly at first and

to watch them carefully at night, but within a week the steers were “road

broken” enough to move ahead more rapidly. After that the larger herds

were guarded by only two hands at night, then drifted slowly away from

the bedding ground at daybreak, grazing as they went. After an hour or

so the pace was speeded up until noon when a halt was made at some
stream where the cook, who had galloped ahead in the chuck wagon, had

dinner waiting. The cattle grazed for a few hours while the men ate, then

were driven rapidly on until nightfall. That was the pattern followed by

the dozens of herds that left Texas in the spring of i866j in all some
260,000 head started for the Missouri Pacific railhead at Sedalia.

Nevertheless the Long Drive was far from successful. Bad luck plagued

drovers from the beginning. Heavy rains in Texas muddied trails, swelled

streams, and made life so unpleasant that many cowboys deserted their

jobs. Beyond the Red River where the Sedalia Trail crossed a corner of
the Indian Territory herds were frequently stampeded by red men who
then demanded a reward for returning the beasts to their owners. Still

farther north the wooded hills of the Ozark Plateau terrified the cattle;

longhorns accustomed to the open range bolted rather than enter
forested regions. When that obstacle was passed another was encountered
in the irate farmers of Missouri, who were out in force to repel herds which
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might infect their own cows with the dread Texas Fever. At every county

line armed bands of backwoodsmen halted drovers, shot cattle, or fought it

uut with cowboys. The successive barriers kept all but a few steers from

reaching Sedalia, but the $35 a head received for those convinced Texan



,
cattlemen^ frontier ’ v : ; U :

;' ^7^ >

V 'catdemea^th^ Drive woidd be successful^ if they could fin^ a iess" -

•^^fei^rdoiisrou^etp maricet.; ‘

;
'

, / '‘ j'

.;>;y;";The :honor ,of laying out a better trail went not to a drover but, to Joseph.

dealer, who realized a, fortune awaitedanyr
.

. "one; controlling the spot where southern sellers and northern buyers could

; meet most advantageously That point, he reasoned, must lie on: the Kansas

".{Pacific Railroad, then building westward from Kansas Cityj' this would

r; ailow herders to avoid wooded areas and settlements while driving, cattle

ynorthward. Officials of the line proved so enthusiastic .McCoy was able to

;
exact: promises of low freight rates from them, but the president of the

- road connecting Kansas City with St. Louis and the markets of the East, the

,
;M Pacific Railroad, thought the plan fantastic and refused to cor

operate. Undaunted, McCoy turned to a second railroad having eastern

{connections from Kansas City, the Hannibal and St. Joe Railroad. Before

the winter of 1866-67 was over he signed a contract assuring him favorable

: shipping,terms for cattle between the Plains and Chicago,.

M was to select the point on the Kansas Padfic tracks

where the Long Drive would end. After careful study he chose the little

. hamlet of, Abilene, Kansas, because, as he wrote, “the country was entirely

• y unsettled, well watered, excellent grass, and nearly the entire area of coun-

j-r-t^ was adapted to holding cattle.” Abilene—a drowsy little village with a

handful of settlers and so little business the one saloon keeper spent part

bPhis.tinie raising prairie dogs for tourists—was transformed overnight by
• his;;decision. During the spring of 1867 McCoy imported lumber for stock-

y •yardsj pens, loading chutes, barns, a livery stable, .and a hotel to house the
-‘

’cowhands. All w’as bustle and confusion as the building program was rushed

yto: completion; by July McCoy was able to send riders southward to inter-

y
.cept .Sedalia-bound herds with welcome news of a new 'market at Abilene.

Unfdr^^^ of the drovers had gone too far to be turned back, hut

:

3'5>^Q;Texas.;steers.p through McCoyfs loading chutes that fall. The
:V ba,nyjhe,t held, on September 5, i867,.t6helebrate the first shipment of cattle

eastwas a gala affair, where southern dfovers and northern dealers toasted.

,
the weddinghf their secdons and taikeid; joyfully of the profits, that would
he theirhimthevfuture. - ,-y Sy.v

,: .Abilerie.;assured success, for iheyLongy^ who reached
.

.{.there in 1868 with ,75>PpO'head.were.’enthusiastic oyer the trail northward—. '

';yf!i^-,'?bisholm' Trail, t^^ caUed .ity^and carried w^ to Texas of .the e^e - ;

H which, steers could
;
be{ driy^

;whefe jthefe wefe mo, settlements^ hili^- :/yy ?

f ad^ftisihg-^tedthe tide rplling; betwe&^iSbhy
-,'-^Adj 87T-.near|.^ 1,500,000 Texan hee^^^ the Abijeheyardsy '-;y,

iime, t^h'a^nceibpsettlei^tMd and thdi^rchi
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of railroads across the Plains conspired to shift the cattle ti'ail farthWi^^
ward. Ellsworth, lying sixty miles west of Abilene on; the Kan^s padfc'

Railroad, and Newton on the newly built Atchison, Topeka and; Sanfe Fe
Railroad, were the terminal points for the Long Drive between 1872 and

1875, receiving about 1,500,000 head. After 1 875 the: centerw
City, Kansas, which shipped 1,000,000 Texas beeves eastward in thd hat

four years. In all 4,000,000 cattle reached the Kansas railroads .duriiig tHe!

years when the Long Drive was a feature of the cattlemen’s frontier.-".

That was the time when the ‘^cow towns”—Abilene, Newton, EUswortH,

Dodge City—were catapulted into the national limelight as models of un-

bridled corruption. They were drab hamlets most of the time, their :dusty

streets lined with ramshackle saloons, gaudy dance halls, gambling dens,

hurdy-gurdy palaces, and red-light houses, but when each-new band of cow-

boys “hit town” at the end of the Long Drive they blossomed into, tinseled

paradises where the most discriminating tastes in debauchery 'could be ^ti^

fied. Mobs of mounted cowboys “took over” by day, their six-shooters roar;

ing while respectable citizens cowered behind locked doors. Faro dealers

and dance hall girls reigned at night, reaping a financial harvest thatju^-

fied the dreary months of waiting between drives. Seldom did a, group bl

drovers leave without contributing to the population of;%pot hill”;:rthe

cemetery reserved for those who died with their boots on—fori bairooir

brawls, drunken duels, and chance shootings were so conunon that no:phf

bothered to punish the murderers. In the “cow towns,” as in;the nuniiij

camps, the combination of easy money, rugged life, and inadequate: re

straints created an atmosphere which to easterners typified the whole “Wile

West.”

Romantic as it was, the Long Drive was economically unsound.The dif

ficulties which beset drovers were many. Their cattle lost sprmuch^weigh

in the 1,500 mile journey northward that few could be sold to easten

stockyards at good prices
j
most went as “feeders” to some Nebraska P

Iowa farmer for fattening on corn. Their expenses increased steadily, ,esp£

dally after 1867 when natives in the Indian Territory disedyered ^at ai

ancient congressional statute forbade traffic across their lands without ,speq2

permission. First the Cherokee, then the tribes farther west,^capitalized 01

the situation by charging ten cents a head for all steers driyen thrpiigl

their reservations. Far worse, from the cattlemen’s point pf view,^was ^
hostility of Kansans. Irate farmers, knowing Texas Fever was carried b^

disease-transmitting ticks which infected Tejcas cattle, were always out 1

force to repel northward-bound herds. At first they resorted to, shooting

but that was outmoded when theif control of state'legislatures allowed
th?r

to erect legal barriers. Both, Missouri and Kansas-passed quaran|;me riws t
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1867, forbidding the entrance of cattle during the summer and fall when

ticks were most active, and Kansas in 1884 ruled that no Texas steers

could be driven into the state except in December, January, and February.

Drovers evaded the laws at first, but as the growing agricultural population

demanded and secured enforcement, the Long Drive came to an end. Con-

gress, after listlessly debating a “National Cattle Trail” immune to state

interference, refused to aid the Texans. The only solution was to grow cattle

near the railroads. That would not only allow cattlemen to evade barriers

erected by farmers and Indians, but place them in a better position to bar-

gain with buyers who dictated prices in the Kansas “cow towns.”

In Texas railroads came to the cattle country. During the 1870’s the

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad, the Texas and Pacific Railroad, and

nmnerous other lines opened communication with St. Louis, New Orleans,

and Memphis. The possibility of direct marketing encouraged dozens of

ranchers to stake out claims on the grassland between the Cross Timbers and

the Pecos Valley where nutritive bunch grass, mesquite, and grama grass

provided adequate fodder. Within a decade the whole Panhandle was

carved into enormous ranches, some of them so large that cowboys rode

a hundred miles from their homes to reach their front gates.

The problem of growing cattle near the northern railroads was just as

easily solved. The climate was harsh, with roaring winter gales and occa-

sional ice storms, but cattle could weather the worst blizzards so long as

they drifted before the wind with their nunps to the tempest. Only when
ice blanketed the ground was there any real danger, and that happened in-

frequently. During most of the year steers could feast on short prairie

grass or scrape away snow to munch winter-cured fodder. The longhorns’

ability to thrive on the northern Plains was demonstrated long before the

close of the Civil War by traders who bartered sleek oxen for worn-out

livestock along the immigrant trails, and by small ranchers who supplied

the Montana gold fields with fresh beef. By 1868 herds dotted the High
Plains country from the Rio Grande Valley to the Big Horn Basin, amply

demonstrating that cattle could be grown anywhere. Only two things were

needed to transform the local industry into a mammoth enterprise; ade-

quate markets and improved steers to satisfy the discriminating taste of

eastern consumers.

Both v/ere provided during the 1870’s. Railroads pushed steadily across

the northern Plains during the decade: the Union Pacific, the Kansas Pacific,

the Santa Fe, the Northern Pacific, the Burlington, and other smaller lines.

At the same time mechanical improvements in meat handling and slaughter-

ing-modern killing methods, refrigerator cars, and cold storage—widened
the market for western beef. From the open range to the kitchen range
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was an easy step, and the demand for.American meat, mohntedw^^^

East and much of Europe was fed by Plains ranchers. The quality

beef was improved at the same time. As tough Texas cows were

north, they were bred with heavier Plerefordim*^ Angus b^ls to-

round-bellied, white-faced cattle which combined the stamma of long^^^

with the weight and tenderness of eastern, breeds. Able tb'surviveicoldi

winters and fetch an excellent price at the Chicago kockyards, the hybridis

proved an ideal stock for the northern range.
, ;C

The distinctive breed was developed in Kansas, for; there ;Tex^ long-

horns and eastern cattle first met. From the begmning of foe Epng Drive;^

enterprising ranchers were on hand to purchase cows that were' fop scrawny :

or sickly to be soldj they were then fattened on prairie- grassy brfo w^^^

Hereford bulls, and used to build up herds of healthy cattle, foat showed iy

little trace of their rangy Texas ancestors. As the ventures fooyed'foofiubley, y

more and more cattle were diverted from the “cow towns”: to ;sfock th{: -

northern range, while the brisk demand for Hereford bufo drove
fofo

'

price up to $1,000. By the end of the iSfio’s ranches covered .most pfo;

Kansas and Nebraska as well as portions of the Indian Terrifory-wKerebnd^

was leased from the natives. Many drovers from Texas, finding foey must

compete with sleek steers from the nearby range when; seUing foeir Ket^

moved to Kansas themselves or laid out ranches there whfoe foey; fou|d,

fatten and hybridize their stock before sale;

From Kansas ranching spread into Colorado as soon as the ^nsfo Pacific

;

and Union Pacific railroads joined that area to the outside world. Most,

the cows needed to stock the range came from Texas, .driven 'norfowafo

over the Goodnight-Loving Trail after that route , was laid., out in fo.for
'

By 1869 1,000,000 longhorns grazed within the borders of Colofodo^.-^

ritory, and the herds were improving so rapidly that stockfoen clanjoreilp

for laws against further Texas importations lest stray bulls corrupt fopit-

Hereford-crossed .strains. Statutes authorizing’ranchers to shoot ajiy loose

Texan bull on sight testified to the regard with which they held their fierfo^'

The advance of the cattle frontier into Wyoming begaii in iSfiS vvhena^

Colorado rancher, J. W. Iliff, drove one of hifoherds to -the-pLin^foe^v

Cheyenne. His exorbitant profits from sales fof beef fo
constfodiofi foowSi

on the Union Pacific Railroad and miners prospecting the South

try, called attention to the richness/of the rangey .dthers fon^

by 1871 100,000 cattle pastured'there, most of thena. uncierdhe T^^

eye of small cowmen who owned only a few. hundred head. Tfie ^
increased rapidly after 1 873 when the panic hurried foe stocking .0

, ^
northern range by lowering the prifo nf Texan catde. The^fo^^^



frontier.

industry/ iri:Wyoming; w^' th Valley, a region - of rolling’ bencE

larids/where -gr^ abounded, and in the plateau, county, ..just

VesO^f the LafamiO'M After those regions filled ranchers spread,

’'tiieir.herdsoYef mospof’t^^ '

./
' .Extehsiyerc^ Mont^a began in 1871 when eight hundred

iTexas rlpnghprhs' were driven into the Beaverhead River Valley by an

ohtefpfisirig herder witEan eye on the lush market in nearby mining canipsl

:plehtifui:grass: in that, mou upland and the feilure of Montana’s

rm.ning. population to. increase as rapidly as expected allowed the herds ,to

rnultiply
,
rapidly.} by 1874 the surplus above local needs reached .1,7,000

;head/ahd:gppd;beef steers sold for as low as $10. Those. depressed prices

.ti^sformed M ranching from a local to a national enterprise}

^eastern; .buyers, hearing sleek beeves could be purchased for a low suih,

flocked; .in . dw^ the autumn, ready to pay up to $18 a head. The

herds were driven south to the Union Pacific tracks at Granger, Wyoming
difficult route through sparsely grassed country—but profits were great

'.enough ..tp convince Montana ranchers they must look to the East rather

jthahto minihg;camps for future markets.

•

.
^"^idr.-pleh^ sales promised, the cattle frontier could move out of the

mountain. /valleys into the broad plains of eastern Montana where rich,

grass,.;p,lentlfui:streams, and protecting hills offered ideal pasturage. Eor

a'./few
;
years ' the advance was sIoW} Sitting Bull was on the warpath and

;hoither';mah’ nor beast was safe until after 1878 when the last band, of

.Sibux'-Tyas/driyen onto a reservation. Then great herds were driven north

-j

from; Colorado, or Wyomi to stock the promising grassland. “Eastern

'MbntanEhas suddenly awakened,” wrote an editor. “. . . Stock is pouring

In /ftom ,every,hand,” Marketing remained difficult—cattle must be driven

,|§buth 40Jthe;U^nion Padfic Railroad or east to the Northern Pacific tracks

at/ Bismarck—buit no amount of Isolation could discourage a stock raiser in

• that/.day : Ranches .filled Montana, then spilled over into

/Dakota territory .during the 1870’s- .

.///By.jcSSq; th^ industry, was firmly planted throughout the Great

;Piains.rA, trayelef. rM frona. lower Texas would seldom b.e

put pf/sightpf. h^^^^ of .white-faced longhorns, grazing under the watchful

%e pf-Trpnzed/pow^ would find them in the Panhandle, country,

;
along .;the^ Pecos

.
Valley of New Mexico, on the sun-baked plains of ; the

Indiau.Territory, (among' the, r prairies of western Kansas and, Ne-.

tbraslaj/srattered/ through,:.^^^^ high grasslands of eastern Cpioradp; ;and:

dotting the . wind-swept plains of ^Montana . and .Dakota;

/?fp^?ic\censUS; figures,
;describe expansion -of the cattle, frontier:,; /.P;;
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Kansas

Nebraska
Colorado
Wyoming
Montana
Dakota

Cattle in i860 Cattle in 1880

93>455 1.533.133

37.197 1.113.247

none 791.492
none 521,213

none 428,279
none 140,815

Texas longhorns, Kansas Herefords, and adventurous cattlemen from all

the West had created a new empire—the Cattle Kingdom. “Cotton was

once crowned king,” wrote an exuberant editor, “but grass is now.”

Underlying the breath-taking expansion which engulfed an area half

the size of Europe within a span of fifteen years was the age-old hope for

sudden wealth. Conditions on the Great Plains seemed to promise cattle-

men fabulous profits. The land was free—millions of acres of it—all carpeted

with rich grass and safe from meddlesome government agents. Cattle to

stock the range were cheap
j longhorns could be purchased in Texas at $7 or

$8 a head, driven north to a likely spot, crossed with an imported eastern

bull, and allowed to multiply as nature dictated. The rancher had only to

sit back and watch his wealth increase, knowing every healthy steer would

fetch from $50 to $60 at the nearest railroad. A few years of frugal living,

while profits were turned back into the herd, would allow any pioneer to

pyramid a modest investment into a handsome fortune.

There was no lack of adventurers to people the cattlemen’s frontier.

Most were young men who had scraped necessary capital together, bought

their herds, and started out alone in search of a likely grazing spot. Because

grass and water were necessary, a site was always selected on the bank of a

stream. There the prospective rancher either homesteaded 160 acres or

simply appropriated the land he needed. If a few straggly trees grew nearby

he built a log cabin
j

if not he scooped a dugout from the bank of the river

or threw together a tent of buffalo skins. With 'that simple equipment, a

supply of beans, bacon, and coffee, and a horse or two, he was ready to watch

his cattle graze, watch them fatten, watch them multiply. When beef

animals were cut away to be sold he used the proceeds to buy more stock,

build a ranch house, and erect corrals for his horses. Three or four good

years were enough to put the business on a paying basis, with herds so

large cowboys were hired to watch them.

By that time other ranchers were moving in nearby, along the same

stream or across the divide on the banks of the next waterway. They were

not near neighbors in the eastern sense of the words—they might be fifteen

or twenty miles away—but they were close enough to cause trouble unle^

a system of frontier law was devised. How could each rancher keep his
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cattle separate from those of his neighbor? How could he sustain his claim

to a portion of the public domain? How could he keep newcomers from

overcrowding the range? Distant legislatures could not solve those prob-

lems} like frontiersmen throughout America’s history cattlemen must make

their own laws. The body of custom and rule they worked out allowed

expansion to go on with a minimum of disorder.

Basic to the system was the sensible concept that control of a stream

included control of adjacent lands. Thus a rancher staking out a claim to

one bank of a creek secured a “range right” to as much of the river as he

pre-empted and all the land running back to the “divide,” or highland

separating his stream from the one lying beyond. This was his land, even

though he did not own a foot of it legally} public opinion, backed by the

effective argument contained in six-shooters, gave him a right to use it

without fear of intrusion. The usual ranches in the Great Plains contained

thirty or forty square miles.

The imaginary “range lines” between holdings were respected by

humans, but cattle drifted from ranch to ranch in their search for better

pasturage until herds of several owners were frequently hopelessly inter-

mingled. Ranchers’ attempts to keep their steers separate from those of

their neighbors gave prominence to two customs—“line-riding” and the

“roundup.” In line-riding, cowboys were stationed along the borders of

each ranch, usually in groups of twos, ten or twenty miles apart, with a

dugout to protect them in winter and the open sky as their canopy in sum-

mer. Each morning they set out from their lonely posts, riding in opposite

directions until they met the cowboy from the nearest camp on either side.

Herds belonging to their employer were driven back from the border}

those of neighbors were “drifted” in the direction of their own ranch.

Vigilant as line-riders might be, animals did intermingle. Twice each

year, in the spring and fall, “roundups” were held to separate mixed herds

and identify new-born calves. At the time agreed upon, each rancher sent

a chuck wagon and “outfit” to a designated spot. Then the cowboys fanned

out over the range, driving all cattle in the vicinity toward camp, until

a herd of several thousand was assembled. While the milling mass of

animals was held together, riders of the ranch where the roundup was held

made the first “cut,” riding skillfully through the herd to single out animals

bearing their employer’s brand. Those brands—distinctive marks burned
into the flanks with red-hot branding irons—were registered 'to avoid con-

fusion} some symbols of better-known ranches became as famous as baronial

symbols of feudal days. As calves always followed the mothers, they could
now be lassoed, thrown, and marked with the iron.

After the first division, cowboys from other ranches cut out their own
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cattlej a process repeated until the last cow was branded;';TK^^^
of the ranch where the roundup took place held: back : his herd while'the

'

rest were driven to the next; ranch; where the procedure 'was ^)li^
That went on until the last range was visited and the cattle of the
region branded and returned to their Owners/The worlc wds h
boys spent eighteen or twenty hours a day in the .saddle' for/weeks at; a'

^

time—but the roundup was one of the ipost colorful inshtutions in;the hi^^

tory of the frontier. The thousands of beUowing cattle, blazing: braking
fires, scores of mounted cowboys, and scattered chu.ckwagons,:all:.ha2y withC
dust and drenched by a brilliant sun, caught the imagination of/easterners’
as did nothing else in the Far West. : / : //:/'

Eastern imagination, in turn, has given the nation one, of its most eriiir-

ihg fegends: the myth of the glamorous cowboy. Actual the,

heroes of Hollywood and the televisioii screen bear little reseinblani; to 'i

the hard-working men who tended cattle in the heyday of the open fange./

Cowboys, as one of them put it, were simply hired-hands on horseback,:,

doomed to a life of dull routine as they “rode line” separating the un-.

,

fenced ranches, doctored sick animals, Qr drifted herds: frorn:pari,iurage. tp^

pasturage. Little wonder that when they “hit town” on rare occa.si6ns:th^

indulged in the riotous conduct that h^s come to typify them for.cinema

addicts the world over. There was little romance in their lonely liVesy eveh/

the widely publicized “ten-gallon” hats, chaps, knotted handkerchiefs, and :

colorful shirts that they sometimes wore to charm strangers; were 'often,

displaced by a working garb of overalls/ a cast-off army overcoat: that .had;

seen service in the Civil War, and a derby hat. Even their irtdividualism;haS

been exaggerated} many joined a labor union, the Knights' of Labor,:rind;

a group struck one ranch during the 1884 roundup. The true.heroekof/the;;

Cattle Kingdom were not the cowboy.^^ but the ranchers whose shrewd/

management allowed the conquest of ^ new frontier.
;

/,;:
^

/

Even they could not forestall the inevitable, and by;i88o:the;days,of the,

open range were numbered. Overstocking was responsible/; During the

early i88o’s the whole western world Awakened,to the possibilities:of the;

Cattle Kingdom. Markets were expanding as railrpads/pusKodviotp^f^^

Great Plains and steamships brought European .cbnsuniersfcloser ,to.;>,tKe

United States. Soon the entire .world wpuld be .wiUing itd pay ;handspiri^^^

for western beef! Any doubting, scoffer could be conyinced. by thevs

price:rise at the Chicago stock yards, ari, advance that .carried choice steers;;

to a high of eight or nine cents a pound. Anyone could roap ;/.'fortmte. by

^

doing nothing: more, than watch his animals; multiply bn
,

free
.

goyern^e/t -

land.-^- /.-v’'/

Even the unvarnished .truth would hrive:started .a rush. ,tb' tho; Pi^^M
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that was not the literary diet fed Americans by magazines and newspapers.

Western editors, never notable for understatement, filled their columns

with statistics proving that anyone investing $25,000 in cattle could run his

fortune to $80,000 in five years, or stated authoritatively that profits of 40

and 50 per cent annually were the rule rather than the exception. Those

tall tales were spread wholesale through the eastern farm journals. Typical

was an item in the Breeder's Gazette:

A good sized steer when it is fit for the butcher market will bring

from $45.00 to $60.00. The same animal at its birth was worth but

$5.00. He has run on the plains and cropped the grass from the public

domain for four or five years, and now, with scarcely any expense to

its owner, is worth forty dollars more than when he started on his pil-

grimage. A thousand of these animals are kept nearly as cheaply as a

single one, so with a thousand as a starter and an investment of but

$5,000 in the start, in four years the stock raiser has made from

$40,000 to $45,000. Allow $5,000 for his current expenses which

he has been going on and he still has $35,000 and even $45,000 for a

net profit. That is all there is to the problem and that is why our

cattlemen grow rich.

Stnjggling farmers in the East, reading those statements, developed such

a feverish state of mind that many accepted as true the sly tale given wide

circulation by Bill Nye, the Laramie Boomerang humorist: “Three years

ago a guileless tenderfoot came into Wyoming, leading a single Texas steer

and carrying a branding ironj now he is the opulent possessor of six hundred

head of fine cattle—the ostensible progeny of that one steer.”

Propaganda such as that could have only one effect} by the summer of

1880 the rush to the new El Dorado was on. Trains were jam-packed with

youngsters from eastern farms and factories, some with savings strapped

about their waists, others ready to borrow at interest rates which varied

from 2 per cent a month to i per cent a day. What did those fantastic

charges matter when beef sold at the Chicago yards for $9.35 a hundred!

Their frantic bidding on cattle to stock the range sent prices skyrocketing}

ordinary stock that sold for $8 a head in 1879 brought $35 in Texas by
1882 and were resold in Wyoming at $60. So great was the demand that

between 1882 and 1884 the eastern cattle shipped westward as range stock

balanced the number sent east to market! While the boom lasted, between

1880 and 1885, the whole Plains country was inundated ‘with thousands

of ranchers and millions of cattle without stamina or experience to survive

there.

More disastrous than the rush of men was the flow of capital from the

East and Europe. Investors caught the fever in 1882 when they read in
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financial journals of the Prairie Cattle Company’s 42 per cent dividend or
the 40 per cent profits of Montana ranchers. Before the year was out busi-

ness men, bankers, lawyers, and politicians were forming companies to share

in those fortunes. Their recipe for prosperity was simplej they put up
capital, a few ranchers were taken in to furnish experience, and the govern-

ment provided land. During 1883 twenty stock-raising corporations, capital-

ized at $12,000,000, were formed in Wyoming alone. Some staked out

range rights, but more consolidated smaller ranches already in existence,

typical was the Swan Land and Cattle Company which used $3,750,000
raised by stock sales in the East to combine three eastern Wyoming ranches

into a hundred-mile estate containing 100,000 head of cattle. All over the

West grizzled cow hands who had “ridden the line” for years found

themselves seated about directors’ tables where eastern bankers listened

respectfully to their opinions.

From the East the mania spread to Europe. English capitalists became

interested when a parliamentary committee soberly reported in 1880 that

profits of 33j^ per cent could be expected in American ranching; an esti-

mate which appeared less fantastic after an Edinburgh corporation, the

Prairie Cattle Company, declared a dividend of 28 per cent in 1881. For

the next four years English and Scottish investors, with the vision of 40

per cent profits before them, poured their money into corporations to com-

pete with American companies for range rights and cattle. All over London

“drawing rooms buzzed with stories of this last of bonanzas; staid old

gentlemen, who scarcely knew the difference between a steer and a heifer,

discussed it over their port and nuts.” The fiow of wealth from across the

Atlantic hurried overstocking and brought the day of reckoning nearer.

Experienced cattlemen were thoroughly alarmed by 1885. They knew

the arid plains could support the thousands of steers pastured there only

when weather conditions were exceptionally favorable. They realized

pasturage was wearing thinner each year, and that herds could no longer

be driven to green feeding grounds when grass gave out, for all the Plains

were pre-empted. In their panic they sought to insure themselves against

the hard times ahead. Some fenced the range to protect their own pastures

from intruding cattle; by the end of 1885 the Plains country was entangled

in a barbed-wire network of its own making. One Colorado company had

1,000,000 acres enclosed, while a group of Texas Panhandle ranchers

stretched a steel barrier from the Indian Territory to the Rio Grande to

keep Kansas cattle from their feeding grounds. Few bothered to purchase

the land they fenced; most simply enclosed part of the public domain,

then stood ready to protect their holdings by “gun law.”

Equally indicative of the fears besetting experienced ranchers during tlie
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(tattle boom was the way in which they rushed into stock-breeders associa-

tions. Those co-operative enterprises offered many advantages} they kept

intruders out of full-stocked ranges, supervised roundups, ran down “rust-

lers,” fought prairie fires, offered bounties for wolves, and protected the

brands of members. Us\^y they began as local groups, formed when

stockmen of one region met, drew up articles of agreement to protect the

range, and in typic^ frontier fashion agreed to abide by the will of the

majority. As they multiplied several combined to form territorial associa-

tions which prescribed the roundup districts for a whole territory, formu-

lated rules for branding and drives, restricted the niimber of cattle allowed

on the range, and even set up courts to settle disputes between members.

Live-Stock Associations blanketed the Great Plains by 1885, typifying both

the frontiersmen’s tendency toward self-government and the cattlemen’s

fear of range overstocking.

More than fencing and organization were needed to keep the cattle boom

alive. By the summer of 1885 htmdreds of ranchers felt the squeeze of

mounting costs and falling prices. Each year more profits went into fencing,

dues to Live-Stock Associations, and increasingly expensive cattle} each

year after 1882 sums paid them at the Chicago stock yards diminished

as overproduction drove beef prices downward. The experienced among

them realized the downward spiral had begun} some sold their herds rather

than risk wintering cattle insufficiently fattened on the overcrowded range,

further depressing prices. To make matters worse a presidential order in

August, 1885, forced stockmen who had leased lands in the Indian Ter-

ritory to leave that region. Some 200,CXD0 beeves were driven into the

crowded ranges of Colorado, Kansas, and Texas that fall. Only a cycle

of bad years was needed to prick the inflationary bubble and send the whole

Cattle Kingdom toppling.

That began during the winter of 1885-86, a cold blustery winter which

took a frightful toll on the northern Plains, The summer of 1886 was hot

and dry, withering grass and drying up streams. Stockmen, noting the

weakened condition of their herds, became panicky as fall approached. Some
cattle were driven into Canada or onto leased lands on the Crow Reserva-
tion in Montana} others were sent east to be boarded by farmers along the

agricultural frontier. Still more were dumped on the market. Prices tum-
bled amidst the selling spree, until steers worth $30 a year before went
begging at $8 or $10 each. “Beef is low, very low, and prices are tending
downward, while the market continues to grow weaker every day,” com-
plained the Rocky Mountain Husbandmen. “But for all that, it would be
better to sell at a low figure, than to endanger the whole herd by having
the range overstocked.”
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Those who sold, even at low prices, were wise. The winter o£ 1886-87

was long famous in western annals. Snow blanketed the northern Plains in

November, so deep that starving animals could not paw down to grass. In
early January a warm “chinook” wind brought some relief, but late in the

month the worst blizzard ever experienced by ranchers howled across the

West from Dakota to Texas. In the past cattle had withstood tempests by

drifting before themj now they piled up against fences to die by the thou-

sands. On the heels of the storm came a numbing cold which drove tempera-

tures to sixty-eight degrees below zero. Ranchers, huddled about then-

stoves, did not dare think of what was happening on the range—of helpless

cattle pawing at frozen snow in search of a little food or fighting to strip

bark from willows and aspens along streams, “dogies” and unseasoned

eastern cattle floundering in drifts, whole herds jammed together in ravines

to escape the frosty blast and dying by the thousands. When spring finally

came cattlemen saw a sight they spent the rest of their lives trying to forget.

Carcass piled upon carcass in every ravine, gaunt skeletons staggering about

on frozen feet, heaps of dead bodies along the fences, trees stripped bare

of their bark—those were left as monuments to the thoughtless greed of

ranchers.

The cold winter of 1886-87 ended the “open range” phase of the cattle

industry. A few small ranchers struggled on, encouraged by excellent graz-

ing conditions during the summer of 1887, but the great livestock corpora-

tions were unable to stand the strain. With creditors clamoring at their door-

steps they dumped steers on the market so rapidly the Chicago price for

grass-fed beef tumbled from $2.40 a hundred in the spring of 1887 to

$1.90 in the fall. Nor did conditions improve during the next half-dozen

years as Texas growers unloaded stock no longer needed on the northern

Plains, and farmers depressed the market by selling heavily during a

cycle of dry years which depleted supplies of feed corn. Under those con-

ditions company after company slid over the line into bankruptcy j
the giant

Swan Land and Cattle Company of Wyoming succumbed in May, 1887,

and the Niobrara Cattle Company of Nebraska soon followed. The few

that persisted faced constant criticism from those who remembered the suf-

fering of 1886-87. “A man who turns out a lot of cattle on a barren plain

without making provision for feeding them,” wrote one western editor,

“will not only suffer a financial loss but also the loss of the respect of the

community in which he lives.” In Wyoming alone the number of cattle

declined from 9,000,000 head in 1886 to 3,000,000 nine years later.
^

Hostile public opinion and financial necessity both dictated that in the

future cattle and grass be kept in even balance. That could not be done on

the open range
j
the only solution was for each rancher to fence his lands,
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restrict his herds to a reasonable size, and insure adequate winter food by

gj^owing hay. Fencing went on rapidly in the High Plains country through

the later i88o’s—wi^ cattlemen buying some land, leasing more, and en-

closing all they dared in addition—until mowing machines and hay rakes

were as common a sight in the West as chuck wagons in former days. And

the cowboy, that romantic knight of the saddle, spent his days digging post

holes, jacking up wagon wheels as fence tighteners, and haying. “I remem-

ber,” reminisced one sadly, “when we sat around the fire the winter

through and didn’t do a lick of work for five or six months of the year,

except to chop a little wood to build a fire to keep warm by. Now we go

on the generd roundup, then the calf roundup, then comes haying—some-

thing that the old-time cowboy never dreamed of—then the beef roundup

and the fall calf roundup and gathering bulls and weak cows, and after all

this a winter of feeding hay. I tell you times have changed.” The day of the

open range was gonej the West was becoming a land of big pastures,

stocked with carefully bred, carefully sheltered beeves. j

Oldtimers who sorrowed at those changes had another cause for alarm, for

during the i88o’s two dangerous invaders pressed upon the borders of the

Cattle Kingdom. From the west came the sheepherders. Those unromantic

individuals moved into the trans-Mississippi country during the 1870’s,

driven from their Ohio Valley pasturages by low prices for wool and high

prices for feed. Seeking new grazing grounds where fodder was less expen-

sive, they went first to California, New Mexico, and the mountain parks

nf the southern Rocky Mountains, then during the i88o’s invaded the

Plains country. Ranchers scoffed at first, but when they learned sheep could

be raised with half the effort and twice the profit of steers, many made the

transition. Otliers fought back. They claimed sheep ruined the grass by
close cropping, and were ready to back their argument with “shooting

irons.” Open warfare between drovers and cowboys raged along the western

border of the cow country for years, accounting for twenty deaths, a hun-

dred injuries, and 600,000 sheep destroyed (most of them driven over

cliffs) on the Wyoming-Colorado range alone. Yet no force could hold
back such a profitable enterprise, and herds of bleating “woolies” en-

croached steadily on the cattlemen’s domain.

More dangerous were the invaders pressing upon the eastern fringes of
the Cattle Kingdom—the pioneer farmers. Their advance onto the Great
Plains began just as ranchers staked out their empire, and for the next
years they pressed westward, despite the bitter hostility of cowmen. The
stubborn advance of homesteaders against gun-toting cowboys, sullen sheep-
herders, and the terrifying obstacles of nature wrote the last epic chapter
in the history of the American frontier.



CHAPTER XXXIV

Opening the Great Plains

1870-1890

The unfamiliar environment of the Great Plains province could be utilized

by American frontiersmen in two different ways. One was to devise an

economic enterprise adapted to the section’s unusual features
j
the cattlemen

did that by perfecting grazing methods suited to an unfenced range. The
other was to conquer nature’s obstacles by man-made devices. The Plains

were opened to pioneers during the 1870’s not by adventurous trailblazers

but by inventors toiling over drafting boards, laborers sweating over whir-

ring machines, and production managers struggling with the complexities

of assembly lines, for those were the men who applied the techniques of the

industrial revolution to the unique problems of America’s last frontier.

Their success made expansion possible.

The task facing them—and the farmers who depended on their skill—

was formidable. The Plains country was a vast grassland which stretched

away to lonely horizons, unbroken except where straggling trees followed

the course of some meandering stream. Nowhere could pioneers find ma-

terials and living conditions with which they were familiar. There was no

lumber for homes, barns, or split-rail fences. There was no water save the

muddy gruel in occasional rivers. There were no belts of trees to shelter

them from the baking sun of summer or raging winter blizzards. And

worst of all there was in all the province seldom enough rainfall 5
annual

precipitation west of the 98th meridian was normally below the twenty

inches required for agriculture. The frontiersman, to succeed in that sub-

humid region, must devise new farming methods or be provided with farm

machinery which would allow him to cultivate a tract large enough to

offset the low yield per acre. Those were the needs that must be filled

by prophets of the industrial revolution.

690



.Farmers^did not: haye-'iorig^ to wait; ;The United. StatK . in'
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.

.'.belcfimg factories
:
multiplied, as.i.the nation, a,wakening;to'; ^e

;
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' .which proniised.prdfitsj ledit be known a new gadget was heeded- and :a-.;;,

,
dozen manufacturers set.to work to satisfy the demand; Few fielcB promised :

; ,, better, financial rewards than supplying western farmers: '.Thousands of^^

y^ioneers, were ready to. advance into, the Great Pl^ns ,when provide

the;mechanical means for; doing so;, the lucky artisan producihg- something;.

;

; ,. they;could .use would reap a fortune. That was the incentive whichi.setthe^^

wheels of Industry turning; in a brief decade inventors peffectdl the wire.'

;
fences, well-drilling machinery, and. ferm implements that -?allowed\^e

' Plains to be subdued, . -.uy:;:-- '}

: . .Efficient fencing materialwas requured first of all. Farmers realized,that ’

,
when, the agricultural .frontier touched the eastern fringes of ;the; Cattle

' .Kingdom in Kansas and Nebraska; Struggling,tO;keep mnhhg steers from:,.

trampling new-planted corn, they ,demanded that cattlemen fence thhrahge ;V';- ^
, ranchers answered with equal

.
yenom that farmers shoidd; protect .their myn,;;; :- ;

fields. ^\^estern newspapers bristled.with letters arguing the question' duripg

the early 1870’s, but no solution was.possible .untU-a good fehdng:materiah;;. v

was devised. Wood,;carted in, from distant ..Whcpnsin .
forests," w^^

hibitiyely, priced. A Departrnent of Agriimlture..report iri'.i.Syr estimated siix.
'

'

r6o. :acre. homestead which cost., ks .owner :.$20yin 'land-office’’ fees w^
require

.
$r,ooo, .worth ;of.: wooden fence “for: protectibni 'against - a -singie-:

stock-grower, rich. In cattle;-and becoming ’rkher,by 'feeding them-withouty.;,;',;

cost, on, the, unpurchased prahieT’’ Sums ,such as that,were unkno,wmampng^ ->
,

.

pioneer. farn;iers,;let alone theyciditiohal amounts; needed’ for fepairs., The,;: i 3
nation w^, sobered whendhe.secretary -of agriculture- revealed in. 1.87.1 that

its fe.hces cost;, $2,000,000,060 . and ; that-: the arihuab- interest .and upkeep •
.

.• cost was $2,060,000., The market for-; any manufacturer
.

producing:xheap

,

,

Tencing.was-unlimitedv;' vy’.y;:-v-/f4b
,,

. . That inyentofs rose t,o.the challenge wayshown by.Patent .Officeifecordsy'^b

while only one 'or two patents .’formew: types 'of. fences' ;Were,d,^ueciyeWriyy^^^^-'-^^^^^

t.k,&V,Ciyil7War,':in;the dbcade; after^vafd,the''humbe^dekpeci^ t^^^

;:7; annuajlly,'The -’fortunate . iridiyidual,;who’.'W

j.os^pF F*: Glidden,7a:farmef.of Pe,Kalb,7ininois.;F^ problem-

:
;,of enciqsing lils lovyn'six-hunclr^ed-acre prairie farm, Qliclden devked: a practi-J;

; ; ;
’^1 .two.'_strani^7of wird in', such a- way, theyyypuld •

-

; >
Pointed;:ydre; barbs'myshcift-ini^fe ^After

7
tdnyihd^;ip^

) dyF^®f^d?yd';,cheaply,:he patented, his iri^ I';, .:>
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on November 24, 1874, rented a small factory in De Kalb, hired a crew
of boys to string the barbs on the twisted strands, and began manufacturing

his product as the Barb Fence Company. Within a few months Glidden’s

fencing was selling so well steam machinery was installed and production

stepped up to five tons a day. Eager buyers took all he manukctured at

eighteen cents a pound.

Eastern capitalists soon became interested. The nation’s leading producer

of ordinary wire, the Washburn and Moen Manufacturing Company of

Worcester, Massachusetts, noticed the unusually large orders for its product

arriving from De Kalb. An agent sent west to investigate during the sum-

mer of 1875 returned with samples which were turned over to a machine

designer, with orders to develop a mechanical method for producing barbed

wire. When that was perfected early the following year, representatives of

the Worcester firm approached Glidden with an offer to buy out his patent.

He consented to sell a half interest to Washburn and Moen for $60,000

and a royalty of twenty-five cents on every hundred pounds manufactured.

The way was cleared for the large-scale production of the first practical

fencing the world had known.

Work began in April, 1876, when a power machine was set up in De

Kalb, and so brisk was demand that by the end of the year fifteen more

were operating. Nearly 3,000,000 pounds of barbed wire fence were sold

in 187^, 12,000,000 in 1877, 50,000,000 in 1879 and 80,000,000 in 1880.

Three years later the Glidden factory was a giant two-story structure where

202 automatic machines transformed 1,400 miles of plain wire into 600

miles of fencing every ten hours. Mass production methods lowered the

price steadily, from $20 a hundred pounds in 1870 to $10 in 1880 and less

than $4 in 1890. The decline brought decent fences within the reach of all,

and after the first skepticism was surmounted, its use spread like wildfire.

Cattlemen and farmers both bought extravagantly, but barbed wire was

primarily a farmers’ weapon against trespassers.

As essential to Plains agriculture as good fencing was adequate water.

Nature failed to provide enough except in eastern Texas, Kansas, and

Nebraska. Over the Great Plains, moreover, the constant glare of the sun,

the rapid runoff of sporadic rains on hard-packed soil, and ever-blowing

winds which sucked up surface moisture, contributed to the sections’ aridity.

Before the province could be utilized means must be found to bring water

to the land, or farming techniques suitable to a subhumid environment

devised.

The first task proved difficult. Water could be brought to the soil by

tapping surface accumulations through irrigation, or by elevating subsurface

deposits through wells. Irrigation was feasible only along the western
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fringes of the Great Plains where streams gushing from the Rocky Moun-

tains could be utilized. Projects of that sort, usually of a co-operative nature,

were attempted in Colorado during the 1870^^ and in Wyoming a decade

later, but the number of usable rivers waS few and the amount of land

brought under cultivation negligible. Elsewhere on the Plains irrigation

experiments failed
5
even where storage facilities were provided by cam-

ming rivers the infrequent rains failed to keep pools filled and dams silted

up so rapidly they proved useless. The sole results of numerous attempts

were flattened pocket books and broken spirits.

Efforts to utilize the “ground water” which underlay the Great Plains

prov^ed almost as disheartening. Subterranean pools could be tapped only

when conditions were favorable; the “water plane” which caught surface

moisture as it seeped downward had to be near enough to make well drill-

ing practicable, and soil texture sufficiently porous to allow pipe to penetrate.

That was possible only where an impervious rock layer collected water In

beds of gravel, and such spots were rare on the Plains. In some places

eastward-flowing rivers cut so deeply that their beds lay below the v/ater

plane and drained away the deposits; in others loose-textured soils were

lacking. Even where ground water existed the subsurface pools were too

small and the rate of replacement too slow for extensive irrigation. How
to secure water needed for farming was the most pressing problem in the

Pirns region.

The early pioneers, unaware of the difficulties awaiting them, turned

first to methods used in the East; they tried to dig open wells from which

water could be raised with the traditional oaken bucket and well sweep.

The impossibility of sinking shafts in heavy prairie soil and the great depth

of the water plane soon turned them to well-drilling machines which ham-

mered pipes into the ground, but those too proved unsatisfactory. To reach

the deposits was one thing; to raise water to the surface was another. Old-

fashioned hand methods were outmoded in a region where wells must be

several hundred feet deep to tap subterranean pools. Some mechanical

device must be substituted.

Windmills promised to provide the solution. Constantly blowing winds
swept the level surface of the Great Plains; the average wind velocity

ranged from twelve to fourteen miles an hour In contrast with the eight or

ten mile average in the eastern half of the United States. Why not use
the free power to pump the subsurface water needed by the pioneers? That
possibility occurred to several windmill manufacturers who moved their

plants to Illinois and Wisconsin during the late i86o’s. There they de-
veloped an instrument suited to western conditions; fragile blades used
in the East were reduced In size, the complex mechanism employed to keep
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the mill headed into the wind replaced by a simple vertical fin, and a gover-

nor added to reduce the pitch of the blades when high winds revolved

them too rapidly. By 1873 when the improvements were perfected a num-
ber of small plants were located along the eastern fringes of the prairie

country, ready to meet the expected demand.

That this did not develop was due to the manufacturers’ failure to solve

one problem: how to lower the price to a level within the reach of the

small farmer. Well drillers charged from $1.25 to $2 a foot for weUs which

in the Plains country ranged between fifty and five hundred feet deep.

When a $100 windmill was added, the cost was more than $1,000, an

impossible sum. Industrialists found a ready market for their products—

in 1879 sixty-nine small plants produced $1,000,000 worth of windmills

yearly—but most of the buyers were railroads, towns, and ranchers. Not

until the 1890’s did mounting farm incomes and reduced production costs

allow small farmers to enjoy the luxury of a mechanical water supply.

With irrigation impossible and wells expensive, the only alternative was

a method of tillage which would preserve the scant supplies of moisture in

the ground. Once more farmers called upon scientists for help. The prob-

lem, the experts saw, was to devise a manner of cultivation which would

bring subsurface water to plant roots by capillary action, then hold it in

the ground by checking evaporation. Their answer was “dry farming.”

Farmers were advised to plow furrows twelve to fourteen inches deep, thus

loosening the soil and allowing water to move upward as the principle of

capillarity operated. They were told to harrow their fields after each rain-

fall, creating a dust mulch of fine soil particles that would stop the evapora-

tion common in crusted earth where water escaped through tiny pores. In

that way every drop of the precious liquid was stored near the plant roots.

Dry farming was no panacea—the results were often uncertain and the

method failed altogether in unusually diy years—but it did open sections

of the West normally closed to agriculture.

Neither dry farming nor normal agriculture could have succeeded on the

Great Plains without a further contribution from eastern inventors. Farm

machinery, on a scale undreamed of in the humid East, -was essential in the

semiarid West. The dry farmer, faced with the necessity of harrowing

his fields within forty-eight hours after each rainfall, needed mechanical

help. The ordinary farmer was equally dependent on machinery in a land

where large holdings were required to assure an adequate income. The

subnormal rainfall was responsible; in the East 80 acres of properly

drenched land provided a family with a comfortable living, but in

parched West 360 acres or more were needed to produce the same capital

return. Large scale methods were essential, based on the substitution of
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machines for men. Before the conquest of the Plains could proceed the

industrial revolution must provide pioneers with farm machinery.

All the machines needed in the West—chilled-iron and steel plows,

grain drills, reapers, disk harrows, straddle-row cultivators, and threshing

machines—were in use before the Civil War. The slight demand for labor

savers on eastern farms kept prices high and improvements lowj a greater

demand was needed to encourage the development of cheap, durable farm

implements. That developed in the upper Mississippi Valley during the

war years
j
most men were drained away by enlistments, leaving only a

few workers to produce grain needed for eastern laborers, warring armies,

and a Europe beset by crop failures. They could meet the responsibility

—and take advantage of skyrocketing prices—only by mechanizing pro-

duction
5
the number of mowing machines in use increased fourfold between

1861 and 1865 and the manufacture of other farm machinery increased in

proportion. After the war national prosperity and good markets abroad kept

food prices so high farmers were encouraged to increase their output by

investing in mechanical devices.

Their demand encouraged improvements in farm machinery that made

the conquest of the Great Plains possible. The plow was one instrument

that evolved rapidly. James Oliver of Indiana began the process in 1868

when he built a chilled-iron plow equipped with a smooth-surfaced mold-

board that slipped through humus prairie soils without cloggingj other

inventors improved his basic Implement by covering wearing surfaces with

steel. By 1877 thoroughly modern plows were in use. The next step was

to lift the farmer from the furrow to a seat on the machine, vastly speeding

plowing. Patents for a sulky plow were taken out as early as 1 844 but not

until agriculture invaded the Plains was the need great enough to inspire

improvements. These followed so rapidly that sixteen practical plows were
manufactured by 1873. Other manufacturers, conscious of the need for

speed on extensive western farms, provided the sulkies with additional

shares, allowing a farmer to turn over two or three furrows at once.

Similar improvements speeded planting. The spring-tooth harrow, per-

fected by a Michigan mechanic in 1869, proved more usable on prairie soils

than disk and spike-tooth Implements, for its flexible teeth bounced over
obstacles and automatically dislodged debris. When a farmer had prepared
the ground, he could plant his grain with end-gate seeders, introduced in the
early 1870’s to scatter seed from the end of a wagon. By 1874 they were
displaced by grain drills—machines equipped with small disks to open
seed furrows in the soil and a battery of pipes which fed the grain from a
large box into the ground. Scientific corn planting was made possible by the
checkrower—an Implement that spaced the corn in equidistant hills and
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made possible alternate cultivation horkontally and;transverseiy'a^^^

field. One was patented by two Illinois inventors in i 864::and, wa?^^w
^

era! use ten years later. Even more useful in the W^t was the likerfisib),

a double-moldboard planting-plow which dug a deep furrowhy casting the

earth up on either side, planted corn at the bottom, and covered the seed

all in one operation. This allowed the deep planting, needed
;
in .semmrid

regions
5
as plants grew the ridges of earth between the rows were;draggec

back until a level field awaited the harvest. 'l.ji

The handling of hay, an essential crop on all western farms, was speedec

by a number of inventions. The mowing machine was in use before thi

Civil War but the tripping, spring-tooth rake was a product of theT86o’s

the harpoon fork which carried hay into barns along carrier tracks; fitted tc

the ridge pole was perfected in 1864, and the hay loader was. patented ir

1876. The first practical baling press, with power provided by- Hofsei

attached to a rotating sweep, was built by an Illinois mechanic in;i86d'::

Harvesting machinery was even more essential in a region where .thf

crop might suffer from storms or heat if not gathered at just the momen

of maturity. Reapers used in the past would not doj they simply cut wh^a

or oats and deposited the stalks on a platform where men riding there cdiilc

tie them into bundles. The grain was then shocked to wait pickup wagpiis.

This method not only caused constant grumbling among hired hands whc

were forced to tie furiously to keep up with the machine, but required.!

larger number of workers than could be obtained on the usual fann. Onlyi

“binder,” which would both cut and tie bundles of grain, would satis^

the Plains farmers. Ingenious automatic wire binders were developed b)

several inventors during the 1870’s but proved unsatisfactory; the stiff wire:

had to be cut by hand before grain could be threshed or, fed to cattle. No

until 1878 was the first successful cord binder perfected. That labofsavip^

machine, which allowed two men and a team of horses to harvest twqntj

acres of wheat a day, was in general use by 1880.

Even that was not fast enough to satisfy owners of the West’s Vast graij;

fields. Their demand for more efficient harvesters led to the deyelopraefi

of the header during the i88o’s. This large machine, which was. gushec

by a team of six horses, cut heads from stalks in a swath twice as wide a:

that left by a binder, then carried them, over an endless belt to a spedall)

built wagon driven alongside, its far side built high to catch the'' heads, -.a:

they tumbled in. They were then stacked to wait the thresher,; ;whi,le ^
standing straw was either used for pasturage or plowed under. The,- corn

biiie, which cut and threshed grain in one operation, Was; intrqducp(l: ih;t|i<

great grain fields , of CaliforniaIn the i88o’s bufdid not corhe into gpaera.

use on ,the Plains until a generation or more later, ,

"
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The evolution, of the thresher was equally rapid. Two models were in

use in 1870, one a cumbersome affair which drew its power from ten horses,

employed nine men, and threshed 300 bushels daily, the other using^ only

two horses and capable of separating 135 bushels each day. The first im-

portant improvement was made in 1882 when a blower was added to stack

the straw
j
during the next few years inventors developed self-feeders, band-

cutters, and automatic weighers. Steam power gradually replaced horse

power. With the improved machines a smaller crew could handle twice or

three times the amount of grain threshed at the close of the Civil War.

Efficient corn harvesting implements were harder to perfect
5

the first

practical cornhusker was not patented vmtil 1890 and the first workable

corn binder not until 1892. The silo, a barrel-like structure for storing feed

corn, was invented in 1875 by a University of Illinois scientist and was

soon in general use throughout the northern Plains.

The United States commissioner of labor, surveying improvements in

farm machinery in the 1 890’s, reduced the story of time and money saved

in the production of each acre of produce to simple tabular form:

Crop „ Time WORKED Labor COST

HAND MACHINE HAND MACHINE

Wheat 6 I hours 3 hours $3-55 $0.66

Corn 39 hours 15 hours 3-62 1-51

Oats 66 hours 7 hours 3-73 1.07

Loose hay 21 hours 4 hours 1-75 0.42

Baled hay 35 hours 12 hours 3.06 1.29

Those figures told a dramatic story. The industrial revolution freed Ameri-

can farmers from time shackles which had bound them since land was first

tilled. They no longer needed to limit planting to the amount they could

reap by hand in the ten-day period when grain was prime. A single farmer

in the past knew he could plant no more than 7^ acres of wheat, for that

was all he could cut during the limited harvesting season. The same farmer
in 1890 could devote 135 acres to wheat, knowing his efficient binder could
care for that amount without danger of spoilage. Farm machinery gave
him tools needed for extensive agriculture.

Yet the pioneer farmer, indebted as he was to the industrial revolution,

lost as much as he gained from the forces that ushered America into its

machine age. For he needed not only fences and steel plows
5 he needed

land as well. That must come from the government. In former years
farmers were sufficiently powerful to win congressional support for a suc-
cession of laws liberalizing the land system, first by reducing the acreage
obtainable, then by lowering the price, and finally by recognizing pre-
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emption and homestead. With the machine age control of the government

slipped from the hands of farmers into those of eastern industrialists. The
“robber barons,” concerned less with expansion than exploitation, not only

frustrated every western effort to erect a satisfactory land system but

plundered the public domain so ruthlessly the frontier advance was seri-

ously retarded.
'

When settlement of the Great Plains began, the Homestead Act of 1862

governed the disposal of land. That measure, passed with the best of inten-

tions after a generation of agitation by eastern workers and western pio-

neers, seemed foolproof. Any adult citizen or any alien who had filed.his

first papers could, for a $10 fee, claim 160 acres of the public domain,

After he had “resided upon or cultivated the same for a terra of five years

immediately succeeding the time of filing” and paid a few fees, he secured

final title. The law apparently assured every underpaid laborer, every ex-

pansionistic westerner, a chance to secure a free farm.

In practice, however, the farmer benefited only slightly from the Home-

stead Act, and the laborer not at all. The latter, whose annual wages fre-

quently did not exceed $250, had neither the entry fees to file a claim, the

considerable sum necessary to move his family to the frontier, , nor the

money to buy expensive tools and farm equipment. Even in rare cases where

a worker scraped enough together he lacked the experience needed’ to

homestead virgin territory and the resources to support himself for two o.r

three years before his farm became self-supporting. Possibly the Homestead

Act could have served as a “safety valve” for laborers if the government

provided free transportation and machinery as well as free land, although

even that beneficence would not have endowed city dwellers with the d«ire

to change their mode of life. Actually most pioneers who inyaded the in-

terior grasslands came from adjacent states and were drafted from the

ranks of men already sldlled in agriculture.
’

That, the Homestead Act failed to benefit western, farmers was due partly

to deficiencies in the law and partly to successful efforts of speculators to

circumvent the will of its authors. The inadequacies of the original law were

accidental
j

its framers, whose experience was gathered in the humid E^t,

drafted a measure that was unworkable in the serniarid West. In the Missis-

sippi Valley a unit of 160 acres was generous
j
few frontiersmen bought

more than eighty acres and a free grant of twice that amount seemed certain,

to satisfy the most avaricious. A farmer on the Great Plains needed, far

more or much less—2,000 to 50,000 acres if he was a. rancher, 360 to 640

acres if he practiced extensive agriculture, 40 to 60 acres if he used irnga-

tion. Nowhere west of the 98th meridian was 160 acres a workable agricul-

tural unit. The Homestead Act prevented; pioneers from acquiring the best

amount of land for their needs. .
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Bad as it was, the measure was made worse as amendments were adopted

by Congress, often under pressure of speculators seeking means of engross-

ing the West’s resources. The first, the Timber Culture Act of March 13?

1873, was a sincere attempt to adjust the Homestead Act to western condi-

tions. It allowed any homesteader to apply for an additional 160 acres,

which would become his if he planted at least one-fourth to trees within

four years. During the fifteen years the law was on the statute books, 65,29^

individuals patented 10,000,000 acres. Few were speculators} the expense

of planting trees and the long wait before final ownership did not appeal

to those seeking a quick turnover. The Timber Culture Act not only en-

couraged needed forestation but allowed thousands of homesteaders to

expand their holdings to a workable size.

A second amendment, the Desert Land Act of March 3, 1877, although

ostensibly designed to benefit the pioneer, was actually lobbied through

Congress by cattlemen. Those wealthy individuals, sensing the end of the

open range, were constantly seeking some means of purchasing government

land at the minimum price. Under existing laws that was impossible} a

rancher could homestead 160 acres, add another 160 under the Timber

Culture Act, and buy an additional quarter section under the Pre-emption

Act of 1841. Even if all his cowhands served as dummy entrymen he was

unable to build up a sufficient acreage for extensive grazing. Ranchers, seek-

ing a means of securing more, were largely responsible for the Desert Land
Act. The measure provided that anyone could secure tentative title to 640

acres in the Great Plains or Southwest by an initial payment of twenty-five

cents an acre. After three years, if he could prove he had irrigated a portion

of the land and was willing to pay an additional dollar an acre, the tract

became his. In the interim he could transfer the claim if he wished.

The act was an open invitation to fraud. Cattlemen could take out a

claim, round up a few witnesses to swear they “had seen water on the

claim” (which usually meant a bucket of water dumped on the ground),

and secure title by paying $1.25 an acre. Cowboys could be hired to repeat

the process, transferring their claims to employers after making the first

entry. That the framers intended misuse of the law was clear in its terms,

for no one could cultivate 640 acres of irrigated soil. Unfortunately not all

frontiersmen saw through the subterfuge. Claims for 9,140,517 acres were
filed imder the Desert Land Act, but final patents were issued on only

2,674,695 acres. Three-quarters of the claimants gave up the struggle to

irrigate worthless lands before the three year period expired} probably

most of the remainder were ranchers.

The lumber interests, quick to learn a lesson from cattlemen, assured

themselves a chance to raid natural resources with the Timber and Stone
Act of June 3, 1878. That amazing measure, which applied only to lands
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“unfit for cultivation” and ‘-valuable chiefly forTimber” ,or stone in^i^

foi-nia, Nevada, Oregon, .and Washington, allowed any
; citizen^ or. iirst^'

paper alien to buy up to, i6o acres. at $2.50 an' .'acre^about the prire

one good log. It invited corruptiony any timber magnate could; use d

entrymen to engross the nation’s richest iorest lands at trifling cost .Coin-
'

pany agents rounded up gangs of . alien , seamen in waterfront;bo^^

houses, marched them to the courthouse to file their first papers,;

the land office to claim their quarter section, then to a notary public to > sign:-

over their deeds to the corporation, and back to the boarding houses to be
'

paid off. Fifty dollars was the usual fee, although’ the ariipunt soon;; fell

to $5 or $10 and eventually to the price of a glass ‘ of{beer.; By
almost 3,600,000 acres of valuable forest land were alienated ;under the^

measure. .

The homesteader, angered though he might be at the shameless exploita;'

tion of his nation’s resources, reserved his greatest wrath for aripthef repfer

sentative of eastern capitalism—the speculator. That unpopular indiyidual;

was as active in the West as he had been through the history, pf the frontier,;

gobbling up choice lands, engrossing town sites along : stress and {rail-,

roads, usurping river bottoms and irrigable areas, and piling up giant hbict;

ings to be held for high prices. The average small farmer, lured,to the

West by the hope of a free homestead, found he must accept.{an: inferior,

farm far from transportation, or pay the exorbitant fees rienianded by;,jpb-r

bers. The story of settlement under the Homestead Act wbs hot one of down;

trodden laborers rising to affluence through governmehtal beneficence, but

a tale of fraud and monopoly which only ended vrith severi-eightbs .of tHe

public domain in the hands of a favored few.

The methods used by speculators to acquire land were necessarily in;

genious in a period when free farms were supposedly available to,all.{Spme

took advantage of deficiencies in federal laws. The Pre-emptiph.Actof r84|i;

still remained on the statute books and after 1862 applied; to {urisufyeye^^^^

lands, while the Homestead Act governed only, surveyed
.
lapds.' {Astute;

jobbers, moving west in advance of,surveying crews;; pfe-ernpted, and pur-

chased the best spots at $1.25 an acre. -Others; took' advantage of .the.Hpm

stead Act’s failure to provide for caneellati6n\of ,pa.tent ;if; the grant

sold or transferred. Dummy entrymen were, used tp secure-quarter section

after quarter section. The practice was encomaged .by,.; a .“comniu^

clause” which allowed aiiy homesteader .not wishing -to
.

wait- five .years,

purchase 160 acres for $1,25.30 acre after six months- residence arid certain,

rudimentary improvements.
;
Jobbers employed gangs, of, hirelings to spend

a sumrrier on'some. favored: spot, then bought the land at. n price • for helpw,

its actual wortfo
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h^^Sjpeqiiatdrs -were equally inventive in developing devices to circumvent

tfe jawV insistence on a suitable habitation. Some built miniature houses,

' then swore - they.’ h erected a ‘‘twelve by fourteen dwelling”—failing to

. s{i.ec]|^; they/ni^^ than feet. Others rented portable cabins

wHich were' wheeled from claim to claim for a $5 rental. Witnesses were

hired to swear they had seen a dwelling on the property—omitting the fact

;the:,.‘Mweiling'^would be on a neighbor’s homestead the next day. More

threw up . crude shacks that let in more climate than they kept out, or

spiemnly, testified they lived in a shingled residence after precariously

; fastening two; shingles to the sides of a tent. Land Office agents who should

have detected those frauds could notj districts in the West were so large

some contained 20,000 square miles—that adequate inspection was im-

possible. Moreover poorly paid clerks who depended on fees for a living

would not ferret out violations too scrupulously.

: r .While thousands of acres passed into speculators’ hands through fraudu-

lent use of the Pre-emption and Homestead Acts, millions were engrossed

by other means. By far the largest land jobbers in the West were the rail-

iroads,; whose giant holdings did more than anything else to upset the

' hdm^tead principle of “land for the landless.” Those were secured between

,.1856 ,and >1871 when Congress freely aw^arded the public domain to induce

construction} 181,000,000 acres were granted railroad corporations during

ifibse years, in. addition to 3,000,000 acres given road and canal companies.

Of phe amount going to railroads 131,350,534 acres were given directly;,

largely to the trahscontinentar lines in the form of ten to forty alternate

sections for each mile of track laid. The remaining 49,000,000 acres were

granted' through states or, in the case of Texas, by the state itself. In addi-

tion the roads were given 840,000 acres by local governments, towns, and

individuals. Railroads were the nation’s largest landowners when the set-

: tlernent of the Great Plains began.

To make matters worse, from the settlers’ point of view, the form in

which gi-ahts'were madeWithheld additional millions of acres from fron-

tiersnien.. Usually Congress gave . each railroad a right-of-way together

.with nlte.fnate sections in a strip from twenty to eighty miles wide—twenty

if phevrbad vvas given ten sections tq the mile, forty if the grant was Tor
twenty;;sections, and. eighty if forty sections were awarded.- Usually

. the

whole; strip was. withdrawn: from, settlement for several years while the .-

rbad.vselected Its .righf-pfway'and.decided which alternate sections to keep,

Trequently eyeh.darger tracts were withheld} if lands,’ within the grant

'

^

wefe- already occujpied,:. thp ’ railroad 'could choose its. acreage from nearby
‘ territory,andythe.U^ set. aside strips 60 to 120 'miles

:wide in",which'- corporatioiT,- officials could make their choice. Uhtlrthey -dei
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cided homesteaders were forced to stake their claims from thirty to sixty

miles from transportation. Even when that was not done, alternate sections

retained by the government near railroads were either sold at $2.50 an

acre or limited to homesteads of eighty acres. Settlers wanting choice land

adjacent to communication had to buy from railroads at a price which in

1880 averaged $4.76 an acre.

While large portions of the public domain went to railroads, equally vast

amounts were given the states under the Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1862.“

That measure, which was designed to encourage agricultural education,

granted each state 30,000 acres of western land for each of its senators and

representatives in Congress, with the understanding the proceeds be used

to endow colleges where young men could be trained in scientific farming.

The older states, which benefited most because of their large population,

were authorized to locate their acreage anywhere in the West. Thus New
York selected forest lands in Wisconsin and prairie lands scattered through

the western Mississippi Valley to utilize its 990,000 acre allotment. In all

the states received 140,000,000 acres through the Morrill Act and similar

measures. None was given to homesteaders
j
nearly all passed through the

hands of speculators on its way to final users. Often jobbers purchased

thousands of acres at fifty cents an acre, then resold to pioneers at prices

ranging from $5 to $10.

Speculating companies also secured western territory by direct purchase.

Although sales of that sort contradicted the spirit of the Homestead Act,

Congress made no move to stop them and underpaid Land Office clerks

could usually be persuaded to part with plots at $1.25 an acre. Lumbering

and mineral interests were especially active in arranging salesj typical was

the Higgins Land Company which obtained 1 1,000 acres of Minnesota iron

land—some worth $50,000 an acre a few years later—for $14,000. Some

of the best prairie land of Kansas, Nebraska, Dakota, and the Pacific states

was sold to speculators in blocks of 10,000 to doo,ooo acres before Congress

ended the practice in 1889 by limiting purchases to 320 acres. Until that

time more land was sold yearly after 1862 than before the Homestead Act

was passed. Other jobbers secured western tracts by buying land warrants

issued as bounties to veterans from the nation’s many wars. Revolutionary

scrip was still in circulation in the i88o’s, as well as bounty warrants from

all conflicts since that time, and could be bought for less than face value.

Antique deeds and direct sales allowed speculators to secure about

100,000,000 acres between 1862 and the close of the century.

Another source of land for jobbers was the shrinking Indian reservations.

As tribe after tribe surrendered its holdings during the period of concentra-

tion after the Civil War, the reserves were either sold by the Indians or
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,

dispoWd-ojE:,by tihe government; In either speculatbrsjbehefitedj' natives,,

Vwerdanxious td sell in large bloc’s and. the United States, winch was pledged

.; td?c6mpensater tribes for xonfiscated lands^ could not open ,the regions to

.hprnesteaders.
,

Near all the plundered reservations .were sold . in; giant

'

,tracts to speculators eager to purchase lands already improved by Indians;

i tlot tintil’iSSy, wheii the Dawes Severalty Act stipulated that reservation ,

dand be sold to actual settlers in ibo-acre units, was that source closed to

- jobbers, who in the meantinae secured more than 100,000,000 acres of Iri-

;. dian territory. . .

'

'

( Land Office officials, summing up the amounts given or sold to specula-

tors ^d corporations, found the results impressive:181.000.

000 acres

140.000.

000 acres

100.000.

000 acres

100.000.

000 acres

521.000.

000 acres

Half a billion acres were surrendered to monopolists in an era when orators

/ boated the United States was giving land free to its poverty-stricken

y masses! - While the wealthy few engrossed those princely estates, only

,600,000 patents to homesteads were issued, totaling 80,000,000 acres. If

.
every homesteader was a bona fide farmer, only one acre out of every six .

- wai given awayj actually many were dummy entrymen, cattlemen, arid

representatives of mining or lumbering companies. Probably not more than

one acre in every nine went directly to small pioneers, the supposed bene-

ficiaries of the Homestead Act!
;

'

The results of the incongruoiK land system were clear , to every new
settler who reached the West. He could, he found, either accept an isolated

homestead on poor soil distant from transportation, or buy his farm from

one of the speculators there before him. If the pioneer happened to arrive

in Kansas between 1868 and 1872 he was .confrorited with a dozen advertise-

ments for land that, was: “Better Than A Homestead”} the Union, Pacific

Railroad offered i,2oo,cx)d acres at from. $i tO' $15 an acre, the Kansas

Padfic Raiiroad5,00o,ooo acres. at ,$i to $6, the Kansas and Neosho yailey^

/(R^lfoad; 1,500,600 acres at $2 to $8,. the Capital Land Agenciy 1,000,600

;; acres;;at ’comparable; pficesj the state, dfi Kansas 500,000 aqes of .scHobl. and ,'

=; college;dands ,at;$3 to'$5,.the federal government 6,000. acres of 'Indian.-.:.'

;
.lands at the same rate} and smaller jobbers 350,000 acres at $3 t6:’$io, .That

: ;.,was typical off all; the, Gf^t iPlmns xoiiritry. Frdntiersnfeneould^get good !

; land*inthe West,.butThey had;to;pay heavily ‘fpr.it;-;K'5r(''r^;f:!(/0K^

, ;
^Pbiestead'A-ctj although,Tailingto: provide' “free land for the !

Grants to railroads

Grants to states

Direct sales by Land Office

Indian lands sold

Total
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homeless,” did advertise the trans-Mississippi countrjr. All the world knew
that a bountiful government would award honest enterprise with priceless
grants, and if hopeful homeseekers found only sordid speculation at the
end of their rainbow, they nevertheless stayed on to break the plains. They
had the tools needed for the conquest—fences, windmills, and farm ma-
chinery—and if they entered upon their task with bitterness in their hearts
they were still effective pioneers. The way was open for the advancing
agriculture frontier.

“



CHAPTER XXXV

The Farmers’ Frontier

1870-1890

The waning years of the nineteenth century witnessed the greatest move-

ment of peoples in the history of the United States. Millions of farmers,

held back for a generation by the forbidding features of the Great Plains,

surged westward between 1870 and 1890. They filled Kansas and Nebraska,

en^fed the level grasslands of Dakota, occupied the rolling foothills of

Wyoming and Montana, and in a desperate bid for vanishing lands,

elbowed Indians from the last native sanctuary in Oklahoma. A larger do-

main was settled in the last three decades of the century than in all America’s

past; 407,000,000 acres were occupied and 189,000,000 improved between

1607 ^n,d 1870; 430,000,000 acres peopled and 225,000,000 placed under

cultivation between 1870 and 1900. Surveying that breath-taking advance,

the director of the census announced in 1890 that the country’s “unsettled

area has been so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement that there

can hardly be said to be a frontier line.”

The forces which sent men westward through the nation’s history oper-

ated during those years—dissatisfaction at home, alluring prospects ahead,

the- hope for sudden wealth. Two groups felt their influence. One lived in

the Mississippi Valley states which, having followed the usual frontier

pattern by increasing their population for thirty years, were becoming so

"

overcrowded emigration was setting in. During the decade of the 1870’s

every state bordering the Mississippi except Arkansas and Minnesota lost

population, and they remained static. Kansas gained 347,000 new settlers

during that ten-year period, while increases in Nebraska, Texas, and other

Plains states were proportional. The trend continued between i88o and
tSgo when Iowa, Missouri, and the states of the Old Northwest con-

^ '
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tributed more than i,000,000 pioneers to the advancing frontier. The
greatest gains were registered in the area just west of the Minnesota-

Louisiana tier, with Nebraska increasing its population by 240,000 people.

The end of the westward movement was indicated during the next decade

when Kansas, Nebraska, Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas all lost settlers as

hard times and the lure of the city turned men eastward once more.

The second group that helped people the Plains came from abroad. Some

were Irish peasants who drifted westward as railroad laborers, then stayed

to till the soil. Nebraska boasted six predominantly Irish colonies in 1890'

(one named O’Neill), Minnesota had four, and Dakota Territory num-

bered 20,000 natives of Ireland among its inhabitants. Canada also con-

tributed heavily in a period when the inflated American currency gave

Canadian dollars twice their normal buying power. Still more came from

northern Europe. Germans, already well established in the upper Missis-

sippi Valley, continued to migrate by the thousands to Kansas, Nebraska,

Dakota, Minnesota, and Texas. Peasants from the Scandinavian countries

were even more numerous. The ^‘America Fever” lured 10,000 immigrants

from Norway, Sweden, and Denmark in 1865, and the number increased

yearly until 1882 when 105,362 arrived. The rugged climate of Minnesota

and Dakota appealed to those sturdy farmers
j
four hundred Minnesota

towns bore Swedish names by 1890, while travelers in eastern Dakota

reported that anyone speaking Norwegian could find companionship sooner

than one whose sole language was English.

Both natives and foreigners who peopled the Great Plains were attracted

by the most effective advertising campaign ever to influence world migra-

tions. Steamship companies, anxious to reap a harvest of passenger fares,

invested heavily in European newspaper space, marred the walls of half

the Continent with their posters, and provided free transportation for

immigrants wishing to revisit the old country providing they urged others

to return. Western states maintained immigration bureaus in the East and

Europe, where hired agents scattered propaganda and urged farmers to

migrate to the land of plenty. Minnesota established its bureau in 1867,

Iowa followed in 1 870, and the other states fell into line during the next

years. When compared with the Far West pictured by tliose expert boosters,

even the Garden of Eden seemed unattractive.

Their efforts were surpassed by those of the West’s principal colonizers—

the land-grant railroads. They stood to benefit doubly from western settle-

ment
j
newcomers would not only buy their land but create way traffic previ-

ously lacking in the sparsely settled region. Hence every western road set

up both a Land Department, entrusted with selling the alternate sections

granted by the government, and a Bureau of Immigration. The former
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pnwd.‘ the" iind—usually . atifrom. $s" to $8 an acre^a'rran^ed; credit terms ;
,-

.,

heeded^ijy- immigf^ts, and- 'supervised' riumefous.'deyices.to. a^

pects; Reduced; rouxid^rip^tic^^^ possible biiyerSjdan&yievvin'g’. expedi-,.<

.

dpnsi where/purchosers were ',k entertained,^, free trahspoftatiop fpr ,
. ,

settlers’ hpusehoid' bffectSj'elabprate’ “reception; houses”^^ the. right of'
p

wayiy/herebuyers and land Snewers were accommodated. AlihoUgh the-Bvir-j? ;:^

lington’s .boast that “better terms than- these have never been offered to ;

purchasers of land and probably never will bb,”- was .exaggerated/Xarid .

.Departments did a yeoman’sj'ob of attracting settlers.

' The of immigration were just as active. Their t^k was to

,vertise-the Great Plains until all the rest of the world contributed a share

r

of its -population to the area. If some who came settled bn railroad; lands;^;^

so much’ the better} those who did not were equally welcome aS producefs^^^^. ^

of
,
goods which the roads could carry. All railroads maintained agents In; ;

eastern.seaports to greet immigrants, arrange their transportation west, and y.j i

see to it that no rival company lured away prospective ' settlers. Agencies'

were also set up In Europe} the Northern Pacific Railroad’s 'pattern-T-ra p;,

central '.office in London with branches in Liverpool, Germany, H.oJland, ; , ';

and ' the : Scandinavian countries—was typical of - most : lines., Agents. :were

'

usually ^-returned immigrants with outstanding persuasive.; 'p6>vefsj ;Qf^ the

leading"personages in their communities. Ministers were often employed in ;

Scandinavian countries in the hope they could influence; many. -i:

.through personal appeal. '.

;
The agents’ principal task was to let every European:khOw the; American

West;was a land of milk and honey. Their, brochures,m'ewspaper.advertise-:

ments,' and" posters were glossy examples of:oyerstatemeht..;The: NortKefn,''^

Padfic Railroad, assured possible settlers the country'it served was'sQ'healthy

every known?malady was cured there,.',Svhile:th‘^e 'PlattAyalley:,became,

the, languageAf a' Union Padflc,agent, “a flowery meadow of great fertility f: -

clothed 'in nutritious grasses, and; watered .by ,h^m^efQus: sti'eams.’^,tJsually.;';
j

:th'e: leaflet 'stressed profits: awaiting , sutlers on the-i'Great
.
Plains} :‘^mahy:b; ??,-;

fields "'of ' properly cultivated ' wheat,?’: one .: Burhhgton'’' advertisement;A
clafed}..“haye yielded over;,thirty bushels of 'grain f^,acreymdrMa)^<fiet^^

of corn'-overfsevehty^^* .Stories,pf .personal success^werp often cited-Apf .one

immigrant 'who
'
r6achedr-the?West in poverty’ seven, yearaAeforP; an'd.; was^;; ,A:

vvofth: $ 10,000, of another whose $f,ogo; ihvestnipnt in Kans^;^ ..

:fU y^r-?Nor .did such fortunes-m backbreaking' toilfAsettling ,bn p;.

t^ prairie whidi; is retuly for thp plow,’^^'iLiipn^Pac writer' pbmtdi' 011^ ;

Aifferenti frorn
;

pluhgingThtpfa;; rogibn- - covered; ydth: timber^X^tu^ . 1

seenas W .f^.m alLthatlprequiredOX!
Indigent labor and'eccmpm^ to;ensure an ^idy'fwatd.?^The 'wofliem
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not forgotten. One Burlington brochure feminded them meh}so outm
bered ladies in the West that/Vhen. a daughter of the. East is'bnce bexoiti^

the Missouri she rarely recrosses it except on a bridal: tour.^’j'^om^^

wealth awaited everyone in the Shangri La pictured, by the railroads

The results of the advertising, and of, prorno.tional wofk: carried; cjn;'

among veterans’ organizations by company, agents, cannot be assqsed.,ici

curately. Occasionally agents could point to tangible examples^colonies

of several hundred settlers from Germany
,
or Ne\y England who movecl';

west in a body—but most newcomers arrived as individuals,- Undoubtedly^

thousands were influenced by the Bureaus of Immigration,;' propaganda,

campaigns on such a scale—both the Burlington and. Uniph^ Pacific spent

$1,000,000 on advertising—were certain to have some effect. No .region in:

the history of the frontier benefited as did the Great . Plains, from induced

colonization.

Effective as the appeals were, they succeeded only because western, fafnl-

ing promised unusual profits. Every pioneer knew that steadily .expanding'

markets awaited his produce. Native population increased rapidly; in. tHe:

prosperous postwar years, both by natural growth . and. the iriflux/pf
;

14,000,000 immigrants. More and more must be fed, for in.that day .of

industrialization, non-food-producing city dwellers naultiplied faster, than.'

the population as a whole. Americans were hearty eaters; two ,and.one-'

half acres of farm and ten acres of pasture were re(quirecl..to provide the'

meat, eggs, poultry, and grain consumed by each yearly, in contrast to. the:

t]uarter-acre needed in such a low-subsistence-level country as Japan. That

meant a steady domestic market for everything the. farmer grew,. ,whUe;

any surpluses could be shipped abroad. England’s consuihption ofAmerican;

wheat increased yearly during the 1870’s, reaching a higEpoirit in :i88b:

when 153,000,000 bushels were sold there, for $i9i,ooo;6po.:;PiQneers:

believed the demand would keep prices high forever. .In proof they ppipted

to the fact that between 1866 and 1881 wheat seldom, slumped belpw^^^

dollar a bushel which meant prosperity, for the producer. Witfi';- profits

virtually assured, a farm in western Kansas or Dakota.seenied .an absolutely

safe investment.
^

. . . „
’ \ V

Moreover scientists and industrialists .were ..opening .'hew,,.marlcets.

homesteaders. Their greatest contribution .was an improved, milling;, process,

which allowed the wheat frontier to;;.extend . into :the Gfeat.;.I’.lain4 T.hat

section, .experiment showed, was ilf suited . to the soft .winter .who^t grpwn

by eastern farmers; the cold .winters of the northern Plains

before; it sprouted, while wide seasonable., variation^ of :heat,an.d;..cpy^^^^^

Kansas nr Nebraska destroyed , the, ;.tender.; kernels,;. Only \f‘iiard’’ ,

vrhpat

could be grown there. Trial and.error soon (demonstrated that.the h^r^ spring:
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'

variety grown in.nort&em the Mmisesota-DakiptaTpu

;)jy;'>‘hile'thh^^ region was ideally suited; to, har4'kerneied :,<,

‘iTurkey Red’? .^V^heat imported from the Crimea. Neither could be grown ^ J

cpihmefaally^ hmveveri until, a satisfactory milling method was: evolved.

The older ;protess--grinding between two grooved millstones setj close ‘r^

tpgcthef-r-wbuid. hot doj ,the brittle husks splintered ihto suchl fine ffag-

ments they.; could . not be s out, leaving the dour chfty mid randd^^^

Mbrepver ch^ glutinous kernel clung to the shattered husks and

Cwere Ipshi; Hard wheat could never be marketed until those defecte- ivefe

;

Ipyprcomd;-^; h.

; Minneapph^ for profits that would be theirs ih tliey
‘

found a rneaus of niilling spring wheat, solved the problem by developing

?

the ^New, Rrocess’’ method of making flour. This called for a series of
y; /

successive; grindings. First the hard kernels were cracked between .two,^. ,.

smooth grindstones, revolving slowly and set wide apart, which broke the . .
.

kernes into coarse particles without scorching them. The resulting mixture™

‘

half flour and half “middlings”—^was then sifted through clotli to .“bolt .

:

pud’ the-jfl the “middlings” passed to a “purifier.” of moving, V

. sieves fpnned ,by a .strong air current that separated husks and bran from

; the :White; chunks of,,wheat kernel. Those were reground into a rich flour

:jWhich,vbcausc::ofTts-hig gluten content, produced more bread per . unit

thah'prdiiiary starph flour. “New Process” flour was in such demanci'.that:'
'

the?Washburn of Minneapolis, the first to perfect the rnethpd in,:-?.

i8it^ amassed profits of $650,000 in three years before competition lowered,, /.

the pnee tp a reasonable level. Within a short time the “gradual reduction”

‘systppVTvas not .‘ only generally adopted but improved by substituting rp-
,

yolving. rpRers fop miiJsto^^ a device copied from Hungary where, hard . ^

.wheat tyas-also grown. After experiments with metal and porcelain rollers,

msUejs in 1879 perfected a corrugated, chilled-iron roller that was tough, ?
;

:

.lpng4asupgy.,.?and. nonbreakable. When seven or eight were arranged in;. ??;

.

sedes, each;gnpding more finely than the .last and with purifiereand sieves

between,?;pure‘;white flour was produced more rapidly and with bne^thirci;. ;

PP^yefThan TO By 1881 the mills of Minneapolis, St." ;?,

.^puhvand^^. City .were ready to twn any quantities of hard wheat ,

;,ip.tb.,“New Prpcess’’:flour.
' ' '

'

'
.

?

diethods for handling grain, also broadened farmers’ markets .

,

^T.l^dbcipg; middiPmen’s fees. They were developed rapidly during? th?p .' ;:;

;ppki^;years ‘iyhen national prosperity placed; a premium oh, efficiencyj ^in.; ;;.

,

su^..an era.- older practices of moving, bagged.wheat by hand seemed out-;: ?;;;

l*?^?^*?-$K' the' beginning 9f,th.e.r farmer could takP'his .wagonload ’,

'

,;of:,whpat to,an;“eleyatpr’’-rrWpbd,or;C()ncrete wareho^^ »ioug; raiF:‘-;'>
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roads—knowing that from then on it would be handled mechanically.

Conveyor belts lifted the grain into a bin within the elevator, chutes carried

it to waiting freight cars, locomotives pulled the loaded cars to lake ports

where the golden kernels were cascaded directly into the holds of eastern-

bound steamers, or to Minneapolis where moving belts unloaded the trains

at the door of flour-mills. The thousands of bushels hourly handled by

mechanical methods saved millions of dollars for farmers and consumers.

The vision of limitless markets conjured up in the minds of pioneers by

these inventions was needed to hold them on the Great Plains when they

learned the discrepancy between the promises of railroad advertisements

and grim reality. Life was hard in a land where nature provided few

comforts needed by manj every necessity must be painfully fashioned from

inadequate materials by backbreaking toil. How to build a house where

there was no timber, how to obtain water where there were no springs,

how to keep warm where there was nothing to burn, how to battle the

elements where there was no shelter—those were the problems faced by

frontiersmen. Many failed to solve them and fled back eastj those who

stayed on conquered obstacles that would have defeated men of lesser

stamina.

Adequate housing was the most pressing need. Pioneers usually built a

dugout first, scooping a hole in the side of a hill, blocking the front with

a wall of cut sod, and covering the top with a few poles which held up a

layer of prairie grass and dirt. Although the flimsy dwellings were often

washed away by rains and were always dirty, they housed whole families

for months or even years before giving way to a more permanent struc-

ture—the sod house. That was made by turning over even furrows in a

half-acre plot where turf was particularly thick. The long strips were then

cut into three-foot sections, carted to the building site, and laid into walls,

with joints broken as in brick laying and space provided for two windows

and a door. If lumber was available the settler built a frame roof
j
if not he

set a ridge pole on two forked sticks, laid more poles as rafters, and covered

his house with a layer of prairie grass topped by another of thick sod. Am-

bitious farmers plastered their dwellings with a mixture of clay and ashes or

smoothed the walls with a spade, but most left the rough sod where it

was placed. A wooden door made from packing boxes, a cloth over the

windows, a blanket hung down the center to make two rooms, a few chairs

fashioned from such nail kegs and drygoods cases as were available, an

the sod house was ready for occupancy.

The rough dwellings had some advantages—they were warm^ in winter

and cool in summer, never blew down, and were safe from prairie

but life within their dank walls was thoroughly unpleasant. Even in dry
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;
: wWther ’dirtand straw ,which dropped from the ceiling was the despair of

tidy '^stern;:housewives. During rainy periods sod roofs became soggy

quagmires that poured rivulets upon the homesteader, then dripped dismal-

" ly for three days before drying. In' those trying times the mud floors were

tbo swampy itd
;
walk upon and wives could cook only with an umbrella

•held over the stove j
after they were over every stitch of clothing must be

Hung out to diy. Little wonder that every family built a frame dwelling

'as^sooh as possiblcj or that a few years in a sod house convinced many a

ipioneer; the Great Plains were no place for him.

: :=:The search for ^w was just as difiicult. If the frontiersman lived near

; a stream he hauled the precious fluid to his home in barrels
j if not he

I depended on
.

rainwater collected in swampy buffalo wallows or in dug

•dsterm;; Freezing in winter, hot and swarming with insects in summer, the

gfounti water;was a source of “prairie fever”—or typhoid—which ravaged

Plains^settiers. The only alternative was a hand-dug well. That difiicult

,,task was accomplished with the help of a wife or neighbor
j
while one dug,

the; other .hauled the dirt to the surface in a bucket operated by a windlass

until-.a'. hole several feet across reached down to water level. In lowlands

C hear: strums wells were only forty or fifty feet deep, but on higher table

lands' they, extended downward two or three hundred feet before water

N^ w^- reachedi. The days of backbreaking work with pick and shovel that

\vent;-intd dig^ng exemplified the difficulties of life on the Plains, yet not

untll the 188p’s was well-drilling machinery sufficiently common to relieve

Vf.pipmerS'of the task.

: Fuelwas as hard tp.get as water. Those who lived within forty or fifty

mil^' of. a s^eam gladly hauled wood that distance so long as the supply

;..,Jasted5: others depended; on dried buffalo excrement which was gathered

; byjffie Wagpnload and fpiled in ricks for winter use. As the herds were

eliminated even buffalo “chips” became so rare travelers usually carried a

.T/hag.tp salvage dung found along their way. Cow manure was also burned

;
near, the cattle trailsj .farrners encouraged drovers to bed down herds near-

^ several hundred, pounds of fuel would be left behind. Those
' .^ediente.were only temporary,;^d most plainsmen had to fall back on
deir, own -ingenuity to keep ^:^w^ grew sunflowers, cut the woody

,

’®^^^^?;^bile .green3;md. seasoned, them against .the coming winter. More
; used : hay, twistihgd into “cats’’ so it would burn slowly,

: i*-
^bc)ut',;thefdoor ;.pf. their, spci houses.

,
Special stoves for' hay

.
purriii^. were:;widely soj^ during' the 1870’s j'.one common type contained

filled alterhately, then fed into the. firebox

,

^ a springdeyice until emptied. None of the ingenious contraptions worked
,:..7^-%^^?y;rfiquire,d;consdht:ref^^^ filled sod. houses vyith noxious, gases,
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and constantly threatened to ignite the piles of inflammable hay nearby.

Later farmers burned corncobs or dried cornstalks, but no satisfactory fuel

was found until railroads brought coal into the Great Plains.

If the Plains environment made life difficult, the procession of the equl-

noxes made living intolerable. Every season brought new hardships for the

pioneer. In the spring, floods often surged across the countryside as bank-

level streams, swelled into torrents by the sudden runoff of winter snows,

swept houses and livestock before them. Summer usually ushered in a sear-

ing wave of heat and drought that withered grass, cracked the parched soil,

and burned young crops to a crisp. With the temperature hovering about

the iio-degree mark for weeks at a time and south winds blowing across

the baked countryside like blasts from hell, streams dried up, animals died,

and men staggered through their tasks, their faces chalk-white with dried

perspiration. Kansans might jest that sinners were always buried in over-

coats to protect them from temperature changes, but in their hearts’ they

knew the heat was no joking matterj one scorching summer sent 30,cx)0
-

newcomers back to the more comfortable East.

During more temperate years a worse plague threatened plainsmen—

a

grasshopper invasion. They came without warning, those myriads of insects,

flying before north winds in mile-wide clouds that blotted out the sun.

When they settled they pelted the sides of houses like hailstones, covered

trees so densely limbs broke, and buried the whole countryside under a

living mass several inches deep. Chickens and hogs ate until they were

sickj men with strings tied about their pant legs to keep pests from their

clothing rushed to cover the well before the water was polluted. Nothing

else could be saved. The hoppers ate everything: cornstalks, young grain,

vegetables under the ground, leaves and bark from trees, sweaty wood from

plow handles or pitchforks, weathered lumber on house walls, mosquito

netting in the windows, and clothes within the cabins, leaving, as one setder

put it, “nothing but the mortgage.” There was no living in the desolation

they left behind. Heartsick formers slaughtered their livestock and headed

east, with signs on their wagons proclaiming they came “From Kansas,

where it rains grasshoppers, fire and destimction.” Invasions did not come

every year—the worst was in 1874 when the whole Great Plains country

from Dakota to northern Texas was devastated—but no pioneer felt safe

until autumn winds signaled the end of summer.

Then a new danger threatened. The tinder-dry grass, if ignited by a

chance spark, would send prairie fires raging across miles of coimtrysi e.

Few people lost their lives in conflagrations—formers soon learned to keep

a circle of land around their homes burned over as protection, and travelers

carried matches to start backfires—yet property losses and discomfort were
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common, Even those were preferable to the hardships facing frontiersmen

when autumn gave way to winter. Storms that swept the open grasslands

during that season were awesome things
j

ice, dust, and snow particles were

whipped before a raging wind with such force they sifted into the snuggest

dwellings. Settlers, awakening after an all-night blizzard, found their

furniture covered by inches of snow and their houses so cold food froze

on the table, jars of preserves burst even near the stove, and bread was so

frigid it could be sliced only after warming. Animals suffered more than

humans. Ice covered cattle until their heads, as big as bushel baskets, had

to be rested on the ground; smaller animals could only survive in settlers’

houses. Often a pioneer family lived for days with horses, pigs, calves, and

chicken? cooped within a crowded sod house while the thermometer rested

at twenty or thirty degrees below zero.

Although these intolerable conditions did not endure always, there was
' little in the environment of the Great Plains to attract pleasure seekers.

But the frontiersmen who went west were after wealth rather than fun.

What mattered a few discomforts when opportunity beckoned? Winter

blizzards and summer droughts could be endured so long as the West
held cheap lands, ready markets, and the thrill of pioneering. Every new-

comer was sure nature would treat him kindly or that he was strong enough

to battle the elements until prosperity smiled. That hope sent the farmers’

frontier surging westward in the post-Civil War years.

When the movement began settlements planted during the prewar era

fringed eastern Kansas and Nebraska. Atchison and Leavenworth on the

Missouri, Topeka and Lawrence on the Kansas River, Omaha in Nebraska,

and the dozen farming communities between, were all small, all nestled

m river bottoms, and all in the primitive stage where new arrivals absorbed

most local produce. With the close of the Civil War the influx began.

Pioneers moved out along streams first of all, where rich alluvial soils

and timber waited them, then after 1870 advanced onto the rolling plains.

Every railroad building across Kansas or Nebraska drew settlers westward;
along the tracks of the Kansas Pacific the frontier advanced a hundred
miles between 1870 and 1872. “Settlements,” wrote a passenger, “are

sponging up rapidly. Even the lapse of a few months makes a perceptible

difference to the eye of the passing traveler.” After 1875 when the Red
ffiver War cleared southwestern Kansas of Indians the tide swung in that

direction, following the Santa Fe Railroad and scattering such towns as

Wchita, Wellington, and Dodge City in its wake. Other settlers built their

mmes along the Union Pacific right-of-way in Nebraska. By 1880 both
tates were settled to the 98th meridian and adventurous farmers, misled

y a cycle of unusually wet years, were pushing into semiarid regions
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beyond. Kansas boasted nearly 850,000 inhabitants that year and Nebraska
more than 450,000. Every acre suitable to cultivation was under the plow
Other frontiersmen turned northward to the Dakota country. The peo

pling of that region began in the late 1850’s when settlers from Minnesot:

The Farmers’ Frontier, 1870-1890

and Nebraska, lured by the advertising of two speculating concerns—the

Western Town Company of Iowa and the Dakota Land Company of Min-

nesota—crossed the Missouri River to lay out the towns of Flandreau,

Sioux. Falls, Vermillion, Yankton^ and Bon Homme. Although the thinly

scattered pioneers were persistent enough to win organization for Dakota

Territory in 1861, migration did not assume sizable proportions until
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/ 1868 ,wHenAthe Sioux Indians were driven to a reservation west of the

Missouri ^iver; .The* result was the first “Dakota Boom” between 1 868 and

i
-1 873V'Favorable weather and excellent crops contributed to the rush, but

equally important were railroad connections that assured farmers decent

markets. The Illinois Central Railroad brought southeastern Dakota within

"seiiihg distance of Chicago when its tracks reached Siovoc City in

‘ .while br|mch lines to Yankton and Sioux Falls built during the next years
,

made marketing even easier. Other roads opened the northeastern fringes

of the territory at about the same timej the Chicago and Northwestern

Railroad reached Watertown in 1 873, the Northern Pacific Railroad ex-

tended- to., Bismarck, and the St. Paul and Pacific Railroad touched

Wahpeton. -

Each line attracted settlers. The region about Yankton and Vermillion

received the first influx; by the end of 1868 10,000 pioneers were breaking

sod there and others continued to come in such numbers land prices sky-

rocketed to $20 an acre. More moved northward along the Big Sioux River,

or laid out such towns as Fargo and Grand Forks in the Red River Valley;

the latter hamlet contained eight houses, a store, a hotel, and two saloons

. in T 872. ' More adventurous pioneers advanced across Dakota with the

Northern Pacific Railroad, to found islands of settlement about Jamestown,

Bismarck, and other outposts. Before the Panic of 1 873 slowed the westward

movement, Dakota boasted a population of more than 20,000.

.Between 1873 and 1878, when the second “Dakota Boom” began, the

territory grew slowly, but during those years the basis for a new rush was

laid;' Partially responsible was the Black Hills gold rush of 18755 the ,

16,000 prospectors who flocked to the mines created an unparalleled market

for -farm' produce. Equally important was activity forced on the Northern

Pacific Railroad by the Panic of 1873. Ofiicials of that bankrupt line, realiz-

ing their road could never prosper until lands bordering its right, of way

were settled, decided on an experiment to demonstrate, the area’s fertility.

An expert 'wheat grower from Minnesota, Oliver Dalrymple, was provided .

with eighteen sections of Red River Valley land and adequate capital for

its development. Scorning, traditional farming methods, Dalryniple.,hired

gangs of workers, bought machinery by the carload, and launched a large-

scale experiment that startled the whole West. The result wais phenomenal:' .

d yield of twenty^five bushels to the acre bn a 4,500 acre plbt that coVt only;

. .$,9.56' an acre to cultivate. With wheat sellihg at ninety cents a bhshel. profit^: ,

y-ykre well over 160 per,cetit; Eastern capital, quick to:; sense, opportunity, . v

y Once as syndicates bought 'up estates of frqrri, 5,006 to 'i6p,oo6;;:

. acrey along ; the Red; Ri.vef,. abroad ,bottoinland;i4 wheat' growing/ ;

.•>,l8y ‘l878i'“b,onanz3 'farms’’: cbvefed;
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The demonstrated success of these ventures, the chance of selling food

to Black Hills miners, and the advertising of a territorial Bureau of Immi-
gration established in 1 875, all contributed to the “Dakota Boom” tliat

’

set in after 1878, but more important was railroad activity in the northern

Plains country. The westward-building lines from Iowa and Minnesota

which stopped construction with the Panic of 1873 were fully revived by

the end of the decade and ready to extend their tracks across Dakota

Territory. Two, the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad and the

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, reached the Missouri River in 1880,

opening most of southeastern Dakota to settlement. The northern portions

were served by the Northern Pacific Railroad which used the postdepresdon

years to construct branches from its Bismarck line to La Moure and other

pioneer towns. Both those roads were anxious to sell their federal land

grants and build up way traf&cj their advertising lured thousands of immi-

grants to the territory.

An even more energetic role was played by a newcomer among western

lines, the Great Northern. The Great Northern Railroad was formed in

1879 by Janaes J. Hill, a financial genius who recognized a profitable field

for exploitation in the belt of Plains country lying north of the Northern

Pacific tracks. After learning railroading as an employee of the St. Paul

and Pacific Railroad, Hill used the Panic of 1873 to win control of the

company that employed him, interested eastern capital, and by 1879 was

ready to begin construction. Rails were laid northward to Fargo and Grand

Forks, then the road turned west and built slowly across Dakota, reaching

Devil’s Lake in 1883 and Seattle in 1893. Its creeping progress was are-

fully planned by Hill. Realizing the Great Northern had no land grant

and must depend on traffic for revenue, he made every effort to develop

the country as construction went onj feeder lines were built, immigrants

brought from Europe, model farms laid out, blooded cattle imported,

money loaned to farmers, and free transportation offered homeseekers.

The thousands of pioneers who broke the plains of northern Dakota were

brought west by the road’s colonization program.

With transportation provided’ and returning prosperity'’ in the air, the

way was open for the “Dakota Boom” of 1878-85. Settlers came by ^be

thousands to the new El Dorado, from Europe and from the Mississippi

Valley states. They filled the river bottoms, then pushed out across the

Plains in the wake of railroads. ^Wou may,” wrote one observer, “stand

ankle deep in the short grass of the uninhabited wilderness
j
next montn

a mixed train will glide over the waste and stop at some point where the

railroad has decided to locate a town. Men, women and children will jump

out of the cars, and their chattels will tumble out after them. From that
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moment the building begins.” All was bustle and excitement amidst such

scenes—streets jammed with homesteaders, railroad cars trundling west-

ward at the rate of a thousand a week loaded with immigrants’ goods,

crowds jamming land offices. Even the figures for homestead grants in the

territory reflected the feverish expansion:

1877 213,000 acres 1883 7,317,000 acres

1878 1,377,000 acres 1884 11,083,000 acres

1879 1,657,000 acres 1886 3,075,000 acres

1882 4,360,000 acres i888 1,881,000 acres

Nor did the grants include millions of acres sold by railroads or acquired

through other means than homesteading. So rapidly did land pass into

private hands that by 1885 all Dakota east of the Missouri River was

settled and the population was 550,000—^a 400 per cent increase over 1880.

Crop failures during dry years at the close of the decade ended the boom

and drove some pioneers back east, but the census of 1890 showed 500,000

’people still in the territory, occupying most of the lands suitable for

agriculture.

While Dakota boomed, the mountainous regions farther west gained

population more slowly. Wyoming’s development began in early 1867

when speculators, anticipating the coming of the Union Pacific tracks, laid

out such towns as Cheyenne and Laramie along the right of way. Those

pioneer outposts grew so rapidly—Cheyenne contained a motley crew of

6,000 track layers, cattle rustlers, freighters, prospectors, trappers, ranchers,

gamblers, and dispensers of assorted vice by the end of the year—that

Wyoming won territorial organization in 1868. Farmers, however, avoided

the semiarid High Plains until the early i88o’s when a few pioneers sought

homes along the eastern fringes of the Big Horn Mountains where streams

could be used for Irrigation. Their success launched a mild rush to northern

Wyoming; 2,000,000 acres, irrigated by 5,000 miles of ditches, were placed

under cultivation during the decade. Yet only 62,255 people lived there

in 1890. Wyoming, with its vast stretches of arid or mountainous country-

side, was destined to remain sparsely settled for many years.

That was also the fate of Montana. Farmers began drifting in during

the 1870’s, attracted by the prospect of feeding the permanent mining

population in Butte and other mountain towns, but not until 1881 when
the Northern Pacific tracks entered the territory was there any sizable

influx. The newcomers followed the railroad west^rd, laying out such

towns as Glendive, Miles City, and Billings, and spread, their farms across

the Yellowstone Valley. Montana gained. 100,000 settlers during the dec-
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ade, reaching a population of 132,000 in 1890, yet most of the territory

was too arid or mountainous to attract farmers.

The “Dakota Boom” and the development of Wyoming and Montana

during the i88o’s created the usual demand for statehood. Throughout

the decade petitions from the territories were ignored, largely because all

three were predominantly Republican, and the Democrats, who controlled

one or the other houses of Congress, refused to consider their admission.

Not until 1888 when the election that placed Benjamin Harrison in the

White House gave Republicans a slim majority in both House and Senate

was action possible. The triumphant members of the party, after assuring

themselves even greater strength by dividing Dakota Territory in two and

heeding the pleas of rapidly growing Washington Territory, in February,

1889, authorized North Dakota, South Dakota, Montana, and Washington

to frame constitutions. All were admitted in an ‘^Omnibus Bill” adopted

in November of that year. Wyoming and nearby Idaho, indignant at the

slight, lost no time in drawing up their own frames of government and

demanding statehood. Congress responded in 1 890 by erecting the last of

the northwest territories into states.

As the frontier swept across the northwestern Plains, another stream of

pioneers moved into the Southwest. Texas was the mecca that lured many;

during the 1870’s the number of farms in the state increased from 61,125

to 174,184 and the line of settlement reached almost to the line of semi-

aridity. The rapid advance, which paralleled the peopling of Kansas, set

the stage for one of the most dramatic events in the history of American

expansion. Ahead of the advancing arms of settlement were sterile lands

unfit for farming; between them were millions of acres of good soil as-

signed to the twenty-two tribes that occupied the Indian Territory. Why,

frontiersmen asked, should that rich domain be left in the hands of 75)000

primitive savages? Why should industrious Americans seek land in vain

while each square mile of the West’s finest garden spot was held by only

one redskinned “varmint”? Why not open the Indian Territory to farmers

who could make its treeless wastes blossom? That demand sent thousands

of lawless intruders into the Indian Territory during the i88o’s, forced the

United States to recast its Indian policy, and culminated in the rush of

“Oklahoma Boomers” onto the nation’s last public domain.

The first interest in opening the Indian Territory was shown not by

pioneers but by the railroads that crossed the region or planned to build

there: the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, the Missouri, Kansas and Texas

Railroad, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. Ofiicials of

those lines, aware that prosperity depended on developing way traffic,

petitioned Congress to open some Indian lands as early as 1 874? ^
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yeard of
.

convinced them Washin^on would never

.act^td t^^^ backed by pbpular pressure. If that was needed,

'

thV railroads; must; produce^ apparently found an instrument , for

. their i
f>urpbse";inr^E^^ C: Boudinot, a disgruntled Cherokee virho had

broken with' his, tribe- and was working as a clerk in the nationah capital.

Bou^not-, after receiving several financial favors from the Missouri, Kansas

,
,^d-Texas Railroad, ^ showed his gratitude by publishing a long article in

:l;h6 Chicago ThJiffs during the spring of 1879. The Indian country, he

^declared, in his widely reprinted letter, contained 13,000,000 unsettled

acres, that belonged to no tribe and were really a part of the public domain,

;He toldWesterner the area could only be opened by public demand, and

p&ed to supply all interested with maps and full instructions. Although

proof is lacking, the expensive literature Boudinot sent out to questioners

was probably:supplied by railroads.

>; ;Like most effective propaganda, Boudinot’s exaggerated statements con-

tained a; kernel of truth. Lying in the heart of the Indian Territory were

2,000,000 .acres' of good land which had been ceded to the United States

by the Greeks and Seminole, and not yet assigned to any tribe. That was

the fniecca to, which frontier eyes turned as railroad advertising centered

western attention on the Indian country. All through the summer of 187.9

Camp fires of Kansas pioneers buzzed with talk of the “Oklahoma District”

—^its mild climate, its sparkling streams, its fertile soil. Editors in Missouri

and Kansas, catching, the fever, filled their columns with glowing descrip-

tions^ or: apoplectically denounced the government for closing such a Gar-

den;of Ederi to settlers. Excitable homeseekers, reading those tales, decided

tp take.iiiatters into their own hands. Little. bands ofsthem drifted into

the Oklahoma District during the: early, sunimer, bent.oh staking out farms; .

Federal troops managed to check the invasion by barricading the Kansas

border with: six army camps, but no feeble barrier, could keep frontiersmen

from .lands dieywanted as their own.: . / .

1 880 when: the “Boomers” found a lead;

er. David L. Payne, ,who assault on the Oklahoma: District for the
'

pext foiu. years; was an Indian fighter, ah unsuccessful homesteader,: a com: ;

‘
^nitak drifter, , ‘fa. giapt phyrichlly,;^to^ as a .pine, knot, ;c.pur,ageous, as .a

;

'

;lioh,;;with a perfectfignprancemf Kansakfearly'in '.18.80, .

still;krakrfihg from; his dismissal as; assistant doorkeeper, of the

Repfesenfcatiyes, and. immediatelyded a part^^ of eleven frontiersmen, into :

:

the: disriict;: y/hen;.they wbfe discovered :b^ troops and uhceremohipus,iy ,r

'escp^d /-back .aridss.f the;.; border;. Paynei'.was : hot;, disco.u

s^ed;sputff;a^in, this :time^ t^nty .foliowers.Tkice ^ihbre; s^

,fo^djhem; usherfed,them, ou.t;pf the Indian cbuhti^^^^
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—a sentence that meant nothing because neither.:Payne npir. .his;

disciples owned any property. By October/ i88p^ he w?s in'^^^K^^^

more, organizing a force of several hundred homeseekers fot'a new^uiv^^^

sion. Soldiers held them back by shooting their Horses uridrah early aiitumi

forced them to scatter, but Payne was undaunted. For the next tWQ yeai^^

he and his fellow “Boomers” played a game of hide-and-seek

Kansas borderlandj one indignant officer complained life there was reduced

to chasing Payne into Oklahoma and driving him out agairi.i^'

The preliminary invasions prepared the way fcir the first : organized

assault on the Indian Territory. David Payne fathered the attack.;

the spring of 1883 he welded the Kansas homeseekers; into a compact

society—the Oklahoma Colony—^with a set of officers (including jPayrie as

president), dues of $2.50 a year, and an oath binding members to: defy

the government until Oklahoma District was theirs. .Within a year the

law-defying group boasted 40,000 members and a treasury balance: of

$100,000. The Oklahoma Colony gave Payne his last chance to openthe

Indian country by force. Gathering between five and six.hundred, heavily

armed members at Hunnewell on the .Kansas line, he led them
!
south in,

the spring of 1884, publicly proclaiming his intention to shoot it butwith

any soldiers that tried to stop them. For a time the invaders cl|Lmg.,t6 ;,an

outpost in the district, until pressure from troops whittled down’, their

numbers to a point where Payne and a few followers coiild be. arrested-.

Taken to Ft. Smith for trial, Payne was soon released to return to Kansas,

where he was welcomed by a parade of “Boomers” carrying bahnefy that

proclaimed “On To Oklahoma,” and “We Go This Time To Stay.”

:

:

When Payne died in November his mantle descended to " one of HiS

lieutenants, W. L. Couch, who proved to be as aggressive as his predecessor.

Bands of “Boomers” were sent into the territory through the wintefyoi

1884-85, and while many were driven back, enough escaped ihb. cordon

of troops to build up a camp of four hundred men on Stillwater, Greek.

There they were discovered in January by a strong fCavalry fyrce. Co^
refused to leavej he told the commanderihis fyllowbrs were .well arffied

and determined to fight for their land. Bloodsheci was only avoidedwhen

the officers, wisely deciding against - a frontal ' assault, threw;; a

soldiers around the “Boomer” camp. Unable to get supplies froniJC^

the four hundred invaders straggled back,
.

muttering they .would .
return.

.
With that fiasco, the scenewf: conflict shifted.to Washington., Sinceihe

opening of the decade western congressmen, railroad lobbyists, and,-ffB00m*

eF’ spokesmen had bombarded .Congress with petitions, bills, .and -resolu-

tions demanding the . Indian Territory , be .opened. Their
,
first vicffiry came

bn March 3, 188 5, when; an appropriation act authorized; the Indian Pffice
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to extinguish all native claims to the two unoccupied portions of the region

—the Oklahoma District and the Cherokee Outlet. For the next three years

Indian agents did nothing, knowing that any settlement would doom the

whole reservation, system. During that time Couch led party after party

into Oklahoma whenever the border patrols turned their backs, while

westerners in Washington urged the Indian Office to act. The pressure was

too strong to be denied
j
in January, 1889, the Creeks and Seminole were

forced to surrender their rights to the Oklahoma District in return for cash

awards of $4,193,799. Two months later Congress officially opened the

district to settlers under the Homestead Act, and authorized the chief execu-

tive to locate two land offices there. Acting under those instructions. Presi-

dent Harrison on March 23, 1889, announced the Oklahoma District would

be thrown open at noon on April 22.

The month between March 23 and April 22, 1889, was one of feverish

excitement along the borderland. From all the West the homeless, the

speculators, the adventurers, flocked toward the still forbidden land. They

jammed roads with their wagons, fought for space in towns, and scattered

their rude shacks along the southern border of Kansas and the northern

boundary of Texas. A few days before the opening all were allowed to

surge across the Cherokee Outlet on the north and the Chickasaw reserva-

tion on the south to the borders of the promised land. There they waited,

eager and impatient, for noon of April 22. On that sunny morning x00,000

persons surrounded the Oklahoma District, most of them strung along

the northern border where for miles on end horsemen, wagons, hacks,

carriages, bicycles, and a host of vehicles beggaring description stood wheel

to wheel, awaiting the signal. At Arkansas City fifteen trains, so jammed
with sweating humanity that platforms and roofs overflowed, were lined

up, ready to steam forward along the Santa Fe tracks that crossed the dis-

trict. Ahead were troops, stationed at regular intervals to hold back “Soon-

ers” imwilling to wait the deadline.

Slowly the minutes ticked away toward the zero hour. Officers, their

watches synchronized, waited with guns in air, ready to fire the shots that

signaled the opening. At last the revolvers barked, and along the line

pandemonium broke loose. Men whipped up their horses, wagons careened

wildly forward, horses freed from overturned vehicles galloped madly
about—all was hurrah and excitement. The Santa Fe trains, steaming slowly

forward at a regulated pace which would not give their passengers an
undue advantage, disgorged riders along the route as men leaped from
roofs or platforms and rushed about in search of a claim. Noise and con-

fusion reigned as the shouts of successful ‘‘Boomers,” the crash of hanamers
on stakes, the clatter of wagons, the crash of overturned vehicles, and the
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curses of disappointed homeseekers mingled to create a .bedlam unique

the annals' of the nation;
'

Within a few hours the 1,920^00 acres of the Oklahoma DistrM^^^

settled. Everywhere homesteaders labored to erect sheltersj- while

them wandered the unsuccessful, still seeking some overlooked: spot. O^en
marked out city lotsj Oklahoma City had a population of 10,000 tent dwdt
ers that night and Guthrie nearly 15,000. Within a few;weeks the ne^q^
cities were fully equipped with local governments—W.'.L. Couch,

mayor of Oklahoma City—and the demand was- mounting, fpriterxitohai

organization. Congress bowed to the pressure on May' 2, 1890, #en
Oklahoma Territory was set up. Its population was iricreased during the

next few years by a series of reservation ‘^openings” as the Dawes Severalty

Act was applied to tribe after tribe. The Sauk, Fox, and -Potawatbrni

lands—900,000 acres in all—were thrown open in September, ,1891 ‘ the

3,000,000 acres of the Cheyenne-Arapaho reservation in April, 1892.; A

more dramatic rush occurred at noon on September 16,1893, when ido,oc»

homeseekers re-enacted the “Boomer” invasion of 1889 on, the 6,000,000

acres of the Cherokee Outlet. Smaller -.openings , during .the ' next; years

gradually extended the settled areas, until by 1906 the Territory embfacbd

the area covered by the state today and contained 500,000 inhabitantsj

in addition to scattered remnants of Indian tribes, now living on the 166

acre plots allotted them by the government. Oklahoma becarne a state in

1907* _ -

The admission of Oklahoma left only the territories qf New Mexico

and Arizona outside the Union. Both were sparsely settled by /anchers,

irrigation farmers, and townsmen who lived in villages fringing the Santa

Fe and Southern Pacific Railroads’ tracks^ Arizona,’s, population.fin ;1900

was onlw 125,000 and New Mexico’s 300,000; Yet the derhand for state-

hood grew steadily during the early twentieth, century; - Congress tried to

solve the problem in 1905 by admitting them, as a single state, a sugg^tion

which was indignantly -rejected in both:. territories—rArizona because its

small native population feared domination,:by mixed-blpqd Mexicans and

Americans whp controlled its ..neighbor, New; Medcp
:

the rnoye

threatened its distinctive Spanish institutions. Not:undl/;i9in did;W‘(?^i^^^^

tori back down and admit New Mexico and :Ar.izona as,separate,stat;es.:Their

constitutions, like those of the other /westerritcornmonwealths, .reflected

. the liberal - political concepts of the- frontier in .claueesr.accepting initiatiye

and referendum,. direct .prirnaries,; short- terins;.fpf elected.;officids,

suffrage,.hmited executive power, 'and even—iri'^e case; pb .^i?^

.popular recall of:judgeb. ;;;;

.With the entranceofithose two sta:tes.iritd;the;Uniph,^t^^^^^
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zation of the West was completed. Forty-eight commonwealths stood as

monuments to the frontiersmen who in three centuries carried the banner

of civilization from the Atlantic to the Pacific, Yet the last chapters were

still to be written in the epic of the advancing frontier. The economic and

social problems created by the remarkable agricultural expansion of the

post-Civil War years were destined to plague the nation for a half-century

to come.



CHAPTER XXXVI

The Agrarian Revolt

1873-1896

The unprecedented expansion of the post-Civil War era had far-reaching

repercussions. Never before had so many Americans faced the hardships:

of pioneer lifej never before had such a sizable segment of the popuia'tipn'

shouldered the burdens of frontier debt. Earlier pioneers accepted depriya:

"

tion and poverty meekly because isolation stifled protest
5
now farmers,

v

united by improved communications and strengthened by nunibersj rose

;

to demand comforts and prosperity denied them by nature. From the 1870’?;

to the 1890’s their complaints resounded through the nation’s legislative:

chambers, voiced by twangy westerners whose blunt speech and Lm-

colnesque garb alarmed orthodox easterners no less than their .heretical

economic doctrines. The agrarian revolt shattered political traditioris, rev-

shaped financial concepts, and laid the basis for social reforms that impfo.ved,:

American society during the twentieth century.

The forces driving the western farmer into open rebellion were both,

social and economic. He knew his living conditions were miserable, The

large-scale agriculture suited to the Plains doomed him to a lifetime of

loneliness, separated from his nearest, neighbor by half a mile of bleak

prairie, and cut off entirely from the rest of the world in a day when auto-

mobiles, telephones, radios, and even rural mail deliveries were undrea^eti

of. The work was drudgingly monotonous. For the housewife there: werp,

endless routine tasks: baking, sewing, cleaning, tending chickens and th?,

garden plot, hauling water and fuel, helping out with the harvest/ arid

bearing children amidst; medieval conditions. For the farrner .there

even less
,
variety in, a country . where nature dictated specialization ,

rather

: than diversification/ : he. plowed hl's ground, planted his wheat or cprn,

724
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cultivated his fields, harvested his crop, shivered through the winter, and

started all over again. Day after day, year after year, the frontiersman

plodded through that drudgery, seldom seeing a new face or hearing a

new idea, and with nothing more to look forward to each night than the

stuffy discomfort of a dirty sod house.

He had knowa hardship in the past, but then his lot was endurable

because all men seemed just as unhappy. Now he contrasted his miserable

existence with the joys of the city dweller. That was the era of the rise

of the city when the nation buzzed with tales of newborn metropolitan

splendors. Every magazine was studded with breathless articles describing

the wonders of newfangled trolley cars and street lights, the gaiety of

theaters and parties, the opportunities offered by museums, libraries, and

schools. Even books designed to scare country youths from urban pitfalls

—

The Sfider and the Fly; oty Tricks, Trap, and Pitfalls of City Life by

One Who Knows (1873), Metrofolitan Life Unsveiled; or the Mysteries

and Miseries of America’s Great Cities (1882), and a host of others

—

painted sin in such glowing colors that farm living seemed less attractive.

The city so dazzled America’s imagination that the farmer, long the “bone

and sinew of the nation,” became a “hayseed” or a “rube” scorned by his

urbane countrymen.

Gibes might have been endurable if profits had been high, but agricul-

tural prices receded steadily between the Civil War and 1897 except for

a brief boom during the early i88o’s. The Department of Agriculture

recorded the dismal story of the collapse in its annual record of amounts

paid for major crops:

YEAR WHEAT CORN COTTON

1870-1873 106.7 bushel 43.1 bushel I 5. I
pound

1874-1877 94.4 bushel 40.9 bushel 1 1. 1
pound

1878-1881 100.6 bushel 43.1 bushel 9.5 pound

1882-1885 80.2 bushel 39.8 bushel 9.1 pound

1886-1889 74.8 bushel 35.9 bushel 8.3 pound

J890-1893 70.9 bushel 41.7 bushel 7.8 pound

1894-1897 63.3 bushel 29,7 bushel 5.8 pound

Even declining figures did not reveal the farmers’ true plight} they were
prices paid after carriers, handlers, and commission agents took their fees.

What farmers received will never be known—they were poor bookkeepers

—but the sum was small enough to convince them they were operating at

a loss through most of the period. Wheat, they pointed out, cost sixty-five

cents a bushel to grow and sold for forty-two cents} corn that cost them
twenty cents a bushel went begging at ten cents. No economist was needed
to tell them such returns did not 'justify the hardships of frontier life.
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“There is,” one of them concluded, “something radically wrong in our

industrial system. There is a screw loose.”

Eastern experts could tell them what was wrong. The trouble, according

to those seers, was overproduction
j the industrial revolution had opened

grain and cotton producing areas in Canada, Australia, Argentina, Russia

India, and other underdeveloped countries as well as in the American West

flooding the world with more goods than could be consumed. Farmers

were unimpressed by that explanation. The cause of their suffering, they

insisted, was not overproduction but underconsumption. They pointed out

that eastern workers starved because bread prices were too high, while

western farmers burned their grain because wheat prices were too low.

Why, they asked, should makers of clothes betsunderfed while makers of

food were imderclad? The answer was clear. Between producer and con-’

sumer were a number of “thieves in the night” who exacted too high a

toll—railroads, grain elevator operators, bankers, and tax makers. If they

could be eliminated, food prices would be so low easterners could buy ac-

cording to their full capacity to consume and there would be no farm

surpluses.

Railroads were the principal offenders in the farmers’ eyes. Lines west

of the Mississippi charged rates that seemed exorbitantly high to shippers,

who were impressed by such figures as those illustrating ton-mile charges

for typical years:

Pennsylvania RR Burlington RR Burlington RR

Year EAST OF Chicago Chicago to WEST OF Missouri

Missouri River River

1873 $1.26 $1.61 —
1877 95 1.32 $4.80

1881 .86 1. 16 3.20

1885 .70 .96 2.25

1889 .69 .87 1 -59 ,

1893 .62 .82 1-33

1897 .56 .78 1.28 f

The roads explained the discrepancies logically. Western railroads, they

pointed out, ran through sparsely settled areas where way traffic was

insignificant, hauls short, and traffic moved only in one direction} freight

cars had to be “deadheaded” westward to carry out grain during the harvest

season and eastward during the rest of the year when farmers had nothing

to export. That cost money which shippers must pay.

None of the arguments impressed westerners. Railroads were unpopular

anyway, as land monopolists and political dictators, and when wealt y

directors tried to justify a system which forced shippers to pay the same
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amount to send a bushel of wheat from Fargo to Minneapolis as from

Minneapolis to New York, farmers refused to listen. Their own explana-

tions seemed more logical. Western railroads, they charged, were giant

monopolies determined to charge all the traffic woiild bear. In proof they

cited two damning practices. One was the manner in which lines paralleling

the Great Lakes raised rates during the winter when water competition

vanished; the other the device of “transit rates” adopted in the West to

eliminate competitors. No road would accept produce for any point short

of its easternmost terminal. Thus a Dakota farmer wishing to sell wheat

in Minneapolis was forced to pay the full rate to Chicago before a railroad

would take his load, then sell his unused transit rights between Minneapolis

and Chicago at a heavy discount. Practices such as those convinced western-

ers the roads were deliberately robbing farmers for the benefit of overpaid

offidals and eastern stockholders.

Grain elevator operators were viewed with equal distrust. The elevators

—great storage bins for grain that were scattered through the West by

eastern corporations—were as monopolistic as the railroads; the roads re-

fused to lay sidings for more than one in each community. As direct load-

ing on freight cars was also forbidden by western lines, farmers could sell

only to the local elevator operator, accepting any price he cared to pay.

Most merchants were too wary to abuse their position openly, knowing their

> price must bear some relation to the Chicago quotations farmers read in

their papers, but the system of “grading” universally employed offered

chances for fraud that few could resist. Spring wheat which was “sound,

plump and well-cleaned” and weighed at least fifty-eight pounds a bushel

was to be graded No. i, wheat that was “reasonably clean and of good

milling quality” which tipped the scales at fifty-seven pounds No. 2, and

“all inferior, shrunken, dirty” grain weighing between fifty-three and
fifty-sbc pounds No. 3. Less ethical operators misgraded grain flagrantly,

paying farmers for No. 2 when a load was of No. i quality; those with

better-developed consciences resorted to “mixing.” A wagon of No. i

weighing fifty-nine pounds and a wagon of No. 2 weighing fifty-seven

would be dumped together to form two loads of No. i at fifty-eight pounds.

Grain growers, watching profits that should have been theirs vanish into

the overstuffed pockets of elevator owners, were convinced the problem
of imderconsumptlon could not be solved as long as those middlemen stood

between them and consumers.

Farmers believed monopolies raised the price of goods they bought as

well as lowering the price of foods they sold. They knew that in the post-

war industrial era the nation’s manufacturing concerns were combining
through trusts and pools into monopolistic giants capable of setting artificial
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prices on any commodity j
a 100 per cent increase in the cost of plows follow-

ing one merger told them that. Why, they asked themselves, should they be

forced to pay unjust tribute to corporations producing the clothing they

wore, the machinery they used, the fertilizer for their fields, and the

furniture for their homes? Why not call upon the government to regulate

robber-baron industries in the public interest? If private enterprise would

not price goods fairly the people should step in!

Surveying the whole situation, the farmer in the early 1870’s concluded

he was a badly abused individual, cheated by elevator owners, robbed by

railroads, and overcharged by manufacturers. His one chance to restore

prosperity was through political action
j

if he gained control of the govern-

ment he could pass laws designed to dissolve monopolies, control prices,

and wipe out the barriers between him and eastern consumers. That was

the rallying cry which broke down the farmers’ traditional dislike for

organization, and united them in a succession of crusading political parties.

First to emerge was a fraternal organization, the National Grange of the

Patrons of Husbandry, which was formed in 1867 by Oliver Hudson

Kelley, a Department of Agriculture clerk, to provide farmers with greater

social opportunities. Kelley believed that local branches, or Granges, would

help break the drudgery of farm lifej members could meet monthly, listen

to talks on agriculture, partake of community pleasures, and enjoy tht

ritualistic mumbojumbo with which he endowed his society. With that ir

mind he forsook his government post to travel through the West organiz

ing Granges. For a time he enjoyed indifferent success—members were fev

in the nine states where branches were founded before 1 870—but by thf

close of 1871 the t;inie for expansion was at hand. Prices were tobogganing

downward, debts mounting, resentment against monopolies growing. Farm

ers, looking about for some medium to express their discontent, turned h

the Patrons of Husbandry. Overnight the rivulet of new members swellec

to flood proportionsj 1,105 lodges were formed in 1872, 8,400 more in th

panic year, and 4,700 in the first two months of 1874. By that timi

1,500,000 farmers and their wives belonged to the Grange.

This was a political force to be reckoned with. Though the organization

constitution forbad direct action, there w'as nothing to prevent member

from agreeing on candidates or issues as soon as a meeting adjourned

Throughout the West and South Grangers placed representatives in offic

during 1873 and 1874. Some were nominees of older parties willing t

embrace the farmers’ platform, others the spokesmen for Reform or Ant

Monopoly parties that sprang up in the emergency. Greatest success wa

enjoyed in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, not because th^

Grange was stronger there—Kansas and Nebraska had the highest propoi
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tibri;. of members-4but, because the RepublicaiV and Democratic parses. 'were

;:‘sb :evenly divided the embattled farmers held a balance of power., In those

four' upper Mississippi Valley states .they were able to translate theh; dis-

content -into, a legislative attack on the two groups they most abhorred:

greedy; manufacturers, and selfish middlemen. ,

' ^
. , ,

i;
: C and production were the Grangers’ weapons against

. overcharging, industrialists. ‘We propose,” they declared in their. 1874 na-.

- .tional. convention, “meeting together, talking together, working together,

buying together, and in general acting together for our mutual protection

.

arid .advancement.” That was done by appointing state agents to . negotiate

with manufacturers, promising them large orders in return for, low, prices
j

when one .willing to co-operate was found all Granges pooled their orders

', and bought directly. Farmers found they could affect amazing economies j,

.

reapers were purchased for $175 rather than $275, wagons for I90 instead

of $150, sewing machines for half their usual cost of $ioo. Although some

corporations refused to deal with the agents, others sprang up to capitalize

on the vogue of direct selling. Notable Was Montgomery Ward and .Com-

pany which declared on opening its doors in 1872 that its purpose was; to

“meet -the wants of the Patrons of Husbandry.” Co-operative buying not

.

Qrily saved farmers thousands of dollars directly but forced local merchahts

to .meefcompetition by lowering prices.
'

:

Encouraged by those successes, the Patrons of Husbandry entered the

rnbre: hazardous field of production. In most western states local Granges

purchased or founded grain elevators, packing plants, flour niills,; banks,

insurance companies, and other small businesses catering to the farmer;

in: lovVa alone thirty elevators were operated by the society, A more; im-

portant experiment began in 1874 when the lowa Grange began manufac-

turirig reaping machines for sale at half the established price, later expand-

ing to include three plow factories. Most experiments failed, partly because

inexperienced management and inadequate capitalization handicapped pro* ,

duction, but more because of the cutthroat competition of private manu-

facturers. Thoroughly alarmed by early Granger successes, corporations

lo'wered prices to such impossible levels that the society’s factories, which had

,

sold at too low a cost to build up reserves, were forced into bankruptcy.
'

. The collapse of co-operative eriterprises hastened the end of the Patrbns,;

pf. Husbandry, but not before they demonstrated that co-operation- was an

.effective weapon against middlemen. . . -
. : . f ;

. .
.

;
:

'

'Their second objective—to curb monopolistic railroads arid .grain, eleya-;

' tofs-*-was- harder, to achieve. Competitioh was not the answer'; any efficient

ttransportafIon system in the thinly settled West must be mbnopolistici^Tlie
•

'

:
only solutidri TO govermnent regulation-state laws setting maximum rat^’
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railroads and elevators could charge for handling or storing grain. No
other Granger demand aroused such a controversy, nor embodied such

important national implications. The United States, a nation of rugged

individualists who accepted a laissez fake philosophy as gospel, was asked

to interfere in private business for the public good, even though men no

longer completely controlled their own property. Little wonder the old

order quaked with fear when irate farmers insisted upon such a fundamental

change.

The demand for railroad and grain elevator regulation arose first in the

four Upper Mississippi Valley states where the Grange was strongest

politically. Crude laws, passed by farmer-controlled Illinois and Minnesota

legislatures in 1871 proved ineffective, for astute corporation lawyers found

them so full of legal defects that state courts declared them unconstitutional

two years later. The adverse decision, coming in the middle of a panic

year, touched off a rebellion through the Middle West. Angry farmers,

newly organized by the Grange, met that summer in picnics and “sociables,”

listened to fiery speakers, and named Anti-Monopoly or Reform candidates

for county and state offices. By autumn they were ready to march on the

polls in such strength that agrarian spokesmen packed the legislatures of

Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Minnesota—all pledged to curb monopolies.

The results were decisive. Illinois^ farmer-controlled legislature led the

way in the fall of 1 873 j
its carefully framed law established a commission

with authority to set maximum rates on both freight and passenger traffic.

Railroads were allowed to seek increases when they could show any rate

was discriminatory, but the measure expressly stated that the presence of

competition at some points and not at others would not be considered justifi-

cation for a charge of discrimination. Minnesota followed a year later when

the legislature established uniform rates for the entire state. Wisconsin

and Iowa set maximum rates, then named a commission to enforce the laws

and collect information. In each state the issue of public welfare versos

private enterprise was before the people by the close of 1 874.

The faulty structure of the Granger Laws—any flat rate set by a le^s-

lature could readily be proven discriminatory—and the vicious campaign

waged against them by the railroads through intentionally poor service

and the malicious raising of all rates to the legal maximum, soon led to

their repeal in Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin. In Illinois, however,

where the 1873 was too well drawn to be attacked, the railroads sought

to avoid regulation by appealing to the courts. The measure, they con-

tended, violated the clause of the Fourteenth Amendment which forba

a state to deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due process

of law. Rate setting, by denying corporations the free use of their property,
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deprived them of property. That was the argument used by railroads and

elevator owners to carry their case along the tortuous legal paths which

finally ended in the United States Supreme Court in October, 1876.

Of the eight so-called “Granger Cases,” the most significant was Munn
vs. Illinois^ which involved a statute setting rates for storing and handling

grain. The Court, taking note of the fact that wheat from seven or eight

states passed through only fourteen Chicago warehouses, propounded a

vital question: should the nine corporations owning those elevators be

allowed unrestrained control over the millions of farmers living in the

Upper Mississippi Valley.? The majority held they should not. Property,

the justices agreed, ceased to be completely private whenever it was “af-

fected with a public interest,” This occurred when it was “used in a manner

to make it of public consequence, and affect the community at large. When,

therefore, one devotes his property to a use in which the public has an

interest, he, in effect, grants to the public an interest in that use, and must

submit to be controlled by the public for the common good, to the extent

of the interest he has thus created.” Grain elevators, railroads, gristmills,

ferries, and other essential industries were defined by the Court as “clothed

in a public interest” which justified state regulation without violating the

Fourteenth Amendment.

The Granger Cases opened a new era in the relations of government and

industry but the organization which gave them its name did not survive

to enjoy its triumph. Farmers were losing interest by 1877. In some states,

notably Wisconsin, railroads beat down their opponents by raising rates, cur-

tailing service, and discriminating against Grange members until the people

were convinced the transportation octopus was too powerful to be challenged.

In others, such as Illinois, monopolies were frightened into such good

behavior by the threat of further legislation that farmers believed the battle

won and deserted the Grange. In still others, principally Iowa, the collapse

of co-operatives embittered many who lost financially. After 1 877 the Patrons

of Husbandry reverted to their original status as a farmer’s social club.

During the next few years agrarian discontent waned. An attempt was
made to enlist westerners in the Greenback Party, an eastern organization

which urged currency inflation by demanding the government continue

greenbacks (unbacked paper currency issued during the Civil War) in

drculation. Although Greenbackers polled 1,000,000 votes in the con-

gressional elections of 1878—-two-thirds of them from the Middle West—
their political impotence was demonstrated a year later when the Resump-
tion Act went into operation} this measure provided that after January
ij 1B79, the number of, greenbacks in circulation be reduced from
$431,000,000 to $346,681,016 and that these be made redeemable at face
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value in gold. The act proved so popular in the increasingly conservative

East that the Greenback Party was doomed when it entered the election

of 1880. Despite the valiant campaign waged by its presidential candidate

James B. Weaver of Iowa, and despite a forward-looking platform which

called for women’s suffrage, a graduated income tax, congressional regula-

tion of interstate commerce, and a more flexible currency, the party polled

only 308,578 votes.

The Greenbackers failed to become a major medium for western mal-

contents only because times were inauspicious for a party promising cur-

rency inflation. Such a program appealed largely to debtors struggling to

meet their obligations, while between 1880 and 1887 farmers were so

pleasantly engrossed in acquiring debts that they gave no thought to

repayment. The West was booming during those years. The weather was

goodj unprecedented rains turned semiarid lands of western Kansas and

Nebraska into flowering gardens. The market was steady; the effects of

the Panic of 1873 were forgotten as factories hired food-consuming workers

to manufacture products demanded by a newly prosperous nation. Most

important of all, money was plentiful, money for farm machinery, new

lands, and better homes, that could be had almost for the asking.

Eastern investors were responsible. Where, capitalists asked themselves

amidst the returning prosperity of the late 1870’s, was the safest place for

savings? Certainly not the banks and industries of the East; they were

shown to be unsound during the panic. Western lands seemed the answer.

Interest rates were high; farmers willingly paid from 6 to 8 per cent

on mortgages and from 10 to 18 on chattels. The money was safe; prices

were sure to increase steadily with free lands running out. No Gibraltar^

could be more secure than a juicy 8 per cent mortgage on a choice bit of

Kansas property! So reasoned the nation’s business men, and they rushed

to capitalize before it was too late. Hundreds of mortgage companies were

formed between 1875 and 1877, all with eastern headquarters, western

branches, and agents scattered widely through the rural districts. For a

small fee they would find western borrowers for eastern capital. Their task

was not to raise money. Investors fought for that privilege; “my desk,

wrote the leader of one company, “was piled high each morning with

hundreds of letters, each enclosing a draft and asking me to send a farm

mortgage from Kansas or Nebraska.” Instead their principal energies went

into convincing farmers to borrow money. Agents roamed the prairie states

in horse and buggy, pleading with westerners to accept a loan. Never m

the memory of pioneers was cash so plentiful.

Few farmers could resist the pressure. Newcomers to the West mort-

gaged their homesteads to buy form machinery, mortgaged the farm
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itnachinejiy to provide 'm until the first crop .was harvested^ -mortgaged;,

the ..firsLTropVtO: carry .the family, through the winter.; pidtimefs,.' even,;

though ’.in." np.:;pressing need, succumbed to the blandishments .of ‘ agents,;

reasoning, that improved implements or an additional quarter-sectiph:. of

land .nvpuid . mean higher profits. New mortgage debts incurred in (Kansas

diiring 1885 were double—and in 1887 triple—those of .1880.5 in (other;-
.

western states the story was the same. By 1887 the per capita debt in.ithe

Plains- country was the highest in the nation, despite the region’s compara'

tiyc' poverty. In Kansas and North Dakota there was one mortgage/for •

,

every.two persons5 in Nebraska, South Dakota, and Minnesota one >fqr.;-

every. three5 in the five states as a whole at least one for each family.

((.'As- eastern capital flowed into the farm belt, land values , skyrocketed.'
'

i^nsas farms that cost $15 an acre a few years before changed hands at

$270 ..an acre
5
open Colorado range which had been pastured free sold

at. $10 or $20 an acre. Speculation was especially rampant in western towns(

Every tiny hamlet pictured itself as a future metropolis and planned,, ac--..

cofdin'gly, borrowing heavily from eastern capitalists to build courthouses,

jails^ ischoolhouses, waterworks, electric light plants, and sewage systems.-

Fifteen Kansas towns installed streetcars during the boom, all with, capit^'

from the East. “Don’t be afraid to go into debt,” one exuberant editor'

counseled. “Spend money for the city’s betterment as. free as water.

Let the increase of population and wealth take care of taxes.” Even, that

fantastic advice seemed reasonable. Wealth was increasing5 town lots';; in,
,

Omaha, Wichita, Lincoln, Atchison, and dozens of Other villages pyramided .
.;

in. price from $200 to $2,000 in a year, while forty-two sections of .prairie

!

adjoining Wichita were subdivided and sold during the ;3pringsof . 1887
lor '$35,000,000! The West was in the mist of

,
a speculative,;spre'e;uhr

''

rivaled since the 1830’s,
,

,

*’

: Then came the day of reckoning. The weather. was to blame...The;: cold. ,

'winter of 1886-87 ruined cattlemen and closed one market for farm gOo'ds;, '.((,•

The summer of 1887 was hot and dry. Day' after day a .blistering .sun and, "(

searing, south winds withered crops, then.chinch bugs.swarfried in to devouf
. ..

the few
.

green stalks that survived. A few-farmers; gave .tip the struggle (

when they viewed their parched fields at harvest time, but most had ehp,ugK ;(

faith in the future tp stay on. But the next year -was no better, ;nor- the next- ;:

For ten.dismal years rainfall in the Plains country failed to.reach.the twehty((,
.

inches needed for agricultufe. Every harvest season brought;.hew, disastefsV;

western, fringes of the fmn^ing- frontier homesteaders gave;

.upThe struggle and retreated, .east, their' covered wagons p'foclaiming ^rnjV^^

pod ,We.Triist'ed,-. in -Karims iWe Busted.” Between r;-i 88 8pand(;i 892 (fiaif'^
'

,

out and-30,060;^
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1 8,000 prairie schooners entered Iowa from Nebraska in 1891 alpne» j^t \

east of the deserted zone farmers, with a larger stake in lands ^d imprbvi •

ments, were unable to flee—only one in every eight moved east;' They

remained on overmortgaged farms, going deeper into debt eachfyearfto
'

form the group that expressed itself most violently durii^, the agrarian

;

revolt of the 1890’s. Still ferther east,.along the Missouri River, was a belt

'

where rainfall, although inadequate, was still sufliclent; for normal agricul-:,

ture. The farmers there, although not as desperate as those farther .west;

;

were burdened with debts accumulated during the boom years. :
'

, i

All the frontier was ripe for revolt. The farmer realized his perpetel

;

hard times were not, as he formerly believed, caused by railroadsVor ele;,

vator operators, but by the nation’s financial structure. He had been
;

encouraged to borrow money for, expansion during the boom; ribw he

needed cash desperately and none was forthcoming. Easterners closed their ^

purses with the collapse of 1887, leaving him no alternative blit' to borrow;

from loan sharks who charged from 20 to 40 per cent interest, theii took

his entire crop as payment. Under those conditions he was unable to keep;:;

up interest payments on his mortgage and faced the threat of foreclbsufe. ..'

In Kansas alone 11,000 farm mortgages were foreclosed between 1889);

and 1893. That meant an alarming increase in farm tenancy; by 1890 one^.;;.

quarter of the farmers of Kansas were tenants or share-croppers;. 17 per,;-

cent of those of Nebraska, ii per cent of South Dakota, and 5 per cent of;
.

North Dakota. The West, it appeared, was becoming an area of landless.
;

peasants where loan sharks and corporations owned the soil. Even those who

escaped were burdened with interest payments and staggering taxes; ih;.;

herited from the overambitious expansion of the boom period. One thing

seemed clear. There was too little money in the nation. More was needed, ..

to raise the tumbling prices of farm goods, to ease the weight of t^es, to

lift the mortgage load from western shoulders. The currency supply of

the United States, the westerner held, was both too inadequate, and too

inelastic to meet the needs of an expanding economy. ;

The inadequacy of the monetary system seemed obvious; ; the;

$2,000,000,000 in gold and greenbacks that served the nation in 1865 w^fe :

still in circulation In 1890, caring for the needs of a doubled population

and a tripled business activity. That meant a steady increase in the pur-;

chasing power of each dollarj or lowered prices. A dollar that had boiight-

one bushel of wheat in 1865 pmd for two bushds in 1890. Even that coU’

have been endured if debts had declined proportionately, but tlie opposite .

was true. Every increase in the value of ^e dollar—^ch fall in the ;

level-^niade repayment more difficult. Supposing a farmer borrowed ,

in 1885 when No, i hard wheat sold at $1 a bushel, agreeing to pay the

,
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sum back in five years with. 8 per cent interest. As for as he was concerned

he had borrowed i,ooo bushels o£ wheat. But in 1890 when the loan was

due, wheat sold at only fifty cents a bushel. He must pay back not i,000

bushels but a,000 bushels, plus interest which amounted not to $400 but

to I500. Actually the dollar appreciation rate was so rapid diming the

i88o’s that a loan contracted in 1880 Increased 12 per cent in the next five

years and another 12 per cent by 1890, The farmer saw no reason why he

should be penalized for the sins of the nation} if the dollar was being

overworked, currency should be increased proportionately with business

activity so he could pay back his debts at a just figure.

The monetary system also suffered, westerners insisted, because of its

inelasticity} money was never available at the time and place it was most

needed. That not only hurt farmers whenever they marketed crops but

threatened to keep them in economic thralldom for a generation. The im-

mediate deficiencies were apparent with every harvest} when millions of

dollars worth of produce were dumped on the nation’s markets within a

few weeks the static currency was so overburdened the value of the dollar

shot upward, driving prices down. After the crop was disposed of dollars,

no longer in such demand, declined in value, pushing prices upward just as

farmers started buying. Those fluctuations, although not large, often made

the difference between poverty and prosperity during bad years.

, More serious were the long-term results of monetary inelasticity} the

nation’s money supply, instead of increasing when the need was greatest,

actually declined. Three principal types of cimrency were in circulation:

gold dollars which increased in volume slowly as bullion was mined, re-

deemable greenbacks to the set sum of $346,681,016, and National Bank
Notes issued by federally chartered banks on the basis of their government

bonds. The banknotes, although designed to make the currency system

elastic, failed to do so, partly because the retirement of the national debt

steadily reduced the number of bank-owned government bonds on which

they were issued (the number decreased from $339,000,000 in 1873 to

$168,000,000 in 1891) and partly because variations in the business cycle

removed banknotes from circulation when they were needed most. That un-

healthy situation was due to the tendency of nonbanker holders of govern-

ment securities to sell heavily in periods of prosperity, driving the price

down as they took their money into the stock market for speculation. The
more conservative banks bought bonds heavily during such periods, thus in-

creasing the supply of banknotes and speeding the inflationary trend. Then
when a depression era began, former stock buyers hurried to purchase

government bonds as a safer investment. That drove bond prices upward
to a point where banks sold widely, reducing the number of banknotes
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in circulation and hurrying deflation.' Farmers 'realized’ their cbiinttyV^^^:

inelastic currency made each depression more serious and ^ch specuiatire *

splurge more dangerous. - :
^

• 7

The average westerner, although unfamiliar with the: intricacies of mbne-'^^.

tary theory, was wise enough to .see that the way ;fo: relieve

shortage was to place more money in circulation. That would Hncre^e tKe;
'

consumptive power of eastern buyers, raise prices, and allow hina fo pay

his loans at a reasonable figure. In casting about for some safe ;!ihediumS

which would bring a static currency and an expanding natioharecpnp^yX

into more equitable relationship without disastrous inflation, he hit Upon:^

silver dollars. Silver bullion, he knew, was pouring frorh western min^

in large but controllable amounts. He realized, too, that through most of v

his nation’s history, silver coins circulated freely along with: gold; coins/ He-.

spite the difficulty of keeping the amount of precious metal'ih each bal-/

anced. That obstacle finally ended the system of bimetallism" justTefore,/

the West’s need for additional currency became acute. The ratio; of sixteen
'

to one—sixteen times as much silver in silver dollars as gold in gold dollar^:

.

—proved unsatisfactory after the ’4.9 rush lowered the price of goldy. sp;;

much was mined that it became less valuable, in relation to.silver/ th^ in.:

the past. Silver dollars disappeared from the market as their' owners, ral^

izing the precious metal in them was worth more than its face vhlue/ melted:

them down for commercial sale. Congress simply recognized' the.situatipn.

in 1873 when it abolished the coinage of silver dollars, set up:a :lifnited, le^l*/

tender value for lesser silver coins, and placed the nation ioii a gold.basis^

No sooner was the step taken than the situation changed. /The large,

quantities of silver from the mines of Nevada, Arizona, arid Goloradp t^

poured into money markets during the 1870’s drove .down that metal’s';;

price in relation to gold} whereas the ratio in 1873 was 15.72 tq i b}' 1878/:

the values stood at 17.72 to i, and each year thereafter the discrepancy lif- ,

creased. Too late western farmers and silver miners wakeneci, to the;|ealiza^-

don that the “Crime of 1873” deprived thern of the cheaper currency^they

needed—a circulating medium which would bear a/closer relatioiiship ^tp

the price level than gold. Their protests,, voiced largely ;byimining: interests;

at first, gained them a slight concession. in 1878 when Congr^s’passed^^e;

Bland-Allison Act, authorizing the secretary of the treasury to. buy-pot le^:^

than $2,000,000 nor more than: $4,000,000 worth of silver - bullion

month for coinage into silver .dollars of fuU legal tender, .The prpside^^^^^^

who administered the measure during the next twelve yeaj*s kept pi^chases.

at the legal minimum, buying $308,000,000 worth: iqf bulliod

coined into $370,900,000—the $70,000,000 profit;going' to/the gpvern^ent.
•

That dribble of new .
currency scarcely replaced banknotes ;fetired;by"^^^^^
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payments. Something more drastic was needed to ease the financial burdens

of the West. The “free and unlimited” coinage of silver at a ratio of i6 to i

was the only answer!

The organization seized upon by embattled farmers to express this de-

mand was the Farmers’ Alliance, which through the late i88o’s played the

same role the Grange performed a decade earlier. Formed originally in

1874 by Texas cattlemen seeking a medium to combat horse thieves, the

Alliance grew slowly in the Southwest until 1886 when it claimed 50,000

members. A division in the ranks that year opened the way to greater suc-

cess} when a faction split away to protest the injection of political issues into

the society’s creed, its leaders decided to heal the breach by a program of

expansion “so that the whole world of cotton raisers might be united for

self-protection.” The time was ripe for such a step. During 1887 two similar

organizations in neighboring states—the Farmers’ Union of Louisiana and

the Agricultural Wheel of Arkansas—were merged with the older body un-

der the name of the Farmers’ and Laborers’ Union of America. Within

two_ years the Union reached into all southern states and boasted a member-

ship of nearly 3,000,CXD0. There, ready made, was an organization through

which farmers of the Southwest could demand currency reform.

In the meantime a similar alliance took shape in the Northwest. Its

patron saint was Milton George, editor of a Chicago farm journal called

the Western Rural, and staunch opponent of railroads and monopolies.

Casting about for some means of reviving agitation carried on by the Grange,

George in 1880 conceived a Farmers’ Alliance for his own section. The
idea,‘well publicized by the Western Rural, took hold at once} by adopting

a militant stand on political questions the Northwest Alliance won 100,000

ruembers by the middle i88o’s and was ready to capitalize on discontent

that followed the collapse of the boom. Members came flocking in after

1886. “The people are aroused at last,” wrote George in 1887. “Never in

our history has there been such a union of action among farmers as now.”

The thousand new members a week who joined through 1890 allowed the

secretary to boast, with pardonable enthusiasm, that the organization would
soon number 2,000,000. Tailored to the needs of the Northwest as the

Farmers’ 'and Laborers’ Union was to the Southwest, Milton George’s

creation gave farmers of the upper Plains a chance to carry their grievances

into the political arena.

Their opportunity came in December, 1889, when leaders of the northern

and southern alliances met at St. Louis in an effort to unite the two bodies.

Although locgl jealousies prevented a merger, both seized the chance to

draw up platforms which were found to be virtually identical} they favored
a graduated income tax, government ownership of railroads, laws against
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^

excessive- land .holdings, strict government ;economy,: ^e; abolition

tional banks, and the substitution of greenbacks for banknotes as curre^
with the Southern Alliance asking also for free silver coinage at :i6 to i;

Sectional lines had. disappeared - on fundamental issues
j ifof . all

purposes western farmers were united in a powerfuborganization,

employed politically, might move -the mountains of eastern consemtisra:- -

That heady realization sent farmers into the elections=of 1896 with^
fervor bred of a generation of pent-up resentment against low prices, cru^H- ;

ing debts, and burdensome taxes. ; .

'

A:

That they had no party through which to voice their grievances made;

no difference. In the Southwest they gained control of local Demdcratk-:

machines; in the Northwest they 'held local conventions of Alliance ’dele-r.

gates to form parties of their own—the People’s Party, Independent Party,’

Industrial Party, and Alliance Party. The campaign they waged was not

truly a campaign at all but, in the words of one observer, “a religious.reA

vival, a crusade, a pentecost of politics in which a tongue of flame sat upon-

every man, and each spake as the spirit gave him utterance.” The people

were wild with zeal as they rallied behind the holy cause. They; drove fori

miles across the hot countryside to jam picnic grounds, churches, and opera

houses; i,6oo teams converged on Hastings, Nebraska, in one day; ,cfpw^;

of 25,000 were reported in Kansas. They unfurled banners-f“We; Are

Mortgaged, All But Our Votes,” “Vested Rights Will Go Down Forever

And Human Rights Will Prevail”—-and they sang their songs; ^
, /A A

I was raised up in the kind of school,

Good-bye, my party, good-bye.

That taught to bow to money rule.

Good-bye, my party, good-bye.

And it made of me a “Kansas Fool,” :

Good-bye, my party, good-bye.

When they found I was a willing tool,

' Good-bye, my party, good-bye.

But mostly they listened to orators.
.

The evangelists of the crusade were horny-handed sons.ahd daughters or

;

toil who needed no Inspiration but fervent belief in their cause.,Miry Eliw^

beth Lease was one, a thirty-severi-year-old veteran ofTifu pfi A
homestead who told her erithralled audiences: fWi^hat

.
you farmers

,

to do is to raise less corn and more Jerry Simpson was pnpther^^^

Sailor, soldier, Kansas farmer, his ruinpled clothes inspired 'a polidcalop-.;

•pphent to remark that he probably wore no socks,:winning him thp nickn^^

1 of “Sockless Jerry Simpson.” „Another was- Ignatius Donnelly,, a b,rUli^nt,
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orator and inspired debater, whose impassioned pleas won thousands of

Minnesota farmers. Still another was James B. Weaver, of Iowa, green-

backer and politician, whose serenity in the midst of tumult proved as ef-

fective as the roaring enthusiasm of his contemporaries. But the real heroes

were not spotlighted orators
j they were the small farmers who spoke against

monopoly and gold with an effectiveness born of conviction. “The farmers,

the country merchants, the cattle-herders, they of the long chin-whiskers,

and they of the broad-brimmed hats and heavy boots,” wrote an observer,

“had also heard the word and could preach the Gospel of Populism. The

^ dragon’s teeth were sprouting in every corner of the land. Women with

skins tanned to parchment by the hot winds, with bony hands of toil and

dad in faded calico, could talk in meeting, and could talk right straight to

the point.”

Throughout the West the people, swept along by evangelical zeal,

marched grimly to the polls in the election of 1 890. The results were im-

pressive. Southern AlHance candidates won gubernatorial contests in four

states, secured control of eight legislatures, and captured forty-four seats

in the House of Representatives and three in the Senate. In the Northwest

the victories, although less startling, were still decisive. Kansans gave Al-

Jiance nominees control of the lower house of the state legislature, placed

five< of them in the House of Representatives, and sent the bewhiskered

William A. Peffer to the Senate. In Nebraska independents won both legis-

lative houses and one of the State’s three congressional seats. South Dakota

elected an independent senator, and in other states Alliance candidates took

so many votes from Republicans that an unusually large number of Demo-
crats were placed in state and national offices. The embattled farmers, with-

out' even a political organization, seemed on the road to national success.

" Alliance leaders, elated by victory and hopeful for the future, turned at

once to the task of welding their followers into a united party. A meeting of
"
1,400 delegates from Southern and Northwestern Alliances held at Cincin-

nati in May, 1891, showed the time was not yet ripe; southerners were

too hopeful of winning control of the Democratic Party to risk supporting a

third party. When representatives met again on February 22, 1892, all

doubts were dispelled} the continued conservatism of Democratic office-

holders convinced even middle-of-the-road delegates from the South that

independent action was needed to save the farmer. Realization that a new
party was to be formed lent enthusiasm to the thousands of “grey-haired,

sunburned and roughly clothed men” who gathered beneath fluttering flags

in the St. Louis Exposition Music Hall on the anniversary of the first Presi-

dent’s birth. A parade of speakers came first—Ignatius Donnelly, Mary
I-ease^ “Sockless Jerry” Simpson, Terence Powderly of the Knights of
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Labor. Then resolutions were adopted and a committee of fifteen named to

set the time and place for a convention to nominate candidates for the 1892

election. Thus was born the People’s Party. Nominations would be made,

the fifteen committeemen decided, at Omaha on July 4, 1892.

The 1,300 delegates who assembled for that epoch-making meeting first

drafted the new party’s platform. After a ringing preamble based upon

the proposition that “wealth belongs to him who creates it,” the remarkabk

document listed the demands of the farmers: free and unlimited coinage of

silver “at the present legal ratio of 16 to i,” a circulating medium of at

least $50 a person, honesty and economy in government,- a graduated in-

come tax, postal savings banks, government ownership of railroads and tele-

graph lines, abolition of alien land holdings, and the reclamation of all

lands held by “railroads and other corporations in excess of their actual

needs.” Other resolutions, not included in the platform but submitted at the

same time, urged shorter working hours for labor, laws forbidding the ad-

mission of undesirable aliens, the direct election of senators, a single term

for the President, and the general use of the initiative and referendum.

When that forward-looking program was laid before the cheering delegates

they roared their approval for forty minutes before enthusiam was stemmed.

Well they might. The “Omaha Platform” promised to lift the West from

its economic doldrums and usher in an era of justice, equality, and pros-

perity for common men throughout the nation.

Winning the election proved harder than formulating a progressive

program. The People’s Party nominee, James B. Weaver of Iowa, was a

seasoned campaigner, but his long association with agrarian reform stamped

him as a radical in the eyes of many moderates. Nor could the Populist

workhorses—Mrs. Lease, Ignatius Donnelly and all the rest—arouse the

same enthusiasm for shopworn issues they had two years before. The result

became clear when ballots were counted. The Populists cast r,000,000 votes

—about 9 per cent of the total—and carried Kansas, Nevada, Colorado, and

Idaho, as well as securing one electoral vote each from North Dakota and

Oregon. The center of agrarian discontent was in the Plains states rather

than the states bordering the Mississippi
j
in Minnesota the Populists, who

had almost won in 1890, ran a poor third.

Far from discouraged, leaders of the People’s Party looked eagerly

toward the election of 1896, confident that the nation’s unsound economy

and the stupidity of the older parties would work in their favor during the

four intervening years. They were not disappointed. Drought-withere

crops, falling prices, and mounting debts continued to win converts, but

even more effective were the blundering efforts of Republicans and Demo-

crats to solve the West’s problems. The former took the first step^ in 1890
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r 'i Rdpublican^omihated Gbiigr^s, seeking to ^Ive western,wounds, passed

• the. Sherman Silver Purchase Act, which authorized the Treasury Depart-i

: ment ito: purch'^e; 54,obO;,ck)6"^ of silver yearly—about double
,
the.

.. aikouht pr^cribed by the Bland^^Ailison Act—for coinage into silver dollar,

.paying the ‘miriers in legal-tender certificates redeemable “in gold or silver.”

; .
Thep^ not only preserved the gold standard by

. ;
‘ aiiowing , the secretary of t^ treasury to redeem silver certificates ' in gold

'

;
(a practicemniyersally' followed), but plunged the nation into a panic which

: brought agri^iah-discontent to a climax. . :

C;; The, causes the Panic of 1893 were largely psychological.

' ^ in the treasury building at Washington was a reserve of gold bullion

\ established in 1879 as backing for redeemable greenbacks in circulation.

Popular: fancy decided the reserve was the Gibraltar of American finance}

so Iprig; as, it. remained large the currency system was safe, but should it fall

^
, below. $1.06,boo,boo (a meaningless figure fixed by the public as a safety

;Tine) ,mphey would be worthless. Until 1890 the fund was well over

.12(p,000,000 5
then it began to decline as inept Republican tariffs cut down

;
: federal revenue and. cautious financiers started hoarding gold. Year after

;
year the rese^^^ until shortly after Grover Cleveland became

.;;:-ptesiderit'in .the spring of 1893, it slipped below the $100,000,000 mark.

; .:Feaf swept the: nation. Industrialists cut pay rolls, merchants ended pur-

t{ cHases, brokers dumped stocks, banks closed to escape runs, workers marched

f '.oh Washington-^ relief. For the farmer, depression meant low

-‘prices -w^ lower} corn sank below fifteen cents a bushel/

/. cotton sold for less than five cents a pound. Only one thing failed to de-

v'cline during the summer of 1 893—the debts.

. ;.,The to restore prosperity. Throughout the West
: Their anguished cry arose: stop deflation by restoring the free and unlimited

cdinagepf silver! Everywhere prophets rose to drive the message home to

//the. people. William H. Harvey was most prominent} his booklet, Coin’s

t; Fhi^ficial Sc^ for bimetallism in a language the ordinary person

. ,.
“Wdluhderstarid//^^ people back their favored primary money!”

.: ;HaiyeyWrged..“Give u two arms with which to transact business! Silver

:
the;,right -arrn and gold the left arm! Silver the money of the people and
gold-^ei'mohey .of the rich!.” But President Cleveland refused to- listen. ,

^widhmentally.conservativej he believed the panic would end ,only when

/ /public, cenfidehce,was! restored by checking the drain on the governments
gd|d .r^erve^^ Congress into special session, used his

.'
/PA^pnage-to/secur^^^^ and. won repeal of the Sherman Silver Pur-.

^ futile; gestme satisfied no one—continued redemption: of

/ ,Sf£?hbacks kept; tie, bullion reser^^ below the $100,000,000 .mark-/-while
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westerners were left apoplectic with rage.,, The^ Democrats; .they

had sold out to the bankers} the Republicahsfwere hopelessly’ r^cdBna^
The common man’s only hope was the People’s Party; t j

The hue and cry for “free silver” which followed the Panic of
, 1893 ^4

Populists an injustice. Until that.time their platforni' was; built

foundation of reform in which nionetar)' policy;played, a mmor^
delegates at the Omaha convention of 1892 .cheered the raU^^^^

more than free silver and gave the land plank “a regular,Baptist canip med-.

ing chorus.” Now other issues were forgotten as party .leaders, sensirigitiie

popular demand for inflation, staked their hope for success on silver cpiiikge;:

Their tactics not only pushed other reforms into the backgrbund-’and cost;

Populists the support of men who wanted railroad re^latipn; or a^ db

mocratized government structure, but allowed the older partied to "st^l

some of their thunder. After 1893 the nation divided along sectibhalfatBer

than political lines, with western Democrats and Republicans as rabid for

free silver as Populists, and easterners of every complexion ;
In favor: of

the gold standard. Yet inflationary sentiment was growing,; and on.,that

the People’s Party pinned its hope for victory in 1896. .

The party’s leaders agreed upon an apparently foolproof strate^ as the

crucial contest drew near} they would deky their convention until

the older parties came out against free silver, then sweep up silyeritesiiiH;}

reformers who rebelled against such archaic conseryatisrn. The, wisdopi ^
the course seemed justified when the Repubficans met in June.; Underlie:.;

influence of their genial dictator, Marcus Hanna, they nominated, the re- ;

actionary William McKinley of Ohio on a platform containing, ;art;un-;

equivocal gold plank, whereupon thirty-four western, delegates,
.
led

Senator Henry M. Teller of Colorado, walked out in disgust. Delighted;-

Populists, confident the rebels would bolster their own ranks, congratulated

themselves on their tactics as they waited for Democrats to follow a similar;;

course.
' ''

Unfortunately the Democratic Party refused to; follow the exp<

pattern. When its convention, assembled at Chicago,, silverites -froni. South;:

and West shouted down the gold minority frbna 'the East' and adopted ^

monetary plank demanding “the free and uhliniited cpihage;of both g

and silver at the present legal; ratio of sixteen , to, one.”. Then, .still .llusl

with victory, Democratic inflationists sat spellbound as a thitty-six-yeur-eld,^

delegate from Nebraska} . William Jfennihgs Bryan, praised their jacfipn.

They thrilled, to his opening words as he proclaimed his; intention, to speat

, “In defense of a cause as,holy as the cause, of liberty---the .cause of humam^^

ity }” they. hung, breathlessly on each syllable; as he castigated RepublickS;

In his iriagnificent conclusicin: “If they dare to;cbme dutdh tbd
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and defend\the gqidCstand^ii ^ a" them to the

^utter^hst* Having betend' ds.' t^^^ and the

• woridi sujjportedVby theVconm the laboring interests, and

the-: toilers;e'^ei^h^ demand for a gold standard

by-Wying tp-:them::^Y^^ press, down upon the, brow of labor this

%pwh of thorns^ you shall not crucify, mankind upon a cross of gold.”. Ora-

torylic^'rieithexday} .p.emoc^ aside preconvention favorites to

:iMke'Bryan.the]r'presidential.^didate.

• i jPbpuhsts ,wefe;;ih :a; .quanda^ they submerge their own party,

Cc^t'their .Ipt lyith- & free silver for the nation? Or

[shouldvtheyffetU,ih ;them split the silverite vote, and hand the

.UiTiited. States
-

pye^^ For the indelible re-

fotihers who: headed the; Peo political suicide was preferable to

[natiohal svuddey bettered surrender hope of glory than burden the United

: States with '-thePrbss of gpld’lfor another four years. Fusionists dominated

ihe cbnyentipri^.w Chicago in late July 1896. Bryan was

':'s,eletted %; thefpartyfs- preside . candidate . without serious opposition,

;bht;;tHe 'Maind Democrats for the vice-president’s

!office^;Arthur Sewall, was passe^^^ favor of Thomas Watson, a Georgia

PbpuIist.vThe platform -advocated in transportation, the land sys-

J:tehi,'^d.othef,matters dear hd farmers, as well as free si

jtfjThe^ ‘‘Battle ’of the 'St^ and gold—was one of the most

j bitterly ^cbntested^^ in History. Bryan, instilled with 'some of the

;Pppulists’(crusacling zeal, staged a spectacular campaign in which he traveled

;:;f3j0PP‘;miies,--yislted tw^^ and, gave four hundred em-
passjoned sp.beches.VjBehind.'^ were. the common peoplej against him the

two sides in the conflict that

W?gbd in, this- cpuhtry Pbday,” declared a Populist Manifesto. “On

;;^| .pne‘ side 'are, the allied :h the money power,
-
great

^.tpus^Jand failro.ad.;CO,rppradohs,:who..,seek the enactment of laws to benefit

,*'|bni..apd:impove^ Oh .the other are the farmers, daborem,

ad,other people who produce wealth and bear the burdens

,pf;,feaUoh.j,S y;Betweeh^^ is no middle ground.” This was a
..(dass struggle, andthe lower,classes were on t^^^ ; J

Bryan and his cohorts faced

5Mvv^^?W?^yd>bbstacles.,; Employee wage cuts or layoffs ,to -force

reflected the cdnsefyatiSrh

'f
?plidiy.'suppdrting;McKjnley. A worse handicap.was cdh-

,
H®i°A^suldng; from the candidates; of Tdpulists:

result -Was a victory . for 'McKinleyj with'J a-;majority

votes,;'and.:27i:; elec^ votes-- to-- 1 76 -for ;Biyan, -His
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Strength lay north of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi where the GrapgeV

states of the Old Northwest were now in the Republican column
j

carried all the West except Minnesota, Iowa, North Dakota^ Califofma, ^4i

Oregon, and won most of the South. McKinley’s victory—and a Gold'

Standard Act adopted in 1900—sounded the death knell of the People’^

Party. In 1900 they fused with the Democrats once more, even though

Bryan subordinated free silverism to anti-imperialism, but in 1904 and^i^oS

their own candidates were in the field. The disheartening showing-^oiily

29,000 votes in 1908—forced the party’s dissolution. , : . . ^

Even in defeat the Populists triumphed, for their decline was hastened

by a gradual realization of their demands. They wanted prosperity
j

after

1897 good times descended on the West in the wake of plentifulrrainsl

They wanted inflation
j
gold discoveries in Alaska, Africa, and Australia

poured such quantities of bullion into parched channels of trade that be^

tween 1897 and 1906 the money per capita increased from $22.9210:$32,77,

and in 1920 passed the $50 mark set by farmers as their ideal. They wanted ;

relief from debtj rising prices after 1897 allowed them to meet creditprs’f=

demands. They wanted progressive government reform
j
the consemfive I

Theodore Roosevelt gave them railroad regulation, the reactionary \YilIiattv".

Howard Taft postal savings banks, and the liberal Woodrow Wilson a -flexir .

ble currency through the medium of the Federal Reserve System.,. Tlie

initiative and referendum the Populists desired, and the recall ..they cort^:;;

sidered too radical to ask, were in general use by 1912. One.by'one; the

principles of the “Omaha Platform” were accepted, until farmers’: demands

that seemed radical in the 1890’s appeared conservative in the:i94b,’s.v : .;'

The agrarians fought a brave fight, and cannot be blamed ifthey mistook

,

temporary relief for permanent victory. When high prices in the early

twentieth century convinced them, falsely, that their battle was won^ they,

furled their banners with the relief all men feel when a conflict ends- They:

could not know the decade of the 1920’s would find their sons facing the

same grinding debts, the same starvation wages, the same ruthless explpita-

tion by eastern interests. The plight of the farmer in a settled, iiidustrialized,

continent was one of the most perplexing;problems bequeathed to future,

generations by the passing of the frontier.
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^

Second, and more important, was the impact of the disdnddve
vironment that existed in the newer settlemenj:s. This res^ted froiKc^
plex equation involving the physical environment and human aspirations!

The principal distinguishing feature of the physi^al environrhent- was the

altered man-land ratio
j

in older communities men were mapy ahd land

scarcej in the newer, the opposite was true. This meant that in the su^
sive Wests, the relatively propertyless individual had a better, chance, to

improve his social and economic status than in the heavily populated Easts

whether as farmer, merchant, professional man, or speculatorVThereJie

found comparatively unutilized resources as well as’ a
. plastic ' social

- order

that had not yet been solidified by the passage of time. One gave' him an

improved opportunity to amass wealth and property, the bther, ;a chance to

rise in society on a scale unrivaled elsewhere. Class lines ejdsted along the

frontiers, but they were less firmly drawn, and more easily breachecii than

in older communities. .

As important as physical conditions in shaping the social environment

was the inherited culture of the Anglo-American pioneers. That they tyere

uniquely equipped to capitalize on frontier opportunity for selfrbettefment

is realized when we compare the course of expansion in Spanish and Eng-

lish America. Latin America was peopled by men who canie ^rorn 'a land

' that was still emerging from its medieval pastj they. were . accustomed to

absolutism in government and religion, to a semifeudal ecohpmiic; system,

and to a society in which a variety of restraints., curbed individual, self-:

advancement. English pioneers, on the other hand, migrated from pne; of

the more advanced countries of that dayj they had been bred in the, tra-

ditions of an expanding capitalistic system, of private ownership of prop-^

erty, and of a considerable arriount of political and. ecpnomic ireeddm .for

the individual. They were equipped by training and tradition, to capitalize

on the relatively greater opportunity for self-betterment provided by, the

physical environment of the frontier. This combination of resources await'

ing use and a people with , a built-in incentive, to, use them, shapeT

social environment of frontier communities. .
;

: t
Unlike the physical environment which was rapidly altered by the frpn-:

tiersmen, this social environment extended its, influence qyeir ' both spape

and time. Attitudes instilled into pioneers by residence ,ih . a; land jwhe^^

unusual opportunity for, social .and economic progress .whetted .men’s^
bitions and shaped; their behavior inevitably spread eastward, first tP ..a

adjacent to the frontier, and ultimately, in ever-di.ibteci: form to the most

remote Easts. This was accomplished in two ways,; First, contact

frontiersmen and easterners was. constant, as visitors, travelers, lettersyapd

returning emigrants transmitted .word of the. West’s Tich^s\and inspl

imitation of westerners’ traits. Secohdi, and nlore important^ was t^
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innovate new institutions. Instead it tended to strengthen certain behavioral

patterns and weaken others, and always in slight degree. This was natural.

Human nature tends to cling to traditional practices and be skeptical of the

new. The purpose of every frontiersman was to build in the West a replica

of the social order he had known in the East, but with a higher place on

the scale reserved for himself. That his attitudes and practices were altered

in the slightest is testimony to the powerful impact of the frontier en-

vironment.

Among these none bulked larger than the changed political philosophy

and practices of the frontiersmen. In this realm the role of the successive

Wests was to accelerate the trend toward democracy long apparent in the

western world, not to innovate new theory and institutions. Parts of Europe

were well along the road toward political equalitarianism when the settle-

ment of America began
5
the frontier simply provided a congenial environ-

ment for a continuation of this trend. There the wide dispersal of land

ownership, the absence of a prior leadership structure, and the need for self-

rule to solve unique local problems mitigated against control by the few

or the distant. The men who drafted the constitutions of newly created

western states mirrored these forces
j
they proved themselves to be imita-

tive rather than creative when they copied clauses from the constitutions

of eastern states with which they were familiar, but they revealed them-

selves to be more democratic than their counterparts in the East by bor-

rowing the most liberal features of these documents. Nearly all vested

unusual power in the legislatures, which were considered more responsive

to public opinion than the governors, and most provided for a rapid rotation

of legislators by limiting office-holding to short terms. The Wests also

showed a tendency to extend the elective process to a wide range of offi-

cials} governors, legislators, school-board members, and even judges were

chosen by the people. Later in the nineteenth century the newer states of

the West pioneered in bringing legislation under popular control with such

devices as the initiative, referendum, and recall. Even more pronounced

was the tendency of frontier communities to award governing posts to

ordinary citizens who had risen from the ranks.

With the dispersal of political power went a broadening of the franchise

as property qu^ifications and reli^ous tests for voters and office holders

were swept away- Here, as in other areas, the East took the initiative}

during the Revolutionary period six eastern states liberalized their voting

laws, with Pennsylvania going so far as to open the ballot box to any tax-

payer. Yet not until the first frontier state—^Vermont—entered the Union

was complete manhood suffrage achieved. The next three states to e

formed—^Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio—contained aristocratic restric

tions, largely because their constitutions were written by members o an
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elite class that retained many prejudices normal among upper-class east-

erners. Beginning with Indiana and Illinois, western states regularly en-

tered the Union with manhood sulFrage and a governmental structure that

reflected complete faith in the people. The West did not originate political

democracy, but westward expansion expanded belief in popular rule.

If the pioneering experience fostered political democracy, it al^e-accel-

erated the emerge'nS~of a social democracy that was even more typically

iCnericanTTEis came naturally to a frontier people who lived amidst daily

"mniples of the potential equality of all men. Class lines meant little in a

land where the local ne’er-do-well might be transmuted into the town’s

richest citizen by a fortunate mining strike, the humble landowner trans-

formed into a millionaire with a lucky real-estate speculation, or the local

barmaid elevated to the peak of society’s pyramid by marrying the village

banker. With all men potentially wealthy amidst frontier opportunity, all

men should be treated as equals. Servants in the traditional sense were un-

known in the Westsj they not only demanded to be called “helpers,” but in-

sisted on dining with the family and mingling with guests as equals. These

attitudes have persisted} the taxicab driver who addresses his well-to-do

passenger as “Mac” is mirroring an extreme in social democracy that would

be unthinkable in older and less fluid societies.

American attitudes toward political and social democracy were based on

the faith that all men could achieve equality by utilizing nature’s untapped

resources. The presence along the frontiers of unique opportunities for self-

improvement similarly accentuated other traits that are today considered

typically American. One was the distinctive form of individualism that

Europeans still associate with those reared in the United States. To the

pioneer, every man was a self-dependent individual, fully capable of caring

fpr himself without the aid of society. If he fell by the wayside he had
only himself to blame, for he had not taken proper advantage of his

opportunities. Hence the frontier was distrustful of governmental meddling

with affairs of the individual. The successful man should be let alone to

achieve greater success} the unsuccessful should not be pampered for he
could succeed if he tried. There was nothing irreconcilable between this

brand of individualism and the cooperative enterprise that flourished on
every frontier. Aid from neighbors for defense, cabin raisings, corn husk-

ings, and road building was to be expected in a land where division of

labor was unknown and manpower scarce. But neither society nor govern-

ment was entitled to sprinkle roadblocks in the way of a man’s accumulation

of wealth in that same land where wealth was so easy to acquire. The!
“rugged American individualism” of the late nineteenth century was simply
frontier individualism, mouthed now by an economic elite whose philoso-

'

phy paralleled that of the pioneers.
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The unique opportunity for self-betterment in the successive Wests
similarly helped shape the attitude of Americans toward material goods.

The creation of wealth by the continuing exploitation of successive layers

of natural resources, and the steady flow of that wealth eastward, helped

engender a state of mind in which material progress became the sole ob-

jective of many people. Money was the talisman that would open the door

to elevated social status, the key to political influence, the portal to cultural

magnificence. Money, to many frontiersmen and to many Americans after

them, was the primary objective in life. Materialistic attitudes, long asso-

ciated with the United States by the citizens of other lands, are traceable

in part to frontier affluence.

So also are a number of other traits that have been identified as typical

of the United States. Hard work was the gospel of frontiersmen. With
wealth the certain destination of all who labored, and with every pioneer

community measuring its progress toward civilization by the dedication of

its inhabitants, there was no place in pioneer life for the sluggard or the

lazy. All must labor for the common good no less than the personal goodj

those who would not had no place in the social order and were pushed

aside. Although machines and automation have in the twentieth century

usurped many of the tasks formerly assigned to men, this attitude persists

in the United States. The prolonged siesta of other lands, the leisurely

luncheons, the hour-long teas, are unknown
j
only the recently introduced

“coffee break” has intruded on the routine of dedicated labor. When Amer-

icans do forsake their tasks, they turn to the no less arduous pursuit of

pleasure on the golf course, ski trails, or bowling alleys. Unhurried leisure

in the European sense in anathema to the hard-working citizenry.

The American tradition of wastefulness is also traceable to the pioneering

experience. The frontiersman had a dual reason to scorn conservation of

the natural wealth about him: resources were so plentiful that not even

the most fevered imagination could picture their depletion, and wealth

could be gained more rapidly by their exploitation than by their preser-

vation. So pioneers slaughtered the virgin forests, raped the mineral

wealth, and mined the fertility from the soil with no thought of posterity}

this was the road to fortune, not scrimping and conserving. The conser-

vationist cause has been preached with some success in the twentieth-century

United States, but among the people the habit of wastefulness persists.

The United States is today the land of the no-deposit-no-return bottle, the

beer can, the disposable tissues. American industry bases its production on

planned obsolescence, with everything from children’s toys to automobiles

cunningly contrived to disappear within a distressingly short time. The

thrift natural to Europeans is scorned in the United States.
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' Improvisation is ' Mc^Keir.;^bri(^ilxlmraci^riisteth^Jstem^

;
%e;pipnderii^^pastitFrontiersinen^ ;with;'a-;succe?sic^

^^^qblem^. where past
'

precedent did-not “ajiply y onlyrby.; d^i^i^; ixew. techr,.;;

,. niques. andrgadgetS'Wefev.they/ablelto.'expioit the ricdies about, tiiem;£^^^ :.

; So thej^Vere • qtiick' to '.experiment^ : and scornfiil .of traditional
'

practices,
,

whetherdn^sociar customs, Jeg^ practice,-, or: mechanicalidevices, TWs
,
d^

hot' . mean that .
the,. West . was the mother of invention

j
the:, leisure, . the

..

. training, and the materials neededto create new .products
,
were?laclang

'

there; But the Wests did create a demand for changed methods that offered

,

: ah incentive to eastern inventors. The result was to encourage expenmeh- , ,.

tation, throughout the land and to lessen reliance om traditionalism. ,The

mechanical innovations on which the nation’s industrial expansioh has-been

built were encouraged by the willingness of its people to try the riew rather

than' be, bound, by. the old. -Vv, .

'

,

' The relative ease with which individuals could better themselves in the

West 'bred the habit of moving about, for physical mobility
,
is phly h .,

. manifestation of social mobility. With progress, the order of the. day, nieh -

..- .were tempted to, shift their homes often as they sought, more abundant

’ opportunity. Had the social order, been static, there would have, existed; •

ho such temptation, and the extent of internal migration would have been;
'

.no greater than in the Europe of the eighteenth- and nineteenth centuries;

.But opportunity did knock, and so they moved—from East to. West);from,

,

farm to tpwn^ from town to city. Others followed, td fill the places ;they .

•
' yamtedj some: from Europe as immigrants, others from the East,. biit alT.

„ attractedby the’ dream of self-improvement. (This repeated moving lessened

; the.sense of attachment to place that was nornial in, morel stabilized socie-

., ties. Even today Americans are a mobile ,people,lJess: bound, to;, the,: faxnily

.
.
homestead than their counterparts in older.lands. ..

' I/' ;
1; ...>

. The. frontiering experience also endowed , Americans with' certain atti-

tudes that persist down to the present.. The
,
rosy optimism; -with which

the people ' of the .United. States contemplate' the future has,; long-, .

.'.
.
been recognized as distinct. The fr6ntiersmari;Was. a.confirmed:,optirnist aridv-

.l .with good reason} life in, a new land where progress,was the order" ofIthd ,:,

,.
,, day,, where continuous inaprovement

.was Iheyikble).encouraged, .the':belibf : ,.v

;^::ihatltomo^ow would surely be ^better;than'- today.. Nowhere wasdhed‘gp- ; i

hetter exemplified than, iii- the;,successive.- Wests of the' nine-, ./I

rteenth century
5
with Unbounded fespufces awaiting .explditatibh,‘-with a
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:. 9^ hs,Tiches} with specuiatidn in;^^ pidneefawere,;>

; 1 ,

.cpcWly.:cphfident. of:a betteriftitiire aslthey-hurried to reach the.pot that they -

-
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.Ir.hnew .tc?; be"'at the. efid ,6fthe 'rainbow^ -.Faith ih the future.-was

. a, built-in. 'by;h'‘:j

;?,^;pfoduct;df^frontier:'abund^ce),^^^^^ %: k?
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This extended to the pioneer’s faith in nation as well as in himself. Jus^

as he was sure that he would become a millionaire with the next move to

a new frontier, so was he sure that his country was destined to become the

greatest power in all creation. How could it fad with a hardy people and

the world’s most richly endowed land! So frontiersmen boasted tiresomely

of the rosy future when the United States would have the strongest army,

the mightiest navy, the most extensive territories on the globe. This

aggressive nationalism was heightened by the frontier habit of moving
about, which lessened local attachments, and by the partnership between

state and national governments needed to build roads and canals, dispose

of the public domain, and in many other ways care for the needs of an

expanding people. The ardent nationalism that characterized the United

States during the nineteenth century, and that persists today in more

sophisticated form, was in part a product of the pioneering experi-

ence.

The composite frontiersman who emerged from the frontier process

defies accurate description, partly because his habits and attitudes varied

with time and place, partly because his conduct was governed no less by

the inherited traits that he carried west with him, than by the social en-

vironment in which he lived. In general, however, that environment en-

dowed him with identifiable characteristics. He was materialistic, mobile,-

versatile, inventive, wasteful, optimistic, and nationalistic. He believed

in democracy, and shaped his governments and his social attitudes to con-

form to that belief. He scorned precedent and tradition. He was individ-

ualistic to the extent that he resented governmental interference in his

own economic affairs, but -he was willing to co-operate with his neighbors

for the public good. Above all, the frontiersman was a practical opportunist,

little concerned with the past or with theory, and concerned primarily with

devising habits and institutions that would allow him to utilize most

efficiently the abundant resources amidst which he lived.

This attitude meant trouble when the frontier passed from the American

scene. For the three centuries needed to settle the continent, generation after

generation had looked to the receding area of free land in the West as

a region of potential opportunity. Actually few easterners could go therej

most lacked the skills or wealth or spirit of adventure needed to grapple

with a primitive wilderness. Yet all solaced themselves with the belief that

in time of stress that secure harbor awaited tliem or their neighbors. AH

thought too that the United States was great because newly tapped resources

turned the wheels of industry, prosperous because the continuous westward

drain of surplus manpower kept wages up and the living standard high.

Whether true or false, these concepts were so often voiced by orators,
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writers, and politicians that they were accepted by a majority of nineteenth-

century Americans. Belief in the frontier as a source of opportunity, strength,

and wealth was rooted in the national tradition.

To make matters even worse, most Americans were confident that the

area of free land would last forever. Every school book provided them

with staggering statistics concerning the public domain; the United States,

they knew, acquired 1,465,000,000 acres of land between 1783 and 18605

enough, when made into 160 acre farms, to provide homes for 9,000,000

families. Not even the most feverish imagination could picture such a sup-

ply being exhausted in a mere half-century 5 surely the secretary of war had

been right in 1827 when he confidently reported that five hundred years

would be required to fill the West. Lulled by such prospects, and unaware

as were western “boomers” that most of the lands beyond the Mississippi

were unsuitable for habitation, the great mass of the people in the i88o’s

still looked to a rosy future of continuous expansion. To them the announce-

ment of the Superintendent of the Census in 1890 that the country’s *‘un-

settled area has been so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement that

there can hardly be said to be a frontier line” remaning, came as a distinct

shock. Since that time they have been adjusting themselves—economically,

psychologically, and politically—to life in a nonexpanding land.

The economic impact of the passing of the frontier was comparatively

slight, largely because the westward movement continued after 1890 as

before. Good land still waited newcomers in the West, for despite the pro-

nouncement of the Census Bureau, only a thin film of population covered

that vast territory. All the Far West, with the exception of California, con-

tained fewer farms in 1890 than the single state of Mississippi, and only

half as many as Ohio. Even the tiny state of Delaware which, as one of its

citizens once remarked, had three counties at low tide and two at high,

boasted more forms than Idaho or Montana, three times as many as Wyo-
ming, and seven times as many as Arizona or Montana. Nor was this dis-

crepancy due entirely to the larger forms of the semiarid trans-Mississippi

country} in the entire area, again omitting California, only twice as many
acres were under cultivation as in the single state of Ohio. Seekers after

economic betterment could still follow Horace Greeley’s advice in the first

years of the twentieth century as they had in the nineteenth.

They did so. Through the history of man’s migrations population has

tended to flow away from regions of excessive competition and declining

opportunity to newer areas where lands are cheaper, competitors fewer, and
the chances for speculative gain greater. To thousands of Americans, re-

ading in this normal way, the West was still the land of promise. They con-
tinued to move there} some to fill the gaps between widely scattered forms
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in previously settled lands j- others to new frontiers in Montana and Idaho;

The lands were not the best in the West—those had beeri usurped by thdfirst'
^

comers—but that did not deter homeseekers in ;a ;day when;such. sdenti&

improvements as irrigation and dry farming proihised to. trarisforin de:serts

into fertile fields.. The persistence of the westward mtoyement during .the

first years of the twentieth century was shown by the continuing .demarid i

for government land} four times as many acres were: homesteaded: afer

1890 as before, and twice as many sinceT9io as in. the prior fifty years; The;

continued drift westward was also demonstrated by the; steadyTuoyemeht

of the . nation’s center of population} in 1890 this piedian point

central Indiana} in 1920 it lay sbcty-two miles farther westward}, by?' 1940
it had advanced another thirty-five mileS} and:by 196Q it had; reached the;

vicinity of Salem in Illinois. The “westward tilt’’
,
of the, continent .was

still draining people toward the Pacific, as it had through -the country’^

adolescent years.

Nor was the trans-Mississippi area the only frontier attracting. Americans

during the opening decades of the twentieth century. Pioneers, heyerlrespect-

ers of international boundaries, found a new land of opportunity .ih- the.

Prairie Provinces of Canada. Attention turned to that fertile, country-as;

soon as cheap lands vanished in the United States} betwe;en 1900 and ;i92ci

almost 300,000 Americans made their way northward to homestead 'in,

Manitoba, Alberta, or Saskatchewan. So great was the rush that the scehes;

were reminiscent of some of the earlier migrations to; the.;western frohder:

thousands crowded on trains of the “Soo Line’’ from SWPajii:tp; Portal

thousands of others moved north in caravans of covered wagons'- The: lurP^

was cheap land, accentuated as always by the speculative profibs: waiting im^

migrants. A farmer who could sell his 320-acre Dakota: farm in 19 10. for ,$50

an acre, then purchase a similar homestead in Saskatchewan for $W.ah acre,

could count on a profit of some $14,000 even :after;deductirig his rnow^^^^^

expenses. Moreover he was sure that his new farm would yieldieiqu^lly large

speculative returns. “There is,” one explained, ,“no way people, can.;p.ick,;up

$3,000 easier than to come up and homestead,here for three years.

will be 160 acres for nothing, and if the land is hriy. good} at the:ehd;^o^^

three years,you can sell it for $20 an acre.” Those were the prpsppck that

lured opportunity-seekers to, the fdast best West.” :
:

. o; ; v

Continued expansion into the Canadian Northwest, and; the submarg.M^^^^^

lands of the American Far.West softened the inipact of the frontier’^.

ing on the nation’s, economy but -had little influence on .the popWaf;mihd.

The psychological effects of the dramatic Census; Bureau, annouricemeripof

1 890 ,
far .outweighed: the ,,matenal., .SuddenlyLunexpe,ctei^iy, ;

the nation

realized that. it&, age';of expansion wash over, itsiage of adjustment to.^
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boundaries at hand. To thousands of thinking citizens the implications

seemed staggering. Overnight they must answer a dozen difficult ques-

tions. Could the farmer, who had traditionally produced cash crops with

little capital expenditure on. permanent improvements, adjust himself to

the European habits of soil conservation and stability? Could the worker,

who (in popular belief at least) had been able to escape economic storms by

fleeing westward, maintain the high wages on which the nation’s living

standm'd was based? Could the government, which (it was fondly believed)

had been kept on an even keel by the escape of discontented elements

through a frontier “safety valve,” prevent “radicals” from gaining con-

trol? Could the national economy, which had been geared for three cen-

turies to continuous expansion, survive without new natural resources to

exploit? Little wonder that the American people, asking themselves these

questions and others like them, succumbed to a panicky fear that helped

transform their rural economy, their foreign policy, and their theories of

government.

Their hysteria was no better shown than in the skyrocketing prices for

farm lands and commodities during the first two decades of the twentieth

century. To the farmer this was a delightful—and unaccountable—phe-

nomenon. Since the Panic of 1 873 he had watched the cash return from his

crops sink lower and lower, as debts mounted and political discontent grew

in proportion. Then, suddenly, in 1897 the tide turned. Buyers offered

decent prices for wheat, corn that had not been worth marketing began to

flow eastward once more, and livestock was in steady demand. For the next

years prices moved rapidly upward. Taking the year 1899 as a standard with

commodity values at 100, the price index during the following decade was:

1900, 106.4 j
i 905> 1335 19 10} 189.2. The upward spiral was arrested

somewhat after 1910, only to climb again with the outbreak of World War
I and the mounting demand for American foodstuffs in warring Europe.

During all those years, and until 1920, the farmer experienced a prosperity

that he had almost forgotten how to enjoy.

The reasons for this inflationary trend in agricultural prices were many.
Partly responsible was the general upward swing of the price index as new
gold discoveries in Alaska, Africa, and Australia increased the world’s

supply of money. Partly to blame, too, was the working of the law of supply

and demand} lagging farm production during the drought and low-price

years between 1887 and 1896 had failed to keep pace with the needs of

the growing population. New industrial uses for corn and other farm
produce also increased demand just at a time when the supply was short.

Those were the real reasons for agricultural prosperity in the early twentieth
century, but to the average American another seemed even more important.
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The connection between mounting prices and the close of the frontier was
Inescapable. American lands were running out!

Popular reaction to this grim realization was expressed in several ways.

Scholars wrote warnings to future generations in which the term, “law of

diminishing returns,” frequently figured. Beyond a certain limit of produc>

tiveness, they pointed out, an increased application of labor and capital to

natural resources would not result in a proportionate Increase in yield. The
United States had reached that point with the end of the frontier} the

virgin fertility of the soil was skimmed off and production in the future

would be more halting and expensive. Hence, the prophets insisted, the

era of cheap food had passed forever j no longer would American grains

allow the world’s population to increase as it had in the nineteenth century}

no longer could people concentrate in cities and be assured a cheap living.

Ahead lay a period of moimting prices, growing scarcity, and a declining

standard of living. In the future natural resources must not be squandered}

salvation depended on saving and conservation.

Other less responsible seers were even more calamitous as they viewed

the end of the era of free land. “With our increasing population,” wrote

Theodore Roosevelt, “the time is not far distant when the problem of sup*

plying our people with food will become pressing.” Said another public

leader: ‘We must increase production per acre by more intelligent methods,

or we must face the relentless certain day when we shall not produce

enough to supply our own necessities.” Even James J. Hill, president of the

Great Northern Railroad and thorough student of western conditions, re-

flected the general alarm: “in twenty-five years,” he wrote, “we shall have

a nation-wide famine.” Amidst such forebodings the nation hurried to pre-

serve its dwindling food supplies against the day of scarcity} exports of

wheat to Europe fell off 100,000,000 bushels in the first decade of the

twentieth century.

When prophets and public spokesmen voiced such alarming sentiments,

little wonder that the ordinary people succumbed to hysterical fear. This

was best shown in the skyrocketing of land prices between 1900 and 1920.

Everyone wanted farm land, to hold against the day when real famine would

send values to even more stratospheric levels. So they rushed to buy} re-

tired farmers bought farm after form with assurance that their savings

were safer than in a bank} eastern capitalists shipped their money westward

to share in the virtually guaranteed profits} owners of small ferrm mort-

gaged their paid-for acres to buy still more. With demand unlimited and

the supply restricted the resulting price rise was inevitable. Lands ^
miles from a railroad that had sold for $3 an acre in the 1870’s went {reefy

in 1910 at $150 an acre. Between 1900 and 1910 prices for farm lands
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throughout the United States increased Ii8.i per centj in Nebraska the

increase was 231.8 per cent, in North Dakota 321.3 per cent, in Idaho 353

per cent, in South Dakota 377.1 per cent. During the next decade prices

continued to rise, but at a less rapid pace.

This upward spiraling of land values inevitably affected the farmer. His

immediate reaction was one of delighted approval. Never had he known

such prosperity} not only did high commodity prices assure him a com-

fortable living, but the rapid increase in the value of his property trans-

formed him into a wealthy man through no effort of his own. Had he but

known, however, those high land prices forecast a troubled future. They

meant, for one thing, that he would have to resort to crop specialization to

secure an adequate return on his invested capital. By 1920 the one-crop

system was as firmly planted in the West as in the South, with hard spring

wheat grown almost exclusively in the northern Plains country, hard winter

wheat between northern Texas and southern Nebraska, corn in the area

about Iowa, and dairy products in the urbanized regions of Illinois, Wis-

consin, eastern Iowa, and southern Minnesota. Farmers whose future was

mortgaged to one crop were less well equipped to withstand periods of

drought or low prices than those practicing diversified agriculture. Even

more dangerous was the increase in farm tenancy as eastern investors or

western syndicates rushed to secure land in that day of rising prices. By

1920, forty per cent of the farms of Iowa and fifty per cent of the farms

of Illinois were owned by absentee landlords. Although tenancy was as low

as twenty per cent in some of the newer regions of the West, the trend was

clearly toward a system of absentee ownership, share cropping, and the de-

velopment of a peasant class.

1 American agriculture could have withstood the disadvantages of special-

ization and tenancy if the demand for produce had continued high, and if

no new competitors had appeared. Unfortunately for the farmer, fate de-

creed that neither should be the case. Demand steadily declined as the

population, which had been growing rapidly in Europe and America during

the nineteenth century, leveled off in the twentieth, a victim of modern
warfare and a lowered birth rate. Moreover the restrictive immigration laws

of the 1920’s further restricted the farmers’ markets by cutting down the

number of food-consuming aliens reaching the East. Equally damaging was
the intrusion of new competitors into the world’s markets. New hitherto-

undeveloped lands brought tinder cultivation during the prosperous years

of the early twentieth centurj'—in Canada, Australia, South America, and
Russia especially—were by the igao’s pouring their cheap produce into the
food baskets of the western world. Now the American farmer must com-
pete with them, as well as with the improved yields of his own neighbors.
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made possible by technical improvements and increased care in cultivation

The result was far from that envisaged by the seers of the early twentieth

century. Instead of having too little food, the nation found itself with too

much. The artificial demand created by World War I kept prices up until

1920, then the break came. The total farm income of the United States,

which had touched a high point of $17,600,000,000 in 1919, slumped

to only $10,260,000,000 that year. Six years later it had crept up to

$12,985,000,000, but with the industrial depression of 1929 it started

down again, reaching $6,900,000,000 in 1931. During the next decade,

and until a second world war provided temporary relief, the American

farmer existed only through federal bounty. Such were the results of over-

expansion in land and prices that followed the closing of the frontier.

The end of the era of westward expansion, although most notable in its

effect on the farmer, was not without influence on other aspects of American

life. One immediate result was to strengthen popular support for the na-

tion’s newly launched imperialistic foreign policy. To say that the vanishing

frontier was alone responsible for the jingoism of the 1890’s would be a

gross exaggeration; improved transportation facilities, the demand of in-

dustrialists for markets, the export of surplus capital abroad, and the exam-

ple set by European nations were all equally important. Yet, for the man

on the street, there was a direct connection between the Census Bureau’s

announcement of 1890 and the need for overseas possessions. With oppor-

tunity drawing to a dose within the nation’s borders, he reasoned, the

government’s duty was to provide areas for exploitation elsewhere. Hence

he gave enthusiastic approval as his leaders grabbed Puerto Rico and the

Philippines from Spain in 1898, added the Hawaiian Islands and other

Pacific possessions during the next years, muscled Panama from Colombia

in 1903, and extended American rule over the Caribbean during the next

decade. To many Americans these lands were new frontiers, waiting de

velopment by a new type of pioneer from the United States.

More thoughtful men, realizing that no amount of external expansion

could replace the vanishing lands of the West, recognized that the nation

must learn to live within its fixed borders. This, they saw, would require

a new and more positive role for the federal government. In the past the

limitless opportunity awaiting everyone in the expanding United States

minimized the need for governmental interference in the affairs of indi-

viduals. Men could look after themselves; Congress could stand aside while

the citizens worked out their own economic destiny amidst the plentiful

natural resources available in the nineteenth century. In the future chances

for individual success would lessen as free lands vanished. Instead compe-

tition for the limited resources remaining would inevitably increase as the
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continent filled in. Only positive government action would prevent the

development of a dog-eat-dog social order in which the few would gain

at the expense of the many.

This realization has shaped the political philosophy of progressive

American statesmen virtually since the beginning of the twentieth century.

It underlay the conservation policies and “trust busting” of Theodore

Roosevelt’s “Square Deal,” which was rooted in the belief that competition

for the nation’s dwindling resources must be controlled by the federal

government. It shaped Woodrow Wilson’s “New Freedom,” which sought

to assure continued economic opportunity for the individual by checking

in4ustriai monopoly. It inspired Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “New Deal,”

with its understanding that government must offer the people security and

opportunity formerly provided by the “safety valve” of the frontier. It

governed the “Fair Deal” of Harry S. Truman and the “New Frontier”

of John F. Kennedy, both designed to provide a better world through

legislation rather than through the completely free enterprise possible in

an expanding sodal order. And it was implicit in the “Great Society” of

Lyndon B. Johnson with its acceptance of the belief that the state must care

for a variety of needs formerly provided by frontier opportunity. Franklin

D. Roosevelt summed up not only his own but the nation’s post-frontier

philosophy when he declared in a radio address in 1935 : “We can no longer

escape into virgin territory: we must master our environment. . . . We
have been compelled by stark necessity to unlearn the too comfortable

superstition that the American soil was mystically blessed with every kind of

immunity to grave economic maladjustments, and that the American spirit

of individualism—all alone and unhelped by the cooperative efforts of

government—could withstand and repel every form of economic disar-

rangement or crisis.”

Acting upon this premise, these and other statesmen of the twentieth

century worked diligently to awaken a reluctant American people to the

necessities of a closed-space existence. They sought to curb industrial mo-
nopolies, made suddenly more dangerous in a land where opportunity for

competition in new areas had diminished. They tried to regulate the coun-

try’s distribution fecilities, lest excessive profits for middlemen lower the

standard of living. They encouraged workers and farmers to act co-opera-

tively in an effort to wring a more equitable share of the nation’s wealth

from industry. They set up social security systems to provide old-age pen-

sions, unemployment relief, and disability payments for those temporarily
or permanently unable to cope with the problems of society. They at-

tempted, in other words, to secure for individuals through positive govern-
mental action the social welfare and economic opportunity that was once
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- That the West itself opposed rather than aided this adjustment is not sutv

prising. There the,: frontier traditions; of..individualism,' surfate-skimmiti^

waste, brash over-confidence, and reckless speculation were best peijetu-

atedj the pioneer had always been too iabsorbed in his own pursuit of wealth

to pay much attention to thb needs of society. Moreover the West had

throughout its history, been a stronghold of political cpnserva.tism, despite

outraged cries of easterners against western “radicalism.”; Its: periodic pf6-^

tests were really leveled against change, and its fundamental desire ;was-tb

maintain the democratic, agrarian, social order of the eighteenth century,

in the increasingly industrialized world of the nineteenth .and: twentieth

centuries. This was the purpose of the wild “nien of the. western. water^’

who in Jackson’s day lifted their voices against the financial, policies
: of

New England manufacturers. This was the ambition of-the’Grarigefs who

in the 1870’s urged an end to monopolies and a return; to free compefition;

This was the hope of the Populists, who in the 1890’s pleaded.for the easier,

money supply that the nation had known before a capitalistic creditor clasi

took over the reins of government. And this was the dream of the farmers

who in the 1930’s shifted the center of conservative Republicanism to the

upper plains states in their vain effort to check a “New Deal”; which; prom-

ised to adjust the entire nation to the needs of a modern industrial;,wdrlHy

or the Southerners and Southwesterners who in 1964 embraced h:presides

tial candidate whose refusal to accept the realities of post-frontier life won

the enthusiastic endorsement of those who shared with him a love of the

status cjuo. h-'-''

Thus the passing of the frontier has important political implications for

the future. As western agrarian influence declines in Arherican politics, .with

the corresponding shift in power to the industrial centers of the East, the

way will be opened for the triumph of those newer forces that are today

equipping the United States to face the problems of the twentieth century.

The hardy, self-reliant men and women who through three centudM con-

quered the continent have played their role in the drama of Anienca,n de-,

velopmentj as they pass from the scene a new generation, freed frcim the

prejudices of an outworn past where the needs of individuals transcended

the needs of society, will blaze the trails into the newer world of cp-bpera-

tive democracy that is America’s future.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

I THE FRONTIER
HYPOTHESIS

The Turner Thesis. Any study of the

American frontier should begin with the

stimulating essay by Frederick Jackson Tur-

ner, “The Significance of the Frontier in

American History,” in the same author’s TAe

FroniitT *» Atnsrkaa History (New York,

igjo). This volume contains numerous other

essays dealing with aspects of the problem,

while still more are in. Turner’s TAe Signifi-

cance of Sections in American History (New

York, 193a). His earlier essays, several of

which reveal the evolution of the frontier

concept in hh mind, arc in T/te Early Writ-

ings of Frederick Jackson Tumer (Madison,

Wise., 1938). Essays dealing specifically

with the theory of the frontier have been

assembled in Ray A, Billington, ed., Frontier

and Section: Selected Essays of Frederick

Jackson Turner (Englewood Cliffs, N.J,,

1951), Previously unpublished lectures, es-

says, and letten by Turner, made available

when his papers were opened to scholars

at the Henry E, Huntington Library and

Art Gallery in i960, have been published

in two volumes by Wilbur R. Jacobs, cd.,

Frederick Jackson Tsirner^s Legacy: Un-

fublisked Writiisgt in American History

(San Marino, Calif,, 1965), and The His-

torical World of Frederick Jackson Turner

(New Haven, Conn., 1966), Items dealing

with his life and thought published origi-

nally in the WiscoisA/s Magazine of History

were collected in a volume commemorating

the centennial of his birtlt: Lawrence Bur-

nette, Jr., ed„ Wisconsits Witness So Fred-

erick Jackson Turner (Madison, Wise.,

1961),

No full-length biography of Turner has

been written, but the brief sketch prepared

by Merle Curti, Frederick Jackson Turner

(Mexico, D.F., 1949), is excellent. This has

h«n reprinted in Burnette, cd., Wisconsin

Witness to Frederick Jackson Turner, pp,
*75~ao4. Three articles by Ray A, Billing-

ton, based on his unpublished letters, ,ite;

"Young Fred Turner,” WM.H., XLVI
" (.Autumn, 1961), “Frederick Jackson Tur-

765

ner Comes to Harvard,” M.H.S., Proceed-

ings, LXXIV (tgds), and “Why Some

Historians Rarely Write History; A Case

Study of Frederick Jackson Turner,”

M.VdiJi,, L (June, 1963). Fulmer Mood,

“Turner’s Formative Period,” in The Early

Wriihtgs of Frederick Jackson Turner, 3-39,

is a general sketch. This same volume con-

tains a bibliography of Turner’s writings

compiled by Everett E. Edwards.

The development of Turner as a historical

thinker is the theme of such works as Fulmer

Mood, “The Development of Frederick

Jackson Turner as a Historical Thinker,”

Colonial Society of Massachusetts, Trans-

actions, XXXIV (December, 1939) $
Fulmer

Mood, “The Historiographic Setting of Tur-

ner’s Frontier Essay,” A.H., XVII (July,

>943)* 3nd Rudolph Freund, “Turner’s

Theory of Social Evolution,” A.H., XIX
(April, 1945). Earlier writers who partially

explored the frontier concept are discussed

in Herman C. Nixon, “The Precursors of

Turner in tlie Interpretation of the American

Frontier,” S.A.Q., XXVIII (January, 1919),

in Fulmer Mood, “The Concept of the

Frontier, 1871-1898; Conunenis on a Select

List of Source Documents,” AJI., XIX
(January, 1945) and especially John T.

Juricek, “American Usage of the Word
‘Frontier’ from Colonial Times to Frederick

Jackson Turner,” A P.S. Praceediisgs, CX
(February, 1966). Turner’s influence as a

teacher is described in Wilbur R. Ja-

cobs, “Frederick Jackson Turner—Master

Teacher,” P.H.R., XXIII (February, 1954).

The same author re-examines Turner’s

frontier theories as seen in previously un-

published letters in “Frederick Jackson

Turner,” A.W., I (Winter, 1964), reprinted

in Turner, Bolton, atsd Webb: Three Hit-

torians of the American FrosUier (Seattle,

1965).

Numerous sdiolars have explored Turner’s

methodology and historical concepts. The

best of the resulting studies are: Merle Curti,

“The Section and the Frontier in American

History; The Methodological Concepts of

Frederick Jackson Turner,” in Stuart A.
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Rice, ed., Methods in Social Science (Chi-

cago, 1931), Norman D. Harper, “Turner

the Historian: ‘Hypothesis’ or ‘Process’?”

University of Kansas City RevietUy XVII [

(Autumn, 1951), and Norman D, Harper,

“Frontier and Section, a Turner ‘Myth’?”

Historical Studies, Australia and Neflu Zea-

land, No. 18 (May, 1952). Of value in this

connection are the less ambitious studies by

Carl Becker, “Frederick Jackson Turner,” ip

Howard W. Odum, ed., American Masters

of Social Science (New York, 1927), Avery

Craven, “Frederick Jackson Turner,” in

William T. Hutchinson, ed., Marcus W,
Jernegan Essays in American Historiography

(Chicago, 1937), Avery Craven, “Frederick

Jackson Turner, Historian,” WM.H., XXV
(June, 1942), Avery Craven, “Frederick

Jackson Turner and the Frontier Approach,”

University of Kansas City Review, XVIII

(Autumn, 1951)5 and Avery Craven, “The

‘Turner Theories* and the South,” J.S.H., V
(August, J939). Gilman M. Ostrander,

“Turner and the Germ Theory,” A.H.,

XXXII (October, 1958), demonstrates Tur-

ner’s acceptance of a historical concept popu-

lar at the time he wrote. Two excellent

articles by Lee Benson, printed originally in

historical journals, are “Achille Loria’s In-

fluence on American Economic Thought:

Including His Contributions to the Frontier

Hypothesis,” and “The Historical Back-

ground of Turner’s Frontier Essay,” both

published in that author’s Turner and Beard

(Glencoe, 111 ., i960).

Criticisms of the Hypothesis. The exten-

sive literature on the Turner thesis is sum-

marized in Gene M. Gressley, “The Turner

Thesis—a Problem in Historiography,” A.H.,

XXXII (October, 1958), Walter Run-

dell, Jr., “Concepts of the ‘Frontier’ and tlie

‘West,’” A. and W., I (Spring, 1959), and

Ray A, Billington, The Asnerican Frontier

(2nd edn., Washington, D.C., 1965). Criti-

cism began in the 1920*3 with John C. Al-

mack, “The Shibboleth of the Frontier,”

H.O., XVI (May, 1925), which attacked

the thesis from a Marxian point of view. The

assault was continued by Charles A. Beard,

“Culture and Agriculture,” S.R.L., V (Octo-

ber, 1928), which charged that the frontier

thesis explained the American past less ar.

curately than such economic forces as capi-

talisln, the slave system, and labor conflicts;,

and by Louis M. Hacker, “Sections-or

Classes,” N., CJCXXVII (July, 1933), which

condemned Turner for ignoring the class

conflict. Frederic L. Paxson, “Generation

of Frontier Hypothesis,” P.H.R., II (March,

1933), summed up these early criticisms

although he generally favored the frontier

hypothesis.

More serious were the attacks levied by

historians after Turner’s death in 1932. One

of his contentions, that American democracy

originated in the West, was disputed by

Benjamin F. Wright, Jr., in two essays:

“American Democracy and the Frontier,”

Y.R., XX (December, 1930), and “Political

Institutions and the Frontier,” in Dixon R,

Fox, ed.. Sources of Culture in the Middle

West (New York, 1934). Both emphasized

the world trend toward democracy and

pointed out the imitative nature of western

political institutions. Turner’s assertion that

the frontier acted as a “safety valve” for op-

pressed eastern workers was challenged in

Carter Goodrich and Sol Davison, “The

Wage Earner and the Western Movement,”

P.S.Q., L (June, 1935), and LI (March,

1936), and Murray Kane, “Some Considera-

tions on the Safety Valve Doctrine,” M.F.

H.R., XXIII (September, 1936). They

were answered by Turner’s- staunchest de-

fender, Joseph Schafer, in three articles:

“Some Facts Bearing on the Safety-Valve

Theory,” W.M.H., XX (December, I 936)^

“Concerning the Frontier as Safety Valve,”

P.S.Q., LII (September, 1937), and “Was

the West a Safety Valve for Labor,

M.V.H.R., XXIV (December, 1937 )- Sclu-

fer’s meager statistics were questioned in

Carter Goodrich and Sol Davison, “The

Frontier as Safety Valve: A Rejoinder;

’

P.S.Q., LIII (June, 1938).

The failure of the frontier to attract east-

ern workers was demonstrated in Fred A,

Shannon, “The Homestead Act and the Labor
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Surplus,” A.H.R., XLI (July, 1936), svhile

Rufus S. Tucker, “The Frontier aa an Outlet

for Surplus Labor,” S.E.J., VII (October,

1940), analyzed population trends to reach

the same conclusion. That eastern workers

could not afford to move to the frontier was

demonstrated in Clarence H. Danhof, “Farm-

Making Costs and ‘Safety Valve’, i8so-fio,”

XLIX (June, 1941). and “Economic

Validity of the Safety-Valve,” Sup-

plement (December, i94»)- A “final” word

on the subject was voiced by Fred A. Shan-

non, “A Post Mortem on the Labor-Safety-

Valve Theory,” XIX (January, 1945)1

which argued that the frontier after the

1840’s was not even an outlet for potential

wage earners.

During the 1940’s various other aspects

of the Turner thesis came under attack.

Murray Kane, “Some Considerations on the

Frontier Concept of Frederick Jackson Tur-

ner,” M.F.ffJ?., XXVII (December, 1940),

' contended that Turner was at fault for ex-

plaining migration solely in geographic

terms, rather than as a complex social phe-

nomenon. James C. Malin, Essays its His~

lariography (Lawrence, Kans., 1946), simi-

larly deplored Turner’s emphasis on a “space

concept” to the exclusion of other forces.

More devastating were tivo articles by

George W. Pierson, “The Frontier and

Frontiersmen of Turner’s Essays,”

LXIV (October, 1940), and “The Frontier

and American Institutions,” N,B,Q., XV
(June, 1942), the first questioning that

American traits stemmed largely from the

frontier experience, the second tliat the

country’s institutions derived from the w est-

em environment. Carlton J. H. Hayes, “The
American Frontier—^Frontier of What?”
AJIR., LI (January, 1946), deplored the

nationalistic implications of the frontier hy-
pothesis. Most of these criticisms svere re-

peated in Richard Hofstadter, “Turner and
the Frontier Myth,” A.S,, XVIII (Autumn,
« 949).

In more recent years, scholars have shown
jn Increasing tendency to re-examine the
frontier thesis on its own' merits rather
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than to belabor Turner’s statement of that

thesis. Earl Pomeroy, “Toward a Reorien-

tation of Western History; Continuity and

Environment,” M.V.H.R., XLI (March,

*955)1 urged a reappraisal of the thesis to

determine the relative role of tradition and

environment in shaping the American char-

acter. Critics of Turner’s political concepts

were partially answered in Stanley Elkins

and Eric McKitrick, “A Meaning for

Turner’s Frontier,” P.S.0., LXIX (Septein-

ber, 1954), and (December, 1954), with

proof that the frontier experience did ac-

celerate the democratic trend, while Roy F.

Nichols, “The Territories; Seedbeds of

Democracy,” N.H., XXXV (September,

*954)1 showed that the recurring rebirth of

political institutions also strengthened democ-

racy. More significant was the careful study

by Merle Curti, T/se Making of an Ameri-

can Cominunity (Stanford, Calif., 1959),

which employed statistical evidence to dem-

onstrate the impact of the frontier environ-

ment on the democratic social and political

structure of Trempealeau County, Wiscon-

sin, as it emerged from wilderness to civili-

zation. John D. Barnhart, Valley of Democ-

racy; The Frontier versus the Plantation in

the Ohio Valley, lyy^—tSsB (Bloomington,

Ind., J953) examines the emergence of

political institutions in this area to reveal

the extent of imitation and democratic in-

novation.

Ray A. Billington, America’s Frontier

Heritage (New York, 1966), attempts to

reappraise the frontier’s influence in terms of

modern social science scholarship; the same

author made an earlier and briefer statement

of his views in “The Frontier in American

Thought and Character,” in Archibald R.

Lewis and Thomas F, McGann, eds., The

New World Looks At Its History (Austin,

Tex., 1963). Other students have re-

examined aspects of the frontier thesis to

determine their validity. Suggested tech-

niques for dealing with the problem are

discussed in Allan Bogue, “Social Theory

and the Pioneer,” A.H., XXXIV (January,

i960), while that author shows that pioneers
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were prone to innovate in “Pioneer Farmers

and Innovation,” IJ.H.P., LVI (January,

1958). That the pioneering experience was

a spur to nationalism is argued in Daniel J.

Elazar, T/fe American Partnership (Chicago,

xpSz), while David W. Noble, Historians

Against History: The Frontier Thesis and-

the National Covenant in American His-

torical Writing since 1830 (Minneapolis,

1966) deplores the nationalizing impact of

the thesis itself. Warren 1. Susman, “The

Useless Past: American Intellectuals and the

Frontier Thesis: 1910-1930,” B.R., XI

(March, 1963), shows that intellectuals of

the pre-depression years revolted against the

frontier concept because of its nationalistic

implications. A case study showing that Mor-

mon frontiersmen conformed to the pattern

postulated by Turner is Alexander Evanoff,

“The Turner Thesis and Mormon Begin-

nings in New York and Utah,” U.H.Q.,

XXXIII (Spring, 1965).

Recent scholarship has also demonstrated

that earlier critics of the safety-valve doc-

trine were not entitled to the last word.

This re-evalution began with Norman J.

Simler, “The Safety-Valve Doctrine Re-

evaluated,” A.H.f XXXII (October, 1958),

and was continued in two convincing studies:

George G. S. Murphy and Arnold Zellner,

“Sequential Growth, the Labor-Safety-Valve

Doctrine and the Development of American

Unionism,” J.E.H., XIX (September, 1959),

and Ellen von Nardroff, “The American

Frontier as Safety Valve—^The Life, Death,

Reincarnation, and Justification of a The-

ory,” A.H,,’XXXN1 (July, 1962). George

R. Woolfolk, “Turner’s Safety-Valve and

Free Negro Westward Migration,” J.N.H.,

I (July, 1965), demonstrates the manner in

which the frontier served as a safety valve

for Negroes fleeing from oppressive ortho-

doxy and conformity in older societies. The

arguments favorable to the frontier hypoth-

esis advanced in recent years are elo-

quently summarized in Harry C. Allen,

“F. J. Turner and the Frontier in American

History,” in H.C. Allen and C.P. Hill,

cds., British Essays in 'American History

(London, 1957).

Even studies critical of the frontlet con.

cept have inclined in recent years to the

constructive rather than the destructive ap.

proach. Thus Richard C. Wade, The Urban

Frontier (Chicago, 1939) demonstrates con-

vincingly that town-planting began early

in the West, and that the orderly migration

pattern envisaged by Turner should be re-

fined. Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land

(Cambridge, Mass,, 1950), showed that

many of the less valid portions of the thesis

were part of the myth of tlie West popular

in Turner’s time, and made a part of his

theory as a result. Edwin Fussell, Fron-

tier: American Literature ami the American

West (Princeton, N.J., 1965), reveals the

manner in which the image of the West has

influenced literary writers. On a less literary

plane, Robert F. Berkhofer, Jr., “Space,

Time, Culture and the New Frontier,”

A.H.y XXXVHI (January, 1964), demon-

strates the relationship between the intellec-

tual atmosphere of Turner’s America and

his thesis.

Other historians have turned to the study

of comparative frontiers to test the hypoth-

esis. The extensive literature on this sub-

ject is listed in Dietrich Gerhard, “The

Frontier in Comparative View,” C.S.S.H,, J

(March, 1959), and Marvin Mikesell,

“Comparative Studies in Frontier History,”

A.A.A.G., I (March, 1^60)

.

The problems

involved in the study of comparative fron-

tiers are considered in Paul F. Sharp,

“Three Frontiers: Some Comparative Studies

of Canadian, American, and Australian Set-

tlement,” P.H.R., XXIV (November, 1955).

Among the many studies of frontiers beyond

the United States in relation to the Turner

thesis, the following will be found especially

useful: Donald W. Treadgold, “Russian

Expansion in the Light of Turner’s Study

of the American Frontier,” A,H., XXVI

(October, 1952), Peter J.
Coleman, “The

New Zealand Frontier and the Turner

Thesis,” PJI.R., XXVII (August, igS^).
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Fred Alexander, Moving Frontiers: An

Amefkatt Theme and its Afflication to

Australian History (Melbourne, 1947),

H.C. Allen, Bush and Backwoods: A Com-

forison of the Frontier in Australia and the

United States (East Lansing, Mich., 1959),

and WiUiani H. McNeill, Europe's Steffe

Frontier (Chicago, 1964) • Excellent arti-

cles on the subject are in two volumes of

essays: Walker D. Wyman and Clifton B.

Kroeber, eds.. The Frontier in Perspective

(Madison, Wise., 1957), and Archibald R.

Lewis and Thomas F. McGann, eds.. The

New World Looks At Its History (Austin,

Tex,, 1963). Jack D. Forbes, “Frontiers in

American History,” J.W., I (July, 196a),

argues that an Indian frontier should be

included in all frontier studies.

A remarkably stimulating application of

the Turner thesis to world history is in

Walter P. Webb, The Great Frontier (Bos-

ton, 1952). Criticisms of Webb’s interpre-

tation by Sir Keith Hancock, Arthur R. M.
Lower, Josd Honorio Rodrigues, and Geof-

frey Barraclough are in Lewis and McGann,

eds., The New World Looks At Its History,

The Physiographic Basis of Sectionalism.

The best introduction to the role of sections

in American history is in Merrill Jensen, ed..

Regionalism in America (Madison, Wise.,

1951). Wallace W. Atwood, The Physio-

graphic Provinces of North America (Boston,

194.0), describes the physiographic regions

making up the United States. General ac-

counts of the same nature are in C. Langdon
White and Edwin J. Foscue, Regional Geog-
raphy of North America (New York, 1943),
and Ralph H. Brown, Historical Geography

of the United States (New York, 1948),

n EUROPE’S FIRST
FRONTIER

Spain in America. Curtis P. Nettels, Roots
of American Civilization (New York, 1938),
Max Savelle, Foundations of American Civ-
ilization (New York, 1964), and David
Hawke, The Colonial Experience (Indian-
apolis, 1966), contain brief accounts. Silvio
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Zavala, New Viewpoints on the Spanish

Colonization of America (Philadelphia,

>943), describes Spanish colonizing methods

in the light of modern scholarship.

The narratives of the principal explorers

are in Frederick W. Hodge and Theodore

H. Lewis, Spanish Explorers in the Eastern

United States, 1525—1543 (Original Narra-

tives of Early American History, New York,

1907). Cleve Hallenbeck, Alvar Nunez Ca-

beza de Vaca (Glendale, Calif., 1940) re-

produces documents dealing with de Vaca’s

journey, while de Soto’s wanderings are

described by contemporaries in Edward G.

Bourne, ed., Career of Hernando de Soto

(New' York, 1904), and James A. Robert-

son, ed., True Relation of the Hardships

Suffered by Governor Fernando de Soto, z v.

(De Land, Fla., 1932). The chronicles of

Don Tristan de Luna Y Arellano’s ill-fated

attempt to settle Florida are in Herbert I.

Priestley, ed.. The Luna Papers, 2 v. (De

Land, Fla., 1928). Herbert E. Bolton, ed.,

Arredondo's Historical Proof of Spain's

Title to Georgia (Berkeley, Calif., 1925),

prints documents on the origins of the mis-

sion system.

Early Spanish exploration and attempts

at settlement are described in two books by

Woodbury Lowery, Spanish Settlements

within the Present Limits of the United

States, (New York, 1901) and

Spattish Settlements within the Present Lim-

its of the United States, Florida, ts6z—iS74

(New York, 1905). Herbert E. Bolton, The

Spanish Borderlands (Chronicles of America

Series, New York, 1921), covers the same

material in briefer form, while John B.

Brebner, Explorers of North America, 1492—

1806 (New York, 1933), deals with the

principal explorations. Edward W. Lawson,

The Discovery of Florida and its Discoverer

Juan Ponce De Leon (St. Augustine, 1946)

deals with the early period. The de Soto

expedition is thoroughly studied in T, May-

nard, De Soto and the Conquistadores (New

York, 1930). F. A. Kirkpatrick, The Span-

ish Conquistadores (New York, 1934), treats
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the early phases of the Spanish conquest ex-

haustively.

Spain’s attempts to occupy the Georgia

coast are described in several articles. J.G.

Johnson, “A Spanish Settlement in Carolina,

1526,” G.H.Q. VII (December, 1923), deals

with the Aylon expedition to San Miguel de

Guadalupe; J.G. Johnson, “The Spaniards

in Northern Georgia during the Sixteenth

Century,” G.H.Q., IX (June, 1925), de-

scribes Menendez’s attempts to found in-

terior forts; and Mary Ross, “The Spanish

Settlement of Santa Elena,” G.H.Q., IX

(December, 1925), treats the beginnings of

Port Royal. Any study of the Spanish mission

irontier should begin with Herbert E. Bol-

ton. “The Mission as a Frontier Institution

in, the Spanish-American Colonies,” A.H.R.,

XXm (October, 1917). The two standard

works on the missions in eastern North

America are Herbert E. Bolton and Mary

Ross, The Debatable Land (Berkeley, Calif.,

1925), and John T. Banning, The Spanish

Missions of Georgia (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

t935)* Quattlebaum, The Land Called

Chicora: The CaroUnas tinder Spanish Rale

•with French Intrusions, 1530—tdyo (Gaines-

ville, Fla., 1956), deals with the expansion

of Spanish missions into the Carolinas, while

Clifford M. Lewis and Albert J. Loomie,

The Spanish Jesuit Mission in Virginia,

isyo—zsya (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1953), de-

scribes the brief expansion into that distant

frontier. A little-known phase of Spain’s

economic activity .in her New World col-

onies is revealed in Charles W. Arnade,

“Cattle Raising in Spanish Florida, 1513-

1763,” A.H., XXXV (July, 1961), which

shows that during the boom period from

1680 to 1702 ranching was a mainstay of

the economy, but that it declined after that

date due to French and English raids.

A competent retelling of the story of

French invasions of Spain’s Florida empire

is Charles E. Bennett, Laudonniere and

Fort Caroline: : History and Documents

(Ga.inesville, Fla., 964), while Stefan Lor-

aht, ed., The Heia World: The, Fftrst Fic~

tures of America (New York, 1965) con-

tains documents on the subject as well as

reproductions of < early drawings • of the

French settlements. A briefer., summary i of

the story of French activity is in Madele
F. Gorman, “Jean Ribault’s Colonies Jn
Florida,” F.H.Q., XLIV; (August, 196j).
This issue contains, a number of. articies

dealing with aspects of . the. same projedt,

Spain’s efforts to hold her North. American

empire are described in Verne E. Chatelaih;

The Defenses of Spanish ' Florida,' J^'6^-,

1763 (Washington, i 94t)> ,arid, more briefly

in Henry Folmer, Franco-Spanish Rivalry in

North America, 1343-1763 (Glendale;

Calif., 1953). Aspects of the subject are

considered in Mary Ross, “French Intfu-

sions and Indian Uprisings in Georgia and

South Carolina, 1577-1580,” G.H.g., VII

(September, 1923), JiG. Johnson, .“The

Yamasee Revolt of 1597 and the Destruction

of the Georgia Missions,” G.H.j?.'; - VII

(March, 1923), Mark- F. Boyd,' et. al,

Here They Once Stood: The; Tragic End of

the Apalachee Mwiom (Gainesville,,. Fla.;

J951), and Mary Ross, “The Restoration of

the Spanish Missions in Georgia,; .1598-

1606,” G.H.Q., X (September, 1926),; .

France in America. Collected documents

on the Cartier voyages are in Henry S. Bufi

rage, ed.. Early English and French^Voy-

ages, 1334-1608 {Original Narratives 0}

Early American History, New York igo^j

and three volumes edited by H.P. Biggari

The Precursors of ' Jacques Cartier. {Ottawa,

1911), The Voyages of Jacques Cartier {(Ji-

tawa, 1924), and A Collection of : Docu-

ments Relating to Jacques Cartier, and the

Sieur de RobervaJ (Ottawa,: 1930), The

Champlain narratives have been collected in

six volumes edited :by H.P. : Biggar and

others. The Works of Samuel de.Chatnflain

(Toronto,
.
1922—1935). Also .useful are

W.L. Grant, ed., .Voyages of Samuel d{

Champlain, 1604^-16x8
.

{Original ,Nafrar

lives of Early American History, NewNorh,

1907),' and Edward G.: EQWche,- The Voy-

ages and Explorations of Samuel, de. Chant-,

plain, 2 v. (Toronto, 1911) .

Among the . secondary works; dealing with
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French expansion in the St. Lawrence Val-

ley, Franci? Parkman, Pioneers of France

in'the New World (Boston, 1885), still

holds top rank. William B, Munto, Cru-

saders of New France (Chronicles of Amer-

ica Series, New Haven, 1918), and Reuben

G.Thwaites, France in America,

(The American Nation: A History, New

York,* 1905), deal with the same period.

Fuller accounts are in George M. Wrong,

The Rise and Fall of New France, 2 v.

(New York, 1928), and Gustave Lanctot, A

History of Canada. Vol. I: From Its Origins

"to the Royal Regime, 1663 (Cambridge,

Mass., 1961). A brilliantly interpretive

brief liistory is Donald Creighton, The

Story of Canada (Boston, i960), while

William J. Eccles forthcoming volume.

The Canadian Frontier, 1500-1760 (New

York, 1967), promises to be the most useful

volume on the subject of French expansion.

Important information is also found in the

first volume of Paul C. Phillips, The Fur

Trade (Norman, Okla., 1961). The careers

of Cartier and Champlain are described in

two volumes of The Chronicles of Canada,

3* v. (Toronto, 1914-1916) ; Stephen Lea-

cock, Mariner of St. Malo, and Charles W.
Colby, Founder of New France. A more

readable and scliolarly study of Champlain

is Morris Bishop, Chamflain: The Life of

Fortitude (New York, 1948). James J.

Talman, “Champlain as an Explorer in

Inland North America,” V.H., XXVIII
(January, 1960), surveys Champlain’s own
writings to show his qualities as a man as

well as his estimate of his own explorations.

Early French exploration is discussed in

Lawrence
J. Burpee, The Discovery of

Canada (New York, 1926), and John B.

^lehner, Explorers of North America,
1S06 (New York, 1933). H.P. Biggar,
The Early Trading Companies of New
France (Toronto, 1901), first demonstrated
the relationship between the fisheries and
the fur trade. The influence of trade on
French expansion is described in H.A. Innis,
The Fur Trade in Canada (New Haven,
Conn,, 1930), and Clarence Vandiveer, The
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Fisr-Trade and Early Western Exploration

(Cleveland, 1929), The effect of early

French activity on the Indians of the St.

Lawrence Valley is expertly described in

Bernard G. Hoffman, Cabot to Cartier:

Sources for a Historical Ethnography of

Northeastern North America, 1^97-1550

(Toronto, 1961). Warfare among those

tribes in terms of trade rivalry is explored

in Bruce G. Trigger, “Trade and Tribal

Warfare on the St. Lawrence in the Six-

teenth Century,” E., IX (Summer, 196a).

m ENGLISHMEN ON THE
TIDEWATER

English Exploration and Settlement. The

English voyages of discovery are described

in James A. Williamson, A Short History

of British Expansion (London, 1922), J.

Holland Rose, ed.. The Cambridge History

of the British Empire. The Old Empire

(New York, 1929), and more fully in James

A. Williamson, The Voyages of the Cabots

and the English Discovery of North America

under Henry Vll and Henry VIH (London,

1929), Ernest A. Strathmann, Sir Walter

Raleigh (New York, 1951), is an Interpre-

tative biography of a leading promoter of

colonization; equally valuable is a newer

study by Willard M. Wallace, Sir Walter

Raleigh (Princeton, N.J., 1959). A. L.

Rowse, The Elizabethans and America (New

York, 1959), is a brilliant and readable

interpretation of early English expansion

into America stressing the British back-

ground.

Recent general interpretations of the co-

lonial period, with valuable insights into

the colony-planting process, are Daniel J.

Boorstin, The Americans: The Colonial Ex-

periment (New York, 195S), and Clarence

L. Ver Steeg, T/te Formative Years, 1607-

1763 (New York, 1964). Colony founding

and institutional development are stressed

in sucli works as Charles M. Andrews, The

Colonial Period of American History. The

Settlements, 3 v. (New Haven, Conn., 1934—

37), and Herbert L. Osgood, The American

Colonies in the Seventeenth Century,
3^

v.

>
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(New York, 1904—07). The latter contains

chapters on the land system, defense, and

Indian relations. Works concerned more

specifically with the southern colonies in-

clude, Mary Johnson, Pioneers of the Old

South {Chronicles of America Series^ New
Haven, Conn., 1918), William E. Dodd,

The Old South, Struggles for Democracy

(New York, 1937), Thomas J. Werten-

baker. The Old South: The pounding of

American Civilization (New York, 1942),

and especially Wesley F. Craven, The

Southern Colonies in the Seventeenth Cen-

tury {A History of the South, Baton Rouge,

1949). Thomas J. Wertenbaker, T/;e First

Americans, i6oy—i6^o {History of Ameri-

can Life Series, New York, 1927), Louis B.

Wright, The Atlantic Frontier (New York,

1947)

,
and Louis B. Wright, The Cultural

Life of the American Colonies, 1607—sjSj

{Neiu American Nation Series, New York,

1957), deal with social and intellectual life.

Geographic conditions in the Tidewater

are described in Ralph H. Brown, Historical

Geography of the United States (New York,

1948)

, Ellen C. Semple, American History

and Its Geographic Conditions (Boston,

1903), and George T. Surface, Studies o;i

the Geography of Virginia (Philadelphia,

1907).

Virginia and Maryland. Documentary

materials dealing with settlement and ex-

pansion are in Alexander Brown, ed.. The

Genesis of the United States, 2 v. (Boston,

1890), Lyon G. Tyler, ed.. Narratives of

Early Virginia, 1606—1625 {Original Nar-

ratives of Early Asnerican History, New
York, 1907), and Clayton C. Hall, ed..

Narratives of Early Maryland, 1653—1684

{Original Narratives of Early American

History, New York, 1910). C.M. Andrews,

ed.. Narratives of the Insurrections, s6ys—

x6go {Original Narratives of Early Ameri-

can History, New York, 1915), contains the

records of Bacon’s Rebellion.

Secondary works concerned largely with

seventeenth-century Virginia include the

first volume of Richard L. Morton, Colojtial

Virginia, 2 v. (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960),

Thomas J. Wertenbaker, Virginia Under
the Stuarts, i6oj-t688 (Princeton, N,J.

1914), and the same author’s The Planters

of Colonial Virginia (Princeton,
N.J.

X922), which emphasizes the effect of agri-

culture on the colony’s institutions. Mathew
P. Andrews, The Soul of a Nation: The

Founding of Virginia (New York, 1943),

deals in detail with the first twenty years of

Virginia history. Two volumes by Philip A.

Bruce, Economic History of Virginia in she

Seventeenth Century, 2 v. (New York,

1896), and Institutional History of Virginia

in the Seventeenth Century, 2 v. (New York,

1910), contain accounts of agricultural de-'

velopment, Indian defense, and the land

system. A meaningful analysis of contem-

porary literature by Perry Miller, “The Re-

ligious Impulse in the Founding of Vir-

ginia,” WM.C.Q., 3rd Ser. V (October,

1948), shows that idealist motives were in-

fluential for much of the early migration to

Virginia. Sympathetic biographies of the

pioneer who almost single-handed saved the

first colony from disaster are Bradford

Smith, Captain John Smith: His Life and

Legend (Philadelphia, 1953), and Philip L,

Barbour, The Three Worlds of Captain

John Smith (Boston, 1964).

On early Maryland history the student

may consult Newton D, Mereness, Maryland

as a Proprietary Province (New York,

1901), Bernard C. Steiner, Beginnings of

Maryland (Baltimore, 1903), or Mathew P.

Andrews, The Founding of Maryland (Bal-

timore, 1933).

The history of agricultural expansion in

the Tidewater remains to be written, al-

though the possibilities of such a study are

suggested in the first essay in Thomas P.

Abernethy, Three Virginia Frontiers (Uni-

versity, La., 1941). Scattered information is

in L.C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the

Southern United States to 1S60, 2 v, (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1933)} Lyman Carrier, The

Beginnings of American Agriculture (New

York, 1923), and Meyer Jacobstein, The

Tobacco Industry in the United States (New

York, 1907). One important expelling force
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that drove pioneers westward is studied in

Avejy O. Craven, Soil Exhaustion as a Fac-

tor in the Agricultural History of Virginia

and Maryland (Urbana, 111 ., 1925), while

Vettrees J. Wyckoffj Tobacco Regulation in

Colonial Maryland (Baltimore, 1936), ex-

plores another aspect of the same problem.

The effect of the land system on southern

expansion still waits study. Amelia C. Ford,

Colonial Precedents of Our National Land

Systent (Madison, Wise., 1910), contains

some scattered information, but is far from

adequate. A few scholars have demonstrated

the rich returns awaiting those who delve

into the land office records of Virginia and

Maryland: Abbot E, Smith, “The Inden-

tured Servant and Land Speculation in

Seventeenth Century Maryland,” A.H.R.,

XL (April, ‘1935), V.J. Wyckoff, “Land

Prices in Seventeenth-Century Maryland,”

AE^R., XXVII (March, 1938), V.J.

Wyckoff, “The Size of Plantations in

Seventeenth-Century Maryland,” Ma.HM.y
XXXII (December, 1937), and Aubrey C.

Land, “A Land Speculator in the Opening

of Western Maryland,” Ma.HM., XLVIII

(September, 1953). More important is the

areful study of the land system in one part

of Virginia, Susie M. Ames, Studies of the

Virginia Eastern Shore in the Seventeenth

Century (Richmond, Va., 1940), David W.
Eaton, Historical Atlas of Westmoreland

County, Virginia (Richmond, Va., 1942),
also contains some information. For the ef-

fect of labor conditions on expansion the

student may consult Marcus W. Jernegan,

Laboring and Defendant Classes in Colonial

America (Chicago, 1931),

The story of Virginia’s fur trade and In-

dian relations remains to be told. A general

treatment is in Paul C. Phillips, The Fur
Trade (Norman, Okla., 1961), the first vol-

ume of which deals with the early period.

A.J. Morrison, “The Virginia Indian Trade
to 1673,” iVM.C.Q; I (October, 1921), is

brief. More satisfactory is the excellent ac-

count of the first massacre in William S.

Powell, “Aftermath of the Massacre; The
Fhst Indian War, 1622-1632,” V.M.H.B.,
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LXVI (January, 1958). The traditional ac-

count of Bacon’s Rebellion, as a struggle for

liberty has been challenged by Wilcomb E.

Washburn, The Governor and the Rebel: a

History of Bacon’s Rebellion in Virginia

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1957), which argues

that Bacon was interested only in killing

friendly Indians to obtain their land. The

older view, set forth in classic form in

Thomas J. Wertenbaker, Torchbearer of

the Revolution (Princeton, N.J., 1940), has

been restated by the same author since the

Washburn attack in Give Me Liberty: The

Struggle for Self-Government in Virginia

(Philadelphia, 1958), Important documents

dealing with the rebellion are in Harry

Fonestone, ed.. Bacon’s Rebellion: The Co»-

temforary Nevus Sheets (Charlottesville,

Va., 1956). Wilcomb E. Washburn, “The

Effect of Bacon’s Rebellion on Government

in England and Virginia,” Contributions

from the Museum of History and Tech-

nology. United States National Museum

Bulletin 025 (Washington, D.C., 1962),

1 35-152, argues convincingly that the

movement toward self-government in Vir-

ginia began not during tlie rebellion but as

a result of the heavy-handed actions of the

royal commission sent to investigate.

The Carolina Frontier. Documents on

early Carolina history are in Alexander S.

Salley, Narratives of Early Carolina, i6yo-

ijoS (^Original Narratives of Early Ameri-

can History, New York, 1911), while two

standard secondary accounts of South Caro-

lina are Edward McCrady, The History of

South Carolina under the Profrietary Gov-

ernment, rtfyo—ry/p (New York, 1897),

and David D. Wallace, The History of

Souths Carolina, 4 v. (New York, 1934-35).

The agricultural advance is considered in

W.A. Schaper, “Sectionalism and Represen-

tation in South Carolina,” A.H.A., Annual

Report for 1900 (Washington, D.C., 1901),

and St. Julian R. Childs, Malaria and Colo-

nization in tlte Carolina Low Country,

1^26—16^2 (Baltimore, 1940).

The most important work on the Carolina

fur trade and the conflicts with New Spain
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is Yerner W. Crane, The Southern Frontier,

j6yo—tj32 (Durham, N.C., 1928). Other

aspects of the international struggle on the

southern borderland are considered in Her-

bert E. Bolton, “Spanish Resistance to the

Carolina Traders in Western Georgia

(1680-1704),” GJi.Q.y IX (June, 1925),

Herbert E. Bolton and Mary Ross, The De-

batable Land (Berkeley, Calif,, 1925), and

J.G. Johnson, “The Spanish Period of

Georgia and South Carolina History, 1566-

1702,” Uftiversity of Georgia Bulletin,

XXIII (May, 1923). John R. Swanton,

The Early History of the Creek Indians and

their Neighbors (Washington, D.C., 1922),

IS also mformaUve.

IV THE NEW ENGLAND
FRONTIER

An essential book for the study of this

subject is Douglas E. Leach, The Northern

Colonial Frontier, 1607— {Histories of

the American Frontier Series, New York,

1966). Details on institutional and political

development in the books by Andrews

and Osgood cited in the previous chapter are

essential to understanding the settlement of

New England, as is Percy W. Bidwell and

John I. Falconer, History of Agriculture in

the Northern United States, 1630—1860

(Washington, D.C., 1925), Charles M.
Andrews, The Fathers of New England

{Chronicles of America Series, New Haven,

1919), and James T. Adams, The Foundmg

of New England (Boston, 1921), are also

valuable, although the latter’s contention

that economic factors motivated the Puritan

migration is challenged by Nellis M. Crouse,

“Causes of the Great Migration, 1630—

1640,” N.E.Q., V (January, 1932). More

useful is Thomas J. Wertenbaker, The Puri-

tan Oligarchy (New York, 1947). Of par-

ticular importance to students of the frontier

is Lois K. Mathews, The Expansion of New
England (Boston, 1909). RA. East, “Puri-

tanism and Settlement,” N.E.O., XVII

Gune, 1944), deals with the expelling effect

of religious conflicts, as does Emery Battis,

Saints and Sectaries: Anne Hutchinson and

the Antinomian Controversy in the Massa-

chusetts Bay Colony (Chapel Hill, mp
1962).

’

Studies of Specific Colonies. The classic

account of Plymouth settlement, written by
a contemporary, is William Bradford, His-

tory of Plymouth Plantation {Original Nar-

ratives of Early American History, New
York, 1908). More recent accounts include

Ronald G. Usher, The Pilgrims and- Their

History (New York, 1918), Arthur Lord,

Plymouth and the Pilgrims (Boston, 1920),

and George F. WilHson, Saints and Stran-

gers (New York, 1945), The Mayflower

Compact as a frontier document is consid-

ered in Lois K. Mathews, “The Mayflower

Compact and Its Descendants,” M.V.H.A.,

Proceedings, VI (19 12-13).

Among the many books on the early de-

velopment of Massachusetts are “Frances

Rose-Troup, The Massachusetts-Bay Com-

pany and Its Predecessors (New York,

1930), and Charles E. Banks, The Planters

of the Commonwealth (Boston, 1930).

Darrett B. Rutman, Winthrof's Boston:

Portrait of a Puritan Town,

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1965) analyzes the

economic and social developments in Boston

during its pioneer period. Helpful biogra-

phies include: Samuel E. Morison, Builders

of the Bay Colony (Boston, 1930), Law-

rence S. Mayo, John Endecotl: A Biography

(Cambridge, Mass., 1936), and Frances

Rose-Troup, John White (New York,

1930). John Winthrop’s own account of the

settlement is in James K. Hosmer, ed.,

Winthrop's Journal, 2 v. {Original Narra-

tives of Early American History, New York,

1908).

The westward movement into the Con-

necticut Valley can be studied in scholarly

pamphlets sponsored by the Connecticut

Tercentenary Commission; Dorothy Deal-

ing, The Settlement of the Connecticut

Towns (New Haven, Conn., 1933)5 Charles

M. Andrews, The Beginnings of Connecti-

cut, 2652-/662 (New Haven, Conn.,

1934), and Lois K.M. Rosenberry, Migra-

tions from Connecticut Prior to s8oo (New
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Haven, Conn., 1934)* Two excellent arti-

cles by Richard S. Dunn explore other as-

pecta of migration from Connecticut: “John

Winthrop, Jr., and the Narfagansett Coun-

try," WM.C.Q., XIII (January, 195 <S)»

and “John Winthrop, Jr., Connecticut Ex-

pansionist,” N.E.Q., XXIX (March, 1956).

No adequate life of Thomas Hooker lias

been written, although light on his frontier

career is thrown by Perry G. Miller, “Hooker

and Connecticut Democracy,” N.E.Q., IV

(October, 1930 - Harral Ayres, The

Great Trail of New England (Boston,

1940)) traces the routes followed in migra-

tions to the Connecticut Valley. The stand-

ard work on the New Haven colony is Isabel

M. Calder, The New Haven Colony (New

Haven, Conn., 1934).

Rhode Island’s history is told in Irving B.

Rickman, Rhode Island, Its Making and Its

Meaning, a v. (New York, 1902), but

Samuel H. Brockunier, The Irrepressible

Democrat, Roger Williams (New York,

1940), and Perry Miller, Roger Williams

(New York, 1953), are essential to any un-

derstanding of the colony’s early years. The

wanderings of another Rhode Island pioneer

are described in Kenneth W. Porter, “Sam-

nell Gorton. New England Firebrand,”

N.E.O,, VII (March, 1934). A special sec-

tion of Rhode Island is studied in Edward
Channing, The Narragansett Planters (Balti-

more, tSSd).

General works on the Middle Colonies in-

clude Maud W. Goodwin, Dutch and Eng-
lish on the Hudson {(Chronicles of America
Series, New Haven, 1919), and Thomas J.
Wertenbaker, The Founding of American
Civilization, The Middle Colonies (New
York, 1938). Particularly useful for New
York is A.C. Flick, ed., History of the State

of New York, 10 v. (New York, 1932-37),
although David M. Ellis, et. al,, retell the
story in briefer form in A Short History of
New York Slate (Ithaca, N.Y., 1957). S.G.
Nissenson, The Patroon's Domain (New
York,

1937), is a legalistic study of theM system. The Swedish settlements on the
Delaware are described in Amandus John-
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son, The Swedish Settlements on the Dela-

ware, 1638—166,^, 2 V. (New York, igit),

and more readably in Christopher Ward,

T/se Dutch and Swedes on the Delaware,

160^-64 (Philadelphia, 1930). A more

specialized study of major importance is

C.A. Weslager, Dutch Explorers, Traders

and Settlers in the Delaware Valley, sdog—

1664 (Philadelphia, 1961). Evelyn Page,

“The First Frontier—The Swedes and

Dutch,” P.H,, XV (October, 1948), offers

convincing evidence to show the effect of

the frontier environment on the institutional

development of the colonies. Harry M.
Ward, The United Colonies of New Eng-

land, 1643-ffo (New York, 1961), is a

solid work on the reaction of New England

to the Dutch threat.

The New England Land System. The ori-

gin of the town system of settlement is ex-

plained in John F. Sly, Town Government

in Massachusetts (2620-/930) (Cambridge,

Mass., 1930), while the development of

selected towns is traced in Anne B. MacLear,

Early New England Towns (New York,

1908). Important studies tliat tlirow light

on the land system within the towns are

Roy H. Akagi, The Town Proprietors of

the New England Colonies (Philadelphia,

1924), Florence M. Woodard, The Town
Proprietors in Vermont (New York, 1936),

and William Haller, The Puritan Fron-

tier: Town-Planting in New England

Colonial Development, 1630—1660 (New

York, 1951). The latter reveals the diversi-

fied motives that led to town planting. A
model case study of Sudbury, Massachusetts,

and an important addition to the literature

on the origins of New England towns is

Sumner C. Powell, Puritan Village: The

Formation of a New England Town (Mid-

dletown, Conn., 1963). The emergence of

speculative activity in Maine, Rhode Island,

and the Middle Colonies still awaits study.

Indians and the Fur Trade. No subjects

in colonial history deserve investigation

more than the fur trade, Indian relations,

and defense. The first volume of Paul C.

Phillips, The Fur Trade, 2 v. (Norman,
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Okla., 1951), deals generally with the trade

and serves to illustrate the need for addi-

tional research. Francis X. Moloney, T/m

Fur Trade in Ne’W England^ t6io—t6j6

(Cambridge, Mass., 1931), is thoughtful

but brief; Arthur H. Buffinton, “New Eng-

land and the Western Fur-Trade, 1629—

1675,” C.S.M., Publicaiions, XVIII (Bos-

ton, 1917), deals only with international

conflicts arising from the trade; and Charles

H. Mcllwain, cd.. An Abridgment of the

Indian Affairs ... by Peter Wraxalt

(Cambridge, Mass., 1915), serves as a guide

to further study rather than as a final

treatment. A comprehensive work is badly

sseeded, as as specia! studies ob phases

and leaders. Daniel S. Updike, Richard

Smith: First English Settler of the Narra-

gansett Country, Rhode Island (Boston,

1937), shows the possibility of the latter

type of work. A penetrating analysis of the

New Englanders’ attitude toward the In-

dians, showing their sense of decency and

concern, is Alden T. Vaughan, Revs Eng-

land Frontier: Puritans and Indians, 1620-

167s (Boston, 1965), while Lloyd C. M.

Hare, Thomas Mayhevj, Patriarch to the In-

dians (New York, 1932), sheds light on the

Puritans’ effort to Christianize the red men.

Of major importance in understanding the

relations between the Iroquois and Dutch

and English settlers in New York is Allen W.
Trelease, Indian Affairs in Colonial Ne<w

York: The Seventeenth Century (Ithaca,

N.Y., i960). The author maintains that the

Iroquois wars were caused not by that tribe’s

determination to serve as middlemen be-

tW’een Europeans and Great Lakes Indians,

but because they wanted new hunting

grounds and to rob tlieir neighbors of furs.

The only investigation of defense techniques

is in the brief essay by Frederick J. Turner,

“The First Official Frontier of the Massa-

chusetts Bay,” The Frontier in American

History (New York, 1920). Books on the

militia system and on defense are needed.

More attention has been paid to the In-

dian wars. Documents are in Charles M.
Lincoln, ed.. Narratives of the Indian Wars,

^675-/699 (Original Narratives of Early

American History, New York, 1913)^
Charles Orr, History of the Pequot War
(Cleveland, 1897). Herbert M. Sylvester

Indian Wars of New England,
3 v. (Boston'

*910), is voluminous but uncritical. A
brief account of the Pequot War is Howard
Bradstreet, The Story of the War with the

Pequots, Re-Told (New Haven, Conn.,

*933)5 this should be balanced by reading

Alden T. Vaughan, “Pequots and Puritans;

The Causes of the War of 1637,’*

W.M.C.Q., XXI (April, 1964), which lays

hostilities to the quarrelsome nature of the

Indians rather than to Puritan land hunger,

itaaglas E. Leach, FlirtClock and Tom-
Iiawk: New England in King Pkilifs War

(New York, 1958), is an excellent work

that thoroughly covers that important con-

flict. The same author has edited a useful

<;ontemporary account of the war in A

khode Islander Reforts on King Philips

War (Providence, R.I., 1963).

V THE OLD WEST
General Works, Frederick Jackson Tur-

ner, “The Old West,” The Frontier in

American History (New York, 1920), is

the best comprehensive account, although

fuller information on the land system, fur

trade, defense, and colonial wars is in

Herbert L. Osgood, American Colonies in

the Eighteenth Century, 4 v. (New York,

1924-25).

Exploration and Settlement of the Pied-

Piont. Harry R. Merrens, “Historical Geog-

raphy and Early American History,”

W.M.C.Q., XXH (October, 1965), reveals

that the “fall line’’ did not affect the set-

tlement pattern so much as historians have

assumed, and that the concept of the Appa-

lachians as a barrier has been exaggerated.

The standard work on exploration is Clar-

ence W. Alvord and Lee Bidgood, The First

Explorations of the Trans-Allegheny Region

by the Virginians, 1650-1674 (Cleveland,

1912). This should be supplemented w'ith

Fairfax Harrison, “Western Explorations in

Virginia between Lederer and Spotswood,
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' VMJl-B., XXX (October, 19*2) and Ly-

man j Carrier, “The Veracity of John

tederer,” WM.C.Q., XIX (October, 1939)-

Recently discovered documents throw light

on Lederer’s early life in Douglas L. Rights

and William P. Gumming, T/ie Discoveries

of John Lederer with Unfublished Letters

by and About Lederer to Governor John

Winthro^, Jr. (Charlottesville, Va., 1958).

A brief but helpful introduction to the story

of expansion is in Thomas P, Abernethy,

Three Virginia Frontiers (University, Loui-

siana, 194.1), while Leonidas Dodson, Alex-

ander ‘ Sfotswood, Governor of Colonial

Virginia, ijto—iysi (Philadelphia, 1932),

explores the career of a leading advocate of

expansion. Delma R. Carpenter, “The

Route Followed by Governor Spotswood in

ryifi Across the Blue Ridge Mountains,”

^
VM.ff.B., LXXIII (October, 1965), traces

and maps the route followed on a principal

exploring expedition.

Information on the westward movement

in the Carolinas may be gleaned from

Archibald Henderson, North Carolina; The

Old North State and the New, 2 v. (Chi-

cago, 1941), Hugh T. Lefler and Albert

R. Newsome, North Carolina: The History

of a Southern State (rev. cdn., Chapel Hill,

N.C., 1963), Harry R. Merrens, Colonial

, North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century;

A Study in Historical Geography (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1964), a challenging study by

a geographer, and Robert W. Ramsey,

Carolina Cradle: Settlement of the North-

west Carolina Frontier, sjjfy~-iy6i (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1965). The latter is a detailed

study of tile southern Piedmont, and espe-

cially of Rowan County between the Yad-
kin and Catawba rivers. David D. Wallace,
The History of South Carolina, 4 v, (Now
York, 1934-35) contains much informa-
tion, although Robert I. Meriwether, The
‘Expansion of South Carolina, tyag—syC^
(Kingsport, Tenn., 1941), is more valua-
ble. The latter, although poorly digested,

.represents the type of careful regional
study necessary before the final history of
the Old West can be written. An important
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study showing that ranching in the usual

sense developed in the Old West only on the

South Carolina frontier is Gary S. Dunbar,

“Colonial Carolina Cowpens,” AM., XXXV
(July, 1961).

The Middle Colonies. William Brewster,

The Pennsylvania and New York Frontier,

from lyao to the Close of the Revolution

(Philadelphia, 1955), is an antiquarian

treatment of little originality. Far more use-

ful for an understanding of the New York

frontier is Ruth L. Higgins, Expansion in

New York with Especial Reference to the

Eighteenth Century (Columbus, Ohio, 1931).

A special account of the land system is

Charles W. Spencer, “The Land System of

Colonial New York,” N.Y.S.H.A., Proceed-

ings, XVI (1917). This should be supple-

mented with Edith M. Fox, Land Specula-

tion in the Mohawk Valley (Ithaca, N.Y.,

1949), a scholarly study.

The frontier movement in Pennsylvania

is touched upon in such recent biographies

of the colony’s founder as Edwin B. Bronner,

William Penn’s ‘Holy Experiment’: The

Founding of Pennsylvania, s6St-ijot

(New York, 1962), and Joseph E. Illick,

William Penn the Politician t His Relations

with the English Government (Ithaca, N.Y.,

1965). The subject is also discussed in most

histories of the colony, of which the most

recent is Wayland F. Dunway, A History of

Pennsylvania (rev. edn., New York, 1948).

Documents are in Sylvester K. Stevens and

Donald H, Kent, eds., Wilderness Chronicles

of Northwestern Pennsylvania (Harrisburg,

Pa., X941), %vhile Charles A. Hanna, The

Wilderness Trail, 2 v. (New York, 1911),

contains a mass of jumbled but valuable

information on migration into the Susque-

hanna Valley. The career of a leading fron-

tiersman is studied in Irma J. Cooper, The

Life and Public Services of James Logan

(New York, 1921), and more thoroughly

in Frederick B. Tolies, James Logan and the

Culture of Provincial Pennsylvania (Boston,

1957). Studies of tlie Pennsylvania land

system, and of the westward penetration of

traders and farmers, are needed.
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The best "work on early German migration

to the Middle Colonies is Walter A. Knittle,

Early Eighteenth Century Palatine Emigra-

tion (Philadelphia, 1937), which deals with

immigration to New York, 1708-10. Later

migrations are studied less thoroughly in

Albert B. Faust, The German Element in the

United States, 2 v. (Boston, 1909). The

history of the Palatines in Pennsylvania is

treated in Jesse L. Rosenberger, The Penn-

sylvania Germans (Chicago, 1923), and

their social development in Ralph Wood,

ed., The Pennsylvania Germans (Princeton,

1942). The German advance into the Great

Valley is the theme of John W. Wayland,

The German Element of the Shenandoah

Valley of Virginia (Charlottesville, Va.,

1907).

Ian C.C. Graham, Colonists from Scot-

land: Emigration to North America, lyoy—

1783 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1956), is an admit able

study of Scotch-Irish migration and settle-

ment. Additional material on the economic

conditions inducing migration is in Edward

R.R. Green, “Scotch-Irish Emigration: An
Imperial Problem,” W.P.H.M., XXXV (De-

cember, 1952). These scholarly studies have

supplanted the earlier book by Henry J.

Ford, The Scotch-Irish in America (Prince-

ton, 1915), and the more recent populariza-

tion, Maude Glasgow, The Scotch-Irish in

Northern Ireland and in the American Col-

onies (New York, 1936). More valuable is

a scholarly work tracing the migrations of

the Scotch-Irish and showing how these

molded their character: James G. Leyburn,

The Scotch-Irish: A Social History (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1962). Studies of the westward

migration of particular groups of Scotch-

Irish within America include: E.R.R. Green,

“Queensborough Township: Scotch-Irish

Emigration and the Expansion of Georgia,

1763-1776,” WM.C.Q,, XVII (April,

i960), Charles W. Bryan, Jr., "Morgan

Bryan, Pioneer on the Opequon and Yad-

kin,” V.M.H.B,, LXX (April, 1962), and

Hubertis M. Cummings, Scots Breed and

Susquehanna (Pittsburgh, 1964), the latter

a history of the Scotch-Irish who settled

along the Susquehanna River. The religiouj

practices of the group are studied in Guy S.

Klett, Presbyterians in Colonial Pennsylvania

(Philadelphia, 1937).

Settlement of the New England Back

Country. In addition to the works cited in

Chapter IV, James T. Adams, Revolutionary

New England, z691-177

6

(Boston, 1923),

is helpful. The works of Akagi and Wood-

ard on the land system deal also with the

eighteenth century. Expansion into western

Connecticut is studied in Albert L. Olson,

Agricultural Economy and Pofulation in

Eighteenth-Century Connecticut (New Ha-

ven, 1935), and into Vermont in Matt B.

Jones, Vermont in the Making, zyso-iyyy

(Cambridge, Mass., 1939), Frederic F. Van

de Water, The Reluctant Republic, Vermont,

173^-1791 (New York, 1941), and Charles

M. Thompson, Independent Vermont (Bos-

ton, 1942). The impact of the Massachu-

setts and New York frontiers is described in

Oscar Handlin, “The Eastern Frontier of

New York,” N.YM,, XVIII (January,

1937)* Julian P. Boyd’s introduction to

The Susquehannah Company Papers, 4 v.

(Ithaca, N.Y., 1962), treats the westward

movement into Pennsylvania, a subject ex-

plored more briefly in the same author’s The

Susquehanna Company: Connecticut's Exper-

iment in E.xpatision (New Haven, 1935).

Significance of the Old West. Theodore

Roosevelt, The Winning of the West, 6 v.

(New York, 18 89), is a classic description

of social life, while Thomas J.
Wertenbaker,

The Founding of American Civslszatm,

The Middle Colonies (New York, 1938)1

stresses foreign contributions. Joseph Dodd-

ridge, Notes on the Settlement and Indian

Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and

Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh, 1912), is a de-

lightful contemporary description. A modern

account of life in the back country is D.

Huger Bacot, “The South Carolina Up

Country at the End of tlie Eighteenth Cen-

tury,” A.H.R., XXVIII (July, 1923). The

evolution of a distinctive frontier architec-

ture is traced in Harold R. Shurtleff, The

Log Cabin Myth (Cambridge, MaW’i
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Wallace^ “Origins of Iroquois Neutrality:

The Grand Settlement of 1701,”

XXIV (July, 1957), while efforts to win

over the Five Nations are described in

Richmond P. Bond, Queen Anne's American

Kings (New York, 1952).

Warfare in New York is discussed in Ruth

L. Higgins, Expansion in New York with

Especial Reference to the Eighteenth Cen-

tury (Columbus, Ohio, 1931), and in New
England in James T. Adams, Revolutionary

New England, s6^x—tjy6 (Boston, 1923).

The latter should be supplemented with

Ronald O. MacFarlane, “The Massachu-

setts Bay Truck-Houses in Diplomacy with

the Indians,” N.E.Q., XI (March, 1938),

and Arthur H. Buffinton, “The Isolationist

Policy of Colonial Massachusetts,” N.E.Q.,

I (April, 1938). Documents and a scholarly

history of one of the major expeditions of

the war are in Gerald S. Graham, ed., The

Walker Expedition to Quebec, 17st (To-

ronto, 19S+). Yves F. Zoltvany, “New
France and the West,” CJN.R., XLVI (De-

cember, 1965), shows that resistance in New
France to orders from Paris to check ex-

pansion between 1701 and 1713 weakened

the colony on the eve of another major war.

G.M. Waller, Samuel Vetch: Colonial En-

terpriser (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1960), is a

biography of the promoter who sought to

encourage British expansion into Nova

Scotia, Cape Breton, and Quebec between

1709 and 1712.

Conflict on the Southern Borderland,

1690-1715. The French-Spanish-English

conflicts are described in Verner W. Crane,

The Southern Frontier, 1670—1723 (Dur-

ham, N.C., 1928), and Herbert E. Bolton

and Mary Ross, The Debatable Land

(Berkeley, Calif., 1925). Efforts of the

warring nations to secure Indian allies are

recounted in John R. Swanton, Early His-

tory of the Creek Indians and Their Neigh-

bors (Washington, D.C., 1922), and John

R. Swanton, Indian Tribes of the Lower

Mississippi Valley and Adjacent Coast to the

Gulf of Mexico (Washington, D.C., J911).

The expansion of the English trading flon.

tier is the theme of Mary Rothrock, “Caro
lina Traders among the Overhill Cherokees,

1690-1760,” E.T.H.S., Publications,
i

(1929), and W. Neil Franklin, "Virginia

and the Cherokee Indian Trade, leyj-.

1752,” E.T.H.S., Publications, IV (193a),

Leitch J. Wright, Jr., “Spanish Reaction to

Carolina,” N.C.H.R., XLI (Autumn,
1964.),

describes Spanish countermeasures against

the encroaching English frontier in the

r68o’s and 1690’s, while the effort of

southern frondersmen to capture Spanish

Florida in Queen Anne’s War is the theme

of Charles W. Arnade, The Siege of St.

Augustine (Gainesville, Fla,, 1959) and

the same author’s briefer “The English In-

vasion of Spanish Florida, 1700-1706,”

F.H.Q., XLI (July, 1962).

The conflict over the founding of Louisi-

ana is treated in Frank E. Melvin, “Dr.

Daniel Coxe and Carolana,” M.V,H,R,, I

(September, 1914), and William E. Dunn,

“French and Spanish Rivalry in the Gulf

Region of the United States, 1678-170:,"

University of Texas, Bulletin (Austin,

Texas, 1917). An excellent biography of

the successful contestant is Nellis M. Crouse,

Lemoyne d'Iberville: Soldier of New France

(Ithaca, N.Y., 1954), while the narrative of

one of the members of his party is in Riche-

bourg G. McWilliams, ed., Fleur de Lys aid

Calumet: Being the Penicaut Narrative of

French Adventure in Louisiana (Baton

Rouge, La., 1953). The fullest local account

is in Peter J. Hamilton, Colonial Mobile

(Boston, 1910) ;
Charles Gayarre, History of

Louisiana, 4 v. (New Orleans, 1932), is the

standard history of the colony. Briefer is

Edwin A. Davis, Louisiana: The Pelican

State (Baton Rouge, La., 1959)- Later con-

flicts are described in Stanley Faye, “The

Contest for Pensacola Bay and Other Gulf

Ports, 1698—1722,” F.ff.l?., XXIV (January,

1946). The early development of Louisiana

is described in N.M. Miller Surrey, The

Commerce of Louisiana during the French

Regime, 16^9-1763 (New York, 1916)1
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and N.M. Miller Surrey, “The Devdopmenl

of Industries in Louisiana during the French

Regime, i673-t7^3>” M.V.H.R., IX (De-

cember, 1922).

The Southern Frontier, 1715-1740. The

Franco-Spanish conflicts on the western bor-

ders of Louisiana are described in Isaac J.

Cox, “The Significance of the Louisiana-

Texas Frontier,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings,

III (1909-10), and William E. Dunn,

“Spanish Reaction against the French Ad-

vance toward New Mexico, 1717-1727,”

M.V.H.R., II (December, 1915). The

founding of Georgia is treated in Amos A.

Ettinger, James Edward Oglethorfe, Im-

perial Idealist (Oxford, England, 1935), E.

Merton Coulter, Georgia: A Short History

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1947). James E. Cal-

laway, The Early Settlement of Georgia

(Athens, Ga., 1948) and Verner W. Crane,

“Projects for Colonization in the South,

16S4-1732,” M.V.H.R., XII (June, 19*5)'

Verner W, Crane, The Southern Frontier,

1670-1732 (Durham, N.C., 1928), is the

best account of the conflict in the South-

west, while the story is continued in less

satisfactory form in John P. Corry, Indian

Affairs in Georgia, 1732-175® (Philadel-

phia, 1936), and James G. Johnson, The

Colonial Southeast, z7^a—ij6j: An Inter-

national Contest for Territorial and Eco-

nomic Control (Boulder, Colo., 1931).

Georgia-Creek relations are considered,

in E. Merton Coulter, “Mary Musgrove,

‘Queen of the Creeks’: A Chapter of Early

Georgia Troubles,” G.H,Q,, XI (March,

*927), and an important episode in the con-

flict in John T. Lanning, The Diplomatic

History of Georgia; A Study of the Epoch

of Jenkin’s Ear (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1936).
The latter should be supplemented by
Trevor R. Reese, “Georgia in Anglo-Spanish

Diplomacy, 1736-1 739,” W.M,C.Q., 3rd
Ser., XV (April, 1958), which examines
the background of the controversy from the

English point of view, and Trevor R. Reese,

“Britain’s Military Support of Georgia in

the War of 1739-1748,” G.H.Q., XLIII
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(March, 1959), which shows that the

British aid was inadequate and that Geor-

gia’s own effort was primarily responsible'

for the success in the war.

The Northwestern Frontier, I7t5“t 740-

In addition to the standard volumes by Kel-

logg and Mvord cited above, infotmalion

is contained in Ida A. Johnson, The Michi-

gan Fur Trade (Lansing, Mich., 1919))

and Murray G. Lawson, Fur: A Study in

English Mercantilism, 1700-1775 (Toron-

to, 1943). The Fox Wars are capably de-

scribed in Louise P. Kellogg, “The Fox

Indian Wars during the French Regime,”

S.H.S.W., Proceedings (1907). The best

critical biography of a leading explorer is

Nellis M. Crouse, La Verendrye: Fur

Trader and Explorer (Ithaca, N.Y., 195®)*

while nairatives of his expedition are in

Lawrence J. Burpee, ed.. Journals and Let-

ters of La Verendrye and His Sons (To-

ronto, 1927). Solon J. Buck, “The Story of

the Grand Portage,” M.H.B., V (February,

1923), deals with expansion west of Lake

Superior.

The Northern Frontier, 17 15-1740* In

addition to the works listed above in the'

New York-New England region, informal

tion may be found in two studies by Frank

H. Severance: “The Story of Joncaire,”

B.H.S., Publications, IX (1906), and An
Old Frontier of France) the Niagara Region

and Adjacent Lakes Under French Control,

2 V. (New' York, 1917). Sir William John-

son still waits an adequate biography,

although Arthur Pound, Johnson of the Mo-
hawks (New York, 1930), and James T.

Flexner, Mohawk Baronet; Sir William

Johnson of New York (New York, 1959),

are useful. Johnson’s papers have been edited

by James Sullivan and Alexander C. Flick,

The Papers of Sir William Johnson, 13 v.

(Albany, 1921-62). An account of relations

between New York and the Iroquois,

based on papers of the Society for the Propa-

gation of the Gospel, is John W. Lydekker,

The Faithful Mohawks (New York, 1938).

Books previously cited on New England’s
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northern- frontier
j
may be supplemented by

a valuable reinterpretation of Lovewell’s

War: Fannie H. Eckstorm, “The Attack on

Norridgewock: 1724,” N.E.Q.j VII (Sep-

tember, 1934). New England’s role in the

warfare of the 1740*3 is recounted in Louis

E. de Forest, ed., Louhbourg Journals, 17^5

(New York, 1932), and Arthur H. BufRn-

ton, “The Canada Expedition of 1746,”

XLV (April, 1940).

The Ohio Valley Frontier, 1720-1754,

The westward movement of the Pennsyl-

vania trading frontier is studied in Wayland

F. Dunaway, A History of Pennsylvania

(New York, 1948), Beverley Bond, Jr., The

Foundations of Ohio {The History of Ohio,

Columbus, Ohio, 1941), George A. Gibbs,

The Frontier Policy of Pennsylvania (Pitts-

burgh, 1919), C. Hale Sipe, Indian Wars of

Western Pennsylvania (Harrisburg, Pa.,

1929), and Robert L.D. Davidson, War
Comes to Quaker Pennsylvania, 16S2-

x7S6 (New York, 1957). Edward G,

Everett, “Pennsylvania’s Indian Diplomacy,

1747-1753.” W.P.H.M., XLIV (September,

1961), ably analyzes the use of gifts and

diplomacy by Pennsylvania to keep peace

among the Ohio and western Pennsylvania

Indians, while James C. King, “Indian

Credit as a Source of Friction in the Colo-

nial Fur Trade,” W.P.HM,, XLIX (Jan-

uary, 1966), shows the manner in which

trading firms used credit to establish suprem-

acy over the red men. One path used by the

traders is exactly located in Niles Anderson

and Edward G. Williams, “The Venango

Path as Thomas Hutchins Knew It,”

W.P,H.M., XLIX (January, 1966). The

contest of Virginia and Pennsylvania traders

for the commerce of the region is described,

in W. Neil Franklin, “Pennsylvania-Vir-

ginia Rivalry for the Indian Trade of the

Ohio Valley,” M.V.H.R., XX (March,

X934). Biographies of the leading protago-

nists include: Paul A.W. WaUace, Conrad

W^iser, 16^6-1760

,

(Philadelphia, 1945),

Arthur D. Gracff, Weiser, Pennsyl-

vania Peacemaker (Fpgelsville, Pa.; 1946),'

Anthony F.C. Wallace, King of the Deh-

vjares: Teedyuseung t.i'ii,“adelphiaj
,1945)

and especially . Albert T., Volwjler,
' /

Croghan and the. iWestviard' Movunent
'

i74‘-s7S2 (Cleveland,^

personal ibiography of this- important:'

frontiersman, based on; recently, discovered^;

papers, is Nicholas B.. .Wainwright; GMrgV;
Croghan, Wilderness

. Diplomat. ..(Chapd

Hill, N.C., 1959) . The activities, of adeadv

ing Pennsylvania trading firm are descrilKT

in Nicholas B. Wainwright, “An Indian;

Trade Failure: The Story ...of Hockley,’

Trent and Croghan Company,” P.M.H.B.j:

LXXII (October, i948)..French activities in

the region are the theme of i George A.

Wood, “Celoron de Blainville and French

Expansion in the Ohio Valley,” M.F.ff;}?.,

IX (March, 1923), Charles W.' DaWing^;

The Marquis Duquesne, Sieur de Menntville:

(Pittsburgh, 1932), and Norman W. Cald-,

well. The French in the Mississippi Valley]-

X740-/750 (Urbana, 111., 1941). Fourteen,

essays dealing with aspects of this subject,

are in John F. McDermott, ed.j The French:

in the Mississippi Valley (Urbana, --111.,

1965). A popular history of . the famed

French fort captured by the, Anglo-Ameri-

cans is Fairfax D. Dovrnty, .Louisburg::Key

to a Cowrine;;/ (Englewood Cliffs, ;N.J,

.1966). Reasons for the fort’s surrender,. ex-.,

plained in terms of its inadequate defense,

are in Robert E. Wall, Jr., “Louishourg,

1 745,” iy.£.0., XXXyil (March, , 196+)

,

while the reasons that, the fort was re-,

turned -to France after King George’s- Vydr
,

are satisfactorily explained, for. the first fiine

in Jack M.' Sosih, “Louishourg and the/

Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, 1 7.48,’?:

XIV (October, 1957).
; ,

The Seven Years’ War..Among the dozens.

of general accounts of the war,, which range;,

from Francis Parkman’s vivid : Mdntcalrn

and. Wolfe, 2 v. (Boston, 1898), to, labori-

ous- monographs, the most thorough ;.recent .

study is-Lawrence, H.. Gipson,. The British .

.Esnpire Before the American: Revolution^.

Vols. V through,!VIII (New .York,. iqiJ-T-.

'

.54).-These cover ‘.the. period 'from • i748;^o.-

: war asjviewedi from' outside Ag
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United States is considered in Walter L.

Dorn, ComfetUion for Ernfirg,

(New York, 1949), Julian S. Corbett, Eng-

land in the Seven Years’ War^ a v. (London,

1907)5 oud Sigmund Samuel, The Seven

Years’ IVar in Canada (Toronto, 1934).

A popular history of the conflict that stresses

vivid writing and military events Is

Harrison Bird, Battle for a Continent. The

French and Indian War, r7S4~s7^3 (New

York, 1963). Biographies of leaders in-

clude: J.C. Long, Mr. Pitt and dnierica’s

Birthright (New York, 1940), F.E. Whit-

ton, Wolfe and North America (Boston,

1919)1 W.T. Waugh, Jatnes Wolfe (Mont-

real, 193S), J.C. Long, Lord Jeffery Am-

herst (New York, 1933), and Stanley M.
Pargellis, Lard Loudoun in America (New

Haven, Conn., 1933),

The part played by the Ohio Company in

opening the struggle is traced in Kenneth P,

Bailey, The Ohio Company of Virginia and

the Westward Movement, (Glen-

dale, Calif., 1939), while a special aspect of

that company’s activity is explored in Lois

Mulkearn, “Why the Treaty of Logstown,

175*1” V.M.H.B., LIX (January, 1951).

The journals of the company’s leading ex-

plorer are in William M. Darlington, ed.,

Christopher Gist’s Journals (Louisville, Ky.,

1898). Biographical sketches of two fron-

tiersmen are: Lilly L. Nixon, James Bard,

Frontier Defender (Philadelphia, J941),

^
and Howard G. Clark, “John Fraser, West-

ern Pennsylvania Frontiersman,” W.P.H.M.,

^ XXXVIII (Fall-Winter, 1955) to XXXIX
(Summer, 1956). Virginia’s role in precipi-

tating the conflict is traced in the standard

biography of the colonial governor, Louis

K. Koontz, Robert Dinwiddie (Glendale,

Calif., 1940), while Washington’s expedi-

tions of 1753 and 1754 are described in

Charles H. Ambler, George Washington and
^the West (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1936),
Bernhard Knollenberg, George Washington;
The Virginia Period, zTsa—syys (Durham,
N.C„ 1964), and James T. FIcxner, George
Washington: The Forge of Experience

{’73t-:77s) (Boston, 1965). The most
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detailed history of Washington’s expedition

to the Forks of the Ohio is Paul A.W. Wal-

lace, “George Washington’s Route from Ven-

ango to Fort Le Boeuf, 1753,” P.ff., XXVIII

(October, 1961). Washington’s own ac-

counts of his journeys, together with other

useful documents, are in Hugh Cleland, ed.,

George Washington in the Ohio Valley

(Pittsburgh, 1955). An overall view of the

diplomacy of conflict is in Max Savelle, The

Diplomatic History of the Canadian Bound-

ary, r749-t763 (New Haven, 1940).

Two books deal with the history of the

region about the Forks of the Ohio during

this period, one in encyclopedic detail, the

other in popular fashion: Alfred P. James

and Charles M. Stotz, Drams in the Forest

(Pittsburgh, J958), and Walter O’Meara,

Guns at the Forks (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

1965). A sound biography of the fated Eng-

lish general is Lee McCardell, Ill-Starred

General: Braddock of the Coldstream Guards

(Pittsburgh, 195S), which is weakened by

the author’s failure to use the earlier article

by Stanley Pargellis, “Braddock’s Defeat,”

A.H.R., XLI (January, 1936). Pargellis’

conclusions are substantiated by John Schlc-

bccker, “Braddock’s Defeat,” O.A.H.Q,,

LVIII (April, 1949), and John K. Mahon,

“Anglo-American Methods of Indian

Warfare,” M.V.H.R., XLV (September,

1958)

. John K. Lacock, “Braddock Road,”

P.M.H.B., XXXVIII (January, 1914), ex-

actly traces the route, of Braddock’s Road;

this has been corrected for one portion by

Paul A.W. Wallace, “ ‘Blunder Camp’; A
Note on Braddock’s Road,” P.M.H.B,,

LXXXVII (January, 1963). Two contem-

porary journals of the expedition by British

members arc published as Charles E. Hamil-

ton, ed., Braddock’s Defeat (Norman, Okla.,

1959)

. Additional light is thrown on fight-

ing in Pennsylvania by Howard H. Peck-

ham, ed., "Thomas Gist’s Indian Captivity,

» 758-17595’’ PM.H.B., LXXX (July,

* 95 ^)" John B. Brebner, New England’s

Outpost. Acadia before the Conquest of

Canada (New York, 1927), describes the

Acadian campaigns, although the subject is
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treated in greater detail in J. Clarence Web-
ster, Tlie Forts of Chignecto •, A Study of the

Eighteenth Century Conflict between France

and Great Britain in Acadia (St. John, New
Bruns., 1930). Fighting on the New York

frontier is considered in John R. Cuneo,

Robert Rogers of the Rangers (New York,

1959)5 and Edward P. Hamilton, Fort Ti~

conderoga: Key to a Continent (Boston,

1964).

The best work on frontier defense in

Pennsylvania following Braddock’s defeat is

William A. Hunter, Forts on the FennsyU

vania Frontier
y 1753—1758 (Harrisburg,

Pa., 1960). G.D. Albert, Frontier Forts of

Western Pennsylvania (Harrisburg, Pa.,

1900) is less useful. Benjamin Franklin’s

role on the frontier during this period is

colorfully described in Leonard W. Labaree,

“Benjamin Franklin and the Defense of

Pennsylvania, 1754-17575” P.H., XXIX
(January, 1962). Other works dealing with

aspects of the subject include: C. Hale Sipe,

Fort Ligonier and Its Times (Harrisburg,

Pa., 1932), J.M. King, “Colonel John

Armstrong,” W.P.H.M., X (July, 1927),

John S. Fisher, “Colonel Armstrong’s Ex-

pedition against Kittanning,” P.M.H.B., LI

(January, 1927), and Mary C. Darling,

History of Colonel Henry Bouquet and the

Western Frontiers of Pennsylvania, 1747—

1764 (n.p., 1920). An important aspect of

Indian diplomacy is skillfully portrayed in

Wilbur R. Jacobs, Diplomacy and Indian

Gifts (Stanford, Calif., 1950), which deals

with the period 1749-63. Records concern-

ing the Forbes expedition are in Alfred P.

James, ed.. Writings of General John Forbes

Relating to His Service in North America

(Pittsburgh, 1938), and The Papers of

Henry Bouquet. The Forbes Expedition

(Harrisburg, Pa., 1951). A capable account

of the conflict between Forbes and George

Washington is in Niles Anderson, “The

General Chooses a Road: The Forbes Cam-

paign of 1758 to Capture Ft. Duquesne,”

W.P.H.M., XLII (June, 1959) to (Decem-

ber, 1959). The aid given by one state is

admirably described in Nellie Norkus, “Vir-

ginia’s Role in the Capture of Pori
Duquesne, 1758,” W.P.H.M., VL (Decem-
ber, 1962), West Virginia’s role in the war
is the theme of Otis Rice, “The French and
Indian War in West Virginia,” W,V.H.
XXIV (January, 1963), and Virginia’s il

Hayes Baker-Crothers, Virginia and iht

French and Indian War (Chicago, 1928)

Louis K. Koontz, The Virginia Frontier,

S754-1763 (Baltimore, 19^5)5 and Roy B.

Cook, “Virginia Frontier Defenses, 1719-

1795,” W.V.H., I (January, 1940). Efforts

to guard the Forks of the Ohio after the

capture of Ft. Duquesne are described in

Ann Quattrocchi, “Thomas Hutchins: Pro-

vincial Soldier and Indian Agent in the

Ohio Valley, 1758-1761,” W.P.H.M,, VL
(September, 1962).

The best study of the Cherokee war is

David H. Corkran, T/te Cherokee Frontier:

Conflict and Survival, 1J40-62 (Norman,

Okla., 1962). Briefer treatments of aspects

of the subject are in W. Neil Hamilton,

“Virginia and the Cherokee Indian Trade,

1753-1775,” E.T.H.S., Publications, V

(1933)5 Philip M. Hamer, “Anglo-French

Rivalry in the Cherokee Country, 1754-

17575” N.C.H.R., II (July, 1925), Philip

M. Hamer, “Fort Loudoun in the Cherokee

War, 1758—1761,” N.C.H.R., II (October,

1925), and Samuel C. Williams, “Fort Rob-

inson on the Holston,” E.T.H.S., Publica-

tions, IV (1932). Memoirs of a leading

participant are Samuel C. Williams, ed.,

Lieut. Henry Timberlake's Memoirs, 175^“

176s (Marietta, Ga., 1948).

The French exodus from the interior after

defeat is described in Louise P. Kellogg, “La

Chapelle’s Remarkable Retreat Through the

Mississippi Valley, 1760—1761,” M.V.H.R.,

XXII (June, 1935). Documents on the

diplomacy of the peace are in Theodore C.

Pease, ed., Anglo-French Boundary Disputes

in the West, i749-s7<i3 (Springfield, 111 .,

1936). The establishment of the west-

ern boundary is considered in Theodore C.

Pease, “The Mississippi Boundary of 1763: a

Reappraisal of Responsibility,” A.H.R., XL

(January, 1935)5 and Arthur S. Aiton,
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“The Diplomacy of the Louisiana Cession,”

XXXVI (July, 1931)- British occu-

pation of one conquered region Is described

in C.N. Howard, “The Military Occupation

of British West Florida, X 7^3 i** ^

XVII (January, 1939)'

VII BRITISH WESTERN
POLICY

General Works. The best single treatment

of British western policy in the pre-Revolu-

tionary years is Jack M. Sosin, Whitehall and

the Wilderness: The Middle West in British

Colonial Policy, syGo-tyjs (Lincoln, Neb.,

1961). This displaces an older work that is,

however, still useful for details: Clarence

W. Alvord, The Mississipfi Valley in Brit-

ish Politics, 2 V. (Cleveland, 1917). The

latter volume is over-laudatory of Lord

Shelburne, a view that can be balanced by

reading R.A. Humphreys, “Lord Shelburne

and the Proclamation of 1763,” E.H.R.,

XLIX (April, 1934), R.A. Humphreys,

“Lord Shelburne and British Colonial Pol-

icy, 175^-1768,” EJ1.R., L (April, 1935),

and John A. Schutz, Thomas Pownall,

British Defender of American Liberty

(Glendale, Calif., 1951). Alvord’s judg-

ments are based on the sound but laudatory

biography by Lord Edmund Fitzmaurice,

Life of William, Earl of Shelburne, 3 v.

(London, 1912). Another sound biography

of a leading British statesman of the period

is Lewis Namier and John Brooke, Charles

Totunshend (New York, 1964). By far the

most comprehensive treatment of the entire

period, from the empire point of view, arc

the concluding volumes of Lawrence H.

Gipson’s monumental The British Empire

before the American Revolution: Volumes

IX through XU (New York, 1956-1965).
These cover the period from 1763 to 1776.

James T. Flexner, Mo/savok Baronet: Sir

Williasn Johnsost of Hew York (New York,

*959), deals competently with Johnson’s

Indian diplomacy, but neglects his business

and speculative career, as does Arthur
Pound, Johnson of the Mohawks (New
York, 1930). This deficiency is partially
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remedied by two thorough studies of his

lieutenant by Albert T. Volwiler, George

Croghan and the Westward Movement,

1741-/782 (Cleveland, 1926), and Nicho-

las B. Wainwright, George Crogfsan, Wil-

derness Diplomat (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

>959)' Johnson’s published papers are in

James Sullivan, Milton W. Hamilton, et. al.,

eds.. The Sir William Johnson Papers, 13 V.

(Albany, 1921-1962). Essential to an un-

derstanding of the period is the scholarly

biography of John R. Alden, John Stuart

and the Southern Colotiial Frontier (Ann

Arbor, Mich., 1944). An important docu-

ment bearing on the evolution of policy in

the South is Wilbur R. Jacobs, ed., Indians

of the Southern Frosstier: The Edmund
Atkin Report and Plan of 1755 (Columbia,

S.C., 1954). Additional light on Indian re-

lations on the southern frontier is thrown by

such studies as: Clarence E, Carter, “British

Policy toward the American Indians in the

South, 1763-1768,” B.H.R., XXXni (Jan-

uary, 1918), Helen L. Shaw, British Ad-

ministration of the Southern Indians, tjg6—

tySg (Lancaster, Pa., 1931), Merritt B.

Pound, “Colonel Benjamin Hawkins—North

Carolinian—Benefactor of the Southern In-

dians,” N.C.H.R., XIX (January, 1942,

and April, 1942), and Grace S, Woodward,

The Cherokees (Norman, Okla., 1963).

The superintendent’s activity in redrawing

the Proclamation Line is described in Max
Farrand, “The Indian Boundary Line,”

A.H.R., X (July, 1905), and Ray A. Billing-

ton, “The Ft. Stanwix Treaty of 1768,”

N.Y.H., XXV (April, 1944).

Land Speculation. The principal study of

speculation in pre-Revolutionary years,

Thomas P, Abernethy, Western Lands and

the American Revolution (New York,

1937), is as essential to the understanding of

thb period as the book by Jack M. Sosin

previously cited. Sosin’s research in British

documents not used by Abernethy has also

led to corrections such as those contained

in the excellent article: Jack M. Sosin, “The

Yorke-Camden Opinion and American Land

Speculaton,” PMM,B., LXXXV (January,
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1961). In addition several monographs deal

with specific speculating companies. On the

Ohio Company see; Kenneth P. Bailey, The

Ohio Cotnfany of Virginia and the Wesi-

v:ard Movementy 77^5-/792 (Glendale,

Calif., 1939), Alfred P. Jjimes, The Ohio

Cornfanyr Its Inner History (Pittsburgh,

*959)> Alfred P. James, George Mercer of

the Ohio Comfany: d Study of Frustration

(Pittsburgh, 19*53), Kenneth P. Bailey, ed.,

The Ohio Comfany Papers, ly^^—iSty

(Ann Arbor, Mich., 1947), and Lois Mul-

kearn, ed., George Mercer Papers Relating

to the Ohio Company of Virginia (Pitts-

burgh, 1954). Other speculating activities

are described in George E. Lewis, The

Indiana Company, xy68—17^8 (Glendale,

Calif., 1941), Archer B. Hulbert, “Wash-

ington’s ‘Tour of the Ohio’ and Articles of

‘The Mississippi Company’,” O.dJJ.Q.,

XVII (October, 1908), Archibald Hender-

son, “Dr. Thomas Walker and the Loyal

Land Company of Virginia,” •A.A.S., Pro-

ceedings, n.s., XLI (1931), and Clarence

W. Alvord, ed.. The Illinois-Wabash Com-
pany (Chicago, 1915). Washington’s many

speculative enterprises are considered in

Charles H. Ambler, George Washington and

the West (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1936), and

Roy B. Cook, Washington's Western Lands

(Strasburg, Va., 1930). General accounts

that touch on speculation are Shaw Liver-

more, Early American Land Companies

(New York, 1939), and Temple Bodley,

Our First Great West (Louisville, Ky.,

1938).

Pontiac’s Rebellion. The thesis that the

rebellion was a well-organized conspiracy,

set forth in classic form in the vivid Con-

spiracy of Pontiac, 2 v. (Boston, 1910) by

Francis Parkman, has been disproven in

Howard H. Peckham, Pontiac and the In-

dian Uprising (Princeton, N.J., 1947). Peck-

ham’s contention that Pontiac acted alone

and without the support of a confederacy is

disputed, not too convincingly, in Wilbur R.

Jacobs, “Was the Pontiac Uprising a Con-

spiracy!” OM.H.Q., LIX (January, 1950).

An older study of Pontiac is Thomas G.

Marquis, The War Chief of the Qttavaa
{Chronicles of Canada Series, Toronto
1915). Bernhard Knollenberg,

'‘General

Amherst and Germ Warfare,” M.VRJi
XLI (December, i 9J4)> and a rejoinder iy
Donald H. Kent in ibid., XLI (March,

^ 95S)> discuss .-imherst’s plan to poison In,,

dians with smallpox infected blankets, .

vivid description of Pontiac’s siege of Be-

troit is Myles M. Platt, “Detroit under

Siege 1763,” M.H., XL (December, 1956).

Studies of the principal military leader in-

dude E. Douglas Branch, “Henry Bouquer;

Professional Soldier,” P.M.H.B., LVII (Jan-

uary, 1938), Mary C. Darlington, History

of Colonel Henry Bouquet and the Vhtsktn

Frontiers of Pennsylvania, (n p.,

1920), and Pennsylvania Historical Com-

mission. The Papers of Colonel Henry Bou-

quet, 3 V. (Harrisburg, 1940). Charles S.

Grant, “Pontiac’s Rebellion and the British

Troop Movements of 1763,” M.VHF,,

XL (June, 1953), admirably demonstrates

that the redistribution of British troops in

America had no relationship to the rebellion.

British Occupation of the Illinois Country

and the Northwest. Three volumes edited by

Clarence W. Alvord and Clarence E, Carter

contain the essential documents: The Critical

Period, 176^-1765 (Springfield, 111., 1915),

The Nev) Regime, 176^—1767 (Springfield,

111., 1916), and Trade and Politics, 1767-

ijbp (Springfield, HI., 1921). The stand-

ard secondary work on the Illinois country

is Clarence E, Carter, Great Britain and the

Illinois Country, 176^-1774 (Washington,

D.C., 1910), although Clarence W. Alvord,

The Illinois Country, 176^-18x8 {Centen-

nial History of Illinois, Springfield, IIL',

1920), contains a brief account. These booh

should be supplemented by two studies of

trading activity in Illinois: Max Saveile,

George Morgan, Colony Builder (New

York, 1932), and William V. Byars, B, and

M. Grata, Merchassis in Philadelphia, xjSi~

xygS (Jefferson City, Mo., 1916). Reasons

for the failure of Morgan’s concern are dis-

cussed in Charles M. Thomas, “Successful

and Unsuccessful Merchants in the Illino4
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Country,” J.1.S.H,S., XXX (January,

193 *)-

The standard works on the British occu-

pation of the Northwest are Louise P. Kel-

logg, TAe Britis/i Regime in Wisconsin and

the Rorthviesi (Madison, Wise., 1935), and

Nelson V. Russell, The British Regime in

Michigan and the Old Northwest (North-

field, Minn., 1939)- Wayne E. Stevens, The

Northwest Fur Trade, 1763-1800 (Urbana,

III., 1918), deals with tltat important sub-

ject, while the efiiect of the trade on British

western policy is considered in Marjorie G.

Reid, “The Quebec Fur-Traders and West-

ern Policy,” C.H.R., VI (March, 1925).

British Occupation of Florida. Conditions

in Florida at the time of the British occupa-

tion are admirably described in John J.

TePaske, The Governorshif of S-panish

Florida, 1700—J763 (Durham, N.C., 1964).

' Two articles by CLarence E. Carter, “The

Beginnings of British West Florida,”

M.V.H.R., IV (December, 1917), and

“Some Aspects of British Administration in

West ' Florida,” M.V.H.R., I (December,

1914), are useful, although the fullest study

is Cecil' Johnson, British West Florida,

S763-17S3 (New H.aven, 1943). The stand-

‘'ard work on East Florida is Charles L.

Mowat, East Florida as a British Province,

17S3-S7S4 (Gainesville, Fla., 1943, re-

issued 1964), Also of use are Wilbur H.

Sicbert, “The Departure of the Spaniards

and Other Groups from East Florida,

1763-1^54,” XIX (October, 1940),
and Charles L. Mowat, “The Land Policy

in British East Florida,” J.H., XIV (April,

^1940).

The Quebec Act. The role of the Illinois

villages in the formulation of this measure
is admirably considered in Jack M. Sosin,

“The French Settlements in British Policy

for the North American Interior, 1760-

1774,” CM.R., XXXIX (September, 1958).
The two most recent histories of the act are

:

(
Reginald Coupland, The Quebec Act (Ox-
ford, England, 1925), and Charles H. Metz-
ger, The Quebec Act, a Primary Cattsc of the

American Revolution (New York, 1936).
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The administration of the act is considered

in Hilda M. Neatby, The Administration of

Justice under the Quebec Act (Minneapolis,

>937)-

VIII SETTLEMENT CROSSES
THE MOUNTAINS

General Works. A well-written history,

based largely on wide reading rather than

documentary research, and dealing with the

western settlements in the period from 1750

to 1800, is John A. Caruso, The Appalachian

Frontier (Indianapolis, 1959). Francis S.

Philbrick, The Rise of the West, 1734-1830

{New American Nation Series, New York,

1965), also deals with the first settlements,

but in excessive detail. Still useful for its

colorful imagery and unsurpassed sketches of

pioneer life is Theodore Roosevelt, The

Winning of the West, 6 v. (New York,

1889-96), which first called attention to the

importance of the region in the history of

American expansion. Many aspects of settle-

ment are considered in Thomas P. Aber-

nethy. Western Lands and the American

Revolution (New York, 1937), and in

Constance L. Skinner, Pioneers of the Old

Southwest {Chronicles of America Series,

New Haven, Conn., 1919).

Expansion of the Northern Frontier. An

early study of the advance of settlement into

western Pennsylvania, Alfred P. James, “The

First English-Speaking Trans-Appalachian

Frontier,” M.V.H.R., XVII (June, 1930),

although still useful, has been supplemented

by Solon J. Buck and Elizabeth H. Buck,

The Planting of Civilization in Western

Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh, 1939). Other ac-

counts are in C.M. Bomberger, A Short His-

tory of Westmoreland County (Jeanette, Pa.,

1942), Kenneth P. Bailey, Thomas Cresap,

Maryland Frontiersman (Boston, 1944),

Kenneth P. Bailey, “Christopher Gist and

the Trans-Allegheny Frontier,” P.H.R., XIV
(March, 1945), and David B. Trimble,

“Christopher Gist and the Settlement of

file Monongahela, 1752-1754,” V.M.H.B.,

LXIII (January, 1955). Social conditions

are described in J.E. Wright and Doris S.
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Corbett, Pioneer Life in Western Pennsyl-

vania (Pittsburgh, 1940), while sources are

collected in Sylvester K. Stevens and Donald

H, Kent, eds.. Wilderness Chronicles of

northwestern Pennsylvania (Harrisburg, Pa.,

1941).

The West Virginia frontier is described

in Ruth W. Dayton, Pioneers and Their

Homes on the Uffer Kanawha (Charleston,

W, Va., 1948), Lewis P. Summers, History

of Southwest Virginia^ zj^6—xy86 (Rich-

mond, Va., 1903), Lucullus McWhorter,

The Border Settlers of northwest Virginia

from iy6y to 1795 (Hamilton, Ohio, 1915),

Charles H. Ambler, A History of West Vir-

ginia (New York, 1933), and Charles H.

Ambler, West Virginia: The Mountain State

(New York, 1940).

The Holston and Watauga Frontiers. A
thorough account is Samuel C. Williams,

Dawn of Tennessee Valley and Tennessee

History (Johnson City, Tenn., 1937), and

a briefer study is Thomas P. Abernethy,

From Frontier to Plantation in Tennessee

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1932). Information will

also be found in Philip H. Hamer, ed.,

Tennessee, a History, 1673—igjz, 4 V. (New

York, 1933), and John P. Arthur, Western

north Carolina (Raleigh, N.C., 1914). One

important settlement is described in William

A. Pusey, “The Location of Martin’s Sta-

tion, Virginia,” M.V.H.R,, XV (December,

1928). Frederick J, Turner, “Western State-

Making in the Revolutionary Era,” A.H.R.,

1 (October, 1895, and January, 1896), first

placed the Watauga Association in its true

place in frontier history. The standard biog-

raphy of a leader of the settlement is Carl S.

Driver, John Sevier, Pioneer of the Old

Southwest (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1932).

Lord Dunmore’s War. The history of the

war may be traced in the introductions and

documents in Reuben G. Thwaites and

Louise P. Kellogg, Documentary History of

Lord Dunmore’s War (Madison, Wise.,

1905), although the causes of the struggle

cannot be understood without consulting

Randolph C. Downes, “Dunmore’s War; An
Interpretation,” M.V.H.R., XXI (December,

1934), and Percy B. Caley, “Lord Dunmorc
and the Pennsylvania-Virginia

Boundary
Dispute,” W.P.H.M., XXII (June, 1939),
Richard O. Curry, “Lord Duntnore and the

West: A Re-evaluation,” W.V.H., XlX
(July, 1958), argues that speculative pres-

sure was only one of several forces leading

to the war; the author repeats his arguments

with slight additional evidence in “Lord

Dunmore—^Tool of Land Jobbers or Realis-

tic Champion of Colonial ‘Rights’?; An
Inquiry,” W.V.H., XXIV (April, t963).

The principal battle is described in Virgil

A. Lewis, History of the Battle of Point

Pleasant (Charleston, W. Va., 1909).

The Kentucky Frontier. Much inform-

tion can be gleaned from histories of Ken-

tucky, of which the most recent are Temple

Bodley, History of Kentucky before the

Louisiana Purchase in 1803 (Chicago,

1928), and Thomas D. Clark, A History of

Kentucky (New York, 1937). A fuller ac-

count is Robert S. Cotterill, History of

Pioneer Kentucky (Cincinnati, 1917), while

a valuable interpretative essay is in Thomas

P. Abernethy, Three Virginia Frontiers

(University, Louisiana, 1941). Willard R.

Jillson, Pioneer Kentucky (Frankfort, Ky.,

1934), contains scattered information of im-

portance.

The career of Dr. Thomas Walker is

described in Ann W. Burns, Daniel Boone’s

Predecessor in Kentucky (Frankfort, Ky.,

1930), while Lucien Beckner, “John Find-

ley: The First Pathfinder of Kentucky,”

H.Q., I (April, 1927), deals with another

pioneer. More useful are Charles A. Talbert,

Benjamin Logan: Kentucky Frontiersman

(Lexington, Ky., 1962), a work of exten-

sive scholarship that reveals for the first time

Logan’s major contributions to the founding

of Kentucky, and Kathryn H. Mason, James

Harrod of Kentucky (Baton Rouge, ipji)-

Of the more than fifty biographies of

Daniel Boone, the most complete is John

Bakeless, Daniel Boone (New York, i939)'

Boone’s Wilderness Road is described in Wil-

liam A. Pusey, The Wilderness Road to

Kentucky (New York, 1921), and Robert
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L. Kincaid, The WildertfesrRoad (Indianap-

olis, 1947)- A useful summary a£ informa-

tion concerning the building and use of the

road is Thomas L. Connelly, “Gateway to

Kentucky: The Wilderness Road, 1748-

1794,” K,S.H.S.R., LIX (April, 1961).

The fisV historian, to decnonatrate the im-

portance of tlic Transylvania Company in

Kentucky’s settlement was Archibald Hen-

derson, The Conquest of the Old Southwest

(New York, 1920). The author’s distant

relationship to Judge Henderson so‘ blinded

him to his ancestor’s faults that he lauded the

pioneer beyond reason, even to upholding

the legality of the Treaty of Sycamore

Shoals. Hence his study has been supplanted

by William S. Lester, The Transylvania

Company (Spencer, Ind., tgss)* The com-

position of the company is carefully studied

in Archibald Henderson, “The Transylvania

Company: A Study in Personnel,” F.C.H.Q.,

XXI (January, 1947 to October, 1947). A
little known phase of the company’s history

is described in Samuel C. Williams, “Hen-

derson and Company’s Purchase Within the

Limits of Tennessee,” T.HJW., V (April,

1919),

Among tlie best of the many histories of

pioneer settlements in Kentucky are; George

W. Ranck, Boonesborough (Louisville, Ky.,

1901), Willard R. Jillson, Harrod's Old

Fort (Frankfort, Ky., 1929), and Calvin

M. Fackler, Early Days of Danville (Dan-

ville, Ky., 194T). Readable contemporary

accounts include Lewis H. Kilpatrick, ed.,

“Journal of William Calk,” M.V.H.R., VII

(March, 1921), and Louise P. Kellogg, “A
Kentucky Pioneer Tells Her Story of Early

Boonesborough and Harrodsburg,” F.C.H.Q.,

HI (October, 1929).

IX THE WEST IN THE
AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

General Accounts, No history of the West
in the Revolutionary War has been written,

although the subject is treated in all general

histories of the conflict. A popular account,

which combines sparkling writing with ex-

79 ^

tensive reading rather than documentary re-

search is Dale Van Every, A Comfuny of

Heroes: The American Frontier, ryyS-rySj

(New York, 1962). Modern accounts that

pay proper attention to the role of the West

include Piers Mackesy, The War for Amer~

^775~^7^3 (Cambridge, Mass., tsd'v)',

and John R. Alden, The American Revolts^

tion, syjg—xySy, {New American Nation

Series, New York, 1934) >
while overall pic-

tures of military events are in Willard M.
Wallace, Affeal to Arms (New York, 1951)

and Howard H, Peckham, The War for

Independence (Chicago, 1958). Much useful

material is also in Thomas P. Abernethy,

Western Lands and the American Revolution

(New York, 1937). Theodore Roosevelt,

The Winning of the West, 6 v. (New York,

1889-1896), is more notable for its vivid

style than its accuracy. Temple Bodley, Our

First Great West: In Revolutionary War,

Diplomacy and Politics (Louisville, Ky,,

1938), is unbalanced and antiquarian in

tone.

The War in the South. The thorough

modern survey, John R. Alden, The South

in the Revolution, 1763-2789 (ii History

of the South, Baton Rouge, 1957), provides

an excellent overall picture. More specialized

is Kenneth Coleman, The American Revo-

lution in Georgia, 1763—178^ (Athens, Ga.,

1959), while briefer accounts are in Thomas

P. Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation

in Tennessee (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1932),

and Archibald Henderson, Conquest of the

Old Southwest (New York, 1920). The

principal story of the war itt the Southwest,

however, must still be pieced together from

such monographic studies as: Philip M.

Hamer, “John Stuart’s Indian Policy During

the Early Months of the Revolution,”

M.V.H.R., XVII (December, 1930), Philip

M. Hamer, “The Wataugans and the Chero-

kee Indians in 1776,” E.T.H.S., Publications,

III (1931), Randolph C. Downes, “Chero-

kee-American Relations in the Upper Ten-

nessee Valley, 1776—1791,” E.T.H.S., Publi-

cations, VIII (1936), and Robert S. Cot-

terill, “The Virginia-Chickasa\v Treaty of
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1783,’’ VIII (November, 1942).

Documents dealing with an important treaty

have been collected by Archibald Henderson,

ed., “The Treaty of Long Island on the

Holston, July, 1777,” N.C.H.R., VIII (Jan-

uary, 1931). Charles C. Royce, T/ie Chero-

kee Nation of Indians (Washington, D.C.,

1887), is still a standard history of the tribe.

For the Creek warfare see Homer Bast,

“Creek Indian Affairs, 1775-1778,” G.H.Q.,

XXXIII (March, 1949).

A thorough work on the Virginia frontier

is Freeman H. Hart, The Valley of Virginia

in the American Revolution,

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1942), while Tennessee’s

role is studied in Samuel C. Williams,

Tennessee During the Revolutionary War
(Nashville, Tcnn., 1944). The founding of

Nashville is the theme of William H. Mc-
Raven, Life and Times of Edviard Swanson

(Nashville, Tenn., 1937), and Archibald

Henderson, “Richard Henderson; The

Authorship of the Cumberland Compact and

the Founding of Nashville,” T.H.M., II

(September, 1916). A biography of James

Robertson is needed.

The role of westerners in the final cam-

paigns in the South is appraised in M.F.

Treacy, Prelude to Yorktown: The South-

ern Campaign of Nathaniel Greene, lySa—

ijSi (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1963), and in

such biographical studies of western leaders

as Alice N. Waring, The Fighting Elder:

Andrew Pickens (Columbia, S.C., 1962),

and Don Higgenbotham, Daniel Morgan:

Revolutionary Riflemajs (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

1961). The role of Loyalists in these cam-

paigns, and in the war in general, is ad-

mirably appraised in two modern works:

North Callahan, Royal Raiders: The Tories

of the American Revolution (Indianapolis,

1963), and Paul H. Smith, Loyalists and

Redcoats: A Study in British Revolutionary

Policy (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1964). Events

further to the south are the theme of Albert

W. Haarmann, “The Spanish Conquest of

British West Florida, 1779-1781,” F.H.Q.,

XXXIX (October, i960).

The War in the Northwest. Especially use-

ful for the war in Kentucky i? John gake-

less, Daniel Boone (New York, 1935). Wil-
Ham S. Lester, The Transylvama Cmfany
(Spencer, Ind., 1935), .and Robert S. Cot-

terill, History of Pioneer Kentucky (Cm,
cinnati, 1917), deal with phases of the tur-

fare. The siege of Booncsborough is d;.

scribed in George W. Ranck, Boonesboroush

(Louisville, Ky,, 1901),

George Rogers Clark has inspired as mucii

authorship as Daniel Boone. Documents

dealing with his career have been edited bv

James A. James, George Rogers Clark Pa.

pers, tyyi-iyS^, 2 v. (Springfield, 111,

1912-26), and Milo M. Quaife, The Cap.

ture of Old Vincennes (Indianapolis, 1917).

The most useful biography, and the best

history of the war in the West, is James .<1 ,

James, The Life of George Rogers Clark

(Chicago, 1928), although Temple Bodley,

George Rogers Clark (Boston, 1926), is also

useful. Both should be supplemented with

John D. Barnhart, “A New Evaluation of

Henry Hamilton and George Rogers Clark,”

M.V.H.R., XXXVII (March, 1951), which

is based on newly discovered Hamilton pa-

pers. Also edited by Barnhart is Henry

Hamilton and George Rogers Clark in the

American Revolution with the Unpublishei

,

Journal of Lieut, Gov. Henry Hamilton

(Crawfordsville, Ind., 1951), which shows

that Clark’s own accounts of his Vincennes

campaign denied Hamilton much credit due

him. Clarence W. Alvord, cd., The Illinou-

Wabash Land Company (Chicago, 1915),

suggests that land speculation was one factor

encouraging Clark to undertake his Illinois

campaigns.

A controversial literature has developed

over tile influence of Clark’s campaigns on

the peace commissioners who in 1733

awarded the Northwest to the United States.

James A. James insists that Clark won the

Northwest in his book and two articles; ‘ To

What Extent Was George Rogers Clark in

Military Control of the Northwest at the

Close of the American Revolution?” A.H.A,

Annual Report for rgry (Washington, D.C.,

1920), and “The Northwest; Gift or Con-

quest?” 1M,H., XXX (March,

opposite point oi view, that Clark no longer
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^.ontrolled the West in is defended by

Clarence W. Alvord, “Virginia and the

West} An Interpretation,” M.V.H.R., 111

(June, 191 fi). That the American peace

commissioners knew o£ Clark’s conquest is

shown in a letter edited by Lewis J. Carey,

“Franklin is Informed of Clark’s Activities

in the Old Northwest,” M.V.H.R., XXI

(December, 1934).

The history of the Illinois country after

Clark’s conquest may be traced in the two

volumes of documents edited by Clarence W.

Alvord: Ca/iokia Records, s 778-1 790

(Springfield, III., 1907)1 anti Kaskaskia

Records, 177^-^79 ° (Springfield, 111 .,

1909). Secondary accounts dealing with the

period are Clarence W. Alvord, The Illinois

Country, 1673-2818 {Centennial History of

Illinois, Springfield, 111 ., 1920), Robert L.

Schuyler, The Transition in Illinois from

the British to American Government (New

York, 1909), and Carl E. Boyd, “The

County of Illinois,” A.H.R., IV (July,

1S99).

The Revolution in the upper Northwest

is described in Louise P. Kellogg, The Brit-

ish Regime in Wisconsin and the Northwest

(Madison, Wise., 1935), and Nelson V.

Russell, The British Regime in Michigan

and the Old Northwest (Northfield, Minn.,

1939). Indian diplomacy in the region is

the theme of Louise P. Kellogg, “Indian

Diplomacy During the Revolution in the

West," LS.H.S., Transactions, XXXVI
(1929), while Nelson V. Russell, “The In-

dian Policy of Henry Hamilton, a Revalu-

ation,” C,H,R., XI (March, 1930), ex-

onerates the Detroit commander of the

charge of being a “hair buyer,” British

policy concerning the use of Indians is ex-

plained, and justified, in Jack M. Sosin, “The
Use of Indians in the War of the American
Revolution; Re-Assessment of Responsi-

bility,” C.H.R., XLVI (June, 1965). The
career of a leading Tory who operated with
Indians is traced in Thomas Boyd, Simon
^irty, The White Savage (New York,
1928).

Documents on the contest for the upper
Ohio Valley have been edited by Reuben G.

m
Thwaites and Louise P. Kellogg: The Revo-

lution on the U-pfer Ohio, 1775—1777

(Madison, Wise., tgoS), Frontier Defense

on the Vpfef Ohio, 1777—1778 (Madison,

Wise., 1912), Frontier Advance on the

Upper Ohio, 1778—1779 (Madison, Wise.,

1916), and Frontier Retreat on the Upper

Ohio, 1779—1781 (Madison, Wise., 1917).

The story of warfare there is told in a

series of monographs. Max Savelle, George

Morgan, Colony Builder (New York,

1932), and Randolph C. Downes, “George

Morgan, Indian Agent Extraordinary,

1776-1779,” P.H., I (October, 1934),

deal with the early years, as does Percy B.

Caley, “The Life-Adventures of Lieutenant-

Colonel John Connolly,” W,P.H.M., XI

(January, 1928), and following issues. The

later period is studied in Randolph C.

Downes, “Indian War on the Upper Ohio,

1779-1782,” W.P.H.M., XVII (June,

1934)) which concludes that the American

hold on the region gradually declined.

Other accounts of events in the area are:

Milo M. Quaife, “The Ohio Campaigns of

1782,” M.V.H.R., XVII (March, 1931),

Charles G. Talbert, “Kentucky Invades

Ohio—1780,” K.S.H.S.R., LII (October,

*954)) Charles G. Talbert, “Kentucky In-

vades Ohio—1782,” K.S.H.S.R., LIIl (Oc-

tober, 1955), Louis E, Graham, “Fort Mc-

Intosh,” W.P.H.M., XV (May, 1932), and

Marie J. Kohnova, “The Moravians and

Their Missionaries. A Problem in Ameri-

canization,” M.V.H.R., XIX (December,

1932)

. Warfare in Pennsylvania is described

in Lewis S. Shimmell, Border Warfare in

Pennsylvania during the Revolution (Harris-

burg, Pa., 1901).

The New York Frontier During the Revo-

lution. A thorough account of the war in

western New York is Francis W. Halsey,

The Old New York Frontier (New York,

1901), although the story is told more

briefly in Alexander C. Flick, History of the

State of New York, 10 v. (New York, 1932-

37). Another scholarly treatment is Howard

Swiggett, War Out of Niagara (New York,

1933)

. The careers of Tory raiders who

ravaged the frontier are traced in Ernest A.
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Cruikshank, The Story of Butler’s Rangers

and, the Settlement of Niagara (Welland,

Ont, 1894), William L. Stone, Life of

Joseph Brant (New York, 1838), and Mabel

G, Walker, “Sir John Johnson, Loyalist,”

M.V.H.R., III (December, 1916). A thor-

ough history of the most important cam-

paign is Alexander C. Flick, The Sullivan-

Clinton Campaign in 7779 (Albany, 1919),

but this should be supplemented with the

fine biography of the commander, Charles

P. Whittemore, A General of the Revolu-

tion: John Sullivan of New Hampshire

(New York, 1961).

The War on the Mississippi River, The
best account of the struggle for the lower

Mississippi is John W. Caughey, Bernardo

de Galvez in Louisiana, 1776-1782 (Berke-

ley, Calif,, 1934), %vhich may be supple-

mented by Elizabeth H. West, “The Indian

Policy of Bernardo de Galvez,” M.V.H,A.,

Proceedings, VIII (1915). Other important

studies are; John W. Caughey, “Willing’s

Expedition Down the Mississippi,” LM.Q.,

XV (January, 193^), Kathryn Abbey,

“Peter Chester’s Defense of the Mississippi

After the Willing Raid,” M.V.H.R., XXII

(June, 1935), and D.C. Corbitt, “James

Colbert and the Spanish Claims to the East

Bank of the Mississippi,” M.V.H.R., XXIV
(March, 1938). The activities of the lead-

ing American in the region are described in

James A. James, Oliver Pollock: The Life

and Titties of an Unknown Patriot (New

York, 1937)-

Studies of the relations between Spain,

England, and the United States on the upper

Mississippi include: Abraham P. Nasatir,

“The Anglo-Spanish Frontier in the Illinois

Country during the American Revolution,

1778-1783,” J.LS.H.S., XXI (October,

1928), James A. James, “Spanish Influence

in the West during the American Revolu-

tion.” M.V.H.R,, IV (September, 1917),

and James A. James, “The Significance of

the Attack on St. Louis, 1780,” M.V.H.A.,

Proceedings, II (1908-09). Don Rickey, Jr.,

“The British-Indian Attack on St. Louis,

May 26, 1780,” M.H.R., LV (October,

i960), is a detailed history of the expedition

led by Emanuel Hess. The motives behind

’the Spanish attack on St. Joseph are dis-

cussed in Lawrence Kinnaird, “The Span-

ish Expedition Against Fort St. Joseph in

1781, A New Interpretation,” M.V.H.R.,

XIX (September, 1932), while the expedi-

tion is described in Frederick Teggart, "The
Capture of St. Joseph, Michigan, by the

Spaniards in 1781,” M.H.R., V (July,

1911).

Revolutionary Diplomacy and the Peace.

A thorough treatment is Paul C. Phillips,

The West in the Diplomacy of the American

Revolution (Urbana, 111 ., 1913), which is

now badly in need of revision. Two recent

books, although not dealing specifically with

the West, shed much light on the subject:

Richard B. Morris, The Peacemakers: The

Great Powers and American Independence

(New York, 1965), and Richard W. Van

Alstyne, Empire and Independence-, the In-

ternational History of the American Revolu-

tion (New York, 1965). The former is a

learned and well-written history of the peace

negotiations; the latter, the first diplomatic

history of the war and peace to place the

struggle in its proper international setting.

An older general history which is still of

use is Samuel F. Bemis, The Diplomacy of

the Atnerican Revolution (New York,

t935)- The same author’s Pinckney’s

Treaty (rev. odn., New Haven, Conn.,

1960), devotes considerable space to the

diplomacy of the peace settlement, as does

a modern biography of the British leader:

John Norris, Shelburne and Reform (New

York, 1963). The important role of another

principal issue is given proper recognition

for the first time in Orville T. Murphy,

“The Comte de Vergennes, the Newfound-

land Fisheries, and the Peace Negotiations

of 1783: A Reconsideration,” C.H.R., XLVI

(March, 1965). Paul C. Phillips studies the

attitudes of the various states toward cession

of the West to Spain or England in “Ameri-

can Opinion Regarding the West, 177*"

1783,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings, VII (19

‘

3
"

14). The effect of the fur trade on the peace
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conference needs further study, although the

subject is touched on in Wayne E. Steven^

The Northwest Fur Trade^ 1783-1800 (Ur-

bana. 111., 19a 8).

X THE WESTERN PROBLEM
General Works. The new nation’s at-

tempt to develop a western policy is treated

in no one book, although the scattered chap-

ters in Andrew C. McLaughlin, Conjedera-

^ lion and Constitution {The American

Nation: A History, New York, 1905),

Frederick A. Ogg, The Old Northwest

(Chronicles of America Series, New Haven,

1921), and Thomas P. Abernethy, Western

Lands and the American Revolution (New

York, 1937), are helpful. Theodore

Roosevelt, The Winning of the West, 6 v.

(New York, 1889-96), is colorful but

spotty, while A3 . Hinsdale, The Old

Northwest (New York, i888) deals largely

with legalistic aspects. More useful is Fran-

cis S. Philbrick, The Rise of the West,

173^—1830 (New American Nation Series,

New York, 1965), which is detailed but

contains essential information, and Curtis P.

Nettels, The Emergence of a National

Economy, 1775—1813 (The Economic His-

tory of the United States, II. New York,

1962), which is a thorough study of eco-

nomic developments. Jackson T. Main, The

Social Structure of Revolutionary America

(Princeton, N.J., 1965), brilliantly examines

four divisions in the social order—frontier,

subsistence farm, commercial farm, and

urban.

Land Cessions. A thorough study of the

land cessions is needed. The older standard

account, Herbert B. Adams, Maryland's In-

fluence ufon Land Cessions to the United

States (Baltimore, 1885), has been chal-

lenged by the studies of Merrill Jensen: “The
Cession of the Old Northwest,” M.V.H.R.,

XXIII (June, 1936), “The Creation of the

National Domain, 1781-1784,” M.V.H.R.,

XXVI (December, 1939), The Articles of

Confederation (Madison, Wise., 1940), and

The New Nation (New York, 1950), whidt
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emphasize the influence of land speculators.

The same theme is stressed in St. George L.

Sioussat, “The Chevalier De La Luzerne and

the Ratification of the Articles of Confedera-

tion in Maryland, 1780-1781,” PM.HJ^f,

LX (October, 1936).

The standard history of the South Caro-

lina cession is R.S. Cottcrill, “The South

Carolina Cession,” M.VJH.R., XII (Decem-

ber, 1925), Works on the Georgia cession,

which was not completed until 1802, are

listed in Chapter XI.

North Carolina’s Cession and the State of

Franklin. The fullest history is Samuel C.

Williams, History of the Lost State of

Franklin (New York, 1933), but more in-

terpretative accounts are in Thomas P.

Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation in

Tennessee (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1932), and

Walter F. Cannon, “Four Interpretations of

the History of the State of Franklin,”

E.T.H.S., Publications, XXII (1950). Also

valuable are chapters in Carl S. Driver,

John Sevier (Chapel Hill., N.C., 1932).

Local problems facing the Franklin leaders

are ably described in Paul M. Fink, “Some

Phases of the History of the State of Frank-

lin,” T.H.Q., XVI (September, 1957), and

the national implications of the statehood

movement in St. George L. Sioussat, “The

North Carolina Cession of 1784 in its Fed-

eral Aspects,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings, II

(1908-09). Eric R. Lacy, “The Persistent

State of Franklin,” T.H.O., XXIII (De-

cember, 1964) traces the history of the con-

cept of eastern Tennessee as a separate state

from the Franklin era to the Civil War.

Indian problems related to the state are

described in Randolph C. Downes, “Chero-

kee-American Relations in the Upper Ten-

nessee Valley, 1776-1791,” E.T.H.S., Publi-

cations, VIII (1936), and Charles C. Royce,

“The Cherokee Nation of Indians,” A.B.E.,

Fifth Annual Refon (1883-84). Excellent

maps of Indian land cessions are in the same

author’s "Indian Land Cessions in the United

States,” A.B.E., Eighteenth Annual Report

(1896-97). Additional information is in

George D. Harmon, Sixty Years of Indian
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Affairs^ t-jS^-tS^o (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

1941).

Organization of the Land System. The
most thorough account is Payson J. Treat,

The National Land System, 1785-1820

(New York, 1910), while briefer summaries

are in Benjamin H. Hibbard, A History of

the Public Land Policies (New York, 19*4),

and Roy M. Robbins, Our Landed Heritage

(Princeton, 1942). Marshall Harris, Origin

of the Land Tenure System in the United

States (Ames, Iowa, 1953), appraises the

influence of colonial precedents on the

Ordinance of 1785, while Rudolf Freund,

“Military Bounty Lands and the Origins of

the Public Domain,” A.H., XX (January,

1944), shows that pressure from war veter-

ans helped shape the land policy. This may

be supplemented by the detailed survey of

state and national laws on the subject in

Paul V. Lutz, “Land Grants for Service in

the Revolution,” N,Y.H.S.Q., XLVHI (July,

The importance of right of occu-

pancy laws in the evolution of the land

system is examined in Paul W. Gates, “Ten-

ants of the Log Cabin,” M.V.H.R., XLIX
(June, 1962). Useful also is Henry Tatter,

“State and Federal Land Policy during the

Confederation,” A.H., IX (October, 1935).

William D. Pattison, The Beginnings of the

American Rectangular Land Survey System,

1784—1800 (Chicago, 1957), describes the

Ordinance of 1785 and the surveys made

under it, A detailed history of the first sur-

veys, condensed from a doctoral dissertation

by a geographer, is William D. Pattison,

“The Survey of the Seven Ranges,”

Ohio.H.Q., LXVIII (April, 1959); the

author demonstrates that the slowness of

these surveys was an important factor in

stimulating the organization of the Ohio

Company. Documents on land policy are

conveniently collected in Thomas Donaldson,

ed., The Public Domain, Its History (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1884).

The Northwest, 1783—87. A brief history

of Indian relations and settlement in the

Northwest is in Beverley W. Bond, Jr., The

Foundations of Ohio {The History of Ohio,

Columbus, Ohio, 1941), while the opening

chapters of Randolph C, Downes, Frontier

Ohio, 1788-1803 (Columbus, Ohio, 1935),
touch on the same subjects. Even mor^ essen-

tial is James A. James, Life of George

Rogers Clark (Chicago, 1928), which dcn

scribes Indian and military affairs thor-

oughly. More light is thrown on an im-

portant treaty in Henry S. Manley, The
Treaty of Fort Stanviix, 1784 (Rome, N.Y.,

1932)

,
and oa the Treaty of Ft. McIntosh

by Louis E. Graham, “Fort McIntosh,”

W.P.H.M., XV (May, 1933). The most im-

portant military expedition is exhaustively

studied in Leonard C. Helderman, “The

Northwest Expedition of George Rogers

Clark, 1786-1787,” M.V.H.R., XXV (De-

cember, 1938).

Events in regions adjacent to the Ohio

country may be traced in: Solon J. Buck mid

Elizabeth H. Buck, The Planting of CivHi-

seation in Western Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh,

1939)) Louise P. Kellogg, The British Re~

gime in Wisconsin and the Northviesi

(Madison, Wise,, 1935), Nelson V. Russell,

The British Regime in Michigan and the

Old Northwest (Northfield, Minn., 1939),

and Clarence W. Alvord, The Illinois Coun-

try, 1673-1818 {Centennial History of Illi-

nois, Springfield, 111., 1920).

The relation of the fur trade to Indian

diplomacy in the Northwest is studied in

Wayne E. Stevens, The Northwest Fur

Trade, 1763—1800 (Urbana, III,, 1928). The

activity of Capadian traders is described in

Gordon R. Davidson, The North West Com-

pany (Berkeley, Calif., 1918) and Marjorie

W. Campbell, The North West Comfany

(New York, 1957) . Indian relations are also

considered in Walter H. Mohr, Federal In-

dian Relations, 1774-1788 (Philadelphia,

1933)

1
while maps of treaties made during

the period axe in CJE. Sherman, “Original

Land Subdivisions,” Ohio Cooperative Top-

ographical Survey, III (1925)’

The Ohio Company. An excellent history

of the company is in the introduction to

Archer B. Hulbert, ed., T/se Records of the

Original Proceedings of the Ohio Company,
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j V, (Marietta, Ohio, 19 ^ 7 ). Business and

legalistic aspects are treated in Shaw Liver-

more, Early American Land Companiet

(New York, 1939)- Biographies of the

leading members include: James Woodress,

A Yankees Odyssey: The Life of Joel Bar-

low (Philadelphia, 1958). Charles S, Hall,

Life ard Letters of General Samuel Bolden

Parsons (Binghamton, N.Y,, Mary

Cone, Life of Rufus Putnam (Cleveland,

1886), and W.P. and J.P, Cutler, The

Life^ Journals and Correspo/tdence of Rev.

Manasseh Cutler, 2 v. (Cincinnati, 1888).

All deserve more modern treatment.

The Ordinance of 1787. The only his-

tory of the ordinance is Jay A, Barrett,

Evolution of the Ordinance of tySy (New

York, 1901), which is hopelessly out of date,

as is George H. Alden, “Evolution of the

American System of Framing and Admitting

New States into die Union,” A.A.A.P.S.S.,

XVIII (November, igoi). Neither takes

into account the important western influences

leading to the Ordinance. These were first

demonstrated in Frederick J. Turner, “West-

ern State-Making in the Revolutionary Era,”

A.H.R., I (October, 1893, January,

1896). The subject is considered in less

satisfactory form in George H. Alden, New
Governments West of the Alleghenies before

tySo (Madison, Wise., 1897), while an ex-

ample of the separatist tendency is described

in Randolph C. Downes, “Ohio’s Squatter

Governor: William Hogland of Hoglands-

town," O.A.H.Q., XLIII (April, 1934).

The results of these researches are embodied

in a brief interpretative account of the Or-

dinance by Theodore C. Pease, “The Ordi-

nance of 1787,” M.V.H.R., XXV (Septem-

her, 1938), but a full-length study is

needed.

Land Speculation in the Ohio Country,

1787-90. A thorough history of the Symmes
Purchase is in the introduction to Beverley
W. Bond, Jr,, The Correspondence of John
Cleves Symmes, Founder of the Miami Pur-
chase (New York, 1926). Bond has also
edited The Intimate Letters of John Cleves
Symmes ami His Family (Cincinnati, 19^6),

A scholarly biography of one of the founders

of Cincinnati is John Walton, John Filson

of Kentucky (Lexington, Ky., The

Scioto speculation is studied in Archer B.

Hulbert, “The Methods and Operations of

the Scioto Group of Speculators,” M.V.H.R.,

1 (March, 1915), and II (June, 1915), and

in Joseph S. Davis, Essays in the Earlier

History of American Corporations (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1917). The story of settle-

ment on the company lands is told in

Theodore T. Belote, The Scioto Speculation

and the French Settlement at Gallipolis

(Cincinnati, 1907). The careers of two men

who figured prominently in the speculation

are described in Archer B. Hulbert, “Andrew

Craigie and the Scioto Associates,” A.A.S.,

Proceedhsgs, n.s., XXIII (1913), and Charles

B. Todd, Life and Letters of Joel Barlow

(New York, 1886).

Early Settlement and Government in the

Ohio Country, Establishment of the first

government in Ohio is described in Beverley

W, Bond, Jr., “An American Experiment in

Colonial Government,” M.V.H.R., XV (Sepr

tember, 1928), and Elbert J. Benton, “Es-

tablbhing the American Colonial System in

the Old Northwest,” I.S.H.S., Transactions,

XXIV (1918). Documents dealing with the

subject are in the second and third volumes

of Clarence E. Carter, ed., The Territorial

Papers of the United States (Washington,

D.C., 1 934—in progress), and in Archer B.

Hulbert, ed., Ohio in the Time of the Con-
federation (Marietta, Ohio, 1918). Reports

of the first governor are in W.H. Smith, ed,,

The St. Clair Papers: The Life and Public

Services of Arthur St, Clair, z v. (Cincin-

nati, i88z),

XI THE WEST IN
AMERICAN DIPLOMACY

Diplomatic Problems in die Northwest.
Excellent brief accounts are in Randolph C.
Downes, Council Fires on the Upper Ohio
(Pittsburgh, r94o), Randolph C, Downes,
Frontier Ohio, 1788-1803 (Columbus, Ohio,

>935), A.L. Burt, The United States, Great
Britain, and British North America, 1783-
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jSi^ (New Haven, 1940), Arthur P, Dar-

ling, Our Rising Empire, 1J63-1803 (New
Haven, 1940), and Alexander DeConde,

Entangling Alliance: Politics and Diplomacy

under George Washington (Durham, N.C.,

1958). Paul A. Varg, Foreign Policies of

the Founding Fathers (East Lansing, Mich.,

i 963)> is an intelligent interpretation of the

period to 1815, stressing the forces and men

responsible for shifting policies. Overly de-

tailed is Francis S. Philbrick, The Rise of

the West, iys^—1830 (Nevj American Na-

tion Series, New York, 1965).

The problem of the Northwest Posts was

first presented in proper historical perspec-

tive by Andrew C. McLaughlin, “The

Western Posts and British Debts,” A.H.A.,

Annual Report for i8g4 (Washington, D.C.,

1-895). The view that England retained the

posts to prevent an Indian war is ably ar-

gued by A.L. Burt, “A New Approach to

the Problem of the Western Posts,” C.H.A.,

Report for 1951 (Ottawa, 1933), while

G.S. Graham, “The Indian Menace and the

Retention of the Western Posts,” C.H.R.,

XV (March, 1934), presents documentary

evidence to support this thesis. Early efforts

to evict the British are described in Frank H.

Severance, “The Peace Mission to Niagara

of Ephriam Douglass,” B.H.S., Publications,

XVIII (1914). The influence of the fur

trade on British policy is discussed in

Wayne E. Stevens, The Northwest Fur

Trade, 1763—1800 (Urbana, 111 ., 1928),

Ida Johnson, The Michigan Fur Trade

(Lansing, Mich., 1919), and the first vol-

ume of Paul C. Phillips, The Fur Trade,

z V. (Norman, Okla., 1961).

An excellent study of the origins of

American Indian policy during this period

is Francis P. Prucha, S.J., American Indian

Policy in the Formathe Years: The Indian

Trade attd Intercourse Acts, 1790—1833

(Cambridge, Mass., 1962). Briefer, but still

essential, is Reginald Horsman, “American

Indian Policy in the Old Northwest, 1783-

1815,” W.M.C.Q., XVIII (January, 1961),

which argues that the basic purpose of

American policy was to acquire all Indian

land, for the benefit of the red men no less

than the white. Harry M. Ward, The De-
partment of War, X 781-1793 (Pituburgh,

1962), a doctoral dissertation, reveals the

close connection between the evolving war
department and Indian policy.

British relations with Indians in the

Northwest are treated in Louise P. Kellogg,

The British Regime in Wisconsin and the

Northwest (Madison, Wise., 1935), Nelson

V. Russell, British RSgime in Michigan and
the Old Northwest (Northfield, Minn,,

1939), George D. Harmon, Sixty Years of

Indian Affairs, 1789-1830 (Chapel Hill,

N.C., 1941), Orpha E. Leavitt, “British

Policy on the Canadian Frontier,” W.H.S.,

Proceedings for 19x3 (Madison, Wise.,

1916), and Philip M. Hamer, “The British

in Canada and the Southern Indians, 1790-

1794,

” E.T.H.S., Publications, II (1930).

Documents are in Ernest A. Cruikshank, ed..

The Correspondesice of Lieutenant Governor

John Graves Simcoe (Toronto, 1931).

A full account of Indian warfare in the

Ohio country is in two biographies of

Wayne: Thomas A. Boyd, Mad Anthony

Wayne (New York, 1929), and Harry E.

Wildes, Anthony Wayne; Trouble Shooter

of the American Revolution (New York,

1941). F. Clever Bald, “Colonel John Fran-

cis Hamtramck,” l.M.H,, XLIV (Decem-

ber, 1948), and Patricia Jahns, The Vio-

lent Years: Simon Kenton and the Ohio-

Kentucky Frontier (New York, 1962), de-

scribe two military leaders active along the

borderland. Two excellent articles by Reg-

inald Horsman provide insights into the

events leading to the Battle of Fallen Tim-

bers: “The British Indian Department and

the Abortive Treaty of Lower Sandusky,”

Ohio.H.Q., LXX (July, 1961), and “The

British Indian Department and the Resist-

ance to General Anthony Wayne, 1793"

1795,

” M.V.H.R>, XLIX (September, 1962).

The battle itself is expertly described in

Thomas R. Case, “The Battle of Fallen Tim-

bers,” N.O.Q., XXXV (Spring, 1963)-

ters of Wayne that shed much light on his

campaign are in Richard C« Knopf, ed„
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Anthony Wayne, a Name in Arms (Pitts-

burgh, i960). Additional documents on

military affairs are in Milo M. Quaife, ed.,

“General James Wilkinson’s Narrative of

the Fallen Timbers Campaign,” M.VM.R.,

XVI (June, 19*1), William Clark, “Wil-

liam Clark’s Journal of General Wayne’s

Campaign,” (December, 1914),

Richard C. Knopf, ed*, "Wayne’s Western

Campaign: The Wayne-Knox Correspond-

ence,” LXXVIII (July, 1954,

and October, 1954), and Gayle Thorn-

brough, cd., Oiilfost on the Wabash, tjSy—

IT) It Letters of Brigadier General Josiah

Narmar and Major John Francis Ham-

tramck (Indianapolis, 1958). The efforts of

the agent who kept the Iroquois from join-

ing the campaign are described in Joseph D.

Ibbotson, "Samuel Kirkland, the Treaty of

1792, and the Indian Barrier State,” N.YJi.,

XIX (October, 1938).

The standard work on Jay’s Treaty is

Samuel F. Bemis, Jay*s Treaty (New York,

1924), while the best biography is Frank

Monaghan, John Jay (New York, 1933)*

An important document throwing additional

light on the treaty is Bradford Perkins, ed.,

"Lord Hawkesbury and the Jay-Grenvillc

Negotiations,” M.V.H.R., XL (September,

1953)* The best account of the Treaty of

Greenville is in two articles by Dwight L.

Smith, "Wayne’s Peace with die Indians of

the Old Northwest, 1795,” O.SM.H.Q.,

LIX (July, 1950), and “Wayne and the

Treaty of Greene Ville,” 0,S A.H.Q., LXIII

(January, 1954). An older, study is Fra-

zer E. Wilson, The Peace of Mad Anthony

(Greenville, Ohio, 1909).

Diplomacy in the Southwest. The stand-

ard work which covers the period thor-

oughly is Arthur P. Whitaker, The S-pattish-

American Frontier: ijSy-xjys (Boston,

1927). E.W. Lyon, Louisiana in Fretich

Diplomacy, (Norman, Okla.,

1934)1 describes the role of France in the

complex negotiations, while the opening

chapters of Samuel F. Bemis, Pincknerfs

^Treaty (New Haven, i960), stress diplomatic

aspects. A briefer pioneering study is Isaac J.
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Cox, "The New Invasion of the Goth and

Vandals,” M.V,H.A., Proceedings, VlII

(1914-15). The best biography of the

Spanish governor during the period is Caro-

line M. Burson, The Stewardship of Don

Esteban Miro, 1772—1792 (New Orleans,

1924). Special aspects of the Anglo-Spanish

dispute are discussed in Abraham P. Nasatir,

“The Anglo-Spanish Frontier on the Upper

Mississippi, 1786—1796,” JJ.H.P., XXIX
(April, 1931), and Lawrence Kinnaird,

New Spain and the Anglo-American West,

2 V. (Los Angeles, 1932). Documents are in

J.A. Robertson, ed., Louisiana Under the

Rule of Spain, France, and tJte United States,

lySs-tSoy, a v. (Cleveland, 1911).

The efforts of both Spanish and Americans

to secure Indian allies in the Southwest are

described in: Randolph C. Downes, “Creek-

American Relations, 1782—1790,” G.H.Q.,

XXI (June, 1937), Kenneth Coleman,

“Federal Indian Relations in the South,

1781-1789,” C.O., XXXV (Winter, 1957-

58), Merritt B. Pound, Benjamin Hawkins',

Indian Agent (Athens, Ga.> 1951), Law-

rence Kinnaird, “International Rivalry in

the Creek Country,” FM.Q., X (October,

1931), Jane M. Berry, “The Indian Policy

of Spain in the Southwest, 1783—1795,”

M.V.H.R., Ill (March, 1917), and Arthur

P. Whitaker, “Spain and the Cherokee In-

dians, 1783-98,” N.C.H.R., IV (July,

1927)

. Two careful studies of the principal

Creek chief arc Arthur P. Whitaker, “Alex-,

ander McGillivray,” N.C.H.R., V (April,

1928)

, and John W. Caughey, McGillivray

of the Creeks (Norman, Okla., 1938). The
manner in which McGillivray rose to a

position of leadership in his tribe is expertly

described in J.H. O’Donnell, “Alexander

McGillivray: Training for Leadership,”

G.H.Q., XLIX (June, 1965). The Loyalist

firm which supplied McGillivray with am-

munition is studied in Marie T. Green-

slade, "William Panton,” F.H.Q., XIV
(October, 1935), and Robert S. Cotterill,

“A Chapter of Panton, Leslie and Com-
pany,” J.S.H., X (August, 1944)- Docu-

ments are in Arthur P, Whitaker, Dot a-
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menls Relating to the Commercial Policy

of Spain in the Floridas (DeLand, Fla.,1931)

,
and D.C. Corbitt, “Papers Relating

to the Georgia-FIorida Frontier, 1784.-

1800,” G.H.Q.f'KX. (December, 1936), and

later numbers.

The Spanish Conspiracy. The first modern

account of the conspiracy in Kentucky was

William R. Shepherd, “Wilkinson and the

Beginnings of the Spanish Conspiracy,”

A.H.R., IX (April, 1904), which demon-

strated that the intrigue originated with

Wilkinson rather than the Spaniards, Other

scholars have added much to the original

story; Isaac J. Cox, “Wilkinson’s First Break

with the Spaniards,” O.V.H.A.j Procted.ingSf

VIII (1914), Isaac J. Cox, “General Wil-

kinson and His Later Intrigues with the

Spaniards,” A,H.R., XIX (July, 1914),

Arthur P. Whitaker, “James Wilkinson’s

First Descent to New Orleans in 1787,”

H.A.H.R., VIII (February, 1928) and

Thomas R. Hay, “Some Reflections on the

Career of General James Wilkinson,”

M.V.H.R,, XXI (March, 1935). The latter

argues that Wilkinson was never serious in

his intrigues with Spain. Two biographies

add detail to the story: James R. Jacobs,

Tarnished- Warrior: Major-General James

Wilkinson (New York, 1938), and Thomas

R. Hay and M.R, Werner, The Admirable

Trumpeter: A Biography of General James

Wilkinson (New York, 1941). The history

of Kentucky just after the conspiracy is

told in Pratt Byrd, “The Kentucky Frontier

in 1792,” F.C.H.Q., XXV (July, 1951, and

October, 1951).

The Spanish Conspiracy in Tennessee is

described in Arthur P, Whitaker, “Spanish

Intrigue in the Old Southwest: An Episode,

1788—89,” M.V.H.R., XII (September,

1925), The same author shows the connec-

tion between the intrigue and land specula-

tion in “The Muscle Shoals Speculation,

1783-1789,” M.V,H.R., XIII (December,

i’926), a thesis carried a step farther by

Thomas P. Abernethy, From Frontier to

Plantation in Tennessee (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

1932)

. William H. Masterson, William

Blount (Baton Rouge, 1934) Is a sound

biography of a leading speculator, while

other documents dealing with land promo-

tiort in the area are in Alice B. Keith, ed.,

The John Gray Blount Papers, ijS-f-zjgp

(Raleigh, N.C,, 1952). Sevier’s role is ex-

amined in Carl S. Driver, John Sevier

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1932), Other treat-

meilts of the subject are: Archibald Hender-

son, “The Spanish Conspiracy in Tennessee,”

T.H-M,, III (December, 1917), and Albert

V. Goodpasture, “Dr. James White,”

T.H‘M., I (December, 1915), One aspect

of Spanish immigration policy is explored in

M.ax Savclle, “The Founding of New
Madrid,” M.VJI.R., XIX (June, i93i).

International Conflict and the Genet Mis-

sion. The effect of the Nootka Sound Con-

troversy on diplomacy in the Southwest

is described in William R. Manning, “The

Nootka Sound Controversy,” A.HA., An-

nual Report for (Washington, D.C,

1905), and Frederick J. Turner, “English

Policy Toward America in 1790-1791,”

A.H-R.,VII (July, 1902).

A convenient survey of materials dealing

with the Genet mission is Richard Lowitt,

“Activities of Citizen Genet in Kentucky,

1793—1794,” F.C.H.Q,, XXII (October,

1948). A more penetrating analysis Is in

two articles by Frederick J. Turner, “The

Origin of Genet’s Projected Attack on Loui-

siana and the Floridas,” A.H.R., III (July,

1898), and “The Policy of France Toward

the Mississippi Valley in the Period of Wash-

ington and Adams,” A.H.R., X (January,

igos). Both are reprinted in the author’s

The Significance of Sections in American

History (New York, 193a). Special aspects

of the Genet mission are studied in: E. Mer-

ton Coulter, “The Efforts of the Democratic

Societies of the West to Open the Naviga-

tion of the Mississippi,” M.V.H.R., XI (De-

cember, 1 924) ,
Archibald Henderson, “Isaac

Shelby and the Genet Mission,” M.V.H.R.,

VI (March, 1920), and E. Merton Coulter,

“Elijah Clarke’s Foreign Intrigue and the

‘Trans-Oconee Republic,’ ’’ M.V.HA., Pro-

ceedings, X (1919-20),
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Spanish intrigue in Kentucky after the

Genet mission is treated in the biographies

of Wilkinson and in Arthur P, Whitaker,

“Harry Innes and the Spanish Intrigue: 1 794.-

1795,” M.V.H.R., XV (September, 19*8).

The Yazoo Land Companies. The attempt

of Georgia speculators to expand westward

is considered in Edmund C. Burnett, ed,,

“Papers Relating to Bourbon County, Geor-

gia,” A.H.R., XV (October, 1909, and

January, 1910), Samuel B. Adams, “The

Yazoo Fraud,” G.H.Q., VII (June,

and Arthur P. Whitaker, ed., “The South

Carolina Yazoo Company,” M.V.H.R., XVI

(December, 1919). The career of the South

Carolina Yazoo Company’s agent is traced

in John C. Parish, “The Intrigues of Dr.

James O’Fallon,” M.V.H.R., XVII (Sep-

tember, 1930). In a scholarly article, Don-

ald A. MaePhee, “The Yazoo Controversy:

The Beginning of the ‘Quid’ Revolt,”

G.H.Q., XLIX (March, 1963)1 tfie split in

the Jeffersonian Party in Georgia is traced

to the debate over the Yazoo grants. Indian

problems arising from the attempted expan-

sion are considered in Randolph C. Downes,

“Creek-American Relations, 1790-1793,”

J.S.H., VIII (August, 1942), D.L. Mc-

Murray, “The Indian Policy of the Federal

Government and the Economic Development

of the Southwest, 1789-1801,” I

(March, 1913, and June, 1913), and George

D. Harmon, Sixty Years of Indian Affairs,

lySg-tSso (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1941). The
romantic career of William Augustus Bowles

in the Southwest is described in Elisha P.

Douglass, “The Adventurer Bowles,”

WM.C.Q., VI (January, J949), and Lyle

N. McAlister, “William Augustus Bowles

and the State of Muskogee,” F.H.Q., XL
(April, 1962).

The Treaty of San Lorenzo, The standard

works are Arthur P. Whitaker, The Missis-

sif-pi Question, 1795-1803 (New York,

1934)1 and Samuel F, Bemis, Pinckney's

Treaty (rev. edn., New Haven, 1960).
Bemis maintains that Codoy bad no knowl-
edge of the terms of Jay’s Treaty, and that

he acquiesced to Pinckney’s deqiant!? because

of fear of an Anglo-American alliance.

Whitaker argues that Godoy had a copy of

Jay’s Treaty during the latter stages of the

negotiations, and explains the Spanish sur-

render in terms of the failure of the nation’s

frontier policy and the critical European

situation. Whitaker proves his case in two

articles; “New Light on the Treaty of San

Lorenzo; An Essay in Historical Criticism,”

M.V.H.R., XV (March, 1929), and “Go-

doy’s Knowledge of the Terms of Jay’s

Treaty,” A.H.R., XXXV (July, 1930).

Spanish-American Conflicts after Pinck-

ney’s Treaty. The period is thoroughly cov-

ered in Whitaker, The Mississippi Question.

Isaac J. Cox, The West Florida Controversy

(Baltimore, 1918) also surveys the era in

its opening chapters. Efforts of the United

States to win over the southwestern Indians

are the theme of Royal B. Way, “The

United States Factory System for Trading

with the Indians, 1796-1822,” M.V.H.R.,

VI (September, 1919), while the same sub-

ject is surveyed in more detail in Ora B.

Peake, A History of the United States Indian

Factory System, 1795-1823 (Denver, 1934).

Isabel Thompson, “The Blount Conspiracy,”

E.T.H.S., Publications, II (1930), deals

with that subject. The futile efforts of

Governor Claiborne to keep peace between

the Indians and whites along the Florida

border is the theme of the scholarly article

by Joseph T. Hatfield, “Governor William

Claiborne, Indians, and Outlaws in Frontier

Mississippi, 1801-1802,” J.Miss.H., XXVII
(November, 1963).

The Louisiana Purchase, Excellent ac-

counts arc in Whitaker, The Mississippi

Question, and E. Wilson Lyon, Louisiana in

French Diplomacy, 1759-180^ (Norman,

Okla., 1934). The same author has svritten

a sound biography of Frangois Barbc-M.ar-

bois, The Man Who Sold Louisiana (Nor-

man, Okla., 1942). The efforts of France to

secure Loubiana from Spain are described in

Mildred S. Fletcher, “Louisiana as a Factor

in French Diplomacy from 1763 to iSoo,”

M.V.H.R., XVII (December, 1930), An
explanation of Spain’s retention of the proy.
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ince in 1795 is in Arthur P. Whitaker,

“Louisiana in the Treaty of Basel,”

VIII (March, 1936). Andr^ LaFargue,

“The Louisiana Purchase: The French

Viewpoint,” XXIII (January, 1940),

argues that the cession of the province to

United States benefited France.

The closing of deposit at New Orleans

in 1802 is studied in E. Wilson Lyon, “The

Closing of the Port of New Orleans,”

XXXVII (January, 1932), and

Arthur P. Whitaker, “France and the Ameri-

can Deposit at New Orleans,” XI
(November, 1931).

The growth of American interest in Loui-

siana is traced in James A. James, “Loui-

siana as a Factor in American Diplomacy,

1795-1800,” M.V.H.R,, I (June, 1914),

Louis Pelzer, “Economic Factors in the Ac-

quisition of Louisiana,” M.V.H.A., Pro-

ceedings, VI (1912—13), and W. Edwin

Hemphill, “The Jeffersonian Background

of the Louisiana Purchase,” M.V.H.R.,

XXII (September, 1935). The early years

of the new American province are viewed in

Philip C. Brooks, “Spain’s Farewell to Loui-

siana, 1803-1821,” M.V.H.R., XXVII

(June, 1940), and Lauro A. de Rojas, “A
Consequence of the Louisiana Purchase,”

L.H.Q., XX (April, 1938).

XII SETTLING THE
APPALACHIAN
PLATEAU

General Works. Francis S. Philbrick, T/ie

Rise of the West, ty^^—iS^o {New Ameri-

can Nation Series, New York, 1965) deals

in detail with the westward movement dur-

ing this period, while John A. Caruso, The

Af-palachian Frontier: America’s First Surge

Westward (Indianapolis, 1959) supplies

colorful information as well as a rounded

story of the earlier developments. Dale Van

Every, Ark of Emfire, The American

Frontier 1784-1803 (New York, 1963) is

excitingly written and based on wide read-

ing in printed sources. For the South,

Thomas P. Abcrnethy, The South in the

New Nation, 1789—r8 tg (Baton Rouge,

1961), is both scholarly and well-rounded.

Economic developments concerning the West
are treated in Curtis P. Nettels, The Emer-

gence of a National Economy, 1773-1813
{The Economic History of the United

States, New York, 1962).

Sources and Routes of Westward Migra-

tion. The only satisfactory study of the ex-

pelling forces driving easterners westward

during the period is Lewis D. Stilwell, Mi-

gration from Vermont {1778-1860) (Mont-

pelier, Vt., 1937), although the problem

is touched upon in Harold F. Wilson, The

Hill Country of Northern New England

(New York, 1936), Richard J. Purcell,

Connecticut in Transition, 1773-1818

(Washington, D.C., 1918), Avery a
Craven, Soil Exhaustion as a Factor in the

Agricultural History of Virginia and Mary-

land, 1606—1860 (Urbana, 111 ,, 1925), and

John D. Barnhart, “Sources of Southern

Migration into the Old Northwest,”

M.V.H.R., XXII (June, 193s). Studies

similar to Stilwell’s for other regions would

be welcomed.

Equally neglected is thtf subject of road

building between East and West. Works

dealing with transportation in general

scarcely touch upon the subject: Balthasar H.

Meyer, ed.. History of Transportation in

the United States before i86o (Washington,

D.C., 1917), Seymour Dunbar, History of

Travel in America, 4 v. (Indianapolis,

1915), and Malcolm Keir, The March of

Commerce {The Pageant of America, New

Haven, Conn., 1927), Scattered information

is also in Archer B. Hulbert, Historic High-

ways of America, 16 v. (Cleveland, 1902-

05). A thorough study of travel routes

would help explain the nature of western

settlement. An able work for a nearby region

is William J. Wilgus, The Role of Trans-

portation in the Development of Vermont

(Montpelier, Vt,, 1945)'

Growth of Settlement in Kentucky and

Tennessee. The works cited in Chapter VIII

contain information, especially Thomas P.

Abernethy, From Frontier to Plantation in

Tennessee (Chapel Hill., N.C.,
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Robert S. Cotterill, History of Pioneer Ken-

tucky (Cincinnati, 191 7) • A popular but

sound history of the settlement of Kentucky

and Tennessee between 1781 and 1794 is

Dale Van Every, Men of the Western Waters

(Boston, 1956). William B. Hamilton, “The

Southwestern Frontier, 1795-1817: An Es-

say in Social History,” J.S.H., X (Novem-

ber, 1944), is interpretative, while special

aspects of the question are considered in

Stanley J. Folmsbee and Lucile Deaderick,

“The Founding of Knoxville,” E.T.H.S.,

Publications, XIII (1941), and Samuel C.

Williams, “The Admission of Tennessee into

the Union,” T.HM., IV (December, 1945).

While growth in the area south of Tennessee

was slow during this period, certain pockets

of settlement emerged. Two of these are

considered in James F. Doster, “Early Settle-

ments on the Tombigbee and Tensaw

Rivers,” A.K, XII (April, 1959), and E.

Merton Coulter, Old Petersburg and the

Broad River Valley of Georgia; Their Rise

and Decline (Athens, Ga,, 1965). The latter

expertly deals with a settlement on the upper

Savannah River which flourished briefly in

the late 1700’s and early i8qo’s.

The Occupation of Central and Western

New York. General works include; Alex-

ander C. Flick, ed., History of the State of

New York, 10 V. (New York, 193a—37),
Ruth L. Higgins, Expansion in New York

with Especial Reference to the Eighteenth

Century (Columbus, Ohio, 1931), David M.
Ellis, Landlords and Farmers in the Hudson-

Mohawk Region, lyyo—sS^o (Ithaca, N.Y.,

19461), Dixon R. Fox, Yankees and Yorkers

(New York, 1940), and Lois K. Mathews,

The Expansion of New England (Boston,

1909). The settlement of the Massachusetts

boundary dispute and removal of the In-

dians is described in Thomas C. Cochran,

New York tn the Confederation (Philadel-

phia, 1932), while the occupation of the

Susquehanna region is considered in Fran-

cis W, Halsey, The Old New York Fron-

tier (New York, 1901), and James A, Frost,

Life on the Upper Susquehanna, ijSj—sSbo

(New York, 1951). Factors encouraging
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land speculation are assessed in Dixon R.

Fox, Decline of Aristocracy in the Politics

of New York (New York, 1918), and less

satisfactorily in two books by Aaron M.

Sakolski, The Great American Land Bubble

(New York, 1932), and Land Tenure and

Land Taxation in America (New York,

1957). Speculative inBuences in the settle-

ment of another northeastern region, a por-

tion of northern New Hampshire, are sur-

veyed in Roger H. Brown, The Straggle for

the Indian Stream Territory (Cleveland,

1955). Vivian C, Hopkins, “De Witt Clin-

ton and the Iroquois,” E. VIII (Spring,

1961), shows that the New York governor’s

interest in the Indians was of some impor-

tance in the state’s removal policies.

The occupation of the region east of the

Genesee River is treated in Orsamus Turner,

History of the Pioneer Settlement of Phelps

and Gorhamls Purchase, aitd MorriP Re-

serve (Rochester, N.Y., 1851), which is still

useful despite its age. Two important specu-

lators are described in three biographies,

George H. Humphrey, Nathaniel Gorham

(Rochester, N.Y., 1927), Ellis P. Overholt-

zer, Robert Morris, Patriot and Financier

(New York, 1903), and Eleanor Young,

Forgotten Patriot; Robert Morris (New

York, 1950). None probe deeply into their

subjects' speculative activities. More useful

for a small phase of Morris’ career as specu-

lator is Norman B. Wilkinson, “Robert Mor-

ris and the Treaty of Big Tree,” M.V.H.R.,

XL (September, 1953). Some general mate-

rial is also found in Neil A. McNall, An
Agrhullural History of the Genesee Valley,

iyyo-^i86 o (Philadelphia, 1952).

The standard work on the Pulteney Es-

tates is Paul D. Evans, “The Pulteney Pur-

chase,” QJ.N.Y.S.H.A., Ill (April, 1922),

although additional material is in Helen I.

Cowan, Charles Williamson: Genesee Pro-

moter (Rochester, N.Y., 1941), and John G.

Van Deusen, “Robert Troup: Agent of the

Pulteney Estates” N.Y.H., XXIII (April,

1942). Equally valuable is Jeannette B.

Shervsood, “The Military Tract,”

QJ.N.Y.S.HJ., yil (July, 1916). A biog.
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raphy of an early settler is Herbert B. Howe,

Jedediah Barber, ijSj—iSjd : A Footnote

to the History of the Military Tract of Cen~

tral New York (New York, 1939). An at-

tempted land speculation in the region is

described in Albert C. Bates, “The Con-

necticut Gore Land Company,” A.H.A., Re-

fort for j8^8 (Washington, D.C., 1899).

A thorough study of the settlement of

western New York is in Paul D. Evans,

The Holland Land Comfany (Buffalo,

1924). Orsamus Turner, Pioneer History of

the Holland Purchase of Western New York

(Buffalo, 1849), is antiquarian but inter-

esting. Leaders of the company are described

in Catherine Mathews, Andrew Ellicott, His

Life and Letters (New York, 1908), Helen

L. Fairchild, ed., Francis Adrian Van Der

Kemp, Tj£2—i33g (New York, 1903), and

G.H. Bartlett, "Andrew and Joseph- Elli-

cott,” B.H.S., Publications, XXVI (1922).

The conflict between the Holland Land

Company and the New York Genesee Com-

pany is described in Julian P. Boyd,

“Attempts to Form New States in New
York and Pennsylvania in 1786-1796,”

Q.J,N.Y.S.HJ., XXIX (July, 1931). The

early history of a leading city is told in

Blake McKelvey, Rochester: The Water

Fower City, 1813—1854 (Cambridge, Mass.,

19+5)-

The Occupation of Northern New York

and Western Pennsylvania. In addition to

the works cited above, several studies deal

with northern New York; Dorothy K.

Cleaveland, “Trade and Trade Routes of

Nordiern New York,” N.Y.S.H.A., Pro-

ceedings, XXI (1923), Charles H. Leete,

“The St. Lawrence Ten Towns,”

Q.J.N.Y.S.HJ., X (October, 1929), and

Alta M. Ralph, “The Chassanis or Castor-

land Settlement,” Q.J.N.Y.S.H.A., X (Octo-

ber, 1929).

The occupation of western Pennsylvania

is described in Solon J. Buck and Eliza-

beth H. Buck, The Planting of Civilization

in Western Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh, 1939),

and Stevenson W. Fletcher, Pennsylvania

Agriculture a7id Country Life, 1640—1840

(Harrisburg, Pa., 1950). John E. Winner,
“The Depreciation and Donation Lands of

Pennsylvania,” W.P.H.M., VIII (January,

1925), deals with the settlement of the

military reserves, while conflicts between the'

state and speculators over land titles are

described in Walter J. McClintock, “Title

Differences of the Holland Land Company
in Northwestern Pennsylvania,” W.P.HM.,
XXI (June, 1938), and Elizabeth K. Hen-
derson, “The Northwestern Lands of Penn-

sylvania, 1790-1812,” P.M.H.B., LX
(April, 1936). The activities of a leading

speculating concern are described in R,

Nelson Hale, “The Pennsylvania Population

Company,” P.H., XVI (April, 1949).

Extension of Settlement in the North-

west. Two books that describe the occupa-
'

tion of tlxe Ohio country are Beverley W,
Bond, Jr., The Civilization of the OlA

Northwest (New York, 1934), and Ran-

dolph C. Downes, Frontier Ohio, ij88-

1805 (Columbus, Ohio, 1935). Briefer are

Eugene H. Roseboom and Francis P. Weisen-

burger, A History of Ohio (New York,

1934), Beverley W. Bond, Jr., The Founda-

tions of Ohio {The History of Ohio, Co-'*

lumbus, Ohio, 1941), and Ralph H. Gabriel,

-

The Lure of the Frontier {The Pageant of

America, New Haven, Conn., 1929). Biog-

raphies of leaders include Julia P. Cutler,

Life and Times of Ephraim Cutler, (Cincin-

nati, 1890), David M. Massie, Nathaniel

Massie, A Pioneer of Ohio (Cincinnati,

1896), and Freeman Cleaves, Old Tippe-

canoe, William Henry Harrison and His

Times (New York, 1939). Essential docu-

ments are in Clarence E. Carter, ed.. The

Territorial Papers of the United States

(Washington, D.C., 1934— progress),

and valuable descriptions 'in Reuben G. .

Thwaites, ed.. Early Western Travels, 174^"

1846, 32 V. (Cleveland, 1904-07). Payson

J. Treat, The National Land System, i7Ss~

1820 (New York, 1920), describes the Land

Act of iSoo, although a study of the actual

operation of the land system in the Nortii-

west is needed.

A thorough account of the Connecticut
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Land Company is jn Claude L. Shepard,

“The Connecticut Land Company and Ac-

companying Papers,” W.R.H.S., Annual Re-

form, XCVI (1916), while the settlement of

the western portion of the Western Reserve

is considered in Helen M. Carpenter, “The

Origin and Location of the Fire Lands of

the Western Reserve,” O.A.H.Q.t XLIV

(1935), Alfred Mathews, Ohio and Her

Western Reserve (New York, igoa), and

Karl F. Geiser, “New England and the

Western Reserve,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings,

VI (1912-13).

Most of the books cited on Ohio contain

material on the evolution of a governmental

system. They should be supplemented with:

Randolph C. Downes, “The Statehood Con-

test in Ohio,” M.V.H.R., XVIII (Septem-

bcf} I93t), William Utter, “Saint Tam-

many in Ohiq: A Study of Frontier Politics,”

M.V.H.R., XV (December, 5928), and espe-

cially Alfred B. Sears, Thomas Worthing-

ton: Father of Ohio Statehood (Columbus,

Ohio, 1958). An essential interpretative

study of the evolution of democratic insti-

tutions in both Ohio and the Old Northwest

is John D. Barnhart, Valley of Democracy

:

The Frontier versus the Plantation in the

Ohio Valley, iyys-s8i8 (Bloomington,

Ind., 1953). The same author explores

aspects of governmental origins in: “The

Southern Influence in the Formation of

Ohio,” J.S,H,, III (February, 1937), and

“The Southern Element in the Leadership

of the Old Northwest,” I (May,

193s). The lengthy introduction in Francis

Philbrick, ed.. The Laws of the Illinois

Territory, 1809—1818 (Springfield, 111.,

t9J°)j is a pioneering study of the growth

of frontier legal institutions.

Economic developments in the Northwest

during the period are surveyed in William

F. Gephart, Transportatioti and Industrial

Development in the Middle West (New
York, 1909), Charles H. Ambler, A History

of Transportation in the Ohio Valley (Glen-

dale, Calif., 1932), and the interpretative

article by Randolph C Downes, “Trade in

Frontier Ohio,” M.V.H.R., XVI (March,
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1930). Water transportation is considered in

W. Wallace Carson “Transportation and

Traffic on the Ohio and Mississippi before

the Steamboat,” M.V-H.R,, VII (June,

1920), Archer B. Hulbert, “Western Ship-

Building,” A.H.R., XXI (July, 1916), and

especially Leland D. Baldwin, The Keelboat

Age on Western Waters (Pittsburgh, 194.1).

No satisfactory history of land travel exists,

although Clement L. Martzolff, “Zane’s

Trace,” O.A.H.Q., XIII (1904), contains

some information.

The nature of the unique social order de-

veloping in the Ohio Valley can only be

understood against its urban background}

this theme is explored in Richard C, Wade,

The Urban Frontier (Cambridge, Mass.,

*9S9)> important new study. The civili-

aation itself is described in such works as

Beverley W. Bond, Jr., The Civilieation of

the Old Northwest (New York, 1934), and

James M. Miller, The Genesis of Western

Culture: The Upper Ohio Valley, s8oo~

sSas (Columbus, Ohio, 1938), Interpreta-

tive essays on the subject are in Dixon R,

Fox, ed.. Sources of Culture in the Middle

West (New York, 1934), and Joseph

Schafer, “Beginnings of Civilization in the

Old Northwest,” W.M.H., XXI (December,

1937). A sensitive and understanding study

of the occupation, growth, and cultural and

social progress of a typical pioneer area is

in two books by Harriette S, Arnow, Seed-

time on the Cutnberlond (New York, i960),

and Flowering on the Cumberland (New
York, 1963). One important aspect of

cultural life is admirably explored in two

books by Walter B. Posey, Religious Strife

on the Southern Frontier (Baton Rouge,

1965), and Frontier Mission (Lexington,

Ky., 1966), a solid history of southern re-

ligions.

XIII THE WEST IN THE
WAR OF 1812

General Works. Among older general his-

tories, Henry Adams, History of the United

States during the Adminutrations of Jeffer-

son and Madison, 9 v. (New York, 1881-
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91) is still useful and is highly readable:

Other studies of the earUer period which

have been largely superseded by more recent

scholarship are William Wood, The: War
•with the United. States (Chronicles of

Canada Series, Toronto, .1915), Frederic A.

Ogg, The Old Northwest (Chronicles of

America Series, New Haven, 1921), and

Kendric B. Babcock, The Rise of American

Nationality, i8iz—i8i^ (The American Na-

tion: A History, New York, 1906). Among
the more recent histories of the war, Harry

C. Coles, The War of 1812 (Chicago,

1965), is brief but thorough and accurate,

while Patrick C. T. White, A Nation on

Trial: America and the War of 1812 (New

York, 1965) is interpretative rather than

factual. J. Mackay Hitsman, The Incredible

War of 18x2: A Military History (Toronto,

1965) emphasizes military campaigns. Valu-

able material on the war and the events

preceding it are in the scholarly biography

of the President, James Madison, by Irving

Brant: James Madison: The President,

x8og—t8i2 (Indianapolis, unA James

Madison: Commander in Chief, 18x2-18x6

(Indianapolis, 1961). Political manipula-

tions in the years before the war are the

theme of Noble E. Cunningham, Jr., The

Jeffersonian Republicans in Power: Party

Operations, x8ox—z8og (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

1963). Philip P. Mason, ed.. After Tippe-

canoe: Some Aspects of the War of 18x2

(East Lansing, Mich., 1963) contains six

lectures on various phases of the conflict,

delivered originally at a conference in De-

troit in 1961—1962. The war, in common

with other matters touching the West at

this time, is factually described in Francis

S. Philbrick, The Rise of the West, 1754-

X830 (New American Nation Series, New
York, 1965).

Causes of the War. For a number of years

historians have disagreed on the causes of

the War of 1812, and the controversy still

rages: The earlier literature on the subject

is admirably summarized in Warren H.

Goodman, “The Origins of the War of

i8;2: a Survey of Changing Interpreta-

tions,” * M.V.H.R., XXyill
. (Septernber, ’

1941). Among the many' explanations; adV-
vanced by monographic .writers,-.pne of the

'

most plausible is that set forth.in-twoiar-:

tides by George R. Taylor, “Agrarian; Dis.;,;

content in the Mississippi Valley Preceding\

the War of 1812,” /.P.F., XXXIX, (August,;:

1931), and “Prices in the Miaissippi Valley

Preceding the War of 1812,” J.E.B,H., IU
(November, 1930), These hold that -the

West blamed a depression on Britain’s .(in-

terference with neutral shipping, and.’ de-;
-

manded war to restore good times. His find-;.,

ings are bolstered by Thomas S.
.
Berry,.

Western Prices Before x86x (Cambridge,.-

Mass., 1943)- Julius W. Pratt, Expansiott- -

ists of 18x2 (New York, 1925),', holds ^

that a desire for expansion into Canada and.

the Floridas drove the West to war, a point

of view anticipated by Christopher. B. Cole-;

man, “The Ohio Valley in the Preliminaries-,

of the War of 1812,” yil-(june,-,:

1920). The expansionist argument is carried;;

a step farther by Louis M. Hacker, “Western

Land Hunger and the War of i8i2:;A Con- --;

jecture,” M.V.H.R., X (March, 1924),- who

argues that the need for more land as.settle-

ment approached the prairies underlay; the
•

western desire for Canada. This is refuted by'

Julius W. Pratt, “Western, Aims in the. War

of 1812,” M.V.H.R., XII (June, ;i925),:

which emphasizes the Indian,(menace as a

motive for the acquisition of Canada. ; ;

'

. ;.

The expansion southward which preceded-

the outbreak of the war is studied in Jsaac J..;.

Cox, The West Florida Controversy,^:lygS-r:'

18x3 (Baltimore, 1918^, and RembertAV.

Patrick, Florida Fiasco: Rampant Rebels bn .}

the Georgia-Florida Border^. 1816—18x3 i

(Athens, Ga., .1954). The .role
(
of one

American, a Baton Rouge ,

merchant, t. in.-,

these borderland ,
activities is' explored, in.

Henry E. ' Sterk and - Brooks Thoippson,
;

“Philemon Thomas and the- West (Flori^ , :

Revolution,” FJJ.Q., XXXIX:(Aprih ;t?.dl),-

The history of East Florida; is told in Herr,

bert B. Fuller, .: Thei Purchase ' of ‘ Florida: -

Its History' and: Diploinacy/.,(CJfi^^^

190,6),
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The argument that maritime factors were

primarily responsible for engendering a war

spirit in the West and South has gained in-

aeasing support in recent years. The theme

was admirably developed in A.L. Burt, The

United States, Great Britain, and British

North America, 1783—iSiy (New Haven,

Conn., 1940). Additional evidence is provided

in an interpretative article by Reginald Hors-

man, “Western War Aims, i8ii-j8ia,”

LIII (March, 1957)5 and Margaret

K. Latimer, "South Carolina—a Protagonist

of the War of 1812,” A.H.R,, LXI (July,

1956). These exploratory investigations

have been given mature status in two ex-

cellent monographic studies; Bradford Per-

kins, Prologue to War: England and the

Uftited Slates, 1805-1812 (Berkeley, Calif.,

1961), and Reginald Horsman, The Causes

of the War of 1S12 (Philadelphia, 1962).

Both stress the maritime factor as basically

important. So does Paul A, Varg, Foreign

Policies of the Founding Fathers (East

Lansing, Mich., 1963), an interpretative

treatment of the period before 1812. Less

convincing is the argument in Roger H.

Brown, The Republic in PeiU: iSii (New

York, 1964), which maintains that those

who sought war were motivated by a desire

to maintain republican principles. Albert Z.

Carr, The Coming of War: An Account of

the Remarkable Events Leading to the War
of 1813 (Garden City, N.Y., i960) deals

less critically with the diplomatic back-

ground.

Modern scholars have also examined the

motives of the War Hawks with important

results, Norman K. Risjord, “1812: Con-

servatives, War Hawks, and the Nation’s

Honor,” WM.C.Q,, XVIII (April, 1961),

studies the motives of thirty-nine southerners

who voted for war in the House of Repre-

sentatives, and concludes that they were less

concerned with economic issues than the fear

that the only alternative to war was sub-

mission to Britain’s commercial ’ system.

Three other authors show that various

sections of the West were swayed by a
variety of motives, but that preservation of
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the national honor was predominant among

these: William A. Walker, Jr., “Martial

Sons: Tennessee Enthusiasm for the War of

1812,” TM.Q., XX (March, 1961), Wil-

liam R. Barlow, “Ohio’s Congressmen and

the War of 1812,” O.H,, LXXII (July,
1963)

, and Martin Kaufman, “War Sen-

timent in Western Pennsylvania: 1812,"

P.H,, XXXI (October, 1964). On a national

level, Reginald Horsman, “Who Were the

War Hawks?” LX (June, 1964),

is a careful examination of the congressional

votes to isolate the sixty-one congressmen

who consistently favored war and to iden-

tify their sectional allegiance. Roger H.

Brown, “The War Hawks of 1812: An

Historical Myth,” I.M.H,, LX (June,

1964)

,
maintains that none of these war

advocates really wanted a conflict, but

favored hostilities because of their Republi-

can allegiance and because no acceptable

substitute for war remained. .This argument

is bolstered by Norman K. Risjord, “The

War Hawks and the War of 1812,” I.M.H,,

LX (June, 1964), who finds that most of

the War Hawks had supported, war meas-

ures in earlier congresses, and that their

actions were dictated by the necessity of

preserving national honor.

The Outbreak of Indian Warfare. Ameri-

can relations with the Indians are described

in: George D. Harmon, Sixty Years of In-

dian Affairs, ifS^~i8$o (Chapel Hill, N.C.,

1941), and Annie H. Abel, “A History of

Events Resulting in Indian Consolidation

West of the Mississippi,” A,H.A., Annual

Report for igaC, I (Washington, D.C.,

1908). These should be supplemented by

the searching study of one phase of the

nation’s emerging Indian policy; Francis P.

Prucha, S.J., American Indian Policy in the

Fonnative Years: The Indian Trade and

Intercourse Acts, lygo—1834 (Cambridge,

Mass., 1962), Harrison’s treaty-making ac-

tivities which drove the Indians to the war
path are discussed fully in Freeman Cleaves,

Old Tippecanoe; William^ Henry Harrison

and His Times (New York, 1939), Dorothy

B. Goebel, William Henry Harrison (In-
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dianapolis,'^ 1926), , ,and James: A. Green,

; WUlioth .Henry .^Harrison: His Life- and

(Richmond, Ind;, 1941); A special

aspect is. treated in, scholarly, fashion in

Dwight.L. Smith, “Indian Land Cessions in

Northern Ohio and Southeastern’ Michigan

(1805-1808),” >,0 .0 ., XXIX (Winter,

}95^~Sl)‘ Special aspects of Harrison’s ac-

tivity are considered in Elmore Barce,

“Governor Harrison and the Treaty of Fort

Wayne,” IMM., XI (December, 1915),

and Alfred Pirtle, The Battle of Tiffecanoe

(Louisville, Ky., 1909). Maps of the Indian

cessions are in Charles C. Royce, “Indian

Land Cessions in the United States,” B.A.E.,

Eighteenth Annual Report (Washington,

D.C., 1899).

The best biography of the Indian leader is

Glenn Tucker, Tecumseh: Vision of Glory

(Indianapolis, 1956) 5 John M. Oskison,

Tecumseh and His Times: The Story of a

Great Indian (New York, 1938), is over-

laudatory, while Ethel T. Raymond, Tecum-

seh {Chronicles of Canada Series, Toronto,

1915), is brief. A provocative article by

Reginald Horsman, “British Indian Policy in

the Northwest, 1807-1812,” M.V.H.R.,

XLV (June, 1958), demonstrates that while

British agents did not incite the Indians, they

did seize on Indian unrest to foment dis-

content among the red men to the end that

Canada might be saved. The same author

has written a lively biography of one of the

leading British agents who engaged in these

activities: Matthew Elliott: British Indian

Agent (Detroit, Mich., 1964).

The clash of fur trading interests which

helped precipitate war has not been ade-

quately studied. Kenneth W. Porter, John

. Jacob Astar, Business Man, 2 v. (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1931) deals with- the leading

, American trader. This may be supplemented

by'the discussion of the interrelationship of

Canadian and American companies in Wayne

E. Stevens, “F^ur-Trading Companies, in the

Northwest, 1760-1816,” M.V.H.A,, Pro-

ceedings^ TK (1916-17). American efforts

t6,,‘win Indian allegiance are the theme of

Royai B-.'Way, “The United, States Factory
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System for Trading with the Indians,

1822,’t M.V.H.R., VI. (September,
; 1919)

j

Edgar B. Wesley, ,“The Gbvernment Factory

System among, the Indians,”
. ,1V

(Mayj 1922), and Ora B. Peake, i' Hntory

of the United States Indian Factory System,

1795-1822 (Denver, 1 954) . , , ,

The Military Phase of the War. Alec R.

Gilpin, The War of 1812 in the Old,North-

west (East Lansing, Mich., 1958), is anti-

quarian in tone but based on .solid ^research

in military records. The biographies Itof

Harrison cited above have much, informa-

tion on military events, as does William T.

Utter, The Frontier State, 1805-1825 {The

History of Ohio, Columbus, Ohio, . 1942)'

Works on General Hull include Ernest.A.

Cruikshank, ed.. Documents Relating to’ the

Invasion of Canada and the Surrender of

Detroit, s8s2 (Ottawa, i9i3), and Milo M;

Quaife, “General William Hull and. His

Critics,” O.A.H,Q., XLVII (April, 19 38),

the latter a vigorous defense of Hull. The

career of another American leader is briefly

studied in Thomas W. Parsons, “George

Croghan in the War of 1812,” iV.0 .0 ., XX
(Autumn, 1948), while an American disaster

is recorded In Louise P. Kellogg, “The Caj:-

ture of Mackinac,” W-H.S., Proceedings

(1912). David D. Anderson, “The Battle of

Fort Stephenson: the Beginning of the End

of the War of 1812 in . the, Northwest,’’

N.O.O., XXXIII (Spring, .- 1961),
;

de-

scribes the British defeat' .at this fort near

Sandusky in August, .1813. The reason for

this and comparable defeats. is traced to un-

informed decisions by the British high, com-

mand in John K. Mahon,. “British Command

Decisions in the Northern Campaigns.of the

War of .1812,” C.H.R., LXVI ’ (September,

1965). Harrison’s successful
;

campaign ,
is

described in Beverley W. Bond,
,
Jr.,; ‘‘Wil-

liam Henry Harrison in the War of 1812,”

M.V.H.R., XIII (March,

nett H. Young, The Battle ofThe^fhames

(Louisville, Ky;i 1903) -A jeW by :a,pw-

ticipant describing the: battle and fheAnding

of Tecumseh’s body is Charles A: Wickliff?,

“Tecumseh and: the Battle of ^e. Thanies,?;^
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K.S.H.S.R,, LX (January, 1962). Howard

S. Miller and Jack A. Clarke, “Ships in

the Wilderness: A Note on the Invasion of

Canada in 18x3,” O.H,, LXXl (July,

1961), treat the contributions to victory of

Thomas Jessup who built the ships that

carried Harrison across Lake Erie on his

way to the Battle of the Thames.

The Battle of Lake Erie is described in

Theodore Roosevelt The Naval War of

1812 (New York, 1882), Paul L. Haworth,

“The Battle of Lake Erie,” M.V.H.A.,

Proceedings, V (1911-12), and the biog-

raphies of Perry, of which the best is

Charles J. Dutton, Oliver Hazard Perry

(New York, 1935). An excellent biographi-

cal sketch of the British commander and the

fate that he suffered for losing the Battle of

Lake Erie is in Howard H. Peckham, “Com-

modore Perry’s Captive,” O.H., LXXII

(July, 1963), Documents dealing with the

Great Lakes country as well as the Niagara

frontier are in William Wood, ed.. Select

British Docusnents of the Canadian War of

tStz, 4 V. (Toronto, 1920-28).

The war in the Wisconsin country is

described in Louise P. Kellogg, The British

Regime in Wisconsin and the Northwest

(Madison, Wise., 1935), and Julius W.
Pratt, “The Fur Trade Strategy and the

American Left Flank in the War of 1812,”

A.H.R., XL (January, 1935). Milo M.
Quaife, Chicago and the Old Northwest

(Chicago, 1913), contains an account of the

Ft. Dearborn massacre, while the career of

the leading British agent in the region is re-

counted in Louis A. Tohill, “Robert Dick-

son, British Fur Trader on the Upper Mis-

sissippi,” N.D.H.Q., Ill (October, 1928—
April, 1929),

A detailed history of the war on the

Niagara frontier is L.L. Babcock, “The War
of 1812 on the Niagara Frontier,” B.H.S.,

Publications, XXIX (Buffalo, 1927), while

documents are in Ernest A. Cruikshank,

documentary History of the Campaign upon
the Niagara Frontier in the Tears 1812,
sSc3, 18 sj, 7 V. (Welland, Ont., 1899-
* 9 <?5)' Jackson’s campaigns in the South-
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west are described in his biographies, of

which the two most recent are John S. Bas-

sett, Life of Andrew Jackson, 2 v, (New'

York, 1911), and Marquis James, Andrew

Jackson The- Border Captain (Indianapolis,

1933). More detailed studies are H.S. Hab-

lert and T.H. Ball, The Creek War of 18 r

3

and sSs-f (Chicago, 1895), and D. Row-

land, Andrew Jackson's Campaign Against

the British (New York, 1926). Aid given

to Jackson by Georgia in his 1813 Creek

campaign is described in Hugh M. Thoma-

son, “Governor Peter Early and the Creek

Indian Frontier, 1813-1815,” G.H.Q., XLV
(September, 1961). New light is thrown on

the last phases of the war in the South by

John K. Mahon, “British Command De-

cisions Relative to the Battle of New Or-

leans,” L.H., VI (Winter, 1965). Two
popular works on American naval victories

in the north are Charles G. Muller, The

Proudest Days Macdonough on Lake Cham-

plain (New York, i960), and Harrison

Bird, Navies in the Mountains: The Battles

on the Waters of Lake Champlain and Lake

George, 1609-1814 (New York, 1962).

The West in the Peace Negotiations. A
special study is Frank A. Updike, The Di-

plomacy of the War of 1812 (Baltimore,

1915). Useful also is the article on James

Monroe by Julius W. Pratt in Samuel F.

Bemis, ed., American Secretaries of State

and Their Diplomacy, III (New York,

1927), and Charles M. Gates, “The West

in American Diplomacy, 1812-1815,’'

M.V.H.R., XXVI (March, 1940).

XIV SETTLING THE
LAKE PLAINS

General Works. Excellent interpretative

chapters are in Frederick J. Turner, The

United States, 1830-18^0 (New York,

1935), but essential to knowledge of the

area is the monumental compilation by R.

Carlyle Buley, The Old Northwest; Pioneer

Period, 1815—1840, 2 V. (Indianapolis,

1950), Frederick J. Turner, Rise of the

New West (The American Nation; A His-

tory, New York, 1906), is still useful, as is
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Henry B. Hubbart, TAe Older Middle West^

18^0—1880 (New York, 1936), which deals

primarily with problems arising after settle-

ment. More essential to the story is John A.

Caruso, The Great Lakes Frontier (Indian-

apolis, 1961), a comprehensive work based

on extended reading, and Daniel J. Boorstin,

The Americans. The National Exferience

(New York, 1965), a brilliantly interpre-

tative history of the nation in the pre-Civil

War era that makes the westward movement

its central theme. Lois K. Mathews, The

Expansion of New England (Boston, 1909)

traces the migration of a leading popula-

tion group, while Joseph Schafer, “Peopling

the Middle West,” M'.M.H., XXI (Septem-

ber, 1937), is a statistical compilation. Two
popular works useful largely for the over-

all picture that they sketch are Walter

Havighurst, Wilderness for Sale: The Story

of the First Western Land Rush (New York,

1956), which deals with the settlement of

the Old Northwest, and Harlan Hatcher,

The Western Reserve (Indianapolis, 1949),

which describes the occupation of the West-

ern Reserve region of Ohio.

Removal of the Indians. George D. Har-

mon, Sixty Years of Indian Afairs (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1941), does little more than list

land treaties. More helpful is the discussion

of an important conference, Robert L.

Fisher, “The Treaties of Portage des Sioux,”

M.V.H.R., XIX (March, 1933), and the ac-

count of the activities of a leading negoti-

ator in Harlow Lindlay, “William Clark

the Indian Agent,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings,

II (1908-09). Dorothy V. Jones, “A Pref-

ace to the Settlement of Kansas,” K.H.Q.,

XXIX (Summer, 1963), tells the tragic

story of the removal of one band of Indians

from Ohio to Kansas. Necessary to an under-

standing of the emerging Indian policy of

these years is Francis P. Prucha, S.J., Amer-

ican Indian Policy in the Formative Years:

The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts,

xt^q—i824 (Cambridge, Mass., 1962).

The forts that were scattered through the

Old Northwest to provide defense are lo-

cated and described in Francis P. Prucha,

S.J., A Guide to the Military Posts of the

United States, jy8y-i8gs (Madison, Wise.,1964)

. Frontier defense is also the theme of

Edgar B. Wesley, Guarding the Frontier: A
Study of Frontier Defense from rSts to

jSss (Minneapolis, 1935), and Henry P.

Beers, The Western Military Frotuier,

iSis-xS^e (Philadelphia, 1935). Francis?.

Prucha, S.J., Broadax and Bayonet: The Role

of the United States Army in the Develop,

ment of the Northwest, x8xs-i86o (Madi-

son. Wise., 1953), deals with army activities

in the Upper Mississippi Valleyj the same

author has edited a series of reports from

officers in the region in. Army Life on the

Western Frontier: Selections from the Of-

ficial Reports (Norman, Okla., 1958). The

most important forts are described in: Louise

P, Kellogg, “Old Fort Howard,” V/.M.H.,

XIVIII (December, 1934), Bruce E. Mahan,

Old Fort Crawford and the Frontier (Iowa

City, Iowa, 1926), Andrew J. Turner,

“History of Fort Winnebago,” W.H.S., Col-

lections, XIV (Madison, Wise,, 1908), and

Marcus L. Hansen, Old Fort Snelling,

x8ig-x8s8 (Iowa City, Iowa, 1918).

An excellent account of the Black Hawk

War is in Cyrenus Cole, I Am A Man—The

Indian Black Hawk (lowa City, Iowa,

1938), while military campaigns are thor-

oughly studied in Joseph I. Lambert, “The

Black Hawk War: A Military Analysis,”

J.I.S.H.S.,XX11 (December, 1939). William

T. Hagan, The Sac and Fox Indians (Nor-

man, Okla., 1958), tells the story from the

Indian point of view, as does the autobi-

ography of Black Hawk, the best edition of

which is Donald Jackson ed., Ma-ka-tai-me-

she-kia-kiak—Black Hawk: An Autobiogra-

phy (Urbana, III., 1955)* The career of one

of Black Hawk’s principal opponents is de-

scribed in Louis Pelzer, Henry Dodge (Iowa

City, Iowa, 1911), and another in Roger L.

Nichols, General Henry Atkinson: A West-

ern Military Career (Norman, Okb.,

1965)

. The^ removal of the defeated Indians

is described in Grant Foreman, The Last

Trek of the Indians (Chicago, 194^)*

Sources and Routes of Westward Migra-
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tion. General histories of transportation, such

as B.H. Meyer, ed.. History of Transforta-

tion in the United States before i860

(Washington, D.C., 1917)) have only scat-

tered information on the turnpikes of this

period. More useful for limited areas are

Frederic J. Wood, The Turnfikes of New

England (Boston, 1919), Joseph A Durreti-

berger, Turnfikes} A Study of the Toll

Road Movement in the Middle Atlantic

States and Maryland (Valdosta, Ga., 1931),

and Wilbur C. Plummer, The Road Policy

of Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, The

story of the Old National Road is told in

Archer B. Hulbert, The Cumberland Road

(Historic Highways of America, Cleveland,

1904), and PbiUp D. Jordan, The Naiiwal

Road (New York, 1948), while transporta-

tion on the Great Lakes is the theme of

Walter Havighurst, The Long Shifs Pass-

ing: The Story of the Great Lakes (New

York, 194s).

The expelling factors driving immigrants

from New England are discussed in Lewis

D. Stilwell, Migration from Vermont

(1276-1860) (Montpelier, Vt., 1937), and

more popularly but less thoughtfully in

Stewart H. Holbrook, The Yankee Exodus

(New York, 1950). Percy W. Bidwell,

“The Agricultural Revolution in New Eng-

land,” A.H.R., XXVI (July, 1 921), is es-

sential to understanding tlie farm revolution

that stimulated the exodus. The latter phases

of this movement are the theme of Harold

F, Wilson, “The Rise and Decline of the

Sheep Industry in Northern New England,”

AM., IX (January, 1935), and Robert

Balivet, “The Vermont Sheep Industry,

1811-1880,” V.H., XXXIII (January,

1965). Carroll W. Pursell, Jr,, “E.I.

du Pont and the Merino Mania in Dela-

ware, 1805-1815,” A.H., XXXVI (April,

196^), reveals the role played by Du Pont

in introducing merino sheep into the United

States. Additional studies of forces inducing

migration are needed.

The Settlement of Indiana. A useful his-

tory of the state is Logan Esarey, A History

of Indiana from Its Exfloration to (Sgo

(Indianapolis, 1915). This should be supple-

mented with two excellent articles that ex-

plain the lag in settlement; Richard L.

Power, “Wet Lands and the Hoosier Stereo-

type,” M.VM.R., XXII (June, 1935),

which ascribes the state’s unpopularity to its

reputation for wet lands, and Paul W. Gates,

“Land Policy and Tenancy in the Prairie

Counties of Indiana,” J.M.H., XXXV
(March, 1939), which demonstrates the

effect of land speculation on settlement.

Three learned articles by Elfrieda Lang

analyze the movement of peoples into north-

ern Indiana: “An Analysis of Northern In-

diana’s population in 1850,” I.M.H.,

LXIX (March, 1953), “Southern Migration

to Northesa ladtana. Isefose tSso,”

L (Pecember, 1954), and “Ohioans in

Northern Indiana before 1850,” I.M.H.,

XLIX (December, 1953). Less analytical,

but of some use, are two studies by Leon M.

Gordon of the same area: “Effects of the

Michigan Road on Northern Indiana, 1830-

1860,” I.M.H., XLVI (December, 1950),

and “Settlements in Northwestern Indiana,

1830-1860,” I.M.H., XLVIII (March,

1951). Logan Esarey, The Indiana Home
(Crawfordsville, Ind., 1943), is a classic de-

scription of social conditions.

The Settlement of Illinois. Basic docu-

ments are in Clarence E. Carter, ed.. The

Territory of Illinois, i8og—i8i8 (Vols. XVI
and XVII, The Territorial Pafers of the

United States, Washington, D.C., 1948-50).

The most usable history of the state is Theo-

dore C. Pease, The Frontier State, 1818—

1848 (Centennial History of Illinois,

Springfield, 111 ., 1918). The same author

has produced The Story of Illinois (rev.

edn., Chicago, 1965), which tells the story

more briefly. The situation in Illinois at the

time of statehood is described in Solon J.

Buck, Illinois in 1S18 (Centennial History

of Illinois, Springfield, 111 ., 1917). Also

helpful for describing the occupation of the

region about Chicago are Milo M. Quaife,

Chicago and the Old Northwest (Chicago,

1913), and Bessie L. Pierce, A History of

Chicago, The Beginning of a City, 1673-
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1848 (New York, 1937). Dealing more

specifically with the settlement process are

Arthur C. Boggess, The Settlement of Illi-

nois, tyjS-^iS^o (Chicago, 1908), and

William V. Pooley, The Settlement of Illi-

nois from 1830 to 1850 (Madison, Wise.,

1908). Charles Boewe, Prairie Albion: An
English Settlement in Pioneer Illinois

(Carbondale, 111 ,, 196a), deals expertly

with an early prairie settlement in the south-

ern portion of the state, while Alice E.

Smith, George Smith's Money (Madison,

Wise., 1966), is a fascinating biography of

an early migrant from Scotland who

amassed a fortune in Illinois. The omission

of any discussion of land speculation in these

two books is partially offset by Paul W.
Gates, “Disposal of the Public Domain in

Illinois, 1848-1856,” J.E.B.H., Ill (Febru-

ary, 1931). Case studies of the activity of

speculators include: Theodore L. Carlson,

The Illinois Military Tract: A Study of

Land Occupation, Utilization and Tenure

(Urbana, III., 1951), and Larry Gara,

“Yankee Land Agent in Illinois,” J.I.S,H.S,,

XLIV (Summer, 1951). An important re-

visionist study showing large profits made

by speculators is Robert P, Swierenga,

“Land Speculator ‘Profits’ Reconsidered,”

J.E.H., XXVI (March, 1966). The de-

velopment of agricultural techniques neces-

sary for prairie farming are described in

Percy W. Bidwell and John I. Falconer,

History of Agriculture in the Northern

United States, 1630—1860 (Washington,

D.C., 1925). Far more useful is Paul W.

Gates, The Farmer's Age: Agriculture

1815—1860 (New York, i960), an invalu-

able work. In addition a number of mono-

graphic studies deal with pioneer farming

in the state. Paul C. Henlein, “Early Cattle

Ranches of the Ohio Valley,” A.H., XXXV
(July, 1961), describes the spread of ranch-

ing on Illinois’ Grand Prairie. The transi-

tion from forest to prairie agriculture is the

theme of Terry G. Jordan, “Between the For-

est and the Prairie,” A,H., XXXVIII (Octo-

ber, 1964), and Martin L. Primack, “Land

Clearing under Nineteenth-Century Tech-

niques: Some Preliminary Calculations,”

J.E.H., XXII (December, 1967). The latter

analyzes the relative costs of clearing under
differing conditions. Allen G. Bogue, From
Prairie to Corn Belt: Farming on the Illi-

nois and Iowa Prairies in the Nineteenth

Century (Chicago, 1963), is a brilliant

study of corn-belt settlement that frequently

challenges accepted interpretations. A case

study of eight Illinois counties, revealing

both the nature of land speculation and land

use there, is Margaret B. Bogue, Patterns

from the Sod: Land Use and Tenure in the

Grand Prairie, iSso-rSgo (Springfield, 111.,

1959)* Richard Bardolph, Agricultural

Literature and the Early Illinois Farmer

(Urbana, 111 ., 1948), discusses the influence

of farm journals on agricultural techniques.

The development of the Galena lead min-

ing district is described in several mono-

graphs: Reuben G. Thwaites, “Early Lead-

Mining in Illinois and Wisconsin,” A.H.A.,

Annual Report for 1893 (Washington, D.C.,

1894), B.H. Schockel, “Settlement and De-

velopment of the Lead and Zinc Mining

Region with Special Emphasis upon Jo

Daviess County, Illinois,” IV

(September, 1917), John A. Wilgus, “The

Century Old Lead Region in Early Wiscon-

sin History,” W.M.H., X (June, 1927),

and William J. Peterson, “The Lead Traffic

on the Upper Mississippi, 1823-1848,”

M.V.H.R., XVII (June, 1930).

The Settlement of Michigan. The stand-

ard account is George N. Fuller, Economic

and Social Beginnings of Michigan (Lan-

sing, Mich., 1916) ;
more general is the sur-

vey in F. Clever Bald, Michigan in Four

Centuries (New York, 1954)1 ^nd in a more

recent textbook, Willis F. Dunbar, Mich-

igan: A History of the Wolverine State

(Grand Rapids, Mich., 1965). The care«

of an early settler in Detroit is told . in

Frank B. Woodford and Albert Hyma,

Gabriel Richard: Frontier Ambassador (De-

troit, 1959). An excellent contemporary

journal of another pioneer has been pub-

lished by Douglas H. Gordon and George

S. May, eds., “The Michigan Land Rush m
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1836,” MM., XLin (March, 1959).

Andrew D. Perejda, “Sources and Dispersal

of Michigan’s Population,” MM., XXXII

(December, 194.S), is a statistical survey.

Additional information is in George Catlin,

The Story of Detroit (Detroit, t 9 i 3)»

Floyd R. Dain, Every House a Frontier;

Detroit’s Economic Progress, 1815—183$

(Detroit, 1956), and Milo M. Quaife and

Sidney Glazer, Michigan (New York,

194S).

The Settlement of Wisconsin. A competent

survey is in William F. Raney, IVisconsin:

A Story of Progress (New York, 19+0),

while a briefer general account is in Larry

Gara, A Short History of Wisconsin (Madi-

son, 196a). These should be supplemented

with the carefully prepared accounts of

regional settlement prepared by Joseph

Schafer under the general title of the Wis-

consin Domesday Book: Town Studies

(Madison, Wise., 1914), Four Wisconsin

Counties (Madison, Wise., igzy), The

Wisconsin Lead Region (Madison, Wise.,

*93 *)» and The Winnebago-Horicon Basin

(Madison, Wise., 1937). Also useful is W.C.

McKern, “The First Settlers of Wisconsin,”

W.M.H., XXVI (December, 1942), and the

biography of a leading land agent: Larry

Gara, Westernized Yankee; The Story of

Cyras ^Woodman (Madison, Wise., 1956).

Economic developments near the close of the

pioneer era are the theme of two important

books: Vernon Carstensen, Farms or Forest;

Evolution of a State Land Policy for North-

ern Wisconsin, x8$o—i^33 (Madison, Wise.,

1958), and James W. Hurst, Law and

Economic Growth: The Legal History of the

Lumber Industry in Wisconsin, 1836—191$

(Cambridge, Mass., 1964).

The Foreign-Born in the Northwest, Gen-

eral accounts are in the standard histories of

immigration: Carl Wittke, We Who Built

America (New York, 1939), George M.
Stephenson, A History of American Immi-
gration (Boston, 1936), and Marcus L.

Hansen, The Atlantic Migration (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1940). More detailed studies

of the role of Scandinavians in the North-
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west are: Kendric C. Babcock, The Scandi-

tsavian Element in the United States

(Urbana, 111 ,, 1914), Theodore C. Blegen,

Norwegian Migration to America, 1835-

3860 (Northfield, Minn., 1931), and Law-

rence M. Larson, “The Norwegian Element

in the Northwest,” A.H.R., XL (October,

1934)-

Political Conflicts in the Old Northwest.

The antagonisms that developed when

northerners, southerners, and the foreign

born tried to erect political institutions are

touched upon in Solon J. Buck, “The New

England Element in Illinois Politics before

1833,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings, VI (1912-

13), but are more fully explored in two im-

portant books: John D. Barnhart, Valley of

Democracy : The Frontier versus the Planta-

tion in the Ohio Valley, iyf$—i8i8 (Bloom-

ington, Ind., 1953), and Richard L. Power,

Planting Corn Belt Culture: The Impress of

the Upland Southerner and Yankee in the

Old Northwest (Indianapolis, 1953). Bayard

Still, “State Making in Wisconsin, 1846-

48,” W.M.H., XX (September, 1936), and

Frederic L. Paxson, “A Constitution of

Democracy—Wisconsin, 1847,” M.V.H.R.,

II (June, 1915), deal with special aspects.

Documents relating to the Wisconsin consti-

tution have been edited by Milo M. Quaife:

The Movetnent for Statehood (Madison,

Wise., 1918), The Convention of i8.f6

(Madison, Wise., 1919), The Struggle over

Ratification (Madison, Wise., 1920), and

The Attainment of Statehood (Madison,

Wise., 1928).

XV SETTLING THE
GULF PLAINS

General Works. No history of southern

migration into the Gulf Plains has been

written. Scattered information is in; R.S.

Cotterill, The Old South (Glendale, Calif.',

1939), as well as in more recent general

histories of the South. Among the best of

these arc Clement Eaton, A History of the

Old South (New York, 1949), Francis B.

Simkins, A History of the South (rev. edn,,

New York, 1953), and W.B. Hesseltine and
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D.L. Smiley, The South in American His-

tory (Indianapolis, i960). Particularly

useful is Clement Eaton, The Grotsith of

Southern Civilization, 17^0-1860 (Neve

American Nation Series, New York, 1961).

John A, Caruso, The Southern Frontier

(Indianapolis, 1963) deals largely with the

earlier periods of southern history, but has

some information on the post-rSis migra-

tions. Two books by Frederick J. Turner are

still essential to an understanding of the re-

gions of the United States in this era; Rise

of the New West, 181^—1828 (The Amer-

ican Nation: A History, New York, 1906),

and especially The United States, 1830-

1830 (New York, 1935). Ulrich B. Phillips,

Life and Labor in the Old South (Boston,

1929), is a delightful account of social and

economic development. Everett Dick, The

Dixie Frontier (New York, 1948), also

deals with social aspects. William E. Dodd,

The Cotton Kingdom (Chronicles of Amer-

ica Series, New Haven, 1921), is another

thoughtful interpretation of southern life.

Ulrich B, Phillips, “The Origin and Growtlt

of the Soutliern Black Belts,” A.H.R., XI

(July, 1906), presents statistics illustrating

the spread of the plantation system west-

ward, while two interpretative essays on the

same theme are: Frank L. Owsley, “The

Pattern of Migration and Settlement on the

Southern Frontier,” J.S.H,, XI (May,

1945), and William O. Lynch, “The West-

ward Flow of Southern Colonists before

i86i,” J.S,H., IX (August, 1943).

Additional information on the southern

frontier can be gleaned from histories of

slavery and agriculture. Ulrich B. Phillips,

American Negro Slavery (New York,

1918), John Hope Franklin, Frorn Slavery

to Freedom (2nd edn., New York, 1956),

and Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar In-

stitution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum South

(New York, 1956), are all useful. The only

overall history of southern agriculture is

still Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture

in the Southern United States to i860, z v,

(Washington, D.C., 1933), but even more

useful is the general history of agriculture

during the period, Paul W. Gates, The
Farmer^s Age: Agriculture, i8t3~i8(>o

(New York, i960). These may be supple-

mented with such useful monographs as

James C. Bonner, A History of Georgia

Agriculture, 1732-1860 (Athens, Ga.,

1964), and John H. Moore, Agriculture in

Ante-Bellum Mississi-ppi (New York,

1958). Two of the South’s leading crops

are discussed in Donald L. Kemmerer, “The

Pre-Civil War South’s Leading Crop;

Corn,” A.H., XXIII (October, 1949),

Harry B. Brown, Cotton (New York,

1927), and David L. Cohn, The Life and

Times of King Cotton (New York, 1956).

Paul W. Gates, “Private Land Claims in the

South,” J.S.H., XXII (May, 1956), de-

scribes the settlement of French, Spanish,

and British land claims in the region.

Among documentary collections, the most

important is Clarence E. Carter, ed,. The

Territorial Papers of the United States

(Washington, D.C., 1934—in progress).

Documents on social and economic condi-

tions, edited by Ulrich B. Phillips, are in the

Documentary History of American Industrial

Society, 11 v. (Cleveland, 1909-11).

Indian Removal. Dale Van Eviiy, Disin-

herited: The Lost Birthright of the Amer-

ican Indian (New York, 1966), is a popular

story of Indian removal, told by a gifted

writer who has immersed himself in the

secondary literature on the subject. Despite

its title, Mary E. Young, Redskins, Ruffle-

shirts, and Rednecks: Indian Allotsnents in

Alabama and Mississippi (Norman, Okla.,

1961)

,
is a scholarly study of the treaty-

making with the Creek, Choctaw, and

Chickasaw tribes that forced their removal

to the West. Francis P. Prucha, S.J., Amer-

ican Indian Policy in the Formative Years;

The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acts,

17P0-1S35 (Cambridge, Mass., 1962), is

important in studying the emergence of the

removal policy, as is the same author’s

“Thomas L. McKenney and the New York

Indian Board,” M.V.H.R., XLVIII (March,

1962)

. The latter describes the manner in

which Jacksonians tried to still the protests
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of religious groups that objected to their

Indian policies. Robert S. Cotterill, The

Southern Indians: The Story of the Civilized

Tribes before Removal (Norman, Okla,,

i 95+)> describes relations between whites

and the southern Indians before removal,

while Henry T. Malone, Cherokees of the

Old South; A People in Transition (Athens,

Ga., 1956), deals with the attempts of

one tribe to adjust to the culture of their

conquerors. A series of scholarly volumes by

Grant Foreman tell the story of Indian re-

moval: Indians and Pioneers (New Haven,

1930)1 Indian Removal: The Emigration of

the Five Civilized Tribes of Indians (Nor-

man, Okla., 193a), Advancing the Frontier

(Norman, Okla., 1933), and The Five Civ-

ilized Tribes (Norman, Okla., 1934-) •

Briefer accounts are in George D. Harmon,

Sixty Years of Indian Affairs (Chapel Hill,

N.C., ig-s-i), Annie H, Abel, “The History

of Events Resulting in Indian Consolidation

West of the Mississippi,” A.H.A., Annual

Report for t^o6 (Washington, D.C., 1908),

J,P. Kinney, A' Continent Lost—A Civiliza-

tion IVon. Indian Land Tenure in America

(Baltimore, 1937), and William C. Mac-

Leod, The American Indian Frontier (New

York, 1928). Maps of the cessions are in

Charles C. Royce, “Indian Land Cessions

in the United States,” B.A.E., Eighteenth

Annual Report (Washington, D.C., 1899).

Several special studies deal with indi-

vidual regions or tribes. Ulrich B. Phillips,

“Georgia and State Rights,” A.H.A., Annual

Report for rpor (Washington, D.C., 1902),

describes removals from that state. On the

Cherokee the student should consult Wilson

Lumpkin, The Removal of the Cherokee In-

diaits, 2 V. (New York, 1908), Marion L.

Starkey, The Cherokee Nation (New York,

1946), Grace S. Woodward, The Cherokees

(Norman, Okla., 1936), Rachel C. Eaton,

John Ross and the Cherokee htdians (Chi-

cago, 1921), and Ralph H. Gabriel, Elias

Boudinot, Cherokee, and His America

(Norman, Okla., 1941). Legal aspects of

Cherokee removal are summarized in the

standard biographies of Chief Justice Mar-
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shall: Albert J. Beveridge, The Life of John

Marshall, 4 v. (Boston, 1916-19), and

Edward S, Corwin, John Marshall and

the Constitution (Chronicles of America

Series, New Haven, 1919). Diaries of mi-

grating Indians are available in: Grant

Foreman, cd., “Journey of a Party of

Cherokee Emigrants,” M.VJ1.R., XVIII

(September, 1931), and Gaston Litton, ed.,

“The Journal of a Party of Emigrating

Creek Indians, 1835—1836,” J.S.H., VII

(May, 1941). B.B. Lightfoot, "The Cher-

okee Emigrants in Missouri, 1837—1839,”

M.H,R., LVI (January, 1962), describes

the Indians forced march across the state in

the winter of 1837-38. The removal of

other southern tribes is considered in Richard

J. Hryniewicki, “The Creek Treaty of

Washington, 1826,” G.H.Q,, XLVIII (De-

cember, 1964), H.B. Cushman, History of

the Choctavj, Chickasave and Natchez In-

dians (Stillwater, Okla., 1962), J.H. Ma-

lone, The Chickasaw Nation (Louisville,

Ky., X923), J.W. Wade, “The Removal of

the Mississippi Choctaws,” M.H.S., Publica-

tions, VIII (1904), and C. MacCauley,

“The Seminole Indians of Florida,” B.A.E.,

Fifth Annual Report (Washington, D.C.,

1884). Edwin C. McReynolds, The Semi-

noles (Norman, Okla., 1957), also has in-

formation on the latter tribe, while a de-

tailed history of the Seminole War is in

Mark F. Boyd, “The Seminole War: Its

Background and Onset,” F,H,Q., XXX
(July, 1951). James W. Covington, “Fed-

eral Relations with the Apalachicola In-

dians: 1823-1838,” F.H.Q., XLII (Octo-

ber, 1963), studies the treatment by the

government of one group of Seminole

Indians in northwest Florida, while Kenneth

W. Porter, “Negroes and the Seminole War,

1835-1842,” J.S.H., XXX (November,

1964), demonstrates that former slaves were

so numerous among the Seminoles that they

sometimes outnumbered Indians during the

conflicts with government troops. Two
articles by John K. Mahon study the

treaties that ended the war and consigned

the Indians to reservations: “The Treaty of
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Moultrie Creek, 1853,” FJI.Q., XL (April,

1962), and “Two Seminole Treaties:

Payne’s Landing, 1832, and Ft. Gibson,

1833,” F.H.Q., XLI (July, 1962).

The activity of land speculators in the

wake of Indian removal has aroused the

interest of investigators, Mary E. Young,

“Indian Removal and Land Allotment: The

Civilized Tribes and Jacksonian Justice,”

LXIV (October, 1958), shows that

the removal policy was designed to benefit

the Indians, but had the opposite effect by

making them prey to speculators. The ac-

tivity of speculators in various regions from

which Indians had been removed is discussed

in James W, Silver, “Land Speculation Prof-

its in the Chickasaw Cession,” X
(February, 1944), Mary E. Young, “The

Creek Frauds: A Study in Conscience and

Corruption,” M.VM.R., XLII (December,

1955), and Gordon T, Chappell, “Some

Patterns of Land Speculation in the Old

Southwest,” XV (November, 1949),

the latter dealing with the Tennessee Val-

ley.

Causes of the Migration. The decaying

agriculture of the Southeast which drove

settlers westward is studied in Avery O.

Craven, Soil Exhaustion as a Factor in the

Agricultural History of Virginia and Mary-

land, 1606—1860 (Urbana, 111 ., 1926). The

part played by the plantation system in

causing soil exhaustion has been disputed

among historians. W.H. Yarbrough, Eco-

nomic Aspects of Slavery in Relation to

Southern and Southviestern Migration

(Nashville, Tenn., 1932), holds wasteful

slave labor largely responsible, while Ulrich

B. Phillips, “Plantations with Slave Labor

and Free,” AM.R., XXX (July, 1925),

contends that free labor exhausted the soil

as rapidly as slave. Phillip’s point is ex-

amined in two articles by Robert R. Russel,

“General Effects of Slavery upon Southern

Economic Progress,” J.S.H., IV (February,

1938), and “The Effects of Slavery upon

Nonslaveholders in the Ante Bellum South,”

AM., XV (April, 1941). William C. Bag-

ley, Soil Exhaustion and the Civil War

(Washington, D.C., 1942), argues that the

South was driven into war by its exhausted

lands. The efforts of two southeastern states

to check migration by agricultural reform

are described in Charles W. Turner, “Vir-

ginia Agricultural Reform, 1815-1860”
A.H., XXV (July, 1952), Charles W.
Turner, “Virginia State Agricultural So-

cieties, 1811-1860,” A.H., XXXVIII (July,

1964), and Cornelius O. Cathey, Agricul-

tural Developments in North Carolina,

1783-1860 (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1956).

Development of Transportation Routes.

General books on transportation, such as

Balthasar H. Meyer, ed.. History of Trans-

portation in the United States before j86o

(Washington, D.C., 1917), and Thomas H.

MacDonald, History and Development of

Road Building in the United States (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1926), contain only scattered

information on roads between Southeast and

Southwest. Ulrich B. Phillips, History of

Transportation in the Eastern Cotton Belt

to i860 (New York, 1908), and Randle B.

Truett, Trade and Travel Around the

Southern Appalachians before 1830 (Chapel

Hill, N.C., 1935), have only sketchy ac-

counts of road travel. The scant information

unearthed by scholars is contained in spe-

cialized articles: Julian P. Bretz, “Early

Land Communications with the Lower Mis-

sissippi Valley,” M.V.H.R,, XIII (June,

1926), Peter J. Hamilton, “Early Roads in

Alabama,” A.H.S., Transactions, II (1897-

98), William A. Love, “General Jackson’s

Military Road,” M.H.S., Publications, XI

(1910), and R.S. Cotterill, “The Natchez

Trace,” T.H.M., VII (April, 1921). A

thorough study of the subject is needed.

The Geography of the Gulf Plains. Soil

maps are in the Department of Agriculture,

Atlas of American Agriculture (Washington,

D.C., 1936). The subject is discussed in

Hugh H. Bennett, The Soils and Agriculture

of the Southern States (New York, 1921),

Rupert B. Vance, Human Geography of the

South (Chapel Hill, N.C., i 93^)>

Parkins, “The Antebellum South: A Geog-

raphers Interpretation,” A.A.A.G., XXI
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(March, 1931). Special studies of Alabama

'include Herdman F. Cleland, “The Black

Belt of Alabama,” G.R,, X (December,

X920) , and Roland Harper, “Some Relations

of Soil, Climate, and Civilization in the

Southern Red Hills of Alabama,” SJ.Q.,

XIX (July, 1910).

The Course of Settlement. The movement

of population into ^\estern Georgia was led

by gold seekers, whose adventures are de-

scribed in E. Merton Coulter, Auraria: The

Story of a Georgia Gold-Mining To’wn

(Athens, Ga., 1956), and James W. Cov-

ington, ed., “Letters from the Georgia

Gold Region,” G.H.Q.) XXXIX (December,

1935)- major rush into the North Caro-

lina backcountry in 1830-31, in which as

H many as 5,000 slaves were employed to dig

gold, is described in Edward W. Phifer,

“Champagne at Brindletown: The Story of

the Burke County Gold Rush, 1819-1833,”

N.C.H.R., XL (October, 1933). The ex-

pansion of the agricultural frontier in

Georgia is described in E. Merton Coulter,

Georgia; A Short History (Chapel Hill,

N.C., 194.7), and Ralph B. Flanders, Plan-

tation Slavery in Georgia (Chapel Hill,

N.C., 1933), deal briefly with the expansion

of the agricultural frontier. The effect of

the state’s land system on migration is

touched upon in Enoch M. Banks, The

Economics of Land Tenure in Georgia (New

York, 1905), while the role of the state in

controlling migration is discussed in Milton

S. Heath, Constructive Liberalism ; The Role

of the State in Economic Development in

Georgia to 1860 (Cambridge, M.ass., 1954).

The only adequate study of migration into

any portion of the Southwest is Thomas P.

Aberncthy, The Forntative Period in Ala-

bama, tStg—zSiS (rev. cdn. University,

Ala'., i9<>s). For the period not covered in

this work, reliance must be placed on the

scattered information in such studies as

Albert B. Moore, History of Alabama (Tus-

caloosa, Ala., 193s), Charles S. Davis, The
Cotton Kingdom in Alabama (Montgomery,

Ala., 1939), and Charles G. Summersell,

Mobile; History of a Seaport Town. (Uni-
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versity, Ala., 1949). A case study in migra-

tion to Alabama is Hugh H. Wooten, “West-

ward Migration from Iredell County, 1800-

1850,” N.C.H.R., XXX (January, 193s).

and Hugh C. Bailey, John Williams

Walker: A Study in the Political, Social

and Cultural Life of the Old Southwest

(University, Ala., 1964). Materials on

Mississippi arc even more scattered. Some

information is in histories of the state, of

which the two best are John K. Betters-

worth, Mississippi: A History (Austin, Tex.,

i959)» Roland Dunbar, History of

Mississippi, i v. (Chicago, 1925). Percy L.

Rainwater, Mississippi: Storm Center of

Secession, iSyS-iSbi (Baton Rouge, 1938)

has some information in the introductory

chapters. An able brief account showing the

problems of land disposal caused by Spanish

and British claims is Robert V. Haynes,

“The Disposal of Lands in the Mississippi

Territory,” J.Miss.H., XXIV (October,

1962). Harriet C. Owsley, “Westward to

Tennessee,” T.H.Q., XXIX (Spring, 19^5),

is less pertinent titan its title suggests, for

it tells of two land-hunting expeditions into

the state by a North Carolina editor in

1820 and 1823. Expansion into western

Tennessee is considered in Samuel C. Wil-

liams, Beginnings of West Tennetsee, in the

Land of the Chickasawt, 254 1—f8.fr (John-

son City, Tenn., 1930), and into Florida in

Sidney W. Martin, Florida during the Ter-

ritorial Days (Atliens, Ga., 1944), and

Kathryn T. Abbey, Florida, Land of Change

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1941). -A thorough

treatment of the frontier movement in the

Gulf States is needed.

Social Conditions in the Southwest. In

addition to such ^vorks as Phillips, Life and

Labor in the Old South, and Dodd, The

Cotton Kingdom, students may consult two

thoughtful essays: Thomas P. Abernethy,

“Social Relations and Political Control in

the Old Southwest,” M.V.H.R., ‘ XVI
(March, 1930), and Paul H. Buck, "The
Poor Whites of the Ante-Bellum South,” 1

A.H.R.,XXXl (October, 1925). A thorough

study for one region is Blanche H. Clark,
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The Tennessee Yeoman^ tSio-t86a (Nash-

ville, Tenn., 1942). A reinterpretation of

the place of the overseer in southern society

is attempted in William K. Scarborough,

“The Southern Plantation Overseer: A Re-

evaluation,” A.H., XXXVIII (January,

1964), which shows that most were well-

trained, knowledgeable, and performed their

duties well. The thorny question of the

economic value of the slave system is the

theme of a bibliographical essay by Harold

D. Woodman, “The Profitability of Slavery:

A Historical Perennial,” J.S.H., XXIX
(August, 1963), which examines arguments

for and against the institution from Hinton

R. Helper to modern historians. Of less

value is Alfred H. Conrad and John R.

Meyer, The Economics of Slavery and Other

Essays in Econonielric History (Chicago,

1964). Eugene D. Genovese, The Political

Economy of Slavery (New York, 1965), is

a brilliant work which relates the economy

of slavery to the social fabric of the ante-

bellum South.

XVI THE ECONOMICS
OF SECTIONALISM

Development of Western Agriculture. An
essential work is Paul W. Gates, The

Farmer^s Age: AgriculturCy 1815^1860

(New York, i960). Some details not in

Gates are in Percy W. Bidwell and J.I.

Falconer, History of Agriculture in the

Northern United Stales, 1620—1860 (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1925). Less useful are Lyman

Carrier, Beginnings of Agriculture in Amer-

ica (New York, 1923), and Joseph Schafer,

The Social History of American Agriculture

(New York, 1936). The westward migra-

tion of wheat growing may be traced in

Louis, B. Schmidt, “The Westward Move-

ment of the Wheat Growing Industry in the

United States,” LJ.H.P., XVIII (July,

1920), and of corn growing in Eugene C.

Brooks, The Story of Com and the West-

ward Migration (Chicago, 1916), and Louis

B. Schmidt, “The Westward Movement of

the Corn Growing Industry in the United

States,” I.J.H.P., XXI (January, 1923). A

general history of livestock raising is James
W. Thompson, A History of Livestock

Raising in the United States, t6oj-tS6o
(Washington, D.C., 1942), while specialized

studies for the Old Northwest include

Charles R. Leavitt, “Transportation and the

Livestock Industry in the Middle West to

i860,” A.H., VIII (January, 1934), Robert

L. Jones, “The Beef Cattle Industry in

Ohio Prior to the Civil War,” OJ.H.Q.,

LXIV (April, 1955 and July, 1955), and

especially Paul C. Henlein, The Cattle King-

dom in the Ohio Valley (Lexington, Ky.,

1959) >
a scholarly study. The same author

has written a more recent interpretative arti-

eJe, “Early Cattle Ranches of the Ohio

Valley,” A.H., XXXV (July, 1961). A
similar study of sheep raising is in the

well-documented work of Stephen L. Sto-

ver, “Early Sheep Husbandry in Ohio,”

A.H., XXXVI (April, 1962).

Special studies of agriculture in the west-

ern states include: WA. Lloyd, J.I. Fal-

coner, and C.E, Thorne, Agriculture of

Ohio (Wooster, Ohio, 1918), William C.

Latta, Outline History of Indiana Agricul-

ture (Lafayette, Ind., 1938), W.C. Flagg,

Agriculture of Illinois (Springfield, III.,

1875), and Joseph Schafer, History of Agri-

culture in Wisconsin (Madison, Wise.,

1922).

General Works on Transportation. The

most useful study is George R. Taylor, The

Transportation Revolution, 1815-1860

(New York, 1951). Among older histories,

Balthasar H. Meyer, ed.. History of Trans-

portation in the United States before i860

(Washington, D.C., 19 1 7)1 “ invaluable,

although Seymour Dunbar, History of

Travel in America, 4 v. (Indianapolis,

1915), contains colorful material. Archer

B. Hulbert, Paths of Inland Commerce

[Chronicles of America Series, New Haven,

1920), and Malcolm. Keir, The March of

Commerce [The Pageant of America, New

Haven, 1927), are brief and general. '-A

thorough study of American transportation

is needed, but much specialized research is

necessary before one can be written.
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- The Steamboat Era. Louis C. Hunter,

Steamboats on the Western Rivers (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1949), is a classic history of

all phases of steamboat transportation in the

West. Steamboating on the Great Lakes is

popularly treated .in Walter Havighurst,

The Long Ship Passing (New York, 1942)-

Special studies of transportation on western

rivers include: for the upper Mississippi,

Mildred L. Hartsough, From Canoe to Steel

Barge (Minneapolis, 1934), for the Ohio

River, Archer B. Hulbert, Waterways of

Western Expansion (^Historic Highways of

America, Cleveland, 1903), and Charles H.

Ambler, History of Transportation in the

Ohio Valley (Glendale, Calif., 1932), and

for the Tennessee River, Tennessee Valley

Authority, History of Navigation on the

Tennessee River System (Washington, D.C.,

1937). The canal around the Falls of the

Ohio is described in Heber P. Walker,

“Louisville and Portland Canal,” LM.H.,

XXVIII (March, 1932), while Louis Hun-

ter, “Studies in the Economic History of

the Ohio Valley,” Smith College Studies in

History, XIX (1933—34), discusses the effect

of weather on navigation.

The Canal Era. Two important studies

by Carter Goodrich and others deal with the

economic basis and impact of the tvestern

canals; Government Promotion of American

Canals and Railroads, zSoo-iSgo (New
York, i960), and Canals and American

Economic Development (New York, 1961).

The former reveals the extent to which

canals depended on government subsidy; the

latter studies the manner in which they

stimulated the economic growth of adjacent

areas. A popular history of canal con-

struction is Madeline S. Waggoner, The
Long Haul West: The Great Canal Era,

1817-1850 (New York, 1958), but this

has not displaced Alvin F. Harlow, Old
Towpat/ts (New York, 1928), and Archer

B. Hulbert, The Great American Canals

{Historic Highways of America, Cleveland,

1 904) . A brief account of the Erie Canal is

in Alexander C. Flick, History of the State

of New York, to v. (New York, 1932-37),

819

but far more valuable is the ejccellent study

by Ronald E. Shaw, Erie Water West: A

History of the Erie Canal, 1792—1854 (Lex-

ington, Ky. 1966). This has displaced the

older book by Noble E. Whitford, History

of the Canal System of the State of New

York (Albany, 1906) although the latter is

still useful for details. The problem of

financing the New York canals is dealt with

in Nathan Miller, The Enterprise of a Free

People: Aspects of Economic Development

in New York State Dttring the Canal Period,

1792—1858 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1962). The re-

action of other eastern, cities to the success

of the Erie Canal is the theme of Julius

Rubin, Canal or Railroad? Imitation and

Innovation in the Response to the Erie

Canal in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Bos~

ton (Philadelphia, 1961). A similar study

on a less broad scale is James W. Livingood,

The Pennsylvania-Baltimore Trade Rivalry,

tySo-sS&o (Harrisburg, Pa., J947). The

beginning of the canal movement in Penn-

sylvania is traced in Robert E. Carlson,

“The Pennsylvania Improvement Society

and Its Promotion of Canals and Railroads,

1824—1826,” P.H., XXXI (July, 1964),

a carefully documented article which deals

in detail with the organization .which had

so much to do with launching the-canal move-

ment and shaping public opinion in its fa-

vor. The building of the Pennsylvania sys-

tem is described in Theodore B. Klein, The

Canals of Pennsylvania and the System of

Internal Improvements (Harrisburg, Pa.,

1900), an older work that is still useful.

Books that deal with the origins and devel-

opment of the Maryland system include;

George W. Ward, The Early Development

of the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Project

(Baltimore, 1899), Walter S. Sanderlin,

The Great National Project (Baltimore,

1947), and the opening chapters of Edward

Hungerford, The Story of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad, 1827—1927, 2 v. (New
York, 1928).

The Southern Railroad System. Among
recent general histories of railroad building

in the United States are John F. Stover,
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American Railroads (Chicugo^ *961), and

Ira G. Clark, Then Came the Railroads:

The Cenlury from Steam to Diesel in the

Southwest (Norman, Okla,, 1958). The at-

tempts of Charleston and Savannah to reach

the West are recounted in Ulrich B. Phillips,

A History of Transfortation in the 'Eastern

Cotton Belt to j86o (New York, 1908),

while a more detailed study of one Georgia

road is James H. Johnston, The Western

and Atlantic Railroad of Georgia (Atlanta,

Ga., 1931). Equally valuable for Tennessee

is Stanley J. Folmsbee, Sectionalism and In-

ternal Imfro<vements in Tennessee, ijg6—

184s (Philadelphia, 1939)- The remainder

of the history of railroad building in the

South must be pieced together from scattered

articles. These include, for Tennessee, St.

George L. Sioussat, “Memphis as a Gateway

to the West,” TM.M., Ill (March, 1917,

and June, 1917), T,D, Clark, “The Build-

ing of the Memphis and Charleston Rail-

road,” E.T.H.S., Publications, Vlll (1936),

and Addie L. Brooks, “Early Plans for Rail-

roads in West Tennessee, 1^30-1845,"

T.H.M., III (October, 1932).

Materials on other southern states are less

plentiful. R.S. Cotterill, “The Beginnings

of Railroads in the Southwest,” M.V.H.R.,

VIII (March, 1922), deals particularly with

Alabama. Another road in that state is the

theme of T.D. Clark, “The Montgomery and

West Point Railroad Company,” G.H.Q.,

XVII (December, 1933)* The one work on

Mississippi railroads, Charles ' R. Johnson,

“Railroad Legislation and Building in Mis-

sissippi, 1830-1840,” J.M.H., IV (October,

1942), does little more than list charters.

Kentucky’s one railroad of the period is

studied in T.D. Clark, “The Lexington

and Ohio Railroad— a Pioneer Venture,”

K,S,H.S.R., XXXI (January, 1933). Early

Florida building is described in T. Fiedetich

Davis, “Pioneer Florida: The First pail-

roads,” F.H.Q., XXIII (January, 1945)-' .

Internal Improvements in the Northwest.

A brief account of Ohio canal building-is in

Francis P. Weisenburger, The Passing of the

Frontier (The Historv of Ohio

EXPANSION
,

Ohio,' 1941), and
;
a Vfull study inJ cTJ

Huntington - and C;P.' McCleUahd; - piip

Canals, Their Construction,' Cost,
- U'se'}and

Partial Abaridonmerit (Columbus, '

Ohio;

1905). Chester E. Finni “Th?? Ohio Cariais:

Public Enterprise on the Prbntier,” O.-^.ff.g.;

LI {January, 1942, and'Mart^, 1942),' 15 a

sound interpretation stressing ;.the; rolerdf

government in • the construction. Harry > N.

Scheiber, “The Ohio Canal- ; Mo,veraent,

1820-1825,” Ohio H.Q„ vLXIX .(July,

1960), studies the*marshaling..of state senti-

ment for the canal system, while the, same

author reveals the connection between: land

sales and the canals in “State Policy
, and, the

Public Domain: The Ohio Canal Lands,’!

XXV (March, i965).;Hj:olin; ^
Still, “Ethan Allen Browii , 'and

,
Ohio’s

Canal System,” Ohio H.Q., LXVI (January,

r957)> is the best history, of the surveys that

located the canal routes. Thti' effect .of .At

canals on urban growth is the theme ol

Harry N. Scheiber, “Urban .
Rivalry and

Internal Improvements in the Old Norths

west, 1S20—iS6d,” p.H., LXXL (Oct^s

1962). Financial aspects are considered ir

Ernest L. Bogart, htternal Imfrovemini.

and State Debt in Ohio (NeW^ York, 11924)

Construction of the two. principal canals. i

described in Arthur H. Hirsch, “The Coti

struction of the Miami and .Erie Canal,’

M.V.H.A., Proceedings^ X (t 9 i 9
~29)>

John J. George, “The - 'Miami'

'

O.A.H.Q., XXXVI. (January, 1927).;

Indiana’s canal system is
' -described .- it

Logan Esarey, “Internal Iniprovernentp Jt

Early . Indiana,” .Pnblicdtions^^^^^^^

(1912), while Elbert .J,
Bent6n, pi«

. Trade Route in llie 'Develofntcnt.pf tlie^Oh

Northviest (Baltimore^: i903)>.

effect of. the iniproyeme'nts on later eco.hoihh

development. Lee .,
Newcomer,. “Construction

b£.\h?.v Wabash, and Erie ‘9,

•

XLVI
;

(April,

.

1 93 7) .
tells;,the;. story

of- th

principal, canalj while;, the same aupor .di.s

cusses financial- aspects- in “A 'Pispy p.thi

Indiana
,

. Internal
.

.
improvement

XXXII ,,(June;^i 936 )':

. , vAn^exceUenrhistory of the/IHinols;^^
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is John H. ,Krv‘nkel, lilinoh Internal hn-

pra^enunts, tSrS-iSiS (Ctitbr Rapids,

Iowa, 1958). Briefer accounts are in James

W. Putnam, “An Economic History of the

Illinois and Michigan Canal," XVIII

(May, June, and July, 1909), James W.

Putnam, “The Illinois and Micltigan Canal.

A Study in Economic History,'’ C.H.S., Col~

Ucihntf X (1917), and Theodore C. Pease,

TA# Frontier State, t$iS~i3^S (Centennial

History of lllmoU, Chicago, 1919^. The

one railroad built at the time is described in

HJ. Stratton, “The Northern Crow Rail-

road,” J.UM.S., XXVill (July, uns)-

“The only special works on Michigan

internal improvcmetits are: Lew A, Ciuisc,

“Michigan’s Share in the Establishment of

Improved Transportation between the E.ui

and the West," M.P.H.S., Collecttont,

XXXVIII (t9ta), and Leo V.an Meer,

“Clinton-Kalamaroo Canal," XVi

(Spring, 1931).

The EEcet of Internal Improvemcnu on

Transportation Routes. Tlte standard ac-

count is A.L. Kohlmejer, IVie Old Nortlieest

as the Ktytione of the Arch of American

Union: A Study in Commerce and Folitkt

(Bloomington, Ind., 1938). R,B. Way,

“The Commerce of the Lower Mississippi

Valley in the Period t83o-iSSo," M.V.HA.,

Froceedhs$s, X (1918-19), is concerned

with trade over one of the Northwest’s out-

lets.

XVir THE EMERGENCE
OF A SECTIONAL
PATl'ERN

General Worla. Ch-anging historic-tl in-

terpretations of the Jacksonian period ate

summarired in a sm.ail book by .Alfred A.

Cave, Jacksonian Democracy and the Hih
tortms (Gainuyillc, Fla., 1964). Still the

bcjt study of the sectional impUcatjons of

^
party warfare during this period is Frederick

J, Turner, The United States, tSyo^iSso

(New York, 1935), while the same authoi’j

interpretative es«y^ “The Signincance of the

Section in__American History," T?/e Signif-

icance of Sections in American History

(New York, 193a), is essential for back-

ground. Two volumes in the Nesv American

Nation Series expertly cover these years:

George Dangerficld, The Awakening of

American Hationallsm, tSt$~sSeS (New

York, igdj), and Glyndon Van Deusen,

The Jacksonian Bra, tSeS—sS^S (New

York, i9So)- Still useful for political back-

ground are Hugh R. Fraser, Democracy in

the Making; The Jachon- Tyler Bra (In-

dianapolis, *938), William MacDonald,

Jacksonian Democracy (The American Na~

tioss: A History, New York, tgod), and

Fredeiic A. Ogg, The Reign of Andrew

Jackson (Chronicles of America Series,

New Hasea, 1919).

Biographies of leading political figures

contain mucli information on the sectional

controversies. Earlier studies of Jackson such

as John S, Bassett, Life of Andrew Jackson,

z V. (New York, 1911), and Marquis

James, Atfdrew Jackson, Portrait of a Press-

detst (Indianapolis, 1937), should be sup-

plcmenred by the brilliant analysts of th?

period in .Arthur M. Schlwingcr, Jr., The

Age of Jackion (Boston, 1943). Some of

Scblcsingcr’s conclusions on the support

given Jackson by labor have been diailenged

In such studies as Edward Pessen, “The

Workingmen’s fdovetnent «£ the Jacksonian

Era,” M.yjlJi,, XLill (December, 1956),

which sums up much of the literature cm

tlic subject. Eisential to an understanding of

Jackson’s background and views are Thomas

P. Aberncthy, “Andrew Jackson and the

Rise of Southvvesiera Democracy," A.UkR,,

XXXIII (October, 1917), Albert Somit,

“.indrew Jacltson: Legend and Reality,"

T.H.Q., vn (December, tgqS), .and ejjw:-

daily Charles G. Sellers, Jr., “Banking and

Politics in Jackson’s Tenttesice, 1817-1817,”

M.VM.R., XLI (June, 1954). Robert V.

Remirti, The Election of Andrew Jacksott

(Philadelphia, 19^3), is a vvell-documcuted

and wcU-vvrittcn analysis of the election of

tSs8 tliat stresses political tactics, while

Rlcltard P, McCormick, “New 'Perspectives

on Jacksonian Politics,” A.H.R,, LXV (Jan-
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uary, i960), proves that there was no great

upsurge of voter interest during the Jackson

era, and that Westerners were no more re-

sponsive than Easterners to his influence.

Local studies of the impact of Jacksonianism

also reveal that popular reaction was dif-

ferent from that assumed by historians; this

is shown especially in a brilliant study by

Lee Benson, The Conce-pt of Jacksonian

Democracy (Princeton, 1961), which deals

with New York. Other regions are surveyed

in William S, Hoffman, Andrew Jackson

and North Carolina Politics (Chapel Hill,

N.C., 1958), and Arthur W. Thompson,

Jacksonian De7nocracy on the Florida Fron-

tier (Gainesville, Fla., 1961).

Henry Clay’s career is surveyed in Glyn-

don Van Deusen, The Life of Henry Clay

(Boston, 1937), Bernard Mayo, Henry Clay

(Boston, 1937—in progress), and Clement

Eaton, Henry Clay and the Art of Ameri-

can Politics (Boston, 1957). The standard

work on Webster is Claude M. Fuess, Dan-

iel Webster

^

a v. (Boston, 1930). On Cal-

houn the two best works are Charles M.
Wiltse, John C. Calhoun^ 3 v. (Indianapolis,

1944-51), and Margaret L. Coit, John C.

Calhoun, American Portrait (Boston, 1950);

of some use, however, is W.M. Meigs, The

Life of John Caldwell Calhoun, 2 v. (New

York, 1917). A personal portrait of Cal-

houn is in Gerald M. Capers, John C.

Calhoun, Opportunist: A Reappraisal

(Gainesville, Fla., 1961), which paints him

unconvincingly as a man willing to sacrifice

principles to attain the presidency. More a

history of the times than of the man is

James P. Shenton, Robert John Walker: A
Politician from Jackson to Lincoln (New

York, 1961). Benton is the subject of two

competent biographies, William N. Cham-

bers, Old Bullion Benton, Senator frotn the

New West (Boston, 1956), and Elbert B.

Smith, Magnificent Missourian: The Life of

Thomas Hart Benton (Philadelphia, 1958),

of which the former is more useful for

historians, Frank B. Woodford, Lewis Cass:

The Last Jeffersonian (New Brunswick,

N.J., 1950), is the standard work on Cass,

while modern studies of Van Buren are-

D.T. Lyncli, Martin Van Buren (New York

1929)) Alexander Holmes, The American
Talleyrand (New York, 1935)) and Robert
V. Remini, Martin Van Buren and the

Making of the Democratic Parly (New
York, 1959).

Growth of Western Nationalism, .^n

excellent introduction is Homer C. Hocltett,

Western Influences on Political Parties to

s83s (Columbus, Ohio, 1917). The Panic

of 1819 is inadequately studied in Murray

N. Rothbard, The Panic of 18x9: Reactions

and Policies (New York, 1962), which is

sometimes inaccurate and argues ineffectively

that sectional and class feelings were not

stimulated by the depression. The effects of

the panic are described in Samuel Rezneck,

“The Depression of 1819-1S22, A Social

History,” A.H.R., XXXIX (October, 1933),

and Thomas H, Greer, “Economic and Social

effects of the Depression of 1819 in the Old

Northwest,” I.M.H., XLIV (September,

1948), while the ambitions of the West for

new trade outlets are the theme of Curtis

Nettels, “The Mississippi Valley and the Con-

stitution, 1815—29,” M.V.H.R., 1L1 (Decem-

ber, 1924), and R,B. Way, “The Mississippi

Valley and Internal Improvements,”

M.V.H.A., Proceedings, IV (1910-11). The

same subject is treated in Emory R. Johnson,

History of Domestic and Foreign Commerce

in the United States, 2 v. (Washington, D.C.,

1915)-

Growth of Southern Nationalism. An

essential work on the subject is Charles S.

Sydnor, The Development of Southern Sec-

tioftalism, 1819—1848 (A History of the

South, Baton Rouge, 1948) ;
equally valu-

able for psychological forces is Jesse T. Car-

penter, The South as a Conscious Minority,

tj89~i86j (New York, 1930). More gen-

eral discussions are in Emory Q. Hawk,

Economic History of the South (New York,

1934), Robert S. Cotterill, The Old South

(Glendale, Calif., i 939)>
Clement

Eaton, A History of the Old South (New

York, 1949). The Missouri Compromise is

admirably surveyed in Glover Moore, The
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Missouri Compromise, 18x9-1831 (Lexing-

ton, Ky., 1953). while special aspects are

considered in Frank H. Hodder, “Side

Lights on the Missouri Compromise,”

A.H.A., Annual Report for 1909 (Washing-

ton, D.C., 1911), and Everett A. Brown,

T/te Missouri Compromise and Presidential

Politics (St. Louis, 1926).

The Tariff and Public Lands. The his-

tory of the tariff conflicts is told in Edward

Stanwood, American Tariff Controversies

in the Nineteenth Century, z v. (Boston,

1903). M.R. Eiselen, The Rise of Pennsyl-

vania Protectionism (Philadelphia, 1932),

traces the growth of protective sentiment in

one important state. New light is thrown

on the tariff of 18 16 by Norris W. Preyer,

“Southern Support of the Tariff of i8r6

—

h. Reappraisal,” J.S.H,, XXV (August,

,1959), which shows that Calhoun and other

Southerners supported the tariff as a revenue

measure and because of fear of another war,

not because they hoped to stimulate textile

manufacturing in the South. Paul C. Nagel,

“The Election of 1824: A Reconsideration

Based on Newspaper Opinion,”

XXVI (August, i960), similarly takes issue

with earlier writers, revealing that the

election was fought over issues rather than

personalities, and that the tariff and land

questions bulked large among these. Robert

V. Remini, “Martin Van Burcn and the

Tariff of Abominations,” A.H.R., LXllI

(July, 1938), argues convincingly that the

Tariff of 1828 was not designed to be de-

feated, as historians have hitherto believed.

General histories of the land question are

Roy M. Robbins, Our Landed Heritage

(Princeton, 1942), and Benjamin H. Hib-

bard, A History of Public Land Policies

(rev. edn., Madison, Wise., 1965). More
important for this period is Raynor G. Wel-

lington, Political and Sectional Influence of

the Public Lands, 1838—1843 (n.p., 1924),
which is a detailed study of the relationship

of land, tariff, and financial questions. St.

George L. Sioussat, “Some Phases of Tennes-

see Politics in the Jackson Period,” A.H.R.,

XIV (October, 1908), deals with a local
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phase, while William S. Hoffman, “The

Downfall of tlie Democrats: The Reaction

of North Carolinians to Jacksonian Land

Policy,” N.C.H.R., XXXIII (April, 1956),

shows that North Carolina remained Whig

for fifteen years in protest against Jackson’s

land policies. Hugh C. Bailey, “John W.

Walker and the Land Laws of the 1820’s,”

A.H., XXXII (April, 1958), deals with the

origins of the land laws, while Zane L.

Miller, ‘‘Senator Nathaniel Macon and the

Public Domain, 1815-1828,” N.C.H.R.,

XXXVIII (October, 1961), describes the

career of a southern politidan who con-

sistently opposed their liberalization. The

history of “right of occupancy” laws is

expertly told in Paul W, Gates, “Tenants

of the Log Cabin,” M.V.H.R., XLIX (June,

1962). That the popularity of more liberal

land laws helped Benton win office is the

theme of Donald J. Abramoske, “The Public

Lands in Early Missouri Politics,” M.H.R.,

LIII (July, 1959)*

The influence of speculators on land sales

during the 1830’s still awaits a historian.

The two books by Aaron M. Sakolski, The

Great American Land Bubble (New York,

1932), and Land Tenure and Land Taxa-

tion in America (New York, 1957), are

general and popular. Three articles by

Paul W. Gates show the importance of the

subject: “The Role of the Land Speculator

in Western Development,” P.M.H.B., LXVI

(July, 1942), “Southern Investments in

Northern Lands Before the Civil War,”

J.S.H., V (May, 1939), and “Frontier

Landlords and Pioneer Tenants,” J.LS.H.S,,

XXXVIII (June, 1945). Arthur H. Cole,

“Cydical and Sectional Variations in the

Sale of Public Lands, i8 16-60,” R.E.S.,

IX (January, 1927), demonstrates that land

sales varied with commodity prices and

were largely speculative.

The Nullification Controversy. The stand-

ard work is Chauncey S. Boucher, The

Nullification Controversy in South Carolina

(Chicago, 1916), although useful material

is also in W.A, Schaper, “Sectionalism and

Representation ii| South Carolina,”
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Annual Report for xgoo (Washington, D.C.,

1901), and F, Bancroft, Calhoun and the

South Carolina Nullification Nlovement

(Baltimore, 1928).

The Bank War and Party Politics. No
understanding of the bank war is possible

without a thorough reading of Bray Ham-

mond, Banks and Politics in America from

the Revolution to the Civil War (Prince-

ton, 1957). This book is essential for all

aspects of banking treated in this chapter.

More detailed is the older standard work by

Ralph C.H. Catterall, The Second Bank of

the United States (Chicago, 1903), while

extended treatments are also in Bernard C.

Steiner, Life of Roger Brooke Taney (Balti-

more, 1922), Carl B. Swisher, Roger B,

Taney (New York, 1935), and Walter

Lewis, Without Fear or Favor. A Biography

of Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney (Bos-

ton, 1965). Thomas P. Govan, Nicholas

Biddle: Nationalist and Public Banker,

1^86-1844 (Chicago, 1959), is a sound

biography. Historians disagree on the nature

of the “pet banks” chosen by Taney for the

deposit of federal funds. Harry N. Scheiber,

“The Pet Banks in Jacksonian Politics and

Finance, 1833—1841,” XXIII (June,

1963), holds that political considerations

had little to do with their selection. The
opposite view is argued in Frank O. Gatell,

“Spoils of the Bank War: Political Bias in

the Selection of Pet Banks,” A.H.R., LXX
(October, 1964), which analyzes thirty-five

banks named as depositories and shows that

the vast majority were managed by men

friendly to Jackson. The same author sub-

stantiates his point with a case study of one

city in “Secretary Taney and the Baltimore

Pets: A Study in Banking and Politics,”

B.H.R., XXXIX (Summer, 1965). Another

unorthodox conclusion is maintained in two

articles by Richard H. Timberlake, Jr.,

“The Specie Circular and tlie Distribution of

the Surplus,” J.P.E., LXVIII (April, i960),

and “The Specie Circular and Sales of

Public Lands,” J.E.H., XXV (September,

1965)7 til® author shows that the circular

had little effect on either the money flow

or land sales, which were governed by
normal economic forces rather than this

presidential decree. The effect of the bank

war on the election of i83z is considered

in Samuel G. Gammon, The Presidential

Campaign of 1832 (Baltimore, 1922).

Traditional views of the nature of the

Whig Party have been challenged in Charles

G. Sellers, Jr,, “Who Were the Southern

Whigs?” A.H.R., LIX (January, 1954),

and Harry R. Stevens, “Henry Clay, the

Bank, and the West in 1824,” A.H.R., LX
(July, 1955). More traditional views are

presented in E. Malcolm Carroll, Origins

of the Whig Party (Durham, N.C., 1925),

and George R. Poage, Fienry Clay and the

Whig Party (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1926).

Local histories of the Whig Party include:

Arthur C. Cole, The Whig Party in the

South (Washington, D.C., 1913), Henry R,

Mueller, The Whig Party in Pennsylvania

(New York, 1922), Henry H. Simms, The

Rise of the Whigs in Virginia, 1824-1840

(Richmond, Va., 1929), and Thomas P.

Abcrnethy, “The Origin of the Whig Party

in Tennessee,” M.V.H.R., XII (March,

1926)

.

Wildcat Banking in the Middle 1830’s. ‘

General works providing background mate-

rial are Davis R. Dewey, Financial History

of the United States (loth edn.. New York,

1928), William J. Shultz and M.R. Caine,

Financial Development of the United States

(New York, 1937), and J. Van Fenster-

maker. The Development of American Com-

mercial Banking: lySa—iSjy (Kent, Ohio,

1965). More detailed, but essential to an

understanding of the banking situation,

is Sr. M. Grace Madeleine, Monetary and-

Banking Theories of Jacksonian Democracy

(Philadelphia, 1943)* The flow of British

capital which stimulated bank expansion is

described in Leland H. Jenks, The Migsa-

tion of British Capital to i8ys (New York,

1927)

,
and Reginald C. McCrane, Foreign

Bondholders and American State Debts

(New York, 1935).

No history of state banking during the

period exists. The best summaries are Leon-
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ard C. Helderman, National and. State Banks

(Boston, 1931), which is concerned with

precedents for later banking practices, and

Davis R. Dewey, States Banking before the

Civil War (Washington, D.C., 1910), which

describes methods rather than history. In-

stead the story of state banking must be

pieced together from the plentiful local ac-

counts.

For the Northwest these include: Ernest

L, Bogart, Financial History of Ohio (Ur-

bana, 111 ., 191a), George W. Dowrie, The

Development of Banking in Illinois, iSty-

1863 (Urbana, 111 ., I9i3)> Logan Esarey,

Stale Banking in Indiana (Bloomington,

Ind,, 1912), James E. Hagerty, “Early

Financial History of Indiana, iStd-iSyz,”

XIV (October, 1937)1 T.H. Hinch-

man, Banks and Banking in Michigan (De-

, troit, 1887), W.O. Hedrick, “The Financial

and Tax History of Michigan,” M.HM.,
XXII (Winter, 1938), John R. Cable,

The Missouri 'State Bank (New York,

1932), and Theodore A. Anderson, A Cen-

tury of Banking in Wisconsin (Madison,

Wise., 1954).

Among the histories of banking in south-

ern states are: Alfred C. Bryan, History of

Stale Banking in Maryland (Baltimore,

1899), Kathryn T. Abbey, “The Union

Bank of Tallahassee: An Experiment in

Territorial Finance,” F.H.Q., XV (October,

*937)1 Thomas P. Govan, “Banking and

tlie Credit System in Georgia, t8to-i86o,”

J.S.H., IV (May, 1938), Claude A. Camp-
bell, The Develaftnent of Banking in Ten-

'nessee (Nashville, Tenn., 1932), Elmer C.

Griffith, “Early Banking in Kentucky,”

M.V.H.A., Proceedings, II (1910), Charles

H. Brough, “The History of Banking in

Mississippi,” M.H.S., Publications, HI
(1904)1 Stephen A. Caldwell, A Banking
History of Louisiana (Baton Rouge, 1935),
W.B. Worthen, Early Banking in Arkansas
(Little Rock, 1906), Ted R. Worley, “Ar-
kansas and the Money Crisis of 1835—1837,”
J.S.H., XV (May, 1949), Ted R. Worley,
“The Arkansas State Bank: Antebellum
Period,” A.H.Q., XXH (Spring, 1964), and
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William H. Brantley, Banking in Alabama,

z8z6—s86o (University, Ala., igSi).

XVIII THE SHIFTING SEC-
TIONAL PATTERN

General Works. Frederick J. Turner, The

United States, zS^o—zS^o (New York,

1935)1 is invaluable for this period. In addi-

tion to die biographies listed in the previous

chapter, the following deal with leaders who

gained ascendancy after 1837: Freeman

Cleaves, Old Tippecanoe: William Henry

Harrison and His Times (New York, 1939),

Oliver P. Chitwood, John Tyler (New

York, 1939), Robert J. Morgan, A Whig

Embattled: The Presidency tinder John

Tyler (Lincoln, Neb., 1954), Robert Seager

II, Atid Tyler Too (New York, 1964), a

sound biography based on hitherto unused

documents, Charles G. Sellers, Jr., James K.

Polk, Jacksottian (New York, 1957), a

brilliant study soon to be followed by a

second volume covering the presidential

years, Eugene I. McCormac, James J. Polk;

A Political Biography (Berkeley, Calif.,

1922), Andrew C. McLaughlin, Lewis Cass

(Boston, 1891), Frank B. Woodford, Lewis

Cass: The Last Jeffersonian (New Bruns-

wick, N.J., 1950), Holman Hamilton,

Zachary Taylor: Soldier in the White

House (Indianapolis, 1951), and Brainerd

Dyer, Zachary Taylor (Baton Rouge,

1946). An excellent account of the 1840

campaign is Robert G. Gunderson, The Log-

Cabin Campaign (Lexington, Ky., 1957).

Milo M. Quaife, ed.. The Diary of James

K. Polk during His Presidency, 4 v. (Chi-

cago, 1910), is an essential document. A
detailed study of politics during the Tyler

administration is Oscar D. Lambert, Presi-

dential Politics in the United States: t8^x-

1844 (Durham, N.C., 1936). Richard P.

McCormick, The Second American Party

System. Party Formation in the Jacksonian

Era (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1966), is a bril-

liant study of the formation of the two

political parties in the period from 1S24 to

1840. ’

Origins of Abolitionism. The latest gen-
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eral surveys, both based on wide reading in

source materials, are Louis Filler, Th&

Crusade Against Slavery^ 1830-1860 {New
American Nation Series, New York, i960),

and Dwight L, Dumond, Antislavery: The

Crusade for Freedom in America (Ann

Arbor, Mich., 1961). The same author’s

Antislavery Origins of the Civil War in the

United States (Ann Arbor, Mich., 1939),

is a briefer interpretative study. Stanley M.
Elkins, Slavery: A Problem in American

Institutional and Intellectual Life (Chicago,

1959), contains provocative essays that touch

on abolitionism. Earlier histories such as

Jesse Macy, The Anti-Slavery Crusade

{Chronicles of America Series, New Haven,

Conn., 1919), and Albert B. Hart, Slavery

and Abolition, 1831-1841 {The American

Nation: A History, New York, 1906), are

out of date. Helpful general chapters are in

Avery Craven, The Coming of the Civil

War (New York, 1941).

The early phases of the antislavery move-

ment are described in Mary S. Locke, Anti~

Slavery in America {161^-1808') (Boston,

1901), and Alice D. Adams, The Neglected

Period of Anti-Slavery in America, 1808—

1831 (Boston, 1908). The latter should

be supplemented with Early L. Fox, The

American Colonization Society (Baltimore,

1919). These works have been partially

superseded by a thorough study of the entire

early antislavery movement: P.J. Stauden-

raus. The African Colonization Movement,

1816—1865 (New York, 1961). On the im-

portant period of the 1830’s the best study

is Gilbert H. Barnes, The Anti-Slavery Im-

pulse, 1S30-1844 (New York, 1933), which

first called attention to the role of T.D.

Weld and the West in the movement. Ben-

jamin P. Thomas, Theodore Weld: Crusader

for Freedom (New Brunswick, N.J., 1950),

and Betty Fladeland, James Gillespie Birney:

Slaveholder to Abolitionist (Ithaca, N.Y.,

1955), are excellent biographies that deal

wi h the western phase. Documents are in

Gilbert H. Barnes and Dwight L. Du-

mond, eds., Letters of Theodore Dwight

Weld, Angelina Grimke Weld and Sarah

Grimke, 1822—1844, a v. (New York •

1934)-

Biographies of other abolition leaders in-

clude: Wendell P. Garrison and F.J. Gar-

rison, William Lloyd Garrison, 1805-18^^

+ V. (Boston, 1885-89), John L. Thomas’,

The Liberator: William Lloyd Garrison, A
Biography (Boston, 1963), Walter M. Mer-

rill. Against Wind and Tide: A Biography

of William Lloyd Garrison (Cambridge,

Mass., 1963), and Russell B. Nye, William

Lloyd Garrison and the Humanitarian Re-

formers (New York, i960). The latter vol-

ume especially presents a balanced but sym-

pathetic treatment. Lesser champions of

abolitionism are treated in Richard H.

Sewell, John P. Hale and the Politics of

Abolition (Cambridge, Mass., 1965), Mer-

ton L. Dillon, Elijah P. Lovejoy, Abolition-

ist Editor (Urbana, 111 ., 1961), and Ralph

V. Harlow, Gerritt Smith (New York,

1939) • Important documents on the western

phase of abolitionism are in Dwight L.

Dumond, ed.. Letters of James Gillespie

Birney, z v. (New York, 1938). Lawrence

Lader, The Bold Brahmins: New England’s

War Against Slavery, 1831-1863 (New

York, 1961), reveals the extent of abolition-

ist sentiment in one area of the Northeast,

while Henry H. Simms, Emotion at High

Tide: Abolition as a Controversial Factor,

1830-1845 (Richmond, Va,, 1960), ap-

praises its influence throughout the North

during its formative era. Later careers of

prominent abolitionists are described in

James M. McPherson, The Struggle for.

Equality: Abolitiossists and the Negro in the

Civil War atsd Reconstruction (Princeton,

N.J., 1964).

Early political activities of the abolition-

ists are studied in Theodore C. Smith, The

Liberty and Free Soil Parties in the North-

west (New York, 1897), and Julian P.

Bretz, “The Economic Background of the

Liberty Party.” A,H.R,, XXXIV (January,

1939).
.

Southern reaction to the abolitionist attacK

is thoroughly surveyed in Avery O. Craven,

The Growth of Southern Nationalism, 1S48-
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,86t {A History of the South, Baton

Rouge, 1953). anti 'T* Carpenter, The

South as a Consciotu Minority, zy8<)-t86x

(New York, 1930). Attempts of^the South

to develop its own manufacturing and trade

are described in Robert R. Russel, Economic

Aspects of Southern Sectionalism, 1840-

jS6t (Urbana, 111., 1923)) while Arthur Y.

Lloyd, The Slavery Controversy, 1830-

t86o (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1939)1 deals

largely with southern answers to northern

propaganda. The careers of two prominent

southern nationalists are traced in Laura A.

White, Robert Barnviell Rhetti Rather of

Secession (New York, 1931)1 and James B.

Ranch, Albert Gallatin Brown; Radical

Southern Nationalist (New York, 1937).

The Panic of 1837. standard work

is Reginald C. McCrane, The Panic of 1831

(Chicago, 1934)1 while the social effects

of the panic are treated in Samuel Rezneck,

“The Social History of an American De-

pression, 1837-1843,” A.H.R., XL (July,

1935), The problem of the surplus revenue

is considered in Edward G. Bourne, The

History of the Sttrflus Revenue of 1837

(New York, 1885). Ralph W. Hidy, The

Home of Baring in American Trade and

Finance (Cambridge, Mass., 1949), is an

outstanding history of one of the English

merchant houses that suffered most from

repudiation. The impact of the panic on

state-financed internal improvement projects

is studied in Carter Goodrich, “The Revul-

sion against Internal Improvements,"

X (November, 1950).

The Depression and Financial Problems.

The story of Van Buren’s struggle for the

Subtreasury Plan is told in David Kinley,

The Independent Treasury of the United

States (New York, 1893). Debt repudiation

is treated in William A. Scott, The Repudia-
tion of State Debts (New York, 1893).
The histories of state banks listed in the last

chapter deal with the financial collapse dur-
ing the depression and the growth of “No-
Bink” feeling in the West, but should be

supplemented with: W.W. Wright, “Early
Legislation Concerning Wisconsin Banks,”
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W.H.S., Proceedings for i8gs (Madison,

Wise., 1896), Leonard B. Krueger, History

of Commercial Banking in Wisconsin

(Madison, Wise., 1933), and Howard H.

Preston, History of Banking in Iowa (Iowa

City, Iowa, 1932).

Land Policy and Sectionalism. The his-

tories of land policy cited in the last chap-

ter, and especially that by Wellington, are

equally important for this period. Special-

ized works dealing with aspects of the prob-

lem after 1837 are; Roy M. Robbins, “Pre-

emption—A Frontier Triumph,” M.V,H.R,,

XVIII (December, 1931), and Benjamin F.

Shambaugh, “Frontier Land Clubs or Claims

Associations,” A.H.A. Annual Report for

igoo (Washington, D.C., 1901). Southern

reaction to the land and tariff legislation of

the period is the theme of James E. Winston,

“The Mississippi Whigs and the Tariff,

1834-1844,” M.V.H.R., XXII (March,

1936).

The history of the Homestead Law is

told in George M. Stephenson, The Political

History of the Public Lands from 1840 to

1862 (Boston, 1917). Three studies of

growing sentiment for Homestead among

eastern workers are: Helen S. Zahler, East-

ern Workingmen and National Land Policy,

1829—1862 (New York, 1941), Roy M.
Robbins, “Horace Greeley: Land Reform

and Unemployment, 1837—1862,” A.H., VII

(January, 1933), and William Trimble,

“Diverging Tendencies in New York De-

mocracy in the Period of the Locofocos,”

A.H.R., XXIV (April, 1919). Irving Mark,

“The Homestead Ideal and Conservation of

the Public Domain,” J.E.S., XXII (April,

1963), shows the persistence of the ideal

of free land for the needy. The early legis-

lative history of Homestead measures is

treated in John S. Sanborn, “Some Po-

litical Aspects of Homestead Legislation,"

A.H,R,, VI (October, 1900), and St. George

L, Sioussat, “Andrew Johnson and the Early

Phases of the Homestead Bill,” M.V.H.R.,

V (December, 1918). Forces leading toward

a South-West alliance in the 1840’s are de-

scribed in Henry C. Hubbart, “Pro-Southern
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Influences in the Free West, 1840-1865,”

M.V.H.R., XX (June, 1933).

XIX RAILROADS AND
SECTIONALISM

General Works on Railroads. The his-

tories of transportation cited in Chapter XVI
contain some material. No satisfactory story

of railroad building has been told, although

the following are helpful: Lewis H. Haney,

A Congressional History of Railways in the

United States to sS^o (Madison, Wise.,

1908), John Moody, The Railroad Builders

{Chronicles of America Series, New Haven,

1919), John W. Starr, One Hundred Years

of Railroading (New York, 1928), Slason

Thompson, A Short History of American

Railways (New York, 1925), and Charles

F. Carter, When Railroads Were New
(New York, 1926). Brief but useful is John

F. Stover, American Railroads (Chicago,

1961). An important book is Carter Good-

rich, Government Promotion of American

Canals and Railroads, 1800—i8go (New

York, i960), which proves the importance

of government aid in railroad building. One

aspect of this subject, the role of the army

in early railroad construction, is thoroughly

studied in Forest G. Hill, Roads, Rails and

Waterways: Army Engineers and Early

Transfortation (Norman, Okla., 1957). Ad-

ditional studies of local aspects of railroad

history are needed before a broader history

of the subject can be written. The railroad

is related to the whole transportation net-

work in George R. Taylor, The Transpor-

tation Revolution, 1815-1860 (New York,

1950 -

East-West Railroads. A classic study of

one phase is Edward C. Kirkland, Men,

Cities and Transportation, A Study in New
England History, 1820—igoo, 2 v. (Cam-

bridge, Mass., 1948). Harry H. Pierce,

Railroads of New York: A Study of Gov-

ernment Aid, 1826-1875 (Cambridge,

Mass., 1953), is an excellent history of rail-

road financing, broader in scope than its title

would indicate. Edward Hungerford, The

Story of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad,

i827-ig27, 2 V. (New York, igjg),
jj

the best general work on that line, while

the history of the roads that were united

into the New York Central system is told

in Frank W. Stevens, The Beginnings of

the New York Central, 1826-1855 (New
York, 1926), Edward Hungerford, Men
and Iron: The History of the New York

Central (New York, 1938), and Alvin F.

Harlow, The Road of the Century (New
York, 1947). A briefer account, written by

Edward Hungerford, is in Alexander C.

Flick, ed.. History of the State of New York,

10 V. (New York, 1932-37). An impor-

tant aspect of the New York Central’s his-

tory is discussed in David M. Ellis, “Rivalry

Between the New York Central and the

Erie Canal,” N.Y.H., XXIX (July, 1948).

Edward Hungerford, Men of Erie (New

York, 1946), describes that road. A thor-

ough history of the Pennsylvania system is

in H.W. Schotter, The Growth and Develop-

ment of the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-

pany (Philadelphia, 1927). No separate

study of Boston’s attempts to reach the inte-

rior has been written, but an excellent brief

account is in the best general work on trans-

portation in this period: George R. Taylor,

The Transportation Revolution, 1815-1860

{The Economic History of the United States,

New York, 1951).

Railroads in the Northwest. Year-by-year

maps of construction are in Frederic L, Pax-

son, “The Railroads of the ‘Old Northwest’

before the Civil War,” W.A.S.A.L., Trans-

actions, XVII (October, 1912). Only a few

scattered studies of railroad building in the

Northwest exist. Eugene O. Porter, “Fi-

nancing Ohio’s Pre-Civil War Railroads,”

O.A.H.Q., LVH (July, 1948), is a scholarly

work, as are two other brief accounts of

that state’s railroads: Walter R. Marvin,

“The Steubenville and Indiana Railroad;

The Pennsylvania’s Middle Route to the

Middle West,” O.A.H.Q., LXVI (January,

1957), and John E. Pixton, Jr., “Faith vs.

Economics: The Marietta and Cincinnati

Railroad, 1845-1883,” OJM.Q., LXVI

(January, 1957). F«nk F. Hargraves, A
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Pioneer Indiana Railroad.: The Origin and

Development of the Monon (Indianapolis,

1932), Roger H. Van Bolt, “Hoosiers and

the Western Program, 1844-1848,”

- XLVIII (September, i9S2)> and Victor M.

Bogle, “Railroad Building in Indiana,

1850-1855,” LM,H., LVIIl (September,

1962), touch on railroad construction in

that state, William F. Raney, “The Build-

ing of the Wisconsin Railroads,” I'V.M.H.,

XIX (June, 1936)) is brief; August Dcrleth,

The Mil'maukee Railroad (New York,

1948), is popularly written. The inadequa-

cies of such early works on Illinois as Wil-

liam K. Akerman, Early Illinois Railroads

(Chicago, 1884), are demonstrated by the

excellent work of Paul W, Gates, The Illi-

nois Central Railroad and Us Colonization

Work (Cambridge, Mass., 1934), and

Richard C. Overton, Burlington Route. A
History of the Burlington Lines (New York,

1955). The latter deals extensively with

early construction in Illinois and the Mid-

nest. A factual history of the land grant

policy” which resulted in the Illinois Central

grant is in John B. Sanborn, Congressional

Grants of Land in Aid of Raihnays (Madi-

son, Wise., 1899), while a popular history

of the road is Carlton J, Corliss, Main
Line of Mid-America: The Story of the Illi-

nois Central (New York, 1950). The efforts

of miduesterners to encourage railroad

building are described in two articles by

Mentor L. Williams: “The Background of

the Chicago River and Harbor Convention,

1847,” M.A., XXX (October, 1948), and

“The Chicago River and Harbor Conven-
tion, 1847,» M.V.H.R., XXXV (March,

'949).

The Soutlicrn Railroads, Many of the

Rorks cited in Chapter XVI have material

on this period, especially Ulrich B. Phillips,

History of Transportation in the Eastern

Cotton Belt to j86o (New York, 1908).
The Memphis Convention and its effects

on railroad building are described in Her-
bert Wender, Southern Commercial Con-
ssemsons (Baltimore, 1930). The best ac-

count of southern construction after 1837
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is in two articles by R.S, Cotterill, “Southern

Railroads and Western Trade, 1840-1850,”

M.V.H.R.y III (March, 1917), and “South-

ern Railroads, 1850-1860,” M.V.H.R., X
(March, 19*4). North Carolina’s attempt

to reach the West is treated in Cecil K.

Brown, A State Movement in Railroad De-

velopment (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1928), and

Charles W. Turner, “The Louisa Railroad,

1836-1850,” N.C.H.R., XXIV (January,

1947). Materials on Tennessee railways in-

clude: Stanley J. Folmsbee, Sectionalism and

Internal Improvements in Tennessee, iyy6—

1845 (Philadelphia, 1939), T.D. Clark,

“The Development of the Nashville and

Chattanooga Railroad,” T.HM., Ill (April,

*93s)) J.W. Holland, “The East Tennes-

see and Georgia Railroad, 1836-1860,”

E.T.H.S., Ptiblications, III (1931), and

J.W. Holland, “The Building of the East

Tennessee and Virginia Railroad,” E.T.H.S.,

Publications, IV (193s). Similar studies are

needed for railroads south of Tennessee. The

only line adequately treated is the Mobile

and Ohio Railroad in Thomas D. Clark, A
Pioneer Southern Railroad from New Or-

leans to Cairo (Chapel Hill, N.C., 1936),

The same author deals with the Louisville

and Nashville Railroad in The Beginning of

the L. and N, (Louisville, Ky., 1933).

Merle E. Reed, “Government Investment

and Economic Growth. Louisiana’s Ante-

Bellum Railroads,” JS.H., XXVIII (May,

1962), admirably demonstrates the role of

government in building and regulating the

early railroads of that state.

Western Trade. Louis B, Schmidt, “The

Internal Grain Trade of the United States,

1850-1860,” I.J.H.P., XVIII (January,

1920), studies production and consumption

of food in each section during the pre-Civil

War decade. Two brief treatments of for-

eign trade are; Herbert J. Wunderlich,

“Foreign Grain Trade of the United States,

1835-1860,” I.J.H.P., XXXIII (January,

1935), and Thomas P. Martin, “Cotton and

Wheat in Anglo-American Trade and Poli-

tics, 1846-1852,”

I

(August, 1935).

Neither covers the subject thoroughly; the
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history of the western grain trade, both

foreign and domestic, needs further study.

Fred M. Jones, Middlemen in the Domestic

Trade of the United States, 1800—1860 (Ur-

bana, 111,, 1935)} explores one local aspect.

The standard work on the export and im-

port trade of the Northwest is A.L. Kohl-

meier. The Old Northvoest as the Keystone

of the Arch of American Federal Union: A
Study in Commerce and Politics (Blooming-

ton, Ind., 1938). The author’s meticu-

lous research has been utilized in preparing

the tables in this chapter. Additional inter-

pretative material is in Henry C. Hubbart,

The Older Middle West, 18^0—1880 (New

York, 1936), and R.R. Russel, ‘‘A Revalua-

tion of the Period before the Civil War:

Railroads,” M.V.H.R., XV (December,

1928).

XX THE NATURAL
SETTING

Geographic Conditions in the Far West.

A helpful discussion of physiographic re-

gions in the United States is, Nevin M.
Fenneman, “Physiographic Divisions of the

United States,” A.A.A.G., XVIII (1928).

The most thorough account of western geo-

graphic conditions is the same author’s

Physiography of Western United States

(New York, 1931). Brief special studies in-

clude: William J, Peterson, “Geography of

Iowa Territory,” P., XIX (July, 1938),

and Chessley L. Posey, “Influence of Geo-

graphic Factors in the Development of Min-

nesota,” M.H., H (August, 1918). Eugene

W. Hollon, The Great American Desert:

Then and Now (New York, 1966), has ex-

cellent chapters on the geography and

ethnohistory of the Southwest, An attempt

to define this region, more successful in

stating than in solving the problem, is R.

Laurence Moore, “The Continuing Search

for a Southwest: A Study in Regional In-

terpretation,” A. and W., VI (Winter,

1964).

General Works on the American Indian.

A helpful bibliography to a vast literature

is George P. Murdock, Ethnographic Bib~

liagraphy of North America (New Haven

1941). Frederick W. Hodge, ed., Handbook

of American Indians North of Mexico, 2 v.

(Washington, D.C, 1912), is an invaluable

encyclopaedia for general reference, A survey

of the archaeology of North America by cul-

tural areas is in Essays in Honor of J.R,

Swanton (Washington, D.C., 1940), while

Alfred L. Kroeber, Cultural and Natural

Areas of Native North Atnerica (Berkeley,

Calif., 1939), is a detailed study of the rela-

tionship of areas and culture.

Among general histories of the Indians in

America and the West, the most useful are

William T. Hagan, American Indians (Chi-

cago, 1961), which is brief but inclusive,

Harold E. Driver, Indians of North Amer~

ica (Chicago, 1961) describing the various

Indian cultures, and especially William

Brandon, The American Heritage Book of

Indians (New York, 1961), The latter is

not only lavishly illustrated, but provides

a penetrating analysis of Indian culture

that is designed especially for the historian.

Clark Wissler, The American Indian (New

York, 1922), is still of use, as is the same

author’s more popular treatment of the sub-

ject, Indians of the United States (New

York, 1940). Both survey the cultures of

linguistic groups. D’Arcy McNickle, They

Came Here First: The Epic of the Amerkan

Indian (Philadelphia, 1949), is another

general treatment. Rose Palmer, The North

American Indians (Washington, D.C.,

1929), and Ruth M. Underhill, Red Man’s

America: A History of Indians in the United

States (Chicago, 1953), are concerned

largely with cultural patterns and everyday

life. A convenient handbook that lists all

tribes and gives a brief account of the his-

tory of each is John R. Swanton, The Indian

Tribes of North America (Washington,

D.C., 1952). An excellent work on the

changes wrought in Plains Indian culture by

the introduction of the horse from Europe is

Frank G. Roe, The Indian and the Horfe

(Norman, Okla,, 1955).

Numerous works deal with specific cul-

tural areas or linguistic stocks. George E.
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Hyde, Indians of Site High Plains (Norman,

OJcla., I959)> and Clark Wissler, North

American Indians of the Plains (New York,

1927), are standard works for those areas,

while Pliny E. Goddard, Indians of the

Southwest (American Museum of Natural

History, Handbook Series, No. 2, New York,

1931) deals with the southern Plains coun-

try. For the Intermontane Province, Julian

H. Steward, Basin-Plateau Socio-Political

Groups (Washington, D.C., 1938), is a

study of all groups on an ecological basis.

A.L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of

California (Washington, D.C., 1925), is an

encyclopedic approach to that area. Pliny E.

Goddard, Indians of the Northwest Coast

(New York, 1934), treats the native groups

of the Padfic Northwest.

Histories of individual tribes indude;

George E. Hyde, Red Cloud's Folk: A His-

tory of the Oglala Sioux (Norman, Okla.,

1937), George E. Hyde, A Sioux Chronicle

(Norman, Okla., 1956), George E. Hyde,

Spotted Tail's Folk: A History of the Brule

Sioux (Norman, Okla., R.N.

Richardson, The Canuinche Barrier to South

Plains Seltle/nent (Glendale, Calif., 1933),

James Mooney, “Calendar History of the

Kiowa Indians,” B.A.E., Seventeenth An-

nual Report (Washington, D.C., 1898),

George El Hyde, Pawnee Indians (Boulder,

Colo., 1951), Brigham D. Madsden, The

Bannock of Idaho (Caldwell, Idaho,

1958), George B. Grinnell, The Cheye:\rse

Indians, 2 v. (New Haven, Conn., 1923),

John C. Ewers, The Blackfeet: Raiders of

theNorthern Plains (Norman, Okla., 1958),
Ruth M. Underhill, The Navajos (Norman,
Okla., 1956), Clyde Kluckhohn and D.C.

Leighton, The Navaho (Cambridge, Mass.,

*94®), C.L. Sonnichsen, The Mescalero

Apaches (Norman, Okla., 1959), L.V.

McWhorter, Hear Me, My Chiefs! Nets

Perce History and Legend (Caldwell, Idaho,

*952), Francis Haines, The Ne% Perces:

Tribesmen of the Columbia Plateau (Nor-
®an, Okla., 1955), Alvin M. Jose'phy, Jr.,

The Ness Perce Indians and the Opening of
the Northwest (New Haven, Conn., 196$),
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Virginia C. Trcnholm and Maurine Carley,

The Shoshonis: Senlinals of the Rockies

(Norman, Okla., 1964), John C. Mathews,

The Osages: Children of the Middle Waters

(Norman, Okla., 1961), Mildred P. May-

hall, The Kiowas (Norman, Okla., 1963),

H.B. Cushman, History of the Choctaw,

Chickasaw and Natchez Indians (Stillwater,

Okla., 1962), and Donald J. Berthrong,

The Southern Cheyennes (Norman, Okla.,

1963). More general accounts include

George P. Murdock, Our Primitive Contem-

poraries (New York, 1931) which has chap-

ters on the Crow and Hopi, and C. Daryll

Forde, Habitat, Economy and Society (Lon-

don, 1942), which deals with the Blackfoot,

Hopi, and Yuma tribes. Ralph Linton, ed.,

Acculturation in Seven American Indian

Tribes (New York, 1940), discusses changes

among western Indians since their first con-

tacts tvith whites.

XXI THE SPANISH BARRIER
General Works. The story of the expan-

sion of the Mexican frontier northward can

be pieced together from the mosaic of schol-

arly studies inspired by Herbert E. Bolton.

Professor Bolton has contributed one popular

account. The Spanish Borderlands {Chroni-

cles of American Series, New Haven, Conn.,

1921), and has edited narratives of some

explorers in Spanish Exploration in the

Southwest 1542-1706 {Original Narratives

of Early American History, New York,

1916). His point of view is reflected in

Rupert N, Richardson and C. C. Rister, The

Greater Southwest (Glendale, Calif., 1934),

which devotes two chapters to Spanish ex-

pansion, and Herbert I. Priestley, The Com-

ing of the White Man {History of American

Life Series, New York, *930), which de-

scribes social and economic conditions on the

southwestern frontier. Two books by W.
Eugene Hollon throw light on the whole

history of the Southwest: The Southwest:

Old and New (New York, 1961), and

The Great American Desert: Then and Now
(New York, 1966). David Lavender, The

American Heritage History of the Great
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West (New York, 1965), is a popular in-

terpretation, lavishly illustrated. Sixteen of

Herbert E. Bolton’s most important essays

have been collected by John F, Bannon,

S.J., ed., Bolton and the S-panish Border~

lands (Norman, Okla., 1964).

Early Mexican Exploration. No satisfac-

tory history of Mexico has been written in

English, although Herbert I. Priestley, The

Mexican Nation: A History (New York,

1923), contains a mass of information. The
two most recent biographies of Cortes are

Salvador de Madariaga, Herndn Cortes,

Conqueror of Mexico (New York, 1941),

and Henry Wagner, The Rise of Fernando

Cortes (Los Angeles, 1944). The standard

biography of the first viceroy is Arthur S.

Aiton, Antonio de Mendoza, First Viceroy

of New Spain (Durham, N.C., 1927). The

merging of Spanish-Indian cultures as well

as Indian conflicts along the borderlands are

explored in Edward H. Spicer, Cycles of

Conquest: The Impact of Spain, Mexico,

and the United States on the Indians of the

Southwest, ss33~iy6o (Tucson, 1962),

Jack D. Forbes, Apache, Navaho, and

Spaniard (Norman, Okla., 1950) and Fer-

nando Benitez, Century After Cortes (Chi-

cago, 1965). Donald J. Lehmer, “The

Second Frontier: The Spanish,” in Robert

G. Ferris, ed., The Americati West: An

Appraisal (Santa Fe, 1963), 141-150, is

an interpretative essay on the Mexican north-

ward-moving frontier, isolating the areas in

which it differed from the Anglo-American.

Means used by the Spaniards to defend this

frontier are described in Ted J. Warner,

“Frontier Defense,” N.M.H.R., XLl (Janu-

ary, 1966). An excellent brief study of the

cattle ranches that served as staging areas

for exploring parties as they advanced north-

ward is Donald D. Brand, “The Early His-

tory of the Range Cattle Industry in North-

ern Mexico,” A.H., XXXV (July, 1961).

Brief accounts of Spanish exploration are

in John B. Brebner, The Explorers of North

America, 1^^3—1806 (New York, 1933).

Carl Sauer, The Road to Cibola (Berkeley,

Calif., 1932) traces in detail the land route

northward used by the expeditions. The
most recent collection of narratives of the

Coronado expedition is George P. Hammond
and Agapito Rey, eds., Narratives of the

Coronado Expedition, 1540-1^42, 2 v. (Al-

buquerque, 1940), although early documents

edited by George P. Winship, The Coronado

Expedition, 1540-1542 (Washington, D.C.,

1896) and The Journey of Francisco Vds-

quez de Coromdo, 1540-1542 (San Fran-

cisco, 1933) are still useful. The standard

secondary account is Herbert E. Bolton,

Coronado Knight of Pueblos and Plains,

(New York, 1950), which has supplanted

A. Grove Day, Coronado's Quest (Berkeley,

Calif., 1940). Two explorers connected with

Coronado are discussed in Cleve Hallenbeckj

The Journey of Fray Marcos de Nka
(Dallas, 1949), Mabel Farnhum, The Seven

Golden Cities (Milwaukee, 1943), which

also deals with Niza, and Ronald L. Ives,

“Melchoir Diaz—the Forgotten Explorer,”

H.A.H.R., XVI (February, 1936). Arthur

S. Aiton, “Coronado’s Muster Role,”

A.H.R., XLIV (April, 1939), proves that

the explorer’s equipment was more elaborate

than usually pictured.

Early Advance of the Mexican Frontier.

The movement of population northward

across Mexico still awaits study. The sub-

ject is touched upon in Hubert H. Bancroft,

History of the North Mexican States and

Texas, 2 v. (San Francisco, 1884-89), and

in the introductions to Charles W. Hackett,

ed.. Historical Documents Relating to New

Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and Approaches

T/tereto, 3 v. (Washington, D.C., i 923~37 )‘

An account of the frontier thrust into one

northern Mexican province is J.
Lloyd

Mecham, Francisco de Ibarra and Nueva

Vizcaya (Durham, N.C., 1927)*

The effect of Drake’s voyage on Spanish

interest in the northern provinces is assessed

in Henry R. Wagner, Sir Francis Drake’s

Voyage around the- World, Its Aims and

Achievements (San Francisco, 1926), while

the same author describes the resulting ac-
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tivity along the California goast in Sfanish

Voyages to the North-West Coast of America

in the SixUenth Century (San Francisco,

1929). Two articles by Charles E. Chapman

also deal with voyages of the period; “Gali

and Rodriguez Cermenho: Exploration of

California,” S.B.Q.y XXIII (January,

1920), and “Sebastian Vizcaino: Exploration

of California,” S.H.Q., XXIII (April,

1920). The journal of the Hazeta-Bodega

expedition of 1775 has been published as

Fray Miguel de la Campa, A Journal of

Exflorations Northwari along the Coast

from Monterey in the Year 2775 (San

Francisco, 1964)*

- The Founding of New Mexico, The early

history of the region is described in F. W.

Hodge, "The Six Cities of Cibola, 1581-

1680,” NM.H.R., I (October, 1926), and

George P. Hammond and Agapito Rcy, eds..

Expedition into New Mexico made by An-

tonio de Espejo, 1583—15^3 (Los Angeles,

1929). The standard account of Spanish

settlement there is George P. Hammond,

Don Juan de Onate and the Founding of

New Mexico (Santa Fe, 1926). George P.

Hammond and Agapito Rey, eds., Don Juan

de Ohate, Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595—

1638, 2 V. (Albuquerque, 1953) is an ad-

mirable documentary collection, while the

same two authors in “The Crown’s Partici-

pation in the Founding of New Mexico,”

N.M.H.R,, XXXII (October, 1957), show

the unusual efforts of the government to

sustain the colony to 1621. The role of

Onate’s son in New Mexico’s founding is

discussed in Agapito ’ Rey, “Cristobal de

Onate,” NM.H.R., XXVI (July, 19yi).

Among the histories of New Mexico that

deal briefly with the early years, by far the

most complete is Cleve Hallcnbeck, Land of

the Conquistadores (Caldwell, Idaho, 1950),

a history of Spanish New Mexico. Less

thorough are Hubert H. Bancroft, History

of Arizona and ’New Mexico, 1330—1888

(San Francisco, 1889), and Ralph E.

Twitchell, The Leading Facts of New
Mexican History, z v. (Cedar Rapids,

8B3

Iowa, 1914). An excellent up-to-date ac-

count that devotes about one hundred pages

to the Spanish period is Warren A. Beck,

New Mexico; A History of Four Centuries

(Norman, Okla., 1962).

The Advance of the Mexican Frontier in

the Eighteenth Century. Herbert E. Bolton,

“The Mission as a Frontier Institution in the

Spanish-American Colonies,” A.H.R., XXIII

(October, 1917), first called attention to the

mission station as a device for advancing the

frontier. A later article by the same author,

“The Black Robes of New Spain,” Ca.H.R.,

XXI (October, 1935), surveys their north-

ern progress in Mexico in general terms.

More detailed treatments are in William E.

Shiels, Gonzalo de Tapia (rytfr-rypy)

(New York, 1934), and in the studies of

Peter M, Dunne, Pioneer Black Robes on

the West Coast (Berkeley, Calif., 1940),

Pioneer Jesuits in Northern Mexico (Berke-

ley, Calif., 1944), Early Jesuit Missions in

Tarahumara (Berkeley, Calif., 1948), and

Black Robes in Lower California (Berkeley,

Calif., 1952). The same author has edited

the narratives of a leading Jesuit missionary

in Jacobo Sedehnayr: Missionary, Frontiers-

man, Explorer in Arizona and Sonora (Los

Angeles, 1955).

The advance of one arm of settlement

toward Texas is described in Anne E.

Hughes, The Beginning of Spanish Settle-

ment in the El Paso District (Berkeley,

Calif., 1914). The retreat of the New
Mexican frontier toward El Paso after the

Pueblo Revolt of 1680 is the theme of

Charles W, Hackett, “The Revolt of the

Pueblo Indians of New Mexico in 1680,”

T.S.H.A.Q., XV (October, 1911), and the

same author’s documentary collection. Revolt

of the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico and

Otermin's Attempted Reconquest, 1680-1683

(Albuquerque, 1942), The standard account

of the reconquest is J. Manuel Espinosa, Cru-

saders of the Rio Grande (Chicago, 1942).

Herbert E. Bolton, Rim of Christendom

(New York, 1936), is the best study of the

occupation of Arizona. He has also edited
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Kiito*s Historical Memoir of Pimeria Alia,

1683—zytt, z V. (Cleveland, 1919), and

written a brief life of Kino: T/te Padre on

Horseback (San Francisco, 1932). Addi-

tional information is in Frank C. Lockwood,

Pioneer Hays in Arizona from the Spanish

Occupation to Statehood (New York, 1932),

and Calvin Ross, River of the Sun, Stories

of the Storied Gila (Albuquerque, 1946).

The Occupation of Texas. A useful brief

history is Rupert N. Richardson, Texas, The

Lone Star State (New York, 1943). Fuller

accounts are in Robert C. Clark, The Begin-

nings of Texas, i684’‘sji8 (Austin, Tex.,

1907), Herbert E. Bolton, “The Spanish

Occupation of Texas, 1519-1690,” S.H.Q.,

XVI (July, 1912), and especially Carlos E.

Castaneda, Our Catholic Heritage in Texas,

4 V. (Austin, Tex., 1936-39), which de-

scribes missionary activity between 1519—

1782. LaSalle’s intrusion is described in

William E. Dunne, Spanish and Trench

Rivalry in the Gulf Region of the Uttited

States, 1678—1702 (Austin, Tex., 1917),

and more generally in Henry Folmer,

Franco-Spanish Rivalry in North America,

JS42-1763 (Glendale, Calif., 1953). Doc-

uments are in Charles W. Hackett, cd., Pi-

chardo’s Treatise on the Limits of Louisiana

and Texas (Austin, Tex., 1931).

The Spanish recovery of Texas is best

treated in Ross Phares’ sound biography of

Louis St. Denis, Cavalier in the Wilderness

(Baton Rouge, 1952). Briefer accounts are

in Charmion C. Shelby, “St. Denis’s Second

Expedition to the Rio Grande, 1716-1719,”

S.H.Q., XXVIl (January, 1924), and

Charles W. Hackett, “The Marquis of San

Miguel de Aguayo and His Recovery of

Texas from the French, 1719-1723,”

S,H.Q., XLIX (October, 1945). An impor-

tant document is Fritz L. Hoffman, ed.,

Fray Francisco Celiz, Diary of the Alarcon

Expedition into Texas, 1718—lyzy (Los

Angeles, 1935).

Conflict on the French-Spanish Border-

land. Two interpretive essays on the con-

flict are Isaac J. Cox, “The Louisiana-Texas

Frontier,” S.H.Q., XVII (July, 1913, and

October, 1913), and “The Significance of
the Louisiana-Texas Frontier,” M.V.HA
Proceedings, III (1909-10). The French
trader invasion is described in Frederick W.
Hodge, “French Intrusion toward New
Mexico in 1695,” NMM.R., IV (January,

1929), Charmion C. Shelby, ed., “Projected

French Attacks upon the Northeastern Fron-

tier of New Spain, 1719-1721,” H.A.B.R.,

XIII (November, 1933), and Gilbert
J.

Garraghan, Chapters in Frontier History

(Milwaukee, 1934). Spanish attempts to re-

pel the invaders are the theme of William E.

Dunn, “Spanish Reaction Against the French

Advance toward New Mexico, 1717-1727,"

M.V.H.R,, 11 (December, 1915), and

Charles W. Hackett, “Policy of the Spanish

Crown Regarding French Encroachments

from Louisiana, 1721-1762,” New Spain

and the Anglo-American West (Los Angeles,

1932). The defeat of one Spanish expedition

is discussed in Alfred B. Thomas, “Massacre

of the Villasur Expedition,” N,H., VII

(July, 1924, and September, 1924). French

trade with Santa Fe is described in Herbert

E. Bolton, “French Intrusions into New

Mexico, 1749-1752,” The Pacific Ocean in

History (New York, 1917), and the history

of one French outpost told in Charles E.

Hoffhaus, “Fort de Cavagnial; Imperial

France in Kansas, 1744-1764,” K.H.Q.,

XXX (Winter, 1964).

Herbert E. Bolton, Texas in the Middle

Eighteenth Century (Berkeley, Calif., i 9 i 5 )>

contains the classic account of Spanish ac-

tivity following the French threats. A more

detailed story of the occupation of the coast

is in Lawrence F. Hill, Jose de Escatidon

and the Founding of Nuevo Santander

(Columbus, Ohio, 1926), while expan-

sion northward into tlie Apache country is

considered in two articles by William E.

Dunn: “Missionary Activities Among the

Eastern Apaches,” T.SJI.A.Q-, XV (Jan-

uary 1912), “The Apache Mission on the

San Saba River,” S.H.Q., XVII (April,

1914), and especially in Robert S. Wed-

dle, The San Sabo Mission; Spanish Pivot

in Texas (Austin, Tex., 1964). The lat-
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ter is an excellent history of the region,

as well as of the mission and presidio. A
popular book that deals with one of the

supply routes to the area is Hodding Carter

and Betty W. Carter, Doomed Road of

Emflre: The Sfanish Trail of Conquest

(New York, 1963), which tells the story of

the Spanish Road connecting Saltillo and

Natchitoches, Defensive measures and the

expansion of New Mexico’s trading frontier

are treated in Alfred B, Thomas, After

Coronado (Norman, Okla., 1935), Joseph

J.
Hill, “Spanish and Mexican Exploration

and Trade Northwest from New Mexico

into the Great Basin, 1765-1853,” U.H.Q.,

III (January, 1930), and Alfred B. Thomas,

“Spanish Expeditions into Colorado,” C.M.,

I (November, 1924). Documents are in

Alfred B. Thomas, ed., The Plains Indians

and Nev) Mexico, 1731—1778 (Albuquer-

que, 1940), Eleanor B. Adams, ed.. Bishop

Tamarotds Visitation of New Mexico, 1760

(Albuquerque, 1954), Eleanor B, Adams

and Fray Angelico Achvez, eds,, The Missions

of New Mexico, 1776: A Description by

Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominquez (Albu-

querque, 1956), and Virginia H, Taylor,

ed., The Letters of Antonio Martinez: Last

Spanish Governor of Texas, 1817-1823

(Austin, Tex., igsy), Odic B. Faulk, The

Last Years of Spanish Texas, 1778—1821

(The Hague, 1964), is a factual account

of the death throes of the Spanish regime

in Texas.

The Occupation of California. Recent

brief histories are Robert G. Cleland, From
Wilderness to Empire (rev. edn,, New York,

’959), John W. Caughey, California (New
York, 1940), and especially Andrew F.

Rolfe, California: A History (New York,

'9^3^- Charles E. Chapman, The Founding
of Spanish California, 1687—1783 (New
York, 1916), and A History of California;

The Spanish Period (New York, 1921), are

fuller, John W. Caughey, History of the

Pacific Coast (Los Angeles, 1933), gives a
rounded picture.

The Russian threat is summarized in Ray-
mond H. Fisher, The Russian Fur Trade,

835

1530—1700 (Berkeley, Calif., 1943), while

the Spanish agent who capitalized on fears

of Russia is discussed by Herbert I. Priestley,

Jose de Galvez, Visitor-General of New
Spain (Berkeley, Calif., 1916). Narratives

of the Portola and Serra expedition have

been edited by Herbert E. Bolton, Fray

Francisco Patou’s Historical Memoirs of

New California, 4 v, (Berkeley, Calif.,

1926), and Douglas S. Watson, The Spanish

Occupation of California (San Francisco,

1934). The standard biography of Portola’s

chronicler is Herbert E. Bolton, Fray Juan

Crespi, Missionary Explorer of the Pacific

Coast, 176^—177^ (Berkeley, Calif., 1927).

Father Zephyrin Engelhardt, The Missions

and Missionaries of California, 4 v. (San

Francisco, 1908—15), is a standard account

of Franciscan activities, although John A.

Berger, The Franciscan Missions of Cali-

fornia (New York, 1941), is more readable.

A meticulous study, listing all 142 mission-

aries who served in the California missions,

has been prepared by Maynard Geiger,

“Biographical Data on the California Mis-

sionaries (1796-1848),” C.H.S.Q., XLIV
(December, 1965). That same author has

written a scholarly biography of the first

missionary, The Life and Times of Fray

Junifero Serra, O.F.M., 2 v. (Washington,

D.C., 1959). Felix Reisenberg, Jr., The

Golden Road: The Story of California’s

Spanish Mission Trail (New York, 1962),

is a popular history of the missions, while

Manuel P. Servin, “The Secularization of

the California Missions: A Reappraisal,”

S.C.Q., XLVll (June, 1965), blames the

troubles of the missions on the overzealous

nature of the branch of the Franciscan order

that operated in California, the Fernandinos.

Herbert I. Priestley, Franciscan Explorations

in California (Glendale, Calif., 1947), deals

with a special phase.

The chronicles of the Gareds expedition

are in Elliott Coues, ed.. On the Trail of a

Spanish Explorer, The Diary and Itineracy

of Francisco Garces, 2 v. (New York, 1900),

and those of AnZa in Herbert E. Bolton, ed.,

Anza’s California Expeditions, 3 v. (Berke-
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ley, Calif., 1930). The first volume of

the latter is a scholarly history of Anza’s

activities. The narrative of his second ex-

pedition has been edited by Herbert E.

Bolton, Font’s Complete Diary, a Chronicle

of the Founding of San Francisco (Berkeley,

Calif., 1933), while the same author has

edited the records of the expedition of Fray

Silvestre Velez de Escalante as it explored a

route between Santa Fe and San Francisco

in 1776: Pageant in the Wilderness (Salt

Lake City, 1951). The standard account of

the second Anza expedition is Herbert E.

Bolton, Outpost of Empire (New York,

1931), a scholarly history of the founding

of San Francisco. The route foliowed by the

Anza expeditions is expertly described in

Jack D. Forbes, “The Development of the

Yuma Route before 1826,” C.H.S.O., XLIII

(June, 1964). Lowell J. Bean and William

M. Mason, eds., The Romero Expeditions,

1833—1826 (Los Angeles, 1963), deals with

expeditions that tried to re-establish com-

munications between Sonora and California

at a somewhat later period.

XXII THE TRADERS’
FRONTIER

The Extension of the Spanish Trading

Frontier. Louis Houck, The Spanish Regime

in Missouri, 2 v. (Chicago, 1909), contains

useful documents, but a more important

collection is in A.P. Nasatir, ed.. Before

Lewis atid Clark: Documents Illustrating the

History of the Missouri, 1785—1804, 2 v.

(St. Louis, 1952). The author’s excellent

introduction is the best secondary account

of this expansion. Annie H. Abel, ed., Ta-

heau’s Harrathie of LoisePs Expedition to

the Upper Missouri (Norman, Okla., 1939),

is a chronicle of one of the traders. Early

American penetration into Louisiana is de-

scribed in Lawrence Kinnaird, “American

Penetration into Spanish Louisiana,” New
Spain and the Anglo-Asnerican West, 2 v.

(Los Angeles, 1932).

American Exploration of the Far West.

Two general accounts are Bernard DeVoto,

The Course of Et/ipire (Boston, 1952), a

popularly written survey of American ac-

tivity beyond the Mississippi to 1807, and
Ray A. Billington, The Far Western Fron-
tier, 1830-1860 {New American Nation

Series, New York, 1956). No single history

of official exploration has been written, but

brief accounts are in: Cardinal Goodwin,

The Trans-Mississippi West (New York,

1922), Katherine Coman, Economic Begin-

nings of the Far West, 2 v. (New York,

1912), W.J. Ghent, The Early Far West

(New York, 1931), LeRoy R. Hafen and

Carl C. Rister, Western America (New
York, 1941 and later edns,), Walter F.

McCaleb, The Conquest of the West (New

York, 1947), and J, Bartlett Brebner, The

Explorers of North America, 14^2-1806

(New York, 1933). E. W. Gilbert, The

Exploration of Western America, tSoo-

1850 (Cambridge, England, 1933), is a

fuller treatment by a geographer, while

Gerald Rawling, The Pathfinders: The His-

tory of America’s First Westerners (New

York, 1964), is a popular work by an

English author. Two works of major im-

portance are William H. Goetzmann, Ex-

ploration and Empire: The Explorer and

Scientist in the Winning of the West (New

York, 1966), which reveals the extent of

scientific knowledge contributed in three

periods of exploration, and Gloria G. Cline,

Exploring the Great Basiss (Norman, Okla.,

1963), which is an expert discussion of the

exploration of one major region. Less com-

petent is the older work by Reuben G.

Thwaites, A Brief History of Rocky Mousi-

tain Exploration (New York, 1914) •

The narratives of the Lewis and Clark

expedition are in Reuben G. Thwaites, ed.,

Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark

Expedition, 1804—1806, 8 v. (New York,

1904-05) ;
a useful one-volume condensa-

tion is Bernard DeVoto, The Journals of

Lewis and Clark (Boston, 1953)’ Invaluable

correspondence concerning the expedition has

been collected in Donald Jackson, ed.,

Letters of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,

With Related Documents, 2783-1854

bana, 111., 1962), while the newly dis-
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covered notes kept by William Clark on the

journey have been edited by Ernest S.

Osgood, The Field Notes of Caftain Wil-

liafft Clark (New Haven, Conn., 1964)*

Among the many secondary accounts of the

expedition, the most complete is Olin D.

Wheeler, The Trail of Lewis and Clark, z

V. (New York, 1904), although such mod-

ern accounts as C.M. Wilson, Meriwether

Lewis of Lewis and Clark (New York,

1934), John Bakcless, Lewis and Clark

(New York, J947)> and especially Richard

Dillon, Meriwether Lewis: A Biography

(New York, 1965) are more readable. M.O.

Skarsten, George Drouillard; Hunter and

Interpreter for Lewis and Clark (Glendale,

Calif., 1964), tells the same story less well,

but with one of the expedition’s members

as the central figure. Jefferson’s reasons for

sending the expedition across die continent

are examined in Ralph B. Guinness, “The

Purpose of the Lewis and Clark Expedition,”

M.V.H,R., XX (June, 1933).

Isaac J. Cox, “Explorations of the Loui-

siana Frontier, 1803-1806,” A.H.A., An-

mutl Report for tgo4 (Washington, D.C.,

1905), deals with the Dunbar-Hunter and

Freeman expeditions. The best account of

Pike’s explorations is in W. Eugene Hollon,

The Lost Pathfinder; Zebulon Montgomery

Pike (Norman, Okla., 1949), while docu-

ments are in Elliott Coues, ed.. The Expedi-

tions of Zebulon Montgomery Pike to Head-

waters of the Mississippi River, 3 v. (New
York, 1895), Archer B. Hulbert, ed., Zeb-

ulon Montgottsery Pike’s Arkansaw Journal

{Overland to the Pacific Series, Denver,

*93*) > end Donald Jackson, ed., Journals

of Zebulon Montgomery Pike: With Letters

and Related Documents (Norman, Okla.,

1966). Exploradon of the upper Mississippi

is discussed in Marcus L. Hansen, Old Fort

Snetling, sSi^~s8s8 (Iowa City, Iowa,

*918), and Philip P. Mason, ed., School-

craft’s Expedition (0 Lake Itasca: The Dis-

covery of the Source of the Mississippi (East

Lansing, Mich., 1958), the journal of an
expedition of 1833. The standard narratives

of the Long expeditions are Edwin James,
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An Account of an Expedition from Pitts-

burgh to the Rocky Mountains, in Reuben

G. Thwaites, ed.. Early Western Travels,

1748—2846, 32 V. (Cleveland, 1904-06),

and Harlin M. Fuller and LeRoy R. Hafen,

eds., The Journal of Captain John R. Bell,

Official Journalist for the Stephen H, Long

Expedition to the Rocky Mountains, 1820

{Far West and Rockies Series, Glendale,

Calif., 1957), while the expedition’s route is

traced in John M. Tucker, “Major Long’s

Route from the Arkansas to the Canadian

River, 1820,” NM.H.R., XXXVIII (July,

1963)

. A sound biography of a later ex-

plorer is W. Eugene Hollon, Beyond the

Cross Timbers: The Travels of Randolph

B. Marcy, 1812-1887 (Norman, Okla.,

»9S5)-

General Works on the Fur Trade. Paul

C. Phillips, The Fur Trade, 2 v. (Norman,

Okla., 1961), is essential, but has not com-

pletely displaced the older work by Hiram

M. Chittenden, The American Fur Trade of

the Far West, 3 v. (rev. edn., New York,

1935). Clarence A. Vandiveer, The Fur

Trade and Early Western Exploration

(Cleveland, 1929), is also useful. Isaac

Lippincott, A Century and a Half of Fur

Trade at St. Louis (St. Louis, 1916), stresses

commercial aspects. Everett Dick, Vanguards

of the Frontier (New York, 1941), and

Bernard DeVoto, Across the Wide Missouri

(Boston, 1947), are semipopular accounts.

Far less reliable is Mari Sandoz, The Bea-

ver Men: Spearheads of Empire (New York,

1964)

. A very brief general view of the

significance of the trade is Doyce B. Nunis,

Jr., “The Fur Men; Key to Westward Ex-

pansion, 1822—1830,” H., XXH (February,

1961).

The Fur Trade of the Northern Rockies.

Two excellent works of impeccable scholar-

ship survey this subject: John E. Sunder,

The Fur Trade on the Upper JMissouri,

1840—iS6s (Norman, Okla., 1965), which

deals with the last years of the trade, and

Richard E. Oglesby, Manuel Lisa and the

Opening of the Missouri Fur Trade (Nor-

man, Okla., 1963), which narrates the be-
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ginning of the trade. This volume has

displaced earlier studies of Lisiti although

Walter B. Douglas, Manuel Lisa (rev. cdn..

New York, 1964), is useful. Two biog-

raphies deal with Lisa’s most famous trader:

Burton Harris, John Colter: His Years in

the Rockies (New York, 1952), and Stallo

Vinton, John Colter, Discoverer of Yellow-

stone Park (New York, 1926). The method

of conducting trade on this frontier is com-

petently described in Ray H. Mattison, “The

Upper Missouri Fur Trade: Its Method of

Operation,” N.H., XLII (March, 1961).

A popular but sound history of the

American Fur Company is David Lavender,

The Fist in the Wilderness (New York,

1964). The biography by Kenneth W. Por-

ter, John Jacob Astor, Business Man, 2 v.

(Cambridge, Mass., 1931), devotes several

chapters to its activities. The Astoria enter-

prise is described vividly if not always ac-

curately in Washington Irving, Astoria

(New York, 1846, and later edns.). The

diary of one of the trader-founders, Alexan-

der Ross, is in Reuben G. Thwaites, ed.,

Early Western Travels, 32 v. (New York,

1904-06). Lisa’s dramatic effort to overtake

the Overland Astorians is described by a

member of the party in John C. Luttig,

Journal of a Fur-trading Exfedition on the

U-pfer Missouri, 1812—1813 (rev. edn.. New
York, 1964). The narratives of the Re-

turning Astorians, proving that they dis-

covered South Pass, are in Philip A. Rollins,

ed.. The Discovery of the Oregon Trail

(New York, 1935).

A searching interpretation of the Hud-

son’s Bay Company’s expansion into the

northern Rockies and California is in John

S. Galbraith, The Hudson's Bay Company as

an Imperial Factor, 1821—i86p (Berkeley,

Calif., 1957). An equally essential work is

the monumental history of the company by

E. E. Rich, The History of the Hudson’s

Bay Company, ibyo—tSyo, 2 v. (London,

1958-62). Less useful is Douglas MacKay,

The Honourable Company (London, 1936).

The best of many biographies of its prin-

cipal agent, although still not satisfactory,

remains Frederick V. Hollman, Dr. hhn
McLoughlin, The Father of Oregon (Cleve-
land, 1907). Far better is the biography of
another company agent who served as trader

and guide between 1841 and 1856: D.
Geneva Lent, West of the Mountains: James
Sinclair and the Hudson's Bay Company
(Seattle, 1963). The brilliant introduction

by Richard Glover to David Thompson's

Narrative, 1784-1812 (Toronto, 1962) pro-

vides a history of the trade in the early

period while John S. Galbraith, “British-

American Competition in the Border Fur

Trade of the 1820’s,” M.H., XXXVl (Sep-

tember, 1959), is an expert appraisal of

events following the 1821 merger. The most

complete story of the company’s expansion

is in the introduction to Frederick Merk, ed.,

Fur Trade and Empire, George Simpson's

Journal (Cambridge, Mass., 1931). The ef-

forts of the company to expand into the

northern Rockies are described in W.T.

Atkin, “Snake River Fur Trade, 1816-

1824,” O.H.Q., XXXV (December, 1934),

and especially in Frederick Merk, “Snake

Country Expedition, 1824-25: An Episode

of Fur Trade and Empire,” M.V.H.R., XXI

(June, 1934). The records of the principal

expeditions are in E.E. Rich, ed., Peter

Skene Ogden’s Snake Country Journals,

1824—23 and 1823—1826 (London, 1950),

and K.G. Davies, ed., Peter Skene Ogden's

Snake Country Journal, 1826-27 (London,

1961). David E. Miller, “Peter Skene

Ogden’s Trek into Utah, 1828-29,” P.N-Q-,

LI (January, i960), is excellent on the

Ogden expedition of 1828-29, and the John

Work expedition of 1831. The principal fort

maintained by the company in the Northwest

is well described in John A. Hussey, The

History of Fort Vancouver and its Physical

Structures (Portland, Ore., 19Si)-

The Fur Trade in the Central Rockies.

An excellent history of this trade is in Dale

L. Morgan, Jedediah Smith and the Opening

of the West (Indianapolis, i953)>

has outmoded Maurice S. Sullivan, Jedediah

Smith, Trader and Trail Blazer (New York,

1936), and is in effect a history of the trade
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in that region. Don Berry, /t Majority of

Scoundrels: dtt Ittfornial History of the

Rocky Mountain Fur Company (New York,

jjfij), adds nothing save readability. Impor-

tant documents are in Dale Morgan, ed.,

The West of William H. Ashley (Denver,
1964)

,
and Harrison C. Dale, ed.. The

^slileySmith Explorations and the Discovery

of a Central Route to the Facile, 1802-182^

(rev. edn., Glendale, Calif., 1941)1 and

Maurice S. Sullivan, ed.. The Travels of

JeJediah Smith (Santa Ana, Calif., 1934).

Donald M. Frost, “Notes on General Ashley,

the Overland Trail, and South Pass,” A.A.S.,

Proceedings, CIV (1944)1 contain important

observations and documents. A popular his-

tory of one expedition launched by Ashley

is Alson J. Smith, Men Against the Moun-

tains: Jedediah Smith and the South West

Expedition of 1826-1829 (New York,

1965)

.

Among the more authentic impressionistic

sketches of the Mountain Men are Frederick

E. Voelker, “The Mountain Men and Their

Part in the Opening of the West,” M.H.S.,

Bulletin, III (1927), and William Brandon,

“The Wild Freedom of the Mountain Men,”
' Am.H,, VI (August, 1955). Lewis O. Sautn,

The Fur Trader and the Indian (Seattle,

1965), interestingly.appraises the attitude of

fur trappers toward Indians, and describes

their treatment of the red men. An ex-

tremely .valuable article by William H.

Goetzinann, “The Mountain Man as Jack-

sonian Man,” A.Q., XV (Fall, 1963),
analyzes data available on 446 Mountain
Men to show that the majority clung to the

hope of returning to civilization, and that

most of them did so. A major contribution to

fur-trade scholarship is the projected six-

volume encyclopedia of the Mountain Men
edited by LeRoy R. Hafen, The Mountain
Men and the Fur Trade of the Far West,

y., (Glendale, Calif., 1965—in progress).
Of the dozens of biographies of these

colorful characters, the most reliable are;
Alpheus H. Favour, Old Bill Williann,
Mountain Man (Chapel Hill, 1936), J.
Cecil,Alter, James Bridger (rev. edn., Nor-
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man, Okla., 1962), Edwin L. Sabin, Kit

Carson Days, 1809—1868, 2 v. (rev. edn..

New York, 1935), LeRoy R. Hafen and

W.J. Ghent, Broken Hand, the Life Story of

Thomas Fitzpatrick (Denver, 1931),

Charles Kelly and M.L. Howe, Miles

Goodyear, First Citizen of Utah (Salt Lake

City, 1937), John E. Sunder, Bill Sublette:

Mountain Man (Norman, Okla., 1959),

Charles Kelly and Dale L. Morgan, Old

Greenwood. The Story of Caleb Greenwoo I

:

Trapper, Pathfinder, and Early Pioneer

(Georgetown, Calif., J965), Sardis W.
Templeton, The Lame Captain: The Life

astd Adventures of Pegleg Smith (Los

Angeles, 1965), Forbes Parkhill, The

Blazed Trail of Antoine Leroux (Los An-

geles, 1966), Iris H. Wilson, William Wolf-

skin, 1798—2866: Frontier Trapper to Cali-

fornia Ranchero (Glendale, Calif,, 1965),

Raymond W. Thorp and Robert Bunker,

Crow Killer (Bloomington, Ind., 1961),

John M. Myers, Pirate, Pawnee and Moun-

tain Man: The Saga of Hugh Glass (Boston,

tpf'S)} Bernice Blackwelder, Great West-

erner. The Story of Kit Carson (Caldwell,

Idaho, 1962), M. Morgan Estergreen, Kit

Carson: A Portrait in Courage (Norman,

Okla., 1962), and Richard Dillon, The

Legend of Grizzly Adams: California’s

Greatest Mountain Man (New York, 1966).

Light on the confusing Sublette family of

traders is thrown by three articles by Doyce

B. Nunis, Jr., “The Sublettes: A Study of a

Refugee Family in the Eighteenth Century,”

V.M.H.B., LXIX (January, 1961), “Mil-

ton Sublette. Thunderbolt of the Rockies,”

M,, XIII (July, 1963), and “The Enigma

of the Sublette Overland Party, 1845,”

P.H.R., XXVIII (November, 1959). The

same author has written an excellent brief

biography of one of the brothers; Andrew

Sublette. Rocky Mountain Prince, 1808-1853

(Los Angeles, i960). Another brief but cap-

able biography of a Sublette brother is John

E. Sunder, “Solomon Perry Sublette: Moun-

tain Man of the Forties,” N.M.H.R., XXXVI

(January, 1961). Louis Pfaller, “Charles

Larpsnteur,” N.D.H., XXXIT (January,
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1965) deals with a less well known trader.

Among the more accurate and readable

of the diaries or journals kept by traders

are: David Meriwether, My Life in the

Mountains and On the Plains (Norman,

Okla,, 1965), Osburne Russell,' Journal of

a Trafper, or Nine Years in the Rocky

Mountains (Boise, Idaho, 1921), Warren

A, Ferris, Life in the Rocky Mountains

(Salt Lake City, 1940), Zenas Leonard,

Narrative of the Adventures of Zenas Leon-

ard (rev. edn., Norman, Okla., 1959),

Lewis H. Garrard, Wa/t-to-Yah, and the

Taos Trail (Glendale, Calif., 1938),

Charles L. Camp, ed., James Clyman, Amer-

ican Frontiersman (rev. edn., Portland,

Ore,, i960), and LeRoy R. Hafen and Ann

W. Hafen, eds., Rufus B. Sage, His Letters

and Papers, 1836—1847 (Far West and

Rockies Series, Glendale, Calif., 1956). Carl

P. Russell, Guns on the Early Frontiers

(Berkeley, Calif., 1957), is an interesting

account of weapons used in the fur trade.

Accounts of the trading posts and forts

that played their role in the western trade

include: LeRoy R. Hafen and Francis M.

Young, Fort Laramie and the Pageant of the

West, 1834—s8go (Glendale, Calif., 1938),

LeRoy R. Hafen, “The Early Fur Trade

Posts on the South Platte,” M.V.H.R., XII

(December, 1923), Jennie B. Brown, Fort

Hall on the Oregon Trail: A Historical

Study (Caldwell, Idaho, 1932), Richard G.

Beidleman, “Nathaniel Wyeth’s Fort Hall,”

O.H.Q., L'VIII (September, 1957), Frank

C. Robertson, Fort Hall: Gateway to the

Oregon Country (New York, 1963), Ray

H. Mattison, “Fort Union; Its Role in tlie

Upper Missouri Trade,” N.D.H., XXVIII

(January-April, 1962), and David Lav-

ender, Bent’s Fort (New York, 1954),

George F. Weisel, Men and Trade on the

Northwest Frontier as Shown in the Fort

Owen Ledger (Missoula, Mont., 1955), re-

veals much on the business pr.actices of the

fur traders, as does Frank G. Young, ed.,

The Correspondence and Journals of Cap-

tain Nathaniel J. Wyeth, 1831—1836 (Eu-

gene, Ore., 1899).

The Santa Fe Trade. Among more recent

popular histories are R.L. Duffus, The Santa
Fe Trail (New York, 1930), and Stanley

Vestal, The Old Santa Fe Trail (Boston,

1939). Hiram M, Chittenden, The Ameri
can Fur Trade of the Far West,

3 v, (rev.

edn. New York, 1935) has a briefer account

Early attempts to open the trade are described

in Alfred B. Thomas, “The First Santa Fe
Expedition, 1 792-1 793>” C.O. IX (June,

i930 > Joseph J. Hill, “An Unknown Ex-

pedition to Santa Fe in 1807,” M.V.H.R.,

VI (March, 1920), Isaac J. Cox,

“Opening the Santa Fe Trail,” M.H.R,,

XXV (October, 1930), and George S.

Ulibarri, “The Chouteau-Demun Expedition

to New Mexico, 1815-17,” N.M.H.R.,

XXXVI (October, 1961). Narratives of the

three expeditions of 1821 are: Walter B.

Douglas, ed.. Three Years Among the In-

dians and Mexicans by Thomas James (St

Louis, 1916), Elliott Coues, ed., The Jour-

nal of Jacob Fowler (New York, 1898),

and Archer B. Hulbert, ed., Southwest on

the Turquoise Trail; the First Diaries on

the Road to Santa Fe (Overlaml to the Paci-

fic Series, Denver, 1933). A later expedition

is expertly described in Kenneth L. Holmes,

“The Benjamin Cooper Expeditions to Santa

Fe in 1822 and 1823,” W.M.H.i?., XXXVIII

(April, 1963). The classic description of the

trade by a trader is Josiah Gregg, “Com-

merce of the Prairies,” in Reuben G.

Thwaites, ed,. Early Western Travels, 32 v.

(Cleveland, 1904-06). Doubts on Gregg’s

authorship are cast by John T. Lee, “The

Authorship of Gregg’s ‘Commerce of the

Prairies’,” M.V.H.R., XVI (March, 1930).

Other useful accounts of travel over the

trail include: F.F. Stephens, ed., “Major Al-

phonse Wetmore’s Diary of a Journey to

Santa Fe in 1828,” M.H.R., VIII (July,:

1914), F.A. Sampson, ed., “Santa Fe Diary:

M.M. Marmaduke Journal,” VI

(October, 19 ii), James J.
Webb, Ad-

ventures in the Santa Fe Trade, 1844-1^47

(Southwest Historical Series, Glendale,

Calif., 1931), and John E. Sunder, ed.„

Matt Field on the Santa Fe Trail (Norman,
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Okla, i960). The extension of the Uade

southward into Mexico is studied in Max L.

Moorehead, Ntv) Mexico’s Royal Road:

Trade and Travel on the Chihuahua Trail

(Norman, Okla., 1958), while the federal

government’s efforts to protect the traders

are described in Kate L. Gregg, ed„ The

Road to Santa Fe (Albuquerque, N.M.,

1952), which deals with surveys and treaty-

making, William R. Manning, “Diplomacy

Concerning the Santa Fe Road,” M.V,H.R.,

J (March, 1915), Otis E, Young, The First

Mtlitary Escort on the Santa Fe Trail

(Glendale, Calif,, I9S*)> Henry P. Beers,

"Military Protection on the Santa Fe Trail

to 184.3," N.M.H.R., XU (April, 1937),

and Robert M. Utley, “Fort Union and the

Santa Fe Trail," NM.H.R., XXXVI (Jan-

uary, 1961). Business aspects of the trade

are considered in F.F, Stephen, “Missouri

and the Santa Fe Trade," M.H.R., X (July,

1916), and Lewis E. Atherton, “Business

Techniques in the Santa Fe Trade,”

XXXIV (.April, 1940).

Fur Trade in the Southwest. The classic

description is Robert G. Cleland, This Reck-

less Breed of Men; The Traffers and Fur

Traders of the Southwest (New York,

1950) \ briefer accounts are in Grant Fore-

man, Pioneer Days in the Old Southwest

(Cleveland, 1926), and Rupert N. Richard-

son and Carl C. Rister, The Greater South-

west (Glendale, Calif,, 1934). The pioneer-

ing study of American penetration is

Thomas M. Marshall, “St. Vrain’s Expedi-

tion to the Gila in 1826,” The Pacific

Ocean sn Hssiory (New York, 1917), of

equal importance is Joseph J. Hill, “Ewing
Young in the Fur Trade of the Far South-

west, 1822-1834," O.H.g., XXIV (March,

*9*3)- The two most important narratives

are Charles L. Camp, ed., “The Chronicles
of George C. Yount,” C.H.S.O., II (April,

1913), and James Ohio Pattie, The Per-
sonal Nat rathe of James O. Paftse of Ken-
tucky (Cincinnati, 1831, and later edns.).
The latter sliould be used only after reading
the critical evaluation by Joseph J. Hill,
New Light on Pattle and the Southwest
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Fur Trade,” S.H.Q., XXVI (April, 1923) S

and the study of Puttie’s evidence concerning

the route he followed in A.L. Kroeber,

“The Route of James Ohio Pattie on the

Colorado in 1826: A Reappraisal," d. and

W., VI (Summer, 1964). Jack D, Forbes,

Warriors of the Colorado; The Yumas of

the Quechan Nation and Their Neighbors

(Norman, Okla., 1965) recounts the con-

tacts between the traders and a principal

Indian tribe of the Southwest.

XXIII THE MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY FRONTIER
General Works. Chapters on the settlement

of the Mississippi Valley are in Cardinal

Goodwin, Trans-Mississippi West (New

York, 1922), Frederic L. Paxson, Last

American Frontier (New York, 1910), and

LeRoy R. Hafen and Carl C. Rister, Western

America (rev. edn., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

1950). An interpretative series of essats

dealing with the early history and culture of

the region is in John J. Murray, ed., The

Heritage of the Middle West (Norman,

Okla., 1958), Essential documents are in

Clarence E. Carter, ed.. The Territorial

Papers of the United States (Washington,

D.C., 1934—in progress).

Peopling the Lower Mississippi Valley.

Charles E. Gayarre, History of Louisiana, 4

V. (New Orleans, 1903), and Alcee Fortier,

History of Louisiana, 4 v. (New York,

1904) are voluminous; Carnie W. McGinty,

A History of Louisiana (New York,

1949), and Edwin A. Davis, Louisiana^ The

Pelican State (Baton Rouge, 1959), are

more readable. An important study of the

failure of the rectangular survey system to

meet the needs of the region is Harry L.

Coles, Jr., “Applicability of the Public Land

System to Louisiana," M.V.H.R., XLIII

(June, 1956). John G. Fletcher, Arkansas

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1947), is popular, and

should be supplemented by the excellent

history of pioneer Arkansas by Lonnie J.

While, Politics on the Southwestern Fron-

tier: Arkansas Territory, iSig-iSj 6 (Mem-

phis, 1964). The same author has explored
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territorial Indian policy in “Arkansas Ter-

ritorial Indian Affairs,” XXI
(Autumn, 1962), and the creation of the

territory in “Dividing Missouri: The Cre-

ation of Arkansas Territory,” M.H.S.Bull.,

XVII (April, 1961). Migration into the ter-

ritory is the theme of Robert B. Walz,

“Migration into Arkansas, 1820-1880: In-

centives and Means of Travel,” A.H.Q.,

XVII (Winter, 1958), and Henry K. Swint,

“Ho For Arkansas,” A.H.Q,, XXIV
(Autumn, 1965). Orville W. Taylor,

Negro Slavery in Arkansas (Durham, N.C.,

1958), has some information on the pioneer

period. A good brief history of Missouri is

Edwin C. McReynolds, Missouri: A History

of the Crossroads State (Norman, Okla.,

1962) although Louis Houck, A History

of Missouri, 3 v. (Chicago, 1908), is more

thorough. The story of the settlement of the

state is told in Jajnes F. Ellis, The Influence

of Environment on the Settlement of Mis-

souri (St. Louis, 1929), and in three articles;

Hattie M. Anderson, “Missouri, 1804—1828:

Peopling a Frontier State,” M.H.R., XXXI
(January, 1937), Jonas Viles, “Population

and Extent of Settlement in Missouri before

1804,” M.H.R., V (July, 1911), and Eu-

gene M. Violette, “Early Settlements in

Missouri,” M.H.R., I (October, 1906). Gar-

land C. Broadhead, “Early Missouri Roads,”

M.H.R., VIII (January, 1914), studies the

effect of transportation routes on settlement.

Two capable studies of mining activity

there are A.M. Gibson, “Lead Mining in

Southwest Missouri to 1865,” M.H.R., LIII

(April, 1959), and James D. Norris, Fron-

tier Iron: The Maramex Iron Works, 1826—

i8j6 (Madison, Wise., 1964).

Establishing a Permanent Indian Fron-

tier. An illuminating article, Ralph C. Mor-

ris, “The Notion of a Great American Desert

East of the Rockies,” M.V.H.R., XIII (Sep-

tember, 1926), traces the growth of the

desert concept, but Francis P. Prucha, S.J.,

“Indian Removal and the Great American

Desert,” I.M.H., LIX (December, 1963),

demonstrates conclusively that this concept

had nothing to do with shaping Indian

policy
j

the boundaries of the desert were
well known and the government had no in-

tention of sending displaced Indians there.

The early work on Indian removal by Annie

H. Abel, “History of Events Resulting in In-

dian Consolidation West of the Mississippi,"

A.H.A., Annual Refort for 1906 (Washing-

ton, D.C., 1908), should be supplemented by

Grant Foreman, The Last Trek of the hi
dians (Chicago, 1946), which deals with the

movement of Indians from the Old North-

west into Kansas and Nebraska. An impor-

tant specialized study is Donald
J. Ber-

throng, “John Beach and the Removal of

the Sauk and Fox from Iowa,” IJ.H,P.,

LIV (October, 1956). Bruce E. Mahan, Old

Fort Crawford and the Frontier (Iowa City,

Iowa, 1926), also touches on the removal

of the northern tribes, as do William E.

Lass, “The Removal from Minnesota of the

Sioux and Winnebago Indians,” M.H.,

XXXVIII (December, 1963), and Roy W.

Meyer, “The Iowa Indians, 1836-1885,”

K.H.Q., XXVIII (Autumn, 1962). The de-

velopment of an Indian policy for the trans-

planted natives of the Northwest is the

theme of James C. Malin, “Indian Policy

and Western Expansion,” U. of K., Bulletin,

II (1921),

The standard works on the southeastern

tribes which were moved to the Indian

Territory are by Grant Foreman: Indians

and Pioneers (Norman, Okla., 1936), traces

the history of the Oklahoma country to

1830; Indian Removal (Norman, Okla.,

1932), deals with the transfer of the Indians

to the region} and Advancing the Frontier

(Norman, Okla., 1933), continues their

story to i860. A brief history of an impor-

tant fort in the Southwest is also by Grant

Foreman, Fort Gibson (Norman, Okla.,

1936), while relationships between troops

and Indians are considered m William B.

Morrison, Military Posts atsd Camp m

Oklahoma (Oklahoma City, Okla., 1936)-

The reaction of the Plains Indians to the

intrusion of eastern tribes is considered in

Rupert N. Richardson, The Comanche Bar-

rier to South Plains Settlement (Glendalq
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Calif., 1933)1
histories of tribes

cited in Chapter XX. Lucy E. Textor> Offi-

cial RelatioM betvjeen the United States and

the Sioux Indians (Palo Alto, Calif., 1896),

touches upon the same subject in the North-

west. Bert Anson, “Variations of the Indian

Conflict: The Effects of the Emigrant In-

dian Removal Policy, 1830-1854,”

LIX (October, 1964), demonstrates that the

intruded Indians spread disease and vice

among the Plains Indians just as did con-

tact with the whites. The history of one fort

built to keep peace between the residents and

intruded tribes is told in Edwin C. Bearss,

“In Quest of Peace on the Indian Border:

The Establishment of Fort Smith,” A.H.Q,,

XXIII (Summer, 1964).

The Settlement of Iowa. Brief histories of

Iowa include Cyrenus Cole, A History of the

Peofle of Iowa (Cedar Rapids, Iowa,

1921), and I.B. Richman, loway to Iowa

(Iowa City, Iowa, 1931). The story of the

capital city is told in Benjamin F. Shambaugh,

The Old Stone Capital Remembers (Iowa

City, Iowa, 1939), while the same author has

edited Documentary Material Relating to

the History of /own, 3 v. (Iowa City, Iowa,

1897-1901).

Works dealing specifically with settlement

are: Cardinal Goodwin, “The American Oc-

cupation of Iowa, 1833-1860,”

XVII (January, 1919), and J.A. Swisher,

“The First Land Sales,” ?., XIX (Novem-
ber, 1938. Allan G. Bogue, Frosn Prairie to

Corn Belt; Farming an the Ulinais and
Iowa Prairies in the Nineteenth Century

(Chicago, 1963), is a brilliant study that

upsets many long-accepted interpretations.

Of great value also is a statistical analysis

of Wapello County to show the origins of
the Iowa Population; Mildred Throne, “A
Population Study of an Iowa County in

1850,” /././/,, LVII (October, 1959),
Among the useful biographies of early set-

tles aret Louis Pelzer, Henry Dodge (Iowa
City, Iowa, 1911), Jji. Swisher, Leonard
Fletcher Parker (Iowa City, Iowa, 1927),
and John C. Parish, Robert Lucas (Iowa
City, Iowa, 1927). The role of alien groups
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in the occupation of the region is considered

in Melvin Gengerich, Mennonites in Iowa

(Iowa City, Iowa, 1939), Jacob Van der

Zee, The Hollanders of Iowa (Iowa City,

Iowa, 1912), and Jacob Van der Zee, The

British in Iowa (Iowa City, Iowa, 1922).

The influence of transportation routes on

settlement is considered in W. Turrentine

Jackson, “The Army Engineers as Road

Builders in Territorial Iowa,” IJ.H.P.,

XLVII (January, 1949). The conclusions in

Benjamin F. Shambaugh, “Frontier Land

Clubs or Claim Associations,” A.H.A., An-

nual Report for tgog (Washington, D.C.,

1910), which deals primarily with disputes

over land ownership in Iowa, are challenged

convincingly in Allan G. Bogue, “The Iowa

Claim Clubs: Symbol and Substance,”

M.V.H.R., XLV (September, 1958), which

shows that the clubs were more often used

by than against speculators. The beginnings

of government are the theme of Kennetli E.

Colton, “Iowa’s Struggle for a Territorial

Government,” A. of /., XXI (April, 1938),

and James A. James, Constitution and Ad-

mission of Iowa into the Union (Baltimore,

igoo).

The Settlement of Minnesota. Theodore

C. Blegen has written two excellent brief

histories of the state; Building Minnesota

(Boston, 1938), and Minnesota: A History

of the State (Minneapolis, 1963). William

W. Folwell, A History of Minnesota, 2 v.

(St. Paul, ig6i), is a revised version of an

earlier publication. Indian relations are dis-

cussed in V/illoughby M. Babcock, Jr.,

“Major Lawrence Talioferro, Indian

Agent,” M.V.H.R., XI (December, 1924),

and Marcus L. Hansen, Old Fort Snelling,

i8 tg—i8s8 (Iowa City, Iowa, 1918). No
adequate history of lumbering has been

written, but scattered information is in Wil-

liam H.C. Folsom, “History of Lumbering

in the St. Croix Valley,” M.H.S., Collec-

tions, IX (1901), and Daniel Stanchfield,

“History of Pioneer Lumbering on the

Upper Mississippi and Its Tributaries,”

M.H.S., Collections, IX (1901).

The advance of the farm frontier is de-
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scribed in Cardinal Goodwin, “The, Move-

-

tnent of American Settlers, into Wisconsin

and Minnesota,” LJ.H.P:, XVII (July,

1919), Dan E. Clark, “The Westward

Movement in the Upper Mississippi Valley

During the Fifties,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings,

VII (1913-14), and Livia Appel and T.C.

Blegcn, “Official Encouragement of Immi-

gration to Minnesota during the Territorial

Period,” M.H., V (August, 1923). The early

settlement of the Red River Valley is con-

sidered in John P. Pritchett, T/ie Red River

Valley, 1811—184^ (New Haven, Conn.,

1942). Biographies of early settlers include:

Solon J. Buck, William Watts Folviell (Min-

neapolis, 1933), Frank A. Day and T.M.

Knappen, Life of John Albert Johnson (Chi-

cago, 1910), George M. Stephenson, John

Lind of Minnesota (Minneapolis, 1935),

Theodore C. Blegen, ed.. The Unfinished

Autobiogra-phy of Henry Hastings Sibley

(Minneapolis, 1932), and Merlin Stonehouse,

John Wesley North and the Reform Frontier

(Minneapolis, 1965). Rodney C. Loehr, ed.,

Mhinesota Farm Diaries (St. Paul, 1939)

is an important collection, while valuable

sketches are in Theodore C. Blegen, The

Land Lies Open (Minneapolis, 1949).

Governmental beginnings are described

in William Anderson and A.J. Lobb, History

of the Constitution of Minnesota (Minne-

apolis, 1921), and Lucile M. Kane, “Gov-

erning a Frontier City: Old St, Anthony,

1855-72,” M.H., XXXV (September,

1956). An aspect of state-federal relations

is treated in F. Paul Prucha, S.J, “The Settler

and the Army in Frontier Minnesota,”

M.H., XXIX (September, 1948).

XXIV THE ANNEXATION .

OF TEXAS, 1825-1845
General Works. The best brief account

is in Rupert N. Richardson, The Lone.

Star State (2nd cdn., New York, 1958).

Still useful are such older general studies as

G.P. GiiTTlson, Wesfward Extension,-. 184

zSyo {The American Nation:, A History,'

New York, .1906)., Katherine. Coman, Eco~

nomic . Beginnings'., of the Far West; 2 v.,
_

EXPANSION^ -r,'-;',

.‘(New: York, Agia) -^and’- Nathaniel’^^"
•Stephenson,' 'Texas ' and the MixicanTvd^r
{Chroniclei of.America. Serie’sy^^^^^ Haven ;

Conn., ^ 1 9 2 1 ) . H.lfc: Bancroft, : 'Htsiory^^;.^

the. North Mexican. States, and

(San Francisco, '

1

8

of information, as does, Louis;J.;W^
A History of

' Texas:
..
from .Wilderness fto'^

Oominormealth, ,5.. y. .
.(Fort '.Worth, .4924) J

which , is journalistic, but embodiA-the re-'i'

Suits of much . recent
.
research; ,A ,:brief,‘bui.':

competent survey.-pf the subject is in W.’ Eu( .!

gene Hollon, The Southwest: .Old and Ne^
(New York, 1961).' •

.. ,r, •”

American Colonization
, of Texas;.'A biic

monograph is^ Mattie A, Hatcher, rTAf:"

Opening of Texas to Foreign Settlements^:;

t 8os~i8 zi (Austin; Tex., 1 927)..This,may <

be supplemented with Rie
.
Jarratt, ;G«/;lfrr«?

de Lara, Mexican-Texah ~ (Austin, :• Texi,"5

1949), a brief account of filibustering., Eu:,;:'

gene C, Barker, Mexico and TexdtI -iSisT

zSys (Dallas, 1928) is the besf'descripdohj;

of the governmental system;. 'The; serieshof ;

events that led to the union of . Texai. and'!;

Coahuilla, is described in ChairlM A;, Baca-'-

risse, “The Union of Coahuilla and Texas,h.'

5.H.O., XLV
.

(January, '1958)';
‘

•

•"
= -y.-X-f

The most essential , .work -on Atrierican'.

colonization is
;
Eugene .'C. Barker,.:Li/4 ,o/.

Stephen F. Austin (Nashville,.Tenn;;;i925)i’

which is not only a biography,;but' a' histor)*;;

of the era. Barker, has also edited “The Aus-:

tin Papers,” . A.H.A., - Annual. . RepQrts.:fon:

jprp and .1922, • 3 Y (Washington, .DC.,;

1924,’ 1 928, Austin', - Tex., .' 1.926) ;; while hh-;

“The Government, of Austin’aGoIoriy, 1841-^

. 1831,” .S.H.p,., XXI (January, 19 1 h

definitive work on. the subject, .The.coloniT'

zation process may !be studied in;tHe histdries:

’ of. other 'grants,- of, which .Ahe;. most; useful

are Ethel Z./ Rather; ?‘pe\yittV; Colony!’,

• TiS.H.A.Q:,
'' VII .

(October, i 994) i Toh!

Garver, “Berijamiri, Rush ! Milam,’A'..S;H;j3.,

XXXVin:. .(October,; - 1 934,.{-,ah

Mary ’'V- .,;He:hdersph,.V:“J^“^h

;
EmpresariO '^Cbntracty for

,;

rile Colonizatioii

: : ofTexas,’l S,H.p.,;;X^I'(ApnlyV9f

-July,;' 1928),; and.; Leq. Hershkowjb, -I'-Tly:
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tind of Promise’: Samuel Swartwout and

Land Speculation in Texas, 1830-1838,”

XLVIll (October, 196+). Sey-

mour V. Connor, T/ie Peters Colony of

Texas; A History and Biographical Sketches

of the Early Settlers (Austin, Tex., 1959),

is an important work which not only tells the

story of a principal colonizing venture, but

uses mass data to reveal the nature of the

typical Texan pioneer: a poorly educated

farmer from the South with a moderately

large family and owning no slaves. A com-

petent biography of an early settler is W.

Hughes, Rebellious Ranger: Rip Ford

and the Old Southwest (Norman, Okla.,

1964). That a desire for health motivated

between twenty and twenty-five percent of

the Texas pioneers is the theme of Billy M.

Jones, "Health Seekers in Early Anglo-

American Texas” S.H.Q., LXIX (January,

1966).

The Texan Revolution. A learned inter-

pretation of the entire revolutionary process

is in WilUam C. Binkley, The Texas Revo-

lution (Baton Rouge, 1952). The cultural

conflicts that underlay Texan revolutionary

sentiment are explored in Samuel H. Lowrie,

Culture Conflict in Texas, 1821—1835

(New Yqrk, 1932), and Gerald Ashford,

“Jacksonian Liberalism and Spanish Law in

Early Texas," S.H.Q., LVII (July, 1953).

Diplomatic differences are described in de-

tail in William R. Manning, Early Diplo-

tnatic Relations between the United States

and Mexico (Baltimore, 1916), and Eu-
gene C. Barker, “The United States and
Mejuco, 1835-1837,” I (June,

>9*4) • The same author’s “President Jack-
son and the Texas Revolution,” A.H.R.,
XII (July, 1907), absolves Jackson of
blame for fomenting the Revolution, Bar-
ker’s contention that land speculators were
not primarily responsible for revolutionary
agitation, “Land Speculation as a Cause of
the Texa? Revolution,” T.S.H.A.Q., X
Only, 1914), is more convincing than the
opposite view in Elgin Williams, The Ani-
mtei Pursuit of Speculation: Land Traffic

the Annexation of Texas (New York,

845

1949). The conflict over colonization that

contributed to the revolution is discussed in

Ohiand Morton, Terdn and Texas: A Chap-

ter in Texas-Anterican Relations (Austin,

Tex., 1948). Lonnie J, White, “Disturb-

ances on the Arkansas-Texas Border,

1827—1831,” XIX (Summer, i960),

shows that border troubles contributed to the

unrest that underlay the revolution. A de-

tailed study of the final step leading to in-

dependence is in R. Henderson Shufiler,

“The Signing of Texas’ Declaration of

Independence: Myth and Record,” S.H.Q.,

LXV (January, 1962).

Military events of the Revolution are

popularly described in M. K. Wisehart,

Sam Houston; American Giant (Washing-

ton, D.C., 1962), and Marquis James, The

Raven. A Biography of Sam Houston (In-

dianapolis, 1929) 5
Llerena Friend, Sam

Houston, the Great Designer (Austin, Tex.,

1954) emphasizes his later career. Houston’s

own story is told in Amelia W, Williams

and Eugene C. Barker, eds., The Writings

of Sam Houston, i8 s3-1863, 8 v. (Austin,

Tex., 1938-1943), and Donald Day and

Harry H. Ullon, eds., The Autobiography of

Sam Houston (Norman, Okla., 1954). The

best account of the Texan defeat at the

Alamo is Amelia W. Williams, “A Critical

Study of the Seige of the Alamo and the

Personnel of lu Defenders,” S.H.Q., XXXVI
(April, 1933, to April, 1944), and of the

victory at San Jacinto, Sam H. Dixon and

Louis W. Kemp, The Heroes of San Jacinto

(Houston, 1932). Border troubles between

the United States and Texas are discussed

in James W. Silver, Edmund Pendleton

Gaines, Frontier General (Baton Rouge,

1949), and between Texas and its Indian

foes in David M. Vigness, “Indian Raids on

the Lower Rio Grande, 1836-1837,” S.H.Q,,

LIX (July, 1955). The role of a battalion

of troops from Georgia that was supported

by that state through the Revolution is de-

scribed in Jewel D. Scarborough, “The

Georgia Battalion in the Texas Revolution:

A Critical Study,” S.H.g., LXIII (April,

i960). George L. Charlton, “Vince’s Bridge.
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Question Mark of the San Jacinto Cam-
paign,” S.H.Q., LXVIII (January, 1965),

is a critical study of the last battle of the

war. A little known subject is the theme of

Tom H. Wells, Commodore Moore and the

Texas Navy (Austin, Tex., i960).

The Texan Republic. The story of Texan

politics during the era of independence is

told in Stanley Siegel, A Political History

of the Texas Republic, 1836—18^5 (Austin,

Tex., 1^56), and in the scholarly biogra-

phies of two of its presidents: Asa K. Christ-

ian, Mirabeau Buonaparte Lamar (Austin,

Tex., 1922) and Herbert P. Gambrell,

Anson Jones: The Last President of Texas

(rev. cdn., Austin, Tex., 1964). V/illiam

R. Hogan, The Texas Republic. A Social

and Economic History (Norman, Okla.,

1946), is excellent, as is Barnes F. Lathrop,

Migration into East Texas, rSy5—1660

(Austin, Tex., 1949), for the history of

migration. One of the best contemporary

descriptions is W. Eugene Hollon and Ruth

L, Butler, eds., William BollaerPs Texas

(Norman, Okla., 1957)) the journal of a

traveler in 1842.

Border troubles that plagued Texas dur-

ing its Republic era are examined in exces-

sive detail in Joseph M. Nance, After San

Jacinto: The Texas-Mexican Frontier,

1836—1841 (Austin, Tex., 1963), and At-

tack and Counterattack: The Texas-Mexican

Frontier, 1842 (Austin, Tex., 1965). One

episode in this conflict is examined in

Ralph A. Wooster, “Texas Military Opera-

tions Against Mexico, 1842-1843,” S.H.Q.,

LXVII (April, 1964), while documents

are in Dorman H. Winfrey, ed., Texas

Indian Papers, 1825—1843 (Austin, Tex.,

1959). A scholarly history of Texan ex-

pansionist ambitions during independence

is William C. Binkley, The Expansionist

Movement in Texas, 1836-1850 (Berkeley,

Calif., 1925). This should be supplemented

with the detailed history of the 1841 expe-

dition against Santa Fe: Noel M. Loomis,

The Texas-Santa Fe Pioneers (Norman,

Okla., 1958). On the less well known Mier

expedition see David M. Vigness, “A Texas

Expedition into Mexico, 1840,” S.H.Q.,

LXII (July, 1958), and Frederick C. Cha-

bot, ed., Texas Expeditions of 1842 (San

Antonio, 1942).

Texan Annexation. On annexation the

standard work is Justin H. Smith, The An-

nexation of Texas (New York, 1911);

more readable is Joseph W. Schmitz, Texan

Statecraft, 1836-1845 (San Antonio, 1945).

Also useful is G.P. Garrison, “The First

Stages of the Movement for the Annexation

of Texas,” A.H.R., X (October, 1904).

The influence of British designs in the an-

nexation controversy can be studied in

Ephraim D. Adams, British Interests and

Activities in Texas, 1838-1846 (Baltimore,

1910), and Harriet Smither, “English Abo-

litionism and the Annexation of Texas,”

S.H.Q., XXXII (January, 1929). Made-

leine B. Stern, “Stephen Pearl Andrews,

Abolitionist, and the Annexation of Texas,”

S.H.Q., LXVII (April, 1964), examines the

career of a Texan abolitionist who carried

on negotiations with England for annexa-

tion as a means of ending slavery there. In

an important article, Frederick Merk, “A

Safety Valve Tliesis and Texan Annexa-

tion,” M.V.H.R., XLIX (December, 1962),

appraises the “safety-valve” argument of

Robert Walker that Texas should be an-

nexed to attract slaves from the older

Sooth. French relations are the theme of R.

A. McLemore, “The Influence of French

Diplomatic Policy on the Annexation of

Texas,” S.H.Q., XLIII (January, 1940).

The effort of a Massadiusetts committee to

check annexation is studied in Kinley J.

Brauer, “The Massachusetts State Texas

Committee; A Last Stand Against the An-

nexation of Texas,” J.A.H,, LI (September,

1964). That the South was not united on

annexation is demonstrated in Elizabeth H.

West, “Southern Opposition to the Annexa-

tion of Te.xas,” S.H.Q., XVllI (July, 1914),

while George H. Gibson, “Opinion in North

Carolina Regarding the Acquisition of

Texas and Cuba, 1835—1855,” N.CM.R,,

XXXVII (January and April, X960), shows

that the issue was of little interest in one
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southern state and had but slight effect on

the election of 1844. Claude H. Hall, Abel

Parker Uphur. Conservative Virginian,

zygo-iS44 (Madison, Wise., 1964) is a

capable biography of the secretary of state

who managed annexation negotiations. Doc-

uments are in George P. Garrison, ed.,

Diphfnatic Correspondence of the Republic

of Texas, A.H.A., Annual Report for rpoy

and igo8, z v. (Washington, D.C., 1908-

ii). Rupert N. Richardson, Frontier of

Horthviest Texas (Glendale, Calif., 1963)

is an expert study of Texan frontier prob-

lems after annexation, while Ralph A. Woo-

ster, “Membership in Early Texas Legis-

latures, 1850-1S60,” S.H.Q., LXIX (Octo-

ber, 1965) is also concerned with the post-

annexation period,

XXV THE OCCUPATION
OF OREGON

General Works. Of the histories of the

Pacific Northwest, the most recent and

readable are Oscar 0. Winther, TAe Great

NortAwest. A History (New York, 1947),

and Dorothy O. Johansen and Charles M.
Gates, Empire of the Columbia. A History

of the Pacific Northiuest (New York, 1957),

H.H. Bancroft, History of Oregon, x v.

(San Francisco, 1886-88), is still useful,

as is William H. Gray, A History of Oregon,

tyg2-[84g (Portland, Ore., 1870), and

Robert C. Clark, History of the Willa?nette

Valley, 3 V. (Chicago, 19Z7). George W.
Fuller, A History of the Pacific Northvsest

(New York, 1931), is also of value, but

less so than the excellent modern interpre-

tation by Earl Pomeroy, The Pacific Slope:

A History (New York, 1965). The standard

history of the state of Washington is Mary
W. Avery, Washington: A History of the

Evergreen State (Seattle, 1963).

The establishment of British interests in

the Northwest is treated in E. E. Rich, The
History of the Hudson's Bay Company,

1670-1870, a V. (London, igsZ-Sx), and
in the works on Dr. John McLoughlin and
other company officials cited in the bibliog-

raphy to Chapter XXII. These may be sup-

847

plemented with a collection of McLoughlin,

documents dealing especially with the Ore-

gon problem: Burt B. Barker, ed,. The

McLoughlin Empire and Its Rulers (Glen-

dale, Calif., 1959). British maritime activity

is the theme of Robert B. Whitebrook,

Coastal Exploration of VJashington (Palo

Alto, Calif., 1959), and Bern Anderson,

Surveyor of the Sea: The Life and Voyages

of Captain George Vancouver (Seattle,

1960).

Valuable collections of documents edited

by Archer B. Hulbert and Dorothy P. Hul-

bert are in their Overland to the Pacific

Series: Where Rolls the Oregon: Prophet

and Pessimist Look Northwest (Denver,

1933), The Call of the Columbia: Iron

Men and Saints Take the Oregon Trail

(Denver, *934), The Oregon Crusade.

Across Land and Sea to Oregon (Denver,

1935), and Marcus Whitman, Crusader, 3

V. (Denver, 1936-41), Missionary docu-

ments not in tliese volumes are in LeRoy R.

Hafen and Ann W. Hafen, eds., To the

Rockies and Oregon, 1839-1842 {Far West

and Rockies Series, Glendale, Calif., 1955).

Early American Activity in Oregon.

Awakening congressional interest in Oregon

is best described in Charles H. Ambler,

“The Oregon Country, 1810-1830: A Chap-

ter in Territorial Expansion,” M.V.H.R.,

XXX (June, 1943). The designs of a lead-

ing congressional expansionist are explored

in Charles H. Ambler, Life and Diary of

John Floyd (Richmond, Va., 1918). The
career of Hall Jackson Kelley is described in

Fred W. Powell, Hall Jackson Kelley—
Prophet of Oregon (Portland, Ore., 1917),

while the same author has edited most of

Kelley’s writings on Oregon in Hall J.

Kelley on Oregon (Princeton, N.J., 1932).

The Coming of the Missionaries. Nard

Jones, The Great Command: The Story of

Marcus and Narcissa Whitman and the

Oregon Country Pioneers (Boston, i960),

is a popular history of the mission move-

ment in Oregon, based on secondary works,

but telling the story well. More detailed

are Cornelius J. Brosman, Jason Lee,
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Prophet of the Nev! Oregon (New York,

1932), and three books by Clifford M,
Drury, Marcus Whhsnan, M.D., Pioneer

and Martyr (Caldwell, Idaho, 1937),

Henry Harmon Spaulding: Pioneer of Old

Oregon (Caldwell, Idaho, 1936), Elka~

nah and Mary Walker, Pioneers among
the Spokanes (Caldwell, Idaho, 1940).

Daniel Lee and J.H. Frost, Ten Years in

Oregon (New York, 1844), and Elijah

White, Ten Years in Oregon (Ithaca, N.Y.,

1848) are readable accounts by contem-

poraries, while the diaries and journals of

the six women who accompanied the early

missionary parties westward have been pub-

lished by Clifford M. Drury, ed., The

First White Women Over the Rockies, 2

V., (Glendale, Calif., 1963). The same

author has analyzed one of the missionary

papers to determine the reasons for its

effectiveness as a propaganda device at-

tracting immigrants in, “The Oregonian

and Indian’s Advocate,” P.N.Q., XLVI
(October, 1965). Robert F. Berkhofer,

Jr., Salvation and the Savage: An Analysis

of Protestant Missions and American In-

dian Response, 1787—1862 (Lexington,

Ky., 1965), is an excellent appraisal of

missionary influence, concluding that most

failed because of unsurmountable obstacles

and inadequate support. Edward G. Bourne,

“Aspects of Oregon History before 1840,”

O.H.Q., VI (September, 1905) explodes

the “Whitman Legend” in detail. The let-

ters and journals of the first Catholic mis-

sionary from the United States are in

Hirman M. Chittenden and A.T. Richard-

son, eds.. Life, Letters and Travels of

Father Pierre-Jean de Smet, SJ., 4 v.

(New York, 1905), and a popular biog-

raphy is by John U. Terrell, Black Robe:

The Life of Pierre-Jean De Smet—Mis-

sionary, Explorer and Pioneer (Garden

City, N.Y., 1964).

The Overland Migration. An excellent

popular history, based on wide reading

and stressing the early history of the re-

gion, is David Lavender, Westward Vision:

The Story of the Oregon Trail (New

York, 1963). The story of the trail is

also told more briefly in a number of

secondary works, including Jay Monaghan,
The Overland Trail (Indianapolis, 1937),
Ralph Moody, The Old Trails West (New
York, 1963), and Marshall Sprague, The
Great Gates: The Story of the Rocky

Mountain Passes (Boston, 1964). George

Shumway, Edward Durell, and Howard C.

Frey, Conestoga Wagon, 1750-1850

(York, Pa., 1964), is crammed with in-

formation, often undigested, on the wagon

used by the overland migrants. James

C. Bell, Opening a Highway to the Pacific,

1838-1846 (New York, 1921), is con-

cerned with the forces leading to migra-

tion. Both readable and sound is W.J.

Ghent, The Road to Oregon (New York,

1929), while many diaries of immigrants

have been collected in Maude A. Rucker,

ed,. The Oregon Trail and Some of Its

Blazers (New York, 1930). Among the

dozens of diaries or memoirs left by those

who followed the Oregon Trail, the classic

is Jesse Applegate, “A Day with the Cow

Column,” O.H.Q., I (December, 1900),

which describes the 1843 migradonj an ex-

cellent collection of overland diaries has

also appeared as Dale Morgan, ed.. Over-

land in 1846: Diaries arid Letters of the

California-Oregon Trail, 2 v. (George-

town, Calif., 1963). A readable history of

the fort that held a key position on the

trail is Frank C. Robertson, Fort Hall:

Gateway to the Oregon Country (New

York, 1963). Harrison C. Dale, “The

Organization of the Oregon Emigrating

Companies,” O.H.Q., XVI (September,

1915), is excellent on that subject. The

effect of guide books on the migration is

explored in Helen B. Kroll, “The Books

That Enlightened the Emigrants,” O.H.Q.,

XLV (June, 1944)-

Social conditions in the Oregon settle-

ments are described in Sidney Warren,

Farthest Frontier: The Pacific Northwest

(New York, 1949). The evolution of a

provisional government is the theme of

several articles: Francis G. Young, “Ewing
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Young and his Estate,” O.H.Q., XXI (Sept-

ember, 1920), J.R. Robertson, ‘‘Genesis of

Political Authority and of a Common-

wealth Government in Oregon,”

I (March, 1900), J. Neilson Barry, “The

Chantpoeg Meeting of March 4, 1844,”

O.H.Q., XXXVIII (December, 1937), and

Russell B. Thomas, “Truth and Fiction of

the Champoeg Meeting,” O.H.Q,, XXX
(September, J929). Arthur L. Throck-

morton, Oregon Argonauts: Merchant Ad-

venturers o\i the Western Frontier (Port-

land, Ore., 1961), is, despite its title, a

sober and enlightening study of business

activity among the Oregon pioneers for

the period 1839-1869.

The Oregon Settlement. General ac-

counts of the diplomacy of the Oregon set-

tlement are in J.S. Reeves, American

Diplomacy under Tyler and Polk (Balti-

more, 1907), and Eugene I. McCormac,

James K. Polk; A Political Biography

(Berkeley, Calif., 1922). A fuller account

will be found in Melvin C. Jacobs, Winning

Oregon (Caldwell, Idaho, 1938), although

this should be supplemented with the inter-

pretation by Richard W. Van Alstyne,

“International Rivalries in Pacific North-

west,” XLVI (September, 1945).

Norman A. Graebner, Empire on the

Pacific (New York, 1935), holds that

commercial factors were a principal influ-

ence in the annexation of both Oregon and

California.

The most convincing story of the diplo-

macy of Oregon is told in a series of articles

by Frederick Merfc: “The Oregon Ques-

tion in the Webster-Ashburton Negotia-

tions,” M.V.H.R,, XLin (December,

1956), which demonstrates why the ques-

tion was not settled in 1S42, “Oregon Pio-

neers and tile Boundary Settlement,”

A.H.R., XXIX (July, 1924), which shows
the influence of settlers on the negotia-

tions, “British Party Politics and the Ore-

gon Treaty,” A.H.R.^ IfXXVII (July,

1932), which links the settlement to the

English political scene, and "British Gov-
ernment Propaganda and the Oregon

849

Treaty,” A.H.R., XL (October, 1934),

which shows how British public opin-

ion was prepared for the surrender of Ore-

gon. The view that Lord Aberdeen was

influential in the surrender, as set forth in

these articles, is challenged, not too con-

vincingly, in Wilbur D. Jones, Lord Aber-

deen and the Americas (Athens, Ga.,

1958). James O. McCabe, “Arbitration

and the Oregon Question,” XLI
(December, i960), demonstrates that Eng-

land favored arbitration as a means of set-

tling a troublesome dispute over a ter-

ritory that she really did not want, and

that American pressures prevented this.

Equally enlightening is a study by Richard

S. Cramer, “British Magazines and the

Oregon Question,” P.H.R., XXXII (Nov-

ember, 1963), which shows that British

magazines generally opposed any surrender

for political reasons, and not because of

any genuine interest in the territory. The

impact of the Oregon question on American

politics is expertly discussed in Frederick

Merk, “Presidential Fevers,”

XLVn (June, i960), and Norman Graeb-

ner, “Politics and the Oregon Compro-

mise,” P.N.Q., LII (January, 1961).

XXVI THE GREAT BASIN
FRONTIER

General Works. Despite the voluminous

literature on Mormonism, relatively few

books are sufficiently objective to be relia-

ble. Of the general histories, the best is

Thomas F. O’Dea, The Mormons (Chi-

cago, 1957), an impartial and thorough

study by a sociologist. Of equal merit is the

biography of the founder of the church:

Fawn M. Brodic, No Man Knows My His-

tory. The Life Story of Joseph Smith

(New York, 194s). The most comprehen-

sive official history of the church is Brigham

H. Roberts, A Comprehensive History of

the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day

Saints, 6 v. (Salt Lake City, 1930). Brig-

ham Young has been less fortunate in a

biographer than Joseph Smith; Morris R.

Werner, Brigham Young (New York,
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1925), and Susa Y. Gates and L.B. Widstoe,

The Life Story of Brigham Young (New
York, 1930), are popular, while Preston

Nibley, Brigivam Young, the Man and His

Work (Salt Lake City, 1936), is strongly

prejudiced in favor of Young. A usable col-

lection of documents dealing with all phases

of Mormon history is William Mulder and

A.R. Mortensen, Among the Mormons.

Human Accounts by Contemporary Observ-

ers (New York, 1958).

The Mormon Migration Westward. The

persecutions that drove the Mormons from

Missouri are reviewed in Herman C. Smith,

“Mormon Troubles in Missouri,” M.H.R.,

IV (July, 1910), and Rollin J. Britton,

“Early Days on Grand River and the Mor-

mon War,” M.H.R., XIII (January, 1919)-

XIV (April—July, 1920). A competent sur-

vey of an event that followed the Missouri

persecutions is George R. Gayler, “Attempts

by the State of Missouri to Extradite Joseph

Smith, 1841-1843,” M.H.R., LVIII (Octo-

ber, 1963). Robert B. Flanders, Nauvoo:

Kingdom on the Mississippi (Urbana, 111.,

*9<5s), is an objective and well-written his-

tory of the Mormon residence in Illinois.

Reasons for their growing unpopularity

there are examined in George R. Gayler,

“The Mormons and Politics in Illinois,

1839-1844,” J.I.S.H.S., XLIX (Spring,

1956), and Hamilton Gardner, “The

Nauvoo Legion, 1840-1845—A Unique

Military Organization,” J.I.S.H.S., LIV

(Summer, 1961). Their exodus across Iowa

is described in R.E. Harvey, “The Mormon

Trek Across Iowa Territory,” A. of

XXVIII (July, 1946), and Jacob Van dcr

Zee, “The Mormon Trails in Iowa,”

I.J.H.P., XII (January, 1914). Their ex-

periences at Winter Quarters are the theme

of E.W. Shumway, “Winter Quarters,

Nebraska, 1846—1848,” N.H., XXXV (June,

1954-).

The Mormon migration to Utah is skil-

fully described in Wallace Stegner, The

Gathering of Zion: The Story of the Mor-

mon Trail (New York, 1964), a book that

combines sound scholarship, objectivity, and

a sparkling literary style. The organization

of the migrating parties is expertly dc-

scribed in Philip A.M. Taylor, “The Mor-
mon Crossing of the United States, 1840-
1870,” U.H.Q., XXV (October, 1957). For
the important 1847 migration to Utah, Wil-
liam Clayton’s Journal (Salt Lake City,

1921), is a revealing document; Appleton

Milo Harmon Goes West (Berkeley, Calif.,

1946), is another excellent journal of that

trip. One of the finest Mormon overland

diaries, which also describes life in pioneer

Utah, is Juanita Brooks, ed.. On the Mor-
mon Frontier: The Diary of Hosea Stout,

1844-1861, 2 V. (Salt Lake City, 1965).

Documents on the handcart migration, to-

gether with an excellent account of that sub-

ject, are in LeRoy R. Hafen and Ann W,
Hafen, Handcarts to Zion (Far West and

the Rockies Historical Series, Glendale,

Calif., i960). Two biographies of the

pioneers of special value are: John H. Evans,

Charles Coulson Rich, Pioneer Builder of

the West (New York, 1936), and Reva

Stanley, A Biography of Parley P, Pratt}

the Archer of Paradise (Caldwell, Idaho,

1937).

The first settlements are well described

in Andrew L. NefiF, History of Utah, 184^-

i86y (Salt Lake City, 1940) ;
H.H. Ban-

croft, History of Utah, 1$40-1886 (San

Francisco, 1889) also has material of value.

CJD. Harris, Salt Lake City, a Regional

Capital (Chicago, 1940), tells the story of

the principal city.

Expansion of Mormon Settlements. Early

expansion is admirably described in L.H.

Creer, The Founding of an Empire: The

Exploration and Colonization of Utah,

1776-1856 (Salt Lake City, 1947)- Mil-

ton R. Hunter, Brigham Young the Colo-

nizer (Salt Lake City, 1940), is an excel-

lent account of expansion within the Great

Basin area and beyond, as is Nels Anderson,

Desert Saints: The Mormon Frontier in

Utah (Chicago, 1942)* Helpful biographies

of leaders in the expansion include; Juanita

Brooks, Dudley Leavitt, Pioneer to Southern

Utah (St. George, Utah, i94*)>
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Bailey, Jacob Hamblin, Buckskin A'postU

(Los Angeles, 194.8). Robert G. Cleland

and Juanita Brooks, cds., A Mortnon Chron-

icU: The Diaries of John D. Lee, 1848-

1876, z V. (San Marino, Calif., 1955) « a

rewarding document.

The reliance of Mormons on attracting

converts from abroad is brilliantly described

in Philip A.M. Taylor, Expectations West-

<wafd (Edinburgh, Scotland, 1965), which

makes clear the elaborate machinery devised

by Brigham Young to care for immigrants

at every stage of their journey. On this

same subject see Andrew Jenson, History of

the Scandinavian Mission (Salt Lake City,

1917), which describes missionary activity

in one important area, and William Mulder,

Homeward to Zion; the Mormon Migration

front Scandinavia (Minneapolis, 1957), the

last a scholarly account.

The emphasis of the Mormons on group

activity is partially explained in Ephraim E.

Ericksen, The Psychological and Ethical

Aspects of Mormon Croup Life (Chicago,

1913). The effect of this spirit on their

social life is the theme of William J. Mc-

Niff, Heaven on Earth: A Planned Mor~

snon Society (Oxford, Ohio, 1940). Its im-

portance in the economic realm is discussed

in Levi E. Young, The Founding of Utah

(New York, 1913), and especially in Leon-

ard J. Arrington, Great Basin Kingdom:

An Economic History of the Latter-Day

Saints, zS^o-s^oo (Cambridge, Mass.,

1959) the latter a monumental work of

scholarship. The remarkable cohesiveness of

the Mormons is explained in terms of per-

sonal loyalty to Brigham Young in Philip

A.M. Taylor, “Early Mormon Loyalty and

the Leadership of Brigham Young,” U.H.Q.,

XXX (Spring, 196a), and as a result of tite

unusual combination of geographic and

religious forces in Philip A.M. Taylor and

Leonard J. Arrington, “Religion and Plan-

ning in the Far West: The First Generation

of Mormons in Utah,” Ec.H.R., XI (Au-
gust, 1958). That the Mormons did respond

to frontier forces by moving toward greater

democracy is argued in 'Alexander Evanoff,
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“The Turner Thesis and Mormon Begin-

nings in New York and Utah,” UJi.Q;

XXXIII (Spring, 1965)-

Mormon Conflicts with the United States.

An excellent, scholarly survey of the mount-

ing tensions and conflict is in Norman F.

Furniss, The Mormon Conflict, 1850-1859

(New Haven, Conn., 1960)5 a briefer ac-

count is in Leland H. Creer, Utah and the

Nation (Seattle, 1929). Dale L. Morgan,

“The State of Deseret,” UAJ.Q., VIII

(April-July, 1940) is a thorough account

of governmental beginnings. The anti-Mor-

mon spirit that was stirring in the United

States by 1856 is discussed in Richard D.

Poll, “The Mormon Question Enters Na-

tional Politics, 1850-1856,” U.H.Q., XXV
(April, 1957), while the religious revival-

ism that stirred the Mormons to the point

of bloodshed is described in Gustive O. Lar-

son, “The Mormon Reformation,” U.H.Q.,

XXVI (January, 1958). Gustive O. Larson,

“Land Contest in Early Utah,” UJI.Q.,

XXIX (October, 1961), shows that hostility

to federal surveyors was a principal cause of

Mormon opposition. The account of the

episode that touched off the conflict by

Juanita Brooks, The Mountain Meadows
Massacre (rev. edn., Norman, Okla., 1962),

is objective and scholarly, as is the same

author’s biography of a principal fomenter

of that outbreak, John Doyle Lee; Zealot—
Pioneer Builder—Scapegoat (Glendale,

Calif., 1961). The military events of the

Mormon War are described in Richard D.

Poll and Ralph W. Hansen, “ ‘Buchanan’s

Blunder’—^The Utah War, 1857-1858,”

XXV (Fall, 1961). Documents on the

war are in LeRoy R, Hafen and Ann W,
Hafen, eds., The Utah Expedition, 1857-

1858 (Far West and Rockies Series, Glen-

dale, Calif., 1958), and O.G. Hammond, ed.,

The Utah Expedition, S857—1858 ; Letters of

Captain Jessie A. Gove (Concord, N.H.,

1928). The career of the mediator who
ended the conflict is traced in Oscar O. Win-

dier, ed., The Private Papers and Diary of

Thomas Lieper Katse, A Friend of the Mor-
mons (San Fr.Tncisco, 1937),
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XXVII THE CONQUEST OF
CALIFORNIA,
1830-1846

General Works. The most voluminouj

single work on California is H.H. Bancroft,

History of CaliforniiS, 7 v. (San Francisco,

18X4-90), ^Wch has tstn iW fovmdation

for a large part of the subsequent work on

the subject. Other valuable general accounts

are Theodore H. Hittell, History of Cali-

fornia, 4 V. (San Francisco, 1885-97) and

Zoeth S. Eldredge, History of California,

5 V. (New York, *915). Of one volume

histories of California the most important

for the period of this chapter are Robert

G. Cleland, History of California: The

American Period (New York, 1922), which

was extensively used in the preparation of

this chapter} Robert G. Cleland, Prom

Wilderness to Empire: A History of Cali-

fornia (rev. edn., New York, 1959), a more

popular, but no less careful account} John

W. Caughey, California (New York, 1940),

and Andrew F. Rolle, California: A History

(New York, 196s), which places stress on

the recent period but has admirable sum-

maries of the pioneer era. Valuable insights

are also in Earl Pomeroy, The Pacific Slope

(New York, 1965). A detailed older study

is Irving B. Richman, California Under

Spain and Mexico, 1535-1847 (Boston,

1911).

The Coming of the Traders. The only

complete account of the important sea otter

trade is Adele Ogden, The California Sea

Otter Trade, 1784-1848 (Berkeley, Calif.,

1941). Two contemporary narratives of the

trade that have been reprinted are William

.Shaler, Journal of a Voyage bet<iueen China

and the North-Western Coast of America,

made in 1804 (Claremont, Calif., 1935),

and D. Mackenzie Brown, ed., China Trade

Days in California i
Selected Letters from

the Thompson Papers, 1832-1863 (Berke-

ley, Calif., 1947). Adele Ogden is also re-

sponsible for two scholarly articles describ-

ing the hide and tallow trade: “Hides and

Tallow: McCulloch, Hartnell and Company,

1822-1828,” C.H.S.Q., VI (September,

1927), and “Boston Hide Droghers along

the California Shores,” C.HJS,Q., VIII (De-

cember, 1929), the latter a history of the

firm of Bryant and Sturgis. A sound biogra-

phy of a leading trader is Andrew F. Rolle,

An American in California: The Biography

of WiiUam Heath Davis, r 822-/ 909 (San

Marino, Calif., 1956). The best contem-

porary descriptions are in Richard H. Dana,

Two Years Before the Mast (New York,

1840), Richard Henry Dana, Tvio Years

Before the Mast, 2 v. (Los Angeles 1964),

a superbly edited edition with additional

documents prepared by John H. Kemble,

Doyce B. Nunis, Jr., ed.. The California

Diary of Paxton Dean Atherton, s836-t8ig

(San Francisco, 1964), the diary of a clerk

for the hide firm of Alpheus B. Thompson,

and Alfred Robinson, Life in California

(New York, 1846), reprinted as Life in Cali-

fornia before the Conq^uest (San Francisco,

1925). The spread of the catde ranching on

which the trade was built is described in

L.T. Burcham, “Cattle and Range Forage

in California: 1770-1880,” A.H.^ XXXV

(July, 1961).

Early trade between Santa Fe and south-

ern California is discussed in Alice B. Ma-

loney, “The Richard Campbell Party of

1827,” XVIII (December, 1939))

and Eleanor Lawrence, “Mexican Trade

between Santa Fe and Los Angeles, 1830-

1848,” C.H.S.Q., X (March, 193O. Docu-

ments are in LeRoy R. HafeP and Ann W.

Hafen, eds.. Old Spanish Trail: Santa Fe

to Los Angeles (Far West and Rockies

Series, Glendale, Calif., 1954)-

The early fur traders are described in

Hiram M. Chittenden, The American Fur

Trade in the Par West, 3 v. (rev. edn.. New

York, 1935), and especially Robert G.

Cleland, This Reckless Breed of Men: The

Trappers and Fur Traders of the SouUmest

(New York, 1950). James Ohio Pattie, T/ts

Personal Narrative of Jamei 0 . Pattie of

Kentucky (Cincinnati, i83i> and later

edns.), is colorful rather that reliable. Es-

sential is Joseph J. Hill, “Ewing Young m

the Fur Trade of the Far Southwest, 1822-
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iS3+,” O.H.Q., XXIV (March, 1923). On

the important explorations of Jedediah Smith

the classic work is Dale L. Morgan, Jede-

dtah Smith and the Ofening of the West (In-

dianapolis, 1953), which has displaced Mau-

rice S. Sullivan, Jedediah Smith, Trader

and Trail Blazer (New York, 1936). Docu-

ments describing Smith’s California journeys

arc in Harrison C. Dale, ed., T/te Ashley-

Smith Explorations and the Discovery of

the Central Route to the Pacific, iSaz-tStg

(Cleveland, 1919), Maurice S. Sullivan,

ed., The Travels of Jedediah Smith (Santa

Ana, Calif., 1934), and especially. Dale

Morgan, ed.. The West of William H.

Ashley (Denver, 1964). A popular history

of Smith’s California explorations is Alson

J. Smith, Men Against the Mountains:

Jedediah Smith atid the South West Expedi-

tion of 1836-182^ (New York, 1965). An

able biography of an early California trader

is Douglas S. Watson, West Wind: The Life

of Joseph Reddeford Walker (Los Angeles,

1934), while Robert V. Hine, Edviard

Kern and American Expansion (New Ha-

ven, Com.., 1962), tells the story of an

American artist who visited California with

one of Fremont’s expeditions.

Material concerning some of the perma-

nent settlers in California before 1841 is to

be found in: George D. Lyman, John

Marsh, Pioneer (New York, 1930), Reuben

L. Underhill, From Cowhide to Golden

Fleece (Stanford, Calif., 1939), the best

biography of Thomas O. Larkin
;
and James

P. Zollinger, Sutter: The Man and His Em-
pire (New York, 1939). John A. Hawgood,

“John Augustus Sutter: A Reappraisal,” A.

and W., IV (Winter, 1962), is art excellent

pen portrait. Documents are in George P,

Hammond, ed., The Larkin Papers, 10 v.

(Berkeley, Calif., 1951-64) and Douglas

S. Watson, ed.. The Diary of Johann Au-

gustus Sutter (San Francisco, 1932). Wil-

liam H. Davis, Seventy-Five Years in Cali-

fornia (San Francisco, 1929), is valuable.

The Overland Migrations. Popular, but

sparklingly written and based on research,

is George R. Stewart, The California Trail;
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An Epic with Many Heroes (New York,

1962). Doyce B. Nunis, Jr., “California,

Why We Came: Myth or Reality,” C.H.S.Q.,

XLIV (June, 1965), discusses the literature

that has helped promote migration to Cali-

fornia. A graphic account of the adventures

of the first overland party to reach Califor-

nia is in the biography of its leader; Rock-

well D. Hunt, John Bidwell, A Prince of

California Pioneers (Caldwell, Idaho,

1942). Bidwell’s own account has been re-

printed as John Bidwell, Journey to Cali-

fornia (San Francisco, 1937). George R.

Stewart, ed.. The Opening of Hie California

Trail (Berkeley, Calif., 1953), contains

the records of the leading immigrant party

of 1844, while the chronicler of an impor-

tant group of 1846 was Edwin Bryant,

What I Saw in California (Santa Ana,

Calif., 1936). Nearly all contemporary

records and reminiscences concerning the

tragic Donner party are in Charles F. Mc-

Glashan, History of the Donner Party

(latest edn., Stanford, California, 1947).

An excellent modern study is George R.

Stewart, Ordeal by Hunger. The Story of

the Donner Party (rev. edn., Boston, 1960).

American Acquisition of California. The
standard work on the growth of annexation

sentiment in the United States is Robert G.

Cleland, “The Early Sentiment for the An-

nexation of California: An Account of the

Growth of American Interest in California,

i 83S-> 846>” S.H.Q., XVIII (July, 19x4

to January, 1915). E.D. Adams, “English

Interest in the Annexation of California,”

A.H.R., XIV (July, 1909), shows that

American fears of English annexation were

groundless. That they existed was due in

part to the outspoken statements by the

British consul in California, Alexander

Forbes, California: A History of Upper and

Lower California (London, 1S39). A.P.

Nasatir, “French Activities in California

before Statehood,” A.H.A., Pacific Coast

Branch, Proceedings, III (1928), explores

the fears aroused by alleged French designs

on the region. Standard diplomatic accounts

are in Jesse S. Reeves, American Diplomacy
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under Tyler and Polk (Baltimore, 1907),

Eugene I, McCormac, James K. Polk: A
Political Biograf/ty (Berkeley, Calif.,

1922), and St. George L. Sioussat, “James

Buchanan,” in TAe American Secretaries of

State and Their Diplomacy, V (New York,

1928). All of these works should be supple-

mented by the stimulating interpretation in

Norman Graebner, Empire on the Pacific

(New York, 1955), which holds that com-

mercial interests in the East were primarily

responsible for the demand for both Califor-

nia and Oregon. Theodore Grivas, Military

Governments in California, 1846—1850

(Glendale, Calif., 1963) is concerned with

the adjustment of governmental agencies to

the new regime, while the manner In which

these agencies stimulated economic activity

is discussed in Gerald D. Nash, State Gov-

ernment and Economic Development: A
History of Administration Policies in Cali-

fornia, sS^g-ig^y (Berkeley, Calif., 1964).

XXVIII THE MEXICAN WAR
General Works. The most thorough study

of relations between the United States and

Mexico preceding the outbreak of the war

is George L. Rives, The United States and

Mexico, 1831—1848, 2 V. (New York,

1913). Briefer accounts are in J. Fred

Rippy, The Usiited States and Mexico (New

York, 1931), and Nathaniel W. Stephenson,

Texas and the Mexican War {Chronicles

of America Series, New Haven, 1911). The

standard biography of the American Presi-

dent is Eugene I. McCormac, James K,

Polk: A Political Biography (Berkeley,

Calif., 1932), but the first volume of a new

two-volume work on Polk, Charles G. Sel-

lers, Jr., Jasnes K. Polk, Jacksonian,

1845 (Princeton, 1957), indicates that this

will be displaced when the second volume

appears. Charles A. McCoy, Polk and the

Presidency (Austin, Tex., i960), examines

the internal policies and conflicts of the Polk

administration, while Claude H. Hall, Abel

Parker Upshur: Conservative Virginian,

ijgo—1844 (Madison, Wise., 1963), is the

biography of his secretary of state. Milo M.

Quaife, ed.. The Diary of James K. Polk
during His Presidency, 4 v. (Chicago,

1910), gives an intimate picture of the pe-

riod. Proof that Polk was not carried into

office with the campaign cry of “Fifty-Four

Forty or Fight” is advanced in Hans
Sperber, “Fifty-four Forty or Fight: Facts

and Fictions,” A.S., XXXII (February,

1957), and Edwin A. Miles, “Fifty-four

Forty or Fight—an American Political

Legend,” M.V.H.R., XLIV (September,

» 957 )-

Causes of the Mexican War. The older

historical point of view, that the war was

caused by aggressive slaveholders seeking

more land, was first successfully challenged

by Justin H. Smith, The War with Mexico,

2 V. (New York, 1919), which remains the

standard account of the struggle. Smith’s

thesis, diat Mexican inefficiency justified war

on the part of the United States, has been

modified by later scholars studying specific

phases of the problem. H. Donaldson Jor-

dan, “A Politician of Expansion: Robert J.

Walker,” M.V.H.R., XIX (December,

1932), holds Polk and his cabinet at least

as responsible as Mexico, a view anticipated

in William E. Dodd, Robert J. Walker, hn-‘

perialist (Chicago, 1914). Richard R. Sten-

berg, “The Failure of Polk’s Mexican War

Intrigue of 1845,” P.H.R., IV (March,

^ 93 S)> &°cs beyond by charging that Polk

tried to precipitate war in 1845.

Modern scholars recognize that western

expansion was at least as influential in

inclining the United States toward war as

southern imperialism. This view was ad-

vanced in William E, Dodd, “The West

and the War with Mexico,” J.I.S.H.S., V

(July, 1912). Charles S. Boucher, “In Re

that Aggressive Slavocracy,” M.V.H.R.,

VIII (June—September, 1921), shows that

most influential slaveholders opposed the

war. This thesis is developed in Clayton S,

Ellsworth, “The American Churches and

tlie Mexican War,” A.H.R., XLV (January,

1940), which demonstrates that churches in

the West favored American entrance while

those in the East were opposed. In a chal-
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) lenging study, Frederick Merk, Manifest

Destiny and Mission in American History;

A Reinterpretation (New York, j 963)> sug-

gests that historians have overemphasized

the strength of expansionist sentiment, and

that “manifest destiny” was not the force

'they have assumed. Peter T. Harstad and

Richard W. Resh, “The Causes of the Mex-

,ican War: A Note on Changing Interpreto-

dons,” A. and- W., VI (Winter, 1964), is an

uncriucal listing of the changing points of

view over the years. A fresh study of the

whole problem is badly needed.

California and the Bear Flag Revolt. All

histories of California deal extensively with

the Bear Flag Revolt and annexation. The

fullest treatment is in Robert G. Cleland,

A History of California: The American Pe-

riod (New York, 1923), but thorough ac-

counts are also in John W. Caughey, Cali-

fornia (New York, 1940), Robert G.

Cleland, From Wilderness to Empire (New

York, 1959), and Andrew F, Rollc, Cali-

fornia: A History (New York, 1963). John

A. Hawgood, “The Pattern of Yankee In-

filtration in Mexican Alta California, 1821-

1846,” P.H.R., XXVIl (February, 1938),

is an impressive indictment of American

policy.

Fremont’s role in the Bear Flag Revolt is

discussed by his biographers, Allan Nevins,

Fremont; Pathmarker of the West (New
York, 1939), and Cardinal Goodwin, John

Charles Fremont (Palo Alto, Calif., 1930).

The explorer’s own story is told in Memoirs

of My Life (New York, 1887). Historians

have been unable to agree on whether Fre-

mont knowingly precipitated the revolt.

Ernest A. Wiltsee, The Truth About Fre-

mont: An Inquiry (San Francisco, 1936),

and Richard R. Stenberg, “Polk and Fre-

mont, 1845-1846,” P.H.R., VII (Septem-

ber, 193S), hold that he acted on secret

instructions from Polk
5 more convincing

is the opposite conclusion reached by George

Tays, “Fremont Had No Secret Instruc-

tions,” P.H.R., IX (June, 1940), and John
A. Hussey, “The Origin of the Gillespie

Mission,” C.H.S.Q., XIX (March, 1940).
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Additional light is thrown on the problem,

which is probably insoluble, in a competent

biography of the officer who delivered mes-

sages to Frimonf. Werner H. Marti, Mes-

senger of Destiny; The California Adven-

tures, s8^6—t8^y, of Archibald H. Gillespie,

U.S. Marine Corps (San Francisco, i960).

Edwin G. Gudde and Elizabeth X. Gudde,

eds., Exploring with Fremont. The Private

Diaries of Charles Preuss (Norman, Okla.,

*958), is the journal of a European who

accompanied Frdmont on several of his ex-

peditions. The standard biography of

Thomas O. Larkin is Reuben L. Underhill,

From Cowhide to Golden Fleece (Stanford,

Calif., 1939). John A. Hawgood, ed., First

and Last Consul (San Marino, Calif., 1962)

reproduces important Larkin letters. The

laudatory history of a leading Californian

is Myrtle M. McKittrick, Vallejo, Son of

California (Portland, Ore., 1944).

The Military Phase, The most thorough

history of the war is Justin H. Smith, The

War With Mexico, 2 v. (New York, 1919)5

more recent works such as Robert S. Henry,

The Story of the Mexican War (New York,

1950), add little save readability, while

Otis A. Singletary, The Mexican War (Chi-

cago, i960), is a brief resumd of traditional

information. Biographies of the leading gen-

erals contain additional material. Recent

studies of the Mexican commander include:

Wilfrid H. Callcott, Santa Anna; The Story

of an Enigma Who Once Was Mexico (Nor-

man, Okla., 1936), and Frank C. Hanighen,

Santa Anna, The Napoleon of the West

(New York, 1934). For the two American

leaders the student may consult: Holman
Hamilton, Zachary Taylor (New York,

1942), Silas B. McKinley and Silas Bent,

Old Rough and Ready; The Life and Times

of Zachary Taylor (New York, 1946),

Braincrd Dyer, Zachary Taylor (Baton

Rouge, 1946), Arthur D.H. Smith, Old

Fuss and Feathers; The Life and Exploits

of Lt.-General Winfield Scott (New York,

1937) > and Charles W. Elliott, Winfield

Scott: The Soldier and the Man (New York,

1937)* Charles P. Roland, Albert Sidney
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Johnston: Soldier of Three Re-publics

(Austin, Tex,, 1964), describes the mi'itary

exploits of a commander of Texan volun-

teers who played a leading part in the Battle

of Monterrey. Particularly valuable is the

excellent biography of the commander of the

Army of the West: Dwight L. Clarke,

Stephen Watts Kearny: Soldier of the West

(Norman, Okla., 1961).

Light is thrown on the operations of the

volunteer system in the capable case study

by Henry W. Barton, “Five Texas Frontier

Companies duiing the Mexican War,”

S.n.Q., LXVI (July, 1962), George M.
Brooke, Jr., “The Vest Pocket War of Com-

modore Jones,” XXXI (August,

1962)

,
capably describes the ill-timed at-

tack of Jones on Monterey, while William

H. Ellison, “San Juan to Cahuenga: The
Experiences of Fremont’s Battalion,” P.H.R.y

XXVII (August, 1958), is a clear account

of Fremont’s role in the suppression of the

uprising in the southern part of the region.

The role of the Apache and other Indians in

weakening northern Mexico is the theme of

Ralph A, Smith, “Indians in American-

Mexican Relations before the War of 1 846,”

H.A.H.R.y XLIII (February, 1963). Two
modern studies throw light on Doniphan’s

expedition: Ralph A. Smith, “The ‘King of

New Mexico’ and the Doniphan Expedi-

tion,” NM.H.Q., XXXVIII (January,

1963)

,
which describes the exploits of James

Kirker, a professional Indian hunter who

served as scout for Doniphan, and Thomas

L. Karnes, “Gilpin’s Volunteers on the

Santa Fe Trail,” XXX (Spring,

1964)

,
which explains the role of Doni-

phan’s men after returning from Mexico.

Soldiers’ memoirs, which deal largely

with the romantic Doniphan and Kearny

expeditions, include: Ralph P. Bieber, ed..

Journal of a Soldier under Kearny and

Doniphan^ 1846—18 {Southvuest Historical

Series

f

Glendale, Calif., 1935), Ralph P.

Bieber, ed.. Marching With the Army of the

West, 1846—1848 {Southivest Historical

Series, Glendale, Calif., 1936), Ross Calvin,

ed., Lieutenant Emory Reports (Albuquer-

que, 1951). Jacob S. Robinson, Sketches of

the Great West. A Journal of the Santa-Fe

Expedition (Princeton, 193a), and Ralph

P. Bieber, ed., Exploring Soathviestern

Trails, 1846-1854 {Soulhiuest Historical

Series, Glendale, Calif., 1938). Journals of

two men who later attained fame are: Wil-

liam S. Myers, ed., The Mexican War
Diary of George B. McClellan (Princeton,

N.J., 19*7)1 and T. Harry Williams, ed.,

With Beauregard in Mexico: The Mexican

War Reminiscences of P.G.T. Beauregard

(Baton Rouge, 1956).

The Diplomacy of the War and Peace.

The standard account is Jesse S. Reeves,

American Diplomacy under Tyler and Balk

(Baltimore, 1907) but brief summaries are

in James M. Callahan, American Foreign

Policy in Mexican Relations (New York,

1932), and Samuel F. Bemis, ed.. The

A-tnerican Secretaries of State and Their

Diplomacy, 10 v. (New York, 1927-29).

Louis M. Sears, “Nicholas P. Trist, A
Diplomat with Ideals,” M.V.H.R., XI

(June, 1924), describes the American nego-

tiator, while the treaty of peace is consid-

ered in Julius Klein, The Making of the

Treaty of Guadaloupe Hidalgo on February

2, 1848 (Berkeley, Calif., 1905). The

standard work on changing American senti-

ment toward Mexico during the war is John

D.P. Fuller, The Movement for the Acqui-

sition of All Mexico, s846-t848 (Balti-

more, 1938). Divided attitudes on expansion

in the South are examined in John Hope

Franklin, “The Southern Expansionists of

1846,” J.S.H., XXV (August, 1959)1

Eugene K. Chamberlin, “Nicholas Trist and

Baja California,” PJi.R., XXXII (Febru-

ary, 1963), shows that the United States

could have obtained Lower California if

Trist had obeyed his instructions.

The thorough study of the Gadsden Pur-

chase by Paul N. Garber, The Gadsden

Treaty (Philadelphia, 1923), may be sup-

plemented with three articles by J.
Fred

Rippyt “The Boundary of New Mexico and

the Gadsden Treaty,” H.A.H.R., IV (No-

vember, 1921), “Anglo-American Filibus-
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ten and the Gadsden Treaty,” HJ.H.R., V

(May, 1911), and “The Negotiation of the

Gadsden Treaty,” S,H.Q., XXVII (July,

J923). Joseph F. Park, "The Apaches in

Mexican-American Relations, 1846-1861; A
Footnote to tiie Gadsden Treaty,” A. and

W., in (Summer, 1961), demonstrates that

American failure to stop Apache raids into

Mexico after 1848 was responsible for cer-

tain clauses in the treaty. A detailed history

of the boundary surveys that followed the

Mexican War is in Odie B. Faulk, “The

Controversial Boundary Survey and the Gads-

den Treaty,” A. and IV (Autumn,

1962), showing that the Gadsden Treaty

was necessary to rectify their mistakes.

The Origins of the Controversy over

Slavery in the Territories. The origins of

the Wilmot Proviso arc considered in

Charles B. Going, David Wilmot, Free

Sailer (New York, 1924) >
while Richard

R. Stenberg, “The Motivation of the Wil-

mot Proviso,” M.V'H.R., XVIII (March,

1932), argues that Wilmot’s political ambi-

tions led iiim to introduce the measure. Con-

stitutional arguments advanced in the debate

that followed are weighed in Jesse T. Car-

penter, T/ie South as a Conscious Minority,

i78f-i86s (New York, 1930), and Milo

M, Quaife, The Doctrine of Non-Interven-

tion viith Slavery in the Territories (Chi-

cago, 1910). The part of the Free Soil

Party in the elections of 1848 is treated in

Theodore C. Smith, The Liberty and Free

Soil Fatties in the Northviest (Cambridge,

Mass, 1897). An excellent full study of the

Compromise of 1850 is Holman Hamilton,

Prologue to Conflict: The Crisis assd Com-
promise of 18^0 (Lexington, Ky., 1964).

The role of Stephen A. Douglas in drafting

the compromise measures is explained in

George D. Harmon, “Douglas and the Com-
promise of 1850,” J.I.S.H.S., XXI (Janu-

ary, 1929), and Frank H, Hodder, “The
Authorship of the Compromise of 1850,”

XXll (March, 1936). Gerald
M. Capers, Stephen A. Douglas, Defender

of the Union (Boston, 1959), is a competent

brief biography, while important documents
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are in Robert W. Johannsen, The Letters of

Stephen A, Douglas (Urbana, 111., 1961).

Two other biographies that shed light on the

compromise are Gerald M. Capers, John

C, Calhoun—Opportunist: A Reappraisal

(Gainesville, Fla., i960), and Robert J.

Rayback, Millard Fillmore: Biography of

a President (Buffalo, 1959). Information

will also be found in the biographies of

Henry Clay, and especially George R,

Poage, Henry Clay and the Whig Party

(Chapel Hill, N.C., 1936). Holman Hamil-

ton, “Texas Bonds and Northern Profits; A
Study in Compromise, Investment, and

Lobby Influence,” M.VM.R., XLIII

(March, 1957), presents convincing proof

that Texan bondholders helped lobby the

Compromise through Congress, while the

same author’s “The ‘Cave of the Winds’ and

the Compromise of 1850,” J.S.H., XXIII

(August, 1957), is the best analysis of the

actual votes on the measure. Southern reac-

tion to the compromise is considered in Rich-

ard H. Shryock, Georgia and the Union in

1850 (Philadelphia, 1926), Arthur C. Cole,

“The South and the Right of Secession in

die Early Fifties,” M.V.H.R,, I (December,

1914), and Robert P. Brooks, “Howell Cobb

and the Crisis of 1 850,” M.V.H.R., IV (De-

cember, 1917). The effect of the measure

on a midwestern state is appraised in Morton

M. Rosenberg, “Iowa Politics and the Com-

promise of 1850,” l.J.H.P,, LVI (July,

1958), and on a southern state in John

Meador, “Florida and the Compromise of

1850,” F.H.Q. XXXIX (July, i960). Both

stress the political disintegration that fol-

lowed passage of the measure. The impact

of the compromise on a prominent religious

group is explored in Wesley Norton, “The

Presbyterian Press and the Compromise of

1850,” J.Presb.H., XL (December, 1962).

The California Gold Rush. Any study of

this subject should begin with the excellent

interpretative volume by Rodman W. Paul,

Mining Frontiers of the Far West, 1S4S-

18S0 {Histories of the American Frontier

Series, New York, 1963). The same author

tells the story in greater detail in his Cali-
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fornia Gold: The Beginnings of Mining in

the Far West (Cambridge, Mass., 1947).

Less penetrating is John W. Caughey,

Gold is the Cornerstone (Berkeley, Calif.,

1948). The discovery of gold is described

in the chatty biography of its discoverer,

George F. Parsons, The Life and Adventures

of James W. Marshall (San Francisco,

I93s)> and the more scholarly life of his

employer, James P. Zollinger, Sutter, the

Man and His Empire (New York, 1939).

Ralph P. Bieber, “California Gold Mania,”

M.V.H.R., XXV (June, 1948), is the best

discussion of the spread of the gold fever.

The rush westward is described in Owen

C. Coy, The Great Trek (Los Angeles,

1931), and more briefly in Stewart E,

White, The Forty Niners {Chronicles of

America Series, New Haven, Conn., 1918)

and Todd Webb, The Gold Rush Trail and

the Road to Oregon (Garden City, N.Y.,

1963). Letters describing the emigrants’ ex-

periences are in Walker D. Wyman, ed.,

California Emigrant Letters (New York,

1952). John H. Kemble,T/se Panama Route,

t844~s86g (Berkeley, Calif., 1943), and

Raymond A. Rydell, Cafe Horn to the

Pacific: the Rise and Decline of an Ocean

Highway (Berkeley, Calif., 1952), deal

with the sea routes to the mines. No single

history of the land routes has been written,

although the fine introduction to David M.

Potter, ed.. Trail to California: The Over-

land Journey of Vincent Geiger and Wake-

man Bryarly (New Haven, 1945), is of

great value, as is Dale L. Morgan, ed.. Over-

land Diary of James A. Pritchard (New

York, 1959). Both introductions are based

on the reading of a large number of diaries,

and together constitute an excellent history

of the overland trail. Leslie L.D. Shaffer,

“The Management of Organized Wagon

Trains on the Overland Trail,” M.H.R.,

LV (July, 1961) is based on wide reading

in emigrant diaries, and is enlightening. The

fact that most migrants found the deserts

e.asy to cross, and that an unusually heavy

rainfall allowed them to spread the impres-

sion that much of the West was fertile is

stressed in Watson Parker, “Wading to

California: The Influence of the Forty-

Niners on the Notion of a Great American
Desert,” G.P.J., III (Spring, 1964), Archer

B. Hulbert, Forty-Niners (Boston, 1931),
is a synthetic diary that catches the spirit

of the times accurately. Journals of travelers

who branched from the main trail to enter

southern California are collected in LeRoy
R. Hafen and Ann W. Hafen, eds.. Journals

of Forty-Niners, Salt Lake to Los Angeles

{Far West and Rockies Series, Glendale,

Calif., 1954) ; Ralph P. Bieber, ed.. Southern

Trails to California in 184^ {Southwest

Historical Series, Glendale, Calif., 1937),

performs the same service for the southern

trails. The best description of the route

across Mexico is Glenn S. Dumke, “Actoss

Mexico in ’49,” P.H.R,, XVIII (February,

1949). One of the most used guide books

has been reprinted as Joseph E. Ware, The

Emigrants' Guide to California (John W,

Caughey, ed., Princeton, N.J., 1932). The

coming of one large alien group to Califor-

nia is described in an excellent book based

on a careful study of shipping records:

Charles Bateson, Gold Fleet for California:

Forty Niners from Australia and New Zea-

land (East Lansing, Mich., 1964), while

the fortunes of less favored immigrants are

described in Gunther Barth, Bitter Strength:

A History of the Chinese in the United

States, iSgo-iSfo (Cambridge, Mass.,

1964).

Life in the gold fields is colorfully de-

scribed in Joseph H. Jackson, Anybody's

Gold. The Story of California's Mining

Towtts (New York, 1941)* Among the

fullest of the dozens of diaries kept by min-

ers and made available in modern editions

are John Steele, In Camp and Cabin (Chi-

cago, 1928), Bayard Taylor, Eldorado,

or Adventures in the Path of Empire (New

York, 1949), and Dale L. Morgan and

James R. Scobie, eds.. Three Years in Cali-

fornia: William PerkinP Journal of Life

in Sonora, 1849—1353 (Berkeley, Calif.,

1964). A little-known aspect of mining is

expertly treated in two articles by Rudolph
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M. Lapp, “The Negro in Gold Rush Cali-

fornia,” JMM., XLIX (April, 1964), and

“Negro Rights Activities in Gold Rush Cali-

fornia,” C.H.S.Q. (March, 1966), William

H. Ellison, A Self-Governing Domain (Berk-

elej', Calif., 195°). “ » of Califor-

nia’s political development during and after

the gold rush, a subject also explored in

Gerald D, Nash, State Government and Eco-

nomic Develofment; A History of Adminis-

tration Policies in California, 1849-1933

(Berkeley, Calif., 1964). Richard H. Dillon,

J. Ross Brovme; Confidential Agent in Old

California (Norman, Okla., 1965), is a

lively history of a colorful character who

served as an agent of the federal government

in California during the 1 850’s and afterward.

XXIX THE WEST AND
SLAVERY

General Works, The most recent general

interpretation of the 1 850’s is from the pen

of Allan Nevins: Ordeal of the Union, a v.

(New York, 1947), and The Emergence of

Lincoln, 2 v, (New York, 1950). A brief

and orthodox account is in Jay Monaghan,

Civil War on the Western Border, 1854—

1S63 (Boston, J955). The standard older

work, now outdated by new interpretations,

is James F. Rhodes, History of the United

States from the Compromise of 1830, 7 v.

(New York, 1893-1906), but a convenient

summary is in Henry H, Simms, A Decade of

Sectional Controversy, 1831—1861 (Chapel

Hill, N.C, 1942). Avery Craven, The
Coming of the Civil War (New York,

194s), is another modern account. A brief

history of the period is in the opening chap-

ters of J.G. Randall and David Donald,
The Civil War and Reconstruction (rev.

edn., Boston, 1961), while social aspects are

the theme of Arthur C. Cole, The Irrepressi-

ble Conflict, 1830—1863 (History of Ameri-
can Life Series, New York, 1934). Helpful
in understanding the decade of controversy
ate biographical studies such as David Don-
ald, Charles Sumner arid the Coming of the
Civil War (New York, i960), Gerald M.
Capen, Stephen A. Douglas, Defender of the
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Union (Boston, 1959), William E, Parrish,

David Rice Atchison of Missouri: Border

Politician (Columbia, Mo., 1961), and Al-

bert D. Kirwan, John J. Crittenden: The
Struggle for the Union (Lexington, Ky.,

196a).

The Period of Calm, 1850—1854. The
standard account is Roy F. Nichols, Frank-

lin Pierce: Young Hickory of the Granite

Hills (Philadelphia, 1931), which like all

good biographies is a history of a period as

well as a man. The same author studies the

politics of the era in The Democratic Ma-
chine, 1830—1834 (New York, 1923). Un-

dercurrents in the South that doomed the

era of peace are the theme of Laura A.

White, Robert Barnviell Rhett, pother of

Secession (New York, 1931), and Henry H.

Simms, Life of Robert M.T. Hunter: a

Stsidy in Sectioruilism and Secession (Rich-

mond, Va., 193s). The basis for growing

secession sentiment is considered in P.L.

Rainwater, “Economic Benefits of Secession:

Opinions in Mississippi in the 1850’s,”

J.S.H., I (November, 1935).

The Kansas-Nebraska Act. Douglas’ rea-

sons for introducing the unpopular measure

have long been disputed by historians. The

older view, tliat he was seeking soutliern

votes for the presidency, was challenged by

P. Orman Ray, The Repeal of the Missouri

Compromise (Cleveland, 1909), vvhlch ar-

gued the thesis that Douglas was responding

to a political conflict within Missouri. This

interpretation was challenged by Frank H.

Hodder in “The Genesis of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act,” S.H.S.W., Proceedings for

191a (Madison, Wise., 19x2), and “The

Railroad Background of the Kansas-

Nebraska Act,” M.V.H.R., XII (June,

19^5) > i*' which he argued that Douglas

devised the measure to secure a Pacific rail-

road terminus at Chicago. This view was

unsuccessfully challenged by Ray in “The

Genesis of the Kansas-Nebraska Act,”

A.HA., Annual Report for 1914 (Washing-

ton, D.C., 1916). The whole subject has

been more recently re-explored by James C.

Malin, The Nebraska Question, 1831-1854
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(Lawrence, Kans., 1953), which contends

that Douglas was responding to democratic

forces originating on the Kansas frontier.

The author presents this same viewpoint

more briefly in “Aspects of the Nebraska

Question, 1852—1854,” K.H.Q., XX (May,

1953), and “The Nebraska Question: A Ten

Year Record, 1844-1854,” N,H., XXXV
(March, 1954). He is substantiated by two

stimulating articles by Robert W. Johann-

sen, “The Kansas-Nebraska Act and the Pa-

cific Frontier,” P.H.R., XXII (May, 1953),

which studies the reaction of the west coast

to the act and concludes that the pioneers

viewed popular sovereignty as a democratic

instrument, not a device to extend slavery,

and “Stephen A. Douglas, ‘Harper’s Maga-

zine,’ and Popular Sovereignty,” M.V.H.R.y

XLV (March, 1959), which employs Doug-

las’ own words to substantiate this viewpoint.

The broader problem of Douglas’ motiva-

tion is carefully examined in James C.

Malin, “The Motives of Stephen A. Douglas

in the Organization of Nebraska Territory:

A Letter Dated December 17, 1853,”

K.H.Q., XIX (November, 1951) which finds

that the railroad and democratic forces alike

Influenced the act’s author, and in Roy F.

Nichols, “The Kansas Nebraska Act: A Cen-

tury of Historiography,” M.V.H.R., XLIII

(September, 1956), which not only reviews

the whole controversy but shows that po-

litical manipulation in Congress helped shape

the measure in its final form. Stimulating

essays on the entire subject, prepared by

members of the University of Kansas faculty,

are in Terrharial Kansas (Lawrence, Kans.,

* 954)> while a brief review is in William F.

Zornow, Kansas: History of the Jayhavsk

State (Norman, OkY'> 1957)- That the act

was primarily a creation of Douglas or any

other politician is challenged in Robert R.

Russel, “The Issues i'a the Congressional

Struggle over the Kansas-Nebraska Bill,

1854,” XXIX (^'(ay, 1963), which

shows that the slavery provisions were ham-

mered out as comprom" ^.measures in com-

mittee and caucus mee^drl^ between Northern

Democrats and Southerners of all political

hues. An excellent survey of the question is

Robert W. Johannsen, “Stephen A. Douglas,

Popular Sovereignty, and the Territories”

H, XXIII (August, i960).

The relationship of the Kansas-Nebraska

Act to other problems of the day has been

explored by several historians. Roy Gittin-

ger, “The Separation of Nebraska and

Kansas from the Indian Territory,”

M.V.H.R.y III (March, 1917), considers

its effect on Indian policy. Henry B.

Learned, “The Relation of Philip Phillips

to the Repeal of the Missouri Compromise

in 1854,” M.V.H.R.y VIII (March, 1921),

shows that the Alabama representative sug-

gested to Douglas that the act specifically

repeal the Missouri Compromise. Two
biographies of Douglas survey the whole

question: Allen Johnson, Stephen A. Doug-

laSy A Study in American Politics (New

York, 1908), which is out of date, and

George F. Milton, The Eve of Conflict.

Stephen A. Douglas and the Needless War

(Boston, 1934), which is over-laudatory.

The political results of the Kansas-Ne-

braska Act are considered in Ray A. Billing-

ton, The Protestant CrusadCy 1S00—1S60

(New York, 1938), which deals with the

Know-Nothings, Andrew W. Crandall, The

Early History of the Republican Party, SS54-

x8$6 (Boston, 1930), and George H. Mayer,

The Republican Party, 1854—s 964 (New

York, 1964). The Republican role in the elec-

tion of 1856 is described in Ruhl J. Bartlett,

John C. Fremo7tt and the Republican Party

(Columbus, Ohio, 1930), and in the various

biographies of Fremont, of which the latest

is Allan Nevins, Fremont, Pathmarker of

the West (New York, 1939). A case study

of the political chaos that followed passage

of the act is ably presented in Morton M.

Rosenberg, “The Kansas-Nebraska Act in

Iowa: A Case Study,” A. of I., XXXVII

(Fall, 1964), which shows how the measure

allowed Whigs to fuse with other elements

and capture the 1854 elections.

Bleeding Kansas, 1854-1857* The view

originally held by historians, that the New

England Emigrant Aid Society sayed Kansas
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for freedom, was set forth in Eli Thayer,

4 Hisiory of the Kansas Crusade (New

York, 1889). This interpretation was first

challenged by William O. Lynch, “Popular

Sovereignty and the Colonization of Kansas

from 1854, to r86o,” M.V.H.A., Proceed-

ings, IX (r9 « 7-»S).

statistics to prove that few New Englanders

reached Kansas during the decade. Addi-

uonal proof of this view, gleaned from the

papers of the company itself, is presented in

Ralph V. Harlow, “The Rise and Fall of

the Kansas Aid Movement,” XLI

(October, 1935)* A thorough study of the

company is in Samuel A. Johnson, “The

Genesis of the New England Emigrant Aid

Society,” K-B-Q-, HI (January, 1930),

while Robert E. Moody, “The First Year

of the Emigrant Aid Company,” N.E.Q.,

IV (January, 1931), adds additional in-

formation. Efforts of the company to bring

settlers from England are assessed in Percy

VV, Bidwell, "The New England Emigrant

Aid Company and English Cotton Supply

^Associations,” A.H.R., XXIII (October,

1917). That the company did play a signif-

icant role in the contest for Kansas is argued

in the first full-length, scholarly history of

its activities: Samuel A. Johnson, The Battle

Cry of Freedom: The New England Emi-

grant Aid Comfany in the Kansas Crusade

(Lawrence, Kans., 1954). Its post-1854

history is surveyed in Horace Andrews, Jr.,

“Kansas Crusade: Eli Thayer and the New
England Emigrant Aid Company,” N.E.Q.,

XXXV (December, 1962).

The Kansas warfare that followed the

initial settlements is briefly considered in

Philip S. Klein, President James Buchanan:

A Biografhy (University Park, Pa., 1962),
a work generally sympathetic to the Presi-

dent. Alice Nichols, Bleeding Kansas (New
York, 1954), is more colorful than reliable.

The traditional views reflected in this book
have been challenged by James C. Malin,
‘The Proslavery Background of the Kansas
Struggle,” M.V.H.R., X (December, 1923),
and the same author’s John Brown and the
Ugend of Fifty-Six (Philadelphia, 1942).
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These suggest that skirmishing over land

was responsible for much of the warfare, and

indicate that a thorough restudy of the whole

episode is needed. This is made even clearer

by the careful study of land disposal during

the period by Paul W. Gates, Fifty Million

Acres: Conflicts over Kansas Land Policy

^

1844-1890 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1954). Informa-

tion on the South’s efforts to win Kansas is

in Wallace L. Fleming, “The Buford Expedi-

tion to Kansas,” A.H.R., IV (October,

1900), Mary J. Klem, “Missouri in the

Kansas Struggle,” M.V.H.A., Proceedings,

IX (1917-18), Elmer L. Craik, “Southern

Interest in Territorial Kansas, 1854—1858,”

K.S.H.S., Collections, XV (1919—22), Gran-

ville D. Davis, “Arkansas and the Blood of

Kansas,” J.S.H., XVI (November, 1950),

and Floyd C. Shoemaker, “Missouri’s Pro-

slavery Fight for Kansas, 1854-1855,”

M.H.R., XLVIII (April, i954)-XLIX (Oc-

tober, 1954). The career of the North’s

leading agitator, John Brown, is studied in

the Malin biography listed above and more

briefly in Robert P. Warren, John Brown.

The Making of a Martyr (New York,

1929). W.H. Isely, “The Sharps Rifle

Episode in Kansas History,” A.H.R., XII

(April, 1907), deals with efforts of the

emigrant aid companies to arm settlers.

The Dred Scott Case, 1857. Brief dis-

cussions are in the constitutional histories of

the United States: Andrew C. McLaughlin,

Constitutional History of the United States

(New York, 1935), Homer C. Hockett,

Constitutional History of the United Stales,

i8xj-i8y6, 2 V. (New York, 1939), and

Carl B. Swisher, American Constitutional

Development (Boston, 1943), as well as in

biographies of Justice Taney: Carl B.

Swisher, Roger B. Taney (New York,

1935), Charles W. Smith, Roger B. Taney,

Jacksonian Jurist (Chapel Hill, N.C., 193d),

and Walter Lewis, Without Fear or Favor.

A Biography of Chief Justice Roger Brooke

Taney (Boston, 1965). The case is placed

in its historical setting by Charles Warren,

The Supreme Court in United States History,

i y, (Boston, 1926).
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The modern interpretation of the decision

began with an article by Frank H» Hodder,

“Some Phases of the Dred Scott Case,”

M.V.H.R., XVI (June, 19^9), which dem-

onstrated that the majority opinion was

forced on the Democratic judges by the

ambitions of the two Republican justices on

the bench. The political aspirations of one

of these northerners are surveyed in Francis

P. Weisenburger, The Life of John McLean

(Columbus, Ohio, 1937). E.I. McCormac,

“Justice Campbell and the Dred Scott Case,”

M.V.H.R., XIX (March, 1933), shows that

one of the southern justices reversed a former

opinion to agree with his colleagues.

Two studies of the case in the Missouri

courts show the impact of the slavery con-

troversy on changing legal opinion. Helen

T. Catterall, “Some Antecedents of the Dred

Scott Case,” A.H.R,, XXX (October, 19 2+),

demonstrates that in eight previous cases the

Missouri Supreme Court held a slave was

freed by residence in a free state. That the

state court’s changed opinion in the Dred

Scott Case was due to a desire to embarrass

the Benton faction politically is argued by

Richard R. Stenberg, “Some Political As-

pects of the Dred Scott Case,” M.VM.R.,

XIX (March, 1933).

The Triumph of Sectionalism, 1S57-

i85i. The best introduction to the Lincoln-

Douglas debates is the scholarly introduction

in Paul M. Angle, Created, Eqtial? The

Complete Lincoln-Douglas Debates of 18^8

(Chicago, 1958), but this should be bal-

anced with the challenging article by D. E.

Fehrenbacher, “Lincoln, Douglas, and the

‘Freeport Question’,” A.H.R., LXVI (April,

1961), which reveals that the Freeport

Doctrine was far less important than usu-

ally pictured by historians. Additional ma-

terial is in the numerous biographies of

Lincoln, of which the best multi-volume

treatment is J. G. Randall and Richard Cur-

rent, Lincoln the President^ 4 v. (New York,

1945-1955), and the best one-volume work

Benjamin P. Thomas, Abraham Lincoln: A
Biography (New York, 1952). Arthur C.

Cole, The Era of the Civil iVar (^Centennial

History of Illinois, Springfield, 111.,

gives the local background. Political events

following the debates are the theme of Philip

Auchampaugh, James Buchanan and His

Cabinet (Duluth, Minn., 1926), and Roy F.

Nichols, The Disruption of American Democ-
racy (New York, 1948). Frank H, Hodder,

“Some Aspects of the English Bill for the

Admission of Kansas,” A.H.A., Annual Re-

port for spot} (Washington, D,C,, 1908),
shows that the “land bribe” offered Kansas

was only the usual land granted to a new

state.

No modern interpretation of tlie election

of i860 has been written, but five essays by

as many competent historians present aspecu

of recent interpretations in Norman A.

Graebner, ed.. Politics and the Crisis of

i860 (Urbana, 111,, 1961). The older ac-

count, long standard, is Emerson D. Fite,

The Presidential Election of i860 (New

York, 1911), which fails to analyze sec-

tional aspects of the contest. Of particular

importance is Paul W. Gates, “The Struggle

for Land and the ‘Irrepressible Conflict’,”

P,S.Q,, LXVI (June, 1951), which reveals

the effect of Buchanan’s land policy in

weakening the Democratic Party in the; West

just before the election. This is also touched

upon in James C. Malin, “Thomas Jefferson

Sutherland, Nebraska Boomer,” NH.,

XXXIV (September, 1953). The forces

drawing West and Northeast together are

described in William E. Dodd, “The Fight

for the Northwest, i860,” A.H.R., XVI

(July, 1911), and more fully in the thought-

ful study by Henry C. Hubbart, The Older

Middle West, 1840-1880 (New York,

1936). Intellectual forces tending to unite

these two sections are touched upon in Philip

D. Jordan, ed., Letters of Eliab Macktnure

of Boston (New York, 1936), but deserve

further study. George M. Stephenson, The

Political History of Public Lands from

1840 to 1863 (Boston, i9i7)>

the legislative alliance on land policy. A.

similar study of the internal improvement

question is needed. The problem is brieflv

touched upon in Hubbart, Older fiU^dfc
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West cited above. The role of one com-

promise party in the election is appraised

in the biography of its candidate; Joseph H.

Parks, Jo/in Bell of Tennessee (Baton

Rouge, 1950)*
'

_ _

' The sectional implications of railroad

building in' the 1850’s is the theme of

Robert R. Russel, “A Revaluation of the

Period before the Civil War: Railroads,”

XV (December, 1928), while

construction is described in the works listed

in Chapter XIX. The important role of

British capital in building the western rail-

roads during the 1 850*3 is admirably ex-

plained in Ralph W. Hidy and Muriel E.

Hidy, “Anglo-American Merchant Bankers

and the Railroads of the Old Northwest,

1848-1860,” XXXIV (Summer,

i960), which is based on the records of

Baring Brothers and Company and George

Peabody and Company. The shifting trade

patterns of the region are explored in John

G. Clark, "The Antebellum Grain Trade

of New Orleans: Changing Patterns in the

Relation of' New Orleans with the Old

Northwest,” ^.H., XXXVIII (July, 1964),

and especially in A. L. KohImeier, T/se Old

. Nort/iiisest as' the Keystone of the Arch of

American federal Union: A Study in Com-

inerce and Politics (Bloomington, Ind.,

1938), Donald V. Smith, “The Influence of

the Foreign Born of the Northwest in the

; Election of i860,” M,V.H.R., XIX (Sep-

tember, 1932), deals with that important

subject.

The West in the Civil War. An adequate

survey is in Jay Monaghan, Civil War on
the Western Border, i8s4~zS6^ (Boston,

t9Ss)> The reasons for the West’s war de-

, mands are the subject of a Texan case study
by Charles W. Ramsdcll, “The Frontier and
Secession,” ‘ Studies in Southens History and
Poliiksi Inscribed to William Archibald
Dunning (New York, 1914). The secession

' *^®t'hlct in California is admirably surveyed
in Joseph Ellison, California and the Nation,
‘Sso-s86? (Berkeley, Calif., 1927), and in
the Northwest in Robert W. Johannsen,
Frontier Politics and the Sectional Conflict:
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The Pacific Northwest on the Eve of the

Civil War (Seattle, 1955). Comparable

studies for other frontier areas are needed.

Military operations west of the Missis-

sippi are touched upon in the monumental

work by Allan Nevins, The War for the

Unioss (New York, 1959—^in progress), and

are interpreted in Robert G. Athearn, “West

of Appomattox,” Montana, XII (Spring,

1962)

. This issue contains a number of

articles by scholars on aspects of the war in

the West. Ray C. Colton, The Civil War in

the Western Territories: Arizosta, Colorado,

New Mexico, and Utah (Norman, Okla.,

*959)> is overdetailed, but contains useful

information, as does Robert H. Jones, The

Civil War in the Northwest: Nebraska, Wis-

consin, Iowa, Minnesota, and the Dakotas

(Norman, Okla., i960). Stephen B. Oates,

Confederate Cavalry West of the River

(Austin, Tex., 1961), stresses warfare in

Arkansas and Missouri, as does William E.

Parrish, Turbulent Partnership: Missouri

and the Union, 1861—1865 (Columbia, Mo.,

1963)

. An aspect of the subject is compe-

tently treated in James L. Nichols, The

Confederate Quarterniaster in the Trans-

Mississippi (Austin, Tex., 1964).

Warfare in Kansas is excellently described

in Albert Castel, A Frontier State at War:

Kansas, 1861—1865 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1958),

while Samuel J. Crawford, Kansas in the

Sixties (Chicago, 1911), deals less ably with

Indian fighting there. The romantic adven-

tures of William C. Quantrill and other

border raiders in Missouri and the West are

the theme of Albert Castel, William Clarke

QsMntrill: His Life and Times (New York,

1962), and Richard S. Brownlee, Cray

Ghosts of the Confederacy: Guerrilla War-

fare in the West, 1861-1865 (Baton Rouge,

1958). Warfare in the Southwest is the

theme of Annie H. Abel, “The Indians in

the Civil War,” A.H.R., XV (March, 1910)

which describes the activities of the Five

Civilized Tribes, and of Walter L. Brown,

"Pea Ridge: Gettysburg of the West,”

A.H.Q., XV (Spring, 1956), which is the

history of an important battle fought in
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1862. The role of Colorado volunteers in

New Mexico and elsewhere is described in

William C. Whitford, Colorado Volunteers

in the Civil War (Denver, 1906), Ovando

J. Hollister, Boldly They Rode (Lakewood,

Colo., 1949), a reprint of the memoirs of

a participant, and Martin H. Hall, “Colo-

rado Volunteers Save New Mexico for the

Union,” MJ., XXXVIII (October, 1956).

Martin H. Hall, Sibley^s New Mexico Cam-

paign (Austin, Tex., i960), is a scholarly

study of the invasion of New Mexico by a

Confederate army. The war along the

Pacific coast is the theme of Aurora Hunt,

The Army of the Pacific (Glendale, Calif.,

1951).

The efiFect of the Civil War on western

agriculture is brilliantly examined in Paul

W. Gates, Agriculture and the Civil War
(New York, 1965). The degree to which

the war affected technological change and

economic growth has been argued by his-

torians and economists, many of whose views

are presented in David T. Gilchrist, ed.,

^Economic Change in the Civil War Era

(Greenville, Del., 1965). Wayne D. Ras-

mussen, “The Civil War; A Catalyst of

Agricultural Revolution,” A.H,^ XXXIX
(October, 1965), argues convincingly that

the war did stimulate changes in western

farming and production.

XXX THE MINERS’
FRONTIER

General Works. The best history of

western mining, and the first study to reveal

the interrelationships both commercial and

technological between the many mining

districts, is Rodman W. Paul, Mining Fron-

tiers of the Far West, 1848-1880 {Histories

of the American Frontier Series, New York,

1963) . Less searching, but a useful summary,

is William S. Greever, The Bonanza West;

The Story of the Western Mining Rushes,

1848—1^00 (Norman, Okla., 1963). Tech-

nical aspects are treated in Thomas A.

Rickard, A History of American Mining

(New York, 1932), and Glenn C. Quiett,

Pay Dirt (New York, 1936), is journalistic.

Brief accounts of mining in the Southwest

are in W. Eugene Hollon, The Souihwsi:
Old and New (New York, 1961)^
Rupert N. Richardson and C. C. Rister, The
Greater Southwest (Glendale, Calif.,

1935)^
Harold E. Briggs surveys the subject in his

Frontiers of the Northwest (New York

1940)5 for the Rocky Mountain country

an equally valuable treatment is Robert G.

Athearn, High Country Empire; The High
Plains and the Rockies (New York, i960).

Clark C. Spence, British Investment and the

American Mining Frontier, i86o-t^o:

(Ithaca, N.Y., 1958) admirably reveals the

extent to which mining was dependent on

English capital} the same author shows that

many of the mining engineers were trained

abroad or in the East in his “The Mining

Engineer in the West,” in Robert G. Ferris,

ed.. The American West: An Appraisal

(Santa Fe, 1963), pp. too-iii. That min-

ing techniques were borrowed almost ex-

clusively from Spanish practices is demon-

strated in Otis E. Young, “The Spanish

Tradition in Gold and Silver Mining,” A.

and W., (Winter, 1965).

The Mining Frontier in Colorado. Of the

histories of the state that contain information

the most recent are: LeRoy R. Hafen, Co/o-

rado, the Story of a Western Commonwealth

(Denver, 1933), Percy S. Fritz, Colorado,

the Centennial State (New York, 1941), and

LeRoy R. Hafen, ed., Colorado and Its Peo-

ple, 4 V. (New York, 1948). Jerome C.

Smiley, History of Denver (Denver, 1901),

reproduces many of the essential documents,

but a far better compilation is LeRoy R,

Hafen and Ann W. Hafen, eds.. Reports

from "Colorado: The Wildman Letters,

x8s9-i86s, with Other Related Letters and

Newspaper Reports, s8^g {Far West and the

Rockies Historical Series, California, 1961).

A brief survey of tlie 1859 rush, written to

commemorate its centennial, is Agnes W.

Spring, “Rush to the Rockies, 1859: Colo-

rado’s Gold Rush of 1859
” XXXVI

(April, 1959). LeRoy R. Hafen, “Cherokee

Goldseekers in Colorado, 1 849"! 850, C.M.,

XV (May, 1938), is the best account of the
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initial discoveries, while Caroline Bancroft,

“The Elusive Figure of John Gregory,”

C.M., XX (July, 1 943) ,
is the best biography

of the miner who made the first large "strike.”

Popular histories of Colorado mining are

numerous! one of the most authentic is G.F.

Willison, Here They Dug the Gold (New

York, 1931). A searching article, revealing

the extent to which mining and smelting

techniques pioneered in Colorado spread to

other mining areas, is Rodman W. Paul,

“Colorado as a Pioneer of Science in the

Mining West,” M.V.H.R., XLVII (June,

1960). Robert L. Brown, drt Etnfire of

Silver: A History of the Sait Juan Silver

Rush (Caldwell, Idaho, 1965), is a capable

history of a rush into southwestern Colorado,

Among biographies of leading miners several

are useful including Frank Waters, Midas

of the Rockies^ The Story of Stratton and

Crif-ple Creek (New York, 1937), and

Lewis C. Gandy, The Tabors, a Footnote of

Western History (New York, 1932).

Frederic L, Paxson, “The Territory of

Colorado,” A.H.R., XII (October, 1906),

deals with governmental beginnings. Con-

temporary accounts of the Pike’s Peak rush

have been edited by LeRoy R. Hafen in

three volumes of the Southwest Historical

Series: Pike’s Peak Gold Rush Guide Books

of j8s9 (Glendale, Calif., 1941), Overland

Routes to the Gold Fields, 1859, from Con-

temporary Diaries (Glendale, Calif., 1941),

and Colorado Gold Rush-, Contemporary

Letters and Reports, 1858-1859 (Glendale,

Calif., 1941), Another contemporary de-

scription by a competent observer, also edited

by LeRoy R. Hafen, is Henry Villard, The
Past and Present of the Pike’s Peak Gold
Regions (Princeton, N.J., 1932).

The Mining Frontier in Nevada. Grant

H. Smith, History of the Comstock Lode
(Reno, Nev., 1943), is standard. Capable

accounts are to be found in recent histories

of the state, including: Effie M. Mack,
Nevada, a History of the Slate from the

Earliest Times through the Civil War
(Glendale, Calif., 1936), James W. Hulse,

The Nevada Adventure: 4 History (Reno,
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Nev., 196s), and Gilman M. Osttander,

Nevada; The Great Rotten Borough, 1859-

t964 (New York, 1966). The older chron-

icle by Hubert H. Bancroft, History of

Nevada, Colorado and Wyoming, i54 °~

1888 (San Francisco, 1890), is still of some

use. Popular histories of mining in the state

include: William Wright, History of the

Big Bonanza (Indianapolis, 1931), C.B.

Glasscock, Gold in Them Hills (Indian-

apolis, 1932), Miriam Michelson, The Won-

derlode of Silver and Gold (Boston, i 934)>

G.D. Lyman, The Saga of the Comstock

Lode (New York, 1934), and G.D. Lyman,

Ralston’s Rings California Plunders the

Comstock Lode (New York, 1937). Dan De

Quille, The Big Bonanza (New York,

1947), is a reprint of a fine contemporary

account; others have been collected in

Duncan Erarich, ed., Comstock Bonanza

(New York, 1950). Biographies of two

men prominent in early mining are Robert

E. Stewart and Mary F. Stewart, Adolph

Suiro; A Biography (Berkeley, Calif.,

1962), and Francis P. Weisenburger, Idol

of the West: The Fabulous Career of Rollin

Mallory Daggett (Syracuse, N.Y., 1965).

One of the most able histories of a mining

district ever written is W. Turrentine Jack-

son, Treasure Hill. Portrait of a Silver

Mining Camp (Tucson, 1963), a history of

the White Pine Mining District in central

Nevada.

The Mining Frontier in Arizona. No
history of Arizona mining has been written.

Brief accounts are in Rufus K. Wyllys,

Arizona; The History of a Frontier State

(Phoenix, 195 1), and Thomas E. Farish, His-

tory of Arizona, 4 v, Phoenix, 1915-16),

while a colorful survey will be found in

Francis C. Lockwood, Pioneer Days in

Arizona (New York, 1932). Life during

the rush is vividly described in a diary edited

by Clement Eaton, “Frontier Life in South-

ern Arizona, 1858-1861,” S.H.Q., XXXVI
(January, 1933). A colorful contemporary

record of the mines recently published for

the first time is Daniel E. Conner, Joseph

Reddeford Walker and- the Arizona Ad-
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venture (Norman, Okla,, 1957), the journal

of an early trader. A fine history of one

district in central Arizona between 1863 and

1865 w Harwood Hinton, “Frontier Specu-

lation: A Study of the Walker Mining Dis-

tricts,” PM.R., XXIX (August, 1960).

The Mining Frontier in the Northwest.

The standard account, now out of date, is

William J. Trimble, T//e Mining Advance

into the Inland Emfire (Madison, Wise.,

1914), More general descriptions of the

rushes are in John W. Caughey, History of

the Pacific Coast (New York, 1938), George

W. Fuller, A History of the Pacific North-

west (New York, 1931), George W. Fuller,

The Inland Em-pire of the Pacific Northwest,

3 V. (Spokane, 1928), Oscar O. Winther,

The Great Northwest. A History (New

York, 1947), Dorothy O. Johansen and

Charles M. Gates, Empire of the Columbia:

A History of the Pacific Northwest (New

York, 1957), and Earl Pomeroy, The

Pacific Slope (New York, 1965). Edmund

S, Meany, History of the State of Washing-

ton (New York, 1909), is still of some use,

as is Hubert H, Bancroft, History of Wash-

ington, Idaho, and Montana, 1845—1889

(San Francisco, 1890). The economic

aspects of the mining advance are considered

in a scholarly work by Oscar O. Winther,

The Old Oregon Country (Stanford, Calif.,

1950).

The Fraser River rush still awaits its his-

torian, but the extensive description in Mar-

garet A. Ormsby, British Columbia: A
History (n.p., Canada, 1958), is both

scholarly and penetrating. Slightly less valu-

able, because based on a lesser reading of

sources is the introduction to Frederick W.
Howay, ed,. The Early History of the Fraser

River Mims (Victoria, B.C., 1926). Of use

also are Donald Sage, “Gold Rush Days on

the Fraser River,” P.N.Q,, XLIV (October,

1953), and the biography of the Hudson’s

Bay Company official who maintained order,

Walter N. Sage, Sir James Douglas and

British Columbia (Toronto, 1930). Ray-

mond E. Lindgren, “John Damon and the

Fraser River Rush,” P.H.R., XIV (June,-

1945), gives an excellent first-hand picture

of events.

The Mining Frontier in Idaho. A thor-

ough account is in the work by Trimble
listed above. The same author, “A Recon-
sideration of the Gold Discoveries in the

Northwest,” M.V.H.R., V (June, 1918),
deals more fully with the first strikes. Later

phases of Idaho mining are popularly treated

in W.T. Stoll and H.W. Whicker, Siher

Strike: The True Story of Silver Mining in

the Couer d'Alenes (Boston, 1932), and

Angus Murdock, Boom Copper (New York,

1943). A scholarly analysis of the economic

effects of mining in Idaho is in August A.

Bolino, “The Role of Mining in the Eco-

nomic Development of Idaho Territory,’*

O.H.Q., LIX (June, 1958), while the gov-

ernmental organization that followed the ad-

vent of the miners is treated in Merle W.
Wells, “The Creation of the Territory of

Idaho,” P.N,Q., XL (April, J949). D. E.

Livingston-Little, An Economic History of

North Idaho, 1800—1900 (Los Angeles,

1965), adds little.

The Mining Frontier in Montana. The

account in Trimble may be supplemented

with the thorough study of Merrill G. Bur-

lingame, The Montana Frontier (Helena,

Mont., 1942), and the more popular James

M. Hamilton, From Wilderness to State-

hood: A History of Montana, 1805-1900

(Portland, Ore., 1957). Other histories that

are far more profound and informative than

their titles indicate are C.P. Connolly, The

Devil Learns to Vote} the Story of Montana

(New York, 1938), Joseph K. Howard,

Montana, High, Wide and Handsome (New

Haven, Conn., 1943)) and K. Ross

Toole, Montana: An Uncommon Land

(Norman, Okla., 1959). Reminiscences of

the Stuart brothers who made the first strikes

are in Paul C. Phillips, ed. Forty Years on

the Frontier as Seen in the Journals and

Reminiscenses of Granville Stuart, 2 V.

(Cleveland, 1925).

Specific studies of the Montana fields in-

clude a careful analysis of the food supply

problem: H.A. Texler, Flour and Wheat m
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sht yiontam Gold Camp, tSSa-iSjo

(Missoula, Mont.,, 19 « 8)- Works on road

building are: H.A. Texler, «Missouri-

Montana Highways,” XII CJanu-

irv 1918, and April, *918)^ Henry L.

Talkington, “Mullan Road,” VII

(October, 1916), W.M. Underhill, “The

Northern Overland Route to Montana,”

WM.g., XXUI (July, X93a). and Oscar

0. Winther, “Early Commerdal Importance

of the Mullan Road,” O.H.Q., XLVI (March,

194-5) " Helen M. White, “Minnesota, Mon-

tana, and Manifest Destiny,” M.H.,

XXXVIU (June, 196a) deals with efforts

to establish communications between Min-

nesota and Montana, while a searching study

by Alton B. Oviatt, “Pacific Coast Com-

petition for the Gold Camp Trade of Mon-

tana,” PJf.Q., XLVI (October, 1965)

shows the manner in which Pacific coastal

towns vied for connections with interior

mining districts. Robert L. Housman, “The

~ First Territorial Legislature in Montana,”

IV (December, 193s), deals with

governmental beginnings.

The Mining Frontier in the Dakotas. A
full (lesaiption is in Harold E. Briggs, “The

Black Hilb Gold Rush,” N.D.H.Q., V (Jan-

uary, 1931), Popular accounts include G.W.

Stokes and Howard Driggs, Deadiuood Gold

(New York, 19*6), and EstcIIine Bennett,

Old Diodv^ood Days (New York, 1935).

Among the histories of Dakota Territory, the

fullest is George W. Kingsbury, T/ss Hisiory

oj Dakota Territory (Chicago, Ii9r5). Edna
L. Waldo, DoAota (Caldwell, Idaho, 1936),
is an informal history that includes a colorful

chapter on the Black Hills rush. J.S,

Radabaugh, “Custer Explores the Black

Hills, ,874,” miU., XXVI (Winter,

i9fia-S3) is a convenient summary of in-

formation on the expedition that helped
touch off the rush. A pioneering article,

demonstrating that tin mining was as es-

sentia! as gold mining in developing the

Black Hills region is W, Turrentine Jack-
son, “Dakota Tin; British Investors at
Harney Peak,” N.D.H., XXXIII (Winter,
'96s). This tells of the profitable mines at
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Harney Peak financed by the Harney Peak

Consolidated Tin Company, Ltd., of Lon-

don. Richard B. Hughes, Pioneer Years in

tlse Black Hills (Western Frontiersmen

Series, Glendale, Calif., 1957), arc the

reminiscence* of a miner, based on a diary

he kept at the time,

The Mining Camps, Ann M. Keppel,

“Civil Disobedience on the Mining Fron-

tier,” W.M.H,, XLI (Spring, 1958), while

dealing with the lead mines, illustrates the

universal refusal of miners to obey laws im-

posed from above. Their efforts to create

their own legal machinery and institutions

are described in Jim D. Hill, “The Early

Mining Camp in American Life,” P.H.R,.,

I (September, 1931), while the organization

of such legal districts and the laws that they

enacted are the theme of Percy S. Fritz,

“The Constitutions and Laws of Early Min-

ing Districts—in Boulder County, Colo-

rado,” C,U.S,, XXI (Boulder, Colo,, 1934),

and Thomas M. Marshall, “The Miners*

Laws of Colorado,” A.H.R., (April, 19*0).

Charles H, Shinn, Land Laws of Mining

Districts (Baltimore, 1885, Reprinted, New
York, 194S) is a pioneering study of the

same problem. Relations between Uie Colo-

rado mining camps and the territory of

Kansas, leading to separate territorial status

for Colorado, arc competently explored in

Calvin W. Gower, “Gold Rush Govern-

ments,” CM,, LXII (Spring, 1965), Im-

portant documents are printed in Thorns,

M. Marshall, ed., Early Records of GUfin

County, Colorado, i8^y~tS6t (Boulder,

Colo., J9Jo). Joseph Ellison, “The Mineral

Land Question in California, 1848-1856,”

S.H.Q., XXX (July, 1926), deals with ef-

forts of Congress to enact mining laws

satisfactory to frontiersmen.

A good introduction to vigilante justice is

in the popular but reliable book fay Wayne

Card, Frontier Justice (Norman, Okla.,

1949). Hubert H. Bancroft, Popular Tri-

bunals, 2 V. (S.m Francisco, 18S7), faith-

fully records virtually every instance of

vigilante activity in California mining

camps. The origins of such committees in
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California is authoritatively treated in Mary
F. Williams, History of the San Francisco

Committee of Vigilance of 18$ t (Berkeley,

Calif., 1921} t and less ably in George R.

Stewart, Committee of Vigilance: Revolution

in San Francisco, 1851 (Boston, 1964).

Records of the committee, edited by Mary F.

Williams, have been published as Papers of

the Sast Francisco Committee of Vigilance of

1851 (Berkeley, Calif., 1919). A popular

history of the San Francisco Committee of

1856, which defends its work, is Stanton A.

Coblentr, Villains and Vigilantes (New
York, 1936). A brief but sound history of

a vigilance committee that operated in

Colorado in i86o is Calvin W. Gower,

“Vigilantes,” CM., XLI (Spring, 1964).

XXXI THE TRANSPORTA-
TION FRONTIER

Any reading on this subject should begin

with the comprehensive survey by Oscar O.

Winther, The Transportation Frontier,

Trans-Mississippi iVesi, 1865-1890 (His-

tories of the American Frontier Series, New
York, 1964). Briefer accounts are in such

works as Frederic L. Paxson, Last American

Frontier (New York, 1910), and Rupert

N. Richardson and C.C. Ristcr, The Greater

Soiithviest (Glendale, Calif., 1935). The

standard history of transportation for the

period, George R. Taylor, The Transporta-

tion Revolution, 1815—1860 (Economic

History of the United States, New York,

1951)} disappointingly little on the Far

West. Seymour Dunbar, A History of Travel

in the United States, 4 v. (Indianapolis,

1915), contains some colorful material. W.

Turrentine Jackson, Wagon Roads West

(rev. edn., New Haven, Conn., 1963) > is

an important book that not only surveys

early road building but demonstrates the

close cooperation between private enterprise

and federal aid in spanning the West. One

important but often neglected phase of west-

ern transportation history is competently

treated in William E. Lass, A History of

Steamboating on the Upper Missouri River

(Lincoln, Neb., 1962).

Establishing a Mail Service. Water com-
munlcation between the East and California

is described in three articles by John H
Kemble; “Pacific Mail Service between
Panama and San Francisco, 1849-1851

»

P.H.R., II (December, 1933), “The Genesis

of the Pacific Mail Steamship Company,”
C.H.S.Q., XIII (September, 1934), and

“The Panama Route to the Pacific Coast

1848-1869,” P.H.R., VII (Marcli, 1938)!

The standard work on the overland mall is

LeRoy R. Hafen, The Overland Mail iS^g-

1869 (Cleveland, 1926), a scholarly study.

Curtis Nettels, “The Overland Mail Issue in

the Fifties,” M.H.R., XVIII (July, 1924),

surveys steps leading to the establishment of

the Butterfield Overland Mail Company,

while the definitive history of that concern

is in Roscoe P. Conkling and Margaret B.

Conkling, The Butterfield Overland Mail,

1857-1869, 3 V. (Glendale, Calif., 1947).

Rupert N. Richardson, “Some Aspects of the

Southern Overland Mail,” S.H.Q,, XXIX

(July, 1925), is concerned with the profits

earned by the company. Waterman L. Orras-

by, The Butterfield Overland Mail (San

Marino, Calif., 1942), and William Tal-

lack. The California Overland, Express, the

Longest Stage-Ride in the World (Los An-

geles, 1935), are the best contemporary ac-

counts by travelers; these and other reminis-

censes of the journey are collected in Walter

B. Land, ed,, The First Overland Mail:

Butterfield Trail (n.p., 1940).

Freighting on the Plains. The standard

works on this subject are two well-docu-

mented volumes by Raymond W. Settle and

Mary L. Settle, Empire on Wheels (Stan-

ford, Calif., 1949), which is actually a his-

tory of the firm of Russell, Majors & Wad-

dell, and War Drums and Wagon Wheels

(San Francisco, 1961), which carries the

story from 1855 to 1861. The reminiscences

of the leading member of the most impor-

tant freighting firm have been published as

Alexander Majors, Seventy Years on the

Frontier (Chicago, 1893), but his comments

on freighting are disappointingly ^

local study is Harold E. Briggs, “Earl}
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Freight and Stage Lines in Dakota,”

ND.H.Q; nr (JuJyj 1929). Among the

mOToirs of early drivers of freight wagons-,

the most useful are William F. Hooker, T/ie

Prairie Schooner (Chicago, 1918), and

WiUiam F. Hooker, The Bullwhacker; Ad-

veniarci of a FrotUhr Freighter (Yonkers-

on-Hudson, N.Y#, 19^5)*

Overland Expressing. Excellent studies of

the express and stagecoaching businesses on

the west coast are in Oscar O. Winther, Ex~

pen and Stagecoach Days in California

(Stanford, Calif., 193^). Ore-

goit Country. A History of Frontier Trade,

frattsfortalion, and Travel (Stanford,

Calif., 1950). The extension of roads east-

Tvard is discussed in W. Turrentine Jackson,

Wagon Roads West (New Haven, Conn.,

1965), a scholarly history of road building

beyond the Mississippi, and Chester L.

White, “Surmounting the Sierras,” C.H.S.Q.,

VII (March, igaS), Alvin F. Harlow, Old

Waybills; The Romance of the Express

Companies (New York, 1934), is the best

general history of the express business, while

the beginnings of expressing in California

are treated in Ruth Teiser and Catherine

Harroun, “Origins of Wells, Fargo and

Company, 1841-1852,” XXII

(June, 194S). Popularly written, but still

the best history of this famous concern, is

Edward Hungerford, Wells Fargo; Advanc-

ing the American Frontier (New York,

1949).

The standard work on stagecoaching over

the central route is the history of the firm

of Russell, Majors & Waddell : Raymond W.
Settle and Mary L. Settle, Empire on Wheels

(Stanford, Calif., 1949). This should be sup-

plemented with two scholarly essays by
George A. Root and R.K. Hickman: “Pike’s

Peak Express Companies; Solomon and Re-
publican Routes,” K.U.Q., XIII (August,

1944, and November, 1944), and “Pike’s

Peak Express Companies: The Platte Route,”
R.H.Q,, XlII (November, 1945) and XIV
(February, 1946). Early mail service over
Ibis route is the theme of LeRoy R. Hafen,
J’Early Mail Service to Colorado,” C.M., II

869

(January, 1925), while the career of the

company’s most famous agent is depicted in

Lew L. Callaway, “Joseph Alfred Slade:

Killer or Victim,” III (January,

*953)- Samuel L. Clemens, Roughing Ft

(Hartford, Conn., 1872), is a classic de-

scription of travel over this route. Calvin

W. Gower, “The Pike’s Peak Gold Rush and

the Smoky Hill Route, 1859-1860,” K.H.Q.,

XXV (Summer, 1959), is a capable history

of an alternate route to Denver. The stand-

ard work on coaching in the i86o’s is J.V.

Frederick, Ben Holladay (Glendale, Calif.,

1940), Agnes W. Spring, The Cheyenne and

Black Hills Stage and Express Routes (Glen-

dale, Calif., 1949), is a scholarly history of

stagecoaching north of Cheyenne after the

building of the first railroad. This same

theme is further explored in Oscar O,

Winther, “The Persistence of Horse-Drawn

Transportation in the Trans-Mississippi

West, 1865-1900,” in Probing the American

West (Santa Fe, 1962), pp. 42-48.

The best work on the Pony Express is

Raymond W. Settle and Mary L. Settle,

Saddles and Spurs; The Pony Express Saga

(Harrisburg, Pa., 1955), the only one of

the dozens of histories that aspires to schol-

arly accuracy. Arthur Chapman, The Pony

Express; The Record of a Romantic Adven-

ture in Business (New York, 1932), is the

best of these popular histories. Several arti-

cles make important contributions. Olaf T.

Hagen, “The Pony Express Starts from St.

Joseph,” M.H.R., XLIII (October, 1948),

examines the factors that led to the selection

of St. Joseph as the eastern terminus, Louise

P. Hauck, “The Pony Express Celebration,”

XVII (July, 1923), identifies the

first rider as Johnson W. Richardson, Ray-

mond W. Settle and Mary L. Settle, “The

Origin of the Pony Express,” BJiF.H.S.,

XVI (April, 1960), explores the question

of who first proposed a pony express, and

Merrill Mattes and Paul Henderson, “The

Pony Express; Across Nebraska from St.

Joseph to Fort Laramie,” N.H., XLl (June,

i960), traces the e.xact route followed by

the riders. Stories and anecdotes describing



adventures
,,
of the riders .are

. collected, in .

Howard R. tiiiggSy The Pony. Express Goes

Through X^evi York, 1935); An excellent

account of the extension of telegraph service

westward is in the scholarly book by Robert

L. Thompson, Wiring a Comment (Prince-

ton, H.J., 194.7). :

Building the Railroads. The general his-

tories of railroad building cited in Chapter

XIX may be supplemented by special studies

of the western lines. Of these the most thor-

ough is Robert E. Riegel, The Story of the

Western Railroads (New York, 1926); A
popular account is Glenn C. Quiett, They

Built the West. An Epic of Rails and Cities

(llew YorV;., 1934.), Yiederit L. Pax-

son, Last American Frontier (New York,

1910), contains a brief survey. Technical,

but important for the understanding of west-

ern railroading, is Julius Grodinsky, Trons-

continental Railunay Strategy^ 1869—18^3:

A Study of Businessmen (Philadelphia,

1962). Carter Goodrich, Pro-

motion of American Canals and Railroads,

1800-1S90 (New York, i960), deals with

the subsidies to the transcontinental lines, and

shows the continuous dependence of trans-

portation systems on government support.

Construction in the tier of states just west

of the Mississippi is well-described in Riegel,

Story of the Western Railroads, and in the

same author’s “Trans-Mississippi Railroads

During the Fifties,” M.V.H.R., X (Septem-

ber, 1923). Two of the important lines are

studied in Robert E. Riegel, “The Missouri

Pacific Railroad to 1879,” M.H.R., XVIII

(October, 1923), and Richard C. Overton,

Burlington Route. A History of the Burling-

ton Lines (New York, 1965). The latter,

the product of many years of labor by a

skilled historian, must rank us one of the

finest histories of ^y railroad written in the

United States; Tlie same author had earlier

studied the activity'^ of the Burlington as a

colonizing agency 'in Burlington West

(Cambridge, Mass., 1941). Unfortunately

other roads baye not been ^7 kindly, treated

by! historians. The only history of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee and. St. Paul Railroad is

ej^pansion

, the .antiquated-' work by/

J

Organization^ and- History ^ ofi the .pikagor
Milwaukee . and- St. ; P.atd ?' (MilwaukVe!',

1 893) > and-of the .Chicago, and.'Northi.West-

ein Railroad the .equally 'dated
. study. ;by

William H. Stennett, Yesterday ahd--Tbday\

(Chicago, 1910). Thorough investigations

of these and simile roads; are
;
heeded, : An

iiOportant aspect-of their historydii. one 'statc-

is explored in Earl S, Beard, .“L.ocah Aid'

t(? Railroads in Iowa,” 7 .7,H.Pij LV(jaiii’

uitry, 1952), A major .probleiri;'of early

rtiilroad. builders—the hostility of riyerfmen

who resented any bridging, of stfeartis—is

the theme of Benedict K. Zobrist^, “Steam,-

hoat. M.e.w vars-ws. Y
Bridging of the Mississippi River,’? M.H./?;,

LiX (January, 1965).

Early agitation for a Pacific^ Railroad

receives scholarly treatment, in. Robert R-.

Russel, Improvement of - Communication

t^yith the Pacific Coast as an Issue in Ameri

can Politics, 1^83-186^ (Cedar-: Rapids,

Iowa, 1948). More specialized aspects of .the

problem, are treated- in'.’ Robert S>" .Cottetill:

“The National Railroad Convention: in
.
St

Louis, 1849,’^ M.H.R., XII
'
(Jul^ 1918);

Robert S. Cotterill, “Early, Agitation , for f
a

Pacific Railroad, 1845-1850,’’

(March, 1 9 1,9) ,
and Margaret ,'L. .Mown,

“Asa Whitney and His Pacific Railroad Pub-

licity Carnpaign,” M.P.H./?.,-XX- (Septera;

her, 1933). The standard histofy. of .tb<

government surveys is George- L.'M^tight

Official Explorations for the-. Pacific/Rail-

roads, t8s3~‘8ss (Berkeley, •Caiif.y ,19.21)

This should '.be, supplemented with ; the
;

hi-

ographical study of one . of .the.: surveyors

Paul -W. Glad, “Frederick yiest Lander,' anc

the Pacific Railroad. 'Movfiaient,’i
. M,H*

jCXXy (September,. i 954),:-?°y.;.“P?p¥|5

by the narratives of members of 'the. survey-

ing pardes, collected in LeRoy.R. -Hafen^anc

Ann ,W., UMenr- Central ’Routd to

cific {Far West and Rockies Glendale

Calif-,'.i957),-

. Several: histories!; of ./the,-'

^

Railroad have i^en jwrittenivPonc.^f then

definifiye. -The : best is /by! a
;

popular lyrUer
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who has read all available records and docu-

ments and told his story with skill: James

McCague, Moguls and Iron Men; The Story

of the First Transcontinental Railroad (Neiv

York, 1964), An earlier book is Nelson

Trottinan, History of the Union Pacific

(New York, 1923). Wesley S. Griswold, d

Work of Giants: Building the First Trans-

continental Railroad (New York, 1962),

and John D. Galloway, The First Trans-

continental Railroad: Central Pacific, Union

Pacific (New York, 1930), concentrate on

technical problems of construction, while

the economics of road-building are stressed

in Robert W. Fogel, The Union Pacific

Railroad: A Case in Premature Enterprise

(Baltimore, jg6o). Robert W. Howard,

The Great Iron Trail; The Story of the

First Trans-continental Railroad (New

York, 1962) is a popular work focusing

on personalities. Wallace D. Farnham, “The

Pacific Railroad Act of 1862,” N.H., XLIII

(September, 1962), is an excellent analysis

of the measure that created the Union Pa-

cific, while the same author explores the

road’s relations with the federal government

in " ‘The Weakened Spring of Government’:

A Study in Nineteenth-Century History,”

A.H.R., LXVIII (April, 1963). Construc-

tion problems are emphasized in the biogra-

phy of the chief engineer, Jacob R. Perkins,

Trails, Rails, and War: The Life of General

G.M. Bodge (Indianapolis, 1929); this

should be tempered with Wallace D, Farn-

ham, “Grenville Dodge and the Union Pa-

cific: A Study of Historical Legends,”

J.A.H,, LI (March, 1965), which shows

that Dodge was more efficient as a diplomat

and organizer than as a construction en-

gineer. Robert M. Utley, "The Dash to

Promontory,” U.H.Q., XXIX (April,

igSi), is a competent history of the last

phase of construction. A thorough study of

tlic Central Pacific is in the biography of
one of its founders, George T. Clark,
Leland Stanford (Palo Alto, Calif., 1931),
and a more popular account in Oscar Lewis,
The Big Four: The Story of Huntington,
Stanford, Hopkins, and Crocker, and of the

871

Building of the Central Pacific (New York,

1938). Harry J. Carman and Charles H.

Mueller, “The Contract and Finance Com-

pany of the Central Pacific Railroad,

M.V.H.R., XIV (December, is con-

cerned with financing.

Railroad building in the Rocky Mountain

country is expertly described in the excellent

histories of two principal railroads; Robert

G. Athearn, Rebel of the Rockies: A History

of the Denver and Rio Grande Western

Railroad (New Haven, Conn., 1962), and

Richard C. Overton, Gulf to Rockies; The

Heritage of the Fort Worth and Denver-

Colorado and Southern Railvoays, 1861-

sSgS (Austin, Tex., 1953)- The same

author’s “The Colorado and Southern Rail-

way; Its Heritage and Ita History,” C.M.,

XXVI (April, 1949, and July, 1949), deals

rvith one specialized aspect. George L.

Anderson, Kansas West (San Marino, Calif.,

1963), studies the construction of Denver’s

railroad connections to the transcontinental

lines, while railroading in the northern

Rockies during the 1870’s and i88o’s is ex-

plored in Merrill D. Beal, Intermountain

Railroads: Standard and Narrow Gauge

(Caldwell, Idaho, 1962). Herbert O.

Brayer; William Blackmore; A Case Study

in the Economic Development of the West,

2 V. (Denver, 1949), tells the story of an

important railroad promoter, while miscel-

laneous documents are collected in E.O.

Davis, comp.. The First Five Years of the

Railroad Era in Colorado (Golden, Colo.,

1948).

A solid history of the Santa Fe is L.L.

Waters, Steel Rails to Santa Fe (Lawrence,

Kans., 1950), but this should be supple-

mented with the scholarly work on the

road’s land grant by William S. Greever,

Arid Domain. The Santa Fe Railway and

Its Western Land Grant (Stanford, Calif.,

*954)* Glenn D. Bradley, The Story of the

Santa Fe (Boston, 1920), and James Mar-
shall, Santa Fe (New York, 1946), are

journalistic. An extension of the Santa Fe

into southern California is described in

Franklyn Hoyt, “San Diego’s First Rail-
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road, the California Southern,” P.H.R.,

XXIII (May, 195+). Stuart Daggett, Chaf-

ters on the History of the Southern Pacific

(New York, 1922), describes the building of

that line, while the best work on the early

history of another southern road is A.B,

Armstrong, “Origins of the Texas and Pa-

cific Railway,” S.H.Q., LVI (April, 1953).

Ralph N. Traxler, Jr., “Collis P. Hunting-

ton and the Texas and Pacific Railroad

Land Grant,” N.M.H.R., XXXIV (April,

1959)} describes the efforts of Huntington

to secure the Texas and Pacific grant for

the Southern Pacific Railroad, while L,R.

Bailey, ed., The A.B. Gray Refort (Los

Angeles, 1963), examines the efforts of

Andrew B. Gray to project a railroad from

Texas to San Diego. These may be supple-

mented with S.G. Reed, A History of Texas

Railroads (Houston, 1941). The struggle

between the Texas and Pacific Railroad and

the Southern Pacific is the theme of Lewis

B. Lesley, “A Southern Transcontinental

Railroad into California; Texas and Pacific

versus Southern Pacific, 1865-1885,”

P.H.R., V (March, 1936). Ralph N. Trax-

ler, Jr., “The Texas and Pacific Railroad

Land Grants,” S.H.Q., LXV (January,

I 958 )> serves as a case study of Texan land-

grant policies.

The standard work on the Northern Pa-

cific under Villard’s control is James B.

Hedges, Henry Villard and the Railways

of the northwest (New York, 1930). Vil-

lard’s own story is told In his Memoirs, 2 v.

(Boston, 1904), and in an account of his

activities edited by Oswald G. Villard, The

Early History of Transfortation in Oregon

(Eugene, Ore., 1944). Information on the

Northern Pacific is in the biographies of its

financier: Ellis P. Oberholtzer, Jay Cooke,

Financier of the Civil War, 2 v. (Philadel-

phia, 1907), and Henrietta M. Larson, Jay

Cooke, Private Banker (Cambridge, Mass.,

1936). Thomas A. Clinch, “The Northern

Pacific Railroad and Montana’s Mineral

Lands,” P.H.R., XXXIV (August, 1965),

describes the contest between the road and

mining interests for mineral lands that it

sought to secure under its land grant. The
career of a miner who became a commerdal
and transportation magnate in the Pacific

Northwest is depicted in John Fahey, Inlani
Emfire: D. C. Corbin and Sfokane (Seatde,

1965). That the Great Northern Railroad
did have a land grant despite the contrary

statement of most historians is demonstrated

in John B. Rae, “The Great Northern’s

Land Grant,” J.E.H., XII (Spring, 1952),
Harold A. Innis, A History of the Canadian

Pacific Railway (London, 1923), deals with

a rival of the Northern Pacific.

XXXII THE INDIAN
BARRIER

General Works. No satisfactory history

of Indian relations in the Far West has

been written. William C, Macleod, The

American Indian Frontier (New York,

1928), contains a brief, biased account,

while Frederic L. Paxson, Last American

Frontier (New York, 1910), devotes several

chapters to the Plains warfare. More satis-

factory is the brief survey in William Bran-

don, The American Heritage Book of

Indians (New York, 1961). Brief also is

William T. Hagan, American Indians (Chi-

cago, 1961). Frederick W. Hodge, ed.,

Handbook of the American Indians North

of Mexico (Washington, D.C., 1912), con-

tains a mine of Information on forts, treaties,

and other matters. Maps of the Indian land

cessions are in Charles C. Royce, “Indian

Land Cessions in the United States,” B.A.E.,

Eighteenth Annual Report (Washington,

D.C., 1899). The men who fought the In-

dians are admirably described in Don

Rickey, Jr., Forty Miles a Day on Beans

and Hay: The Enlisted Soldier Fighting the

Indian Wars (Norman, Okla,, 1963), which

paints a clear picture of the typical enlisted

man who engaged in the western wars be-

tween 1865 and the 1890’s. One group of

these, Confederate prisoners who were re-

leased from northern jails to fight between

1864 and 1866, are described in D.' Alex-

ander Brown, The Galvanized Yankees (Ur-

bana. 111., 1963). The newspaper corre-



spondents who accompanied the American

forces have found a chronicler in Oliver

Knight, i Following the Indian Wars: The

Story of the Newspafer Correspondents

among the Indian Campaig7iers (Norman,

Okla., i9fio).

Early Indian Policy in the Far West. The

development of Indian policy between 1830

and 1S54 is clearly described in James C.

Malin, “Indian Policy and Westward Ex-

pansion,” U. of K., Bulletin, 11 (1921).

The Ft Laramie Treaties of 1851 are con-

sidered in LeRoy R. Hafen and F.M.

Young, Fort Laramie and the Pageant of

the West (Glendale, Calif., 1938), LeRoy

R. Hafen and W.J. Ghent, Broken Hand:

the Life Story of Thomas Fitzpatrick (Den-

ver, 1931)) nnd LeRoy R. Hafen, “Thomas

Fitzpatrick and the First Indian Agency of

the Upper Platte and Arkansas,” M.V.H.R.^

XV (December, 1928). The career of the

agent who took Fitzpatrick’s place after

185+ is recounted in Alban W. Hoopes,

“Thomas S. Twiss, Indian Agent on the

Upper Platte, 1855-1861,” M.V.H.R., XX
^December, 1933).

A number of works deal generally with
defense against the Indians. Ray H. Matt!
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dsans of the Southwest. A Century of De--dopnent under the United States (Norman,
Wa., 1949), but more useful for one

"hZ f f ^
ry of the Navajo Wars, 1848-68 (Losngde^ ,954), a detailed study based on

archival research. General accounts are alsom Ruth M. Underhill, The Navajos (Nor-

The Me^alero Apaches (Norman, Okla.,
-Apache wars are briefly de-s^ibed m Bertha Blount, “The Apache inAe Southwest, 1846-1886,” S.H.Q., XXIII

(July, 1919), and more fully in Frank C.Lockwood, Apache Indians (New York

of the Apache and Navajo wars. Kit Car-
son spamcipation in the conflicts is describedm Edwin L. Sabin, Kit Carson Days, 2 v.

i ^TT,
«™Paign againstAe Utes and Apaches under Colonel Thomas

T. Fauntleroy is described in Morris F
Taylor, “Action at Fort Massachusetts: The
Indian Campaign of 1855,” CM., XLII
(Fall, 1965). The career of a leading
scout in the Apache wars is described in Dan
L. Thrapp, AI Sieber, Chief of Scouts (Nor-.n, “The Military Frontier o th I^p er man Okl' 10 Tp

Missouri” NH XXXVIT ? T-
’ ’ ^cNitt, The In-,iis.ouri, N.ti., XXXVII (September, dsan Traders (Norman Okli ^ •

1956), is a scholarly discussion of that area, history of trade with the Navi' h* •

^

uhde recent histories of important forts in- Zuni Indians during this nnd laiefdude: Mary 0. Handy, Hforooi of Fort Sam and Ralph A. Smith, “^he Sca^l LT "

(San Antonio, 1951). Carl C. the Borderlands, 1835-7830

“r;,lr7» -tS Sl-Kr'" " - “

Warfare on the Plains. Paul I. Wellman,
Death on the Prairie (New York, 1934),
is a popular history of plains warfare. An
earlier account that is still usable is Jacob P.
Dunn, Massacre of the Mountains, A His-
tory of the Indian Wars of the Far West
(New York, 1886). A sound biography of
a leading military commander is Robert G.
Athearn, William Tecumseh Sherman and
the Settlesnent of the West (Norman, Okla.,

1956); Sherman’s own reminiscences are in

his Personal Memoirs, 2 v. (New York,

PlainV* N.H., XXXIX (September, 1958)
and Chris Emmett, Fort Union and the Win-
»mg of the Southwest (Norman, Okla.,
'9 5). The latter is a lengthy, detailed his-
tory of a fort built in New Mexico in 1851.

ary Warfare in the Southwest. The
so Jo« IS placed in proper historical perspec-

“ (Tucson, ,55.). ^ „
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1890). Also useful is the comparable work

of another commander, Philip H. Sheridan,

Personal Metnoirs^ 2 v. (New York, 1888).

Memoirs of other soldiers include; James

H. Cook, Fifty Years on the Old, Frontier

(New Haven, Conn., 1923), Charles J.

Crane, Experiences of a Colonel of Infantry

(New York, 1923), Robert G. Carter, The

Old Sergeant's Story (New York, 1926),

George A. Forsythe, The Story of the Sol-

dier (New York, 1909), and William F.

Drannan, Thirty-one Years on the Plains

and in the Mountains (Chicago, 1909).

The best study of the extermination of the

buffalo herds that so affected the Plains In-

dians is Wayne Gard, The Great Bu.§alo

Hunt (New York, 1959) j this is far more

accurate and comprehensive than Mari San-

doz, The Buffalo Hunters: The Story of the

Hide Men (New York, 1954). Additional

information is in M.D. Garretson, The

American Bison (New York, 1938), Homer

C. Wheeler, Buffalo Days (Indianapolis,

1925), E. Douglas Branch, Hunting the

Buffalo (New York, 1929), and Paul I.

Wellman, The Trantfling Herd (New

York, 1939). Carl C. Rister, “The Sig-

nificance of the Destruction of the Buffalo,”

S.H.Q., XXXIII (July, 1929), deals with

the southern herd, while the slaughter of

the northern herd is considered in H.A.

Trexler, “The Buffalo Range of the North-

west,” M.V.H.R., VII (March, 1921), and

Harold E. Briggs, Frontiers of the North-

west (New York, 1940). John R. Cook,

The Border and the Buffalo (Topeka,

1907), is a memoir of a buffalo hunter,

while Wayne Gard, “The Mooar Brothers,

Buffalo Hunters,” S.H.Q., LXIII (July,

1959) is a case study of two of the leading

hunters, Josiah Mooar and John W. Mooar.

Warfare on the Southern Plains. A
comprehensive book on southern plains war-

fare between 1864 and 1875 is William H.

Leckie, The Military Conquest of the South-

ern Plains (Norman, Okla., 1963), a schol-

arly and readable treatment of a difficult

subject. Brief histories of the wars are in

general histories of the Southwest, such as

Rupert N. Richardson and C. C. Rister, The

Greater Southwest (Glendale, Calif.,

and W. Eugene Hollon, The SoutlmeJ;
Old and New (New York, 1961). Two
books by Carl C. Rister provide more thor-

ough treatments: The Southwestern Fro?;.

tier, 1865-1881 (Cleveland, 1928), and
Border Command. General Phil Sheridan in

the West (Norman, Okla., 194,4.). The
means used by the government to assure

that the Utes remained peaceful are ex-

plored in James W. Covington, “Federal

Relations with the Colorado Utes, i86i-

186s,” CM., XXVIII (October, igji).

Documents dealing with these campaigns are

in LeRoy R. Hafen and Ann W. Hafen,

Relations with the Indians of the Plains,

1857-1861: A Documentary Account of the

Military Campaigns, and Negotiations of

Indian Agents (The Far West and. the

Rockies Series, Glendale, Calif,, 1959).

A popular account of the episode that

touched off the plains warfare is in Stan

Hoig, The Sand Creek Massacre (Norman,

Okla., 1961). Raymond C. Carey sheds

light on this affair in two articles: “The

Puzzle of Sand Creek,” C.M., XLI (Fall,

1964), a judicious appraisal of the blame

for the massacre, and “Colonel Chivington,

Brigadier General Connor, and Sand Creek,”

Denver Westerners' Brand Book, XVI

(1960), which reveals for the first time

General Connor’s role.

The story of the Cheyenne-Arapaho War

is told in Donald J. Berthrong, The South-

ern Cheyennes (Norman, Okla., 1963), and

in two books by George B. Grinnell, The

Fighting Cheyennes (New York, jgJi)?

and The Cheyenne Indians, z v, (New

Haven, Conn., 1923). Lonnie J.
White,

“The Cheyenne Barrier on the Kansas Fron-

tier,” A. and W., IV (Spring, 1962), con-

centrates on the period from June, 1868 to

June, 1869. The concentration of the Five

Civilized tribes to make room for the in-

truded Plains Indians is described in Roy

Gittinger, The Formation of the State of

Oklahoma (Berkeley, Calif., 1917)?

the works of Grant Foreman cited in Chap-

ter XXIII.

The standard study of Comanche warfare
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^js Rupert N, Richardson, Tht Cotnancfie

Barrier to South Plains Settlement (Glen-

dale, Calif., i 933)» while the Kiowa wars

arc treated in James Mooney, “Calendar

History of the Kiowa Indians,” B.A.E.,

Seventeenth Annual Refort (Washington,

D.C., 1S98). A brief biography of an army

officer who commanded troops in Texas

during these campaigns is Ernest Wallace,

Ronald S. Mackenzie and the Texas Frontier

(Lubbock, Tex., 196+). A colorful but

sound history of the Comanchc-Kiowa wars

is in W.S. Nye, Carbine and Lance, the Story

of Old Fort Sill (Norman, Okla., 1937).

Special studies of one important battle in-

clude Paul Nesbitt, “Battle of the Washita,”

C.O., III (April, 1925), and the colorful

account written by a newspaper correspond-

ent who accompanied the troops, De B.

Randolph Keim, Sheridan's Troopers on the

Borders (Philadelphia, 1885). Carl C.

Rister, “Significance of the Jacksboro Indian

Affair of 1871,” S.H.Q., XXIX (January,

1926), deals with that important episode.

The reminiscences of a plainsman who par-

ticipated in the wars are in Carl L. Cannon,

cd.. Scout and Ranger, Being the Personal

Adventures of James Pike (Princeton, N.J.,

1932). The career of an agent to the Ute

Indians in the x 870’s is described in Robert

Ennnitt, The Last War Trail: The Utes

and the Settlement of Colorado (Norman,

Okla., 1954).

Warfare on the Northern Plains. General

accounts of the Sioux xvars are in L.E. Tex-

tor. Official Relations between the United

States and the Sioust Indians (Palo Alto,

Calif., 1896), George E. Hyde, Red Cloud's

Folk: A History of the Oglaga Siottx (Nor-

man, Okla., 1937), George E. Hyde, A
Sioux Chronicle (Norman, Okla., 1956),

and especially James C. Olson, Red Cloud

and the Sioux Problem (Lincoln, Neb,,

ipfis). A brief general history of the Sioux

tvars in Minnesota during the iSfio’s that

touched off later plains fighting is Will-

oughby M, Babcock, “Minnesota’s Indian

War,” M.H., XXXVIII (September, 1962) ,

other articles discussing details of tlie war arc

m this same centennial issue. The best book
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on the subject is C.M. Oehler, The Great

Sioux Uprising (New York, 1959) j
less

competent is Louis H. Roddis, The Ittdian

Wars of Minnesota (Cedar Rapids, 1955).

Robert H. Jones, “The Northwestern Fron-

tier and the Impact of the Sioux War,

1862,” M.A., XLI (July, 1959), stresses the

fact that this was one of the most destructivo

Indian wars in history, while Roy W.
Meyer, “The Establishment of the Santee

Reservation, x 866-1869,” N.H., XXV
(March, 1964), traces the transfer of the

Santee Sioux to a Nebraska reservation after

the uprising. The Canadian-American prob-

lems resulting from the wars are the theme

of Alvin C. Gluek, Jr., “The Sioux Upris-

ing: A Problem in International Relations,”

M.H., XXXIV (Winter, 1955). Early In-

dian relations in the Dakota country arc

described by a contemporary observer in

Lucile M. Kane, ed.. Military Life in Da-

kota, The Journal of Philippe Regis de

Tribriand (St. Paul, X951). Robert G,

Athearn, “The Fort Buford ‘Massacre,’ ”

M,V.H.R., XLI (March, 1955), ably dem-

onstrates that this 1867 episode in the Da-

kotas was not a massacre as believed at the

time.

The Powder River Road controversy that

touched off the most serious phase of die

Sioux warfare is admirably described in

Grace R. Hebard and A.R. Brininstool, The
Bozeman Trail, s v. (Cleveland, 1922).

Stanley Vestal, Sitting Bull, Champion of

the Sioux (Boston, 1932), is a popular his-

tory of the campaigns from the Indian point

of viexv, while E.A. Brininstool, Crazy

Horse (Los Angeles, 1949), deals largely

with the death of this chief. Burton S. Hill,

“John Bozeman and the Bozeman Trail.”

A. of W., XXXVI (October, X964), is a

brief biography, xvhile documents are in

LeRoy R. Hafen and Ann W. Hafen, eds.,

Powder River Campaigns and Sawyers Ex-
pedition of 1S65: A Documentary Account

(Far West and Rockies Historical Series,

Glendale, Calif., 1961). Wesley C. Wilson,

“The U.S. Army and the Piegans: The
Baker Massacres on the Marias, 1870,”

NJJ.H., XXXII (January, 1965), describes
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the merciless killing of 173 Indians; a bit-

ter battle at the site of modern Casper,

Wyoming, is described in J. W. Vaughn,

Tke Battle of Platte Bridge (Norman, Okla.,

1963). The history of a fort in the area is

told in detail in Dee Brown, Fort Phil

Kearny: An American Saga (New York,

1922). J. W. Vaughn has also written With

Crook at the Rosebud (Harrisburg, Pa.,

1956). Much of the best writing on the

warfare is in biographies of military leaders,

including: Virginia M. Johnson, The Un-

regimented General (Boston, 1962), a com-

petent study of General Nelson A. Miles,

and James T. King, War Eagle: A Life of

General Eugene A. Carr (Lincoln, Neb.,

1963)

. General Crook’s autobiography has

been made available in Martin F. Schmitt,

ed.. General George Crook: His Autobiogra-

phy (Norman, Okla., i960). James T.

King, “Needed: A Re-evaluation of General

George Crook,” N.H., XLV (September,

1964)

,
charges that Crook has been over-

rated by earlier biographies and needs to be

given a lesser place in history.

Custer and the Little Big Horn. Few epi-

sodes in American history have inspired such

voluminous historical writing. This is exam-

ined in Robert M. Utley, Ctister and the

Great Controversy: The Origin and De-

velopment of a Legend (Los Angeles,

1962). The best biographies of Custer, both

scholarly and objective, are Jay Monaghan,

Custer: The Life of General George Ann-

strong Custer (Boston, 1959), and Edgar I.

Stewart, Custer's Luck (Norman, Okla.,

1955). Less analytical is Charles Kuhlman,

Legeml into History: The Custer Mystery

(Harrisburg, Pa., 1951), as is F. Van de

Water, Glory Hunter: A Life of General

Custer (Indianapolis, 1934). Joseph M.

Hanson, The Conquest of the Missouri (New

York, 1946), tells the story of the steamboat

captain who supplied the Custer armies. Con-

temporary accounts of the campaign are in

W.A. Graham, ed., The Custer Myth: A
Source Book of Custeriana (Harrisburg, Pa.,

*9S3)j Jtnd John F. Finerty, War-Path and

Bivouac or the Conquest of the Sioux

(Chicago, 1890), the latter the remini-
scences of a newspaper correspondent who
observed the warfare. Harry H. Anderson
has provided insight on two aspects of the
campaign: in “Cheyennes at the Little Big
Horn A Study of Statistics,” N.D.H,
XXVII (Spring, i960), he demonstrate
that 1,500 Indians were at the battle, not
the 3,000 usually stated, and in “Indian
Peace-Talkers and the Conclusion of the

Sioux War of 1876,” N.H., XLIV (Decem-
ber, 1963), he shows that diplomacy rather

than military prowess ended the war m the

late winter of 1877. Robert A. Murray,
“The Custer Court-Martial,” A. of W.^

XXXVI (October, 1964), describes the 1867

court-martial that may have influenced Cus-

ter’s behavior later. A careful history of

one of the subsidiary campaigns connected

with that of Custer is J.W. Vaughn, The

Reynolds Campaign on the Powder River

(Norman, Okla., 1961) 5
Reynolds was in

Crook’s command in 1876.

The Last Indian Wars. An excellent his-

tory of one bitter war, fought in the Oregon

country in 1872-1873, is Keitli A. Murray,

The Modocs and Their War (Norman,

Okla., 1959). The better-known Nez Perc^

War has had many chroniclers, by far the

best of whom is Alvin M. Josephy, Jr., The

Rez Perce Indians and the Opening of the

Rorthviest (New Haven, Conn., 1965), a

model history of a tribe and its contact with

the whites. Merrill D. Beal, / Will Fight

Ro More Forever: Chief Joseph and the

Rez Perce War (Seattle, 1963), is also a

balanced account, but based on less extensive

research. Popular, and overly sympathetic to

the Indians is Harvey Chalmers, The Last

Stand of the Nez Perce: Destruction of a

people (New York, 1962). A biography of

the Nez Perce leader is Chester A. Fee, Chief

Joseph (New York, 1936); information

may also be found in two histories of the

tribe: L.V. McWhorter, Hear Me, My

Chiefs! Nez Perce History and Legend

(Caldwell, Idaho, 195 2)5 Francis

Haines, The Nez Perces: Tribesmen of the

Columbia Plateau (Norman, Okla., 1955)*
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John A. Carpenter, “General Howard and

the Nez Perce War of 1877,” P.N.Q., IL

(October, 1958). capably describes the

peace-making- after the war. The role of the

Jesuits as peace-keepers in this and other

wars of the Northwest is explored in Robert

1. Bums, S.J.,
Jesuits and the Indian

Wars of the Northwest (New Haven, Conn.,

196$) f Foe Bannock War see George

F, Brimlow, The Bannock War of 1878

(Caldwell, Idaho, 1938), and for the Dull

Knife Raid, Dennis Collins, The Indian’s

Last Fight, or the Dull Knife Raid (Girard,

Kans., n.d.). The Apache War of the

i88o’s is described by participants in; George

Crook, Resume of Operations against the

Apache Indians from 1882 to 1866 (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1886), and Nelson A. Miles,

Personal Recollections of Nelson A. Miles

(Chicago, 1896). The war is considered

from the Indian viewpoint in Woodworth

Clum, Apache Agent: The Story of John P.

Chm (Boston, 1936). The Geronimo war-

fare is treated in Britton Davis, The Truth

about Geronimo (New Haven, 1929), and

in the reminiscences of an American officer:

John Bigelow, Jr., On the Bloody Trail of

Geronimo (Los Angeles, 1958). An excel-

lent account of the final wars on the

northern plains is Robert M. Utley, The

Last Days of the Sioux Natiosi (New Haven,

1963) ;
Ralph K. Andrist, The Long Death:

The Last Days of the Plains Indian (New
York, 1^6^), is Jess scholarly and covers a

wider time-span. For the Ghost Dance wars

see Elaine G. Eastman, “The Ghost Dance

War and Wounded Knee Massacre of 1890—

1891,” N.H,, XXVI (January, 1945, and

March,. 1945), and James Mooney, “The
Ghost-Dance Religion and the Sioux Out-

break of 1890,” B.A.E., Fourteenth Annttal

Report (Washington, D.C., 1896).

Development of Indian Policy. The stand-

ard work is Loring B. Priest, Uncle Sam’s

Stepchildren: The Reformation of United
States Indian Policy, 1865-1887 (New
Brunswick, N.J., 1942), but this should be

Supplemented witli the careful study by
Henry E. Fritz, The Movement for Indian
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Assimilation, i86o—z8$o (Philadelphia,

1963). A competent study of the attempt to

transfer control of Indian affairs to civilian

hands in the period before 1875 is in Donald

J. D’Elia, “The Argument over Civilian

and Military Indian Control, 1865—1880,”

H., XXrV (February, 1962). Other works

that deal with aspects of the policy include

William T, Hagan, Indian Police and

Judges: Experiments in Acculturation and

Control (New Haven, Conn., 1966), Flora

W. Se)Tnour, Indian Agents of the Old

Frontier (New York, 1941), William M.
Neil, “The Territorial Governor as Indian

Superintendent in the Trans-Mississippi

West,” M.V.H.R., XLIII (September, 1956),

and Ray H. Mattison, “The Indian Reserva-

tion System on the Upper Missouri, 1865-

1890,” N.H., XXXVI (September, 1955).

The influence of the Bureau of Catholic

Indian Missions on the emerging policy is

described in Peter J. Rahill, The Catholic

Indian Missions and Grant’s Peace Policy,

1870—1884 (Washington, D.C., 1953).

Criticisms voiced by military leaders will be

found in Alice B. Baldwin, ed., Memoirs

of the Late Frank D. Baldwin (Los Angeles,

1929)

,
and James B. Fry, Arsny Sacrifices}

or Briefs from Official Pigeon-Holes (New

York, 1879). Works of peace advocates

defending the policy include: Francis A.

Walker, The hidian Question (Boston,

1874), and George W. Mannypenny, Our

Indian Wards (Cincinnati, 1S80). The most

effective argument for reform was voiced

in Helen Hunt Jackson, A Century of

Dishonor (New York, 1881).

XXXIII THE CATTLE-
MEN’S FRONTIER

Three standard books tell the story thor-

oughly: Ernest S. Osgood, The Day of the

Cattlemen (Minneapolis, 1929), Edward E.

Dale, The Range Cattle Industry (Norman,

1930)

,
and Louis Pelzer, The Cattlemen’s

Frontier (Glendale, Calif., 1936) ; all are

more autlientie and readable than two other

histories designed for popular appeal, Paul I.

Wellman, The Trampling Herd (New York,
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1939), and Mari Sandozj TAe Cattlemen

(New York, 1958). These works should be

supplemented by two important books that

cast the range cattle industry in its proper

light, divorcing it from much of the un-

realistic romance with which it has been

surrounded by popular writers. Lewis Ather-

ton, TAe Cattle Kings (Bloomington, Ind.,

1961) demonstrates tliat the true heroes

were the cattle ranchers ratJier than the

cowboys, and that these hard-headed busi-

ness men really developed the West. The

business side of ranching is also the theme

of the excellent study by Gene M. Gressley,

Bankers and. Cattlemen (New York, 1966),

which stresses the flow of capital to the West

and shows that important events occurred in

the plush Cheyenne Club rather than on

the range. Edward E. Dale, Cota Country

(rev. edn,, Norman, Okla., 1965), has

excellent chapters on aspects of the cattle

industry and cowboys, while Maurice Frink,

et al.. When Grass Was King: Contributions

to the Western Range Cattle Industry Study

(Boulder, Colo,, 1956), consists of essays

by specialists. One important problem is

partially explored in Herbert O. Brayer,

“The Influence of British Capital on the

Western Range-Cattle Industry,” Tasks of

Economic History, Sufflenient, IX (1949),

and J. Fred Rippy, “British Investment in

Texas Lands and Livestock,” S.H.Q., LVIII

(January, 1955). Chapters in Walter P,

Webb, The Great Plains (Boston, 1931),

and Fred A. Shannon, The Farmers’ Last

Frontier {The Economic History of the

United States, New York, 1945), are also

essential to an understanding of the range

cattle industry, while Frederic L. Paxson,

“The Cow Country,” A.H.R,, XXII (Octo-

ber, 1916), is still of some use. Ramon F.

Adams, The Ram-paging Herd:. A Bibliog-

raphy of Books and Pamphlets on Men and

Events in the Cattle Industry (Norman,

Okla., 1959), is an excellent . guide to

further reading. In Burs Under the Saddle:

A Second Look at Books and Histories of

the West (Norman, Okla., 1964), the

same author examines critically tlie biog-

raphies , of- . four. - hundred ::cytle:countiy^
figures,-,to. condemn thej use; of ricg^ii;:tKai^:

has invaded many. of .them.
.. ,'X

The Origins, of Texas Ranchin^^Jodi^;;
B. Faulk, “Ranching in. Spanish vTexas,’>r

H.A.H.R., XLV (May, .1965). expertly.;

traces the history of ranching in Tej^s -from:

^

17ZS when the first herds; arrived -;to^,'^

Texan Revolution..A brief desciriphon of thei

launching of ranching during the: Aitierican=

period is Francis L.Tugate,; '‘Origins of Ae,
'

Range Cattle Era in South Texas,*’-

:

XXXV (July, 1961) while a thorough; case;,

study is Clara.; M.,. Love, “Histpryhof^the';

Cattle Industry in- the .Southwest,”

;

XIX (April, 19I6) and XX (July,

but good brief accounts are. in, Rupert N.

Richardson and C.C. Rister, The '

Greater:;

Southwest (Glendale, Calif.,. .1935), chrl;

C. Rister, The Southwestern Frontier,

j8St (Cleveland, 1928), and Rupert ,N..

Richardson, Texas, the Lone Star State .fzni-

edn., New York, 195S). Richard Graham,

.

“The Investment Boom in British-Texan'

Cattle Companies, 1880^1 885;’.’;.R.HR.j’-

XXXIV (Winter, i960), „is a Jscholarfy

treatment of the expansion of Texas ..ranch-.,

ing under the impetus of British, inyestmenh;

J. J. Wagoner, “Development of .tKh.Cattlei

Industry in Southern Arizona, 1870’s: and;

8o’s,” N.M.H.R,, XXVI (July, 1951 j,;deal^

ably with the industry’s expansion; 'we®^*

ward. Ji Frank Dobie, A. Vaqtiero. of, the

Brush Country (Dallas,,Tex., 1929),. color-

fully describes wild, cattle
;
roundups along-

the Rio Grande, -

The Long DriVe.. The. .best
.

work, oh, the

subject is,Wayne- Gardj ThecChishplm Trail

(Norman, Okla., ,1954). Harry: S. .p.ragpj

Great - American Cnttle rrahi; (New. Yprkj-

1^65)1; is a sober, schpihrly.sthdy of alf

trails froni, those of; colonial Massachusetts to

those, of the Great Plairis.'A specialaccount-is

H..S. Tennant, ; ‘^he'^VP ^Cattle'-T^ils,’’

C.O., XIII (March, .193^), while life along

the ; Chisholm .

Trail^has; been;;:^^crihed;;b7

early, cattlemen;Jn ! Sam; R.; .

Ridings', ,

The-

Chishqlm Tmif (Guthrie, .Okla;, 1 9 3.d) >

John Rossel, '“The Chishplm^Traiy
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V (February, 1936). Reminiscences and

diaries of herders who traveled the trails are

collected in J. Marvin Hunter, ed., Trail

Drivers of Texas (Nashville, Tenn., 19*5),

E.S. Ricker, “The Texas Trail,” N.H.,

XVI (October, 1935), and George C. Duf-

field, “Driving Cattle from Texas to Iowa,

i8(Sd,” A. of /., XIV (April, 191+). The

cow towns of Kansas are described in F.B.

Streeter, Prairie Trails and Cow Towns

(Boston, 1936), Henry Stuart, Conquering

Our Great American Plains (New York,

1930), and Robert M. Wright, Dodge City,

the Cowboy Cafital (Topeka, 19 13). Robert

Dykstra, “The Last Days of ‘Texan’

Abilene: A Study in Community Conflict on

the Farmer’s Frontier,” A.H,, XXXIV
(July, 1960), is a fine study of the transi-

tion of Abilene, Kansas, from a cow town

to a farming center. The same author has

produced an excellent pen-portrait of

another Kansas cow town in “Ellsworth,

1869-1875-: The Rise and Fall of a Kansas

Cow Town,” KM.Q., XXVII (Summer,

1961). Two capable histories of similar

communities in other states are Norbert R.

Mahnken, “Ogallala—Nebraska Cowboy

Capital,” XXVIII (April-Junc,

194.7), and Burton S, Hill, “Buffalo

—

Ancient Cow Town. A Wyoming Saga,”

A. of W., XXXV (October, 1963). Fifty-

seven police officers in the Kansas cow towns

are described in Nyle H, Miller and Joseph

W. Snell, Why the West Was Wild; A
Contemporary Look at the Antics of Some
Highly Publicized Kansas Cowtown Per-

sonalities (Topeka, Kans., 1963) 5 this was

published originally under the title “Some
Notes on Kansas Cowtown Police Officers

and Gunfighters,” KM.Q., XXVI (Spring,

t96o)-XXVIIl (Autumn, 196a). Carl C.

Rister, “Outlaws and Vigilantes of the

Southern Plains,” M.V.H,R., XIX (March,

*933)> touches upon lawlessness in the cow
towns. The cross breeding of Texas long-

horns with eastern strains is considered in

John M. Hazelton, History and Handling

of Hereford Cattle (Kansas City, Mo,,

>9*5)-
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Development of the Northern Range. In

addition to the general works cited above,

the extension of the cattle frontier over the

Northwest is described in two works by

Harold E. Briggs, Frontiers of the North-

west (New York, 1940), and “The Devel-

opment and Decline of Open Range Ranch-

ing in the Northwest,” M.V.H.R,, XX
(March, 1934), and in Robert G. Atliearn,

High Country Empire: The High Plains

and the Rockies (New York, i960). The

Colorado industry is thoroughly treated in

0,B. Peake, The Colorado Range Cattle

Industry (Glendale, Calif., 1939), and

Wyoming ranching in W.E, Guthrie, “The

Open Range Cattle Business in Wyoming,”

A. of W., V (July, 1927), Dan W. Green-

burg, Sixty Years, . . . The Cattle Industry

in Wyoming (Cheyenne, 1932), and C.G.

Coutant, History of Wyoming (Laramie,

1899). For the Montana phase of the

industry consult Merrill G. Burlingame, The

Montana Frontier (Helena, 194a), and

especially, Robert H. Fletcher, From Grass

to Fences; The Montana Range Cattle Story

(New York), which is based on the records

of the Montana Stock Growers Association.

J. Orin Oliphant, “The Cattle Trade from

the Far Northwest to Montana,” A.H., XI

(April, 1932), deals with expansion west-

ward from Montana. Special aspects of the

industry in Wyoming are the theme of

Robert H. Burns, “Beefmakers of the

Laramie Plains,” A, of W., XXXVI (Octo-

ber, 1964), Lewis L. Gould, “A. S, Mercer

and the Johnson County War: A Reap-

praisal,” A. and W., VII (Spring, 1965),

and Helena H. Smith, The War in Powder

River (New York, 1966) which is also a

readable history of the Johnson County War.

The subject is admirably handled in T. A.

Larson, History of Wyoming (Lincoln, Neb.,

1965). The best work on South Dakota

ranching is Bob Lee and Dick Williams,

Last Grass Frontier: The South Dakota

Stock Grower Heritage (Sturgis, S.D.,

1964) 5 this may be supplemented with

Harold E. Briggs, “Ranching and Stock

Raising in the Territory of South Dakota,”
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S.D.H.C., XIV (1928). The brief account

in Herbert S. Schell, History of South

Dakota (Lincoln, Neb., 1961) is also ex-

cellent. Excellent on Utah’s cattle frontier

are Don D. Walker, “The Cattle Industry

in Utah, 1850-1900,” XXXII
(Summer, 1964), and other articles in this

issue. The spread of cattle growing north-

ward into Canada is traced in Paul Sharp,

Whoof-uf Coimtry: The Canadian-American

West, 186^—1885 (rev. edn., Helena, i960),

and in the same author’s “Whoop-up Trail:

International Highway on the Great Plains,”

P.H.R., XXI (May, 1952). A well-edited

reprint of one of the contemporary books

describing ranching on the northern plains

is Walter Baron von Richthofen, Cattle-

Raising on the Plains of North America

(Norman, Okla., 1964).

The stockmen’s associations formed on

the range still await adequate study, but a

number of suggestive pioneering works have

been produced. For the Wyoming Stock

Growers’ Association, Louis Pelzer, “The

Cattlemen’s Commonwealth on the Western

Range,” M.V.H.R., XIII (June, 1916), is

a good introduction. The story is told in

greater detail in a series of articles by

W. Turrentine Jackson: “Railroad Relations

of the Wyoming Stock Growers’ Associa-

tion,” A, of W., XIX (January, 1947),

“The Wyoming Stock Growers’ Association:

Political Power in Wyoming Territory,

1873-1890,” MW.H.R., XXXII (March,

1947)

,
and “The Wyoming Stock Growers’

Association; Its Years of Temporary De-

cline, 1886—1890,” A.H., XXII (October,

1948)

. The same association’s history is

popularly told in Maurice Frink, Cow
Country Cavalcade: Eighty Years of the

Wyoming Stock Growers’ Association (Den-

ver, 1954) , Lewis Nordyke, Great Rounduf:

The Story of Texas and Southwestern Cat-

tlemen (New York, 1955), is actually a

journalistic history of the Texas and South-

western Cattle Raisers Association. The at-

tempt of large cattlemen who met in Denver

in 1887 to control prices by forming a

national trust is admirably described in

Gene M. Gressley, “The American Cattle

Trust: A Study in Protest,” P.H.R., XXX
(February, 1961).

Invasion of the Indian Territory. Carl C.
Rister, No Man’s Land (Norman, Okla.

1948), describes the occupation of the

Oklahoma Panhandle. Several articles by

Edward E. Dale canvas the subject thor-

oughly: “The Ranchman’s Last Frontier,”

M.V.H.R., X (June, 1923), *‘The History

of the Ranch Cattle Industry in Oklahoma,”

A.H.A., Annual Refort for jpso (Wash-

ington, D.C., 1925). and “Ranching on the

Cheyenne-Arapaho Reservation,” C.O., VI

(March, 1928).

Ranchers and Cowboys. The literature

on the cowboy is voluminous. Any reading

on the subject should begin with Joe B.

Frantz and Julian E. Choate, Jr., The

American Cowboy: The Myth and the Real-

ity (Norman, Okla., 1955), a penetrating

analysis. In Clifford P. Westermeier, Trailing

the Cowboy: His Life and Lore as Told by

Frontier Journalists (Caldwell, Idaho,

1955), are assembled a fine collection of

source materials helpful in understanding

the true nature of the cowboy. The same

author speculates on the nature of the Texas

cowboy in “The Cowboy in His Home

State,” S.H.Q., LVIII (October, 1954).

That approximately one-fifth of all cowboys

were Negroes is demonstrated in the well-

written book by Philip Durham and Everett

L. Jones, The Negro Cowboys (New York,

1965). More traditional but well worth

reading is J. Frank Dobie, Cow Peofle

(Boston, 1964). The effect of differing

environments in producing cowboys is

admirably discussed in Stephen Paullada,

Rawhide and Song: A Comfarative Study

of the Cattle Cultures of the Argentine

Pamfa and the North American Plains

(New York, 1963). Two famed heroes—or

villains—of the cattle country are well

described in Joseph G. Rosa, They Called

Hhn 'Wild Bill’: The Life and Adventures

of James Butler Hickok (Norman, Okla.,

1964), and Don Russell, The Life and

Legends of Buffalo Bill (Norman, Okla.,
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ig’iSo). Kent L. Steckmcsser, T/;e Western

Hero hi History and Legend (Norman,

Okla., i 965)> is an admirable attempt to

separate the men o£ the Wild West from tlie

legends tliat have grown up about them.

' One of the few trustworthy volumes of

reminiscences by a former cowboy is Andy

Adams, The Log of a Cowboy (Boston,

1903) 5
an excellent biography of Adams is

Wilson M. Hudson, Andy Adams: His Life

and Writings (Dallas, 1964). Angie Dobic,

ed., The Cowman's Southwest} Being the

Reminiscences of Oliver Nelson (Glendale,

Calif., 1953), James H. Cook, Fifty Years

on the Old Frontier (New Haven, Conn.,

1923, reprinted Norman, Okla., 1957), and

Charles A. Siringo, A Texas Cowboy, or

Fifteen Years on the Hurricane Deck of a

Sfanish Pony (New York, 1950, from 1885

edn.), are rich in atmosphere and anecdote.

Good descriptions are in Philip A. Rollins,

The Cowboy (New York, igzt), and E.

Douglas Branch, The Cowboy and His In-

terpreters (New York, 1926). Carl C.

Rister, Southern Plainsmen (Norman, Okla.,

‘93S)> has a colorful chapter on cowboys.

Ramon F. Adams, Come An' Get It, The

Story of the Old Cowboy Cook (Norman,

Okla., 1952) deals with a popular character

on the range.

Histories of some of the famous western
' ranches include: Harley T. Burton, "History

of the J.A. Ranch,” S.H.Q., XXXI (Octo-

ber, 1927)—XXXII (July, 1928), Bertha

M, Kuhn, “The W-B Ranch on the Mis-

souri Slope,” S.H.S.N.D., Collections, V
(*9^3)1 William C. Holden, The Spur

Ranch (Boston, 1934), Robert H. Burns,

“The Newman Ranches: Pioneer Cattle

Ranches of the West,” N.H., XXXIV
(March, 1953), J. Evetts Haley, The XIT
Ranch of Texas (Chicago, 1929, reissued

Norman, Okla., 1953), Lewis Nordyke,

Cattle Empire, The Fabulous History of the

3,000,000 Acre XIT (New York, 1949),
W.M. Pearce, The Matador Land and
Cattle Company (Norman, Okla,, 1964),
Lester F. Sheffy, The Francklyn Land and
Cattle Company (Austin, Tex., 1963), A.
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Ray Stephens, The Taft Ranch; A Texas

Principality (Austin, Tex., 1964) >
Gene M.

Gressley, “Tcschemacher and deBillier Cattle

Company: A Study of' Eastern Capital on

the Frontier,” B.H.R,, XXXIII (Summer,

*959)> and Ellsworth Collins, The tas

Ranch (Norman, Okla., 1937) . Helpful biog-

raphies of leading ranchers include: Allen

A. Erwin, The Southwest of John R.

Slaughter, tS-fi—igza (Glendale, Calif.,

1965), David B, Gracy II, “George Wash-

ington Littlefield: Portrait of a Cattleman,”

S.H.Q., LXVIII (October, 1954), J. Evetts

Haley, Charles Goodnight-, Cowman and

Plainsman (Boston, 1936, reissued Norman,

Okla., 1949), AJJ. Wood, “The . Coad

Brothers; Panhandle Cattle Kings,” N.H.,

XIX (January, 1938), and Lincoln Lang,

Ranching with Roosevelt (Philadelphia,

1926). Memoirs of former ranchers include

Frank S. Hastings, A Ranchman's Recollec-

tiojss (Chicago, 1921), and John Clay, My
Life on the Range (Chicago, 1924), while

the reminiscences of the meat dealer re-

sponsible for helping shape the cattle king-

dom are recorded in Joseph G. McCoy,

Historic Sketch of the Cattle Trade of the

West and Southwest (Washington, D.C.,

1932). Cordia S. Duke and Joe B. Frantz,

6,000 Miles of Fence: Life on the XIT
Ranch of Texas (Austin, Tex., 1961), are

the reminiscences of the wife of the general

manager of the famous ranch between 1885

and 191Z.

The Decline of Open Range Ranching.

The cattlemen’s financial struggles during

the 1880's are described in Louis Pelzer,

“Financial Management of the Cattle

Ranges,” J.E.B.H,, II (August, 1930), and

Charles 1. Bray, Financing the Western Cat-

tlemen (Ft. Collins, Col., 1928) , Troy

J. Cauley, “Early Business Methods in the

Texas Cattle Industry,” J.E.B.H., IV (May,

*93*) > discusses business methods used in the

long drives. One of the principal hazards

leading to the end of the open range, the

grass fire, is the theme of JA.. Rickard,

“Hazards of Ranching on the South Plains,”

S.H'.g., XXXVII (April, 1934), while the
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disastrous winter which doomed the north-

ern open range industry is pictured in Rob-

ert S. Fletcher, “That Hard Winter in Mon-
tana, 1886—1887,” A.H.f IV (October,

J930). The transition to “big pasture”

ranching is described in Robert S. Fletcher,

“The End of the Open Range in Eastern

Montana,” M.V.H.R., XVI (September,

1929), and Edward E. Dale, “The Cow
Country in Transition,” M.V.H.R., XXIV
(June, 1937). Henry D. McCallum and

Frances T. McCallum, T/ie Wire That

Fenced, the West (Norman, Okla., 1965),

is an excellent history of the development

and spread of barbed-wire fendng. A
scholarly history of the cattle industry after

its transition to the fenced range is John T.

Schlebecker, Cattle Raising on the PtainSf

igoo^tgdi (Lincoln, Neb., 1963).

The Spread of the Sheep Range. The

standard work is Charles W. Towne and

Edward N. Wentworth, Shepherd's Empire

(Norman, Okla., 1945), although L.G.

Connor, “A Brief History of the Sheep

Industry in the United States,” A.H.A.,

Annual Report for ipi8 (Washington, D.C.,

1921), is still useful. The coming of herds

to the Northwest is discussed in Harold E.

Briggs, “The Early Development of Sheep

Ranching in the Northwest,” A.H., XI

(July, 1937), while trails used by drovers

are exhaustively described in Edward N.

Wentworth, America's Sheep Trails (Ames,

Iowa, 1948).

XXXIV OPENING THE
GREAT PLAINS

General Works. The concept of the Great

Plains country as a region whose hostile

environment could be conquered only after

the industrial revolution reached maturity is

developed in, the stimulating book by Walter

P. Webb, The Great Plains (Boston, 1931).

The volume and its point of view are criti-

cised in Fred A. Shannon, “An Appraisal of

Walter Prescott Webb’s The Great Plains:

A Study in Institutions, and Environment,”

Critiques of Research in the Social Sciences.

(New York, 1940), but Webb’s book is

nevertheless essential, to, an uriderstandihg oi
the Plains country. Fred A;: Shannon,

' TAe
Farmers Last Frontier (New Yorki 1943)
and espedaUy Gilbert C. Fite, Tfe Farmers
Frontier, s86$—ipoo

. (^Histories'
of. 'tju

American Frontier Series, New. York,' 1966)
admirably

,
deal with ; all

, aspects oL /the.

problems discussed in this chapter, .

Development of Farm/ Machinery. -The^

most thorough study of . the ; invention 'and

spread of barbed-wire fencing are in ..Henry

D. McCallum and Frances T. McCallum,
The Wire that Fenced the West (Hoimm,
Okla., 1965). Still useful are the. accounts

in Webb, The Great P/awM, and Earl W.
Hayter, "Barbed Wire Fencing—a Frairie

Invention: Its Rise and .Influence m the

Western States,” A.H., XIII (October,

*939)* The story is more briefly told /in

Walter P. Webb, “The Story
, of Some

Prairie Inventions,” N.H., XXXIV (Decern-

1953)} while Clarence H. Danhoff,

“The Fencing Problem , in
.
the Eighteen-

Fifties,” A.H., Xyill (October,
: 1944),

provides interesting background. Henry D.

McCallum, “Barbed Wire in ' Texas,”

S.H.Q., LXI (October, 1958), learnedly

describes the various types of wire employed

in fencing.-

Shannon, The Farmers ' Last Frontier,

briefly describes improvements in fafm'nia-

chinery, while Leo Rogin, The introduction

of Farm Machinery in Its Relations to th

Productivity of LaAor (Berkeley, . Calif.,

*93^), demonstrates the effect qf the

inventions on frontier .expansion! /The story

of Farm Machinery in, Its Relation- to/ tht

son, Cyrus Hall McCoTthick, .x, .v. (New

York, 1930—35)..:- Neil'- M..; Clark,. JoAt

Deere, He Gave to .the .World the. Sice,

Plow (Moline,' Hh, 1937), is a- laudatorj

history;' of ' a leading
.

plow- manufacturer

The evolution! of
;

planting, machinefy. i

described in ! Russell H.. .^derson, “Gfaii

Drills Through •Thirty-Nine ^ Centuries,’

A.H., X (October,.. i 93
'

6) -,.Lynn

’

and Edward A.
;

Rumleyi. :Power
,
and th,

Plow (New. Yorkr .1911 ) . -
deals, with /i;h(

.early, development , of
;

power, machinery, .*
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subject that is explored more fully in Rey-

nold M. Wik, Steam Power on the American

Farm (Philadelphia, 1953)- Edward E.

Dale, “Wood and Water; Twin Problems

of the Prairies,” W.H., XXIX (June, 1948 )»

is an anecdotal history of attempts to supply

these two essential commodities. A thorough,

statistical study of the effect of these in-

ventions on farm production is Wayne D.

Rasmussen, “The Impact of Technological

Change on American Agriculture, 186a-

196a,” XXII (December, 196a)

which deals largely with the twentieth cen-

tury but has helpful information on the

pioneer period.

The Land System. Two standard histories

of the land system, Benjamin H. Hibbard,

A History of the Public Land Policies (rev.

edn., Madison, Wise., 196J), and Roy M.

Robbins, Our Latsded Heritage (Princeton,

1942), provide background information. A
number of pertinent essays, dealing with

problems in formulating and administrating

a land policy during these years, are in

Vernon Carstensen, ed., The Public Lands:

Studies in the History of the Public Domain

(Madison, Wise., 1963), and Howard W.
Ottoson, Land Use Policy and Problems in

ike United States (Lincoln, Neb., 1963).

That the Homestead Act failed to have an

important impact on European thought or

behavior is demonstrated in Folke Dovring,

“European Reactions to the Homestead Act,”

J.E.H., XXII (December, 1962). Ronald

R. Brown, “Jonathan Baldwin Turner and

the Land-Grant Idea,” J.I.S.H.S., LV (Win-

ter, 1962), traces the growth of the idea

of land grants for education through the

person of an early Illinois advocate of such

a plan, while John Y. Simon, “The
Politics of the Morrill Act,” A.H., XXXVIl
(April, 1963), studies the translation of

that ideal into legislative form.

The Operation of the Land System. Any
study of land disposal in the post-Civil War
era should begin with Paul W. Gates, “The
Homestead Act in an Incongruous Land
System,” A.H.R., XLI (July, 1936), which

demonstrates that the Homestead Act did not
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mean free land for all. Roy M. Robbins,

“The Public Domain in the Era of Ex-

ploitation, 1862—1901,” A.H., XIII (April,

1939) explores other aspects of the problem.

Shannon, The Farmers Last Frontier, con-

tains chapters summarizing recent studies of

the subject. The failure of the Homestead

Act to attract eastern workers is explained in

Fred A. Shannon, “The Homestead Act and

the Labor Surplus,” A.H.R., XLI (July,

1936)

. Paul W. Gates has summed up some

of his more recent thinking on the disposal

of the public domain in “The Homestead

Act: Free Land Policy in Operation, 1862-

1935,” in Howard W. Ottoson, Land Use

Policy and Problems in the United States

(Lincoln, Neb., 1963), pp. 28-465 in this

thoughtful article he finds the act more

important in land distribution than in his

pioneer study cited above, Everett N. Dick,

“Free Homes for Millions,” N.H., XLIII

(December, 1962), is a popular and in-

formal history of the working of the Home-

stead Act. That die imperfections of this

measure and other land laws hurried rather

than retarded settlement is the theme of

Theodore Saloutos, “Land Policy and Its

Relation to Agricultural Production and

Distribution, 1862 to 1933,” J.EJi., XXII

(December, 1962).

The systematic exploitation of the public

domain by corporations is treated in Wil-

liam F. Raney, “The Timber Culture Acts,”

M.V.H.A., Proceedings, X (1919—20), and

John T. Ganoe, “The Desert Land Act in

Operation, 1877-1891,” A.H., XI (April,

1937)

. Fremont P. Wirth, The Discovery

and Exploitation of the Minnesota Iron

Lands (Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1937), de-

scribes the engrossment of one type of natu-

ral resource, while John Ise, The United

States Forest Policy (New Haven, Conn.,

1920), deals with timbered areas. A schol-

arly biography of a principal advocate of

land policy reform is Wallace Stegner,

Beyond the Hundredth Meridian; John Wes-

ley Powell and the Second Opening of the

West (Boston, 1954).

John B. Sanborn, Congressional Grants of
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Land in Aid of Railways (Madison, Wise.,

1899), describes the legislative measures that

awarded the railroads their western hold-

ings, but fails to show the effect of the

grants on settlement. The struggle of the

land office to end some of the worst abuses

of the system is the theme of John B. Rae,

“Commissioner Sparks and the Railroad

Land Grants,” M.V.H.R., XXI (September,

1933), while the system is defended by a

spokesman for the railroads in Robert S.

Henry, “The Railroad Land Grant Legend

in American History Texts,” M.V.H.R,,

XXXII (September, 1945). Leslie E.

Decker, “The Railroads and the Land

Office: Administrative Policy and the Land

Patent Controversy, 1864—1896,” M.V.H.R.,

XLVI (March, i960), demonstrates that

the slowness with which land grants were

transferred to railroads was a potent cause

of dissatisfaction in the West. An important

aspect of the whole land-grant question is

studied in Leslie E. Decker, Railroads,

Lands, and Politics: The Taxation of the

Railroad Land Grants, t86^—iS^y (Prov-

idence, R.I., 1964). David M. Ellis, “The

Forfeiture of Railroad Land Grants, 1867—

1894,” M.V.H.R., XXXIII (June, 1946),

deals with the return of lands to the gov-

ernment. The whole subject deserves addi-

tional study.

Thomas LeDuc, “The Disposal of the

Public Domain on the Trans-Mississippi

Plains: Some Opportunities for Investiga-

tion,” A.H., XXIV (October, 1930), stresses

the need for further investigation of all

aspects of land disposal. One area requiring

study is the alienation of Indian reservation

lands. Paul W. Gates, “A Fragment of

Kansas History; the Disposal of the Chris-

tian Indian Tract,” K.H.Q., VI (August,

1937), illustrates the possibilities of the sub-

ject. The sale of agricultural college land

has been investigated in three specialized

studies: Thomas LeDuc, “State Disposal of

the Agricultural College Land Scrip,” A.H.,

XXVIII (July, 1954), Agnes Horton, “Ne-

braska’s Agricultural-College Land,” N.H.,

XXX (March, 1949), and Paul W. Gates,

The Wisconsin Pine Lands of Cornell UnU
versity: A Study in Land Policy and Ab-
sentee Ownership (Ithaca, N.Y., 194,3).

The operation of the land, system in vari-

ous western states is considered in: Addison
E. Sheldon, Land Systems and Land Policies

in Nebraska (Lincoln, Neb., 1936), William

J. Stewart, “Speculation and Nebraska’s

Public Domain, 1863-1872,” N.H., XLV
(September, 1964), Paul W. Gates, “Land
and Credit Problems in Underdeveloped

Kansas,” K.H.Q., XXXI (Spring, 1965),
which shows that large speculative holdings

retarded the state’s development before 1870,

Paul W. Gates, Fifty Million Acres:

Conflicts over Kansas Land Policy,

1854-1890 (Ithaca, N.Y., 1954), George

L. Anderson, “The Administration of

Federal Land ‘Laws in Western Kansas,

1880—1890; A Factor in Adjustment to a

New Environment,” K.H.Q., XX (Novem-

ber, 1952), which shows that administrative

procedures were as ill-suited to the plains

environment as the laws themselves, Charles

L. Green, The Administration of the Public

Domain in South Dakota
.
(Pierre,- S, Dak.,

1940), Roy M. Robbins, “The Federal Land

Sj'stem in an Embryo State: Washington

Territory, 1853-1900,” P.H.R., IV (De-

cember, 1935), and Paul W. Gates, “The

Homestead Law in Iowa,” A.H., XXXVIII

(April, 1964), which argues that although

only 8,851 persons completed claims under

the law, the measure lessened the debt load

and greatly benefited the state. The problems

of imposing the American land system in

a region where a Spanish system was already

operating are expertly explored in Howard

R. Lamar, ‘Tand Policy in the Spanish

Southwest, 1846—1891,” J.E.H., XXII (De-

cember, 1962), while Paul W. Gates, “Cali-

fornia’s Agricultural College Lands,”

P.H.R., XXX (May, 1961), reveals that

California learned nothing from the mis-

takes of older states, An excellent study,

well documented ,and searching in its im-

plications, is Victor Westphall, The Public

Domahi in New Mexico, 1854-1891 (Al-

buquerque, 1965), which deals with the
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(Ji'sposa! of the public domain from the

arrival of the first surveyors to the repeal

of the Pre-emption Act.

XXXV THE FARMERS’
FRONTIER

Forces Encouraging Migration. The best

history of the advancing farmers’ frontier

is Gilbert C. Fite, The Farmer^ Frontier,

fSfi^-ipoo {Histories of the dnierkan

Frontier Series, New York, 1966). Useful

also is Fred A. Shannon, The Farmers' Last

Frontier {The Economic History of the

United. States, New York, 1945). A fuller

study of population movements is in Charles

„W. Thornthwaite and Helen I. Slentz, Inter-

nal Migration in the United States (Philadel-

phia, 1934), and Carter L. Goodrich, Mi~

gralion and Economic Of-portiinity (Phila-

delphia, 1936). Foreign immigration to

the West is treated in the standard histories

of immigration, of which the latest are

George M. Stephenson, A History of A meri-

cau Immigration (Boston, 1926), and Carl

L. Wittke, We Who Built America: The

Saga of the Immigrant (New York, 1939).

Norwegian immigration during the period

is described in Carlton C. Qualey, Norwe-

gian Settlement in the United States (North-

field, Minn., 1938), and Swedish in George

M. Stephenson, “Background of the Be-

ginnings of Swedish Immigration, 1850-

1875,” A.H.R., XXXI (July, 1926), and

“ K.C. Babcock, The Scandinavian Element

in the United States (Urbana, 111 ., 1914).

Kenneth 0 , Bjork, West of the Great Di-

vide; Norviegian Migration to the Pacific

Coast, (Northfield, Minn.,

J958), is a detailed history of internal

migration. The Mennonite migration from

Russia is considered in Charles H. Smith,

The Coming of the Russian Mennonites

(Chicago, 1927). An excellent study of the

forces that led the English to migrate to

the West in large numbers is Oscar O.

Winthcr, “English Migration to the Ameri-
can West, 18^5-1900,” H.L.Q., XXVII
(February, 1964).

The role of the railroads as colonizing
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agents was first explored in two articles by

James B. Hedges, “Promotion of Immigra-

tion to the Pacific Northwest by the Rail-

roads,” M.V.H.R., XV (September, 1928),

and “The Colonizing Work of the Northern

Pacific Railroad,” M.V.H.R., XIII (Decem-

ber, 1925). Harold Peterson, “Some Colo-

nizing Projects of the Northern Pacific Rail-

road,” M.H., X (June, 1929), deals with

the same road, while John B. Rae, “The

Great Northern’s Land Grant,” J.E.H., XII

(Spring, 1952), proves tliat this line ac-

quired the seventh largest land grant in

history when it assumed control of the St.

Paul and Pacific Railroad. The part played

by the Chicago, Burlington, and Quincy

Railroad is ably described in Richard C.

Overton, Burlington West (Cambridge,

Mass., 1941), and more briefly in the same

author’s splendid history of the road, Bur-

lington Route. A History of the Burlington

Lines (New York, 1965). An excellent

study of the Santa Fe’s colonizing policy is

in William S. Greever, Arid Domain. The

Santa Fe Railway and Its Western Land

Grant (Stanford, Calif., 1954), and of the

Southern Pacific in Edna M. Parker, “The

Southern Pacific Railroad and the Settlement

of Southern California,” P.H.R., VI (June,

1937). Of some use also is V.V. Masterson,

The Katy Railroad and the Last Frontier

(Norman, Okla., 1952). Meroe J. Owens,

“John Barzynski, Land Agent,” R.H,,

XXXVI (June, 1955), deals with a Polish

land agent for the Burlington and Missouri

River Railroad. An admirable case study

of the manner in which that railroad trans-

ported large numbers of Russian Mennonites

to the West is in John D. Unruh, Jr., “The

Burlington and Missouri River Railroad

Brings the Mennonites to Nebraska, 1873-

1878,” N.H., XLV (March, 1964). Similar

studies of other western lines are needed.

Herbert S. Schell, “Ofiidal Immigration

Activities of Dakota Territory,” N.D.H.Q.,

VII (October, 1932), touches upon another

little-explored aspect of frontier history.

Henrietta M. Larson, The Wheat Market

and (he Farmer in Minnesota (New York,
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1926), shows the effect of grain prices on

settlement, while Louis B. Schmidt, “The

Westward Movement of the Wheat Growing

Industry in the United States,”

XVIII (July, 1920), traces the migration.

A thorough discussion of the new milling

methods is in Charles B. Kuhlman, T/ie De-

velopment of the Flour-Milling Industry in

the United States (Boston, 1929). Improve-

ment in grain-handling methods are de-

scribed in Guy A. Lee, “The Historical Sig-

nificance of the Chicago Grain Elevator

System,” A.H., XI (January, 1937).

The standard work on social conditions in

the prairie country is Everett Dick, The Sod-

House Frontier, i854~xgoo (New York,

1937), which describes obstacles as well as

living conditions faced by the farmers. E.E.

Dale, Frontier IVays: Sketches of Life in the

Old West (Austin, Tex., 1959), contains a

number of essays, most of them on social

conditions on the Great Plains farming fron-

tier, by a historian with a vast knowledge of

the subject. James C. Malin, “Dust Storms,”

K.H.Q., XIV (May, 1946) and later issues,

and John T. Schlebecker, “Grasshoppers in

American Agricultural History,” A.H.,

XXVII (July, 1953), deal with other men-

aces to settlers. The development of new

farming techniques is briefly described in

Mary W.M. Hargreaves, Dry Farming in

the northern Great Flams, igoo—iga^

(Cambridge, Mass., 1957).

The Kansas-Nebraska Frontier. The prob-

lem of adjustment to the Kansas environ-

ment is considered in two stimulating works

by James C. Malin; Winter Wheat in the

Golden Belt of Kansas (Lawrence, Kans.,

1944), and Grassland Historical Studies.

Natural Resources Utilization in a Back-

ground of Science and Technology (Law-

rence, Kans., 1950). The same author’s “The

Adaptation of the Agricultural System to

Sub-Humid Environment,” A.H,, X (July,

1936), is an excellent interpretation. The

settlement process is described in the histories

of the two states, of which the- most useful

are Adolph Roenigk, ed.. Pioneer History of

Kansas (Lincoln, Neb., 1933), Thomas A.

McNeal, When Kansas Was Young (New '

York, 1922), Lcola H. Blanchard, Conquest
of Southwest Kansas (Wichita, Kans.,

1931), and James C. Olson, History of
Nebraska (Lincoln, Neb., 1955). The com-
ing of two alien groups to Kansas is de-

scribed in Emory Lindquist, “The Swedish

Immigrant and Life in Kansas,” K.H.Q.

XXIX (Spring, 1963), and George R.

Beyer, “Pennsylvania Germans Move to

Kansas,” P.H., XXXIl (January, 1965).

The first of a projected two-volume history

of a leading city in the area is A. Theodore

Brown, Frontier Community: Kansas City

to 1870 (Columbia, Mo., 1963). Reminis-

cences of early settlers give a realistic

picture of life on the plains frontier. John

Ise, Sod and Stubble: the Story of a Kansas

Homestead (New York, 1926), pieces to-

gether the memoirs of many pioneers to cre-

ate a readable social history. The same

author has edited the letters of an early set-

tler in Howard Ruede, Sod-House Days,

Letters for a Kansas Homesteader, 1877-

1878 (New York, 1937). Comparable in

usefulness are Adela E.R, Orpen, Memories

of the Old Emigrant Days in Kansas, tS6s-

1865 (New York, 1928), and Pauline Far-

seth and Theodore C. Blegen, eds., Frontier

Mother: The Letters of Gro Svendsea

(Northfield, Minn., 1950),

The Northwestern Frontier. Harold E.

Briggs, Frontiers of the Northwest (New

York, 1940), describes the settlement process

thoroughly. For the Dakotas this should be

supplemented with the scholarly work by

Herbert S. Schell, Dakota Territory During

the Eighteen Sixties (Vermillion, S. Dak.,

1954,), and the same author’s History of

South Dakota (Lincoln, Neb., 1961). Edna

L. Waldo, Dakota: An Informal History of

Territorial Days (Caldwell, Idaho, 193^)1

is popular in tone but useful. The best his-

tory of North Dakota is Elvvyn B. Robinson,

History of North Dakota (Lincoln, Neb.,

1966)5 less competent are Lews F. Craw-

ford, History of North Dakota (New York,

1 9 3 1 ) ,
and W. M. Wemett, The Story of the

Flickertail State (Valley City, N. Dak.,
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19*3). An excellent scholarly history of the

bonanza farms in the Red River Valley is

Hiram M. Drache, T^e Day of the Bo-

aanza: A History of Bonanza Farming its

the Red RRier Valley of the North (Fargo,

N, Dak., 1964). Excellent also is a case

study of a Liverpool merchant firm that in-

vested heavily in Red Rivet Valley lands:

Morton Rothstein, “A British Investment in

Bonanza Farming,” A.H., XXXIII (April,

1959), Additional information may be

found in Harold E. Briggs, “Early Bonan-

za Farming in the Red River Valley of the

North,” A.H., VI (January, 193*), Alva

H. Benton, “Large Land Holdings in North

Dakota,” J.L.P.V.E., I (October, 1925),

and Stanley N. Murray, “Railroads and

Agricultural Development of the Red River

Valley of the North, 1870—1890,” A.H.,

XXXI (October, 1957), C.H. Grinling,

The History of the Great Northern Railway,

sS4s~2Sys (London, 1898), and Joseph G.

Pyle, The Life of James J. Hilt, a v. (New

York, 1917), throw light on railroad efiorts

to induce immigration. James P, Shannon,

Catholic Colonization on the Western Frost-

tier (New Haven, Conn., 1957), describes

the effort of Bishop John Ireland to establish

colonies of Catholic farmers in the region.

Information on settlement is also in Charles

L. Green, The Adistinistration of the Public

Datnahs in South Dakota (Pierre, S. Dak.,

1940). Two books of reminiscences by early

settlers are colorful: Walker D. Wyman,
Notlsing But Prairie and Sky: Life on the

Dakota Rastge in the Early Days (Norman,
Okla., 1954), and Aagot Raaen, Grass of

the Earth (Northfield, Minn., *950).
The extension of the agricultural frontier

into Wyoming, Montana, and Colorado is

touched upon in Hubert H. Bancroft, His-

tory of Nevada, Colorado, and Wyoming,
iSJo-tSSS (San Francisco, 1890), I.S.

Bartlett, History of Wyomhig (Chicago,

*9*®), the excellent account in T. A. Larson,
History of Wyoming (Lincoln, Neb., 1965),
Alvin T. Steinel, History of Agriculture in

Colorado, 18^8-2^16 (Denver, ‘1926), and
Merrill G. Burlingame, The Mosstana Fron-
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tier (Helena, Mont,, 1942). Interpretative

and important is the study of agricultural

adaptation to the arid region in Robert G.

Dunbar, “The Significance of the Colorado

Agricultural Frontier,” A.H., XXXIV (July,

i960). More general, but useful, is the

treatment of the subject in Robert G.

Athearn, High Cosintry Empire (New York,

i960). An important regional study is Paul

F. Sharp, Whoof-Up Country, The Casta-

dian-American West, 1865—2885 (rev. edn.,

Helena, Mont., i960), a scholarly history

of the area between Fort Benton on the

upper Missouri, and Fort McLeod in

Canada.

The statehood process in the Northwest

is described in Frederic L. Paxson, “The

Admission of the Omnibus States, i888-

90,” W.H.S., Proceedings for tQsi (Madi-

son, Wise., 1912), John D. Hicks, “Six Con-

stitutions of the Far Northwest,” M.V.H.A.,

Proceedings, IX (1917-18), and more fully

in John D. Hicks, The Constitutions of the

Northwest States (Lincoln, Neb., 1923). Of

particular importance for one region is the

stimulating discussion of government and

politics in territorial Dakota: Howard R*

Lamar, Dakota Territory, t86t—r88y: A

Study of Frontier Politics (New Haven,

Conn,, 1956). Clark C. Spence, “The Ter-

ritorial Officers of Montana, 1864—1889,”

XXX (May, 1961), is a competent

study of the problems leading to statehood,

while a scholarly history of the statehood

process in another state is T. A. Larson,

“Wyoming Statehood,” A. of W,, XXXVII
(April, 1965). The manner in which the

Wyoming statehood bill was guided through

Congress is described in Lewis L. Gould,

“Joseph M. Carey and Wyoming State-

hood,” A. of W., XXXVII (October, 1965).

The Southwestern Frontier. Roy Git-

tinger. The Formation of the State of Okla-

homa (Berkeley, Calif., 1917), is tlie fullest

history of settlement, but good brief accounts

will be found in Grant Foreman, A History

of Oklahoma (Norman, Okla., 1942), Ed-

ward E. Dale and Morris L. Wardell, His-

tory of Oklahoma (New York, 1948), and
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Edwin C. McReynolds, Oklahoma: 4 His-

tory of tha Sooner State (Norman, Okla.,

1954.). A thorough account of Boomer ac-

tivity is in Carl C. Rister, Land Hunger:

David L. Payne and the Oklahoma Boomers

(Norman, Okla., 1943); Berlin B. Chap-

man, “The Legal Sooners of 1889 in Okla-

homa,” C. of O., XXXV (Winter, 1957),

deals with teamsters, land agents, and others

who were legally in Oklahoma when the

rush began. The situation in southern Kansas

at the start of the rush are well described in

Jean C. Lough, “Gateways to the Promised

Land: The Role Played by the Southern

Kansas Towns in the Opening of the Chero-

kee Strip to Settlement,” XXV
(Spring, 1959). Town planting by the

’Sgers is described in Gerald Forbes, Guth-

rie: Oklahoma's First Capital (Norman,

Okla., 1938), John Alley, City Beginnings

in Oklahoma Territory (Norman, Okla.,

1939), and Berlin B. Chapman, The Found-

ing of Stillvialer (Stillwater, Okla., 1949).

Early law enforcement problems are color-

fully described in Glenn Shirley, Law West

of Fort Smith: A History of Frontier Justice

in the Indian Territory (New York, 1957),

while Edward E. Dale and James D. Mor-

rison, Pioneer Judge; The Life of Robert

Lee Williams (Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1958),

deals with a principal law-enforcement offi-

cial. Reminiscences of pioneers who partici-

pated in the early rushes include: Seth K.

Humphrey, Following the Prairie Frontier

(Minneapolis, 1931), Irving Geffs, The

First Eight Months of Oklahoma City (Nor-

man, Okla., 1939), and Allie B. Wallace,

Frontier Life in Oklahoma (Washington,

D.C., 1964). Two able articles by Charles

W. Ellinger deal with the statehood process

in Oklahoma: “The Drive for Statehood in

Oklahoma, 1889-1906,” C.O., XVI (Spring,

1963), and “Political Obstacles Barring

Oklahoma’s Admission to Statehood, 1890—

1906,” G.P.J., III (Spring, 1964).

The Peopling of New Mexico and Arizona.

A masterful study of the effect of the arid

environment of the Southwest on the people

and institutions is Howard R, Lamar, The

Far Southwest, A Terrhoml
History (New Haven, Conn., 1966). Less

useful, but still of importance in the study

of the region, are Hubert H. Bancroft, His.

tory of Arizona and New Mexico (San

Francisco, 1889), Ralph E. Twitchell,

Leading Facts of New Mexico History, 2 y,

(Cedar Rapids, Iowa, 1911), Frank C.

Lockwood, Pioneer Days in Arizona (New
York, 1932), Rufus K. Wyllys, Arizona;

'

The History of a Frontier State (Phoenix,

1950 >
and Warren A. Beck, New Mexico;

A History of Four Centuries (Norman,

Okla., 1962). Land sales as they affected

the occupation of New Mexico are expertly

described in Victor Westphall, The Public

Domain in New Mexico, 18^4-18^1 (Albu-

querque, 1965), while the history of a large

land grant is considered in Jim B. Pearson,

The Maxwell Land Grant (Norman, Okla,,

1961). Howard R. Lamar, “The Reluctant

Admission: The Struggle to Admit Arizona

and New Mexico to the Union,” in Robert

G. Ferris, ed., The American West: An Ap-

praisal (Santa Fe, 1963), is a well-written

interpretation of the statehood process in the-

Southwest. More detailed on Arizona are:

B. Sacks, “The Creation of the Territory of

Arizona,” A. and W., V (Spring and Sum-

mer, 1963), Bert M. Fireman, “Fremont’s

Arizona Adventure,” A.W., I (Winter,

1964), which describes Fremont’s career as

territorial governor, and Howard R. Lamar,

“Carpetbaggers Full of Dreams: A Func-

tional View of the Pioneer Arizona Politi-

cian,” A. and W., VII (Autumn, 1963), a

scholarly work showing that the politicians

sent to govern territorial Arizona were men

of real ability and ambition for the region.

On New Mexico and its advance to state-

hood the most important study is Calvin

Horn, New Mexico's Troubled Years; The

Story of the Early Territorial Governors

(Albuquerque, 1932) ior the early period,

while Robert W. Larson, “Statehood for

New Mexico, 1888-1912,” N.M.H.R.,

XXXVII (July, 1962), summarizes a com-

petent doctoral dissertation. The same

author’s “Taft, Roosevelt, and New Mexico
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South, 1870-1877,” XIX (Novem-

ber, 1953).

The Greenback Interlude. An excellent

study, which is primarily a political history

of money rather than a financial history, is

Irwin Unger, The Greenback Era; A Social

and Political History of American Finance^

tSOs-iSyg (Princeton, NJ., 1964). Martin

Ridge, Ignatius Donnelly; The Portrait of

a Politician (Chicago, 1962), is an excel-

lent biography of an agrarian leader whose

career spans the entire post-Civil War era.

The same author’s “Ignatius Donnelly and

the Greenback Movement,” M.A., XXXIX
(July, 1957), which is broader than its title

indicates, fits the Greenback movement into

its national setting. The only political study

is Orin G. Libby, “A Study of the Green-

back Movement, 1876—1884,” W.A.SA..L,,

Transactions, XII (Madison, Wise., 1898).

This should be supplemented by more recent

works on the party in western states: Ellis

B. Usher, The Greenback Movement of

18^5—1884 and Wisconsin's Part in It (Mil-

waukee, 1911), Clyde O. Ruggles, “The

Economic Basis of the Greenback Movement

in Iowa and Wisconsin,” M.V.H.A., Pro-

ceedings, VI (1912-13), and Reginald C.

McCrane, “Ohio and the Greenback Move-

ment,” M.V.H.R., XI (March, 1925). The

standard biography of the party’s presi-

dential candidate is Fred E. Haynes, James

Baird Weaver (Iowa City, Iowa, 1919).

The Farmers’ Alliance, John D. Hicks

describes the movement in The Populist Re-

volt, cited above, and more fully with John

D, Barnhart, “The Farmers’ Alliance,”

N.C.H.R., VI (July, 1929). Local studies

include: John D. Hicks, “The Origin and

Early History of the Farmers’ Alliance in

Minnesota,” M.V.H.R., IX (December,

1922), Homer Clevenger, “The Farmers’

Alliance in Missouri,” M.H.R., XXXVIII

(October, 1944), and Ralph Smith, “The

Farmers’ Alliance in Texas, 1875—1900,”

S.H.Q., XLVIII (January, 1945). Herman

C. Nixon, “The Cleavage within the Farm-

ers’ Alliance Movement,” M.V.H.R,, XV
(June, 1928), deals with divisions among

the members. The career of a notable leader

is described in Roy V. Scott, “Milton George
and the Farmers’ Alliance Movement”
M.V.H.R., XLV (June, 1958), while the

transition from the Alliance movement to

Populism is the theme of Donald F. Warner
“Prelude to Populism,” M.H., XXXIl (An*
tumn, 1951).

The Populist Party. John D. Hicks, Th
Populist Revolt (Minneapolis, 1931), is ex-

cellent. Two underlying causes of discontent,

the reaction from the boom of the iggo’s

and the monetary situation, have been ex-

plored. The first can be understood only

against the background of the farm mort-

gage problem, which has been explored by

Allan G. Bogue in: “The Land Mortgage

Company in the Early Plains States,” A.H.,

XXV (January, 1951), and Money at In-

terest: The Farm Mortgage on the Middle

Border (Ithaca, N.Y., 1955). The same

author, in “Foreclosure Tenancy on the

Northern Plains,” AM., XXXIX (January,

1965), studies the fate of foreclosed lands

after the collapse of the boom, showing that

many were purchased by farmers to expand

their holdings. Studies of other specialized

aspects of the problem include: Hallie

Farmer, “The Economic Background ol

Frontier Populism,” M.V.H.R., X (March

1924)

,
Raymond C. Miller, “The Back

ground of Populism in Kansas,” M.V.H.R.

XI (March, 1925), and Herbert L. Glynn

“The Urban Real Estate Boom in Nebrask:

during the Eighties,” N.L.B., VI (May

1928), and VII (November, 1928). Equalli

important is a careful study by John D

Barnhart, “Rainfall and the Populist Part;

in Nebraska,” A.P.S.R., XIX (August

1925)

,
which shows the correlation betweei

drought areas and the vote for independen

candidates. Hallie Farmer, “The Railroad

and Frontier Populism,” M.V.H.R., XII

(December, 1926), treats the farmers’ dis

satisfaction with railroads.

The monetary situation is briefly describe!

in Davis R. Dewey, Financial History 0

the United States (New York, 1922). De

spite its title, Milton Friedman and Anna J
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Schwartz, A Monetary History of the United

Stales, sS6j-sg6a (Princeton, N.J., 1963),

deals largely with the period since 1953 and

is marred by the authors’ attempt to prove

a largely discredited thesis. That the term

"Crime of 1873” was not used until 1889

is proven in Paul Barnett, “The Crime of

1873 Re-examined,” A.H., XXXVIII (July,

1964), while conflict over the silver ques-

tion within the older parties is the theme of

Fred Wellborn, "The Influence of the

Silver-Republican Senators, 1889-1891,”

M.VH.R., XIV (March, 1928), and James

A. Barnes, “The Gold Standard Democrats

and the Party Conflict,” M.V.H.R., XVII

(December, 1930). W. Jett Lauck, TAe

Causes of the Panic of 1893 (Boston, 1907),

deals with the financial background, while

Jeanette P. Nichols, “The Politics and Per-

sonalities of Silver Repeal in the United

States Senate,” A.H.R., XLI (October,

1935), describes the repeal of the Sherman

Silver Purchase Act,

The question of “who were the Populists”

has concerned a number of historians. This

controversy was launched when Richard

Hofstadter explored “The Folklore of Pop-

ulism” in his The Age of Reform frotn

Bryan to F.D.R, (New York, 1955), argu-

ing that Populism was a reactionary force

seeking an escape from the industrial age,

and that Populists mirrored this cultural lag

by their nativistic tendencies. The opposite

viewpoint was taken by Norman Pollack,

The Populist Response to Industrial Amer-
ica; Midwest Populist Thought (Cambridge,

Mass., 1962), which held that the Populists,

rather than seeking a return to a preindus-

trial social order, were among the most
cogent critics of society and truly progres-

sive in their attitudes. The same author in

a later essay has repeated these arguments,

^
with additional evidence in, “Fear of Man:
Populism, Authoritarianism, and the His-
torian,” AM., XXXIX (April, 1965),
stressing that Populists were dedicated to

equalitaxianism as well as to social change;
other historians dispute this viewpoint in the

same issue pf that journal. Three other schol-
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ars have studied Populists in different west-

ern areas, and all have concluded that they

were neither nativistic nor anti-Semitic, but

were genuinely progressive and dedicated to

social as well as economic reform: Walter

T.K. Nugent, The Tolerant Populists:

Kansas Populissn and Nativism (Chicago,

1963), Stanley B. Parsons, “Who Were the

Nebraska Populists?” N.H., XLIV (June,

1963), and Donald A. Pickens, “Oklahoma

Populism and Historical Interpretation,”

C.O., XLIII (Autumn, 1965).

The early growth of the Populist Party is

the theme of John D. Hicks, “The Birth of

the Populist Party,” M.H., IX (September,

1928). J. Martin Klotsche, “The ‘United

Front’ Populists,” XX (June,

t937)> discusses the attempt of various re-

form groups to gain control of the party.

The party’s role in the election of 1892 is

considered in George H. Knoles, The Presi-

dential Campaign and Election of s8gi

(Stanford, Calif., 19+2). A local study, but

with national implications for an under-

standing of why the Populists did not win

in the 1894 elections, is Walter T.K. Nu-

gent, “How the Populists Lost in 1S94,”

K.H.Q., XXXI (Autumn, 1965). Two his-

tories of the 1896 election have been written,

both based on extensive research: Stanley L.

Jones, The Presidential Election of s8g6

(Madison, Wise., 1964), and Robert F.

Durden, The Climax of Populism: The

Election of i8g6 (Lexington, Ky., 196s)-

The effectiveness of Republican propaganda

in an election where neither party had a

workable solution for the farm problem is

demonstrated in Gilbert C. Fite, “Republi-

can Strategy and tlie Farm Vote in the Pres-

idential Campaign of 1896,” A.H.R., LXV
(July, i960). The election is also fully

examined in biographies of William Jen-

nings Bryan. Paul W. Glad studies the back-

ground of the election in The Trumpet

Soundeth; William Jennings Bryan and His

Democracy, iSgB—igxs (Lincoln, Neb.,

i960), and concentrates on the election it-

self in McKinley, Bryan and the People

(New York, 1963). The election is also a
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principal topic in Paola.E. Coletta,. PP;7/;'a;M

'

Jennings Bryan;.- Political Evangeluii'.s866-

.

ipoS (Lincoln, Neb., 1964)...
,

Local studies of Populism in' western! states

include: John D. Hicks, “The People’s. Party ...

in, Minnesota,” M.H.B., V (November,
1924)

,
Paul E. Possum, The Agrarian

Movement in North .
Dakota (Baltimore,

.

1925)

, Herman C. Nixon, “The Economic

Basis of the Populist Movement in Iowa,

1J.H.P., XXI (July, 1923), Herman C.

Nixon, “The Populist Movement in lowa,”^

LJ.H.P., XXIV (January, 1926), Leon W.
Fuller, “Colorado’s Revolt Against Capital-

ism,” M.VM.R;, XXI (December, 1934),

Chester M. Destler, “Consummation of a

Labor-Populist Alliance in Illinois, 1S94,’’

M.V.H.R., XXVII (March, 1941), Roy

V. Scott, The Agrarian Movement in

lltihoiSf r8So—t8g6 (Urbana, 111 ., 1962),

which carefully studies all phases of post-

Civil War agrarian unrest in the state,

Terry P. Wilson, “The Demise of Populism

in Oklahoma Territory,” C.O., XLIII

(Autumn, 1965), David F. Trask, “A Note

on the Politics of Populism,” N.H,, XLV
(June, 1965), Roscoe C. Martin, The

People's Party in Texas (Austin, Tex.,

i933)j Melvin J. White, “Populism in

Louisiana During the Nineties,” M.V.H.R.,

V (June, 1918), and Gordon B. Ridgeway,

“Populism in Washington,” P.N,Q., XXXIX
(October, 1948).

A number .of superior biographies of

Populist leaders provide insights not avail-

able in more general books. Among the. best

of these is Martin Ridge, IgnatUss Donnelly.

r Gerald. T.>White,',“ Recovery; and-- :

^

the;; 'Wheats Crop.'! of (1.897

(Ju ne, 1 9 3 9 j . The eventual adopp'ph of tli^
‘

Populist program; by - the; .; Um«d;: States!?h
' ‘

the;’ theme of JoKn : Hicks,:' ‘The!Li^y'.^
of Populism in. i.tlie 'Mi.ddle.^:Westi’’i--^.^'

^

XXIII (October, - 1949) ,' and •Theodpre-'S^: ';

lou.tos and. John D...Hicks,' A^itkiuralDip
content [in... the. Middle -.Wpipspopipp
(Madison, Wise,,.' 195 1)>.

,

XXXVII : THE TRONTIE^i:"

General Worksi:Matefial,oh. the.iinp'act of !

the frontier on.'rlinerican traits and' institui-

tions \yill ;be found in .Frederick ja!^p'n‘.!

Turner’s essays, in discuaions of ;the! frontier:'

hypothesis,- ,. and.' in . criticisnik':oL Turner’s-'

works listed in the bibliography, tb-.Chapter!

1 . In an interesting corollary, to the frontier';

thesis, Da;vid, M. Potter, People iof.-Pletity;
':

Economic . A. bundance. and-
.
the.rAmerjeait

Character. (Chicago, 1954), 'ascribes, mtui^,-!

national traits to\the :c.ohtiriuing'plen^;reV.-!

suiting from' the; sequential 'exploitation .uf':

resources. An alternative intefpretati,on'',hbrds,;

that the distinctive 'tra.its;-6f Americans!

traceable to jhe habit of .mobility 5. this', is;

vigorously upheld by,; Everett ';S: Lee, -Tlii..

Turner . Thesis Re-examined,’.!.' ;-^.0.! XnL
(Spring, .1961), and .George, W.' Piehbni‘ “A:;

Restless. Temper,-,.- [,A;H.R., LXIX.

(July, .’1964)', homs.:iia.itz, The I Liberal;

Tradition in Aineried (Ne.wf 'Vork,! 1955),

holds dipt the .distinctive .features, of' the;

civilization of the .United States: stem .from

the lack of a, medieval .tfaditipn.,The' entire;

The Portrait of a, Politician (Chicago,- subject , is; explored .in

.1962), which has outmoded John D. Hicks, A.merica's Frontier .Heritage
.

[Ydskj^

“The Political Career of Ignatius .Don-. ip68).:y. [

'
. .

,
nelly,” M.V.H.R., yill (June-September, The. .G

' 1921), C. Vann Woodward, Tom
.
..study, deals. with, the impact. of. the .clodng;

Agrarian Rebel (New: York, 1938),, Elmer; 'of;- the. .frontier pn. 7^erican ;lifej piid

Ellis, Henry -Moore Tdller, Defender of the. • thought} one lis .badly; needed, .Fred.erip^

IFert (Caldwell, Idaho, 1941), and Francis '-- Piix%QxiPW.h'en; tp.West .is Gone ..(Bostphi

B, Simkins, Pitc/;/o.r^, Few T.Ulman,-:Sduth.

'

i 9 W)> treats -some ^pects -.of the ...sulijey

"Carolinian (Baton .Rouge, 1944), '
. briefly,, while , D.W; Brogan,. ^The Rise arid

,

.
J'he economic,- recovery which.; spelled; : Decline of -the;,American Agricultural Ifity*-,

doom, for
.
the Populists is describc.d

,
in;,.' est,” E-H R.) V: (Api^il, -.1.93.5) >.;deals‘ with
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agriculture in a nonexpanding- land, as does

Carl F. Kraenzel, The Great Plains in Tran-

stuon (Norman, Okla., 1955). A contem-

porary point o£ view, expressing the alarm-

ist atmosphere of the early twentieth century,

is in William C, Trimble, “Influence of the

Passing of the Public Lands,” CXIII

(June, 1914-). A stimulating article which

maintains that awareness of the closing of

the frontier stimulated imperialistic senti-

ments at the close of the century is William

h, Williams, “The Frontier Thesis and

American Foreign Policy,” P.H.R,, XXIV
(November, 1955). That the ordinary sol-

dier in the Spanish American War was aware

of this connection is disproved in Lewis O.

Saum, “The Western Volunteer and ‘The

New Empire,’” PJf.Q., LVII (January,

1945).

Light on the effect of the frontier’s clos-

ing on the western farmer is thrown by
Louise E. Peffcr, The Closing of the Public

Domain (Stanford, Calif., 1951), a legal-

istic study of land laws and disposal. Agri-
cultural conditions during those years are

admirably described in John D. Hicks, “The

893
Western Middle West, 1 900-1 9, 4,» y}.H.,XX (April, 1946), while the continued ex-
pansion into the Far West is the theme of the
Opening essay in John C. Parish, The Per-
sistence of the Westward. Movement and
Other Essays (Berkeley, Calif., 1943). The
opening of the Prairie Province frontier to
American farmers is admirably described in
two articles by Paul F. Sharp: “The Ameri-
can Farmer and the ‘Last Best West,’ ” A.H.
XXI (April, 1947), and “When Our WeM
Moved North,” A.H.R., LV (January,
>950). That the figures used by Sharp are
suspect is argued in two articles by Karel D.
Bicha, “The American Farmer and the
Canadian West, 1896-1914: A Revised
View,” A.H., XXXVIII (January, 1964),
and “The Plains Farmer and the Prairie
Province Frontier, 1897-1914,

»

XXV (June, 1965). The need of govern-
mental paternalism to replace tlie effect of
cheap lands is stressed in such works as
Henry A. Wallace, New Frontiers (New
York, 1934), and Walter P. Webb, Divided
We Stand: The Crisis of a Frontierless

Democracy (New York, 1937).
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75 settlement of, 323—45 achieves state-

hood, 3245 railroads in, 341, 397.
Alabama Indians, in Queen Anne’s War, 1 14.

Alamance, Battle of, 1015 effect of on mi-

gration, 158.

Alamo, Texan defeat at, 499.

Albany, New York, fur trade at, 855 Pala-

tines in, 885 in King George’s War, 121.

Albion, Illinois, settled, 296.

Algonquin Indians, as allies of French, 33-

45 in Iroquois Wars, 104, 107.

Alvarado, Juan Bautista, leads California re-

volt, 561.

American Anti-Slavery Society, formed, 370.

American Board of Commissioners for For-

eign Missions, in Oregon Country, 516-

24.

American Colonization Society, formed,

369.

American Fur Company, in War of i8t2,

272-35 in Oregon Country, 455-65 with-

draws from Oregon Country, 4565 in

Northern Rocky Mountain trade, 460-15

aids Oregon missionaries, 520.

American Land Company, 296.

American Party, in election of 1856, 600.

“American System,” advocated by Henry

Clay, 351.

Amherst, Jeffrey, captures Louisbourg, 1295

captures Crown Point and Ticonderoga,

1305 in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138-9.

Amherst, New Hampshire, settled, 95.

Amherst, Massachusetts, settled, 95.

Annapolis, Nova Scotia, captured by Eng-

land, 1155 in King George’s War, 121.

Ann Arbor, Michigan, settled, 304.

Anza, Juan Bautista de, blazes trail to Cali-

fornia, 4425 founds San Francisco, 442,

Apache Indians, described, 418-95 ask aid

of Spaniards, 4395 attack overland stages,
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Apache Indians (^cojitinued)

6385 in Great Plains warfare, 654, 664—

5, 669.

Apalache, Mission Province of, 26; missions

in, 28; Indians of, 535 attacked by Eng-
lish, 55, 114.

Applegate, Jesse, leads Oregon migration,

526.

Arapaho Indians, described, 410; sign Ft.

Laramie Treaty, 655; in Cheyenne-Arap-

aho War, 656-95 assigned Oklahoma
reservation, 662; in Washita War, 662—55

cede Oklahoma lands, 722.

Arista, Mariano, attacks Taylor’s forces,

579 5 defeated by Taylor, 580.

Arizona, Spanish settlements in, 431—2; in

Civil War, 615-165 mining in, 6285 rail-

roads in, 6505 Indian reservations in, 654;
settlement of, 7225 achieves statehood,

722,

Arkansas, repudiates state debt, 3775 settled,

469; achieves statehood, 4695 population

movements in, 706.

Armijo, Manuel, surrenders New Mexico in

Mexican War, 581.

Arroyo de los Dolores Mission, California,

established, 442.

Arthur, Gabriel, explores Piedmont, 82.

Ashley, William Henry, organizes Rocky

Mountain Fur Company, 4585 explores

West, 458-95 originates rendezvous sys-

tem, 459-60.

Astor, John Jacob, in War of 1812, 2725

founds Astoria, 455-6; in Oregon Bound-

ary controversy, 511. See American Fur

Company, Fur Trade.

Astoria, built, 456; sold to British, 456; in

Oregon boundary controversy, 511.

Atchison, David R., influence of on Kansas-

Nebraska Act, 598.

Atcliison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad,

built, 648—9; cattle shipments over, 678;

speeds settlement of Kansas, 713; seeks to

open Oklahoma, 717—18; in Oklahoma

rush, 721 ;
aids settlement of New Mexico

and Arizona, 722.

Atherton Company, buys Rhode Island lands,

74-6.

Atkinson, David, constructs western forts,

452.

Atkinson, Henry, suppresses Indian uprising,

298; in Black Hawk War, 300-1.

Atkinson, New Hampshire, settled, 95.

Atlanta, Georgia, settled, 325.
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, purchased by

Santa Fe Railroad, 6485 seeks to open
Oklahoma, 716.

Atlantic City, Wyoming, settled, 630.
Augusta, Georgia, settled, 118.

Augusta, Treaty of, 229,

Austin, Moses, begins colonization of Texas
'

484.

Austin, Stephen F., colonizes Texas, 484-g;
expands grant, 488—90; opposes Fredo-

nian Revolt, 490-15 grants reorganized,

493) opposes San Felipe convention, 494-

6; undertakes mission for revolutionists,

496-8; advises revolutionists, 498.

Ax, use of by frontiersmen, 97.

Ayllon, Vasquez de, explores Florida coast,

18; attempts to occupy Florida, 18.

Bacon, Nathaniel, leads rebellion in Vir-

ginia, 51-52.

Bacon’s Rebellion, described, 50-2; effect of

on c.xpansion, 82,

Bad Axe Massacre, 300-1.

Baltne, Mottin de la, in Illinois Countr)',

188.

Baltimore, founded, 995 efforts to tap west-

ern trade, 336-7, 388, 610.

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, chartered,

3375 completed, 388, 610.

Baltimore, Lord, founds Maryland, 42.

Bank of the United States. See Second Bank

of the United States.

Banks, speculative activity of, 365-7; oppo-

sition to, 377.

Bannack City, Montana, settled, 629.

Bannock Indians, described, 410, 416; ac-

cept reservations, 651-2, 661.
^

Barbary, Thomas, leads rebellion in Mary-

land, 52.

Barbed wire fence, invented, 689-90.

Baring Brothers, finance internal improve-

ments, 365.

Barlow, Joel, as agent of Scioto Company,
^

219—20.

Bartleson, John, leads California pioneers,

563-4-

Batavia, New York, settled, 257.

Bath, New York, settled, 255.

Baton Rouge, Louisiana, attacked by Ameri-

cans, 271.

“Battle of the Standards,” see Election of

i8g6.
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Batts, Thomas, explores Piedmont, 8 a.

Bayard, James A., negotiates Treaty of

Ghent, 288-9.

Bayntoii, Wharton and Morgan, in Grand

Illinois Venture, 142$ in Illinois Com-

pany, i44i in Indiana Company, 144.

Bean, Robert, drafts Cherokee treaty, 159.

Bean, William, pioneer in Tennessee, 157.

Bear Flag Revolt, 571-3.

Beck, John, in Colorado gold rush, 619.

Becknell, William, opens Santa Fe trade, 463.

“Beecher’s Bibles,” 602—4.

Benton, Thomas Hart, advocates Graduation

and Donation, 355, 358} opposes Foote

Resolution, 357; opposes bank recharter,

362; introduces Log Cabin Bill, 3795 op-

poses Adams-Onis Treaty, 484-5; urges

occupation of Oregon, 512; organizes Ore-

gon Territory, 533; in Bear Flag Revolt,

572; influence on Kansas-Nebraska Act,

598.

Bent’s Fort, built, 465.

Bering, Vitus, discovers Alaska, 439.

Berkeley, William, governor of Virginia, 49

;

autocratic powers of, 49-50; refuses to

aid frontiersmen, 50; suppresses Bacon’s

Rebellion, 52; sends out explorers, 82.

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, settled, 90.

Biddle, Nicholas, seeks bank recharter, 361-

3; launches cotton speculation, 375-6.

Bidwell, John, leads California pioneers,

565-6.

Big Tree, Chief, in Red River War, 666.

Big Warrior, Chief, as Creek chief, 313.

Billings, Montana, settled, 717.

Bird, Henry, leads attack on Kentucky, 187.

Birkbeck, Morris, settles in Illinois, 296.

Birney, James G., as abolition leader, 370;

in election of 1S44, 382.

Bismarck, North Dakota, settled, 65 1 ;
cattle

shipments from, 681.

Black Belt, described, 321; settled, 325.

Blackfeet Indians, described, 410; repulse

fur traders, 455, 457; trade with Amer-
ican Fur Company, 460; sign Ft. Laramie
Treaty, 655.

Blackflsh, Chief, attacks Kentucky, 177-8.

Black Hawk Purchase, 476.

Black Hawk War, described, 298—301; opens

Iowa to settlers, 476.

Black Hills, South Dakota, described, 406;
mining in, 632—4; Indian reservation in,

662-3,

897

Black Hills Gold Rush, 632-4; effect on

Indians, 666; stimulates settlement of Da-

kota, 715.

Black Kettle, Chief, leads Cheyenne-Arapaho

War, 657-9; leads Washita War, 663—5.

Black Swamp, influences strategy in War of

1812, 280—1; influences settlement of In-

diana, 305.

Blainville, Celoron de, leads Ohio Country

expedition, 124.

Blanchet, Francois Norbet, missionary in

Oregon, 522.

Bland-Allison Act, passed, 736.

Bland, Edward, explores Piedmont, 82.

Bloody Swamp, Battle of, n8.
Blount, William, forms Muscle Shoals Com-

pany, 230; governor of Southwest Ter-

ritory, 234, 249; plans attack on West

Florida, 242.

Blue Licks, Battle of, 190-1.

Boiling Springs Station, settled, 171,

“Bonanza farming,” in Dakota Territory,

715-

Bon Homme, South Dakota, settled, 714.

Bonneville, Benjamin L, E., in Rocky Moun-
tain fur trade, 460.

“Boomers,” in Iowa, 478; in Oklahoma,

719-22.

Boone, Daniel, employed by speculators,

143; explores Kentucky, 161-3; tn Lord

Dunmore’s War, 166-7; ct^ts Wilderness

Road, 169; founds Boonesborough, 171;

captured by British, 178; leads defense of

Boonesborough, 179; in American Revo-

lution, 190-1.

Boonesborough, settled, 171; attacked dur-

ing Revolution, 177-9.

Boone, Squire, explores Kentucky, 163.

Boonville, Missouri, settled, 468.

“Border Rufiians,” in Kansas warfare, 602-

4 -

Boston, Massachusetts, settled, 59; threat-

ened in King Philip’s War, 78; seeks to

tap western trade, 335-6.

Boston and Indiana Land Company, 296.

Boston and Worcester Railroad, built, 335-6.
Boudinot, Elias C., urges opening of Okla-

homa, 719.

Boulder, Colorado, settled, 621.

Bountiful, Utah,, settled, 546.

Bouquet, Henry, commander at Ft. Pitt, 133;
in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138-9; seeks to

stop expansion, 155.
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Bourgmond, Etienne Veniard de, threatens

New Spain, 4.36.

Bowles, William Augustus, attacks West
Florida, 242.

Bowman, John, defends Kentucky in Revo-

lution, 178$ leads attack on Chillicothe,

183.

Bozeman Trail, built, 660-2^ abandoned,

663,

Bradburn, John, in Texan Revolution, 495.
Braddock, Edward, in Seven Years’ War,

126.

Braddock’s Road, as route to West, 1 54, 249,
261.

Bradstreet, John, in Seven Years’ War, 129-,

in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 139.

Branford, Connecticut, settled, 64-

Brant, Joseph, leads Mohawks in Jlevolu-

tion, 1 80, 182, 185, 189, 190 i organizes

Ohio Indians, 222.

Breckinridge, John C., candidate in election

of i860, 609.

Bridger, Jim, aids Oregon immigrants, 5275

advises Mormons, 540.

British Columbia, mining in, 62S-9.

Brock, Isaac, as governor of Upper Canada,

276} captures Detroit, 280.

Brodhead, Daniel, defeats Iroquois in Revo-

lution, 183} plans Detroit attack, 185.

Brookfield, Massachusetts, settled, 73 j in

King Philip’s War, 76.

Brown, Aaron V,, selects western stage

routes, 636.

Brown, Jacob, settles eastern Tennessee, 158—

9$ buys Cherokee land, 1695 in War of

1812, 287.

Brown, John, in Spanish Conspiracy, 232.

Brown, John, in Kansas warfare, 604.

Brule, fitienne, explores Lake Huron, 103.

Bryan, William Jennings, in election of

1896, 742—4.

Bryant and Sturgis Company, in California

trade, 555.

Bryant’s Station, Kentucky, attacked in

Revolution, 190.

Buchanan, James, seeks acquisition of Cali-

fornia, 570-1; favors taking all Mexico,

586; elected president, 605; in Kansas

struggle, 608—9; quoted, 638.

Buena Vista, Battle of, 583-5.

Buford, Jefferson, leads expedition to Kan-

sas, 601.

Buffalo, cover Great Plains, 409 ;
use of by

Indians, 412; extermination of, 669-701
Bullitt, Thomas, pioneers in West Virginia

157; as Kentudey speculator, 165.
’

Bunker Hill and Sullivan Mine, 632.
Burd, James, builds road to West, 135.
Bureau of Indian Affairs, established,

472.
Burlington, Iowa, settled, 476,
Burnet, David G., as Texas empresario, 489.
Burnett, Peter H., leads Oregon migration*

526-8.
’

Bushy Run, Battle of, 139.

Butler, Anthony, seeks to purchase Texas,

4935 interests Jackson in California, 567.
Butler, John, leads Iroquois in Revolution,

180; in Wyoming Valley Massacre, igo.

Butler, Joseph, organizes Ohio Indians, 212.

Butterfield Overland Mail, develops express

to California, 636-8; moves route north,

640.

Byrd, William, as Virginia pioneer, 47; en-

courages Bacon’s Rebellion, 51.

Cabrillo, Juan Rodriquez, explores Cali*

fornia coast, 425.

Cahokia, Illinois, settled, 113; trade at, 142;

in Revolution, iSi, 186.

Caldwell, William, attacks Kentucky In

Revolution, 190-1.

Calhoun, John C., promotes railroads, 340,

396; in election of 1828, 355-7; writes

South Carolina Exposition, 357; breaks

with Jackson, 3605 returns to Democratic

Party, 373; plans defense of West, 452;

develops Indiana removal policy, 470;

drafts Texas annexation treaty, 503-4;

favors annexation of Oregon, 531; op-

poses admission of California, 592; op-

poses Compromise of 1850, 593-

California, discovered by Spanish, 422-3;

exploration of, 425; visited by Francis

Drake, 426; attempts of Spain to occupy,

427; occupied by Spaniards, 439“43> ’“P*

plies Oregon with cattle, 524; Mormons

in, 547; early American knowledge of,

553; American trade with, 553-5; Ameri-

can fur traders in, 556—60; unrest in, 560"

i; American migration to, 562-6; United

States interest in, 566—71; Bear Flag Re-

volt in, 571—3 ;
Mexican alarm over, 5775

as objective in Mexican War, 580; con-

quered by United States, 582-3; ceded to

United States, 586; gold rush to, 589-9* 5
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!n slavery
Controversy, S9t-3 5

admitted

„ state, 593 i
598-

„ mining in,/iS-r9i exodus from,

mail service to, 625-65 stage service to,

5j5-fi; Pony Express to, 6405 telegraph

to, 6405 express service to, 640-15 rail-

roads to, 645-505 removal of Indians

^ from, 6535 sheep growing in, 689.

California State Telegraph Company, builds

telegraph, 640.

Calvert, Charles, as governor of Maryland,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, settled, 595 mi-

gration from, 615 fur trade at, 655 in

King Philip’s War, 7 3,

Camden-Yorke Decision, discovered by spec-

ulators, 151-25 used in purchase of Ken-

tucky, 168-9.

Campbell, Arthur, attacks Cherokee in Revo-

lution, 189.

Camp Charlotte, Treaty of, 168.

Camp Holmes, Treaty of, 473-4.

Canada, French occupation of, 28-345 ex-

paosion of trade in, 103-10$ in French

and Indian Wars, 110-315 demands for

annexation of, 272, 2785 in War of 1812,

269-845 trade with, 5845 exploration of

ivtstern, 510-15 railroads in, 6125 mining

in, 628-95 migration from, 7065 frontier

in, 752.

Canals, around Falls of the Ohio, 3335 in

New York, 334-55 in Massachusetts, 3355
in Pennsylvania, 3365 in Maryland, 336-

7i in Middle West, 342-65 effects of on

western trade, 346-8.

Canandaigua, New York, settled, 253.

Canon City, Colorado, settled, 621.

Capital Land Agency, sells Kansas lands,

703.

Carcllon, Guy, leads Iroquois in Revolution,

iSo. See Lord Dorchester.

Cirli'slc Indian School, founded, 671.
Carmichael, William, agent to Spain, 240.
Carolana, proposed colony of, 113.
Carolina, settlement of, 52—65 speculation

^

in, ^45 settlement of Piedmont in, 845 in

^

French and Indian wars, 112—17.
North Carolina, South Carolina.

Carondelet, Baron de, as governor of Lou-
’ ‘*wna, 2375 forms Indian confederation,

237, renews Spanish Conspiracy, 2395 dc-
lajs execution of Pinckney’s Treaty, 241-

899
Carson, Kit, accompanies Fremont expedi-

tion, 5715 aids conquest of California,

5825 in Apache War, 654.
Carter, John, pioneers in Tennessee, 158-9.
Carthage, Illinois, Mormons in, 536-7.
Cartier, Jacques, explores Canada, 28-9.
Cass, Lewis, drafts Indian treaty, 2975 de-

feated for presidency, 587.

Castro, Josd, supports California independ-

ence, 5715 visited by Fremont, 5715 in

Bear Flag Revolt, 5725 surrenders Cal-

ifornia to United States, 582-3.

Catawba Indians, described, 545 trade with,

55-

Catholic Church, see Jesuits, Franciscans,

Missionaries.

Catskill Turnpike, built, 2495 as route to

West, 301.

Cattle Frontier, defined, 4-55 in early Mas-
sachusetts, 45 in early Virginia, 47-85 in

Piedmont, 835 in Ohio Valley, 3305 in

Spanish California, 552-55 in Texas, 673-

45 “Long Drive” in, 674-95 improvement

of breeds on, 6805 spread of open range,

680-25 methods used on, 682—45 expan-

sion of on Great Plains, 684-75 decline of,

687-95 effect of on land policy, 699.

Cayuga Indians, see Iroquois,

Cazenove, Theopile, as agent of Holland

Land Company, 2545 develops “hot

house” method of settlement, 256.

Cazenovia, New York, settled, 256.

Cedar City, Utah, settled, 547.

Centerville, Idaho, settled, 629.

Centerville, Utah, settled, 546.

Central City, Colorado, settled, 622.

Centra! of Georgia Railroad, built, 338.

Central Overland, California and Pike’s Peak

Express Company, organized, 640-1.

Central Pacific Railroad, chattered, 6455

built, 645-8.

Champlain, Samuel de, founds French em-

pire, 30-25 shapes Indian policy, 32-45

explorations of, 345 supervises explora-

tion, 103-4.

“Champlain’s Young Men,” 103-4.

Chapultepec, Battle of, 585,

Chattanooga, Tennessee, settled, 325.

Charleston, South Carolina, settled, 535 at-

tacked by Spaniards, 555 fur trade at, 56,

1125 captured in Revolution, 1885 efforts

to tap western trade, 338-40, 39S"75

Democratic convention at, 609.
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Charleston and Hamburg Railroad, built,

338-

Charlotina, proposed colony of, 136.

Chase, Salmon P., opposes Compromise of

i85o> 593-

Chastcs, Sieur de, in founding of Canada, 30.

Chelmsford, Massachusetts, fur trade at, 65.

Cherokee Indians, described, 545 Carolina

trade with, 55; Virginia trade with, 825

in French and Indian Wars, 1225 accept

demarcation line, 146, 149; in Lord Dun-
more’s War, 165; sell title to Kentucky,

168-95 in Revolution, 175-7, 1^895 rela-

tions of with State of Franklin, 204—55

visited by Tecumseh, 2765 block settle-

ment of Gulf Plains, 3105 efforts to re-

move, 3125 removal of, 314—165 settle in

Indian Territory, 471—25 in Plains war-

fare, 473-65 reservation restricted, 6625

interfere with Long Drive, 678.

Cherokee Nation <vs. Georgia, 315.

Cherokee Outlet, taken from Cherokee, 662,

title extinguished in, 7215 opened to settle-

ment, 722.

Cherry Valley, New York, settled, 885 mas-

sacre at, 182.

Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company, 337.

Cheyenne Indians, described, 4105 sign Ft.

Laramie Treaty, 6555 in Cheyenne-Arapa-

ho War, 656-95 assigned Oklahoma reser-

vation, 6625 in Washita War, 663-55 cede

Oklahoma lands, 722,

Cheyenne, Wyoming, settled, 647, 717.

Chicago, Illinois, growth of, 306, railroad

connections with, 393-45 as western rail-

road terminus, 59S-9, 642-35 Republican

convention at, 6095 cattle shipments to,

6775 in election of 1896, 742-3.

Chicago, Alton and St. Louis Railroad, built,

393-

Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad,

built, 3935 expands west, 642-35 sells

western lands, 708.

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad,

built, 6435 expands w’est, 716,

Chicago and Northwestern Railroad, built,

6425 in Dakota Territory, 715.

Chicago Road, built, 304.

Chickamauga Indians, in Revolution, 183.

Chickasaw Indians, described, 545 Virginia

trade with, 835 in Queen Anne’s War,

1145 accept demarcation line, 1465 re-

moval of from Gulf Plains, 3165 settle in

Oklahoma, 472 5 assigned new reservation
662. ’

Chiles, Joseph B., leads California pioneers
562.

’

Chillicothe, Ohio, settled, 263.

Chillicothe, Indian village of, 179, attacked
in Revolution, 183.

China Trade, established, 5125 development
of, 5115 in California, 553,

Chinese, as railroad workers, 646.

Chippewa, Battle of, 286.

Chippewa Indians, invade Wisconsin conn-

try, 2745 moved to West, 4725 cede Min-
nesota lands, 479.

Chisholm Trail, used on Long Drive, 677-g.

Chivington Massacre, 6^57-9.

Choctaw Indians, described, 545 in Queen

Anne’s War, 1145 in English diplomacy,

116-175 accept demarcation line, 1465

visited by Tecumseh, 2765 efforts to re-

move from Gulf Plains, 312-135 removal

of, 3165 settle in Oklahoma, 470-25 in

Plains warfare, 472-45 assigned new

reservation, 662.

Chouteau, Auguste, as Missouri River trader,

445, 4545 as trader in Southwest, 462.

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints,

see Mormons.

Cibola, mythical cities of, 4235 sought by

Coronado, 423.

Cincinnati, Ohio, settled, 2185 as slaughter-

ing center, 3305 seeks to develop southern

trade, 339-405 canal at, 342-3.

Cities, unique institutions of on frontier, 6-8.

Claiborne, William C., occupies Louisiana

for United States, 245.

Clark, George Rogers, defies Transylvania

Company, 172—35 captures Illinois vil-

lages in Revolution, 1815 retakes Vin-

cennes, 1835 plans attack on Detroit, 1855

defeats Ohio Indians, 1875 defends Ken-

tucky, 189-905 given land grant, 2025

attacks Ohio Indians, 2 1 1 5
in Spanish con-

spiracy, 2365 in Genet plot, 238.

Clark, William, drafts Indian treaty, 2975

explores West, 446-535 visited by Oregon

Indians, 517.

Clay, Henry, urges annexation of Canada,

2795 chosen Speaker of House, 2795 ne-

gotiates Treaty of Ghent, 2 8 8-9 5
advo-

cates “American System,” 3515 in election

of 1824, 354-55 introduces Tariff of

2833, 359-605 opposes Jackson, 36°)
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favors bank reeharter, ^61-3, 373; op-

poses liberal land system, 374-55 as Whig

strategist, 379-825 opposes annexation of

Texas, 504? drafts Compromise of 1850,

592-5) death of, 596.

Cleaveland, Moses, as agent of Connecticut

Land Company, 263-4.

a?mens, Samuel L., in Nevada, 627; quoted,

64.1-2.

Cleveland, Grover, elected president, 741;

repeals Sherman Silver Purchase Act, 741.

Cleveland, Ohio, settled, 263, canals at, 342-

3.

Clinton, James, defeats Iroquois in Revolu-

tion, 183.

Coligny, Gaspard de, founds French colony,

23-4.

Colter, John, explores Yellowstone region,

Colorado, gold rush to, 619-225 oiganiza-

tion of government in, 622-55 achieves

statehood, 6255 overland express to, 640-

15 railroads in, 6j8-95 Cheyenne-Arapaho

War in, 656-95 removal of Indians from,

6625 cattle ranching in, 6805 agriculture

in, 6935 supports People’s Party, 740.

Colt revolvers, use of in Indian wars, 654.

Columbia River Fishing and Trading Coni-

, pany, 516.

Columbus, Ohio, settled, 218, 263.

Comanclie Indians, described, 4105 attack

Spanish missions, 4395 attack Santa Fe

traders, 4625 conflicts with eastern tribes,

472-45 attack overland stages, 6385 cede

Texas lands, 6595 assigned Oklahoma

, reservation, 6625 in Washita War, 663—5.

Commercial Company for the Discovery of

the Nations of the Upper Missouri, ex-

plores Missouri River, 445.
Compromise of 1850, adopted, 592—45 im-

pact on United States, 595-6 5
effect of on

Texas bondholders, 507.
Comstock Lode, discovered, 6265 develop-

ment of, 626-8.

Concord Coaches, used in western travel,

637.

Concord, New Hampshire, settled, 95.
Concord, Massachusetts, fur trade at, 65 5 at-

tacked in King Philip’s War, 77.
Conestoga Wagons, introduced by Germans,

97 ) in Western travel, 295.
Confederate States of America, western

policy of, 615-16,
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Connecticut, first settlers in, 61-25 expansion

of settlement in, 735 land speculation in,

93—45 expansion in, 955 cedes western

lands, 2025 exodus from to New York,

2585 sells Western Reserve, 263.

Connecticut Land Company, settles Western

Reserve, 263-4, 267.

Connecticut Valley, fur trade in, 60-1, 65-

6, early settlement of, 61-2, agriculture

in, 725 expansion of settlement in, 73, 955
in King Philip’s War, 76-8.

Connolly, John, in Lord Dunmore’s War,
i66.

Conquistadors, defined, 17, proivess of, 22.

Conscience Whigs, split from Whig Party,

596-

Consolidated Virginia Company, mines Com-
stock Lode, 628.

Constable, William, speculates in northern

New York lands, 260—1.

Constitutional Union Party, in election of

1860, 610.

Coode, John, leads Maryland rebellion, 52.

Cook, James, explores Oregon Country, 510.

Cooke, Jay, on Texan annexation, 5065

finances Northern Pacific Railroad, 651.

Cornbury, Lord, makes land grants in New
York, 85-6.

Cornstalk, Chief, in Lord Dunmore’s War,

167-8.

Cornwallis, Lord, invades South in Revolu-

tion, 188.

Coronado, Francisco Vasquez de, explores

Southwest, 423-5.

Cortes, Hernan, conquers Mexico, 19, 422.

Cotton, growth of market for, 310-115

types of, 3n 5
introduced in South, 311-

12, spread of, 3125 effect of on soils, 3185

growing conditions for, 319-20, as ex-

port crop, 329.

Cotton Belt, described, 319-205 settled, 321-

8 .

Cotton gin, invention of, 311.

Cotton Whigs, break from Whig Party, 597.

Council Fsres, published by Indian reformers,

671.

Council for New England, formed, 37,

grants land to settlers, 57, 59.

Coureurs de boss, open trade with Carolinas,

II 2.

Couch, W. L., leads Oklahoma boomers,

720—2.

Couture, Jean, opens Carolina trade, 112,
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Cowan, John, discovers gold in Montana,

631.

Cowboys in Texas, 673; on Long Drive,

^785 described, 683-4,

Cow Towns, described, 678.

Coxe, Daniel, attempts to settle Louisiana,

113.

Crawford, William, as Kentucky land spec-

ulator, 1635 in Revolution, 190.

Crawford, William H., in election of 18*4,

354-5 -

Crazy Horse, Chief, in Sioux War, 667-8.

Creek Indians, described, 54; Carolina trade

witli, 55; Virginia trade with, 83; in

Queen Anne’s War, 114; in French-Eng-

lish diplomacy, 116-18, 121; accept de-

marcation line, 146; in Spanish-American

diplomacy, 229—30; wage war on United

States, 230; accept peace terms, 235-6;

visited by Tecumseh, 276; in War of

1812, 2S4—6; block settlement of Gulf

Plains, 310; removal of from Georgia,

313-14; removal of from Alabama and

Mississippi, 316-7; move to Oklahoma,

472; in Plains warfare, 473—4; assigned

new reservation, 662; surrender Oklahoma

District lands, 721.

Cresap, Thomas, pioneers in western Penn-

sylvania, 155.

“Crime of 1873,” 736.

Crocker, Charles, promotes Pacific railroad,

645-

Croghan, George, trades in Ohio Valley,

123-4; secures surrender of Pontiac, 139;

draws up Plan of 1764, 140-1 ;
establishes

trade with Illinois country, 141-2; as land

speculator, 143, 152; tries to check expan-

sion, 156.

Croghan, Major George, defends Sandusky

in War of 1S12, 283.

Crook, George, in Sioux War, 667-8.

Crow Indians, described, 410; trade with,

454-5; welcome fur traders, 458; sign

Ft. Laramie Treaty, 653; lease reserva-

tion lands, 687.

Cumberland Gap, discovered, 136, 160; in

development of Kentucky, 163.

Cumberland Road, see National Road.

Curtis, Benjamin R., dissents in Dred Scott

case, 606,

Custer City, Soutli Dakota, settled, 633.

Custei, George A., leads Black Hills expedi-

tion, 633; in Washita War, 664-55 in
Sioux War, 668; massacre of, 668,

Cutbird, Benjamin, explores Kentucky, i6i.

Cutler, Manasseh, purchases Ohio Company
lands, 212—4; influence of on Ordinance
of 1787, 214, 216-7.

Dakota, Indian reservation in, 662-3
> settle-

ment of, 714-7, See North Dakota, South

Dakota.

Dakota Indians, described, 410-11,

Dakota Land Company, sells Dakota lands,

714.

Dale, Sir Thomas, governor of Virginia,

38-40.

Dalrymple, Oliver, originates bonanza farm-

ing, 715-

Dalyell, James, in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138.

Dana, Richard H., advertises California, 563.

Dancing Rabbit Creek, Treaty of, 316.

Darien, Georgia, settled, 118.

Dartmouth, Earl of, supports Grand Ohio

Company, 151.

Davenport, Iowa, settled, 476,

Dawes, Henry L., writes Dawes Severalty

Act, 671-2.

Dawes Severalty Act, adopted, 671-2; use

of by speculators, 703; opens Oklahoma

to settlement, 722.

Dayton, Ohio, settled, 263; canal to, 342.

Deadwood, South Dakota, settled, 633-4.

Dearborn, Henry, in War of 1812, 279, 281.

Death Valley, described, 416.

Debt Repudiation, after Panic of 1837, 377.

Deerfield, Massachusetts, settled, 73; in King

Philip’s War, 76-7.

Deerfield, Ohio, settled, 263.

Defense, in early Virginia, 39
-
4o> 42, 4S"7 i

need of in Carolina, 52-3; in early New

England, 79; in pioneer Georgia, 117-8;

during Seven Years’ War, 127-8; in

Revolutionary Kentucky, 177; of Old

Northwest, 181, 290—1; in Great Plains,

452; of Santa Fe traders, 463-4.

Delaware Company, seeks control of Dela-

ware Valley, 66; settles Delaware Valley,

95—6.

Delaware Indians, Pennsylvania trade with,

123—4; in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138-95

in Lord Dunmore’s War, 167; in Revo-

lution, 175, 177. 179, WO 5

West, 472.
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DeLuna Y Arellano, Don Tristan, attempts

to occupy Florida, ^z.

Democracy, effect of frontier upon, 41, 744-

j; Puritan opposition to, 605 in Con-

necticut Valley settlements, 62; in frontier

compacts, fizj lack of in New England

land system, 69—70; in State of Franklin,

206; in Ordinance 01^787, 216, 217; in

Ohio constitution, 266 ; in middle western

constitutions, 309, in constitutions of Ala-

'bama and Mississippi, 324; in early

Democratic Party, 363; in Oregon provi-

sional government, 529-3 1 ;
in mining

camps, 622-4; in western state constitu-

tions, 722.

Democratic Party, formed, 3635 urges In-

dependent Treasury, 373-5; in election of

1840, 377-8; exposes Whig promises,

37^~9» elet-'iun Vonsms

tariff, 382-4; favors Texan annexation,

504; in election of 1848, 589; in election

of 1852, 596; becomes tool of slave-

holders, 597; weakened by Dred Scott

decision, 607-8; in election of i860, 609-

10} opposes admission of Omnibus States,

718; expresses southern agrarian discon-

tent, 73S-9; in election of 1896, 742-4.

Deinopolis, Alabama, settled, 323.

Dcnonville, Marquis de, as governor of New
France, no.

Denver, Colorado, settled, 62 1 ;
constitu-

tional convention at, 624-5; railroad con-

nections with, 649-50.

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad, built,

649-50-

Deseiet, State of, established by Mormons,

548; attacked by United States, 549-51.
Desert Land Act, adopted, 699.

DeSmet, Pierre, establishes Oregon mission,

522; aids California pioneers, 565.

Detroit, Michigan, settled, 112; surrenders

to English, 132-3; in Pontiac’s Rebellion,

138; fur trade at, 141; in Revolution,

177; projected attacks on, 180-3, 185;
raids from, 186-7; failure of attack on,

1 90-1 } captured in War of 1812, 280;
- fortified, 291; growth of, 304.

DeWitt, Green, as Texan emfresario, 494.
DeWitt’s Corner, Treaty of, drafted, 176;

recognized by United States, 205.
Digger Indians, of Great Basin, 417; of

California, 420-1 ; exterminated, 653.

Dinwiddle, Robert, launches Seven Years’

War, 125-6.

Disoway, G.P., interests missionaries in Ore-

gon, 517.

Distribution, proposed, 355 ,
voted on, 3575

conflict over, 364; accepted by Jackson,

364} as issue in election of 1840, 377-8;

advocated by Whigs, 379-80; adopted,

380-1; vetoed by Tyler, 382.

Dodge City, Kansas, Long Drive to, 678;

settled, 713,

Dodge, Henry, in Black Hawk War, 300;

pacifies Indians of Southwest, 473-4.

Dolores, Texas, settled, 438.

Donegal, Pennsylvania, frontier uprising in,

100.

Donclson, John, surveys Lochaber Treaty

line, 149.

Dongxw, TbwTMvs, as gwvwwws of Nevi Yosk,

109-10.

Doniphan, A.W., leads army in Mexican

War, 582.

Donnelly, Ignatius, in Populist crusade, 738-

40.

Donner, George, leads California pioneers,

566
Dorchester, Lord, attempts to form Indian

confederation, 224; encourages Indians,

225-6.

Dorchester, Massachusetts, settled, 59; mi-

gration from, 61-2.

Douglas, Stephen A., promotes Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad, 394, 398; drafts Com-
> promise of 1850, 592-3; drafts Kansas-

Nebrasfca Act, 597-600; reaction of to

Dred Scott decision, 608; opposes Le-

compton Constitution, 609 ;
candidate in

election of r86o, 609-10; proposes rail-

roads to Pacific, 644—5.

Dover, New Hampshire, settled, 63.

Drake, Francis, attacks Spanish shipping, 35;
raids Pacific coast, 426.

Dred Scott vs. Sanford, 605-7.

Driftlcss Area, described, 297.

Dry farming, development of, 694.

Dubuque, Iowa, settled, 476.

Dubuque, Julian, pioneer Iowa settler, 476.
Duer, William, forms Scioto Company, 213-

14; operates company, 218-20.

'Duluth, Daniel Grejsolon, exploies Lake
Superior region, 109.

Dumplin Creek, Treaty of, 204.

V.
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Dunbar, William, explores Red River Valley,

450,

Dunmore, Lord, as land speculator, 152 j in

Lord Dunmore’s War, 165-8.

Duquesne, Marquis, seizes Ohio portages,

1 24-5.

Dustin, Hannah, as pioneer housewife, iti,

Dutch, trade in Connecticut Valley, 60-1

;

in conflicts with England, 66-7.

East Florida, colony of proposed, 137; estab-

lished, 139-40; annexation of demanded,

271—2; attempts to seize, 272; failure to

win in War of 1812, 281-2; added to

United States, 483.

Easton, Treaty of, 155.

Eaton’s Station, Tennessee, attacked by Cher-

okee, 175.

Edwards, Haden, leads Fredinian Revolt,

491-2.

Edwards, Ninian, as governor of Illinois

Territory, 267.

Eells, Cushing, as Oregon missionary, 522-

3 -

Egremont, Earl of, formulates western

policy, 137*

Elections, of 1824, 353-4; of 1828, 355-7;

of 1S40, 377-8; of 1844, 382, 505-6;

of 1848, 589; of 1852, 596; of 1856,

605; of i860, 609-14; of 1S80, 732; of

1890, 739; of 1896, 742-4.

Elk City, Idaho, settled, 629.

Ellicott, Joseph, as agent of Holland Land

Company, 257.

Elliott, Mathew, as British agent at Ft.

Malden, 275.

Ellsworth, Henry L., speculates in Indiana

lands, 305-6.

Ellsworth, Kansas, Long Drive to, 678.

El Paso, Texas, settled by Spaniards, 431;

conquered in Mexican War, 582; stage

routes to, 636; railroads to, 650.

Emerson, John, in Dred Scott case, 605.

Empresarios, in colonization of Texas, 489-

92.

England, interest in overseas expansion, 35-

6; establishes Tidewater colonies, 36—56;

occupies New England, 57—79; in colonial

wars, 109-30; formulates western policy,

132—53; in Revolution, 174-95; in

Northwest Posts controversy, 221-7; in

War of 1812, 268-89; loans money to

states, 365; suffers in Panic of 1837, 372,

377 >
in Biddle’s cotton speculation, 375-

6 ;
in United States tariff controversy

382-4; threatens Spain in Pacific, 426-7’
fur trade of in Northwest, 444-5; trade
of in Oregon Country, 455-8, fear of in

Texas, 501—2, 505; in Oregon boundary
dispute,^ 509-12, 531-2; fear of designs

on California, 568—9; grievances against

Mexico, 576; invests in cattle industry,

686-7; as market for wheat, 708.

Erie Canal, effect of on migration, 301;
built, 334; effect of on trade, 334-5.

Erie, Pennsylvania, settled, 257.

Escandon, Jose de, occupies Texas, 438.
Evans, George Henry, advocates Homestead,

385-

Evans, John, in Cheyenne-Arapaho War,

657.

Exeter, New Hampshire, settled, 62.

Exploration, of Southeast by Spaniards, 16-

22; of Canada by French, 28-34; of Vir-

ginia Piedmont, 81-3; of Mississippi

Valley, 105-9; of Pacific Coast by Span-

ish, 422-3, 425; of Southwest by Span-

ish, 423-5, 431-2; of Pacific Coast by

Russians, 439; of California, 440-2; of

Upper Missouri by Spanish, 445, of

Louisiana Purchase by United States, 445-

53; of northern Rocky Mountains by

traders, 453-8; of Central Rocky Moun-

tains by traders, 458-9; of Oregon Coun-

try, 510-11; of California by traders,

556-61.

Fairfax Estates, described, 84.

Fairfield, Connecticut, settled, 64.

Fallam, Robert, explores Piedmont, 82.

Fallen Timbers, Battle of, 226.

Fall Line, described, 80.

Falls of the Ohio, discovered, 165; as navi-

gation hazard, 333; canal around, 333.

Fargo, North Dakota, settled, 715.

Fargo, William G., organizes overland ex-

press, 636—8.

Farmers’ Alliance, organized, 737; forms

Peoples’ Party, 737-9; in election of 1890,

739 *
. , ,

.

Farmers’ and Laborers’ Union of America,

formed, 737.

Farmers’ Union, merges with Farmers Al-

liance, 737.

Farnham, Thomas J.,
visits Oregon, 525; ad-

vertises California, 563.
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Far West, Missouri, Moriuon settlement in,

53 ^*

Fencing, of open range, 686 j
effect of on

cattle industry, 688} need for on Great

Plains, 691; development of, 691-2.

Fendall, Josias, leads Maryland uprising,

5 ^'

Ferguson, Patrick, defeated at King’s Moun-

, lain, 188-9.

Ferrelo, Bartoloine explores California

coast, 425.

Fcttennan, W. J., massacre of, 660,

Fillmore, Utah, settled, 547.

Fillmore, Millard, treatment of Mormons,

549} becomes president, 593} supports

Compromise of 1850, 593.

Finley, John, enters Kentucky, 160} explores

Kentucky with Boone, 162-3.

Fire Lands Company, formed, 467.

Fisk, Wilbur, urges Oregon missions, 517.

Fitzpatrick, Thomas, explores Central Rocky

Mountains, 458} aids California pioneers,

565} drafts Ft. Laramie treaties, 655.

Flat boats, in western migration, 261-2.

Flandreau, South Dakota, settled, 714.

Flathead Indians, aid Lewis and Clark Ex-

pedition, 448} interest missionaries in

Oregon, 517.

Fleete, Henry, on Virginia frontier, 47.

Florence, Idaho, settled, 629.

Florida, exploration of, 17-18} Spanish

attempts to occupy, 18, 22-8} in Anglo-

Spanish wars, 54—5, 114, 118} transferred

to England, 13 1} removal of Indians

from, 317} settlement of, 3245 repudiates

state debt, 377. See East Florida, West

Florida.

Floridablanca, Count de, in Revolutionary

peace negotiations, 191-55 in Spanish-

Amcrican diplomacy, 230-31.

Flour Milling, development of, 709-

Floyd, John, urges annexation of Oregon,

5 1 2-4.

Fontenelle, Lucien, aids Oregon missionaries,

520.

Foote, Samuel A., introduced Foote Resolu-

tion, 357.

Forbes, Alexander, arouses interest in Cali-

fornia, 56S.

Forbes, John, captures Ft. Duquesne, 129.

Forbes, John Murray, buys Michigan rail-

roads, 3935 finances Illinois Central Rail-

road, 394.

905

Forbes’ Road, as route to the West, 133, 154,

249, 261, 301.

Forks of the Ohio, occupied by French, 124-

5} in Seven Years’ War, 129-30} settle-

ments at, 133} land speculation at, 124,

136} growth of settlement at, 155-75

seized by Virginia, 166} in Revolution,

179-S0.

Ft. Adams, built, 245} as base for explora-

tion, 450.

Ft. Armstrong, built, 291 } in Black Hawk
War, 299} in Dred Scott case, 605.

Ft. -A-tkinson, Iowa, built, 452.

Ft. Atkinson, Wisconsin, built, 300.

Ft. Beausejour, built, 122} captured by Eng-

lish, 126.

Ft. Bedford, built, 128.

Ft. Boise, built, 630 }
on Oregon Trail, 527.

Ft. Bonneville, fur trade at, 460.

Ft. Bridget, visited by Oregon immigrants,

527} visited by Mormons, 540.

Ft. Carondelet, built, 445.

Ft. Cass, built, 460} trade at, 460.

Ft. Catherine, built by French, 235 destroyed

by Spanish, 24.

Ft. Charles, built, 46 } Bacon’s Rebellion at,

so-

rt, Christina, built, 66 }
surrenders to Dutch,

66 .

Ft. Colville, built, 457} gold rush to, 628,

Ft. Confederation, built by Spaniards, 237,

Ft. Crawford, built, 291.

Ft. Crevecoeur, built by La Salle, 108.

Ft. Crown Point, built, 1205 failure of Eng-
lish attack on, 126} captured by English,

130.

Ft. Dearborn, massacre at, zSi} rebuilt, 291.

Ft. de Chartres, built, n6} occupied by Eng-
lish, 139} trade at, 142} abandoned, 146.

Ft. Duquesne, built, 125} attacked by Brad-
dock, 126} captured by British, 129,

Ft. Edward (New York), built, 126.

Ft. Edward Augustus, built, 132.

Ft. Finney, built, 210} treaty of, 210 } ra
pudiated, 222.

Ft. Frontenac, built, 108} abandoned, iio}
captured by English, 1 29.

Ft, Greenville, built, 225 }
treaty of, 226.

Ft. Hall, built, 516} on Oregon Trail, 527}
Indian reservation at, 663.

Ft. Harrison, built, 277} attacks on, 2815
rebuilt, 291.

Ft. Harmar, built, 210} treaty of, 223,
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Ft. Henry, built, 4^5 explorations from, 8 a.

Ft. Jackson, Treaty of, a86.

Ft. James, built, 4$.

Ft. Jefferson, built, 185, 234.

Ft. King George, built, tt 6.

Ft. Kittanning, in Revolution, 179.

Ft. La Baye, surrenders to English, 132.

Ft. Laramie, fur trade at, 4605 visited by

Mormons, 540; road from, 660; treaty

of, 655,

Ft. Leavenworth, built, 473; in Mexican

War, 581.

Ft. Le Boeuf, built, 125.

Ft. Ligonier, built, 128.

Ft. Lyon, in Cheyenne-Arapaho War, 657-9;

in Washita War, 664.

Ft. McIntosh, built, 1 8 1 ;
treaty of drafted,

209—10; repudiated by Indians, 222.

Ft. Mackinac, built by French, 112; sur-

renders to English, 132; in Pontiac’s Re-

bellion, 138; rebuilt, 139; fur trade at,

141; moved during Revolution, 187; c.ap-

tured in War of 1812, 279; rebuilt, 291.

Ft. Malden, built, 275; visited by Indians,

275; frontier anger at, 278; attacks on in

War of 18 12, 279-81, 282; falls to United

States, 283-4.

Ft. Mandan, built, 446; fur trade at, 454-j;

abandoned, 455.

Ft. Manuel, built, 453; fur trade at, 454-5;

abandoned, 455.

Ft. Meigs, built, 2S2; resists attack, 282—3,

Ft. Miami (English), built, 225.

Ft. Miami (French), built, n8, 122.

Ft. Miami (Michigan), built, 108; as base

for French exploration, 109.

Ft. Mims Massacre, 284.

Ft. Mobile, built by French, 113.

Ft. Niagara, built, iig; attacked in Seven

Years’ War, 130.

Ft. Orange, Dutch trade at, 67. See Albany.

Ft. Oswego, built, 119; captured by French,

128.

Ft. Ouiatanon, built, 122; visited by Cro-

ghan, 139.

Ft. Pitt, built, 129; settlements about, 133;

in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138; abandoned,

146; center of settlement, 155-7; in Revo-

lution, 179.

Ft. Presqu’Isle, built, 125.

Ft. St. Joseph, surrenders to English, 132.

Ft. St. Louis, built by La Salle, 109.

Ft. Seneca, in War of 1812, 283.

Ft. Smith, built, 452; visited by Long ex.
pedition, 452.

Ft. Snelling, built, 291, 452; settlements
about, 478.

Ft. Stanwix, built, 129; in Revolution, i8o
Ft. Stanwix, Treaty of (1768), 148-95 effect

of on settlement, 156.

Ft. Stanwix, Treaty of (1784), 2095 re-

nounced by Iroquois, an ; repudiated, 222,
Ft. Ticonderoga, defended by Montcalm'

1295 captured by England, 130.

Ft. Toulouse, built by Spain, 116.

Ft. Union, Montana, built, 4605 fur trade

at, 461.

Ft. Union, New Mexico, attacked in Civil

War, 616; in Red River War, 666.

Ft. Utah, settled, 547,

Ft. Vancouver, built, 457; fur trade at,

457-8; in Oregon controversy, 511-125

visited by Wyeth party, 516; terminus of

Oregon Trail, 528; abandoned, 532;
visited by Jedediah Smith, 557.

Ft. Venango, built, 125.

Ft. Walla Walla, built, 4575 Whitman party

at, 521.

Ft. Watauga, attacked by Cherokee, 175,

Ft. Wayne, attacks on, 281 5
rebuilt, 291.

Ft. Wayne, Treaty of, 275-6.

Ft. William Henry, built, 1265 captured by

French, 128.

Forty-Niners, rush of, 589-91. See Cali-

fornia, Mining Frontier.

Fowler, Jacob, opens Santa Fe trade, 463.

Fox Indians, cede Wisconsin lands, 273; in

Black Hawk War, 298-3015 moved to

West, 472; cede Iowa lands, 476; cede

Oklahoma lands, 722.

Fox Wars, described, 1185 effect of on

French trade, 122, 436.

France, attempts to occupy Florida, 23
“
4 >

occupies St. Lawrence Valley, 28-345 ex-

pands American holdings, 103-9; in wars

with England, 110—30; withdraws from

North America, 131; abandons Great

Lakes Country, 1325 in Pontiac’s Rebel-

lion, 1385 in Revolutionary peace nego-

tiations, 191-55 Scioto Company^ in,

219-205 foments attack on Louisiana,

secures Louisiana from Spain,

243; sells Louisiana to United States,

243-55 threatens New Spain, 43
*"

3 i

433-7; success of frontier technique of,

437—9; grievances against Mexico, 57 ^*
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Franciscans, in Southeast, a6-8-, on Mexican

frontier, 43*! Texas, 43 Cali-

fornia, 439"43-

Frankland, see Franklin, State of.

Franklin, Benjamin, quells frontier up-

rising, 1 00 j
as land speculator, 1 36 •, as

agent of Illinois Company, 144} Revo-

luuonary peace negotiation3>

Franklin, Missouri, terminus of Santa Fe

Trail, 463 1
settled, 467-

Franklin, State of, 204-6.

Fraser River District, gold rush to, 628-9.

Fraser, Simon, explores Canadian North-

west, 510.

Frederica, Georgia, settled, ti8.

Frederick, Maryland, settled, 90.

Fredonian Revolt, described, 491-2.

Freeman, Thomas, explores Red River coun-

try, 450,

Freeport Doctrine, announced, 608.

Free-Soil Party, in election of 1848, 5895

in election of 1852, 596.

Fremont, John C., in Bear Flag Revolt,

571-3; helps conquer California in Mex-

ican War, 582-35 as candidate for presi-

dent, 605.

French Grant, established by Congress, 220.

Frontenac, Louis Count de, as governor of

New France, 1085 engages in western

trade, 108-95 in King William’s War,
llO-Il.

Frontier, as a process, 1-3 5
defined, 3 ; ad-

vancing zones of, 3-8 5 reasons for moving

to, 8-95 speed of advance of, 9-105 effect

of on East, 10; effect of on institutions,

746-

75 effect of on American traits,

747-

50; closing of, 750-2 5
effect of closing

of op American life, 751-8,

Frontier Claims Associations, in Iowa, 4775
ip Minnesota, ^go. ,

Frontier Compacts, Mayflower Compact,

57-85 at Springfield, 625 in Connecticut
Valley, 62; in early New Hampshire, 635
among Regulators, loi; Watauga Asso-
ciation, 1595 among Santa Fe traders,

463-45 among Iowa squatters, 4785 in

Oregon Country, 528-315 in mining
camps, 623-4; among cattlemen, 683-4.

Frontier Techniques, lack of among Span-
iards, 25-6; acquisition of by Virginia
pioneers, 40; in Tidewater frontier, 48-9;
contrast between northern and southern,
67^8; in early New England, 71-2; de-

907

velopmcnt of in New England, 965 in

Old West, 96-95 development of in Ken-

tucky, 164-55 in Kentucky and Tennessee,

250-15 in New York, 255-d; in occupa-

tion of prairies, 307-8; in Gulf Plains,

321-35 adaptation of to plains country,

4055 of Spain in Mexico, 428-9; failure

of Spanish, 437-8; change of in Spanish

Southwest, 444—5 5 of Mormons, 542—45
on mining frontier, 618—19; in mining

camps, 622-55 on cattle frontier, 6735
of cattle ranchers, 682-4; on Great Plains,

710-13.

Fur Trade, as frontier institution, 3-4; be-

ginnings of French, 30-4; in early Vir-

ginia, 475 in early Carolina, 54-65 in

Plymouth, 58; in seventeenth-century

Massachusetts, 60- 1, 65-75 in Connecticut

Valley, 60-15 in Piedmont, 82-35 effect

of on expansion in New York, 855 in

Susquehanna Valley, 89-905 as source of

French-English friction, 104; of French

in Wisconsin Country, 104-5, 107-85 of

French in Lake Superior region, 105-6;

of French in Illinois Country, 108-95

expansion of under LaSalle, 108-95 aban-

doned by New France, 1115 in early

Georgia, 1185 in Ohio Valley, 123-45 at

close of Seven Years’ War, 132-35 effect

of on British western policy, 133-45 regu-

lation of by England, 140-35 expansion

of, 1465 as factor leading to War of 1812,

2725 Russian on Pacific coast, 4395 con-

flict over in Far West, 444—5; influence

of on Lewis and Clark expedition, 446;

influence of on settlement, 453; in north-

ern Rocky Mountains, 453-45 in Oregon

Country, 455-8 ;
in Central Rocky Moun-

tains, 458-62; rendezvous system in, 459-

60; in Southwest, 462-45 significance of

in Far West, 4655 decline of in Oregon

Country, 5325 in California, 556-61; of

Hudson’s Bay Company in Calif-.niia,

569,

Fundamental Orders of Connecticut, 62.

Gadsden, James, purchases lands in South-

west, 587.

Gag Rule, passed by Congress, 371.

Gage, Thomas, military commander in

America, 1395 forbids presents to Indians,

1425 forbids westward migration, 156.
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Gaines, Edmund Pendleton, as railroad pro-

moter, 340; in Texan Revolution, 577.

Gale, W, H., in California trade, 555.

Galena, Illinois, as mining center, 297.

Galena and Chicago Union Railroad, built,

393 -

Gallatin, Albert, negotiates Treaty of Ghent,

288.

Gallipolis, Ohio, settled, 219-20.

Galphinton, Treaty of, 230.

Galveston Bay and Texas Land Company,

helps colonize Texas, 489.

Galvez, Jose de, colonizes Spanish Cali-

fornia, 439.

Gantt and Blackwell Company, in fur trade,

460.

Garces, Francisco, explores southern Cali-

fornia, 442.

Gardoqui, Don Diego de, negotiates with

Jay, 231.

Garrison, William L., launches abolition cru-

sade, 370.

Gary, George, as Oregon missionary, 520.

Genet, Edmond, plans attack on Louisiana,

238.

Geneva, New York, settled, 253.

George, Milton, forms Farmers^ Alliance,

737 -

Georgia, founded, 117-185 in French-English

diplomacy, 1225 refuses to accept trade

regulation, 1415 cedes western lands, 2065

sells western lands, 2305 in Creek War,

2305 resells western lands, 235, 2385 re-

moval of Indians from, 313—165 migra-

tion from, 3175 settlement of western, 323,

3255 railroads in, 338-40, 395-8.

Georgia Company, formed, 238.

Georgia Mississippi Company, 238.

Germanna, Virginia, settled, 83.

Germans, migrate to New York, 87-95 mi-

grate to Pennsylvania, 89-915 settle in

Wisconsin, 3085 settle in Texas, 5085

effect of on election of i860, 6115 settle

on Great Plains, 706.

Ghent, Treaty of, 288-9.

Ghost Dance Wars, 669.

Gibbon, John, in Sioux War, 667-8.

Gillespie, Archibald, in Bear Flag Revolt,

572.

Girty, Simon, in Revolution, 187.

Gist, Christopher, as agent of Ohio Com-
pany, 1355 pioneers in western Pennsyl-

vania, 155.

Glaciers, influence of on settlement of North-
west, 292-3.

Glendive, Montana, settled, 717.
Glenn, Hugh, opens Sante Fe trade, 462
Glidden, Joseph F., invents barbed wire

fence, 691—2.

Gnadenhutten, massacre at, 190.
Godoy, Manuel de, in Spanish-American

diplomacy, 240-1.

Goodnight-Loving Trail, used in Lon?
Drive, 680.

Gorham, Nathaniel, participates in Phelpj.

Gorham Purchase, 253-4.

Gorton, Samuel, founds Newport, Rhode
Island, 62.

Gosiute Indians, described, 416-7.

Graduation and Donation, proposed,
353;

voted on, 3585 advocated by Van Buren,

374-5; in election of 1840, 378.

Grafton, Massachusetts, settled, 72.

Graham, Isaac, in Alvarado Revolt, 561.

Grain Elevators, development of, 709-105

arouse resentment of farmers, 7275 at-

tacked by Patrons of Husbandry, 729-31,

Grand Forks, North Dakota, settled, 715.

Grand Haven, Michigan, settled, 305.

Grand Illinois Venture, 142,

Grand Ohio Company, seeks American

colony, 150-1.

Grand Portage, fortified by French, u8.

Grand Rapids, Michigan, settled, 305.

Grand Trunk Railroad, built, 612.

Grange, see Patrons of Husbandry.

Granger Laws, enacted, 730-15 upheld by

courts, 731—2.

Granville Estates, established, 845 uprising

in, 100.

Grass fires, on Great Plains, 712-13.

Grasshoppers, as menace on Great Plains,

712.

Gray, Robert, explores Oregon Country,

510.

Great American Desert, growth of legend of,

4135 described by Major Long, 45^-3 ;

used for Indian reservations, 470-45 effect

of on migration, 481.

Great Basin Province, described, 4165 settled,

534-52-
, ,

Great Genesee Road, built, 2555 extended,

263-4, 275 -

Great Northern Railroad, aids settlement ol

Northwest, 716.

Great Plains Province, described, 406-75
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rainfall in, 407; vegetation of, 408-9;

animal life in, 409; Indians of, 409~i 3 5

as barrier to settlement, 413—14, explored

by Coronado, 424—5 ;
explored by United

States, 445-535 freighting on, 638-9 > ex-

press service across, 636-8, 639-42; In-

dian removal from, 654-72; cattle fron-

tier on, 673-89; sheep growing in, 689;

obstacles to settlement of, 690; opening

of to farmers, 691—75 land system in,

697-704; causes for settlement of, 705—

10; pioneer techniques in, 710-13; settle-

ment of, 713—23

Great Salt Lake, discovered, 457; Mormons

at, 541-2.

Great Valley of the Appalachians, described,

815 land speculation in, 845 Palatine set-

tlement In, 90-15 Scotch-Irish settlement

in, 92-3; unity of, 98-9.

Great Valley Road, as route to West, 249.

Great Western Railroad, built, 612.

Greeley, Horace, and Panic of 1837, 372;
urges liberal land system, 385; opposes

Oregon migration, 528.

Greenback Party, career of, 731—2.

Greenbrier Company, formed, 136.

Greenfield, Massachusetts, settled, 73.

Greenville, Treaty of, drafted, 226; effect

of on migration, 261.

Greenwich, Connecticut, settled, 64.

Gregory, John H., in Colorado gold rush,

622.

Groseilliers, Sieur des, visits Great Lakes

country, 105; helps found Hudson’s Bay
Company, 106.

Grosventre Indians, described, 410; clash

with Lewis and Clark, 449; sign Ft.

Laramie Treaty, 655.

Groton, Massachusetts, attacked in King
Philip’s War, 77.

Guadalupe Hidalgo, Treaty of, 586,

Guale, mission province of, 26; pacified by
missionaries, 27; Indians of, 54; Carolina-

Spanish warfare in, 54-6, 114.

Guilford, Connecticut, settled, 64.

Gulf Plains Province, settlement of, 310-28.
Guthrie, Oklahoma, settled, 722,

Guttierez, Bernardo, leads Texas filibus-

tering expedition, 484.

Hadley, Massachusetts, fur trade at, 665 in

King Philip’s War, 76-7.

Haldimand, General, as governor of Can-

ada, 221—2.

Halifax, Nova Scotia, settled, 122,

,

Hamilton, Ohio, settled, 263.

Hamilton, Alexander, blunders in Jay’s

Treaty negotiations, 2275 plans attack on

Louisiana, 242; financial policies of and

land speculation, 254,

Hamilton, Henry, at Detroit in Revolution,

177; retakes Vincennes, 1825 captured by

George Rogers Clark, 182.

Hammond, George, as British diplpmatic

agent, 224-5.

Hand Cart Brigade, use of in Mormon mi-

grations, 545.

Hand, Edward, leads expedition in Revolu-

tion, 179.

Hannibal and St. Joseph Railroad, built,

6423 cattle shipments over, 677.

Hard Labor, Treaty of, 147-8.

Harmar, Josiah, commands troops in Ohio

Valley, 2to-ii; leads expedition against

Ohio Indians, 223-4.

Harpe, Bernard de la, threatens Spanish

Texas, 435.

Harrison, Benjamin, admits Omnibus States,

7185 opens Oklahoma District, 72?.

Harrison, William Henry, named delegate

to Congress, 264; frames Land Law of

1800, 264—5; “i'is division of Northwest

Territory, 2655 becomes governor of In-

diana Territory, 265-6; negotiates Indian

treaties, 273-6; at Battle of Tippecanoe,^

276-8
;
commands western army in War

of 1812, 281; attempts Ft. Malden cam-

paign, 281; defends Ohio frontier, 283—

4; captures Ft. Malden, 284; wins Battle

of the Thames, 284; seeks to develop

southern trade, 3395 elected president,

378; death of, 379.

Harrod, James, explores Kentucky, i6i; as

Kentucky speculator, 1655 founds Har-
rodsburg, 165; rebuilds Harrodsburg,

171.

Harrodsburg, Kentucky, settled, 165 ; visited

by Daniel Boone, 167; rebuilt, 171.

Harrow, invention of, 695.

Hartford, Treaty of, 251-2.

Hartford, Connecticut, settled, 6i.

Hartnell, William, in California trade,

555.

Harvey, William H., argues for bimetalism,

741.
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Hatfield, Massachusetts, settled, 73 5
in King

Philip’s War, 77.

Hawthorne, William, in Massachusetts fur

trade, 67.

Haverhill, Massacliusetts, Indian attack on,

III.

Hawkins, ‘Benjamin, Indian agent, 173.

Hayne, Robert Y., seeks to develop western

trade, 339—405 opposes Foote Resolution,

358*

Hazard, Samuel, as land speculator, 136.

Header, invention of, 696.

Headright System, use of in early "Virginia

and Maryland, 44
“
5 ‘

Helena, Montana, settled, 631.

Henderson, Richard, buys western lands,

1435 interested in Watauga settlements,

1595 finances BooHe’s explorations, 1625

as speculator in Kentucky, 168-735 founds

Nashville settlements, 184.

Hennepin, Louis, explores upper Mississippi,

108.

Henrico, "Virginia, settled, 39-405 Bacon

elected delegate from, 51.

Henry, Andrew, as Rocky Mountain fur

trader, 454-55 organizes Rocky Mountain

Yni Company, 45^.

Henry, James D., in Black Hawk War,

300.

Henry, Patrick, as land speculator, 235.

Herkimer, New York, settled, 88.

Herkimer, Nicholas, in Battle of Oriskany,

180.

Herrera, Jose Maria, considers sale of Cali-

fornia to United States, 570.

Hesse, Emanuel, attacks Illinois Country in

Revolution, 186—7.

Hidalgo, Francisco, founds Texas missions,

433-5 -

Hide and Tallow Trade, with California,

554-6.

Higgins Land Company, purchases Minne-

sota lands, 702.

Hill, James J., builds Great Northern Rail-

road, 716.

Hillsbc.ough, Earl of, formulates western

policy, 139—40, 1455 opposes Grand Ohio

Company grant, 150-1.

Hite, Justus, pioneers in Shenandoah "Valley,

91-

Holladay, Ben, dominates western express

business, 641—2.

Holl.and Land Company, purchases New

York land, 2545 experiments with Hot
House method, 2565 settles western New
York, 256—75 settles western Pennsylvania,

259 -

Holliday, Cyrus K., builds Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad, 648-9.

Holmes, David, aids annexation of "West

Florida, 271.

Holmes, William, as Connecticut Valley fur

trader, 61.

Holston, Stephen, pioneers in eastern Ten-
nessee, 157.

Homestead Act, origins of, 385-65 promised

by Republicans in i860, 6095 as sectional

issue, 611-125 failure of on Great Plains,

6985 abuses of, 700-15 use of in Dakota

Territory, 7175 applied to Oklahoma Dis-

trict, 727.

Hooker, Thomas, founds Hartford, 615

drafts Fundamental Orders, 62.

Hopewell, Treaty of, 205.

Hopi Indians, described, 417-18.

Hopkins, Mark, promotes Pacific railroad,

645 -

Horse Shoe Bend, Battle of, 285-6.

House of Good Hope, established by Dutch

tiadws, 6\.

Houston, Sam, migrates to Texas, 4955 at-

tends Texan convention, 4965 leads Texan

Revolution, 4995 as president of Texan

Republic, 501-25 in annejeation contro-

versy, 502.

Hot House Method, of settlement in western

New York, 255-65 failures of, 256.

Howard, Benjamin, wins Illinois Country in

War of 1812, 284.

Hudson’s Bay Company, founded, 1065 in

King William’s War, 1115 ‘rades in Far

West, 444-55 in Oregon Country, 456—

8, 461—25 controls Oregon Country, 5 ’-*~

125 expels Wyeth from OreS^u Country,

5165 welcomes American missionaries,

5 1 8-195 disliked by Oregon pioneers, 529 5

aids Oregon provisional government, 5315

abandons Oregon Country, 5325 in Cali-

fornia, 569.

HwW, WiUi-am, as g<sveraQr of Michigan

Territory, 2755 leads attack on Ft.

Malden, 280.

Hunt, Wilson Price, leads Overland Astor-

ians, 456.

Hunter, John, explores Red Rrver country,

450.
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Huntington, Collis P,, promotes Pacific rail-

road, 6+5.

Huron Indians, as allies of French, 33'*4$

French traders among, 103; in Iroquois

wars, 104, 1075 in French-English wars,

IS3.

Hutchinson, Anne, banished from Massa-

chusetts, 6z.

Ibarra, Francisco de, as governor of Nueva

Vizcaya, 425.

Iberville, Pierre Le Moyne de, in King Wil-

liam’s War, III; founds Louisiana, 113.

Idaho, mining in, 629-30, 632; govern-

mental beginnings in, 630; admitted as

state, 718; People’s Party victory in, 740.

Idaho City, Idaho, settled, 629; growth of,

630.

Iliff, J. W., begins ranching in Wyoming,

680.

Illinois, territory of created, 267; settlement

of, 194-7) 306-8} admitted as state, 309;

canal building in, 344-5; opposition to

banks in, 377; railroad building in, 393—

4} Mormons in, 537-9; migration from

to Kansas, 601; Lincoln-Douglas debates

in, 608} success of Patrons of Husbandry

in, 728-9; enacts Granger Laws, 730-1.

See Illinois Country.

Illinois Central Railroad, projected, 345;
built, 394; extended westward, 643; opens

Dakota Territory, 715.

Illinois Company, formed, 144.

Illinois Country, occupied by French, 111-3,

118; occupied by English, 139; trade in,

141-2; land speculation in, 152; captured

by George Rogers Clark, 1 8 1-3 ;
in Revo-

lution, 186-8} ceded to United States by
Indians, 273; conquered in War of 1812,

284.

Illinois Land Company, formed, 152; seeks

land cessions by states, 200-2.

Illinois and Michigan Canal, built, 344-5.
Illinois-Wabash Land Company, seeks land

cessions by states, 200-2.

Immigration Bureaus, established by states,

706; established by western railroads,

707-8.

Indentured Servants, on Tidewater frontier,

45! in Piedmont, 83.

Independence, Missouri, as terminus of Santa
Fe trail, 464; settled, 469; as terminus

of Oregon Trail, 526.

911

Independent Treasury System, advocated by

Van Buren, 373-4; adopted, 376; repealed

by Whigs, 380; restored, 381.

Indiana, created as territory, 267; settlement

of, 294-7, 301—6; constitution of, 309;

canals in, 343-4; railroads in, 392-3;

migration from to Kansas, 601.

Indiana Company, organized, 144; at Ft.

Stanwix conference, 148-9; seeks grant

in West, 150-1; revived, 152; urges land

cessions by states, 200-2.

Indian Policy, on Tidewater frontier, 46;

development of by United States, 209-11;

on eve of War of 1812, 273-5; in the

Lake Plains region, 291-2; removal pol-

icy in Northwest, 297—8, 301; removal

policy in Gulf Plains, 312-17; on Great

Plains, 368-73, 469-74; criticism of, 660—

I; changes in Far West, 661—2, 670—2.

Indian Reservations, on Tideiwater frontier,

46; in early New England, 73; in Vir-

ginia Piedmont, 83; proposed on Great

American Desert, 469-72; in Southwest,

*S53“5; on Great Plains, 660-3; sale of

to speculators, 702-3; closing of, 719-

22.

Indian Rights Association, agitates for

change in policy, 671.

Indians, as allies of French, 33-4; attack

Virginia settlers, 41, 45-6, 50; in Caro-

linas, 53-6; wars with in New England,

63-4, 73-9; in French-English conflicts,

103-30; in Revolution, 174-91; develop-

ment of federal policy for, 209-11; re-

moval of from New York, 251; treaties

with in Ohio Valley, 272-6; removal of

from Lake Plains country, 297-301; re-

moval of from Gulf Plains, 312-17; of

Great Plains, 409-13; of Intermontane

Province, 416-19; of Pacific Coast, 420-
i; established on Great Plains, 469-74;
driven from Great Plains, 653-72; inter-

fere with Long Drive, 678; driven from
Oklahoma, 719-22.

Indian Springs, Treaty of, 313.

Indian Territory, see Oklahoma.

Indian Wars, in Spanish Florida, 26-7;
French pioneers in, 34, in early Virginia,

4t, 45, 50-51, 54; Pequot War, 63-4;
King Philip’s War, 73-9; French and In-

dian wars, 110-30; Natchez War, 117;
Fox War, n8; Pontiac’s Rebellion, 137-

9; Lord Dunmore’s War, 1 66-81 in Revo-
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Indian Wars {continue£)

lution, 1 74.-9 1 5
in Ohio Country, 21 1,

222-6} Creek War, 229-30, 235-6; in

Lake Plains, 272—S ;
in Gulf Plains, 284—

6; Black Hawk War, 298-301; Seminole

War, 317; on Texas border, 435-6;

Cheyenne-Arapaho War, 656-9; Sioux

War, 659-60; Washita War, 663—5;

River War, 665—6; Sioux War, 666-8;

Ghost Dance Wars, 669.

Individualism, as frontier trait, 749-50.

Inland Empire, mining in, 628-9. See Ore-

gon Country.

Innes, Harry, in Spanish Conspiracy, 232.

Intermontane Province, described, 415—19;

Indians of, 416-19.

Internal Improvements, in Middle West,

342-6; effect of on sectionalism, 348;

urged by Henry Clay, 351; opposition of

Jackson to, 364; and Panic of 1837, 365-

7; desire of North for, 612. See Canals,

Railroads, Roads.

Iowa, opposition to banks in, 377; settle-

ment of, 475-95 granted statehood, 479-

805 Mormons in, 539-405 railroads in,

642-35 population movements in, 705-6;

establishes immigration bureau, 7065

growth of Patrons of Husbandry in, 728;

Grange projects in, 729; Granger Laws

passed in, 730-1.

Iowa City, Iowa, settled, 478.

Iowa Indians, described, 410; moved to Far

West, 472.

Irish, settle in Wisconsin, 308; as Minnesota

lumbermen, 479; as railroad laborers,

6465 settlement of on Great Plains,

706.

Iroquois Indians, in early wars with French,

33—4; Dutch trade with, 67; block expan-

sion in New York, 85; war on French

tribes, 104, 107, 108-95 George’s

War, 121; trade with French, 121-2;

sign Ft. Stanwix Treaty, 148-95 in Lord

Dunmore’s War, 166; in Revolution, 180,

182, 183, 185, 189; sign second Ft. Stan-

wix Treaty, 209—10; renounce treaty, 21 1,

222; removal of from New York, 251;

sell lands to speculators, 253, 256.

Iroquois Wars, 104, 107, 108-9.

Irrigation, development of by Mormons,

541—3; regulation of by Mormons, 543;

use of on Great Plains, 692-35 in Wyom-
ing, 717.

Izard, George, in War of 1812, 287.

Jacksboro Trial, 666.

Jackson, Andrew, as Tennessee lawyer, 2515
ordered to^ attack Florida, 282; conquen
Creek Indians, 285—6; defends New Or-.

leans, 287-85 forces removal of southern
Indians, 312, 3U-17; builds military

road, 319; founds Memphis, 325; in elec-

tion of 1824, 354-5; in election of 1828,

355-6; in South Carolina nullification con-
troversy, 356-605 prevents bank recharter,

361-3 5 in conflict over Distribution, 363-

4; issues Specie Circular, 367-8; seeks to

purchase Texas, 493; recognizes Texan
independence, 499-5105 favors Texan an-

nexation, 503 5 interest of in Oregon Coun-
try* 5245 attempts to buy California, 567;
in controversy with Mexico, 576.

Jackson, Helen Hunt, urges New Indian

policy, 671.

James, Thomas, as Santa Fe trader, 463.

Jamestown, North Dakota, settled, 715.

Jamestown, Virginia, settled, 38.

Jay, John, in Revolutionary peace negotia-

tions, 191-45 negotiates Jay’s treaty,

2275 in negotiations with Gardoqui, 231.

Jay’s Treaty, drafted,- 2275 effect of on

Spanish-American diplomacy, 240-1; dis-

satisfaction with in West, 272.

Jefferson, proposed state of, 624-5. See

Colorado.

Jefferson, Thomas, drafts Ordinance of 1784,

216; in negotiations with England, 225;

in Spanish-American diplomacy, 240-35

purchases Louisiana, 243-5 ;
formulates

Indian policy, 272—3; and western ex-

ploration, 445—53.

Jenkins’ Ear, War of, 118.

Jesuits, on Georgia frontier, 26; in French

Canada, 103—45 in Wisconsin Country,

107; establish St. Joseph mission, no; in

Illinois Country, 113; among Maine In-

dians, 120; on Mexican frontier, 429-31;

in Southwest, 431—25 establish Oregon

missions, 522.

Jimenez, Fortun, discovers California, 422-

Johnson, Andrew, introduces Homestead

laws, 386.

Johnson, Guy as Indian superintendent, 1745

leads Iroquois in Revolution, 180.
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Johnson, James A., pioneers in Driftless

Area, 297.

Johnson, John, leads Iroquois in Revolution,

180, 185; organizes Ohio Indians, 221.

Johnson, William, named Indian superin-

tendent, 121; quiets Indians of Northwest,

133; ends Pontiac’s Rebellion, 139; draws

up Plan of X764, 140—41 j
drafts Ft-

Stanwix Treaty, 148-9; in Lord Dun-

more’s War, 166, 167.

Jolliet, Louis, explores Mississippi, 107-8,

Joncaire, Louis, founds Niagara, 119; as

agent to Iroquois, 12a; at Ft. Venango,

Jones, Thomas Ap Catesby, raids Monterey,

577-8 .

Joseph, Chief, in Nez Perce War, 669.

Juanillo Revolt, 26—7.

Judah, Thomas D., promotes Pacific rail-

road, 645.

Kane, T. L., ends Mormon War, 551.

Kansa Indians, described, 410; surrender

Kansas lands, 470; assigned Oklahoma

reservation, 662.

Kansas, organizes as territory, 597-6005

settlement of, 601-2; sectional warfare

in, 602-4; political struggle for, 608-9;

railroad building in, 643, 648-9; re-

moval of Indians from, 655-6; Indian

warfare in, 664-5; l-o"? Drive to, 677-

9; cattle ranching in, 6S0; land pur-

chases in, 703 ;
population movements in,

705-6; wheat growing in, 708-9; settle-

ment of, 713—4; migration from to Okla-

homa, 718-20; growth of Patrons of Hus-

bandry in, 728-9; increase of debt in,

732—

3; speculation in, 733; exodus from,

733-

4; mortgage foreclosures in, 734;
Farmers’ Alliance victories in, 739; car-

ried by People’s Party, 740.

Kansas City, railroads to, 648; as flour mill-

ing center, 709.

Kansas-Nebraska Act, passed by Congress,

597-8; origins of, 598-9; results of, 599-
602; effect of on railroad building, 644.

Kansas Pacific Railroad, built, 64 8 5 terminus

of Long Drive, 6775 sells Kansas lands,

703; speeds settlement of Kansas, 713.

Kansas Stockton Express, as stage route, 638.
Kaskaskia, settled, 113; trade at, 142; con-

quered by G. R. Clark, 181,

Kearny, Stephen W., conquers southwestern

913

territories, 581—2; aids in conquest of

California, 582-3.

Kelley, Hall Jackson, urges occupation of

Oregon Country, 514; of California, 562.

Kelley, Oliver Hudson, organizes Patrons of

Husbandry, 728.

Kelsey, Andrew, leads California migration,

566.

Kendrick, Benjamin, explores Oregon Coun-

try, 510.

Kentucky, interest of speculators in, 146;

opened by Ft. Stanwix Treaty, 148-9;

exploration of, 160-5; land speculation

in, 165; in Lord Dunmore’s War, 165-8;

early settlement of, 168-73; in Revolu-

tion, 177-9, *87; settlement of during

Revolution, 183—4; in land cession con-

troversy, 202; demands of for separate

statehood, 215; Spanish Conspiracy in,

231—3; prepares for attack on Louisiana,

238; second Spanish Conspiracy in, 239;

roads to, 2495 settlement of, 249-50; mi-

gration from to Northwest, 294-55 rail-

road building in, 339-40, 397; migration

from to Kansas, 602,

Kentucky Rifle, evolution of, 98,

Kentucky Stations, described, 177.

Keokuk, Chief, in Black Hawk War, 298.

Keokuk, Iowa, settled, 476.

Kickapoo Indians, moved to Far West, 472.

Killingworth, Connecticut, settled, 73.

King George’s Company, formed, 510.

King George’s War, described, 120-1; effect

of on trade, 123, 438.

King Philip’s war, 73—9.

King’s Mountain, Battle of, 188-9.

King William’s War, 1 10-12.

Kino, Eusebio Francisco, settles Arizona,

43 1-2.

Kiowa Indians, described, 410; attack Santa

Fe traders, 462; war on intruded tribes,

472-4; cede Texas lands, 659; assigned

Oklahoma reservation, 662; in Washita

War, 663-5.

Kiowa Indians, in Carolina trade, 54,

Kirtland, Ohio, settled by Mormons, 536,

Kittanning, Indian village of, 123; land

office at, 259.

Knights of the Golden Horseshoe, explora-

tions of, 83.

Know-Nothing Party, formed, 600.

Knox, James, organizes Long Hunters of

Kentucky, 164.
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Knoxville, Tennessee, settled, 349.

Knoxville Road, built, 249.

Kocherthal, Joshua, leads Palatine migra-

tion, 87.

LaChine Massacre, no.
LaFitte, Jean, aids Texas filibusterers, 484.

Lake Erie, Battle of, 283.

Lake Plains, settlement of, 290—309.

Lamberton, George, in Delaware Valley

trade, 66 .

Lancaster, Massachusetts, fur trade at, 65$
settled, 725 in King Philip’s War, 77.

Land Grants, to Miami and Erie Canal, 3425
to Wabash and Erie Canal, 343 ; to Illinois

and Michigan Canal, 344; to Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad, 3<j4-, to Uoioa Paoido Rail-

road, 645 5
to Kansas Pacific Railroad,

649; to Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

Railroad, 6485 to Southern Pacific Rail-

road, 650-1 > to Northern Pacific Rail-

road, 6515 abuse of by railroads, 701-2$

sale of by railroads, 706-8.

Land Policy, on Tidewater frontier, 40, 44-

5$ of Plymouth Colony, 58$ in early New
England, 68-71$ in New York, 85-7,

88-9$ in eighteenth-century Pennsylvania,

90$ in eighteenth-century New England,

93-4$ in western Pennsylvania, 156$ of

Transylvania Company, 172$ of Virginia

and North Carolina during Revolution,

183-4$ formulated by United States, 207-

9$ failure of, 212$ change in, 213-14$

of Holland Land Company, 257$ revised

in 1800, 264-5$ revised after Panic of

1819, 350$ as sectional issue, 355, 357-8,

363-41 374-5> 384-6$ pre-emption

adopted, 380-1$ failure of in Iowa, 477$

in Texas, 488-91 $ in Mormon Utah, 542-

3$ as issue in 1850’s, 611$ on Great Plains,

697-704.

Land Speculation, in Tidewater Virginia,

44-5$ in early New England, 70$ as fac-

tor in King Philip’s War, 74-6$ in Vir-

ginia Piedmont, 83-5$ in colonial New
York, 85-6$ effect of on Palatine settlers,

88$ in Mohawk Valley, 88-9$ in

eighteenth-century New England, 93-4$

influence of on British western policy,

134-6, 143-5, 149-52$ influence of on

demarcation line, 146-7$ in Ft. Stanwix

conference, 147-8$ in early Kentucky,

160, 165, 168-73; during Revolution.

1 84 $ effect of on state land cessions, 200-
2, 203, 206$ under Ordinance of lyg.
209$ influence of on Ordinance of 1787’

212-14$ in Ohio Country, 217-20$ com-
plicates Spanish-American diplomacy,
228-9, 230, 233, 235, 2385 in

New York, 251-8$ in western Pennsyl.
vania, 259$ in northern New York, 259-
61$ in Ohio, 262-3$ in Western Reserve
region, 263—4$ in Lake Plains, 2965 in

Michigan, 305$ in Indiana, 305-6$ in

Choctaw and Cherokee lands, 316$ in

Gulf Plains, 323$ in western Tennessee,

325$ before Panic of 1837, 367-8$ after

passage of Pre-emption Act, 385-6$ in

Texas, 485-91$ influence of in Kansas

Pl-aira, S9'i-7oo$

methods employed in, 700-3$ effect of,

703-4$ in Dakota Territory, 714$ in set-

tlement of Great Plains, 732-3$ effect of

closing of frontier on, 754-5.

Langlade, Charles le, leads attack on Picka-

willany, 124.

Lapwai, Oregon, mission at, 521$ abandoned,

523.

Laramie, Wyoming, settled, 647, 717.

Laredo, Texas, settled, 438.

Larkin, Thomas O., advertises California,

563$ warns of British activity, 569$ en-

courages California revolution, 570-2$

in Bear Flag Revolt, 571-3$ advertises

gold discovery, 590.

La Salle, Sieur de La, engages in western fur

trade, 108-9$ lands in Texas, 432-3.

Laudonnicre, Rene de, leads expedition to

America, 23.

Law, John, develops Louisiana, 116.

Lawrence, Kansas, in Kansas war, 603.

Lead City, South Dakota, settled, 634.

Leadville, Colorado, founded, 625$ as rail-

road terminus, 649.

Lease, Mary Elizabeth, as Populist leader,

638-9.

Leavenworth, Kansas, in Kansas warfare,

603.

Leavenworth and Pike’s Peak Exjiress, in

western transportation, 640.

Lecompton, Kansas, constitution adopted at,

608-9.

Lederer, John, explores Piedmont, 82.

Ledyard, John, explorations of, 446.

Lee, Daniel, as Oregon missionary, 517'

Lee, Jason, as Oregon missionary, 517-20,
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replaced as missionary, 5*05 interests East

in Oregon, 523-4*

Lee, Robert E,, in Mexican War, 585.

Lehi, Utah, settled, 547.

Leon, Alonso de, occupies Texas, 433.

Lescur, Minnesota, settled, 480.

Lewis and Clark Expedition, explorations

of, 446-50 -

Lewis, Andrew, opposes Stuart, 146; in Lord

Dunmore’s War, 167.

Lewis, John, forms Loyal Land Company,

136.

Lewis, Meriwether, leads Lewis and Clark

expedition, 446-50.

Lewiston, Idaho, settled, 6295 grotvth of,

630.

Lexington, Missouri, settled, 469.

Liberty, Missouri, settled, 469.

Liberty Party, in election of 1844, 382.

Lincoln, Abraham, opposes Mexican War,

5S0; leads Conscience Whigs, 596} in

Lincoln-Douglas debates, 608 j
in election

of i860, 609-10.

Lindesay, John, founds Cherry Valley settle-

ment, 88.

Lindsey, Isaac, explores Kentucky, 16

1

.

Line Riding, on cattle frontier, 683.

Line of Seraiaridity, effect of on settlement,

407-8.

Linn, Lewis F., urges occupation of Oregon,

524.

Lisa, Manuel, as fur trader, 453—5 }
in South-

west, 462.

Lister, invention of, 696.

Little Big Horn, Battle of, 667-8.

Live-Stock Associations, formation of, 686—

7.

Livingston, Robert, aids Palatines in New
York, 87.

Livingston, Robert, negotiates Louisiana

Purchase, 244.

Lochaber, Treaty of, 149; effect of on Ten-
nessee settlements, 158-9.

Locofocos, favor sound currency, 373.
Logan, Benjamin, pioneers in Kentucky,

1705 founds St. Asaph’s Station, 1705
rebels against Transylvania Company,
171; attacks Indians, 211.

Log cabin, introduction of by Swedes, 96—7.
Log Cabin College, founded, gS.

Logstown, established by Indians, 123.
Logstown, Treaty of, 124.

London Company, chartered, 37 s founds

Virginia, 38} receives new cltarter, 384

loses charter, 41—2.

Londonderry, New Hampshire, settled, 95.

Long Drive, origins of, 674-5} methods,

675} trails used, 675-8} end of, 678-9.

Long Hunters, explore Kentucky, 161—5.

Long Island, New York, settled by Neiv

Englanders, 73.

Long Island, Treaty of, drafted, 176, 189;

recognized by United States, 205.

Long, James, leads Texas filibustering ex-

pedition, 484.

Long, Stephen H., reports on Canadian

traders, 29 1} builds western forts, 4525

explores Red River country, 452-3} starts

legend of Great American Desert, 470.

Lord Dunmore’s War, 166—8.

Los Angeles, settled, 442} in Mexican War,

582-3.

Loudoun, Earl of, in Seven Years’ War, 12 8.

Louisa Company, formed, i68,

Louisbourgh, fortress built at, 120} cap-

tured by English, 121 }
returned to France,

121} failure of English attack on, 128}

recaptured by English, 129.

Louisiana, founded, 113) attacked by Eng-

land, 113-4} expansion of, 116} in

French-English diplomacy, 1225 ceded to

Spain, 131} in Spanish-American diplo-

macy, 227-45} ceded to United States,

243—5} threatens New Spain, 433—7} trade

of with New Mexico, 437-8} admitted to

Union, 466} growth of, 466-7} popula-

tion movements in, 705.

Louisiana Purchase, completed, 243-5} ex-

ploration of, 445—53.

Louisville, Cincinnati and Charleston Rail-

road, projected, 339-40.

Louisville, Kentucky, settled, 184,

Louisville and Nashville Railroad, built, 397.

Louisville and Portland Canal, built, 333.

Lower Creeks, see Creek Indians.

Loyalists, lead Indians in Revolution, i8o-

1} at Battle of King’s Mountain, 188-9}

in Revolutionary peace negotiations,

194.

Loyal Land Company, formed, 136} interest

of in Kentucky, 160.

Ludlow, Israel, speculates in Ohio lands, 263.

Lumbering Frontier, in Minnesota, 479-80

)

effect of Timber and Stone Act on, 699-

700.

Lundy’s Lane, Battle of, 286. ^
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Luzerne, Gheyalier de La,, jn Revolutionary

peace negotiations, 193. ,
.

. .

Lyman, Phjneas, organizes speculating com-

pany, 143 j
seeks to plant. Florida colony,

. 151-
,

.

"
.

,

'

Lyons, New York, settled, Z55.

McConnell, Felix G., introduces Homestead

Act, 3S6. ,

McCoy, Joseph G., develops Long Drive,

677-8.

McCulloch, Hugh, as California trader, 555.

McDonald, Angus, in Lord Dunmore’s War,

167.

Macdonough, Thomas, wins Battle of Lake

Champlain, 287.

McDowell, Charles, la Revolution, t88.

McGillivray, Alexander, becomes Creek

leader, 229—30 j
makes peace with United

States, 235-6; enters Spanish service, 237.

McIntosh, Chief William, as Creek leader,

313-

McIntosh, Lachlan, invades Ohio Country,

181.

Mackay, James, explores Missouri Valley,

445-

McKee, Alexander, attacks Kentucky in

Revolution, 190-1.

Mackenzie, Alexander, explores Canadian

Northwest, 510.

McKinley, William, in election of 1896,

742-4.

McKnight, John, opens Santa Fe trade, 462,

McLean, John, dissents in Dred Scott case,

606.

McLoughlin, John, develops Oregon fur

trade, 457-8; controls Oregon Country,

511—12; welcomes American missionaries,

518-19;, aids Whitman party, 521; aids

immigrants, 528; recognizes provisional

government, 531; aids Jedediah S. Smith,

557-

McNamara, Eugene, in California plot, 569.

Macomb, Alexander, as northern New York

speculator, 260-1. :

Madison, James, annexes West Florida, 270-

1; interest of in East Florida,
,

271-2;

urges War of 1812, 279 ; efforts to secure

Floridas, 281—2.,

Magee, .Augustus, leads Texas .filibustering

expedition, 484.

,

Magofiin, James, aids conquest of New Mex-
ico, 581.

Maine, fur. trade in,. 58 ;. land speculaiion
-

in, 94; seulement.of, .95}' in Missouri -

^

Compromise, .351. • yV ;

Major Ridge, Chief, as Cherokee
Majors, Alexander, dominates overland exi'

press business, 638-41. •'

.

Mallett, Pierre and Paul, establish Louisiana^',

Santa Fe trade, 437. I

Mankato, Minnesota, settled,
, 4S0.

Manchester, Ohio, settled, 263. V/

i

Mandan Indians, described, -410 ;• sign ; Ft. :.

Laramie Treaty, ’655. . ,

Manifest Destiny, in acquisition';, of jCali- •

fornia, 568; as cause of, Mexican \Var,'

I

5 74'“5 5 inspires movement : to t^e,’ all

Mexico, 586-7,

Moatet, Sieur de, la Klag .WilUam.’i

Manti, Utah, settled, 547. ;. V';,

Marietta, Ohio, settled, 21 7-ri 8.

Marlboro, Massachusetts, settled, 72;.

Marquette, Jacques, explores 'Mississippi,
‘

107—8.

Marsh, John, as California
.
propagandist,:

564; aids California pioneers, 566.

.

Martin, Joseph, operates trading: post,.' 169,-.

Martin’s Station, Kentucky, settled,V17M at--

tacked in Revolution, 187. - 1 ; :,. .

Maryland, founding of, 42; Indian attacks,

on, 45; defense in, 46-7;'; social cp.nflicts.'

in, 49-50; frontier uprising in, 52;. mi-:

gration from, 158, ,247; ;

demands jand

cessions by states, 200—2; efforts.. of. to

tap western trade, 3 3 6-7;^ .railroads iii,

388- ''

Massie, Nathaniel, as Ohio ..land speculator,

263.
;

Mason, John, in Pequot War,.. 64-

Massachusetts, Plymouth Colony in;;57-~85

early settlement of, 59; .expansion of set-

tlement in, 59-79, 93-5; in King Philip’s;

War, 73-9; beginning of. land'speculat.ion

in, ,93-4; settlement of upland, areas, .94-:

5; western boundary established, 95; cedes.

western . lands,- 202; ,

Ohio , x Cpmpany

. formed in, 212-3; divides. New, York

lands, 251—2; sells New York lands, 252-

3; exodus from to.New„Yprk,‘258; efforts;

to tap western trade, 3 3 5-6;. opposes M®**

ican War, 580; migra;tioh from to Kansas,

601-2. ;

MassachujKtts Bay. Company, formed, ..^.i

:es Massachusette.. 59-60;
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Massanct, Damian, establishes Texas mis-

sions, 433*

Massasoit, aids Pilgrims, 585 aids Roger

Williams, da.

Materialism, as frontier trait, 748.

Mathews, George, attempts to occupy East

Flprida, 271-72.

Mayflower Compact, 57-8.

Maysville Turnpike Bill, vetoed by Jackson,

364.

Meadville, Pennsylvania, settled, 259.

Medfield, Massachusetts, in King Philip’s

War, 77.

Medford, Massachusetts, settled, 59.

Medicine Lodge Creek, Council of, 662.

Memphis, Tennessee, settled, 3255 seeks trade

with East, 340, 395-8.

Mendon, Massachusetts, settled, 72.

Mendota, Minnesota, settled, 479.

Mendoza, Antonio de, aids exploration of

Southwest, 423, 425.

Menedez, Don Pedro, drives French from

Florida, 23-4.

Menendez, de Marques, Pedro, attempts to

subdue Florida, 25,

Merritt, Ezekiel, leads Bear Flag Revolt,

572.

Mexican War, causes of, 574-9; military

campaigns of, 580-5; peace negotiations,

585-7.

Mexico, Spanish conquest of, 422; advance

of frontier in, 425-8; advance of mission

frontier in, 428-31; welcomes American

traders, 462-3; opens Texas to settlers,

485-91; Fredonian Revolt against, 491—

2; ends American colonization, 493-5; in

Texas Revolution, 495-500; efforts of to

retain Texas, 506-7; rebuffs American

efforts to acquire California, 567-71;
American grievances against, 575-6; case

of against United States, 576-9; welcomes

Mexican War, 579; in Mexican War,

580-5; surrenders southwestern territories,

585-7*

Miami and Erie Canal, built, 342-3.
Miami Indians, in Iroquois Wars, 104; in

French-English conflict, 123; attack Vin-
cennes, 211; attack on by Kentuckians,

211; cede tribal lands, 297; moved to Far
West, 472.

Michaux, Andre, heads exploring expedition,

446.

Michigan, Indian treaties in, 273—4; terri-

917

tory formed, 267; settlement of, 304-5;
admitted to statehood, 309; canals in,

345-6; railroad building in, 346; re-

pudiates state debt, 377; development of

railroads in, 393.

Michigan Central Railroad, projected, 346;
completed, 393; as trunk line, 614.

Michigan Southern Railroad, projected, 346;

completed, 393; as trunk line, 614.

Migration, obstacles to, 9—10; causes of in

early Virginia, 43-5; in early Massachu-

setts, 59-60, 67-71, 93; reasons for to

overmountain country, 154—5; during

Revolution, 183-4; causes of to Appala-

chian Plateau, 247-9 > from New England

to New York, 257-9, 266; causes of to

Lake Plains, 292-4, 301-4; causes of to

Gulf Plains, 3 1
7—2

1 ;
causes of to Pacific

coast, 474; causes of to Iowa, 476-7;

causes of to Far West, 48 1—2
;
causes of to

Oregon Country, 525—7; of Mormons to

Utah, 539-41, 544—5; of Americans to

California, 562-6; causes of to Kansas,

601—2; effect of in 1S60, 6ii; causes of

to Great Plains, 705-10; to Great Plains,

713-23.

Miles City, Montana, settled, 717.

Milford, Connecticut, settled, 64.

Military Associates, formed, 143; request

land grant, 149-50.

Mining Frontier, character of, 5; of Spain,

16-17; in Illinois, 297; in Georgia, 315;

in Mexico, 425-6; in California, 589-91,

618—19; characteristics of in Far West,

617-19; in Colorado, 619-25; in Nevada,

625—8; in Arizona, 628; in Inland Em-
pire, 628-9; in Idaho, 629-30; in Mon-
tana, 630-1; in Wyoming, 632; in Black

Hills, 632-4; effect of on transportation

developments, 635; effect of on Indian

policy, 656-7, 659-60, 666.

Minneapolis, Minnesota, settled, 480; rail-

roads at, 643; as flour milling center,

709.

Minnesota, settlement of, 479-80; railroad

building in, 643; Sioux War in, 659;

establishes immigration bureau, 706;

wheat growing in, 708-9; growth of

Patrons of Husbandry in, 728-9; Granger

Laws passed in, 730; increase of debt in,

733; in election of 1892, 740,

Mird, Esteban, forms Creek alliance, 230

;

negotiates with Wilkinson, 232-3; com-
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Miro, Esteban (^continued')

bats Yazoo companies, 236; retires as

governor, 237.

Misquanicutt Company, buys Rhode Island

land, 74.

Missionaries, used by Spain in Southeast,

26-8; protect Spanish Florida, 52-35

driven back by Carolinians, 54-5 5
among

New England Indians, 73; in French

Quebec, 103-4; Wisconsin Country,

107; in Illinois Country, it 2-3; in Revo-

lution, 190; among Georgia Cherokee,

315; on Mexican frontier, 428-31; in

Southwest, 431—2; in Texas, 432—5, 438-

9; in Spanish California, 439-43, 552-3;

in Oregon Country, 516-24; use of by

Mormons, 537.

Mississippi, created as territory, 3105 re-

moval of Indians from, 316-17; settle-

ment of, 323—4;. achieves statehood, 324;

railroad building in, 341 ;
repudiates state

debt, 377.

Mississippi Company, formed, 136; requests

land grant, 150.

Mississippi Flood Plains, described, 321;

settlement of, 325.

Mississippi River, discovered, 21; French

exploration of, 107-9; contest for con-

trol of, 228; opened to American naviga-

tion, 241.

EXPANSION

Missouri Pacific Railrdad. biiilt;,^*;

shipments over,
. 677. i ..

’

:: ,, -V v.

Mitchell, D. B,, leads attack on East Fiorida
*

281-2. ;

Mobile, Alabama,; resists .annexation, zji('

'

annexed, 282; as cotton port, 3245 effortlv
of to tap , northern trade,. 341; 398,'; V;-.- ./:

Mobile and Ohio Railroad, built,': 398.^
Mobility, as frontier characterisitic, ,748;i' ,?

Mohawk Indians, see troqubis. . ,

;

'

Mohawk Turnpike, built, 249. ,

Mohawk Valley,, settled, by Palatine^Vsgp
land speculation in, 88-9 5 in Seven^Ye^rst-

War, 189 ;. in Revolution, 180, .1155, 1,89.^"

Mohegan Indians, trade .with, . 60-1
5 Tin

'•

Pequot War, .
63r-4

; in King Philip’s War,.;:

73-

Mojave Desert, described, 416.
,

.
, VV

'

Monacacy, Maryland, settled, 90. ,

'

.
V

Monroe, James, purchases Louisiana, 244-55 =.

develops Indian removal policy,
.
313^14,

469. ... .\

Monroe, Michigan, settled, 304;;.' i - 1 .';

Montagnais Indians, as. allies of; French," J3V;

4*
.

Montana, .mining in, .630-1 ;
organized as.'

territory, 63 1 ;
Bozeman Trail to, 65^-69^^^.

cattle ranching in, 68.1 5
.'setdement^ qf,’'.

717—185 admitted as state, 7 1 8..;,

.'

‘

:

: y>,

Montcalm, Marquis de, in Seven: Years’ War,

Missouri, statehood contest in, 351-2; settle-

ment of, 468; achieves statehood, 469;

as western trade center, 4695 migration

from to Oregon, 526; Mormons in, 536-

7; migration from to California, 564—55

in Mexican War, 581; influences Kansas-

Nebraska Act, 598; migration from to

128-31.

Monterey, California, harbor pL di^oyered,
"

427; occupied by Spain, 441 ;rin hide.ahd;'

tallow trade,’- 555; visitedj.by .Fremont,

:

572 ;
raided by Commqdpr^e, Jones, 577-7>

8;. occupied in Mexican, War, .582.

Monterrey, Mexico, . settled,
; 43 i ;

capturedy

Kansas, 602; in Kansas warfare, 602-45 in Mexican War,: 583. ,

in Dred Scott case, 605-7; participates in Montgomery,
.

Ahbama, settled,. 323.:;...,
.

Colorado gold rush, 619-21; railroad Montgomery Ward and Company,, cstab'v.-

building in, 642-3 ;
cattle drives to, 675-

6; population movements in, 705-6.

Missouri Compromise, effect of on South,

351-2; drafted, 469; favored for Mexi-

lished, 729'.
,

. .. ... ...... .

Montre.!!, Canada, falls to .Ehg’lish, 131.

;

Monts, Sieur de; as French trader,,30-^2.

:

Moore, James; as governor of Cardliriai.ui-::.

can territories, 588; repeal of, 6005 effect 14. ’
; . . .

.*
; / ,y., .

of repeal of, 6005 declared unconstitu- Morgan, George, organizes Grand Illinois

tional, 606-7. Venture, 142 ; -founds New Madrid colony,.

Missouri Fur Company, trades in Rocky .
232—3 ;

in .sYazop companies, .235. . .

Mountains, 454-5. .. .
'

. ... -
; '.Mormons, early' wanderings o^

Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railroad, built, . .
.
grate, westward,. 539-^41 ;

establish .Uta

643; cattle shipments.over, 679; in open- .
.,setdements, .54i—5;. cxpand-, settleinenW,

ing of Oklahoma, 718. :
- . ^545-7;.' economic,, ai^iyities-'o^y; 54^
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create State of Deseret, 548-9 S
war

witk United States, J49-5M Mexican

War, 581.

Mormon Corridor, described, 54^-7-

Mormon Trail, described, 540-1.

Mormon War, 55°-‘-

Morrill Land-Grant Act, use of by specu-

lators, 70a.

Morris, Robert, as land speculator, aoo;

purchases western New York, 3541 sells

holdings, 254-5.

Morse, Jedidiah, opposes westward migra-

tion, 258.

Mountain Meadows Massacre, 550,

Mountain Men, in fur trade, 459-^0

1

Bear Flag Revolt, 5715 in Mexican War,

582, in Civil War, 616.

Mt. Clemens, Midiigan, settled, 304.

Mullan Road, built to gold fields, 631.

Muller, Adam, pioneer in Shenandoah Val-

ley, 9t.

MuOj Jules de, as fur trader in Southwest,

4£i.

W. Ilthiou, upholds Granger Laws,

73t-

Murray, William, as land speculator, 152.

Muscle Shoals Company, formed, 230.

Nacogdoches, Texas, settled, 4915 in Fre-

dom'an Revolt, 492} in Texan Revolution,

577-

Napoleon, acquires Louisiana, 243 5
sells

Louisiana to United States, 244-5.

Narragansett Indians, in Pequot War, 63-4;

described, 73 }
in King Philip’s War, 74-

71 -^

Narvaez, Panfilo de, explorations of, 19-20.

Nashville, Tennessee, settled, 1S4, secures

Indian lands, 205} in Spanish Conspiracy,

*33; growth of population at, 249 s
con-

vention at, 397, 593.
Nashville Road, built, 249.

Natchez Wars, described, 1175 effect of on

French trade, 436.
Natchitoches, French post at, 434.
National Cattle Trail, proposed, 679.
National Republican Party, formed, 360}

in bank controversy, 361-2.
National Reform Association, favors lib-

eral land laws, 3S5,

National Road, built, 294J as route to West,
301.

Nationalism, as frontier trait, 747.

Nauvoo, Illinois, as Mormon headquarters,

537-9-

Navaho Indians, described, 418-19} fight

against United States, 6545 driven onto

reservations, 654, 663.

Nebraska, organized as territory, 597-600}

removal of Indians from, 655} cattle

ranching in, 680 }
population movements

in, 705-6} wheat growing in, 708-9} set-

tlement of, 713—15} growth of Patrons of

Husbandry in, 728-9} exodus from, 734}
mortgage foreclosures in, 734} Alliance

victories in, 739.

Needham, James, explores Piedmont, 82.

Nephi, Utah, settled, 547.

Nesmith, J. W., leads Oregon migration,

526.

Nevada, mining in, 623-8} government of

organized, 627} removal of Indians from,

653-4} People’s Party victory in, 740.

New Amsterdam, trade rivalries of with

English, 60-1
}

with Swedes, 66} with

New Englanders, 67.

Newburgh, New York, settled, 87.

New Echota, Treaty of, 315-16,

New England, settlement of, 57-79} expan-

sion of settlement in, 93-5} in King Wil-

liam’s War, III} in Queen Anne’s War,

115} in King George’s War, i20-i} mi-

gration from to Ohio Country, 217-18}

reasons for migration from, 247) exodus

from to New York, 257-9, 261 } opposes

War of 1812, 279} causes of migration

from to Lake Plains, 302-3} migration

from to Lake Plains, 305} in sectional

controversy, 352-64} trade of with Cal-

ifornia, 553-6} success of American

Party in, 600} in Kansas struggle, 601-2,

New England Emigrant Aid Sodety, in Kan-

sas struggle, 601-2.

New Hampshire, early settlement of, 62-3}

expansion of settlement in, 95.

New Hampshire Grants, 94.

New Haven, Connecticut, settled, 64.

New Helvetia, California, founded by Sut-

ter, 561—2.

New Jersey, founded, 67} New England set-

tlers in, 73} sectional conflicts in, 99.

New I.ondon, Connecticut, settled, 73.

New Madrid, Missouri, settled, 233.

New Mexico, explored by Coronado, 423-
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N&w Mexico (^continued)

45 settled by Spain, 426-73 Pueblo Re-

volt in, 43 1 5
trade of with Louisiana,

4375 trade of with California, 558-605

attempts of United States to buy, 5675 as

objective in Mexican War, 5805 con-

quered by United States, 581-25 ceded

to United States, 5865 in slavery contro-

versy, 592-45 in Civil War, 615-65 rail-

road building in, 649-50 5 Indian reserva-

tions in, 654, 663 5
sheep growing in, 6895

settlement of, 7225 statehood secured, 722.

New Orleans, Louisiana, settled, 1165 in

Spanish-American diplomacy, 243-45 oc-

cupied by United States, 244—5 5 War
of i8i 2, 287-85 as market for West, 331,

4005 seeks northern trade, 341, 398.

New Orleans, Battle of, 287-8.

Newport, Rhode Island, settled, 62.

Newton, Kansas, Long Drive to, 678.

Newtown, Massachusetts, see Cambridge.

Newtown, Battle of, 183,

New Wales, proposed colony of, 136.

New York, acquired by England, 675 settle-

ment of, 85-95 boundary established, 955

sectional conflicts in, 995 in King Wil-

liam’s War, 109-105 French-English con-

flicts ic, 120-15 in Seven Years’ War,

1285 in Revolution, 180, 183, 185, 1895

cedes western lands, 2015 settlement of

western, 251—85 settlement of northern,

258-615 in War of 1812, 281, 285-75

efforts to tap western trade, 334-55 rail-

road building in, 389-905 Mormons in,

534-65 migration from to Kansas, 6015

seeks western trade in 1850’s, 612.

New York Central Railroad, chartered, 3905

completed, 612.

New York and Erie Railroad, built, 3905

completed, 612.

New York Military Tract, sold to specu-

lators, 252—3.

New York, Treaty of, 236.

Nez Perce Indians, described, 4105 in war

with United States, 669.

Nicolet, Jean, explores Wisconsin Country,

103.

Niobrara Cattle Company, in ranching in-

dustry, 688.

Nipmuck Indians, described, 735 in King

Philip’s War, 76—8.

Niza, Marcos de, explores Southwest, 4235
accompanies Coronado, 423—5.

Nolan, Philip, in Texas trade, 484.
Nootka Sound Controversy, effect of' on

Spanish-American diplomacy, 235,
Northampton, Massachusetts, fur trade at

655 in King Philip’s War, 77,

North Carolina, Palatine settlement in, 915
Scotch-Irish settlement in, 92-3 5 sectional

conflicts in, 100—15 migration from to

Tennessee, 1585 grants land to Henderson,

1735 absorbs Nashville settlements, 1845
cedes western lands, 203-65 migration

from, 247, 317. See Carolina.

North Dakota, admitted as state, 7185 debt

increase in, 7335 People’s Party victory

in, 740. See Dakota.

Northern Pacific Railroad, built, 651-25

cattle shipments over, 6815 sells western

lands, 7075 opens Dakota, 7155 develops

bonanza farms, 7155 aids settlement of

Montana, 717.

Northfield, Massachusetts, settled, 73.

North West Company, agreement of with

American Fur Company, 2725 purchases

Astoria, 4565 absorbed by Hudson’s Bay

Company, 4565 in exploration of Oregon,

510.

Northwest Ordinance, see Ordinance of 1787.

Northwest Posts, dispute over, 221-7..,

Northwest Territory, created, 2175 govern-

ment of, 264-65 division of, 266.

Norwegians, migration of to Wisconsin, 30S 5

to Great Plains, 706.

Nova Scotia, occupied by France, 325 con-

test over, 115, 120-2.

Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, mission sta-

tion of, 431.

Nuestro Padre San Francisco de los Tejas,

mission station of, 435.

Nullification, proposed for Tariff of 1828,

357) applied against Tariff of 1832, 359"

60.

Nye, James W. as governor of Nevada, 627.

Oak Openings, 293.

O’Fallon, James, heads South Carolina

Yazoo Company, 235-6.

Ogden, Utah, settled, 5465 railroad junc-

tion’ at, 648.

Ogden, Peter Skene, leads Snake Country ex-

pedition, 457-8.

Ogden, Samuel, as land speculator, 261.

Ogdensbprg, New York, settled, 261.
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Oglethorpe, James, founds Georgia, ny; In

wars with Spain, rrS.

Ohio, Virginia Reserve in, 20a; Western

Reserve m, 2025 settlement of, 261 4‘>

achieves statehood, 264-7; i" War of

1812, 279-81; canal building in, 342-3;

railroad building in, 3431 39«-a; Mor-

mon settlements in, 536; migration from

to Kansas, 6oj. See Ohio Valley.

Ohio Canal, built, 342-3 .

Ohio Company, formed, 212-13; allies with

Scioto Associates, 213; influence of on

Ordinance of 1787, 214-13, 216-17; set-

tles Muskingum Valley, 217-18; sells land

to Scioto Associates, 219; disposes of

lands, 262.

Ohio Company of Virginia, formed, 135;

requests renewal of grant, 150; enters

Grand Ohio Company, 150.

Ohio Valley, French and English struggle

for, t22-6; land speculation in, 135-6;

in Revolution, 181-2, 185-7, 190; In-

dian relations in, 210-11 ;
early settlement

of, 217-20; disputed with England,

222-7; roads to, 249; depression in, 268-

9; marketing problems of, 331-2; trade

of, 398-402. See Ohio, Indiana, Illinois.

Oklahoma, Indians removed to, 470-2, In-

dian rivalry for, 472-4; Indian reserva-

tions in, 662-3; closed to cattlemen, 68 7;

settlement of, 718-22; made a territory,

, 722; granted statehood, 722.

Oklahoma City, settled, 722.

Oklahoma Colony, as boomer organization,

720.

Oklahoma District, defined, 720; opening of,

720-2.

Oldham, John, as Connecticut Valley trader,

6t; murdered by Pequots, 64.

Olcan, New York, settled, 257.

Oliver, James, invents plow, 695.
Old Spanish Trail, in California trade, 559

;

in California gold rush, 590.
Old Walton Road, built, 249.
Old West, defined, 80; geography of, 80-1;

settlement of, 81-102.

Omaha Indians, described, 410.
Omaha Platform, adopted, 740. See People’s

Party,

Omnibus States, admission of to Union, 718.
Onate, Juan de, occupies New Mexico,

4
_
27-8 .

Omeda Indians, see Iroquois.

Onondaga Indians, see Iroquois.

Opechancanough, Chief, in massacre of 1622,

41; in massacre of 1644, 45,

Optimism, as frontier trait, 748-9.

Ordinance of 1784, adopted, 216.

Ordinance of 1785, adopted, 207-9.

Ordinance of 1786, adopted, 211.

Ordinance of 1787, background of, 215—16;

drafted, 216—17; terms of, 217; weak-

nesses of, 2 1 7,

Oregon, explored by Spaniards, 425; ex-

plored by Lewis and Clark, 448-9; occu-

pied by American Fur Company, 455-6;
Hudson’s Bay Company operations in,

456—8; origins of dispute over, 509—10;
exploration of, 510—ii; occupation of by

England, 511-12; early American inter-

est in, 312-16; missionaries in, 516-24;

American occupation of, 524-8; dissatis-

faction of Americans in, 529-3 1 ; awarded

to United States, 531—2; organized as

territory, 533; mining in, 628-9; rail-

roads to, 651-2; removal of Indians

from, 653-4, 669; People’s Party victory

in, 740.

Oregon Trail, used by Astorians, 456; de-

scribed, 526-7.

Oriskany, Battle of, 180.

Orista, mission province of, 26.

Orofino, Idaho, settled, 629,

Osage Indians, described, 410; in Anglo-

Spanish trade war, 445; visited by Pike,

451; surrender Missouri lands, 468; sur-

render Kansas lands, 470; conflicts of

with intruded Indians, 472-4; assigned

Oklahoma reservation, 662.

Osceola, Chief, leads Seminole, 317.

Oswald, Richard, in Revolutionary peace

negotiations, 191—4.

Ottawa Indians, in Iroquois wars, 104;

moved to West, 472.

Ozark Plateau, explored by de Soto, 21; de-

scribed, 406; as obstacle to Long Drive,

675-

Pacific Coast Province, described, 419-20;

Indians of, 410-11.

Pacific Fur Company, founds Astoria,

455-6; dissolved, 456.

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, carries

California mails, 635.

Pacific Telegraph Company, builds trans-

continental telegraph, 640.

V
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Paiute Indians, described, 416.

Pakenham, Edward, in Battle of New Or-

leans, 287-8.

Palatine, New York, settled, 88.

Palatines, migration of to New York, 87-9}

to Pennsylvania, 89-915 frontier tech-

niques of, 97. See Germans.

Palatine Bams, described, 97.

Palmyra, New York, origins of Mormonism
in, 532-4.

Palo Alto, Battle of, 580.

Panic of 1819, effect of on migration, 323;

effect of on western thought, 349-50.

Panic of 1837, forces causing, 364—85 de-

scribed, 372-35 effect of on economy, 3735
influences railroad construction, 3875 in-

fluences immigration to Far West, 481,

5265 effect of on Mormons, 536.

Panic of 1857, influences Colorado gold

rush, 620 .

Panic of 1873, effect of on railroad build-

ing, 643, 6515 influences settlement proc-

ess, 7155 effect of on agriculture, 7255

stimulates growth of Patrons of Hus-

bandry, 728.

Panic of 1893, effect of on agrarian dis-

content, 741.

Panton, Leslie and Company, in Spanish-

American diplomacy, 230.

Papago Indians, described, 418.

Pardo, Juan, defends Spanish frontier, 24.

Parilla, Captain, leads Spanish attack on

Comanche, 439.

Paris, Treaty of (1763), 13 1-2.

Paris, Treaty of (1783), 191-5.

Parker, Samuel, as Oregon missionary,

520-1.

Parowan, Utah, settled, 547.

Parrott, William S., urges acquisition of

California, 569.

Particular Plantations, In early Virginia, 405

as objective of Pilgrims, 57.

Patrons of Husbandry, organized, 7285 seize

political power, 728-95 program of, 729-

31 5
decline of, 731.

Pattie, James Ohio, explorations of, 558-95

adveitises California, 563.

Pattie, Sylvester, explores California, 558-9.

Pawnee Indians, described, 4105 in war

with Spain, 436; visited by Pike, 4515

assigned Oklahoma reservation, 66 x.

Paxton Boys, uprising of, 100.

Payne, David L., leads Oklahoma boomers,
719-20. ^

Peel, Robert, urges repeal of Corn Laws,
383.

Peffer, William A., as agrarian leader,
739.

Penn, William, settles Pennsylvania, 89.
Pennsylvania, Palatine settlement in, 89-90-

Scotch-Irish settlement in, 91-35 New
England settlers in, 95-65 dominates trade
of Old West, 98-95 sectional conflicts in,

99-1005 effect of conflicts on, 10x5 ex'

pansion of fur trade of, 123-55 land

speculators in, 134, 1365 in Ft. Stanwix

Treaty negotiations, 1485 settlement of

western, 155-75 in Revolution, 179, 1805

separatist tendencies in, 2155 Holland

Land Company purchases in, 254-55 set-

tlement after Revolution, 259 5 efforts to

tap western trade, 3365 repudiates start

debt, 3775 railroad building in, 388, 612,

Pennsylvania and Ohio Canal, built, 341,

Pennsylvania Population Company, 259.

Pennsylvania Portage and Canal System,

built, 336.

Pennsylvania Railroad, built, 3885 com-

pleted, 612.

People’s Party, formed, 739-405 in election

of 1892, 7405 merges with Democratic

Party, 742-35 in election of 1896, 743-45

decline of, 744.

Pequot War, described, 63-4,

Perpetual Emigration Fund, established by

Mormons, 544.

Perrot, Nicolas, opens Wisconsin trade, 1075

fortifies Wisconsin Country, 1105 in King

William’s War, 111.

Perry, Oliver Hazard, wins Battle of Lax*

Erie, 283.

Peskeompskut, Battle of, 78.

Pet Banks, established by Jackson, 3635

stimulate inflation, 366.

Pettiquamscutt Company, buys Rhode Island

lands, 74.

Phelps, Oliver, arranges Phelps-Gorham Pur-

chase, 2535 sells lands in New York, 2545

forms Connecticut Land Company, 263.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, trade of with

Great Valley, 995 efforts to tap western

trade, 336, 388, 61a.

Pickawillany, built, 1245 destroyed by

French, 124.

Pierce City, Idaho, settled, 629.
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pierce, E- D-> ^ miner, 629.

Pierce,’ Franklin, elected president, 596.

Pike, Zebulon M., warns of British trappers,

iyi; explores upper Mississippi, 450-1 i

explores Arkansas and Red rivers, 45 1}

perpetuates legend of Great American Des-

ert, 470-

Pima Indians, described, 418-

Pinckney, Thomas, negotiates Treaty of San

Lorenzo, 240-1 }
in War of i8ia, 279.

Pinckney’s Treaty, negotiated, 240-1 -, delay

in executing, 241-2,

Pineda, Alonzo Alvarez de, explores Florida

coast, 1 8,

Pitt, William, in Seven Years’ War, 128-9.

Pittsylvania, proposed colony of, 136.

Pizatro, Francisco, effects of conquests of, 19.

Placer Mining, described, 6i8.

Placerville, Idaho, settled, 629.

Plan of 1764, adopted, 140-15 failure of,

141-3-

Plantation System, westward movement of,

322-35 ns southern institution, 326-7.

Playfair, William, as agent of Scioto Asso-

ciates, 219-20.

Plow, invention of, 695.

Plymouth, Pennsylvania, settled, 95.

Plymouth Colony, founding of, 57-85 fur

trade of, 58, in King Philip’s War, 73-9.

Plymouth Company, chartered, 375 attempts

settlement in Maine, 57.

Podunfc Indians, in Pequot War, 635 in King

Philip’s War, 73.

Poinsett, Joel, signs treaty with Mexico,

493-

Point Pleasant, Battle of, 167-8.

Polk, James K., elected president, 382; ad-

vocates liberal tariff, 3 8 2-4 5
favors an-

nexation of Texas, 504-55 claims Oregon

Country, 531-25 favors territory of Ore-

gon, 533; seeks annexation of California,

568-71; urges settlement of boundary dis-

pute, 578; advocates war with Mexico,

578-9; maps strategy of war, 5805
changes strategy, 584; in peace negotia-

tions, 585-7; advertises California gold
strike, 590; recommends mining laws,

624.

Ponce de Leon, Juan, attempts occupation of
Florida, 17-18.

Pontgrave, Sieur du, leads French expedi-
tions to St. Lawrence, 30-2.

Pontiac, Michigan, settled, 304.

Pontiac’s Rebellion, described, 13 7-9; effect

of on expansion, 156.

Pony Express, in western transportation,

639-40.

Popular Sovereignty, see Kansas-Nebraska

Act.

Populists, see People’s Party.

Portage des Sioux, Treaty of, 290.

Portola, Don Caspar de, establishes Cali-

fornia settlements, 440—1.

Port Royal, North Carolina, occupied by

French, 23; Spanish attacks on, 55.

Port Royal, Nova Scotia, founded by French,

32; captured by English, 115.

Portugal, begins overseas expansion, 16.

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, settled, 63.

Portsmouth, Ohio, settled, 2635 canals at,

342.

Portsmouth, Rhode Island, settled, 62.

Potawatomi Indians, in Iroquois wars, 104;

cede lands in Northwest, 2975 moved to

Far West, 47 1 ;
cede Oklahoma lands,

722.

Pottawatomie Massacre, 604.

Poure, Eugene, leads St. Joseph expedition

in Revolution, 189-90.

Powder River Road, see Bozeman Trail.

Powderly, Terence, in People’s Party, 739-

40.

Powhatan, Chief, as friend of Virginians, 41.

Pownall, John, formulates British western

policy, 137.

Prairie Cattle Company, profits of, 686.

Prairie du Chien, in War of 1812, 272, 286;

treaty making at, 297,

Praying Indians, described, 73 ; in King

Philip’s War, 78.

Pre-emption, advocated by Van Buren, 374-

5; in election of 1840, 378; as Demo-

cratic demand, 378-9; accepted by Clay,

380; adopted, 380—1; aids settlement of

West, 477; used by speculators, 700-1.

Presbyterian Church, in back-country Penn-

sylvania, 98.

Preston, William, as Kentucky speculator,

165.

Prevost, George, defeated in Battle of Lake

Champlain, 287.

Printz, Johan, leads Swedish traders, 66.

Proclamation of 1763, 139-40-

Proctor, Henry, leads attack on Ohio Coun-
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Proctor, Henry, {continued^

try, 182—3; defeated at Battle of the

Thames, 283—4*

Prophet, The, rise of to power, 275-6; in

Battle of Tippecanoe, 277-8.

Prophetstown, founded, 275; destroyed by
Harrison, 278.

Providence, Rhode Island, settled, 62; in

King Philip’s War, 77.

Provo, Utah, settled, 547,

Pueblo, Colorado, settled, 621; railroads to,

650-1.

Pueblo Indians, described, 417-18.

Puget Sound Agricultural Company, estab-

lished, 512.

Pulteney Estates, purchase New York land,

254; settle lands, 255-6.

Pulteney, William, heads Pulteney Estates,

25+-5 -

Puritans, migration of to Virginia, 43;
found Massachusetts settlements, 59; mi-

gration of to New England, 59—66; effect

of on expansion, 7 1 ;
treatment of In-

dians by, 73.

Putnam, Rufus, forms Ohio Company,

212-13.

Pynchon, John, as Connecticut Valley trader,

65; invades Hudson Valley, 67.

Pynchon, William, as Connecticut Valley

trader, 6i; founds Springfield, 62; ex-

pands trade northward, 65.

Quebec, established by France, 32; failure

of attack on in Queen Anne’s War, 115;

captured by English, 130-1; colony of

proposed, 137; established, 139-40; suf-

fering in, 140.

Quebec Act, 152-3.

Queen Anne’s War, 113-16.

Queenstown, Battle of, 281.

Radisson, Pierre Esprit, as French trader,

105; founds Hudson’s Bay Company, 106.

Railioads, in Massachusetts, 335-6; in

Maryland, 337, 388; between Southeast

and West, 338-41; in Ohio, 343; in In-

diana, 344; in Illinois, 345; in Michigan,

345-6; effect of Panic of 1837 on, 387;

in Pennsylvania, 388; in New York, 388-

90; in Middle West, 391—5; in South,

395—8; influence of on Kansas-Nebraska

Act, 598-9; effect of on North-West al-

liance, 612-14; in Mississippi Valley
642-3 ; projected to Pacific, 644-5; built
to Pacific, 645-52; stimulate ranching in.
dustry, 679; as western landholders, 701-
2; lure settlers to Great Plains, 706-

7 1 3“i 5 ;
in Dakota, 715-16

; open Okla-
homa to settlers, 718-19; arouse farmer
resentment, 726-7; attacked by Patrons

of Husbandry, 729-31.

Raisin River Massacre, 282.

Raleigh, Sir Walter, attempts to found settle-

ments, 35.

Ramon, Domingo, occupies Texas, 435.
Rayneval, Gerard de, in Revolutionary

peace negotiations, 192-4.

Reaper, invention of, 6g6.

Red Bird, Chief, leads attack on United

States, 298.

Red Cloud, Chief, in Sioux War, 660; signs

peace treaty, 663.

Red River War, 666; opens Kansas to settle-

ment, 713.

Reeder, Andrew H., as Kansas governor,

602. i

Regulators, uprising of in North Carolina,

100—1; in South Carolina, 101,

Rendezvous system, use of in fur trade, 459-

60.

Republican Party, formed, 600-1; growth

of, 605 ;
effect of Dred Scott decision on,

607-9; election of i860, 609-14; ad-

mits Nevada as state, 627; admits Omni-

bus States, 718; passes Sherman Silver

Purchase Act, 741 ;
in Panic of 1893, 741;

in election of 1896, 742-4-

Resaca, Battle of, 580.

Revolution, American, role of West in, 174-

95-

Rhode Island, settlement of, 62; in King

Philip’s War, 74-6; exodus from to New

York, 258.

Ribaut, Jean, leads expedition to America,

23; defeated by Spaniards, 24.

Richmond, Virginia, seeks to tap western

trade, 338, 396.

Richmond Road, built, 249.

Riddle’s Station, Kentucky, in Revolution,

187.

Rifle, evolution of, 98.

Rio Grande Indians, described, 417-18.

Rio Grande War, 649—50.

Rives, William C., in sectional conflicts, 373-

Road Building, in Appalachian Plateau,
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g_gj on Pulteney Estates, zsSi

noithem New York, 2615 to O^ito.
*f

35

to Old Northwest, 294-55 to Lake Plains,

301-25 in Michigan, 3045 in Wisconsin,

1085 in Southwest, 3105 to Gulf Plains,

318-19. as factor in West’s marketing

problem, 33 '! to Montana gold fields,

6315 to Montana mining camps, 659-60.

oanoicc Island, attempted settlement of, 35 -

obertson, James, as Watauga pioneer, 1585

negotiates Cherokee treaty, 159, 1675

founds Nashville settlements, 1845 as land

speculator, 2305 in Spanish Conspiracy,

oberval, Sieur de, attempts French colony

planting, 29.

Robidoux, Antoine, encourages California

migration, 5^4-

Robinson, Alfred, advertises California, 563.

Robinson, John, forms Loyal Land Com-

pany, 1365 forms Greenbriar Company,

J 3 fi.

Rochester, New Hampshire, settled, 95.

Rochester, Michigan, settled, 304.

Rock Island Railroad, built, 3935 extended

westward, 642-3-

Rocky Mountain Fur Company, organized,

4585 trades in Central Rockies, 458-605

collapse of, 461 5
aids Oregon immigrants,

5155 explores California, 556-8.

Rogers, Robert, occupies Northwest, 132.

Rolfe, John, introduces tobacco growing, 405

marries Pocahontas, 41.

Rome, Georgia, settled, 325.

Ross, Chief John, as Cherokee leader, 314-16.

Round-up, described, 683-4.

Roxbury, Massachusetts, settled, 595 migra-

tion from, 62.

Russell, Jonathan, negotiates Treaty of

Ghent, 288-9.

Russell, Majors and Waddell, dominate

plains freighting, 6385 launch Pony Ex-
press, 6405 establish California express

service, 640-15 collapse of, 641.

Russell, W. Green, starts Colorado gold rush,

6(9.

Russell, William H., in overland express

business, 6385 plans Pony Express, 6405
plans overland express service, 640—1

.

Russia, threatens New Spain, 439 5 abandons
clain\ to Oregon Country, 509.

Rye, Nesv Hampshire, settled, 63.
Ryswicfcj Treaty of, 112.

925

Sacajawea, aids Lewis and Clark, 448-9.

Sacramento Valley, described, 4205 explored

by Jedediah Smith, 556-75 Ewing Young
party in, 559-605 Sutter settles in, 5^0-25

gold rush in, 589-905 railroad building

in, 646. See California.

Safety Valve Doctrine, discussed, 9—10.

Saginaw, Michigan, settled, 305.

Salt Lake City, settled, 542.

Saluda River, Battle of, loi.

St. Anthony, Minnesota, settled, 479.

St. Asaph’s Station, Kentucky, settled, 170,

St. Augustine, Florida, settled, 23; in Queen

Anne’s War, 114; in War of Jenkins’

Ear, 1185 in War of 1812, 271, 281.

St. Clair, Arthur, negotiates with Ohio In-

dians, 223 5 leads expedition against In-

dians, 2245 as governor of Northwest

Territory, 264-6.

St. Denis, Louis de, leads expedition into

Mexico, 434-5-

St. Francois Xavier, mission station of, 107.

St. Genevieve, Missouri, trade at, 1415

threatened by Indians, 444.

St. Ignace, mission station of, 107.

St. Jacques, mission station of, 107.

St. Joseph, Michigan, mission station at, 1105

in Revolution, 177, 1895 road to, 304.

St. Joseph, Missouri, on Pony Express route,

639.

St. Lawrence Turnpike, built, 261,

St. Leger, Barry, leads attack on Ft. Stanwix,

180.

St. Louis, settled, 1415 in Revolution, 1875

fur trade at, 445, 453-4-5 Lftwds and

Clark expedition at, 4465 growth 4685

as railroad center, 393-4, 6505 overland

express service at, 6365 as flour milling

center, 709.

St. Lusson, Sieur de, claims Great Lakes

Country, 107.

St. Mary’s Maryland, settled, 42.

St. Paul, Minnesota, settled, 479.

St. Philippe, settled, ii6.

St. Vrain, Ceran, in trade of Southwest,

464.

San Agustin, Texas, mission of, 438-9.

San Antonio, Texas, settled, 5365 revolu-

tionaries meet at, 4985 Texan defeat at,

4995 cattle growing at, 673.

San Antonio Express, 638.

San Antonio Mission, California, established,

44 ».
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San Bernardino, California, settled by Mor-
mons, 547.

San Carlos, California, mission of, 441.
Sand Creek Reservation, Indian disturbances

at, 657-9-_

San Diego, site of visited by Spaniards, 4275
mission station at, 440-1 ; visited by
Americans, 558.

Sandy and Beaver Canal, built, 342.

San Felipe, Georgia, presidio at, 24J rebel-

lion at, 25,

San Felipe, Texas, convention at, 496,

Sanford, J.F.A., in Dred Scott Case, 606.

San Francisco, California, site of discovered,

4415 settled, 442 j
efforts of United States

to acquire, 567; conquered, 582; stage

service to, 636-8; railroads to, 650.

San Francisco de los Tejas, Texas, mission

station of, 433.

San Francisco, Garcia de, as Mexican mis-

sionary, 431.

San Gabriel Mission, California, built, 4415
visited by Americans, 556-7.

San Ildefonso, Treaty of, 243.

San Jacinto, Battle of, 499,

San Joaquin Valley, described, 420; explored

by Smith, 556-7; Ewing Young party in,

559-60; reached by American pioneers,

566.

San Jose Mission, California, established,

442; visited by Jedediah Smith, 557.

San Juan, New Mexico, settled, 427.

San Lorenzo, Treaty of, 241.

San Luis, presidio of, 28; guards Creek

trade, 55.

San Luis Obisbo Mission, California, estab-

lished, 441.

San Mateo, presidio of, 24; abandoned by

Spanish, 25.

San Miguel de Guadalupe, settled by Span-

ish, 18.

San Miguel Mission, Texas, established, 435

;

captured by French, 435.

San Pedro, presidio of, 24.

Santa Anna, Antonio Lopez de, in Texan

revolution, 495-9; defeated at Buena

Vista, 583; defeated at Mexico City,

584; abdicates as Mexican president, 586.

Santa Barbara, California, settled, 442,

Santa Clara, California, mission station at,

44^*

Santa Elena, Carolina, settlement planned

for, 22-3; occupied by French. 23; re-

fortified by Spanish, 24; survives Juaiullj
Revolt, 27. See Port Royal, North Caro-
lina.

Santa Fe, New Mexico, setded, 42S5 trade'
with, 437; trade of with United States,

^6z-si visited by Pattie, 5585 trade of
with California, 559-60; captured bv ^

United- States, 581; in California gold
rush, 590; railroads to, 648-9.

Santa Fe Trade, established with Louisiana,

428; with United States, 462-5.
’

San Xavier del Sac, Arizona, mission sta-

tion of, 432.

Sargent, Winthrop, in Ohio Company, 213.
Satanta, Chief, in Red River War, 665-6.
Sauk Indians, in Iroquois wars, 104; cede

Wisconsin lands, 273; in Black Hawk
War, 298-301

;
moved to West, 472; cede

Iowa lands, 476; cede Oklahoma lands,

722.

Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, visited by

French, 104; ceremony at, 107.

Savannah, Georgia, settled, 1
1 7 ; seeks to tap

western trade, 339-40, 395-8.

Savannah Indians, described, 53-4.

Saybrook, Connecticut, settled, 61.

Scandinavians, settlement of on Great Plaijw.

706.

Schenectady, New York, settled, 85; mas-

sacre at, no; in King George’s War, 1 2 1,

Schoharie Valley, settled, 88-9; in Revolu-

tion, 185.

Scioto Company, purchases Ohio lands,

213—14; attempts to settle Ohio, 218-20.

Scotch-Irish, migrate to America, 91-35

settle in Massachusetts, 95; settle in New

Hampshire, 95.

Scotland, investments from in cattle indus-

try, 686.

Scott, Winfield, invades Mexico, 584-5; in

peace negotiations, 585-6; in election of

1852, 596.

Scriba, George, as New York speculator, 259.

Sebastian, Benjamin, in Spanish Conspiracy,

232.

Second Bank of the United States, contro-

versy over recharter of, 360-3; engages

in cotton speculation, 375~^5 collapse of,

37 ^-
. f

Sectionalism, defined, 1 1 ;
influence of on

settlement, 11; in eighteenth-century

America, 99—102; economic basis for,

329-48; emergence of in West, T49
'"
5 '>



{ INDEX

in South, 3S»-*i
>'« Northeast, 352-33

legislative programs inspired by, 353}

contests over, 353-^8 i
influence of aboli-

tionism on, 369-723 in struggle for Inde-

pendent Treasury, 373
-8

!
under Tyler,

causes split between South and

'West, 384-6; influence of railroads on,

387-401; in annexation of Texas, 5045

in decade of t85o’s, 595—615; in contest

over mail routes, 636; in contest oyer

Pacific railroad route, 644—5 > m election

of 1896, 742.

Sedalia, Missouri, as cow town, 675.

Seekonk, Rhode Island, settled, jz.

Semiaridity, Line of, described, 407-8.

Seminary of Foreign Missions, establish Il-

linois settlement, 111-13.

Seminole Indians, removal of from Florida,

317; moved to Far West, 472; surrender

Oklahoma lands, 721.

Seneca Indians, see Iroquois.

Serra, Junipero, establishes California mis-

sions, 439
-
4 t-

Seven Ranges, established, 208; surveyed,

112, settlement of, 262.

Seven Years’ War, 126-30.

Sevier, John, fights Cherokee in Revolution,

189; heads State of Franklin, 204-6;

in Spanish Conspiracy, 2335 as land specu-

lator, 235,

Seward, William H,, opposes Compromise of

1850, 593, leads Conscience Whigs, 596;

rejected by Republicans in i86o, 609.

Shakopee, Minnesota, settled, 4S0.

Shaler, William, advertises California, 553,

562-
_

Shamokin, Pennsylvania, trading post at, 90.

Shannon, Wilson, stimulates English in-

terest in California, 569.

Shawnee Indians, trade of with Pennsylvania,

113-4;, in Pontiac’s Rebellion, 138-9;
capture Daniel Boone, 1635 in Lord Dun-
more’s War, 165-8; in Revolution, 175,
*79 i 185, 190; refuse to sign Ft. McIn-
tosh Treaty, 210; take to war path, 210-

n;inTecumseh uprising, 274-6; moved
to West, 471—2.

Shawnee Mission, Kansas, convention at,

603.

,

Shawneetown, Illinois, settled, 267.
Sheep Raising, in New England, 302; in

Ohio, 302-33 Qtv Great Plains, 689.
Sheffield, Massachusetts, settled, 95.

927

Shelburne, Earl of, formulates western pol-

icy, 137! revises western policy, 145; in

Revolutionary peace negotiations, 191-5.

Shelby, Evan, as Tennessee pioneer, 158;
in Revolution, 1S3.

Shelby, Isaac, in Revolution, 188 j as gov-

ernor of Kentucky, 238.

Sheridan, Philip, commands troops in Wash-
ita War, 664-5.

Sherman Silver Purchase Act, passed, 741;
repealed, 741.

Sherman, William Tecumseh, as Indian

fighter, 665-6.

Short, William, as agent in Spanish-Ameri-

can diplomacy, 240.

Shoshoni Indians, described, 410, 4x6; aid

Lewis and Clark, 448; accept reservations,

663.

Sibley, George H., in New Mexico cam-

paign, 615.

Silva, Juan de, establishes Spanish missions

in Southeast, 26.

Silver, demand for coinage of, 736-7; in

People’s Party platform, 740; provisions

for purchase of, 741; in election of 1896,

742-4.

Silver City, Idaho, settled, 629.

Silver Republicans, in election of 1896, 742.

Simcoe, John G., seeks to form Indian con-

federation, 224.

Simon, Trent, Levy and Franks, help or-

ganize Illinois and Indiana companies,

144.

Simpson, George, heads Hudson’s Bay Com-

pany, 456-8.

Simpson, “Sockless Jerry,” as Populist

leader, 738-9.

Simsbury Connecticut, settled, 73.

Sioux Indians, invade Wisconsin Country,

274; cede Minnesota lands, 479-80;

driven from Black Hills, 632-3; sign Ft,

Laramie Treaty, 655; in Sioux War, 659-

60; assigned Black Hills Reservation,

663; in second Sioux War, 666-9;

Ghost Dance War, 669; open Dakota for

settlement, 715.

Sioux City, Iowa, in Black Hills gold rush,

633.

Sioux Falls, South Dakota, settled, 7x4.

Sitting Bull, Chief, in Sioux War, 667-8;

flees to Canada, 669 ;
in Ghost Dance War,

669.

Slacuni, William A,, investigates Oregon for
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Slacum, William Aj {continued)

United States, 5245 interests Jackson in

California, 567.

Slavery, in early Tidcv/ater frontier, 495
effect of on migration,. 83, 247, 294; in

settlement process, 322-35 use of on plan^

rations, 3 26-8 5 . effect of bn sectional feel-

jngSj 35I“2 5 abolitionist attack on, 369-

725 in early Texas, 4905 in Texan an-

nexation question^ 505-65 in Texan Re-

public, 5055 controversy over in territo-

ries, 587-945 as sectional issue in 1 850*3,

595-615-

Slidell, John, attempts to buy California,

5705 attempts to settle Texan boundary

dispute, 578.

Sloat, John D,, in conquest of California,

582.

Smith, James, explores Kentucky, 16 1.

Smith, Jedediah Strong, explores Central

Rocky Mountains, 460-15 explores Cali-

fornia, 556-8.

Smith, John, leads Jamestown settlers, 38.

Smithi Joseph, as Mormon prophet, 534-9.

Smith, Lawrence, pioneers in Virginia, 47.

Snake Country Expedition, described, 457-8.

Snake Indians, described, 4165 removal of,

651-2.

Sod Houses, described, 710-11.

Sodus, New York, settled, 255.

Soil Exhaustion, as factor in frontier ex-

pansion, 43-4; in southern migration,

2475 in migration to Gulf Plains, 318.

Sonoma, California, in Bear Flag Revolt,

572.

Sooners, in Oklahoma rush, 721.

Soto, Hernando 'de, explorations of, 21-2.

South, Spanish settlement in, 17-285 early

English settlement in, 35-565 unique

frontier techniques in, 67-85 expansion of

settlement in, 81-5, 310-285 railroad

building in, 337-41, 395-85 trade of with

West, 398-4025 growth of sectional feel-

ing in, 351-35 opposes Tariff of 1828,

356-75 inflation in, 3665. impact of aboli-

tion crusade on, 371-25 opposes liberal

land laws, 3845 favors Mexican War*

5805 seeks additional slave territory,

597-85 reaction, of to Kansas-Nebraska

'

Act, 601. See Sectionalism, individual

states, '
.

South Carolina, settlement of, 855 sectional ,

conflicts in, 1015 in Spanish-English; cbih-

' flicts, 113—55 T225 refuses, to accept' trade"
t^egulation,^ i4i

5 cedes -western lands,’ 205 ^

migration from^ 3175 railroad building
'

in,. 338-40, 395-8 5.'. opposes ''Tati^
1 828,

• 3575, nullifles Tariff. of i832V.3j9>':

605 secedes from Union, ^ 615, , See- Cafo:'
lina.-,-":

South Carolina.Exposition,'357,

South Carolina. Yazoo Company, ",235--6;.^;:';

South ' Company, formed, 665' compete/'fo|/

Delaware ‘Valley trade; ;66.:
' H i:; ; v'iv.

South Dakota, mining inj 63 2-4 -^granted'

statehood, ,7185; increak; of
, debt ip,r733y.

Farmers’ Alliance victories . in '

739,';See.
.

Dakota. y-iyl'

South Pass, described,
. 414;.: discOTMed, by):

fur traders, 4565 “sed .by.V fur .tradcfy

458-95 trails through, 526-7,

^

roads through, 647. ^

South Pass City, Wyoming,: settledj ^’iv''^^^

Southern Pacific Railroad,- built, .;6505 aids,-

settlement of Southwest,:. 722. v;- '.

Southwest Territory,' created,’ 23k.'249.’
'-'

'

Spalding, Henry H., as Oregon miwidnaryy

5 * 1
-

_

Spain, begins overseas expansion, 'id-i 7 i seti-;

dements of in Southeast,. 18-285 inPwaf;

with England,. 355 conflict, with :Carolinais

54-65 seeks to occupy Louisiana,; 113 5; in’.

Queen Anne’s War, . 113-^145: in^War of:

Jenkins’ Ear, 118 5: in Seven Years’ Wat,^

1315 in Revolutionary, peace. negotiationsi:.

191-55 conflict with in Mississippi Valley,
r'

227-455 resists, atteinpt
.;
to ...seize . East

Florida, 270-2, 28i5:occupies..S6uthwraV

422-435 retreat of ..trading " frontier ,

444-55 . excludes; American ./explorers,;

450-1 5
opposes Santa Fe trade,’; 462-3 5.-

withdraws from Oregon, controversyi 5095

controls California, 552-55 Texas' ^ttle

, introduced from', 67^.

Spanish Conspiracy, 23 1-3 5' revived, 239;

Spearfish, . South Dakota, ktded,:;i634.; ,/\

Specie Circular, issued by Jacksori; 367-S./

Spot Resolutions, introduced by Lincoln, 580. ,

Spotswood, . Alexander^ encourages ..Vir^nia;;

expansion, 835 as land; speculator, 83“4.y

Springfield, Massachusetts, settled, :
62

'

5
-..i^.

King Philip’s. War,. 77,' : . ;

;

: / -. " v;

Stamford,.Connecticut, settk.d, 64., V

Stanford, Lelahd, promotes Pacific rai^^

'645. /-/;:'/

Steamboats, introduced bn Great •LakKy302 4-
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se. of in Gulf Plains, 3195 evolutioa of,

331-3}
"'“tern trade,, 3 3 3-4 5 in Mis-

sissippi Valley trade, 3 9 8-95 in western

exploration, 45 a}" in ‘*^nde, 460.

Stearns, AbpI, aids Larkin in California, 571.

Stewart, William, as western Pennsylvania

pioneer, 1 55- <

Still-water, Minnesota, settled, 479.

Stockton, Robert F., aids conquest of Cali-

fornia, 582.

Stone Arabia, New York, settled, 88} in

Resolution, 185.

itone, Uriah, organizes Kentucky hunters,

t53.

Stoner, Michael, explores Kentucky, r6i; in

Lord Dunmore’s War, 166.

Stuart, Henry, warns Watauga settlers of

attack, 175,

Stuart, James and Granville, discover gold

in Montana, 630.

Stuart, John, twites Plan of 1764, i40-i;

shifts demarcation line, 146-7, 149} in

Retolution, 174-6.

ItujTesant, Peter, governor of New Amster-

dam, 67.

Sublette, Milton G., guides Oregon pioneers,

516.

Sublette, William, L., guides Oregon pio-

neers, >.513.

Sullivan, John, defeats Iroquois in Revolu-

tion, I S3.

Sumner, Charles, leads Conscience Whigs,

596. f

Sun Dance, of Plains Indians, 413.

Susquehanna Company, settles Wyoming
Vallej, 95.

Sutter, John A. August, settles in California,

561-2; jiiscovers gold, 589-90.
vtaniLand and Cattle Company, formed,

686; collapse of, 688.

weden, occupies Delaware Valley, 665 con-

flicts with English and Dutch, 66—7.
ycamore Shoals, Treaty of, 169.
ymmes, John Cleves, purcliases Ohio lands,

ii8; hinders settlement process, 218.

adoussac, French fur trade at, 30—2,
allapoosa Indians, in Queen Anne’s War,
114.

allmadge, James, moves Tallmadge
Amendment, 351.
allmadge, Nathaniel P,, leads conservative
Detnoftats,

373,

929
Talon, Jean,^^shapes policy of Ne-w France,

106-8.

Taney, Roger B., as Jackson’s attorney gen-
eral, 362} writes Dred Scott decision, 606-

7*

Taos, New Mexico, rebellion at, 582.

Tapia, Gonzalo de, extends Mexican mission

frontier, 429.

Tariff, urged by Henry Clay, 351 }
of 1824,

3541 of 1S28, 355-7; of 1832, 358-60;
of 1S42, 381—2; of 1846, 382-4; prom-
ised by Republicans in i860, 609; effect

of on North-West alliance, 61 1.

Taylor, 2achary, guards Nueces strip, 578}
attacked by Mexican army, 579; invades

Mexico, 583-4; elected president, 589;
urges admission of California, 591; death

of, 593.

Tecumseh, Chief, rise of to power, 275;
forms confederation, 275-6; denounces Ft.

Wayne Treaty, 276; visits South, 276-7;

death of, 284.

Tecumseh, Michigan, settled, 304.

Telegraph, completed to Pacific coast, 640.

Teller, Henry M,, leads Silver Republicans,

74a.

Tcnnent, William, founds Log Cabin Col-

lege, 98.

Tennessee, French traders in, 112} early set-

tlement of, 157-60, settlement of during

Revolution, 1S3-4, in conflict over state

lands cessions, 203-6, Spanish Conspiracy

in, 233; roads to, 249; expansion of

settlement in, 249-50, 323, 324-5; migra-

. tion from to Old Northwest, 294; railroad

building in, 339-40, 396-7; migration

from to Kansas, 602.

Tennessee Company, 238.

Tennessee Yazoo Company, 235-6.

Tcran, General, urges Mexican resistance to

United States, 493-4.

Terre Haute, Indiana, settled, 296.

Territorial Road, built, 304.

Terry, Alfred H., leads force in Sioux War,

667-8.

Teton-Dakota Indians, described, 4x0. See

Sioux.

Texas, early Spanish missions in, 432; visited

by La Salle, 432—3; occupied by Spain,

433 5 rcoccupied by Spain, 433-55 missions

restored in, 435; Spanish expansion in,

438; American occupation of, 483-91;

Fredonian Revolt in, 491-2; conflicts of
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Texas (continuei)

with Mexico, 493—55 revolts against

Mexico, 495—95 republic of, 499-5015
annexed by United States, 501-55 influ-

ence of bondholders in, 505—7 5
growth of,

5075 Mexican alarm at losing, 576^-75 in

boundary dispute with Mexico, 578-95
railroad building in, 643, 6505 Indian

warfare in, 665-65 cattle frontier in, 673-

45 Long Drive from, 674-95 growth of

ranching in, 679, 6875 population move-

ments in, 705-65 expansion of settlement

in, 7185 agrarian unrest in, 737.

Thames, Battle of the, 284.

Thayer, Eli, forms New England Emigrant

Aid Society, 601.

Thomas, Jesse D., proposes Missouri Com-
promise, 351.

Thompson, Waddy, seeks to acquire Cali-

fornia, 5675 fears English influence, 569.

Three Forks, Montana, visited by Lewis and

Clark, 4485 fur trade at, 4555 visited by

Snake Country Expedition, 457-8.

Thresher, invention of, 697.

Tidewater Province, described, 3 7-8 5
settle-

ment of, 38-56.

Timber Culture Act, passed, 699.

Timber and Stone Act, passed, 699-7005

fraud under, 700.

Timucua, mission province of, 26} missions

in, 285 Indians in, 53.

Tippecanoe, Battle of, 277-8.

Tipton, Missouri, as stage coach terminal,

637 '

Tipton, John, opposes State of Franklin,

204—6.

Tisne, Clause Du, threatens Spanish Texas,

435'

Tobacco, development of as southern crop,

405 effect of on soil, 43—45 expansion of,

48-95 as export crop, 329-30.

Tohopeka, see Battle of Horse Shoe Bend.

Tonti, Henry de, as La Salle’s lieutenant,

108-95 in King William’s War, in 5 in

Illinois, 113.

Topeka, Kansas, constitution drafted at,

6035 in Kansas War, 603.

Trading Factories, established by United

States, 291.

Transylvania Company, formed, 1695 settles

Kentucky, 169-73.

Travis, W. B., leads Texan revolutionaries,

4985 leads Texans at Alamo, 499.

Trent, William, at Ft. Stanwix conference,

1485 discovers Camden-York decision*,

1 5 1—2.

Trist, Nicholas P., negotiate^ treaty with
Mexico, 585-7.

Troup, George M., leads Georgia in Chero-
kee controversy, 313.

Tryon, William, suppresses North Carolina

Regulators, 101.

Tucker, George, opposes occupation of Ore- -

gon, 513.

Tucson, Arizona, as mining town, 628.

Tupper, Benjamin, forms Ohio Company,
212-13.

Turner, Frederick Jackson, as historian of

the frontier, 1-35 quoted, g.

Tuscarora Indians, described, 54.

Tuscumbia and Decatur Railroad, built, 340.

Tyler, John, becomes president, 3795 op-

poses Whig program, 379-825 favors an-

nexation of Texas, 501-45 annexes Texas,

5055 interested in Oregon, 5255 seeks to

acquire California, 567-8.

Ulloa, Francisco de, explores California

coast, 423.

Union Pacific Railroad, chartered, 6455

built, 646—85 cattle shipments over, 681-

25 sells Kansas lands, 7035 lures settlers

west, 7075 speeds settlement of Nebraska,

7135 aids settlement of Wyoming, 717.

Upper Creeks, see Creek Indians.

Upper Mississippi Company, 238.

Upshur, Abel, seeks annexation of Texas,

503-4.

Urban Frontier, described, 6-8.

Utah, settled by Mormons, 541-25 distinctive

institutions of, 542-5 5
expansion of settle-

ment in, 545—75 economic development

of, 547-85 State of Deseret in, 548-95

made territory of United States, 5495 con-

flicts of with United States, 549-505 i”

slavery controversy, 591—45 railroad

building in, 647-85 removal of Indians

from, 653-4.

Utc Indians, described, 410, 4165 removal

of, 653-45 assigned reservations, 663.

Utica, New York, settled, 256.

Utrecht, Treaty of, 115.

Vaca, Alvar Nunez Cabeza de, explorations

of, 20—1.
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Vallejo, Mariano G., in Bear Flag Revolt,

572 -

Van Buren, Martin, supports Jackson’s pro-

gram, 360; elected president, 368} in

Panic of 1837, 373; advocates Independ-

ent Treasury, 373—s; establishes Inde-,

pendent Treasury, 376; defeated in elec-

tion of 1840, 378; opposes annexation of

Texas, 502, 5055 as Free-Soil candidate

in 1848, 589.

Vancouver, George, explores Oregon coast,

510.

Vapdalia, colony of proposed, 150-1.

Van Zandt, Isaac, urges annexation of

Texas, 502-3.

Vaughan, Benjamin, in Revolutionary peace

negotiations, 193.

Vehlein, Joseph, as Texas empresario, 489.

Verendrye, Sieur de la, as French trader and

explorer, 119.

Vergennes, Comte de, in Revolutionary peace

negotiations, 191-5.

Vermont, land speculation in, 94*, settlement

of, 95.

Vermillion, South Dakota, settled, 714.

Vicksburg, Mississippi, seeks to develop east-

ern trade, 341, 396.

Vigilance Committees, in Illinois, 297, in

Iowa, 477 j
in frontier mining camps,

623—4; in Black Hills, 634.

Villafaiie, Angel de, attempts occupation of

Florida, 22-3.

Village Dweller Indians, described, 41 8.

Villard, Henry, builds Northern Pacific Rail-

road, 651—2.

Villasur, Pedro de, defeated in Spanish-

Indian warfare, 436.

Vincennes, Indiana, settled, 122; surrenders

to George Rogers Clark, 181-2; attacked

by Indians, 211; land sales at, 296.

Vincennes, Treaty of, 273.

Virginia, settlement of, 38-42; expansion of

settlement in, 43-5; land system of, 44-5;
labor system in, 45; problem of defense

in, 46-7; frontier conflicts in, 47-52; as

objective of Pilgrims, 57; expansion into

Piedmont, 81-5; settlement of by Pala-

tines, 90-1 ;
by Scotch-Irish, 92 ; in

Frcnch-English conflict, 125-6; land

speculation in, 134-6; refuses to accept

trade regulation, 141; Indian boundary

established in, 146-7; migration from to

Kentucky, 160; precipitates Lord Dun-

931

more’s War, 166-7; opposes Transylvania

Company, 172-3; annexes Kentucky

County, 173; cedes western lands, 200—2;

migration from to West, 247; railroad

building in, 338.

Virginia Company, chartered, 36.

Virginia Military Reserve, established, 202;

settlement of, 262-3.

Virginia Yazoo Company, formed, 235-6.

Virginia City, Montana, settled, 631; made
territorial capital, 631.

Virginia City, Nevada, settled, 626.

Vizcaino, Sebastian, attempts to occupy Cali-

fornia, 427.

Wabash and Erie Canal, built, 343-4.

Wabash Land Company, formed, 152.

Waddell, Hugh, leads attack on Regulators,

101.

Waddell, W. B., in overland express business,

638-40.

Waiilatpu, Oregon, mission at, 521; aban-

doned, 523.

Walker, Elkonah, as Oregon missionary,

522; returns to United States, 523.

Walker, Joseph R., in California trade, 560;

accompanies Fremont expedition, 571.

Walker, Robert J., advocates lower tariff,

382-4; favors taking all Mexico, 586.

Walker, Thomas, forms Loyal Land Com-
pany, 136, opposes Stuart, 146; at Ft.

Stanwix conference, 148-9; explores Ken-

tucky, 160.

Walker, William, interests missionaries in

Oregon, 517.

Wallingford, Connecticut, settled, 73.

Walpole Company, formed, 150-1.

Walpole, Thomas, enters Grand Ohio Com-
pany, 150.

Wampanoag Indians, described, 58, 73; in

King Philip’s War, 73-9.

War of 1812, 268-89; opens Gulf Plains,

312; effect of on Pacific fur trade, 456.

War of Jenkins’ Ear, 1 1 8.

Ware, Massachusetts, settled, 95.

War Hawks, advocate War of 1812, 279.

Warwick, Rhode Island, settled, 62.

Washburn Mills, develop New Process in

milling, 709.

Washburn and Moen Manufacturing Com-
,pany, manufacture barbed wire fence, 692.

Washington, admitted as state, 716. See Ore-

gon.
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Washington, George, in French conflict,

125—6; as land speculator, 136; quoted

on Proclamation of 1763, 143; buys west-

ern lands, 143, 150; enters Grand Ohio

Company, 150; adds to land holdings,

165; in conflict with Ohio Indians, 224—

7; in Spanish conflict, 234—41.

Washington, Treaty of, with Georgia Creeks,

313.

Washita War, 662—5.

Watauga Settlements, settlement in, 157—9;

draft articles of association, 159-60; in

Lord Dunmore’s War, 167; buy land

from Cherokee, 169; in Revolution, 175—

6 .

Waterbury, Connecticut, settled, 73.

Watertown, Massachusetts, settled, 59; mi-

gration from, 62.

Watson, Thomas, in agrarian crusade, 743.

Wayne, Anthony, defeats Ohio Indians, 225—

6; drafts Treaty of Greenville, 226.

Weaver, James B., candidate of Greenback

Party, 732; in Populist crusade, 739; Peo-

ple’s Party candidate in 1892, 740.

Webster, Daniel, advocates Distribution,

355; favors Tariff of 1828, 356; debates

Hayne, 358; as opponent of Jackson, 360;

seeks to acquire California, 567-8; formu-

lates Tripartite Agreement, 567-8; favors

Compromise of 1850, 593; death of, 596.

Webster, Pelatiah, proposes method of land

sales, 207.

Weiser, Conrad, as Indian diplomat, 124.

Weld, Theodore Dwight, as abolition leader,

370-1.

Wellington, Kansas, settled, 713.

Wells, Maine, attacked by French, 115.

Wentworth, Benning, issues New Hampshire

Grants, 94.

Western Emigration Society, formed, 564;

promotes California migration, 564-5.

Western Railroad, built, 336.

Western Reserve, established, 202; settlement

of, 263-4.

Western Town Company, opens Dakota

lands, 714.

West Florida, colony of proposed, 137;

established, 140; rebellion against Spain

in, 242; frontier demand for, 270; occu-

pation of, 271 ;
annexed by United States,

271, 282.

Westos Indians, described, 54; in war with

colonists, 55.

West Virginia, early settlement of, jjy,
Wethersfield, Connecticut, trading post at

61 ; settled, 62.
’

Whalers, trade of with California, 554.
Wharton, Samuel, at Ft. Stanwix conference

148; forms Grand Ohio Company, 150-1’.

Wharton, William H., in Texan revolution'

496.

Wheat, production of in Mississippi Valley,

330; in Great Plains, 708-9.

Wheelright, John, founds Exeter, New
Hampshire, 62.

Whig Party, formed, 363; seeks restoration

of Bank of the United States, 373-5; in

election of 1840, 377-9; opposes pre-

emption, 379; proposes legislative "pro-

gram, 379-82; turns against Mormons,

537-8; opposes Mexican War, 580; in

Mexican War, 581; in election of 1848,

589; in election of 1852, 596; disintegra-

tion of, 596-7; final collapse of, 600.

White, Elijah, reaches Oregon, 519; leads

overland migration to Oregon, 525 ; helps

form Oregon government, 529-30.

White, James, in Spanish Conspiracy, 233;

as land speculator, 235,

Whitman, Marcus, as Oregon missionary,

520-1; protests closing of missions, 323;

guides Oregon immigrants, 527.

Whitney, Asa, urges Pacific railroad, 644.

Whitney, Eli, invents cotton gin, 311.

Wichita, Kansas, settled, 713.

Wichita Indians, described, 410; visited by

Coronado, 425.

Wilderness Road, laid out, 169; as route to

the West, 184, 249, 294-

Wilkes, Charles, urges occupation of Oregon,

525.

Wilkinson, James, hatches Spanish Conspir-

acy, 231—3
;
given army post, 234; renews

Spanish Conspiracy, 239; occupies Louisi-

ana for United States, 245.

Willamette Cattle Company, formed, 524,

Willamette Valley, Oregon, described, 422;

mission established in, 518—19; early set-

tlement of, 524; expansion of settlement

in, 526-8; evolution of government in,

528-30; in Oregon boundary controversy,

532.

Willard, Simon, as Massachusetts fur trader,

65.

Willett, Marinus, defeats British in Revolu-

tion, 189.
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Williams, Roger, founds Rhode Island,

in Pequot War, 64.

Williamsburg, Ohio, settled, 263,

Williamsburg, New York, settled, 155.

Williamson, Charles, as agent of Pulteney

Estates, 255-6.

Williamstown, Massachusetts, settled, 95.

Wilmot, David, introduces Wilmot Proviso,

587-8.

Winchester, Virginia, settled, 91.

Windmills, invention of, 693-4.

Windsor, Connecticut, settled, 61,

Winnebago Indians, French trade with, 103}

attack United States, 2983 cede lands in

Northwest, 301.

Winslow, Edward, as early fur trader, 61.

Winthrop, John, leads settlers to Massa-

chusetts Bay, 59; quoted, 70.

Winthrop, John, Jr., founds Saybrook, 615

founds New London, 73 ; as land specula-

tor, 75.

Wisconsin, Indians in, 103-4; visited by

Erench traders, 105; fortified by French,

no; removal of Indians from, 301; set-

tlement of, 308; statehood for, 309; op-

position to banks in, 377; land grants in,

702; growth of Patrons of Husbandry in,

728; Granger Laws in, 730.

Wolf Meetings, in Oregon, 529-30.

Wolfe, James, captures Loulsbourgh, 129;

captures Quebec, 130-1.

Wolfskin, William, in California trade, 559.

Wood, Abraham, as Virginia pioneer, 47;
explores Piedmont, 81-2.

Woodbury, Connecticut, settled, 73.

Woodward, Thomas, establishes Carolina fur

trade, 55-6.

Wool, John E., in Mexican War, 583.

Woonsocket, Rhode Island, settled, 72,

Worcester, Massacliusetts, settled, 95.

Worcester vs. Georgia, 315.

Wounded Knee Massacre, 669.
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Wyandot Indians, in French-English con-

flict, 123.

Wyeth, Nathaniel J., in Rocky Mountain fur

trade, 460; plans to occupy Oregon, 515;
leads Oregon expedition, 515-16; aids

Oregon missionaries, 518.

Wyoming, mining in, 632; cattle ranching

in, 680-1; large ranches in, 686; decline

of cattle industry in, 688; use of irriga-

tion in, 692—3; settlement of, 717;
achieves statehood, 7 1 8.

Wyoming Valley, Pennsylvania, settlement

of, 95; massacre in during Revolution,

180.

Xenia, Ohio, settled, 263.

Yamassee Indians, in Spanish-English con-

flict, 116.

Yazoo Companies, formed, 235-6,

Yazoo Indians, in Queen Anne’s War, 1 14,

116-17.

Yazoo Strip, in Revolutionary peace negotia-

tions, 194; in Spanish-American diplo-

macy, 228-41.

Young, Brigham, chosen Mormon leader,

539; leads westward migration, 539-41;
establishes Utah settlements, 541-2; de-

vises land and irrigation systems, 542-5;
stimulates expansion of settlements, 545-

7; founds industries, 547-S; establishes

State of Deseret, 548-9; in Mormon War,
549-SI.

Young, Ewing, procures cattle for Oregon,

524; death of, 529; in California trade,

559-60.

Ypsilanti, Michigan, settled, 304.

Zavala, Lorenzo de, as Texas emfresario,

489.

Zuni Indians, described, 417-18.


